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ABSTRACT
An experimental investigation (test IA142) was conducted in the
AEDC/VKF Tunnel A from August ii through August 18, 1976. _e objec ive
was to obtain proximity force and moment data for the orbiter/extern I
tank and SRBs with booster separation motor (BSM) plume effects. Si u
component force and moment data were obtained on the orbiter/ET and
four-component force and moment data were obtained on each SRB. BSM
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NOMENCLATURE
S_MB@L MNEMONIC DEFINITION
AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Center
bre f BREF reference span_ in.
BSM booster separation motor
CA CA axial force coefficient
C_ CBL body axis rolling moment coefficient
Cm (,_LM pitching moment coefficient
Cmj (._4J BSMthrust pitching moment coefficient
_T (.724T pitching moment coefficient due to both BSM
thrust and aerodynamic effects
Cn (,"fN body axis yawiug moment coefficient
Cnj C_NJ BSM thrust body axis yawing moment coefficient
CnT L"fNT body axis yawing moment coefficient due to
both BSMthrust and aerodynamic effects
CN CN normal force coefficient
CNj CNJ BSMthrust normal force coefficient
C_ L_f normal force coefficient due to both BSM
_..±.
thrust and aerodynamic effects
CPB1,CPB 2 CPB1,CPB2 base pressure coefficients
CPc CPC balance cavity pressure coefficient
Cre f (._%EF reference chord_ in.
Cy L_f side force coefficient
Cyj (._fJ BSM thrust side force coefficient
CYT CYT side force coefficient due to both BSM




CTS captive trajectory system
RT external tank
_ref LREF reference length, in.
M_ MACH freestream Mach number
MRP moment reference point
PB1, PB2 PB1,PB2 model base pressures, psia
P PC model cavity pressures, psia
c
Po PO tunnel stilling chamber pressure, psia
p_ P freestream static pressure, psia
q_ Q(PSF),Q(_PSI) freestream dynamic pressure, psf_s_a_ "
Re/f_ RE/L unit Reynolds number, per foot
Sre f SREF reference area, ft.2
SRB solid rocket booster
SSV Space Shuttle Vehicle
To TO tunnel stilling chamber temperature, °R
T_ T freestream static temperature, °R
VKF yon Karman Facility
XMRPo,ET/ XMRP longitudinal location of mated o_%iter an
ET MRP, in. XT
XMRPsRB XMRP longitudinal location of SRBMRP, in. Xs
Xo X0 orbiter longitudinal station, in.




XT XT ET longitudinal station, in.
yMRP0/E T YMRP lateral location of mated orbiter and ET
MRP, in. YT
YMRPSRB YMRP lateral location of SRB MRP, in. Ys
Yo YO orbiter lateral station, in.
Ys YS SRB lateral station, in.
YT YT ET lateral station, in.
vertical location of mated orbiter and ET
 oI= in.
ZMRPsRB _MRP vertical location of SRB MRP, in. Zs
Zo _3 orbiter vertical station, in.
Zs ZS SRB vertical station, in.
ZT ZT ET vertical station, in.
O/ET, O/T ._PHA mated orbiter and ET angle of attack, deg.
_SRB ALPHAB, ALpHAR left, right SR_ angle of attack, deg.
0/ET a 0/T BETA mated orbiter and ET angle of sideslip, deg.
_SRB BETAB, BETAR left, right SRB angle of aideslip, deg.
8 a AILNON aileron deflection angle, deg.
8BF BDFLAP body flap deflection angle, deg.
8e ELEVON elevon deflection angle_ deg.
A X X longitudinal displacement of SRB nose
parallel to the XT axis,_from its mated




AY Y, YR, YL lateral displacement of right, right, lefl
SRB nose parallel to the YT axis, from it_
mated position with the orbiter m_d ET_
positive to port, in.
AZ Z vertical displacement of SRB nose parallel
to the ZT axis, from its mated position
with the orbiter and ET, positive down_ il
As DALFA incremental pitch angle between O/ET and
SRB, degrees; As = _SRB - _O/ET
A_ DBETA incremental sideslip angle between O/ET ax [
SRB, degrees; A_ = _SRB - _O/ET (left SRB]
A_ = _O/ET -_SRB (right SRI
gp DELP pressure differential between throat tap
and supply line on venturi used to measur_
mass flow to simulated separation engines;
psia
pj JET PC chamber pressure of simulated BSM jets, ps a
-- LTFW, LTAFT left SRB balance foward or aft gage
temperature, °F
I MDOT total mass flow measured by venturi,
_ lb.-mass/see.
MTR, MTL total mass flow supplied to separation
engines in right and left boosters,
ib.-mass/sec.
Pa PA pressure in supply line to venturi, psia
I PCHAR, PCHFR chamber pressures for right SRB aft or
Pc forward engines, psia




PHI, PHIL, PHIR left, left, right SRB model roll angles,
degrees
Ps PSR, PSL pressure in supply lines to separation
engines on right or left booster, psia
- RTFW_ RTAFT right SRB balance forward or aft gage
temperature, °F
T TA temperature of air supplied to venturi, OR
a
ORB orbiter
FN normal force (in Z direction), ibs.
Fy side force (lateral direction), Ibs.
My pitching moment about Y axis, ibs.
MZ yawing moment about Z axis, ibs.
INTRODUCTION
The space shuttle solid rocket boosters (SRBs) have sm_dl separ tion
motors (BSMs) in the extreme forward and aft sections which fire dur ng
separation of the SRBs from the O/ET. This action assures a positiv
separation sequence. A series of three wind tunnel tests was eonduced
in the AEDC/VKF Tunnel A on a 0.010-scale model of the space shuttle con-
figuration during SRB separation, with BSM plumes simulated with air jets,
to obtain proximity force and moment data for the orbiter, external ank,
and SRBs. This report presents results from the second test, conduct d
from August ll through August 18, 1976. Results from the first test
(IA40) are given in reference 8 while reference 9 presents the third
test (IA143) results.
Data were obtained at a Mach number of 4.5 and a Reynolds numbe of
(1.68 x 106). Test variables included orbiter/ET angles of attack a i
sideslip, SRB angles of attack and sideslip relative to the orbiter/i _;
vertical, longitudinal, and lateral displacement of the SRBs from th
mated position; SRB roll angle; BSM plenum pressure; and Reynolds nu _er.
Two base pressure measurements and one cavity pressure were obt [ned
in addition to the basic force measurement. Model (75-0TS) was used For
these tests.
Chrysler Data Management Services adjusted the original data whl e
this data report was being prepared for publication. Data _gr coeffJ :ients
Cy, Cn, and C£ in certain groups of runs were adjusted to correct a _ ,lance
zero shift which occurred during the test. Details of the adjustmenl are
_ in the Remarks section.
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The model was a 0.010 scale representation of the space shuttle
launch vehicle, designated 75-0TS. A model 72-0 wing was used for
simplicity because it was not instrumented as was the 75-0 wing but was
otherwise identical to the 75-0 wing. The wing represented a l_O A/B
configuration. The orbiter fuselage represented a 140C modified config-
uration. The external tank model was built to VC78-000002 lines with an
iseutropic nose spike. SRBmodels were built to VC77-000002 lines to
represent a modified vehicle 5 configuration. Figure 2a shows the mated
configuration. Figure 2b shows the orbiter configuration. Figures 2c
through f show the external tank configuration and its protuberances.
Orbiter to tank attach hardware and feedlines are shown in Figures 2g
through i. The $RB is shown in Figure 2J. The models were fabricated
from stainless steel and aluminum.
The mated orbiter and external tank were mounted on the VKF Tunnel A
captive trajectory system in an upright position. The AEDCVY109_78 bent
sting was attached to the captive trajectory system strut and entered the
model through the orbiter base where it attached to the AEDC 0.85-inch
diameter 4.00-Y-36-049 internal strain gage balance. The orbiter and
tank were rigidly attached to the orbiter. The SRB's were mounted on the
tunnel primary support system using the Rockwell W-1137Amodel support
assembly and W--l138A twin sting assembly. Forces and moments on each
SRBwere measured by AEDC _-component flow-through balances (_.00-Y-34-
069 in the le_: SRBand h.O0-Y-3h-065 in the right SRB). Figure 2k shows
10
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued)
a sketch of the model installation. Figure 3 presents photographs of the
installed models.
Booster separation motors (BSM) consisted of two four-nozzle clu ters
located at the forward and aft end of each SRB as shown on Figure 2J.
Each nozzle was supplied with high pressure air through a common plen m
for each cluster. The plenums were designed to provide simuS_aneous
firing of the forward and aft nozzles with identical plenum i_essures
Nozzle inter_al contours were designed to provide mode] plumes simt_la ing
_l! scale plumes. External contours were made to maintain similitud
• with Cull scale contours.
All three balances were calibrated by AEDC prior to the test. I -
tunnel check loadings were performed after installation to insure tot 1
measurement system integrity. All t_znsducers or thermocouples used o
measure base, cavity, sting, model plenum pressures and mass flow wer
calibrated prior to the test.
Prior to the test, after the models were installed in the test
chamber, sting pressure was calibrated as a function of forws_d and e t
plenum pressures for each SRBmodel. A calibration of balance forces and
moments and mass flow as functions of sting pressure was then perform d
for each SRBmo_el. These calibrations yielded thrust tares for each
balance component and the average thrust for each BSM nozzle. 0perat ng
pressures for the test were then defined using these thrust calibrati ns.
I]
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued)
The orbiter model was designated as ORB, where_
o_ = B62c12E_ FlOM16R5 N89NIo3V8Wn6
The individual orbiter components were defined as follows:
Component Definition Reference Drawln_
B62 Body VLZ0-OOOIhOC -202C_ -205A, -200B,
-203A
C12 Canopy VLT0-O00140C -202B_ -20h
E_ Elevon SAS/AERO/73-344
FI0 Body Flap VLTO-O00140C_ VL70-3551!h
MI6 OMS Pod VL70-008401_ VL70-008410
N89 OMS Nozzles SS-A01279
Nlo 3 MPS Nozzles SS-A01687
R5 Rudder VLTO-OOOI_6B, VL70-000095
V8 Vertical Tail VL70-OOOlhOC_ VLTO-OOOlh6B
Wll 6 Wing VL70-OOO14OA/B, VL70-OO0200
The external tank was designated as ET, where:
ET = T35 AT28 AT130 AT131 FLIo FLI1 FRIO FRIh FRI5 FRI6 FRI7
_18 FRI 9 PT23PT25 PT26 PT29 PT33 I:'939
Component Description
AT28 Aft O/ET attach structure per VL78-O0006B_ VL78-OOOO62B.
AT130 Forward O/ET attach structure, per ICD-2-O0001, Rev. B.





FL!o LH2 feedline per VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, VC78-000C 2.
FLll LO 2 feedline per VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, VC78-000C 2.
FR10 Fairing, per VL78-O00063, VLT8-OOOO62B, Martin-Mariet a
82600207000_ VC78-000002
FRI4 ET nose cable fairing.
FR15 ET nose fairing for PT39
FR16 L02 feedline (FLll) fairing.
FR17 LO2 antlgeyser-line (_723) fairing.
FR18 Aft electrical-conduit (P725) fairing.
FR19 LH2 pressure llne (PT33) fairing.
PT23 LO2 recirculation line per VL78-000063, VL78-OOOO62B,
Martln-Marletta 82600207000, VC78-000002
P725 Aft electrical line, per VL78-000063, VL78-OOOO62B,
Martin-Marietta 82600207000, VC78-000002
PT26 LO2 pressure line, per VL78-OO0063, VL78-OOO(_2B,
Martin-Marietta 82600207000
P729 Electrical conduit, per ICD-2-O0001, Revision B.
P733 LH2 pressure line per ICD-2-O0001_ Revision B.
PT39 ET nose probe, per ICD-2-OO001, Revision B.
T35 Modified Vehicle 5 external tank per VC78-OO(K)02
The solid rocket booster was designated as:






NIO I Forward booster separation motor nozzle block.
Reference: ICD-2-O000!, Revision B (Model Drawing
(SS-A01690).
NIO 2 Aft booster separation motor nozzle block.
Reference: ICD-2-O0001, Revision B (Model Drawing
(SS-AO1690).
NIO 6 SRB nozzle_ per VL77-000066, VC77-OOOOO2D.
PS20 Electrical cable tunnel_ per ICD-2-O0001. Revision B.
PS26 SRB aft attach ring, per ICD-2-O0001, Revision B.
PS27 SRM nozzle actuator struts, per ICD-2-O0001, Revision B.
PS28 Aft booster separation motor fairing, per ICD-2-O0001,
Revision B.
PS29 Tiedown struts (4) per ICD-2-O0001, Revision B.
PS31 Command antenna (2) per ICD-2-O0001, Revision B.
PS32 Data capsule and camera, per ICD-2-00001, Revision B.
PS33 Intermediate structural rings (3), per ICD-2-O0001,
Revision B.
PS3h Aft cable housing, per ICD-2-O0001, Revision B.
PS35 Aft structural ring_ per ICD-2-O0001, Revision B.
S2h Modified Vehicle 5 Solid Rocket Booster body.
]4
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) is an Air Force fac_ .ity
located in Tullahoma_ Tennessee. The tunnel used, Tunnel A_ is in th_
yon Karman facility. Engineering and other technical operations in tl s
tunnel are conducted by contractor personnel of ARO, ]inc.
Tunnel A is a i_0 x 40-in._ eonti_uous, closed circuit, _rlable
density, supersonic wind tunnel with a Mach number range of 1.5 to 6.(
The tunnel is served by the main compressor system which provide_
r
a wide range of mass flows and stagnation pressures up to a _ximum oI
200 psia.
The model may be injected into the tunnel for a test run and thel




Standard AEDC methods for computing tunnel parameters_ balance force
and moments, and model attitudes were used. Six-component force and
moment data were recorded and reduced for the orbiter/external tank
balance. _ase am_ cavity p_essure coefficients were computed but
corrections were not applied to the balance data. Four-component force
and moment data were recorded and reduced for each SRB balance. Thrust
tares were removed from these data and coefficients were calculated for
each SRB both with and without BSM thrust. Base and cavity pressures
were not measured. Attitude and position of all three model com!oonents
were corrected for sting/balance deflections.
The following reference dimensions were used:
S_m_bol Description Model Scale Full Scale
2ref,Cref, reference length, chord, 12.903 1290.3
bref span, in.
Sre f reference area, ft. 2 0.269 2690.0
XMRP0/E T orbiter/ET longitudinal location
of MRP, in. XT 10.97 1097.0
XMRPsRB SRB longitudinal location of
MRP_ in. Xs 12.585 1258.5
orbiter/_ lateral location of
YMRPo/ET MRP, in. YT 0.0 0.0
SRB lateral location of MRP, in.
YMRPsRB Xs 0.0 0.0
ZMRPo/E T orbiter/_ vertical location ofMRP, in. ZT 4.50 450.0




Several changes were made to the test hardware and the tunnel iN
stallation from the initial entry (test IA40).
(i) A clutch-face yaw adapter replaced the yaw pin/plate used
with the W-II15-S-3 housing. The clutch-face was fabricat d
by AEDC and provided for 5-degree yaw increments.
(2) A longer docking spike was fabricated by K_DC to facilitat
docking measurements for As = -8° test conditions.
(3) As a means of decreasing blockage, a new sting arrangement
was investigated for mounting the 0/ET to the CTS. This
change moved the O/ET up in the wind tunnel relative to th
CTS so that the separation rig could be raised toward the
centerline of the wind tunnel.
(4) Marotta valves were installed in the high pressure air sup_ [y
lines to each SRB. These valves provided the capability o:
running jet-on for either one or both SRBs..
The following test anomalies were observed during test 1&142:
(i) Tunnel Blockage. Blockage was encountered at e0/T = 15,
80/T = 15 at Ae's of 0 and -4 degrees when both left and
right BSM jets were on. This problem was _oided by obtai_ ng
jet-on data at these _, 8 conditions for only one BSM oper_ ;ing
at any time.
No other blockage conditions were encountered, even at the
same combinations of eO/T and 80/T where blockage occurred
17
REMARKS (Continued)
du_'ing IA40. It is believed that this is £_e to the change
in model installation which permitted the SRBs to be located
closer to the center of the wind tunnel.
(2) Mass Flow System. Marotta valves were installed in the mass
flow system to provide for on/off operation of the BSM Jets.
Unexpected large flow restrictions through these valves made
it necessary to install a second set of Marotta valves in
parallel with the first. Even with two valves for each SRB,
a pressure level of 1500 psi could not be obtained in the
SRB stings. Therefore, 1500 psi data were obtained with the
Marotta valves removed from the system.
(3) Thrust calibrations: Repeat thrust calibrations during the
4th shift of the test did not agree with previous calibra-
tions. During the 5th shift, a ruptured filter was located
in the high pressure air system and was replaced. Following
the 5th shift, the SRB models were removed from the stings and
disassembled. Large concentrations of fine dirt particles
were removed from the air system. A few broken pieces of
0-ring were also removed from in between the model balance
adapter and the outer shell. After this_ thrust calibrations
again repeated those obtained prior to the test. The effect of
the disagreement between thrust calibrations on coefficient
accuracy will be assessed during post-test data analysis.
18
REMARKS (Concluded)
(4) A balance zero shift occured in two increments, about D
counts for groups 475-619 and 130 counts for groups 62 ul108.
Chrysler Data Management Services was notified of the _ift
in October 1977 (ref. i0). Accordingly, an adjustment Lo the
orbiter/external tank aerodynamic coefficients was ma@ by
subtracting the following increments from the original _ata:
Cy Cn C_
Groups 475-619 0.020 -0.003 0.004
Groups 620-i108_ 0.032 -0.005 0.007
Adjusted data are published in this report.
]9
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TEST° IA142 _- ]DA[_T_". =-
7E57CONDITIONS
REYNOLDSNUMBER DYNAMICPRESSURE STAGNATIONEMPERATUREMACHNUMBER
x iO'6)f_o_--" (psfa) (degreesF irenheit)
4.5 1.68 166 !Z )
w
0rbiter/Ta_ - AEDC 0o85-inch diameter 4.OO-Y-36 049
BALANCEUTILIZED: BlmlB _..O,,__h_dlmmeter flc_ th_ou_]][L61amee
01_i_ITE_/TAI_ 81_ COEFFICIE_
CAPACITY: CAPACITY TOLERANCI
Normal Force _00 ib .._ lb
Axial Force 50 ib --
Side Force 200 lb __ lb
Pitching Moment 310 In_lb 451 In-lb
Rolling Moment lO0 In.olb --
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCT[_E - AT28
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rear orbiter to ET attach st_mcture (left-h_ i and
right-hand) (two members)
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER: VL78-000063, VL78-OOOO62B
DIMenSIONS: MZMBER FULL SCALE MO_L SC_
#i Xo 1317.00 13.17




YT - 96.50 (LR) - 0.96
96.50 (RH) 0.96
z_r 515.5o 5.15
#2 Xo 1317.0 13.17




YT - 125.68 (LH) - 1.25'
125.68(R_) 1.25'
z_ 504.5 5.o41
Diameter, In. #I 11.5 O.II_
#e _5.5 0o_5_
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TABLE Ill, MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT130




DIMENSIONS: MI_4BER FULL SCALE MOD_LSCALE
Orbiter attach point #l Xo 388.9 3.889




rT o (LR) o
o (R_) o
Zr 620.3 6.203
Tank attach point XT 388.9 3.889








TABLE llI. MODEL DIMENS_[ONALDATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT131
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Aft Orbiter/ET attach structure
MODEL SCALE: O.010
DRAWING NUMBE_: SS-A01692
D_SIONS: FULL SCALE MOE_L SC;













TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPON_r: BODY - B62
GENERAL DESCR]_ON: Configuration 140 C orbiter _k_selage, MCR 200-R h.
Similar to 140 A/B fuselage except aft boSy revised and improved mid-
bodiF-wing-boot fairing, Xo = 940 to Xo = 1040.
MODEL SCALE: O.OlO
DRAWING NUMBER: VLT0-O00140C_ -000202C, -000205A, -O00200B, _000203A.
DIMENSIONS: _ SCALE MOE_L SCALE
Length (_4L_ Fwd. Sta. Xo = 238), In. 1290.3 12.903
Length (0ML_ Fwd. Sta. Xo = 235), In. 1293.3 12.933
Max Width (@ Xo = 1528.3), In. 264.0 2.640
Max Depth (@ Xo = 1464), In. 250.0 2.500
Fineness Ratio 4:.899 4.899
Area - Ft 2
Max. Cross-Sectional 340.885 .03409
6O
TABLE III. MOIEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: CANOPY - C12
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140 C orbiter canopy, vehicle c Oin
No. 31 updated to MCR 200-R4. Used with fuselage B62°
MODEL SCALE" O.010
DRAWING NOMBER" VLT0-O00140C -000202B, -000204
DD4ENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SC; _.
Length (XO = 434.643-578), In. 143.357 1.43
Max Width (@ X = 513.127), In. 152.412 1.52O
Max Depth (Zo = 50].to 449.39), In. 51.61 0.51
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: ELEVON - E44
GENERAL DESCRII_CION: 6.0 in F.S. gaps machined into E26 elevon. Flapper
doors, centerbody pieces, and tipseals are not simulated. (Data are for
one of two sides).
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER
DIMENSIONS_ FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area, Ft2 210.00 0.021
Span (equivalent)_ In. 349.2 3-492
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. ll8.0 1.180
0utb'd equivalent chord, In. 55.19 0.552
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord 0.2096 0.2096
At Outb 'd equlv, chord 0.4004 0.4004
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 0.O0 O.O0
Trailing Edge - 10.056 --10.056
Hingeline O.00 0.O0
Area Moment (Product of Area & c), Ft3 1587.25 0.00159
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 90.7 0.907
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MO_ELCOMPONENT: BODY FLAP - FIO
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140 C body flap. Hingeline Io¢ ted
at Xo= 1532, Zo = 238.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NDMBEB: VL70-OOOI40C, VL70-355114
DIM_SIONS: FULL SCALE MOI_L SC_
Length (Xo = 1525.5 to XO = 1613),In. 87.50 0.87
Max Width (@ L.E., Xo = 1525.5), In. 256.00 2.56
Max Depth (Xo = 1532), In. 19.798 0.19
Fineness Ratio
Area - Ft2
Max. Cross-Sectlonal (@H.L.) 35.196 .00 52
Planform 135.00 .O1 30
Wetted
m_se(xo = 1613) 4.89
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TA]3LE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONEnt: FEEDLINE - FLIo
GENERAL DESCRI]xi_ON: LH 2 feedline on upper left-hand side of T35
MODEL SCALE: O.010
DRAWING NUMBER_ VL78-000063, VL78-000062B
DIMENSIONS: _ SCALE MOEBL SCALE
Leading edge at: XT 2071.5 20.715
YT - 70.0 - 0.700
ZT 573. 934 5.739
Trailing edge at: XT 2081.8 20.818
YT - 70.0 - 0.700
zT 584.059 5.841
Line diameter (17.0 I.D.) 18.!60 0.182
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE - FLI1
GENEK&L DESCRIPTION: ID2 feedline on upper right-hand side of T35.
MODEL SCALE: O.010
DRAWING NUMBER: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B
DIM]_SIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SC_ '_.
Leading edge at: XT 1000.667 i0. OC
YT 70. O0 O.7C
zT 15o.519 I.5c
Trailing edge at : XT 2071.5 20.71
xT 7o. oo o. 7o
7_,_ 573.93_ 5-73
Line diameter (17.0 I.D.) 18.16 0.18
Centerline of line located radially at _ = l13°h '
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T_3LEIII. MODEL DIMESSIONALDATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: FAIRING - FRIo
GENEK&L DESCR_XfION: Umbilical door fairing between aft ET/Orbiter
attach structure.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER:: VL78-000063, VL78-OOO062B, Martin-Marietta 82600207000
DIMENSIONS: _ SCALE MOI_L SCALE




TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONALDATA (Continued)
C_omponent Definition
FR14 External Tank nose cable fairing per model
dwg. SS-A01668-5 located at:
Model Scale Full Scale
XT = 3.490--_3.710 XT = 349.00--_371.O0
= 31o31 ' ¢ = 31°31 '
FRI5 External Tank nose probe fairing per model
dwg. SS-A01668-5 located at:
Model Scale Full Scale
XT = 3.413--_3.710 XT = 341.30--371.00
FRI6 External Tank LO2 feedline (Fll) fairing per model
dwg. SS-_01668- 3 located at:
Model Scale Full Scale
XT = 9.820--_I0.420 XT = 982.00.-_i042.0
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T_3LE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
Com2onent Definition
FRI7 External Tank IX)2 antigeyser line (PT_)
fairing per model dwg. SS-A01668-3. _6cated at:
Model Scale Full Scale
XT = 9.860--_10.h60 XT = 986.00--.10h6.00
¢ = 33o45' _ = 33o45'
FRI8 External Tank aft electrical conduit (PT2_)
fairing per model dwg. SS-A01668-3. Located at:
Model Scale Full Scale
xT = lO.67o--_io.82o xT = lO6LOO--.1082.o0
= 37°30' _ = 37°30'
FRI9 External Tank LH2 pressure line (PT33)
fairing per model dwg. SS-A01668-9. Located at:
Model Scale Full Scale
XT = 10.600---.11.269 XT = 1060.00--+1126.90
= 3ooo, _ = 3o°o'
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TABLE IIl. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS POD - MI6
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration lh0 C orbiter 0MS pod -.Short _ d.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-008401, VL70-008410
DIMENSIONS. FULL SCALE MODEL SCt
Length (0MS Fwd. Sta. Xo = 1310.5),In. 258.50 2.58
Max Width (@ Xo = 1511), In. 136.8 1.36
Max Depth (@ Xo = ].511), In. 74.70 0.74
Fineness Ratio 2._34 2.48
Area - Ft2
Max. Cross-Sectional 58.864 0.00 39
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONEnt: NOZZLES - N89
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0MS nozzle in stowed position which is outboard
8 deg. and do_a 7 deg. from null position. Use with M16.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER: SS-A01279
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MOEr.L SCALE
Length - In,
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 56.0 0.560
Diameter - In.
Exit (0.D.) 50.0 0.50
Gimbal Point (Station) - In.
Xo 1518.00 15.180
Yo 88. oo o.880
zo 292.0 2.920
Null Position - Deg.
Pitch 15°49' 15°49'
Yaw 6'030' 6030 '
7O
TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEl, COMPONglNT_ SRB FWD. SEPARATION NOZZLE BLOCK - N101




D:_ENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SC_ _E
Diameter - 7n.
Exit 12. ]4 .12]
Throat 7oOO •07
Inlet 7.00 .07C
Lip Angle 13° !3°
Area - Ft 2
Exit .8038 .000 S038
ifThroat •2_73 .000 2673
Design exit Mach No. 2.64 2.64
No of' nozzles 4 (in two blocks)
Centerline of the two fwd. nozzles @ Xs 2..854
Ce_terlir,e of the two aft nozzles@ X 3.081
S
Nozzles canted 20 degrees forward, away from 0/ET
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[_IYBLEIII, MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
_IO]IgLC.0MPON_tP_ SRB AFT SEPARATION NOZZLE BD3CK - NIO 2




!)]?M_SIO_S_ FULL SCALE MO:_L SCALE
Oiamet _r 12. lh .!21h
_x:_,"-_ 7.oo .o700







DesiT(n Exf% l_ch No. 2.64 2.64
!"fooof no_z:_es k (In two blocks)
C!entt_¢lineof the four (4) nozzles @ Xs 18.90 - nozzle mounted on SRB
af± shu%_ ear:ted 20° aft_ away from O/ET
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONE_" MPS NOZZLES - NI03
GENE_t&L DESCRIPTION: Non-flow-through _._S nozzle dummy nozzle - st _e
external dim° as NS?
MODEL SCYALE: O. 010
DRAWING NUMBER: SS-A01687
DXMENSIONS: FULL Sf'ALE MODEL SC_
MACH NOo
Length- In o
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane .....








Gimbal Point (Station) - In.
Jpper Nozzles















TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPOE_iT_ SOLID ROCKE_ BOOSTER NOZZLES - N!O 6
GE__?_<L DESC_'JUPt_TION"SRB nozzle to llnes used with $22
)'401)ELoo._,. O.OlO
DPA_[NC • N07_82_'_ VC77-OOOOO2D
:oI_SlO_S: FT/ALSCALE MODEL SCAL_
Diameter_ 17ex -.In. (IoD.) (exit) 145°6!_ i.I_56
+_In, (O.D.) (exit) 147.64 :l.)3,76D:!.a_eter_1]ex
Diameter, 13'2- In+ (thro&t) ......
-+ _+-,to - ( inlet ) ......[)Ja_,_e.r, Din In,
o 115.688 O. 0116Area - Ft'-
Gimbal Cen%er Coordlnates:
Le_t Nozzl_
XB ,- zoL_ 186_,458 18.635
x_ ,- hot !875.358 18.754
Yo - 250,50 - 2.505
7_, 400.0 b.000
Right _o _zie
XB - cold 1863o_58 1.863
_<_ i:_o_ 18'-(5•358 I. 875250.5o 2.505
 -oo.o ooo
.++
.,lu±]. }?osition - Oeg.
Left Nozzle
Pit eh ± 8 ± 8
Yaw
Ri_,;htNo_,z: e
P_ %oh ± 8 ± 8
Yaw
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: SRB PROTUBERANCE - PS20
GENE_4L DESCRIPTION: Electrical tunnel on SRB sid% 30° taper L. ]
circular cross-sectlon with mounting flange. Tunnel discontinued : _om
XB 15.022 to XB 15.199.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER: SS-AOI667 and SS-AO1690
DIM_IONS: FULL SCALE MOIEL SC 5E
Length, In. 1384.7, 13_84"
T_/nnel_ Depth }%._I0 _Ol_]
Max Width 16.90 .16<_
Max Depth @ L.E. 7.30 •07:
Radius 8.30 .08]
Tapes @ L.E. 30° 30°
Radius @ L.E. 11.40 .ll_
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TXBLE III_ MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONEI_r: SRB PROTUBERANCE - PS26
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: SRB aft attach point stiffener ring, trimmed and
enclosed from ]?SIh_ extends for 292.7 deg. around 146 in SRB
MODEL SCALE: O. 010
DRAWING NUMBS: VC77-OO0002F. !CD-2-O00001 Rev. A, see Dwg.
DIMEI_SIONS: FULL SCALE MOE_L SCALE
Length _ In. 17.70 0.177
Max Width varies zero to 16.20"
Location _ XB 1511.1 15. Ill
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
Component Defin_tion
PS27 SRB Nozzle Actuator Struts_ protuberance on
SRB nozzle skirt, defined by ICD-2-O0001, Rev. B
PS28 Solid Rocket Booster separation rocket motor
fairings per model dwg. SS-AO1667-38. Lo_ated
on SRB skirt aft of rear structural ring at
¢ = o--.360RH
324 --_360° LH
PS29 Solid Rocket Booster tledown st_ts located on
SRB skirt per model dwg. SS-A01667-30
located at:
¢_Model ocale Full Scale
x_ = 18.6o3-.19.3o6 x_ = 186o.3o-_i__o.6o
= 30°, 150°, 210o, 330° _ = 30o_150°,21¢ ,330°
PS31 Solid Rocket Booster command antenna per model
dwg. SS-A01667-28_ located at:
Model Scale Full Scale
X_ = 4.026--_o526 Xu = 402,,60--_45_ 60
_= 0o _ !80° _= 0o _018oo
PS32 Solid Rocket Booster data capsule and camera
per model dwg. SS-A01667-26, located at:
Model Scale Full Scale
x_--9o°4"o17-._.4O2R_ x_--__9o°4°1"7o-._40 _ o
= 270° LH = 270° LH
PS33 Solid Rocket Booster 3 intermediate structural
rings ymr model dwg. SS_A01667-8, located at:
Model Scale Full Scale
X = 16.559 X = 1655.90
= 17.319 = 1731.90
= 17.760 = 1776.00
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ThZLE IIl o _0DEL DIMENSIONAL D%TA (Contin_:e<_)
_ori_onent
PS 4 8o_a Rocbet Booster aft cable ho_s_ng per
_" mode7 araw_n_ SS-AOI6gT-]2. 7ocate(_l at:
Model Scale _u].] Scale
oO _ RH _ = 90° RH
= 180 ° LH = 180 ° LH
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TABLE Ill. MOD_L DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: SRB PROTUBERANCE - PS35
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ring stiffener located at the point where the skirt
flares. The stiffener is on l-beam.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NL_BER: SS-A01690
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MOE_L Set
Height, In. 7.9 .079
Length_ In. 3.0 .03C
Location _ XB = 1837.4 18.374
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TABLE IIl. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONE_f: LO2 RECIRCULATION LINE - I_223
GENERAL DESCRII_ITON: L02 recirculatlon llne on right.-hand upper side
of T35
MODEL SCALE: 0. 010
DRAWING NL_CBE8: VL78_000063_ VLTS-O00062B, Mart_n-Marietta 82600207000
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MOE_L SCALE
Leading edge at: XT 1040.667 10.407
YT 9h. 169 O.942
5_0.934 5-4O9
Trai ling edge at ." XT 2062. 920 20.629
YT 70.o o.7oo
ZT 573.93_ 5.739
Line diameter 4.0 O.040
Centerline of Line located radially at _ = 33°h5 '
(Right of TDC Looking forward)
8O
TABLE IIl. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL OOMPO_: EXTERNAL TANK PROTUBERANCES - PT25
GENERAL DESCRIrPTION: Right-hand electrical conduit llne on T35 wil
LH 2 pressure sensors llne and LO2 vent valve actuator llne.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NL_4BER: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, Martln-.Marietta 826002( '000
DIMenSIONS: FULL SCALE M0.1_L SC_ '_.
Leading edge at: XT 371.0
YT
Trailing edge at: XT 847.8
ZT 2.0 x 6.0 0.2 x .06
Line diameter
Centerline of line located radially at _ = 31031 '
8]
TXBLE IIIo MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONEI_r: LO 2 PRESSURE LINE - PT26
GENERAL DESCR[[_ON: LO 2 pressure line on the T35
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBE_: VL78-000063, VLT8-000062B_ Martin-Marietta 82600207000
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MO_L SCA_
Leading edge at: XT 360.733 3.607
YT 15.I_5 .1515
Z_ _07. 718 1_.077
Trailing edge at._ XT 2083.5 20.835
YT 63.25 0.633
ZT 609.0 6.090
Line diameter 2.0 0.020
Centerline of li_]e located radially at _ = 27°
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TABLE Ill. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE - PT29
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Left-hand electrical conduit line on T35
MODEL SCALE: O.010
D_AWING NUMB_:
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MOEBL 8CI
Leading edge at: XT 371.0 3.?IC
Trailing edge at: XT 847.8 8.478
Line diameter
Centerline of line located radially at ¢ = 31°31'
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TIKSI_7III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
Component Definition
Fr33 External Tank LH2 pressure line per model
dwg. SS-AO1668-9. Located at:
Model Scale Full Scale
XT = 10.600-.20.580 XT = 1060.00-  2058.00
= 330°0' _ = 330°0,
_r39 External Tank nose probe per model dwg.
SS_A01668-5. Located at:
Model Scale Full Scale
xT = 3.225--,3.413 XT = 332.5-_3_1.3
Max. Dia. = .069 in. Max. D_a. = 6.90 in.
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: :RUDDER - R5
GENERAL IESCRIPTION: Configuration lhOC orbiter m_dder (identical I_
configuration 140A/B rudder)
MODEL SCALE: 0.OlO
DRAWING NUMBER: VLTO-000146B, -000095
DIMENSIONS: FULL S_iLE MDDEL SCA
Area, Ft2 100.15 0.01( _2
Span (equivalent), In. 201.00 2.01(
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 91.585 0.916
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 50.833 ' 0.506
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord 0.400 0.40(
At Outb'd equiv, chord 0.4C_ 0.40(
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 34.83 34,83
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25
Hingeline 34"83 34.83
Area Moment (Product of Area and _), Ft3 610.92 O.OCC lO
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 73.2 0.73_
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TABLE Illo MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: BOOSTER SOLID ROCKET MOTOR - $24
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Booster Solid Rocket - modified Vehicle 5
MODEL SCALE: O.0].0
DRAWING NUMBS: SS-A0!690
DIM]_SIONS: FULL SCALE MO]Y.L SCALE
LenGth (Includes Nozzle) - In. 1789.6 17.896
Max. Width r_Tank Dia.) = In. 150.0 1.500
Max. Depth :,'AftShroud) - In. 208.0 2.08
Fineness Ra_sio 11.931 iI.931
'D
Area - Fi:_




_gP of BSY_ Centerline (7_) - In. 4oo.oo _.oo
FS of BSP_ Nose (XT) - In. 200.00 2.00
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
M0_L COMPONENT: EXTERNAL TANK - T35
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: External oxygen-hydrogen tank per Rockwell d_ wings
SS-A01692 and SS-A01689_ ICD 2-00001 Eev. B
M0_EL SCALE: 0.010
DRAFTING NUMBER: VC78-00002
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SC_ E
Length - In. 1852.5 18. 525
_x widt_(Dia.)- In. 333 3-33
Fineness Ratio L/D 5.5631 5.56]
Area - Ft 2
Max Cros s-Sectional 604.81 6.0l_




XT 3.225 XT 3.710
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T2dILE Ill. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V8
GENERAL DESCRX]_rION: Configuration 140C orbiter vertical tail (identical
to configuraticn 140A/B vertical tail),
MODEL SCALE: 0o010
DRAWING NOMBER: VTO-O00140C: -000146B
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA
Area (The,).)_ ft 2
Plan fo'__n 413.253 0.Oh13
Span (Theo.)_ in. 315.'"20 3.157
Aspect Rat io 3..675 i.675
Rate of Talper 0.507 0.507
Taper Ratl o O.404 O.40h
Sweep Back k_g].es_ degrees
Leading Edge 45.000 I;5.000
Trailing i_dge 26_ 2 26.2
0.25 Element Line hI.130 41. 130
Chords :
Root (Theo.) W-P 26_.500 2.685
Tip (_heo_);e2 lO8.4_1o i.o85
MAC 199.808 I.998
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1463.50 :[4.635
W.Po of .25 MAC 635.52-2 6.355
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.000 0.000
Airfoil Section
Leading WedTe _hngle_ deg° I0.000 i0.000
Trailing Wedge Angle, deg_ 1[:.920 14.920
Leading Edge Radius 2.00 .020
Void Area 13.17 0.00131
Blanketed Am _a 0_O0 O.000
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TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Concluded)
MODEL COMPONENT: %WING- WII6
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A/B orbiter wing.
NOTE: Identical to Wll4 except airfoil thickness. Dihedral angle
along trailing edge of wing.
MODEL SCALE: 0.OlO DRAWING NO. : VLZO-OOO14OA, -000200
D]_SIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SC LE
TOTAL DATA
Area (;'_eo.), ft 2
Planform 2690.00 0._ 90
Span (Theo.), in. 936.68 9.. 7
Aspect Ratio 2.265 2.; 5
Rate of Taper 1.177 I.] 7
Taper Ratio 0.200 0._ _0
Dihedral Angle, degrees 3.500 3._ b0
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.500 0._ 0
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees + 3.000 + 3.< ,0
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 45.000 45.C 0
Trailing Edge - 10.056 - IO_C 6
O.25 Element Line 35.209 35°_ 9
Chords :
Root (Theo.) B.P.O.O. 689.24 6.6 2
Tip, (Theo.) B.P. 137.85 Io: 9
MAC _7k.81 _. 7 8
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1136.83 ii._ 8
w.P. of .25MAC 290.58 2.c6
B.L. of .25 MAC 182.13 1.@ 3
EXPOSED DATA
Area (Theoo) ft2 1751.50 0.1 52
Span, (Theo.l, in. BPI08 720.68 7._ 7
Aspect Ratio 2.059 2.C 9
Taper Ratio 0.245 0._ 5
Chords
Root BPI08 562.09 5-6 1
Tip 1.00 b/2 137.85 i._ _ 9
MAC 392.83 3.9 8
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1185.98 Ii._ 0
w.P. of .25MAC 395.40 3.c_4
B.L. of .25 MAC 251.77 2.5 8
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA) XXXX-6$
Root b/2 = O.113 0.I 3
Tip b/2 = 0.120 0.I 0
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff
Planform Area, ft2 113.18 O.C 13
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M.L. @ Sta 500.00 5.C 0
Leading Edge Intersects Wing @ Sta 1024.00 i0.2 0
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TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF FLOW SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR THE BSM
A. FREE STREAM CONDITIONS FREE FLIGHT WIND TUNNEL
]Dynamic Pressures, Q(PSF) 55.0 165.6
Mach Number, M h.h6 4.5
Altitude, h (ft) 142,830 ---
J_ Reynolds Number, Re m6.o 5 x 106 1.62 x 106
. , , , ,,, ,
B. BSM FLOW CHARACTERISTICS PROTO_ggPE MODEL
Chamber Pressure, Pc (psia) 1800 i134
Chamber Temperature_ Te (OR) 5435 530
Average Specific Heat Ratio, _ 1.2'2 1.4
Nozzle Ex_anslon Ratio,_ 5.826 3 .00
Nozzle i:p  gle, eli (deg.) 8 13
Nozzle Exif Area, Ae (In2) 44.94 0.01157
Exit Maeh N_mber, Me 2.94 2.6_
Exit PressL_re_ Pe (psia) 4h.50 5_.4
Mass Flow Rate/Jet _ (ibm/see) 86 0.1009
Momentum/jet, • Ve (Ibf) 2%000 6.03
Thrust/Jet; T (ibf) 22,000 6.6_7
, i r_
C. JET-TO-FP_ STRE,AM PARAMETERS FLIGHT TUNNEL
Thrust Ra'_:io, TH/(qsref) 400 401.4
Momentum Ratio, _ Ve/q Sref 364 364
Mass Flow Ra'5io, _-/(Poo V_ Sre f) 120 224
Pressure Ratio, Pe/P_ 170h.3 658 .4
Momentum Flux Ratio. q jet/q_ 0.1803 0.1805
(250 inches F.S. downstream
of nozzle exit plane)
Pl',_meeros s-sectional 145,220 i_. 522
Area at 250 in., A Plume (in 2)




. Positive d_rections of force coe{Qc_enfs, m,w
moment coefficients, and angles are t CC -._--._ Yw;nd;cated by arrows
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Figure i, Axis Systems
A
NOTES: I. AX. AY, AND AZ ARE DISPLACEMENTS OF THE SRB NOSE FROM THE MATED
SRB NOSE POSITION.
2. AX 13 _SURED POSITIVE AFT; AY IS MEASURED POSITIVE OUTBOARD
FOR _ SRB, POSITIVE INBgARD FOE RIGHT SEB;
AZ IS _IEASURED POSITIVE AWAY FROM THE ORBIT_R.
3. A G 12]D A/_ARg D_IZ_D AS: /_/
_,_=_sRB- ,_o1_ I
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MATED POSITION OF NOSTER 1lOSE +&X
(AX = O, AY = O, AZ = O)
b. Booster Sep&ratlon from Orblter/External T_mk
Figure i. Concluded.
a. Integrated _ehlcle Model 75-0TS Configuration
Figure 2. Model sketches,
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c. External _nk (T_g) Protrusions
Figure 2. CoE_inued.
d. Forward Electrical Conduit (FT29) and LO2 Pressure Line (PT26)
Figure 2. Continued.
e. External Te_k Hardware and Protrusions
Figure 2o Continued.
f. Left LH 2 Pressure Line - PT33 and FRI9
Figure 2. Continued.
g. Orbiter/_k Forward Support (ATI30)
_I gul_ 2. Con%Inued.








oi. W-II38A Separation Rig Envelope im T_w Plane
Figure 2. Continued.
I04
m. Separation Rig Geometry and Equations
Figure 2. Continued°
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n. CTS Docking Equations
Figure 2. Continued.
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p. Stlng/Plenum Chamber Pressure Calibration Right SEB
Figure 2. Continued.
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q. SSB Thrust Tare Normal Force Calibrations for Left and Right S_B
Figure 2. Continued.
ro S_ Thrust Tare Side Force Calibrations for Left and Right SRB
Figure 2. Continued.
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s. SI_B Thrust Tare Pitching Moment Calibrations for Left and Right SRB
Figure 2, Continued.
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t. SEB Thrust Tare Tawing Moment Calibrations for Left and Right SRB
Figure 2. Continued.
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u. Thrust/Jet vs.Sting Pressure for Left and Right 8P_
Figure 2. Concluded.
a. Front View of Model on CTS Rig
F_gure B. Model photographs.
b. Front Three-quarter View of Model CTS Rig
•Figure 3- Continued.















DATA SET ist INDEP. 2nd INDEP.
I.D. VARIABLE VARIABLE DEPENDENT VARIABLES
OVTI01 - 15 MACH ALPHA CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, BETA
OVT001 - 179
OVT501 - 733
OVTL01 - L59 Z X CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL_ ALPHA_ BETA_ DALFA, DBETA
OVTR01 - R63
LVT001 , 179 Z X Y, CN, CLM, CY, CYN, ALPHAB, BETAB, ALPHA, BETA
LVT501 - 733 _ Z X CN, CNT, CLM, CLMT, CY, CYT, CYN, CYNT, ALPHAB, BETABLVTL01 - L59 !
LVTR01 - R63 Z X Y, CN, CLM, CY, CYN, ALPHAB, BETAB, ALPHA, BETA
RVT001 - 179 Z X Y, CN, CLM, CY, CYN, ALPHAR, BETAR_ ALPHA, BETA
RVT501 - 733 Z X CN, CNT, CLM CLMT, CY, CYT, CYN, CYNT, ALPHAR, BETAR
RVTL0i - L59 Z X Y, CN, CLM, CY, CYN, ALPHAR, BETAR, ALPHA, BETA
o_ RVTR01 - R63 Z X CN, CNT, CLM, CLMT, CY, CYT, CYN, CYNT, ALPHAR, BETAR
PVT001 - 179 Z X Y, PHI, PC/P, PBI/P, PB2/P
PVT501 - 733 Z X Y, PHI, PC/P, PBI/P, PB2/P, MDOT, PA, DELP, TA, PHIL
PVTL01 - L59 Z X Y, PHI, PC/P, PBI/P, PB2/P, MDOT, PA, DELP, TA, PHIL
RVTR01 - R63 Z X Y, PHI, PC/P, PBI/P, PB2/P, MDOT, PA, DELP, TA, PHIL
TVTL01 - L59 Z X YL_ YR_ MTL, PSL, PCHAL_ PCHFL, LTFW, LTAFT, PHIR
TVTR0i - R63 Z X YR, YL, MTR, PSR, PCHAR, PCHFR, RTFW, RTAFT, PHIR
SVT00i - 179 Z X YL, YR, MACH, P, Q(PSI), T
SVT501 - 733 )
SVTL01 - L59 i Z X YL, YR, MACH, P, Q(PSI), T, LTFW, LTAFT, RTFW, RTAFTSVTR01 - R63
INDEX TO DATA TABULATIONS
DATA SET
DESCRIPTION I.D. P, _ES
Isolated O/ET Aerodynamic Data OVTI01 - 15 1 , 8 (¥01. l)
O/ET Aerodynamic Data
All SRB Separation Jets Off OVTO01 - 1179 8 - 165
All SRB Separation Jets On OVT501 - 733 166 _ 374
Left SRB Separation Jets On OVTLOI - L59 375 o 425
Right SRB Separation Jets On OVTR01 - R63 425 - 479
Left SRB Aerodynamic Data
All SRB Separation Jets Off LVTO01 - 179 479 _ 636
All SRB Separation Jets On LVT501 - 733 637 - 845
Left SRB Separation Jets On LVTLOI - L59 846 _ 896
Right SRB Separation Jets On LVTROI - R63 896 - 950
Right SRB Aerodynamic Data
All SRB Separation Jets Off RVTO01 - 179 951 _ 1107 (VOI. ;_I)
All SRB Separation Jets On RVT501 - 7!33 1108 - 1316
Left SRB Separa£ion Jets On RVTL01 - L59 1317 1367
Right SRB Separation Jets On RVTR01 - R63 1367 1421
O/ET Base Pressures
All SRB Separation Jets Off PVTO01 - 179 1421 1578
All SRB Separation Jets On PVT501 - 733 1579 _ 1787
Left SRB Separation Jets On PVTL01 - L59 1788 _ 1838
Right SRB Separation Jets On PVTROI - R63 1838 - 1892
SRB Thruster Pressure Data
All SRB Separation Jets On TVT501 - 733 1893 o 2101 (Vol. 3)
Left SRB Separation Jets On TVTLOI - L59 2102 - 2152
Right SRB Separation Jets On TVTR01 - R63 * 2152 2206
Tunnel Operational Parameters
All SRB Separation Jets Off SVTO01 - 179 2206 2363
All SRB Separation Jets On SVT501 - 733_* 2364 o 2572 -
Left SRB Separation Jets On SVTL01 - L59 * 2573 - 2623
Right SRB Separation Jets On SVTR01 - R63<,* 2623 2677
* RTFWdata are unavailable to DMS; lack of data is noted by asterisl ; in
these data sets.
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DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I
IA142. ISOLATED O/ET (OVTIOI) { 02 FEB 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT BETA - .000 ELEVON - .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT BDFLAP = ,000 SPDBRK = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE : .0100
RUN NO. 448/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL 8ET_
4.500 -.077 -.0628I .03136 .18957 -.00529 .0035I -.00140 .00343
4.500 -5.067 -.t8980 .06652 .21579 -.00710 .00417 -.00129 .01339
4.500 -10.067 -.30750 .09270 .24086 -.00229 .002!1 -.00086 .00163
4.500 -IO.O00 -.30923 .09306 .24148 -.00393 .00251 -.00103 .00544
4,500 -4,923 -.1854I .06523 ,21472 -.,00426 ,00323 -.00103 .00376
4.500 .058 -.06085 .03085 .I8934 -.00393 .00274 -.00108 .00760
GRADIENT .02501 -.00690 -,00510 .00007 -.000[0 -.O0001 .00077
IA142, ISOLATED O/ET (OVTIO2) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = i097.0000 IN. XT BETA = .000 ELEVON = .000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT BDFLAP = .000 SPDBRK = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .0100
RUN NO. 752/ 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA rv CYN CBL _=T
4,500 -,086 -.06700 .03182 .18922 .02739 -.00400 .00584 -.00822
4.500 -5.07! -,19249 .06749 .21609 .02661 -.00378 .00607 .01674
4.500 -10.084 -.31468 .09391 .24193 .02948 -.00479 .00616 .01669
4.500 -10.002 -.31232.. .09351 .24173 .02837 -,00475 .00606 .01617
4.500 -4.934 -.19056" .05668 .21547 .02659 -.00381 .00598 .01545
4,500 .06| -.06249 .USUB_ ,188_1 .02757 -.00430 .00586 .01371
GRADIENT .02564 -.00716 -.00540 .00020 -.00010 -.00002 -.00035
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 2
IA142, ISOLATED O/ET (OVTI03) ( 02 FEB 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT BETA = .000 ELEVON = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .OODO IN. YT BOFLAP - .000 SPDBRK = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .OLD0
RUN NO, 447/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4.500 4.9"78 .048tO .00705 .1_570 -.00226 .OOI89 -.00079 .00267
4.5O0 I0.056 .16966 -,02557 .15569 -.00341 .00177 -.00088 .00649
4.500 15.064 .28848 -.05438 .15374 -,00593 ,00246 -.00040 .00403
4.500 9.920 .16784 -.02518 ,16513 -.00367 .00177 -.00061 .00662
4.500 4.932 .04713 .00737 .17503 -.00314 .00203 -.00088 .00534
4.500 -.073 -.06443 .03IBB .I8958 -.00397 .00278 -.OOIOl .00423
GRADIENT .ODD00 _OO000 .DO000 .DO000 .OO000 .OO000 .00000
IA142, ISOLATED O/ET (OVTIO4) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP I097.0000 IN. XT BETA = .000 ELEVON - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT 8DFLAP = .000 SPDBRK - .000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .0100
RUN NO. 882/ 0 RNIL - 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL m -5.00! 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM" CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4.500 -.OBO" -.05179 .0299! .18831 .0344B -.00562 .00706 -.01287
4.500 -5.075 -.1929B .06593 .21472 .03363 -.00527 .00734 .01903
4.500 -10.074 -.31505 .09305 .24096 .03430 -.O056B .00710 .01467
4.500 _IO.O02 _ .... " .09223 .239B0 n32un - nn_7_ nn_oo n,o_m
4.500 -4.925 -.18675 .06415 .21344 .03059 -.0045B .00708 .01690
4.500 .06I -.05757 .02883 .IB697 .03159 -.00500 .00678 .01814
GRADIENT .0259i -.00708 -.00531 .00020 -.00008 -.00005 .00025
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 3
IAI42, ISOLATED DIET (OVTIOS) 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA '.. PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT BETA - .000 ELEVON = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT BDFLAP = .000 SPDSRK = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .OIO0
RUN NO. 883/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4.500 -.082 -,06494 .03Q40 .IS71[ .03179 -.00529 .00699 -.00706
4.500 -5.070 -.19238 .06590 .21_33 .03234 ",00532 .00716 .01960
4.500 -I0.080 -.31365 .08287 .23865 ,03338 -.00574 .00712 .02081
4.500 -15.076 -.44083 .I2429 .25638 .03668 -.00663 .00741 .01784
4.500 -9.930 -.30903 .09193 .2379! .03375 -.00605 .00727 .0!904
4.500 -4.931 -.1680I .06458 .21235 .03182 -.00530 .00714 .0!965
4.500 ,060 -.06134 .0296! .18651 .03335 -.00607 ,00707 .0!804
GRADIENT .02538 -.0070! -.00518 .00029 -.00016 -.00001 -.00032
IAI42, ISOLATED O/ET (OVTIOS) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT BETA = ,000 ELEVON - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT BDFLAP = .000 SPDBRK = .000
BREF - !290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .OIO0
RUN NO. 884/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4.500 4.979 .04944 .00529 17267 .0340! -.00611 .00734 -.01122
4.500 10.057 .17239 -.02764 16305 .03153 -.00639 .00707 .01944
4.500 15.0Sl .29306 -.05679 15094 .02798 -.00485 .00758 .01444
4.500 4.927 .04614 .00594 17268 .03421 -.00630 .00728 .01463
4.500 -.074 -.06355 .03009 18646 .03271 -.00578 .00697 .01777
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA14_, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 4
IAI42, ISOLATED O/ET (OVTI07) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT BETA 5.000 ELEVON = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT 8DFLAP - .000 SPDBRK = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES .ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = ,0100
RUN NO. 4481 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
k,500 -,079 -.08233 ,03131 .19709 -.15293 .04170 -.01785 5.08360
4.500 -5.064 -.18904 .06519 .22173 -.15447 .04673 -.01761 5.00700
4.500 -10.072 -.30916 .09200 .24659 -.18163 .05532 -.01989 5.00390
4.500 -10.002 -.31144 .09241 .24707 -.17885 .05501 -.01987 5.00100
4.500 -4.917 -.18461 .06414 .22063 -.16230 .04565 -.0173_ 5.00370
4.500 .061 -.05552 .02970 .19570 -.14892 .04073 -.0}738 4.99800
GRADIENT .02593 -.00692 -.00501 ,00269 -.00099 -.00001 -.00114
IAI42, ISOLATED OIET (OVTI08) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT BETA - 5.000 ELEVON - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP : .0000 IN. YT BDFLAP = .000 SPDBRK = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .OIO0
RUN NO. 449/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL =-5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4,500 4.978 .06226 -.00131 ,19044 -.14193 ,03587 -.01669 5.08480
4.500 10,062 .I8595 -.03368 .16957 -.18988 .02919 -.01555 5.00400
4.500 I5.065 .28976 -.05804 .15570 -.12408 ,02227 -.01513 5.01260
4.500 9,920 .I831S -.03302 .17006 -.12879 .02883 -:0!539 4.99250
4,500 4,926 .05880 -,00042 .18078 -.14095 .03528 -.01658 5.00250
4.500 -.072 -.06052 .03098 ,19640 -,15016 ,0409! -.01741 5.00170
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 5
IA142, ISOLATED OIET (OVTIO9} 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC BATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT..XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT BETA © 5.000 ELEVON = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT BDFLAP = .000 SPDBRK = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE : .0100
RUN NO. 8851 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4.500 -.088 -.06452 .03054 .I9440 -.I1553 .03334 -.00969 5.06760
4.500 -5.077 -.19243 .06512 .2i905 -.i2894 .03862 -.00958 5.00740
4.500 -I0.076 -.31405 .0918I .24376 -.14496 ,04716 -.01182 5.00560
4.500 -15.068 -.44775 .13016 .26167 -.14856 .04818 -.Oil41 5.00690
4.500 -9.929 -.30770 .09048 .2425I -.14328 .04691 -.01177 5.00040
4.500 -4.929 -.16800 .06406 .21808 -.12789 .03840 -.00945 5.00770
4.500 .06I -.05895 .02919 .I9353 -.11346 ,03281 -.00935 5.00690
GRADIENT .02586 -.00699 -.00492 .00289 -,00112 ,00002 -.00016
IA142, ISOLATED O/ET (OVTIIO) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP 1097.0000 IN. XT BETA = 5.000 ELEVON - .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT 8DFLAP .000 SPOBRK = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .OIO0
RUN NO. 886/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4.500 4.976 .06183 -.00259 .17737 -.10476 .02762 -.00865 5.06290
4,500 10.063 .18806 -.03558 .16640 -.09250 .02047 -.00722 5,01300
4.500 15.067 .30397 -.06045 ,15238 -.08925 .01459 -.00737 5.01590
4.500 9.914 .18297 -.03443 .16728 -.09445 .02101 -.00718 5.00110
4.500 4.926 .05849 -.00180 .17734 -.10395 .02719 -.00856 5.00800
4,500 -.075 -.06290 .03010 .i9365 -.ii304 .03288 -.00923 5.UU_IU
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA|42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 6
IAI42. ISOLATED O/ET (OVTII ) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1057.0000 IN. XT BETA = I0,000 ELEVON = .000
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT BDFLAP = .000 SPDBRK = .000
8REF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT
SCALE = .0100
RUN NO. 887/ O RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4.500 -.009 '_.05564 .02469 .20397 -.28397 .08242 -,02890 10,00800
u.500 -5.070 -.18933 .06121 .22978 -.30926 .09560 -.02965 10.01300
4.500 -10.075 -.31700 .0927l .25190 -.32954 .I0341 -.03089 10.01900
4.500 -15.083 L.46307 .13839 .2715I -,34553 .]1125 -.03155 10.01700
4.500 -9.931 -.31297 .09159 .25154 -.32770 .I0304 -.03084 I0.00500
4.500 -4.929 -.18546 .OSOI6 .22853 -.30860 .09479 -.02959 9.98730
4.500 .066 -.05370 .02401 .20356 -.28387 .09252 -.02892 I0.00600
GRADIENT .02638 -.00724 -.00500 .00495 -.00246 .00013 .00374
IA142o ISOLATED O/ET (OVTII2) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 8Q.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT BETA lO.O00 ELEVON = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YT BDFLAP = .000 SPDBRK = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .0100
RUN NO. 888/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -S.O0/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4.500 4.992 .07542 -.01134 .18556 -.26496 .07177 -.02588 10.00900
4.500 10.067 .20594 -.04484 .17118 -.24705 .05931 -.02495 10.01700
• 4.500 !5.068 .32818 -.07294 .I5742 -.23683 .04949 -.02609 10.01700
4.500 9.917 .20333 -.04421 .17078 -.24843 .05994 -.02515 9.99950
4.500 4.915 .07107 -.01029 .18586 -.26374 .07136 -.02680 10.00400
4.500 -.076 -.05818 ,02510 .20393 -.28604 .08330 -.02909 lO.OllO0
GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41AIKIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ?
IA142. ISOLATED O/ET (OVTI13) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT BETA - 15.000 ELEVON = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT BDFLAP • .000 SPDBRK - .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .0100
RUN NO. 889/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4.500 -.008 -.04628 .01754 .21720 -.47687 .!4012 -.050 9 15.00B00
4.500 -5.071 -.18539 .05742 .24143 -.51015 .15694 -.05237 15.01000
4.500 -10.071 -.32669 .09674 .26186 -.53636 .15800 -,05355 15.01600
4.500 -15_069 -.48270 .14923 .283ti -.56650 .18525 -.05671 I5.01400
4,500 -9.936 -.32289 .09557 .26158 -.53212 .1664I -.05306 15.01500
4.500 -4.934 -.18407 .05689 .24097 -.50930 .15611 -.05241 15.00400
4.500 .065 -.04479 .01719 .21698 -.47620 .13989 -.05013 15.00600
GRADIENT .02788 -.00794 -.00480 .00662 -.00324 .00048 .00040
[A142, ISOLATED O/ET iOVTIl4) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT BETA = I5.000 ELEVON - .000
LREF = ]290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT BOFLAP = .000 SPDBRK = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .0100
RUN NO. 890/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL BETA
4.500 4,992 .09103 -.021|5 .19737 -.4431I .I2204 -.04687 15.00900
4.500 10.068 .23262 -.06064 .1818B -.41364 .10208 -.04313 15.03000
4.500 15.060 .36677 -.09513 .17020 -.40559 .09398 -.04610 15.01800
4.500 9.916 .22939 -.05972 ,18186 -.41486 .10337 -.04349 14.99900
4.500 4.921 .08900 -.02049 .19752 -.44378 .12215 -.04690 I5.00500
4.500 -.078 -.04784 ,01807 .21721 -.4762B .14024 -.04999 15.01100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 8
IAI42, ISOLATED O/ET (OVTIIS) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .O00 ELEVON = .000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT BOFLAP = .000 SPDBRK = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT
SCALE = .OIO0
RUN NO. 1109/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
HACH BETA CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA
4.500 ,016 -.06294 .03093 ,I9487 .00694 -,00255 ,00076 -.08936
4.500 5.015 -.06066 .03092 .20211 -,14730 .03928 -,01662 -.006]3
4.500 10.018 -.05949 .02683 .21374 -,32209 .08958 -.03648 -.01228
4.500 15.010 -.04716 .01947 ,22788 -.51880 .I5000 -.05854 -.00366
4.500 9,927 -.05577 .02605 ,21228 -.31698 .08856 -,03579 .O004B
4.500 4.937 -.06242 .03135 .20235 -.14421 .03802 -.01606 .00083
4.500 -.062 -.06164 .03073 .I9495 .00709 -.00198 .001]8 -.00814
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT001) ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETA8 .000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 371/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA" BBETA
-I.904 400.060 -.04187 .01828 19534 .00383 -.00163 .00089 -.08433 -.00134 -.02607 .OOB4B
-.4BB 300.I30 -.04830 .0226I 9410 .00064 -.00046 .00034 -.00397 .00732 -.I0269 -.00344
-.445 249.970 -.05143 .02448 19377 .0045I -.00169 .00086 -.00499 -.00184 -.IOOI4 .00604
-o414 200.030 -.05288 .02545 19240 .00475 -.00184 .00084 -.00394 -.00211 --I000B .00385
-.385 175.100 -.05344 .02587 19186 .00525 -,00178 .00064 -.00357 -.00263 -.09968 .00653
-.398 150.160 -.05624 .02675 19191 .00605 -.06186 .00092 -.01220 -.00336 -.09028 .00941
-.330 125.030 -.05419 .02648 19052 .00566 -.00183 .00082 -.00276 -.00]82 -.09905 .0t133
-.506 100.090 -.0584I .02760 ISIO0 .00557 -.00175 .O0087 -.01|22 -.0047! -.08994 01124
-.323 74.994 -.05811 ,02759 19039 .00495 -.00185 .00080 -.00599 -.00047 -.09444 00778
-.371 49.944 -.05840 .02802 18983 .00406 -.00141 .00056 -.00370 -.00161 -.09610 00666
-.418 25.066 -.06227 .02880 .18951 .00774 -.00307 .00089 -.00606 -.00275 -.09340 0t372
-.27| -.002 -.05978 .02807 .I8764 .OOBSO -.00360 .00105 -.00410 -.00289 -.09494 01849
-.349 -50.050 -.06016 .0273! .18545 .00528 -.00250 .00079 -.00437 .00499 -.09414 01672
-.463 -I00.140 -.05794 .02324 .18396 .00743 -.00270 .00083 -.01031 -.00316 -.08700 03932
-.315 -200.050 -,04929 .01878 .17504 .00498 -.00191 .00088 -.00424 -.OOI31 -.08623 .07281
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 99 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 9
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT001) I 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3008 INCHES YMRP - .ODO0 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAS .000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 3731 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.070 400,i40 -.0376i .0186i .i9573 .00455 -.00223 ,00104 -.07468 -.00106 -.03084 .00282
49.663 300.1SO -.04100 .02154 .19361 .01002 -,0038t .00126 -.00488 -.00223 -.09757 -.00428
49,703 250.0!0 -.04293 .02318 .19240 -.00037 -,00018 ,00039 .0052B .00]30 -.I0639 -.00029
49.569 I99.980 -.04684 .02504 .19230 .00530 -.00205 .00079 -.00892 .00002 -.09123 .00294
49.661 175.100 -.04943 .02617 .19199 .00468 -.00]51 .00087 -.00963 -.00262 -.08982 .00770
49.698 t50.080 -.0512B .02717 .19226 .00627 -.00183 .00096 -.00892 -.00353 -.09014 .01402
49.695 125.080 -.05206 .02807 ,J9165 .00556 -.00199 .00076 -.01026 .00028 -.08782 .00685
49.881 100.040 -.04590 ,02739 .18938 .00866 -.00284 .00]I] .00994 -.00204 -.I0769 .0113]
k9,482 75.003 -.05337 .02954 19058 .00517 -.00198 ,00088 -.0]289 .00068 -.08432 ,00474
49,686 49.898 -,05456 ,03044 19060 ,0066] -.00259 .00096 -.OIB!7 .00037 -.09052 .00935
49.679 24.998 -.05713 .03161 19054 .00631 -.00257 .00103 -.01005 -.0013I -.08641 ,00945
49.690 .020 -.05888 .03252 IB993 .00666 -.00272 .OOIOI -.01036 -.00238 -.08604 .01252
49.794 -50.036 -.05697 .03171 18492 .00428 -,00220 .00096 -.00754 -.00084 -.08929 .01830
49.B18 -t00.040 -.05508 .03t35 18201 .007tl -.00265 .OOlOl -.00512 -.00089 -.09309 ,03604
49.945 -200.060 -.0492I ,03118 17848 .00476 -.OOIO0 .00094 -.00241 -.00374 -.09622 .07615
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I0
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO02) { OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB © .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 3721 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00! 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.645 -100.090 -.06488 .02456 .18492 .00582 -.00221 .00056 -.08793 -.00251 -.00927 .03900
.006 -50.013 -.05755 .02657 .18452 .00749 -.00309 .00089 .00289 -.00026 -.10156 ,02288
-.378 .068 -.06059 .02809 .18725 .00827 -.00343 ,00087 -.00813 -,00255 -.09108 .02114
-.379 25.031 -.06020 .02838 .18875 .00702 -.00273 .O00BI -.00575 -.00252 -.0937I .01549
-.286 49.866 -.05888 .02834 .18971 .00718 -.00240 .00099 -.00494 -,00343 -.09495 .00954
-.326 75.016 -.05816 .02766 .19031 .00580 -.00202 .00094 -.00463 -.00340 -.09603 .01202
-.336 100.050 -.05793 .02741 .19045" .00382 -.00129 .00075 -.00473 -.00176 -.09660 .01103
-.240 125.000 -,05446 .02647 .19027 .00537 -.00189 .00094 -.00262 -.00252 -.09940 .01432
-.427 150.120 -.05626 ,02677 .19181 00546 -.00213 .00109 -.00780 -.00210 -.09489 .00864
-.321 175.110 -.05401 .02595 .19151 00508 -.00149 .00088 -.00352 -.00325 -.09980 .00919
-.310 200.180 -.05449 .02582 .19263 00489 -100164 .00084 -.00568 -.00103 -.09848 .00966
-.182 249.960 -.04849 .02385 .I9275 00561 -,00226 .00094 -.00243 -.00217 -.10277 .00668
-.293 300.220 -.04637 .02231 ,19349 00355 -.00130 .00071 -.00618 -.00151 -.10069 .01063
-.169 400.160 -.03817 .0}755 .19458 00465 -.00193 .00079 -.00570 -.00180 -,I0444 .00389
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 3741 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
47.850 -100.130 -.05829 .03188 .18254 00760 -.0030I .00113 -.06726 -.00030 -.03122 .03598
49.724 -49.997 -.05506 .03130 .18388 01171 -.00451 .00158 -.00900 -.00413 -.OBBIB .02218
49.559 -.035 -.05756 ,03238 .18961 00698 -.00292 .00089 -.00882 .00004 -.08808 .01085
49.699 24.986 -.05732 .03172 .19076 00312 -.00136 .00069 "-.01543 .00011 -.08163 .00722
49.718 49.942 -.05604 .03076 .19059 00478 -.00158 .00067 -,01050 -.00126 -.08686 .0104]
49.816 75.004 -,05286 .0296i .I9083 00540 -.00i77 .00084 -.00672 -.00256 -.09097 .01022
49.758 100.130 -.05128 .02857 .18080 00475 -.00174 00071 -.00924 -.00372 -.08889 .01051
49.744 125.030 -.05166 .02794 .19129 .0051| -.00172 00072 -.01091 -.00216 -.08764 .01012
49.767 150.010 -.05124 .02716 .19184 .00510 -.00162 00087 -.01173 -.00218 -.08752 .008t5
49.787 175.040 -.04953 .02628 .19203 .00560 -.00172 00075 -.00888 -.00469 -.09089 .00846
49.835 200.010 -.04643 .02497 .19187 .00500 -.00158 00086 -.00779 -.00033 -.09253 .00336
49.810 249.960 -.04359 .02324 .19249 .00503 -.00214 00093 -.01071 -.00280 -.09072 .01033
49,755 300.170 -.04153 .02172 .19328 .00585 -.00235 00098 -_01068 -.00027 -.09209 ,00043
49.925 400,110 -,03405 .0!785 .!9479 ,00464 -,00196 00103 -,00853 -.00060 -,09713 -.00108
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE II
IA142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF - (OVTO03) ( 02 FEB 77" )
REFERENCE DATA . PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP _ I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB u .000
BREF - 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO, 397/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
\
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-I.82B 400.140 -.04261 .01969 .i9934 -.01042 .00544 -.00279 -.08445 .00181 -.02425 -.01402
-.282 300,370 -.04532 .02339 .I9744 -.00849 .00477 -.00267 -.00460 .00292 -.t0093 -.01739
-.42l 250.I30 -.05125 .02579 .19722 -.00870 .00489 -.00272 -.01032 .00023 -.09370 -.01265
-.352 200.160 -.05430 .02760 19657 -.00936 ,00535 -,00281 -.01054 .00230 -.09213 -.01684 "
-.371 175.130 -.05745 .02858 19642 -.00882 .00541 -.00277 -.00998 -.00}43 -.092Jl -.00957
-.253 150.180 -.05700 .02860 19567 -.00779 .00476 -.00257 -.00690 -.00084 -.09445 -.00978
-.276 125.090 -.05954 .02952 19543 -.00845 .0047I -.00267 -.01263 .00268 -.0881! -.0165I .
-.14_ 100.270 -.058]2 .02949 19459 -,00864 .00460 -.00254 -.00609 -.0002l -.09414 -.01316
-.26I 75.067 -.06013 ,03017 19460 -,00781 .00415 -.00249 -.OIII3 -.00036 -,08825 -.01018
-.227 50,145 -.06095 ,03053 19406 -.00849 .00497 -.00269 -.00678 -.00151 -.09211 -.009|7
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 400/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.049 400.t30 -.03555 .01927 19952 -.00569 .00346 -.00206 -.07454 .00112 -.02984 -.02094
49.579 300.170 -.04349 .02328 19819 -.00274 .0025! -.00177 -.00884 -.01008 -,09272 -.00840
49.644 250.070 -.04820 .02545 19820 -.00456 .00312 -.00192 -.01077 ,00179 -.08956 -.01923
49.760 200.100 -.0',734 .0262U 19609 -.00441 .00313 -.00172 -.00729 .00158 -.09194 -.01710
49.706 175.150 -.04774 :02701 19562 -.00502 .00328 -.00188 -.00526 -.00041 -.09325 -.01362
49.725 I50.170 -,04814 .02782 19564 -.00457 .00332 -.0018! -.00592 -.00067 "_09206 -.0i463
49.583 125.060 -.05533 .02995 19647 -.00497 .00335 -.00191 -.01072 -.00160 -.08683 -.01515
49,928 I00,120 -.05085 .02976 19463 -.0058I .00349 -.00187 -.00482 .00100 -.09210 -.01583
49.662 75,133 -.05484 .03129 19518 -,00605 ,00344 -.00190 -.0098I -.00262 -.08660 -.01307
49.846 50.I46 -.05311 .03150 19377 -.00517 .00312 -.00189 -.00580 -.00158 -.09009 -.01293
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 - .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41ATKIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 12
IA142. OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO04) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 sO.FT. XMRP =. IOB7.0DO0 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - .000 BETAS .000
BREF t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 3981 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.319 25.169 -.06037 .03045 .19230 -.00552 .00340 -.00236 -.07762 .00t27 -.02i00 -.01092
-,328 .iO_ -.05253 .03100 .19209 -.O05BB .00332 -.00235 -,01253 -,00115 -,08578 -.00397
-.237 -49,884 -.06202 .02998 ,18892 -.00782 .00412 -.00276 -.00456 .00062 -.09302 .00389
-.177 -99.965 -.05600 .025B4 .18758 -.00705 .00439 -.00268 -.00566 -.00264 -.09091 .01982
-.253 -199.920 -.05298 .02274 .18077 -.00938 .00508 -.00290 -.00652 .00146 -.08471 .05047
-.219 -99.948 -.05776 .02597 .18752 -.00409 .00344 -.00241 -.01136 -.00521 -.08537 .02513
-.274 -49.822 _.06196 .02993 .18956 -.00544 .00340 -.00234 -.00714 .00103 -.OgOB5 .00315
-.14I .162 -.05938 .02977 .19042 -.00376 .00231 -.00204 -.00487 -.OOll5 -.09362 -.00333
-,374 25.197 -.06278 .03074 .19295 -.0049i .00340 -.00221 -.00823 -.O010B -.09049 -.00409
-.185 50.137 -.05949 .03004 .19324 -.00635 .00387 -.00218 -.O04BB .00018 -.09424 -.01036
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 4011 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INIERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA ,DALVA DBETA
47.692 25.209 -.05735 .03307 .19396 -.00461 .00279 -.00183 -.06992 .00168 -.02573 -.01313
49.812 .177 -.05722 .03352 .I9299 -.00503 .00279 -.00178 -.00409 -.00068 -.09129 _.00646
49.718 -48.911 -.05880 .03362 .18874 -.00538 .00279 -.00167 -.00822 -.00128 -.08789 .00084
49.864 -99.970 -.05585 ,03354 .18548 -.00370 .00272 -.00157 ,00023 .00131 -.09794 .01268
50.049 -199.820 -.04735 .03302 .18035 -.00600 .00448 -.00172 .00385 -.00123 -.10265 .04528
49.407 -99.923 -.05729 .0339I .18638 -.00444 .00260 -.00157 -.01721 .00240 -.08063 .01220
49.664 -49.925 -.0563] ,03321 .18823 -.00632 .00323 -.00182 -.01122 -.00021 -.08547 ,00316
49,694 .054 -.05632 .03329 .19237 -.00444 .00242 -.00175 -.00774 .00062 -.08843 -.OlOI7
49,577 25.187 -.05670 .03295 .19346 -.00580 .00319 -.00178 -.00677 .00364 -.08954 -.01582
49.811 50.118 -.05483 .03196 .19345 -._0456 .00320 -.00175 -.00595 .00056 -.09065 -.01272
.... trw,T nnnnn nnnnn NNONN .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 7? IA142, AEDC V4IA-KtA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I3
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO05) t 02 FEB 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = :097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOOO IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 399/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.325 75.i85 -.06089 .03028 19439 -.00501 .00372 -.00_92 -,0786! -.00017 -.02134 -.01i79
-.060 I00,290 ~.05502 .02872 19354 -.00454 .00350 -.00210 -.00020 -.00505 -.10033 -.00759
-.289 125.190 -.05590 .02873 19460 -.00698 .00410 -.00215 -.01013 .00053 -.09092 -,01034
-.220 I50.110 _.0559I .02854 t9534 -.00668 .00402 -.00222 -.0057! -.00097 -.09604 -.01254
-.198 [q5.040 _.056Bq .0283! 19620 -_00609 .00385 -.00207 -.00487 .00009 -.09462 -.or401
-.24B 200,160 ~.05576 ,02779 19564 -.00612 .00417 -.002II -.00519 -.00008 -.0977? -.01414
-.138 250.150 -.0520q .026t1 19458 -.00755 .00433 -.00226 -.00423 -.00033 -.09994 -.01349
-,198 300.280 _.04847 .02430 19837 -.00740 .00378 -.00228 -.00484 -.00012 -.I008| -.01246
-.O5I qO0.2IO ~.03989 .01918 I992I -.00706 .00388 -.00218 -.OOqBO -.00210 -.10379 -.0]202
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOQ00 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 402/ 0 RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
47,69! 75.145 -.05680 .03164 .19472 -.00534 .00347 -.00165 -.07260 .00085 -.0243! -.01640
49.765 100,300 -.05285 .03003 .1941l -.00419 .00330 -.00165 -.00293 .00229 -.09453 -.01838
49.736 125. I?0 -.05199 .02928 .19494 -.00443 .00284 -.00163 -.01035 -.00}?? -.08742 -.01654
49.880 150.230 ~.04782 ,02759 .19408 -.00380 .003]4 . -.00154 -.00475 -.00415 -.09377 -.01276
49._62 175.t60 ~.04767 .02704 .19504 -.00447. .00316 -.00168 -.00725 -.00043 -.09184 -.01339
49.76I 200.230 ~.04665 .02620 .19544 -.00353 .00295 -.00154 -.0122I -.00153 -.0875I -.01452
49.622 250.250 ~.04696 .02506 .t9682 -.00466 .00284 -.00175 -.01169 .00051 -.08907 -.01675
49.800 300.220 -.04307 .02310 .1972] -.00447 .0029B -.00162 -.00863 -.00168 -.09323 -.01714
49.880 400.160 -.03609 .01927 .19898 -.00327 .00239 -.00150 -.00993 .00132 -.09462 -.02134
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI42, AEDC V4IA-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 14
IAl42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOO6) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETA8 = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 407/ 0 RNtL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
-i.107 400.460 --,02999 ,OOSO0 .!g2S4 .00347 -.00!08 .OOOTI -.08860 ,00509 -4.04750 .00724
-.44t 300.180 -,03321 .00749 .I918I .00354 -.00]3] .00071 -,01162 .00719 -4.]1990 .0049l
-.349 250.200 -.03452 .00794 ,19118 ,00439 -,00117 " .00053 -.01043 ,00827 -4.11900 .00452
-,335 200.150 -.03843 .00955 .1906I .00473 -.00183 .00099 -.01075 .00750 -4.I1790 -.0020l
-.32B 175. I90 -.04092 ,01006 .19031 .00539 -.00152 .00119 -,01394 .00859 -4.11410 -.OOIl]
-,201 150.I10 -.03847 .00812 .18g_5 .00509 -.OOlBO .00120 -.00808 .00889 -4.11940 -.00158
-.220 I25.050 -.03017 .00212 .18876 .00403 -.00169 .00124 -.01293 .00885 -4.11350 -.00190
-.358 I00.260 -.02818 -.OOlI6 .18939 .00367 -.00125 .00089 -,01583 .00583 -4.10980 .00160
-.1B! 75.353 -.02174 -.00484 .18884 .00586 -.00225 .00099 -.0069B ,00623 -4.t1830 -.00030
-.266 50.082 -.01950 -.00602 .lB823 .00632 -.00241 .00109 -.00622 .00759 -4.11900 -.00124
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 410t 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.799 400.440 -,03552 .01236 .19245 .00422 -.00149 .00086' -.08777 .00578 -4.04350 -.00755
49.672 300.230 -.03732 .01496 .1909[ .00460 -.00]74 .00066 -,0049! .00771 -4.12280 -.O08BO
49.580 249.960 -.04133 .01687 .19045 ,00505 -.oolgl .00094 -.00675 .00308 -4.11980 -.00580
49.626 200,070 -,04690 .01903 .19082 .00574 -.00172 .00085 -.01143 .00424 -4.11400 -.00360
49.716 175.140 -.04549 .01929 .18897 .00595 -.00195 .00081 -.00815 .00716 -4,]1690 -.00580
49.644 150,200 -.04323 .02036 .18827 00614 -.00233 .00090 -.00718 .00710 -4.11330 -.00826
49.582 125.070 -.04902 .02093 .18779 .00528 -.00167 .00083 -.00975 .00429 -4,11430 .00026
49.789 lO0.Igo -.04170 .OlBB5 .18554 .01244 -.00368 .00163 -.O091B -.00967 -4.11430 .01313
49.434 75.137 -.04773 .01880 .18756 .00521 -.00122 .OOI2I -.01308 ,00740 -4.109B0 -.00t37
49,725 50.065 -.0_352 -016_6 .187"I2 .00549 -.00198 ,00105 -.00792 ,00943 -4.I1450 -.00176
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00050 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDc V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOuRcE DATA PAGE 15
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF {OVTO0?) ( 02 FEB ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 432/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
[.559 400.490 -.02988 .00659 .!9307 -.00670 .O04It -.00|75 -.08773 .00616 -4.09570 .01875
-.427 300.I10 -.03136 .00734 .]92t3 -.00722 .00433 -.00210 -.00662 .00625 -4.I7170 ,01658
-,227 249,970 -.02956 .00706 .19060 -.00701 .00342 -.00188 -.00914 .OlO00 -4.16710 .01386
-,4tl I99.940 -.03615 .00930 .19061 -.00569 ,00325 -.00157 -.01216 .00624 -4.16330 .01169
-.304 174.920 -.03932 ,00988 .19097 -.00676 .00417 -.00157 -.00975 .OIOlO -4.16520 .00973
-.195 149.860 -.03545 .00768 .18991 -.00595 00344 -.00143 -.01022 .00912 -4.16410 .01251
-.238 124.8q0 -.02933 .00233 .18947 -.00689 00373 -.00t49 -.01575 .00842 -4.I5760 .01257
-.225 99.926 -.02535 -.00153 .18942 -.00502 00328 -.00149 -.01125 .00417 -4.I6|00 .01553
-.242 74.900 -.02159 -.00487 .18962 -.00524 00298 -.0015! -.0105I .00843 -4.16140 .01513
-.277 49,777 -.02075 -.00571 .18980 -.00398 00267 -.00141 -.00876 .00420 -4.16310 .OI5II
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 437/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48,874 400.450 -.03327 .01127 .19029 .00472 -.00153 .00094 -.08094 .00464 -4.05030 -.00135
49.558 300.070 -.04175 .01533 .19087 .00578 -.OOtB9 .O00BB -.00899 .00824 -4.11870 -.0046t
49.698 249.910 -.04233 .01659 .18954 .00761 -.00265 .OOIOB -.00658 .00783 -4.11990 -.00221
49.734 199.950 -.04275 .01746 .18840 .00562 -.00206 .00078 -.00462 .00877 -4.12060 -.00160
49.578 174.960 -.04858 .01943 .18888 .00547 -.00205 ,00086 -.0087t .00727 -4.11630 -.00492
49.705 149.970 -.04916 .02021 .18742 .00728 -.00233 .00100 -,00611 .00784 -4.11830 -.00484
49.707 124.970 -.04924 .02051 .18653 .00536 -.00162 .00110 -.00418 .00559 -4.I1960 -.0023|
49.739 100.060 -.04742 .01970 .18590 .00560 -.00163 .00118 -.00656 .00502 -4.1}660 .00264
49.662 74.942 -.04575 .01737 .18544 .00506 -.00144 ,00131 -.00775 .00639 -4.11480 -.00144
48.712 49.830 -.04434 .01547 .18604 .00711 -.00242 .00151 -.00978 .00425 -4.11220 .00121
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDE V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 16
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOOB} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB .000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 408/ 0 RNIL : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.[92 25.300 -.Oi90O -.00575 t870_ .00939 -.003_q .00126 -.00785 ,00q67 -q,12050 .00480
-,412 .I42 -.02498 -.00359 18748 ,00653 -.00279 .00113 -.00923 .00753 -4,I]560 .00548
.342 -50.056 .00493 -.01712 18159 .00389 -.00]30 .00144 .01800 .02286 -4.14270 .00063
-.842 -99.947 -,02102 -.00840 18570 .00160 ,00095 -.00013 -.02328 .00689 -4.10020 .02766
-.396 -149.900 -.03075 -.00382 17817 ,00231 -.00057 .00067 -,00922 .00676 -4.11360 .04045
-.140 -99.789 -.01849 -.01064 18673 .00497 -.00161 .00068 -.01168 .00740 -4.11260 .02852
.645 -50.084 .01614 _.01986 17977 .01125 •-.00313 .00165 -.00409 -.02393 -4.I2070 .04656
-1.132 .177 -.02333 -.00475 18652 .00913 -.00369 .00118 -.02322 .00941 -4,10200 .00632
-.276 25.211 -.02182 -.00583 ,18698 ,01213 -.00429 .00144 -.00405 .00688 -4.12150 .00544
-.242 50.047 -.02179 -.00585 .18815 .00588 -.00169 .00104 -.00857 .00817 -4.11710 .00172
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,O00OO
RUN NO. 41I/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.443 25.425 -.04599 .01626 .18756 .00846 -.00329 .00127 -.08730 .00399 -4.03500 °00475
49.851 .186 -.04224 ,01427 1868I .00884 -.00367 .00]20 -.00915 .00673 -4.11300 .00132
49,V37 -49.968 -.04285 .01434 18580 .00698 -.00274 .00090 -.00800 ,00844 -4.11560 .01069
49.858 ' -99,870 -.04086 .01307 18261 .00626 -.00196 .00043 -.00705 .00622 -4.11800 .03055
49.868 -150.010 -,04061 .01286 17872 .00553 -.00074 -.00022 -.00757 .00570 -4.12040 .04399
49.637 -I00.020 -.04181 .01318 ]8219 .008_7 -.00202 ,00054 -.00925 .00740 -4.II610 .02166
49.519 ; -50.012 -.04436 .01459 18623 .007t8 -.00245 .00086 -.00979 .00909 -4.11380 .00735
49.701 .107 -.04152 .01417 18649 .00977 -.00413 .00117 -.00849 .00720 -4.11400 .00354
49.722 25.194 -.04263 .01484 18709 .00831 -.00286 .00115 -.00935 .00673 -4.11290 -.00204
,._ _,._ =n n_ - nubia n1_ I_Q_ Nn_ - NNPNQ NNI2N Noqq3 .Onql_ -_ II_N nn_n7
GRADIENT .OOOOO .00000 00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 17
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF [OVT0091 ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 4381 0 RNIL = 1.53 .GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.467 25.249 -.04498 .01543 .IS613 .00840 -.00354 ,00154 -.08722 .00710 -4.03480 .00387
49,692 -.058 -.04224 .01376 ,18545 ,00912 -.00357 ,00110 -.00821 ,00521 -4.11380 .00380
49.759 -50,070 -.04367 .01432 .18548 00838 -.00315 .00099 -.00867 .00745 -4.11480 .01622
49.754 -100.130 -.04177 .01326 .18255 00785 -.00288 .00057 -.O070g ,00818 -4.11800 .02855
49.867 -150.200 -.03778 .01191 .17698 00399 -.00033 -.00034 -.00460 .00753 -4.12350 .04690
49.422 -100,200 -.04465 .01358 .18286 01491 -.00403 .00113 -.01249 -.00675 -4.11290 .03734
49.655 -50.069 -.04399 .01415 .18493 00747 -.00273 .00086 -.00802 .01790 -4.11560 .00197
49.700 -.016 -.04228 .01404 .18563 00961 -.00376 .00094 -.00577 .00840 -4.11860 .00099
49.669 25.017 -,04344 .01467 .18641 00848 -.00355 .OOIll -.00413 ,00738 -4.11800 .00048
49.674 49.877 -.04413 .01534 ,18593 00713 -.00244 .00139 -,00716 .00928 -4,11510 -.00192
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT0101 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP . = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREr - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB m -4.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES . ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC : .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 4091 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.415 75,103 -.0307! -.00319 .19064 .00828 -.00292 .00120 -.02716 .00654 -4.09850 -_00279
.012 IO0.110 -.02433 -.00296 .18789 ,00341 -.00094 .00109 .00075 .00629 -4.I2690 -.00003
'-.316 125,090 -.03043 .00139 .]8887 .00514 -.00181 .00124 -.00814 .00622 -4.11840 .00163
-.36I 150.140 -.03645 .00700 .18894 .00457 -.00174 .00139 -.00786 .00683 -4.11980 -L00059
-.253 175.030 -.03804 .009t] .I8919 .005ll -.00202 .00128 -.00591 .00933 -4.I2230 -.00268
-.225 200.060 -.03622 .00866 .18928 .00443 -.00143 .00102 -.00650 .00446 -4.12250 -.00211
-.228 250.160 -.03133 .00689 .18950 .00347 -.00120 .00061 -,00577 .00787 -4.]2390 .00024
-.166 400.260 -.02599 .00459 .19159 .0040B -.00130 .00091 -.00985 .00757 -4:i#6#6 166i66
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ;i-
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE IB'
IAI42o OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOIO} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ -4,000 BETAB - ,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.600
RUN NO. 4121 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
48.36B "75.40i -.05206 ,01932 .18795 .00408 -.0012_ .00i10 -.08582 .00303 -4.03710 .00022
49.920 I00.150 -.04907 .02002 .18754 .00515 --00153 .00105 -.00460 .00780 -4.11910 -.00291
49.735 125.100 -,04857 .02065 .18747 .00562 -.00176 .00092 -.00768 ,00544 -4.11640 -.00892
49.770 150,160 -.04673 .02007 .1875! .00613 -.00183 ,00090 -.00709 .00435 -4.11730 -.00208
49,692 175,030 -.04811 .01978 .18935 .00460 -.00150 .00075 -.00946 .00637 -4.11570 -.00456
49.780 200.I20 -.04504 .01849 ,18979 .00666 -.00236 .00095 -.00873 .00644 -4.t1680 -.00552
49.812 249.990 -.04153 .01691 .19027 .00681 -.00263 .00090 -.00750 ,00702 -4.11910 -.00604
49.881 300.140 -.03676 .01474 .19020 .00543 -.00212 .00080 -,00678 .00611 -4.12120 -.00553
49.769 400.190 -.03153 . .01140 .19147 .00543 -.00182 .00085 -,00682 .00679 -4.12430 -,00505
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVtOll} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB .000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES" ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 4361 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_,. n n n hi, • I0_0 nn_n -- n_ nnl_ _ nn3_ 9 _ nnD_ __. 1_m n
-._. 75._3_ _._2_4 -.vv4_""'°7 .,_,,_ .v_,,_ .0 ......... ._,_ ._ , • , ,8u .01158
-.366 99,959 -.02985 -.00244 .18806 .00563 -.00212 .00123 -.01200 .00573 -4.|1420 .00433
-._79 124.960 -.03176 .00113 ,18799 ,00502 -,00189 .00120 -.00394 00972 -4.12280 -.00108
-.105 I49.950 -.03365 .00588 .18727 .00506 -.00162 .00123 -.00206 00986 -4.12540 .00253
-.348 175.010 -.03762 .00849 .18804 .O04BI -.00171 .00120 -.00937 00866 -4.11880 .00056
-.198 199.910 -,03586 .00826 .t8842 .00478 -.0018l .00107 -.00677 00825 -4.12180 .00061
-.245 349.960 -.03264 .00668 .18935 .00410 -.00147 .00069 -.00806 01009 -4.12]40 .00756
-.i12 300.050 -.02940 .00574 .18947 .00309 -.00102 .00060 -.00640 01040 -4.12520 .00170
-.138 400.120 -.02596 .00413 ,19040 .00393 -.00126 .00094 -.00935 00897 -4.12650 .00495
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I9
IA]42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOII) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0800 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 439/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.510 75.I72 -.04666 .01755 .18512 .00787 -.00245 .00161 -.08378 .00396 -4.03900 .0037!
49.77i 99.947 -.048g0 .Oig65 18613 .00672 -.00i78 .00127 -.00587 .00760 -4.11750 -.00380
49.715 124.930 -.04932 .02041 18647 .00619 -.00181 .00115 -.00505 00526 -4.11900 .00250
49.744 t50,050 -.04766 .01988 I8691 .00567 -.00175 .00091 -.00585 00637 -4,11870 .00077
49.718 175.010 -.04824 .01923 18854 .00606 -.00215 .00097 -.01147 00682 -4.11370 -.00196
49.713 199.870 -.04677 .01837 18921 .00717 -,00270 .00097 -.00885 00761 -4.11660 -,00182
49.789 249.910 -.04322 .01680 18981 .00678 -.00234 .00086 -.00782 00594 -4.I1870 -.00352
49.787 300.020 -.04089 .01513 13064 .00604 -.00221 ,00088 -.0088! 00865 -4.11900 -.00825
50.020 399.970 -.03183 .01098 19010 .00578 -.00168 ,001(0 -.00659 00728 -4.12450 -,00552
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVT012) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = "-8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .OOO
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 4501 0 RN/L = !.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
74.641 400.780 -.01270 -.00528 .18968 .0071! -.00230 .00149 -,09090 .00175 -8.06650 -.02160
74.643 300.130 -.00710 -.01078 .19041 .00678 -.00200 .00|33 -.01418 .00734 -8.14060 -.01735
74.783 250.140 -.00627 -.01106 .19043 .00845 -.00250 .00146 -.00779 .00425 -8.14720 -.01968
74.684 200.090 -.00665 -.OIIB .i8954 .0073i -.00223 .00170 -.00976 .0056i -8. i4450 -.01437
74.821 175.130 .00641 -.02288 .18805 .00877 -.00280 .00166 -.01528 .00878 -8.13890 -.02199
74,825 150.070 .02372 -.03581 .i8754 .00815 -.00278 .00160 -.01313 .00482 -8.13980 -.01845
74.695 125.090 .03126 -.04356 .18881 .00659 -.00236 .00151 -.01613 .00568 _8.13650 -.02230
74.854 I00.180 .04385 -.05040 .18809 .00778 -.00245 .00155 -.00623 .00858 -8.14630 -.02443
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 20
IAI42, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOI2} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETA8 = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 453/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.463 400,830 -.02602 .00337 ,19204 ,00673 -,00229 _00129 -.08755 -.00154 -8.06780 -.01751
99.888 300.270 -.01684 .00063 .18988 .OOBI8 -.00293 .00142 -.00137 00673 -8.15110 -.02862
99.629 250.I30 -.01866 -.00040 .19030 .00939 -.00303 .00150 -.OIOI7 00663 -8.14240 -.02711
99.624 200.II0 -.020q7 -.O0010 .18974 .00948 -.00309 .00154 -.01147 00567 -8.14130 -.02087
99.800 175.070 -.01809 -.OOIIB .18905 .00671 -.00170 .00156 -.00571 00689 -8.14650 -.02349
99,748 150.I10 -.00928 -.00887 .18826 .00707 -.00189 .00175 -.01318 00494 -8.13810 -.02503
99.771 125.120 -.00123 -.01632 .18852 .00758 -.00268 .O01BI -.01591 00613 -8.13490 -.02389
99.849 100.230 .00962 -.02314 .18803 .00756 -.00255 .00147 -.00814 00524 -8. I4230 -.02111
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOl3) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YNRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 8ETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 472/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.549 400.620 -.02163 .00365 I9094 -.00159 .00145 -.00107 -.08403 -.00212 -8.06990 .01479
99.702 300.080 . -.02094 .00273 18950 -.00012 .00122 -.00080 -.01004 .00307 -8.14170 .00874
99.734 250.020 -.01895 .00t26 18860 -.00017 .00087 -.00074 -.00862 .00425 -8.14220 .01325
99.661 199.980 -.02377 .00263 ]8912 -.00142 .00141 -.00070 -.01165 .00348 -8.13980 ,01476
99.896 174.970 -.0t947 .00116 18818 .0006] .00091 -.00053 -.00917 .00294 -8.14210 .01388
99.696 149.960 -.01416 -.00447 18738 -.00152 .00170 -.00026 -.01323 .00331 -8,13710 .01028
99.813 124.960 -.00573 -.01}67 18734 -.00067 .0017i -.00044 -.01214 .00272 -8.13780 .01484
99.845 99.993 .00482 -.01862 !8681 -.00249 .00225 -.00065 -.01038 .00426 -8.13890 .01353
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI48, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 21
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOI41 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB .000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 451/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
74.888 75.075 .04637 -.05186 .18706 .00653 -.00222 .00103 ~.00434 .00583 -8.14850 -.01941
74.689 50.106 04309 -.04904 18760 .00743 -.00246 .00118 -.00634 .00731 -8.14740 -.01475
74.777 25,061 04311 -.04777 18964 .00623 -.00248 .00128 -.00234 .00848 -8.15240 -.01996
74.801 .068 04566 -.04819 18815 .00635 -.00204 .00128 -.00319 ,00572 -8.15220 -.01043
74.545 25.130 04490 -.04844 18947 .00608 -.00190 .00102 -.00790 .01057 -8.14700 -.01873
74.602 50.048 04377 -.04937 18763 .00743 -.00300 .00093 -.01287 .00948 -8.14120 -.02383
74.765 75.027 04920 -.05272 18612 .00669 -.00255 .00098 -.00871 .00782 -8.14440 -.01987
74.439 100.120 04207 -.05140 18850 .00813 -.00259 ,00127 -.01080 .00700 -8.14180 -,01456
GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 454/ 0 RN/L = I.'51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,539 75.762 .00525 -.02277 .18926 .00709 -.00249 .00159 -.09994 .00448 -8.05100 -.02486
'99.B73 50.110 .01420 -.02553 18856 .00782 -.00304 .00185 -.00530 .00833 -8.14650 -.01988
99.736 25. I75 .01508 -.02502 18802 .00901 -.00371 .00215 -.00634 00528 -8.14570 -.01442
99.660 .133 .01480 -.02531 18865 .00901 -.00382 .00200 -.00683 00901 -8.14720 -.01658
99.746 25.122 .01803 -,02579 18745 .00924 -.00353 .00211 -.00290 00717 -8.15020 -.01778
99.614 50.081 .0]659 -.02624 18779 .00684 -.00258 ,00170 -.01116 00592 -8.14080 -.01888
99.573 75.065 .01205 -.02552 18900 .00698 -.00235 .00164 -.00863 00579 -8.14240 -,02231
99.691 100.050 .01057 -.02422 18802 ,00837 -.00240 .00163 -.00643 00519 -8.14430 -.01913
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 ;00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA[4B.o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 22
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR9 JETS OFF (OVTOI5} ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = -B.O00 BETA8 .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO, 473/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
.... , n,,= _?j hal EA nBET ^Z X CN CLM CA CY _YN U_L _Lr _ oE,_
99.6_| 75,648 .00_18 -.01_24 _BBIO -.002_7 ,00177 -.00090 -.09940 .00154 -8.05020 .01418
99.828 49.919 .00837 -.02102 18794 -.OO]II .00187 -,00078 -,00474 .00033 -8.14570 .02059
99.B20 24.972 .00744 -.0}924 18759 -.00073 .00048 -.O000B -.00240 .00382 -B. Z4910 .01883
99.868 -.I15 .O]_IB -.0203! !8735 .00It! -.000!8 .00002 .00586 -.00482 -8.15860 .03220
99.704 24.901 .Oli20 -.0201B !8704 .00397 -.00055 .00005 -.00031 .002]2 -8. I5720 .02065
99.66! 49.915 .01089 -.02!70 18755 .00003 .00092 -.00053 -.01056 .00401 -8.13990 .01539
99.759 74.941 .00959 -.02214 18770 -.00029 .00064 -.00069 -.01159 .00467 -B.13B20 .01484
99.667 99.908 .00304 -,01915 18815 -.00!15 .00146 -.00064 -.00978 .00084 -8.I3960 .01579
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA]42, OJET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOIB) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8,000 BETAS .000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .010G MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 452/ O RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CE__ ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
74.747 I25.!40 .03483 -,04525 .18844 .00575 -.OOBO! .00|41 -.01300 .00970 "8.13950 -.01617
-,.,_._,. ,=n_..' ,.n ......n_x -.038!8 .18748 .00698 -.O02IB .00|20 -.00554 .00784 -8.14760 -.02268
74.524 |q5.!BO .00818 -.02560 .18877 .00601 -.00t70 .00129 -.00226 .008i6 -B.152i0 -.01997
74.555 200.I30 -.00623 -.01300 ,I9001 .01003 -.00327 .OOIB7 -.00433 .0!069 -8.15040 -.02238
74.854 250.I50 -.00871 -.OlIO0 .|909! .00757 -.00240 .00!25 -.00369 .00453 -8.15160 -.01474
74.788 300.270 -.00390 -.Ot!7B .tB998 .00697 -.00224 .00124 -.00160 .0069l -8,t5330 -.02480
74.742 400.2!0 -.00844 -.00703 .18937 .00765 -.00268 .00172 -.00340 .00765 -9.15400 -.02535
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAi42, AEDC V41A=KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAG E 23
IA142, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOIB) ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .DO0
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -8,000 8ETA8 = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES 2MRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC _ .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 4551 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.584 125,790 -.00132 -.01531 .18791 .00799 -.00253 .00172 -.09287 .00i67 -8.058i0 -.0i770
99.699 150.090 -.00777 -.01040 ,18838 .00773 -.00240 .00188 -,00779 .00766 -8.14380 -.02883
99.654 ]75.060 -.01846 -.00213 .18933 .00878 -.00246 .00188 -,00448 .00542 -8.14800 -.01997
89.744 200,020 -.01876 -.00079 .18900 .00909 -.00318 .00160 -.00536 .00495 -8.14720 -.01972
99.742 250.180 -.01621 -.OOII2 .18970 .00830 -.00287 .00148 -.00738 .00781 -8.]4510 -.02819
99,652 300.220 -.01943 .00035 .19021 .00810 -,00282 .00161 -.00956 .00826 -8.14310 -.02497
99.890 400.250 -.01625 .00099 .18832 .00678 -.00243 .00137 -.00522 .00569 -8.I5010 -.03285
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OEF (OVTOIT) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290_3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT "Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 474/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.477 I25,650 -.00973 -,01006 .18786 -.00142 .00152 -.00039 -.09535 -.00137 -8.05470 .01868
99.823 149.990 -.01160 -.00621 18705 -.00038 .00099 -.O0011 .00137 00081 -8.15180 .OIGlB
99.718 174.960 -.01981 .00028 18882 -.00114 ..00125 -.00032 -.00525 00484 -8,14650 .01400
99.731 199.890 -.01850 .00090 18798 .00170 .00059 -.00058 -.00956 00044 -8.14140 .01458
99.7i5 250.000 -.0|879 .00093 18911 .00|38 .00046 -.00055 -.00744 00606 -8.14340 .0067I
99.783 300.030 02064 .00249 18986 .00089 .00033 -.00043 -.00697 0029] -8.14480 .00893
99.842 400.090 -.01896 .00304 19077 -.00094 .00136 -.00074 -.00530 00350 -8.14870 .00787
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI48, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 24
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVTOI81 ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB 4.000
BREF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 475/ 0 RNIL = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2 379 -2 563 - 03594 OlW29 19623 -,00280 .00002 -_00034 -.08!58 -.00940 -.00294 4.01570
.051 97.445 -.02537 .OII2t .1973I -.00143 -.00101 -.00005 -.00116 .01079 -.08733 4.01370
-.i56 I97.390 -.02324 .00944 .I9650 -.00287 -.00024 -.00030 -,00015 .00620 -.09124 4.017B0
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 4761 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.959 197.370 -.01586 .00581 .19545 -.00255 -.00044 -.O003B -.00024 .00564 -.09254 4.02210
49.676 97.469 -.02000 .00791 .t9622 -.00193 -.00042 -.00033 -.00939 .00588 -.08124 4.01630
49.654 -2.5?5 -.02387 .00967 _19495 -.00233 -.00023 -.00044 -.00930 .01193 -.07706 3.99360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 477/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.942 -2.651 -.01705 .00630 .19334 -.00233 -.00023 -.00031 -.OOBI2 .00893 -.08174 3.99860
99.762 97.487 -.0166B .00509 .19497 -.00345 -.00014 -.00030 -.01537 .01600 -.07705 4.00090
99.887 197.340 -.00907 .00142 .19371 -.00225 -.00022 -.00017 -.00265 .01717 -.09137 4.00260
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ..00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4781 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.870 197.540 -.OOBIO -.00107 .18736 -.O01BB -.O008B ,00012 -.00625 .01265 -.09485 3.99760
199.510 97.377 -.01786 .00468 .18824 -.00102 -.00107 .00021 -.01642 .OOB9B -.08187 3.99820
199.670 -2.538 -.01744 .00632 .IBB95 .00353 -.00231 .00035 .OOB5B -.01441 -.10270 4.01070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 25
IA142, O/ET HISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOIB) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = ,OOD
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB - 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 4781 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.[TB .306 -.05033 .02332 .I8783 -.00149 -.00057 .00008 -.O00B2 .00572 -.08980 2.02510
-.056 100.280 -.04704 .0215B ,19165 -.0032B .00007 -.00027 -.OIITg .0103) -_08498 2.00460
-.019 200.300 -.04154 .01884 .19463 -.00899 -.00031 -.00001 -.O09?B .01218 -.08894 1.98200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000D
RUN NO, 4801 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.849 200.360 -.03388 .01695 .IB416 -.00309 -.00057 -.OOOOB .0009I .01050 -.09794 1.98100
49.719 I00.330 -.0414B .02032 .19363 -.00534 .00041 -.00037 -.00799 -.00512 -.08988 2,01620
49.647 .261 -.04479 ,02285 .18982 ,00001 -.00074 .O002B -.O0?II .02039 -.09513 2.00950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4811 0 RNIL = ).52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.080 .311 -.033B0 .02053 ,19223 -.00113 -.00100 .00007 -.00272 .01318 -.09321 2.01960
99.814 100.290 -.02690 .01643 .19388 -.00120 -.O010B .00003 -.00052 .01874 -.09687 1.99260
99.592 200.310 -.02686 .0133B .19557 -.00012 -.00134 .00021 -.00720 -.OlB]5 -.08878 2.00850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4821 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.180 200.360 .00116 -.00109 .19315 -.O00Bg -.O00BB .00006 -.00376 .00883 -.08752 1.99570
199.630 100.300 -.00683 .00461 .19512 -.00139 -.00060 -.O0011 -.01107 .OlOBO -.09022 B.OOIlO
199.BlO .263 -.01278 .00951 .19499 ,00019 -.00099 .00020 -.00579 .00703 -.10218 2.00930
_R_J_I .VWUVU .u_uu ._UUUV .UUU_ .UUUUU .UUV_ .UUUUU . UUUUU .UUUUU .UUUUU
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 26
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOBO) ( 12 OCT ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I099.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = ,000 8ETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 150.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 483/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.33| .437 -.04457 .0i965 .18318 -.00083 -.00072 .0000i -.0787E -.0i022 -.0098! 2.02290
-.035 ]00.3]0 -.03799 .01689 .19665 -.00218 -.00048 -.00003 .00038 .01214 -,09206 2_00070
.089 200.340 -.02863 .01395 .19557 -.00214 -.00088 .00015 -.00354 .0131! -.09136 1.98830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O000O .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 484/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
49.815 200.380 -.02586 .01249 .I8638 -.00235 -.00082 -.00008 -.00897 .00711 -.08656 1.99440
49.686 100.350 -.02760 .01385 .19585 .00185 -.00217 .00041 -.00488 .01294 -.08828 1.896?0
49.669 .284 -.03141 .01608 .19383 -.00089 -.00035 .00002 -.00440 .00586 -.08652 2.00210
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 485/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.842 .297 -.02q88 .01317 .19558 -.00005 -.00117 -.00002 -.00949 .0099I -.08455 1.99130
99.96I 100.260 -.01765 .00976 .I9446 -.00038 -.00121 -.00004 -.00538 .01218 -.09042 2.00020
99.528 200.330 -.01942 .00795 .19585 -.00181 -.00058 .00003 -.01895 .Oll?? -.07568 1.88900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 486/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.020 200.320 .00104 -.00561 .18962 -.00123 -.00113 .00036 -.00918 .01036 -.09111 1.98480
199.??0 !00.280 -.00405 -.00065 .!9194 -.OO!BB -.00078 _00016 -.00987 -.0!47! -.09433 2.0!070
198.510 .363 -.01217 .00472 .19084 .00002 -.00121 .00022 -.00821 .00909 -.08287 1.97710
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 27
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOBII I t2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690°0000 SQ.FT, XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - .eGO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .OOOO IN, YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB = ,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .DOG JET PC " .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 487/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.344 -.217 -.08548 .0278G .18564 .OOlO9 -.00247 .00023 -.08622 -.00781 -.01307 .01642
-.!03 99.905 -,06327 .02765 .18895 -.00093 -.00161 .00036 -.01128 .00908 -.09042 -.00502
.OIl 199.910 -.05704 .02526 .19025 -.00067 -.00142 .00036 -.00442 .00834 -.10027 -.00846
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 4881 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.753 199.820 -.05244 .02600 .19072 .00050 -.00153 .00035 .00498 .00790 -.10502 -.01125
_8.758 99.85_ -.05_58 .02900 .lBB63 .00050 -.O0_7t .000_ -.80tB2 .O09It -.Og6OO -.00?25
49.744 -.203 -.05767 .03090 .18585 ,O00fl5 -.00226 .00044 -.O02BI .01i92 -,09359 -.00530
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 489/ O RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lO0,OIO -.254 -.04209 .02802 .18804 .00043 -.00214 .00044 .00099 .00922 -.09508 -.00378
99.720 lO0.OSO -.04040 .02468 .18998 -.00009 -.00132 .00032 -.01516 .00972 -.07942 -.00719
99.655 199,840 -,04098 .02142 .19353 .00189 -.0014! .00031 -,02057 ,00874 -.07553 -.OtSJ9
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 490/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.970 199.840 -.01750 -01197 .19192 -.00039 -.00106 .00002 .01563 .OIOl7 -.10883 -.01734
189,770 99.890 -.02226 .01695 .19384 .00102 -.00152 .00038 -.00521 .01123 -.08975 -.00243
200,190 -.26t -.01961 .02152 .19433 .00195 -.00144 .00059 .00055 .00857 -.10532 .00964
GRADIENT .O0O0O .OO0O0 ,00000 .00000 .000GO .O0OO0 ,00000 -00000 .00000 .00000
\
DATE 12 OCT 79 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 2B
IA142, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOBB) I 12 OCT 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = IO£9.OOOD IN, XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF 129D.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. ¥T ALPHAB = .000 BETAB .OOO
BREF = 129D.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0800 IN, ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC - .OOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 491/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.443 -.cue -.OGiSB _ tBS2? nnnm_ - nn_ nnn_ - n_a_n npn_n - nl_ - n_K_
-.022 99.890 -.05505 .02561 .18961 -.00124 -.00069 .00023 -.02031 .01099 -.OqV64 -.05219
-.035 199.B30 -.04825 .02259 .19285 -.OOBOl -.00048 -.00005 -.01289 .00911 -.08728 -.04961
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 492/ 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.900 199.990 -.03823 .01992 .19195 .00003 -.00109 .00032 -.00112 .00845 -.09832 -.0562B
49.694 99.843 -.04595 .02369 .19104 -.00048 -.O0062 .00028 -.00910 .00934 -.08B4B -.0491B
49.8?4 -.222 -.04741 .02682 .18990 .00053 -.00138 .00042 -.00104 .00983 -.09438 -.03171
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4931 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.982 -.IBB -.04098 .02546 .19059 .00045 -.00120 .O004B -.00490 .00882 -.09312 -.02826
99.693 99.871 -.03416 .02053 ,1918B .00065 -.00162 .00039 -.01257 .01054 -.OBIBl -.04965
99,554 199.930 -.0379B .01847 .19472 -.00062 -.00053 .00029 -.00176 .00764 -.09311 -.04914
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4941 0 AN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.130 199.900 -.OllOB .00663 .19299 .00490 -.00249 .00044 -.00175 -.0156B -.09297 -o03018
199.980 99.9!9 -.01253 ,0li02 .19434 .00062 -.00114 .00023 -.OllBB .01020 -.09014 -.03633
199.7t0 -.220 -.01699 .01580 .194B0 ,0052I -.00294 .O00B? .0085B -.00472 -.11242 ,05110
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 29
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT023) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 .BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 495/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.379 -.190 -.05405 .02499 .18936 -.00063 -.00154 .00049 -.0777B -.0207B -.01224 .03575
.150 99.832 -,04225 .02084 .19X76 .00030 -.00106 .00050 -.00078 .01312 -.0944B -.01557
-.28B 199.870 -.04160 .01939 .19445 -.OOOlB -.OOI4W .00057 -.OllO3 .03315 -.08653 -.04984
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 49G/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.794 I99.B20 -.03661 .0IB09 .19445 .00165 -.00168 .00063 -.00836 ,03326 -.08694 -.0535B
49.8_2 99.921 -.03997 .02_00 .f9_43 -.00097 -.OOO98 .00027 -.00561 .01283 -.08983 -.02078
49,639 -.166 -.04575 .02350 .19067 .00071 -.OOOBO .00041 -.00966 .0t024 -.08204 -.O04BB
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 497/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.060 -.I92 -.0347B .0203B .19357 .O013B -,0015B .00044 -.O05lB .01329 -.09095 -.OI00B
99.761 99.963 -.02900 .0169B .19485 .00811 -.00147 .00052 -.00500 .00643 -.09065 -.00403
99.637 199.750 -.02912 .01395 .19553 .00023 -,O013B .00033 -.OllII ,01154 -.08321 -.02733
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 498/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.210 199.890 -.00025 -.00167 .19193 -.00022 " -.00144 .00041 -.00612 .00987 -.09457 -.02205
199.730 99.852 -.00544 .00373 .19331 .00142 -.00164 .00037 -.00417 .00609 -.09773 -.01168
199.710 -.I06 -.01497 .01021 .19341 .00231 -,00135 .00056 -.00549 .00694 -.10211 -.01051
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 30
IAI42, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO24I ( 12 OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB - -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 4891 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2_43_ -4.t63 -,06545 .02784 .18313 .00181 _.00214 .00088 -.08289 -.01027 -.01335 -1.99860
.002 85.889 -.05878 .02667 .18650 -.00269 -.00068 .00045 .00125 .00865 -._0078 -2.01840
.058 195.77S -.05371 .02553 .!9927 .00149 -.00121 .00077 -.00488 _007_3 -,09778 -2_02II0
CRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 500/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X cN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.885 195.760 -.04747 .02457 .19002 .00348 -.00179 .00077 .00076 .01278 -.08910 -2.02830
48.561 85.898 -.05537 .02857 .18898 .00238 -.00177 .00082 -.00853 .01396 -.08642 -2.02580
49.585 -4.202 -.06210 .03143 .18627 .00332 -.00252 .00084 -.01227 .01290 -.08157 -2.02540
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 501/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.010 -4.177 -.047B4 .02889 .18932 .00322 -.00235 .00087 -.00152 .01058 -.09128 -2.02240
89.687 95.798 -.04685 .02528 .19153 .00333 -.00204 .00081 -.01727 .00782 -.07B17 -2.02580
99.806 195.670 -.04071 .02108 .19265 .00265 -.00153 .00084 -.00885 .01048 -.08610 -2.02610
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5021 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.920 195.810 -.02003 .01237 .I9200 .00313 -.00|45 .00064 -.00333 .00924 -.08927 -2.02500
I99.890 95.856 -.01869 .01615 .18243 .00166 -.00180 .00063 .00015 .00891 -.09414 -2.02690
_,_ nnn_n nn_ 7 nno_l_ - _n, o nn_n
.v_BJ .,v43_ 2200.010 -4.173 -,02251 .UdCl_ .iB382 .uuc=u -.uul=g .uvu,u
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 97 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 31
IAI42. OlET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT0251 ( IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DA:A PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = o0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= .000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 5031 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.055 -4.143 -.05293 .02215 .I6824 -.OOBSI .O009g ,00008 -.O070B -.00451 -.08742 -2-03220
-.207 95.905 -.04964 .01987 .I7120 .00359 -.00173 .00083 -.00602 .00728 -.09U32 -2.05660
-.050 195.880 -.03982 .01466 .16877 .00206 -.00145 ,00070 .00544 .03206 -,I0474 -2.08560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5041 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,733 195.790 -.03909 .01538 .I7460 .00219 -.00126 .00078 -.00455 .01223 -.09t19 -2,06570
49.767 95°846 -.04067 .01872 ,17536 .00093 -,00099 ,00071 -.00456 .00859 -.08914 -2.06100
49.7|5 -4.278 -.04969 .02360 .17598 .00263 -,00214 .00095 -.00504 .01154 -.08931 -2.05030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5051 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.904 -4.238 -.04481 .02695 .19257 .00200 -.OOiI9 .00079 -.00284 .00673 -.09276 -2.04030
99.718 95.961 -,03953 .02232 .19294 .00453 -.00209 .00094 -.00926 .OIl4l -.08358 -2.06440
99.762 195.770 -.03325 .01775 .19256 .00327 -.00180 .00090 -.01078 .00938 -.08248 -2.06640
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 506/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199,920 195.770 -.01350 .00585 .19241 -,00291 .00010 -.00009 .00319 .03115 -.09708 -2.08670
200.000 95.830 -.01243 .01062 .19342 .00393 -.OOIB7 .00077 .00177 .01379 -.10276 -2.05740
199.660 -4.204 -.02003 .01586 .19447 .00444 -.00220 .00085 -.00853 ,00719 -.09565 -2.04340
......... ^m_._ _^_ _ nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnnG_AUIhNI .UUUUU .UUUUU .uuu_v .uvuuu .v_ ._v_ ._v ..................
DATE IB OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 32
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR9 JETS OFF (OVTOB6) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097_0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB = -8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 507/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.294 -4.153 -.04965 .01942 .1712l .00458 -.00222 .00087 -.09433 -.01074 .00623 -2.04940
.220 95.912 -.0366_ .Ol4Bl .i6978 -.00119 -.0007I .00049 .01845 .01255 -..I1213 -2.08910
-.282 195.780 -.03855 .01490 .17459 .00078 -.00120 ,00078 -.00977 .00759 -.08605 -2.09250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 5081 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.892 195.890 -.03117 .01318 .17438 .00044 -.00075 .00061 -.00344 .00861 -.09015 -2.10360
49.726 85.830 -.03599 .01583 .17657 .00040 -.00096 .00050 -.00733 ,01079 -.08599 -2.08840
49.718 -4.274 -.04013 ,01981 .17710 .00321 -.00125 .00068 .00388 .00360 -.09397 -2.07420
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5091 0 RNIL = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.936 -4.237 -.03449 .01841 .18480 .00184 -.00119 .00045 -.00521 .02381 , -.09073 -2.09790
99.692 95,903 -.03436 .01841 .19540 .00339 -.00160 .00068 -.01787 .01078 -.07694 -2.09260
99.773 195.750 -.02853 .01447 .19477 .00222 -.00199 .00074 -.00922 .01399 -.08286 -2.10800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 510/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.070 185.840 -.00359 -.00073 .19159 .00109 -.00151 .00049 -.01019 .OOBB9 -.OBBB3 "2.09340
199,840 95.882 -.00633 .00405 .19233 .00i12 -.00i24 .00039 .00283 .00721 -.i0404 -8.08430
199.740 -4.175 -.01846 .01150 .19291 .00077 -.00069 .00049 -.02022 ,01289 -.08735 -2.08780
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 33
]A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT027} ( 12 OCT 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA • .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAS = 4.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC - o000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 620/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.20I -2.559 .0143l -.02312 .19396 -.00533 .00137 -.00150 -.01808 .00573 -4.09980 4.01650
-.243 97.536 -.00693 -.00508 .19424 -.01419 .00413 -.002_0 -.00979 .03283 -4.!0980 4_00750
-.341 I97.430 -.02083 .00449 .19602 -.00786 .00164 -.00161 -.00487 .00615 -4.11830 4,03280
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 621/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.905 197.500 -.01835 .00553 .19584 -.01382 .00327 -.OOBll -.00209 .02874 -4.12320 4.01240
49.680 97.333 -.02121 .0079I .19548 -.00555 .00106 -.00153 -.00366 -.00353 -4.11750 4.04030
49.759 -2.688 -.01859 .00681 ,I9312 -,0|343 .00369 -.00222 -.00668 .02469 -4.IlOIO 3.99970
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 622t 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.759 -2.581 -.01573 .00446 .19312 -.00391 .00063 -.00146 -.00658 -.00308 -4.10920 4.02120
99.906 97.385 -.01159 .00249 .19460 -.00598 .00086 -.00162 -.00340 .01023 -4.11810 4.02420
99.866 197.490 -.00992 .00073 .,19416 -.00815 .00196 -.00166 .O00BB .00824 -4.12640 4.02290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 523/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.850 197.440 -.00523 -.00388 .18719 -.0077B .00109 -.00159 .00814 .01294 -4. I3240 4.01660
199.600 97.410 -.01057 -.00065 .18801 -.00528 .00085 -.00137 .01070 .00924 -4.13300 4.00930
!99.730 -2,619 -.00990 -.00000 .18850 -.OOB|3 .00122 -.00162 -,00235 .01320 -4.11840 3.99740
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,oOOuO .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 34
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO_BI ( 12 OCT 7? 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I09q,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA _ .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -w. O00 BETAB 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - lO0.O00 JET PC - .000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 6241 0 RN/L = 1.5W GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1,077 .545 -.00732 -.uu_uu ,i6845 -,00531 ,_u_8= ........................
-.343 !00.330 - 02. l_ .00085 .19115 -.00798 .00153 -.00169 -.01519 .0]845 -4.10900 1.98860
-.158 200.270 -.02866 .00898 .19406 -.00638 .00101 -.00149 -,01707 ,00671 -4.10850 1.BB470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6251 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.840 200.310 -.02833 .Ollll .IB30B -.00700 .00125 -.00119 -.0167! .01182 -4.10710 1.97780
49.893 100.420 -.03352 .01608 .19145 -.00751 .00132 -.00177 -.00123 .01124 -4.12340 Io99530
49.716 ,280 -.02803 .01015 .I8737 -,00858 .00211 -.00155 -.00519 .01239 -4.II900 2.00490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 626/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.973 .358 -.03020 .01677 .19065 -,00739 .00156 -.00148 .01225 .01137 -4.I4020 2.00350
92.q27 100.280 -,02696 .01443 .19263 -.00680 .00096 -.00154 -.00696 .00987 -4.11910 1.99580
99.585 200.310 -.02532 .01166 .19403 -.00733 ,00081 -.00153 -.01006 .01214 -4.113]0 l.gq890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 627/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.260 200.300 .00049 -.00194 .I9276 -.00749 .00129 -,00175 -.00219 .00779 -4.12560 1.99130
-_006!w _00104 -.00153 -.01016 .01060 -4.12120 1.99380iSS.BBO .... mn - n,u_ nn_m iQ_7_
199.7g0 .34i -.00534 .00470 ,19246 -.00465 .00076 -.00152 -.00536 °00888 -4o12880 1.99980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 35
IAI42, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT029) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 688/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.I0! .391 ,00421 -.01653 .19126 .00191 -.00060 -.00097 .00092 -.00660 -4.12120 2.01300
-.351 t00.400 -.01681 .00005 .1942l -.00598 .00111 -.00130 -.00480 .01425 -4.11820 1.99130
-.363 200.380 -.02927 .00799 .1973I -.01042 .00248 -.00172 -.04055 .04BBB -4.08430 1.94200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 629/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.378 200.410 -.01310 .00804 .19262 -.00587 .00146 -.00143 -.00113 .04938 -4.12490 1.93680
49.443 I00.280 -.02667 .01206 .19454 -.00701 .00107 -.00136 .01737 .OIB21 -4.14290 1.98560
49.759 .328 -.02594 .01131 .18955 -.00497 .00138 -.00t35 .01213 .00594 -4.I3370 1.99470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6301 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.9?6 .308 -.01779 .00798 .18823 -.00513 .00146 -.00141 .00639 .00859 -4.12970 1.98780
99.691 100.330 -.02148 .0093I .19575 -.00467 .00074 -.00148 -.02159 .00898 -4.I0510 1.99220
99.759 200.390 -.01494 .00531 .19519 -.00122 -.0005I -.00105 .01701 .00186 -4.14230 1.99380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 63]I 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.980 200.320 .00448 -.00732 .18974 -.00767 .00124 -.00131 -.00937 .01364 -4.11780 1.98000
199.780 100.390 -.00127 -.00325 .19153 -.00623 .00095 -.00152 -.03113 .00952 -4.09850 1.98240
199.590 .410 -.00640 .00006 .19076 -.00592 .00127 -.00151 -.00952 .00809 -4.11600 1.97530
_,_,_L_ nnnnn nnnnn _nA_R AAAAN _nnNn N_n_n AANN_ _n_N_N .o_nNn NNNNN
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 36
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT030) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 632/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-i._4_ .177 -.02517 -.00271 .I_=_ooJo -.uu_,_...... ._"vvu_ _.u_L_3_'_ -._=9ou -.ux,_ -4.ucouu .uuou_
-.092 99.803 -.02267 -.00324 .18897 -.00519 00006 -.00103 -.00443 .00818 -4.12200 -.02802
-.223 I99.790 -.03711 .00874 .19138 -.00699 .00058 -.00122 -.00105 .00773 -4.12840 -.02924
GRADIENT .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO, 633/ 0 RNIL. = ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
48.797 |99.810 -.04061 .01699 .IBl02 -.00501 -.00017 -.00135 -.00766 .00773 -4.!1870 -.03756
49.593 99.864 -.04840 .020]I .18946 -.OOISg -.00076 -.00083 -.03412 .01314 -4.08970 -.03917
49.754 -.279 -.04172 .0]376 .}8822 -.00547 -.00097 -.00122 -.00508 .02371 -4.I1730 -.0430!
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 634/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.9_4 -.231 -.04778 .02730 .18853 -.00582 -.00080 -.00127 .01470 .00857 -4.13520 -.03455
99.708 99.852 -.04086 .02219 .18999 -.00523 -.00002 -.00139 -.00539 .0060B -4.11430 -.03739
99.728 I99.870 -.03750 .01903 .19135 -.00529 .00028 -.00154 -.01039 .00734 -4.IlIBO -.035!4
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 635/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.920 ]99.820 -.01456 ,01033 ,1900I -°00748 .00094 -.00172 .01235 .01166 -4.12730 -.04798
199.810 99.904 -.0!782 .0!419 _]9099 -;00480 -,00012 -,00!2! -,0!!48 ,00942 -_.!0650 -_03223
200.300 -.202 -.01392 .01730 .19072 -.00495 .00022 -.00150 -.01596 .01164 -4.11290 -.02|B7
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O0000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4!A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 37
IA142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT031) ( 12 OCT 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O00G IN. YT ALPHAB - -4,000 BETAB - .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 635/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1.333 .147 -.02626 .00012 .18937 -.00627 -.00007 -.00114 -.09883 -.01560 -4.02790 -.OOIB9
-.234 99.84l -.03643 .00829 .19047 -.00880 .00121 -.00165 -.00314 .01053 -4.12110 -.04273
-.029 i99.760 -.0372_ .01377 .19337 -.00859 .00142 -.00!95 -.003!0 .0!429 -4.!2!50 -.05492
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6371 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
? X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
43.77I 199.740 -.03483 .01421 .19244 -.00684 .00077 -.00140 -.02320 .0077| -4.09930 -.05104
49.741 99.884 -.03974 .01947 ii8992 -.00715 .00102 -.00144 .01102 .0_150 -4.13270 -.05338
49.708 -.168 -.03982 .01634 ._8642 -.00986 .00152 -,00!34 -.01288 .01346 -4.I0980 -.03683
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 =00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 638/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.938 -.16I -.03754 .02198 .18771 -.00818 .00137 -.OOIBO .O0711 ,O05BB -4.13060 -.02442
99.389 99.825 -.03803 .01871 .I9217 -.00553 .00027 -.00130 -.01512 .01314 -4.I0480 -.04802
99.829 199.800 -.03125 .01555 .19151 -.00648 .00048 -.00131 -.00086 .01259 -4.11820 -.05647
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 639/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.000 199.880 -.00949 .00579 .18157 -.00568 .00054 -.00180 -.00061 .00773 -4,118u0 -,04620
199.990 99.832 -.01250 .00980 .19295 -.00522 .00029 -.00155 -.00057 .00853 -4.12600 -.03107
200.010 -.071 -.01328 .01275 .18897 -.00499 .00076 -.00138 .00405 .00905 -4.13540 -.02678
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 38
IAI42, OIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT032} ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .DO0 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB • .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 6401 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.347 99.903 -.02705 ,00051 .15988 -.00533 .00040 -.00168 -.00764 .01366 -4.11630 -.01368
-.129 199.770 -.02520 .00256 .16224 -.00851 .00142 -.00160 -.003_I ,01577 -4.11970 -.03586
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6411 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.784 199.880 -.02787 .00885 .17316 -.00662 .00064 -.00113 -,00041 .00761 -4.12250 -.02613
49.898 99.826 -.02960 .00952 .1616l -.00722 .00120 -.00143 .00213 .00856 -4.12640 -.01639
49.646 -.167 -.03570 .01154 .15389 -.00362 .00091 -.00113 -.02450 .00599 -4.09890 .00521
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00009 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000
RUN NO. 642/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.943 -.204 -.02544 .00751 .15705 -.00684 .00174 -.00135 -.00701 .OI2BO -4.11BBO -.0014B
99.511 99.865 -.02737 .OIOIO .17306 -.00623 .00098 -.00139 -.00564 .01192 -4.11810 -°01346
99.587 199.900 -.02675 .013|2 .19374 -.00722 .0006I -.00146 -.00948 .01045 -4.11170 -.02999
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OCO00 .00000
RUN NO. 6431 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.1BO 199.750 .00073 -.00196 .19143 -.00405 -.00016 -.00125 -.01642 .01329 -4.!0770 -.02423
!99.880 99 860 -.00414 .00253 .19267 .00037 -.00i,,7 -.00107 -.04194 .01114 -4.08710 -.00505
199.890 -.120 -.00802 .00586 o19168 -.004S6 .OOZ02 -.00126 -.00448 .01130 -4.12740 -.00952
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 39
IAI42, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (0VT033) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 644/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.I12 -4.234 -.02E07 -.00518 .15686 -.OOB91 .00081 -.00151 -.00611 .00850 -4.11760 -2.04040
-._4n= 95.825 -.02772 -.00!47 °._5878 -=OOBl9 o00066 -.00107 .00172 .00540 -4,t2640 -2_04050
-.23B 195.830 -.03651 .0067| .16334 -.00601 .00070 -.00117 -.01529 .00993 -4.111GO -2.04190
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 645/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.780 195.810 -.03702 ,00865 .16026 -.00640 .00098 -.00133 -.00364 .01092 -4.12000 -2.04540
49.683 95.886 -.0457B .OI4BO =15822 -,OOBBB .00063 -.00109 -.00272 .00990 -4.11920 -2.04370
49.B7] -4.195 -.04495 .OIIII .15737 .00023 -.00237 -.00018 -.03785 .01862 -4.08210 -2.04910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 646/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 fi.OO
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.773 -4.069 -.05078 .02716 .18773 -.O07BB .00071 -.00124 .003|7 .01127 -4.12000 -2.04070
99.712 95.879 -.04275 .02257 .18987 -.00338 -.00040 -.00100 -.00822 .00634 -4.10820 -2.04320
99.747 195.890 -.03848 .01902 ,19098 -.00318 -.00038 -.00091 -.00630 .00871 -4.I1230 -2.04380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 647! 0 RN/L = !=54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
199.960 195.730 -.01946 .01183 .19031 -.00387 -.00008 -.00132 .00028 .00950 -4.11380 -2.04660
199.940 95.840 -.02121 .01555 .19059 -.00394 -.00014 -.OOlI2 -.00343 .00984 -4.11390 -2.04250
200.060 -4.226 -.02132 .01922 .19116 -.00320 -.O000B -.00114 -.00900 .00899 -4.11690 -2.02790
GRADIENT .00000 .UOUUU ,UUUUU .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 40
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT034) ( 12 OCT 77 |
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB - -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 648/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z × CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-l.3Bl -3.B55 -.02920 -.00271 .16641 -.00547 -.00027 -.00098 -,09553 -.01468 -4.02820 -2.01620
-.103 95.88T -.03T15 .00558 .1572£ -.00556 .00083 - .00128 .00472 ,00842 .-k,I27qO -2.05730
-.080 195.790 -.03239 .00633 .1613! -.0047B ,00042 -,OOI31 -,00546 .00826 -4.11750 -2,05450
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 649/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA BALFA DBETA
49.762 195.800 -,03226 .00770 .16494 -.00563 .00081 -.00112 -.00324 .00785 -4.11730 -2.05980
49.697 95.873 -.04250 .01407 .16182 -.00542 .00094 -.00107 -.00566 .00764 -4.11520 -2.06010
49.832 -4.253 -.04423 .01672 .16151 -.00685 .00100 -.00120 -.00368 .01426 -4.11820 -2.05030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6501 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM cA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.947 -4.128 -.03419 .01540 .16859 -.00547 .O003B -.00105 .00013 .01257 -4.121BO -2.04600
99.513 95.820 -.03265 .01286 .17103 -.00523 .00033 -.00092 -.00916 .01019 -4.10850- -2.04750
99.729 195.900 -.03196 .01395 .18078 -.00361 -.00019 -.00075 -.00324 .OlIl9 -4.11390 -B.06010
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 651/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.980 195.880 -.01229 .00604 .19110 -.00564 .0001B -.00143 -.00914 .0|317 -4.I0730 -2.06360
199.990 95.920 -.01370 .00977 .i9256 -.00355 -.00005 -.00099 -.00502 .01056 -4.ii900 -2.05i20
200.010 -4.283 -.01423 .01154 .18657 -.00341 -.00031 -.00090 -.01079 .OOBI2 -4.11BBO -2.03450
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42o AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 41
IA142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT035) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA • .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3D00 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAS - -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.OOO JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0[00 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 652/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1.236 -3.848 -.02304 -.00301 .15932 -.00371 .00057 -.O00Bl -.OB70B -.01903 -4.03380 -I.97500
-.039 95.878 -.03220 .00671 .15983 -.00598 .00086 -.00106 ,00065 .0128I -4.12390 -2.01300
-.177 195.870 -.02786 .00600 .16274 -.00454 .00056 -.00094 -.0034i .00914 -4.11810 -2.02620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 653/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.80I I95.810 -.02698 .00813 .i6558 -.00448 .O0001 -.00069 .00449 -.00925 -4.12570 -2.00830
49.700 95.981 -.03225 .01063 .16696 -.00506 .00041 -.00102 -.00559 .01089 -4.11770 -2.01470
49.652 -4.280 -.03971 .01442 .16050 -,00514 .00139 -.00097 -.0050! .00600 -4.[1760 -2.00130
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 654/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.954 -4.128 -.02818 .01024 .16666 -.00440 .00057 -.00101 -.00443 .O09II -4.11920 -2.00630
99.616 95.892 -.02752 .01064 .17272 -.00466 .00055 -.00106 -.00641 .01108 -4.11540 -2.01150
99.66£ 195.880 -.02490 .00841 .17226 -.00526 .00066 -.OOlI4 -.00817 .01085 -4.11150 -2.02460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00Q00
RUN NO. 6551 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.010 195,890 -,O03BB -.00125 .19095 -.00468 .00004 -.00107 -.01102 .01056 -4.11020 -2.02350
199.850 95.760 -.00986 .00408 .19223 -.00489 .00074 -.00132 .00508 .00907 -4.13160 -2.01110
199.860 -4.124 -.01428 .00789 .19199 -.00312 ,00046 -.00105 -.00465 .00882 -4.12630 -2.00900
..... _.._ .,,,, nmnn_ nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn
DATE I2 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 42
IA142. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF IDVT036) { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097.0000 iN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -8.000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200,000 JET PC - ,000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 753/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.......... _ hnn = _ nlnc_ -0 n_nTn 4 01970lO0.OlO -1.761 .02i32 -.U_b .19280 -.002Ii -._8_ -.09994
100.060 97_520 .O_k_7 -,01940 .19227 -,00041 .00004 -.00070 -.O004B ,00895 -8.15660 4.01470
99.816 197.490 -.00683 -.00293 .19470 -.00293 .00069 -.00068 -.00359 .01360 -8.15720 4.01500
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000
RUN NO. 754/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.900 197.520 .00188 -.00800 .|9190 -.00261 .00062 -.00057 -.OIl5B .Oil40 -8.14880 4.01210
149.510 97.564 -.00426 -.00520 .19306 -.00140 ,00046 -.00082 -.01232 .00940 -8.14340 4.00810
149.730 -2.55I -.00168 -.00603 .19043 -.00190 .00033 -,O00Bl -.00619 .01489 -B. I41qO 3.99060
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 755/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.850 -2.437 .00143 -.00894 .18757 -.00352 .00111 -.O00Bl -.01129 .01021 -B.131BO 3.99140
199.860 97.560 -.00145 -.00820 .18960 -.00317 .00064 -.00072 -.01137 .01150 -B.13880 4.00020
200.140 197.340 .00521 -.01043 .18728 -.00350 .00064 -.00071 -.OOB6B .01369 -8.14900 4.00440
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET HISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT037) ( I2 OCT 77 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
REFERENCE DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -B.O00 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 756/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.020 .259 .02837 -.0302I .19125 -.0049I .00161 -.00082 -.00397 .01094 -8.15790 2.00040
99.479 I00.290 .00961 -.OlB3B .19009 -.00341 .00093 -,O010B -.01065 .01605 -8.14750 1.98680
99.673 200.280 -.01533 .00194 .ISIBI -.00392 .00067 -.00075 .00348 .00191 -8.15850 1.98240
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 43
IAIq2, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF IOVT03?) ( 12 OCT ?? I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -8.000 BETAB - 2.0D0
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y lO0.OOO JET PC = .OOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 757/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.890 200.350 -.0103I .O013B .19250 .00025 -.00075 -.00041 -.O06?B .00015 -B.14BgO 1.98300
149.970 100.280 -.01448 .00fi81 .19018 -.00255 .00035 -.00070 -.00794 .01453 -8.15160 1.98850
149.960 .338 -.00284 -.00267 .IB?28 -,00213 .000S3 -.00038 -.0t022 .00931 -B.15210 1.99970
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 758/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.070 .i40 -.00330 .00232 .19041 -.00153 .00054 -.00073 -.00021 .00910 -8.16420 1.99740
199.710 100.330 -.00029 -.00049 .19177 -.00313 .00067 -.00058 -.0122B .01478 -B.14870 1.98500
199.720 200.190 .00176 -.00383 .!9195 -.00549 .00107 -,O012B -.01438 ,01527 -8.14280 1.97120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAt42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (0VT038) ( 12 OCT ?? I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .JO0
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 7591 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.080 1.032 .01520 -.02422 .1895I -.00201 .00091 -.O005e -.09838 -.01178 -B,05820 2.0?440
99.q51 200.320 -.01013 .00120 .19423 -.00350 .00106 -.00071 .00150 .01141 -8.15910 2.04900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9601 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
|_._UU _UU._U -oUU_ -.UU_U . l_i -.UU_ .UUU_ -.UUU_ -.UU_| .U_ | _ -_. |_U _.U_ ; IU
149.B60 100.350 -,00682 .O000B .1937B -.00367 .OOlOI -.00070 -.00675 .01205 -8.15470 2.04890
149.720 .196 -.00576 -.00191 .18805 -.OOI5B .00103 -.00062 -.00919 .01065 -B.14640 2.043?0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 44
IAt42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT038) ( lB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2SBD.OOOD SQ.FT. XHRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .OOO BETA = .DO0
- LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS = 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 iNCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. ?6I/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BET_, DALFA DBETA
!99.800 .160 - 00257 -.0036i .i905I -.00302 .00150 _.00109 -.01094 .00872 -8.13990 2.04030
200.130 100.290 .00633 -.00720 .19151 -.00254 ,OOtI2 -.00109 -.00887 .01358 -B.;4970 2.04240
199.720 2U0.240 ,00573 -.0038_ .[9I 7_ -.00501 ,0_.'_n' -,00079 -,0!263 ,0!729 -8._4660 P,0_450
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
iA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS OFF {OVT039I ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = IO£q. O000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 762/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN C6__ ALPHA ETA OALFA DBETA
99.927 -.257 .01753 -.02617 .18787 .00004 -.00255 -.00009 --00722 .01285 -8.I4500 -.00071
99.654 99.892 .01401 -.02516 .18750 -.00265 -.00005 -.00061 -.01003 .00938 -8.13980 -.00766
99.7;8 199.760 -.01433 -.00271 .18778 -.00Z]9 -.0004! -.00034 .00023 .0106! -8. I5100 -.01218
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 763/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
!49,830 99.850 -.OiBS2 .00604 .18732 -.00179 -.00045 -.00015 -.00988 .00977 -8.13840 -.0|322
I50.I20 -.222 -.00845 .00147 .16699 -.00ti6 -,00_3; _.00026 -,.00656 .01260 -8. I4830 .00_50
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 764/ 0 RNIL = _.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.250 -.256 -.0i365 .01316 .iBiS5 ,00098 -.00!77 -.00035 ,00662 .00808 -8.16800 .0O?BB
199.290 99.794 -.01668 .00972 .18936 -.00178 -.00045 -.00066 -.OIBB9 ,01453 -8.13080 -.01566
199.710 199.790 -.01405 .00782 .18883 -.00222 -.00004 -.00087 -,00854 ,00679 -8,13590 -.01441
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00008 .00008
DATE 1B OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABb%ATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 45
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS OFF (OVT040) ( IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - BB90.O000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAS - -B.O00 BETAB - .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 965/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.080 .515 .00768 -.02263 .16959 -.00450 .00027 -.OOOBB -.09743 -.00821 -8.06020 .05012
99.723 99.865 .00062 -,02201 .16237 -.00455 .00116 -.00055 -.00444 .00921 -8.I4920 .01455
99.705 199.800 -,01518 -.00252 .19019 -.00250 .00044 -.00051 -.00082 .01593 -8.14810 -.00i32
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 96S/ 0 RNIL : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.980 I99.970 -.02148 .00706 .19074 -.00464 .O009B -.00052 -.O060B .01893 -B.14200 -.00789
14B.980 99.952 -.02102 .00960 .18942 -.00307 .00020 -,00054 .00164 .0094! -8.15490 .01463
150.090 -.243 -.01105 .00393 .18639 -.00172 .00045 -.00022 -o00641 .00883 -8.15;40 .03200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7671 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.030 -.277 -.01344 .0|037 .|8844 -.00192 .O000g -.00057 .00205 .01197 -8.I6360 .03021
199.790 9S.?Bl -.00534 .00446 .IB94I -.00151 -.00068 -.00051 -.01244 .0143B -8.14490 .01344
199.470 199.930 -.OIOI5 .00412 .19041 -.00229 -.O0001 -.00069 -.01632 .OllB5 -B.13230 ,00342
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
iA142, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT041) ( IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
,_c_ _ 1_on _nnn t_rw_¢ YMRP = .NNNN IN_ YT ALPHAB" -B.O00 BETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP " 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH " 4.500
RUN NO. 958/ 0 RN/L " 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
7 v ra #IM KA _Y CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
99.958 99.862 -.00203 -.01287 :i6999 -,00205 .00038 -.00083 -.00582 .01303 -8.15090 .00377
99.930 199.720 -.01594 .00016 .17233 -.00399 .00005 -.O004B .0OIBB .01233 -B.15410 -.OIBB9
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA]42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 4S
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT04I) ( IB OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - IO0.O00 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 769/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.9701998_0 -.oii4s .00348 .,_:,_-._o_........ o.....2 i_ .......
_49._oo 99._9_ -01_87 .00403 .,0028 -.00205 .00012 -.00058 - .01_19 -8.I4900 .0004BI50.050 -.185 -.01_08 -.00053 .150S5 -.00323 .00085 -.00050 -.00537 .01334 -B.15610 .00004
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 770/ 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_00.000 -.83_ -.00865 .00177 .I8528-.OOOB_-.O000G-.00060-.00491 .OI_S -8.I_820 .00975
199.750 99.852 -.0030! .00044 .19020 -.00348 .00045 -.00005 -.01279 .Ol2BB -8.14640 .01158180.5oo IBo.TIO -.00141 -.00_48 ._O_Ol -.00_B4 .oooGs -.00_0_ -.oI4sO .010_0 -8.141_0 -.ooB_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OlET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (0VT042) ( 12 OCT 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. xMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA " .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -B.O00 BETAS " -2.000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " .000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 7711 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.763 -3.482 -.00277 -.01350 .18653 -.002"/0 -.00092 -.00040 -,09893 -,00952 -8.05270 -I.9BISO
99.689 95.86_ -.00477 -,01128 ,18488 -.00_72 .00056 -.00059 -.00527 ,00987 -8.141_0 -2.01_40
99.722 195.910 -.02839 .00861 .18905 -.00199 .00014 -.O00BB -.00068 .00741 -8.14800 -2.0121O
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7721 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.BBO I95.830 _o02389 .00943 .18854 -.00!94 .00003 -.00059 .Ol?O_ .01186 -B.16_O -_.0_180
I49.650 95.9_3 -_03634 .01464 ,18865 -.00362 -o00001 -_000_ -.01468 .01369 -8.12990 -2.02230
150.320 -4.174 -.01804 .00846 .18451 -.00472 .00023 -.00029 -.00040 ,01368 -8.15000 -_.01220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 47
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT0421 ( 12 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAB = -B.O00
9REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 7731 0 RNIL = !.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN cBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.170 -4.201 -.OI??9 .01444 .18686 -.00249 -.00035 -.000_9 .00409 .00587 -B.16110 -2.00110
.vv35_ -.uvOu3 -,00067 -.01532 I215 -8.13070 -2.01840189.400 £5.820 -.01705 .00998 .18?69 _ nA o _ _ .0
199.630 I95.900 -.01989 .01002 .18944 -.00334 .00033 -.00081 -.01366 .01305 -8.12800 -2.02460
GRADIENT .O00OO ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. OIET NIBRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT043) ( 12 OCT ?? I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- "8.000 BETAB - -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 994/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lO0.O00 -3.437 -.00219 -.01626 .1621I -.00283 .00002 -.00047 -.OB411 -.00790 -8.06260 -2.00100
99.651 95.8q5 -.00858 -.01208 .16048 -.00271 .00023 -.00076 -.00804 .00916 -8.14320 -2.034?0
99.718 195.930 -.02027 .00019 .16562 -.00356 .00042 -.00060 -.00073 .01161 -8.14580 -2.04650
GRADIENT . .OuvvO .uuOuO .O_uOu .vOvO_ .00000 .00_ ._00u .uvuuu .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ?75/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
149.850 195.900 -.01927 ,00257 .17053 -.00409 .00045 -.00057 .OIOB7 .Ol02B -8.15770 -2.03710
149.920 £6,003 -.02328 .00584 .17052 -.00099 -.00062 -.00028 -.00756 .01112 -8.14470 -2.03010
t50.160 -4.085 -.01853 .00504 .16341 -.00285 .O001B -.00045 -.00332 .00961 -8.15370 -2.01810
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,O000O ,00000 .00000 .GO000 ,00000 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 776/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
200.210 _4.218 -_00885 .00357 16512 -.00659 _00144 -.00095 .00089 -_OlOIB -B_lGOtO -1_99340
199.480 95.8£4 -.01227 .00646 .I8770 -.00246 .00035 -.00057 -.01389 .0;024 -8.14090 -B.02920
199.480 195.830 -.01503 .00656 .19152 -.00262 -.00012 -.00086 -.01173 .01443 -8.13520 -2.04070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 48
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT044I I 12 OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -B.O00 BETAS -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 777/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
.......... ._4_ nnnou - na==_ nnnn> -n.06660 -i q77pn100.I10 -3.372 -.UU3_ -.ul_ 16452 h_7=o nnn ¢ -
99.74! 95.9!8 -.00871 -,00799 .16530 -.00244 .00037 -,00071 -.00326 .00934 -8.15390 -2.00020
99.555 195.900 -.02198 .0028I .17105 -,00271 -.00031 -.00031 -.00432 .01358 -8. i4760 -2.01990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 778/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 fi.O0
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.990 195.910 -.01395 .00023 .17406 -.00376 .00031 -.00071 -.00723 .01438 -8.14680 -_.01950
149.920 95,98l -,01733 .00310 .17432 -.00306 .00035 -.00071 -.00643 .01131 -8.15180 -2.00150
149.990 -4.078 -,01495 ,00143 .16799 -.00209 .00041 -.00052 -.OOBlO .00911 -8.15370 -1.99670
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 779/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.040 -4.164 -.00607 -.00195 ,17126 -.00093 .000'I -.00045 -.00584 .01060 -8.15350 -2.00530
199,760 95.893 -.00720 -.00224 .17636 -.00394 ,00060 -.00084 -.01291 .01292 -8.14600 -2,00820
199.640 195,980 -.00389 -.00623 °17643 -,00345 .00066 -,00077 -.01363 .01126 -8,14090 -2.00860
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ;00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARAT;NG, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO45] i 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA " .000 BETA IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= .000 BETAS = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20671 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.022 -2.567 -.03149 .0093I .19376 -o30015 .07604 -.03698 -.0082| 10.01900 -.08044 4.05180
.017 87.222 -.02760 .00700 ._9286 -.30763 .08204 -.03672 -.00754 10.01600 -.08307 4.04440
.033 197.230 -.02717 .00620 .19316 -.311_4 .08433 -.03574 -.00838 10.00300 -.08462 4.03300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 18 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC VA1A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 49
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, 5CTH SR9 JETS OFF (OVT045) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = _90.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = |0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 [N. YT ALPHA8 - .000 BETA8 = 14.000
BREF = 1290,3000 :NCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 2013/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.042 -2,507 -.02472 .00920 .20444 -.2977B .0790B -.03B64 -.00535 10.01700 -.08441 4.08310
49.896 87.362 -.02542 .00858 .20885 -,29993 .OBO3B -.038BI -.01025 IO.OIBOO -.08}30 4.07060
50.055 157.350 -.02423 .00771 .20763 -.31053 .08554 -.03811 -.00928 10.01700 -.08371 4.04850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0OOOO .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 20|41 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.007 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.97! 197.330 -.01943 .00505 .20683 -,31047 .08479 -.03S40 -.00943 10.02000 -.OBlOB 4.04830
99.965 97.401 -.0_852 .00520 .207V2 -.30035 .0000_ -.01598 -.00623 IO.OITO0 -,08434 4.07230
99.865 -2.526 -.0220B .00687 .20588 -.29700 .07841 -.03585 -,00663 10.0|900 -.08350 4.07870
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2015/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.960 -2.685 -.01464 .00222 .20648 -.3037B .0B135 -.03554 -.00809 10,02000 -.08465 4.07170
199.870 97.303 -.01096 -.00086 .2055S -.30524 .0B188 -,03S19 -.00935 10,02000 -.08414 4.07910
199.850 197.390 -.00938 -.00205 .20254 -.3085B .OB47D -,D3_59 -.OOBG7 _0.0_700 -.08231 _.06710
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
Ik142. O/ET W/SRGS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 dETS OFF (OVT0481 ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = _90.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .O00D IN. YT ALPHAB= .000 BETAB ]2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IOQ.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE - ,0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2068/ 0 RN/L = ],5|. GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X cN ULm _ _, --- - -
-.154 .3O4 -.03891 .01173 .18855 -.88754 [05010 -.03592 -.01007 10.01800 -.08320 2.0075O
-.062 100.330 -.04104 .01314 .18812 -.30495 .07707 -.03870 -.00614 10.01700 -.0893B 1.97830
.133 200.290 -.03554 .OIIS3 .18946 -.31450 _08214 -.03925 -.00612 10.01500 -.09053 I.B7160
GRAOIENT .O00GO .OGOGO .O00GG .OOGO0 .GO000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .O000O
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 50
IA142, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT046) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ .000 BETA _ IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC " .OOO
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2015/ 0 RN/L = ] 51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.879 ]00.250 -.03974 .01675 .20056 -.30364 .07952 -.03852 -.01475 I0.02200 -.07856 2.01510
50.068 200.320 -.03404 .01573 .20343 -.31373 ,08429 -.03800 -.00500 10.01800 -.08854 2.0i270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2017/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
89,779 200.4i0 -.03213 .01409 .20770 -.31590 .OBB71 -.03726 -.01088 I0.01500 -.08092 2.01450
99.99I I00.3_0 -.03374 .01574 .20468 -.30630 .08253 -,03763 -.00312 10.01400 -.OBBOB 2.03080
99,965 .334 -,03343 .01525 .20187 -.29228 .07775 -.03782 -.00701 10.01400 -.05679 2.05190
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2018/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.130 .303 -.01401 .00441 .20786 -.29680 .08189 -.03683 -.00625 10.01100 -.08934 2.07680
199.590 IO0.310 -.01098 .00217 ,20893 -.30845 .08593 -.03798 -,00444 10.02300 -.08533 2.04420
199.810 200.240 -.00348 -.00412 .20724 -.31397 .08714 -.03994 -.01015 10.01500 -.07638 2.02500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTD47) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FTo XHRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF : !290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB - !2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = i5D.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2069/ 0 RNIL - i.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.098 .379 -.03755 .01|54 .18985 -.29275 .07679 -.03728 -.01181 I0.01600 -.07681 2.03890
.lib lO0.aBO m.O]BB] .01149 ,19115 -.30388 .0B094 -.03796 -.00797 10.02000 -.08613 2.00930
.OOB 200.3_0 -.0330B .0109g .19634 -.31901 .08578 -.03827 -.00712 I0,03200 -.08917 1.97760
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 !A!42, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 5I
IA142. O/ET R/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT047) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 150.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2019/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.885 .347 -.03294 .01135 .19980 -.29053 .07809 -.03715 -,00640 10.01400 -.08327 2.05040
50.169 100.310 -.03035 .01290 .20659 -.30242 .08072 -.03725 -.0054! I0.02600 -.08840 2.01250
49,908 2_v.4_Onnn -.03233 ...........n_o_ Pn79n -,31381 ,08482 -.03696 -.00780 10.02200 -.08675 1.99160
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2020/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.020 200.320 -.02285 .OOBIG .20887 -.31073 .08439 -,03695 -.00755 lO.OI400 -.09389 2.00350
99.931 100.290 -.02563 .01039 .20797 -.30100 .08108 -.03684 -.00754 10.01500 -.08356 2102650
99.911 .194 -.02487 .00922 ,20553 -,29263 .07888 -.03586 -.00762 I0.01200 -.08292 2.04460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2021/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.100 .149 -.01576 .00388 .20623 -.299!6 .08115 -.03636 -.00867 I0.01800 -.OBBBO 2.03700
199.750 100.270 -.01328 .00121 .20539 -.30216 .08185 -.03698 -.00937 I0.01900 -.08331 2.03040
199.750 200.360 -.01117 -.00170 .20342 -.30939 .08546 -.03773 -.01093 I0.01600 -.07880 2.02180
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
TA_UP O/ET N!SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO4B) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF " 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2070/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN __ CBL___ ALPHA .BETA - DALFA - OBE!A -
.095 99.740 -.05105 .01779 .18386 -.30015 .0762I -.037|0 -.0086! 10.01200 -.09139 -.02935
.042 199.690 -.048BI .01816 .18960 -.30717 .08020 -.03743 -.00749 10,00600 -.09311 -.03006
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
DATE |2 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 52
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT048) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP ]097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA - I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE : .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20221 0 RNIL = !.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.995 -.056 -.u_c_"_°= ._,n_ ....... _Q_ -.29q27 .074_5 -.0Z567 -.00603 i0.01600 -.08852 .02014
49.922 99,691 -.04£42 .02272 .20129 -.29961 .0785B -.03748 -.00837 I0.01300 -.0BB45 ,00731
50.090 199.780 -,04395 .02023 .20255 -.30508 .OB20G -.037_,i - 00%3_ i0,00900 -,0B322 ,_7
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 •00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 20231 0 RNIL = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.887 I99.740 -.03642 .01636 ,20600 -.30886 .08473 -.038t0 -.00824 I0.00900 -.08650 ,01231
99.929 99.812 -,04009 .02005 .20|98 -.30556 .08241 -.03769 -.00]00 10.01900 -.00181 °00753
99_888 -.226 -.03956 .02137 ,2014I -.30055 .07880 -.03818 -.00300 10.02200 -.0871I .01849
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -.00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2024/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.i10 -.232 -.01925 .01245 .20563 -.30996 .08566 -.03730 -.00416 10.01300 -.08555 .05965
199.670 99.686 -.015fi4 .00824 .20774 -.31808 .08897 -.03829 -.01345 I0.02000 -,07023 .02160
I99.830 J99.790 -.DJJ05 .00J56 ,20740 -.31899 .DBJOO -.04044 -.01866 J0.01300 -.06558 .01956
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, GIST NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS OFF (OVT049) ( 02 FEB 77 J
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF' = 2690.0009 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0009 IN. XT ALPHA .900 BETA - |9.009
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 |N. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50,000 JET PC = .090
SCAIE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 207I/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.006 -.094 -.04874 .91563 .i8392 -.28555 .06610 -.03414 -.00928 10.01700 _.08837 .00021
-.001 99.755 -,05032 ,01822 ,18576 -.29724 ,97383 -.03682 -,90650 10.01300 -.99216 -.0|989
-.021 399.790 -.04519 .01634 .|9022 -.30954 .08174 -.03847 -.00593 10.91190 -.09279 -.92|45
GRAOfENT .OGOOG .90000 .00000 .GGOOG .9000_ .OGOOO .00000 ._OOOG .OOGO0 .OOO00
DATE 1B OCT ?? EA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 53
• IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO49) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETR_ DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO,FT. XNRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA • .000 BETA 10,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - .000 BETAB = 10,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 50,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 20251 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,977 -.051 -.0443I .01763 .18893 -.28795 .07005 -.03607 -.00624 10.01800 -.08855 .0281B
49.929 99.60! -,04504 _02032 .19845 -.29851 .07738 -.03815 -.00672 10.00800 -.08925 .02304
49.914 199.810 -.04509 .02020 .20320 -.30804 .08258 -.03813 -.00854 10.01500 -.08758 .0102?
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20261 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.070 199,880 -.03700 .017Bl ,20501 -,3114g .08559 -.03727 -.00464 10.01400 -.OB9gl .01352
99.e_ 99.8_ -,0_05_ .01948 .20183 -,30_4_ .0820_ -.03806 -.007?5 10.023_0 -.085E2 .0105_
100.020 -.229 -.03575 .01879 .I9962 -.29696 .07789 -.03830 -,00135 10.01700 -.0902B .03164
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 202?/ 0 RN/L = Io5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.140 -.253 -.0t6V2 .00902 .206?V -,30461 .08433 -.0371B -.00462 10.01300 -.08V49 .06418
I99.520 99.788 -.01902 .00784 ,20798 -.31556 .OBBlO -.03805 -,01367 10.02300 -.07258 .02369
I99.900 199.810 -.00974 .00003 .20807 -.31864 .08978 -.04056 -.00894 10.0]500 -.07743 .01344
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA|42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT050} { 02 FEB ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA • .000 BETA - |0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= .000 BETAB !0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y • 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20721 0 RNIL = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
....... _" _ _VLI p_ AI _UA QETA _Al _A n_ETA
.lB6 99,753 -.04116 .01470 ,18957 -.30622 .07885 -.03974 -.00615 10.02100 -.0897! .04062
-.022 199.710 -.04321 .0190g ,20519 -.31841 ,08582 -.03992 -.01290 I0.01100 -.08496 .03753
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 54
IAI4£. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT050I ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1087.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = 10,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - .000 BETAS = IO.O00
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2028/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 x CN CLM CA _v Pv. ot _rTA
_,N C_ ALPHA DALFA D8ETA
4S,943 -.177 -.0_538 .OiBBl .20268 -.29099 .0761_ -.03392 -.00925 i0.01800 -.08478 .02889
50,_0_ S£.$10 -.0_072 .010_0 .20177 -._0662 .08!5_ -,0383! -,00_03 10 02600 -.09043 -.00210
49,994 200.000 -.04034 .01842 .20448 -.31352 .08462 -.03776 -.00689 10.03000 -.08890 .02416
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2029/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN C8L ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.91I 199.770 -.03458 ,01535 .20766 -.31418 .08554 -.03708 -.00617 10,00800 -,08597 ,01896
99.998 99.694 -.03635 .01684 .20561 -.30780 .08334 -,03773 -.005_8 lO.OIOOO -.08664 .08941
99.962 -.114 -.03578 .01640 .20431 -.28442 .07952 -.03787 -.00500 10,01400 -.08740 .04754
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20301 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 8.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.170 -.229 -.01885 .0053I ,20638 -.29783 .08285 -.03670 -.00556 I0.01700 -.08926 .0520I
199,750 98.738 -.01480 .00286 .20667 -.30724 ,08514 -.03783 -.00659 I0._2500 -.08473 .03560
199,800 I99.590 -.00879 -.00242 .20511 -.31403 .08732 -,03964 -.01074 10.OIlO0 -.07687 .02246
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET NISRB8 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT051) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC ;ATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .OOO BETA = _0.000
LREF = _290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = .000 BETAS = B.OOO
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0f00 MACH = W,500
RUN NO. 28731 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
.098 -4.t59 -.05285 .01777 .tBlBB -,28659 .0654I -,03386 -.00802 10.01500 -.0901! -2.00180
.04_ 95.90_ -.05376 .020J3 .JB_ -.29_21 .07Z_5 -.038_.0 -.007t7 I0.0_900 -.093t_ -2.003(_
-,028 ]85.820 -.05060 .0197I .19067 -.30800 .08006 -.03737 -.OlOtl 10.01200 -.09098 -2.01080
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OGO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 oO00OO .OOOOO
DATE 12 OCT ?? iAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 55
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF IOVTOBI) ( 02 FEB 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP " 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - I0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAS 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 20311 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.940 -4.238 -.04964 .01944 .17870 -.2BBIU .06938 -.03520 -.00985 10.01600 -.OR501 -].97360
48,967 95.760 -.05065 .01954 .18444 -,29754 .07579 -.03648 -.01355 10.01600 -.08270 -1.97790
50.120 195.840 -.04462 .01768 .I8;14 -.30330 .07983 -.03677 -.00640 i0.01400 -.09103 -I.98090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2032/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.9II 195.840 -.03881 .01877 .20448 -.30826 .08449 -.03826 -.02027 10.02100 -.07399 -1,98390
100.020 95.745 -.04225 .02104 .20134 -.30454 .08168 -.03766 -°00483 I0.02000 -.08775 -1.98090
99.8?8 -4,2]7 -,04455 .02319 ,20071 -.29988 .07865 -.03803 -.00785 I0.0t900 -.08332 -I.97460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20331 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.140 -4.191 -.02619 .01628 .20464 -.31138 .08601 -.03735 -.00405 10.01700 -.08318 -1.94860
199.680 95.770 -.02191 .01059 .20632 -.31890 .08949 -.03869 -.01316 lO.OIBO0 -.06992 -1.96850
199.900 195.860 -.01458 .00394 .20493 -.31718 .08912 -.04010 -.00710 10.0:500 -,07835 -1.96670
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAi42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT05@) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP " 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - I0.000
_cc = _on _nnn I_IDUVC VMPP N_ IN YT ALPHAR - .000 BETAS - R_Onn
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20741 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
7 v e_ rl M rA _Y KYN _RI AI PHA _FTA _A[ _A nR_TA
-.010 95.933 -.05415 .02508 . -.S0544 .07858 -.03840 -_0045_ 10.01400 -.09312 -2.01520
-.017 195.830 -.04981 .02289 .20324 -.31017 .08257 -.03937 -.00995 10.01400 -.08818 -2.Ol?BO
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 56
IA142. OIET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB OETS OFF (OVTD521 ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - .000 BETAS - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2034/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.047 -4. _55 -.050t0 .v_,_"_Tt'_ ..,,,'o°°u.... - _0_7,.............07_ - nx7P_ -.O05PP I0.0}600 --OBOIB -2.01440
49.936 95.831 -.05138 .02307 .199_5 -.30455 .07967 -.03881 -.OOBIB I0.02100 -.08979 -1.98630
50.015 195.920 -.04579 .02130 .20184 -.30850 .08254 -.03797 -.0057_ 10.02400 -.0905_ -2.02790
GRADIENT _00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20351 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.974 195.930 -.04012 .01946 .20443 -.31023 .08468 -,03EBB -.00470 I0.01900 -.08920 -2.01990
89.806 95.896 -.0K385 .02136 .20140 -.30899 .OB33B -_03799 -.01591 I0.02000 -.07678 -2.02010
B8.904 -4.267 -.04373 .02131 .20043 -.30158 .0799? -,03867 -.00818 I0.01800 -.08381 -2.00090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 20361 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.170 -4.185 -.02354 .01105 .20831 -.30442 .OB483 -.03723 -.00821 I0.01000 -.09295 -1.97330
189.680 95.751 -.02223 .00910 .20699 -.31441 .08784 -,03808 -.00823 10.02200 -.07797 -2.00970
199.840 185.790 -.01340 .00171 .20733 -.31B15 .08929 -,04044 -.01002 10.02000 -.07677 -2,02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT0531 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - ,000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS " ,000 BETAS - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
RCAI£ = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2075/ 0 RN/L _ 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.022 -4.21B -.04652 .Of?BE .IBBI5 -.2895B o072BI -.03673 -.00505 TO.Of900 -.08788 -1.9695_
.042 95.752 -.04641 .0178B .19026 -.30827 .07934 -.03874 -.00785 10.02600 -.08794 -2.01930
.031 195.900 -.04409 .01915 ,19534 -.31726 .08455 -.03907 -.00822 I0.01700 -.08933 -2.01950
GRADIENT .ODO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4iA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 57
IAI42, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (0VT053) I oe FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2BgD.O000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF : 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= .000 BETAS = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2037/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.954 -4.]23 -.04626 .02080 ,20299 -.29463 .07842 -.03825 -.01253 TO.02100 -.08041 -1.97750
50.006 95.780 -.04363 .02024 .20271 -.30769 .08174 -.03838 -.00648 I0.02600 -.08837 -2.00090
50,008 195.800 -.04272 .01974 .20505 -.31487 .08521 -.03770 -.00728 i0.00900 -.08889 -1.99270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 2038/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN ,_BL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.983 195.810 -.03354 .01493 .20689 -.31532 .08591 -.03727 -oOIvO7 I0_0Z800 -.08277 -2.00070
99,933 95.78_ -,03783 ,017_5 ,20497 -,30715 ,OB361 -,03758 -,00703 }D.OIBOD -.08519 -1.98770
99,942 -4.277 -.03852 .01741 .20454 -.29636 .08060 -.03797 -.00895 I0,0i300 -.08310 -1.96320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2039/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.150 -4.269 -.02173 .00795 .20515 -.29987 .08347 -.03669 -.00777 10.01300 -.08834 -I.95190
199,730 95.779 -.01664 .00383 .20572 -.30901 .08594 -.03806 -.00970 10.02400 -.08192 -1.97970
199,690 195.800 -.01089 -.00145 .20388 -.31416 .08673 -.03943 -.01168 10.01800 -.07587 -1.99600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT054} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
$REF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP • I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - IS.DO0
LREF = i2g0.3000 INCHES .... = _ ,_, vT mPHAR = -4.N(]O BETA8 = 14.000Tl-i_r ................
8REF = 1290.3008 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y ;_00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2076/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
.... •,,_ ,-.A _v rv_ rl_I AlPI-I& _FTA DAI _'A ORETA
-.051 g7.4I 1 -.00468 -.01178 .2003g -.299B3 .07950 -.03667 ,00289 10.01300 -4. 12460 4.07840
-. 131 197.440 -.01804 -.00106 .19539 -. 30902 .08469 -.035g0 -. 00059 10.02100 -4. 12160 4.04000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 58
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRBJETS OFF (0VT054) ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA : .000 BETA • I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB -4.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2077/ 0 RN/L : 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.745 i_7.350 -.01749 .00122 .20488 _.30877 .08474 -.03650 -.00835 10.01200 -4.10930 4.04920
99.850 97.275 -.0]720 .00150 .20489 -.30300 .08109 -.03687 -.00737 IO.OI?O0 -4.IIIBO 4.07540
££.875 -2.573 .OIBSO .00!7! .20131 -.29568 .07770 -.03515 -.00760 !O.O!SO0 -4.!!020 4.07410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 207B/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.980 -2.659 -.01083 -.00189 .20205 -.30BB4 .08231 -.03564 -.00607 10.02000 -4.11310 4.06500
199.920 97.255 -.00853 -.003?6 .20265 -.30464 .08226 -.03564 -.01158 lO.OI40O -4.10910 4.06920
199.880 197.550 -.00612 -.00524 .20062 -.30832 .08467 -.0359I -.00851 10.02700 -4.10840 4.04520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT055) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = 12.000 .
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 20791 0 RN/L = _.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.053 ._ub .00089 -.u_ib_ .i_aoa -.=,,[_ .uouu_ -.u_o_; -.u_u*o *u.u_uu -_.11_00 2.0i890
-.034 IO0.180 -.OOl3I -.01699 .18969 -.29509 .07144 -.03754 -.00708 10.02000 -4.11.520 1.99090
-.I35 200.330 -.0i51B -.O040B .I9522 -.31032 .07958 -.0389B -.00142 I0.01900 -4.I20]0 1.97830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20801 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
n ,= o_75_ .OOBB_ !9251 .0830B -.03692 !0.0!000B9.559 2_0._0 _ n_ o . -.31IBS -.0000B -4.!I060 1.98570
89.937 100.250 =.0285! .00697 .IB920 -.30432 .0789B -.03780 -.01043 10.02500 -4.10190 1.98040
100.030 .223 -.03037 .00696 .18987 -.2887g .0734B -.03741 -.00966 I0.01300 -4.11000 2.02660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 59
IA142, OlET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT0551 { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB - 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2081/ 0 RNIL = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN DBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.310 .186 -.00586 -.00156 .20317 -.29728 .081_4 -.03712 -.00570 I0,00800 -4.11420 2.04060
189.660 100.210 -.00754 -.00127 .20553 -.30784 .08478 -.03769 .00322 I0.01800 -4.11790 2.00980
189.730 200.150 -.OOq07 -.00256 ,20674 -.31782 .08812 -.03850 -.01220 10.00400 -4.09680 2,00920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT0561 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = !50.000 JET PC • .OOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20821 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.028 .199 .01624 -.02990 .18237 -.28447 .07181 -.03818 .00717 10.01200 -4.12640 2.05480
-.255 lO0.1BO -.00933 -.01286 .18649 -.29836 .07709 -.03785 -.00709 I0.02100 -4.11490 2.02500
-.094 200.280 -.02163 .00021 .19883 -.31404 .08408 -.03800 .00140 10.01900 -4.12380 2.00620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20831 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
99.735 200.330 -.02279 .00575 .20698 -.31351 .08565 -.03730 -.00343 10.01400 -4.11190 2.01700
99.957 i00.130 -.uc_c_....... .uuu_w_=_ .Lu_,_n"_7 _ . ?n_m_.._ ._n°n°° - ._,_nT_n - ._,._nn_ ,n,_._,_n,_nn _u,.,,.._,,,n 2.03370
89.800 .233 -.02273 .00204 .18842 -.28876 .07514 -.03637 -.00705 10.01800 -4.11110 2.04630
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20841 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
.. _, _, _ _* _v _Vkl _oz At OUA D_TA _AI _A nD_TA
I99.790 I00.220 -.00982 -.00218 .20335 -.30284 .08272 -.03685 -.00904 10.02100 -4.10960 2.03940
199.390 200.080 -.00524 -.00556 .20166 -.31041 .08556 -.03763 -.01001 IO.OlO00 -4.10410 2.03210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 UUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE BO
IAi42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS OFF (0VT057) ( OB FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP iOgT.O000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB I0,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC : ,000
SCALE : .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20851 0 RNIL : l.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
.096 -._21 -.01952 -.01158 ,_8293 -.28091 .06244 - 03506 -,00697 ]0.02200 -4._1700 -.00058
.I[5 99.685 -.01328 -.01352 .18378 -.29446 .07134 -.03771 . -.00277 10.01400 -4.12170 -.00596
.067 199.740 -.02387 .00045 .19105 -.30120 .07733 -.03697 .01878 10.01200 -4.13720 -.00802
GRADIENT .OOO00 .O000O .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2086/ 0 RN/L : 1,5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.436 199.690 -,03263 .00907 .18870 -.30427 .07990 -.03684 -.00240 I0.01300 -4.10510 -.00994
BB.B4B 99.622 -,03888 .01277 .18422 -.30237 .078]I -.03702 -.00722 ]0.0]000 -4._0120 -,00418
BB.gO] -.241 -.04088 .01455 .183|8 -.29812 .07507 -.03590 -.00733 10.01500 -4.10160 .00102
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 20871 0 RNIL : 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5,001 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA . BETA DALFA DBETA
200.290 -.244 -.0|616 .00906 .20125 -.30792 .08398 -.03760 .00077 IO.OOBO0 -4.[1140 .03537
199.630 99.594 -.01548 .00743 .E0384 -.31740 .08768 -.03734 -.01367 10.01800 -4.09140 .00243
Ig9.B90 199.610 -.01006 .o001B .20593 -.31935 .08978 -.03903 -.02153 10.00500 -4.08430 .00804
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
IA142, O/ET W/S_5 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT058) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .GO00 IN. YT ALPHAS = -4.000 8ETA8 IO,O00
BREF = I290.]000 !NCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0|00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2088/ 0 RNIL - |.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA 8ETA DALFA DBETA
.I02 -.If5 -.00835 -,01817 .18173 -.27919 .06284 -.03518 -.00307 lO.Ol400 -4.12070 .01213
-.OOB 99.736 -.0t408 -.01114 ,I7BBB -.29106 .OGB4B -.03559 -.01021 10.0|800 -4.i_210 -.OOIBB
-.134 199.620 -.02891 .00264 .19367 -.30410 .07932 -.03826 -.01002 10.00100 -4.11260 .0}02I
GRADIENT .O0000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .DO000 .OOO00 .00000 ,OOOOO
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4|A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 6t
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT05B) ( 08 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = IO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB• -4.000 BE_AB " I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y _ 50.000 JET PC = .OOO
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 2089/ 0 RN/L = 1.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.553 199.790 -.03672 .01053 ,IBB5! -.30533 ,08093 -.03715 -.00230 10.01800 -4.10770 -.00878
99.911 99.581 -.03696 .01178 ,18483 -.30131 .0771! -.03B!S -.00689 !O,OOBO0 -4.10290 .00545
100.000 -.173 -.03406 .01045 .18345 -.29206 ,07215 -.03638 -.00679 IO.OISO0 -4.10630 .01490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20901 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.310 -.297 -.01433 .00582 .2012l -.30566 .08403 -,03804 -.00095 10.00700 -4.11490 .03908
199.630 99,559 -.01694 .00594 .20447 -.3t494 .08697 -.03742 -.0]290 I0.01700 -4.09550 .01_13
199.920 199.950 -.009_ .0007_ ,205_5 -.3198_ .OBOt8 -.03869 -.Ql06_ tO.O_BOG -_.69640 -.00221
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS OFF (OVT059) ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0008 SO.FT. XMRP = lD97.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = lO.OOO
LREF - I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -4.000 BETAB I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 20911 0 RN/L - 1,5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.I21 -.060 -.00116 -.02063 .17707 -.28221 .06699 -.03608 -.00881 t0.02000 -4.11420 .02537
-.217 99,735 -.0|957 -.00477 ._8928 -.29924 .07391 -.03839 -.00504 !0.02200 -4.I1550 -.0o209
-.050 199.850 -.02250 .00212 .19216 -.31221 .08186 -.03944 .00273 10.0t600 -4.12300 -.00679
GRADZENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .OO000 .00000 ,00_00 .OOOOO .OOOO0 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2092/ 0 RN/L = l.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
- -,. _,_ _A rv PY_ _al AIPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
99.434 igg.Boo -.uss_l .uu_= ,_=u,= -._v_o_ ..........................
99.939 99.699 -.03462 .01013 18592 -.30311 .07868 -.03737 00821 10.0II00 -41{6q20 .0i053
99.942 -.171 -.03193 ,00692 .18242 -.29022 .07531 -.03769 -.01140 10.01200 -4.10580 .03669
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B2
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT059} ( 02 FEB 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA _
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = IOgT.ooqo IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2005/ 0 RN/L = t,SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.G0/ 5.00
Z × CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.230 / -.152 -.01317 .00177 .20516 -.29924 .08259 -.03948 -.0075B i0.0ii0O -_.Ii250 n _=7lgg. BB0 99.903 -.01410 .00_42 .20595 -.30973 .0BB53 - 03988 -.01073 ]0,01800 -4.104B0 .02522
199.790 199.990 -.00876 -.00177 .20564 -.31BBI .08951 -.03894 ~.00948 lO.02100 -4.09970 .00089
GRADIENT .00000 .ODO00 .OOOO0 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRB5 SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT060) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = ]0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 8ETAB - B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2094/ 0 RNIL = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.030 -4.05B -.0169B -.01365 .17782 -.28269 .06314 -.03578 -.01832 10.01700 -4.{0450 -2.03240
-.041 95.662 ~.02133 -.00939 .17939 -.29527 ,07278 -.03737 -.OOB71 10.01O00 -4.11450 -2.03180
-.125 195.780 -.0379B .0042_ .1887I -.30]I6 .0787B -.03745 .00564 10.0_300 -4.13030 -2.04210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000D .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2095/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN _L._'_ CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.917 195.640 -.03430 -00geB .18759 -.30403 .07985 -.03726 .0142B ]0.00400 -4.i2i60 -2.02730
99.752 95.757 -.0_224 .01417 .!8374 -.30320 .0778l -.0370B -.00763 10.02000 -4.09960 -2.03890
99,942 -4.266 -.04087 .01474 .IBI05 -.29773 .07407 -.036II -.00465 I0.0i700 -4,10270 -2._3;I0
_.-,r_N,. ._nnnn0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2096/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA {)BETA
200.260 -4.207 -.0209I .01025 ,IBB21 -.3_210 ,OB|Bi -,03736 .00]19 I0.0_800 -4_I0820 -2.01140
Igg._sg _5.6_3 -.02_52 .GIG33 .203I_ -.32080 .08838 -.03795 -._t034 tO.OlEO0 -4.0B35_ -2,01770
199.970 195.650 -.01378 .00209 .20427 -.32107 ,09036 -.03987 -.0|360 10.0OS00 -4.09040 -2.p2210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 63
IAt42, OIET HISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOBI) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRrC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA • .000 BETA lO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2097/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.OiO -4.219 -.00660 -.01850 .!7452 -.28054 .06270 _.03615 -.00594 IO.OIBO0 -4.11600 -I.BBISO
-.220 85.799 -.02906 .00136 .18682 -,29475 ,07088 _.03701 .01056 10.0!800 -4.13060 -2.00160
-.176 195.870 -.03842 °00973 .19500 -.30578 .07980 -.03891 -.00850 I0.01100 -4.11180 -2.00390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2098/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.623 195.630 -.03936 .01596 ,20212 -.31252 .08517 -.03851 -,00641 10.00000 -4.10400 -1.99060
99.893 95,714 -.04096 ,01650 .19792 -.30975 .08219 -.03975 -.00676 I0.01900 -4,10360 -|,99960
99.45] -4.151 -.04330 .01460 .18205 -.29432 .07376 -.03787 -.00861 IO.OIBO0 -4.10520 -].98820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2099/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.310 -4.263 -.02023 .00769 .20352 -.30686 .08472 -.03838 -,00417 I0.01000 -4.11260 -1,95260
199.580 95,72t -.02279 .00829 .20530 -.31698 ,08818 -.03805 -,00836 10.02000 -4.10050 -1.98800
198.790 195.790 -.01664 .00375 .20629 -/32153 .09039 -.03879 -.00837 10.01900 -4.09780 -1.99650
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET WISRB5 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO62) ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. u_ ......... IN. YT ALPHA = .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 2100/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
-.087 -4.175 -,02375 -.00409 _8053 -T28236 _06811 -.03540 -,01545 10.01400 -4,10420 -I.97860
.061 95.632 -.02778 .00257 ,18395 -.30074 °07538 -,03900 .00300 10.01900 -4,12240 -2.00q80
-.014 195.820 -.03555 .01092 .18944 -.31275 .08251 -.03945 _.00309 10.01400 -4.11560 -2.01130
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 64
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOG2) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0,O00 JET PC = .O00
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 210]I 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA 0ALFA DBETA
99.G33 I95.690 -.03334 .01044 .|9083 -.31314 .08213 -.0370B -.00754 I0.00800 -4.10240 -2.00BOO
99,948 95.713 -.03624 .01153 .I8747 -.30395 .07952 -.03752 -.0083t t0.01300 -4 T0420 -1.997B0
100.050 -4.111 -.03545 .01398 .20045 -.29634 .07998 -,038B] -:00843 ]0.00900 -4.108]0 -1.96900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2102/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA . CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
200.140 -4.188 -.OLD35 .00408 .20553 -.30255 .08413 -.03752 -.01029 10,01600 -4.10980 -I.96600
[99.730 95,692 -.01730 .00275 .20589 -,31074 .08744 -.038|5 -.00959 |0.01800 -4.10570 -1.98930
199.BIO 195,830 -.00946 -.00169 .20449 -.31998 .OB900 -.03895 -.00936 10.02200 -4.09960 -2.01520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT063) ( OB FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 2130/ 0 RN/L : 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
!00.2_0 -2.513 .04260 -.04304 .20615 -.29B19 .07873 -.04152 -.00228 I0.01700 -8.14800 4.07850
99.830 97.365 .023|1 -.03069 .206B7 -.305_9 .084!3 -.03929 -.01436 |0.00800 -8.13620 4.07680
99.798 197.520 -.00627 -.00752 .20762 -.31488 .08BI9 -.03702 .003|8 I0.02000 -B.15290 4,04500
_nn n .GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ....O_ .00000 _OOOO0 00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2131/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
t49.940 t97.510 -.00506 -.00824 .20602 -.31460 .08844 -.03877 -.00385 10.01400 -B.14BO0 4.05250
150.|80 97.479 .00469 -.01387 .20513 -.30646 .08365 -.03707 -.00706 10.01900 -B.14370 4,06820
149.990 -2.4L _, .01031 -.01825 .20389 -.29889 .07836 -.03557 -.00525 10.02300 -8.14490 4.06880
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .O000O .O00OO .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC VA'IA-KtA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 65
tA]42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOS3) ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP = 1099.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB , -8.000 BETAB : 14.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 21321 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA -DALFA DBETA
200.050 -2.530 .00318 -.0j262 .20143 -.30659 .OB23B -.03733 -.00842 IO.OIBO0 -B.!4030 _.06740
I99.B90 97.494 -.00412 -.00971 .20419 -.31099 .08509 -.03806 -.01773 10.01600 -8.13090 4.07110
199.940 lBq,500 -.00440 -.00946 .20468 -,31371 .08661 -.03786 -.01342 10.01900 -B.I3240 4.05490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT064) ( 02 FEB 97 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -8.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN, ZT Y " IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0|00 HACH q.500
RUN NO. 2133/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA. DBETA
100.260 .405 .04051 -.04284 .19864 -.29249 .09533 -.04309 -.00589 ]0.0]800 -B.14550 2.01130
99.63B 100.300 .02429 -.0330B • .19489 -.31038 .08247 -.0404B .00623 _0.02300 -8. I4740 1.97750
99.921 200.380 -.00853 -.007!5 .2006! -.3145q ,08407 -.03955 -.00339 lO.Ol900 =8.13450 1,96660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ;00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2134/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I49.950 .200.300 -.0093B -.003i5 .20453 -.31825 .08779 -.u_'_ -._,,_ _ ._.'nO,_nn_ -8.._'_5 _n_ " t.97930
150.100 100.270 -.O|04B -.00380 .20106 -.31411 ,08609 -.03797 -.0|037 10.0i200 -8.12850 1.99260
150.230 .352 .00473 -.01533 .1999B -.29903 ,07966 -.03962 -.01528 t0.01700 -8.I2970 2.01540
GRABIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOQO0 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 2135/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA _X _I_ _L _L_,,_ _ ............
200.110 .3_5 .00150 -.00854 .20286 -._0145 .0820B -.03801 -.00497 10.01400 -B.14050 2.02470
199.910 I00.300 .00331 -.00956 .204B0 -.31239 .08663 -.03853 -.00991 lO.OIBO0 -8.13040 1.99770
199.720 200.250 -.00182 -.00713 .20921 -.32356 .09149 -.03953 -.01366 10.02100 -8.1I_90 1.975_0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 68
• . IAI42, O/ET W/SRB5 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF IOVTO65) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0D00 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = lO.OgO
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP _ ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS = 12,OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = ]50,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0[00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8136/ O RN/L = .}.ST GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.140 .364 .03153 -.03647 .20666 -.29409 ;07865 -.04171 -,00899 ]0.01500 -8.I4140 2.09500
99,841 i00.230 .01952 -.028t4 ,20735 -.30700 .08313 -.04042 .01380 I0.02100 -9.I6260 2.07130
99,762 200.340 -.00912 -.00458 ,20885 -.31664 .08673 -.03809 -.0040l I0.02100 -8. I3940 2,04520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 21371 0 RNIL= 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.910 200.380 -,00578 -.00644 ,20862 -.31858 .08863 -.03897 -.01011 10.01700 -8.13120 2,054t0
I50.230 100.320 -.00335 -.00815 .20595 -.30670 ,08408 -.03746 -.01473 10,01400 -8.13290 2.08090
150,120 ,497 .00454 -.01503 ,20391 -.29589 .07928 -,03703 -.01466 10.02400 -8.t3480 "2,08660
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 21381 O RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA B_TA DALFA BBETA
199.930 .311 -.00338 -.00912 .20267 -.30683 .08384 -.03827 -.00440 I0.02100 -8.14420 2.08900
199,880 100,300 -.00428 -.00880 ,20557 -.31116 .08693 -.03917 -,01239 10,01400 -8.13300 2,08250
199.970 200.410 -.00049 -.01056 .20667 -.31666 .08796 -,03988 -.00953 I0,02100 -8,13170 2.05930
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOBS) { 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF - 2690.0000 SQ.ET. XMRP = _n_u_,._v_annnIM.......YT ALPHA = ,000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 [N. YT ' ALPHAS = -B,O00 BETAS ; _._'__
BREF = i290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = W50,0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = ,,.._vv=nn
RUN NO. 2139/ D RN/L - I15! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
100.160 -,037 .01692 -.02894 .19465 -.30826 .07895 -.04468 -.00683 I0.01600 -8,12890 -,01013
99.891 99.722 .01591 -.02884 .19256 -.31695 .08498 -.04294 -,00584 10.01200 -8.12540 -,0i563
99,810 199.790 -.01398 -.00548 .I985! -.31952 .08925 -.04072 -.00542 10.01000 -8.12420 -,0185I
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B7
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO66) ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2B9O.O000 50.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. "XT ALPHA - .OOO BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -B.OOO BETAS = IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " .000 JET PC = .DO0
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2140/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.990 199.B30 -.00935 -.00285 .20113 -.31975 ,08907 -.04025 -.00327 |0.01600 -8.12150 -.02|B3
I48.950 99.718 ~.01757 .00216 .19729 -.32312 .08977 -.04024 -.00967 10.01900 -8.11570 -,01777
t50.290 -.068 -.00183 -,00845 .19700 -.31978 .08669 -.04176 -,0141g 10.02100 -8,11590 -.OOB09
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O0000 .00000
RUN NO. Bit|/ O RN/L 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
200.170 -.IT6 -.O061B -.00002 .2001B -.31B$4 .O87IB -.0398B -.OO!I3 I0.0!300 -8.13190 .01660
199.770 99.72I -.00656 -.O01B9 .2004B -,32354 .08855 -.03987 -.01057 IO.OIBO0 -B.l1480 -,00750
199.960 199.780 -.00215 -.00524 .20512 -.325B1 .09273 -.03998 -.OITB8 lO.OIOOO -8. I0630 -.00088
GRADIENT , .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000
• IAI42. DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT067) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA IO.ODD
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 iN. YT ALPHAB = -B.O00 BETAB IO.OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = .GO0
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2142/ O RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.200 -,153 .021B8 -.03267 .19593 -.2983B .076!3 -.04367 ,01662 10.01100 -8.15870 .OOO7B
99.763 99,792 .0075I -.02398 .I928B -.31089 .OB282 -.04162 _.00299 [0.01700 -B.13200 -.02|14
99.881 I99.B30 -.0132t -.00431 .I9796 -,3t712 .09775 -,04000 .00761 10,01600 -B.IHIOO -,026BI
_R"AO_ENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
,.v..,.v ............
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.880 199,770 -,0138B -.00074 .20099 -.31B2g .OBBBg -.03999 ,00286 10.01700 -B.13090. -.0219B
150.050 99.770 -.01809 ,O016B .1953B -.31592 ,OBBIB -.03BB9 -,00122 10.01900 -8.12890 -.OI6BO
150.300 -.117 -.00197 -.Ol08l .19576 -.3037B ,07944 -.03BB4 .Ollll 10.01500 -B,149BO .00537
GRADIENT ,DO000 .OOOOQ .00000 .O00OO .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,OOOOO
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V4|A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 68
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO671 ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB ]0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2144/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 -- GRADIenT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL "ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
200. i90 -.132 -._,_nn_o_ - .....nntT8 19758 -.30917 .08347 -.0395! .AOI62_ 10.01300 -8.14270 .01971
t99,690 99.697 -.00617 -.00274 .20111 -.31828 .08723 -.03923 -.u_c_=_...... _._nnn __..._1,_n.......- n11x7
199.740 193.840 -.008"/_ -.00207 .20499 .32385 .09083 -.03889 -.021IO I0.01400 -8.I0620 -.0]159
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT068} ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = lO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB IO.O00
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2145/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN C_L ALPHA BEER DALFA OBETA
100.110 -.057 .02593 -.03493 .19885 -.29442 .07655 -.04216 -.01053 10.01900 -8.13810 .03593
99,58_ 99.750 -.00052 -.01796 .19836 -.31126 .08351 -,04107 -.01869 10,02100 -8.12300 .00310
99.901 189.750 -.01773 .00005 .20315 -,31833 .08587 -.03905 .00069 10.01500 -8.13780 -.00076
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. Bl4Bl 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149,890 19g.850 -.0i505 -._v_^=n ._n_ .... - X1832 .08827 -.03941 -.01705 10.Oil00 -9. I1620 .00537
150.180 99.925 -,01535 -.00014 .20251 -.31198 ,OBSBO -.03853 .01316 i0.01900 -6,15270 .0 '°"'_,
..... _._n_ _Q_ -.29798 .OB05B 03969 -.02947 10.00900 -8.11610 ,04656150.130 -.IBi -.ulu_ _._ .......... -.
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .vuuvu......... .uuuuu" ._w_nnnnn
RUN NO. 2147/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIEN_ INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5. "_uu
Z . X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200,210 -.192 -.00646 -.00509 .20113 -.30419 .08423 -.03925 -.01042 10.01400 -8.13620 .05074
Ig9.760 99.793 -.00673 -.00566 .20474 -.3|577 .08786 -.03937 -.02882 10.02300 -B. III80 .01471
199.700 |89.780 -.00948 -.00433 .20740 -.32376 .09170 -.04004 -.01202 10.02100 -8.12040 .00137
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA14B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 69
tail2, O/ET _/SR6'S SEPARATf_G, _'OTH BR8 JETS OFF (OVTO6g_ ( O_ FEB ?T I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O00O IN. YT ALPHAB - -B.O00 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 21481 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.I00 -3.957 .01652 -.03051 .18966 -.3_110 .07979 -.04436 -.01334 10.01600 -8.12030 -2.00580
99.826 95.822 .00721 -.025ql .18787 -.31286 .08266 -,04220 .00210 10.01300 -8.13310 -2.01400
99.861 195.880 -.01850 -.00393 .19458 -.31554 .08605 -.04061 .00484 10.01300 -8.|3530 -2.01240
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2149/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA _ETA OALFA OBETA
149.820 195.960 -.01722 -.00019 .20113 -.31814 .0B?00 -.04076 -.00383 10.01300 -9.li930 -2.01250
149.930 95.883 -.02428 .00420 .19338 -.32073 , .08809 -.03964 .00997 10,0i600 -8.I3310 -2.00460
150.300 -3.882 -.00690 -.00923 .18159 ~,31639 .08207 -,04030 -.01824 I0,03100 -8,10900 -2.01430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21501 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5 00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.230 -4.06q -.01167 .00094 .1BB?O -.31489 .08324 -,03963 .00143 10.01300 -8.13110 -1.98160
199.660 95.888 -.01195 -.00[14 .19157 -.31882 .08529 -.03940 -.00985 10.01900 -8.11290 _2.00040
]99,970 195.680 -.00ql0 -.00407 .20374 -.32339 .09046 -.04057 -.01435 I0.01100 -8.10860 -I,99480
GRADIENT .OOOOO .00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO?O) ( 02 FEB 37 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC D_TA
SREF = c7590.0000 SO,FT. XMRP - tO_?.8OOO iN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA IO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .DIO0 MACH _ 4,500
kiln Nn Pl_l/ n RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.030 -3.942 .0t672 -.03245 .I7978 -,29883 .07332 -,04108 .00054 10.01500 -8.14220 -1.99650
99.639 95.926 -.00693 -.01431 .19372 -,31221 .08249 -.04168 -.00498 10.01600 -8.t3080 -2.01070
99.90? I95.9B0 -.02533 .00331 .19811 -.31499 .08542 -,03992 -.00002 I0,01300 -8.13370 -2.00990
GRADIENT .O000O .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 70
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT070) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRR 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8,000 BETAB 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = W50,O000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
5CALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2152/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I49.910 !95.850 -.02169 .00327 .20285 -.32151 .OB9B9 -.04049 -.00523 ]0.01400 -B.1232U -2.01660
150.030 95.982 -.02674 .00594 .19786 -.3i914 .OBGB6 -.'04025 -.00851 I0.02200 -8.12230 -2.01380
150.220 -4.063 -.02037 .00127 .I9775 -.30523 .08042 -.04002 -.01118 10.01600 -B.12810 -1.99010
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2153/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
200.210 -4.007 -.01542 .00209 .19795 -.30995 .08420 -.0405B -.0039! 10.0[300 -8.13720 -I.976B0
199.690 95.885 -.01532 .00159 .20114 -.31780 .08702 -.04009 -.01384 lO.OITO0 -8.11690 -2.00970
199.B60 195.940 -.01524 .00077 .20557 -.32287 .09048 -.0391_ -.01660 IO.QI500 -8.11030 -2.00580
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT071I ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2650.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA I0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 21541 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL =. -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
100.050 -4.029 -.00360 -.01452 .18499 -.29913 .07987 -.04168 -.00675 I0.01900 -8.13980 -I.91920
99.853 95.858 -.003V5 -.0[47i ._o_o,_ -._,_#_'_=° .........nQ_l_ - n416R -.OOB03 10.02200 -8.13210 -1.950B0
99.651 195;790 -.02536 .00296 .19419 -.32354 .08721 -.03988 -.01478 10.02000 -B.1206O -1.96210
an nn .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000GRADIENT .OGO00 .u_O_
RUN NO. 2155/ 0 RNIL = l.St GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.950 195.960 -.01819 .00239 .20564 -.32353 .09033 -.04040 -.00944 IO.OIIO0 -B. I2420 -t.94640
150.040 95.895 -.02438 .00488 .20N7B -.31535 .08724 -.04022 -.01100 lO.Oi200 -8.12910 -1.93170
150.310 -4.OLD -.01170 -.00405 .19002 -.30245 .08304 -.04028 -.01682 10.01400 -e.lB850 -1.91230
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 71
(AI42, OfET _ISRBS SEPARATfNG, BOTH SRB JE_S O_'F (OVTOTIJ ( 02 FEB 77 ;
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I099.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8,000 BETAS 8,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 21561 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
DALFAZ X _" _,,_'M CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DBETA
200.010 -4,01B -.01458 -.OOIBG .20257 -.30730 .08537 -.03975 -.01398 IO.OIBO0 -8.13330 -I..91370
199.780 95.952 -,01338 -.00169 .206q3 -.31932 .08986 -.04013 -.00099 10.01900 -8.13980 -I.93270
199.780 196.000 -.01147 -.00300 ,2092B -,32532 .09182 -.04029 -.00868 10.02200 -8.12450 -1.95030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000' .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET _/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 9RB JETS OFF (OVT072) ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - i099.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP z .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 10,000 BETAS = 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 200.000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2[84/ O RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.343 -2,09] .]9515 -.04792 .13152 -,00205 ,00035 -.00070 10.04300 .02020 -,05934 4.00580
.!49 97,!68 .19333 -.04836 .13479 -.00297 .00052 -.00052 9.98940 .01918 -.00970 4.01850
.253 19'7.180 .19015 -.04420 .13692 -,00300 .00000 -.00016 9.99520 .02264 -.0i44i 4.01190
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2185/ 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CL,H CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.520 I97. I80 ,20390 -,0_673 .16It3 -.00267 .oqIoI -.00050 9.EF3660 .02005 -.02273 _.01950
I00.280 99.148 .20538 -.04841 .15623 -.00338 .00160 -.0003I 9.99500 .01924 -.02374 4.01250
I00.190 -2.914 .20496 -.04825 .15413 -.00224 .00144 -.00030 9.99380 .01782 --01963 3.59810
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
m,_.L_,_ _/ n #u/l = I _n GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.480 -2.885 .21275 -.05283 .15999 -.OOI91 -.00189 -.00004 9.99070 .02536 -.02618 3.99010
200.I10 97. I30 .21104 -.05240 .I5918 -.00163 -.00096 -.00008 9.99110 .01540 -.02487 3,99400
200.410 197.060 .21297 -.05311 .15919 -,00222 -.00005 -.00072 9.99300 .01852 -.0328I 4.00220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA|42. AEbC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 3_
IAIWB, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT073} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 10.000 BETAS 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0_00 _N. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2184/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
..........7_= _P _83_3 -.03575 .i3485 ......uO_o4 .O_,_n_°_" -.O00Bt 10.04900 .02224 -.06250 2.02680
,259 99.982 .18442 -,04094 ,_3386 -.00262 .OOI_l -,OOlO_ 9.98460 .0i_66 -.00655 2.0_490
.391 200.030 .i845I -.0_014 .13204 -.004_t .0007_ -.00!40 £.99460 .02069 -.02250 1.98850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21881 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100,520 200.030 .20347 -.04345 .14246 -.00500 -.00004 -.00034 ]0.00300 .02450 -.0298i 2.00790
100.340 99.792 .20775 -.04341 .13840 -.0034_ -.00097 -.00013 10.00100 .01707 -.02BB3 2.02490
lO0,210 -.08! .20904 -.04]09 .137i7 .00095 -.00072 -.00031 9.99860 .01233 -.025!8 2.04350
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2189/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.640 -.089 .21399 -.04.423 .14875 -.00514 .00265 -.00060 9.98830 .0!679 -.03411 2.02110
200.!40 99.898 .21427 -.04512 .14564 -.00680 .00298 -.00041 9.990£0 .02357 -.03639 2.02230
200.I30 199.990 .21848 -.04694 .1619G -.00800 .00239 -.00030 9.98880 .02368 -.0346I 2.01670
GRAOI£NT .OOO00 .0_000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .OOO_O .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4£. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT074) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 iN. XT ALPHA - !0.000 BETA = _000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = I0.000 BETAS _ 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 iN. ZT Y = !50.000 -JET PC = .000
SCALE = ._I00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2190/ 0 RN/L - 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.265 .BOB .I9406 -.04456 .14253 -.00277 .DOlt! -.00057 10.04000 .01963 -.05378 2.01350
.151 99.887 ;IB971 -.04520 .I3936 -.00154 -.00020 -.00027 9.98910 .02115 -.00656 2.00720
.360 200.070 .19013 -.04460 .14161 -.00662 .00222 -.00075 9.99400 .02053 -.01938 1.98880
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000. .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ?3
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT074) ( 02 FEB "r'/ )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - .O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - I0.000 BETAS - 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2191/ 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.500 199.990 .20564 -.04667 .15525 -.00665 .00205 -.00054 9.99800 .02084 -.02533 2.00820
100.270 99.903 .20786 -.0479G .I4160 -.00409 .00095 .00003 9.99590 .02088 -.02213 2.00440
100.180 .000 .20620 -.04781 .I4436 -.00447 .00184 -.O0011 9.98950 .01756 -.01898 2.00750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 219£/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.350 -.[17 .2III9 -.04885 .16041 -.00252 -.00035 -.00047 9.99_20 .02212 -.02711 1.9e3BO
200.410 99.939 .21328 -.04991 .I5996 -.00130 .00043 -.00030 9.99330 .01392 -.03520 2.00200
200.I10 i99.950 .21359 -.0505S ,16117 -.00237 .00042 -.00030 9.99100 .02030 -.03357 1.99750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (0VT075) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = I0.000 BETAS = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2193/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.906 .226 .18537 -.03111 .I3642 -.00195 .00005 -.00087 10.05800 .02056 -.08333 -.0239B
.080 99.449 .17693 -.02979 .13738 -.00252 -.00018 -.00095 9.98400 .02040 -.01507 -.04057
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21941 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IUU._U _._ .1_ -.u_1_o .l_u -.uu_u_ -.UUU_/ -,UUU_U iU,UU_UU .UI_ -.US_| -.D_3B
100.380 -.511 .20110 -.02736 ,14422 -.00112 -.0009! -.O0101 10.00500 .01_89 -.03845 ,00025
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-K]A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 74
IA142, DIET _/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS OFF (OVTO'75} ( 02 FEB ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA I0.000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - i0.000 BETAS = .900
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 2195! 0 RN/L - 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
....PnN _0 - 600 .2i124 -._vc95=_ .,_r==Tn _._,.nnnB_.... - nn 19 ,00009 9.99730 .02315 -.04893 .00254
IS9.940 99.470 ,20723 -.03312 .14_13 -.0032_ -.DOOW7 .uuu=_..... =.=w,,_mo_O nloom - n7_7, . n_n_n
195.730 ISB.SO0 ._0568 -.036_7 .!5948 -,00457 -.00029 .00034 9.98150 .02193 -.02393 -.01843
GRADIENT ,00000 .OO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .ODOOD
IAI42, O/IT W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT076) { 02 FEB ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = °000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAS = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRF = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2|96/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA BY CYN CBL ALPHA ,BETA DALFA _BETA
1.603 .290 .19457 -.03297 .14758 -.00159 -.00117 .00001 10.04700 .02366 -.06808 -.04799
.175 99.388 ,18143 -.03308 .14934 -.00005 - 00153 -,00059 9,99120 .0}827 -.01866 -.06329
.137 I99.570 .IqB49 -.03081 .15094 -.00117 -.00053 -.00040 9.99250 .01700 -.02579 -,06160
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2197/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
.............. _ _n,_n .00092 ....100.450 199.530 .l_bUd -.u_,_ -,_,_ ...... - -.00029 !onn_ao .02190 -.03323 -.05891
100,250 99,414 ,20076 -.03589 .I4579 -.00047 -.00170 -.00001 9.99940 .OJSI7 -.02840 -.00878
IC0.490 -.640 .dud_3 -.u_ ._,_ ._,_ - ............... - nnn_n IN.Nfl_NN .01572 -.03413 .00687
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2198! 0 RN/L = I.SO GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
200.650 -.573 .20713 -.03204 .!56!7 -.00365 .00101 -.0001I 9.99270 .01889 -.04226 .01422
200.060 99.412 .20626 -.033J5 .I5757 -,00|23 -.00093 .00019 9.99200 .019|0 -.04049 .00747
I99.950 199.420 .20865 -.0387B .I5975 -.00420 -.00037 .00051 9.98720 .0222! -.03232 -.01684
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 99 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 75
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT077} ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - tO.O00 BETA = .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= I0.000 BETAS = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2199/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.233 .238 .17936 -.03357 .14822 ,00097 -.00135 -.00035 10.04600 .02193 -.05928 -.00823
.503 99.517 .18971 -.04069 ,15062 -.00113 -.00142 -.00013 9.99290 .02209 -.01704 -.01759
.302 199,480 ,1864B -.03902 .15164 -.00234 -.O00II -.00025 9,99380 .01343 -.02338 -.02489
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2200/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00,380 199.490 .19762 -.04124 .14936 -.00464 .00117 -.00023 10.00200 .02133 -.02942 -.01638
100,330 99,335 .20035 -.04047 ,14447 -.00395 .00043 -.00016 9.99920 .02064 -,02584 ,00327
100.150 -.539 ,20064 -.03832 ._4349 -.00360 .00112 -.00038 9,99990 .01672 -.02674 .00983
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2201/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.540 -.584 ,20422 -.04226 .I4563 -.00534 .00226 -.q0031 9.99120 .01921 -.03660 -.0073I
200.150 99,419 ,20692 -.04131 .16007 -.00767 .00296 -.00077 9.99160 .02]25 -_03636 .00075
200.170 199,540 ,21223 -.04484 .16115 -.00627 .00087 -.00012 9.98790 .02172 -.03307 -.00584
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O00OO .00000
IA142. O/ET W/SRB5 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT078) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 10.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = _290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = eSO.O000 IN. ZT _ -_ .000 JET FC = .GOB
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH m 4.500
RUN NO. 2202/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
7 v CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.216 95.427 .17595 -.02578 _i5003 -.00278 .00072 -.O00BB 9.98770 .02120 -.OiBB4 -2.04620
.154 I95.590 .17134 -.02483 .i5027 -.OOtB7 -,00076 -.00045 8.98640 .08552 -,02070 -2.04890
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 99 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA _ PAGE 96
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOTB) ( OB FEB 99 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - |0.000 BETA - ,000
LREF = ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - I0.000 BETAS - -2.000
BREF i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ,000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 22031 0 RN/L = 1_50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.490 |95.470 .19286 -.02998 .15418 -.00378 -.000BI -.00004 10.00200 .02253 -.03448 -2.04890
!00.200 95,364 .!92q8 -.02760 .;532_ -.00250 -.0012l 00006 9.995!0 .OIB95 -.02655 -2.03470
iOO,_t00 -_,567 , 19586 -- ,UC_E!_..... • ; ...............JC_J -- , UUC_C --. UV_OU -- .UUU_O..... 10.00800 .0i997 --.03819 --2.03000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 22041 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.840 -4.632 .20221 -.02472 .15475 -.00210 -.00046 .00015 9.99850 .01679 -.05021 -2.01280
199.790 95.428 .19839 -.02?85 .15901 -,00257 -.00142 .00035 9.98300 ,01795 -.03009 -2.02B00
199.800 195.470 .19826 -.03233 .15859 -.00338 -.00i06 .00039 9.98510 .02045 -.02695 -2.04310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT079) ( 02 FEB 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = .000
.LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 10.000 BETAB = -2,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2205/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t.440 -3.667 .17740 -.OBB6I .14662 -.0005! -.OOI3B -.00046 10.05200 .0230B -.07030 -2.06040
.240 195.500 .17489 -.03078 .15183 -.00242 .00003 -.00035 9.99140 .01835 -.02490 -2.09860
R#&_IEMT nNn_ nnNn_ nNnnN nRA_ _N_ N_ _ _ nnh_h nnnn_
RUN NO. 2206/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALPA DBETA
100.450 195.560 .19362 -.03373 .15403 -.00369 -.0004! -.00018 10.00600 .02328 -.03471 -2,09590
100.290 95.424 .19522 -.03497 .1410B -.00122 -.00148 -.00007 9.99690 .01321 -.02448 -2,04950
100.400 -4.533 .19451 -.02943 .14284 -.00042 -.00031 -,00040 10.00300 .01590 -.0338B -2.03680
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 77
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVT079) ( 02 FEB 77 l
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SQ,FT, XMRP = 1097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA - IO,O00 BETA - ,OOO
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAB - I0,000 BETAB - -2,000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y - 50,000 JET PC - ,000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 2207/ 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.730 m4.572 .20009 --.03283 .I4385 --.00283 .00065 --.00018 9.99360 .02014 ",0442I --2.03970
200.050 95.398 .20106 -.03195 ,_5694 -.00350 .00023 -.O000l 9.99380 .02195 -.04148 -2.05020
i99,930 195,480 .2032I -.03710 .15915 -.00493 .00008 .0001# 9.98400 ,02173 -.02820 -2.05750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
IAI42, OIET _/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT080) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO,FT, XVIRP i097.0000 IN. XT ALPR'A = I_,O00 BETA = ,000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = _0,000 BETAS = -2,000
BREF = I290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN, ZT Y : I00,000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO, 2208/ 0 RN/L = Io50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1,196 -3,652 .18139 -.03353 .14866 -,00146 -.00070 -,00033 I0.04500 ,02169 -,05657 -2,00640
.376 95.448 .18153 -.03768 .14215 -.00246 -.00020 -.00013 9.S8850 .01879 -.00821 -2.01230
.454 195.620 .18204 -.03717 .!429[ -.00510 .00121 -.00062 9.99260 .01631 -.02055 -2.02710
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 22091 0 RNIL = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5,00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
I00.310 195.550 .19434 -.04035 .14702 -.00281 -.00038 .00004 9.99750 .02135 -.02306 -2.01620
!00.420 95.487 .19889 -.04038 .]402] -.00417 .00045 .00025 ]0.00300 .02252 -,03102 -2.00440
100,140 -4,644 ,19702 -.03542 .1395S -,vvv_=m° ,On_m2v_, - ...........noru_ q.9qx30 .01411 -.02069 -1,98910
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .O00DO ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 22101 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
........... _ nn,=a - nnnn_ Q a_q_n .nlggB -.03467 -2.012|0
200,220 95.385 ,20269 -,03982 .15952 -,t_'J_ ,uuLI_ -,uuu_ _ ..................
200.150 195.460 .20698 -.04315 ,15071 -.00404 .00051 .00014 9.98650 ,02222 -.03062 -21001_0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 78
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO811 I 02 FEB 17 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAS 4.000
BREF 12W0.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 200.000 JET PC " .000
SCqLE = ,OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2238/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2.699 -l.Bq4 .22106 -.0q043 .I0366 -.0027B -.00054 .00022 10.03600 ,02485 -4.08790 4,01650
-,099 197.130 .lBt49 -.04117 ,12012 -.00161 -.OOtI7 -.00050 10.00600 .02013 -4.06160 4,034B0
GRAD|EN_i ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2239/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.480 197.080 .20533 -.04745 ,159?2 -.00338 .00082 -.00049 9.99350 .01823 -4.05260 4.04590
I00,090 97,131 .20214 -.04938 .14316 -.00291 .00002 -.00029 9,99110 .02149 -4.04590 4.03050
100.100 -2,965 .20319 -.05028 .13275 -.00428 ,00]39 -.0006l 9.$9490 .01755 -4.04540 4.02300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 22401 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.330 -2.877 .21245 -.05266 .I5760 --.00333 -.00003 -,00044 S.98660 .02019 -4.04700 4.01440
200.I30 97.106 .21087 -.05192 .16055 -.00269 -.00080 -.00039 9.99150 .02014 -4.05090 4.02210
200.260 197.120 .21152 -.05295 .1605B -.00209 -.00082 -.00030 S.99030 .01754 -4.05450 4.02930
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO82I I 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 26S0.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = lOS7.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA - .OOO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= B.O00 BETAS = 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC - IOAO
SCALE _ .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 2241/ 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2.44? .901 .20967 -.OB|BO .11920 -,00103 -.0009! -.0007B 10.03800 .02353 -4.08740 1.99210
.152 99.998 .20980 -.06223 .1423_ -.00224 -.001_9 -.00067 S.98330 .02065 -4.03920 1.98050
.030 199.940 .17937 -.03791 .14839 -.00130 -.O014B .00005 10,00200 .01827 -4.06270 1.96750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE I2 OCT 79 IA_42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 79
_AI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOBB_ ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA m 10.000 BETA - o000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 6.000 BETAB _ 2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y _ 100.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .DIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2242/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL A__PHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.500 BO0.OIO .20103 -.04571 .134[9 -,00284 -.00044 -.O00BO 10,00800 .01753 -4.06550 1,97790
I00.300 I00.060 .20464 -.04514 .13492 -,00486 -.00083 -.00046 9.99660 .02254 -4.05370 1,99210
I00.140 -.080 .20007 -.03908 .13771 .00136 -.00180 -.00086 9.99810 .01415 -4.05280 2.0!_0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2243/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200,720 -.047 .21135 -.04454 .13_3 -,00339 -.00016 -.00012 9.99610 .01894 -4.06580 2.00270
200.210 99,979 .21456 -.04548 .14092 -,0042! ,00050 -.00025 9.99390 .01891 -4.Q8350 2.01180
200.080 200.080 .21623 -.04850 .14260 -.00439 .00054 .00003 9.98910 .01903 -4.05760 1,99430
GRADIENT .00000 .00]00 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IAI4B, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOB3) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2990.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - |0.000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 6.000 BETAS _ 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 150.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN nO. 2244/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -B.O01 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2.339 .945 .20253 -.05322 .14604 -:00209 -.00038 -.00143 I0.03000 .02452 -4.07990 1.99640
.OBS iO0.OlO .20085 -.05589 o!469! -.00014 -.00143 -.O001I 9.98680 .01966 -4.03900 2,00190
.372 200.040 ,18548 -.04066 .1501g -.00114 -.00103 -.00032 I0.00200 .01895 -4.06270 1.99710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .o00rJ .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22451 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
..... r.M rA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IO0.150 99.978 .I_971 -.04687 .13460 -.00509 .00166 -.00074 IO.O0000 .0201B -4.05610 2.01030
100.090 -.041 .19855 -.04660 .13238 -.00487 .O0111 -.00095 9,992?0 .01944 -4.04590 2.00810
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE gO
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOB3] ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP • 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA - ,OOD
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 150.000 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .OlO0 HACH 4;500
RUN NO. 2246/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.340 -.003 .20675 -.04712 .15788 -.00313 .00020 -.00036 9.99020 .02093 -4.05280 1.98800
200.390 99.968 .21119 -,04895 .16145 -.00282 .00087 -.00043 9.99410 .0|747 -4.06080 2.00210
200.I50 200.IE0 .21193 -.05003 .I6299 -,00277 -.00025 -,00039 9.99180 ,02318 -4,05970 !,99830
GRAOIEN_ .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .O0000 .O000O .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT084] ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. xT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = .000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0!00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 22471 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2.896 .468 .20379 -.05082 .13802 .00215 -.00346 -.00024 I0.04100 .02508 -4.09880 -,02420
.045 99.50I .19164 -.04789 .12855 .00156 -.00282 -.00100 9.98910 .01907 -4.04870 -.02349
.071 199.710 .17036 -.03182 .12770 -.00123 -°00151 -.00048 9.99860 .01909 -4.08070 -.03326
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22481 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.440 199.560 .1879! -.03188 .12876 -.00235 -.00093 .00001 10.01200 .01192 -4.06770 -.00889
100.210 99.495 .18828 -.02921 .1352I .00215 -.00106 -,00014 9.99490 .01205 -4.05060 -.00261
........ ,oooo_°°7°° - ooooo oo,,, -ooosBoo=o o,noGRAO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2249/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.000 -.482 .21116 -.03166 .13442 .00188 -.00317 .00030 10.00900 .02244 -4.08300 .01547
199.870 99.433 .20984 -.03490 .14016 -.00363 -.00089 -.00015 9.98440 .01965 -4.05450 .00246
199.910 199,570 .21217 -,04200 .13672 -.00148 -.00157 .00045 9.98420 .0184.7 -4.04860 -.00730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT ?? IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 81
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO85I ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 BO.FT. XMRP = I097.DD00 iN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB - .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2250/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2.426 .463 .20175 -.05204 .14090 -.00155 -.00131 -.00076 10.03900 .01189 -4.09340 -.Ol?II
.204 99.615 .20215 -.05410 .I4330 .00025 -.00115 -.00008 9.98720 .00959 -4.04690 -.03415
-.040 !99.550 .17144 -.03182 .14725 -.00240 -.O00BS .00006 9.99990 .02446 -4.06310 -.05490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 225I/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.370 199.540 .I8965 -.03585 .I2971 -.00346 -.00097 -.00044 10.00800 .01729 -4.06350 -.03707
I00.330 99.559 .19369 -.03555 .13018 -.OOlIO -.00181 -.0005I 9.99840 .01862 -4.05420 -.03GOB
100o330 -.512 .1938I -.03008 .I3717 -.00059 .00052 -.O00q? 9.99720 .01376 -4.05510 -.00382
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
T ITRUN NO. 2252/ 0 RN/L = 1,49 _RAD,EN, INTERVAL = -5.0_I 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
200.730 -.473 .20892 -.03602 ,14345 -.00058 -.00054 -.00012 9.99420 .01873 -4.06840 .00029
200.090 99.447 .21071 -.03874 .14439 .00038 -.00154 .00025 9.99270 .01983 -4.06_40 -.0116!
199.840 199.650 .21033 -,04070 .15899 -.00395 -,00065 .00015 9.98710 .02154 -4.05610 -.026TI
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. OIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOBB) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = .0OO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = .OOO
................... _ ,._ ^_ Inn nnn leT Dr _ nnn
BREF = IC_U._UUU INbMLb LFi_r = _OU.UUUU IN. ZT Y
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2252/ 0 RN/L = _.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL A!.PHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.293 99.473 .19808 -.0_|78 .14637 -.UU_b_ -.UU_b_ -.UUlgl _._44U .ucuu= -_.u_uu -.uuwo=
.059 199.600 .17430 -.03434 .15058 -.00263 -.00126 -.00025 9.99510 .02043 -4.05680 -.01583
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ;00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B2
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOB6) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES Y_IRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 6.000 BETAS .000
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100,000 JET PC - ,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 2254/ 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.530 |99.580 .19B?I -.04327 .14591 -.00331 -.00118 .00011 I0.00200 .0202B -4.06030 .0000B
100,240 99.589 .19836 -.04081 .14046 .00019 -.00272 .00043 I0,00200 ,01903 -4.05840 .01237
i00,0_0 -.5u_c .I9547 -,03867 . t3788 -00054 -,00|24 .00022 9,99550 .00229 -4,04£70 -u_8_.....
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22551 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA {)BETA
200.570 -,469 ,20403 -.04229 ,144q2 -,00416 ,00135 -,00017 9,99110 ,01903 -4,06170 .01239
200.I90 99,526 ,20742 -.04433 ,I4536 -,00472 .00072 -,GO013 9,99050 .01970 -4,06180 ,01390
200.070 199.610 .21078 -,04491 ,I60BZ -.00358 -,00037 .00002 9,98720 ,02127 -4,05760 ,00812
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO87I { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAB = -_.000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .OOD JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 22571 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2.525 -3.559 .19341 -.04832 .1420I ,00053 -.O02BI .00007 10.04700 .02075 -4.10280 -2,009B0
-.00} 95.5]1 .!8670 -.04246 ,14415 ,00098 -,00210 -,00012 9,98530 .01576 -4,04540 °2.00790
.101 195.470 ,1725B -,03052 ,14621 -,00170 -,00015 .00004 9.99860 ,0i779 -4,06070 -2,00970
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 225B/ 0 RN/L = 1,49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
100,260 195.5_0 .18276 -.02903 .14863 -.00214 -.00107 .00016 10.00700 .02134 -4.0B180 -2.00250
100,400 95.478 ,18337 -,0266! ,13382 -.00069 -.00182 ,00013 10,00200 ,02082 -4,05740 _2,00430
I00,2B0 -4.605 .1832I -.02349 ,13578 ,00074 -,0017{ ,0000B 9,99820 ,01862 -4.05440 -l,9gGBO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 83
IAI42. OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF {OVT087) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10._00 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2259/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.030 -4.550 .20097 -.024BB .14722 .00080 -.0024B .00045 I0.00700 .02165 -4.OBIBO -1.97780
199.720 B5.411 .Igg5g -.03120 .1440I -.0002? -.00201 .00037 9.98370 ,0203B -4.05260 -1.99260
I99.7B0 195.550 .20140 -.03700 .14610 -.00451 -.00077 -.00003 8.98380 .02510 -4.04780 -2.00740
GRADIENT _" n_ nn _nn nnnn_ _n_ _ _n _n_ n n_n _ _.uuuuu .u Ouu . u_ ....... 00uvv .v_vn_nn_ .0 0 .0 0 .uOvvv .uuOuu
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOBB) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = B.000 BETAS = _2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2860/ 0 RN/L = i.4B GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2.333 -3.586 .18953 -.04290 .14263 .0007B -.00243 -.00063 10.04200 .01787 -4.09500 -2.02290
.220 95.583 .18287 -.04031 .14519 -.00153 -.00107 .00045 9.99070 .01885 -4.05010 -2.03750
.063 185.490 .16586 -.02762 .1500B -.00169 -.00097 -.00000 9.99440 .02005 -4.05800 -2.04290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.310 195.4B0 .18943 -.03443 .15357 -.00273 -.0014! -.00000 10.00400 .01991 -4.0B100 -2.03400
I00.190 B5.4Bl .18702 -.03084 .15266 -.00046 -.00227 .00024 I0.00000 .01873 -4.05450 -2.02760
100.380 -4.536 .18749 -.02870 .14096 -.OOII5 -.00024 -.00052 10.00400 .01592 -4.06040 -2.00290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22621 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.840 -4.509 .2027B -.03459 .I4153 -.O00Bl -.00036 .00015 lO.OOlO0 .OIBBO -4.07610 -1.99750
T99:866 19fi. SBO .20062 -.03BB3 .14B03 -.00301 -.00042 .00064 9.98260 .02089 -4.051i0 -a.02340
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA14B, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 8%'
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOB91 ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF © 26S0.0000 SC.FT. XMRP - t097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ 10.000 BETA = .ODDLR£F = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB B.O00 BETAS = -2.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP _50.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2263/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALPA DBETA
2,080 -3,633 .19083 -.044B0 .14345 -.00070 -.00153 .00031 _0.03900 ,02139 -4.08550 -1.97410
.209 95._ ._B389 -.04187 .14856 .00013 -.00210 ,00041 9.98910 .02139 -4.04430 -1.98B10
.228 i$5.540 ,=8, .03360 I_07_ -.00197 -.00i59 .uOu_ 9.99750 .02204 -4.05820 -I 99650
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22641 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = --5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.360 195.530 .19442 -.04087 .14699 -.00367 -.00141 .00012 10.00100 .02349 -4.05740 -1.99050
100.070 95.457 .lBBSB -.03832 .1417! -.00083 -.00118 .00012 9.99420 .01155 -4.04800 -Io96080
100.280 -4.630 .I_207 -.03865 .1321B -.00092 -.00128 .00057 10.00200 .01957 -4,0fi350 -I.B66BO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2265/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.540 -4.620 .IBB22 -,04027 .1426B -.00363 .00075 .00019 9.99130 .OlB2? -4.06_B0 -I.97310
200.270 95.411 .20154 -.04255 .14365 -.00443 .00099 -.00002 9.99040 .O199B -4.06150 -1.96690
199.910 195.520 .20363 -.04302 .16087 -.00344 .0001S .00014 9.98440 .02167 -4.05350 -_.97350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
IAI42, O/ET W'SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOSOI ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = |0.000
L_,' = ,=_'_°n..........._nnn TNCH_ YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= I0.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT y = =nn nnn .=cT pr = Rgn
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 891/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.244 -2,159 .2133B -.054BI .15SB! -.22929 .03474 -.OI64B 9.98920 10.0]700 -.00459 4.09380
,221 97,B42 .2203! -.05736 .15896 -.23665 .03692 -.O1388 9.99650 10.02100 -.01696 4.064B0
.138 197.780 ,22729 -.05935 .i6732 -.2478B .04459 -.01995 9.993B0 I0.00600 -.0IB79 4.05160
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 7? IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 85
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT090) ( 12 OCT 77 !
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 10.000 BETAB - 14.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 200.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIOD MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 892/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.831 197.690 .23216 -.06084 ,16787 -.25119 ,04777 -.02288 9.99560 10.00200 -.01701 4.06830
49.707 97.698 .22384 -.05749 .18799 -.24183 .04347 -.02108 9.98960 10.00900 -.00815 4.08740
49.954 -2.477 .21915 -.05520 .15935 -.23109 .03664 -.01824 8.99750 10.01100 -.0i523 4.09740
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 893/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1DO.liD -2.416 .22787 -.05840 .16217 -.23191 .03S53 -.02163 9.99630 10.01100 -.02062 4.10720
99.766 97.709 .23135 -.06068 .16747 -.24129 .04257 -.02353 9.98960 10.00400 -.01030 4.10690
99.882 I97.760 .2315i -.05991 .16883 -.24775 .04752 -.02457 9.99310 10.00600 -.01364 4.08240
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 894/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.170 197.640 .22836 -.05622 .17101 -.24515 .04624 -.02647 9.99530 I0.00900 -.02751 4.11470
200.030 97.693 ,22691 -.05473 .16999 -.23749 .04197 -.02548 9.99010 10.01000 -.02599 4.11460
199.960 -2.414 .22544 -.05365 .I7016 -.23649 .03937 -.02582 9.99060 10.01500 -.02571 4.10730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (GVTDBI) { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - 10.000 BETAB - 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 100.000 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 895/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA nRFTA
.091 200.510 .20964 -.04783 .16578 -.25643 .045?2 -.02392 9.989?0 10.00300 -.03413 2.02800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA]42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 86
IA142, DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT091) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP • 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA • ]0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB - 12.008
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = !00,000 JET PC - ,000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 896/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,958 200.530 .2t983 -.05051 .16627 -.25897 .04746 -.02708 9.99910 10.00300 -.03464 2.03890
_9,753 100.5i0 .cL,4u -._48_0 .!5622 -_24564 .04326 -;02505 9.99370 10.00400 -.02432 2.05040
,u3_, - n_Tn_ Q _n 10 00_00 -,01824 2,0857049.784 .280 .21352 -.04455 ,)6497 _^_ _ o=_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 897/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
100.010 .500 .23061 -.05293 .16879 -.21791 .03521 -.02401 9.99650 10.00400 -.01813 2.10440
99.862 100.340 .23009 -.05471 .16801 -.23767 .04084 -.02684 9.99010 10.01800 -.01501 2.05850
99.85I 200.520 .22154 -.05047 .}6772 -.25243 .04689 -.02813 9.99050 I0.01500 -.02009 2.04270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 898/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.770 200.420 .22833 -.05430 .17226 -.24360 .04572 -.02844 9.99180 9.99930 -.01659 2.10510
200.190 100.350 .23620 -.05780 .17041 -.22956 .04148 -.02683 9.99400 9.99970 -.02584 2.12640
200. t30 .565 .24605 -.0_55 .J7047 -.2J995 .03927 -.02627 9.99_00 J0.00700 -.02707 2. I3180
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4_, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOBB) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .vvvunnnn.T_....vT, ALPHAB • lO,OOO 8ETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH . 4,500
RUN NO, 899! 0 nN/- 1.53 GRAOIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.057 .525 .21404 -.05260 .15726 -.22B34 .03B97 -.01676 9.99410 tO.CO400 -.01176 2.07600
.15B 100.430 .B!3tB -.05085 .16298 -.B429B .04098 -.02021 9.99IB0 10.01300 -.OI9BI 2.03320
.088 200.560 .216"_ -.05200 .18741 -.25687 .04530 -.02246 9.99200 10.01800 -.027B2 B.OlO00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .G0000 .00000 .00000 .GOOGG .00000 .00000 ,OOGG_
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4tA-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 87
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH sRB JETS OFF {OVTO92I ( 12 OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA - I0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB = IB.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 900/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ S.O0
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.821 200.350 .22263 -.05393 .16BB8 -.25577 .04920 -.02490 9.99770 9.99480 -.02739 2.04620
49.776 100.420 .22258 -.05452 .16697 -.23758 .04129 -.02230 9.99060 I0.00400 -.01389 2.06250
49.848 .435 .22244 -.0551I .16372 -.22356 .03488 -,0t969 9.99070 ]0,00600 -.00887 2.07980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 9011 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.050 .451 ,23360 -.05922 .]GB78 -.2241I .03743 -.02215 9.99040 IO.OOSO0 -.0]248 B.09670
99.541 |00.490 .22506 -.05572 .]6976 -.23852 .043Z3 -.02409 9.98990 |0.01800 -.01090 2.06730
I00.020 200.580 .22435 -.05449 .16873 -.24968 .04775 -.02640 9.99180 lO.Ol]O0 -.01665 2.04593
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .LO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 902/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
200.090 200.490 .22755 -.05524 .1705I -.24141 .04573 -.02678 9.99270 I0.00300 -.02244 B.I0020
199.930 100.560 ,22813 -.05640 .17113 -.23714 .04294 -.02709 9.99000 10.01200 -.02394 2.10420
200.010 .498 .22584 -.05416 .16992 -.23450 .04183 -.02636 9.99070 IO.OlO00 -.02924 2.10350
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS O_F (OVT093I ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = lO.O00
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETAB = IO.O00
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 903/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
193 99.974 .i_I_ -.U_d_U ._DD_4 -._DW_I .uw4_ --.UCW_t _._ULOU :u.uuuuu -.uww:_ -,wwuw_
-.OBI 199.970 .19052 -.03320 .15748 -.2588] .04817 -.02512 9.98040 lO.OIO00 -.04582 -.02785
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE t2 OCT 77 IAI4B, AEC)C V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B8
IAI42, OlET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO931 ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP 5097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA - 50.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 lh'. YT ALPHAB - I0.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y .D00 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 9041 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
bB.BB7 2DD.DOO .20847 -.03683 ,164_7 -.24BBB .04_BB -.0276S JO.ODBDD 9.99720 -.OV_9 .0107_
49.854 99.94B .20595 -,03474 .16263 -.24277 ,04447 -.02704 9.99510 I0.00900 -.03382 -,00064
49.70B -.!05 .18783 -.02457 .i4937 -.22333 .0275! -.02177 9.99580 !0.02500 -.03087 --0!2|7
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 90510 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.220 -.054 .2198I -.03579 ,55564 -.22143 .034BB -.0262I ]0.00400 9.99180 ~.03358 .05292
B9,811 100.200 .22112 -.04029 ,16451 -.23456 .04269 -.02878 9.98280 10.01800 -.01527 .01979
99.823 200.160 .22253 -.04333 .16630 -.2385B .0436B -.02922 9.98770 |0,01200 4.02252 .02016
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 906/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.860 199.910 .23221 -.04840 .17023 -.24BBB .05022 -.02955 9,99190 10.00400 ~.02409 .05891
199.980 99.923 .23852 -.04990 .16746 -.24378 .04957 -.OBB22 9.99830 50.00300 -.0290B .07141
200.330 -.073 .24188 -.04465 .16899 -.2358B .04757 -.03055 10.00500 10.00100 -.04118 .09856
GRAO_EN[ .80000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .OOOGO .OO000 100000 .00000
IAl4a. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT0941 ( 12 OCI 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - lOB7.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA - 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB - I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 iN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC - ,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 9071 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.162 -.091 .19830 -.0401B .15931 -.24245 .03785 -.02259 9.99290 10.00500 -.03256 .OIBiO
.097 99.974 .19795 -.03953 .15751 -._554 ,03996 -.02251 9.97330 10.00700 _.02173 .O061B
.03B 599.960 ,20117 _.04156 .16441 -.B5827 ,0484B -.02491 9.98930 I0.00200 -.04230 .00606
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42. AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 89
IA142, O/ET N/SRB9 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOS41 ( 12 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SCt.FT. X.MRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 _ETA = tO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .GOD0 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 ,JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 908/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,740 199.940 .20907 -.04228 .16691 -.24762 .04597 -.02633 9.99540 I0,00200 -.03759 .01839
49.839 99,973 .20629 -.04040 .16510 -.2449S .04298 -.02570 9.99270 IO.Oi3OO -.03039 .00824
49,780 ,028 .20422 -.03865 .15969 -.22909 .03440 -,02296 9,99730 10.01400 -,028J9 .02543
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 909/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,952 -.133 .21736 -.04193 ,16438 -.22280 .03486 -.02533 10.00100 lO.OOiO0 -.02585 .06097
99,973 99.856 .21929 -.04538 .16615 -.23927 " .04189 -,02697 9.98800 10,00900 -.01973 .03630
99.830 199.980 .21691 -.04583 .16723 -.24929 .04731 -.02869 9.98740 10.00500 -.02195 .03082
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9101 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.950 200.030 .22783 -.04945 .17021 -.24921 .04974 -.02880 9.99390 10.00500 -.02255 ,06484
I99.930 99.952 .23244 -.05202 .16901 -.23684 .04566 -.02803 9.99180 I0.00400 -.02056 .09145
200.320 .017 .24268 -.05597 .16932 -.22978 .04564 -.02758 9.99590 9.99980 -.03194 ,_1993
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142_ O/ET HISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO951 ( 12 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC CATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0,000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = ;290.3000 INCHES YHRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETAB = tO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = |O0.OOD JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 911/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
- PM ci M CA CY +CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.081 lO0.IO0 .20362 -.04540 15617 -_2459i .03994 -.02083 9.98870 10.01400 -.0277b .uuud_
.019 199.930 .20437 -.04466 .16573 -.25679 .04552 -.02395 9.99000 I0.00700 -,034_._ .00158
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 90
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO95) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT, XMRP - 1097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA - IO,O00 BETA - 10,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAB - 10,000 BETAB - 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT .- Y - I00.000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4,500
RUN NO, 912/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.880 200.000 .21201 -.04677 .16643 -.25441 .04671 -.02673 9.99380 10.00100 -.03187 .01620
49.792 JSD.020 ._)_32 -.04653 .I655I -.249]3 .04447 -+02457 9.99240 IO.OJJO0 -._2_78 .01975
49.855 -.145 .21005 -.04438 .15098 -.22680 .03732 -.02139 9,99500 9.99680 -.01922 .OSB7!
O "_'='" ,DO000 .O0000R.... N, -O00OO .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 9!3/ 0 RN/L : 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
I00,080 -.078 .22733 -.05247 .16BBI -.22559 .03900 -.02418 9.99170 I0.00400 -.01400 .07944
99.858 99.975 .22241 -.05!27 .16679 -.24008 .04285 -.02637 9.98890 10.01800 -.01579 .03733
99.945 200.120 .2!622 -.04818 .16754 -.25!73 .04720 -.02755 9.99170 10.01400 -.02435 .02390
GRADIENT .00_00 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 9141 0 RNIL = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALPA DBETA
t99.860 200.080 .22510 -.05214 .17168 -.24430 .04722 -.02842 9.99210 10.00200 -.01960 .07583
200.140 99.973 .22660 -.05347 .17026 -,23694 .04530 -.02765 9.99150 I0.00800 -.02508 .09512
200.180 -,012 ,23668 -.05829 ,15936 -,22711 ,04276 -,02658 9,99630 10,00600 -,03180 .10672
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
IA142. O/ET W/SRB5 SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVT096) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB• 10,000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF - !290.30no INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = ,000 JET PC - ,000
SCALE = ,0100 HACH 4,500
RUN NO. BIB/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.030 -3.955 .18201 -.02834 .15035 -.23323 .03100 -.02113 10.00100 10.01300 -.04908 -2.04470
-.083 95.924 .18010 -.02920 .]4850 -.24544 .03924 -.02311 9.98980 10.00100 -.04241 -2.03690
-.013 196.020 .18732 -.03167 .16359 -.26011 .04960 -.02563 9.98840 10.00600 -.044LMB -2.04410
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V4tA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B!
IAt42. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF " (OVT09B) ( IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.000 BETA = IO.DOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- I0.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIOD MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. glB/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,929 I95.820 .20333 -.03648 .16535 -.24959 .04B95 -.02678 9.99800 9.99650 -.04290 -2.02540
49.870 96.046 .20154 -.03440 .16304 -.24429 .04440 -.02615 9.B9810 I0.01000 -.0381_ -2.03400
49,787 -4.087 .19468 -.03105 .15348 -.23!!3 .03441 -.02306 9.99740 10.01300 -.03470 -2.02700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000
RUN NO. 917/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.9?0 -4.179 .21082 -.03599 .16375 -.22686 .03884 -.02563 9.99830 9.99240 -.02848 -1.98410
99,962 95.95? .21187 -.03843 .I6443 -.23643 .04235 -.02741 9.99090 10.01300 -.02556 -2.01200
9B.B31 196.020 .21lB2 -.04037 .15634 -.24032 .0435t -.02845 9.98890 !O.Olt00 -.02628 -2.01110
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 918/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.820 195.990 .22069 -.04367 ,17030 -.25090 .05132 -.02906 9.99380 10.00300 -.02501 -1.97860
200,000 95.848 .2278l -.04639 .16723 -.24426 .04827 -.02881 9.99830 10.00700 -.02766 -1.97370
200,430 -4.098 .23762 -.04659 .16871 -.23941 .04920 -.02919 10.00600 10.00100 -.04099 -I.94250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
T *t , _ l( CD _ _A ATTN .....J*,42, O/E T */_,.B ...... R ...... G. aOTH SRR JETS OFF (OVT097) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA " |0.000 BETA " 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 !NCHE_ YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS " I0.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. Zf Y " 50.008 JET PC = .Ouu
SCALE = .0100 MACH " 4.500
RUN NO. 919/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5+00
? Y CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
,146 95.906 .I9790 -_03993 .I6285 -.25523 .04588 -.02329 9.99540 lO.uUbUU -.u4### -J.uu3_u
,043 195.950 .20052 -.04177 ,16366 -.25411 .04658 -.02391 9.99190 10.00700 -.04389 -I.99660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 92
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (0VT097) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA ' PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA - 16.000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .GO00 IN. YT ALPHAB - I0,000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF = I290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 920/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.756 199.040 .20635 -.04186 .16655 -.25276 .04723 -.02628 9.99650 10,00700 -,03925 -I.99070
49.89? 96.062 .20495 -.04017 .I6470 -.2470B .04369 -.02475 9.99410 10.01200 -.03307 -I.B8940
49.774 -3.898 .20290 -.03953 .16072 -.23484 ,03747 -,02182 9.99250 10,01300 -,02410 -I.98060
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,ODOOO .00000 .OOOOD ,_nn_nn ._vnnnnn......... nnnnn ,00000 00000
RUN NO. 9211 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.601 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.908 -4.109 .21645 -.04375 .16682 -.23109 .04044 -.02474 9.99650 9.99736 -.02000 -1.94070
99,924 95.938 .21243 -.04332 .16522 -.2_77B .04595 -.02704 9.98770 I0.01700 -.61974 -I,98236
99.875 I95.090 .21053 -o04270 .167[2 -.25414 .04818 -.02845 9.98860 10.01500 -,02508 -I.98800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 922/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 ORADIENT INTERVAL = -5.60/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
199.770 196.030 .22134 -.04724 .17083 -,2497B .04987 -.02855 9.99620 I0.00400 -,02441 -1.94700
199.960 95.962 .22462 -.04881 .16894 -.24193 .04906 -.02800 9.99170 10.00200 -.02237 "1.92236
200.290 -4.063 .23778 -.05522 .16859 -.23315 .047t3 -.02739 9.99530 10.00400 -.03073 -1.90470
GRADfENr .00000 .O00GO .00000 ._0000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 ,00000 ,oogog .00000
IAI42. O/ET H/$RBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTO981 ( I2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP • 1097.6060 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.600 BETA = 16.600
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP _ .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 10.000 BETAB = 9.000
....... P_ _ vLi ZTBREF = 1290.3000 INCHES Zm_ _;u.uuuv =.,. Y " IO0.O00 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 9231 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BEtA DALFA DBETA
-.231 -3.844 .20117 -.04331 .15484 -.23682 .63655 -.01954 9.99450 10.01300 -,02292 -1.96070
,175 98.011 .20151 -.04295 .16481 -.B5358 .64348 -.02204 9.99340 I0,01100 -,03979 -I.9BIB6
.i54 195.910 .20677 -.04528 ,16569 -,25869 .04668 -.02384 9.99290 10,00600 -.03711 -1.98946
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .O00OO .OOOO0 .00060 .OOOO0
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE g3
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF {OVTOBB) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = lO.O00 BETAB - 8.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP W50.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 924/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY GYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.773 196.010 .20959 -.04517 .16740 -.25554 .04689 -.02587 9.99350 10.00900 -.03240 -2.02020
49.774 95.941 .20791 -.04477 ,i6641 -.24981 .04479 -.02442 9.99340 I0.00600 -.02605 -I,99940
49.750 -4.}84 .20610 -.04289 .16360 -.23269 .03890 -.02130 9.99520 10.00000 =.01854 =1.95150
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9251 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.100 -4.068 .22155 -.05060 .16918 -.22975 .04074 -.02423 9.88200 10.00300 -.01506 -1.94350
99.853 95.888 .2}57I -.04845 .18735 -._397 .0_343 -.0259l 9.99050 10.01800 -.GI6c'_3 -I.95t560
I00.070 196.050 .21380 -,04630 .16321 -.25423 .04902 -.02711 9.99370 10.01200 -.02749 -1.99940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 926/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.740 195.940 .21851 -,04925 .17161 -.84596 .04792 -.02801 9.98830 9.99970 -.0159! -I.95060
200.180 95.845 .22214 -.05071 .]6958 -.23800 .04546 -.0274! 9.99340 10.00100 -.02804 -I.93730
199,940 -4.044 .22340 -.05230 .16952 -.23258 .04438 -.02655 9.99080 10.00700 -.02677 -1.93270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
|A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT09g) ( I2 _'_CT77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 _NCHE5 YHRP .0900 IN, YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = 14.000
8REF = IL_30.30_0 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I035/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
v _Lt rl M CA _y CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
.037 97.462 ._5317 08164 16339 -.23853 .03650 -.01835 9.98900 i0.00500 -4.03720 4.10860
-.250 I97.570 .23057 -.06316 .16665 -.24739 .04161 -.01955 10.00000 10.00800 -4.05230 4.07710
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000. ,00000 ,00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA° TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 94
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTOB9} ( 12 OCT "r7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0,000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP = .OOO0 IN. YT ALPHA8 = B.O00 BETAB = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200,000 JET PC = .ODD
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4_500
RUN NO. lOIS/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.768 I97.5_0 .23169 -.06183 .16972 -.25195 .04708 -.02222 S.9937D 10.00200 -4.04310 4.09070
49.873 97.414 .22960 -.05120 .]6448 -.23824 .03836 -.01935 9.99340 lO.OISO0 -4.04140 4.09810
49.777 -2.534 .22495 -.059_2 .16332 -.23587 .03529 -.01796 9.98940 lO.OIIO0 -4.03610 4.10920
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 .uvuwv_n ,_._vnnnnn ..........nnnnn ononn -O00OO .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I037/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA . DALFA DBETA
99.970 -2.552 .22457 -.05746 .I6027 -.23324 .03717 -.01967 9.99650 10.00300 -4.04590 4.12310
99.960 97.480 .23245 -.06207 .16381 -.23936 ,04083 -.02055 9.99_00 30.00700 -4.04380 4.114OO
99.875 197.280 .23370 -.05119 .16968 -.24828 .04699 -.02407 9.99290 9.99930 -4.04250 4.10210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .O00OO .DO000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. 10381 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.020 197.380 .22906 -.05693 .17165 -.24606 ,04708 -.02659 9.99610 10.00300 -4.05530 4.13020
199.980 97.417 .22891 -.05742 .17163 -.24047 .04351 -.02822 9.98980 lO.OllO0 -4.05220 4.12480
199.880 -2.577 .22820 -.05659 .16936 -.23944 .04148 -.02579 9.99480 lO.OI70O -4.05550 4.11280
C,RAD}ENT .OOOOD .OOOOO .DODOD ,OOOOO ,DDODO ,gOOOO .DDDDO .OOOOO .OOOOO .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIO0) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 269D.DO00 SO.FT. XMRP ID97.00DD IN. XT ALPHA - |O.OOO BETA = IO.O00
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .O000 IN. YT ALPHAS = B,OOO BETAB = 12,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - tO0.O00 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 1039/ 0 RN/L = |.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.009 ,288 .24305 -.07732 .I4969 -.234W5 .03264 -,02295 8.99460 lO.O0?00 -4.05030 2.03870
-.094 100.430 .23258 -.07201 .15010 -.24856 .03766 -.02333 9.99060 10.01700 -4.05340 1.99900
-,iIO 200.250 .21799 -.05738 .15417 -.25456 .04219 -.02328 10.00200 10.00200 -4.05950 _.OOSlO
GRADIENT .OOO00 .O000O .O00OO .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .OOOOO .00000 .OOO00
DATE |2 OCT 97 IAI42, AEDC V4|A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 95
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIO0) ( IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2S90.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = ]0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = ]290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 6.000 BETAB = I2.000
BREF = ]280.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ]00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0[00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. |0401 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.?_ 200.470 .2099t ..04743 .16670 -.25922 .04785 -.02630 9.99720 10.00200 -4.05970 2.01080
49.8_ ]00.360 .20930 -.04607 .16107 -.24755 .04166 -.02249 ]0.00000 IO.OlO00 -4.05680 2.01270
49.844 .4[I .2273] -.05076 .1606i -.23107 .03679 -.02257 8.98400 !0o00400 -4.03570 2.05040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]04I/ 0 RN/L = ].52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA 8ETA DALFA DBETA
99.928 .400 .22483 -.05305 .]6403 -.22434 .03578 -.02173 10.00000 10.00500 -4.05070 2.05260
99.833 tOO._?.O .22293 -,05132 .]6559 -.24254 ,04_50 -.02600 9.9B380 10.01500 -_.04690 2.0227C
99.78! 200.310 .21991 -.04945 .|6679 -.25970 .04945 -.02841 9.99060 10.00700 -4.04650 2.01090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]0421 0 RN/L = ].52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
]99.790 200.490 .229]3 -,05459 .17235 -.24872 .04874 -.0287@ 9.98140 10.00700 -4.04260 2.05360
200.230 100.420 .23940 -.05007 .17042 -.23938 .04661 -.02754 9.99350 10.00200 -4.04980 2.08500
199.990 .270 .24965 -,06530 .17133 -.22718 .04095 -.02614 9.89270 10.00800 -4.05100 2.09620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
iA142, O/ET NiSRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT!01) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRiC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = |0.000 BETA = lO.OOO
"='_'_ vH°° .0000 IN. YTLREF = i290.3000 ,,,vh_ ..... = ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAB = ]2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 10451 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
- P_, rim KA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.026 100.530 .23496 -.07275 15226 -.23797 _63516 -.01812 9.99440 |0.01700 -4.05060 _.037@0
-.020 200.560 .22835 -.06262 .16475 -.25152 ,04176 -.02027 9.99620 ]0.01100 -4.05630 2.02490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE I2 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4I.-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 96
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIOI) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 12g0.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB - 12.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 bACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1046/ 0 RNIL = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
49.754 200.540 .22081 ~.05423 .168V4 -.25216 .04462 -.02_5I _.9958_ I0.00600 -4.055g0 2.033"70
49,861 100.470 .2107g -.04927 .15856 -.24060 ,039B5 -.0201B 9.993?0 10.00600 -4.04760 2.05670
49.857 .=u_"°_ .22449 - .....nBn_P .15160 -.22072 ,02982 -.Ol5BI 9._=_°_=n ,_.._nnluoo....... -_ OSSXfl P.06630
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10471 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,904 ,460 .22647 -,05BB9 ,15934 -,22584 .03364 -.01965 9.99390 ]0.01100 -4.04390 2.08050
99.927 100.420 .22742 -.05810 .16263 -.23983 .04284 -.02343 9.99600 10.00700 -4,04780 2.06690
99,870 200,490 ,22545 -°05699 ,16609 -°24915 .04582 -.02484 9.98590 lO.O]OOO -4.03920 2.04260
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I0481 0 RNIL = i.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.980 200.620 .22B27 -.05589 .1714B -.24319 .04629 -.02675 9.99280 I0.00700 -4.04960 2.09200
200.130 I00.460 .23126 -.05908 .16990 -.23939 .0442B -.02705 9.98960 I0,00400 -4.04990 2.10190
199.900 .395 .22685 -.05614 .16935 -.23689 .04257 -.02620 9.99120 lO.OIIO0 -4.05500 2.09570
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, DIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI02) ( 12 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = IO.OOO
LREF = !2go.3oON INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN_ ZT y = nnn ._T or = nnn
._ww _, , _ ....
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1049/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
• 046 .021 .I9802 -.04726 .1431B -.24083 .0370B -.02820 9.99280 10.00600 -4.05170 -.02354
-.078 100o030 .20074 -.05023 .14694 -.24678 ,03964 -.OB70B 9.99290 10.01200 -4.064B0 -.036@B
-.041 199.920 .19336 -.04030 .I5385 -.26237 ,049B0 -.02643 9,99750 9.99760 -4.07080 -.03014
GRADJENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOD .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000Q .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE g7
IAI4B. OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF IOVTI02} ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA = lO.OOO
LREF = [2g0.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = lO.OOO
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN, ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1050/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.896 199,950 .19747 -.03570 .15SB1 -.2516t .04510 -.02511 9.99970 10.00700 -4.06580 -.03334
49.863 99.950 .19293 -.03343 .15598 -.25136 .04491 -.02476 9.98940 10.01100 -4.05360 -.03069
49.977 -.I05 .19463 -.03637 .!4943 -.2380[ o0674I -.02367 9.99190 10.01000 -4.05250 -.02572
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I0511 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IO0.OBO -.174 .18922 -.03159 .15033 -.22588 .03455 -.02351 9.99760 9.99520 -4,05320 .01038
99.969 99.931 .20356 -.03459 .15790 -.23550 .04054 -.02555 9.99200 10.00700 -4.05000 -.01164
99.966 199.990 .21030 -.03923 ,IBIS5 -.2_383 .04475 -.02766 9.99210 |0,01000 -4.05210 -.01696
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I052/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.070 |99.930 .23534 -.0515I .16977 -.24612 .04785 -.02973 9.99590 10.00700 -4.048|0 ,01745
200.110 100.000 .24418 -.05369 .16732 -.23860 .04492 -.02943 9.99860 10.00900 -4.05080 .02709
200.180 -.066 .23083 -.03959 .16851 -.2293! .04345 -.03012 10.00900 10.00600 -4.06690 ;05506
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OzET N!SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI03) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAB = lO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO, I0531 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
7 X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
i039 99Z963 _21788 -.06261 .14923 -.2392_ .0344| -.02382 9.99210 XO,OOigO -4.u#ibU -.uug/b
-.070 t99.990 .20272 -.04868 .15120 -.24230 .03973 -.02207 9.99990 10.00000 -4.07170 -.01342
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 98
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIO3) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2890.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.008 BETA - 10.000
LREF - !290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = B.O00 BETAB - tO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE - .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. I054/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - °5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.777 200.070 .19784 m.04014 .15056 --.24174 .04008 --.02277 10.00300 10.00700 --4.06890 --.02171
49.783 99.829 .18895 -,03577 .14gO0 -.23375 .03519 -.02126 9.99240 IO.OllOO -4.05530 -.02455
49.845 - 046 .19854 -.04334 .1492Z -.22375 .02769 -,02086 9.98850 I0.01400 -4.04630 -.01528
GRADIENT .00000 .O00qO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .uwvu_n_nn _nn_n nnnnn noonn. vv_v ,vv.v .....
RUN NO. I0551 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
99.938 -.136 .20158 -.03851 .15423 -.21783 .02868 -.02032 9.99970 I0.00600 -4.05160 .03998
99.954 99.942 .20717 -.04116 .15971 -.24353 .04089 -.02518 9.98790 10.01400 -4.04380 .00813
99.854 199.980 .20775 -.04327 .16084 -.2499B .04551 -.02746 9.9B540 IO.OOSO0 -4.0q530 .0147B
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 105SI 0 RNIL • 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -S.O01 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.000 189.910 .22627 -.05042 .16991 -.25158 .05093 -.02921 9.98960 I0.00100 -4.04210 .06651
200.180 99.963 .23896 -.05720 .16862 -.24021 .04585 -.02835 9.99480 10.00500 -4.04940 .07890
200.170 -.105 .24232 -.05835 .I6977 -.22732 .04200 -.02542 9,99420 lO.O010O -4.05310 .10994
GRAO_£NT .00000 .OGOOG .00000 .00000 .OGGOO .00000 .OGOGG .GOOOG .00000 .00000
IAI4B, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI04) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - i0.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = B.O00 BETAB - 10.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES Z_RP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1057/ 0 RN/L - 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA _1A
-.019 -.036 .22826 -.06632 .15048 -.23480 .0328I -.02085 9.99490 10.00500 ~4.05190 .062_
-.007 99.920 .21913 -.06221 .15044 -.24559 .03717 -,02162 9.98760 10.01200 -4,05210 .03179
-.000 200.030 .21265 -,05364 .!5387 -,25107 .03924 -.02074 9.99830 I0.00800 -4.06480 o0305q
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE lB OCT 77 IAt42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 88
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF IOVTI04) { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 8690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO,DDO BETA • ID.ODD
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAB - 10.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 10581 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.841 200.050 .20818 -.04533 .15873 -.25221 ,04NI? -.02437 9.99800 9,99850 -4.06180 .03563
49,838 99.850 .20314 -.04369 .15639 -.24447 .04107 -.02155 9.99040 I0.00900 -4.04950 .04457
49.809 -.054 .20942 -.05053 .15444 -.22871 .03353 -.01877 9.88620 i0.00800 -4.03920 .06590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OGO00
RUN NO. 10591 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.150 -.193 .21977 -.05139 .15824 _.22527 .03554 -.02048 9.99600 9.99300 -4.04800 .I0218
99.926 99.984 .2t857 -,05192 .15127 -.24508 .04320 -.02530 9.99090 10.01300 -4.04500 ,0539?
99.903 200.030 .21548 -.04q71 .16?0t -.25651 .04896 -.02763 8.99610 10.01200 -4.05500 .02979
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ._0000 .O0000 .00000
RUN NO. I060/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199,800 199.880 .22529 -.05316 .17153 -.24804 .04861 -.02834 9.99260 10.00200 -4.04710 .07526
200.120 100.000 .23048 -.05628 .16877 -.23987 .04665 -.02730 9.99100 10.00300 -4.04920 ,10238
200,020 -.097 .23761 -.06074 .16952 -.23312 .04482 -.02638 9.99090 10.00400 -4.05180 .11622
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS OFF (OVTIO5) ( iB OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = i2_0.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA9 = 6.000 BETAB B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. lOBIl 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
....... _* _v _v_ _l ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.013 95.954 .20522 -.05433 .14744 -.24559 .04012 -:02722 9.88670 lO.OOeOO -4.06180 -2:00440
-.155 195.950 .18543 -.03715 .14923 -.25042 .04335 -.02383 I0.00000 10.00900 -4.07780 -2.00710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I00
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIO5) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 _N. XT ALPHA - I0,000 BETA • IO.O00
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 6,000 BETAB - B.OOO
BREF 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. |0B2/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.873 195.930 .tBBB3 -.03295 .14932 -.24016 .03915 -.02311 I0.00100 10.00900 -4,07020 -t.BSBBO
49.791 95.9!3 .18068 -.02905 .I4578 -.23514 ,03537 -.02218 8.99170 10.01200 -4.05710 -2.00190
48.785 -4.045 .182_6 -.03259 .]482. -.22!3. .0275! --02122 9.98190 I0.01200 -4.04490 -].99810
GRADIEN, .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. )063/ 0 RN/L = ].52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.060 -4.202 .19579 -.03322 .14880 -.22378 .03143 -.02196 10.00400 lO.OOIOD -4.05770 -1.97080
99.782 95.923 .19013 -.03145 .15118 -.22563 .03610 -.02386 9.98860 10.00100 -4.04600 -1.87580
100.040 196.030 .20245 -.03798 .15387 -.24084 .04204 -.02625 9.99090 10.0|400 -4.05060 -1.99230
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10641 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.930 195.930 .22223 -.04665 .16974 -.25058 .04990 -.02937 9.98920 10.00600 -4.04260 -1.95510
200.180 96.055 .23338 -.05121 .16749 -.24567 .04718 -.02865 9.99370 10.00900 -4.04760 -I.95100
200.210 -4.287 .22590 -.04007 .]6894 -.23108 .0432S -.0285B JO.OD500 9.99170 -_.06300 -t.90880
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI06) ( IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA = 10.000
_,,=,'oc_ _ ,'2°n_,..............._nnn IN_N_q YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 6.000 BETA8 = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1065/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
-.I37 -3.941 .21838 -.06058 .15072 ".24639 .03767 -.02250 9.99150 10.01500 -4.05960 -I.96450
.049 96.041 .21415 -.05779 ,14866 -,24703 .03891 -.02344 9.99320 IO.OI000 -4.06470 -1.96360
-.131 195.060 .IBBl7 -.04486 .1515Z -.25007 .0422I -.02196 _.99950 10.00800 -4.07160 -I.96320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000D .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE t2 OCT 77 iA|42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 10!
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIO6) ( IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1087.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA 10.000
LREF = 12go.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- B.O00 BETAS = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. |065/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.771 I96.000 .19674 -.04003 .I5718 -.2512! .04423 -.02347 9.99460 10.00500 -4.06300 -I.BBIBO
49.925 95.959 .19228 -.03667 .15395 -,24345 .03893 -,02166 9.99560 ID.01100 -4.0B]00 -1.96590
49,839 -4,043 .19819 -.04274 .1536i -.23304 .03247 =.02001 9.98810 I0,01300 -4.04820 -!.95840
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10671 0 RNIL= 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.984 -4.114 '.20726 -.04230 .15531 -.22685 .03496 -.02075 IO.O0100 8.99780 -4.05330 -1.92570
99.980 95.956 .20488 -.04115 .15648 -,24342 .04106 -.02419 9.98650 I0.01600 -4.04430 -].96320
99.843 195-890 .20533 -.04119 .i6634 -.25455 .04883 -.02753 9,98700 _0.00300 -4.04840 -I.95280
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10681 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.920 195.980 .22135 -.04819 .[693S -.25420 .05178 -.02897 9.99870 10.00200 -4.05310 -1.92290
200.050 96.093 .22685 -.05153 .16862 -.24744 .04990 -.02871 9.99140 10.00500 -4.04650 -1.91300
200.210 -4.079 .23773 -.05667 .16844 -.23181 .04499 -.02651 9.99350 10.00600 -4.05330 -1.89300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_Ai42, O/ET N/BR_ SEPARATING, BOTH S_ JETS _F (OVTI071 ( 12 _T 77 !
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - |097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = I290._000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - 6.000 BETAB - 8,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0108 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. I089/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5o00/ 5.00
v PM KI M CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.070 95.9t7 .20659 -.05267 1495_ -:24552 03646 -.01872 9.99290 10.01700 -4.05750 -I.97090
-.039 196.070 .20536 -.04825 .15746 -.25095 .04103 -.02018 9.99420 10.00800 -4.06010 -I.95770
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE lOB
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI07) ( I2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= B.O00 BETAS - B.O00
BREF = iESO.30OO INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZF Y = IO0.O00 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I070/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.842 195,950 .20478 -.043_S .I_87V -.25S3_ .04505 -,02483 9.99270 10.00600 -4.05570. -I.965_0
_9,874 95.853 .i9890 -.04t74 .15797 -.24957 .04281 -.02234 9.98950 I0.00500 -4.04970 -1.95560
49,803 -_._"_=_ ,,_'°_........- n_q I4s38 -.2_951 .02738 -. 01727 9.99070 ....Au,u|cOw_ .-4.04490 =|.93820
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I071/ 0 RN/L = |.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN COL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100,050 -4.087 .21334 -.04842 .|5952 -.22957 .03754 -.02143 9.99340 9.99420 -4.04540 -1.90500
99.816 95.893 .21IT9 -.0488! .I6_32 -.24770 .04377 -.02547 9.99060 I0.01700 -4.04680 -J.95950
99.954 198.090 .21217 -.04710 .16786 -.25687 .04774 -.02657 9.99170 10.01300 -4.05260 -I.95860
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
RUN NO. 1072/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN COL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.990 195.940 .221SB -.05073 .17032 -.2499! .04889 -.02777 9.99160 9.99460 -4.04760 -1.91090
200.030 95.957 .22326 -.05224 .I6943 -.24142 .04667 -.02755 9.99090 I0.00200 -4.04860 -1.90420
199.940 -3.958 .22592 -.05456 .16949 -.2369| .04476 -.02847 9.98920 I0.01400 -4.05010 -1.90250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI081 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA " I0.000 BETA " 10.000
LREF = !290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 2.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES Z_RP - 4_0.0000 IN. ZT Y - cuu.uuu _. r_ = .vvu
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 18501 0 RN/L = 1.5} GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.DO/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY • CYN COL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IO0.IBO -2.575 .25560 -.08133 .15889 -.23408 .03835 -.01985 9.99100 lO.Ol400 -9.06830 4.07570
lOG.010 97.307 .26068 -.08942 .16148 -.L=439! .04292 -.02452 9.98140 IO.OI400 -8.05850 4.07650
I00.I70 197.470 .23907 -.06358 .iBBli -.24945 .04925 -.02482 lO,OIIO0 IO,OIIOO -8.08730 4,06260
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000
DATE t2 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 103
IA!42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIO8} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = lOBT.O000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = lO.O00
LF_F = 12_0.3000 INCHES YMf_:' .0000 IN. YT ALF_AB = 2.000 ._TAB = |_.GO0
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. Z851/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.930 197.450 .23455 -.06302 .17270 -.25082 .05010 -.02705 9.98600 10.01700 -8.06540 4.09850
I50.IIO 97.378 .23332 -.06377 .16567 -.24425 .04545 -.02449 9.99170 10.02000 -8.07080 4.07460
_50.230 -2.765 .2358I -.09449 +1632I -.23467 ,03887 -.02279 9.99460 JO.0OBOD -B.07bSD _.08900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1852/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN COL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.040 -2.548 .23663 -.06409 .15720 -.24638 ,04485 -.02633 9.99260 I0.02100 -8.07250 4.07120
200.160 97,396 .23786 -,06511 .17304 -.24781 ,04693 -.02753 9.98710 I0.01300 -8.07220 4.08970
200,070 197.400 .23527 -,06306 .17359 -.25274 .05096 -.02864 9.99350 I0.01600 -8.07630 4,07640
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI09) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = lOB7.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = lO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 HAIb_ = 4.500
RUN NO. 1853/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.230 .330 .26905 -.09084 .I5119 -.22440 .03373 -.02548 9.99050 10.01400 -8.06720 2.04100
90.768 100.460 .25046 -.07842 .15564 -.24351 .04104 -.02710 9.99370 I0.02500 -8.06010 2.01370
100.020 200.470 .22254 -.05428 .15998 -.26220 .04925 -.02700 I0.00300 I0.02600 -8.08310 1.99420
GRADIENT .0o000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1854/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN COL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.940 200.440 .22858 -.05510 .17007 -.26026 .05200 -.03065 9199160 I0.01000 -8.06720 2.02290
,mn _n Inn xtn _2_71L -.06085 .16BB2 -.24666 .04631 -.02764 9.98800 i0.01200 -8.06460 2.04780
GRADIENT .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .OOUUU .UUUUU
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I04
IA242. DIET _ISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIOgl ( 08 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAS _ 2.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZRRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ID0,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 18551 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.420 .I83 .26162 -.07559 .tGBG5 -.22841 .04033 -.0_604 9.98930 10.00700 -8.07280 2,09320
199.880 I00.220 .25069 -.06783 .17080 -.24468 .04756 -.02911 9.99270 I0.01900 -8.07390 2.06230
i99.770 200.250 .23965 -.06!_! ,]7250 -.25721 .05274 -.03085 9.98970 IO.OIBO0 -8.05650 2.03420
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .OGOO0 ._v_n_ ._nnnnn..........nnnnn nono0 00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, OlET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTII01 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHA@ = 2.000 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC _ .000
SCALE = .OIOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1858/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.I00 .358 .24930 -.0800] .15315 -.22873 .03471 -.02092 9.98880 I0.01900 -8.06360 2.06040
}OD. 13O IOD.360 .2503,6 -.0795_ .A5,952 -.24669 .D_501 -.02608 9.99250 lO.OIBO0 -8.06_00 2.0_780
100.040 200.330 .22628 -.05850 .16145 -.25417 .04825 -.02522 10.00200 14.01700 -B.OBI70 2.02300
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 .GO000 .O000O
RUN NO. ]857I 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.060 200.390 .23140 -.06017 .16685 -.25328 .04968 -.02764 9.99 t 60 10,01500 -8.07430 2.04590
150.050 100_300 .2330q -.06249 .16525 -.24619 .04732 -.02596 9,99.80 I0,0]300 -8.070?0 2.08500
15U.i40 ._o_ .c_O,. ................ 03650 -.02198 9.99230 10.02000 ,8.07440 2.07660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .oooDO .00000
RUN NO. 1858/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.200 .222 .23164 -.06147 .16359 -.2394@ .04169 -.02571 9.99240 10.01400 -8.07910 2.08780
200.100 I00.220 .24098 -.06647 .17135 -,24733 .04929 -°02822 9,98990 10.01100 -8.07280 2.09790
I99.910 200.410 =23384 -.06244 .17343 -.25377 .050@6 -.02909 9.99120 10.02000 -8.07170 2.06890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 105
IA142, O/ET NISRBS 3EPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIII) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = lB.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YH_? = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 2,000 BETAB 10,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OLD0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1859/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -B.O0! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,98I -,057 ,21294 -.05145 ,I4648 -,22698 .03010 -.02698 9.98840 I0.0J800 -8.05480 -.01092
99.974 99.888 .2i02I -.05274 .i50i2 -.23292 .03469 -.02692 9,984!0 _0 0.600 -8 061.0 -.0!958
100,140 199.850 .19392 -.03632 .15136 -.23552 .03685 -.0255I 10.00300 10.01500 -8.08070 _.02215
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. IBBO/ 0 RN/L : ,.,I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.170 I99.850 .20642 -.04098 .15744 -.24028 .03844 -.08736 9.99340 TO.Of900 -8.06790 -.00821
150.180 99.885 .20508 -.03757 .15358 -.23159 .03393 -.02441 9.99780 I0.01700 -8.07150 _.00167
i50,290 -.054 .21979 -.04731 .I506B -.22394 .03147 -.02476 9.99040 10.01700 -8.06300 .01233
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000
RUN NO. I861/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.500 -.llO .22310 -.03941 .16870 -.2332B .04396 -.03020 10.00500 10.00100 -B.OBBBO .05231
199.930 99.770 .23872 -.05230 .]B522 -.243B1 .04410 -.02973 9.98510 I0.02500 -8.06040 .00508
199,940 199,890 .23736 -.05525 .16671 -.25234 .04803 -.03207 9,989!0 10,0!900 -8.06520 -.00232
GRADIENT .08800 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, DIET MISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTII2) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 iN. YT ALPHA8 - 2.000 BETAB !0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1852! 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
....... ., _v rvkl Pml AI DHA _FTA _A_ CA n_rTA
100.120 -,165 .23787 -.Ub/_ .I_4_ -.c3ut: .va_ -.u==v_ _,_v_ ..............
99.726 99.934 .21848 -.05985 .15094 -.23638 .03400 -.02554 9.98280 {0[02300 -8.06110 -;03259
100,020 199.990 .19976 -.04197 .1560B -.24929 .04223 -.02500 9.98890 " 10.01200 -8.07900 -.03164
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I06
IAI42, O/ET _/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIIB) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRER 2590.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - IO97.0000 IN, XT ALPHA - IO.OOO BETA tO.e00
LREF • 1290.3008 INCHES YMRP - .OOOO IN, YT ALPHAB - 2.000 BETAS IO.O00
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN, ZT Y " 50.000 JET PC = .OOO
SCALE TM .OIO0 HACH • 4,500
RUN NO. 18531 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.200 199.BBO .21897 -.04742 .1692_ -.25708 .05049 -.03052 W.995BO I0.00500 -9.07!70 -.00842
150o090 99.B06 .20957 -.04279 .15797 -.23860 .03810 -.02389 9.99300 10.02200 -8.06770 -.01889
150.340 -.I06 .22545 -.05425 .I5B71 -.22150 .03221 -.02362 9.98840 IO.OI300 -8.06530 .01703
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO ,OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 18641 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2DO.S10 -.192 .2400B -.05575 .}B304 -.22493 .D3747 -.02503 9.99760 lO.OZ200 -8.07890 .03925
199.8B0 99.674 .2392B -.05811 .15746 -.24246 ,04474 -.02S02 9,99260 10.02200 -8.05B10 .00652
199.840 199.840 .23157 -.05645 .IS052 -.25498 .04977 -.03069 9.98270 I0.02000 -8.05580 -.00807
GRADIENT .DO000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
IAI42. O/ET R/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTII3) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAmETRiC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0DOO IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF " 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 2.000 BETAB = IO.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - lO0.OOO JET PC - .OOO
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 18_5/ O RN/L " l.BI GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.OO/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lOO.O?O - I94 .23B|4 -.05977 14422 -.22284 .03254 -.02156 9.99240 iO.OiBOO -8.07050 "_,.,
lO0.OSO 99.906 .23753 -.06932 .15564 -.24887 .044Be -.02573 9.99090 I0.02200 -8.D6990 .04255
tO0.07O 199.820 .21719 -.05171 .18292 -.26087 .04905 -.OES3B 9.99830 I0.01700 -8.0B050 .0397I
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .O00OO .00000 .O000O .00000 .OOOOO .00000
RUN NO. I8661 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA . CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
l_B.900 200.020 .2}525 -.05093 ._6264 -.25823 ,05048 -.02934 9.99240 10,00900 -B.07070 .0144_
150.200 99.837 .2214N -.05496 .15788 -.B4492 .04237 -.02638 9.99170 |0.02000 -B.07050 ,03103
150.230 -.151 .23038 -.06215 .14900 -.21899 .03170 -.02Oll 9.B9030 I0.01200 -8.06870 .06225
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .OOOO0 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?7 IAI42, I DC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 109
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTII3_ ( 02 FEB 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. . XMRfl. - I0£?.0000 IN. XT ALPHA I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 2.000 BETAB I0.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1869/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.570 ~.084 .24261 -.06598 .16150 -.23195 .04098 -.02521 9.99180 10.01200 -8.09640 .06998
|99.870 99.829 .23668 -.06251 .!8262 -.24483 ,04762 -,02974 9.99270 |0.01700 -8.075|0 .05038
198.770 199.930 .22958 -.05781 .17136 -.25779 .05397 -.03049 9.99210 I0.01700 -8.07000 .03004
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTll4) ( 02 FEB 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I099.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB " 8.000
BRE_ = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " .000 JET PC " .OOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1668/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.060 -4.160 .21469 -.05185 .14578 -.23205 .03300 -.02720 9.98910 I0.01400 -8.06400 -2,00930
100.040 95.922 ,21881 -.05644 ,14985 -,24166 .04]03 -.02854 9.98530 I0.0]300 -8.06350 -2.01130
99.906 195.850 .19748 -.03834 .15216 -.24969 .04504 -.02730 9.99850 10.01500 -8.07720 -2.01050
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1869/ 0 RN/L : 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.040 I95.930 .20376 -.03929 .]5656 -.24068 .03942 -.02725 9.99310 TO.OTTO0 -8.06810 -2.00680
i50.000 95.610 .194_0 -.03403 .1523! -.23449 .03649 -_02_!! 9.99380 IO.OISO0 -8.06680 -2.00350
150.330 -4.149 .201I! -.03568 .15057 -.22199 .03202 -.02524 9.99140 10.0!200 -8.06630 -1.98320
GRADIENT ;00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1890/ 0 RNIL = !.ST GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
v r_, rim r_ _y CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t99.840 95.8?2 .22502 -.04658 15?55 -,24315 04333 -_02843 9.98400 10.02200 -8.05750 -I.99080
200.100 195.900 .23110 -.05115 .15992 -.25288 .04956 -.03111 9.98760 I0.01900 -8.06160 -I.99430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 108
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTII5) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA - lO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
LREF - 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP - ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 2.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHE5 ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1871/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH v_r^ rY_. CYN CBL ALPHA o_,A_FT DA.rA_, OBETA
I00. I90 -4 053 ,22072 -.05727 .14540 -.22819 .03334 -.02199 8.98560 IO.OI300 -8.05450 -i.99050
IO0,O00 95_896 .22005 -,05783 .15261 -,25)29 .04376 _.02623 9,99520 I0.02000 -8.06710 -2,01740
99.985 I96.000 .20184 -,04158 .16007 -.26269 .05090 -,02593 9,99790 10.0]400 -8.08070 -2.01120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OQO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1872/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
150.020 195.960 .21098 -.04466 .16097 -,26092 .05098 -.02976 9.99470 10.01200 -8.07300 -2.00410
150.060 95.858 .20977 -.04491 .15598 -.24523 .04397 -.02617 9.99030 10.01700 -8.06640 -1.99640
150.220 -3,828 .21872 -.05173 .14991 -.22528 .03259 -.02132 9.99010 10,04100 -8.06800 -1.99700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 187_/ 0 RN/L = I_51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.450 -4.I33 ,23519 -.05756 .15633 -.23081 .04128 -.02490 9.99490 I0.00300 -8.07730 -1.94380
199.830 95.822 .22886 -.05542 .15593 -.24454 ,04525 -.02779 9.99020 10.02200 -8.06780 -I.97870
199,880 I95.'950 .22516 -.05382 .I6018 _.25874 .05114 -.03026 9.98940 10.02000 -8.06570 -l.gssoo
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA|42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BCTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTII6) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = lO,O00
LREF = 1290.3000 [NCHES YMRP = .GO00 IN. YT ALPHAS = 2.000 BETA8 = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1874/ 0 RN/L = l,St GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.110 -4,046 .21913 -.05616 .15355 -.23617 .03987 -.02157 9.99480 10.01600 -8.07390 -I.98610
I00.030 95.929 .22566 -.05979 .16606 -.25399 .04770 -.02519 9.98890 10.01800 -8.06930 -2.00760
|00.020 195.950 ,216]1 -.05014 .16703 -.25954 .04947 -.02685 9.99790 IO.OIB00 -8.07860 -2.01680
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 109
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTII6) { 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ 10.000 BETA i0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS i 2.000 BETAS 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1875/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.000 195.930 .81713 -.04979 .17035 -.25979 .05262 -.02903 9.99400 I0.00700 -8.07380 -1.98920
150.160 95,745 .21930 -.05187 .!7018 -.2507! .04938 -,02734 9.98890 IO,OlO00 -8.08930 -1.98020
150.I90 -4.398 .22048 -.05472 .15269 -.22791 .03752 -.02249 9.99250 lO.CC500 -8.07180 -1.85490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1876/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
200.310 -4.642 ,22154 -.05467 .15412 -.22786 103844 -.02364 9.98950 9.98340 -8.07400 -1.93060
200.050 95.854 .22479 -.05688 .'15966 -.24586 .04613 -.02743 9.98880 10.01800 -8.08920 -1,97410
199.990 195.900 .22560 -.05527 .I7188 -.25791 .05285 -.02989 9,99170 10.01600 -8.07170 -1.99450
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTII7) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -ID.O00 BETAS - I4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I150/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
-.012 -2,344 -.27474 .06724 .25898 -.37447- .11785 -.Q4086 -10.00200 lO.OiO00 -.16578 4.10520
-.215 197.540 -.28133 .06978 .25864 -.38114 .12322 -.04148 -10.00600 10.01200 -.I6795 4.08030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000
RUN NO. IT51/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
v e_, rIM P& EY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.860 97.670 .27844 07033 ,25775 -13_839 12097 -.04166 -I0.00600 10.01300 -.i6487 4.08020
49.955 -2.350 -.27167 .06748 .25391 -.38101 .12138 -,04170 -IO.O0100 lO.OlSC_ -.16797 4,08820
GRADIENT .oneo0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .05000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA[42, AEOC V41_-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I.i0
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB. JETS OFF (OVTII7) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA " PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690-0000 5Q.FT, XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREV = [290.3000 INCHES ZMRP =" 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1152/ 0 RNtL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
99.030 -_ _Q, - _7 .06954 .24BB2 -.37842 .I2019 _.04113 o o,_n ..
......... -,.9 .... IO.O!O00 -.t76_9 _.08860
99.611 97.569 -.28196 .07310 .25227 -,37643 .II955 -.04075 -i0,00600 i0.0i300 _.162_0 4. ^u,=3u
99.787 |97.740 -,27986 ,07340 .25253 --.37750 .]1907 -.04}00 -fO.O020O lO.O}BO0 -.IB456 4,04070
GRAO1ENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I1531 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.500 _97.650 -.29002 .0BI23 .25293 -.366B1 .11307 -.03707 -10.00200 10.01600 -.|5B)5 4,03940
199.860 97.558 -.28679 .08016 .2529B -.36315 .11174 -.03683 -10.00300 I0.01100 -,16095 4.06900
199.930 -2.408 -.28458 .07906 .25213 -.36451 .ll21B -.03746 -I0,00400 10.01400 -.I6135 4.07B00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIIB) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA lO.OOO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ -IO.OOO BETAB I2.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1154/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_t60 .479 -.2850I .0708! .25975 -=37619 .I1510 -.04304 -I0.00300 10.01400 -.16993 2.03410
-.194 100,470 -,28250 .07077 .25910 -.3BB3B ,12030 -,04317 -10.00000 IO.OlBO0 -:16790 ].99850
-.307 200.400 -.2BIBO .06997 .25975 -.39272 .1235B -.04279 -I0.00500 10.01200 ~.16275 1.99510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 11551 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL' ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
49.74B 200.400 -.2BtSB .0739B ,2595B -.39954 .12BB9 -.04206 -9.99630 IO.OI300 -.16207 1.98000
49.783 IO0.6IO -.B8477 .0745B .25824 -.40263 .I2B17 -.04279 -I0.00600 10.02000 -.I5340 !.9B210
5e.13a .#8I -.28095 .07352 .25#8e -.3926I .t230B -.043f9 -IO.OGBOg I0.01500 -.I6626 2.02120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? IA142, AEOC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 111
IA142. O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTII81 { 02 FEB 99 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IQ.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALRHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1156/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.050 • .361 -.26014 .06593 .24530 -.39025 .12358 -.04173 -9.99260 I0.00900 -.16905 2.01570
99.370 I00.510 -.27257 .07137 .25120 -.40037 .12771 -.04201 -I0.01300 10.01700 -.14088 1.97970
99.648 200.490 -.27423 .07240 .25749 -.39739 .12697 -.04197 -10.00800 10.01500 -.I4228 1.96740
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I157/ 0 RN/L : 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.3Z0 200.380 -.28624 .08251 .25462 -.37723 .11711 -.03707 -9.99900 10.01400 -.13793 1.97470
200.200 100,490 -.27290 .07741 .25358 -.37620 .II685 -.03797 -9.99920 10_01300 -.I4650 t.99970
200.110 .364 -,26696 .07488 .25236 -.37577 .II732 -.03902 -I0.00200 IO.OIO00 -.I5287 2.02090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIIgI ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -I0.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. Zf Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1158/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
- .251 .557 -.27436 .06910 .25836 -.37010 .11672 -.04271 -9.99500 10.01100 -.17368 2.12900
-.294 100.440 -.27936 .07067 .26214 -.37725 .11949 -.04196 -10.01100 I0.01700 -.15970 2.09670
-,223 200.520 -.27876 .06983 .25689 -.38606 .12315 -.U4129 -i0.00300 i0.01900 -.i6590 2.07270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -=00000 .00000
RUN NO. I159/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
z x CN CLM CA CY___ CYN___ CBL..... ALPHA .^BET_.^ DALFA DBETA
50.OIZ 100.580 -.27749 .07112 .26063 -.38688 .I2398 -.04229 -I0.00600 lo.utsoo -.lb_U_ C.UUUbU
49.959 .438 -.27117 .06820 ,25459 -.37653 .II982 -.04222 -10.00100 IO.OI200 -.16745 2.10950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ..00000 .00000 .00000 .O00GO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE IT2
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTII9} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA IO.O00
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -I0.000 BETAS 12.000
BREF 290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y ]50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. ]160/ 0 RN/L = !.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
99.674 .342 -.27350 .06956 .2503] -.3_J?O . J_JB2 -.04_B_ -_0. nnTnnuw_ _.v_nnlmnm _ .,_'m_O........ m mm_m 0
99.589 i00.520 -.2B193 .07243 ,25396 -.38569 .12201 -.04IS9 -lO,OOBO0 I0,0|700 -.I5830 2.07530
99.74! 200.3B0 -.27710 .07147 .25508 -.38565 .12228 o.04189 -lO.OOSO0 10.0|300 -.15206 2.05370
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000Q
RUN NO. 116l/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_99,470 200.390 -.28857 .08216 .25292 -.36909 .]1437 -.03655 -9.9959D IO.OI}0O -.I5343 2.06240
200.080 I00.400 -.28647 .08174 .25457 -.3667G .11411 -,03677 -IO.OOIO0 10.01200 -.I5841 2.07750
200.|20 .489 -.27952 .07838 ,25295 -.37044 .|1528 -.037S0 -B.99990 I0.0|500 -.16349 2.10130
GR_ZENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 " .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI20) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -lO.O00 BETA 10.000
LREP = 1290.3000 INCHES Yt_P - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -10.000 BETAS 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC : .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1152/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.040 -.002 -.3044B .06722 ,25430 -.36888 lOGO0 -.0435i -i0.00300 i0.02400 ......... ". --. IOCUU -.ul_u_
-.213 I00.080 -.30104 .06970 .2593B -,37287 .II097 -.04487 -I0.00300 10.02200 -.|5168 -.01400
-.111 199.880 -.28974 .06554 .25884 -.37988 .11513 -.04375 -9.99590 I0.01400 -.15949 -.0135B
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i163/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
q9.642 199.910 -.28894 .07|B2 .2564i -.3951I .1233B -.04165 -9.990!0 10,01200 -.16350 -.03200
49.B69 99.977 -.29548 ,07258 .25377 -.39361 .12012 -.04254 -10.00700 10.02000 -.]4503 .... 04333
49.726 -.051 -,30021 .0730B .24962 -.39170 .1|795 -.0436| -10.00300 10.01900 -.15045 -.03530
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-K!Ao TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAOE IT3
IAI42, OlET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI2BI ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -IO.O00 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. II04/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
99.958 -.056 -.28524 .07798 .25538 -.40447 .12477 -.04194 -9.98610 I0.01400 -.15447 -.04435
99.722 99.999 -,28944 .08030 .25837 -.40459 ,12753 -.04098 -9.99870 lO.OOBO0 -,13985 -.04477
99.655 _00.010 -.29071 .08022 .25939 -.40293 .12857 -.04052 -9.99900 i0.01000 -,13826 -.05390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _..00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1165/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.820 IBS.STO -.27745 .08250 .25129 -.38050 .I1905 -.03640 -9.98290 I0,00900 -,13019 -.03927
J99.930 1OO.O9D -._769_ .DBJBI .2553_ -.3_33_ .1_9_7 -.03719 -/0.00600 ZO.O_500 -.ll(;_O -.03308
200.190 -,OBB -.26287 .07688 .25692 -.39184 .[2184 -.03963 -9.99830 10.01700 -,13418 -.01963
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000P .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET NYSRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI21; ( 02 FEB 77 ;
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF' = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAS = -10.000 BETAS = 10.BOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 116B/ 0 RN/L _ 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.lib -.061 -.29622 .07297 .25528 -.35356 .10558 -.04269 -9.99960 10.01500 -.16120 .02474
,048 99.994 -.E9440 .07470 .25553 -.37859 .I139I -.04316 -9.99950 10.01400 -.16437 .01786
-.222 199.990 -.28808 .07133 .26030 -.38292 .liB?2 -.04351 -i0.00600 iO.OiG00 -.i5845 .01613
GRAO[ENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1|67/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00_ 5.00
2 X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
49.815 -99194q -.29050 .07560 .25417 -.39280 .12189 -.042_ -IU.UUbUU _U.UCUUU -,14_s_ -.uu4u=
49.879 -.I15 -.29325 .07629 .25097 -.38817 .11762 -.04393 -10.00600 10.01600 -.15Be9 .01209
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I14
IAI42. OIET WISPS5 SEPARATIng, BOTH SRB ,,"£T5.CR'F (OVTIBIJ ( 02 FEB 77 f
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 10BT.OOOO IN. XT ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -10.000 BETAS I0.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. fiBS/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
89,716 -.017 -.28469 .07477 .24728 -.39"/II .i2265 -.04257 -_._9790 Au.u_u_=_ ._,,,'='=' ._=,_nn°_°
99.534 iO0.16O -.29q_C .08094 .257!2 -.40075 .12627 -.04146 -10,01100 I0,02000 -.lS451 -.01277
99,90l 199.880 -.28439 .07778 .25901 -.39486 .12559 -,04121 -9.99920 10.00900 -.14605 -.00855
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 11691 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CGIL ALF_-/A BETA OALFA OE_ETA
199.560 199.980 -.28545 .08328 .25079 -.37698 .liB61 -.03576 -9.99200 |0.01400 -.1379G -.00314
199.930 99.996 -.27575 .07887 .25353 -.38007 .11657 -.O3BI5 -9.99910 10.01800 -.13663 .00302
200.340 -.05t -.26170 .07214 .2547! -.38163 ,11783 -.04065 -10.00200 10,01300 -.14402 .02712
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ORF (OVTI22) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF • 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF " I290,3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -I0.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE - .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 21701 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.0g/ 5400
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.158 -,UTI -.26_66 .07560 .£_57_3t -.37_67 .tt55_ -.(t¢._360 -_._¢,_'9'90 tO.OiSOO -.i676_ .05522
-.050 100.010 -.2853G .07227 .25178 -.38363 .11924 -.04292 -9.99840 10.01900 -.16879 .02652
-.334 199,840 -.28575 .07263 .25383 -.38659 .12187 -.04205 -|0.00800 10.00900 -.15727 .02845
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I171/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.595 199,890 -.26498 .07527 .26103 -.3956! .126_8 -.04270 -I0.00700 I0.01300 -.t5167 .01!33
49.999 100.050 -.28505 .07579 .2594B -.39258 .12443 -.04272 -I0.00400 |0.01300 -.J5712 .02057
50.081 -.179 -.27307 .06571 .24246 -.38317 .llBIB -.04237 -10.00200 10.00900 -,16406 .04797
, GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 1t5
IA|42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF {OVTI22) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -lO.OOO 9ETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IOO.O00 JET PC = .OOO
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. IT?2/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA .CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.652 -.OBt -.27249 .06995 ,24964 -.3910B .I2320 -.04235 -9.99720 lO.Ol4OO -.1634B .03815
99.466 100.050 -.28033 ,,0?415 .254_6 -.39463 .12497 =.04226 -I_,OvBO_nn n I0.0,500 -.14530 .0!072
99,746 199.920 -.2768B .07336 ,25690 -.38956 .12315 -.04199 -10.00200 10.01100 -.14788 .00572
GRADIENT .OO000 .00000 .00000 ,0000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, I1331 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA 8ETA DALFA DE-TA
199.350 199.880 -.28916 .08338 .853?4 -.3?591 .11678 -.03678 -9.99940 10.01400 -.I3916 .01022
199.980 99.94I -.28505 .08084 .25320 -.37698 ,t17t8 -.03775 -IO.OOIO0 10.01200 -.14479 ,02395
B00.360 .053 -.27528 .07789 ,25292 -,37136 .11658 -.03837 -9.99830 I0.00800 -.1567B .04381
GRADIENT .O0000 .00000 ,00000 .DO000 .DO000' .O0000 .O00OO .O000O .O000O .00000
IA|42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF tOVTI23} ( 08 FEB ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO,O00 BETA = IO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0800 IN. YT ALPHAS = -lO.O00 BETAB = 8.000
BREF. = 12B0,3000 INCHES ZMRP 458.0000 IN, ZT Y = .DO0 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ._v_'_ MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1|741 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
• 048 -3.874 -.308|5 .07514 .25701 -.35635 .10296 -.O43BB -10,00200 10.01300 -.15733 -1.98370
.1t0 95.928 -.29889 .03224 .25569 -.3682i .=u=,=........... -.u_=o_ -=u._=u_'__=_ ,_,v=_'nn =nn -.._='=_ -Z.98990
-.023 196,030 -.29010 .06870 .25630 -.33112 .11219 -.04333 -10.00200 10.01300 -.16033 -1.98980
GRADIENT ,00000 .O000O .00000 ,OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. II]51 0 RN/L = |.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
....... _A _v PVWI POI AI #_& _ETA hal #& _#FTA
49.719 |88.078 -.B9240 .U/_t_ .d_oou -.3_bo_ ._u_, -.u_cc= -=._=Juv =v._v_ ._,_ _._,_
49.764 98,025 -.29713 .07621 .25490 -..38411 .11733 .04314 -I0.00700 10.02200 -.|4356 -2.01730
49,843 -3.997 --.29998 .07643 .25080 -.37696 .|1242 -.04393 -10,00400 10.01700 -.14815 -2.00500
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 ,O000O .O00OO ,OOO00 .DO000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4]A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 2)6
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIB3) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE BATA PARAHETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0,000 BETA = |0,000
LREF • 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP • 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = • .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 1179/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.731 -4.129 -,29344 .07785 .25058 -.39356 .ii935 -.04256 -9.99570 I0.01700 ........_B_ -_._c,_,o
99.767 96.00_ -.29G50 .OB071 .2543B -.39259 .12156 -.04112 -]0.00500 I0.00900 -.13530 -2.01540
99.828 I95,940 -.2931B .08150 .25934 -.3935B .12415 -.04080 -]0.00100 10.00900 -.13951 -2.01930
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. I1771 0 RNIL = ].53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200,080 195.950 -.28298 .08472 .25275 -.37778 ,11676 -.03BIB -8.99940 10.01100 -.12506 -2.01'160
[99.860 95.853 -,2B085 ,08247 .25350 -.3795B ,11677 -.03715 -10.00500 IO.OOgO0 -.12464 -1.99870
200.200 -4.113 -,2653B .07523 ,25245 -.3835B .11721 -.03965 -9.99830 10.01700 -.13747 -1.B9700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142o O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATINGt BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI24) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP • 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA • -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF - IBgo.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB = 8,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN, ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE • .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 11781 0 RN/L • 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.003 -4.165 -.30472 ,08013 .2553B -.36971 ,10943 -.04361 -|0.00300 10.00400 -.|570B -2.00000
.II5 95.963 -.29393 .07312 .24472 -,37687 .11305 -.04304 -10.00600 10.01000 -.15606 -B.01550
-.086 [95.930 -.29006 .07313 .25238 -,38013 ,IIB96 -.04342 -B.99980 I0.00600 -.16204 -2.01200
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I1791 0 RNIL = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA, OBETA
49.582 195.980 -.28975 ,07785 .25538 -.38747 .12219 -,0_185 -9.99550 I0.01200 -.!5872 -B,03070
49.834 95.998 -.28475 ,07283 .24555 -,39028 .12064 -.04284 -10.00200 10.01900 -.15120 -2.04190
49.745 -3.95B -,29042 .07490 .24620 -.38550 ,liB99 -.04421 -I0.00500 I0.01400 -.1514B -B.02470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ,,7
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI24) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. .XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -]0.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1[80/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,924 -4.016 -.27521 .07180 .24303 -.39508 ,I2174 -,04270 -9.99360 10.0i700 -.15441 -2.03060
99.232 95,989 -.2957q .08088 .25439 -.39646 .12383 -.04187 -10.02200 10.00900 -.12320 -2.02940
99.965 I96.010 -.28449 .07761 .25803 -.39070 .12324 -.04142 -I0.00200 10.00900 -,14202 -2,03820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I181/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
|99,410 t95.930 -.28982 " .08495 .25235 -,37734 .11612 -,03656 -9.99580 10,01200 -.I3533 -2.03840
200.[20 96.084 -.27876 .07908 .24811 -.37984 .11595 -,03820 -9.99840 10,01800 -.I3585 -2.02930
200.170 -4.198 -.26585 .07324 ,25120 -.38178 .11746 -,04039 -lO,OllOO 10.00800 -.13355 -2,00350
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAt42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIB5} ( OB FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF ,= 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i182/ 0 RN/L - i.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.088 -3.872 -.29179 .07740 .25143 -.37328 .I1446 -.04355 -10.00200 10.02100 -.I6378 -I,94120
.020 96.016 -.27819 .06689 .24146 -.37890 .II636 -.04236 -10.00800 10.01400 -.15805 -1.95820
-.290 195.960 -.28028 .06832 .24564 -.38198 .11886 -.04159 -10.00500 10.00600 -,!5876 -!.953!0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. t183/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.49.811 196.110 -.27649 ..0685I .24875 -.39077 .12349 -.0426| -9.99970 IO.OlSOO -.15829 -I.g8190
561075 -4.023 -.27422 .06531 .2408I -.37798 .II665 -.04207 -i6166266 i6161666 i6T56 -{19_&60
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
DATE 25 JUt- 77 IAI%2, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE lib
IAI42. O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI25) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP • I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -TO.D00 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.ODO JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I184/ 0 RN/L = .53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.907 -4.105 ,.26=_7_ ._n_ou_.... 24888 -,38609 .|2289 -.04222 -9.99060 '_.00800 -,.'5°_, ,I.._.o_21n
gg.093 95.920 -.28806 .07669 .26048 -.39841 .1259B -.04294 -I0.02000 lO.OIBO0 -.13340 -|.975|0
99,783 196.0_0 -.28265 .074"_3 .25811 -.39123 .1234B -.04201 -I0.00200 IO.OI600 -,tSOll -I.98660
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
t
RUN NO. fiBS/ 0 RNIL = .52 GRADIENT |NTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.420 185.930 -.28288 .08441 .25402 -.37510 .II5B7 -.03655 -9.99730 10.01000 -.14355 -1.97880
200.030 96.072 -.28819 .OBl6B .25459 -.37364 .lISB5 -.03735 -9.89830 10.01300 -.14912 -1.96730
200.270 -4.043 -.27845 .07875 .25367 -.37200 .11624 -.03821 -9.99490 10.01300 -.16254 -1.94990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142., O/ET W/SRB$ SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI26) ( 02 FEB 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAB I4,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP • 450.0000 IN. ZT Y • 200.000 JET PC • .000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 19041 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
4909q0" -2.304 -.2378i .03951 ._o,v_=°'_ -.37905 ......I=PwR --fl4393 -10.00700 10.01700 -4.19730 4.10050
49.740 97.658 -.25602 .05353 .@5634 -.37854 .12169 -.04140 -9.99920 I0.01900 -4.20380 4.08480
49.792 |97.630 -.26444 .0580_ .25497 -.380t6 .12250 -.04IgS -10.00#00 10.01600 -4.19650 4.06110
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1905/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
9B.8Bt 197.640 -.27672 .06913 .25054 -.37935 .12Ill -.04298 -9.99780 IO.OIBO0 -4.19780 4.04720
100.090 97.662 -.26958 .06410 .25196 -.38183 .12250 -.04266 -10.00500 i0.0_800 -4.19810 4.05840
_g._B -2.#_g -.2615G .G5B_O .25_09 -.38t5# .1226_ -.G_t(_ -tO.OQBO0 tO.OtTO0 -_.19550 _.07740
GRADIENT .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
7DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 119
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING° BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIBB) ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARANETR2C DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -_4.000 BETAB- I4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = _50.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1906/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.540 -2.376 -.28167 .0740t .24536 -.37257 .11620 -.03920 -9.99870 I0.02300 -4.I9820 4.06970
199,730 97.653 -.2B90I .07865 .24725 -.35911 .liSt3 -.03800 -I0.00800 I0.01800 -4,18640 4.05710
189.590 IBT.?IO -.29462 .08102 .24847 -.38952 .I1429 -.03750 -I0.00700 I0.02200 -4.I8150 4.02830
GRADIENT .00n00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI271 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA . PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -14.000 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OJOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1907/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
50.I09 .305 -.23085 .03127 .25597 -.38875 .12301 -.04731 -10.00500 9.99910 -4.]8860 2.04140
49.439 100.590 -,25936 .05355 .25747 -.39890 .12V28 -.04359 -9.99VVO I0.02800 -4.18450 1.89400
49.913 200.630 -.25876 .05409 .25935 -.40162 .13000 -.04343 -10.00600 10.01700 -4.17490 t.99390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I90B! 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CSL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.698 2001540 -.2q139 .06687 .25783 -.40608 .13IB5 -.04282 m9.BB560 lO.OlqO0 -4.1q830 1.98160
!00.090 !00-560 -.26649 .06366 .25631 -.40BBO .13279 -.04338 -lO.OOSO0 10.01800 -4.17490 2.00990
]00,3_0 .520 -.25836 .05836 ,257J9 -.396..,,;_ .I2509 -.042_5 -_0.00600 20.02400 -4.t89te 2.03870
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1909/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 • GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
i.99_3i0 IO0.sio -.26988 .07132 .24939 -.39055 .12445 -.04043 -I0.00900 I0.01900 -4.I6250 2.02880
199.450 200.580 -.28047 .07633 .2{_969 -.38598 .I2133 -.03910 -lO.OIO00 10.01900 -4.I5420 2,01220
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
f •
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I20
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI28} ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -]0.000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - _0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -]4.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450,0000 IN. ZT Y - 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1910/ O RNIL = 1_5] GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.175 .538 -.24282 .04385 ,25861 -.37633 .12018 -.04519 -10.00600 IO.OlIO0 -4.19390 2.06940
h9.640 100.410 -.25927 .05607 .26030 -.38392 .12306 -.04224 -i0.00400 I0.01300 -4.19230 2.041_0
49.736 200.430 -.26469 .05876 .26080 -.39295 .12704 -.04241 -10.00800 I0.01600 -4.18230 2.01490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OQO00 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. I91I/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.772 200,480 -.27257 .08619 .25453 -.39074 .12549 -.04383 -9.99850 10.01500 -4,18620 2.01020
100.090 100.620 -.26698 .06365 .25572 -.38714 .12487 -.0432I -10.00500 I0,01700 -4.18650 2.02i20
99.978 .532 -.26036 ,05958 .25746 -.38203 .12330 -.04313 -]0.00600 10.01300 -4.18730 2.05210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1912/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.050 .492 -.27157 .07095 .24279 -.37552 .11807 -.03990 -9.99240 10.02100 -4.20260 2.03960
199.580 100.520 -.28222 .07601 .24658 -.37700 .11831 -.03910 -10.01100 10.01500 -4.17860 2.02260
199.400 200.520 -.28992 .08036 .24805 -.37624 .11694 -.03785 -10.00800 10.02200 -4.16730 1.99220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIB9) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA _A_Am_I_I_ Uala
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP • I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0,000 BETA = I0.000
LREF • 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -14.000 BETAS " I0.000
BREF " 1290.3080 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ,000 JET PC • .000
SCALE " .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1913/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.116 -.129 -.25412 .03631 .25560 -.38125 .11246 -.04850 -I0.00200 10.00700 -4,17930 .03376
49,868 99.988 -.26355 .04808 .25628 -.39072 .11990 -.04592 -9.99870 10.01400 -4.17840 -.01473
50.116 199.700 -.25674 .04768 .25705 -,39318 .12269 -.04470 -10.01300 10.00800 -4.16310 -.01711
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA; TABULATED SOUhCE DATA PAGE 121
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI29) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCEDATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I4.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = I290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I9141 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
9g.674 199.870 -.2757I .06547 .25664 -.40222 .12824 -.04316 -9.99120 IO.OIBO0 -4.17440 -.01265
99.930 99.905 -.2q166 _ .06220 .25443 -.4079I .12909 -.04412 -I0.00500 I0.02200 -4.I6010 -.02049
99.857 -,068 -.26996 .05860 .25343 -.40707 .12555 -.04442 -10.00800 ]0.02200 -4.16050 -.00276
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1915/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.180 -.363 -.2637I .07340 .25307 -.40894 .i314l -.04099 -9.98330 I0.00000 -4.17500 .02258
I99.480 99.953 -.27255 .07596 .24997 -.40502 .12995 -.04003 -{0.00800 10.01500 -4.14080 -.OOq04
199.540 199.990 -.28568 .08350 .25093 -.39428 .t2689 -.03736 -iO.OOqO0 IO.O0?O0 -4.I3860 -.01462
GRADIENT . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI30) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I093.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0,000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP" = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
• RUN NO. 1916/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.142 -.137 -.25018 .03826 .25583 -.38588 .II734 -.04837 -10.00400 10.01200 -4.17340 -.01351
50.052 99.950 -.26478 .05275 .2512E -.39466 .12282 -.04514 -9.99350 10.01400 -4.18630 -.01976
49.915 199.820 -.25893 .05104 .25448 -.39427 .1241! -,04448 -10,00800 I0.0}100 -4.16940 -.00866
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 • .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 19171 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBET A
99.909 99.95l -.27303 .06434 .25273 -.408?8 .12959 -.04444 -10.00800 _0.02400 -4.16140 -.03254
]00.140 -.216 -.26572 .05967 .25210 -.40158 .12496 -.04421 -10.00900 10.01400 -4.16910 -.00803
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 122
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI30) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP • 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -10.000 BETA
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB : = 10.000= = -14.000 BETAB ] , 0
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. !9!B/ 0 RN/_ = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200,100 -.OBO -.25914 .06848 .24918 -.40059 .12758 -.04208 -9.98410 I0.01200 " -4.18540 -.00847
199,400 99.864 -.26759 .07056 ,24495 -.40042 .12615 -.04101 -10.00600 IO.OIBO0 -4.15190 -.02279
199,590 199.880 "-.28263 .08008 .24755 -.39197 .12400 -.03818 -TO.D0400 I0.01300 -4.I4920 -.03013
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVTI311 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1099.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA = 10,000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -14.000 BETAB • lO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1919t 0 RN/L • 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.095 -.IB| -.25324 .04772 ,25867 -.38939 .12393 -.04702 -10.00900 10.01400 -4.18440 .04015
•49,500 99.908 -.26979 .06143 .25940 -.39641 .12671 -.04426 -10.00300 10.02100 -4.17650 .01300
50.042 199.910 -.26878 .06131 .26145 -.3997l .I2814 -.04347 -I0.00600 10.01900 -4.17740 .05524
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOOO0 .00000
Z X CN CLM . CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BEIA DALFA DBETA
99.579 199.800 -.27480 .06848 .25761 -,40033 .12894 -,04420 -I0.00000 I0.01500 -4,17380 .01408
100.110 98.890 -.27025 .06662 .25689 -.40395 .13034 -.04445 -10.00300 10.02100 -4.17670 .00940
100,250 -.096 -.26793 .06473 ,25778 -.39398 ,12642 -.04410 -10.00500 10.01600 -4.18910 .03561
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000C .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 19211 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DAL_A DBETA
199,930 -,163 -.26582 .06952 .24480 -,38120 .12043 -.04152 -9.98930 I0.01700 -4._9800 .03378
199,180 99.810 -.27604 .07324 .24705 -.38698 .12193 -.04079 -I0.01300 10.01400 _4.15980 .01464
199.540 199.920 -.28304 ,07703 .2475I -.38390 .|2050 -.03898 -10.00600 10.01400 _4.15550 -.00088
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000D
i
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 123
IA142, O/ET _/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI32) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA lO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -I4.000 9ETAB - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y ,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1922/ 0 RNIL - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL . ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.I72 -4,096 -,25730 .0382B .25285 -.38326 .11322 -,04949 -I0.00500 10.00800 -4.19130 -1.99520
49.8.0 95,963 -,2718I .05279 ,2534B -.39015 .I1928 -.04584 -9.98930 10,00400 -4.18510 -2,00790
50.124 195.890 -.26525 .05160 .25406 -.38782 .I1927 -.04474 -9.99840 IO.OIBO0 -4.17630 -2.02240
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1923/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.628 I95.980 -.28021 .06625 .25358 -.39996 ,12G23 -.0432B -9.99840 I0.02800 -4.16400 -2.05440
99.883 96.055 -.27750 '.05_02 .25251 -.40231 .125_5 -.04428 -I0.00800 lO.02eO0 -N.t5410 -2.05410
99.885 -4.123 -.27565 .06102 .25099. -.40326 .12265 -.04514 -IO.OIIO0 I0.02500 -4.15300 -2.03940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19241 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.170 -4.174 -.26927 .07544 .250B8 -.41012 .13007 -.04155 -9.97480 IO.OlO00 -4.17870 -2.02260
199.570 95.919 -.27867 .07817 .24249 -.39933 .I2597 -.03907 -I0.00600 10.01500 -4.14030 -2.03770
I99.650 195.990 -.28855 .08415. .246£3 -.39336 .12507 -.03737 -IO.OIO00 I0.01300 ' -4.13310 -2.04280
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET W/SRB9 ........ o0,_ SR8 JETS OFF t n_ co= 99Scr_n_ INu, " "" 'OWTI37_ .........
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF I290.3000 !NCHE5 YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -14.000 BETA8 = 8.000
BREF = J290.3000 _NCHES Zt_RP VSO.O000 IN. ZT Y # 50.000 J'E[ PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, I925/ 0 RN/L = t,5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
7 X CN ELM . CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
501{;_ 951207 -127526 .06099 .24931 -.39499 .12319 -.04600 -I0,00100 10.04500 -4.i7820 -2.03470
49.846 196.000 -.27245 .06052 .25892 -.39536 ,12582 -.04512 -10.00400 I0.01800 -4,17440 -2,00980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEBC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 124
t
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI33) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -IO.O00 " 8ETA [0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -]4.000 BETAB = 8.800
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1928/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z × CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.8_8 195.780 -.28577 .07365 ,25678 -.40082 .12810 -.04330 -9.99320 !O.Ol300 -4.I7550 -2.01540
99.910 95.780 -.28472 .07187 .25462 -.40418 ,12784 -.04492 -_0.00800 iO.OOSOO --_.16260 "2.00510
lO0.1BO -4,07B -.2B052 ,06911 .25239 --.40390 ,1268I -.04574 -10.00600 I0.02000 -4,17320 -2.00530
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
.-- RUN NO. 1927/ 0 RN/L = l.fil GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN" CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.220 -3.976 -.26509 .06946 .24628 -.39668 .12454 -.04225 -9.98820 10.02000 -4.18350 -2.00550
199.510 95.977 -.2708I .07212 .24609 -.39475 .I2334 -.04143 -I0.00200 10.02400 -4.15800 -2.02950
199.540 195.580 -.28463 .08075 .24728 -.38885 .12137 -.03855 -I0,00200 9.99520 -4.15440 -2.00270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI34) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFEENCE OATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -lO.OOO BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAS = • 8.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I928/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRAO{ENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN COL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.102 -4.029 -.27088 .05954 .24776 -.38953 .12404 -.04589 -lO.OOBO0 10.01500 -4.18B90 -1.947_0
49.680 95.920 -.27646 .0665d .25511 -.39751 .12700 -.04412 -I0.00600 10.02000 -4.17800 -1.97580
49.750 195.990 -.27558 .06612 .26051 -.39942 .12871 -.04417 -10.00900 IO.OIBO0 -4.16920 _1.98330
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1929/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.'00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.969 195.780 -,27625 .06BB5 .2512B -.39942 .1287B -.04489 -I0.00000 10,01500 -4.17730 -I.gBS20
99.942 95.682 -,27687 .07030 .25678 -.40359 .13057 -.04536 -I0.00400 9.99600 -4.17950 _1.95570
99.965 -4.248 -.27356 .06762 .25243 -.39412 .12773 -.04495 -10.00400 10.01200 -4,I8370 -1.95400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 125
IAI4B, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI341 ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10,000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -14,000 8ETAB 8,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1930/ 0 RN/L = _.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA• DALFA DBETA
200.100 -4.21I -.27102 .07175 .24622 -.38638 .I2222 -.04173 -9.99490 10.02000 -4,19210 -I.96300
I99,350 95.894 -.27915 ,07480 .24824 -.38771 .12271 -.04084 -10.00500 10.01800 -4.17080 -1.98370
!99.490 !95.940 -.28777 ,07838 ,24934 -_38629 ,12099 -.03939 -t0.00800 10.02200 -4.15720 -I.99920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI35) ( 02 FEB 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.F!. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -18.000 8ETAB = 14.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1959/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IO0.160 -2.090 -.15264 -,02045 .26178 -.39024 .13036 -.05182 -10.00700 I0.01900 -8.23330 4.}0740
99.464 97.830 -.18907 .00318 .25425 -.38648 .12757 -.04692 -I0.00100 10.01900 -B.23810 4.09040
99.343 197.760 -.23364 .03514 .25375 -.38481 .12640 -.04385 -9.99560 I0.01700 -8.23470 4.06160
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1960/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z ' X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.540 197.930 -.26262 .05788 .2485I -.38085 .12324 -.04330 -9.97840 10.02!00 -8.24830 4.04830
150.360 98.024 -.24656 .04822 .24883 -.38291 .12405 -.04278 -10.00900 I0.02]00 -8.22420 4.07900
,=n ?_n -_ 7u_ - _luu_ n_t7 _NQX - _Q_ !_47 - N4_X_ -IN.N|TnN IN.NI7Nn -R _PNA_ 4 I_qRxh
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1961/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
too _n -_ _nQ - _xxn _0558_ .24530 . -.37943 .12285 -.04231 -9.99440 I0.01300 -8.23960 4.09130
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 UUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KlA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 126
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI38) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA ]0.000
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IOO.OOD JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 19521 0 RN/L = 1,5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.480 .609 -,16421 -.01221 ,26298 -.40421 ,13355 -.05449 -I0.00800 IO.OiBOO -8.2219G 2.02500
99,229 I00,450 -.1822g -.00364 .2BOOI -,41497 .13658 -.05053 -I0,00900 IO.02100 -8.20380 1.99970
99.334 200.370 -.21337 .02287 .26020 -.41138 .13546 -.04778 -9.99490 10.01300 -8.20090 1.99830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1963/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.710 200.560 -,24226 .04742 .25352 . -.40509 ,13240 -.04391 -9.98980 10.01900 -8.20650 1,98250
]50.330 100.550 -.22564 .03717 .25421 -.41184 .13548 -.04357 ~I0.00900 10.01500 -8.19750 1.99590
150,700 ,540 -.I9235 .01415 .25577 -.40429 .13349 -.04802 -I0.01600 10.0t500 -8.21030 2.02340
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1964/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.680 .161 -.22897 .04654 ,25152 -.39215 .12820 -.04284 -9.98600 10,00500 -8.23630 2.03580
]99.130 100.340 -.24778 .05582 .24856 -.40326 .I3202 -.04263 -I0.00900 10.01500 -8. I9230 2.00040
199;470 200.440 -.26495 .06749 .24803 -.39771 .12891 -.04041 -I0.00700 10.01600 -8.18380 1.97820
GRAOIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI37) ( 02 FEB ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 8690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA _ -I0.000 BETA = !0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF - I280.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE .= .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 19651 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.400 .454 -.15838 -.01499 .86334 -.38968 .12946 -.05301 -10.00700 10.01200 -8.23140 2.0?770
99.325 100.450 -.19447 .OOqO6 ,25976 -.3944l .13055 -.04759 -9.99480 I0.01900 -8.23520 2,03910
99.404 200.420 -,22850 .03484 ,2583I -,39648 .13124 -.04441 -9.99060 I0.0]700 -8.22550 2.02510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?7 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I27
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI3?) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -18.000 BETAS 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I50,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH " 4.500
RUN NO, t966/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY . CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
149.370 200.350 -.25697 .05507 .25140 -.39018 .12658 -.04416 -10.02900 I0.01100 -8.18080 2.01860
150.540 100.560 -.24196 .04?50 .25234 -.38709 .12534 -.04333 -10,02700 10.01700 -8,19830 2.03790
150.i70 .487 -.21486 .02880 .25472 -.38624 .... 34 ._442, -I0.03400 10.0!800 -8.19240 2.05530
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. t967/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.720 .638 -.24558 .05334 ' .24765 -.38189 .12384 -.04346 -9.99770 10.03300 -8.22450 2.03420
199.770 100.630 -.26126 .08236 .246II -.38183 .12177 -.04262 -I0.00500 10.02200 -8.21580 2.02680
199.440 200.540 -.27560 .06975 .24612 -.37843 .12033 -.04043 -10.00700 10.02200 -8.19950 2.00750
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 :00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI38) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA I0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAS = I0.000
BREF # I290,3000 INCHES ZHRP - 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = ,000 JET PC - ,000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 196B/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.360 .022 -,16648 -.01772 .25784 -.40571 .12505 -.05650 -10.00300 I0.01700 -8.19520 .01334
99.654 100.040 -.17762 -.01158 .25691 -.40985 .I2997 -.05262 -10.02000 I0.02300 -8.17220 .00095
99.?76 i99.920 -.d|U_l . .UIILI .25846 --._UOI¢_ ._mmc|co,u ml,mTm,au --10. nnOnnVV_u_ {v._ln nt_O 0 --S ......
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1969/ 0 RN/L = 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.390 -.231 -.19684 . .01366 .25308 -.42121 .13438 .05021 -9.96370 10.01000 -8.22750 .Ollll
GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA|4B. AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 128
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI38) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -18.000 BETAB • I0.000
BREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN Mg. Eg?Ol 0 RN/L = 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199,860 -,}66 -.23507 .05176 .25274 -.42503 .13879 -.04411 -9.94400 i0.01500 -8.24|70 .00379
199.470 99.?58 -.24733 .05855 .24985 -.42163 .13818 -.04351 -10.00800 _0.01300 -8.16390 -.00746
199.500 199,900 -.27162 .0733| .24759 -.41041 .13433 -.03912 -IO,O060O I0.01300 -8.15180 -.01213
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS OFF (OVT}39) ID2 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAME'TRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = |0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -IB.O00 BETAB - I0.000
BREF - I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE - .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1971t 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.090 -.100 -,16658 -.01596 26174 -.40431 .12687 -.05526 -lO.OIlO0 10.Ol4OO -8.19480 .03710
99.704 99.875 -.17927 -.00660 .25456 -.40823 .13007 -'.05091 -9.97770 lO.Ol400 -8.22220 .03093
99.468 199.860 -.21583 .02241 .25747 -.40416 .13031 -.0482! -10.03B00 10.01300 -8.15050 .03061
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19721 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INIERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALYA DE,ETA
149.590 199.780 -.24188 .047|5 .25203 -.40455 .13115 -.04442 -9.98900 10.00600 -B.19900 .02094
150.150 IO0.OBO -.23018 .03821 .25307 -.41402 .13319 -.04418 -9.99560 10.02500 -8.19790 .00860
150.390 -.498 -.20430 .01925 .25437 -.41260 .13231 -.04855 -10.02000 9.99560 -8.18690 .0466I
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .O000O .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 1973/ 0 RNIL = |.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.930 -.158 -.23014 .04933 .25142 -.41|53 .13285 -.04326 -9.96120 10.01800 -8.24160 .02580
/99".200 9_3.787 -.BR,ee8 .05925 .2_900 -.40767 .I3fBI -.042_9 -IO.OI200 I0.01500 -B.17410 .0166I
199.560 I99.920 -.26739 .07045 .24714 -.40094 .13032 -.03988 -10.00300 10.01500 -8.17640 .00617
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .O0000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 |A142. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 129
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI40) ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2B9O.OOOD SO.FT, XMRP = 1087,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -_D.OOD BETA = ID.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -18.000 BETAB = IO.ODO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIOO HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1974/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.230 -.131 -.iBIBS -.00089 .26462 -.40707 .13446 -.05248 -I0.00700 I0,01800 -8.22340 .05686
99.05! 99,888 -.20213 .01336 .2BOOS -.40963 .13501 -.04847 -I0,00200 I0.02000 -8,20110 .01915
99.767 199.980 -.23171 .03552 .26054 -.40878 .13419 -.04646 -9.99260 I0.01800 -8.21310 ,01994
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .O000O .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 19751 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.5i0 199,910 -.25277 .05451 .25321 -.40078 ,12955 -.04418 -9.98780 I0.02100 -8.20890 .01112
_50.190 99.751 -.24505 .D5833 .25_32 -.40_5_ ._3229 -.OV_IB -20.00700 tO.OO30_ -e.19770 .037_7
t50.710 -.145 -.22116 .03438 .25893 -.40150 .13203 -.04538 -lO.OlO00 IO.OI500 -8.21690 .04561
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .OOOO0 .O000O .00000 .OOOO0
RUN NO. 1976/ 0 • RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.740 -.379 -.24035 .05251 .25134 -.38849 .12493 -,04432 -9,98870 lO.O0600 -B.23400 .05036
199.220 99.887 -.25541 .06075 .24815 -.39560 .12712 -.04339 -10.00300 lO.OllO0 -8.20190 .02803
199.h50 199.860 -.27253 .07001 .24737 -.39193 .12517 -.04093 -10.00900 10.0t900 -8.18380 .00834
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 ,O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .OOO00
IAI_B. O[ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVTI41} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA . PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = IO.OOO
LREF - !290.3800 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -IB.OOD BETAB 8.080
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .OOO JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I977/ 0 RN/L = I,St GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
7 _ CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.746 95.938 -_{9245 -_00179 .25559 -.40094 .12522 -,05180 -!0.00300 IO.8100O -8.1B5OO -I.99900
99.813 196.140 -.22208 .02365 .25760 -.39927 .I2571 -,04706 -9.99250 I0.01600 -8. I9520 -2.00770
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 ,OOOO0 .O0000 .OOOO0 .00000 .OOOOO
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 130
IAi42, O/ET H/SRB5 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI41) ( 02 FE8 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -IB.O00 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1880.3000 INCHES ZMRP. = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 197B/ 0 RNIL = I.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
I49.470 196.020 -.24799 .04797 .25053 -.4093I .}3153 -.04497 -9.86040 I0.00600 -B.2Ik90 -2.01890
150.I00 95.878 -.23881 .04169 .25279 -.41297 .13221 -.04493 -I0.00300 10.02000 -8.17540 -2,02770
150.3SO -3.937 -.21095 .0217B .25169 -.41610 .1307i -.04855 -9.95080 IO.02BO0 -8.23380 -2.02500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19791 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA. DBETA
199,840 -4,104 -.24393 .0557B .25168 -.h2193 .13419 -.04382 -10.01300 lO.OIBOO -8.1BS40 -2.015BO
199.520 95.871 -.25544 .06160 ,24778 -.41503 .13313 -,0429B -I0.00400 I0.01000 -8.18480 -2.01490
199.690 195.950 -.27461 .07426 .24416 -.40564 .13092 -.03887 -10.01000 10.00900 -8. I5520 -2.02440
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF {OVTI42) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRJC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -IO.O00 BETA = -IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -IB.0OO BETAS = 9.000
BREF - 1290.3000 iNCHES ZHRP -. 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 19801 0 RN/L - 1.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.230 -3.97| -.I8762 -.0004I .26149 -.40935 .12986 -.05394 -I0.00800 I0.02100 -B.19790 -2.03070
99.537 95.823 -.20372 .0099B .25767 -.41006 .13185 -.05133-lO.OOBO0 10.00500 -8.18920 -2.01BBO
99.75! 196.010 -,23261 .03463 .25927 -.40391 .13103 -.04783 -9.99170 10.0t400 -8,20520 -2.02960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. lgBI/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.BOO 195.930 -.25536 .05610 .25322 -.40283 .I2994 -.04431 -9,99B00 10.01400 -e.19070 _2.04510
150.160 95,941 -.24804 .05161 .2F319 -.4114B .13262 -.04525 -10.00600 10.01900 -8.18710 -2.04530
150.490 -4.103 -,22832 .03448 .25754 -.41345 .13298 -.0480| -10.03100 10.02900 -8.17610 -2.03990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 13I
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS OFF (OVTI42) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -|0.000 BETA = lO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -1B.O00 BETAS = 8.000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1982/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.940 -4.115 -.24584 .05q11 .25319 -.40379 .13057 -.04404 -9.99060 10.00900 -8.21550 -2.01730
199.300 95.740 -.25885 ._6369 .25006 -.40493 .12926 -.04329 -tO.OOBO0 lO.OlIO0 -8.18220 -2.035G0
199.540 196.030 -.27276 .07112 .24687 -.39750 .12749 -.04086 -10.00800 10.01500 -8.17320 -2.04440
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETs OFF (OVTI43) C 02 FEB 7q )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF 1220,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -I8.000 BETAS B.O00
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = lO0.O00 _,'cT PC = .000 "
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. IS83/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.200 -3.905 -.19647 .0t003 .26006 -,40285 .13224 -.05177 -10.00600 lO.OI?O0 -8.22430 -I.94880
99.151 96. t39 -.22371 .02900 .25924 -.40990 .13434 -.04844 -9.97730 10.03300 -8.22930 -l.9BlO0
99.763 196.020 .-.24231 .04439 .26002 -.40705 .13397 -.04640 -10.00700 10.01300 -8.19840 -1.97710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. IQ_/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT .N._R._L = -_ nn, _ nn
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.600 195.970 "-.26100 .05851 .25397 -.39957 .12838 -.04538 -I0.00)00 10.02200 -8.19760 -1.99630
150.300 96.019 -.25034 .054i4 .25713 -.40515 .13224 -.04616 -10.01400 10.01400 -8.19260 -I.98180
150.560 -4.122 -.23794 .04526 .25854 -.40192 .13327 -.04684 -IO.O0000 lO.OlIO0 -8.22630 -1.96080
GRADIEN? .OOOO0 .OOOOO .OOOOO .OOOOO .0OOO0 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1985/ O RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_98.990 -3.948 -.24973 .05786 .25185 -.38898 .12557 -.04574 -10.01500 |0.04000 -8.20990 -1.98880
199.430 196.000 -.E/_£U .U/U£3 ._4559 -.38975 .I2402 -.04141 -tO.OI?O0 lO.OIGO0 -8.17840 -1.99]80
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 132
IA_42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI44) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALRHAB = 15.000 BETAB - 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT . Y = 200.000 JET .PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 13661 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA 9ETA DALFA DBETA
.146 -2.093 .37672 -.09421 .16332 -.38517 ,06388 -,03288 14.99600 15.0]I00 -.27358 4.09130
.224 97.754 .37802 -.09596 .16738 -.39372 .07133 -.03'+00 14.98600 15.00300 -.26838 4.06450
.548 197.550 .39065 -.10418 .16785 -.39958 .07388 -.03596 14,99400 14,99300 -.28732 4.05100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1367/ 0 RN/L = 1.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.666 197.750 .37699 -.09244 .I6833 -.39934 .07275 -,03356 14.99800 15.00900 -.28293 4.05520.
49.721 97.890 .36371 -,08416 .15BB9 -.38710 .06710 -.0306G 14,99300 15.01100 -.26778 4.08780
49.956 -2,109 .36499 -.08716 .16445 -.37439 .05910 -.02804 14.99100 15.01700 -.26490 4.11270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1368/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_00.090 -2.087 .35474 -.DB_DB .I59P._ -.37039 .D5925 -.02B30 14.99V00 15.01DO0 -.27J85 4,_4200
100.130 97.900 - .37980 -.09359 _17147 -.38034 .06574 -.03423 14.99200 15.00700 -.26497 4.12330
100.200 197.850 .38985 -.10180 ,17396 -.3928S .07167 -.03784 14,98800 15.01500 -.26523 4.08030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1369/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
......... _n_ bn_ - i1_ :_gp -.3916_ .07492 -.04159 14,88700 15.00200 -,27342 4.15920
200.250 97.733 .40401 -.lllll .17474 -.3B2BB .06781 -.04025 14,99600 15.01700 -.28675 4:16170
200.170 -2.285 .39908 -.10675 .1734B -.37374 .06141 -.03933 14.99600 15.01300 -.28913 4.16090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 133
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (oVTI45) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA " PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = lOST.DO00 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 15.000 BETAB 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 13701 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.llB ,B2I .3457B -.07654 .16145 -.38659 .06104 -.03590 14.99100 I5.01200 -.29253 2.01260
.388 100.690 .35345 -,07953 .16683 -,40550 .0713t -'.03702 I4.99500 15.0i100 -.30540 2.00040
.iBS 200.850 ,35414 -.08451 .17019 -.4!795 ,08083 -.04013 I4.99600 !5,00900 7.30990 2.00200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00800
RUN NO. 13711 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.765 200.730 .37t96 -.OBB25 .17189 -.40335 .07497 -.0400_ 14.99400 15.0090D -.29619 2.01590
_9.789 100.520 .35403 -;07846 .17097 -.393B_ .07027 -.03708 14,99300 I5.00700 -.89077 2.02630
49.850 .743 ,35408 -.07961 ,t6419 -.37694 .06382 -.03829 14.99700 I5.00700 -.28265 2.04820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13721 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL . ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
99.691 .622 .35148 -,07629 ,17104 -.36516 .06503 -.03850 I4.99300 14.99600 -,27013 2.09960
100.620 I00.750 .36323 -.08104 ,17498 -.38740 .07012 -.04052 14.99600 15.02500 -.28457 2.03960
100.370 200.830 .38347 -.09454 .17585 -.39571 ,07462 -,04223 14,99200 15,01100 -.28658 2.03750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1373/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I9£.560 200.690 .39294 -.I0368 .17661 -.SBSIS .07330 -.04677 14.98500 15.00300 -.26632 2.12110
200.260 100.780 .39154 -.I0178 .17742 -.37106 .06647 -.04646 I4,99700 15.01300 -.28115 2.14820
200.170 .630 .37505 -.09087 .17735 -.35404 .06225 -.04727 I4.99600 15.00000 -.28980 2.17210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 1A142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 134
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI4B) { 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - |097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB • 15.000 8ETAB IT.OOO
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 150.OOD JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,OiO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1374/ 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBE_A
.003 .762 .37t73 -.OS50E .1591} .-.37825 .06177 -.0_551 14.BBIOC 15.00300 -.27516 2.06610
.528 I00.570 .37822 -.09719 .1564I -.39913 .07290 -.03557 14.99300 15.00900 -.28943 2.03130
.322 200.900 .37927 -.09442 .16729 -.40990 .07778 -.03702 14.99600 15.01700 -.30097 2.01120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1375/ 0 RN/L = I.Si GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.699 200.670 .37304 -.08929 .1714I -.40207 .07599 -.03589 14.99400 15.00300 -.28795 2.04450
49.844 100.560 .35842 -,OBB6B .15683 -.38924 .06876 -.03305 14.99100 15.0lO00 -,27738 2.05140
49.817 .729 .36854 -.09202 .16632 -.37160 .OBI3B -.03162 14.98700 15.00700 -.26463 2.08800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1376/ 0 RNIL : 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL 'ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.976 .831 .35806 -.080_0 .;7209 -.36070 .05756 -.0293_ I5.00400 t5.0080G -.E_t56 _.t2I_O
100.260 100.710 .36904 -.08642 .17263 -.38653 .07059 -.03623 14.99500 15.01100 ".27217 2.08270
100.370 200.570 .38222 -.09564 .17483 -.39622 .07420 -.03965 14.99000 15.00600 -.27558 2.07010
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1377/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = _5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.930 L_u.,vu__ .._._n_=n.................- _,no_ _TR_w - XB|W_ .07375 -.04360 14.98700 15.00900 -.26715 2.14340
B00.340 |00.790 .39526 -.I0556 .17695 -.38028 .06713 -.04173 14.99300 15.0]700 -.28569 2.I5410
200.050 .680 .38569 -.IO03B .17571 -.35890 .06340 -.04064 }4.99000 15.00800 -.28487 2.16620
GRADIENT .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 135
IAI42, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI4?) ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I09_.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I5.000 BETA 15.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 15.000 BETAB 15.000
BREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 13781 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.308 .264 .33715 -.06361 .16466 -.41639 .07545 -.04155 14.98700 15.00900 -.31631 -.02203
.170 LO0.070 .33062 -.05963 .15882 -.41533 .06939 -.0396B 14.99600 15.02200 -.32791 -.04331
.OB2 200.i40 .3342B -.06165 .I610B -.42767 ,07846 -.03937 14.99000 !5,00400 -.32623 -.02660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1379/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.790 200.090 ,35662 -.05911 .1687B -.39961 .07326 -.04177 14.99700 14,9BBOO -.31141 ,01498
50.157 100.140 .3568} -.06928 .t681B -.39173 .06842 -.04256 ' 14.99400 15.01600 -.30771 -.01069
50.295 .139 .36559 -,07083 .t6798 -.38395 .06694 -.04435 I4.99900 15.00600 -.30818 .01504
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. }380/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.832 .109 .38780 -.08170 .I7193 -.35563 .06095 -.04662 14:99500 ]4,99300 -.2908B .05846
99.986 100.I30 .37921 -.07974 .17020 -.36840 .06289 -.04621 14.99000 15,02200 -.28999 .02347
100.010 200.320 .37717 -.08098 .17229 -.37562 .05477 --.OqGB7 14.98800 15.01900 -.29060 .02499
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000
RUN NO. 13811 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -B.OO/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.680 200.060 .39467 -.09574 ,I7565 -,382B0 .0721B -.05169 14.98100 _5.00300 -,27332 .10853
200.010 100.200 .39122 -.09331 .17324 -,37434 .07113 -.05170 14.99400 15.00800 -.2B360 .IZ592
200.370 .029 .40714 -.09700 ,17338 -,35704 .067i5 -.04941 15.00000 15,00000 -.28674 .14130
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEOC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I36
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVTI4B} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF t_90.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 15.000 BETAB 15.00D
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES Zt"iRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
5CALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1382i 0 RN/L = ,._,'=' OR^nigHT_. ... INTERVAL " -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY ,CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.075 .146 .34280 -.0744! .16164 -.40013 .06518 -.03953 14.99300 15.01200 -.30795 -.00145
.207 100.II0 .34376 -.07_BB .IBG79 -.41579 .07471 -.0400B I4,99400 15,00700 -.312BI -.00611
.2SO 200,030 .34661 -.07396 ,16721 -.42001 .08016 -.03963 14.99500 14.99700 -.32006 .00689
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13831 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.750 200.120 .35384 -.07485 .17002 -,40096 .07482 -.04151 15.00000 15.00000 -.30834 .02185
49.970 ]00.060 .35247 -.07551 .17092 -.59598 .07063 -.04244 I4.99200 I5.01400 -.29833 .00918
50.052 .199 .35374 -.07550 .16807 -.38049 .06325 -.04133 14.99400 15.01400 -.29444 .01872
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1384/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.874 .063 .3652B -,07BB5 .17305 -.35413 ,06260 -.04177 15.00000 I4.99400 -.28754 .07293
100.190 IOO.150 .35143 -.07880 .17229 -.3792B .06724 -.04397 14.ggIO0 I5.02200 -.28671 .02744
I00.270 200.140 .36728 -.0820B .1740_ -.39202 .07096 -.04528 14.99300 I5.01700 =.29'174 .03114
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1385/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.660 200.180 .386_3 -,09826 .17500 -.38511 ".07599 -,04923 14.98500 i4,99B00 -.27]64 .iiBil
199.990 I00.320 .38469 -.09546 .1763B -.375i2 .06990 -.05127 I4,99700 15.01600 -.27837 .1160I
200.440 .050 .38219 -.09262 .]763I -.3553B .06801 -.04929 14.99700 14,99200 -.2912B" .16775 "
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4|A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 137
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI491 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690_0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF t290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1386/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.087 .283 .35010 -.07990 ,15722 -.37711 .05644 -.03452 14.99000 15.00500 -.28883 .06232
.401 |00.040 .36458 -,08764 .16380 -.40380 .07197 -.03722 I4.99200 15.00700 -.30032 .04764
.i62 200.190 .36848 -.08951 .t6905 -.4!B79 .080_B -.03975 14.99000 15.01100 -.30236 .03901
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 13871 0 RN/L = 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.855 200.120 .37158 -.08751 .17089 -.4II59 .07827 -.03878 15.00000 15.01000 -.30276 .05625
49.772 I00.020 .36176 -.08484 .16931 -,39663 ,07114 -.03547 14,99000 15,00900 -.28807 .06307
49.851 .I08 .36227 -,08589 .16681 -.37838 .06509 -.03600 l_.99100 15.00400 -.27923 .08993
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1388/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.566 .176 .34448 -.07263 .I7203 -.37145 .06651 -.03598 14.99600 15.00400 -.27596 .11774
100,600 100.180 .36670 -.08461 .I7368 -.38938 .07145 -.03787 14.99400 15.02200 -.28338 .07525
100.410 200.350 .38_10 -.09546 ,1746I -.40032 .07537 -,04120 14.99100 15.01900 -.28683 .06934
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1389/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t99.550 200.080 .39107 -.10314 .17706 -.39226 .07465 -.04588 14.98700 15.00900 -.26897 .13903
200.200 100.190 .39081 -.10323 .17755 -.3760I .06902 -.04412 14,99400 15.00400 -.28245 .17737
200.120 -.063 .37571 -.09315 .17794 -.36067 .06380 -.04412 14.99500 15.00400 -.29069 ,1878I
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEDC VAIA-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ]38
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTISO) ( 02 FEB 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0080 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA ]5.000
LREF = 1290.30P0 INCHES YMRP .ODO0 IN. YT ALPHAB = ]5.000 BETAB I3.000
BREF = 1290.3",00 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1390/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.07£ -3.7e6 .33418 -,0643] ,16235 -.40299 .06809 -,03BBO 14.99300 15,00800 -,31935 -2.01380 .
.158 96.064 .33399 -.06298 ,16508 -,40995 .07135 -.0384I 14.99500 15.00BOO -,32415 -2,02550
.001 I96.210 .33082 -.06132 .16567 -.42058 .078B0 -,03850 ]4.99400 15.00780 -.32598 -2.02320
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1391/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ .5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.784 196.180 ,34425 -.06555 ,16935 -.39928 .07226 -.04117 14.99900 15.00000 -,31316 -1.99010
50.08? 96.120 ,34602 -,06686 .16845 -,39097 ,06948 -.04155 14,99800 15,OIOOO -,30835 -1.99620
50.216 -3.656 ,35207 -.067V5 ,17054 -.38244 .06504 -,04211 14.99800 15.01600 -,30806 -2.00130
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .OOOOO .OOOOO ,OOOO0 .OOOOO .O00OO ,OOOOO .00008
RUN NO. ]392/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
99.861 -4.009 .36927 -.07734 ,t7182 -.36539 ,06308 -,04523 ,14.99200 14.99700 -,29020 -1.94540
100.050 86.309 .36200 -i07574 .17020 -,36933 .06427 -.04406 14.98500 15.01800 -,28631 -I,97420
lOB.!70 [96,090 .36200 -.07535 .17128 -.381Ex3 .06736 -.04527 14.99500 I5.01500 -.29950 -[,97210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,O0000 .00000 ,O000O .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1393/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1_g._60 186.080 .38_62 -.091V4 .17495 -.38976 .07559 -,05032 14,98600 ]5.00100 -,27841 -1.90030
199.980 96.209 :37753 -.088i7 .i7420 -,37805 .07233 -,05970 !4,99_00 15.00800 -,28410 -1.90200
200.370 -3.999 .39211 -.09370 .17358 -,36801 .07102 -,0498t 14.99900 ]5.00300 -,28791 -1.87120
GRADIENT .00g00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00O00 ,00000 .00000
rDATE 25 JUL 79 IA142. AEDC V4IA-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 139
IA142. O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI51) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 15.000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1394/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.024 -3.727 .33995 -.07148 .15SOl -,38497 .05776 -.03516 14.99800 I5.00800 -.31032 -2.00960
.066 86.130 .3374i -.07287 .16393 -.40620 .07144 -.03771 14.98400 15.00500 -.30262 -2.00980
.432 I95._70 .34985 -.07615 .16S2B -.415IB .07628 -.03778 14.99800 14.99700 -.31870 -2.00800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00o00 .00000 .00000 ;00000
RUN NO. 1395/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.859 196.150 .36031 -.07975 .16969 -.3995S .07309 -.03905 14.99900 14.99800 -.30799 -1.98090
49.986 98.117 .35548 -.07853 .15878 -.39435 .06898 -.03958 14.99300 15.01400 -.29978 -2.00040
49.939 -3.699 ,35757 -.080t8 ,}6811 -.3BSlI .05525 -.03933 14.99300 15.01J00 -.29,380 -2,99220
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1396/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.805 -3.887 .36214 -.08124 .19091 -.37130 .06536 -.03965 i4,99400 14.89500 -.28393 -|.84500
100.300 96.044 .356t5 -.07758 .I7233 -.38912 .07059 -.09232 14.99000 15.01800 -.28964 -1.99070
100.230 I96.160 .36608 -.08353 .17417 -,39578 .07380 -.04305 14.99500 15.01300 -.29661 -1.98570
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13971 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.790 195.930 .38690 -.09915 .17624 -.39343 .07574 -.04832 14.98900 14.99500 -.27732 -I.91350
199.900 95.138 .38105 -.09557 .17638 -.37556 .07056 -.0486t 14.99200 15.00000 -.27590 -I.89910
200,250 -3.83t .36303 -.08482 .17590 -.36356 .07037 -.04BB7 I4.99200 15.00100 -.28857 -1.86650
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-K1A. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 140
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI52| { 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP • 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 15.000 9ETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ]00.000 OET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 2398/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.112 -3.637 .35034 -.08110 .15755 -.37732 .05532 -.03259 14.96800 15.81000 -.28702 -1.97210
.513 96.078 .36083 -,08535 ,16275 -.40338 .07052 -,03497 14.99200 15.00800 -,30031 -1.98430
.195 196.180 .36404 -.08696 .16374 -.41039 .07690 -.03715 14.99400 15.00700 -.30640 -1.98600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13991 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.899 I96.170 .36474 -.08353 .17023 -.40592 .07520 -.03751 14.99700 15.00500 -.30112 -1.97240
49.727 96. I62 .35395 -.08082 .16848 -.39436 .07148 -.03466 I4.99000 I5.00900 -.28949 -1.96650
49.923 -3.866 .35754 -.08323 .16288 -.37475 .06075 -.03364 14.99300 15.01100 -.28258 -1.95410
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1400/ 0 RN/L = |.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.628 -3.894 .34633 -.07521 .17038 -.37093 .06467 -.03392 14.99200 14.99800 -.27381 -I.91060
100.460 96.21_ .35766 -.08135 .17319 -.38948 .07150 -.03704 14.99200 15.01800 -.28333 -I.95830
100.490 196.010 .377t4 -.09183 .17371 -.39968 .07571 -.04079 14.99400 15.01000 -.29162 .-1.96110
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1401/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.620 196.010 .38855 -.10190 .i7587 -.3BiiB ....... n,.==n 1_ OQ_hn 1_ nn_nn ;_n_n -1_qRnn
200.290 96.020 .38650 -.10091 .17604 -.378U3 .07093 -.04329 14.99300 15.00200 -.28384 -I.86510
200.110 -3.890 .37715 -.09535 .17683 -.37081 .06686 -.04178 14.99_00 15.01200 -.28762 -}.85820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI42, AEDC V4IA-K|A. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 141
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVT]531 ( 02 FEB 77 )
PARAMETRIC DATAREFERENCE DATA -
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP "= _397.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES 3MRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = II.000 BETAB - 19.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1476/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00! 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
,072 -2.210 .397B0 -.11399 .1542! -.38052 .0S177 -.03534 14.99200 15.01000 -3.99330 4.09430
.043 97.827 .393BO -.I1492 .15876 -.39521 .07225 -,037B0 14,98400 15.00800 -3.BBilO 4,07310
.366 197.840 .38613 -.!05BB .!6!72 -.40942 ,07860 -.03816 14.99800 15.01100 -4.01300 4.04250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1477/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,B5i 197.710 .38087 -.I0022 .I6194 -.40172 .0746B -,03547 14.99400 15.01200 -4.00430 4.05750
49,870 97.687 ,37063 -.09415 .15733 -.38012 .06534 -.03681 I4,BB200 15,00400 -3.99670 4.09390
49.957 -2.I78 ,37029 -.09612 .15523 -.37260 .05979 -.03446 14,98900 IS.OIBO0 -3.99100 4.11320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1478/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL . ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.999 -2.268 ,3505B -,08132 .I5886 -.36832 .057li -.02927 14.99400 15.01000 -3.99960 4.13710
100.210 97.859 ,36017 -.08629 .16377 -.37908 .06335 -.03392 14.99300 15.01000 -3.99860 4.1IIlO
100.310 I97.910 .38400 -.10123 ,165t0 -.39371 .07365 -.03606 14.99200 15.00300 -4.00020 4.09180
GRADIENT .'00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I479/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVA L = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200,340 197,880 .40644 -,I1605 .17407 -.39525 .07652 -.04112 14.98600 15,00500 -4.003g0 4.15860
200.110 97.7i8 .40195 -.11311 .17221 -.38254 .06809 -.03932 14.99300 15.01400 -4.01470 4.15610
200.120 -2.177 ,39598 -.I0735 .16950 -.37521 .06498 -,03786 14.99700 t5.00800 -4.02010 4.15820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 142
IA142. O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (0VT1541 ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1087.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I5.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0ODD IN. YT ALPHAB = If.000 BETAB 17.000
BREF = 290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .DIDO MACH _.509
RUN NO. |480/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-,082 .9BB .36B77 -.10038 .15320 -.38339 ,05729 -.03754 14.99200 15.01500 -4.01280 2.00510
.425 100.750 .37682 -.104Ie .I5205 -.40093 .06739 -.04129 14.99600 15.00600 -4.02380 1.99800
.OBt 200.900 .36413" -.09137 .1B075 -.41653 .07901 -.03946 t4.99600 15.00400 -4.02850 1.99780
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. IqB]/ 0 RNIL = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X, CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
#9.687 200.920 .35353 -.08218 .16390 -,40572 .07453 -.04039 I4,99500 15.01700 -4.01820 2.00440
49.942 I01.160 .34738 -.07783 .I5756 -.39BI4 .06588 -.03701 14.99700 15.03100 -4.01760 1.99030
49.729 .B95 .34325 -,oe104 .15234 -.3787| .06026 -.03903 14.98800 15.00600 -3.99980 2.03400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1482/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA" BETA DALFA DBETA
99.815 .783 .33055 -.06891 .15771 -.3623B .0577B -.03723 14.98600 14.99600 -4.00590 2.07910
100.250 IO0.880 .33821 -.072B0 .IB343 -.37169 .057BB -.03666 14.9BO00 15.02[00 -4.00650 2.02790
I00.540 200.680 .36992 -.OBB39 .1679B -.39545 .07266 -.04026 14.99500 14.89700 -4.01570 2.04040
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1483/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
199.860 200.750 .39673 -.lOBI6 .I7594 -.39277 .07607 -.04635 ]4.98300 14.99800 -3.99570 _.10830
200. I30 100.880 .39351 -,_0512 .17582 -.37489 .06993 -.04532 f4.99200 15.00700 -4.00770 2.125S0
200.260 .780 .37631 -,09352 .I7413 -.36245 .06614 -.04539 I4.99800 15.00500 -4.02260 2.t4740
GRADIENI .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt_ 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I43
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI55) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 12go.3000 INCHE5 YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.000 BETAB = 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 14841 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.017 .839 .36339 -.08245 .t5242 -.37022 .05795 -.03479 14.99100 I5.00700 -3.99990 2.06640
.383 100.950 .37811 -.I0443 .15233 -,39421 .06g04 -.03994 14.98400 15.01500 -4.00230 2.02630
.182 200.660 .36035 -.OBB30 .15682 -.40089 .07303 -.03745 14.98800 15,00300 -4.02270 2.02380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 14851 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.906 200.830 .35876 -.08368 .15888 -.39063 .05749 -.03599 I4.99600 I5.01200 -4.01520 2.03020
49.832 I00.870 ,35329 -.08470 .15487 -.38186 .06092 -.03832 I4.98800 15.01500 -4.00060 2.03850
49.829 .907 .36057 -.09246 .15442 -.35954 .05794 -,03579 14.98400 15.00700 -3.99060 2.08020
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1486/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.260 .686 .36346 -.08938 .15789 -.36683 .05828 -.03119 14.99800 t5.00200 -4.00430 2. I1480
100.030 |00.830 .35890 -.08600 .16388 -.38307 .06792 -.03492 14.99100 15.00700 -3.99850 2.07990
100;670 200.480 .38242 -.09890 .16894 -.39522 .07309 -.03716 14.99300 14.99800 -4.00790 2.06810
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000, .00000
RUN NO. 14871 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA - CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.120 200.870 .40278 -.11157 .17378 -.39263 .07636 -.04247 I4.98700 15,00200 -4.00080 2.13950
200.110 100.830 .39610 -,t0877 .I7274 -.37975 .06847 -.04149 I4.99100 15.01500 -4.01400 2,14330
200.090 .712 .38559 -.I0228 .t7260 -.37543 .06656 -.03937 14,98]00 15.00600 -4.01590 2. I5960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA[42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 144
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBB SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVTI56) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.PT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I5.OO0 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.O00 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1531/ 0 RN/L = |.5I O-'DIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
-.347 ,296 .32149 -.06696 ,14t02 -.4i350 ,07222 -.038'{'_ 14.99000 15.01000 -4,03630 .02]68
.203 lO0.IBO .33986 -.08238 .|4097 -.4t594' .0?378 -.04197 14.98200 IB.0tO00 -4.03080 .01235
.299 200.250 .33111 -.07013 .14459 -.4325I .08)59 -.03969 I5.00500 15,01400 -4.05520 .00252
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000" .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15321 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49_92I 200.090 .3452! -.07154 .15193 -.41742 .07891 -.04047 15.00300 14.99800 -4.03820 ,04090
50.t13 99.979 .34685 -.07242 .15077 -.41191 .07681 -.04090 14.99000 14.99B00 -4.02280 .04344
49.96t .185 .33789 -.06910 .14440 -.39583 .06945 -.04102 I4.99300 15.01000 -4.02340 .04002
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O000O .00000 .OOOO0
RUN NO. 1533/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY C_N CBL . ALf:_HA 8ETA 8ALFA DBETA
100.280 .252 .36484 -,07560 .I5050 -.37464 .06519 -.04326 15.00200 14.99800 -4.02170 .07748
I00.160 100.160 .36630 -.07770 .15558 -.38590 .06818 -.04275 14.98600 15.01900 -4.01100 .04560
99.982 200.290 .36070 -.07628 .15878 -.39430 .07401 -.04313 14.98B00 15.01100 -4.01360 .04997
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -00000, .00000
RUN NO. 1534/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
200,310 200.080 .395_ -.0970i .iB4£O -.3035 _, ....n_=_. ........ - n_lPX 14_96800 14.99500 -4.00730 13617
200.040 I00.140 °39239 -.09559 ,16230 -.37278 .08804 -.04877 {4.99300 15.00900 -4.01050 .13683
200.590 .228 .41424 -.10290 .1602I -,35423 .06361 -.04750 15.00500 15.00400 -4.02190 .I7460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA(42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 145
IA142, O/ET H/sRB9 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI571 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.O00 BETAB = 15,000
BREP I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT Y =- 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OiO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1492/ 0 RNIL : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.197 .305 .34357 -.08248 .15425 -.39124 .05897 -.03759 14.99100 15.00700 -4.02430 .00521
,.442 100.250 " .36440 -.09571 .15305 -.41177 .07348 -.04269 14.98700 |5.00000 -4.02540 .00602
.053 200.2!0 .35867 -.08856 .I60|4 -.41330 .07643 -.03989 14.99500 I4.99900 -4.03600 .00683
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 1493! 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5,00/ 5.00
Z X • CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.635 200.500 .34664 -,07765 .16612 -.40759 .0727B -.04023 14.99400 15.02700 -4.02630 -.0t143
50.036 [00,370 .34360 -.07421 .15851 -.40446 .07048 -.0418B 14.99700 , 15.01500 -4.02560 .00146
49.808 .240 .34383 -.08012 .I5227 -.38148 .06058 -.04207 14.98400 15.00700 -4.00720 .0210B
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00_00
RUN NO. 1494/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t00.200 .164 .34402 -.07152 .!5607 -.36614 ,05810 -.04110 15.00800 14.99800 -4.02470 .05761
100.180 100.220 .34900 -.07638 .16387 -.38414 .06639 -.04244 14.98900 I5.01200 -4.01170 .02926
100.230 199.610 .35078 -.07839 .17007 -.39773 .07292 -.04181 14.99200 14,97400 -4.01690 .06086
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1495/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.130 200.250 .3862l -.09948 .17334 -.39032 .07567 -.04857 14.99100 14.99400 -4.00760 .I0031
199.980 100.130 ,38173 -.09569 .17313 -.37805 .07068 -.04962 ]4.99100 15.00900 -4.00540 .|0542
200.420 .166 .37986 -.09447 ,17187 -.35549 .06636 -.04690 14.99600 14.99300 -4,02020 .t5435
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142. AEDC V41A-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 145
[A142° OlET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF ,(OVTIS8) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP = [og7.oo00 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF .= 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = ]I.000 BETAB - 15.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. Zf Y " IO0.O00 JET PC = .OOO
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 14961 0 RNIL : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA BALER DBETA
-.2SB .224 .34535 -,08414 .15080 -.37687 .05535 -.03366 14.98700 15.00400 -4.00820 .04155
.486 I00.210 .35684 -.08929 .15001 -.39348 .06474 -.03864 14.99500 i5.00200 -R.02300 .02708
.007 200.440 .34671 -.08036 ._5728 -.40968 .07650 -,03695 14.99400 15.00600 -4.02550 ,02117
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. {497/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.887 200.210 .34952 -.08043 .16115 -,40158 .07229 -.03900 14.99500 15.01000 -4.01990 ,02879
49,968 100.300 ,34136 -.07592 .15394 -.38394 .06190 -.03626 14.99500 15.01400 -4.01680 ,03145
49,779 .157 .34152 -:07925 .15304 -.36818 .05513 -.03569 14.98600 15.00500 -3.99940 .05815
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1498/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lO0.OIO ,091 .34079 -.07553 .I5862 -.363|7 .05815 -.03492 .I4.99400 14.99600 -4.00430 .09938
100.340 100.280 .35660 -.08772 .16562 -.38798 .06932 -.03545 14.98600 15,01100 -4.00230 ,05941
100,160 I99.690 ,37525 -.09452 .17146 -.40303 .07796 -.03969 14.99500 I4.gBIO0 -4.01640 ,07632
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00BO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14991 0 RN/L = [.52 GRADIENT INTZRVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.!BO 200.230 .39885 -.10878 .17312 -.39362 .07634 -.04511 14.98900 |5.OOlOO -4.00410 ,11489
200.010 lO0.17O .39319 -.10703 ,17483 -._/b_ .uou_ -.u_=,, -_ nnAqn twxp_
200.I40 .312 .37881 -.09684 .17438 -.36353 .06624 -.04215 14.99400 15.00700 -4.02010 ,15613
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .O0000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
DATE 85 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4tA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 147
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF 10VT1591 ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP " 1097.0800 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ ll.OOD BETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 15001 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA " BETA DALFA DBETA
-.088 -3.900 .31216 -.06243 .15095 -.38BBB .OBO}8 -.03635 14.98700 15.00800 -4.03270 -2.02510
.166 96.189 , .32958 -.07438 .I5182 -.39845 .05521 -.03879 14.99000 15,01000 -4.03670 -2.02980
.314 !96.!50 .32795 -,06662 .15503 -.41454 .07485 -.03802 15.00100 15.00500 -4.05220 -2.01940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1501/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN .CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,765 196,100 .33491 -.06642 .16362 -,40410 .0731I -.03996 14.99700 15.00400 -4.03530 -2.00750
49.650 96.165 .30994 -.05495 .t5599 -,37879 .05057 -.03716 14,99300 15.00700 -4.02770 -2.00930
50.153 -3.970 .31975 -.06276 .15387 -.37146 .05566 -.03940 14.98800 I5.01300 -4.02160 -2.01120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 • .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1502/ 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
100.220 -3.959 .33991 -.06877 .I5284 -.35677 .05269 -.04183 I5.00100 14.99900 -4.02410 -1,97060
100.190 95.234 .3499[ -.07476 .16541 -.38447 .06913 -.04338 14.98900 15.00600 -4.01640 -I.98340
100.270 I95,570 .34615 -.07039 .16826 -.38753 .07028 -.04268 14.99500 14.97800 -4.02310 -1.96520
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,O00OO
RUN NO. 15031 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
280.160 I96.t50 .37871 -.08994 .17270 -.38853 .07459 -.05013 14.99200 15.00000 -4,01180 -1.92530
199.940 95.99I .37229 -.08586 .17039 -.37699 .07012 -.04880 14.99300 f5,00500 -4.01310 -I.91760
200.270 -3.609 .38759 -.09309 .17013 -.35879 .06607 -,04627 14.99500 15.01300 -4.01530 -1.90160
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE [4B
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH $RB JET5 OFF (OVTI60) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - |09?.OOOO IN. XT ALPHA ]5.000 BETA 15.0DO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - 11.000 BETAS 13,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I504/ 0 RNIL= 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA _BETA
-.t45 -3.913 .3330B -.0755_ .lq95_ -._B072 .05420 -,03339 I4.98900 14.ggBo0 -4.02200 -2.00130
.IO0 96,I96 .33828 -,OBl41 .15084 -.39045 .06129 -.03718 14.98700 15,00700 -4.02300 -2.01420
.122 196.290 .32954 -.07033 .15404 -.39737 .0675B -.03580 15.00400 15.00700 -4.04250 -2,01730
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 ,OOOO0 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 15051 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA BALFA DBETA
50.214 196.080 .34071 -,07161 .15529 -.38513 .06337 -.03713 14.99600 15.00400 -4.02740 -2,00210
49.820 96.228 .33163 -.06994 .15567 -.3BlBl ,05852 -.03724 14.98700 15.01800 -4.01470 -2,01610
50.025 -3.961 .34172 -.07796 .153_5 -.38310 .05874 -.04002 14",99200 15.00800 -4.01390 .-1.99310
GRADIENT .DO000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .O00OO .O000O ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 1506/ O RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY EYN CBL ALPH_ BETA QALFA OBETA
100,060 -3.979 .35151 -.07982 .15876 -,37259 .8614B -,03869 14,99500 14.99100 -4.01080 -1,94980
100.240 B6.198 .34699 -.07581 ,15822 -.38229 .062BO -.0404B 14,99600 15.02000 -4.01890 -1.99310
100.280 196,050 .35777 -.OBlSI .15946 -.38950 .0653B -.0390B 14.99300 15.00800 -4.01810 -1,99040
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .O000O .O00OO .0OOOO .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 1507/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALRA 9BETA
200.036 19G.IIO .38B_B -.!0023 .!_344 -.39522 ".07877 -,04705 14.98200 14.98400 -4.00OBO -I.910IO
199.900 96.040 ,37610 -.09505 .17264 -.3BOB4 ,O7]9B -.04B91 14,99200 15,00600 -4.OOBSo -I.91580
200.240" -3.827 .36210 -.08542 .16936 -.36B08 .06964 -.04661 14.99700 15.00300 -4.02340 -1.BBqDO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .O00OO .O0000 .OOOO0 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-K|A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 149
[A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIBI) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA _ 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB II.000 BETAB = 13,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00,000 JET PC = .OOO
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 150B/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.074 -3.870 .33459 -.07465 .15195 -.37359 .05271 -.0297B 14.98800 I5.00600 -4.01110 -1.96970
.373 96.078 .34415 -.0794! .15117 -.38973 .06245 -.03525 14.99500 I5.00700 -4.02350 -l.98130
.256 195.200 .34571 -.07729 .15501 -.40477 .07059 -.03467 !4.99700 !5.00900 -4.02930 -!.99000
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1509/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.019 196.030 ,35980 -.086t5 .16360 -.39974 .07257 -.03627 14.98900 15.00000 -4.01690 -1.97090
49.942 96.158 .35775 -,08732 .15827 -.39369 .08850 -.03675 14.99000 15.01400 ,4.01420 -1.97510
49.733 -3.943 .34803 -.08287 °15567 -.37295 .05584 -.03456 14.89200 15.01300 -4.00890 -1.96380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ..00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1510/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.912 - -3.957 .34047 -.07728 .15827 -.36414 ,05564 -.03363 14.99400 15.00000 -4,00590 -t.91360
100.410 96.088 .35439 -.0840I .IS316 -.38966 .07058 -.03571 14.99300 I5.00600 -4.01160 -1.94900
100.520 195.180 .37473 -.09367 .16684 -.39666 .07369 -.03790 14.99300 15.01200 -4.01560 -1.96380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 151I/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.930 196.220 .39020 -.I0451 .17249 -.39429 .07595 -.04423 14.98700 15.00400 -4.00450 -I.90170
200.000 96.158 .38436 -.10248 .17280 -.38485 .07134 -.04247 14.99200 15.01200 -4.013t0 -1.88980
200.200 -3.717 .37788 -.09755 .17312 -.37041 .06806 -.03976 14.99600 15.00500 -4.02280 -!.86380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 150
1A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI62) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 7.000 BETAB 19.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, |625/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA " DBETA
lO0.1BO -2.32I .38015 -.10530 .14502 -,37012 .05713 -.03531. 14.99300 15.01200 -8.02840 4.13660
100.020 97.570 .38727 -.11406 ,14921 -.37596 .OB20B -.03910 14,98600 15.00900 -8.02080 4,11840
100.220 197.590 .37816 -.lOl5B .15995 -.40074 .07530 -.03689 15.00200 15.00600 -8.03680 4.08770
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1626/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.210 197.610 ,39525 -.11144 .16538 -.39430 .07467 -.03BOG 14.99100 15.00800 -8.02890 4.12010
150.240 97.723 .39705 -.11332 .1619l -.38803 .07147 -.03821 14.99500 15.0t800 -8.03410 4.13130
149,810 -2.364 .38343 -.09246 .15563. -.37935 .06343 -.03444 14.99700 I5.02500 -8.03660 4.13590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1627/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.570 -2.341 .38869 -.I0586 .15982 -,37890 .06551 -.03653 14.99200 15.00700 -8,03990 4.17130
200.180 97.600 .39919 -.11374 .16359 -.38324 .06774 -.03855 14,98400 15.01500 -8.03090 4.15910
199.940 197.780 .40406 .11852 .16915 -.39624 .07701 -.03924 14.98700 15.01400 -8.03220 4.13980
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI63) { 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 _N. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = 17.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACR - 4.500
RUN NO. 16281 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL , -5.00/' 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.030 .629 .38166 ~.1|084 .15003 -.37328 .06139 -.04516 14.98800 15.02000 -8.02630 2.06900
100.380 100.490 .39098 -.11531 .14972 -.38712 .06799 -.04412 14.99500 I5.0t400 -8.03570 2.04690
100.140 200.600 .37035 -.09538 .16037 -.40718 .07847 -.04180 15.00300 15.01700 -8.04660 2.03470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
i
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V_IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I51
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIB3) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT, XMRP - 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = 15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.300D INCHES YMRP - .O00O IN, YT ALPHAS - 7.000 BETAS - t7.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1629/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DSETA
I50.150 200.900 .38897 -.10361 .I8810 -.40430 .07881 -.04335 14.99400 15.02500 -8,03580 2.05460
t49.970 100.510 .37879 -.09949 .I6459 -.38929 .07201 -.03940 14,99000 15.01500 -8.03060 2.07940
149.880 .550 .35448 -.08937 .I5675 -.3685! .06408 -.04263 !4.98500 t5.0!000 -8.02660 2. I0680
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1630/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CSL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
200.400 .484 .35707 -.08534 .16243 -.36070 .06112 -.04234 15.00300 15.01300 -8.05200 2. t3760
200.220 100.590 .39132 -,10640 .17126 -.38129 .07083 -.04279 14.98500 . 15.01700 -8.02920 2.f1280
200.130 200.480 ,4072{ -.11683 .17156 -.39929 .07936 -.04530 14.98900 15.01600 -8.03130 2.08980
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, OIET NISRSS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIB4) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA I5.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAS = '17.000
8REF 129D.3000 iNCHES ZMRP - 450,0000 IN. ZT Y - 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1631/ 0 RN/L = , 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CSL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.I00 .676 .35765 -.09937 .14945 -.3S993 .06142 -.03726 14.98700 15.01600 -8.02470 2.06700
100.190 100.290 .38099 -.tl019 .14992 -.37713 .06442 -.04140 14.SBBO0 15.00400 . -8.02450 2.05480
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .O00OO ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 16321 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA cY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
,,_ _nn _nt _Qn _ - IN_N_ I_TX_ - XQR7W .N_RqR - NXQT_ I_._RqN_ I_.NWT_N -R.NXNNN _ N_I_
150.020 .667 .37358 I0090 .15814 --,37775 ,D6569 03542 -8.02590 2.10250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI4E, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 152
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI54) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA ', PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = IUST.O000 IN. XI ALPHA = I5.000 BETA 15,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = . I7.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - qSO.O000 IN. ZT Y 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1633/ 0 RNIL = i,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CI.M CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.400 .B43 .3B131 -.I0376 .IB30l -.37379 .06814 -.03718 i4.99500 i5.00800 -B.OqhSO 2._4770
200.140 I00.480 .39353 -.ii027 .10583 -.38443 .07!96 -_0#019 _4.99300 15.02000 -B.03950 2. I2300
200.020 200.460 .40120 -.I1427 .15BS9 -.39463 ,07584 -.04213 14.99600 I5.01400 -8.03880 2.110IO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVTI65I ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = 7,000 BETA8 = I5.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1652/ 0 RN/L = i,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.770 .13B .35339 x.08443 ,15154 -.40i2I .076B2 -.04953 .I4.98900 15.0'nnO" -8.03280 .04355
I00.270 99.954 .36597 -.09431 .[4822 -.39845 .07219 -.0483'4 14.98900 15.0L_JO -8.03560 .02054
I00.150 200.120 .34790 -.07757 .15490 -.40530 .076BB -.04458 I5,00800 I5.01400 -8.05730 .02731
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1653! 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -_.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
]50.iBO 200,020 ,36050 -.07994 ,16568 -.39085 .07193 -.04592 ]4.99800 I5,01300 -B.04400 .05315
150.t00 100.090 .35852 -.08170 .I5839 -.38820 .07152 -,04454 14,99400 15.01600 -B.03870 .05671
150-350 .039 .37770 -,09240 .15B5B -.3B066 ".07395 -.04738 14.99600 15.00400 -8.03730 .oe216
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1654/ 0 RN/L = 1,5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 S.On
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.510 -.OB2 .3956I -.09912 ,16I,_3 -.37048 .O?!3B -.04767 14.99600 15.01000 -8.04240 .11992
199.780 99.B24 .37027 -.oe63B .16525 -.3B007 .06803 -.04734 I4.99000 15.02700 -8.03550 .07447
200.100 199.930 .37631. -.08799 .16954 -,38475 .07112 -.04845 14.99500 I5.00500 -B.04120 .09390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00'000
\DATE 25 JUL 77 {A!4B, AEDC V4!A-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 153
IAI42. O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI661 I 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = i290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 EN. YT ALPHAB- 7.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 N. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1655/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.933 .351 .3898B -.11259 .14788 -.38694 .06786 -.04783 14.99400 15.01700 -8.03620 .031BI
IO0.OBO 99.981 .3754[ -.10799 .I4956 -.3BB20 .06277 -.04697 14.98900 15.02400 -8.03500 .01353
100.170 . 200.I30 .35527 -.08707 .15539 -.39935 .07230 -.04110 15.00BOO 15,00700 -B.O55BO .02472
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1656/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
150.040 200.130 .36032 -.08448 .16701 -.39949 ,07570 -.04406 14.99300 15.01200 -B.O39BO .03959
|50.100 |0O.llO .36187 -.OBSTi .16348 -.39308 .07294 -.04420 t4.99400 15.01800 -B.03850 .04441
150,330 .043 .37841 -.09784 .15213 -.37114 .06552 -.04450 14.99900 15.00800 -8,04000 .07|55
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1657J 0 RN/L = 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL. = -5.00,' 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.050 .122 .35363 -.08676 .15582 -.3579B .06155 -.04397 14.99400 15.01200 -B.04230 .ll2BB
200.000 100.220 .37580 -,09384 . .15853 -.3B7Bi .07349 -.04BOB 14.98B00 15.03200 -B.03280 .06541
200.I20 200.1SO .38645 -.10t64 .17034 -.39657 .0756B -.04729 14.98900 15.02800 -B.03430 .04412
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (0VT1671 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT .ALPHA - 15,000 BETA 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 7.000 BETAB 15.QO0
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100. MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1658/ 0 RN/L - 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.020. .129 .36067 -.0960B .i5132 -.36989 .05980 -.04024 14.99100 15.01300 -B,03030 .07653 "
100.290 200.220 .364B0 -.09099 .158B0 -.40537 .07800 -.03916 15.00700 15.01500 -B.05370 .04465
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEDC V4tA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 154
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIST) "( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA [5.000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 - 9.000 BETAB 15,000
BREF ]290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ]00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,OIO0 HACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1659/ 0 RNtL = 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BE]A UALFA OBE]A
150.160 200. i90 .38454 -.10250 .1648I .-.39780 .07_18 ~.04179 !4.98900 15 01500 -8.03380 ,0663!
149.940 99,912 .37378 -.09738 ,15353 -.38909 .07284 -,03907 ]4.99400 15.01000 -8.03440 .07917
149.930 .I17 .34961 -.08582 .I5670 -.36449 .06000 -.03881 I4.99600 15.02100 -8.03850 .10074
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1660/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
200.580 -.082 ._7055 -.09640 .16408 -.36753 .06418 -,03842 14.98200 15.01300 -8.04030 .13584
200.I20 I00.040 .38571 -.10710 .15505 -.38331 .06886 -.04049 14.97900 15.02100 -8.02320 .]0532
200.360 |99.920 .40334 -.11396 .16913 -.39932 .07840 -.04400 I4.99400 15.00900 -8.03790 .09589
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ORF (OVTIB8] ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA ]5.000 BETA ]5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB 13.000
BREF " 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1643/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CL_ CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.260 -4.014 .37442 -.09819 .14695 -.38065 ,06521 -.04556 14.99200 15.01600 -8.04050 -2.00530
99.825 95.938 .36608 -.09979 .14796 -.38775 .0666l -.04779 14.98000 I5.02300 -8.02830 -2.02190
I00.260 186.230 .34718 -.07722 .1582! -.40590 .07808 -,04377 15.01300 I5.02100 -8.06370 -2.01880
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1644/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.030 196.090 .35184 -,07520 .15561. -.38984 .07241 -.04490 14.98800 15.01300 -8.04770 -1.99810
150.050 96.056 .35237 -.0q917 .16006 -.38635 .06999 -.044t5 14.99000 15.02000 -8.03800 -1.99770
150.120 -4.023 .35679 -.08308 .15229 -.36833 .06183 -.04506 14.99100 15.01400 -8.03590 -1,98170
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 155
IAI4B, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIBBI { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2590,0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = I097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA = 15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF I290,3000 INCHES YMRP = ,OOOO IN, YT ALPHAB= 7.000 BETAS = 13,000
BREF 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = • 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1645/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.490 -4.224 .37175 -.08607 .15766 -.35835 .06208 -.04448 }5.00000 15.00000 -8.04420 -I.92240
199.870 95.916 ,35910 -.07979 .16576 -.38236 .07004 -.04601 14.99000 I5,02700 -8.03720 -_,97710
200.130 195.960 .36585 -.08261 .16913 -.39295 .07471 -.04771 14.99200 15.01900 -8.04120 -I.97530
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,OOOO0 ,OOO00 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
IAI4B, OlET HISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTIG9} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT, XMRP = I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA 15,000 BETA = 15,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAB= 7.000 BETAS = 13.000
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 50,000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO, I646/ 0 RN/L = i,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z x CN CLM CA CY " CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.827 -4.005 .35831 -.0935! .15068 -.37635 .06141 -,04349 14.98500 15.01400 -8.02950 -1.96580
100.340 95.694 .36431 -.09828 .15012 -.38179 .06097 -.04319 14.99000 '15.01400 -8.03660 -1_97890
100.190 196.110 .34867 -.08053 .15498 -.40122 .07203 -.03956 15.00BO0 I5.01900 -8.05710 -1.98870
GRADIENT ,OOOO0 ,OOOO0 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .OOOOO ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1647/ O RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA - CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.220 195.7t0 .36370 -.08939 .15900 -.39766 .07213 -.04131 14.99100 ]5.00000 -8.03830 -1.95250
150.140 95.015 .36546 -.09101 .IB3Sl -.39284 .07292 -.04256 14.98700 I5.00800 -8.03210 -1.95440
149.870 -4.110 .34614 -.08159 .15360 -.36577 .05859 -.04110 14.99500 15.01600 -8.03720 -1.94030
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .OOOO0 ;00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 164B/ 0 RN/L = t.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.380 -4.070 .35874 -.08699 .I5945 -.36673 ,06750 -.04263 14.99500 14,99800 -8.04420 -].87?20
200.200 196.0]0 .38907 -.10518 ,17t02 -.40057 .07958 -.04533 14.99800 15,01700 -8.04460 -I,95170
GRADIENT ,00_00 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TA@ULATEb SOURCE DATA PAGE 156
IA142o OIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI70) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 26g0.0000 BQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF _290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB - 13.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. ,1649/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.210 -3.98? .3430i -.05461 .|52B_ -.37935 .05549 -.03589 14.99000 15.0]I00 -9.03320 -I.94850
I00.400 95.995 ,37042 -.I0184 .I5421 -.39351 .07391 -,04lOB 14.98500 15.01600 -8.03040 -1.97560
I00.070 19B.210 .34943 -.08213 .15648 -.39833 .07227 -.03738 15.00800 15.02800 -8.05620 -1.99950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1650/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.230 195.890 .37271 -.09529 ,15938 -.39419 .07211 -,03990 ]4.99100 15.01100 -8.03640 -].96410
149.970 95.897 .35283 -.08998 .15956 -.38977 .07066 -,03780 14.99300 15.01400 -8.03600 -1.95300
150.050 -4.126 .34968 -.08400 .15667 -.36463 .06073 -,03450 14.99500 15.00700 -8.03910 -1.91880
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1651/ 0 RN/L = 4.51 GRADIENT INIERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.470 -4.066 .36351 -.09019 .16010 -.37134 .06599 -,03658 14.99400 15.01000 -8.04520 -I.89530
200.000 96.201 .37782 -.09852 .16210 -.38480 .07137 -,04023 14.98800 15.03300 -8.03400 -1.93600
200.170 195.24U .38478 -.10422 .I6336 -.39494 .07444 -.04255 14.99100 I4.98700 -8.03540 -1.91300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS 5EPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVTITI) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE u_,_''" PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -15,D00 BETAB = 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = .DO0
SCALE = .GIG0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1730/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.056 -1.859 -.42761 .lOBB! ,28304 -.6_85 .20277 -,06996 -15,00900 15,01600 -.19899 4.12450
-.092 97.737 -.42977 ,11289 .29396 -.62751 .20480 -.06964 -15.00300 ]5.01500 -.20658 4.09290
-.471 197.800 -.43327 .11543 .28467 -.62562 .20542 -.06934 -15.01200 15.00900 -.19558 4.06620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .GOOD0 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I57
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS 5EPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI71] ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2B90.OOOO SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -15,000 BETAB = 19.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN, ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 17311 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.619 197.740 -.45126 .12703 .28333 -.62443 .2051I -.OBBI5 -15.00800 15.01200 -.18693 4.04100
50.100 97.556 -.44854 .I2589 .28480 -.62554 .20545 -.OBBI9 -15.01200 15.00900 -.19409 4.07570
49,950 -2.221 -.43812 ,12044 .27882 -.629[7 ,20634 -,05935 -15.01000 15,01700 .-,19537 4,09470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I732/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.511 -2.215 -.44213 ,12452 .28013 -.62925 .20604 -.OBBIO -15.00900 15.01700 -,1879I 4.0?580
99.558 97.713 -.44484 .12639 .27704 -.62101 .20267 -.05768 -15.00800 15.01200 -.I8247 _.04240
99.323 197.840 -.45235 .13043 .27808 -,61933 .20179 -.067lZ -t5,00900 15.01600 -.]SBB3 4,01520
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1733/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.600 197.920 -.458]6 .13521 ,27259 -.59692 ,I9100 -,06277 _15,00400 15,01600 -.16955 4.01640
200.230 97.790 -.45436 .13498 .27224 -.60549 .19551 -.06275 -15.00400 I5.01400 -,18161 4.04940
200.220 -2.225 -.44735 .13257 .27096 -.61279 .19929 -.06272 -15.00500 15.01500 -.19189 4.07030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI72} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = ]097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -15,000 BETAS = 17.000
_L_ = I_U.3UUU _l_bn_ LI'I_F _ _U.UUUU IN. ZT Y _ IUU.UUU _LI PC = .uuu
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 17341 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
= ....
-._ |UU._u -._to_ . _u_u_ .co_u_ -.ow_u ,_u_u -,u/_ I_ -_.uu_uu $_.u_ /uu -. _ _,U_UU
-.648 200.710 -.4266] .1065I .28582 -.64577 .21292 -.07394 -15.01500 15-0]300 -.16608 2.01910
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ..00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 158
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI72) ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA pARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -15.000 BETAB _ 17.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0[00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1735/ 0 RN/L = _.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA ..... _ r',u_LrM
49.703 200.650 -.43443 .I1747 .2B365 -.66015 ,21997 -,07189 -]4.99700 15.0}400 -.17472 2.00200
49.854 100.660 -.4354l .11829 .28441 -.66310 .21877 -.07264 -I5.01000 15.02200 -.15638 t.99890
50.133 .755 -.43395 .IIB78 .28250 -.BSOB4 .21622 -.07279 -15.00700 15.02000 -.18244 2.02840
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .0O000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17_BI 0 RN/L = " 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
S9.Bl5 .B22 -.43206 .12146 .2B151 -.66976 .22141 -.07036 -|5.00000 15.01900 -.17790 2.00720
99.379 I00.860 " -.43140 ,llSgB .28290 -.BB679 .22103 -,06978 -I5.00900 15.01700 -.15709 1.99520
99.725 200.640 -.43069 .IIeB@ .28333 -.65BI7 ,21872 -.06964 -15.00900 15.00700 -.15379 1.99470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1737/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA ETA DALFA BBETA
199.590 200.640 -.44297 .13190 .272BI -.S2BBl ,20514 -.06236 -I4.99500 15.01000 -.15670 1.99270
199,990 100.700 -.43535 .12903 .27052 -.6320B ,20593 -,06285 -15.00200 15.01900 -.15624 1.99160
200.100 .671 -.42970 .12530 .25899 -.63485 .20794 -.06315 -15.00400 15.01400 -.I65BB 2.02360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA14210/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI73) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFEE.._CE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -15.000 BETAB = 17.000
8REF - 12B0.3000 INCHES ZHRP • 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE - .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1738/ O RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA' CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.|TB .B92 -.42739 ._JDI9 ._380 -._886 .203@_ -.OTt73 -t5.00300 /5.01000 -.20514 2.09310
-.457 100.620 -.4316B .11331 .2839B -.62782 .2057B -.07100 -15.00600 15,01500 -.19169 2.05990
-.456 200.620 -._3332 .il5BO ,28472 -.63171 .20922 -.070II -15;00500 15.01000 -.17947 2.03620
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEOC V4IA-KIA, TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE I59
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING BOTH sRB JETS OFF (OVTI?3) 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ I097.0006 IN'. XT ALPHA = -15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -IS.DO0 BETAB = I7.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1739/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.586 200.650 -.44B02 ,12634 .28372 -.63408 .20934 -.06973 -15.00400 15.01600 -.I7687 2.01760
49.875 100.680 -.44702 .12492 .28461 -.63488 .20983 -.07001 -15.01300 15.01500 -.17532 2.02960
50.550 .874 -.43795 .12128 .27872 -.64194 .21146 -.07061 -15.00500 15.02700 -.20_29 2.05990
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 1740/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.387 .610 -.43797 .12405 .28073 -.E4057 .21199 -.06918 -I5.00600 IS.Ol3OO -.I8967 2.05t20
99.152 100,850 -.44551 .12631 .28072 -.53082 .20634 -.06834 -15.01000 15.02400 -.16772 2.00230
99.5t3 200.740 -.4510I .12844 .27994 -.62635 .20494 -.06790 -15.01000 18.01700 -.t6109 1.99460
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DoOO0 ,OOOOO .OODO0
RUN NO. i74if 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.810 200.760 -.45400 .13562 .27501 -.61_43 .19925 -.06251 -14,99800 15.01500 -,16633 2.00120
199.970 100.950 -.45394 .13440 ,27246 -.61418 .200ii -.06219 -15.00800 15.02400 -.16535 2.00350
200.440 .726 -.44058 .12848 .26898 -.61fii3 .20001 -.06214 -15.00200 15.01900 -.18652 2.05900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI74} ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA ,OAR_HE,R,_AT r DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA '15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -15.000 BETAB = 15.000
BRE£ = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = =0!00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 174210 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -B.O0/ 5.00
Z X • CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
..258 .271 -.43678 .09919 ,28223 -.63286 .19573 -.07772 -I5.00400 15.02000 -.1891½ .04158
-._4 99.958 -.44018 .I0763 ,28344 -.64250 .20312 -.07739 -i4.99600 15.00700 -,1924| .04722
G_X6i_N_ :0o606 .ooooo .o0ooo .00000 .ooooo .o0ooo .ooooo .ooooo .ooooo .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 160
IA142o O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JET5 OFF (OVTI74) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -15.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO, 174_/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X .C,N CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALRA DBETA
49.610 200.050 -.45135 .12174 .28620 -.67712 .22392 -.07434 -14.99500 i5.01000 -.i7457 .01081
49.942 I00,140 -,44939 .12072 .28240 -,68294 .22255 -.0750! -15,00500 15.02600 -,f6800 -.00329
49.804 .063 -.45001 .11749 .27756 -.68019 .21532 -.0752g m15.0_O00 15.02900 --.15589 ".00245
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 17441 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,587 .142 -.44651 .12658 .27772 -.69751 .22569 -.07156 -}4.99100 15.0_B00 -.1690B -.00436
99.396 99.718 -.452a2 .12992 .28436 -.69512 .22933 -.07043 -15.01100 14.98300 -.14585 .02059
99.731 200.060 -.44805 ,12B02 .28648 -.68517 .22864 -.OB85B -15.00900 I5.00400 -,14480 -.00452
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1745/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.800 200.200 -.44005 .13479 .27365 -.64642 .21314 -.06145 -I4.98400 15.01400 -.14780 -.02311
199.960 100.070 -.43031 ,13065 .2714B -,65385 .2139B -.0621B -15.00400 15.01800 -.|2955 -.01670
200.170 -.Oil -.41800 .12580 .27242 -.65895 .21339 -,06340 -15.00300 15.02300 -.13889 .00555
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/IT NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI75) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
-- L=_
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -15.000 BETA = lb. UUU
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -I5.000 BETAS = 15.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZI Y = 50..000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1746/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.374 .280 -.42099 .09875 .28155 -.B347, .19944 -.07697 -[5.00000 15.02000 -..18708 -.01074
-.356 100.030 -.4_362 .10792 .28289 -.637'T4 .20240 -,07592 -15.00700 15.01600 -.17599 -.00993
-.197 200.050 -.43589 .11136 .2823I -.64603 .20894 -.07509 -15.00700 15.00700 -.17638 -.O045B
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A_KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 1Bl
TAt42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI75} t 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP _ ]097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I5.000 BETA 15.0GO
LREF = |290,3000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I5.00O BE'AB 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIOQ MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1747/ 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.526 200,17G -.44696 .[2255 .2833I -,B653B .21972 -.07336 -15,00000 [5.0]600 -.17267 -,03145
49.B3B I00,140 -.44534 ,12048 .27895 -,67103 .B1739 -.07420 -15,00500 15.03i00 -.1683B -.04903
49.819 .OB3 -.44150 ,I1637 ,27756 -.66333 ,21118 -.07441 -}5.01200 15,01600 -.16295 .00441
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 1748/ 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.739 -.t59 -.43751 .12437 .27667 -.6B017 220[4 -,07197 -14.99200 I5,00900 -.1716S -.00215
99.644 |OO.llO -.44468 .12791 .27910 -.67880 .22273 -.06993 -15.00800 I5.01100 -.I5563 -.00566
99.755 200.110 -.44569 .I2804 .28389 -.66863 .22250 -.06822 -15.00900 15.00600 -.15597 .02254
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1749/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
199.620 200.010 -.43796 .13126 ,27054 -,63587 ,2071I -.06219 -I4.99000 15.01300 -,1535B .0122B
199,980 t00,120 -.43!50 .12797 .27009 -.64041 ,20762 -,06270 -15.00300 I5.02200 -.]434B ,0]_88
200.!60 ,010 -,41979 .12277 .26896 -,65038 ,21025 -,06400 -14.99900 I5.02300 -.15552 .03019
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 • .00000
IAI4B, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (0VT176) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP • I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -15.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - |00,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1750/ 0 RNIL = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
,13B ,296 -,42641 ,I0913 ,B8022 -,63157 .202BB -,07365 -15,00700 15,01500 -,19237 ,074BB
-,754 ]00,090 -,43584 ,1_385 ,28342 -,63633 ,20561 -,07394 -15.0]400 15,01700 -,17269 ,04735
_o _nn t_n - 4_l .I|355 .28366 -,63893 ,21031 -,07309 -15,00600 I5,01300 -.i761B .04396
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI_2, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SDURCE DATA PAGE IB2
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI7S) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAS - -15,000 BETAB = 15.0DO
BREF = 1290.3000'INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT "Y " I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 17511 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,56_ 2D0.180 -.44382 .12253 .28438 -,64842 .21311 7.07134 -15.00500 15.02200 -.iS?4? .0t209
49.997 I00.120 -.44133 .12282 .28i34 -.65284 .215_4 -.07190 -15.00600 15.01700 -,17147 .0274)
49.999 .178 -.44608 .12416 .28152 -.65576 .21412 -.072BB -15.01500 15.02400 -.I7194 .03939
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .DO000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
RUN ND. 1752/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
99.787 .041 -.435BI .12368 .2804B -.65667 .21614 -.07000 -15.00200 15.01500 -.17443 .03399
99.600 100.160 -.43806 .12321 .28179 -.65500 .21875 -.06980 -_5.01300 IS.0ZGOO -.15788 .01407
99.748 200.I00 ' -.44276 . .|24}5 .28373 -.5460I .21272 -.06969 -15.01300 15.01400 -.15933 .01435
GRADIENT .O00OO .OOO00 .00000 ,00000 .GO000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .OOOO0
RUN NO. 1753/ O RN, 1.50 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.3'_/0 200.050 -.45007 .13434 .27195 -.62472 .20310 -.06220 ,-14.99700 15.01500 -.15776 .00530
200.100 100.070 -.44036 .I3012 .26917 -.B2549 .20204 -.06232 -15.00500 15_01900 -.15636 .01383
200,280 .081 -.43584 .I2879 .28805 -.62543 .20334 -.06269 -15.00400 15,01700 -.I7OO2 .03366
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .OOOOO .00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS OFF (OVT177) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -15.DO0 BETA I5.000
LREF l_BO.3000 INCHES YHRP _ .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = -15.000 BETAS • 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = ,OOO
SCALE - .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1754/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.88
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.157 -3.B17 -.43330 ,09830 .27639 -.62.107 ,18790 -.07758 -}5.00600 i5.02200 -.18349 -1.98320
-.191 96.040 -.44142 .I0623 .27877 -.63373 .19922 -.07738 -15.00BOO 15.00700 -.18659 -1.96280
-.214 IS6.080 -.44546 .11128 .27979 -.64t80 ,20483 -,07604 -15.00600 15,01500 -.17BSl -1..98490
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,O000O .00000 .OOOO0 .O00OO .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 iAI42, AEDC V4|A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 163
IAi42. O/ET _/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS OFF (OVTI77) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA _ARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 'iOBT.O000 IN. XT ALPHA - -15.000 BETA t5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -15.000 BETAS 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = .DOD
SCALE = .0100 MACH" = 4.500
RUN NO. 1755/ 0 RN/L = t.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.574 196.130 -.44912 12043 .28048 -.BBBT6 .21915 -.07430 -14.99800 15.01300 -.15931 -2 01370
49.822 96.208 -.45064 ,11945 .27751 -.67123 .21580 -.07495 -15.00800 15,03300 -.16199 -2.03190
49.881 -3.889 -.44822 .11612 .27515 -.66390 .20639 -.07537 -15.01100 15.02800 --IB22B -2.01780
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I756/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,557 -3,873 -.45089 .12674 .27512 -.68450 .21788 -.07169 -14.99500 15.01600 -.16141 -2,01960
99.627 95.051 -.45322 .[2820 .27891 -.68864 .22427 -,07071 -15.01100 15.01000 -.14337 -2.01720
99._59 196.270 -.45008 .12760 .28241 --.67775 .22367 -.06888 -15.00800 15.01000 -.14523 -2,01650
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1757! 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.560 195.150 -.44629 .13698 .27414 -.64694 .21158 -,06178 -14,98400 15.01200 -.14553 -2.02700
200.060 96.051 -.43558 .13203 .25902 -.65440 .21243 -.06216 -14.99700 15.02600 -,13609 -2.03030
200.240 -3.926 -.41817 .t2486 .26923 -.65781 .2111B -.06354 -15.00000 15.02500 -.14006 -2.01070
GRAO_ENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, OIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH $R8 JETS OFF (OVTI78) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA .
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -15.000 BETAS 13.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRp = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I'758/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
.07B -3.B03 -.4357B .10967 .28121 -.63089 .1969B -.07621 -15.00300 15.01800 -:18323 -I.98100
-.39B 96.237 -.44442 .ll4BB .28297 -.63357 .20045 -.0762_ -15.01100 15.01BOO -.]7251 -1.98570
,Tn ,oh ,_n - _n_ .I;_gg .2R14_ -.63938 .20618 -.0759B -I5.00100 i5.01200 -.I7973 -I.98540
DATE 25 JUL 77 _A142. AEDC V4IA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 164
IAI42, O/ET NISRDS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS OFF {OVTI?8) ( 02 FEB 72 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 8690.0000 90,FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -]5.000 BETAB - 13.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.Q00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1759/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBE_A
49,632 |96,I60 -,44589 .i2407 .26143 -,65703 ,21614 -.07371 -14.99900 !5.0]500 -,t7426 -2, O]O!O
49.649 96,008 -.44776 .12294 ,27899 -,66052 .21329 -.07464 -t5.01300 I5.02500 -.15886 -2,013_0
49.716 -3.858 -,44770 .12]19 .28060 -.65688 .20734 -.07487 -15.01500 15.02800 -._5746 -2.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .DOOOO .00000
RUN NO. 1760/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.916 -3.941 -.44342 .12551 .27445 -.66796 .21470 -.07202 -14.99700 15.01600 -.17058 -2.00740 ,
99,543 96.075 -,44533 ,12740 ,28195 -.65252 .2]607 -.07003 -15.00800 15,00500 -.15236 -2.00930
99.943 195.990 -.44140 .12599 .28276 -.66061 ,21942 -.06922 -15.00800 15.00200 -,I5534 -2,00370
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17611 0 RN/L = ],50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CDL ALPHA 6ETA OALFA OBETA
199.490 195.980 -.44337 .13297 .27182 -.53206" .20478 -.06232 -14.99400 15.01300 -.I5439 -2.02450
I99.990 96.129 -.43421 .12958 .27046 -,63474 .20395 -.06289 -15,00200 15.01900 -.14829 -2.01970
200.020 -3.968 -.4286! .12468 .26862 -.63909 .204I! -.06406 -15.01300 15.02300 -.14568 -2.00920
GRADIENT .00000 100000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OFF (OVTI79) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -I5.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -15.000 BETAB 13.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. Zf Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
-RUN NO. 1762/ 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BET4 DALFA DBETA
.101 -3.760 -,44070 .11747 ,28204 -,r_3481 .19998 -.074_-_4 -15.01200 15.01900 -.18583 -I.94610
-.529 96.061 -,44369 ,11985 .28521 -,63204 .20447 -,07386 -15,01200 15.0t400 -.17558 -1,96210
-,45_ - 196.160 -.45018 .12115 .28705 -,63478 ,20765 -,07248 -15.01500 15.01500 -.16682 -I.96570
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE IS5
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS OFF {OVTI79) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 BQ.=T. xMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA : -15.000 BETA I5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS -15.000 BETAS 13.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 17631 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.[14 I96.250 -.4518B ,12701 .28547 -.64635 .21257 _.07172 -14.99900 15.02500 -.18355 -1.98880
49.835 95,134 -.45423 .12832 .28517 -.64742 .21160 -.07236 -I5.01100 15.02300 -.17509 -l.BB060
50.159 -3.740 -.44994 .12827 .28|55 -.B4834 .21163 -.07291 -15.00400 IS.02BO0 -.IBB27 -1.97270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17641 O RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA 9BETA
99.576 -4,041 -.44084 .I2745 .28223 -.65191 ,21347 -,07007 -15.00500 15.01400 -.17574 -!.95980
99.430 96.320 -.4433B .12BI! .28379 --.65B18 .21402 -.06994 -15.02700 15.02900 -.14354 -2.00320
. 99.604 196.150 -.4457! .12638 .28333 -.64134 .209IS -.06959 -15.01200 15.01500 -,15440 -1.99740
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1765! 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
199.600 19B.030 -.45276 .13499 .27344 -,6239B .20275 -.05222 -15.00000 15,01300 -.I5589 -1.995B0
200.010 95.996 -.44770 .|3368 .27278 -.62753 ,20340 -,06250 -15.00BOO 15.01100 -.15540 -1.98920
200.260 -3.875 -.44282 .13273 .27253 -.B2946 .20514 -.06302 -15.00400 15,02000 -,16950 -1.97900
GAAOIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 166
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVT50I; ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = .000 BETAB .000
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 |N. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .0;00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 375/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.218 400.150 -.18975 -.04807 .18623 -.00745 -.00228 -.00004 .00978 .02289 -.94450 .2971!
-1.419 300.060 -.cvswv_cn - ........n_P_ 17558 -.004|i --,00388 .00032 ".06124 . 01928 -- .86774 .30754
1.391 250.}00 -.}4Bil -.07085 .14893 -.01161 -.00080 .00006 .03608 .01568 "-.95523 3!.60
-.407 200.070 -.14554 -.07278 .I4377 -.00865 -.0038_ .00072 -.02900 .02937 -.89792 .29578
-I.084 175.060 -.17225 -.06869 .14642 -.00484 -,00027 .00027 .00422 .00456 -.93208 .3t697
-.627 150.050 -.17827 -.0735I .[4470 -.00015 -.00527 .00022 .00512 .02072 -.93289 .30068
-1.006 124.950 -.20232 -.07214 .14560 -.00809 -.00292 -.00016 -.02724 .00129 -.90068 .32904
-2.613 100.070 -.28134 -.06457 .15983 .009B4 -.0038I .00020 -.07276 -.01392 -.85573 .34855
1.301 75.004 -.20409 -.09189 .14481 -.00820 .00t40 -.00072 .02747 .01906 -.95888 .32342
-2.335 49.97I -.28690 -.095B0 .14513 .00083 .00016 -.00003 -.07312 .00166 -.86301 .35174
.262 24.949 -.23971 -.t0420 .14433 -.00260 -.00209 .00013 .00237 .OilS9 -,93646 .33785
-.360 -.039 -.23123 -.10904 .I4985 -.01402 .00157 -.00106 -.01267 .0i966 -.91979 .330|7
1.822 -50.065 -,I7005 -.08760 .t7280 -.00206 -,00224 .00067 .07985 .00319 -I.00280 .33392
1.106 -100.150 -,12515 -.07896 .17118 -.00617 -.00097 -,00037 .05409 .01890 -,96971 .30602
2.523 -200.|60 .07733 -.19240 .13920 -.00792 .00110 -.00284 .01099 .01084 -,92997 .32763
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 3771 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA QBETA
49.919 400,090 -.21713 -.03586 .B159! -.08640 .00084 -.00044 -.01583 .01178 -,9005! .30712
50.856 300.020 -.16387 -.05959 .1B073 -.01823 .00175 -.00259 .01144 .02900 -,92582 .28963
50.458 249.960 -.14285 -.06039 .16778 -.03913 .00388 -.00222 -.0]423 .04183 -.9010! .27707
48.827 200.000 -.17637 -.05674 .16557 -.01764 .00]33 -.00103 -.02766 -.00237 -.88887 .3218_
49.256 174.980 -.|9381 -.05439 .|7148 -.00920 -.00077 -.00002 -i02823 .00702 -:88910 .31142
50.660 149.950 -.16045 -.06132 .16274 -.00428 -.00229 .00033 .00376 .02386 -,92192 .29191
50.100 124.920 -.I4369 -.06546 .15852 -.01320 .00053 -.00075 -.00076 .02228 -,91777 .29670
49.983 99.970 -.13560 -.05718 .15895 -.00949 -.00056 -.00081 ,00104 -.00152 -.91989 .33115
49.482 74.903 -.14454 -.06367 .16342 .OO00O -.00209 -.00004 -.Oi[7B -.0023i -,#u-....i_ .33098
49.943 49.86I -.13456 -.06587 .16026 -.01590 -.00036 -.00139 .00119 .02723 -,9215! .30558
49.335 25,033 -.13985 -,07340 .16045 -.00320 -.00395 .00043 -.03875 .0i180 -.88685 .32252
48.868 -.036 -.15757 -.08522 .16308 -.01209 -.00626 -.00020 -.04926 .02982 -,87747 .30994
50.88! -50.095 -.11605 -.08332 .17098 .0018I .00529 -.00086 .01108 -.02983 -.93159 .35695
49.098 ,100.]20 .05156 -.09895 ,14030 .00654 -.00705 .00083 -,03[3I .0485I -.88192 .28065
51.389 -200.190 .16490 -.19568 .11256 -.00415 -.00171 -.00059 -.02287 -,00154 -.90253 .33450
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 167
IAt42. O/ET _/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT502_ ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2680.000C SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREY }280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETA8 = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 3761 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1.448 -I00.050 -.|1460 -.08289 16820 -.00590 -.00149 -.00026 -.04065 .01586 ~.87251 ,31357
.066 -50.039 -.17773 -.08712 17492 -.00203 -.00158 .00033 .00063 .01042 -.91780 .33317
.449 .089 -.23392 -.I0704 14979 -.01185 .00173 -.00118 .0II17 .01305 -.93774 .33961
-.BB2 25.087 -.25891 -.09942 14734 -.00024 -,00241 .00017 -.02383 .00248 -.90154 .34633
.517 49.95I -.23454 -.09666 I4275 -,00846 .00166 -.00031 .01902 .01374 -.94184 .34058
2.177 74.943 -.15777 -.08964 13914 .00390 -.00595 .00081 .08390 .01157 -i.00210 .32288
.323 100.060 -,14197 -.08300 13566 -,01461 .00268 -.00133 ,01444 -.00026 -.93087 33028
-I.849 124.980 -,20048 -.06713 I5211 -.01535 .00031 ~.O010I -.05143 .021BI -.86390 30103
-.704 149.950 -.2lBBI -,06]28 15652 " -,0031'1 -.00239 -.00002 -.01236 -.0088l -.90216 33885
1.14_ 174.9B0 -.16079 -.07112 14615 -.00474 -.00265 .00006 ,0379| .01227 -.95176 31170
-.780 199.880 -.17979 -.06533 15123 -.02263 .0013I -.0009I ,00456 .02759 -.91810 29220
.720 250.020 -,13865 -,07308 14725 -.02031 .00045 -.00089 .05202 .01000 -.96472 .30907
-1.912 300.130 -,Ig7_0 -.06077 16944 -.00937 -.00163 -,00068 -.05168 .01539 -.860g3 .30225
.541 400.050 -,IB3BI -.04742 18312 -.00669 .00022 -,00077 .OIIBO -.0013| -.92782 .32205
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000. ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 37B! 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA • DBETA
48.091 -100.110 .00734 -.09577 .14258 -,02310 .01839 -.00426 -.06615 .05989 -.8495! .26487
48.596 -50.07I -.14806 -,08173 .18068 -.00690 .OlB81 -.00360 -.04789 -.03517 -,87516 .35968
49.874 -.126 -.15461 -,08264 ,I6414 -.00985 -.00286 -.00|12 -,00797 .06648 -.92152 .26704
50.155 24,863 -,15344 -.06974 .16602 .00178 .00120 -.O01BO .01963 -,00936 -.94959 .34706
50.84! 49,896 -.I1553 -,07029 .1588] -.01005 .00184 -.00156 .03486 .OOB2B -.96196 .32384
49.273 74.920" -.13451 -.06433 .16091 -.OlOOI ,00223 -.00136 -.01749 -.00142 -.91015 .32921
49.052 99.928 -,15776 -.06101 .16407 -.01582 .00366 -.00193 -.02004 .01558 -.90647 .31079
51,646 I24.870- -.09450 -.07474 .15029 -.01362 ,00453 -,00172 .09738 -.00628 -I.02440 .33098
48.166 149,970 -.14585 -,06204 .16197 -.01208 .00252 -.00099 -.05517 .01398 -,87186 .31195
49.858 174.B80 -,I7515 -.05996 .164BI -,01375 ,00097 -.00157 -.03302 -.00090 -.89323 .31826
50.i9i i98.870 -.16_09 -.05798 .!6514 -.0!303 -,00274 -,00140 -,00982 .OlIl7 -.91610 .31015
50.156 250.010 -.14501 -.06043 .16810 -.0151% .00290 -,00242 ,00125 .00706 -.92S18 .31123"
48.468 300.170 -.18938 -.04904 .18875 -,05544 .00998 -,00439 -.03953 .01869 -.88392 .29682
49.511 400.090 -.20782 -.03809 .21481 -.01579 .00290 -.00182 -.04536 .01890 -.88183 .29681
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 168
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT503) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YM_P .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 385/ 0 RN/L = .51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
.170 400,230 -.2073B -.0466! .I9460 -.01438 .00657 -.00275 .00900 .0134I -.96987 .29126
.464 300.I50 -.1693l -.06240 .16BGO -.02995 .0046B -,00364 .01345 .03066 -.97043 .27646
-t.095 250.040 -.I9577 -.06042 .16436 -.02929 .0043! -,00352 -.04215 .01222 -.9]593 .29240
-.915 200.I00 -.21899 -.05731 .16444 -.02797 .00530 -.00342 -,00315 -.00896 -.B5613 .31373
.238 175.090 -.19623 -.06553 .15783 -.01685 .00251 -.00294 -.02093 ,02380 -.93950 .28422
.278 150.140 -.17297 -.07323 .]4716 -.02583 .00767 -.00368 -.O00B8 .02166 -.96048 .28474
-I.I03 125.130 -.19992 -.07186 .15355 -.02946 .0056] -.00369 -.04721 .03692 -.91486 .27168
-1.753 100.180 -.24861 -.06997 ,15843 -.02505 .00348 -.00340 -.04821 .02781 -.91495 .29099
-.090 75.073 -.23502 -.08168 .15507 -.00604 .00050 -.00161 -.01523 .02005 -.94880 .30480
,BOO 50.041 -.19062 -.09457 .14660 -.OOBGl .00338 -.00278 .02161 .01248 -.98787 .31462
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 388/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.896 400.220 -.22543 -.03359 .22137 -.02146 .00876 -.00419 -.01660 .00835 -,94622 .29296
49.062 300.260 -.24213 -.03981 .20424 -.02967 .00146 -.00374 -.0311E .03795 -.92934 .26405
51.377 250.190 -.lBB22 -.05300 .17929 -.O1983 .00380 -.00257 .053B0 .00850 -l.01480 .29704
50.853 200.050 -.14127 -.06038 .16492 -.02703 .00679 -.00341 .07433 -.0044B -1.03580 .31160
49.903 175.050 -.12956 -.06883 .15925 -.02997 .00786 -.00382 .01796 -.00348 -.980]8 .31Oil
48.934 150.050 -.16309 -.06109 .IGBI7 -.02942 .00634 -.00326 -.04608 .03402 -.91634 .27363
50.5]6 |25.110 -.13865 -.06199 .15434 -.02217 .00323 -.00262 .03874 .01805 -1.00040 .29234
49.765 100.150 -.13392 -.06505 .16752 -.02272 .00356 -.00307 .02091 .01625 -.98285 .29661
49.662 75.149 -.13982 -.06230 .1657] -.0295P .00534 -.003]6 .05054 .0155I -1.01260 .29870
49.67] 49.979 -.13736 -.06663 .16533 -.01413 .O00OB -.00208 -.03181 .00401 -.93151 ,31417
_AU[LNI .UUUUU .UUUUU uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .vuvuu .uuuuu .uuu_u ,_uuuu .uuu_u
DATE 25 JUt_ 77 [AIW2. AEDC v41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 169
IAI42. OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT504) OB FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= .000 8ETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = q50.000O IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 386/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.494 25.202 -,22865 -.10630 14921 -.02881 .00_36 -.00352 -.09897 .02814 -.87164 ;30941
.651 .064 -.19708 -.10229 15409 -.01986 .00282 -.00343 .03445 -.00082 -1.00030 .32908
1.37l -50.032 -.15953 -.07994 17547 °°00856 .00368 -.00236 .06447 .00249 -1.02670 .31505
,147 -lO0.lO0 -.09067 -.0766I 16895 -.01849 .00565 -.00344 .00587 .01432 -.95270 .29576
1.504 -200.0]0 .08035 -.19498 13678 -.01562 .00528 -.00476 -,02740 .01566 -.93608 .304]5
-2.227 -]00.020 -.09453 -.07802 _6880 -.02266 .00602 -.00363 .04495 .01955 -].00270 .29239
-2.350 -49.979 -.15896 -.08218 .17385 -.00911 .00205 -.00217 -.08459 .01573 -.87883 .30212
.381 .167 -,21729 -.098Ii .16715 -.02686 .00395 -.00395 .01517 .02466 -.98282 .308II
-.558 25.225 -.22519 -.10642 .14801 -.019]3 .00262 -.00309 -.03558 .00789 -,93662 .32766
-.194 50,153 -°24126 -,08782 .15189 -.01631 .00482 -.00319 ,02642 .01358 -,99538 .31476
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. _BO/ 0 RN/L = .52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-I.433 25.287 -.18089 -.03405 .14346 .03761 .0469I -.00266 -.04088 .03535 -.88878 .306t8
-.376 ,I7B -.I1227 -.03733 ,I4116 .04418 .04149 -.00085 -.00755 .01157 -.91732 .32617
-,539 -50.057 -,10766 -.04428 .14359 .05590 .02875 .00126 -.01566 .00505 -.90308 .32940
-.388 -100.010 -.09339 -.05273 .15076 .07561 .01109 .00432 -.01t35 .01699 -.90182 .31026
-.755 -199.990 .04269 -,I0542 .14892 .05508 -.03624 ,01585 .00193 .02171 -.89751 .32065
-.186 -99,891 -.09863 -.05038 .15276 .07643 .01050 .00457 .00245 .00606 -.89767 .31699
-.426 -50.065 -.10865 -.04298 .14423 .06419 .02741 .00212 -,00296 -.01631 -.89052 .34738
-.202 .085 -.ii025 -°03539 .14227 .05060 .04193 -.00140 .00144 -.01310 -.89364 .34655
-.B38 25. I12 _.12729 -.02907 .1475! .04392 ,04260 -°00309 °°02569 .01448 --86177 °30985
1.426 50.095 -.06837 -.03117 .13545 .04891 .04247 -.00407 .03292 -.00773 -.91766 .3[246
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL _7 IA142, AEDC V_IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 170
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT505) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2990.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 iN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 3871 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA C¥ CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-I.052 75.199 -.206i0 -.0B_47 .1473! -:02_32 .OO@OB -.00321 -.03861 .0!6_ -,92457 ,30795
-._B5 100.220 -.21782 -.075q2 .15434 -.01465 .00108 -.00313 -.0039B .02781 -.9589q .29100
-,915 I24,970 -.250B! -.06125 .16305 -.02675 .00956 -.00357 -,01922 .02969 -,94299 .28433
2.420 150.060 -.153}0 -.07530 .I4699 -.02128 ,00381 -.003]5 .07154 .00855 -I.03320 .30146
-1.44Z 175.100 -.19599 -.06496 .15677 -.02714 .00568 -.00368 -.03662 ,01751 -,92_48 .29067
1,686 ?00.080 .12283 -.07677 .14275 -.02150 .00106 -.002_3 .04543 .02749 ~1,00640 .27955
-2,268 250.010 -.I9649 -.05907 .I6349 -.02413 .00460 -.00328 -.02742 .01411 -.93268 .29259
-.601 300.220 -.2031B -.05788 .!77_2 -.02397 .00173 -.00296 -.01980 .02297 -,93945 .28341
-,299 400.090 -.21521 -.04487 .19785 -.01762 .00668 -.00281 -,00730 -.00233 -.95723 .30B02
GRADIENT .O00OO ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 " .00000 .O000O .OOO00 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 390/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
50.227 75.125 -.15674 -.05726 .17112 -.01517 .00479 -.00351 -.0047B .00467 -,95093 .30798
50.908 lO0,100 .11186 -.05853 .15856 -.01792 .00555 -.00330 .03248 .01291 -.98968 .29B10
49.683 125.090 -.14891 -.06402 .]639B -,DJSSB .OOB_l -.00_ -.0_239 .01070 -.91605 .2£B_9
50.424 150.150 -.12401 -.05773 .15192 -.01359 .00279 -.00240 .00984 .01551 -.gSBT9 .29233
48.416 175.100 -.I7510 -.05874 .15796 °.02206 .00400 -.00314 -.03906 .03060 -.91987 ,27645
49.984 200.050 -.t7212 -.05716 .16975 -.02563 .00610 -.00422 -.03175 .03581 -.92697 .26910
50.326 250,040 -.15209 -.05762 .17292 -.02384 .00493 -.00388 .02278 .02572 -.98111 .27915
48.791 300.110 -.18427 -.05086 .18995 -.02844 .00974 -,00514 -.03439 .00598 -.92341 .2969I
48.492 400,230 -.23875 -.0320B .22482 -.01929 .00702 -.00349 -.04195 -.00304 -,91888 .30504
GRADIENL .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOOO0 .00000 ,OOO00 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 |Al_2, AEDC V41A-KIA, TA8ULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 17!
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSOB) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA - ,000
LREF ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4,000 8ETAB = .000
BREF 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 413/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.268 400.180 -.19938 -.05148 .20072 • -.00502 .OOIOI .00024 .00338 .00524 -4.94200 .31611
-1.390 300.130 -.24260 -.04754 ]8488 -.0]590 -.00098 -.00024 -.04269 02709 -4.89650 .29700
-.013 250.160 -.23029 -.05484 !7149 -.01066 -°00059 .00035 .00422 00819 -4.94350 .31590
-,268 200.070 -.22_79 -.06494 ]5938 -.01296 .00032 -,00037 -.0163_ 0]220 -4.92390 .31286
.270 175.200 -.19}30 -.07762 ]4836 -.00491 -.00023 .00003 .0]058 00432 -4.94510 .3]923
.108 150.050 -.16085 -.08365 14680 -.00699 -.00}58 -.0002! .0]882 00782 -4.94_50 .31287
-.520 125.070 -.17136 -.08997 14449 -.01856 .00062 -.00120 -.03442 0]849 -4.89710 .30575
-2.630 100.130 -.24773 -.08803 16122 -.00982 -.00397 .00056 -.08138 0]161 -4.85390 .31672
-.264 75.207 -.24054 -.09707 15430 .00047 -.00599 .00221 -.01832 -.00165 -4.91890 .33400
-|.07I 50.006 -.25599 -.]091t ]BBOB -.00353 -.00£00 ,00211 -.07105 .03290 -4.86870 .30324
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 416/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.041 400.260 -.24889 -.02872 .E2962 -.00564 .00320 -.00071 -.03425 -.00099 -4.92980 .30973
50.604 300._10 -.19878 -.0535] .19605 -.03031 -.00369 -.OOIBI .00827 .05118 -4.96560 .26282
49.859 250.120 -.19386 -.05685 .18343 -.01390 .00482 -.00103 .01225 -.00677 -4.96990 .31862
50.269 200.040 -.17323 -.06512 .17424 -.01646 -.00380 -.00082 -.00439 .03734 -4.95440 .27688
49.732 175.080 -.17389 -.06396 .17645 -.010]9 .O007B -.00079 .00737 -.00340 -4.96620 .31819
50.094 150.070 -.16371 -.06567 .17216 -.01365 -.00100 -.00061 .01679 .01598 -4.97650 .30484
50.783 125.010 -.12306 -.07437 .16748 -.00777 -.003"/6 .00037 .01844 .01410 -4.97930 .30369
48.495 I00.110 -.I6341 -.07239 .175|8 -.00572 -.00555 .00087 -.07652 .01104 -4.88530 .30804
46.126 75.169 -.16797 -.07803 .17332 -.01322 .00010 -.00020 -.08753 .0]i60 -4.87730 .30746
52.327 50.090 -.06753 -.10786 .|4579 -.00658 -.00593 .00211 .07405 .04256 -5.04410 .27847
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI#2, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 172
IA142, O/ET N/SRB5 SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON (OVTS07) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = ;097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ .000 BETA - .000
LREF = I290.3000 _NCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB _000
BREF = ;290.5000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC _ ;225.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 440/ 0 RN/L = .53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA' DALFA DBETA
_=_ _ =nuo_ .02]20 .00892 -.00242 .01507 .O_D_ -4.QTX_n
.630 400.120 -.20999 -.uJvS ....... - n o_ ..... 32544
.I18 300.OBO -.i9575 -.05925 17268 -.0278; .00199 -.00238 .00;57 .043i; -4.95070 .2865£
.035 249.990 -.17853 -.06836 15541 -.01609 -.0G034 -.00137 -.00330 .0:,q08 -4.95760 .32247
-1.449 199.950 -.2]554 -.06932 15697 -.02927 .00331 -.00232 -.05233 .02747 -4.90970 .30578
-.BlO 175,060 -.22235 -.0737B 15322 -.01735 .00132 -.00182 -.02389 .00243 -4.93940 .33195
.675 150.070 -.18365 -.0B3[5 14967 -.020DO .00179 -.002_1 .014;0 .0;521 -4.97870 .3171_
-1.340 124.930 -.21332 -.OBT12 15190 -.OIB06 .00145 -.00253 -.04722 .00637 -4.9;860 .32910
-.BOW 100,020 -.2293B -.OBgB4 15544 -,02272 .OOlB5 -,OOIB4 -,00333 .02136 -4.95440 .3173D
-1.747 74.934 -.27131 ~.0912B 16609 -.00867 -.00209 -.00065 -.0697B .0049; -4.Bg970 .33550
-.60B 49.g;9 -.27220 -.102SB ;6373 -.02600 -.00343 -.00119 -.02935 .03580 -4.942B0 ,30920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4431 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.OO/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.663 400.250 -.25309 -.02565 .22845 -.01689 .0059B -.00264 -.01965 -.01112 -4,94220 .34285
49.474 300.llO -.25046 -.04191 .20873 -.O1B71 .00021 -.00245 -.02975 .02746 -4,93140 .3038B
50.822 • 249.960 -.20660 -.05553 .18672 -.03142 -.00455 -.00217 .03409 .03507 -4,99250 .2941B
51.456 199.980 -.I3572 -.07127 .16586 -.01976 -.00281 -.00;35 .0705B .0173B -5,02490 .3;412
48.084 174.920 -.19318 -.OB032 .i7951 -.02432 .00316 -.00264 -.05469 .0;995 -4.B9520 .30853
51.865 149.900 -.112t2 -.0730B .16814 -.01512 .00021 -.00216 .05953 -.00980 -5.00550 .34045
46.942 125.010 -.21134 -.05881 .18326 -.00973 -.00672 -.00043 -.09329 .02653 -4,B4930 .30584
51,743 99,975 -.13646 -.07064 .17297 -,014;0 .00028 -.00120 .05530 .02IBB -4,99470 .30203
47.196 75.042 -.26]45 -.02248 .20053 -.05763 .00739 -.00539 -.07974 .04641 -4,85810 .28292
48.325 50.044 -.27074 -.05276 .20039 -.03976 .0;B87 -.00322 -.03666 -.04Q06 -4,egBBO ,36894
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
x\
DATE 25 JUL 77 .IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 173
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTN SRB JETS ON (OVT508) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP I097.0000 JN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT' ALPNAB = -4.000 BETA@ = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 4141 0 RN/L = t.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1.412 25.223 -.2257I -,11342 16126 -.01691 -.00524 .00019 -,05973 .02154 -4.87280 .3J263
.BI2 .073 -.19911 -.0940I 17902 -.00964 -.00198 -.00009 .04429 .OOlOB -4.96750 .32013
1.925 -50.035 -.16251 -.06529 19008 .00834 .00150 .00071 .07351 -,01690 -5.00420 .33_45
!,788 -lO0.}IO -.}2645 -.04231 I8354 .00220 -.00367 .OOll8 ,07453 .0_091 -5.00860 .29453
-.057 -I50.150 -.07667 -.07118 I7305 -.00605 -.00707 .00144 -.000B3 .02403 _4,91850 .22772
-I.174 -I00.020 -.13139 -.0442_ 18521 -.OOllS -.00262 .O00G] -.02611 -.00041 -4.88350 .32218
1.203 -49.799"" -.I6506 -,06437 I9014 .OOSIB ,00048 ,00045 .0095fi -.00459 -4,95580 .32924
-1.626 ,09I -.20325 -.08850 i8204 -.00182 -,00193 .00046 -,08551 ,03932 -4.88060 ,29275
-t.223 25.137 -.22727 -,100]3 L7329 -,00810 -.00_I0 -,00004 -.04390 .0t679 -4,92500 .32098
-1.656 50.082 -.26491 -.IlOB8 15627 -.01348 -.00712 .0013I -.06023 .01555 -4.90920 .32121
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 417/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
48.734 25,042 -.05033 -.12520 .;4143 -.00129 -.00856 .00117 -.01019 .00302 -4.98820 .32442
46.121 -.016 -,19774 -.08302 .18315 .00697 -.00877 .00153 -.08195 -.00415 -4,91310- .33106
50.784 -49.904 -.20579 -.02958 .I9887 .03544 .01375 -.00175 .06604 -.07879 -5.04770 .40205
51.197 -lO0.1IO -,03393 -.04433 .1342$ .00650 .01423 -.O01Bl .03044 -,02250 -5,01050 ,34888
52.409 -150.050 .07202 -.07253 .09811 .00000 .00400 -.00080 .09919 .02722 -5.07940 .30802
46.214 -100.030 -.09467 -.02836 .14812 .02232 -.00035 .00077 -.09360 -.01008 -4.88910 .33918
50.350 -49.890 -.04260 -.05882 .15327 .02624 .00179 -,00179 -,01722 -.00879 -4.96770 .33877
52.947 .065 -.14242 -.]0357 .18803 .01494 -.02448 .00477 .06462 .06558 -5.06610 ,26075
50.008 25.027 -.12037 -.10748 ,16072 -,00136 -.00499 .00025 .03519 -.00112 -5.0]800 .32453
48.372 50.058 -.18547 -.09095 .17536 =.01005 -.00765 .00012 -.02638 ,01137 -4.96310 .32288
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DA'-E 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC VNIA-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 174
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON (OVT509) t 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2680.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = [0e7.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = -4,000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y ,000 JET PC = _225,000
SCALE = .OtO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 441/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
-;.370 25.028 -.22!02 -,0q473 .i765_ -.OiBI2 .00002 -.00!99 -.04391 ,01016 -4.92510 .33094
.253 -.013 -.20939 -.08B]2 .I8538 -.01594 .00552 -.00202 .01035 ._G_2 -4.978S0 _n_
I.k42 -50.062 -.I7441 -.05B07 .;£I50 ,00659 ,00!52 -.OOt05 .08752 -.005_1 -5.03040 .34]62
1.623 -100.I60 -.12761 -.04129 .18102 -,00316 ,00262 -.00118 ,06067 .01448 -5.019B0 .31975
.595 -150.230 -.07793 -.06710 .16697 -.00877 -.00486 .00008 .00209 .03086 -4.86260 .30542
-.886 -tO0.100 -.12278 -.0419I .1B028 -.00984 .00158 -.00161 -.01701 .00423 -4,94290 .33051
.426 -50.110 -.16102 -.05958 .19067 .00315 .00143 -.OOIO! .01]68 .0085| -4.97540 .323B9
-.149 -.077 -.20545 -.0871Z .1836B -.01126 .00175 -.OO;4B .-.01170 .01437 -4.95780 ,32386
-.948 25.022 -.21764 -.09675 .17567 -.02675 .00120 -.00284 -.03200 .02952 -4.93820 .31541
-l,55! 49.897 -.25387 -.10810 .15974 -.02352 -.00276 -.00087 -.06557 .0206B -4.90910 .32830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 444/ O RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT _NTERVAL : -5o001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
52.877 25.!S2 -.11052 -.I0319 .15790 -:0!353 -.00140 -.00090 .08950 -.02564 -5.05670 .36117
5_.723 -.133 -.03500 -.11655 .14738 .O01BO -.00895 .O020B -.00343 .01855 -4.95870 .30979
45.686 -50._71 -.2Z020 -.04365 .20922 -,0_405 .04872 -.00559 -.07_J2 -.0956J -4.87230 .42693
48.430 -100,230 -.07323 -.03453 .15533 .00445 .00475 -.00154 -.05715 .04078 -4.87760 .29259
49.743 -]50.I00 -.05869 -.05037 .14654 -.01005 ,01088 -.00262 -.05298 .03139 -4.87780 .29317
48.525 -100.]40 -.I2155 -.02398 .16141 -.0233I .01912 -.00384 -.024B0 .01295 -4.90420 .31535
46.382 -49.977 -.21373 -.03754 .20571 .03102 -.01635 -.00133 -.08684 ,03BB2 -4.B5760 .29331
54.264 .009 -.0220I -.II54I .]5480 -.0020] .00699 -.00064 ,07334 -.0]597 -5,05300 ,35383
• .O,u,9 -5.03590 .3294951.929 25.105 -.16291 .-.I0061 17615 -.00707 -.00718 ,00011 ,05640 '_
47,728 49.876 -.05602 -.tl337 .I438l -,00739 -.00349 .00035 -.040|3 .00695 -4.93|00 .3333!
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00O0G .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42_ AEDC V4}A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 175
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5101 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB ,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES• ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH .= 4.500
RUN NO. 4151 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.OOB ?5.270 -,24397 -.09588 .15640" -,00525 -.00462 .O009B -.08256 -.01937 -4.97920 .34344
l.Olg |00.220 -.21623 -.09208 .1557B -.00765 -.00891 .00095 .02992 .02519 -5.00210 ,29881
-.467 I25.000 -,22625 -.OB47B .15194 -.01790 .00268 -.00167 -.01077 -.01529 -4.95850 .34590
-.361 150.110 -.23707 -.07069 .16056 -.00808 -.00237 -.00059 .03301 .01290 -4.99890 .31388
1.426 175.060 -.17499 -.07914 .14810 -.02255 .00249 -.00150 .04227 .01808 -5.00550 .30595
-1.965 199.940 -.24159 -.06118 .1630B -.01923 -.00150 -.00102 -,02309 .02334 -4.93780 .29529
.295 250.030 -.22290 -,05959 .16583 -,00957 .00085 -.00048 ,00833 -,00433 -4.96670 .32004
-.453 300.150 -.24406 -.04815 .18282 -.00980 -.00198 -,00022 -,01813 .01430 -4,94630 .30836
.539 400.I30 -.20567 -.05185 ,20t96 -,00354 ,00082 .00006 .01721 -,00112 -4.97720 .31407
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4|8/ 0 RN/L = |,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
49,073 ?5.259 -.18219 -.07165 .16967 -.03092 .00070 -,00070 -.05036 .03103 -4.92500 ,29]95
50.094 100.040 -.17494 -.05717 .17464 -.00639 .-.01053 .00137 .02096 .01700 -4.99980 .31847
50.306 I25.010 -.15550 -.0696I .17586 -.0i474 .00198 -.00166 .00964 -.00018 -4.98430 .32584
50.408 150.140 -.I3027 -.07472 .I6869 -.01825 .00143 -.00180 .01282 .01484 -4.98790 .31203
49.204 175.040 -.15150 -.06977 .16894 -.01223 -.00090 -.00098 -.03030 .01030 -4.94440 ,31939
'48.684 200.210 -.18478 -.06411 .17810 -.01214 .00090 -.00164 -.03849 .00973 -4.93090 .31719
49.471 250.080 -.20056 -.05719 .18397 -.0}774 -.00855 -.00057 -.02470 .03778 -4,94680 .28410
48.563 300.120 -,24363 -.04507 .20130 -.01197 .00016 -.00141 -,03715 -.01333 -4.93170 .33220
49.867 400.210 -.25206 -.02695 ,22957 -.00964 .00506 -.00238 -.00986 -.00225 -4.95740 .32029
• ,O_Ov_ ,00000 .00000 nnnnn .00000 .00000GRADIENT .00000 00000 .00000 n nn ....... 00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 196
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5ll) ( 08 fEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP !097.0000 IN'. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ -4.000 8ETAB ,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ,000 JET PC = IBB5,00O
SCALE = .0i00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 4421 0 RN/L : 1.5q GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA 08ETA
.322 75.045 -,2_016 -.09578 .i57_8 _.0[544 -.OOIB5 -.00093 .01353 -.00875 -4.98510 ,35255
.010 99.96! -.22218 -.09315 .15568 -.01555 -.00412 -.00138 .00054 .0!628 -_-97120 .32313
,036 125.050 -.22197 -.08288 .I5526 -,01465 .00012 -.00176 .Oil31 .0[830 -4.98050 .32486
-.706 149.950 -.24037 -,07237 .16197 -.01570 .00238 -.00253 -.00656 .01268 -4.95II0 .32894
,424 175.070 -.21705 -.07254 .I5721 -.02299 .00226 -.00273 .00030 .02795 -4.96720 .31262
-I,55g 199.870 -.26894 -.05866 .17073 -.01953 ,00219 -.00202 -.03186 .00006 -4.93440 .33480
2.283 249,900 -.17709 -.07037 .15596 -.02344 .00033 -.00203 .06650 .02235 -5.03140 .31815
-1,244 300.090 -.21980 -.05411 .17733 -.01715 -,00121 -.00153 -.01857 .02675 -4.94560 ,31164
-.231 400.040 -.21166 -.0506! .20681 -.00842 0044l -.00112 -.01052 -.00883 -4.95170 .34024
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 445/ 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00J 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY cYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.462 75.03I -.05401 -.09466 .15245 -.02969 .02839 -.00401 -.02782 -.02540 -4.93130 ,36131
47.I16 I00.080 -.14616 -.07842 .16916 -.01505 -.00510 -.00090 -.07723 ,06890 -4.89780 ,26379
49,150 124,860 -.I7610 -.06418 .]7883 -.00596 .00030 -.00219 -.02581 -,00794 -4.92650 ,33?85
50.740 {50.050 -.t_826 -.07277 .16?_l -.01142 .00012 -.00_69 .02596 .01026 -4,97720 .31823
49.W15 174.850 -.15421 -.06751 .17148 -.01801 .00329 -.00277 -.00803 .01760 --4.94320 ,31172
49,B74 200.090 -.t6481 -.06634 ,Z7367 -.02688 .00492 -.O030B .0078N .01947 -4.97380 .31161
49.400 250.170 -.19188 -.06034 .18370 -.01501 -,01011 -.0001! -.02497 .03347 -4.95280 .29988
49.553 300.080 -.19887 -.05402 .1952I -.03382 .0026[ -.00373 -.00990 .01663 -4.96400 .32160
48.965 400.180 -.23853 -.02976 .22811 -.01526 .00647 -.00271 -.02412 -.02008 -4.94560 .35156
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 !A142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE _77
IAI42, O/ET NZSRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT512) ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8,000 BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 NACH 4.500
RUN NO. 459/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
75.337 400.210 -.20972 -.02568 .22378 -.01550 -.00029 -.00029 -.01083 .01715 -8.96370 .287Z0
73.446 300.110 -.22943 -.04561 .22657 -.03084 -.00066 -.00088 -.05871 .04039 -8.91480 .28605
74.733 250.060 -.21361 -.05892 .2188! -.0II80 .00010 -.00016 .00226 -.01135 -8.96900 .31563
73.305 200.070 -.25453 -.06t77 .22689 -.00786 -.00673 ,00093 -.0662| .02788 -8.89930 .27774
76.408 175.050 -.18993 -.07326 .2}144 -.03552 .00155 -,00123 ,03082 .03902 -8.99]60 .26402
74.26I 150.040 -.I9815 -.08011 .20811 -.03592 .00405 .00035 -.00814 .01737 -8.95350 .28809
74.558 I25.060 -.25157 -.08918 .20092 .01800 -.00508 .00357 -.01948 .00987 -8.95070 .28963
74.792 100.060 -.24053 -.10383 .20165 -.00178 -.00645 .00347 -.0_461 .02858 -8.95[30 .26701
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .O0000 ,00000
RUN NO, 456/ 0 RN/L = 1,5} GRADIENT JNTERVAL = -5.001 5.DO
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
97.741 400.150 -,20973 -.01374 .23429 -.00558 -.00264 .00024 -,05066 .01441 -8.94420 .30042
99.854 300.[40 -.17616 -.04159 .22744 -.01085 -.00186 .O0001 -,01973 .02372 -8.98310 .29359
99.595 249.960 -,15945 -.05226 .£2161 -.00243 -.00351 .00015 -.01539 .00866 -8.97530 .30060
98.839 199.940 -.17961 -.05424 .22440 -.0II85 -.00449 .00060 -.03905 .02520 -8.84760 .28323
99.775 175.080 -.16273 -.06073 .22142 -.00361 -,0_21 ,00}07 -.00049 .OB07B -8,97650 .28328
99._63 Iq9.980 -.15759 -,06938 .21654 -.01975 -.00989 .00092 -.01486 .03467 -8.96500 .27232
98.64I 125.100 -.I8485 -.07047 .21936 .00496 -.01146 .00220 -.03573 -.01106 -8.93970 .31195
99.907 IOO.050 -.18187 -.07823 .20233 .00113 -.00701 .00153 -.01107 .00779 -8.86930 .29146
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [At42, AEDC V4_A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I78
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSI3) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA RARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP _ t0_7.0000 iN. XT ALPHA = .000 8ETA .000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 8ETAB .000
9REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OJO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 469/ 0 BN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.470 400.030 -.20262 -.0i000 .23030 .01S52 .00!05 -.00258 .01332 .0200B -6.29_£0 .31197
89.5_5 300.050 !7983 - 03867 .22596 -.OOB6I -.00414 -'.00067 -.07900 .02863 -8.89430 .30549
I00.220 250.050 18246 -.05029 .21894 -.01708 .00033 -.00[02 -.00055 .0[162 -8.97850 .3_4!0
99.191 199.900 16316 -.0557B .21967 -.01705 -.OOlBi -.00120 -.0304I .01830 -8.94140 .31790
99.810 174.920 15371 -.06299 .21768 -.02344 .00113 -.00192 -.03577 .02338 -8.93590 .31208
99.298 149.900 16S99 -.05464 .21574 -.03502 .00423 -.00204 -.02328 .02239 -8.94730 .3]307
99.149 124.970 18877 -.06817 .20994 -.00173 -.00686 .00040 -.03703 .00201 -8.93650 .3X500
99.778 99.9tl 17962 -.07464 .20496 -.01534 -.00227 -.O0001 -.01321 .02112 -8.95490 .3,040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVT5141 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF • 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA9 = -B.000 ETAB .000
BREF * 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .OOO JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 NACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 457/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.716 74.990 -.21032 -.07440 .22346 -.00825 -.00125 .00119 -.00821 .01520 -B.97410 .28458
99.59I 50.036 -.19557 -.07893 .24036 -_00184 -.00127 .00101 -.01049 .00826 -8.963B0 .B9074
89.82! 25.:0_ -.19544 -.074B0 .2533I ,.00659 .00609 -.0OIBO -.00916 -.01579 -8.96760 .31595
lOO.IBO • -.07B -.1B033 -.06771 .2BOBB -.00425 .00244 -.uwu,,""""' ._..nn_........ nlq_a --8.97P70 .27702
99.17B 24.970 -.19700 -,07595 .26361 -.00904 .00498 -.00143 -.02923 .O05BS -8.94640 °29085
99.648 50,017 -.20687 -.0783B .24454 -.00250 .00257 -.O001B -.01732 .02803 -8.96500 .27442
99.487 75.069 -.2179_ -.07507 .22543 ,00098 -,00603 .OO2BI -.0[126 .01704 -B.96710 .27960
I00.600 lOO.OSO -.177B5 -.07938 .20042 .00469 -.00847 .00251 .03B08 .01967 -9.00510 .27382
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,000DO .OO000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 179
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT515) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .OOO BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAS = _000
BREF t290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 470/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.070 74.919 -.18572 -.07727 .2197B -.00425 -.00389 .00103 -.00215 .01591 -8.97490 .31218
99.124 49.979 -.19881 -.07865 .24061 -.00885 .00198 -.00047 -.03072 ,00948 -8.94710 .32003
99.921 24.902 -.19506 -,07127 .26083 -.Oil06 .00653 -.00262 .00207 .00768 -8.97770 .32176
I00.380 -.166 -.17549 -.06498 .27646 -.00150 .00121 -.00155 .0090| .00440 -8.98320 .32469
99,216 24.880 -.i8819 -.074BI .25932 -.01l!4 ;OOB!9 -.00308 -,02821 .01545 -8.94750 .31597
99.870 49,926 -.19316 -.07675 ,24{46 -.00440 .00308 -.00082 -.OIIBI .04115 -8.96790 .29232
100.000 74.875 -.19190 -.07626 .21959 -.00428 -.00058 .00098 .01768 .00804 -8.99540 ,3t873
99.8]2 99.878 -.18374 -,07590 .2041B -.01107 -.00456 .00020 .00786 ,02687 -8.97680 .30583
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IA142. DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JET5 ON (OVT516) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB ,000
BREF = I290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 4601 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
73.308 125.240 -.22200 -.09945 .19BIl .02192 -.00046 .00364 -.06855 -.03670 -8.90950 .33970
75.895 !50.060 -.18889 --09052 .19528 -.02408 -.00128 .00069 ,04183 .06867 -9.01800 .24083
75.400 I75.000 -.17562 -.07985 .20119 -.01117 -.02719 .00402 .01770 .03685 -8.99080 .26921
74.790 200.120 -.20782 -,06737 .2144B -.02815 .02460 -.00337 -.00764 .00252 -8.96560 ,30877
75.191 250.120 -.19775 -.06434 .21163 -.00589 -.00205 -.00009 -,00275 .03743 -8.97270 .27216
75.235 300.150 -.19060 -.05438 .21424 -.01719 .00353 -.00120 .03122 -.00066 -9.00700 .30859
72.453 400.170 -.29941 -.00739 .2471B -.02187 .00127 -.O013B -.05315 .02122 -8.91570 .27964
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0o000 .OOOO0 .00000
DATE 25 JWL 77 _AI42, AEDC VWIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE IBO
IA142, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSI6) ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = 1099.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = ,DO0 BETA .OOO
LREF = )290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .OODO IN. YT ALPHA8 = -8.000 BETAS .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 45Q.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JFT PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0)00 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 458/ 0 RN/L = _151 GRADIENT INTERVAL = --S'O0/ 5'00
Z X CN CL_ CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,712 t25.iO0 -.19089 -.06754 .21828 ~.00430 .00055 -.00012 -.00684 .00337 -8.96880 .29890
i00,830 lqg.oZO -,IBOBB -.06652 .215_3 _,01637 .0002] ,OUO04 .03017 .OOgB_ -9.00950 ........
99,350 175.020 -.16469 -.06128 .22072 -.003t6 -.01238 .00273 -.02716 .02501 -8.94_90 .28089
100.390 I99.960 -.14804 -.05719 .2iS51 .00710 -.00590 .00!45 .0!287 -.00908 -8,98_90 .31722
99.860 250.070 -,15015 -.05186 .21852 -,00047 -.00226 .00001 -.00284 .00502 -8.96850 ,2998[
99.347 300.070 -.16735 -.04t40 .22499 -.00552 -.00197 -.00030 .00044 .00799 -8.96730 .29587
99.735 400.080 -.18383 -.OlB03 .22819 -.0126} -.OOlO8 -.00071 .08143 .01667 -8.98070 .28201
GRADIENT ,00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5[7) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP /097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAS = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 471/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALrA DBETA
99.838 I24.960 -.18448 -.06670 .21401 -.OtBl3 .01415 -.00290 -.00608 -.01298 -8.96860 .34378
I00.730 i49.930 -.14789 -.06678 .21347 -.01986 -.00399 -.00064 .03414 .04295 -9.00420 ,29378
99.204 174.930 -.17092 -.05921 .22066 -.01698 .00245 -.00184 -.01244 -,02523 -8.95650 .36148
I00.200 I99.860" -.16191 -.05393 .21796 -.00927 .0013! -.00108 .00481 .00964 -8.97380 .32353
t00.300 249.940 -.15465 -.05107 .21832 -.00697 .00029 -.00128 .00796 .01021 -8.98320 ,32772
99.940 300.i00 -.|5817 -.04323 ._2_94 -.BJ!55 .00265 -.00201 -.00205 .02026 -8.97_7G .32_67
99.436 399.970 -,19490 -.01316 ,22823 -.01430 .00036 -.00!56 .00668 .02824 -8.97790 ,30529
GRADIENT .00000 OODOO .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 181
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT516) ( IB OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .OOO BETAB = 4,000
BREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 200.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 5II/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.195 -2.504 -.13377 -.02508 .16933 .00468 -.00347 .00077 -.0033I .00175 -.52618 4. I4190
-.!40 9?.460 -°!380! -.01435 _19085 .01545 -.00429 .00100 -.00352 -_00100 ,.52859 4.!5250
-.474 197.530 -.15784 .00169 .21398 .00857 -.00335 .00185 -.01152 .01791 -.52535 4.13370
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 5121 0 RN/L = 1.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.009 197.480 -.Z5523 .00652 .20639 .00265 -.00307 .00047 .00306 .04566 -.53899 4.09680
49.512 97,393 -.15116 -.00690 .19101 -.00558 -.00077 -.00097 -.02565 ,01922 -°50679 4.!|830
49.735 -2.505 -.i3712 -.02082 .17104 -.00140 -.00477 ,00048 -.00896 .00807 -.52098 4.I2620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOqO0
RUN NO. 513/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA 6ETA DALFA DBETA
99.825 -2.694 -.13707 -.01571 .17281 .01381 -.00861 .00174 -.00214 -.00749 -.52798 4.13970
99.472 97.428 -.16003 -.00129 .]9143 -.01754 .00292 -.00243 -.01626 .05840 -,51590 4.06100
100.090 197.440 -.18372 .01418 .20177 -.00065 -.00236 -.00028 .OlIIB .02413 -.54408 4.11990
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO= 514/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.030 197.380 -.12572 .01995 .18290 -.00292 -.00409 -.00021 .04650 .01631 -.57549 4.11510
198.350 97.435 -.16016 .0142I .18951 -.00673 -.O02BB .00001 -.05471 .00547 -.47254 4.12090
200.530 -2.685 -.12257 .00268 .18494 -.00949 -.00441 .00092 .00429 .02878 -.53289 4.09910
GRAUILNT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OuO00 .O00uO .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 182
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH 5RB JETS ON (OVTSIB) ( 12 OCT 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP _ I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = ,000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = .000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 547/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5°001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_tcn
-.456 -2.4_ -.19_42 -.Ou_ .IE053 -.00465 .00027 -.00092 -.02683 .02564 -.91832 4.33770
-.342 97.397 -.21552 -.04717 .16499 .00958 -.00481 .00024 -.00556 -.00526 -.94362 4.37030
.673 197.3h0 -.20499 -.0287E ._8093 .00277 ,00248 -,00039 ,02419 .00975 -,97858 4.36540
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 548/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.021 197.380 -.19974 -.02412 .19509 .02509 -.00272 -.00020 ,01326 -.02375 -.96666 4.38670
48.998 97.428 -.20000 -.04859 .IB417 -.OOO03 .00038 -.00059 -.04500 .03407 -.90440 4.31920
49.908 -2.625 -.IB094 -.05865 .16770 -.02056 .00010 -.00224 -.01447 .03413 -.93068 4.32290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5491 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.150 -2.664 -.16592 -.05571 .1781! -.0094I -.00139 -.O00BO ,00294 .00702 -.94643 4.34200
99.459 93.432 -.I9]68 -.04499 .J65.90 -.0J498 .00572 -.00192 -.0J_54 .02035 -.93556 4.3285G
I00.240 197.430 -.20053 -.02020 .18949 .01339 .00106 -.0005I .00814 -.02193 -.95856 4.37520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 55010 RN/L = 1053 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X ON CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.850 197.420 -.17|44 -.00734 .18548 -.02273 .00239 -.00195 .04573 .06022 -.98709 4.28800
199.850 97.410 -.15144 -.02143 .1B163 -.01860 -.00490 m.O009 _ --.01541 .01884 ".92524 4.33090
200.090 -2.68i -.1i270 -.0402G ._=..o... ... .02223 .wv*u_nn'e= _ .uu,4_nn' n - nn_=_ nnno. - o_no_ . 7¢.=on
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE I@3
IAI42, OIE_ _/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT520) 6 IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - .000 BETAS - 4.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .DIDO MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 5831 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.149 -2.49[ -.18657 -.05708 .18148 .00877 -.00]58 .00073 .01264 .00820 -i.16780 4.42800
-.914 97.408 -.21384 -.06706 .16177 .OtIl4 -.00445 .00097 -.03590 .02147 -|.12280 4._I3]0
-.087 197.460 -.23454 -.04492 .16907 .00435 -.00327 .00030 .00360 .02800 -1.16620 4.40450
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 5841 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
49.748 i97.420 -.23469 -.04309 .I7_40 .01953 -.00182 ,00086 -.0043l -.01193 -i.|57|0 4.42630
49.757 97.356 -.28832 -.06084 .17001 .00434 .00048 .00033 -.0102S -.0163B -I.|4830 4.43530
49.959 -2.646 -.21425 -.05068 .I9275 -.0053I .00023 -.00049 .01401 .03445 -1.15950 4.38490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 5851 0 RN/L = ).54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.750 -2,613 -.18135 -.04939 .20138 -.01734 .00575 -.00230 .02632 .02060 -1.17290 4.39520
98.805 97.455 -.21194 -.05802 .17796 .00032 .00109 -.00007 -.05t59 .00378 -1.09890 4.40710
I00.700 197.320 -.20611 -.04298 .17305 -.00548 .00113 -.00080 ,02766 .01984 -1.18150 4.39710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5861 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
201.830 197.410 -.14834 -.02449 .I8260 -.00527 -.00423 .00058 .OBI02 .00469 -1.22790 4.40070
I98.930 97.386 -.15588 -.03447 .19596 -.02?BB -.00243 -.OOiOB -.03733 .02500 -1.I0850 4.38280
201.650 -2.675 -.07015 -.05048 .20925 -.00933 .00697 -.00]48 .03662 -.01403 -I.17850 4.42850
U_Ul_l_¢ , vVUVU • VUUVU • UUVUU • UVUVU • UVUUU • UUUUU . UUUpU , UUUUU . UUUUU . UUUUU
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDO V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DAIA PAGE 184
IA142, O/ET _!SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTS2I) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .0D0 BETA - .000
LREF i290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 iN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB - 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN, ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 842.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 515/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN DBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.!34 388 -.!_5fl5 -,03942 .15024 .01257 -.00103 .00094 -.01022 .0!!18 -.53307 2.21570
.225 100,28,0 -._440_ -.0240_ .IBISO .02051 -.O00SI .000S8 .008|3 .00733 -,55B7S 2.22840
.339 200.340 -.]5513 -,O031B .18524 .01084 -.00763 .00294 .03845 .0404B -.60234 2.19120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 516/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.652 200.400 -.14627 -.00986 .16285 -.00899 -.00152 -.00079 -.02032 -.01795 -.54609 2.21170
48.833 100.380 -.14210 -.02783 .t7883 .02209 .00033 .00139 -.04783 -.04340 -.50341 2.24930
49.300 .327 -.14301 -.04055 .15545 -.00306 -.00027 .00010 .01726 .02204 -.56311 2.17620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 517/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
|00.130 .303 -.12265 -.04197 .1597B -.00377 -.00539 .00220 .OIB99 .01628 -.55756 2.18180
99.705 100.360 -.13740 -.02507 .17727 .01173 -.00436 .00239 ,00283 .00347 -.54272 2.20140
100.810 200.370 -.12358 -.02633 .15526 -.01922 .00044 -.00086 .00227 .03430 -.56473 2.15660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 518/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
201.480 200.210 -.082B0 -.00934 .I7249 -.Ol2B? -.00459 .00190 .05926 .OOV31 -.62262 2.19940
199.140 100.420 -.07779 -.00800 .17440 -.00591 -.00327 .00086 -.O0299 .00524 -,52763 2.18930
199.830 .!Be -.0609! -.0!748 ._B072 .00056 -o00523 .00!65 -,00940 .00!76 -.52!47 2.!9!90
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
\DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE IS5
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT522) { I2 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = ,000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 551/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.DO/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.489 .295 -.22672 -.0719I .1S372 .00355 -.00159 .00043 -.02347 ,03788 -.93B00 2.35100
-.005 100.310 -.23147 -.06957 .14920 -.00123 .00542 -.O004S -.00803 -.00146 -.9Bl2B 2.39110
.5|2 200.290 -.22315 -.05245 .17167 .00490 .00170 .00042 .02920 .03732 -I.00390 2.34840
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5521 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.135 200.150 -.19811 -.05339 .16758 -.01789 .O070B -.OOIB9 .00278 .OIBi5 -.96535 2.33800
49.000 100.400 -.20588 -.07129 .15120 -.00664 .00252 -.O0089 -,02631 .00414 -.93387 2.37270
50,005 ,323 -,18541 -.07651 .16804 .01159 -.00069 .00085 -.OIIG5 .00095 -.94520 2.37800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 553/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lO0.170 .287 -.17315 -.07014 .I8240 .02005 -.00603 .00239 .01007 .02497 -.96439 2.34410
100.480 100.260 -.15913 -.06992 .15510 .00567 .00118 -.O002B .01390 -.00041 -.971B1 2.37330
100.830 200.350 -.1375B -.05115 .17322 -.01444 .00129 -.00048 .03648 .02957 -.99157 2.32320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 554/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.400 200.270 -.02612 -.01712 .19454 -.01543 ,00520 -.00098 -.02345 .00142 -.9262B 2.36530
200.260 100.400 .01187 -.03987 .17812 .00665 -.00060 .OOIlO ,01177 -.0199B -.96178 2,39190
197.430 .I97 -.05097 -.03786 .21424 .01392 -.0026B .00172 -.07BBB .OlBB? -.B6720 2.35320
_:_1_1 )uvuuu .u_uuu .UU_UU .UUU_U .UUUUU .UUUUU ,UUUUU .UUUUU .UUUUU .UUUUU
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE t88
IA142, O/ET WISRB8 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {0VT523) ( 12 OCT ??- _
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290_3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 8ETAB = 2_000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 jET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 587/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.187 .472 -.22533 -.08630 .17496 -.0023! .00203 -.00123 -.00048 .00885 -I.16120 2.43770
- 5!8 _00.350 -.25070 -.07895 .15385 -.00590 .00i06 -.00028 -.0i327 .02145 -i.14950 2.42770
•035 200.310 -.26279 -.061]6 .]5185 -.00384 -.00059 -.00014 .01344 .01276 -I.I7690 2.43930
GRADIENT .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 588/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
53.189 200.050 -.14641 -.06480 .15563 .00606 -.00040 .00139 .08690 -.00410 -1.24650 2.44580
50.255 100,330 -.23735 -.07954 .16347 .00032 -.00101 .00086 .00402 .00174 -1.16400 2.43930
50.501 .254 -.21161 -.07677 .18779 -.00640 .00320 -.00059 .01173 .02665 -I.17110 2.41410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 589/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
98.655 .288 -.15649 -.06532 .19575 -.00032 .O00O9 -.00000 -.03265 .01327 -1.12520 2.42690
98.385 100.380 -.19441 -.07974 .16812 .00695 -.00753 .00237 -.06355 .01397 -1.09730 2.41990
102.250 200.290 -.14379 -.05244 .16956 .02313 -.00439 .00334 .08482 -.03389 -1.25310 2.47780
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 590/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.400 200.340 .00232 -.02008 .20696 -.00713 -.00041 .00044 -.01559 .01057 -1.13460 2.42200
199.320 100.450 .00556 -.03278 .20759 .01042 -.00459 .00139 -.03305 -.00884 -I.11830 2.45560
202.420 .232 .07819 -.02053 .|9915 .02225 -.00871 .00169 .08410 -.00578 ml.23170 2.45050
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .o0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .Ouoog
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 187
IAI42, DIET WtSRBS SEPARATINO, BOTH SRB JETS ON {0VT524} ( 12 OCT 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2B90.ODO0 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB 2°000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 150.000 JET PC - B42.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 519/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY - CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.045 .370 -.13254 -.035BB .15916 -.0079B -.00003 -.00092 .02569 .01790 -.56494 2.20750
.045 I00.290 -.14297 -.01585 .IB441 .01385 -.00200 .00104 -,02086 -.01149 -.52701 2.24060
-.087 200.420 -.14857 -.00458 .20520 .00729 -.00143 .O00BI -.Oi61B .02882 -.53441 2,20350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 520/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.361 200.340 -.14890 -.00144 ,19964 .00802 -.OOtBS .00045 -.01055 -.0132_ -.5437B 2.24760
49.453 100.420 -.14380 -.0|673 .IBBBG .00813 -.0014I .O000S -.0284B .01097 -.52713 2.20830
49.48? .268 -.13839 -.03IBZ .15475 -.00292 -.00197 -.00012 -.01332 .04146 -_53252 2.18200
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5211 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.829 .356 -.13130 -.0291B .16932 -.0135B .00244 -.00085 -.00512 .00501 -.53940 2.21740
99.54? I00.420 -.15181 -.01446 .18604 .01129 -.00400 .00120 -.0051B -.0223B -.54287 2.23510
100.400 200.260 -.14684 .00184 .19301 .01287 -.00234 .00062 .02356 -.00403 -.57173 2.22910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5221 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.160 200.258 -.10464 .OOBB3 .17761 -.01320 -.00145 -.0005! .0527B .OI15B -.59216 2.20900
198.570 100.320 -.13293 .00457 .18377 -.01407 -,00021 -.00042 -.05380 .00507 -.48551 2.21180
200.500 .23B -.08835 -.OllS6 .18294 -.O149B -.00212 .00094 -.00214 .03684 -.5366B 2.18170
DATE I2 OCT ?7 IAI42, AEDC VWIA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA F,::'_E |88
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS BN (BVT525) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2290.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA .000 BETA = ,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAB _ ,000 • BETAB - 2.000
BREF = I290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN, ZT Y _ I50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO, 5551 0 RN/L = Io53 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.251 .353 -.!BBBS -.07103 .!6943 -,00877 .00738 -_00!37 -_00042 -.00420 -.97293 2.40350
-.562 10u.390 -,20959 -.06464 .i57i4 .02092 -.00295 .00059 -.01252 =.0I_23 -.=6259 5.40740
-.079 200 270 - 22230 -.03B06 .IB¿81 .03209 .00008 .00112 .0175! -.00227 -.98637 2,39220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 556/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = =5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN . CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.?56 200,320 -.21665 -.03550 .18025 .02800 -.00109 .00135 -.00152 .01721 -.95881 2.35850
49,943 100.380 -.lBqB6 -.06342 .15739 ,00112 .00331 -.00053 -.01933 .04894 -.94056 2.32770
48.955 ,172 -.1983! -.06592 ,18i29 .00995 -.00077 .00080 =.03394 .02421 -.91923 2.35550
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 oO00bO .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 557/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRABIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.740 .lBO -.16698 -.06378 .I8853 -.00508 .00089 -.00066 .02277 .02008 -.97573 2.35760
99.659 100.240 -.18676 -.05524 .IBSIO -.ODBJ3 .00467 -.DD_O5 .00306 .01553 -.9600| 2...._5600
99,818 200.350 -.20815 -.03269 .18074 -,00147 .00351 -.00106 -.00237 -.00321 -.95742 2.37540
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O ,00000
RUN NO, 558/ 0 RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA BBETA
202,420 200,200 -.I3224 -.0]592 .18638 -.00937 .OOlll -.00097 .09419 -.00633 -1.04500 2.3?660.
199,650 100.260 -,11915 -.02827 .18791 -.01859 -.00208 -.00010 -.01824 .03698 -.93153 5.33710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE IS9
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT5261 ( 12 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = .000 BETAS = 2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 150.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 591/ 6 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.052 .398 -.20143 -.06866 .18722 -.00847 .00321 -.60038 .00584 .0315g -I.t6400 2.42070
-1.100 100.350 -.23682 -.07150 .15128 °02082 _.00330 .uu_=u"_'"_-.03577 .00470 -1.12300 2,43900
-.t42 200.400 -.24574 -.05537 .15939 .01157 .00053 .00036 .00413 .01868 -I.15530 2.42480
GRADIENT .60000 ,60000 .00000 .00000 ,06000 .00600 .00000 .06606 .00000 ,06000
RUN NO. 5921 0 RN/L = X.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.965 260.300 -.23564 -.05559 .15369 -.00924 .06580 -.60139 .00574 .OOlB7 -I.16520 2.43210
49.794 I60.290 -.20830 -.07796 .16599 .00507 .00275 .00055 -.01355 =.00395 -I.14410 2.43960
50.803 .262 -.I8197 -.066!8 o!9!48 _00462 .00863 -.00049 .03034 ,0064B -1.18590 2.43200
GRADIENT ,60000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 593/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.48! .204 -.19716 -.05365 .21306 .00320 .00428 -.00054 -.00567 -.00028 -I.14690 2.43280
99.569 100.320 -.19216 -.07248 .17619 -.60491 .00181 .06037 -.01510 .02966 -I.14000 2.39830
99.984 200.240 -.26987 -.05432 .16824 -.01832 .00305 -.00079 .00919 .02958 -I.16530 2.39740
GRADIENT .Off600 .60000 ,06000 .60000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
R_,, NO. 594/ 0 RN/L = ,'._4= _o_,,A_,EN,n,,T ,,N,ERVAL,T ' = =_.u_,_"' 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.320 200.230 -.07265 -.63484 .18545 -.00243 -.00388 .00104 .00617 .06550 -I.15520 2.42690
198.290 I00.380 -,I0789 -.03562 .20440 -.03237 .00094 -.00093 -.02357 .03937 -I.12400 2.38980
200.990 .237 -.05955 -.03749 .22977 -.01092 -.00053 -.00038 ,02309 -.01771 -I.16726 2.45640
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
DATE 12 OCT ?? IA]42, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ISO
IA142_ O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT527) ( 12 OCT 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DA+A
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ .OOO BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 5231 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.145 -.142 -.12426 -.06226 .15198 -.00925 -.00287 -.00042 -.00031 .0142I -.56418 _!7093
-.W2'4 no 7,o -.15121 _ n=oT_ 14_3[ ._ nnot_ nnn_= _n =
-.902 199.820 -.17562 - .i4565 -.00606 -.00005 ,00051 -.03182 .0]203 -.53606 .17148
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 524/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.375 199.780 -.15411 -.04967 .16559 .01885 -.00095 .00129 .0145I -.02720 -.57859 .21262
50.453 99,832 -.12760 -.05156 .16606 -.00827 .00014 .00000 -.00695 .06379 -.55505 .12185
50.246 -.344 -.10972 -.05189 .16179 -.00553 -.00185 .00015 .02882 -.00296 -.58929 .I9629
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 525/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.580 -.195 -.05552 -.04300 ,16621 -.00397 -.00651 .00082 .07458 .02266 -.63003 .I7383
98.633 99.71t -.09623 -.03749 .17638 -.00528 .00719 -.00131 -.04523 -.00322 -.51286 .I8702
99.921 I99.940 -.08911 -.04152 .18042 .08784 -.06183 .01023 -.00048 -.0501_ -.55904 .22790
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 526/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA {:)BETA
199.370 199.850 .03839 .00733 °20812 -.01548 -.00400 .00026 -.01551 -.015|2 -.52877 .19701
200.410 99.809 .05585 .01299 .20171 -.02807 -.00215 -.00041 .02593 .01692 -.56897 .I7639
199.650 --_32 .05713 .01444 .20289 -.02816 .onto4 -.nOn26 :00362 .0!598 -.543!3 .!8337
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 19!
IAI42, OIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON IOVT5281 { IB OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - .000 BETAB - .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 559/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1.868 -.124 -.22539 -.I0440 .15734 -.01799 -.00251 -.00070 -.06976 .01477 -.90311 .35988
1.332 89.883 -.20372 -.07798 .14824 -.00794 -.00286 .00034 .07143 .00984 -I,04200 .35817
-.132 199.640 -.21426 -.06008 .16024 -.01659 .00066 -.00051 .01850 .01016 -.98565 .34458
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 560/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.572 I99.780 -.15608 -,05957 .16774 -.01948 .00lib -.00II1 .04859 .OIBB8 -1.01620 ,3347g
49.565 99.841 -.15157 -.05134 .15562 -.01499 .00053 -.00119 -.02260 .00479 -.94481 .35218
49.445 -.250 -.15089 -.08396 .1629G -.01020 -.00373 .00044 -.05077 .01200 -.92031 .35488
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 581/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
97.085 -.Iii -.22299 -.07768 .1990B .0031B -.00572 .00130 -.07665 -.00092 -.88348 .36868
97.756 99.837 -.22243 -.04348 .18308 -.05089 .03551 -.00217 -.06161 -.0793B -.90212 .44224
102.480 199.690 -.12572 -.05291 .19475 -.01928 -.00038 -.00047 .07455 .06390 -1.04170 .28915
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 552/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.150 199.720 .13519 .02921 .21290 -.00104 -.00869 .00281 -.05057 .01576 -.90667 .33429
200.540 99.764 .13485 .05376 .2t384 -.0117! .00665 -.00029 ,03872 -.00330 -.99339 .36395
199.070 -.323 .14867 .02989 .24843 .00631 .00813 -.00148 -.03764 -.01309 -.91666 .36033
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
BATE 12 OCT 37 ZA142, AEDC V41A--K;A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA F::AGE 1BE
[A142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON _OVTBBB) ¢ 12 OCT ?? 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 8890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA _ .000
LREF 1290,3000 iNCHES YMRP = ,0000 iN, YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB .000
BREF i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 750_0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = ;500,000
SCALE = .0100 NACH 4.500
RUN NO. 5951 0 RN/L = I_54 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA ,BETA DALFA DBETA
1.440 ao _mt - _nm_m - nQQTn _n_m o nlln_ -.00567 .OOO3B .05! _ nT_ -1.21940 7o_on
.236 199.800 -..2iOBB -.07669 .14312 -.OiBBB .00151 -.00i68 .02507 -.00798 -i.190t0 ,43575
ORADfENT .OOnO0 ,O000O .00000 .OOflO0 .00000 ,00000 .OOOO0 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5971 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.190 -200.260 .24q82 -.25980 .06084 -.00585 .00187 .00020 -.06273 .01108 -1.10250 .41788
47.898 -.i09 -.16915 -,09035 .15297 .00631 -.00064 .00001 -,07349 -.00198 -1.08970 .41835
51.782 49.843 -.00559 -.i301B .12042 -.00433 -.00381 .00004 .05105 -.01015 -1.22060 .43966
48.462 99.920 -.23595 -.05386 .17121 -.01701 .0055? -.00163 -.03963 .02075 -1.12390 .40867
51,411 199.730 -.|7989 -.05930 .16283 -.01284 -.00055 -.00017 .04155 ,01817 -1,20300 .40105
47.954 399.960 -.24674 -.03960 .22077 -.02558 .00672 -.002i7 -.07503 .01073 -1.08770 .40368
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 598/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
108.130 399.9?0 -.1980l -.01580 .21875 -.01724 .00356 -.00066 .07941 .00396 -1,24190 .40757
99.034 199.820 -.18010 -.05687 .19670 -.00719 -.00561 .00135 -.05254 .00090 -I.10960 .41676
97.471 99.956 -.24693 -.0698! .18238 .00435 -.01361 .00382 -.09696 .01132 -1.07150 .41421
99.723 49.919 -,24014 -.06966 .20585 .01443 -.01604 ,00301 -.01257 ,OIlll -l.15360 .41253
!00.750 -,!57 -.18827 -,08012 °22691 ,00384 °00634 -,00197 .01564 -,02858 -1.17790 .44679
99.664 -200.230 .35032 -.26621 ,03006 00013 .00414 -,00024 -.01057 -.01996 -1.15280 .44573
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I98.150 -200.210 .40491 -.23803 -.01779 .00654 -.00074 .00050 -.05572 .00123 -|.10600 .41926
197.750 -.178 .14836 .00626 .25148 .00020 -.00153 .00089 .08033 .04237 -1.24020 .36993
198.910 49.804 .15337 .05586 .23723 .01647 .00649 .00012 -.02217 ;01097 -1.14290 .39904
200.730 99.951 .17102 .07248 .21489 .01124 -.O00?l .00088 .05285 .02769 -1.21200 .40436
197.970 199.930 .14733 .04563 .22282 .00602 -.00715 .00237 -.06709 .02444 -I.09120 .39248
_98o550 399,920 ,13770 .01620 .21413 .00591 -.00695 °00208 -.05918 .0006l -!.09320 o41158
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
fl
DATE 12 OCT 97 ,A,42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 193
]A142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT530) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA - .000 BETA • .OOO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAS = ,000 BETAS = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC • B42.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 527/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-,130 -.175 -,15517 -,0493B .1472B .00300 -.00110 ,00054 -,01028 .00459 -,53961 ,19331
-.512 99.750 -.15870 -,05288 .15083 -.01444 -.002_B .00040 -,00867 .06098 -.54205 .08390
.165 199.7_0 -.1579! -.04850 .15IB_ -.020_B -,01551 .00485 -.01557 .04839 -.543ii .09144
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 528/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X _ CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,107 199.830 -.17605 -,04|45 ,16312 -,03032 .00441 ,00108 -,02678 -,01770 -.52450 ,15993
50,533 99.884 -.13628 -.05096 .16125 -.00593 -.00168 .00080 .01624 .0044B -.5621! .13697
49.62! -.16B -.14132 -.0517B .15524 -.00214 .00009 .00037 -.00895 .0_435 -,53713 .17745
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 529/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I02.090 -.303 -.07352 -.04175 ,16068 -.0244B -.01542 .00402 .07941 .06420 -.B2205 .12217
97.987 98.824 -,1215I -.04210 .]7709 -.00577 -,00555 .00146 -,06330 -.03031 -.47672 .17270
99.684 199.800 -.12940 -.03768 ,17397 -.01705 .02035 -.00127 -.01234 -.02600 -,52840 ,15937
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 530/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.460 199.740 -.04724 -.00966 .18542 -.01994 -.00170 -.00012 -.0178B .01903 -.5t365 ;13626
200.660 99.805 -.01989 -.00740 .I8920 -.01324 -.0007l -.00054 .02082 ,01]I0 -.55500 .15350
199,230 -.240 -.03260 -,00428 ,19296 .01466 -,00836 .00193 -,03021 -,01257 -,49748 ,18493
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 97 IAI42, AEBC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 19q
IAI42. O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OV]531) ( i2 OCT 77 3
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = ,000
LREF = i290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAS _ .000 BETAS - ,000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = I295.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 563/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-_24! -.044 -.23514 -.08854 .16624 -.00314 .00476 -.O00B? -.01019 -.00561 -.95993 .35427
_ =_=_ -.0742S _n_o - nnlo_ nn_nl - 00!60 - nn_o_ .00209 - QTnnn _
-._eo ££.718 -.Bu #u .....................................
2.854 199.680 -.16340 -.06951 .15636 -,01025 -.00338 .00098 .099]6 .02250 -1.07580 .30119
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .0O0O0 .0u00g .00000
RUN NO. 564/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.552 |99.650 -.14006 -.G6027 .17113 -.glBB4 -.00073 -.00002 .OlBIO .01482 -.99016 .30728
47.906 99.887 -.17989 -.08947 .14484 -.00362 -.00012 .00028 -.08638 .00595 -.88915 .34334
48.872 -,166 -.19978 -.08950 .17835 -.00321 -.00297 .00077 -,04405 .01590 -.92q34 .33222
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 565/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.439 -.314 -.12031 -.05606 .18973 -.00204 -.00809 .00154 -.02212 .00585 -.94516 .33596
101.110 99.816 -,09508 -.04713 .18396 .0033B -.00537 .O0187 .03991 .00274 -1.00450 .33254
100.400 199.790 -.06726 -.05447 .17890 -.00736 -.00049 .00031 .00878 .00733 -.97357 .31517
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5661 0 RN/L = |.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.420 199.800 .05057 -.00398 .21314 .00616 .00036 .00185 -.01249 .00169 -.94095 .33043
199.450 99.825 .03794 .00513 .22382 -.00815 -.00374 .OOIOl -.01273 ,04243 -.93902 .30350
200.900 - 205 .09014 -.00444 .21539 .03107 .00463 .DO005 .02301 -.05485 -.96856 .39798
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE IB OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 195
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT532} { I2 OCT "n )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2550.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP • 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = .000
BREF : 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 600/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.259 400.020 -.22781 -.05238 .19640 -.02380 .00369 -.00103 -.01656 .017|I -1.15660 .40007
-1.369 199.900 -.35296 -.05753 .IqB33 -.00154 .OOB!9 -.O01!O -,045 0 -o00235 -I.12860 .43541
1.020 99.879 -.27740 -.09634 .I6411 -.00409 .00138 -.00037 -.00674 .01297 -I.16990 .40998
-.407 49.804 -.27553 -.09747 .17823 -.00160 .O004B .00009 -.02B12 .03567 -1.!4560 .38780
1.107 -.207 -.23145 -.09515 .i8925 .00124 -.00242 .00075 .06107 .00217 -I.23380 .41910
-I.18B -200.270 .05534 -.15430 .12094 -.00273 .0247! -.00529 -.02218 -.06125 -1.13890 .50733
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 601/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT JNTERV./g. = -5.DO/ 5.D0
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.732 -200.250 .14222 -.18538 .I0799 -.00724 .01988 -.00439 .02988 .03027 -I.19700 .40580
50.523 -.264 -.15250 -.08306 .19281 -.OOBTO .00365 -.00074 .02732 -.00083 -1.I9780 .4]712
50.646 49.840 -.2[052 -.09452 .[7202 -.00694 -.00497 .0007! .00958 .01414 -I.18560 .40647
49.217 99.885 -.23085 -.09348 .i5555 .01053 -.00599 .00191 -.01942 -,02600 -1.15750 .44717
48.767 199.860 -.18623 -.06170 .i6H20 -.03195 .00211 -,00175 -.02830 .03576 -1.14130 .37917
48.489 399.930 -.22026 -,03865 .20727 -.01117 .00229 .00030 -.05524 -.01063 -1.11320 .41907
GRADIENT .0O000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000G .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 6021 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY GYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.150 399.920 -.19108 -.02089 .21686 .01042 .00549 -.00000 .03999 -.00269 -I.20580 .40179
101.070 199.800 -.12101 -.05158 .19172 -.00464 -.00466 .00084 .01592 .05012 -I.17870 ,35150
100.220 99.595 -.10209 -.06035 .18233 -.00068 -.00474 .00153 .00259 .01848 -1.16830 .39545
102.900 49.771 -.21416 -.01480 .24238 .03386 -.05361 .00652 .07480 .13742 -1.22910 .27026
97.869 -.IS5 -_0!!52 -.02852 .18307 .00091 .0[000 -.00II7 -.05752 -.01880 -1.09340 .42695
101.890 -200.190 .19825 -.19252 .09595 .00152 .00981 -.00t48 -.05668 -.00928 -i.iil20 .43720
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0O00 .00000 .00000 .0000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 603/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
= v CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
196.990 -.135 .09225 .01274 _19334 .06898 -.00567 .00463 -.07541 -.OlOiB -I.07290 .4_055
199.530 49.895 .11173 -.00559 ,20465 .25127 -.12682 .02492 -.01290 .04738 -1.13730 .37219
I98.280 99.85i .04359 .01329 .2|665 .11526 -.02722 .01710 -.05633 -.04471 -1.09790 .46881
200.280 I99.870 .09393 -.00365 .21308 .0034I .00308 .00105 .01634 .01833 -1.17460 .40086
_9q.380 399.940 .024i8 -.00358 .21892 .03211 -.00160 .00212 -.05258 -.01334 -1,I0520 .41437
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 00000 .... _ _" nnonn nnnn 0 nnnnn
DATE IB OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE _96
IAI42, O/ET HISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT533) ( 12 OCT "/7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 8690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA _ ,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHA8 - .000 BETAB " .000
8REF : 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - IO0.O00 JET PC = 842.000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 5311 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA b, CYN v_ _ ....
-.140 -.I78 -_!49_1 -,03856 .15758 .00765 .00266 -,00024 -.OOBB2 .00807 -.53530 .17238
.116 99.759 -,15110 -.02374 .i8645 .0|335 .00135 .00026 .00576 .00553 -.55729 .18275
.703 !99.840 -.I5295 -.00171 .19599 .01150 -.00745 ,00272 .02968 .0|296 _.59363 .I7401
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 532I 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.073 I99.760 -.13429 -.00975 .IB2B6 -.00877 .00080 -.00191 -.01639 -.00358 -.54356 .17108
48.301 99.91! -.14519 -.0278! ,18158 .00716 .00107 .00043 -.05775 -.01257 -.48850 .19395
49.544 -.240 -.13817 -.04155 .16023 .00506 -.00055 .O000B -.01559 .01366 -.52507 .1530'7
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5331 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.881 -.177 -.12850 -.03968 .16957 -.00710 -.00177 .00019 .04129 .01010 -.57396 .16090
99.854 99.756 -.13924 -.0245t .18369 .01867 -.00255 .00233 -.OlOBO -,01329 -.52343 .19203
100.300 199.810 -.15185 -.01785 .16586 -.02529 .00152 -.00216 .01172 .04917 -.56785 .llllB
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5341 0 RNIL : 1.58 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
......... _ _.n _ neon, - n,_l_ I_:u_ - nPPlW flN41P _ONOB8 .03620 .02529 -.59i53 14741
198.780 99.907 -,07760 -.00653 .17919 -.00294 -.00223 .00065 -.01379 _,01208 -,51033 ,18107
_99.580 .-.310 -.06797 -.01207 ,190B? -.01031 -.00087 .00032 -.01204 .00624 -.51227 .16205
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 197
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT534) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA • .OOO
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = .000 BETAB = .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = IBBS.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 567/ 0 RNIL = 1.5½ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.448 -.067 -.20824 -.07727 .17040 .00275 .00333 -.00097 .01838 .03843 -.98237 .300BB
-.604 99.733 -.22886 -.07226 .15236 .00887 .00018 .00070 -.0201B .01932 -.94710 .31875
.716 199.790 -.21585 -.05592 .16641 .01761 .00048 .00102 .02422 -.00751 -.99667 .34864
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 568/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.164 199.720 -.16260 -.05871 .16385 -.00507 .00103 .00034 .04350 .02434 _1.01040 .28201
47.915 99.830 -.20579 -.07355 .15684 .00083 .00362 .00022 -.07796 -.00164 -.88476 .33253
49.794 -.274 -.19435 -.07725 .17850 -.00275 .00519 -.00088 -.01567 .00756 -.94365 .32426
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 569/ 0 RN/L = 1.5h GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
101.370 -.196 -.14373 -.07142 .t8832 -.0023I .00768 -.00089 .04862 .00083 -1.00570 .32575
92.888 99.853 -.18307 -.06785 .16852 -.00153 .00025 .00057 -.03701 .01449 -.92281 .30824
101.250 199.810 -.]4620 -,04699 .]8129 -.01552 .00099 -.00081 .05937 .02807 -I.0i200 .27644
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 570/ 0 RN/L = ]=54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.900 199.770 -.01298 -.01612 .20175 -.02189 .00535 -.00094 -.02936 ,03058 -.91807 .28265
198.630 99.723 -.04439 -.02107 .20229 .00080 -.00515 .00144 -.05389 -.00409 -.89515 .32887
200.560 -.277 .00289 -,02949 .22134 .01205 .00067 .00063 .OOtB7 -.03874 -.94572 .36686
GRADIENT .00000 .oooou .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O00uu
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4!A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PACE ISB
IAI42, OIET HISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (0VT5351 ( 12 OCT 77 l
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ .000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " I00.000 JET PC " 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 5041 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
-.9_0 400.020 -.26017 -.04223 .i891_ -.02064 .00435 -.00173 -.03241 .02119 -|.i4BO0 .37255
-.982 I99.690 -.26448 -.06418 .15288 .01003 -,00043 .00045 -.03212 -;02815 -1.I3940 .44724
,-I.002 99.932 _-.20754.... .07gIO ._S070 -.00488 .00161 -.00077 -.03437 .0119g -I._3710 .40238
-.285 49.926 -,26078 -.09040 ,17626 -.0!287 .00374 -.00108 -.02213 .01666 -I.14850 .3991I
,414 -.14B -.23290 -.08292 .]8291 -.00211 .00144 .00009 .01453 .00526 -I.I8370 ,41180
.391 -200.390 .05701 -.I0767 .13093 .00476 -.00325 .00147 .01037 .00584 -I.I6310 .43332
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 605/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.618 -200.350 .08923 -.13246 .12422 .00255 .00678 ,.00033 -.00988 =.02496 -|.|4250 .45508
48.562 .007 -.21964 -.07636 .20621 -.00li2 -.00125 .00050 -.04001 .OBI05 -I.I2680 .38|80
49.173 49.853 -.23743 -.08181 ,18776 -.00327 .00440 -.00102 -.05172 -.00875 -1.11560 .42068
49.804 99.694 -.23584 -.08538 .I8847 -.00700 .00383 -.00113 .00151 .01725 -I.16960 .38729
51.026 199.880 -.20770 -.07706 .15023 .00814 .00318 -.00035 .03948 -.01304 -1.20790 .42676
50.552 399.970 -.21915 -.04014 .18644 -.01658 .00484 -.00144 .03427 .04655 -1.21060 .34480
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 606/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY cYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.430 399.950 -.15073 -.03758 .18579 -.01482 .00560 -.00105 .05351 -,00279 -_.22070 .39129
I03.040 188.930 -.I0123 -.06456 .16122 .01233 -.00416 .00217 .09888 -.00504 -I.28200 .41279
99.478 99.866 -.19138 -.07949 ,17770 -.00362 -.00269 .00093 -.01484 .00553 -1.15110 .39884
I00.760 49.783 -.15855 -.07800 .18296 .00244 -,00228 .00091 .01455 -.02882 -l. IBOlO .43308
tO0.400 -.i67 -.i49i8 -.06338 .81275 .00388 -.uvuc_..... -.O000B .01694 -.01218 -i.iBi80 .4i835
98.583 -200.330 .10932 -.I4064 .I1493 .00814 -.000|1 .00028 -.04354 .02966 -|.I0900 .40216
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6071 0 RN/L = _.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
20].810 -200.310 .20026 -.16227 .I0500 -.01288 .00635 -.00258 .05490 .022|0 -I.20470 .4|063
199.800 -.186 .02892 -.00276 .22615 .00005 .00435 -.00085 .04872 -.01374 -!.!9960 ,4307!
189.500 48.760 .04300 -.01582 .23679 -.00lBB -.00002 .00051 .00417 .03270 -1.15340 .37592
200.140 99.909 -.02410 -.02233 ,23II2 .00590 -.00090 -.00009 .0i276 .0042I -I.16730 .41096
200.780 !99.870 .00483 -.02233 .2]122 -.OIBI6 .00299 -.00136 .02964 .03161 -1.18670 .37387
198.410 399.850 -.04269 -.01613 .20408 -.01802 .00744 -.00178 -.04248 -.00415 -I.II280 .40017
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 199
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT536) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH m 4.500
RUN NO. 535/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DSETA
-.741 -4.179 -.I5360 -.05617 .15441 .00421 -.00666 .00166 -.01828 .01095 -.53415 -I.86570
-.163 95.802 -.15832 -.05735 .15527 -.01467 .0017| .O000I -_02399 .01041 -.53331 -1.86930
-I.206 195.840 -.19998 -.04910 .15087 -.00870 .00288 -.00031 -.05443 .00533 -.50352 -1.86030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 536/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.543 195.800 -.17066 -.04557 .I7088 .01314 -.00068 .00119 .Oi6GI .00233 -.57005 -1.85840
50.554 95.756 -.13740 -.05136 .17035 -.01092 -.00379 -.00010 .02819 .04270 -.57923 -1.89930
50.426 -4.299 -.t1209 -.05253 .16825 -.01062 .00121 -.00053 .01818 -.00093 -.56553 -1.84440
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 537/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALPA D8ETA
I01.690 -4.273 -.05444 -.04233 .17614 -.02077 .00272 -.00085 .05639 .03644 -.59786 -1.87930
98.410 95.763 -.10418 -.03607 .18i63 .00480 .00454 ,00067 -.05287 -.01921 -.49117 -1,83530
99.628 I95.730 -.I0575 -.03789 .I8192 .04237 .00874 .00301 -.01447 -.04230 -.53123 -1.81890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 538/.0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00! 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.280 195.880 .04133 .00591 .20907 -.01031 -.00386 .00II8 -.01934 .00607 -.5U_46 -1.85590
200.330 95.810 .05326 .01476 .2065I -.01633 -.00915 .00047 -.00375 .01526 -.52765 -I.85780
200.070 _0^n,_,,T-4"123 .06953n_ .01467_n, .21052,_,, -.00417^^^^^ -.00424..... .00106 .01851 -.01631 -.54737 -1.82220
v,._,_ .... _uu .vvuuu .uvuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 18 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 200
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT537) ( 12 OCT 77 ;
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
_P .... _ .000 BETAB _ -2._0LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT A, umo nn
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 iN. ZT Y " .000 JET PC • 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 571/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA BY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-i.!37 -_.]33 -,22821 -.10370 .IB911 -.01069 -.00236 -.00037 -.04580 .00738 -.91929 -I.64650
.505 195.700 -.21641 -.05157 .1677W -.00814 -.00102 &O000I .018_8 -.01018 -.98194 -I.65590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5721 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT IKTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.948 195.790 -.l_412 -.06405 .17395 -.OIBIB -.00105 -.00040 .06501 .Of911 -i.02760 -1.68360
50.722 95.857 -.10332 -.07318 .18953 -.00839 -.00446 .00084 .01929 .01390 -.97973 -1.67770
48.106 -4.198 -.14907 -.07638 .18495 -.02314 -.00191 -.00102 -.06746 .02145 -.89230 -1.67420
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 57_/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.781 -4.253 -.15031 -.OB3t3 .2110! -.00242 -.00353 .00056 -.05597 -.00732 -.89671 -1.64540
100.740 95.830 -.17048 -.04910 .20656 -.01420 -.01110 .00800 .04875 .04002 -1.00540 -1.70230
101.470 195.650 -.11404 -.05512 .20297 -.03442 .00423 -.00115 .02632 .00758 -.9876| -1.66790
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 574/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA BY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.610 195.800 .131BI .02837 .22178 -.01192 -.00292 .00103 -.04055 .00652 -.90804 -I.66310
200.700 95.866 .14677 .04682 .23185 -.02417 .00785 -.00090 .05190 .00427 -.99764 -1.65840
199.150 -4.26-9 .!439! _0w638 .272X5 -.00577 . .00517 -.00061 -.04411 -.OISiB -.89919 -I.64870
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42o AEDC V4IA-K|A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE BO!
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT538) " ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 .BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. BOB/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
-2.125 -4.098 -.2:'37 -,08177 .19425 ,00530 .00010 .00045 -.077BI .00644 -I.I0280 -1.58490
1.414 95.834 -.25654 -.09316 .IBIS8 -.01602 ".OOIBB -.00058 .0353B =01127 -!.2!370 -1.57490
1.751 195.820 -,20674 -.08104 .15157 -.01495 .00044 -.O011B .05509 .01288 -1.24140 -1.58530
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 609/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
50.760 195,B20 -.I8774 -.0635B .iB281 -.00879 -.O001B -.00|52 .03797 .00343 -1.21390 -1.58070
51.920 95.878 -.10517 -.07888 .16567 -.0029B .00180 -.00072 .O601B -,01635 -1-23560 -1.55180
51.103 _4.100 -,05505 -.08098 .18150 .01702 .00738 -,00066 .03062 -.03194 -1.20430 -I.55010
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. BlO/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.700 -4.255 -.17670 -.06913 .25936 -.O011B .00699 -.00176 .02405 .02995 -1.19680 -I.615BO
98,464 95.864 -.22550 -.07807 .19954 -.01137 -.OOIl7 .00100 -.05005 .04196 -I.12410 -1.62640
I01.740 195.860 -.18476 -.05426 .21878 -,00106 -.0024B .00015 .06495 .00716 -1.24180 -1.58870
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6111 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA BALFA DBETA
197.190 195.760 .16042 .0379B .23559 .0025B -.00446 .00108 -.08824 .02060 -I.07BBO -1.60060
201.390 95.935 .18499 .07004 .24379 .00179 .00047 .00049 .07599 -.00565 -I.24060 -1.55070
198.290 -4.213 .19903 .01939 .24918 .15037 -.05356 .02448 -.08445 -.05£07 -1.08010 -1.53580
_n_u_,_, .vuuvu .vuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .UUUUU .UUUUU .UUUUU .0ODD0 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 iA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 202
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS ON (DVT53B) ( 12 OCT 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 26g0.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _097.0000 IN ×T ALPHA .000 BETA _ .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YHRP z .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = .000 BETAS = -2,000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50,000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 539/ 0 RN/L _ i.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.I1S -4.]04 -.i5_i2 -.04986 .i5i32 -.0027i ,00099 -.00051 -.0n420 .036_7 -.54583 -!,85320
-,955 95.816 -.17798 -,05007 .I6627 -,O00IO -.00601 ,00255 -.03032 .02252 -.52069 -].89300
.000 I95.q40 -.1828_ -.04490 .16160 -.021qS -.00959 .00342 -.01217 .0384! -.54585 -1.91440
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 540/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.950 195.740 -.17072 -.04414 .16689 -.02430 -.Ollk6 .00261 .01774 .02752 -.57056 -1.90430
49.874 95.869 -.15352 -.05285 .17241 -.,00916 -.00203 .00130 .00109 -.02233 -.54987 -1.85100
50.030 -4.200 -.14458 -.05273 .16139 -.00956 -.00199 -.00001 .00205 .00930 -.54461 -1.83840
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 541/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.570 -4.314 -._1554 -.04305 .17509 -.00794 .00125 .00069 .02589 -.00800 -.55844 -1.8|680
99.953 95.661 -.11325 -.04532 .]8129 -.02689 -.00323 .00014 -.01488 .04416 -.52728 -I.9_750
99.817 195,770 -.12334 -.03813 .17475 .03820 -.06559 .00538 .00801 .06877 -.55419 -t.94800
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 54B/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.I70 I95.710 -.04938 -,00557 .I9273 -.01969 -.00635 .00005 -.02197 ,01440 -J50967 -I.87370
201.120 95.780 -.00372 -,00814 .19469 -.01806 -.00034 -.00015 .03576 .01360 -.57159 -1.86140
i99.450 -4. i5_ -.00988 -.00524 .20625 -.0t635 -.01236 .00039 -.01226 ,03304 -.52087 -I,87230
GRADIENT ..00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 203
IAi42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT540) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA = .BOO BETA = .GO0
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= .000 BETAB _ -B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 575/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.389 -4.075 -.24209 -.08400 .17522 -.00133 .00209 -.00073 -.01195 .OOBBO -.9485! -!.62930
-.073 95_779 -.25758 -.074!8 .15092 .00328 .00i62 .00014 -.00105 .01!54 -.96455 -1.63040
-.679 185.750 -.!9481 -.06255 .16554 -.02507 .00033 -.00069 -.02234 .02146 -.95009 -1.67290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO_ 576/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.I04 195.770 -.14904 -.05814 .17800 -.0!760 -.00208 .00039 .04443 .01149 -!.010SO -],66920
50.927 95.884 -,07623 -,09607 ,14S58 .OlBI8 ,00429 .00&19 .0_528 -,05287 -.97925 -1.5q420
50.126 -4.294 -.19675 -.08642 =!8672 -.00429 -.00653 .00173 .00949 .01519 -.97008 -1.64220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 577/ 0 RNIL = |.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.734 -4.326 -.12244 -.06037 .20055 -.OI260 .00244 -.00065 -.00593 .01145 -.95255 -I.6383D
100.950 95.669 -.09579 -.05271 .18411 -.01697 .00075 -.00035 .03824 .01893 -.99709 -1.65250
89.460 195.690 -.11240 -.04537 .19818 -.00693 .00238 .00031 -.01963 -.02694 -.94139 -1.62!20
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00008 .00000
RUN NO. 578! 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA D8ETA
19B.510 195.810 .05630 -.00638 .2!691 -.01988 .00388 -.O0097 -.03151 .03090 -.9!855 -I.6BB50
199.260 95.820 .03841 .00257 .23310 -o01381 .00581 .OOOlB -.02052 -.00704 -.92702 -I.62210
201,640 -4,158 ,10758 -,0000t .22980 -.0023B .01493 -,003!0 .058_2 -.03084 -.98947 -t.60340
GRADIENT .Do000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE _2 OCT 77 iA14£, AEUC V41A-.KIA. 7ABULATED SOURCE DATA _;AGE 204
IA142, OlET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT541I { 19 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 26£0.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. v_,, ALPHAS = .000 BETAB -2.000
BREF i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC x t500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 612/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM cA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-t.867 95.905 ._OcB9 -.09149 .}7336 .00243 .O010i -.00042 -.06980 .00725 -I.11070 -I.58440
2.587 ,n= _=_ -.2300q - no_ '_20 _ .00058 nO_I _ .0712E_ .................. 1.00055 I008_ r'1.2521C [.58000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 613/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.972 195.680 -.13322 -.06701 .15914 -.02113 .00086 -.00056 -.04284 .01451 -I.13300 -1.60520
49.878 95.974 -.24098 -.08986 .I6305 -.00722 .00119 .00098 -.OOi51 .00137 -I.17870 .1.57900
52.745 -4_280 -.15498 -.06153 .21254 .00607 .00226 .00023 .09813 -.02511 -1.26890 -1.56710
GRADIENT ,00000 .OODO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6141 0 RN/L = I,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.503 -4.285 -.00425 -.01900 .20172 -.00139 .00453 -.00076 -.01574 .01179 -I.13920 -1.60430
102.040 95.787 -.04709 -.06£42 .18679 .00|13 -.00394 .00017 .07109 ,00144 -I.23760 -1.58780
95.922 195.710 -.15717 -.04750 .20920 -.00718 .00220 -.00130 -.09570 .02777 -1.07460 -1.62660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 615/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.OO/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.570 295.790 .09233 -.00106 .2280i .00095 -.00091 .00087 -.03808 -.00118 -1.12380 -1.58530
198.750 95.784 .04892 .02492 .25491 -.01062 .00535 .00018 .00417 .00420 -l.16050 -I.58690
|96,890 -4.180 .08086 .02907 .iBB27 .10735 -.00535 .01079 -.OBBi2 -.04494 -J.06430 -I.54?60
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000
\DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 205
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT542) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= .000 BETAB = -2.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC • 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 543/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.094 -4.269 -.15148 -.04003 .16286 .0050! .00367 -.00077 -.00355 .01122 -.54438 -I,BITOO
-.024 95.695 -.t5905 -.02352 °!9060 ,00206 ,00348 -.O00B8 .00567 .0!36! -.56045 -1.81700
1.096 195.790 -.15120 -.00124 .I9059 .02416 -.00930 .O03II .04767 .OOITS -.61539 -I.79380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 544/ 0 RN/L = _.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
49,610 I95,710 -.t4893 -.00636 .17297 -.00889 -.00318 -.00095 -,01625 .02690 -.54723 -1.83180
48.492 95.737 -.15263 -,02737 .]8693 ,0]051 .00057 .0003B -.04849 -.0240! -.5003B -I.78B10
49.530 -4.144 -.|4454 -.04342 .16587 -.00267 .00292 -,00074 -.01496 .03682 -.52969 -l.84640
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 545/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.848 -4.269 -,1332B -.04036 .17613 -.00326 -.00095 .00035 .00671 .01334 -.54277 -1.B8820
100.120 95.742 -.I3433 -.02740 .18318 .00395 .00337 .00043 .01291 -.00924 -.55037 -1.79840
99.936 195.840 -.15793 -.01806 .17727 -.03353 .00142 -.00225 -.01416 .05805 -.54585 -I.87040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 546/ 0 RN!L = !.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.590 195.790 -.07182 -.00814 .17887 -.08111 -.00284 .00064 .09280 .01150 -.64925 -I.BOgO0
198.830 95.904 -.07636 -.00446 .I8404 -.00549 -.00214 .OOOll -.00355 -,00211 -.52367 -I.81180
199.530 -4.177 -.07177 -.00930 .19789 -.01969 .00192 -.00061 -.01697 .02596 -.51121 -1.83730
GRADIENT .OOOOO .UUUDO .OOUOU .DODOS .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .GO000
DATE tB OCT 97 IA[4£, AEDC Vq[A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA ,_'_,-_, SOB
[AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON [0VT543; { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ IOS7.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA _ _000
LREF = 1200.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAS _ -2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = _LQ.OQOQ IN. ZT Y _ lO0,O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 5797 0 RN/L _ 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
056 -_.;03 -.E0783 _.07797 .17S28 .00296 .0049! -.00002 -,00989 .0075] -.95174 -I.63788
-I 187 85.893 -.24563 -.06851 15907 .00988 -,0007i .00102 -.025_3 01_85 _ ..... c=,,.^
co D
.486 I95.SiO _.2_532 -.0__0_ .17236 .O!31_ -.00092 .00083 .00323 -.0097I -.96736 -].62580
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 580/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBIETA
51.674 185.760 -.18063 -.05303 .17319 -.00735 .00031 .00036 .05622 .02919 -1.01820 -1.69240
48.365 95.89t -.18588 -.07614 .15831 -.00023 .00235 -.00006 -.05874 -.00806 -.88540 -1.63260
49.602 -4.304 -.19209 -.07767 .18616 .00014 .00224 -.00059 -.01609 ,01196 -.93589 -I.64710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 581/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.750 -k..30B -.13445 -.07_03 .1978I .00739 -.00283 .00114 .OGI4B .01588 -1.01780 -I.65980
98,877 05,940 -.16728 -.0720_ .17_75 -.0027J .00_7_ -.00020 -.02892 .01650 -.02252 -I.65640
101.130 195.700 -.14887 -.04547 .18842 -.01059 .00004 -.00006 .03864 .02438 -.99024 -1.69260
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 o00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 582/ 0 RN/L = !.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.081 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.210 I95.780 -.02126 -.01251 .20906 -.0080'7 .00013 -.00015 -.02297 .01720 -.94950 -1.66020
I99.250 95.826 -.00222 -.02396 .21356 .01074 -.00595 .00278 -.01241 -.00846 -.93914 -I.63420
198,230 -4.276 -.03415 -.0_793 .24327 .uuoo_..... -.vu_uh....= .vv,v,nn'nu _ ._n_u_..... nn_n.... .............- _a_n! -! _N6N
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 1At42, AEDC V4[A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 207
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT544) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA : .OOO BETA - .008
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ¥MRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS .000 BETAS -8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1500.DO0
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 616/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.874 -4.029 -.26352 -.07304 .20494 .00481 .00438 -.00058 -.02969 -.00229 -1.14130 -1.56070
-.263 95.925 -.26946 -.07957 .16643 -.00127 .00123 -.00027 -.01389 .02433 -t.15920 -1.59180
.240 I95.680 -.27770 -.05096 .15818 .00090 .00i10 .00012 .02146 .01232 -i.i9490 -i.58290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 617/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.603 I95.740 -.23356 -.05175 .18186 -.00043 .00367 -.00081 -.03374 .03572 -1.I3230 -1.60880
48.736 95.836 -.23372 -.08470 .I7612 .00015 .00201 -.00009 -.06124 .0t666 -1.I0780 -1.58880
50.665 -4.295 -.20451 -.07574 .21231 .00590 .00272 .00030 .02353 .00199 -I.18260 -I.56800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00G00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6181 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA 8ETA DALFA DBETA
88.717 -4.353 -.14838 -.05859 .22455 .00676 .00005 .00063 -.02758 .01239 -I.13890 -I.58350
97.814 95.913 -.19884 -.07970 .18709 -.01354 -.00202 .00021 -.08350 .04613 -I.08390 -1.62470
100.500 195.840 -.20988 -.04816 .17933 -.01235 .00179 -.00071 .02763 .01454 -I.19250 -1.59260
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6t9/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.900 195.840 .02038 -.02320 .21722 -.00197 .00128 -.00043 -.04310 .01031 -1.11670 -1.58840
198.660 95.905 -.01002 -.01910 .24363 -.01606 .00594 -.00085 -.02860 .01973 -I.12720 -1.59160
201.430 -4.192 .09801 -.00028 .22580 -.00307 .00127 -.00128 .04348 .01053 -].I9560 -I.58280
GRADIENT .00000 ._ nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn .NANNN _ANANN
DATE i2 OCT '77 IA[M2_ AEUC V_[A'.i<_A, I'ABULATED SOURCE D.<TA ;.LGE _!L_8;
IAI_2, DtET _/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS 01'4 IOV_5_5_ ( J£ OCT 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 269C_,OQ[)O _O.FT. XMRP _ I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ ,000 BETA - ,000
LREF = I290._000 INCIHES YF_RP .0000 IN. YT ALPHA_ = -4.000 BETAB - 4.000
BREF = 1290.3009 ;NCHES ZMRP = _50.0000 _N_ ZT Y _ 200.000 JET PC - _2.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = N.500
RUN NO, _56/ 0 RN/L - }.Sk GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
;32 -2,4_i -._E282 _= ,_ _ - _n_= - nnnn7 - nn13# -.OOf20 01577 -4.54190 4.12360
-.360 97._9 -._080 -.02_6_ 18993 -.0l_£I ;_02'ni -,00226 -,002S5 03,006 " _'_ ..... '_
.335 _97,_50 ... ,_,_,_ - O_n1,,_ , .......pn_o_ -.0t570 00079 -.00261 .0_513 ,0)839 -4,56350 4.1_390
GRAO_ENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6571 0 RNIL = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.402 _97.420 -.16761 .00275 .20589 -.01705 .00|03 -.00252 -.01726 .01473 -4,53020 4,12640
49.828 97,484 -.I4953 -.01427 .18922 -.01274 .00060 -.00222 -.01009 .00525 -4.53230 4.I2680
q9.831 -2,580 -.13812 -.02621 .17485 -.00076 -.00285 -.00042 -.00727 -.00055 -4.53160 4.13030
GRADIENT .ODO00 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 _00000 ,00000 .00000 ,OOO00
RUN NO. 6581 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
99,971 -2,57_ -.13888 -.01853 ,17557 -.01702 .00099 -.00216 .00407 .03735 -4.54190 4.08770
100.000 97.342 -._3835 -.01_37 ._85_0 -.00977 -,00069 -.00_69 .0088_ -.01087 -_.5_6_30 4.1_7S0
99.553 197.540 -.16555 .00918 .19888 -.00905 .00047 -.00264 -.00578 .01070 -4.53730 4.11990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 559/ 0 RN/L = t.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.060 197.470 -.12957 .01606 .18330 -.01360 .00122 -.00245 .03635 .01462 -4.57100 4.10450
t99.520 87,479 -,12894 .00800 .18359 -.01025 -.00175 -.00142 -.OIB6O .01247 -4.51470 4.10520
200.410 -2.520 -,101|5 _00i34 18521 -o,,=- -- nnfl_n - nn_m_ nnnu_ flfllQ_ -_ Rxq_fl %.llRqfl
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 20g
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT54B) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA s .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP " .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -4.000 BETAS " 4.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " eO0.O00 JET PC " 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 692/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.425 -2.449 -.171BI -.06797 .17666 -,0OIBO .00435 -.00147 -.00579 -.01729 -4_94290 4.32120
-.BIO 97.522 -.1942B -.06540 .16504 -.00526 -.00054 -.O020B -.029S1 .03520 -4.91590 4.26360
.284 197.470 -.21724 -.03979 .17815 -.OOB04 .00341 -.00295 .00593 .0d013 -4.95650 4.29050
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5931 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.459 |97.520 -.22098 -.0343B .17983 .00552 -,00143 -oOOI2B -.00693 .00759 -4.94270 4.28600
49.879 97.396 -.19325 -.05641 .16843 -.01851 .00265 -.00308 -.01440 .0252B -4.93070 4.26]30
49.856 -2.595 -.19069 -.05090 .18734 -.00760 .00547 -.00377 .00584 -.0!435 -4.94820 4.30830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6941 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.460 -2.660 -.16876 -.04643 .19252 .00606 -.OIOOg .00063 .OISSB .01914 -4.95620 4.26790
99.081 97.513 -.19303 -.04850 .17532 -.00723 -.00179 -.00222 -.03255 .00023 -4.90540 4.28040
I00.340 197.420 -.I9248 -.03138 .IBI42 -.00858 .00399 -.00289 .02104 -.00590 -4.959B0 4.28520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 695/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.390 197.400 -.15297 -.OiIIB .18638 -.03243 -.00147 -.O02BO .05838 .05413 -4;98760 4.22740
199._B0 97.422 -.13234 -.02190 .19010 -.01431 -.00857 -.00094 -.00439 .00782 m4.92260 4.27390
onn _n -_ _Z - IIhAQ APPMO .21034 -.01220 -.00509 -,00071 .01419 -.0]334 -4.95190 4.29830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE _2 OCT 77 [A142, AEDC VWIA,-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 210
[A142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT547) ( ]2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP i057.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP 0000 fN. YT ALPHA8 - -4.000 BETAB 4.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 dET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 728/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
Z × CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.1.927 27.517 -.22261 -.07548 .17845 .OlIG5 -.00759 -.00004 -.08477 .00084 -5.08600 4.39320
-.9i2 Ig7.qqO -.2N_5_ -.05530 .16857 .01088 -.00405 -.00i58 .02276 -.00788 -5.16230 4.39620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2221 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADZENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.11l t97,480 -.25249 -.05344 ,I7583 -.01201 -.00031 -.00199 -.01853 .03521 -5.14640 4.34420
50.309 97.480 -.22885 -.06305 .18989 -.01193 -.00056 -.00224 .00232 .00947 -5.17010 4.37820
52,239 -2.674 -.17378 -.03964 .21248 -.01706 ,00741 -.00379 .07849 .02118 -5.24670 4.35910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 730/ 0 RNtL = Z.54 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALPA DBETA
99.598 -2.645 -.17100 -.03015 .21948 -.01740 -.00323 -.00263 .00698 .04029 -5.15950 4.33760
98.216 97.592 -.20423 -.06174 .I955B -.01254 -.00513 -.00070 -.08815 .02300 -5.07600 4.35440
99.810 197.490 -.2180t -.05574 ,17769 -.02297 .00147 -.00285 -.00000 .00826 -5.16670 4.36650
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7311 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.100 |97.380 -.16953 -.01967 .20158 -.05242 .00241 -.0037I .09|55 .04963 -5.25400 4.32820
200.900 97_539 -.!1817 -.03062 .21;99 -.03979 -.00044 -.00303 -.00366 .01632 -5.15770 4.36440
200.120 -2.576 -.12068 -.00560 .23008 -.01507 -.000B0 -.0022| .014]1 -_01200 -5.]57]0 4.39560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 211
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT548) { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB - 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. BBO/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
.202 .372 -,13535 -.05823 .15257 -.01165 .00415 -.00t34 .00435 .02473 -4.55860 2.15340
-.080 !00.390 -.15139 -.03964 .17909 .00671 -.00168 .00015 -.00425 .01708 -4.55600 2.16460
.612 200.300 -.]5709 -.01627 .19609 .00445 -.00478 .00140 .03334 .02349 -4.60210 2.16490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
RUN NO. 661/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.470 200.310 -.I3851 -.01857 .16768 -.02036 -.00518 -.00331 .02622 .02934 -4;592t0 2.13970
_8.64_ I00.320 -./_904 -.03062 .17999 .Ot_Bu_ .00302 -.00076 -.0_53I -.0_6c_3 -_.5_590 2.208"40
49.782 .391 -.13575 -.05071 .15568 -.01447 .00079 -.00207 -.02294 .04452 -4.52480 2.12140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 662/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
100.380 .203 -.If701 -.04122 .16441 -.00833 -.00003 -.00124 .03237 -.00402 -4.57200 2.16330
99.791 100.250 -.13158 -.02546 .17728 .00043 .O01BI -.00008 -.00186 .00663 -4.53980 2.14540
99.065 200.320 -.15882 -.03096 .I6359 -.02303 -.00047 -.00146 -.03682 .04611 -4.51760 2.10430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO
RUN NO. 663/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.430 200.350 -.06662 -.01218 .17440 -.01729 .00048 -.00121 -.02907 .01167 -4.51950 2.13660
199.210 100.400 -.J7337 -.00986 .17726 -.00719 -.00337 -.0006| -.01434 .00545 -4.51790 2.14520
199.950 .332 -.06084 -.01396 .18519 -.01446 .00062 -.00145 -.00556 .01148 -4.58410 2.13640
.......... _^_n_ nnnnn nnnnn nonnn nnnnn nonnn nnnnn nnnnnGRADIEN1 oUUUUU .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuvu .vvvv_ .v _v .._,_ ..... ............
DATE 12 OCT 79 IAI42, AEDC VAIA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 212
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT549) I 12 OCT ?9 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .DO0 BETA .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS _ -4.000 BETAS 2.000
BREF = 12g0.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 658/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
Ak3_ .410 -,2287i -.07021 .18_57 -,01293 .00590 .00233 ,0 .... ._ ..... _ _ _.BB,_u=_
.110 100.250 -.20954 -.084_9 .i5420 .0024B -.0033T -.00085 .007T4 .OIT4_ -4.81180 2.28610
.052" EDO.3_O -.B311b -.05SO2 ,i5_8_ -.001_0 .00245 -.0023B ,o05!e .00339 -4.97_0 2,31070
GRADIENT .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 6971 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
4B,957 200.230 -.16430 -.08557 ,)592B _OOIBB -,00229 -,00099 -.93529 .OOB_ -4.91670 2.28670
48.522 100.420 -.19743 -.08259 .16356 -,01417 .00785 -.00312 -.07634 .00435 -4.88690 2.29800
49.615 .298 -.20772 -.08738 .19596 -.01024 .00169 -.00188 -.02665 ,04651 -4.92960 2.25410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO; 69BI 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.830 .35] -.1487I -.08047 .2019I -.00932 .0043g -.OO19G .08882 .032BB -5.01830 2.28530
98.894 100.360 -.17109 -.0743B .170B? -.00871 .00001 -.00158 -.03334 .04434 -4.91750 2.25240
[02.580 200.280 -.10513 -.05287 .1718B -.00195 .00159 -.00079 .08948 -.02738 -5.03770 2.32050
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GUOOO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 699/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.8B0 200,290 -.01202 -.01883 .20682 -.01520 .00510 -.00293 -.02247 .00932 -4.91950 2.28640
198.470 100.390 -.03956 -.0225B .20900 -.0144I .00023 -.00144 -.05104 .02192 -4.88530 2.26?40
200.540 ,326 -.02216 -.00556 .23047 .uu_ -.uu*oo -.uuu,c .vc,u= .v=_u -_.=_uow 2.275g0
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI4B. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 213
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT550) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAS - 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. IT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 7321 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.363 .460 -.22445 -.07510 .21051 -.01154 .00544 -.00300 -.00297 .03154 -5.17100 2.35550
,n __ 1280
-2.175 100.360 -.28697 -.OBiOi .18589 -.01295 ._0,_3 -.00191 -.06328 .03211 I 2.35240
.664 200.410 -.26967 -.07601 .15887 -.00425 -.00161 -.00178 .03256 .02643 -5.20960 2.36530
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 733/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL © -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.658 200.330 -.23035 -.08384 .15821 -.01396 .00220 -.00154 .02081 .00783 -5.19530 2.37300
49.683 I00.390 -.22227 -.08647 .18661 -.00154 .00000 -.00103 -.01588 -.02606 -5.15630 2.40890
52.042 .38fi -.16582 -.06694 .21707 -.00484 ,00423 -.00353 °06906 -_00245 -5,24030 2,38730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7341 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
99.221 .258 -.11573 -.0290g .21919 -.01144 .00854 -.00439 -.03461 .02231 -5.13230 2.359]0
100.450 100.360 -.17380 -.07161 .19927 -.01250 .00014 -.00121 .00716 .01912 -5.17750 2.35890
102.650 200.370 -.08417 -.07490 .17462 -.02045 .00350 -.00105 .09130 .01640 -5.26130 2.36480
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
Ru_ NO. 735/ 0 _ " 1.54 GRADIENT IN,E.,,_ = _._0/ _ nn
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
198,310 200.390 -.01532 -.01325 .22860 -.03097 .00741 -.00345 .00577 .02897 -5.16910 2.35350
201.220 100.290 .02742 -.00097 .24951 -.03125 .00555 -.00283 .04148 .04373 -5.B0030 2.33760
201.300 _300 .03431 .02374 .18480 -.01776 .01050 -.00418 .08419 -.02873 -5.24470 2.40870
GRADIENT .00000' .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE IB OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 214
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT551) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP = !097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 iN. YT ALPHAS - -N.O00 BETAS _ 2.000
BREF 12go.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 150.000 JET PC = 648.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 664/ 0 RN/L = ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.03k ._,_ _,7_no _.04843 .!5340 -_n_On_.... ,00169 -.OOiBfi -.0|137 .01392 -4.53160 2.15900
,VL_OI
.49! I00,470 -.13055 -.03368 .i766i -.00517 -.uu_c_ -,uucu_ ..,,=_ =._S_ ,S,.,_
-.25S @00._70 -.!5444 - 01097 .20410 -.O0411 .00239 -.00173 .00_15 -.00038 -4.55420 P.id40O
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOUOO .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 665/ 0 RN/L = [.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.75_ 200,300 -.16347 -,00433 .201BB -.01744 .00511 -.00330 .00395 .0165| -4.55320 2,15770
_9,595 100.340 -.15308 -.02164 .18476 -.00779 .00096 -.00168 -,OIBOB .00737 -4.52840 2. IS5BO
50.077 .27! -.12147 -.04384 .15422 -,02500 .00295 -.00230 -.00433 .03208 -4.53440 2,13230
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 666/ 0 RN/L = Io54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,779 .214 -.1273B -.03313 .17320 -,02587 .00249 -.00244 .00322 .01563 -4.54000 2.14920
99,721 100,360 -.14302 -.01935 .185|6 -,00985 -.00270 -.00121 -.00517 -.0|890 -4.53520 2.18130
I00.520 200,380 -.13743 -.00216 .I90BO -.00784 .00247 -.00223 .02951 -.01226 -4.57150 2.17030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6671 0 RN/L = _.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN OBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201,210 200.270 -.08767 .00115 ,17395 -.01282 ,00012 -.OOIB4 .05946 .01558 -4.59010 B.14160
199,100 _00,280 -.10510 -.OOIBI .181BI -.01274 -.DO011 -,00214 -.03642 -.00468 -4.49510 2.16430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 215
IAI42. O/ET NtSRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON IOVTB52I ( le OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .O00O IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 900/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-,224 .473 -.20057 -.06395 ,18BBS -.00340 .00501 -.00208 -.0!392 -.0!525 -4.95010 2.33440
-.336 100.420 -.19539 -.07669 .15938 -.00771 ,00049 -.00139 -.01903 .01736 -4.94130 2.29800
-.219 200.440 -.22255 -.04989 .16465 .01413 .00122 -.00084 .01248 -.01798 -4.97190 2.33480
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 701/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.870 200.300 -.21835 -.04797 ,15852 .00289 .00151 -.00156 -.00615 .02912 -4.94730 2.26990
49.745 I00.350 -.20487 -.0692! .16774 .00032 ,00155 -.00157 -.03214 -.01072 -4.92750 2.31740
50.180 .318 -.20574 -.05280 .20224 -.0t307 .00495 -.00262 -.00292 .03266 -4.95650 2.27510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO, 702/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CL;-I CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101,590 .350 -.13690 -.05879 .18925 .00025 .00016 -.00039 .07734 -.00123 -5.02950 2.30960
98.093 100.260 -.18978 -.06471 .17785 -.02269 .00403 -.00314 -.07095 .05340 -4.88180 2.24630
99.886 200.430 -.21148 -.04282 .17985 -.O04BG .00111 -.00222 .02168 -.00626 -4.97470 2.30500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00UO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 7031 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.730 200.200 -.13086 -.02031 .19190 -.03429 .00432 -.00359 -.02755 .01792 -4.92090 2.28560
200=530 100.290 -.09108 -.02836 .20010 -.02598 -.00377 -.00237 .00405 .02219 -4.94620 2.28060
198.690 .289 -.09130 -.01951 .22982 -.04205 .00609 -.00358 -.00304 .00614 -4.93510 2.28730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 216
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS OH (0VT553) ( I2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA • .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4,000 8ETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150,000 JET PC m 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7361 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.452 h3_ -.225B0 -.05307 .21667 -.00215 .00412 -.00357 -.0477I .02070 -5.12430 2.37630
-I.173 I00.360 -.239BI -.07837 .17841 -.00915 .00_06 -.O01B2 -.0495_ .02072 -5.12390 2.37590
-.21% 200.420 -.25747 -.06672 .16219 -.00521 -.00[21 -.00294 .00136 .01092 -5.17390 2.38220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 737/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT ;NTERVAL= -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,91B 200.350 -.24568 -.06880 .16722 -.01072 .00103 -.0022B -.00495 .0290| -5.16380 2.35710
50°]30 100.260 -,22669 -.0732B .18739 -,00367 -.00087 -.00069 -.00485 .00313 -5.16310 2.37680
5I.|83 .35B -.20298 -.04780 .22443 .00847 .00510 -.00249 .04729 -.OlOS4 -5.21530 2.40070
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7381 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t01.110 .3BB -.16506 -.03849 .2279B -.00434 ,01313 -.0042B .036BB .01034 -5.20130 2.37690
100.020 t00.350 -.B1219 -.0672B .20277 -.00253 -.00515 .00084 -.00691 .01522 -5.16100 2.36790
_00.550 200.300 -.19147 -.07t53 .17450 -.01549 -.00009 -.00276 .02282 .00463 -5.19130 2.38020
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7391 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
...... _nn Ten - _tZXQ - AP57£ .20845 -.02741 -.00296 -.00224 -,06657 .02514 -5.10170 2.36530
200.440 100.340 -.0853B -.02251 .23278 -°03448 -.00075 -.00290 ,01327 .01455 -5.13540 2.37580
200.480 .131 -.04858 -.00856 .23678 -.OIBB7 -.00230 -.0015I .0565B -.00454 -5.19150 2.38460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 217
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON IOVT554I ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCEDATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1057.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB - .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 668/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.078 -.078 -,I1505 -.06960 .15665 .0063I -.01344 .00149 .00640 .00702 -4.55890 .13968
-l. IB1 99,843 -.15585 -.06055 ,15945 -.00489 -.00058 -.00159 -.03787 -.OOBBI -4.51290 .13497
-.994 199.840 -.18341 -.05457 .15394 -.01544 .00052 -.00185 -.02162 .01538 -4.52440 .I1953
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 669/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.911 199.840 -.15499 -.04880 .t7752 .01045 .00100 -.00075 .01915 -.02934 -4;57060 .16464
50.504 99.803 -.I1803 -.05319 .17259 -.00677 -.00105 -.OOiI2 .02354 .02748 -4.57500 .09874
51.050 -.267 -.07845 -.05867 .16491 -.01186 .O00G6 -.00176 .00743 -.01857 -4.56130 .16678
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6701 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.770 -.154 -.04418 -.04561 .17635 -.00556 .00160 -.OOIBl .05885 -.01832 -4.59890 .I5330
100.640 99.867 -.08960 -.03330 .18696 -.0042! .02093 -.00230 -.01488 -.03532 -4.53440 .I6250
99.675 199.860 -.0889I -.04031 .18585 -.00606 .00719 -.00078 -.01557 .04270 -4.53900 .09073
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6711 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.990 199.840 .05340 .01122 .20520 -.01596 -.00400 -.00051 .00390 .02548 -4.54950 .I0777
200,i80 99.8i3 .v_vL....................................u_=_ ._=_ -.wc_= -.uv,u_ -.uu_oo .uc_,, .00752 -#.56590 .12330
199.980 -.141 .06509 .02084 .20205 -.01882 -.00150 -.00166 .01080 .00232 -4.55140 .13799
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 218
[A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON {OVT555} ( 12 OC_ 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ -4.000 BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - 450.0900 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC _ 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 704/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN _,M CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.TIB .017 -.21260 -_08267 .19107 --.01467 .00381 -.O021e -.04186 .01511 -4.94130 ,31636
-.OiB 89.822 -.20650 -.09372 .1552_ -.01508 -.0047T -.00157 -.00805 .03354 -_.97800 .3003£
.420 199.840 -,20330 -.07290 .[5746 -.01462 ,00050 -.00241 .Or?22 -.00854 -4.99740 ,33730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 305/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.362 I99.q80 -.17255 -.06467 .17916 -.01244 -.00427 -.00219 .01840 .0304B -4.98350 .28792
51,269 99.845 -.11432 -,07q40 .t7655 -.0467B .00673 -.00487 .04912 .03237 -5.01300 .28895
51.729 -.124 -°15694 -.09610 .IB60B -.0|019 -.O012B -.00219 .046BB .06089 -5.01IB0 .25545
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 706/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.227 -.272 -.I8018 -.07611 .2442B -.0012B .00229 -.00280 -.01672 .0130B -4.94430 .30241
100.960 99,80! -.16601 -.0609B .19727 -.01036 -.01334 -.00049 .04559 .07514 -5.00310 .24166
I00.060 199.890 -.I7046 -.04631 .21289 -.01467 -.00466 -,00132 .00072 -.00192 -4.95820 .31BTB
GRADIENT .0OOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 3071 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.09
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
!98.220 !99,900 .i259B .03722 .22268 -.03215 .OOtBB -.0019I -,06018 .OtBBB -4.88570 .29385
201.300 99.823 .14641 .0644! .21982 ,-.00872 -.00330 -.OOlOB .07905 -.OII2B -b. O2oBO .329tU
IBT.tBO -.235 .08479 .05448 .27232 .00947 -.00325 .00031 -.0945B -°80777 -4.84820 31112
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
\DATE 12 OCT ?? IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 219
IAI4B, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT556) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -4.000 BETAS = .OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 740/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.732 .013 -.2llBO -.05275 .i9396 -.0i233 .00545 -.00350 .0648i .03640 -5.23440 .35128
-.013 99.887 -.25545 -.09822 .I6354 -.01809 -.00521 -.00192 -.00217 .01664 -5.15870 .37471
.984 799.780 -.22447 -.08205 .15793 -.02367 .00194 -.00354 .05006 .00677 -5.20990 .38094
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 741/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.232 400.040 -.24358 -.01852 .22980 -.02790 ,00389 -.00328 -.02017 .00880 -5.14300 .37493
48.383 199.960 -.24101 -.05720 .21058 -.01284 -.00257 -.00109 -.08788 .01606 _5.07600 .36971
48.230 99.918 -.26785 -.09358 .21627 -.01261 .00234 -.O01q? -.08644 .00356 -5.08300 .38029
51.063 49.958 -.22912 -,08663 .24793 -.00355 .00430 -.00269 .02552 -.00335 -5.19380 .38625
51.456 -.224 -.I8979 -.07798 .25865 .00640 .00530 -.00211 .06013 -.00361 -5.23120 .38382
50.055 -150.300 .14720 -.08812 .04674 -.00737 .0028I -.00261 -.00799 .02742 -5.15030 .36308
49.446 -200.090 .29294 -.24305 -.00495 -.00380 .O00IB -.00250 -.01654 .0068| -5.14480 .38384
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 742/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN C8L ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.050 -200.270 .35182 -.26298 -.03627 -.0052i .00262 -.O02BB .02367 .0i372 -5. i8250 .37676
99.380 -150.270 .18762 -.10920 -.00265 -.00614 .OOSOB -.00255 .08809 .00357 -5.24180 .37784
101.060 -.226 -.08577 -.01509 .2799! -.00633 .00088 -.00188 .04553 -.01036 -5.20660 .38693
99.268 49,811 -.11242 -.01401 .25238 -.00902 .00871 -.00336 -.05063 -.00774 -5.11530 .38139
100.400 99.821 -.10109 -.01099 .20868 -.00590 .00350 -.00185 .02274 .01978 -5.18510 .36213
99.758 !99.720 -,07875 -.0197! .21974 -.01179 -.00037 -.00186 -.00036 -02203 -5-]5220 .35467
99.359 399.880 -.10808 -.00420 .22737 -.0159! .00008 -.00158 -.01062 .01100 -5.14400 .36358
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 743/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 Y CN CLH CA CY CYN CRL AIPHA AFTA hal FA _RFTA
199.480 199.P',0 ,28104 .00551 .23128 -.01036 :66926 -166676 -.OIB07 .OI07B -5.13340 13&9_0
201.840 99.o. .29838 .12229 .25882 .00246 .00008 -.00039 .07289 .01645 -5.24180 .36811
200.350 49.780 .21412 .09748 .27371 -.01453 .00331 -.00218 .02439 .OllIO -5.18680 .37308
201.210 -.347 .31999 .01850 .14784 .13929 -.04312 .01776 .02675 -.06230 -5.18440 .44971
199.940 -150.370 .35251 -.15984 -.03944 -.00149 .00431 -.00254 -.00132 .02250 -5.16090 .35872
199.690 -200.320 .47302 -.30627 -.04282 -.01257 .01175 -.00412 -.01445 .01999 -5.14640 .36093
GRADIENT .00000 ;00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000G " .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 99 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 220
IAI42. DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT557) ( 12 OCT 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SQ.VT. XMRP _ I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS = .000
6REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 6721 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
._0. -.!29 -.IhBBE -.06402 .]4797 -.005S0 -.O00BB -.O010E .OIIB2 .00217 -4.58310 .15987
-.972 99.855 -.17271 -.05384 .18696 -.01253 -.00853 .00060 -.0226_ .04309 -4.51B80 .07355
-.258 199.840 -.18927 -.04542 .15941 -.01592 -.0_138 .00163 -.OOBTB .01547 -4.53730 .I0213
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
\
RUN NO. 5731 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
50.515 Igg.BlO -.16294 -.04442 .163gB -.02068 -.00626 -.00134 .06658 .01058 -4.60920 .10308
50.245 99.865 -.14173 -.04799 .16858 -.01074 -,00264 -.00053 .00685 -.01265 -4.54410 .12814
49,754 -.Igg -.15207 -.05379 .15944 -.00708 ,00081 -.00187 -.02386 -.02066 -4.52370 .17272
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6741 0 RNIL= 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
I01.|30 -.164 -.I1628 -.04358 .17070 .00031 -.00207 -.00019 .04261 .00345 -4.58810 .IN143
100.270 99.904 -.I0405 -.04110 .I8140 -.02796 -,00154 -.00224 .00563 .04_96 -4.55670 .08233
99.326 I99.740 -,12013 -.04006 .17686 -.01380 ,00540 -.00252 -.02499 -.00128 -4.52790 .12561
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 675/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
ig9.5iO ig9.820 -.03293 -.0!066 .!9506 -.02256 -.00001 -.00266 -.01523 .02873 -4.52550 o10160
200.830 89.872 -.00351 -,00479 .|9732 -.00585 -.00261 -.00115 .02615 -,00130 -4,56570 .13390
199.550 -.1BB -.00935 -.00435 ,19791 -.00440 ,00305 -.00135 -.01093 -.00732 -4.52590 .15015
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .Q0000 .00000
'%
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 22!
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5581 ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA • .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB ,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC • 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 7081 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.013 .010 -.23268 -.08709 .19587 -.00854 .00!04 -.00!7l -.00955 .00!79 -4.95430 .29972
-.599 99.824 -.25233 -.08926 .15938 -.0196| .00460 -.00290 -.01302 .02631 -4.95250 .25403
1.878 199.810 -.20833 -.06416 .i6577 -.02370 .00250 -.00313 .07315 .02634 -5.03423 .26659
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 709f 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.275 199.770 -.16569 -.05234 .18119 -.01585 .00004 -.00256 .04124 .01147 -4.99450 .25715
47.947 99.931 -.19639 -.08650 .15593 -.00507 -.00157 -.00103 -.07732 -.00342 -4.87820 .29412
49.855 -.240 -.19488 -.08123 .20220 -.00739 -.00252 -.00140 -.02835 -.00300 -4.92930 .28574
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 710/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALrA DBETA
99.509 -.193 -.045BB -.01559 .20757 .00369 .00050 -.00140 -.02453 .00560 -4.92570 .27999
100.290 99.959 -.11164 -.05079 .19849 -.01250 -.00441 -.00037 -.00881 .03470 -4.95340 .25085
99.952 I99.870 -.10917 -.04878 .19737 -.02635 .00762 -.00347 -.00847 .00300 -4.95640 .27613
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 711/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.470 199.880 .04404 .00685 .22534 -.01223 .00715 -.00239 -.02289 .01192 -4.93550 .27119
!99.770 99.846 .04449 .01597 .23411 -.02379 .01272 -.00251 .00129 .00553 -4.95350 .28693
198.560 -.173 .08212 .01895 .20680 .08781 -.04929 .00364 -.04178 -.00394 -4.90450 .28760
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 99 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 222
1A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT559) ( 12 OCT 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XHRP I097.0000 IN. ^,v_ ALPHA = .000 BETA = ,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4,ODD BETAB - .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 INI ZT Y = 50,000 ,JET PC = Y500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 744/ 0 RN/L = i.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
.970 399.970 -.18415 -.04836 .19796 -.01929 .00101 -.00221 .02273 .01744 -5.18960 .36176
-.8q? 199.840 -.18283 -.08009 .I63_4 -,00652 -.00135 -.00182 -.05132 -.01913 -5.11800 ,41113
.925 _=.8,, -, -,!0!97 .!71_0 -.0!?_2 -_002_4 -,00096 ,01572 -,00570 -5,1B650 .38920
,831 49.?15 -.19766 -.09006 .19818 -.01335 .00133 -.00140 .03037 -.00146 -5.19630 .38620
.628 -.310 -.22628 -.0322'? .23013 -.0125I .00672 -'.00352 .05555 -.01733 -5.21930 .N0409
_I.5_5 -150.270 -.13769 -.02654 .19191 -.00175 .00285 -,00183 -.04705 .03034 -5.12080 .36674
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 745/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
48.550 399.970 -.15379 -,03537 .20125 -.02815 .01095 -,00399 -.02796 .0065l -5.12510 .36997
49.936 199.850 -.12079 -.06336 .19065 -.03003 .01279 -.00414 -.01635 .01569 -5.13380 .36268
51.362 99.687 -.04384 -.09423 .16746 .03111 -.01533 .00922 .00410 .0t119 -5,15250 .36696
48.803 49.790 -.12013 -.02961 .23555 -.00148 .01849 -.00318 .02949 .Ol3lB -5.16550 .35487
47.415 -.23t -.27053 .03896 .24899 .00871 .00618 -.00476 -.07405 .02414 -5.06580 .35636
49.20l -150.280 .01684 -.05057 .I5432 -.00906 .00399 -,00287 -.03216 .02263 -5.11550 .36703
51.298 -200.200 .14198 -.14472 .08328 -.00165 .00750 -.00337 -.0211B .00135 -5.13590 .39221
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7461 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
102.020 -200.340 .23876 -.17544 .04085 -.00605 -.00211 -.00081 .04994 .03014 -5.20560 .36267
98.800 -150.290 .10557 -.05865 .ti308 .00176 .00041 -.0013_ .03156 -.02387 -5.17840 .41818
97.624 -.37Z -.04366 .03494 .19230 .04318 .01213 -.00188 -.01284 -.0362I -5.13330 .41691
100.960 49.622 -.0_754 -.04030 .22339 .13930 -.04238 ,01414 -.00392 -.00127 -5.14260 .38114
!00:650 99-795 -.16972 -.04615 .22393 -.01365 .00554 -.00280 .07_40 .03434 -5.22410 .3433_
99.909 I99.760 -.09287 -.03954 .20957 -.01652 -,00014 -.003_2 -.09155 .05724 -5.i3260 .32472
I01.340 399.900 -.05297 -.02901 .21092 .01791 -.00440 -.O00l? .06SOB -.04310 -5.21750 .41978
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 823
IAI42, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT559) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1280.3000 INO_ES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50,000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 747/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN COL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.210 399.830 .I4184 .00599 .21971 -.04853 .O1BBB -.00590 -.03547 .05378 -5.I1050 .32457
201,290 199,710 .15748 .04055 .24192 -.003[5 -.00773 .00046 .06530 .01561 -5.20780 .37130
199.970 99.873 .17684 ,03598 ,23288 .16865 -.12385 ,02026 .01523 -,01369 -5.]5340 .39397
199.960 49.750 .18792 .03019 .20868 ,05317 -.04178 .00452 .02183 -.03364 -5.15670 .41687
199.200 -.]08 .14400 .03632 .14146 .03705 -.00570 .00108 -.01830 -.06176 -5.]I770 .43715
199.670 -150.480 .24249 -.09209 .01490 -.01544 .00472 -.00337 -.06943 .03418 -5.07610 .34647
200.450 -200.300 .35773 -.20388 .00?74 -.02184 .00895 -.00446 -.00897 .02088 -5,13680 .36413
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OIET HISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT560) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .DOO
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IO0.O00 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 676/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN COL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.303 -.146 -.141BI -.0554! .15653 -.01740 .00629 -.00296 .00393 .01600 -4.55670 .14879
.092 99.931 -.15392 -.03777 .17993 .02154 .00273 -.0004[ -.0064_ -.03206 -4.55220 .20286
.710 I99.880 -.15819 -.01472 .19284 .01535 -.0084I .00270 .01919 .04085 -4.58010 .14193
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 677/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.424 199.770 -.13323 -.01593 .17058 -.01621 -.00719 -.00368 .01769 .05203 -4_57850 .11046
48.344 99.82] -.15521 -.03193 .17940 -.02431 .00804 -.00338 -.06819 .00202 -4.48220 .15038
49.647 -.t06 -.I_]32 -.05083 .16433 -.00561 -.00031 -.00]34 -.03010 .00736 -4.51570 .I5112
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B-:_-t
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTS60) ( 1B OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ -#.000 BETAB - .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - _00.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 878/ 0 RN/L = _.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.230 -.278 -.12725 -.04179 .17316 -.01452 .00161 -.00190 .O135B .01727 -4.55040 .1338B
.... _9.o,= .13440 -. ...... 17878 -.00058 ,00262 -4.55180
_O0.o,w o_n n_o_n .00085 -.0006! 01369 .I3462
99.048 199.780 -.16310 -.02837 .J7058 -_.0i744 .00ii5 -.00285 -.03452 .02862 -4.5iB60 .iiiBB
GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. B79/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.750 199.700 -.05462 -.01153 .17730 -.02087 .O00B4 -.00!gB -.01454 .00630 -4.53530 .!4053
19B.850 99.890 -.07221 -.01073 .18428 -.01263 -.00136 -.00166 -.0335B .00382 -4.50240 .14821
199.880 -.23B -.06398 -.012N8 .19893 -.01329 .00012 -.00181 -.00669 .00744 -4.58620 .14006
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT561I ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. ?t21 0 RNIL = Io54 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.423 .005 -.21720 -.0715B .i924B -.012150 .00711 -.00313 .005BI .03675 -4.96850 .2BIB5
-.172 199.800 -.25041 -.0567| .I5650 -.00666 .00395 -.00210 .0091I .01104 -4.B7250 .28972
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7131 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
52.15I 199.770 -.17538 -.05140 .16673 _.01190 .00352 -.00265 .06668 -.00042 -5.02350 .28587
4B.173 99.958 -.2020! -.08047 .1628B -.01232 -.0006B -.00160 -.08451 .0358B -W.87710 .25538
49.809 -.I03 -.19905 -.06632 .20408 -.0215I .00857 -.00371 -.00434 .02835 -4.94850 .28348
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 225
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBB SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT561) ( 12 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -4.DO0 BETAB = .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE = .OiO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 714/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.940 -.209 -.13000 -.06212 .21032 .01600 -.00572 .00096 .07222 -.00199 -5.02280 .29637
98.538 99.845 -.17700 -.07346 .17522 .00616 -.00035 .00024 -.02747 -.02627 -4.93690 .31974
101.730 199.930 -.14065 -.04569 .18737 -.01705 .00380 -.00205 .08222 .01443 -5.04270 .27079
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 715/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.220 199.900 -.00658 -.0141B .21425 .-.01076 -.00049 -.00159 -.02831 .02070 -4.92140 .26585
199.040 99.866 -.02137 -;01774 .21617 -.0t637 .00139 -.00193 -.04235 .02205 -4.90370 .26712
200.730 -.177 .00031 .00353 .24378 .00600 -.00144 -.00100 .03798 -.01535 -4.97860 .30855
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5521 ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC • 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
Rb?q NO. 8771 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = =5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.993 -.IS9 -.2061B -.07421 .2139B .00104 .00371 -.00119 .OI20B -.00814 -5.18000 .41544
-I.822 99.745 -.B5567 -.08733 .17659 -.00675 .00106 -.00114 -.08720 .04997 -5.08390 .35399
-.457 199.780 -.28520 -.07323 .15681 -.00327 .00025 -.00104 .00938 .00618 -5.18120 .40043
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 878/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.650 199.800 -.2882B -.07024 .17126 -.00582 .00149 .000|I .OI20B .OOB7B -5.179B0 .39_54
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE [2 OCT 77 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE BB6
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSB2) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB .000
imn =BREF _29v.30_0 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. B?91 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.031 -.258 .-.09943 -,02966 .22999 -.00460 .00721 -,00259 -.03971 ,00410 -5.11860 .4015B
99,543 99.802 -.17994 -.07226 .20017 .00717 -.01242 ,00241 -.02560 -.00620 -5.]3710 ,40692
100.020 199.750 -.!96!5 -.05_53 18690 -.00959 -.00589 -.00010 .03686 .01588 -5.i9930 .38550
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8801 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.340 |99.740 -.01822 -.01191 .23201 -.01577 -.00170 -.00123 ,02000 ,02038 -5.|7620 .3866B
200.650 99.6?0 .01177 -.00014 .26630 -.01746 -.00457 -.00052 ,02839 .03320 -5;17880 .37030
202.100 -.29! .05026 .0192I .20466 -.01254 -.00256 -,O01BI .08B11 .00290 -5.24020 .40075
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT563) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 12GO.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS = -B.000
BREF = ]290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC • 642.000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 6801 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
-.I26 -4.074 -.I7516 -.06067 ,17085 -.023B3 -.00184 -.00IB3 -.01312 .0262I -4.54700 -1.B7000
.592 95.793 -.15205 -.06247 .1626| -.01709 .00266 -.00B17 .03443 -.01269 -4,59490 -1.84840
-.992 ]95.770 -.18390 -,05671 .15574 -.02260 .00253 -,gO22b -.02886 .01955 -4.53080 -I.87750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 681/ 0 BN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
50,957 I95.810 -.14691 -.04705 .18025 -.00688 .00834 -,00177 .0321I -,01249 -4.58820 -1.B5350
50.82! 95.944 -.10447 -.05835 .16879 -.01405 .00059 -.00157 .02440 .02157 -4.57900 -l.BB4IO
50.018 -4._44 -.09685 -.05455 .I7334 -.00823 -.00634 -.00097 .00552 .036BI -4.55630 -1.87970




































DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 228
IAI42, O/ET N/SRB5 SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5B4) ( IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 ,JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 718/ 0 RN/L = 1.5W GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IO0,O?O -4.108 -.18713 -,06595 .26166 -.00670 .00196 -.00155 -.00153 .00902 -4.94910 -1.70070
i02.230 95.869 -.13608 -.06310 .20718 -.02837 .00024 -.00207 .06430 .02187 -5.02770 -1.70790
98.708 t95,890 -.i8426 =.04590 .E£Ol5 -,02_6B .OOiB8 -,002_8 -.00i_7 .00_39 -_.B6250 -i.69120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7191 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198,550 195,900 .15607 .03005 .22871 -.03804 .00854 -.00255 -.04B07 .02575 -4.g1640 -1.71780
199.440 95.895 .11773 .06348 .24472 -.02602 .00740 -.00314 .00109 .0}939 -4.95750 -I.70130
198.510 -4.052 .I050B .05252 .29908 .00100 .00634 -.00198 -.05202 -.01693 -4.90260 -1.67450
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00J00 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT565) { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DAIA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .OCO BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB - -B.O00
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 8651 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.591 -4.166 -.23889 -.05247 .21076 .00455 -.00536 .00044 -.08975 .02273 -5.06510 -1.58490
.132 95.840 -.2581! -.10423 .15749 -.01496 -.00663 .00075 .00113 .01298 -5.15520 -I.56450
t.899 195,700 --.81046 -.08530 .I4903 -.01548 -.00237 -.00065 .0730B -,Oii40 -5.22830 -i.54420
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 866/ 0 RNIL = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.418 195.680 -.lBB]B -.07030 .IBll9 -.01714 -.00351 -.O00B9 .02124 .0312B -5. I72B0 -I.59210
49.372 95.643 -.19823 -.07671 .iBOg6 -.00125 -.00164 -.00032 -.02673 -.01105 -5.12410 -I.55130
47.456 -4.22Z -.37066 .03340 ,B443B -.01085 .02149 -.00372 ,01829 -.03120 -5,IB260 -I.53600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
/DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 229
IAI42, DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTS65) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA • .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -4.000 8ETAB = -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 867/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.090 -4.117 -.17937 -.06228 .28566 .0053l -.00026 .00015 .00066 .01384 -5,16730 -I.58600
97.992 95.818 -.24047 -.07597 ,21486 -.00164 -.00229 -.00037 -.07071 .03494 -5.09550 -1,60440
I02.450 195.620 -.17089 -.05996 .22080 ,00223 -.00424 -.00024 .08020 .04067 -5.24540 -l.60SIO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .gO000
RUN NO. 868/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
197.500 195.780 .15982 .04098 .24065 .00165 .00307 -.00023 -.07960 .02463 -5.07850 -1.59360
201.970 95.824 .19818 .07234 .25327 -.00235 .00084 .O001I .08562 .02945 -5.24570 -1.59220
200.850 -4.307 .30173 -.01217 .16539 .1856i -.06772 .03095 -.00189 -.042]0 -5.i5130 -1.52070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .O0_,O0 .00000
IAI4B, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBBS) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .DO0
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 584i 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.049 -4.109 -.16158 -.06098 .15426 -.01956 .00516 -.00278 -.OllOB -.00070 -4.54180 -1.95720
-.893 95.856 -.17943 -.05667 .17287 -.01665 -.00302 -.00001 -.02872 .02622 -4.52000 -1.92010
.504 !95.850 -.!7073 -.04928 .15964 -.03706 -.00125 -.00002 .02376 .03525 -4.57780 -I.93220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6851 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
uo _Q_ tQ_ _n - IR7_X -.A4478 .17045 .-.00392 -.00380 -.00133 .00220 -.01844 -4.55190 -I.87770
49.577 -4.103 -.15382 -.05498 .16512 -.OlOBl .00007 -:06i52 -.Ol2B7 .00084 -4:52670 -I.86720
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 230
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT566) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.5000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4,000 BETAB -2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 686/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101,060 -4.26I -.11237 -.0_438 .17514 -.0107_ .00378 -.00182 .04672 .00139 -4.57650 -I.87790
99.994 95.778 -.!1267 -.04104 .19030 -,02579 -,00365 -.00)66 -,01098 ,04!36 -_,52960 -!.93300
99.193 i95.800 -.[4i86 -.03624 .18695 -.01388 -.02069 -.00018 -,02961 .04_51 -4.51310 -i.94230
GRADIENT ,00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 687/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.860 195.710 -,02955 -.00883 .20326 -.01759 .00269 -.00259 -.01148 -.O011B -4.52730 -I.88720
200.860 95.790 .00487 -.00653 .20515 -.00137 -,00064 -.00163 .02716 .O01Bl -4.56450 -1.88470
199.090 -4.235 -.02118 .00015 .21425 -.02741 .00287 -.00277 -.02514 .03012 -4.50860 -1.90580
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT567) ( 12 OCT VV )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 720/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA BALFA DBETA
-.299 -3.975 -.24097 -.08523 .19969 -.01219 .00193 -.00240 -,01743 -.00967 -4.95380 -1.67740
_ _n O_ On_ -- _h_Q -- RQ_Q_ IA1n_ - R1711 _N_NI -;00-25W - nlSON NIQ_X -_.96!50 -!.70760
._v _._v_ ..........................................
1.525 I95.840 -.22444 -.06252 .17095 -.01844 .00169 -.00273 .05834 .03815 -5.03420 -1.72460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 °00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 721/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
52.167 195.900 -.15092 -.05595 .IB051 -.02438 .00277 -.00270 .07718 -.00549 -5.05200 -I.68660
47.965 95.861 -.18069 -.08878 .I5264 -.01823 .00358 -.00115 -.09227 -.01619 -4.88240 =|.67210
48.825 -4.180 -.20577 -.07751 .21037 -.02286 .00427 -.00304 -.03688 .01885 -4.93380 -i.70700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT ?7 IAI42o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 231
IA142. OIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5B?) ( I2 OCT ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = i29D.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O00D IN. YT ALPHAB- -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC - ]225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. ?22/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.141 -4.i97 -.05565 -.00969 .21545 -.00699 .00061 -.OOIOB -.04170 .01868 -4.91670 -I.?0910
99.300 95.959 -.I1845 -.05031 .I9925 -.00304 -.01351 .00063 -.01402 -.00388 -4.95r'70 -1.68570
IvO.4,v 195.840 -._Oq?l -.04803 .20020 -.01949 .00322 -.00242 .00632 -.01459 -4.97960 -1.67760
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 723/ 0 RNIL= 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.510 I95.790 .04655 .00481 .23007 -.01254 .00393 -.00205 -.04702 .0000l -4.90980 -I.69290
200.400 95.857 °06499 .01285 .24024 -.02180 .00057 -.00176 .01250 .0504I -4.96590 -1.73850
201.840 -4.204 .t2623 .01429 .20877 .00272 .00312 -.00480 .09475 -.0125S -5.04230 -1.67810
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 =00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, OIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT568) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 869/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.075 -4.210 -.25795 -.07966 .22212 -.00174 -.00391 .00021 -.08836 .02381 -5.07600 -I.64190
-1.185 95.773 -.28707 -.10011 .17814 '-.00543 .00402 -.00075 -.05353 -.00015 -5.11820 -l.62130
.522 195.750 -.28804 -.08491 .1R035 -.00243 -.00477 .OOllB .03217 .02574 -5.20680 -1.64520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OuO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. B?Ol 0 RNIL= 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.0?6 95.92? -.21750 -.08435 .I7934 -.01443 m. OOI_8 1.00027 --.06q09 _66_64 161i6;66 --i_6_656
50.137 -4.222 -.12_35 -.02703 .22002 m.O05_ s 1.00_12 --.00098 .006_8 '030_8 --5"15990 "I.65410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 232
IA]42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5681 ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = ,0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8711 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.I69 -4.23I -.15333 .03130 .24134 .00729 .01563 .00101 -.03685 -.05401 -5.10920 =1.57150
97,672 95.785 -.14684 -.07704 .21291 .12257 -,10561 .01985 -.06746 .03188 -5.09010 -1.65660
_9.28_ 1 m YOn l_nDo - n_UQQ ,200_4 nl I_ nA_ -- AORR3 -.0!_06 Rlqgq -R I_R -1 _lR
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8721 0 RN/L = _.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBET?
199.580 195.690 .08045 .Otll4 .2392I .00791 -.00178 .00097 -.02020 -.00729 -5.13420 -1.61620
199.880 95.788 .07289 .03121 .26027 .00347 .00512 -.00271 .00508 ,00247 -5.15180 -I.62810
I99.960 -4.212 .14779 .02916 .15369 .06105 -,01537 .00240 .00264 .02897 -5.15060 -1.65620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVT5B9) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB = -2,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - 450.0000 IN, ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC - 642,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. BBBI 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.OB1 -4.133 -.15064 -.05329 .IBlSB -.01629 .00607 -.00319 -.00416 .00946 -4.54670 -!.85450
.!39 95.924 -.16326 -.03414 .I8298 -.00393 .00720 -.OOLm._9 .00337 -.00710 -4.56140 -1.83120
.404 195.780 -.16950 -.01196 .20319 .00665 -,0016I .00126 .01600 .0]505 -4.58230 -I.84170
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 689/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.287 195.q80 -.17626 -.01841 .17305 -.00873 -.00147 -.00216 -.OIBOB .03355 -4.53580 -1.88540
49.881 95.924 -.15938 -.03106 .18381 -.02257 .00843 -.00257 -,02068 °00842 -4,53160 -l.86160
49.483 -4.241 -.15103 -.04886 .17125 -.03447 .00439 -.00303 -,02842 .03535 -4,51750 -I,BBB60
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
DATE 18 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 233
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT569) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = ,000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -4.000 BETAB • -B.DO0
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 6901 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.490 -4.284 -.I2208 -,04373 .I??lB -.01478 .00163 -.00212 .02645 -.01016 -4,56210 -l.B4BIO
99.847 95.908 -.14053 -.02832 .18414 -.00813 .00270 -.00153 -.00404 -.00724 -4,53540 -I.84910
98.944 195.890 ~.17801 -.02508 .18015 -.02031 -,00323 -.00194 -.03457 .04653 -4.51430 -1.91150
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 69I/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.060 195.840 -.07854 -,00497 .18629 -.02825 .00322 -,00260 -.03228 .01928 -4.50950 -1.88550
I99.580 95.901 -.07053 -.00754 .I8833 -.0206T .00316 -.00298 -,00994 .00638 -4.51630 -1.86260
199.800 -4.224 -.06021 -.01002 .20404 -.01848 -.00033 -.00201 -.01134 .02721 -4.51060 -1.88800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT570I { ]2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .GO0 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP : .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAS = -2.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OiO0 HACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 724/ 0 RNIL = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.432 -4.031 -.88985 -.07466 .19544 .00064 .00198 -.00176 -.03954 .00423 -4.93100 -I.68660
-.458 95.819 -.23769 -.08150 .16584 -.00799 ,00614 -.00224 -.00266 -.00553 -4.96950 -1.6T610
........................................................ 68050
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 725/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
_ _,N CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETAZ X CN CLH r, CY v,
4_._5U Ub.t:E44 -,d[5_ -.U_Ubb .1/3_ -.UlCl4 ,UUUd3 -.UU_ -.UBU_5 .0144i -4._8480 -|.69670
51.352 -4.217 -.I6029 -.07855 .20077 -.00943 .00056 -.00214 .03009 .Ol04l -4.99250 -1,89430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 234
IAI42, OIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5?O} ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = -2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y iO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. q261 0 RN/L = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t00.750 -4.183 -.14619 -.05650 .22062 -.00985 .00330 -.00213 ,03552 .00665 -4.996?0 -1.68520
97.783 95.865 -.20923 -.06704 .18999 -.01689 .00091 -.00198 -.07989 ,01807 -4.88340 -I.70200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000
RUN NO. 727/ O RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
199.070 195.860 -.02507 -.00780 .22235 -.02285 .01083 -.00340 -.02656 .00995 -4.93600 -1o69730
i99.600 95.800 -.00640 -.01304 .23455 -.02B17 .00360 -.00261 -.00760 .02995 -4.93970 -1.71640
200.620 -4.I69 .00115 .00760 .26190 -.00720 -.00513 -.00073 .02570 .0078B -4.97750 -1.68880
GRADIENT .00000 .CO000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOOO0 ,00000
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH $RB JETS ON (OVT5711 ( t2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4,000 BETAB = -2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100,000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .OIflO MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. B73/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA BALER DBETA
1.080 -4.132 -.17BSB -.OBOl4 ,20504 -.00144 -.00077 -.OOOBO .01644 .02183 -5.17910 -1.62980
-2 688 95 Rn5 -.P5796 -.09100 ._7877 .00072 .00123 -.OOOXI --09726 -.0004! -5.069!0 -I.60520
.I93 195.760 -.26296 -.0793b .15780 -.01565 .00140 -.00145 .00487 .06431 -5.17120 -I.67120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8741 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
52.61l I95.790 -.15718 -.09225 .15629 -.00788 °00030 -.00013 ,04185 .00757 -5.20330 -1.62820
50.155 95.816 -.23557 -.0855B .]BOB2 .00987 -.00713 .00149 .-.00034 _,0017B -5.15960 -;.60750
51.958 -4.352 -.19247 -.05493 .23136 -.00659 -.00078 -,00040 .07177 .OlBB1 -5.23050 -1.62620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 235
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTS?I) ( 12 OCT 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = ,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8?5/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.225 -4.377 -.10170 -.02709 .23207 -.00208 -.0046] .00098 -.05481 .05353 -5.09950 -I.68440
100.460 95.879 -.18937 -.07074 .20215 -.01170 -.O05BI .00061 -.00214 .00955 -5.15880 -1.62500
I00.920 195.710 -.17813 -.05336 ".19311 -.01358 -.00693 -.00031 .07232 .01831 -5.23210 -1.62940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000
RUN NO. B76/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.350 195.690 .02415 -.01647 .23002 .00517 -.0060l .00047 -.02085 .01024 -5.13310 -1.62600
199.700 95.736 .01695 .00337 .27724 -.01351 .00102 -.00083 -.02613 .03024 -5.t2050 -1.64760
198.330 -4.246 .05075 .02270 .21558 -.00354 -.00873 -.00083 -.02902 .00594 -5.11990 -I.BI3BO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTS?2} ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB - 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7801 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.948 -2.550 -.11989 -.03745 .1822I .00113 -.00449 -.00035 -.01282 .00264 -8.54180 4.14310
99..508 97.652 -.14218 -.02396 .18657 -.00818 -.00051 -,00119 -.00856 .01400 -8.54450 4.I3130
99.684 197.430 -.]6982 .00164 .19739 ,00174 -.0016! -.00157 .00543 -.00096 -8.55970 4,!4220
GRADIENT .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 781/ 0 RN/L 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150_580 197.410 -.14785 .00573 .18771 -.01521 .00171 -.00214 .02N42 .flPN99 -A.RT_4fl W lllAn
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 23B
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (0VT572) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA ,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAS 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 782/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00i 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.610 -2.588 -.11503 .00462 .19347 -.0019| -.00482 -.00078 .03099 .01423 -B.53840 4.12550
199.570 87.553 -.I2777 .00615 .I8862 -.00978 -.00443 -.00097 -.0]973 .01585 -B.52820 4.I1860
2_._0 197.520 _ ,,,no .00778 .1778! .02379 nnlu_ - nn_11 nluo_ n_=_7 _o ==7=_ 4 ''"=_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OFT573) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2@BO.O00D SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .OOD
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 8_01 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.925 -2.477 -.IS]SO -.03462 .22037 -.0293B .OOBB4 -.00413 .01800 .0399B -8.98040 4.24340
98.136 97.497 -.IB4IS -.06217 .18933 -.01035 -.00644 -.00119 -.07804 .01711 -B.BB410 4.26480
99.173 197.500 -.23010 -.03887 .I8523 -.02004 -.00079 -.00303 -.0188I .0077B -B.94250 4.27010
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8]I/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151.550 197.490 -.I7SBB -.03098 .I8912 -.01722 -.00151 -.00249 .03BB9 .02071 -B.BBB70 4.25880
149.620 97.554 -.17481 -.03943 .20170 -.03072 -.00315 -.00192 -.0212G .01988 -B.g3OBO 4.28240
150.370 -2.557 -.18017 -.00750 .2414B -.01988 .00119 -.00274 .02230 -.00405 -8.B8060 4.28560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. Bl21 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.230 -2.B09 -.I1665 .00587 .23770 -.02198 -.00016 -.00081 .07561 .02311 -9.03110 4.25450
I98.850 97.554 -.13269 -.01819 .20986 -.03295 .00175 -.00240 -.05179 .03170 -8.90680 4.24530
199.960 197.500 -.|3855 -.01448 .19514 -.05021 .00554 -.00485 -.00436 .02792 -8.95530 4.24970
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 237
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT574) ( IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 4.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 837/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
95.991 -2.433 -.19938 -.OOg41 .25168 -.02161 .00158 -.00392 -.03987 .01570 -9.12350 4.33730
98.400 97.488 -.20319 -,05706 .22059 -.OOBIl -.00927 -.00081 -.08874 .01722 -9.07640 4,33810
98°599 197.500 -.25120 -.05568 .19408 -.02454 -.00228 -.00308 -.06113 .04R|6 -9. I0290 4,304!0
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOdO0 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 838/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
152.160 197.520 -.18530 -.04390 .20245 -.02532 -.00559 -.00105 .05848 .02565 -9,22070 4.32520
150.I90 97.903 -.t7914 -.03219 .23483 -.02132 -.o06gI -.00161 .00296 .00353 -9.I6450 4.34960
151.760 -2.560 -.15019 .0034_ .25239 -.01704 -.00192 -.00245 .07511 .00205 -9.23490 4.35740
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8391 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.240 -2.549 -.15669 .02532 .26101 -.00868 -.00056 -.00164 .03177 -.02923 -9. I8860 4.38680
200.060 97.448 -.11477 -.01358 .24048 -.03633 .00336 -.00357 -.03333 .02562 -9.12570 4.32740
198.900 197.520 -.t4801 -.01808 .21613 -.04392 .00282 -.00403 -.04263 .042[4 -9.11820 4.31190
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT575) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -B.O00 BETAB = 2.000
BHEF = i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 iN. ZT Y i00.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 785/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.........................................................
|00,650 I00.460 -.10922 -.04575 .16883 -.00004 .00187 -.00087 .02219 -.00260 -8.58890 2.15710
98.914 200.210 -.15207 -.02932 .17355 -.02467 -.00106 -.00377 -.02762 .04654 -8.53820 2.10980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 239
IA]42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5?5) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB - 2.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " iO0.O00 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 7871 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I51.080 200.2B0 -.II047 -.02528 .18260 -.02217 .00239 -.00330 .03323 -.00087 -8.59810 2.15640
i49.830 iO0.3SO -.I03i8 -.02898 .i7509 -.00686 -.00030 -.00087 -.00982 .02i66 -8.55040 2.13290
149.500 .275 -.10574 -.03211 .I7888 -.01452 .00311 -.00218 -.02097 .01269 -8.53730 2.I4220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 3881 0 RNIL = ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201,590 .305 -.06359 -.Ol09l .19590 -.00726 .00024 -.00208 .06765 .00692 -8.68020 2.I4900
I99.620 I00.380 -.07313 -.01236 .18587 -.01825 .00347 -.00148 -.01463 ,02557 -8,54100 2.12870
200.640 200.270 -.05178 -.01398 .18460 -.02267 .00015 -o002I? .01174 .02486 -8.57390 2.13290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ".00000 .00000
IA]42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT578) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF = ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -8.000 BETAS - 2.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8131 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.018 .293 -.12557 -.04178 .22729 -.00681 .01203 -.00393 -.04271 -.00117 -8.9_70 2.33070
99.277 lOO.3UO -.19002 -.07569 .I9895 -.02505 -.00403 -.0003i -.034i2 .03238 -8.93710 2.28900
101.450 200.280 -.16709 -,05453 .18100 -.01782 -.00216 -.00087 .05872 .00219 -9.03030 2.32240
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8141 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.360 200.370 -.09635 -.03671 .20606 -.01262 -.00521 -.00062 -.0|662 .03496 -8.95280 2.28760
149.120 100.360 -.10037 -.05188 .21565 -.02248 -.00872 -.00072 -.04624 .03183 -8.92170 2.29440
150.070 .301 -.045I! -.01149 .23199 -.02406 -.O000B -.00419 -.00119 .08183 -8.964]0 2.26320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE !2 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 238
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT576) ( IB OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA • .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100,000 JET PC " t225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8151 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201,860 .149 -.00833 .01426 .22958 -.04082 .01036 -.00382 .08912 .01030 -9.05270 2.31620
200.520 100.420 -.03038 -.01364 .24191 -.01392 .00014 -.00074 .00927 .00404 -8.97350 2.31740
200.!00 200,330 -,03069 -,00889 .22778 -.00717 -.00369 -.00147 .00840 -.01784 -8.97670 2.33820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
[AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT577) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = !097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAS = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = !00.000 JET PC = I500.000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 840/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.289 .360 -.08600 -.00200 .21744 -.01660 .00859 -.00365 -.07394 .Ol50B -9.09370 2.39540
99.230 108.440 -.20252 -.03287 .24570 -,02150 .00412 -.00409 -.01360 .01003 -9.15240 2.39720
101.230 200.340 -.t4703 -.06203 .19445 -,03499 .00713 -.00291 -.00173 .03390 -9,16900 2.36910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 84!1 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151.420 200.2!0 -.I!601 -.03563 .22837 -.01362 -.00802 -.00000 .05259 .03BBB -9.22030 2.36570
148.980 100.330 -.02091 -.0!021 .25159 ,01!02 -.00520 -.00101 -.01027 .01578 -9.I4800 2.38610
151.140 .3_4 -.U55_ 028i5 ._t_ut -.vu_l -.vu_c -.uvcu_ .vGu_u .u_uoJ -=.=c_Bu
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 842/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
20!.020 100.360 .07227 .00480 ._4_UI -.UUUbU -.UCUSC .UUIb4 -.uuc_i .u_3_b -_._b4U ¢.5oibu
200.350 200.420 .00797 -.01154 ,24725 .03094 -.01190 .00210 .O00B2 -.04978 -S. lB390 2.45340
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 240
IA[42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT578} ( 12 OCT 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -B.DO0 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC - 842.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 789/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.050 .308 -.11459 -.04805 .18036 -.01350 -.00015 -.00163 -.00958 .01733 -8.55420 2.17420
99.372 100.410 .I_460 -.03045 .18202 -.0066] -.00137 -.00!56 -.01036 .00207 -8.55310 2.!8500
99.912 200.410 -.16455 -.00712 .i9362 -.0i569 .00657 -.00319 .00573 .00756 -8.57120 2. i8i70
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 7901 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.590 200.290 -.13783 -.00535 .18611 -.00929 .00033 -.00234 .02406 .01112 -B.58380 2.16910
149.540 100.330 -.13300 -.01594 .18383 -.01532 .00096 -.002t3 -.02642 .01661 -8.53260 2.16720
149.860 .2Bl -.12002 -.02516 .19035 -.01032 -.00223 -.00179 -.01581 .01019 -8.54200 2.17400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 79I/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.040 .274 -.09382 -.00612 .20244 -.02555 .00193 -.00251 .04299 .01837 -8.59630 2.16610
199.800 100,400 -.09907 -.00608 .I8702 -.02430 .00237 -.00253 -.00490 .02855 -8.54990 2.15830
199.920 200.270 -.10373 -.00110 .18208 -.01549 .00141 -.00242 -.00453 -.00694 -8.55110 2.18820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT579) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = t097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF i290 3000 INCHES _"" _, ,,, v. *.ou*o _ _o nnn oeT,o,_ , _ n,,
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 150,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. BIB/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -E.O0/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.032 .322 -.17335 -.03465 .23881 ,.00094 .00005 -.00289 -.03627 -.02732 -8.93530 2.38780
98.602 I00.340 -.18445 -.07372 ._9551 -.01566 -.00032 -.00208 -.07454 .02647 -8.B9970 2°32530
99.746 200.200 -.20998 -.05677 .17897 -.01492 .00037 -.00286 ,04052 .01625 -9.01460 2,33660
GRADIENT .00000 •00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
1
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 241
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT5791 ( 12 OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -B.O00 BETAS - 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 817/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151.560 200.270 -.16065 -.04585 .18950 -.01188 -.00440 -.00138 .05964 .02146 -9.03250 2.33240
149.350 100.370 -.16432 -.04815 .21250 -.03592 .00044 -.00206 -.019B6 .04550 -8.95060 2.30730
152.310 .227 -.!0246 -.02420 .23888 -.02480 .00377 -.00344 .07356 -.00601 -9.04050 2.36740
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 818/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.550 .245 -.09888 .00266 .25318 -,03170 -.OOIB3 -.00241 .03551 .03179 -8.99640 2.32660
198.440 100.390 -.13206 -.01586 .22809 -.04201 .00168 -.00365 -.07174 .01851 -8.89030 2.33510
201.080 200,380 -.09489 -,02168 .19908 -.03210 -.00057 -.00319 .02372 .01497 -8.98790 2.33870
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5801 ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -8.000 BETAB - 2.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NOI 8431 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL --5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.050 ,297 -.12327 -.02256 .23654 -.01543 .00296 -.00358 .01657 -.00215 -9.18380 2.42500
99.804 100.230 -.18673 -.06311 .22932 -.01939 -.00551 -.00085 -.01314 .00276 -9.15510 2.42260
99.184 200.260 -.20249 -.07789 .18769 -.0i678 -.00502 -.00033 -.0i493 -.0i494 -9.i5520 2.44000
GRAOIEN]" .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 844/ 0 RNIL : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.................................
151.430 100.320 -.12726 -.03481 .24520 -.03083 -.00505 -.00207 .0480! .03798 -9.21310 2.38240
t51.540 .086 -,10448 -.00321 .25323 -.03958 .00447 -.00466 .06657 .01729 -9.23160 2.41350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 842
IA142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT580) ( IB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = ,000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC _ ,_0_.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8451 0 RNIL= 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.560 .234 -.06894 .01641 .25761 -.02707 .00068 -.00421 .05888 -.01967 -9.22220 2.44600
199,680 I00.390 -.04731 -.00862 .2574] -.OIBq; -.00763 -.00123 -.02748 .02523 -9.13550 2.40440
!99._80 200_320 -_0_938 - 02958 .22002 - 0;2_0 - 00967 -_O00UO -.06506 .01958 -9. IO!!O 2.40_30
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ;00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVT5BI_ ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - !097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -B.O00 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 792/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.993 -.075 -.08456 -.04878 .19256 .03519 -.00498 .00165 -.00143 .00088 -8.57110 .18683
99,058 99.822 -.I1508 -.03851 .20500 .02564 -.01440 .00038 -.02703 .04050 -8.54420 .13361
100.280 199.910 -.I0208 -.03974 .20066 .02855 -.00407 .00112 .00064 -.04737 -B.57420 .21901
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 793/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149_130 199.800 -.04505 -.01305 ,2056t -.00408 -.00011 -.00124 -.02045 .01965 -8.54600 .14347
149.700 99.832 -.03731 -.01891 .20347 -.01462 .00254 -.00232 -.00800 .02437 -8.55290 .14234
149.610 -.248 -.04939 -.01804 .20344 .01210 -.00499 .00060 -.01983 -.03372 -8.54450 .21615
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_v,_ ,.v. ,o_, 0 _,_,_ = 1.54 _R_,_, ..,_._L = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.210 -.226 .04968 .01832 .21632 .00748 -,00555 ,00016 -.02517 .00866 -8.52860 .16451
199.630 99.831 .03999 .01738 .20724 -.02053 .00148 -.00242 -oOI|6B ,02444 -8,54600 .13939
_99.200 i99.800 .02409 .01645 .21169 -.00997 -.00285 -.00132 -.02412 .01|71 -8.53430 .14925
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ._'3
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT582] ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -B.O00 BETAB o000
BREF = 1290.3030 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - I225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4,500
RUN NO. 819/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
97.943 -.205 -.17457 -.06913 .28048 -.01353 .00894 -.0038T -.08609 .02049 -8.89540 .30066
99.272 99.973 -.19759 -.07435 .20941 -.00967 .00144 -.00155 -.01524 .02146 -8.96080 .29925
I01.940 199.870 -.14970 -.05644 .220[8 -.00982 .00251 -.00203 .06689 .013[5 -9.04450 .3134i
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 820/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I49.920 199.760 -.01748 -.01215 .22938 -.00622 .00261 -.00233 -.00842 .00536 -8.96810 .31569
150.040 89.B07 -.02549 -.00737 .21414 .00275 .00414 -.00289 -.00155 .O0011 -8.98110 .318BO
148.090 -.237 -.08377 -.00977 .29470 -.00928 .00820 -.00377 -.08282 .02089 -8.90520 .29500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 821/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.480 -.341 .05663 .06297 .29869 .05835 -.05796 .00476 -.00005 .02072 -8.98360 .30843
199.370 99.829 .13217 .07147 .23709 .00080 -.00174 -.00054 -.01777 .00626 -8.98730 .32391
199.220 199.770 .15431 .03495 .23096 .00208 -.00180 -.00108 -.04335 -.00602 -8.93730 .33051
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET HISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5B3) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAB - -8.000 BETAB - .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 849/ 0 RN/L = ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
I02.010 199.840 -.17442 -.05332 .22645 -.01568 .00453 -.00243 .07655 .02863 -9.24290 .35291
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE t2 OCT ?? tAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 244
IA142, DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON IOVT583) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
_ 7 n , _ c ALPHAS = -B.0OO BETAS = .OOOLREF = ,29_._00_ ,N_HE_ YMRP .0000 IN. YT
BREF = !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = |500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 848/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
i47.810 199.820 -.04299 .00087 .23642 -.02336 .00423 -.00313 -.09350 .04958 -9.87070 .32545
- - _....... 9.,_ '9.15G60 .....
[48.310 -.318 -.0_625 -,00254 .31949 .00203 -.00091 -.00200 -.06927 .03624 -9.10560 .341II
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8491 0 RNIL = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I96.I50 -.231 .11433 .02657 .26644 .12874 -.00620 .01139 -.13404 .03255 -9.02730 .35354
199.170 99.840 .I8408 .08400 .27096 .00084 .00362 .00032 -.02524 .01857 -9.15100 .35744
I9B.TIO 199.710 .18579 .05624 .23865 .0043l -.00487 .00122 -.03526 .03069 -9.12710 .35277
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
IAI42o O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSB4) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .DOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -B.O00 BETAS .DOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.D000 IN. ZT Y " 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 795/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,723 -.107 -.11813 -.05842 .1774! -.00209 .00135 -.00052 -.01733 .OOBTO -8.54550 .17704
100.740 99.785 -.i0471 -.04453 .18917 -.01918 .00043 -.00238 .02659 .02932 -8.59120 .14685
99.105 _99.760 -.13359 -.03686 .18710 -.00094 .00062 -.00121 -.02638 -.01133 -8.53890 .lBTOB
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000
RUN NO, ?96/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151,570 !99.880 -,07888 _,02623 ,2019! -,00904 .00237 -,00200 .06299 .02258 -8.62300 .15129
J50.350 99.799 -,05760 -.03034 .19896 -.01523 -.00038 -.00260 .00405 .01779 -8.56400 .16097
I49.140 -.230 -.07231 -.03704 .IBSBS -.00819 .00046 -.O00B! -.01165 -.O00t! -8.54580 .17969
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOO00 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 245
IA14B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSB4] ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7971 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.330 -.224 -.02027 .00066 .21376 -.01143 .00049 -.ooe05 .09822 .020el -8.64880 .16459
200.290 99.814 -.00375 -.00683 .20677 -.01618 .00727 -.0031_ .00033 .01499 -8.55580 ,16361
199.080 199.770 -.02263 -.01149 .20247 -.01520 .00314 -.00253 -.0354? .04582 -8.51980 .12661
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSB5) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 822/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
99.090 -.096 -.07046 .03282 .21893 .03736 .00262 -.00562 -.05336 .01071 -8.90200 .32594
100.020 99.860 -.14073 -.06400 .19428 .09293 -.05543 .01004 -.02384 -.03287 -8.94390 .37663
100.520 199.760 -.13567 -.04762 .20536 ,00140 -.00696 -.00107 .03085 .00551 -8.99980 .33776
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 823/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I48,480 199.850 -.07059 -.02388 .22024 .00638 .00082 -.00098 -.04604 -.02013 -8.92180 .35619
151.090 -.266 -.04293 .01883 .23398 ,06719 .05560 -.00349 .06477 -.08521 -9.02040 .42455
GRADIENT .00000 .00800 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 824i 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
199.630 99,750 .05336 ,01587 .24291 .00238 .00777 -.00193 -.00322 -.05418 -8.96050 .38845
200,110 199,920 .07306 .00506 .22709 -.01466 .00463 -.00186 .00674 .02568 -8.97210 ;31216
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 246
IAI42, OlET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT586) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC BATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .O00D IN. YT ALPHAB= -B.OOD BETAB - .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 8501 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.440 -.258 -,11034 .04640 .20032 .01847 .03665 -.00305 .04301 -.02282 -9.19370 .44959
98,760 99.916 -.32149 -.OS;_[ .25_,9 .01417 -.02517 .00276 -,06012 ,03797 -9,10490 .38150
99.510 199.BIO -.22316 -.0_632 .21802 -.00955 .009i6 -.00286 .00i66 .03883 -9.i8760 .38282
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 851/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I48.B80 199.850 -.04278 -.03032 .21783 .02042 .OOBI9 -.00014 -.02899 -.01826 -9.13470 .44823
!47.500 99.934 -.10811 -.03368 .24735 .00903 .00399 -.00036 -.09318 .03360 -9.0qO00 .38274
143.220 -.310 -.04851 .03838 .14938 -.02644 ,04533 -.00845 -.t7599 -.00985 -8.97780 .44280
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O0000
RUN NO. 852/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA BBETA
200.290 -.12I .07767 .05932 .11835 -.02433 .02654 -.00632 .00345 -.05306 -9.16080 .48141
200.020 99,882 .05021 .03530 .27975 .08711 -.05934 .00586 -.00317 .07955 -9.15600 .34577
200.520 199.740 .OBli9 .01703 ,24261 .00830 .00337 -.00213 .00743 -.01607 -9.16830 .44251
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
!A!42, BIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (BVTSBT) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .DO0
LREF 1290.3000 iNCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -B.O00 BETAS = 000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 642,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 798/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IO0.OBO -.157 -.12908 -.05049 .18374 -.00244 -.00080 -.00121 -.01027 .00899 -8.54930 ,15271
i00.170 99.935 -.13336 -.03857 ,t755I -.00898 .00194 -.OOBIl .01183 .01316 -8.57240 .13920
99.747 199,830 -.14502 -.02992 .17342 -.02741 .00134 -,00388 -.00601 .03831 -8.55790 ,12112
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 o00000 ,00000 .O000O .00000
DATE 12 OCT 99 IA142, AEDC V41A-K!A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 247
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT587) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
9REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 12g0.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPH_B = -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7991 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151.020 199.720 -.10888 -.02460 .IB317 -.02741 .00229 -.00359 .03455 ;00654 -B.59700 .15257
149.530 99.853 -.I0745 -.02831 .18231 -.01795 .00350 -.00237 -.018]0 .00164 -8.53600 .15410
149.500 -.279 -.I0720 -.03151 .19482 -.01566 .00358 -.0028! -.0!869 ,01060 -8.53270 .!4433
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. BOO1 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
201.520 -.285 -.07132 -.00921 .21039 -.02304 .00248 -.00271 .0592! .01740 -8.60650 .14448
200.200 99.867 -.06412 -.01205 .19056 -.0213? .00224 -.00197 .00194 .01171 -8.55230 .14625
200.420 189.790 -.05277 -.01219 .I8847 -.02708 .00244 -.00258 ,00943 ,01761 -8.56900 °14128
GRADIENT • .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/BRBS SEPARATING, BOTH £RB JETS ON (OVT588) ( lB OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 12£0.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS _ .000BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. ,8251 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.265 -.112 -.12365 -.04237 .23713 .00606 -.00037 -.00152 -.09299 -.01099 -8.87330 .33089
100.660 99.886 -.I?086 -,07830 .19935 -.01099 .00002 -.00080 .01382 -.0154I -8.98420 .33509
101.780 199.880 -.13957 -.05276 .19195 -.01051 -.00352 -.00093 .06?32 .01159 -9.03850 .3iiil
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 826/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
{481526 "991843 {0495 -.04250 ,22523 .00423 -.00612 -.00023 -.05294 -.02815 -8.91370 .34841
149,600 -.321 -.04213 -.00369 .24012 -.02298 -.00595 -.00213 -.01893 .04190 -8.94500 .28456
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 248
IAI42, O/ET _/SRB5 SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5BB) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.ODOD IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA • .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0,O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 827/ 0 RN/L = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DSETA
201.550 -.273 -.0097B .02040 .24254 -,0139B -.01797 ,00283 .07419 .03103 -9.03600 .29570
198.700 99.894 -.0138! -.00899 .24749 .00955 -.006|0 ,O001] -.05B85 -.05349 -8.90530 .37442
200.550 199,740 .00231 -.01075 .22473 -.01187 -.00513 -.00125 .00936 .03505 -8.97630 .29026
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00O0O .000DO .000O0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .000C0 .00000
IAI42, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS ON {OVT589) I 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA • .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = i00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 853/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.569 -.210 -.07824 -.00132 .22771 -.02508 .00969 -.00549 -.05898 .03182 -9.09830 .38021
103.080 99.943 -.06837 -.05435 .22748 -.00235 -.00339 -.00016 .09177 -.00721 -9.25040 .41673
101.150 199.840 -.15745 -.05815 .19964 -.01809 .00259 -.00183 .02895 .00638 -9.19310 .40076
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8541 0 RN/L = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
!52,480 199.770 -.08913 -.03474 .23162 -.01676 .01276 -.00232 .08004 -.00983 -8.24120 .41671
149.340 99.848 -.I3554 .00857 .27631 -.03514 .00398 -.00217 .0i54l .u?Bg7 -9,i7020 .327|3
151.150 -.249 -.00419 .02187 ,20768 -.01289 .00906 -.00518 .OIB71 -.02672 -9.17360 .43710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 855/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
]99.720 -.185 -.03758 ,05455 ,22746 -.03210 -.00347 -.00499 .00473 .07022 -9.16090 .34196
200.140 99.906 .01928 ,01932 .25435 -.02t75 -.0067I .00129 -.01374 .01938 -9.I4080 .39217
198.730 199.850 .00799 -.00998 .24327 -.0228I -.00075 -.00144 -.04209 .01132 -9.11630 ,39899
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
\L
i'
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA[42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE L_9
IAI42. O/ET WISRBS S[PARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT580) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = ,000
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -8.000 BETAB - -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. BOIl 0 RNIL = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
89.579 -4.065 -.07BBO -.04707 .19883 .02105 .00784 -.0025_ -.01296 -.01262 -8.54680 -1.80670
99.656 96.048 -.09035 -.04861 .[9693 .03016 .00020 .00086 -.02349 .00537 -8.54460 -1.83600
99.401 ,9_.96v -.11781 -.03672 .2054B -.00273 .00005 -.OOIO_ -.01829 .04882 -8.55230 -I.87930
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 802/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
152.360 195.920 -.06404 -.00683 .21314 -,01139 .00258 -,00202 .09685 .02099 -8.66550 -I.85510
150.500 95.926 -.03135 -.OiB21 .20334 -.01654 .00007 -.00228 -.00859 .01372 -8.55810 -1.84120
t_g. IIO -q.126 -.05084 -.0(252 .209_38 -.GOgI7 .00456 -.0017I -.01542 -.00087 -8.55110 -1.81790
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 803/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.050 -4.232 .0_957 .02591 .22803 -.01359 -.00124 -.00035 -.02758 .02896 -8.52690 -1.85550
]99.810 95.99] .03856 .01950 .21560 -.0]782 .00007 -.00232 -.01033 .0073I -8.55040 -I.83380
199.660 196.040 .03552 .01612 .21755 -.01137 -.00191 -.00163 -.01381 .00679 -8.54840 -1.83810
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT59I) ( 12 OCT 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALFHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALP_'AB = -8.000 8ETAB - -2.0C0
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 iN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - !225 000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 828/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
............ _{ _m_a - nn}no - n_unm nINRP -A._g_O -1.67250.
99.422 95.878 -.19087 -.06832 .22_Y_ -.uco_ -.uuoa_ .vvu_
I01.S10 195.850 -.15838 -.05221 .22357 -.00620 -.00141 -.00111 03417 -.02443 -9.01450 -i:63680
GRADIENT .O000O .OOO00 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 250
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT591) ( 18 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA z .000 BETA _ .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .- .000 JET PC _ 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO, 829/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.690 195.880 -.00505 -.01236 .23046 -.01567 .00198 -.00228 -.01412 .00579 -8.96350 -1.66720
i49,820 95.97_ -.02289 -.00387 .21789 -.00469 ,01)30 -.00398 -.00902 -.01950 -8.97320 -1.64460
147.760 -4.2_1 -.04952 -.00537 .3032i .00;54 .uuo_ -.00171 -.v,u_ .02432 _8.89420 _'1 = _
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 830/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00i 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.660 -4.244 .I0872 .03952 .3005! .08031 -,05805 .01196 .01007 -.03404 -8.97690 -1.62880
199.240 96.063 .14070 .06565 .24830 -.00936 .00662 -.00357 -.01372 .01673 -8.96020 -1.67890
I99.150 I95.880 .14709 .03862 .24067 -.01201 .00157 -.00202 -.04105 .02376 -8.93010 -I.68660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT592) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 8561 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA DY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.300 -4.121 -.16850 -.05858 .31208 -.01748 .00484 -.00282 .01166 .01837 -9.17460 -I.62100
I01.840 196.020 -.19767 -.06051 .23388 -.0|253 -.0034_ -.00074 .06663 .03791 -9.23530 -1.63450
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000b .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8531 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00i 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
148.400 195.820 -.01379 -.00888 .23596 ".02243 .00069 -.00245 -.04990 .00639 -9.tl550 -l.BI030
149.970 95.951 -.01384 -.00889 .25173 .00124 .00852 -.00349 -.01458 -.01959 -9.15930 -!.59510
149.940 -4.224 .00583 -.00396 .31145 -.01308 .01673 -.00451 ,02013 .00595 -9.18520 -1.61750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 25I
IAI42, O/ET HISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSg21 ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -8.080 BETAS = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC - 1500.OOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 8581 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.010 -4.081 .15528 .03067 .I7431 .18047 -.10783 .01415 .03697 .15817 -9.19420 -I.?5980
202.130 95.973 .19689 .07836 .28456 -.01688 .01940 -.00583 .07396 -.05269 -9.24720 -1.55150
198.270 185.820 .17780 .05146 .25104 -.02580 .OliOS -.00498 -.05499 .04169 -9.!0810 -1o54950
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET NISRB9 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT5931 ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I087.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = °000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAS • -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 804/ 0 RNIL = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA cY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.878 -4.117 -.11927 -.05949 .18437 -.01255 .00401 -.00239 -.00873 .00846 -8.55430 -I.83970
I01.200 95.884 -.09279 -.04766 .IBIB9 -.01512 -.00108 -.00217 .03751 .02769 -8.60840 -l.86370
98.945 195.850 -.12285 -.03965 .18830 -.02098 .00610 -.00272 -.02886 .03761 -8.53670 -1.88590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. B05/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151.590 195.970 -.07152 -.02695 .20344 -.01065 .00579 -.00255 .06073 .00114 -8.62190 -1.84300
_._'=_nnn oA._...n_l....... - n_qA_ -_02811 .20547 -.01619 .00230 -.00285 -.00085 .03262 -8.55960 -I.86750
148.900 -4.112 -.0747I -.03523 .19657 ,.01492 .00220 -.00154 -.04405 .00482 -8.509J0 -|.83310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. BOB/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
= v c_ elm CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.090 96.062 .00928 -.00727 .20988 -.00688 .00235 -.00182 .02513 .01557 -8.57980 -I.85200
198.750 195.780 -.02381 -.00965 .21016 -.00932 .00245 -.00236 -.04172 .01473 -8.51410 _1.84970
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 252
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (OVT594) { 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690,0000 SO,FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRR = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -B.O00 BETAB _ -2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC " 1225,000
SCALE = ._100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. B31/ 0 RN/L = [.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.010 -4.252 -,03B78 -.01717 .23543 .09201 -.01204 .00239 .00318 .08212 -8.96290 -1.74650
100.990 95.BZ5 -._i91_ -.06750 ._992G .14S09 -._3245 .0Z957 -.000_9 :0_57B -8-97090 -_71290
89.494 !95.930 -.]5]47 -.04579 ,20833 ,00043 -.00506 -.00085 -.03108 -.09665 -8.84310 -1.563£0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
RUN NO. 832/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149,420 195.B30 -.05082 -.02429 .2IB3B -.00494 -.00101 -.00072 -.03615 .04143 -8.93580 -1.70240
I48.380 95.950 -.O92BI -.02387 .2252B -,0OB5B ,02|42 -.00506 -.06337 °.0474B -8.90760 -I.BIBBO
151.260 -4.17B .00262 .O]6IB .22142 .lO70I .02266 .00453 .02628 -.09193 -8.98370 -1.56970
GRADIENT ,00000 .O0000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 :00000
RUN NO. 833/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I98.930 -4.049 .06325 ,04815 .lBI57 .14401 -.10483 .02072 -.0250B .02439 -8.93460 -I.68490
198.670 96.030 .06486 .01904 .24567 ,02652 -.01234 -.00061 -.07958 -.0576! -8.BB550 -1.60900
200°070 196.020 .08015 .00736 .23072 -.00654 .00322 -.00174 .OOlI7 .00425 -8.96910 -I.67310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA]42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVT5951 ( 12 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
_ _c_ anna _h CT YM_m = Inq? nnnN fN. XT ALPHA - .OOO BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = -B.O00 BETAB = -B.OOO
BREF = 1290.3500 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y _ 50,000 JET PC = 1500,000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 8591 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
i02oIlO -4.173 -.04280 .03255 .IB083 .D!59_ .81BI2 _o00509 _0300B -.00738 -9.18138 -1.59498
I01.150 9B.OB3 -.L_'B47 -.07507 ,24184 -.00565 -,00464 .00032 ,03|6I .OIiB5 -9.19BID -1.62260
I03.000 195.830 -o17639 -.05702 .B0673 .02177 -.O05BB .00150 .095IB -.03307 -9.26210 -1.56770
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 !AI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 253
IAI42. OIET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT595) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA - .000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -B.0OO BETAS = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 860/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
148.?00 195.840 -.06109 -.02249 .22426 .OlOIS -.0035B .00113 -.02565 -.00493 -9.13800 -1.60180
148.230 95.948 -.09882 -.02748 .25188 .OOB?l .00271 -.00095 -.06811 -.00515 -9.09i60 -1.61050
152.450 -4.300 .0987! .0!592 .13408 =09317 -.02424 .00847 .04655 .01397 -9.19950 -I.62080
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .o00oo .00000
RUN NO. B61/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00l 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.090 -4.123 -.01090 .07224 .16755 .01344 .02836 -.00382 -.02280 -.02573 -9. I3270 -1.57950
201.280 95.957 .10}36 .03047 .27649 .03114 .00340 -.00059 -.00486 .0226B -8.15170 -1.63300
199.400 195.8B0 .09504 .01622 °24298 .00790 -.01146 .00052 -.02322 .06685 -9.13630 -1.67870
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT596) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -B.O00 BETAS = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 842.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8071 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.912 -4.123 -.12Bll -.05082 .18943 -.02849 .OOB?3 -.00431 -.02363 .02628 -8.53280 -1.84080
99.817 95.938 -.14849 -.03582 .18471 -.00441 .00043 -.00145 -.00505 .00874 -8.55430 -I.83290
lO0.1BO 195.960 -.15505 -.02714 .i8072 -.03086 .00ii5 -.00455 .00ii5 .04264 -8.55?40 -1.86080
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 808/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA _ CY .... CYN__ CBL. __ A_PHA BETA DALFA DBETA
i49.200 95.886 -.11550 -.0266B .18890 -.02635 .00547 -.00512 -.02732 .UIUB6 -B.b_4bU -I.U_4bU
149.400 -4.164 -.liB20 -.03030 .20379 -.01854 .00394 -.00286 -.025?3 .00253 -B.52330 -1.82560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 254
1A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSBB1 ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = ,000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _0000 IN, YT ALPHAB - -8.000 BETAS = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = 842.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8091 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.950 -4.262 -.06722 -.00875 .21841 -.02167 .00225 -.00276 .0785] .03532 -8.62440 -1.85230
199.700 95.860 -.07908 - 008_9 .19697 -.02506 .00554 -.0023i -.O_iB; .00883 -8.53680 -I.82740
200.800 195.060 -.05913 -.01008 .I9226 -.02q86 .00207 -.00271 .00785 .02096 -8.56?90 -1.83690
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (0VT597) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8341 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.8?5 -4.047 -.08800 -.05323 .23303 -.01361 .00512 -.00290 -.05641 .01957 -8.91268 -I.68010
99.111 98.042 -.18735 -.07724 .21067 -.01324 -.00236 -.00265 -.03066 .00630 -8.94150 -1.67190
102.490 195.920 -.13660 -.05060 ,19790 -,01535 -.00111 -.00168 .07698 -.00781 -9.05230 -1.65380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 835/ 0 RN/L = I.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t5I_840 195.830 -.08509 -.03043 .22052 -,02980 -.0006! -.00387 ,06330 .03383 -9.03670 -I.69460
148.790 95.936 -.0949I -.04360 .23048 -.01557 -.00254 -.00i58 -.04254 .00334 -8.92650 -i.66620
I49.690 -4.I53 -.02239 -°00902 .24402 -.00941 -.00915 -.00067 -.02003 .01326 -8.94760 -1.67450
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 836/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.610 -4.188 °00762 .01892 .24813 -.03189 -.01343 -.00185 .06947 .03096 -9.03210 -I.68670
_97.970 95.941 -.02540 -.00389 .25816 -.03030 .00418 -.00408 =.09748 -.01442 -8.88520 -I.64240
20t.090 195.850 .00798 -.01016 .22631 -.02035 .00708 -.00296 .01384 .03356 -8.98240 -I.69640
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42. AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 255
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSBB) ( 12 OCT 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAB = -8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8521 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN DBL ALPHA BETA DALVA DBETA
98.287 -4.228 -.03930 -.00927 .22063 -.00034 -.00502 -.00107 -.07193 .01279 -9.08380 -1.61670
101.270 96.039 -.I1559 -.05294 .23712 -.02090 .00075 -.00159 .OIII6 .03271 -9.17030 -1.63990
99.390 195.990 -.I3048 -.06439 ,19719 -.01289 -.00535 .00127 -,03503 .03636 -9.12850 -I.64310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8631 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I52.470 195.810 -.05857 -.03601 .22926 -.OIOI3 -.00321 -.00064 .09448 .00841 -9.25460 -I.61660
148.850 95.979 .01843 -.02114 .25194 -.02334 -.00851 -.00138 -.05636 .02724 -9.09850 -1.63420
150.040 -4.259 -.03631 .02823 .22078 -.02600 .00737 -.00293 .03361 -.00947 -9.18860 -1.59060
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8641 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
197.970 -4.274 -.00571 .05198 .21814 -.00797 -.00559 -.00098 -.05953 -.01181 -9.09510 -1.59030
200.110 95.934 .05725 .01152 .26562 -.01693 .00556 -.00089 -.02592 .02084 -9.12690 -1.52320
198.180 195.910 .01498 -.00882 .24026 -.03063 .00882 -.00369 -.06948 .00770 -9.08740 -1.61020
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAi42, OiET HISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT5BO} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ .ODD BETA = 10.000
,oct . ,_on _nnn INrH_q YMRP = .OOO0 IN. YT ALPHAS -8.000 BETAB = 14.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = I225.D00
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 21571 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
7 v rN Cl M CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
|UU._UU -- •
98.181 97.445 -.IBB07 -.05342 I7305 -.12737 -_61_8i -166_69 -.07105 10.09400 -8.89750 4.24880
100.410 197.410 -.18695 -.02754 .16931 -.10265 -.02057 -.00052 .02430 9.99730 -8.99480 4.31560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO
DATE 12 OCT 79 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PACE 256
IA142. O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSBS) ( 02 FEB 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS = 14.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 iN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2158/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
150.420 197.710 -.17751 -.02296 .18008 -.12755 -.02130 -.00282 .01022 10.05700 -8.98210 4.24830
150.080 97.287 -.!45!5 -.04243 ,17919 -.I0958 -.01271 -.00355 -.01468 9.87480 -8.94720 4,32480
..... _mm _ n_ 7
150.550 -2.489 -.i3775 -.uco_1 .I_$35 -.uocg_ _"_? -._43_ n_oo o o_m_n -o oo_Qn u 7uoon
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21591 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.280 -2.486 -.14351 -.00243 .21344 -.08305 .00059 -.00318 .02536 lO.OllOO -8,97490 4.30390
I99.000 97.512 -.14895 -.01812 .19630 -.11413 -.02085 -.00200 -.03308 10.00400 -8.91940 4.29630
199.980 197.390 -.16140 -.01234 .18527 -.14209 -.01917 -.00425 -.00459 10.03500 -8,94910 4.26110
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. OIET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT600) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -B.O00 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 21801 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.573 .472 -.16390 -.03401 .21214 -.11215 .03185 -,01378 -.03918 10.01900 -8.92120 2.30320
99.011 °_,u_._=_ -.17547 -.05220 .l_t_n - IPR_ ,fn_l -.00497 -.05565 10.09600 -8.90590 2.22510
99.797 200.470 -.19276 -.04922 .18719 -.15489 .01470 -.OOBO1 -.01528 10.02500 -8.94330 2.29t50
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21611 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENY INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
152.770 200.450 -.10938 -.03448 .20075 ..t3728 .00287 -.00702 .09612 10.02400 -9.04930 2.28910
149.450 !00.250 -,12949 -.03044 .21174 -.I0420 -.00016 -.00414 -.02449 9.98440 -8.93030 2.33530
150.850 .46I -.I1819 -.01178 .21851 -.09151 .03600 -.01059 .03178 9.93800 -8.98580 2.39480
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
'i
/
DATE 12 OCT 97 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 257
IAI42. O/ET W/SRBB SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (OVT600) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1087.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -8,000 BETAS 12.OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 2182/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.310 .327 -.05400 .00369 .21011 -.08787 .03530 -.01008 .07981 10.01500 -9.03280 2.31870
200.li0 100.040 -.04340 -.00614 .21940 -.I0432 .01233 -.00525 -.00220 I0.07000 -8.94800 2.25330
198.260 200.230 -.05908 -.01143 .22005 -.15785 .00510 -.OOBB9 -.0289! I0.09100 -8.9}920 2,22250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON [OVT601) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1087,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB= -8,000 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 ,NCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2|63/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.854 .352 -.16727 -.04374 .20649 -.I0889 .01641 -.00840 -.02395 10.02200 -8.93290 2.30510
99.202 100.330 -.17589 -.08312 .1819I -.12354 -.00420 -.00445 -.04194 10.07700 -8.91340 2.24790
100.390 200.430 -.18551 -.05474 .18531 -.15616 ,00614 -.00752 ~.01091 10.03000 -8.95560 2.29210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21641 0 RN/L = 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CtM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA {)BETA
151.090 200.480 -.15BOB -.03864 .20100 -.I7853 .00304 -.0087I .04044 10.06100 -9.00030 2.26080
!50.040 I00.200 -.I5107 -.04601 .18852 -.12601 -.00763 -.00516 -.00922 9.97720 -8.94900 2.35230
150.470 .360 -.IN980 -.02249 .21631 -.09453 .02041 -.01002 .02640 9.92090 -8.97930 2.4i060
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 2165/ 0 RN/L = , 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_99_650 I00_330 -.II974 -.01836 .20058 -,12635 -.01032 -.00410 -.02297 I0.01800 -8.92850 2.30680
200,840 200.280 -.OBl2I -.02794 .23_87 -.20238 -.00353 -.00870 .01451 10.08000 -8.96570 2.23670
GRADIENT .00000 .00030 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 99 IAIA2, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 258
EATS2, O/ET _/SR85 SEPARAT_Go BOTH SR8 JET5 ON _OVT60_ ( 02 FEe 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .OOO BETA IO,O00
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = -B.O00 BETAB = lO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 NACH = #.500
RUN NO. 2t66/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM _r" CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.597 .02I -.06721 -.01522 86_2 -.u_u .076i£ -.02381 n,n7 I0.07900 -8.9!870 .27830
$9.97G 99.903 -.15898 -.06968 ,2!Z3l -,12W5q .00362 -.00598 -,01_89 10.00600 -8.95480 .32598
98.169 200.020 -.27770 -.02196 .22564 -,1_055 .01462 -.OlO00 -.02789 10.01_00 -8.93940 .31145
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. 2]67/ 0 RN!L = i.51 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN COL ALPHA BETA OALFA 06ETA
I49.050 I99.880 -.09234 -.0197! .21017 -.18052 .00086 -.00559 -.03739 10.01700 -8.93310 '.30837
I50.q80 99.qqO -.06454 -.01988 .22468 -.12370 -.00089 -,00332 .Ol4lB 9.95?10 -8.99400 .3fi911
]_9_650 -,256 -.00782 ,01475 .I7213 -.04950 .08267 -.019}9 -.01450 9.98180 -8.94930 .348_8
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2168/ O RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_00.750 99.819 ,07791 .02692 .23737 -.]2728 .00920 -.00404 .01123 ]0.00500 -8.97990 .32040
199.670 199.760 .07167 ,01879 .21613 -.19331 .01890 -.00677 -.01885 10.06300 -8.84790 .26086
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON tOVTBO3) ( 02 FEB 7_ )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = t097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10,000
LREF i290.3000 _NCHES YMRP = .O00_ !N, VT ALPHA_ - -_.GGG _ETA_ = _0. _, ,, uuu
BREF = |290._000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50-000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RuN NO. 2169/ 0 RNIL : Z.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I01.580 -.027 -,0630] -,02306 .20?73 -.05829 ,06654 -.0193I .01645 10.00300 -8.98330 ,30849
99.635 99.767 -.13360 -.04279 .19956 -.07566 ,023}2 -,00696 -.02333 !0.02700 -8,94250 ,28487
99,944 199.800 -,14000 -.03902 ,19172 . -.10159 .030Bl -.01053 -.00802 I0.02?00 -8,95620 ,28516
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-K1A. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 259
IA142, O/ET W/SBBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6O3) 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2B90.0000 SQ.PT. XHRP = I897.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .OOO BETA = lO.O00
_REP = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -B.OO0 BETAB IQ.DO0
BREP = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2170/ 0 RN/L = ].51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
153.320 199.830 -.03492 -.02498 .20060 -,11504 ,02864 -.00904 .09885 10.03500 -9.06390 .27793
152.090 99.609 .03262 -.02280 .20095 -.07828 .03924 -.00555 .05654 9.95140 -9.02118 .36196
148.870 -,294 -.03538 .01144 .19958 -,06732 .06958 -,0]710 -.01361 9.93480 -8.94800 .38275
GRADIENT .O000O .OOOOO .O0000 .OOO00 .00000 .go000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 217]I 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.760 -.!76 .02202 .03591 .I9804 -.07776 .06159 -.01378 -.01312 lO.OI600 -8.94530 .29752
200.430 99.752 .05369 .OIBIO .21514 -.04225 .00347 -.00693 -.01445 IO.lO000 -8.94800 .2]398
I99.070 199,870 .02933 .01252 .2]_49 -.]]284 .02738 -.00714 -.0337I 10.04200 -8.92890 .27040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000
[AI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVT604) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .OOO BETA = 10.000
LREF = . I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOOO IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.ODD BETA8 = IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 NACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2172/ 0 RN/L = [.5I GRAO|ENT INTERVAL = -5.08/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.020 .026 -.09983 -.05352 .20285 -.11693 .02926 -.01399 -.00162 10.03700 -u.u_420 .30797
97.833 99.780 -.16149 -.06692 .18547 -.14644 .01607 -.00883 -.08458 10.07600 -8.88430 .26957
99.658 199.740 -.]8508 -.05412 .J8656 -.I4430 .00730 -.00756 -.01072 10.02900 -8.95580 .3]k49
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .OOOOO ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 -00000 .00000 .00000
_,,., kin _11_1 n RN/I = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL= -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OAL_A U_A
149.390 199.680 -.12979 -.03182 .20385 -,15122 .01473 -.00925 -.02833 I0.00700 -8.93360 .33510
149.820 99.655 -.13536 -.02979 .21928 -.I2616 .00796 -.00690 -.0058I 9.98550 -8.958]0 .35910
148.930 -.I33 -.It565 -.01754 .2333? -.10300 .03519 -.01463 -.04006 I0-05800 -8.92210 .29440
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .OOOOO .DO000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI_2, AEDC V_IA-KIA,- TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 260
IA|42, O/ET N/SRB9 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB04) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA |0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -B.O00 BETAB }0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = q50.O000 IN. ZT Y tO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 21741 0 RNIL = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN _._'_. CA rY- . CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-. _ e_ ooann -9.04810202.560 [97 -.0546k .00056 .22622 -.i0549 .04362 -.0;305 . Bv_ 9 ....... 35052
159.120 99.T77 -.06483 .00178 .23683 -.I2171 .00924 -.00738 -.037/5 /0.02200 -8.92210 .32880
200.630 ]99.5?0 -.03479 -.01227 .21953 -.17560 .02298 -.01190 -.00740 10.03500 -8.95470 .30856
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
IAI48. O/ET N/6RBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB05) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = lO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. ¥T ALPHA8 = -8.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2175/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.470 -4.069 -.05179 -.01283 .18077 -.09_1_ .07437 -.02265 .09307 9.96350 _9.06t50 -1.63010
102.410 95.952 -.I8341 -.06419 .22823 -.I2496 .00357 ,.00609 .03_89 lO.O?lO0 -9.00830 -1.73590
101.600 195.900 -.I4258 -.05859 .20737 _.14884 .0325! -.01074 .04155 9.98340 -9.01620 -1.65370
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ".00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2]?6/ 0 RN/L 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
I49.010 |95.890 -.08123 -.0!238 2.60. -.20067 .01325 -.00870 -.02048 i0.02300 -8.95360 -1.70026
t50.780 95.927 -.04878 -.01402 .22847 -.13918 .OOBIi -.00595 .05027 9.96160 ~9.0|990 -1.63270
I49.680 -4.190 -.00467 .02145 .I7425 ~.055|6 .08531 -.01791 -.04222 10.00000 -8.91910 -|.67390
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .u_uvvn_nnn • onnnn_ ._._nnnnn............. nnnn 0 nnnnn ._OOOO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8177/ 0 RN/L = 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.420 -4.00J .0_985 .053)3 .16674 '_.03732 .07520 -.0136I -.06252 I0.02400 -8.90300 -i.69250
200.950 96.006 .13692 .04148 .24249 -.13|11 .00359 -.00336 .01286 I0.02400 -8.99120 -1.69290
198.670 195.770 .10169 .03267 .22611 -.19336 .00313 -.00743 -.05728 I0.09500 -8.91920 -I.76020
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,.00000
\DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 261
IAI42, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (DVTBOB} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT , ALPHA .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP { .OOOO IN. YT _LPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREE 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OIOO MACH : 4.500
RUN NO, 2198/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CGL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00,510 -3.961 -.06456 -.02957 .21402 -,07836 .067(4 -.OIeBW .00105 10.01600 -8.96390 -1.70100
101.670 95,969 -.I0047 -.0_855 .19923 -.10607 .03605 -.01220 ,03934 10.02100 -9.00370 -1.70370
98.969 198.0!0 -.14798. -.04016 ,19653 -,12563 .02612 -,01212 -,02008 10.06500 -8,84590 -1.74710
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2179/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
149,770 196.030 -,0532t -,02672 .2059! -.15506 .03228 -.00909 -.00666 !O,03100 -8.96220 -1.71310
149.220 95.971 -.12076 .01697 - ,23368 -.14122 .03803 -.01222 -.01734 9.98750 -8.95|I0 -1.66990
I48.830 -4.217 -.02383 .00961 .BllOI -,05002 .06145 -,01532 -.03525 9.97680 -8.92600 -I,65720
DRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
ECN NO. 21801 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
199.810 -4.006 .05BlO .03316 .21417 -.07966 .05792 -.01273 -,01901 IO.00100 -8.94390 -1,68050
200.340 96.020 .09143 .01157 .2256I -.08432 .03085 -.00418 -.02205 10.08600 -8,94240 -1.76830
198,600 !95,920 .03515 .01330 .22643 -.13213 .0282g -.00878 -.06410 10.07300 -8.90880 -1,75460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42. DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (0VT607) ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
£REF = BBBO.OOQO SO,FT. XMRP ]097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = .000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.092 -4.029 -.I0305 -,05711 .21779 -.llB6I .02684 -.01254 -,04049 I0.04700 -8.92920 -l,69210
97.061 95.868 -.1993! -.06349 .20054 -.I5877 .01952 -.01092 -,09269 !0.07700 -8.87950 -],72460
I00.990 196.220 -.17734 -.05324 .19294 -.15788 .01781 -.00873 .02714 10,03700 -8.89700 -1,68560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .ooogo .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 ,O000O
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 262
IAIq2, O/ET _ISRBS SEPARATINO, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVT6Oq) ( 02 FEB q?
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT, XNRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .O000 IN, YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETA8 = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .OIOO MACH 4.500
RUN ,_"^. 2182/ _n ......_N / = 1.5_ GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
148.800 195.000 -.12579 -,03357 .2t164 -.17433 .01670 -.01185 -.02213 ;0.01800 -8.94350 -1.66260
151.300 95.857 -.07818 -.OqOl8 .21706 -.lqgll .02445 -.01036 .01738 9,86870 -8.98450 -1.51300
]50,820 -4.082 -.06430 -.02616 .23028 -.11430 .04394 -.01288 .0214i 9.93850 -8.98850 -1.57320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2183/ 0 RN/L = I.S1 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA 8ETA DALFA DBETA
201.220 -4.21I -.03441 -.00]38 ,244II -.0883I .03168 -.01022 .05722 10.01000 -8.02330 -I.64300
I99.840 95.898 -.03513 -.00480 ,23558 -.14845 .02810 -.01110 .00894 10.09600 -8.97190 -I.q3270
199,620 195.990 -.04097 -.O]lI5 .22762 -.]7104 .01270 -.01164 -.00542 10.07700 -8,956B0 '-I.72240
GRADIENT .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET NIBRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON _OVTBDB_ ! 02 Y£_ 77 >
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 10gT.00OO IN. XT ALPHA = 10,000 BETA .000
LREF = I280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB 4.000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 228_/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
.If8 -2.876 .01131 -.07752 ,13244 -.00404 -.00199 -.00139 9.88500 .04416 -4.90990 4.31150
.598 97.004 .00580 -._u_c_c ..,_'u_== .......nn_ _0_37 -.00153 I0.00200 -.00017 -4.93560 4.36180
.625 197.190 -.00200 -.04496 .17673 .01283 .00354 -.OOlIO 10.01100 .01520 -4.95480 4.35110
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2294/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
100.680 186.BBO .02832 -.048II .16291 -.0107i .00366 -.00166 10.02300 .05980 -4.95280 k.2BlIO
98.874 96.948 .02527 -.05482 .14829 -.00523 -.00]00 -.00158 9.98520 .01943 -4,91150 4.32730
I00.290 -3.079 .04934 -.06647 ,15629 .OOlB7 .00054 -.00224 9.99450 .00142 -4.91330 4.34680
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI_2o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA _AGE 263
IAI#2, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVT60B) ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP • I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = _.500
RUN NO. 22951 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
_' CA CYZ X CN _M CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.820 -2.948 .08454 -.02877 .]7447 -.00438 .00053 -.00]02 10.08700 .03306 -4,98900 4.30710
200,880 97.052 .09012 -,03545 .15441 .00017 -.00625 -.00140 9.99340 .02441 -4.91660 4.32510
200.050 197.090 ,09112 -.03702 .14927 .00273 -.00209 -.00050 9.99300 .00176 -4.91370 4.34210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH £RB JETs ON (OVT609) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = lO,O00 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 22691 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.ZOO .040 -.00632 -.10018 .14002 -.0|358 .00719 -.00194 9.98850 .01265 -4.92420 2.34770
.809 100.060 -.0044I -.08883 .15060 -.00479 -.00213 .00052 I0.00900 .02953 -4.95500 2.34200
1.318 199.930 .02BIB -.07336 .13349 -.01257 .00045 .00020 10.05800 .02856 -4.98560 2.28450
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22701 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.100 200.100 .05654 - -.07113 .14987 -.00244 -.00672 -.00078 10:02200 .01202 -4.95220 2.3_]00
99.895 99.988 .03587 -.OB]ll .I4582 -,00172 .00015 .00033 9.98800 .01091 .4.92260 2.34650
99.584 .083 .03290 -.07121 .15831 ,OOB4B -.00275 ,00037 9.97040 .01358 -q.89790 2.33910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
o,,_, _ _/ n #Nil = I_W9 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.590 -.081 .I3356 -.03333 .17784 .01009 -.00379 .00058 9.97360 .02444 -4.88790 2.32440
201.500 99.973 .15719 -.03506 .14562 .O00BO -.00253 .00129 t0.04500 .00328 -4.96410 2.35310
200.730 199.940 .I763I -.03229 .]5903 -.01158 -.00555 -.00019 lO.OOi00 .03334 -4.93410 2.32720
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 dUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 284
IA142, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBIO} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, ×MRP = ]097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA - 10,000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = 6,000 BETAB 2,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT Y 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 22?2/ 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.421 .037 .00688 -.087_9 .13985 .01198 -.0010! -.00029 9.99650 -.01215 -4.92360 2.38000
.222 100.010 -.01454 -.07332 .14192 .0;949 -.00257 .00i40 9.98990 .uo_,_..... -_.=cocw_ _._2=S_7 _
.702 200.050 -.01944 -.04598 ,17771 .00053 -.00221 .00070 10.01600 .04250 -4.95480 2.32380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22?3/ 0 RN/L = 1.N8 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.750 199.960 .05134 -.05S05 .15433 -.00120 .00030 -.00082 10.05200 .01853 -4.97850 2.332?0
99.338 99.990 .02350 -.05825 .14453 .00179 .00080 -.00057 9.97520 .00433 -4.89980 2.34290
99.870 -.113 .02944 -.06836 .16184 .00915 .00151 -,00072 9.97290 .01324 -4.89140 2.3_980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2274/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.370 -.I24 .09725 -.02820 .18488 .00085 .00230 -.00128 9.99q90 .03320 -4.90440 2.31650
200.950 99.889 .12011 -.03683 .15141 .00632 -.00684 .00107 10.01500 .00516 -4.92590 2.34510
200.040 199.930 .10925 -.03982 .15289 ~.00130 -.00499 .00078 9.97690 .02186 -4.89920 2.33200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A142, O/ET N/SRBB SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6II) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
_ocr = _On _AA_ q_ FT XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA .OOO
LREF |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = 6.U00 BETAB .000
9REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP " 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8275/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5000! 5.00
Z • X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.522 -.449 -.06191 -.10147 .14778 -.00472 -.00193 -.00133 9.96540 " .03581 -4.90880 .34294
-.654 99.425 -.02765 -.06513 .I5470 -.00420 -.00388 -.00053 9.96100 .0 75' -4.90.40 .32113
.078 199.570 -.03884 -.06148 .15411 -.00879 .00059 -.00,50 9.98330 .03108 -4.92670 .25397
GRADIENT .00000 .00900 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 265
IAI4B, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVTBll} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA'- IO.O00 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,OOO0 IN. YT ALPHAB= 8.000 BETAS = .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 VET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OIO0 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 2276/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.693 199.550 .06623 -.04762 .IBI4: -.OO!B2 -.00073 -,00095 9.98060 .01184 -4.90840 .33085
I00.510 99.394 .08169 -,05252 .I7372 -.00009 -.00776 .00134 I0,00200 .03904 -4,92690 ,31347
99.989 -.387 .07532 -.05182 .]7622 .00923 -.00740 .00224 9.98450 .00268 -4.90720 .36399
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 ,O00OO .ODO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 2277/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.470 -.607 .25813 .00859 .I882t .06034 .02180 .00106 9.96550 .0168I -4.87980 .34509
200.270 99.426' .27568 .02235 .I8549 .02602 -.00532 .002I_ 9.98680 -.00248 -4.91370 .37695
I99.770 199.560 .28893 .00093 .18192 .00296 .00103 .00018 9.97380 .03935 -4.89920 .31254
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O00QO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IA]42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR9 JETS ON (OVTBI2} ( 02 FE@ 7?
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA t0.000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP : .OOO0 IN. YT ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAS .OOO
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO, 2278/ 0 RN/L : 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.317 -.472 -.04285 -.0843! .14715 -.03005 -.00308 -,00!08 9.88660 .05401 -4.92540 .28873
2.714 99,444 .02905 -.07953 .13864 -.01812 -.00209 .00032 10.09800 .00562 -5,02720 .29207
-.868 199.570 -.02585 -.06410 .14737 -.0047I .00420 -.00;50 9.96190 -.00741 -4.89980 .29173
CRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22791 0 RN/L : !,49 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X _N _Lrl _ v,
99.971 199.580 .05893 -.04837 .I7596 .OOiI9 _00074 -_00196 9.98250 .01808 -4.90770 .28529
101.050 99.455 .08964 -.05370 .14901 -.04792 .00476 -.00315 10.02500 .08097 -4,94570 .23505
I00.860 -.478 .02740 -.06249 .16647 -.00335 .00096 -.00074 10.00300 .01304 -4.94460 ,31543
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00QO .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 266
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH 5RB JETS ON (OVT612) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP = I097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA _ .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = S.OOO BETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 22801 0 RN/L = 1_49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBI. ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
........... n._ t nn=_o .OOISB 9.9?!00 -.0_034i99.460 -.652 .21266 -.uuc_ .c_uc_ ._4,9 ....... -4.89030 .3546B
200.900 £B._Bq ,22874 -.00265 I9238 .00228 -.00526 -.00053 10.01200 .OB149 -4.93390 .23608
200.290 199.550 .24139 -.01255 .18114 .00248 -.00244 .00036 9.99470 .02339 -4.91860 .99415
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA]42. DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT613} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP = 2690,0000 SO.FT, XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAS = .000
BREP = ]290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2£8|/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA C_ CYI_ CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.345 -.502 -.02632 -.09017 .14405 -.00467 .00315 -.00100 9.99040 .03253 -4.91980 .33828
.918 99.417 -.02496 -.07889 .I4687 -.00070 -.00339 .00028 10.01000 .02643 -4.94990 .35503
1.748 199.510 .02668 -.07248 .I3120 -.02226 .00571 -.00030 I0.05900 .02495 -4.98580 .29970
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2282/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lot.400 199.550 o06419 -.07260 .i4822 -.0i206 -.00406 -.OOI51 _u._L_v'__,._ _..,7 -u o_=an _
99.252 99.473 .02020 -.05857 .14630 -.00508 -.00304 .00035 9.97690 .01105 -4.90830 .36082
99.181 -.518 .00248 -.06029 .I7546 -.00029 -.00205 -.00025 9.95690 .01579 -4.87950 .35452
u_u_*_'cwJ__,_, •_nnnnn .oonnn....... _oonnn .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2283/ 0 RN/L = |.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_99.660 -.550 .12572 -.01814 .!9830 -.00105 .00509 -.O00Bi 9.97810 .01561 -4.88890 .35_04
200.540 99.416 .13026 -.02167 .I6598 -.00329 -.00414 .00050 I0.00200 .04350 -4.91660 .31900
201.300 I99.550 .16732 -.02806 .I6703 -.00872 -.00976 -.00026 10.01700 .03297 -4o94310 .33674
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 257
• IAIA2, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON IOVTBJ_) I 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA = ,OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .DO0 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACB 4.500
RUN NO. 22841 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1.558 -4,48! -.06095 -.10280 ,i4306 .00220 -.00395 -.00064 9.91670 -.02232 -4.86040 -1.50850
2.744 95.525 -.01194 -.06988 .14859 -.00431 .00144 -.00252 10.09700 .01479 -5.04100 -I.67970
.135 195,450 -.01892 -.06967 .14709 -.00265 -.00082 -.00153 9.88930 .02403 -4._3720 -I.69460
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 ,O0000 .00000
RUN NO. 2285/ 0 RNIL = I;49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
99.854 195.550 .05585 _.04399 .18215 -.01228 -.00773 -.00115 9.97590 .02450 -4.94650 -1.67780
I00.040 95,494 .06125 -.04521 .I8143 -.01232 -.00259 -.00140 10.00100 .01445 -4.96250 -1.66560
99.246 -4.575 .030BB -.03781 .203_8 -.01396 .01353 -.00094 9.96360 -.00209 -4,92060 -1.63730
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .O0Q00 .00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2286/ 0 RNtL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.530, -4.609 .30839 .01973 .18705 .19852 -.14773 .02917 10.01100 -.02036 -4.93100 -1.62420
198.150 95.410 .30195 .03963 .19003 -.00340 .00753 -.00059 9.950S0 .02505 -4.85950 -1.67500
201.060 195,620 .33184 .01666 .1874I .00543 -.00366 .00057 9.98370 .03754 -4.91580 -1.69220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 "
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVTJIS} ( 02 FEB 77 l
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
$REF : 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP & ]D97.0000 iN. XT ALPHA : !0,000 _ETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 22871 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM _A _T _,,_ _ .....
-.OlB -4.528 -.05933 -.08381 .16873 -.01999 -.00185 -.O00BO 9_'98'I'40 .01207 -419i850 -1.66270
3.218 95.795 .02772 -.07785 ,14483 .01150 -.00301 -.00166 10.09600 -.02990 -5.03_70 -I.56530
-1.418 195.520 -.04898 -.05860 .15671 -.00832 .00573 -.00183 9.94320 .02538 -4.88570 -l.73660
GRAO[ENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IA]42. AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 268
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JEIS ON (OVTBI5) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA ]0.000 BETA = .O00
LREF ]290.3000 INCHES Y!ARP = .OOOO IN. YT ALPHAB = B,O00 _ETAB = -2.000
BREF 1290,3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2289/ 0 RN/L = t.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
99.950 195.510 ,05010 -.044q/ .I7879 -.Oiiii .00395 -.uucol_..... 9.98590 .04°7'4_ _._o,m,m_,_ __,.,_,,_n
99.552 95.379 .06I_5 -.0:4227 ,17375 -.O]Aql .00177 -.00276 9,96930 -.03234 -4.88900 -].64600
98.590 -4.599 ,01723 -,05428 .18022 -.00643 .00038 -.00036 9.92330 .01497 -4.84820 -1.58840
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 2289! 0 RN/L = I.q9 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.900 -4.630 .20820 .00767 .2267I .02895 .01038 -.OOlOI 9.98060 -.04822 -4.89220 -1.61590
200.950 95.408 .23089 .00060 .20555 .00044 .00332 -.GOllq 10-01300 .0576I -4.92810 -I.72840
I99.B30 195.520 ,23101 -.00917 .19316 -.00686 -.00225 -.00108 9.97760 .03616 -4.89%90 -1,71540
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVT616) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = lO.O00 BETA .000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPNAB = 6.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y - lO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2290/ 0 RN/L = 1,49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.I96 -N.qB8 _.04529 -.0790] .16758 -.0!334 .008]4 -.u0328 9.98560 ,03670 -4.90760 -i.68130
i.256 95.525 -.04204 -.06483 .16829 -.01240 .00394 -.00197 10.01900 .03280 -4.95760 -1.66920
1.405 195.490 .00239 -.06907 .]45_9 -.0]626 -.00097 .o003B IO.03BO0 .03737 -4.97290 -_.73550
GRADIENT 00000 _^ nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnR ,nO000 00000 .00000, ._uuuu .u_uv .vvv_ ..................
RUN NO. 229II 0 RNIL = ],49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.OOl 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lOO.BOO I95._60 .03904 -,06673 .I5804 _.01952 .00048 -.OOtB3 I0.03200 .02590 -4o95430 -|.68750
99.743 95.470 .00920 -.05122 .16674 -.0088q -.00033 -.00144 9.98360 .01424 -4.90760 -1.65950
99.326 -4.619 -.00556 -.05366 .1927B -.00195 -.00124 -.O00qB 9.96310 ,01501 -4.87930 -I.66460
GRADIENT 00000 .O00OO .00000 .oggo0 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOOO0 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATEO SObRCE DATA PAGE 269
IAI42, O/E? N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON IOVTBI6) ( 02 FEB ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2B90.0000 SQ.FT.. XMRP = IOgT.O000 IN. ×T ALPHA = IO.OOO BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETA8 -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2292/ 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.BO0 -4.534 ,I2628 -.01313 ,21514 ,01074 .00458 -.00130 9.98250 .00377 -4.B8810 -I.65420
200.000 95.479 .I0916 -.01189 ,18209 -.00827 -.00041 -,00047 9.99140 .05647 -4.90070 -I.709BO
201.840 195.500 .16987 -.02380 .17348 -.01970 -.00628 -.00107 I0.03700 .04789 -4.95330 -1170220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH $RB JET9 ON (OVT6I?) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE _ _
_A._ PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.rT, XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA = .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ IO.O00 BETAB 4.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 22111 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
.278 -2.735 .03223 -.OB2t4 .IIlII .00721 -.00009 -.00047 9.98630 .03102 -.88483 4.32180
.TIB B?.l|5 .02647 -.06297 .13900 .01296 .00193 -.00113 ]0.01200 .00442 -.9243G 4.34350
.043 197.280 .00714 -.04544 .I8030 .00197 .00141 -.00105 9.98740 .03458 -.90568 4.31810
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. 2212/ 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY .... to, ^,pw_ BETA 0AIrA DBETA
I00,940 IBT.2IO .03937 -.04479 .15396 -.01738 .0024B .00055 10.03500 .04742 -.93861 4.29690
99.815 97.113 .03411 -.0554| .151B3 -.00464 -.00146 -.00043 9.97120 .0273B -,87294 4.30670
I00.330 -2.884 .04553 -.06429 .14333 .00413 -.00492 .00130 9.99130 .01870 -.89478 4.32490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
201.B80 -2.917 .08151 -.03535 .16099 -.00218 -.00|65 -.00062 10.07500 .01614 -.97322 4.32350
200.010 97.094 .07399 -.0291l ,15026 -.00370 -.O0187 .00042 9.99780 .0209I -.89250 4.31970
200.750 197.B30 .08234 -.02598 .15296 -.00410 .00135 .00114 10.00600 .01161 -.91172 4.33430O A ,c_T nnonn
R_D_ .......... 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
bATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 270
IA192, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBI8) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ !097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA I0,000 BETA .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = lO.O00 BETAB 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 22Iq/ 0 RNIL = 1.50 3RADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.215 .083 -.01279 -.08795 .12009 -.00598 -°00221 -.00157 9.97700 .02229 -.89375 2.34490
.,4_4 .01236 -.00322 .rOlll _0 02800 .00063 -.85076 2.400701.269 89.976 .008!1 -.07303 _ =n
I.I09 200.1!0 .04748 -.07285 .12222 -.00594 -.00264 .00_43 10.04200 .03502 -.94886 2.30920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2215/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.920 200.0_0 .07534 -.07524 .t2982 -,00434 .00126 -.002;6 I0.01200 .00951 -.92094 2.36570
I00.490 99.928 .08192 -.07388 .13693 -.0035! -.00490 .00071 9.99690 .03466 -.90865 2.34390
98.782 -.034 .04379 -.08070 .13170 -.00837 -.00669 .00]24 9.94570 04425 -.85288 2._2300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2216/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.860 -.I52 .15722 -.04258 .16199 -.00927 -.00306 .00018 9.98450 .02774 -.88]88 2.34210
200.920 99.856 .17040 -.03635 .14363 -.0065t .00163 -.00050 I0.02200 .00153 -.92150 2.37530
201.020 200.030 .18843 -.03699 .14033 -.03026 .00149 -.00487 IO.Ol200 .04420 -.92527 2.34900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
IA]42, OIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6|9) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
v. ALPHA = I0.000 BETA .000SREF _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP i097.0000 IN. ^,
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 ...........
RUN NO, 22171 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.68! .072 .01376 -.08892 .1i392 -.00376 .00192 -.00059 I0.00700 .03353 -.90975 2.33380
.649 99.927 -.00296 -.06233 .15061 -.00255 °00108 -.00082 10.00900 .01893 -.92856 2.35000
.640 200.160 .00999 -.05370 .17084 .-00624 .00023 -.00133 I0.01400 .01567 -.93487 2.38080
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 JUL ?? [AI42, "AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 271
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR@ JETS ON {OVTBID) ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690 0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA • .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - IO.O00 BETAB 2,000
BREF |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET Pe = 1225,000
SCALE_= .0100 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2218/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I01.410 200.050 .06?I0 -.06049 .15287 -.00135 -.00067 -.00083 10.04300 .02970 -.94911 2.34080
99.560 99.914" .04250 -.06627 .14576 -.00745 -.00079 .00030 9.95330 .0258] -.87484 2.33850
99.596 -.042 .03210 -.06885 .IqB54 -.01103 .00256 -.00177 9.9q500 .01913 -.87845 2.33730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .QO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22191 0 RNIL = |.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL - ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.700 -.J82 ,09930 -,03699 .]7400 -,OJJ2t ,00209 ,00097 9,97440 .03974 -.B8142 2.33280
200.650 99.916 .11034 -.03650 .15052 -.0065I -.00096 .00131 10.01000 .02172 -.91542 2.34330
200.270 200.060 .12162 -.04194 .15433 -.00161 -.00075 -.00051 9.99430 .01202 -.89972 2.36180
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 • .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT620} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN_ XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB ,O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2220/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.969 -.384 .00613 -o08394 .13048 -.02939 -.01382 .OOlOl 9.94290 .00052 -.86018 .33270
.414 99.582 .00499 -.07295 .14864 .00199 -.00094 -.00025 lO.O000Q -.04546 -_92221 .34944
.246 I99.570 -.00753 -,07160 .14222 -.00145 .00166 -.OOIl4 9.98270 ,00162 -,91731 .30378
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 222]/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
.... _v,J r_ AIP_A RFTA DALFA DBETA
99.849 199.580 .08398 -.05123 .17055 .u14o_ .uu_c, -.uu. .....................
I01.260 99.381 .I1532 -.05680 .16113 .0072i .00378 -.00095 I0.01700 00873 -.93353 ,32227
100.470 -.523 .1331t -.06130 .15816 -.01445 -.00147 .00070 10.00200 .04646 -.91148 .30253
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 7? IAI42, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 2?2
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTS20} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. ×T ALPHA = I0.000 BETA .000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= IO.O00 BETAS ,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 22221 0 RNIL = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lqq nTn -.568 .279Z0 -.00216 .2068i .u_cm .vugc_ -._4G 9.95550 ._56. -.85S27 ._2665
20|.|30 99.405 .29177 .00589 .18220 .01363 .0038I .000|3 10.02800 .02820 -.93580 .31343
199.250 _99.530 .2q613 -.00472 .18215 .01974 -.00499 .00130 9.96140 .02545 -,B?04! .30657
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT62I} ( 02 FEB ?q )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I099.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA .000
LREF. = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP B ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 22231 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.45l -.485 -.02999 -.08602 .12532 -.00230 -.00559 .00045 9.9?480 .030?6 -,B913! .3t849
.875 99,507 .06666 -.08425 .12255 -.00593 -,00116 ,00047 10.01500 .00815 -.92184 ,2823I
-1.709 199.540 -,01696 -.06933 .14527 -,00790 .00796 -.00188 9.92800 .0075I -.B5]64 .27178
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,0,0000 .00000 . .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 22241 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
• Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99_223 199.5B0 .05369 -.05044 :!GqAA .00201 -.00188 -.002[6 9.96540 .01690 -.87011 .28439
• ,7,_ -.93629I01.530 99._0B .09938 -.05459 .16138 -.00252 -.00041 -,00108 I0,03400 0 ..... 30113
lO1.4lO -,624 ,t330B -,06045 .I4502 -.05473 -.O0789 -,00263 !0.02800 .09139 -.93610 ,24723
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22251 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z • X CN CLM CA CY CYN cBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200,330 -,630 .254]9 -,02675 .IB955 -.02511 .00411 -.00245 10.00200 -.007B] -.BBB9I .34B78
200.780 99.389 .2542! -,01588 ,17824 .00829 .0013I -.00085 10.01800 -.01220 -.B2023 .34230
199.720 I99.430 .237I? -.01850 .17403 -.00959 .00081 -.00146 9.9?380 .05484 -,BB202 .26676
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 273
IAIWB, O/ET N/SRB9 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB22) { OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO,FT, XMRP = I097.D000 IN. XT ALPHA ID.OO0 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= I0,000 BETAB = .OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.D000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO, 22261 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.228 -.457 -.00713 -.09256 .120_2 -.008_7 -.00038 -.001_6 9.99240 .OIBg5 -.91216 .33977
,838 99.424 -.01072 -.06748 .15026 .00457 .00021 -.00065 10.02200 -,00060 -.95047 .38492
1.808 199.440 .05346 -.07353 .12327 -.02125 .00069 .00028 10.05600 ,05572 -.97087 ,28194
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2227/ 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100,570 199.480 .06713 -,06753 ,14413 -.02059 .OOI91 -.00409 lO.Ol200 .02006 -,92745 .35202
99.838 99.363 ,05396 -.06418 ,I5439 -.00995 .00125 -.00104 9.98320 .0102I -.89586 .35505
98.909 -,523 .01825 -.063]] ,]6676 -.00968 -.00039 -.00]51 9.95330 ,02422 -.86155 ,33654
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 , .00000 ,00000 ..00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22291 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.000 -.684 .14679 -.02892 ,18373 -.00153 -.00193 -.00049 9.98720 .01830 -.88482 .34589
200,460 99,443 .1539] -.03198 .15918 -.00608 -,00002 -,00070 I0.00100 .02019 -.89887 .34365
200.710 199.440 .15698 -.02962 ,155]6 -.033]2 .00283 -.00488 ]0.00400 .0441] -.91589 .33331
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
]A142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT623} 6 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP 109V,0000 iN. XT ALPHA '= I0,000 BETA .000
LREF ]290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB= 10.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN, ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2229i 0 RNIL • 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5,00
Z X CN CLH _A bT _T:_ _#_ ............
-.360 -4.403 -.0]332 -.08236 .14372 -.02398 -.01036 .00029 9_96600 -.00580 -.88060 -I_67930
.496 95.396 -,02525 -.0699] .]485] .00]91 ,00]22 -.OOlSI 9.99950 -.03020 -.92496 -1.66330
-.385 195.430 -,05614 -.06519 ,15565 .00084 .00224 -.00201 9,95860 -.00189 -.8937I -I,70170 :
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ..00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI42, AEOC VHIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 274
[AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT623) _ 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP _ 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA !0.000 BETA .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = lO.O00 BETAS -2.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 2230/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN m_M r4 CY CYN CBL A_,DM^,,_ _rTA..... DALFA DBETA
IO0.OBO 195._90 08034 -.04808 17457 00#05 -.00333 -.00130 9.98_I0 .02073 -.90826 -I.7 '_''_
99,782 95,359 ,06203 -.04341 .17904 .OOSBl -.001;1 -.00082 9.97980 .02171 -.89856 -1.70320
I01.270 -4.525 ._OBB9 -.04623 .17762 ,00254 .00061 -.OOIi7 [0,03600 .02247 -,94338 -1.68600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22311 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X ¢N CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.410 -4.542 .32566 .02102 .206i3 .06047 .01580 .00898 9,99940 -.05397 -.89780 -1,60590
200.520 95.44; ,31967 .02923 .18724 .00687 .01055 -.00053 10.01000 .08245 -.91168 -1.?4190
200,090 I95,420 .32994 .00897 .18481 .00559 .00264 -,00025 9.97210 .03488 -.88575 -I.70630
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT624 ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP _ I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = ,000
LREE 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB= I0.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF |290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = ]225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 2232/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
T X CN CLM _A pv £YN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
,012 -4.416 -.04726 ~.07711 .(4258 -.01030 .00216 -.002q5 9,98960 ,02588 -.89880 -i,70230
1,635 95.386 -,0052_ -,OBB04 .15272 -.01256 ,00725 -.00182 IO.04GO0 .01410 -,95082 -I.74810
_n |95.460
-.6_ -,0_05 ~.06656 .I6IOB -.00992 ,00597 -.OOlB8 9.95780 .02252 .87688 -I,76960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,wO_.....n 00000 .00000 00000
RUN NO. 22331 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.794 I95.500 .04950 ~.04865 .18130 -.00009 .00214 -.00290 9,97340 .02190 -,86046 -!,748!0
IOl,HBO 95.34? .09689 -.053q0 ,17209 -,01465 ,00320 -,00280 I0.03300 .03394 -.93460 -;,73950
|01,420 -4.502 .12413 -.05411 .16129 -.0449[ .-.00841 -.00309 10,02300 .08304 -.93517 -I,76500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 73 IA|42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 235
IA142, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT624) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1087.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = |0.000 BETA = .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O00O IN. YT ALPHAS = 10.000 BETAS • • -2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE .0[00 MACH 4.600
RUN NO. 2234/ 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.60
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.990 -4.574 .22717 -.00898 .20672 -.03462 .00086 -.00312 9.98290 .03639 -.87901 -1.71730
200.740 95.388 .24307 -.00935 .[9194 -.01530 .00003 -,00260 10.01300 .00136 -,B]OBB -I.59660
200.070 195.460 .24394 -.01753 .IGLOO -.02588 -.00102 -.00222 9,98760 .03576 -.88746 -1.74400
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB25) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.00"00 IN. XT ALPHA IO.O00 BETA = .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAS = -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2235/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
,147 -4.537 -.03656 -.07280 ,14935 -.01179 .00407 -.00287 9,98560 .02160 -.88927 -I,67680
1.230 95.393 -.Ol6BI -,06145 .15196 .00238 .00[26 -.00118 [0.02400 ,01069 -.9372I -[.55340
t,366 195.450 .03751 -,07098 .14433 -.01833 .00176 -.00008 [0,03600 .03824 -.93875 -1.7]390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 o00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22361 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.880 [95.480 .05190 -.06052 .15677 -.02798 .00374 -.00494 10.01900 .03863 -.92169 -1.68270
99.882 95.375 .04336 -,05719 .17166 -.01139 .00180 -.00092 9,98800 .00559 -.8852I -1,65460
99.101 -4.615 .00686 -.05521 .IBI67 -.01498 .00395 -.00257 9,95500 .02266 -,84928 -1.67960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.i80 -4.649 .I3825 -.02205 ,19494 -,00916 -.00050 -,00099 9,98530 .02510 -.87628 -1,67020
200.520 95.405 .15566 -.02939 .16757 -.01264 .00146 -.00055 I0_00400 .02020 -.89254 -1.67350
200.790 185.380 ,!6496 -.03122 .16062 -.02385 .00066 -.00451 10.00300 .04336 -.90356 -1,68380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEDC V4IA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 276
IA14B. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BoTH SRB JETS ON (OVT62B) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = i0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB = I4.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1877/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 X CN CLM CA CY CYN _ i ALPHA
_B. BETA DALFA DBETA
99.467 -2.532 .05627 -.04655 .17418 -.0770i -.01595 -.00533 9.96590 i0.02300 -B.90610 4.35130
101.450 "_ _' .iOB20 -.05933 t5_25 -.05913 -,03623 ,00364Bl._v, . - I0.0_300 I0.03B00 -8.97460 4.33410
100.840 197.480 .t0607 -.03872 .15226 -.04401 -.03469 -.00169 10.02800 9.99370 -8.97080 4.37010
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1878/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
]49.250 I97.450 07975 -.030BO .15858 -.07254 -.03353 -.O002B 9.97450 I0.04400 -8.91140 4.31010
150-510 97.489 .09688 -.03753 .15436 -.07642 -.03488 -.00373 10.00400 10.02500 -8.93860 4.34530
]49.210 -2.654 .06925 -.03225 .17404 -.1001B .00236 -.01124 9.96700 9.95550 -8.89980 4.41460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .0000O .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN N0.'I879/ 0 RN/L = 1.5B GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA cY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.880 -2.707 .08996 -.02_B0 .17201 -.0786_ ,00J63 -.00B96 _0.02400 9.99570 -B.9_960 4.3_37G
200.620 97.4t7 .09530 -.02468 .I5488 -.09544 -.03556 -.00346 I0.01000 I0.02900 -D.93840 4.33830
199.910 197.420 .08645 -.02250 .15899 -.10446 -.03263 -.00199 9.98840 10.01500 -5.9IB40 4.34900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAIWB, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATINC, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT627) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2990.0000 BO.FT. XMRP _ jO97.000G IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA ]O.uo0
LREF = 1290,3000 INCNES YMRP ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC - I2BB.00O
SCALE " .0100 _APM u _nn
RUN NO. IBBOl 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT _NTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.916 .329 .07390 -.04703 .IBllO -.i3176 ,02547 -.01360 9.99260 I0.02400 -B.92950 B,35330
100.340 100.450 .05206 -.05938 .18563 -.16553 .00462 -.00917 9.99770 10.01000 -8.94550 2.34150
98.996 200.280 .01844 -.05450 .18854 -.16844 .00570 -.00836 9.96490 10,00300 -8.90550 3.33400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO _00000 .00000
/DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC VAIA-K[A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 277.
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBBT) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIOO HACH 4.500
RUN NO. tBBI/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
152.930 200.250 .OgBB9 -.04113 .t9068 -.14682 .00739 -.00834 10.09500 9.97930 -9.03120 2.37000
149.680 I00.360 .07373 -.03592 .IBSl5 -,15494 .00452 -.01071 9.97020 I0.03100 -8.9:330 2.329t0
151.420 .237 .]0963 -.02897 .IB528 -.tO9BO .02980 -.01194 10,04800 9.907]0 '-8.98420 2.46220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. lB82/ 0 RN/L = _.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.80/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.050 .342 .I429B -.08394 ,IBIll -.08103 ,033II -.01170 IO.0710O 9.97830 -9.00930 2.40060
199.B80 100.350 .14724 -.0132B .20692 -.14350 -.00120 -.00991 9.98250 10.03100 -B.92300 2.33140
199.900 200.370 .14569 -.O1883 .19583 -.13139 -.00418 -.00789 9,98490 I0.00500 -8.92280 2.35840
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT628) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.F]. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP : .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB [2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OIO0 HACH : 4.500
RUN NO. IBe31 0 RNIL = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA .CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.752 .436 .04647 -.03B17 .18866 -.11334 .01708 -.01077 9.96880 - 10.02700 -8.91400 2,34990
I01.270 I00.330 .092BB -.05724 .ZBIBO -.0840B -.01761 -.00486 10.01500 I0.05100 -8.96480 2.32270
100.010 200.470 .02194 ~.07260 .17445 -.18R16 -.00435 -.00953 9.98100 10.02800 -8.93020 2.33360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA BBETA
|51,B70 200,370 .07050 _.OBh7B .I7723 -.19253 -.00158 -.00992 I0.05400 10.0iBO0 -B.99BIO 2.35470
152.330 100.320 .I1421 -.04102 .1623B -.09915 -.01692 -.00435 10.08600 9.94370 -9.02730 2.42950
!49.020 .246 .07270 -,02538 .IBBAO -.I0863 .02488 -.OI362 9.97760 9.92930 -8.91430 2.44950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDc V4]A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 278
IA542, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT628) ¢ 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF 5290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 5N. ZT Y i50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 5885/ 0 RN/L = 5.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.880 .405 - .0950? -.0]538 .59238 -.09565 .02520 -,01303 10.02800 10.00800 -8.95990 2.39030
lq9,960 100,340 .1t607 -.02156 ,=ok .12474 -,0!20_
....... 5 - -.00443 9.98840 50,03000 -8.9233Q 2.35320
]98,960 200.5!0 .]0234 .04655 ]8205 -.2024] -,00356 -.0}_7 9 ...... _n no_nn -8.87630 2.30950
GRADIENT ,00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_A]42, DIET N/SRBB SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0vT629) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP ]097.0000" IN. XT ALPHA = lO.OOO BETA = lO.O00
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB = tO.O00
BREr = 5290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = ,000 JET PC = 5225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 58861 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.322 -.D4J .OTBBO -.02277 .19558 -.llB]O .07}75 -.02700 9.92_90 tO. tOOeO -8,868_e .25309
98.285 lOO.lSO .05867 -.04423 .19580 -.54128 .02088 -.0|573 9.91440 50.?9600 -8.85400 .24413
100.I00 199.890 .05464 -.04027 .59553 -.13084 .03142 -.01382 lO.O0400 9._;860 -8.94160 .35529
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00O00 .0O000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 58971 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I49.940 599.990 .54869 -.02170 .I9]20 -.17997 .0]440 -.01140 9.98980 I0.02100 -8.93020 .35708
_=._,,,__=- oo._..........o_= l_nRq --05945 .21I]4 -.17473 .00543 -.01195 9.95?]0 50.03000 -8.89910 .31863
I50.060 -._66 I6498 .00536 ,,73_4 -.07129 .08162 -,025_7 9.98900 i0.00900 -8.92660 .33963
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .OOOOO
RUN NO. iBBB/ 0 RN/L = ].52 eoAnVr_T TkIT_VA = --6 nn! _ fin
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.560 -.127 .22506 .02793 .57339 -.09358 .08188 -.02258 I0.09400 10.04400 -9.02620 .30470
200.050 99.894 .25074 ,02372 .22577 -.55080 .01875 -.01_36 9.9?820 I0.08700 -8.92630 .25705
200.]40 ]99.730 .26542 .02404 ,I9BB3 -.22150 .00228 -.01089 9.99490 [0_00900 -6,93600 .34528
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00O0 ,00000 .00060 .00000 .00D00 " .000OO
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 279
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT630) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.OODO IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 2.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1899/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.660 -.071 .07864 -.03814 .18612 -.16326 .04457 -.02179 10.01300 9.99410 -8,95710 .36067
I00.720 99.927 .04339 -.05200 .19434 -.16756 .00748 -.00967 10.00200 10.00700 -8.94340 .33727
I00.290 199.820 .04638 -.04376 .19618 -.I1539 .02220 -.01212 I0.00700 9.92350 -8.94280 .40263
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1890/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I49.550 I99.970 .11363 -.02591 .20638 -.I2338 .01586 -.OlOI4 9.96560 lO.02lO0 -8.90300 .32362
151.180 99.999 .14997 -.02853 .21120 -.12043 .02377 -.01258 I0.01500 I0.00100 -8.95490 .34201
15i.060 -.245 .14924 -.00122 ,19915 -.12234 .05150 -.02063 10.03900 9.95890 -9.97940 .4073I
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1891/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.0?0 -.19I .20143 .0]i06 .20261 -.I1866 .06029 -.02190 10.06300 9.98890 -9.00220 .36169
200.310 99.475 .21622 .00073 .21263 -.09915 .04488 -.01432 9.98690 I0.01200 -8.93010 .33019
200.170 200.020 .21988 .00059 .20753 -.18588 .01364 -.01212 9.99770 10.04200 -8.93830 .30811
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6311 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF = .... _ '"_=J_ YMRP = nnnn 1M VT it I_&R = P NOR RFTA_ = IN NR_
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. ]B92/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
_ _L, _l M P^ PV PVM P_I AI _HA RVTA _AI _A _T&
100.230 99.879 .05218 -.06241 .18837 15736 .O00BB -.00875 9.99010 10.02000 -8.93730 .32226
99.166 199.960 .01711 -.05285 .18852 -.17298 .01246 -.01019 9.9?490 10.00900 -8.91540 .32043
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA]42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 290
IAI42, DIET HISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON (OVT831) ( OB FEB 7? 1
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 iN. YT ALPHA8 = 2.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = lO0.O00 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = ,OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1893/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
152._=n 200.050 .0817! -,03973 .19430 -.17484 .00909 -.0}039 10.06800 10.03100 -9.00400 .31429
........... _ ' .34426150.130 9£.896 .07063 -.u3o_c .cuc_ -.I_898 .wunnlSl -.0088_4 9 .98 c_n_u l_.v_uutnnn_ n __._o_n_u
151.120 -.433 .0955] -,02558 .20075 -.10192 .02468 -.01II4 10.02700 8.90370 -8.96290 .46334
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18941 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.500 -.I33 .14953 -.00379 .19775 -,08524 .02982 -.01203 10.08800 9.98380 -9.02590 .38642
199.590 99.791 .I373I -.00848 .21690 -.14638 ,00164 -.00991 9.97600 I0.01400 -8.91630 .34672
200.560 199.890 .16147 -.02067 .20050 -.1q273 .01160 -.01117 9.99580 10.02400 -8.93330 .33060
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (0VT6321 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 50.rf. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 2.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC - I225.000
SCALE = o0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1895/ 0 RNIL = 1.58 GRAUIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.....,Ov.,=_" -"_._,_'", .08_34 - ............n_Q_ .!7704 - nq4zm+ .0760Q -.02794 9.97500 10.00500 -8.92060 -1.65780
99.557 95.845 .01694 -.04245 .20886 -.ii730 -.04217 -.00533 9.96070 10.04400 -8.91030 -1.70570
98.902 195.810 .00835 -.03397 .20830 -.14439 .01784 -.01331 9.93170 10.03300 -8.88020 -1.70300
GRADIENT °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18961 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I49.000 195.770 .14781 -.01311 .20004 -.19679 .02053 -.01204 9.95880 9.99730 -8.90900 -1.65290
150.440 95.741 .15726 -.01022 .21456 -.18535 .00464 -.OllBI 9.99740 i0.04100 -8.94780 -1.69450
150.740 -4.284 .18572 .01507 .17036 -.07839 .08826 -.02300 lO.OIlO0 9.99500 -8.95470 -t.65430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 99 iAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 281
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (OVTB32) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10,000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 2.000 BETAB - 6.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 16971 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.120 -4.194 .26743 .03222 .16604 -.07551 .07657 -.02034 9.96390 IO.OB300 -8.90510 -1.68040
200.120 95.872 .31208 .03290 .22869 -.14564 .00261 -.01109 9.99520 10.03600 -8.95290 -1.69080
200.200 195.940 .33223 .02472 .I9180 -.23396 .00623 -.01345 9.99800 10.02400 -8.94780 -1.67310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6331 ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA = lO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 2,000 BETA8 B.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1898/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.311 -3.985 .OBl?? -.04193 .19718 -.16478 .03883 -.01884 9.90630 10.07800 -8.85650 -I.76340
102.090 95.778 .06495 -.05366 .20203 -.14626 .01607 -.01079 10.04600 9.96710 -8.98960 -1.66200
99.868 195.880 .05308 -.04575 .20470 -.I2213 .02734 -.01442 9.98940 9.96390 -8.92840 -1.65840
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1899! 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
152.860 195.970 .11665 -.02261 .21133 -.16474 .01632 -.01292 10.09200 10.08800 -9.03220 -1.78290
,=_ ==n 95.965 _"_ nxtnl .PlRI4 -.12491 .00769 -.OIOB5 10.01700 10.04100 -8.96000 -1.73240
151.240 -4.I9! .14921 -.00127 .20661 -.I0745 .05025 -.01737 10.05900 9.90460 -9.00360 -1..58650
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19001 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
v r_ rl M KA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.........................................200.070 .20500 .00593 .22949 -.10548 .04133 -.01343 10.00200 i0.04000 -8.94510 -I.73120
200.410 195.930 .22820 .00333 .21416 -.17352 .01123 -.01254 9.99250 10.07200 -8.93420 -1.75850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42. AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 282
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT634) ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 iN. YT ALPHAS - 2.000 BETA9 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I901/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.3!4 -4.084 .05756 -.04769 .]888! -,12424 ,02598 -_0]!68 9,94970 _0.0!600 -8.89320 -!.6Bg!O
99.849 95.90? .03592 -.05066 .i9365 -,17167 ,01222 -_01032 9.$8280 10.0i700 -8.92690 -i.67950
99 568 195.820 .01f78 -.05139 .t937! -.180]5 .01482 -.01016 9.98?40 ]0.01800 -8.92640 -!,qI]O0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I902/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
152,070 196.000 .05859 -.03737 .20128 -.17633 .01384 -.01134 10.06800 10.01500 -9.00080 -1.69000
150.310 95.762 .06912 -.03610 .20753 -.15935 .0066} -.00926 8.99120 I0.01200 -8.93100 -1.67850
151.040 -4.408 .09128 -.02506 .20577 -.10599 .02759 -.01124 10.03400 9.90710 -8.96820 -I.56290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1903/ 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.740 -4.184 .15333 -.00487 .20205 -.09162 ,0302I -.01158 10.08900 9.99500 -9.02520 -1.84950
Z00.400 95.755 .I6582 -.01583 .21475 -.I4604 .00848 -.00994 9.99330 10.00600 -8.93160 -1.66450
199.560 195.740 • .I5326 -.02039 .20495 -.16921 .00699 -.01131 9.9?570 10.04500 -8.91080 -I.70800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT635) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
_n nnnn c_ _T VMOD |_Q_ n_N I_I VT AI DWA in _ DfTA in _nnS_EF = L_._ .............. _ iv.vvv
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = |0.000 8ETAB - 14.000
BREF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC " 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 927/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.040 -2,210 .I5657 -.04831 .145t9 -.lIiBI -.01444 -.00925 9.99300 10.01400 -.4922t 4.25860
-.284 97.715 .15?50 -.04745 .16006 -.I0596 -.01662 -.00884 9,98960 10.00800 -.48415 4.27900
.I26 197.740 .14928 -.04228 .15841 -.13289 -.00748 -,01109 9.99180 10.02000 -.50009 4.24260
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE !2 OCT 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE _B3
IA142, G/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6351 { I2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF = 1290.5000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 842.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 928/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.060 197.720 .09887 -.03925 .17466 -.10777 -.00767 -.00334 9.94310 9.98710 -.44765 4.25660
51.438 97.657 .14920 -.04131 .I5077 -.09302 -,02141 -.00867 10.04800 I0.02500 -.54327 4.25980
49.958 -2.373 .14468 -.04440 .13690 -.09957 -.02001 -.00799 9.98760 I0.01400 -.48669 4,2BI00
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 929/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.5LI -2.389 .12018 -.03396 .13579 -.09713 -.02386 -.OOBO0 9.98380 I0.01900 -.48727 4.24830
100.130 97.745 .13233 -.03195 .]4505 -.09130 -.02396 -.00859 10.00200 L0.00700 -.50049 4.27470
98.c_30 197.800 ._9282 -,03_6£ ._6_E9 -.£2_02 -.G_540 -.00027 9.93330 10.02700 -.43709 4.24810
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 930/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
200.730 197.860 .11574 -.0293B .16193 -.I0733 -.02720 -.00740 10.03400 10.02800 -.53046 4.25980
200.730 97.787 .12741 -.03139 .14113 -.11561 m.03027 --.0056_ 10.01200 10.02900 --.51883 4,24930
199.750 --2.402 .12335 --.02996 .13979 --.11802 --.02633 --.00664 9.99140 10.00300 ".49667 4.26970
GRADIENT .00000 *DDDDO .DOODD .DD00D .ODDDO .DO00D .0D000 .00000 "00000 oeOGee
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB3BJ ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT_ XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB = 14,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 iN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC _ J295.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 963/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.920 97.BI1 .12314 -.05514 .13751 -,UB315 -,U_3C -.uu4_u lu,ul3uu _.u_uou -.uo_wl w,wEwou
-l.B03 197.330 .08294 -.05122 .17013 -.07900 -.Ol?BB -.O00BI 9.92480 9.97870 -.B5311 4.44380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 284
IA142. OlET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB jETS ON (OVTB3B) ( 12 OCT 77- )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - I0.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 964/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.496 I97.600 .06746 -.05552 .16626 -.07430 -.02009 -.00043 9.99130 10.00500 -.90956 4.40880
51._2 _ 97.525 .09752 -.047!2 .]399! -.09505 -.03445 -.00433 ]0.04400 !0.02400 -.95908 4.38830
49.514 -2.281 .09686 -.05558 .13241 -.09036 -.02873 -.00552 9.97740 I0.03100 -.88660 4.37]60
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 955/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.597 -2.562 .OB201 -.04739 .14127 -.07238 -.02984 -.00439 9.98440 9.98740 -.89360 4.41480
99.802 97.579 .06631 -.03820 .14531 -.06318 -.03187 -.00425 9.98940 9.99940 -.90148 4.40600
99.639 197.700 .08172 -.04461 .16332 -,05441 -.02788 -.00139 9.98830 9.99410 -,88778 4.40500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 966/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.1BO 197.680 .10665 -,03206 .15459 -.09677 -.02768 -.00208 10.03500 lO.OBIO0 -.93195 4.35510
200.120 97.593 .09982 -.03025 .14328 -.09259 -.03090 -.00226 9.99060 10.00500 -.89569 4.41560
I99.590 -2.292 .I0022 -,03620 .14564 -.09703 -.01125 -.00637 9.98080 9.97230 -.88259 4.44390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 ,O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT637) { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
_REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = o0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 10.00O 8ETAB = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 200.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 999/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.597 -2.510 .08565 -.07100 .13292 -.07552 -.02824 -.00303 10.00700 9.99440 -I.]B5IO 4.48710
.506 97.573 .09428 -.OB2IB .13385 -.04390 -.03474 .00045 10.0t700 9.98300 -1.13950 4.50890
-.070 197.590 .08816 -.04612 .1669! -,01537 -.02830 .00134 10.01900 9.95610 -I.13670 4.53620




DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 285
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (OVT637) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIJ DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - I09?.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - I0.000 BETAB - 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 200.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1000/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.430 I97.710 .05053 -.05251 .16515 -.07499 -.02137 -.00139 9.94590 10.06800 -1.06070 4.41210
50.913 97.563 .07383 -.05107 .14230 -.04969 -.03518 -.00306 10.02600 10.00900 -I.13880 4.45880
49,605 -2.428 .07278 -.06045 .14167 -.06688 -.0263I -.0027I 9.97170 IO.OIO00 -1.08290 4.46320
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. fOOl/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.610 -2.514 .09642 -.05670 .14120 -.06108 -.01609 -.00548 10.02400 9.98120 -1.12940 4.49230
100.710 97.750 .11623 -.05298 .13296 -.06109 -.02794 -.00459 10.01600 I0.04500 -I.12260 4.42050
98.461 197.640 .07339 -.04613 .15805 -.03073 -.03073 .00071 9,95050 9.98540 -1.05690 4.4B520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1002/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.170 197.680 .09938 -.03037 .15605 -.08247 -.03462 .00053 I0.04800 10.07400 -I.14810 4.41930
200.070 97.669 .10179 -.02884 .14750 -.07506 -.02741 -.00276 10.00600 9.99020 -I.10420 4.49840
199.960 -2.39I .I1272 -.03914 .14976 -.07024 -.00022 -.00866 9.98470 9.94440 -l.OB4BO 4.55160
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB38) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA : |0.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = ,_n_ 7nhn I_irucc VMpm = Offnh IN YT ALPHAB IO.O00 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC " 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 9311 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
v rkl rim CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.OOB I00.440 .09127 -.04750 ;5T36 -,I9649 161457 -1667a? 9.98910 I0.0]100 -.50885 2.21460
-.802 200.600 .07045 -.04363 .15516 -.26806 .01833 -.01512 8.97400 10.08600 -.48742 2.11420
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE t2 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 286
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT638) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0,000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = IO.O00 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 932/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.61Z 200.610 .07520 -,04460 ,15i38 -.26582 .0||86 -.0i766 9.995q0 10.02700 -.49609 2.!9590
51.046 100.560 .12239 -.05848 .t4049 -.19815 .00553 -.00897 10.02200 9.94730 -.52279 2.29750
50.083 .32_ .13272 -.05029 .13751 -.08799 -.GO007 -.00791 9.99660 I0.01500 -.49732 2.29800
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 933/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.383 .394 .I2703 -.05286 .14004 -.09564 .00005 -.00829 9.98I}0 lO.OIBO0 -.47181 2.30050
99.852 100.420 .I1576 -.05789 .14574 -.21233 .00538 -.01235 9.98770 I0.00700 -.4807! 2.26970
99.244 200.480 .08355 -.04653 .14806 -.26094 .0]432 -.01939 9.97590 I0.04300 -,46855 2.21030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 934/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.450 200.470 .13173 -.04735 .16172 -.23838 .01266 -.01827 10.03300 9.98540 -.53246 2.33120
200.620 100.420 .14013 -.05699 .16149 -.19472 .00183 -.01261 9.98480 9.95270 -.50904 2.36200
200,400 .382 .17401 -.05563 .15029 -.13664 -.00147 -.01020 10.03200 9.95300 -.52924 2.38110
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
IAI42, O/ET NtSRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT639) ( I2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 8590.0000 5QoFT, XMRP = i097.0000 iN. XT ALPHA m I0o000 BETA " tg. OOO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB" ID.O00 BETAB " ]d. O00
8REF I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 460.0000 IN. ZT Y " I00.000 JET PC " 1225.000
CPAi _ _ _|nN M&PU _ _ _Nn
RUN NO. 967/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALPA DBETA
.546 .437 .05637 =.07725 ,13480 _.13324 ,00255 -.01139 10.00200 10.02100 -.92842 2.42690
-.597 100.410 .03L_7 -,07246 .15003 -.19292 -.00470 -.01015 9.97370 10.09400 -.90946 2.88150
-1.069 200.450 .00803 -.06658 .16076 -.21934 .00254 -.01352 9.96820 I0.02700 -.89326 2.34060
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 97 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 287
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT639) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB - 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .OIOD MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 9BBl 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.3II 200.460 -.00364 -.0B124 .16659 -.19181 .ooBgB -.01253 9.98080 9.97200 -.B9562 2.40970
51.304 I00.450 .04209 -.07144 .I5073 -.I9369 -.00936 -.00999 10.02800 10.04600 -.94702 2.35120
49.838 .342 .04727 m.07195 .14273 --.12062 .00732 --.01172 9.99200 I0.00500 --,90914 2.44370
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 969/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = _5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.680 .143 .10484 -,06B08 .15219 -.OSglO -.00160 -.OOBB4 10.05400 9.99130 -.96596 2.45300
99.931 100.490 .0448B -.06317 .16343 -.1978B -.0100B -.00974 9.98740 I0.00_00 -.8937B 2._tB90
99.387 200.510 .02394 -.05522 .16633 -.20008 .00083 -.OllBB 9.98760 9.99370 -.88982 2.410"70
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 970/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X ON CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DOETA
199.660 200.430 .13036 -.03319 .17232 -.IB688 -.00277 -.01142 9.98640 10.00300 -.88977 2.44050
200.800 100.330 .15524 -,03537 .17366 -.16315 -.01681 -.0OBB3 10.01500 10.01300 -.92431 2.45240
200.960 .600 .20t93 -.0328B .1702B -.Z0488 -.00745 -.00389 10.04400 9.93330 -.93551 2.52660
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DiET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT540) { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - |0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRR = .O00O IN. YT ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 10031 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00J 5.00
7 v r_ _I M CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.92B 100.470 .00352 -.08098 .IBO?? 16454 -.00871 -.0086B 10.04000 10.05700 -I.IB220 2.41BlO
-1,977 200.380 -.03812 -,07031 .17177 -.IBBBB .00160 -.OIIOO 9.96510 10.02600 -I.07560 B.415BO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 288
IA142o O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT640) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB ]2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1004/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
mn = e 200.540 - .17450 -..74!0 n_ ,..... 7_ .02564 -.05492 , _7= _ _ _
.0 .... -._7_ l_._08uu 9.98330 -1.ii820 2.47650
50.87'? 100.300 .00037 -.0'7055 .17251 -.[5688 -.00898 -.00875 10.00400 10.00900 -1.12290 2.47190
48.445 ,864 -,05594 -.06100 .16776 -,16409 .0t637 -.0_489 9.94930 9.99790 -1.05730 2.510_0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10051 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.500 .280 .08591 -.06434 .15755 -.10176 .01026 -.01075 10.02800 10.00300 -1.13910 2.50980
99.675 100.510 .05646 -.06542 .17484 -.16952 -.01010 -.OlOIB 9.99330 I0.02700 -1.08620 2.45060
99. I90 200.400 .01527 -.0586l .17415 -.16667 -.00971 -.00845 9.97080 10.00600 -1.06990 2.47400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1006/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.800 200.430 .16214 -.02533 .18295 -.i5736 -.00577 -.00796 9.98q70 10.01100 -1.08720 2.49320
200.320 I00.450 .17721 -.02632 .19903 -.13585 -.00909 -.00870 9.99690 10.00100 -I.09950 2.52340
199.600 .370 .18506 -.01354 .17680 -.0764B .02079 -.00958 9.98650 I0.00400 -I.09IBD 2.52350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVT641) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
CB_ = o=nn nnnn ca E_ vwom = ,nn_ ,_,, ,_, v_ ALPHA iO 000 .... tO OOO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - I0.000 BETAB - 12.000
BREF I280.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4_500
RUN NO. 935/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.047 .504 _12479 -.03730 .150!? -.I0149 -.00316 -.01167 9.99460 10.00900 -.49302 2.29470
.181 100.540 .1387B -.03934 .15879 -.08859 -.00474 -.00954 10.00200 10.00100 -.49950 2.30980
-1.24B 200.490 .09440 -.04112 .16803 -.17960 .00460 -.00754 9.94230 10.09400 -.45362 2.12830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA|42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 299
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT641} ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZNRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 936/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.730 200.370 .I0495 -.05175 .I553_ -,19512 .00225 -.00737 g.98420 tO.GG_GO -._50 2.21030
50.409 100,420 .1046I -.03894 .15696 -,09919 -.00107 -.00705 10.01000 9.91050 -.51274 2.38260
50,498 ,406 .11901 -.03627 .14449 -,08606 -.01185 -.00983 10.01400 10.02200 -.5118| 2.27790
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 937/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.765 .372 .I1149 -.03388 .14062 -,08519 -.01631 -.00820 9.99390 I0.01700 -.49119 2.27260
99,163 100.430 .09558 -.03164 .15436 -.07243 -.01029 -,00577 9,97650 9.98340 -._5790 2.32430
99.902 200.480 .I0402 -.05006 .15404 -.21719 -.00253 -.00754 9.98740 10.00100 -.48991 2.27200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 938/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.080 200,500 .08665 -.03623 .16099 -.IBB3I -.00380 -.00975 9.99340 9.95840 -.51039 2.35220
200.820 I00.390 .I2285 -.03562 .15006 -.10737 -.01605 -.00590 I0.03200 9.96780 -.53422 2.33850
200.380 .402 .I3621 -.03539 .14515 -,t2045 -.01559 -.00681 I0.01200 I0.02600 -.51337 2.26190
GRADfENF .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB42) { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XI'1RP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = ,=an,.._._70_A...... .........tNr_F_ YMR_ = ODOO_ IN. YT ALPHAB= IO.O00 BETAS - 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 97I/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
7 v r_ CIM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.55I i00330 12 0 -05054 147B, -:6  4T -01553 -.00490 IO.04BOO  :40 26
.104 200.530 .0418B -.05283 .16550 -.19561 -.00473 -.OIlO0 8.99280 10.00200 -.92114 2.374]0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 290
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT642) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB = 12,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 9721 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.510 200.390 .04617 -.06869 .15880 -.19446 -.01033 -.01011 9.98740 10.01800 -.90539 2.39610
48.854 i00.490 .04383 -.05086 .15992 -.06962 -.01434 -.0038q 9 95820 .In.......n_nn - ........#_oo _ 4_RB_nn
50,832 .308 .07354 -.05772 .14605 -.08925 -.01722 -.00501 10.01500 10.03100 -.93282 2.39810
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 973/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.365 .415 .05785 -.05174 ,15177 -.09859 -.01387 -.00629 9.98330 10.01300 -.894_4 2.41430
I01.160 100.330 .09303 -.04500 .I5318 -.05098 -.01894 -.00236 10.03400 9.96520 -.94071 2.45720
100.370 200.500 .06304 -.07253 .15424 -.20335 -.01584 -.00883 10.00300 10.01500 -.92060 2.43130
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 974/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.360 200.530 .I0591 -.05148 .16467 -.19629 -.00813 -.01264 10.07300 9.98100 -1.00640 2.50810
200.570 100.400 .13475 -.03443 .|5405 -.11556 -.OlBl9 -.00410 10.05500 9.94060 -.95516 2.51480
200.090 .410 .14880 -.04350 .16079 -.07459 -.00873 -.00448 9.98310 9.94090 -.88'518 2.51430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT643) ( 12 OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRICDATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = lO.OOO BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 10.000 BETAB : 12.000BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I007/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
.694 .398 .05506 -.06799 .14990 -.08628 -.00915 -,00705 10.00400 10.01800 -1.12220 2.48330
.679 100.250 .07070 -.06015 .|5061 -.06344 -.00635 -.00584 I0.02100 9.97220 -l.1416O 2.53970
.459 200.410 .00372 -.06661 .16522 -.18B2B -.00904 -.01174 10.00200 9.98920 -1.12900 2.46570
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 ;00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 291
IA142, O/IT H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB431 ( 12 OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= I0.000 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. IT Y - 150.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I008/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.955 200.410 .02539 -.07773 .I5673 -.I8686 -.01478 -.00899 9.99740 ln. OIgO0 -I.11260 2.46390
50.541 100.360 .05936 -.05276 .15672 -.04491 -.02094 -.00417 10.01200 9.99710 -I.12460 2,50390
49.844 .346 .06477 -.05867 .15537 -.08455 .00053 -.00800 9,98240 !0.00900 -1.09330 2.48410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I009/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.110 .398 .07227 -.05104 .15490 -.07534 -.00632 -.00773 10.01100 10.01600 -1.11520 2.48110
100.360 100.340 .07764 -.04856 .I5169 -.07880 -.01428 -,00207 10.01100 10.03300 -I.11740 2.46120
99.871 200.570 .03627 -.07691 .15878 -.18583 -.01649 -.0065_ 9.98730 10o01100 -1.I0050 2.50080
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 :00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I010/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.940 200.610 .11073 -.04889 .17141 -.t9649 -.01359 -.01103 9.99580 10.00600 -1.11390 2.54410
201.070 100.330 .14490 -.02846 .16442 -.10782 -.02546 -.00177 10.06800 9.93690 -1.16200 2.58530
200.140 .275 .18090 -.03908 .16781 -.06897 .00549 -.00668 9.98950 9.90040 -I.08820 2.63510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/IT N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT644) { !2 OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA • lO.OOO BETA • 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 10.000 BETAS = 10.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 939/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1796 99_879 .05919 -.05504 .1469B -.15838 .03094 -.0t443 10.00600 9.92350 -.52906 ,24954
.493 199.930 .0700G -.05010 .14188 -.15708 .03182 -.01554 10.01500 I0.00900 -.53818 .16479
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 292
IAI4@, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB44} ( I@ OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690,0000 SO,FT. XMRP - |097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA - IO,O00 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 10.000 BETAB lO.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 940/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.343 200_OOn .09257 -.05506 .i3988 -.i5ii4 .027]3 -.01535 i0.00900 iO.OiiO0 -.52797 .i7017
49.789 100.090 .10304 -.06318 .14729 -.15205 .02636 -.01391 9,98710 10.0]300 -.50320 .16850
49.52I -.207 .08703 -.05420 .15076 -.13635 .02717 -.01183 9.98740 9.98740 -.49485 .19486
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 941/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.61_ -.165 .15321 -.05231 .15968 -.I0825 .03445 -.01186 10.06300 9.95990 -.55615 .23545
99.30I 99.924 .12836 -.05286 .15793 -.13466 .03673 -.01386 9.9664a 10.03700 -.47015 .15822
IO0,OGO 199.960 .11381 -.04265 .]5359 -.I3539 .03087 -.01453 9.99930 10.02400 -.50804 .16628
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 942/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT _NTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.400 199.990 .2314I -.01928 .i6923 -.15237 .01917 -.01236 9.97680 I0.00500 -.46990 .2088I
200.740 99.949 .25852 -.01567 .17587 -.16559 .02706 -.01368 iO.02IO0 10.00900 -.51014 .21819
199.910 -.I1B .26627 -.02164 .IS401 -.14397 .01794 -,01261 _.°9550 10.00800 -.47180 .22909
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00JO .00000 .OOUO0 .00000 .0OOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTS45] { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = ]097.0000 IN. X1 ALPHA = iO.O00 8EiA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= IO.O00 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - I225.000
._=uv ............
RUN NO. 9751 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
-.3I| .065 -.00669 -,08759 .15565 -.18912 .02602 =.O1BB4 9.97090 IO.OIO00 -.89454 .34018
1.527 99.932 .01320 -.06447 .16183 -.16009 .02148 -.OI5BB 10.04300 9.99130 -.97513 .34550
.402 199.990 .02859 -.068_9 .15820 -.14641 .01740 -.01368 10.00200 10.00300 -.93812 .33449
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
xI
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAt4B, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 293
IAI4Bo O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB45) ( IB OCT 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA P_RANETRlC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.OOO BETA - IO.OOO
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB- ID.ODO BETAS = IO.OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE .0100 MACH = 4.600
RUN NO. 97G/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,522 199.980 .01926 -.OBIB3 .17464 -,13w_6 ,01863 -.01289 9,99140 9-99050 -.91936 .35984
51.282 99.90! .06436 -.06175 .16425 -.[4w14 .01405 -.01471 10.04500 ]0.03300 -.96455 .3BlI2
48.407 -.117 .02822 -.07169 .16373 -.18831 .01666 -.01830 9.93550 10.05200 -.8524I .30737
GRADIENT .00000 ,OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 977/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
99.629 .051 .I0002 -.04684 .16808 -.1661B .03007 -.01B44 9.98250 IO.OlO00 -.B9412 .3588B
IO0.3eO 9_.£45 .t0_39 -.G_273 .t7362 -._2t_5 .G£052 -.GI373 IO.O06OO 9,98280 -.92183 ,37883
99.I32 199.970 .07913 -.0409! .17884 -.13002 .02086 -,01325 9.96250 10.02000 -.88387 .33475
GRAOIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOO00 .OOOO0 ,00000 o00000
RUN NO. 9'78/ O RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
198,680 200.I00 .34185 .01882 .19613 -.1888B -.00057 -.01135 9.95170 I0.02400 -.86348 .35296
201.370 99.922 .36926 .03453 .20435 -.18978 .00335 -.Oil]8 I0.04400 9.99980 -.95730 .37194
J99,9_0 -.069 .3_D_6 .02783 .I5473 -.03927 .D6403 -.Ol_95 9.99090 9.999S0 -.89801 .37540
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .O000O .OO000 .GO000 .00000
IAI42, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB4B) ( IE OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - ]0.800 BETA - lO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 iN. YT ALPHA8 - IO.O00 BETAS = !O.OOO
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = I600.000
SCALE = .(;100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. lOIll 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
...... _J _LI _I AI _UA O_TA hal _A _TA
.500 99.908 .00593 -.09104 .16077 -.IS750 .01744 -.01414 lO.Ol900 10.05000 -I.13498 ,37042
1.346 I99.930 .02250 -.07606 .16040 -.15183 .00964 -.OIBO8 lO.041OO 10.00600 -I.16910 ,40817
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .OOO00 .OOOCO .OOOO0 .O000O .00000
DATE 12 OCT ?? IA142, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 294
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (0VT646) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10,000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 iN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB - 10,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 10121 0 RN/L = ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.595 ................_nn 020 00757 -.060_9 17_7_ -.!_250 0!660 - n_ !0.00200 9.99980 _,..,_,_,=_n .43209
5i.0i6 99.9i6 .04929 -,06627 .i6978 -.i4964 .01602 -.0i503 i0.02600 _0.01800 -].14050 .41082
49,517 -.093 .03572 -.07052 .16299 -.I'7171 .02985 -.02077 9.97690 10,00600 -!.09230 .4399B
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 10131 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.700 -.I00 .13630 -.04558 .15124 -.08567 .05857 -.02104 10.01100 9.98600 -1.12330 .46253
99.940 99.73q .14275 -.05023 .16q91 -.10229 .03179 -.01566 9.98120 10.08400 -I.09470 .34754
98.426 199.980 .08923 -.04282 .18462 -.12639 .02109 -.0!329 9.94470 10.06300 -1.06260 .38678
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1014/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200-680 I99.990 .39903 .03822 ,19559 -.23691 -.00309 -.01227 10.00700 |0.02300 -I.120t0 .42909
199.710 99.932 .38028 .04293 .21532 -.0752B -.05191 -.00627 9.98290 10.06800 -1.10120 .37046
199.930 -.157 .35547 .04002 .1548I -.03219 .06148 -.01492 9.99150 10.00200 -I.09950 .43?59
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVT647) ( 12 OCT ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
lv.uuu
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. Y] ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 943/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.I2B -.OtS .09342 -.05983 .14596 -.1985| .00BI2 -.00814 9.98090 9.99080 -_50375 ,20004
-I.|52 99.998 .0499B -.04273 .15930 -,26248 .02310 -.01614 9.9?330 10.04900 -.48854 .1198B
-.044 200.020 .05135 -.04727 .14009 -.21734 .01499 -.01284 9.99080 9.98000 -.50381 .ISI41
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 295
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB4?) I IB OCT ?? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - IO.O00 BETAB - IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 944/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - °5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.217 200.050 .03914 -.0435i .14730 -.17296 .01856 -.01093 9.BB2lO 9.95670 -._8199 .23454
50.374 99.962 .05916 -.04634 .15954 -.23600 .02183 -.01754 9.99820 10.07200 -.49907 .11773
50.663 -.I09 .08928 -.06002 .i4560 -.21725 ,00580 -.00994 IO.OOiO0 10.02300 -.50289 .i6825
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9451 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.310 -.035 .11024 -.05916 .15898 -.20878 .00744 -.01228 10.00900 9.99310 -.49963 .23754
99.359 99.989 .0817B -.04603 .16710 -.22285 .01694 -.01890 9.98400 10.00600 -.47653 .2II63
99.085 200,090 .05576 -.04706 .15i44 -.17152 .02247 -.01436 9.97290 9.94180 -.46525 .25641
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 945/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.990 199.900 .15157 -.0340I .18412 -.16585 .02171 -.01465 9.99510 I0.01200 -.48550 .22397
200.500 100.080 .16396 -.03035 .17424 -.21808 .01939 -.01882 I0.00900 I0,07900 -.50666 .]8633
200.590 .040 .19406 -.04320 .16926 -.19498 .00928 -.01317 10.00200 10.00900 -.50693 .27721
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVT6481 ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA © I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP -0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETAB - 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 979/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 Y KN CIH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.792 99.937 -.00879 -.07847 .]6719 {9396 .0042! -16{6T6 6167336 {6_6i466 -_65367 .33941
.539 199.960 .00105 -.06632 .15858 -,17071 .01510 -.00950 10.02500 9.96210 -.94860 .39148
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 296
IA148, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (OVTB48) ( 12 OCT 77 I
R[FERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP : 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA IO.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = I0,000 BETAS IO.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 980/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.803 199.860 .03336 -.0657i .i_654 -.13861 .OI2_O --.01152 I0.02300 9.97850 -_.94404 .37871
50.171 99.998 .0127i -.06969 .17239 -._9758 .00169 -.01095 9.99630 9.99740 -.91092 .36813
50.i93 -.155 .01729 _.0S760 .IBl07 -.18234 .00520 -.01279 9.99390 9.99350 -.9118I .3820_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9811 0 RNIL= 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
102.240 -.089 .08795 -.05477 .18942 -.16809 -.00066 -.01150 10.08200 lO.O0000 -.99103 .39410
98.706 100.030 .0529! -.06245 .17383 -.17067 -.00154 -.01088 9.95050 I0.01700 -.85819 .373]3
|01.090 199.860 .07469 -.05169 .17935 -.11108 .01315 -.01114 10.02900 9.90950 -.94543 .46257
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 982/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.760 200.040 .22492 -.01475 .19094 -.13378 .01007 -.00908 9.98640 10.01800 -.89175 .37999
200.310 99.840 .23312 -.00949 .20746 -.12841 .01527 -.01130 I0.00400 9.98940 -.91053 .41703
200.400 -.229 .24601 -.00751 .20795 -.08446 ,01310 -.00915 10.01000 9.96460 -.91868 .44675
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT649I ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP i097.0000 iN. XT ALPHA - i0.000 BETA = i0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- IO.O00 BETAB - I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
c_^, r = nlnn MACH = 4.58_
RUN NO. lOI51 0 RNIL = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.536 .015 -°00379 -.09551 .15789 -.12126 .00919 -.01287 9.96260 IO.Ol800 -I.08150 .46133
.013 99.915 -.0295I -.07973 .17550 -.I9517 -.00322 -.00983 9.99850 10.00700 -1.|2410 .42018
-.700 I99.770 -.05719 -.07142 .|7409 -.|5245 .01407 -.00986 9.97450 9,91530 -I.09650 .5|484
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEOC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 297
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB49I ( 12 OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - I0.008
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .DO00 IN. YT ALPHAB- I0,000 BETAB - I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC " |500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1016/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.872 199.880 .01246 -.06878 .18999 -.12539 .00112 -.01078 10.06700 10.00500 -I.17920 .43668
48.706 99.894 -.02540 -.07215 .18365 -.I7262 .00002 -.01058 9.94710 10.08500 -1.06000 .37960
51.130 -,i17 .00425 -.07019 .168!7 -.!4055 .0!7!3 -,01265 I0.02900 9,93440 -1.t4080 .54828
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10171 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.010 -.251 .11179 -.04831 .17505 -.14307 .01891 -.01418 9.98910 10.00800 -1.09880 .47097
100.090 99.899 .04994 -.06007 .I8595 -.15287 -.00171 -.00961 9.99880 10.00700 -I.10lBO .45109
iOI.O00 199.870 .06502 -.04749 .19231 -.11457 .01095 -,01072 I0.02700 9.94040 -1.I3810 .50549
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. lOiS/ 0 RN/L = !.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.530 199.900 .25103 -.00188 .20535 -.12778 .00776 -.00780 9.97720 10.00100 -1.08150 .46183
200.310 99.880 .25901 .00596 .21565 -.08229 .02029 -.01100 9.99680 10.03900 -1.10800 .41892
200.260 -,lib .26414 .00826 .19587 -.07357 .02929 -.01296 10.01000 9.98310 -I.12040 .48083
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT650) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10,000 BETA = 10.000
LREF !290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- I0.000 BETAB • 10.D00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = |00.000 JET PC = 6_2.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 9_7/ 0 RN/L " 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA - DBET{_
-.II3 99.95? .08713 -.04660 .15853 -.19472 .01525 -.00833 9.98860 10.00400 -.51069 .I9669
-.763 199.970 .06338 -.04257 .15877 -.26885 .01897 -.01564 9.97070 ;0.08700 -.48888 .08851
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAi42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE _B
IAI42. OIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT650) ( IB OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOOO IN, YT ALPHAB - 10.000 BETAB - IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 9481 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
uo _n 200.n_n .07337 -.0_637 15323 -.26630 .0_3_9 -.0!793 9.99630 !0.02000 -.50266 ,o_
50.873 99.823 .ii345 -.05684 .i4970 -.20342 .00739 -.00975 i0.01500 9.95050 -.52030 .27123
50.076 -.09l .)1097 -.03839 .14709 -.10182 .00931 -.00978 9.99240 10.00900 -.49646 .27800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9491 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5,00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,826 -.051 .I1925 -.04364 .14810 -.I0296 .00284 -.00837 9.99530 10.03000 -.49474 .25952
99.991 99.992 ,11780 -.05890 ,15119 -.21607 .OOBB9 -.01272 9.99060 10.01000 -.48976 .24165
99.076 199.970 .08083 -.04728 .I5_3 -.26669 .01670 -.02028 9.97290 |0.04900 -.47306 ,}8149
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9501 0 RN/L = Io54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.180 200.170 .11875 -.04372 .16685 -.24397 .01550 -.01977 10.03100 9.98970 -.53862 .30575
200.640 88.980 .13132 -.05283 .16384 -.20275 .01288 -.01380 9.98750 9.97290 -.51553 .33338
200.130 -.116 .15065 -.04345 .16250 -.14077 .00175 -.00986 10.02500 9.97030 -.52859 .32091
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT651) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
CD_ _ _0_ n_n_ _ _T YM_D INQ_ _n_ _ VT At i_kAa I_ NN_ OE'_& _ tn nnn
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETA6 = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = lO0,O00 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - _.500
RUN NO. 9831 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.245 -.056 .04GB3 -.06925 .15187 -,13114 -.00027 -.01037 8,995q0 |0.02700 -.S1972 .404_6
-.74B I00.000 .01944 -.06750 .15970 -.19004 -.00286 -.01088 B.96780 10.08200 -.90245 .2BB60
-.794 199.890 ,00447 -.07015 ,15476 -.BI?OB ,00526 -.01298 8.96?00 10.02000 -.89482 .33702
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 299
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT651) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PPRAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA - IO,O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 10.000 BETAB - 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y lO0.OOD JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 984/ Q RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.640 199.890 .01224 -.07019 .16526 -.19860 .01036 -.01161 9.99750 9.97410 -.90938 .39117
50.909 99.938 .03790 -.07342 .15436 -.19200 -.00885 -.00926 I0.01400 10.04200 -.93060 .34938
50.507 -.047 .04394 -.06652 .16049 -.12054 -.00263 -.00948 10.0i100 9.92040 -.93132 .5iOOB
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 985/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
100.800 -.198 .07523 -.06334 .t730! -.11162 -.00209 -.00672 I0.02600 9.99880 -.94277 .42738
100.270 I00.070 .05982 -.06841 ,16674 -.19711 -.01081 -.00820 10.00400 10.00700 -.81364 .40374
99.059 199,860 .02844 -.06124 .16940 -.I9860 ,00312 -.01026 9.97350 9.97860 -.87989 .41429
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 986/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.420 200.100 .13242 -.03562 .18053 -.20026 .00096 -.01202 9.98010 10.01200 -.BB?3? .4|463
200.770 99.791 .15042 -.03410 .18283 -.16655 -.01239 -.00869 10.01500 10.00100 -.93076 .450t9
199.250 -.158 .17462 -.02997 .18852 -.11545 .00817 -.00660 9.97400 I0.01600 -.87335 .42523
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
|A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON _OVTB52) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = I0.000
,_ n 7nnn I_ruCC YMPD ROA_ IN YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = ISO0.O00
SCALE = .0100 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. IOI91 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
v e_ r) M r8 KY GYN CRL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-".......... ......................
.108 99.929 .00365 -, -:i7648 -:00536 -:00926 9.99970 10.01600 -I.12950 :4;T67
-.569 200.OtO -.0t384 -.07525 .16983 -.18357 .00002 -.01024 9.97?30 10.00500 -1.10340 .42792
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 300
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB52) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2590,0000 SO.FT, XMRP - I097-0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10-000 BETA - !0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - ]0.000 BETAB - 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT ¥ = I00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I0201 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_9.297 !99.960 -.031_4 -.06509 .i8032 -.17664 .00225 -.00852 9.98320 9.996i0 -].09420 .44435
50.946 99.904 .00563 -.0748B .I7509 -.17363 -.01049 -.00823 IO.OIlO0 10.03500 -|.12480 .42225
49.609 -.224 -.024k5 -.05870 .18_2[ -.I1310 .0063_ -.00957 9.98590 9.90280 -l.10iBO .58213
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I021/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.580 -.098 -.00343 -.04705 .19647 -.11949 .00680 -.00902 10.03100 10.02000 -1.13740 .46776
100.250 99.942 .04201 -.06205 .18611 -.16396 -.01407 -.00830 I0.00300 10.01400 -1.IIO?O .45754
99.287 199.940 .02474 -.06'24 .17778 -.16752 -.00386 -.00752 9.98560 9.98990 -1.08710 .47414
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I0221 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.720 199.970 .t8270 -.03246 .18717 -.15919 -:00176 -.00753 9.98240 10.00900 -1.08290 .47828
199.240 99.808 .15088 -.02050 .21008 -.13131 -.00770 -.00764 9.96850 9.99360 -I.07260 .51077
199.420 -.207 .18419 -.01423 .20904 -.07237 .01625 -.00931 9.97500 9.99950 -1.08290 .51031
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SR85 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT653) { 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. X1 ALPHA = i0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = lO.O00 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZI'IRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
r_J, r _Inn MA_ _ _0 N
RUN NO. 9511 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.350 -3.9S7 .04544 -.06251 .I5303 -.20980 .01440 -,01223 9.97440 I0.03800 -.49404 -I.BBTIO
.841 95.964 .06420 -.06248 .I4722 -.16695 .03462 -.01502 I0.01300 9.91540 -.54349 -1.73950
.393 195.870 .07248 -.05528 .14592 -.16285 .03421 -.01567 10.01200 10.00900 -.54194 -1.83070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
'/
DATE i2 OCT q7 IA142, AEDC V_|A-K|A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 301
IAt42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT653) ( I2 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = lO.O00 BETA = |0o000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = lO.O00 BETAB = B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO, 952/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.196 195.070 .09853 -.05390 .14313 -.16143 .03148 -.01668 10.01700 10.01400 -.53975 -1.84010
49.609 95,944 .08781 -.06165 .14963 -.16382 .03304 -.01670 9.97370 10.01000 -.49508 -1.83350
49.723 -4.150 .08492 -.05571 .15762 -.14822 .03383 -.01315 9.99380 9.98820 -.50685 -1.81140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 953/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I01,230 -4,152 .13658 -.05124 .17018 -.13216 .03992 -.01463 10.05000 9.98250 -.54778 -I.78780
99,249 95.91I .I1089 -.05328 .16502 -.t5232 .03948 -.01481 9.96430 10.03600 -.46918 -1.83890
I00.220 195.990 .I0253 -.04269 .15788 -.14432 .03551 -.01523 10.00700 10.00400 -.51899 -I.81140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 =00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 854/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.420 196.030 .21502 -.01942 .17060 -.I6790 .01862 -,01317 9.98050 IO.Ol?O0 -.48422 -I.80770
200,640 96.035 .23677 -.01446 .lTS8S -.18782 .02231 -.01488 10.01900 10.02500 -.49858 -1.80840
200.220 -4.049 .25618 -.02029 .18682 -.17854 .02882 -.01580 9.99700 9.98940 -.47210 -1.76310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT5541 I 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 50.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA • I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = !290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = lO.O00 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = I525.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 987/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 y KN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2.634 95.906 .04649 -.06976 _i6186 -.14676 .01764 -.01_9_ 10.07800 9.96520 -1.01850 -I.63340
-.248 195.950 .03916 -.06991 .15800 -.14423 .01676 -.01464 9.98340 I0.00900 -.92669 -|.67430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 97 IAI42, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 302
IA142, D/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BDTH SRB JETS DN {DVT654) t 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP ]097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ 10.000 BETA _ iO.O00
LREF ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 10.000 BETA8 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ,000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 988/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
40.Bug 195.960 .01298 -.06_26 184}7 -.i3934 ,0|887 -.01370 9.9627n In nnlnn -.BgSBI -_.SS2vu
51.084 95.719 .05950 -.06561 ,17139 -.14704 .00857 -.01283 10.03900 I0.03800 -.95907 -I,69630
48.497 -4.114 .01S23 -.0_25B .]8955 -.1845G ,00678 -.01260 9,94280 t0.05800 -.8B12B -1.70740
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN ND, 989/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.717 -4.150 .11595 -.04063 .19255 -.15705 .01897 -.01275 8.98240 lO.OllO0 -.B8700 -1.65330
99.467 95.841 .I0129 -.04464 .18329 -.13362 .02187 -.01315 9.97340 9.97490 -,8812B -1.62800
99.082 196,090 .oqtt7 -.04477 ,18486 -,14521 .02508 -.01335 9.95960 10.01900 -.B7502 -l.67200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9901 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.750 i95.990 .31829 .01782 .20218 -,19367 .01072 -.01193 9.95520 9.99520 -,B604O -1.62740
201.1GO 95.942 .34489 .03]04 .20995 -.20263 .OOlBI -.0103B 10,04100 lO.0350G -.94577 -l.B6570
199.900 -4.159 .31863 .02619 .16650 -.0458I .06109 -.01444 9.99260 9.99880 -.89434 -1.62870
DRAD!ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVT655) ( I2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
on_r _ 2850.0000 SO.FT. ^n_r i097.0000 iN. XT ALPHA " IO.O00 BETA - I0,000
LREF ;290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB " I0.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF 1250.3000 XNCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OlOO _A_ = ,. _
RUN NO. I023/ 0 RN/L = I_54 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5°00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALP,IA BETA DALFA DBETA
-2.I6B -4.003 -.05892 -.OBBAB .17744 _.15483 .01806 -.01281 9.90530 9.98230 -1.03490 -I,55780
.987 86.130 -.0266B -.0845I .16852 -.IBBIB .OOBl5 -.OlBO| |0.03400 10.06000 -l. IBllO -I.6498G
1.288 195.870 -.00744 -.06862 .17927 -.14740 .0122B -.0132B |0.03800 9.97860 -|.17480 -I.5737G
6RADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 303
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT655) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .DO00 IN. YT ALPHAB - 10.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - 1600.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I0241 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.079 196.040 .00413 -.06211 .18491 -.15598 .01584 -.01252 I0.01100 10.01400 -1.13580 -1.60070
50.479 95.910 .02550 -.06380 .18517 -.15191 .00410 -.01224 10.00300 10.03400 -I.12370 -1.62210
49.685 -4.252 .00919 -.05864 .19302 -.15705 .01508 -.0]405 9.97390 9.97980 -1.09640 -1.54590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I025/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98,849 -4.006 .07738 -.02652 .i9680 -.II552 .04972 -.01581 9.96540 I0,00500 -I.08210 -1.65510
99.951 95.916 .09111 -.03925 .t9434 -.12420 .02137 -.01299 9.97630 10.08600 -1,09410 -1.66550
99.517 195.800 .07722 -.04078 .19733 -.13932 .02471 -.01268 9.97910 10,01700 -l.lOi80 -I.59550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1026/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.290 196.050 .38307 .03404 .20336 -.25178 -.O00?l -.01204 9.92720 10.03300 -1.04580 -I.58280
199.870 95.904 .39236 .03232 .22277 -.I4135 .00834 -.00815 S.98710 9,99060 -1.1IlO0 -1.55850
199.720 -4.073 .34074 .04359 .17603 -.04365 .05981 -.01423 9.98490 10.02200 -t.09650 -1.59050
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT656) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 iN. "iT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETA8 = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 9551 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
.152 -4.112 .10060 -.06053 .14547 -.2070_ .01535 -.00974 9.SBb40 _.WBb_U ,.4WUU3 -I.B_500
-1.653 95.808 .03684 -.04207 .16350 -,26603 .02402 -.01572 9.95280 10.05500 -.46076 -l.91530
.414 195.960 .05615 -.05540 .14844 -.18293 .02567 -.0t130 9.99530 9.91070 -.51195 -1.76730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAIk2. AEDC VWIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 304
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT658) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = i290,3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 iN. YT ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF = I290,3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50,000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = _.500
RUN NO. 956/ 0 RN/L = 1.5N GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_9 !7_ !96_060 ,0_305 -.05_95 ,]5!5q -,;588_ o0_979 -,0_9 9.98000 9,9"_480 -,485!? -!.B2I?O
4B,B38 95.8g0 ,05849 -.05096 ._SIE8 -.E3918 .0£000 -.OI6N5 S._SBiO 10.00900 -.49N00 -_.83950
50.980 -4.05S .09926 -.06018 .]4883 -.22068 ,0]219 -,0_198 I0.02000 IO.O05OO -.51451 -l.8;B_O
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 957/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.070 -4.160 .11591 -.06328 .16103 -,22334 .01514 -,01502 10.00400 10.00700 -.48917 -1.80260
99.466 95.8|4 .08603 -.04907 .16616 -.23314 .01934 -.01845 9.990]0 10.00700 -.47617 -1.81440
98.718 195.920 .05235 -.05221 .15442 -.15665 .02703 -.01220 9.95130 9.90780 -.44176 -1.q3970
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .O0000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 ,O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 958/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.530 195.930 .14308 -.02963 .16731 -.15373 ,02672 -.01154 9.98]50 10.01700 -.46731 -1.81540
200.060 95.601 .16425 -.03322 .17519 -.23217 .02398 -.01927 9.99450 9.99040 -.48762 -1.75180
200.570 -4.195 .18420 -.04286 .17386 -.20756 .01452 -.01503 9.99560 9,99930 -.50225 -1.72980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O000O .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .00000 .O00OO
IAI4B, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT657) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = IO.OOO BETAB = B.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = !225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 99l/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.OO/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DSETA
.382 -3.969 .02161 -.G8132 .IBVB2 -.I9585 .01105 _.OIIB5 9.B9330 9.99210 -.92193 -1,64030
-.957 95.949 -.OOBIO -.08081 .lSBlI -.18464 .0054l -.01028 9.96770 10.0|200 -.89'{19 -1.69520
.478 t95.940 .O1OOB -.07496 .15969 -.15630 .01841 -.01102 10.01200 9.94910 -.93709 -1.63180
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .O000O
/OATE 12 OCT 77 IAI4B, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED. SOURCE DATA PAGE 305
IA142. DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH'SR8 JETS ON (0VT657) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 • BETA • IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= I0.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 50,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 992/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.259 !95.0!0 ,02563 -.06913 .17142 -.14341 .01333 -.01077 I0.01200 10.00500 -.92942 -1.68190
49.856 95.997 .-.0072I -.06733 ,lBI45 -,21169 ,00517 -.Oil54 9.98380 ]0.01200 -.89530 -1.6791G
50.773 -4.211 .02695 -.07253 .19049 -.17875 -.00740 -.01012 10.01000 I0.00000 -.92135 -1.65990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 993/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t02._50 -4._59 .IOS_ -.0G175 .19608 -.17401 -,00232 -.0t005 IO.CBIO0 _._3390 -.gg59G -1.6t180
98.I67 95.891 .04415 -.06153 .18319 -.17890 .01039 -.01055 9.93670 9.99050 -.83927 -t.63310
101.140 196.060 .07505 -.05730 .18108 -.12863 .02102 -.OIi5B 10.0310G 9.93180 -.94203 -I.59220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 994/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.570 196.020 .21548 -.01354 .19876 -.13609 .01195 -.00924 9.98290 10.00200 -.88413 -I.63610
200.210 95.920 .22494 -.00968 .21699 -.12313 .OIBll -.01124 10.00200 9.97820 -.90396 -I.60700
200.540 -4.039 .24087 -.00761 .21069 -.10554 .02846 -.01358 10.01400 9.96940 -.91954 -I.5968G
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBS8) { 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA !0,000 BETA = !O.O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP _ .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 10.000 BETAB - 8,000BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP " 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = |500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
^ _" RNIL =RUN NO. Iv2,, 0 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5=00
Z X CN CLM _A bI bin _o_ _rn_ vu.,.
-. B9 -3.B 0 -.03318 -.08BBI .I 3B4 -.I 3BI .OBOB9-.OIITO B.gO3BO -I.5 gBD
-.871 95.854 -.05050 -.08138 .17559 -.]8991 -,00441 -.00959 9.96760 I0.02000 -I.10110 -l.B211O
1.169 195.880 -.01649 -.07833 .I7442 -,14714 ,00542 -.01010 10.03300 9.93370 -1.16530 -1.54040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .O000O
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 306
IAI42, OIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT658) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0,000 BETA - I0,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB - 8,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .OtOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I0281 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
_" "' _ CA _v CYN _=' ALPHA _rTA has _ n_rT_
51.000 I95.930 .01550 -.06463 .19004 -.14014 .00545 -.01190 10.04100 9.99710 -I.16410 -1.59640
48.802 95.937 -.00579 -.07818 .i8210 -.18081 .00319 -.0|025 9.94360 10.06000 -1.06290 -I.64410
50.191 -4.082 -.00970 -.06894 .I83_6 -.I3221 .01165 -.00919 9.99960 9.94230 -1.11890 -1.49100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1029/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.050 -4.299 .08695 -.04728 .18859 -.13502 .01059 -.01166 9.99040 10.00600 -I.10580 -I.55290
97.284 95.916 .02332 -.05847 .19734 -.16393 -.00097 -.00948 9.90250 10.07200 -I.01070 -1.64380
101.330 195.900 .05340 -.05035 .19558 -.12205 .01142 -.01077 10.03500 9.93360 -1.15200 -I.51550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I030/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.960 195.860 .23576 -.00071 .21807 -.14014 -.00394 -.00780 9.95870 10.01200 -I.06820 -1.56980
199.550 95.942 .23282 .00660 .22633 -.08547 .01932 -.01124 9.98050 10.04400 -I.09700 -I.61140
200.770 -4.136 .25750 .00498 .19974 -.06353 .02694 -.01225 10.02500 9.96710 -I.13940 -1.52800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT659) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10,000 BETA 10,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - I0.000 BETAB - 8,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 iN. ZT Y _ =uu.uvu _, r_ _ o_=.uuu
SCALE = .OtOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 959/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
-.291 -3.952 .tOIB6 -.02909 .15990 -.10440 .01170 -.Ol3BO 9.98510 10.01700 -.47165 -1•74320
.071 96.014 .09003 -.04551 .16230 -.19758 °01876 -.01014 9.99770 10.01000 -.50926 -I.81830
-.760 195.980 .06431 -.04060 .16113 -.26553 .02]03 -.01506 9.97410 10.08300 -.48495 -1.92000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE I2 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 307
IA142, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT659) ( le OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - |0.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 960/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.571 196.000 .06717 -.04425 .15792 -.27384 .0!750 -.01903 9,98970 I0,02800 -.49902 -1.84010
50.926 95.917 .10526 -.05263 .15864 -.20601 .01026 -.01028 10.01500 9.94800 -.51415 -1.73700
49.935 -4.186 .10408 -.03035 .15436 -.08848 .00591 -.01014 9.99400 I0.01000 -.48765 -1.74100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 961/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.020 -4.078 .II498 -.03869 .14988 -.10143 .00825 -.00845 9.99020 10.02000 -.48326 -1.75320
100.050 95.946 .IIl6I -.055I! .!5893 -.21718 .00999 -.01220 9.99420 lO.Ot200 -.48789 -i.77660
99,338 195.990 .08359 -.04567 .15735 -.27344 .01771 -.01976 9.97830 10.05900 -.47288 -1,84670
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 962/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.940 196.000 .11004 -.04193 .16557 -.21879 .01716 -.01899 10.01900 9.95090 -.52203 -1.68090
200.530 96.042 .12q68 -.05070 .16525 -.19316 .01598 -.01609 10.00000 9.98460 -.51575 -1.70820
200.360 -4.207 .14843 -.04337 .16608 -.14407 .00687 -.00954 10.02100 9.96770 -.51846 -1.70230
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS 3EPARATING, BOTH SR9 JETS ON (OVT660) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = |O.OOO BETA = i0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB = 8.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 996/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRAD|ENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.062 -4.077 .04728 -.05927 .15584 -.13112 .00672 -.OIIOB 9.99050 10.01100 -.91591 -1.60590
-l.2II 95.986 .01539 -.06659 .16400 -.18737 -.00335 -.01161 9.94250 10.10000 -.87790 -I.73520
-1.220 196.100 -.01356 -.06968 .16762 -.21998 .00872 -.0|324 9.94770 10.02700 -.87730 -I.69190
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00008 .00000 .O000O
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 308
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBBO) ( 12 OCT 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - lO.O00 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETAB = B.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC - IBB5.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 9961 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.172 195.910 .00338 -.07079 .16839 -.20BOB .O|SII -.OII5B 10.00400 9.97890 -.92299 -i.633B0
50.57t 95.857 .0252B -.07038 .IBO07 -.19705 ~.OOBSS -.01023 _0.02200 !0,04700 -93506 -_.67B00
50.829 -4.050 .04579 -.06503 .ISSBO -.I|674 -.00)G8 -.00958 _0.02200 9.90560 -.94134 -IL50170
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 997/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.020 -4.097 .05382 -.0B006 .18736 -.11497 -.00097 -,00777 10.00400 10.01200 -,92054 -I.BOB70
99.913 95.887 .05753 -.07001 .]7037 -.]9894 -.00B07 -.00959 9.99100 I0.00700 -.B9733 -I.61890
99.036 195.BIO .02436 -.06414 .17247 -.20490 .00289 -.01043 9.95720 9.92580 -.87371 -1.61430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 998/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA 09ETA
I99.310 I95.900 .1336I -.03766 .18089 -.20612 .00517 -.01275 9.97090 IO.O1700 -.877GB -1.62250
200.940 95.893 .16347 -.04285 .18594 -.1787B -.00816 -.00985 10.01400 10.00700 -.930SO -1.58090
200.170 -4.100 .16817 -.02692 .[9984 -.12659 .01460 -.00733 10.0|500 9.90310 -,91983 -I,49080
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT661) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - TO.G00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = |0.000 BETA8 = B.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I03110 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.314 -4.072 .02560 -.07040 .16215 -.12310 .01456 -.OIl_ 9.99040 lO.OO400 -|.11710 -1.53440
.152 95.873 -.00585 -.07700 .17263 -.18256 -.00054 -.00976 9.99650 10.00400 -1.130tO -I.56070
-1.065 195.880 -.04440 -,06978 .17655 -.19179 .00444 -.01053 9.95740 10.01000 -I.09080 -I.60850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .ODO00 .00000 .GO000 ,O00OO .00000 .00000 .O00O@ .GO000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 309
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, 80TH SRB JETS ON (OVT66I} ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
'SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ 10.000 BETA • I0,000LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB IO.O00 BETA6 • 6.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100,000 JET PC • 1500,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 10321 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.025 195.940 -.03167 -.06566 .18107 -.17903 .00641 -.00983 10.01200 9.98890 -I,I2990 -1.57980
50.664 95.872 -.00465 -.07042 .18461 -.IBIS4 -.00294 -.OOBBB 10.00500 10.03800 -1.12290 -!.60260
48.112 -4.133 -.02579 -.05785 .19240 -.11241 .00825 -.00931 9.93k70 10.02200 -1.05770 -1.56620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10331 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
tot.180 -_.t06 .02_5_ -.053t5 .Ig854 -.It22_ .00570 -.OOBI7 I0.05500 lO.OlSO0 -1.16310 -1.55200
100.120 95.901 .03293 -.06545 .19042 -.17720 -.00654 -.00947 9.99080 10.00800 -1.08430 -1.57050
100.110 196.000 .01020 -.05928 .18638 -.I8386 -.00041 -.00880 9.68020 I0.00800 -1.09410 -1.57320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO, I034/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
197.680 195.990 .16343 -,03287 .19503 -.IBlO0 .00721 -.00898 9.95520 10.03400 -1.04230 -1.57536
201.240 95.816 .18220 -.02729 .21396 -.14IB9 .00477 -.01001 lO.OO900 9.97060 -I.II870 -I.49766
200.740 -4.Z65 .21027 -.01882 .20626 -.06536 .01768 -.00986 10.0_900 9.99880 -I.13450 -1.51720
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .uO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVTB62) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = !0.000 BETA = !0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB • 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC • 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1073/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00! 5.00
-.006 -2.384 .16727 -.06238 .12996 -.11736 -.Ol?BO -.00545 9.99280 IO.OlO00 -4.51450 4.67100
.322 97.656 .I8349 -.06305 .15375 -.II304 -.01526 -,00761 9.99730 IO.O0100 -452200 4.29490
-.083 197.610 .17366 -.05351 .16314 -.11919 -.01853 -.00684 9.99280 10.02400 -4.51870 4.29110
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE I2 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 310
IAI4B. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6821 I I2 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - 6.000 BETAS = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200,000 JET PC " 648.000
SCALE = .OiO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1074/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.06
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
49,977 I97.710 .13449 -,04132 .15942 -.08599 -.0280_ -.00551 9.96860 9.99520 -4.52630 4.33160
49.283 97.379 .14860 -,U4205 .14805 -.0S994 -.02151 -.00717 IO.O070O ]0.01200 -4.52540 4.27790
49.440 -2.481 .13864 -,04729 .12456 -,|0965 -.02280 -.0079} 9.98]30 10.02900 -4.49450 4.25000
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I095/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.470 -2.398 .II31B -,03400 .13068 -.09792 -.02994 ~.00468 9.98580 I0.01500 -4.49650 4.26750
]00.290 97_624 .]2898 -,03553 .14209 -.09409 -.02703 -.00602 10.00300 lO.OOIOO -4.51370 4.28696
99.649 I97.670 .13402 -,03809 .15421 -.08920 -.02797 _.0060I 9.99050 10.00800 -4.49580 4.28370
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00DO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1076/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200. I90 197.630 .]3460 -,03565 .14964 -.12378 -.03422 -.00635 9.99776 IO.OBIOO -4.50970 4.23850
199.750 97.548 .12245 -,03247 .13828 -.12689 -.03104 -.00493 9.99070 10.00900 -4.50440 4,27510
200.000 -2.416 .I1771 -.02831 .14070 -.12014 -.03215 -.00423 9.99650 10.00900 -4.51060 4.27050
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6631 { 02 FEB 97 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES _nKr _u.uu_u =.,. Z T Y " 200.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. |1|0/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.506 -2.522 .07902 -,09209 .I5294 -.08544 -.O_5BB -.0047G 9.99630 |0.03100 -5.I1050 4.45810
,41I 97,519 .08568 -,09325 .14542 -.07696 -.03664 .00021 10.00400 10.02700 -5.t2390 4.46800
.998 197.520 ,09249 -,04210 .16416 -.02964 -.03198 .00419 10.04800 9.94480 -5.16320 4.54770
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .O000O
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 3II
IAl42. DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT6631 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA • I0.000 BETA = IO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB - 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES Z_RP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = I500.O00
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. lIIl/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.530 I97.630 .Ill04 .3+189 .I5031 -.01643 -.04241 .00396 tO.OI600 10.02600 -5.12410 4.45490
49.1]7 97.45] .09465 -.05977 .13BIB -.0531I -.03812 -.00042 9.95390 10.05000 -5.06230 9.42910
49.572 -2.509 .08852 -.05482 .14476 -.08532 -.00981 -.00984 9.95450 9.99480 -5.07140 4.48290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. Ill2/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00,300 -2,640 ,D6904 -,05065 ,ISIJ4 -.DBBD9 -.00904 -.00E_29 I0.01900 9.98350 -5._t690 _._O_O
99.978 97.502 .09035 -.04706 .14591 -.05266 -.03750 .00063 9.99750 10.05900 -5.09710 4.41240
99.990 197.590 .07517 -.03653 .I6372 -.02572 -.04l_9 .00407 9.99630 9.99170 -5.09710 4.47340
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1113/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -ft.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.290 197.500 .OBIBB -.02610 .16148 -.08159 -.03780 .00348 10.02200 10.06400 -5.I1540 4.41650
200.520 97._6l .09749 -.026'+I .15354 -.08489 -.03209 -.00058 I0.02k00 I0.00300 -5.11230 4.47910
199.590 -2,502 .09091 -.026_7 .15764 -.05970 .00323 -.00721 9.98350 9.91180 -5.07230 4.58470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0_000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT6641 ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC " 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1077/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
.006 .447 .15125 -[06944 _14449 -.I1706 .01101 -.01432 9.gUb/U lu.uu_uu -4.ouu4u =.cu==u
-I.065 I00.570 .I0050 -.06736 .15843 -.17374 .01052 -.00884 9.94040 10.07800 -4.48810 2.11310
-1.228 200.450 .05598 -.04830 .15117 -.24660 .01609 -.01360 9.97940 IO.OSIO0 -4.51300 2.07090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142. AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 312
_AIq2, O/ET _/SRB$ SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBB4) ( I2 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = B,O00 BETAS = 12.000
BREF : 1290,3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO, I078/ O RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT _NTERVAL - -5.DD/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,445 200.630 06207 -.05311 .15635 .COb_l .00987 A,_ , _ _n !0.03700 ._• - ..... -,v,_8, 9.9_4_ -4.50!40 2 13050
51.294 100.390 ._0414 -.06{_5 .15301 -,19152 .00673 -.00983 I0.01700 9.9_300 -4.54680 2.24780
50.629 .5_6 .12211 -.05247 .14366 -.08967 -.00761 -.01058 10.02800 9.93210 -4.54710 2.32860
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1079/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,465 .469 .i0926 -.04551 .14302 -.09473 -.01107 -.00773 9,88770 ]0,02100 -4.49770 2.22780
99,272 100.460 .I0045 -.06063 .I503t -.20218 .00542 -.01066 9.95390 I0.09500 -4.47590 2.10850
98,997 200.400 .06860 -.05052 ,]5392 -,25518 ,00999 -.01628 9.97520 I0.05100 -4.48930 2.13740
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. lOBO/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.050 e00.530 .t2365 -,0_932 .I5600 -.c'_4203 .00922 -.01637 I0.04800 9.99910 -4.57220 2.24360
200.500 lO0.5BO .13699 -.05757 .15537 -.19246 -.00379 -.00983 10.00200 9.98240 -4.54290 2.29010
200,200 .264 .16204 -.05029 .14513 -.13794 -.00832 -.00692 10.03100 9.95540 -4.53820 2.30590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET W/SRB5 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVTBBS) L 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ IO,ODO BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS 6.000 BETAS - 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = I500.000
SCALE = .0|00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO, 11IS/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.215 .375 .OIBG! -.07079 .17354 -.13528 .02014 -.OITOB 9.99190 10.02300 -5. IITBD 2.45E30
.280 I00.440 .03BIB -.08720 .16470 -.I1603 -.00374 -.00883 9.98540 10.04800 -5.11600 2.43250
-1.875 200.440 -.04355 -.05905 .18277 -.17824 .00093 -.00723 9.93350 I0.07000 -5.05920 2.35820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC VWIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 313
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBBS) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- S.O00 BETAB - 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - IO0.O00 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I119/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.724 200.370 -.02793 -,05935 .18674 -.16727 .O017G -.00718 I0.01600 10.00100 -5.14980 2.42580
51.827 100,3_0 .04195 -.07294 .17219 -.14137 -.00415 -.00785 10.03700 9.99900 -5.15970 2.45230
50.359 .354 .04536 -.06480 ,16685 -.13188 .02113 -.01533 10.01500 9.94930 -5.13320 2.51780
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1120/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CSL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lOI.OBO .256 .07501 -,05238 .I6635 -.12707 .02616 -.01408 10.04200 9.99520 -5.15090 2.46400
99.432 !00.350 .05334 -.05764 .17824 -.14144 -.00555 -.00786 9.95220 IO.OBBO0 -5.07110 2.36310
66.969 200,250 -.02042 -.04870 ./9397 -,IBIiB -.00280 -.00799 9.92570 10.03000 -5.01600 2.40810
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1121/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.870 200.270 .17665 -.02121 .lB3BI -.13802 -.00472 -.00701 9.97700 10.01400 -5.07480 2.45240
201.080 100.240 .18G77 -.00969 .20974 -.12331 .00101 -.00845 10.01200 9.98000 -5.12440 2.49580
199.780 .408 .15758 -.OOlB6 .16880 -.07084 .02586 -.01051 9.99070 9.90760 -5.10510 2.57140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT666) ( 12 OCT 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = !0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAB • |2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y • 150.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i0811 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA _Y bT=_ UO_ .6......... _.....
.293 .546 .14427 -,05199 .14656 -,lOB30 -,00702 -.GOBS4 9.99640 10.01300 -4_52"120 2.24460
-.073 100.580 .15488 -.05235 .15670 -,09929 -,00190 -.01003 9.99810 9.99340 -4.51230 2.27860
-1.335 200.520 .09289 -.04458 .13086 -,16560 .00254 -.00693 9.93690 10.07600 -4.47230 2.13820
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-K1A. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 314
IAI4B, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBBG) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - !0.000 BETA - TO.DO0
LREP = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .DOOO IN, YT ALPHAB - B.O00 BETA8 - 12.000
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 10221 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN _L ALPHA 8_,. _,_A'c._ _nBcvA_,
49.721 200.540 .08540 -.0_789 .16434 -.I7363 -,00203 -.0085] 9.98070 I0.02900 -4.51870 2.18610
51.332 100.400 .12885 -.03300 .14866 -.07842 -.01275 -.00758 I0.06500 9.92570 -4.58210 2.35130
49.787 .336 .12775 -.0_515 .13517 -.09205 -.01496 -.00932 9.97970 I0.02400 -4.50070 2.23070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, I0831 0 RNIL = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.368 .202 .10703 -.03526 .14131 -.09701 -.01682 -.00610 9.99010 10.00700 -4.50370 2.24520
99.771 t00.480 ._0528 -.03053 ._4580 -.07748 -.01616 -.00637 9.99470 9.99060 -4.50340 2.26880
99.837 200.450 .08657 -.04938 .I5822 -.20148 -.00307 -.00869 9.98880 9.99390 -4.52430 2.24540
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1084/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.450 200.500 .09525 -.04134 .I546I -.17582 -.00054 -.00944 I0.02900 9,97670 -4.55920 2.29570
200.970 I00.400 .14687 -.04357 .14205 -.I2809 -.02187 -.00451 10.04600 10,00500 -4.55640 2,25500
199.850 .436 ,14059 -.03848 .14576 -.12157 -.0t985 -.00588 9.89680 9.99990 -4.50710 2.25250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
[AT42, O/ET NtSRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6B7I ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = !0.000
LREP '_Lc_u.J_u_ I_'ru_c,,_,,_v_m...... = :0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB - 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " i50.000 JET FC _ .... _^I_U_,VUU
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. II221 0 RN/L = 1,55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.397 .412 .04865 -.06708 .I6BB2 -.09027 -,00524 -.00802 9,96380 10.02700 -5.08820 2.45580
.47! 100.370 .05795 -.06960 .16658 -.OB1BB -.01836 -.00492 9.99620 10.03300 -5.12770 2.44960
-2.012 200.420 -.00639 -.07206 .17524 -,lB03B -.01315 -.00602 9.91150 10,08800 -5.05220 2.35850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE lB OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABUI ATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 315
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT667) ( OB FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.O000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = lO.bO0 BETA - 10.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB• 6.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y • 150.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 1123/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.936 200.410 .00404 -.07592 .17103 -.16570 -.01705 -.OOBB5 9.98940 10.02500 -5.11990 2.42870
53.002 100.360 .06563 -.05501 .15179 -.05833 -.02211 -.00503 IO.OS500 9.91500 -5.22650 2.55570
48.472 ,370 .01974 -.0507I .17533 -.I1293 .02027 -.0]634 9.94410 9,97540 -5.07080 2.49820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I124/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.780 .367 .09213 -.04514 .17383 -.08980 .01055 -.01222 lO.OBO00 10.00700 -5.17330 2.45870
99.783 100.350 .06383 -.04202 .16681 -.07112 -.02232 -.00339 9.98270 10.06500 -5.10000 2.39740
99.970 200.530 .02223 -.07389 .17_23 -.16133 -.01647 -.O05ZO 9.99180 !0.00700 -5.11190 2.46120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 11251 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.720 200.360 .10890 -.04314 .18169 -.17Ex32 -.02029 -.OOBBa 9.98720 10.00400 -5.10910 2.49310
200.740 100.320 .12221 -.01685 .17857 -.I0096 -.02366 .00023 10.04900 9.93450 -5.14570 2.54830
199.570 .250 .I1450 -.01892 .183Z3 -.05573 .01262 -.00695 9.98120 IO,Ol?OO -5,07540 2.47340
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
IAI42, O/ET NISRBF .EPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT668) ( IB OCT 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ _n SQ cT vM_ inQ_ nnno IN XT ALPHA • I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 6.000 BETAB = lO.OOO
BREF = J290.3000 INCHES ZMRR 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - 6_2.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO= 1085/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
-.030 -.036 .04582 -.06197 _T5391 -_iBB49 _6_598 -.01353 9.99V00 9.97890 -4.51520 _18656
.309 99.962 .05524 -.06604 .15052 -.17241 .02843 -.01515 9.99480 9,98990 -4.52910 .17609
.362 200.IIO .05783 -.05745 .14609 -.16832 .03301 -.01557 I0.01000 I0.00400 -4.54430 .I8478
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 316
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBSB) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA - |0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y7 ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y _ .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. lOBS/ 0 RN/L = 1.59 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 ._ CN CLM CA _, CYN rm, ALPHA BETA nAI_A....... DBETA
49.%.d 199.950 .05538 -.05797 .16079 -.15720 .03308 -.0t478 9.88356 9.99750 -4.50840 .16397
50.159 99.906 .66695 -.658_0 .16174 -.15434 .03|42 -.0t263 9.99850 10.0!000 -4.52030 .16417
51.043 -.138 .09485 -.05253 .15052 -.15q79 .03473 -.01419 10.03400 10.00800 -4.55320 .16467
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000
RUN NO. 1087/ 0 BN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.180 -.112 .t0904 -.04572 .17023 -.15600 .03256 -.01439 10.01700 10.01200 -4.52330 .17849
99.541 99.986 .09867 -.04963 .16861 -.15397 .03241 -.01173 9.97920 10.00600 -4 49120 .18167
100.310 200.060 .09763 -.04i75 .15967 -.15952 .b3728 -.01425 I0.00900 10.00400 -4.52620 .18040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .06060 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1088/ 0 RN/L = 1.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IgB.6IO I_.970 .2c-_B6? -.02045 .17382 -.17339 .Oil4 -.0127i3 B.88810 IO.O0?OO -4.49680 .19005
200.840 99.880 .25025 -.01232 .17825 -.17400 .00827 -.01324 10.02800 10.03300 -4.53450 .17794
200.110 .001 .25171 -.00678 .I8460 -.22347 .00548 -.01420 10.00100 10.07600 -4.50410 .14789
GRADIENT .06000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6691 { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1057.0000 IN. xT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ 6°000 BETAS = 10.OOO
BREF = i290.3066 ,.,_,,.e_,_n_Z_°°,,,,, _n,_...........nnnn t_ 7? Y • .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1126/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1.686 -.179 -.04503 -.09004' .17300 -.IBTBB .03085 -.02281 9.91360 10.03100 -5.05150 .40081
-.736 99.830 -.07625 -.07745 .18426 -,17621 .00838 -.01312 9.96870 10.04600 -5.10100 .35762
2.160 199.930 -.02242 -.07038 .I7921 -.J6872 .00639 -.01064 10.06600 10.00800 -5.20120 .39093
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
\DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 317
IA142, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB69} ( 08 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1127/ 0 RNIL = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA BALFA DBETA
49.830 200.000 -.02726 -.05857 .19276 -.15092 .01477 -.01036 10.00300 9.97850 -5.12720 .42282
50.439 99.936 -.00617 -.06664 .19028 -.17152 .01106 -.01314 I0.00100 ]0.04300 -5.12370 .3550@
51.250 -.154 .01534 -.05959 .18062 -.16638 .03982 -,02418 10,03200 9.94530 -5,16200 .49022
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1128/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.280 -.185 .07815 -.03997 .t6879 -.tI727 .07600 -.0,--'_72 g.9_260 I0.05400 -5.06290 .39607
103.850 100.070 .15192 -.06894 .16522 -.17327 .01588 -.01261 10.06000 I0.072n0 -5.18070 .33996
100.140 199.920 .17341 -.0744I .I52i9 -.18063 -.(,3089 -.00957 9.98570 10.05600 -5.1t450 .35855
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 112910 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.330 199.930 .39050 .03886 .19914 -.22254 -.00459 -.01244 9.93440 10.02200 -5.06150 .40622
200.530 99.716 .35233 .04887 .21617 -.14681 ,01013 -.O12Wl 10.00500 10.01800 -5.13800 ,40416
200.790 -.220 .34970 .03174 .11762 -.06576 .07064 -.01853 10.04300 I0.01300 -5.16670 .41029
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, OIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6701 ( 12 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 5.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i089/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
.074 .010 .09635 -.07903 .15412 -_JB508 .01070 -.008]2 9".'97950 9.97100 -4152510 .20058
-.999 99.948 .05353 -.06535 .15632 -.24469 .02177 -.01744 9.98210 10.05200 -4.51500 .09208
-.GBO 200.070 .04130 -.08506 .15BB! -.16002 .02594 -.01225 9,96600 9.90670 -4.50230 .23787
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE I2 OCT 77 [AI42, AEDC VWIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 318
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT870) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XI"tRP- 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 6.000 BETA@ = I0,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I090/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.327 199._0 .0_738 -.05'57 .!5931 -.!4922 .03372 -,01160 9.98130 9.98230 -4.50760 .16418
49.906 99,955 .05612 -.05436 .16405 -,22478 .02295 -.OISIO 9.99730 10.01500 -4.51330 .13006
50.775 -.042 .08884 -.06933 .15518 -.21559 .00517 -.01025 i0.00400 I0.04300 -4.52830 .i2550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ;O000O
RUN NO. 10911 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.240 -.lid .10057 -.05961 .I69]3 -.21548 .00453 -.01268 I0.02700 ]0,01300 -4.53170 ,16964
99.238 99.793 .08192 -.05841 .15923 -.18602 .01664 -.01276 9.96860 9.95190 -4,47850 ,22370
98.957 200.020 .04897 -.05638 .16731 -.14803 .02884 -.01210 9.95790 9.94300 -4.47030 .21438
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I092/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.720 200.080 .16199 -.03783 .I6465 -.1468I .01161 -.00929 9.98600 10.01300 -4.49450 .16729
200.430 99.915 .11639 -.03796 .16595 -.19927 .01303 -.01535 lO.OllO0 I0.06700 -4.52080 .13BBl
200.530 -.02E .JB978 -.0_367 .17398 -.19778 .00460 -.0_298 9.99370 Ifl.O250G -_.5Ieso .20603
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6711 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA@ = 6,000 BETA@ - 10.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 M._,, = _ =nn
RUN NO. I130/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.161 -.051 -.02619 -.08480 .18210 -.15002 .02659 -.01931 9.97160 I0.00100 -5.11480 .45972
.061 99.917 -.02673 -.08324 .18266 -.17574 -.00147 -.00948 9.98930 10.01200 -5.13840 .42696
-.771 199.800 -.01667 -.07848 .18101 -.14933 -.00055 -.00883 10.01300 9.98000 -5.11900 .42894
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE I2 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 31S
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB7I) ( OB FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0040 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.OOO BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6,000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = [290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0400 IN. ZT : Y = 50,000 JET PC = |500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1131/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.663 199.920 .02552 -.06373 .19360 -.13079 .00354 -.01000 _0.04400 9.98980 -5.[4670 .42992
47.953 99.938 -.03645 -.064,0 .19[3i -.16439 -.00570 -.00829 _.92870 [0.07400 -5.02640 .34469
51.553 -.065 -.00797 -.06909 .186t5 -.[5299 .02190 -.01490 lO.OIO00 9.93980 -5.13290 .52052
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .0C000 .00000
RUN NO. i132/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
98.917 -.[32 .06989 -.03003 .t94[4 -.I3818 .03762 -.02085 9.94900 10.04000 -5.07290 .42232
99.429 99.695 .03943 -.04385 .20366 -,15360 .00577 -.00994 10.00600 9.98930 -5.06650 .44018
100.820 199.880 .06562 -.04384 .20551 -.II466 .01522 -.01219 I0.02000 9.94730 -5.07960 .46685
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1133/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 ORABIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.04
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
]99.550 199.780 .27424 .00608 .21837 -.12048 -.00971 -.00676 9.96160 9.97970 -5.11700 .49636
200.370 99.849 .25626 .01005 .20084 -.07790 .04689 -.01502 9.99800 9.99400 -5.15020 .46279
198.850 -.[03 .21803 .01813 .19045 -.09190 .04493 -.01706 9.97140 10.03400 -5.1[160 .43036
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON IOVT672t ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = !097 0000 IN. XT ALPHA = |0.000 BETA = I0,000
LREF - I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = |0.000
BREF = |290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00,000 JET PC " 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 1093/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
-.040 ^-.053 .12838 -.05339 _'1"5259 -_tlBO6 .00915 -.01231 9.98610 10.01800 -4.50860 .24920
-1.017 100.100 .08798 -.06032 .15996 -.17649 .01392 -.00891 9.93710 10.06700 -4.48330 .13497
-1.023 [99.940 .05298 -.04601 .t6193 -.25580 .02052 -.01453 9.97980 10.08100 -4.51290 .07646
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 15 OCT ?7 IAI42, AEDC V4]A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 320
IA142, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6751 ( 15 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1590.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = S.O00 BETAS = I0.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .OIOO HACH 4.500
RUN NO. I094/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48,52I 199.980 .05882 -.05113 ,15747 -.25459 .01358 -,OI60? 9.98700 i0.02500 ~4.80870 .i49%2
5}.213 99.842 .08803 -.05427 .158_4 -.]9848 .00982 -.0J051 10.0F500 9.95320 -4.54830 .25236
50.733 .003 .10908 -.04169 .15316 ~.I0306 -.00133 -.01108 10.03800 9.93520 ~4.55910 .35670
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10951 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.650 -.215 .I0218 -.03955 .15022 -.I0047 -.00177 -.00819 9.98880 10.00400 -4.50330 .24858
99.866 99.968 .09538 -,06023 .15289 -,20382 ,0083? -.01123 9.98900 10.00600 -4.51690 .21693
99.t78 199,930 .07057 -,05202 ,I5487 -.25825 .01518 -.01727 9.97960 I0,08400 -_.49840 .13775
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000
RUN NO. I0961 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -S.O01 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2O_.BgO 199.990 .I17F_ -.04935 ._5837 -.52271 .0058B -.01_36 IO.O_tGO 9.985G0 -4.56cJ50 .5687B
200.430 100.050 .13529 -,05634 .15681 -.19733 .00925 -.01224 10.00300 9.98000 -4.54020 .29233
200.710 -.132 .17180 -.04717 .15328 -.14112 -.00436 -.0069I 10.04500 9.98130 -4.55320 .27206
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON . (OVTB73I ( 02 FEB 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DAiA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAB = 10.000
8REF _ , _n _nn ,N ..... y = I00.000 JET PC • 1500.000_2=v.3w_ ' ,rurc ZMRP 450_0000 IN. 7T
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4_500
RUN NO. II3_/ 0 ;(N/L= 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.955 .035 .05930 -.0704! .19611 -.118_3 .01114 -.01504 10.00900 10.02600 -5.13960 .44255
-.663 100.000 .01220 -.07991 .17282 -.13059 .00540 -.00995 9.95550 10.05200 -5.08750 .42063
-1.B99 199.870 -.0497I -.06787 .18497 -.17643 .00049 -.00750 9.94360 I0.06600 -5.06910 .34693
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
\,
DATE 12 OCT 79 IAI420 AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 321
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6731 ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 • BETA - I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB - 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - IO0.O00 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1135/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.538 199.860 -.02488 -.06107 .19!!3 -,16858 .00138 -.00815 10.02700 10.00200 -5.13540 .41120
50.614 99.815 -.00794 -.06205 .19054 -.16521 ;00077 -.00909 10.01500 10.00800 -5.12410 .42420
50.794 -.050 -.00627 -.0k904 .19595 -.12652 .01673 -.01293 10.01200 9.94190 -5.13000 .51513
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1136/ 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I02,060 -.076 .06005 -.04477 .19027 -,11594 .02197 -.01215 10.07600 9.99160 _5.18480 .45963
100.690 100.050 ,04726 -.05491 .19193 -.15480 -.00622 -.00788 10.00500 10.02800 -5.11720 .4|497
98.578 199.990 -.00852 -.05026 .19886 -.I5778 .00067 -.00762 9.94080 10.00400 -5.06120 .4355i
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1137! 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.510 199.810 .17280 -.01693 .203V9 -.14239 -.00328 -.00683 9.96820 10.02500 -5.08740 .434E;5
201.380 99.924 .20651 -.01147 .21679 -.12512 .00300 -.00803 10.02800 9.98470 -5;15250 .48493
1981820 -.140 .15625 .00787 .19969 -.08273 .02995 -.OlOBl 9.98350 9.91870 -5.09440 .55275
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVT6?4) ( 12 OCT T7 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 iN. XT ._rH."_,A = ,v._'nnh GET^.. . In,_.onn_.
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I0971 0 RN/L = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN _L AL_A _,a u_rM u_,_
•572 -4.159 .05908 -.06819 .15854 -.17973 .01569 -.01176 10.00500 9.95940 -4.53290 -1.79530
-.005 96.007 .05651 -.07225 .15628 -.18207 .03458 -.01750 9,98020 9.97370 _4.51650 -1.80030
.417 196.020 .05981 -.06150 .14942 -.16597 .03301 -.01606 I0.01800 10.00200 -4.55460 -J.82420
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142. AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 322
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6?4} ( 12 OCT ?q )
REFERENCE DAT_ PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 6.000 BETAS 8.000
BREF }290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1098/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.648 19E.020 .06074 -.06150 .16384 -.16542 .03799 -.0i722 9.96770 _.$9670 -_.51520 -I.819S0
qS.S36 85.887 .0658I -.063qq .16756 -,t6081 .03833 -.01555 9.98930 9.99930 -4.51530 -I.82160
50.860 -4.005 .08584 -.05290 .16839 -.15840 .03391 -.0_46B 10,02800 I0.01600 -4.55150 -1.B4560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1099/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.480 -4.118 .I1341 -.04854 .17826 -.17039 .03873 -.01433 10.02400 I0.01400 -4.53210 -I.82220
99,326 95.920 ,09592 -.05328 .17154 -,16513 .03583 -.01363 9.96920 ]0.01300 -4.48230 -1,82460
99.805 I96.010 .08314 -.04344 .I6549 -.16696 ,04285 -,01617 9.99810 9.99810 -4.51150 -1.81310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. II00/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.620 195.970 .22005 -.02051 .17635 -.18142 .01636 -.01250 9.98320 lO.DJJOD -4.50020 -I.80390
200.470 95.955 .24004 -.01383 .18198 -.20267 .01746 -.01527 10.01900 10.03400 -4.52470 -I.81190
199,450 -4,061 .22447 -.00545 .20003 -.23627 ,00384 -.01428 9.98950 10.07900 -4.48820 -I.85310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT675} ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA _ I0.000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 6.000 BETAB = 8.000
_.._.°Dc__ ._°n--.._nDn..........t_cv¢q ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. lIB8/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1.979 -4,067 -.06803 -.09360 .18890 -.19747 .04035 -.02608 9.90580 t0.03100 -5.055q0 -1.57270
.5Bl 95.838 -.05956 -.08339 .18828 -.16888 .00335 -.01199 10.02700 10.06100 -5.17070 -1.63t50
,962 195.930 -.02315 -,07447 ,18445 -,16382 .00887 -.01173 10.04700 9.99560 -5.17240 -1.57950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 323
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT675) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10,000 BETA = 10,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6,000 BETAB B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC " 1500.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 1139/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.60l 195.830 -,01869 -.06205 ,19552 -.17071 .01457 -.0II93 10.01300 10.00500 -5.]0630 -I.59220
._, ., 7= .0' _ 10.02400 -1.6185050.588 95.67I .Oil02 -,06463 .19677 -.17088 .Ou=L3 -.v,3o_ IO ,80_ -5.09710
51.384 -4,I24 .01747 -.05800 .20242 -.15918 .02786 -.02004 10.00600 9.95000 -5.11700 -1.51990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. Ii40/ 0 RN/L = |,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.418 -4,077 .04702 -.0194I .20548 -.1102t .06362 -.02194 9.95090 9.99850 -5.07760 -1.54830
lOi,IBO 95.488 .10848 -.05699 ,I9288 -._5367 ,01559 -.OliOS I0.04500 9.99820 -5. I7460 -I.55470
96.763 i95.590 -.02498 -.02862 .2t962 -.t5495 .02632 -.0!387 9,91930 9.96940 -5.05360 -_.53880
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. ll4I/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
197.070 195.930 .37607 ,03559 .20930 -.22767 -.0036B -,01149 9.90010 10.02300 -5.03t00 -1.57170
198.610 95.885 .34809 .04008 ,24238 -.I4538 .00389 -.00940 9.95570 9.90420 -5.07250 -1.46970
199.660 -4.07I .29077 .04903 .16112 -.07199 .06485 -.01857 9.97200 10.03000 -5.09240 -1.58440
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. OIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT676) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = !097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - lO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB - 8.000
8REF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC " 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1101/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
A 4
-.023 - .284 _08267 -_OV070 _I'5307 -TiB562 _0I735 -_61003 9.98630 9.97160 -4.530B0 -1.78150
-.948 95.937 .05607 -.05897 .15794 -.24611 .02435 -.01596 8.98500 10.05400 -4.51420 -1.90570
-.220 195.990 .05161 -,06773 .15695 -.16371 .03010 -.01266 9.87010 9.90250 -4.50660 -1.74520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 324
1AI42, DIET _ISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON _OVT6?6} _ t2 OCT 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA _ _O.OOO
LBEF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB :, B.O00 8ETAB = B.OOO
BREF = 12_0,3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, I102/ 0 RNIL = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN _L.P'_, _P^ rv......... PY_ CRI AI PNA BETA DALFA DBETA
_Q....375 Zg6.0BO .03BSI -,0S395 1551u -.i5557 .03255 -,Oi_TT B._B_iO B,BS$]O -_..Jv_cu_ ..... -_._;5_,v....
_S.SBB SS,BSC .052ql -.0551S _!_59 - _27!5 .02390 -,0153} 9.99930 10.00800 _4,51700 -I.8_370
50.648 -_.061 .08957 -.06575 .I568] -.22355 .01373 -,01343 I0.01400 10.03900 -4.52600 -1.85610
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, II031 0 RN/L = _.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00,180 -_.040 .iO021 -.06342 .16759 -.23978 ,01575 -,01771 9.99780 _0.03000 -4.50500 -t.82800
99,136 95.972 ,06584 -.05650 .16320 -.20781 .01982 -.01565 9.9?680 9.96650 -4.48440 -1.78100
9S.436 196.010 .05551 -.05150 .I6352 -.16504 ,03115 -,01422 9.96820 9.938!0 -4.48160 -I.76850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, II041 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
299.58D _95.9t0 ._5223 -.03565 .V7093 -.15896 .O_69B -,Din?6 9,B8360 _.99_B0 -4._G_30 -t.79090
200.910 95,984 .1B009 -.0381B .i7703 -.17094 .01919 -.01351 10.01300 10.02100 -4.52520 -1.80490
200.580 -4.132 .18777 -,04171 .18183 -.20854 .01473 -,01615 9.99500 I0.06400 -4,52590 -1,80940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET HISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETs ON (0VT677) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP |097.0000 iN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA _ 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6,000 8ETAB 9.000
_,,_,°bcc = ,=,,'mQn................_nnn IM¢_pq 7MRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC - 1500,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, I142/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DAL_A DBETA
.465 -4._32 -.0296t -.08302 .15625 -.15749 .02634 -.O1BBI 10.00_00 !0.00700 _5.14700 -!.52500
.05q 95.832 -.03652 -.08155 .18808 -.1555I --.00063 -,00905 9.99000 !0.06700 -5.(3870 -l,61370
1.0@3 195.850 ,00230 -.08374 ,18342 -.15100 -.00115 -,00967 10.03900 10.00300 -5.18220 -1.56700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA0 TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 3_5
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON {0VT6771 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB• 8.000 8ETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1143/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.478 195.790 .05493 -.07852 .17741 -.ISOOS .00777 -.01155 10.07200 9.99430 -5.19860 -1.55810
47.897 95,840 -.02349 -.07072 .19073 -.17575 -.00163 -.00912 9.90890 10.05500 -5.03860 -1.61560
50.385 -4.140 -.01785 -.07295 .19511 -.15912 .01719 -.01360 9.99050 9.95410 -5.12890 -1.48700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1144/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
99.999 -4.215 ,10337 -.03330 .19882 -.I3752 .03343 -.01713 9.97940 10.01900 -5.10780 -1.55080
g7.752 95._66 .05566 -.0_7_5 .20563 -.16299 .01038 -.OIII7 9.91650 10.09600 -5.03770 -1.64060
!00.020 195.870 .05681 -.04544 .20904 -.12696 .01745 -.01278 9.99480 9.95750 -5.11710 -1.51520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1145/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 ORAOIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.790 195.880 .24509 .00707 .22297 -.I8007 -.00864 -.00763 9.94880 10.01800 -5.07000 -1.54690
199.890 95.703 .24222 .00578 .21032 -,06888 .04152 -.01336 9.97580 9.97900 -5.10130 -I.52170
J99.310 -_,_OD .20603 .02203 .2_089 -.090_9 .03255 -.0117_ 9.98260 t0.06300 -5.10390 -I._97I_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT6781 ( 12 OCT 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .UUUU IN. YT A_rn_o = 8,uDu E,_ = _.Ov_
9REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1105/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
-.033 -4.076 .10993 -.04048 .15388 -.I12_4 .UUW/U -.UiUW¢ _.W_3u )u.ulluu -4.o::uu -[./occu
-.782 96.159 ,08302 -.05323 .15731 -.17319 .01787 -.01029 9.94180 10.07400 -4.48490 -I.87090
.388 196.030 .05333 -.03960 .16488 -.24020 .01647 --.01208 10.03100 9.99660 -4.56340 -1.83310
GRADIENT .00000 .GOQOG .00000 .000OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA]42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 326
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT678) ( 12 OCT 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - |097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA IO.O00 BETA !0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " I00.000 JET PC - @42.000
SCALE = .0!00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1106/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.381 I95.930 .05304 -.u4_lu 16058 =,,=_ .............. In
51.198 96.000 08303 -.05053 o16244 -.18933 ,01038 -.01124 ]0.01500 9.94660 -4.54790 -1.74860
50.802 -4,132 .10348 -.03771 .15324 -.09881 .00425 -.01064 10.04100 _.92160 -4.56060 -i.68150
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. II071 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.577 -4.206 ._OIBl -.03770 .I5079 -.11765 .00591 -.00927 9.99040 10.02700 -4.49990 -!.79580
99.176 95.845 .09461 -.05734 .15636 -.19797 .01172 -.01048 9.94690 10.08700 -4.47040 -1.87490
99.401 199.020 .07502 -.05299 .15725 -.25045 .01045 -.01632 9.97970 10.07400 -4.49880 -1.BBOBO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. llOB/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.290 |96.000 .10595 -.04460 .16319 -.23845 .01358 -.01781 I0.03500 9.99130 -4.55930 -1.74980
200.650 95.924 .12645 -.05144 .16458 -.192IS .00895 -.01359 I0.00300 9.96660 -4.53620 -I.71420
201.020 -4.256 .17395 -.04640 .16009 -.15034 -.00128 -.00814 10.05400 9.98430 -4.55990 -1.74570
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT679) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN_ XT ALPHA = IO.OOO BETA = _0,000
LREF = _290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP s 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " IO0.O00 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH _.500
RUN NO. IIW61 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.610 -4.053 -.00117 -.06447 .18947 -.117W7 .01289 -.01113 9.96750 I0.00400 -5. I0550 -I.52710
-.5t0 95.989 -.01443 -.07310 .17431 -.12462 -.00131 -.00801 9.96300 10.06100 -5.10150 -1.57810
-|.320 195.980 -.06178 -.06791 .18491 -.18845 .00199 -.007e4 9.94580 10.08100 -5.08970 -1.64990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT ?7 [A142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 327
IAI42, O/ET k/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (0VT679} ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1087.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10,000 BETA - IO.BDO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 8,000 BETAB = 8,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. II471 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.465 195.900 -.04289 -.05861 .t9415 -,17333 .00574 -.OOelB 10.02100 9,BBBBO -5.15070 -1.55670
51.865 95,734 .02032 -.07301 .I7776 -.13259 -.00792 -.00635 iO.03BOC g,Bgq80 -5,16940 -1.53900
51.225 -4.200 .04469 -.06085 .18015 -,10545 .01227 -.01012 I0,03200 9,9373_ -5.]6620 -I,46830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I148/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.290 -4,1_5 .0_055 -.0_235 .I9933 -.I0_2 .0126l -.00973 9.9#300 10.02_00 -5.056_0 -1,567_0
99.756 95.88? .00708 -.05227 .20412 -.I596S .00375 -.00879 9.97720 I0,00800 -5,09380 -i.55410
99.687 195,860 .00389 -.05460 .19708 -.16970 .00;82 -.00876 9.98040 I0,02500 -5.08940 -I.58870
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1149/ 0 RN/L = t.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.820 195,800 .19441 -.02898 .20213 -.16430 .00494 -.00756 8.9?680 10,00700 -5,084_0 -I.53680
200.220 95,857 .18884 -.OIkGI .22858 -.14987 .01261 -.00997 9,99850 9.98090 -5.11070 -I.50200
I99.340 -4,129 .14032 .00431 .20648 -.08712 .02301 -.00912 9,98230 9.92430 -5.09560 -1.44470
GRAOIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT680) ( 02 FEB ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 10_?.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -IO.O00 BETA 10,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = -I0,000 BETAB 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 200.000 JET PC = 649.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I186! O RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X _N _Ln _ _i ..........................
.005 -2,075 -.3BBI8 .01653 .19143 - 4850 -.00728 -.00347 -9.99980 10T02600 -.57287 4.20?80
2.029 9?.631 -.3313I .02925 .I9165 -.14079 -,00894 -.00202 -9.92850 10.00700 -.64580 4.22890
.37; 197.630 -,33785 ,05786 .21449 -.14414 -.02039 -.00233 -9.96050 10.03700 -.61292 4.19020
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE IB OCT 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-K]A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 3_
IA142, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON (OVTBBO) I OB FEB 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF BSSO.OOOO SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -I0.000 BETAB - ]4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 11871 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN, m_ M..... ca CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA _BE,_T,
49.430 I97.69D -.3575S .06606 .22126 -.I4878 -.02098 -.00454 -I0.01300 10.0_900 -.56073 4.19130
49.605 97.60£ -.34332 .04022 ,_9466 -.;4633 -.OOU>5$ --.OOqO_ ,10.02700 9.£7530 -.54443 4.23520
48.570 -2.422 -.35645 .01617 .I8946 -.I585@ .00425 -.00668 -10.07700 10.00900 -.49384 4.20430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1188/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.020 -2.435 -.34954 .02402 .19405 -.15327 .00429 -.00723 -9.98900 10.00500 -.57699 4.18570
100.840 97.693 -.34128 .04512 .20081 -,16Oil -.00846 -.00550 -9.95830 10.05000 -.61075 4.14590
100.250 197.7_0 -.3_868 .06691 .22069 -.18469 -.01467 -.00828 -9.98050 |0.05900 -.58863 4.]4360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1189/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
800.010 197.860 -.33027 .06856 .23447 -.22176 -.00631 -.OlBlO -9.98770 10.04900 m.58992 4.13730
I99.900 97.812 --.31448 .05386 .21145 --.181B9 ".01019 --.00995 --10.00500 9.97640 --.55109 4.19850
I98. I40 --2.327 --.34903 .04117 .21073 --.17784 .00118 --.00953 --10.06500 9.98880 --.48878 4.18940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVTBBlt ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERFNCF DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP : 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA : I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -10.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : 45Q.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200,000 ,JET PC = 150_.000
SCALE - ,0100 MACI4 : 4.500
RUN NO. 1222/ 0 RN/L : 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBET_
-.IBO -2.219 -.36BI4 -.02430 .18624 -.09450 -.00710 -.00095 -10.00100 lO.02BO0 -I.13630 4.37?40
-1,497 97.835 -,41503 -,02503 .]8323 -.1039] -.02188 .00269 -IO.0510O _0.06500 -I.09500 _.3407G
1.144 197.700 -.38775 -.01698 .16576 -.11339 -.02258 .00294 -9.95650 10.03000 -1.19090 4,37850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC VWIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 3_
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB81) I 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -lO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -I0.000 BETAS = I4.0DO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 12231 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
47.675 197.840 -.46153 -.00826 .18433 -.12210 -.02476 .0016B -10.06900 10.03900 -1.07830 4.34950
51.078 97.545 -.40033 -.02906 .18550 -.I0243 -.01575 .00211 -9.98530 9.97300 -I.16230 4.41420
50.991 -2.349 -.36646 -,02357 .19144 -.09674 -.00620 -.00224 -9.95100 9.99240 -I.18470 4.39750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 122_/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.130 -2.487 -.35199 -.02348 .19906 -.08410 .00287 -.00392 -9.99120 9.96970 -1.15360 4.40560
97.880 97.384 -.41420 -.02984 .19945 -.09141 -.01455 .00112 -lO.08!O0 I0.05100 -I.07000 4.32530
99.678 197.530 -.44466 -.01452 .19363 -.13827 -.0!442 -.00164 -I0.00500 I0.06400 -I.!5000 4.31620
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12251 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.460 197.620 -.44235 .01806 .23476 -.I0195 -.02001 -.00298 -9,96420 9.98240 -1.18820 4.38780
201.340 97.517 -.35328 -.01278 .23162 -.07904 -.02077 -.00140 -9.95820 9.98710 -I.18850 4.37720
2n0.350 -2.436 -.34296 -.00058 .24176 -.05841 -.00874 -,00385 -9.97580 9.96780 -1.16890 4.40730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT682) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -IO.O00 BETAS 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00,000 JET PC = 842,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1190/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5,00
_.899 " .a55 -_0589 -T_BTB TTB775 -Ti1263 T6:B85 -T68644 -9.97460 IO_Bi30O -_6001! 2_19720
-.284 TO0.410 -.33243 .01559 .17697 -.I0663 .01315 -.O050I -9.99740 I0.01300 -.5BllB 2.20500
.529 200.320 -.37882 .00239 .19238 -.15538 .00332 -.00413 -9.98430 9.99980 -.59185 2.16730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 330
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB82) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -lO.OOO BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB - t2.OO0
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. tlgl/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.I72 200.430 -.40650 .00790 .2053I -.i9283 .0i4iB -.011c_ -Lv.v35uv'__ _^ _'_._33v__ _._4_._= ='_ _.._2_,_= n
45.626 100.510 .57116 .03675 .22977 - I67}4 .02036 -.00700 -10.13600 10.01000 -.43975 2.15310
49.945 .467 -.32977 -.00056 .I7812 -.12387 .01626 -.00642 -I0.00600 10.01700 -.56692 2.16680
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 11921 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.020 .272 -.32173 .00484 .18274 -.105B2 .01017 -.0035B -9.98_20 9.99760 -.58495 2.17340
97.279 100.640 -.39166 -.00280 .20307 -.18372 .OlB42 -.01103 -I0.09900 10.09400 -.47105 2.05580
92.929 200.5q0 -.40065 .01055 .21437 -.21092 .02496 -.01592 -I0.00800 I0.03300 -.56lIB 2. lllBO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I1931 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
20t._70 200.500 -.355_9 .05439 .23£:_2 -.2_5207 .03_55 -.02286 -9.92880 t0.05300 -.61687 e.O79tO
200.120 I00.500 -.33274 .01901 .22987 -.22273 .02143 -.01554 -IO.OIOO0 10.00200 -.53922 2.142B0
200.BIO .383 -.30719 .02008 .21872 -.15394 .01348 -.00885 -9.97220 9.94520 -.5820B 2.21340
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O0_O0 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 .JETS ON (OVT6B3I ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = |097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB = IB.O00
BREF - 1290.3000 !NCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1226/ 0 RN/L • 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.434 .526 -.34839 -.04224 .175BB -.Ill4B .O1485 -.0057B -10.01200 10.00900 -1.15590 2.39060
-1.410 100.360 -.35574 -.0719B .164BB -.14837 .00623 -.0045B -I0.06400 I0.07900 -I.IOL_50 2.32630
-1.502 200.400 -.41461 -.055BB .I6094 -.]613I .00373 -.00473 -I0.04700 10.03300 -1.11740 2.37860
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 331
IAI4B. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT683) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -10.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " I00.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1227/ 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.818 200.820 -.44250 -.05578 .17871 -.12452 ,OOBOB -.00234 -9.98690 I0.03800 -1.18130 2.37760
_u2J -.06263 19592 - ' _ _ n_ -.00233 -9.99620 '_ _ n , ,_. _._490v -t.i,360 2.3642050.475 I00.340 -.4 '_ = .,3 72 ....09
49.458 .459 -.30236 -.04034 .18289 -.11703 .03004 -.00753 -10.02500 10.04000 -1.14480 2.36410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1228/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.150 .358 -.27550 -.01686 .19839 -.06045 .02891 -.00627 -9.94670 9.94850 -1.21530 2.45540
I00.020 100.570 -.34190 -.03959 .20242 -.08590 .02838 -.00494 -9.99920 10.01200 -1.16660 2.39240
97.827 200.700 -.4!654 -.03!49 .19923 -.077!9 .00728 -.00086 -10.06800 10.05600 -1.09580 2.35340
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12291 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.840 200.420 -.23237 .01268 .22910 -.08678 .01759 -.00500 -9.94760 10.01100 -1.21200 2.39980
200.400 100.350 -.23871 .04027 .24_53 -.05584 .02663 -.00673 -9.98140 9.95810 -1.17840 2.45280
201.110 .470 .18542 .02300 .21998 -.07037 .03663 -.00914 -9.96560 I0.01300 -1.19540 2.39970
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (0VT684] ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 8ETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NOl I194! 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z.4Bl .751 -_36082 _00690 _18514 -_1545! _01497 -_00851 -IO.OIBO0 10_62200 -_55410 2_2_440
1.468 100.470 -.33027 .02539 .18400 -.12466 .00342 -.00426 -9.94500 10.01200 -.62964 2.21890
-.012 200.570 -.34722 .05172 .21117 -.12174 -.00573 -.00336 -9.98970 10.04000 -.58439 2.19400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 332
[A142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBB4) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = #50.0000 IN. ZT Y i50.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I195/ 0 RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z × CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
#8.428 =_".420 _ ...............un_, n_ _1793 -.I0833 -.01025 -.00325 -i0.04500 _0.00800 -.53200 2.20330
50,459 100.540 -.35849 .03725 .19526 -.12302 .00162 -.00545 -9.99260 I0.00000 -,58|33 2.20910
49.200 .402 -.35318 .0_40'_ ._B940 -._3304 .OOB7_ -.00785 ....10.03800 I0,00800 -.5315B 2.19770
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]I96/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
|00.520 .382 -.32244 ,01149 ,18649 -.13354 .01083 -.00719 -9.98600 lO.OOBO0 -.57994 2.I7640
99,963 100.430 -.34676 .03867 .19732 -.13376 .00013 -.00658 -9.98880 10.03700 -.5B143 2.15590
97.348 200.440 -.40226 .0217B .20747 -.15264 .00802 -.00884 -10,09700 I0.01800 -.46931 2.15020
BRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I1971 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALPA DBETA
201.190 200.450 -.35959 .03350 .23295 -.24117 .03548 -.02239 -9.95490 10.05500 -.60592 2.09940
200.780 100.460 -.34513 .05260 ,22056 -.17111 -.00077 -.00902 -9.96070 10.01300 -.59565 2.15800
199.430 .420 . -.33345 .03350 ,21441 -.17977 .01194 -.01080 -10.02200 10.00700 -.53075 2.16210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
EAT42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVTB85) { 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
....... O_ !N_ - ..... " ....SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = ,no_ nn n XT ALffHA = --i0.000 BETA - lu uuu
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB " -I0.000 BETAB - 12;000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP " 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = i50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1230/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.716 .583 -.33944 -.0456| .i8465 -.|0756 .0_105 _.00500 -9.98160 I0.00500 -I.19B?O 2.41980
-2.277 t00.350 -.39675 -.05696 .18079 -.I4634 .00308 -.00304 -10.08600 |0.07200 -].OBBWO 2.35520
-,964 200._90 -.4_1_9 -.03988 .173_3 -._3997 -.00634 -.00157 -JD.02_O0 _0.02700 -J._50}D 2._0550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE I2 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 333
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVTB851 ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 150.000 JET PC " 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 123I/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
48.832 200.540 -,47407 -.0378B .18229 -.14_5B -.00141 -.0026I -I0.05300 10.01600 -1.12080 2.40670
=, _n |00.530 - un_a_ - 05588 .i9085_.3_ ....... -.i217I .O009B -.00172 -9.99280 9.99?80 -I.18150 2.41480
51.105 .331 -.38209 -.03335 .2077I -.08243 .0]247 -.00528 -9.97410 9.94690 -1.19910 2.4BI}0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, !232/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I01.710 .229 -.31715 -.03235 .21455 -.05B05 .01414 -.00486 -9.93240 9.97570 -I.23640 2.43200
99.792 100.390 -.4040I -.0437l .21537 -.08453 .01422 -.00340 -10.00000 10.02700 -l.lTOBO 2.38390
95.432 200.320 -.43491 -.03114 .19565 -.07055 -.00044 -.00042 -10.01200 10.02400 -I.t5970 2.39300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12331 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.310 200.520 -.34299 .00037 .24095 -.1407B .00232 -.00465 -10.01600 10.02200 -1.14450 2.38940
200.770 100.450 -.30914 -.00022 .25057 -.09425 .00553 -.00431 -9.98290 9.95640 -1,17710 2.45490
202.300 .375 -.22289 -.00582 .24848 -.07340 -.00280 -.00420 -9.93450 10.01200 -I.22520 2.39910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OvT68BI I 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = I0.030
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 iN. YT ALPHAB _ 6.000 BETAS - 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. [767/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVA L = -5.00/ 5.00
-.4]6 -2.593 .09168 -.06850 .I4447 -.08883 -.02587 -.00358 9.95758 lU.UlBUU -4._u_dg 4.5_5bu
1.054 97.582 .11752 -.b6647 .I4349 -.08709 -.03159 -.00570 10,01900 10.02900 -4.95640 4.37330
1.324 197.520 .14503 -,04709 .15597 -.03915 -.03132 -.00043 10.04700 9.55990 -4.97720 4.43040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ."0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 33".+
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTSBB} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA " I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB" 6.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y " 200.000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 1769/ 0 RNIL " ).53 GRADIENT INTEPVAL " -5.001 5.00
7 X CN CLM CA _ CYN r=, ALPHA mFTa
_ • , ........ OALFA DBETA
98.285 197.300 .09687 -.04146 .16385 -.03239 -.03313 .00129 8.95520 i0.00500 -4.C7240 4.38070
I00.i30 97.595 .....0S654 -.0465[ 13407 -.ON5?B - n_7__, -.00038 9.99770 ]0.06000 -4.91600 4.31150
99.439 -2.533 .08333 -.05033 .14122 -.06710 -.02914 -.00313 9.97280 lO.OIlO0 -4.88770 4.35890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1769/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.790 -2.524 .09523 -.02951 .15900 -.08012 -.01220 -.00502 10.02900 9.99800 -4.94000 4.38420
200.050 97.464 .08734 -.02757 .15C_7 -.09234 -.03048 -.00134 9.99180 10.07000 -4.90630 4.31390
199.550 197.480 .07561 -.02955 .16297 -.I0064 -.02919 -_00115 9.96890 10.02600 -4.88440 4.35940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, DtET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBB7) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6,000 BETAB - 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " I00.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 17701 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z × CN CLM CA CY CY,N CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.775 .300 .05815 -.07968 .16531 -.11799 .02014 -.01479 9.95180 9.98980 -4.88900 2.39120
.OBI i00.370 .03542 -.08782 .t6804 -.16470 -.00753 -.00968 9.98630 I0.01500 -4.94430 2.34290
_,_ _nn b_n nnncn - n_1_? 16506 -.20704 .00687 -.00998 9.98330 10.03200 -4.92770 2.28600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17711 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.370 200.330 .02314 -.05427 .t7648 -.IBBB2 .00530 -.01049 I0.03900 9.99960 -4.95390 2.33910
100.900 100.240 .04t}2 -.0586I .i7862 -.15595 -.00992 -.00783 10.00500 10.00900 -4.93090 2.34600
101.990 .2IS .09631 -.05591 .15771 -.12161 .01189 -.01114 10.06300 9.93190 -4.98320 2.42910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 335
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB87I ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - B.O00 BETA8 = 12.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 100.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I7721 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.070 .5]2 .15510 -.01921 .17480 -.09291 .0187! -.00895 9.959?0 10.03000 -4.86820 2.36080
199.960 I00.290 .]3302 -.02689 .19225 -.13836 -.02066 -.00758 9.98450 |0.01800 -4.90630 2.36620
199.550 200.260 .13941 -.03420 .18016 -.17131 -.00359 -.00952 9.98730 10.01400 -4.88730 2.34960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42o O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBB8) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 8.000 BETAB - I2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I773/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.655 .385 .10847 -.07528 .15046 -.08917 -.00905 -.00570 9.99650 |0.02500 -4.91550 8.34480
-.045 100.320 .0925B -.05515 .16219 -.08962 -.00584 -.00748 9.98560 9.97770 -4.90470 2.40070
.255 200.500 .03975 -.06893 .16826 -.18533 -.00420 -.00957 9.98710 10.01300 -4.91960 2.31840
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1774/ O RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_o =_= _nn _n n_n_x - n_ IAAhX lqRql -_nnA_n -.nnR4A 9.97740 ]O.O_SDn -4.Rq4_A P XP4RN
99.962 100.430 .07025 -.04116 .15808 -.06230 -.02533 -.00242 9.98590 10.03600 -4.B9300 2.31550
100.970 ,315 .10406 -.05270 .I5528 -.08364 -.00308 -.00808 10.01100 9.98990 -4.91980 2.36610
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 17751 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
200.620 .41t .11506 -.02600 [77468 -[08345 .00051 -.00637 10.03900 I0.00900 -4.93160 2.36380
201.270 100.330 .15131 -.03527 .15314 -.IIB63 -.OIG52 -.00252 10.02600 10.09300 -4.92610 2.27360
198.780 200,370 .11511 -.05842 .16507 -.1926l -.01077 -.01053 9.9]280 10.08200 -4.83890 2.31970
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IA]42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 338
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBBS) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 iN. XT ALPHA _ I0.000 BETA _ IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- B.O00 BETAB - 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 17761 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-,265 .307 -.024_5 -.08479 .i6489 -.IS558 .02ZB7 -.01S57 9,9B!30 !O.04BOO -4.89270 :2838!
.778 99.89£ -.0I_1_ -,07}69 .!7953 -,16238 .01764 -.01340 IO.O1600 9.99640 -4.94980 .31437
,898 200.010 .00862 -.07316 _I7308 -.145_5 .01767 -.0129I 10.01100 IO.OOlO0 -4.9_790 .31035
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1777/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
99.663 199.850 .06727 -.04031 .18873 -.14242 .03407 -.01348 9.97650 10.01700 -4.89780 .30758
I00.930 99.706 .09580 -.04164 .18279 -.13394 .03482 -.01385 10.01600 10.00200 -V.93390 .32260
I00.230 -.204 .10144 -.04492 _1797Z -.15061 .05459 -.01983 9.99740 9.99310 -4.91500 .34714
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 1778/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.750 -.221 .30565 .02427 .13419 -.05348 .06526 -.01767 10.00900 9.99800 -4.92230 .34532
199.810 99.833 .33257 .03087 .19783 -.18403 .00703 -.01206 9.97990 10.02600 -4.90120 .31760
199.040 199.890 .31045 .02095 .19584 -.20568 .00821 -.01269 9.95090 10.03900 -4.87170 .29883
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42o O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT890) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 iN. xT ALPHA - IO.OOO BETA = IO.OOO
LREF ;290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O00O IN. YT ALPHAB- B.O00 BETAB - I0.000
BREF !290.30_0 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0007 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIOD maim = _.uuu
RUN NO. 17791 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.022 -.251 .015_1 -.09|54 .17207 -.13069 .02600 -.0140I 9.98850 9.99580 -4.92080 .37S88
.361 99.844 -.0109! -.08017 .I7881 -.18407 -.00208 -.00937 9.99390 9.99670 -4.93400 .31545
.026 199.780 -.01555 -.07775 .1755B -.14174 .00748 -.OlOIB 9.99160 9.94700 -4.92990 ,35564
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .eoooo ,00000 .00000 .00000
\DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAOE 337
IA142. OIET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB9D) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA • lO.OOO
LREF 12g0.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - 6.000 BETAB - I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.DDO0 IN. ZT Y " 50.000 JET PC - IS25.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. ITgO/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.788 199.970 ,05936 -.05034 .19286 -.12017 .01830 -.01214 9.98070 10.02700 -4.89730 .29770
100.690 99.857 ,04309 -.05360 .IB25g _.17302 .00691 -.0!0!4 10.00!00 !O,OllO0 _4,91390 ,32544
101,590 -.17B ,06884 -.03789 .19309 -.16164 .01252 -.01144 10.04400 9.99330 -4.B6370 .35975
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1781/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.150 -.275 .21674 .00184 .19211 -.08547 .02899 -,01272 9.99480 10,01800 -4,9_280 ,337BJ
199.770 99.968 ,21633 -.O01B6 .22080 -.15405 .04043 -.01162 9.96740 lO.OBO00 -4,88570 .26697
199.880 200.020 ,21829 -.0104B ,19546 -.!592B ,01854 -.01132 9.99550 I0.07500 -4.90930 .27131
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .OOO00 .OOOOO .00000 .O00OO
iAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT691) ( 02 FEB ?? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2B90.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 5.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - IO0.O00 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 1782/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.005 -.!11 ,0B!99 -_07751 ,17230 -.09883 .OO05O -.OO?B3 lO.OOBO0 IO.OOBO0 -4.94290 .37916
.921 99.941 ,03102 -.08383 .16593 -.16995 -.O0?lO -.00962 10.00900 lO.oIBO0 -4,96050 .33692
-.715 199.940 -,uO37B -.06897 .17269 -.20325 .00597 -.00968 9.57980 10.02300 -4.92330 ,30529
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1783/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,OOl 5.00
L A w,. --....
IO0.3OO 199.7B0 _0]651 -_D535B .18751 -_iSOB6 .00821 -.01049 10.03100 9.99870 -4.94710 .34349
101.090 99.832 ,0474B -,06165 .18378 -.1770B -.00111 -.00911 10,01300 10.02100 -4.93930 .34191
I00,200 -.192 .0274B -.04015 .18771 -.12151 .00734 -.OOBBB I0.00700 9.93660 -4.93010 .42840
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 12 OCT 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 338
IAt42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTBBI) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - i0.000 BETA = lO.OOO
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 6,000 BETAS : I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC I225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. Iq84/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN _,r'M, rA.... CY _YN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
)99.610 -.243 .18879 -.02103 t8i43 -.u_o_ .v_o,o .uu_R o.o82=_ _._2,
200._30 _.7_0 .!4854 -.02852 _I8768 -.ISBBI -,00850 -.00907 9.99650 I0.01800 -4.81090 .36485
199.960 199.880 .15126 -.03554 .18351 -.19541 .00308 -.01221 9.99200 10.03600 -4.90190 .33481
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
\
IAI42. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVTB92} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP " 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAB - B.O00
BREP 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC " IB25.OOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. ]785/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00! 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.688 -4.028 -.03007 -.09214 .17536 -.15873 .02013 -.01447 9.94890 9.98220 -4.89410 -1.61710
2.088 95.891 .01949 -.08227 .17287 -.16332 .01589 -.0|478 I0.06000 10.03000 -5.00780 -1.69580
.248 185.960 .01829 -.07670 °17384 -.14580 .01593 -.01443 9.99990 I0.00000 -4.94880 -1.67120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17861 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
...... CA rv rv_ CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
89.542 195.930 ,05387 -.03930 .I9573 -.15220 .03220 -.0140i 9.97390 10.02600 -4.91170 -1.68330
i01.010 95.697 .0885I -.04140 .19074 -.12928 .02525 -,01287 10.02200 10.00300 -4.95640 -1.65640
99.922 -4_!8_ .07542 -.03120 .20514 -.I3324 .03350 -.01499 9.99850 10.00000 -4.92970 -1.64660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1787/ 0 RN/L = 1.58 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.520 -4.360 .30457 .02229 ,15007 _.06399 .06530 -.01717 9.96990 9.99430 -4.89430 -I.B31BO
200.200 95.824 .33151 .03043 .21281 -.18082 .00342 -.01100 10.00!00 10.02700 -4.93340 -I.66740
189.280 195.970 .31976 .01678 .20134 -.19768 .00791 -.01317 9.96500 10.02900 -4.89690 -l.66620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?7 [Ai42,.AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 339
lA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVTGB31 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1788/ 0 RN/L = 1:52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.926 -4.156 .04242 -.09593 .16730 -.12627 ,01926 -.0125I .10.03000 I0.00100 -4.99050 -1.64750
.lel 96.049 -.01301 -,08197 .lTBSB -.20554 .01037 -.01106 10.00200 IO.OllO0 -4.95770 -1,71850
-.359 196.050 -.02|03 _7_7 .!725! - 15449 .0!!50 -.0!!70 9.98930 9.95480 -4.93460 -!.68470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1789/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
102.340 I96.060 .04989 -.05129 .19872 -.12659 .02405 -.01366 10.09600 9.96340 -5.01970 -1.66280
100.340 95.678 .05682 -.05348 .19574 -.15423 .01516 -.00953 10.00200 9.95400 -4.92260 -I'.64370
101.310 -4.013 .0740B -.04083 .19525 -.I6986 .01516 -.01005 10.02600 10,03700 -4.95300 -1.70610
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1790/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.600 -4.068 .20828 .003q3 .20945 -.10385 .03565 -.01240 9.98030 I0.02900 -4.90460 -1.'10590
200.630 95.V00 .2421V -.00454 .21836 -.0858I -.05353 -.006?1 10.02900 10.06100 -4.95510 -1.73600
198.450 195.880 .20017 -.00520 .20972 -.15476 .00542 -.00986 9.95130 9.96300 -4.87310 -1.63960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH _RB JETS ON (OVT694} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .00D0 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAS - 8.000
n_ ,_ _mnn tk_Pu_ 7MOO U_n nnnn IM 7T Y = I AN nnA ,IFT P_ = !_ nnA
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1791/ 0 RNIL = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_,*_ _u 1_n N_ - A_Q IRX_P - llInR .nAT_w -.NNA_ _._71 IN lO.OI6OO -4.gOR_O -I._4_I0
-.ll3 mS.BlO -.00441 17123 -.0 000 9.990 0 iO.OlSO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 [A142, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 340
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT694) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = I0,000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF [290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = IB25.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 17921 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
!00_390 195.B80 .01976 -.05697 ,tB623 -.19657 .OIlTB -.01143 10.03000 10.01200 -4.B4990 -1.67820
...... ._,,6 .I777! - OffPl5 -,00958 10.00]00 10.02500 -4.929B0 -1.67540iuu,_.u 85.886 .03952 -.06299 ,_"_ - . ---
IOI,200 -4.135 .05578 -,04696 ,18395 -.I1155 .00839 -.OOB]2 lO.03BO0 g. BIgGO -4.B6430 -1.56200
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O00OO .00000 .OOO00 .00000
RUN NO. I793/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
|99.510 -4.143 .18206 -.0156q .20323 -.I0925 ,0]922 -.00857 9.97830 I0.01700 -4.B9280 -1.63580
200.300 95.827 .16363 -.03526 .20024 -.17303 .01007 -.OllBB 8.99480 10.00500 -4.B2010 -t.63600
199.580 195.980 .15414 -.0364B .19127 -.19735 .00667 -.01190 9.98190 10.06100 -4.B9940 -I.69520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT695) ( 02 FEB ?q )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT . ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA lO.OOO
LREF = 129n.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 8EIAB 14,000
8REF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 12581 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA . CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
.277 -2.254 _.37964 -.01891 ,19008 -.10410 -.0064B .00017 -9.99|B0 10.01200 -.99395 4.371B0
.228 197.890 -.41791 .01357 .18440 -.lloB3 -.01786 .00207 -9.98510 |0.0|800 -[.01310 4.36520
GRADIENT o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
EJN NO. 12591 0 RNIL = t.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.925 197.760 -.43608 .02000 .19130 -.I1971 -.01734 .O00B9 -I0.01000 10.02000 -.97385 4.33760in
50.216 97.818 -.39246 -.00890 .|B_74 -.i021l -,02292 .0024B -10.01,_0 10.00600 -.96942 4.35370
50.556 -2.378 -.35170 -.022_3 .18925 -.I0787 -.00712 -.00108 -9,99460 9.98340 -.98365 4.37220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TA,;ULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 341
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON (OVT695) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAS = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 12C0/ 0 RNIL = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
99.303 -2.441 -.36317 -.01900 .20423 -.09437 -.0056i -.00222 -IO.OITO0 9.99470 -.96099 4.34870
99.255 97,660 -.39745 -.01120 .19163 -.II394 -.01855 .00000 -10.02400 i0.06600 -.95705 4.27100
I00,740 197.700 -.39140 .00865 .!8883 -.I2977 -.01898 -.OOlI5 -9.95830 10.03600 -1.02530 4.30410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1261/ 0 RN)L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALPA DBETA
198,800 197.470 -.42474 .02730 .23669 -,iBiB2 -.01364 -.00448 -iO.02iO0 9,98340 -,95558 4.34330
200.010 97.641 -,39818 .0|108 ,22582 -.liB90 -.01745 -.00369 -I0.00400 ]Q,OI800 -.96600 4.29990
200.820 -2.421 -.34444 -.00077 .23263 -.I0232 -.00753 -.00502 -9.96960 9.97850 -.99667 4.35370
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB961 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -10.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = 12,000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT , Y = lO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4 500
RUN NO. 1'2781 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN C_L ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1.074 ,600 -.39134 -.03701 .18720 -.14049 .01646 -.,*0726 -10.02800 10.02500 -.95331 2.32770
.149 100.420 -.36837 -.05313 .16288 -.I5105 .00780 -.0057! .-lO.O0000 10,04400 -.97957 2.31120
-.847 200.510 -.41864 -.02704 .I6798 -.I5245 .00553 -.00531 -10.01500 10.02300 -.96467 2.34820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12791 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48,600 . 200,340 -.45709 -.01953 .18242 -,I0380 .00570 -,00210 -10.04_'_0 9.95450 -.93631 2.39880
50.322 100.420 -.41190 -404550 .1851I -,12281 .01016 -.00396 -10.01400 I0.02300 -.96454 2.32400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,0;000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 342
IA142. DIET NfSRBS SEPARAT[NG.'BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT696) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = |097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -IO.OOO BETAB I2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = tOO.Q00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. t280/ 0 RN/L = ].53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IO0.?tO .469 -.29054 -.03574 .19645 -,I0203 ,02165 -.00648 -9.96530 9.99_]0 -1.009_0 2,34430
99.39q i00.570 -.q3358 -.02637 .20q24 -.!0292 .01371 -.00_56 -]0.02000 I0.04000 -_95518 2.30560
I00.640 200.620 -.4[05I -.02372 .20309 -.126"76 .0i655 -.00543 -9.979E0 i0.04000 -.99283 2.30240
8RAD[ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. [2811 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.160 200.420 ' -.29418 .OitDi .23535 -.14915 .0195I -.00999 -9.98560 9.98830 -.98036 2.35430
200.770 100.380 -.2671t .01720 .2385I -.07722 .00811 -.00488 -9.96870 9.95490 -.99847 2.38730
200.540 .229 -.24585 .02206 .2397] -.05739 .02956 -.00877 -9.97660 9.93800 -.99059 2.4;290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT697) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10,000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 [NCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ' ALPHAB = -10.000 BETA8 = 12.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1282/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRAD|ENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN C8L ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-._17 .693 -.37717 -.03069 .]9185 -.12705 .00795 -.00446 -10.01500 10.01200 -.96399 2.35840
-!_?02 !no _20 -.43683 -.02!_5 .!8548 -.12!I2 -.b04II -.oo15B -!0.04500 !0.03000 -.93787 2.33940
.68B 200.490 -.42452 -.004B? .I9094 -.!3365 -.00352 -.00177 -9.93440 !0.03000 -I.04960 2.34]40
_n,n,_*,T nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn NNANN .fl0000 .00000 00000 .00000 00000
RUN NO. IBB3/ 0 _.... * =_ _OAm,C_T ,_TCm _I _ --_ nnJ _ nn
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
48.914 200.520 -.44952 -.00315 .18488 -.13619 -.00632 -.00262 -10.02800 IO.02BO0 -.95483 2.33330
50.8]9 ]00.320 -.38616 -.033!9 .17635 -.11853 -.00067 -.OOI?! -9.99280 9.97750 • -.98924 2.37360
50.766 .469 -.34464 -.04106 .!9230 -.;0455 .00132 _.00278 _9.98100 9.99360 -I.00150 2.35550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IA142, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 343
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (0VT687) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = -lO.O00 " BETAB 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 12841 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.167 .435 -.36519 -.03192 .21332 -.08391 .OOI41 -.00362 -10.01500 9.98520 -.96452 2.35580
98,951 100.500 -,40324 -.02864 .19653 -.09887 -.00115 -.00199 -10.02800 10.03500 -.95220 2.30100
99.502 200.400 -.43595 -,00817 .20188 -.11539 ,00755 -.00425 -10.00900 10.00800 -.97351 2,33870
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1285/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.270 200.420 -.34312 .00430 .23640 -.18447 .OlO00 -.0l]39 -9.90400 10.08400 -1.06050 2.24620
200.780 100.300 -.30132 -.00599 .23130 ~.08053 -.00686 -.00236 -9.97740 9.92340 -.98745 2.41350
199.670 .285 -.29656 -.00586 .24886 -.08502 .01438 -.00601 -10.00600 9._7190 -.95630 2.36690
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVT698) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -]0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN ,_v"A. _28_, 0 RN/L = 1.53 wRAwlE,_ INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.443 .I92 -.34888 -,07334 .18207 -,16493 .02393 -.01109 -10.01800 I0.04300 -.95361 .27484
.324 100.100 -.39298 -.081[6 .t4885 -.20385 .00476 -.00585 -9.99410 10.01400 -.97524 .30411
-I.708 200.030 -,47379 -.04329 .18014 -.19253 .01817 -.00821 -10.03000 9.97120 -.93657 .34921
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I287/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.599 199.950 -.41300 -.03624 .I9383 -.14350 .03800 -.0]047 -9.92980 9.91810-1.02890 .39953
51.832 .000 -.3582I -.03479 .I8709 -.13326 .03629 -.01156 -9.92100 10.01200 -1.04780 .30015
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .'00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 37 [A142, AEDC V4]A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 344
!AI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTB98I ( 02 FEB ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = ]097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -IO.OOD BETA 10.000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -!0.000 BETAB I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0]00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1288/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPP_ BETA DALFA DBETA
102.BBO -.tO9 -.3477B .01062 .20771 --.06486 .05479 -.01082 -9.90630 IO.OIO00 -1.06350 .299BI
!0_.670 ]00.200 -.3!2_q - 05!q9 .;84q5 -.12144 ,02815 -.00415 -9.91190 _0.05800 -1.04610 .25992
lOl.l?O ]99.420 -.27571 -.046q8 .18688 -.I3192 .OIBlB -.00685 -9.94?_0 lO.OOBOO -1,01250 .29858
GRADiENI .00000 ,O000O .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1289I 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.260 200.000 -.19338 .05254 .26762 -.147i2 -.01122 -.00513 -I0.02500 10.02700 -.94029 .28506
20!.640 100.210 -.14143 .05652 ,25265 -.12010 -.01484 -.00220 -9.94390 10.01200 -l.021qO ,29508
201.120 .OOB -.08474 .04885 ,26513 .0]q87 -.04634 .00252 -9.98060 9.93550 -.98419 .38742
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT699) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = I0_000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 1290! 0 RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.270 .254 -.31567 -.06835 .i7205 -.14452 .02606 -.00830 -9.97510 I0.01600 -.99862 .2Bi2B .
.121 199.990 -.44204 -.03B13 .i6753 -.16339 .OIGOI -.00950 -9.98400 iO.OiiO0 -.9860i .29942
GRADIENT ,Ouo00 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. ]291/ 0 RNIL= 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
4B.974 200.020 -.45401 -.03749 .19q88 -:t7191 .01911 -,00646 -I0.02700 10.02200 -.93587 ,274q4
q9.295 99.968 -._584_ -.05_BB .18407 -.15935 -.00253 -.00413 -I0.04300 I0.05700 -.92451 .25049
52,213 -.1B8 -.23838 -.0926! .16830 -.12152 .03090 -.00825 -9.92840 I0.00900 -!.04250 .28490
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,O000O .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 !AI42. AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 345
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT69B! ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP _ I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .= .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1292/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.740 -.092 -.29819 -.0223B .21177 -.05021 .05642 -.01013 -10.00800 10.01200 -.96003 .2B134
97.615 99.915 -.37065 -.01959 .19q59 -.05lBO .03255 -.00593 -10.06500 10.06200 -.BB889 .23990
99.725 200.020 -.36900 -.01517 .21396 -.I0509 .03824 -.01087 -I0.00200 10.06100 -.95733 .23341
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 100000
RUN NO. 12931 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.500 IBB.900 -.25280 .03560 .247]6 -.10157 .0IB46 -.0064B -9.98250 9.97090 -.99110 .3263B
199.010 99.902 -.28306 .05287 .28603 -.08496 -.00391 -.OOBlI -I0.01400 10.03900 -.B5068 .25898
197.780 -.212 -.19077 .06488 .23076 -.02886 .05947 -.01408 -10.06500 I0.01700 -.89764 .27726
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JEtS ON (OVT?00) [ 02 FEB ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = _0.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ]00.000 JET PC 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. i2941 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.602 .tO0 -.31901 -.05500 .lqB61 -.14590 .02340 -.00885 -9.96090 I0.02200 -1.01700 .33039
-2.074 99.872 -.38283 -.05017 .13225 -.14524 .00903 -.00659 -10.05600 I0.04200 -.92071 .31134
-I.02B I99.960 -.43617 -.02392 .17377 -.15788 .0tOB3 -.00739 -10.02200 I0.02!00 - 95320 .34198
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1295/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
50.236 I99.970 -.41646 -.02997 .1752_ -.I2019 .00438 -.00350 -9.98110 9.98620 -.Bgqf15 ._71_>
53:246 -:.#;6 -.3102B -:653_4 :i9006 -.:#066 .02#69 -:65675 19:66i25 "6]55756 -1:67455 [3505_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 3_6
IAI_2, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT?O01 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 _N. YT ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB = I0,000
BREF 1290.3000 iNCHES ZHRP = kSO.O000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC 1225,000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. !296/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
...._ _ul ._v_c° -._35£4 -._n_]5B .222_6 - ..............nqqTI n_P3q - 0068_ -lO.OOBO0 9,980q0 -,96226 ,35515
99.079 I00.[30 -,429_ -.030)7 .2i07i -.ii645 .01771 -,0047i -i0.05400 )0.05400 -.BTBOB ,29555
99.939 [99.900 -.q£959 - nPgO! .2088] -.]2094 .013_3 -_006_7 -B.99470 )0.02000 -.97_29 .3225B
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. IB9q/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
197.600 200,01_ -.34540 .01989 .25314 -.16840 .01117 -.01143 -I0.06900 10.05000 -.89287 .29136
202.260 99.945 -.2573| .01239 .24975 -.12529 .02667 -.00866 -9.92980 9.92740 -1.03260 .42084
198,?10 -.336 -.2589? ,02022 .2657i -,03062 .033]4 -,00858 -10.03400 9.99650 -.92824 ,35332
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT?OI) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -lO.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB 8.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I298/ 0 RNtL = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00I 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.966 -3,853 -,3554I -.07605 .;9195 -.16453 ,02069 -.01083 -10.03600 I0.04800 -.93467 -1.69910
_2.353 96.0!9 -.42639 -.OBB_3 .!5238 -.20305 ,0t20! -,00795 -10.07900 IO.OT700 --89196 -;o72380
-,052 !95.000 -_46265 -.0420! ,17768 -.18408 .02166 -.0088! -9,97330 9.96770 -,99708 -!.5]680
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 -OOO00
RUN NO. _299/ 0 RN/L = _.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
52.721 195.850 -.356?! -.04169 .i8813 -.14403 .03513 -.01084 -9.90310 9.93400 -].05790 -i.58490
nT_ _on
48.057 95.895 -.3894,7 -.06526 ,1?974 -.1446I ._5_3 -.0_183 -I0._7_0_ lO,OlIO0 -.88!87 -t.65590
49.018 -4.I72 -,28339 -.04391 .19023 -.09487 .04604 -,01315 -10.03100 IO,O0100 -.93902 -I,66070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 !A142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 347
IA142o O/ET N/SRBSSEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT70,) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB 8.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1300/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
102.590 -4.145 -.23304 -.O04Bl .20126 -.05495 .06053 -.01285 -9.90290 9.93330 -1.06670 -I,59090
106.350 95.923 -.23653 -.06537 .IB6!O -.09345 .01389 -.00307 -9.79510 9.99510 -1.15800 -1.6q980
95.695 195.420 -.4146_ -.0i229 .23452 .;2856 .03583 -.00873 -10.09300 9.96530 -.87]00 -!.62500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13011 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200,3]0 195.850 -,13849 .03965 .26146 -.14161 .00383 -.00476 -10.00200 9.98940 -.BBB93 -1.654?0
I99.540 96.02I -.15544 .050.73 .2?197 -.13559 -.01070 -.00193 -lO.OlO00 10.04400 -.96190 -1.70290
.201.820 -3.965 -.0403B .0420I .20636 .14555 -.02460 .01046 -B.924?0 9.99600 -1.04]60 -1.64520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBB sEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTT02) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10,000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN'. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0]00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1302/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.463 -3.868 -.3t988 -.06453 .17889 -.14034 .02543 -.00829 -9.99330 lO.OOBO0 -.98386 -1.68760
1.011 95.951 -.40?30 -.06517 .I6910 -.16734 .02100 -.01006 -9.97040 I0.01800 -I.00640 -1.69640
.29B 195.970 -.41413 -.04112 .16519 -,17094 .0234B -.01058 -B.96500 IO.OISO0 -!.00950 -!.BB2BO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13031 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY . CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.82? 195.850 -.43114 -,04433 .19148 -,16789 .02611 -.00761 -I0.03308 lO,O0100 -.93410 -I.63AIn
h8.40a -4.082 -.42569 -.06362 .22847 -.i3ie5 .6_76q -.66966 -16166666 i5_5i_6o -i_2_;_ -ii&9;_o
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 348
IA]42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT702) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = t097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA -lO,O00 BETA 10.030
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRR = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -IO.O00 BETAB 8.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET pC = i225.000
SCALE = .0!00 HACH = k,500
RUN NO, 1304/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.483 -4.069 -,29666 -,02393 ,22818 -.06755 .05920 -.0]233 -I0.02000 10.01600 -.95048 -I.70680
99.00I 96.i14 -.32150 -.03079 .I9846 -,08256 .03466 -,00925 -I0.03100 10.09200 -.93863 -].q7090
!00.!;0 !95.9!0 -.3!689 -.02339 .80!34 -.!!355 .0_972 -.0!!_6 -9.98950 ]0.05500 -.97655 -!.70970
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
TRUN NO. 1305/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT ,N ERVA_ = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.390 ]95.930 -.234_5 .02850 .2527'7 -,11332 .02082 -.00764 -10.02500 ]0.00500 -.94451 -1.68590
202.320 95.832 -.18864 .01610 ,26909 -,11347 .02010 -.00232 -9.92530 9.91400 -I.04340 -t.59180
199.140 -3.90l .13334 .05050 .23738 -,01927 .064]4 -.01229 -9.99990 }O.OOqO0 -.96583 -I.68230
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOOO0 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OlET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTT03) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA lO,O00
LREF = I290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -10.000 BETAS 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1305/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.038 -3.865 -.3q193 -.04724 .19926 -.14794 .02307 -.00882 -9.89700 ]0.02800 -.98460 -1,68070
-I.398 95.971 -.41350 -.04848 .I8240 -.I7604 .02403 -.00916 -10.02000 10.04100 -.96084 -i.69100
.lo_ iB5.BiO -._¢c_o -.03048 .173G3 -,17285 .u_o_3 -.00880 -9.=ouou _u.uc_uu -.=_=_= -i,66040
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOQO0 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 13071 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.685 195.940 -.4625l -.02310 .19094 -.13626 .O15Bl -.OOqB4 -10.03800 9.97950 -,94217 .62590
50.251 96.010 ' -.42306 -.04775 .19683 -.I3057 .01822 -.00539 -10.01500 lO.0OBO0 -.96527 .65260
52.7]3 -3,993 -.32304 -.05067 .20137 -,I3895 .02452 -,008i4 -9.82520 I0.02300 -i,05290 ,68040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JHL q? [AI_2, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 349
fAlkB, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING_ BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT703) ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETA8 B.O00
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I308/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100,200 -4.t92 -.31700 -.03220 .22670 -.122DO .0343t -.00996 -9.97740 9.965]0 -.99515 -1.62480
96.996 96.018 -.41369 -.0332! .21502 -.tODD9 .02152 -.00498 -;0.09800 10.03600 -.87783 -I.68610
100.370 196.010 -.40413 -.02710 _21124 -.12439 .0]875 -.0063I -9.980]0 10.03700 -.99440 -I.69120
_^n,_ ,T .00000 nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn .00000 nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn .00000
RUN NO. I309/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -S.O0/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99,830 ]95.920 -.28833 .01213 .25240 -.15544 ,01887 -.01287 -9.99920 I0,00600 -.96816 -1.66330
200.740 95.908 -.25982 .01634 .25677 -.09125 .0236] -.00735 -9.96900 9.92950 -.99?52 -1.58090
201.690 -4.064 -.I8568 .00845 .2646B -.12851 .06692 -.01456 -9.94190 9.96?50 -I.02330 -I.6i]50
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4£, DIET N/SRBS SEPARAT|NGo BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT?04} ( Oa FEB q? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. t19810 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.762 .325 -.33060 -.04297 .16292 -.1797I .03528 -.01156 -9.98140 I0.01900 -.58861 .18112
.|06 99,978 -.36349 -.02955 ,I8177 -.20832 ,03357 -.01430 -9.97870 10.05300 -.57963 .I0883
-.029 199.850 -.373B0 -.01338 .17997 -.22468 .05632 -.02016 -9.986]0 9.98060 -.56891 .17311
_A_ I_IT NNnnR N_nn nR_nn _ _n_ NNNNn N_R_n _N_r, N_NNN _n_
RUN NO. I199/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.5B4 I99,950 -.36326 .00643 .I9664 -.20254 .05662 -.01824 -9.96440 9,98770 -,58463 ,1579l
UO _ QQ _ - _klNQ - AI_TN IQR_ - IAQ_ N47_R - _1_7_ -IN A_AA IN AI_ - _QI_ IUA_
GRADIENT.00000 .00000 00000 :  666 : 666S .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI#2, AEOC V#1A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA RACE 350
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVrT04) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP 2690.0000 SQ,rT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF 1290o3000 INCHES YMRP, = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -!0.000 BETAB ]0,000
_REF 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRR = 450,0000 IN, ZT Y .000 JET PC = 6#2.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = #.500
RUN NO. !200J 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.687 -.i46 -.333i7 .0|215 .20904 -,13829 .05982 -,01719 -10.0#000 !0.03000 -.5i532 ,12534
99.255 99,S!Z -.32823 0!3_? 2112R -.]5279 .066#2 -.0;625 -i0,00600 _0.01500 -.54406 .ib230
100.300 200.020 -,32845 ,02536 .2065I -.]5268 ,06179 -,01507 -9.98730 i0.02600 -.5632# .12934
CRADILN] ,OOOQO .OOOOG ,00000 ,O00OO ,_O_Ou .00000 ,00000 ,_0000 00000 ,0000_
RUN NO. 120I/ 0 RN/I_ = t.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5100
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.050 199.830 -.25652 .06193' .24]01 -.17477 ,03651 -,01263 -I0.00500 ]0,02100 -.53632 .12193
200,620 99.975 -.23012 .05889 ,24416 -.18159 ,02993 -.01223 -9.98350 I0.03500 -.56174 .11796
199.500 -.076 -.23375 .05781 .25050 -.20142 .OI5q4 -.01088 -10.01000 10.06800 -.53503 .08828
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI#_, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT705) ( 02 FEB 7 _ )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB = 10.000
9REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y ,000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = _.500
RUN NO, !234/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.619 -.042 -.32693 -.06523 .17357 -.15005 .04492 -.OIBIB -10.00100 10.05800 -l.]BBlO .34175
.BTB 100.030 -.39072 -.09825 .!7827 -.17027 .00963 -.r08#g -£.BqRBO 10.01300 -I.!9930 ._858A
-.906 199.850 -.43069 -.07569 .i437i -.17668 .00157 -.00722 -10.00300 10.03700 -|.18360 .37079
GRAOIENI .UUUUU .UUUUU .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .wvuuw .wu_w ._wu_ .w_,,_ ._
RUN NO. 1235/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
4.9.818 199.980 -.44314 -.05150 .17853 -.14249 .02316 -.00693 ~9.99370 9.93|60 -].I6560 .47153
= ..... - 009£5 .97560 9.987_0 -!.]8660 _4055550.952 99.768 -.40007 ...u549_ '9'u2 - !3379 .02707 . -9
50.440 -.235 -.27480 -.03259 .I6655 -.08845 .0525[ -.01742 -9.99130 9.98150 =|.i7830 .4_795
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
i
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 351
IAI42 t OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT?05) ( 02 FEB 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = IO.OOD
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = i0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 12361 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I01.190 -.065 -.26827 ,00370 .18333 -,03BII .05651 -.01300 -9.91930 9.94800 -I.24940 .N5090
98.802 99.882 -.41606 -.06547 .21483 -.0486I ,OIB14 -.00149 -I0.04200 10.02000 -1.I2430 .38703
tO0.150' 199.990 -,45BI3 -.06577 ,23134 -.I5282 .00091 -,00093 -I0.00400 10.02600 -1,15940 .37675
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12371 0 RNIL = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200,800 199.B50 -,t35]2 .05780 .26872 -.15872 -.02644 -.00232 -9,97030 10.01300 -I.19880 .381SO
200.140 99.950 -,13096 .06924 .2Blq] -.07204 -.02218 .00152 -9.99330 9,91510 -1,17720 .48669
I99.450 -.272 -.01679 .07443 .14201 .05317 .0582I -.00870 -lO,O1400 9,97230 -I.I4820 .42948
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVTTO6} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = I09?.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -ID.O00 8ETAB = I0.000
BPBF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50,000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 12021 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.185 .071 -.32042 -.01699 .16766 -.13609 .02759 -.00895 ZIO.O0300 . 10.02500 -.56376 .]6226
-1.641 99.943 -.35823 -.02500 .18156 -.I9598 .02332 -.0095I -10.06200 10.09700 -.51062 .05323
-I.700 200.130 -.41626 -.00252 .20955 -.23647 .02936 -.01841 -10.03400 I0.05100 -.53347 .I0270
CDA_I_IT nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nn_nn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnmm _na_
RUN NO. I203/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.554 199.920 -,4]3q2 .00603 .21804 -.23464 ,04354 -,02673 -9.99820 9,98060 -.5495? ,IG341
_1 7QI QQ _q_ -- _N -- n_q_ IqlQ_ - IQQP_ nl_q_ - RIR_ -o Q_OIN in _3_n_ _ _ob 1337!
GRADIENT , 0 0 ,0 0 . ,00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-K1A. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 352
[A142, O/ET WtSRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTTOB) _ 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 !NCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -]0.000 BETAB _0.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE " .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1204/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.817 -.!15 -.32403 -.01855 .20210 -.1696B .02216 -,00892 -10.00500 10.04900 . -.55626 .09933
98,299 99.972 -.37570 -.OOGB9 ,_'' '=,4_ -.,_4,_'m,_ .0243B -._.._,n'l_ _ ._In n4_o_n ......TO o_nn -._n_..... .!057.
I00.630 [99.950 -.374_5 .02576 .22325 -.I7255 .05517 -.0207_ -9.95220 9.92100 -.59486 -2_577
GRADIENT °00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00_00 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1205/ 0 RN/L = ,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = --5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
t99.720 200.050 -.28558 .04621 .22621 -.13044 .05604 -.01574 -9,99820 10.01600 -.54F24 .]2263
198.840 99.931 -.30870 .04561 .24254 -.19599 .0552q -.01986 -I0.03900 10.08900 -.5d306 .046q5
200.450 -.16I -.25908 .02948 .2419] -.]7078 .02954 -.01208 -}0.00200 iO 03700 -.54151 .10604
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTT07} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA lO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -!0.000 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF ]290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = I500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1238/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.824 .]53 -.31228 -.06836 ,17BB7 -.!3964 .02216 -.01017 -9.99580 !0,02600 -l. ITB20 .30087
-]._47 99.965 -._725 -.08643 .179gO -.I6839 .00121 -.00566 -tO.04BO0 lO,O]600 -1.12530 .39487
=.,59,, .00369 -.00572 -in 00_0 n ..... 200 !6330
-.272 199,860 -.47ii9 -.uoou_ ._,2=8 ' _ ..... _n n_ -!, .40675
.......... _ _nnn_ _nnnn nnnn_ nnnnn nnoNn NNNNA AANAA ANANA .00000_K_UILI_I .uuuuu .uuuuv .vuvv_ .v_v_ ,_ ............................
RUN NO, J239/ 0 RNiL : J.54 GRADIENT ]NTERVAL= -5. ^^'uu, _.vu=a_
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL #I_PHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.004 199.840 -.42965 -.0620t .1q290 -.16206 .02545 -.00612 -9.96860 9.952Z0 -I.19630 .45356
51.783 99,831 -.35696 -.069!3 .!988] -.I1645 .03191 -.00936 -9.94790 9.95060 -1.222]0 .4503l
52.039 -.291 -.29731 -.05696 .20446 -.Oq588 .0372q -.00945 -9,94570 9.95570 -i.22230 .4_q05
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI#2, AEDC V4 A-K A. TABULATED 50URCE DATA PAGE 353
IAI42. DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTT07) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
Iog?.o00o IN. XT ALPHA - -IO.O00 BETA I0.000
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP _ ALPHAB -I0.000 BETAB I0.000L 12 3 INCHES YM ' .0000 IN. YT =
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I240/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.020 -.214 -,24369 -.Ol611 .20792 -.03381 .05145 -.00999 -10.00300 10.01700 -1.16080 .38730
98.747 99.952 -.26278 -.03395 .19912 -.07508 .03533 -.00907 -10.05200 I0.09600 -I.11590 .31043
98.973 199.990 -,29250 -.0325_ .19202 -.09229 .01799 -.00612 -IO.OOBO0 10.07200 -Io15710 .33135
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1241/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.120 199,520 -.22116 .0090! .25884 -,llBBO -.02044 ,00177 -I0,02900 10.01400 -!.13880 .39108
198,330 99.958 -.17920 .06067 .24264 -.03800 ,08007 -.00483 -10.05900 9.92230 -I.10720 .48778
200.410 -.164 -.15921 .05720 .2155I ,03564 ,05084 -.00950 -9.99980 9.98910 -1.16390 ,42036
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTTOB) c 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETAB I0.000
BREF . = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i206/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.344 .020 -.33965 .00109 .18074 -.14070 .02904 -.01065 -10.01400 I0.01700 -.54858 .lBB36
.243 99.887 -,34616 .01979 .18313 -.12302 .02185 -.00782 -9.98020 I0,01000 -.58440 .20865
-2.!59 !99-900 -.38734 .00430 .19595 -.14766 .00787 -.00512 -]0.07900 I0.07200 -.48379 .lOIS4
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12071 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.876 199,910 -.39247 .00607 .20397 -.19111 .01541 -.010_0 -lO.OllO0 10.04300 -.556_3 .12967
521742 -Z1682 -.34453 .00362 .18634 -.I3566 .02020 -.00906 -9.95850 I0103400 -.60245 .15145 ,
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B. AEDC VhlA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 354
IA[42° DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT708) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 26g0.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP _ 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -[0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -I0.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450,0000 iN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = 542.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACN = 4.500
RUN NO. 1208/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA - CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.220 .2T5 ~.32805 .00465 .19063 -,!3563 .02216 -.00827 -9.98720 10.00500 " 5973 .[6B3B- --._
o7 _ _n_ n_n -.38759 -,00317 .2059G -.19050 _'" -.O!l_=n -t0.09400 _n nm4nn - u_Bn2 nTqn7
100.120 200.020 -.39022 .00855 .2i40i -.22472 .02755 -.ole3I -9.99i20 i0.04200 -.56973 .ii5B3
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOOO .O000O .00000 .00000 .gO000 ,00000 00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1209/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.500 [99.870 -.33976 .03490 .23633 -.20468 .04143 -,02454 -9.91750 [0.05600 -.82229 .08947
200.270 99.9[0 -.30988 .01736 .23170 -,23017 .02595 -.01700 -10.00500 9.90610 -.53950 .16337
199.620 -.269 -.31103 .01637 .23804 -.15322 ,01647 -,01076 -I0.00900 9.93520 -.53663 .22499
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT709} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT, XMRP * I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -10.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1242/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-I.648 .130 _.34462 -.04948 .19266 -,_1897 .0IS15 -.00694 -10.04500 I0.02500 -!,13140 ,39967
-2.21_ _;.;o_' - ._,_7°7'_ - ............n£_nl I_R7 -.153BB .01212 -.0064B -I0.08500 10.07000 -1.09140 354?2
-,858 199,950 -.42660 -.05450 .iG694 -,16083 .w_Bu_ -.00625 __n 02100 in oz_nn -_ l_Pn .39889
GRADIENI .00000 .00000 .... a nn_n_ nnnnn annnn nnnnn nnnnn .NNNNfl NNNflO.uuuuu . _vv_ .vvvvv ,_ ................... .
RUN NO. 1243/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ _._
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBE_A
48.446 199.780 -.47164 -.04992 .19590 -.12665 .01010 -.00289 -I0.04200 9.96220 -t.13170 .46798
5).304 99.389 -.40135 -..06611 .!9913 -,!3923 ,00950 -,00548 -9.98250 10.02000 -I.I9240 .39766
.50.685 -.i3[ -.29586 -.04573 .[9237 -,09886 ,0232| -.00673 -9.99570 S.99400 -I.iqSBO ,4260G
GRADIENT ..00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? iAI42. AEDC VqIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 355
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT?OBI ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP, - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT _ Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1244/ 0 RN/L = l.B3 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
102.060 -.271 -.22910 -.03153 .20706 -.06738 .03484 -.00719 -9.90050 9.94640 -1.25500 .47397
99,388 lO0.OlO -.34592 -.04588 .21228 -.lOBll .02158 -.00659 -10.01600 10.04800 -I.15300 .37078
97.622 199.B90 -.43413 -.03202 .20901 -.08241 .00912 -.00193 -10.07300 I0.01800 -1.095t0 .4059]
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000g .00000
RUN NO. 12451 0 RN/L = l.B3 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.570 199.790 -.25012 .01217 .24036 , -.07697 .01349 -.00599 -10.01400 9.99210 -1.14820 .43535
202.600 IO0.IO0 -.17033 .02288 .2479t -.06027 .03557 -.00800 -9.90620 9.95200 -1.25610 .47931
199.510 .030 -.17017 .02530 .25030 -.04135 .02509 -.00777 -9.99090 10.02100 -1.16240 .40755
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT710) ( 0£ FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1210/ 0 RN/L = !.53 GRADIENT {NTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH cA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.113 -3.882 -.35989 -.03739 .1Bq85 -.1619B .03870 -.OIB4B -9.99B10 10.00900 -.56256 -1.81560
-.47B 95.938 -.37110 -.02368 .18622 -.21143 .04102 -.01667 -10.00400 I0.06800 -.54668 -1.91340
-.112 195.890 -.38461 -.00717 .16:_BO -.21474 .05664 -.0206B -9.99000 9.99130 -.55593 -1.82660
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1211/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50_77I I95.B60 -.35884 .00753 .19343 -.19753 .05782 -.01874 -9.95690 9.99000 -.58087 -I.BSB90
..............................................................
49,251 -4.259 -.34054 -.03457 .18900 -.£0671 .02554 -.01179 -I0.04300 I0.08800 -.51250 -1.93190
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEOC V41A-KIA° TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 356
IA142. O/ET N/SRBB SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT710} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097-0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -IO.O00 BETAB 8.000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. 2T Y .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .01C0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1212/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ' ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
__ _ Do O_B _Q - ntRTO -I0,01000 10,01500 -.53114 -1.85660q 59_ -4.202 -.3090i .00435 .21454 -.I_7 ............
99.159 96.007 -.33440 .01326 .21332 -.1592"2 .07106 -.uL_t -I0.01000 10.02300 -.51773 -I.8,_9_
_00.600 i95.S_0 -.32375 .02kit .20285 -,16_43 ,06814 -.01716 -9.97790 10,02600 -.55682 -1.87220
GRADIENT • .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12131 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.750 t95.840 -.25407 .06055 .24388 -.I6970 .03932 -.01363 -I0.00500 10.00700 -.53470 -1.86720
200.500 96.016 -.22742 .05646 .24748 -.18241 .03833 -.01341 -9.98630 10.02900 -.55629 -1.88120
199.660 -4.137 -.22147 :05205 .£5529 -.21029 .02296 -.01261 -10.00900 I0.08000 -.53264 -I,92570
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA1.42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTTll) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = _I0.000 BETA ]0,000
LREF i290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETAB : B.O00
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 12461 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-I.qI8 -3.921 -.34707 - 05429 .19230 -.13808 .02221 -.01120 -I0.05300 10.07900 -I.I0300 -1.65930
-2.082 95.959 -.326i9 -.08890 .[7799 _,,,54_ .01058 - nn_q -I0.08900 IO.OBIOo -t.08i20 -i.67930
-I.933 195.930 -.45677 -.uow,o_cc_ .:_=n°° _.._,_,,o_ .........nn_uA - nn743 -I0.05100 10.04700 -1.11230 -1.63260
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12471 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
50.070 196.0_0 -.44545 -.05081 _17645 -.15563 .02634 -,00904 -9.98430 9.92060 -I.17310 -I.51210
• 51.643 95.957 -.36516 -.076q9 .i9300 -.14912 .02604 -.00919 _9.95630 _O.OIO00 -I.20380 -!.60£50
48.482 -4.134 -.30395 -.02611 .19282 -.10266 .04234 -.01344 -10.04200 10.04900 -i I2370 -I.64350
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ..00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
LDATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 357
IA142, OIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTTII) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I09710000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = I500,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 124B/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.883 -4.223 -.1825I -.ooseB .18477 -.04194 .06133 -.01301 -I0.00700 9.99740 -1.15720 -1.59160
98.230 95.820 -.41213 -.05718 .23465 -.05104 .01785 -.00127 -I0.05500 9.99160 -I.10500 -1.58920
100.300 195.BBO -.46451 -,06483 .24092 -.15362 .00522 -,OO04O -9.99600 |0.02300 -I.17ii0 -i.61750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I249/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 3.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I97.230 195.810 -.I3005 .04433 .26835 -.1579! -,02094 -.00099 -10.09400 t0.00400 -1.08250 -I.60060
200.970 95.929 -.09622 .05395 .29554 -.06160 -.02050 .00303 -9.95880 9.90390 -I.20810 -1.49480
200.410 -4.007 -.02493 .08628 .I8297 .03557 .07175 -.00947 -10.00500 10.00300 -1.14620 -I.50230
_n n .00000GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ._0_0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTTIB) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = IO.OOD
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .OOO0 IN. Y$ ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB B.OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1214/ O RN/L = 1,53 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.133 -3.905 -.32896 -.01274 ,17176 -.15371 .03970 -.01229 -10.00200 IO.O1SO0 -.55162 -1.85030
-.287 95.941 -.37573 -,02003 .18754 -.19035 .02128 -.00947 -I0.00700 10.00400 -.55455 -1.85570
-.602 195.940 -.39432 -.00533 .20699 -.21897 .02659 -.01893 -10.00500 i0.02800 -.54995 -I.Bu_O0
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 .DO000 .DO000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1215/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ..... ALPHA_ _BEIA_ - DALFA - .DBE!A"
5T_587 95.833 -.35894 -.02072 .19629 -.21108 .02207 -.0i177 -9.97490 10.04200 -.57994 -1.90540
50.184 -4.146 -.36104 -.00756 .19172 -.1_980 .02982 -.00907 -9.97860 9.92430 -.57544 -t..77920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 lAI42. AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 358
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT712) I 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA .PARAMETRIC DATA
SEEF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP .= I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA i0.000
LREF = )290.3000 INCHES YHRP . .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RON NO. 1216/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_nn..........._n -_ Ix4 -.32"264 -.0i884 .20787 -._,ow_..... .u_,_=°_ _ 01022 -o_._.m_hun._ I0.05400 -.5550] -I.9PPqo.___
99.02B 96.035 -.38106 -.00788 .21154 -.21889 .03198 -.01504 -i0.02200 i0.04800 -.52369 -i.91480
89.88_ _95o920 -.37833 o8261_ .22145 -.15455 ,0574] - 021!8 -9.99790 10.0]000 -.53957 -1.87700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1217/ 0 RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.600 195,870 -.30552 .05088 .23402 -,14477 .05646 -.01687 -I0.00600 I0.01800 -.52856 -1.89790
200.420 95.950 -.27140 .03939 .24II0 -.18942 .05875 -.02027 -9.99420 i0.06000 -.54155 -|.93310
I99.600 -4.052 -.26399 .03038 .24836 -.20BBB .04]2B -.01569 -I0.00700 IO.OBeO0 -,52735 -].95010
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
1A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTTI3) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB - 8.000
UREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1250/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
2.290 -3.836 -.32735 -.05965 _]9349 -_t_47_ .01896 -.00871 -9.92220 lO.OI?O0 -1,25170 -I.635]0
• 139 95.955 -.42745 -.08953 .i8032 -._750I .00G4] -._07,_n,o -9.99200 !0,00800 -! .8260 -!.62490
-I.016 196.130 -.4905E -.tJeZD_ . 17182 -.,89=_ ._,_ _.._nn_.......................-_n n;>nn in n_znn -t.15n_n -I.64710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1251/ 0 RN/L = ].53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
52.359 _95.B00 -.39655 _.06533 .!5_,0 -.14594 .0}738 -.00634 -9.91730 9.93500 -I.249t0 -I.541BO
50.598 95.741 -.36137 -,06781 .20144 -.I2684 ,03205 -,0i109 -9.98810 9.95550 -],18030 -).57[80
5I_645 -4.I76 -.316f0 -.05237 .21355 -.08952 ,03240 -.00986 -9.93740 9,97210 -I.22810 -I.59t00
GRADIENT .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 359
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTTI3] ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.00D0 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETA8 - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. IBSBl 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.484 -4.227 -.23777 -.02045 .22]76 -.049_9 .05252 -.01046 -10.01300 10.01700 -1.]4820 -].63670
97.999 96.028 -.29516 -,02978 .20947 -.09137 .04608 -.01234 -I0.08300 lO.OBlOO -1.08350 -I.70050
99.715 195.960 -.29766 -.03492 .19569 -.]2448 .02630 -.00974 -9.S9030 I0.0890D -i.i7640 -i.69950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1253/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
]98.630 I95.840 -.26002 .0]773 .27601 -.]3]19 -.02065 .00352 -]0.04800 ]0.00600 -I.12010 -].63100
201.880 95.960 -.08517 .0195I °25675 -.02736 .00664 -.00261 -9.94670 9.94750 -1.21870 -1.56350
200.290 -4,II6 -.10464 .04647 .23598 .00467 .06475 -,01198 -9.99620 lO,OlBO0 -|.16550 _1.832_0
GRADIEN[ .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
iAI42. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT?]4) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARANETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = ]097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -]0.000 BETAB 8.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - IO0.O00 JET PC = 542.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1218/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
-.552 -3.864 -.36268 ,00488 .18636 -.15357 .03432 -.01214 -10.02000 I0.02000 -.52997 -1.806]0
.!36 95.805 -.36721 .02]49 .]8500 -.12564 .02676 -.00902 -9.97960 9.99260 -.57123 -].77330
-l.055 ]95.900 -.37803 .0059] .]9541 -.I5558 .0]886 -.00626 -10.04400 10.06600 ' -,bUS03 -|.89030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]219/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = _5.00/ 5.00
7 X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
6013&6 "661666 -:3e407 .0043I .18147 -.15130 .02]05 -.00753 -9,98000 9.95190 -.57511 -t./blbU
51.483 -4,]37 -.32161 -.00269 .I8354 -.]3798 .02825 -.00995 -9.94990 9.98360 -;60358 -I.79460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI48, AEOC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAOE 320
IAI42. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB dETS ON (OVTgl4) ( 02 FEB ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF - I290.300G INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I220/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN . ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.37] -4.129 -.33802 .00624 .i9910 -.]6125 .03325 -.0107I -10.011DO !0.03000 -.53876 -1.8_h90
97,856 96,233 -.39705 -,00179 .21248 -.19BB5 ,02872 -.01307 -]0.08]00 10.07700 -.47582 -I,90520
100.I60 196.000 -.39936 .01030 .21820 -.22558 .02740 -.01806 -9.98870 IO.ObOOO -.56838 -I.87530
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]22]z 0 RN/L = }.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.270 195.950 -.35918 .04157 .24596 -.29527 .04182 -,02592 -9.91950 10.06t00 -.61631 -1.89400
199.970 95.943 -.34440 .02747 .24378 -.23484 .02646 -,01?I3 -10.01300 9.98120 -.52908 -1.81330
!99.590 -4.0!8 -.34301 .02709 .25763 -.20230 .02999 -.01511 -I0.01500 9.97520 -.52611 -1.80160
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT715) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA - ID.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETA8 - B.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1254! 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00Y 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-,097 -3.865 _.23580 -.07223 .)7!28 -.|I986 .02464 -.OOBIi -9.99900 :u.uiDuu.. .... -*.*,uBw''_ _ I,uuQ_wc"_="
-].586 _m=u...=.'n' - .._,u:m=n............. - n_xTR Iq_R -.16580 . 01808 -.00866 -10.04100 I0.02400 -I.13500 -I.61150
.294 I95.850 -.41977 -.06032 .I6735 -.16863 .01297 -.00781 -9.99030 I0.02700 -I.IBGOO -I.50680
................ _ Onnnn nnnnh nnnnn _flnNNO 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_AUIL_I .UUUUU ,uuuuu • uw_ ._. .............
RUN NO..2_I 0 RNIL 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_8.524 195,£80 -.46035 -.05825 .18283 _.14284 .00527 -.00353 -!0.06800 ]0.00700 _i.i0700 -I,59060
51.578 95.802 -.38720 -,07098 .20058 -.15557 .01478 -.00724 -9.95890 10.00500 -1.21550 -I.59840
49.316 -4.094 -.28995 -.05241 .19922 -.II059 .03227 -.00826 -i0.02400 I0.00500 -I.14790 -1.59470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
/DATE 25 JUL 77 1A142, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 36i
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH 5RB JETS ON (0VT715) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0008 SQ.FT. XMRP _ 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA lO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .OOO0" IN. YT ALPHAB - -10.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1256/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I01.940 -4.083 -.23330 -.02988 .21445 -.09062 .0300Z -.00877 "9.91300 I0.00000 -1.25130 -1.59270
101.120 95.758 -,32755 -.04816 .21777 -.I0901 .02397 -.00823 -9.98110 IO.OOl00 -I.18BI0 -1.59220
96.923 196.098 -.44125 -.03010 .21131 -.I0448 .01191 -.00406 -10.09500 I0.04400 -i.07320 -|.62_50
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1257/ 0 RN/L = 1.5S GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL . ALPHA BETA DALEA DBETA
200.850 195.720 -.23716 .01372 .24786 -.I0578 .02889 -.00878 -9.98090 i0.01700 -I.18140 -1.59950
201.530 96.082 -.19180 .02538 .26289 -.08898 .05050 -.01013 -9.94150 9.95290 -I.21990 -1.53440
2DD.3_O -4.204 -.]753_ .02699 .2594b -.07_i3 .04305 -.021vS -9.97850 _0.00500 -_,I_2_0 -_.5_210
GRADIENT , .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTTI6; { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. ×MRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1299.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0090 IN. YT ALPHAB - -14.000 BETA8 - 14.090
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. IB31/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.038 -2.242 -.40879 -.01352 .20709 -.10780 -.90671 -.09220 -10.03900 10.03300 -4.94940 4.32790
h_ _n _.._ .......
_=.5_ o_ _6 - 404_6 -.02411 ]9229 -.09116 -.01842 .00233 -10.01800 10.01500 -4.96210 4.33790
48.474 197.620 -.44573 -.00314 .18392 -.13524 -.0198! -.00053 -i0.0(i00 i0,06500 -4.97080 4,29660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1932/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
7 _ CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.570 97.487 -14_533 01637 .20769 -.I0143 -.OOBBB -.00131 -I0.00300 _._bb|U -4._/_u 4._/_u
I01 120 -2.302 -.40092 -.00757 .21947 -.09763 -.00278 -.09285 -9.96450 IO.OI300 -5.01480 4.33360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00900 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 362
IAi42, oIET WISRBS'SEPARATINO. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTTI6) [ 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2590,0000 SQ.FT, XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -|0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I4.000 BETAB I4.000
BREF 1290.3000 iNCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .OtO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 193_/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
202.240 -2.453 -.31590 ._,_'35 ....=_ ........... - n_Q_ _nl229 -.0073I -9.91240 9.97640 -5.05340 4.35000
I98.210 97.662 -.38030 .01202 ,22805 - i2666 .uuo_..... -.005£5 ,n nccnn _n no_nn -4._.°_uu_',_ u _Tonn
20_.540 _27.550 -._5537 .01987 21238 -.12895 -.00]77 -.006i2 -9.96180 10,03700 -5.02130 4.29430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATIHG, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT717) ( 02 FEB ?? )
REFEREK_E DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
£REF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - t097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF i290.3000 iNCHES YMRP • _0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I4.000 BETAB = _2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1934/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00.
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.131 .315 -.34169 -.03614 ._9673 -.06861 .00862 -.00269 -I0.05500 10.02200 -4.92340 2.33080
49.379 100.510 -.42457 -.05083 ,1904_ -.10462 .00957 -.00348 -10.02600 |0.00500 -4.95120 2.35280
49.3t7 200.510 -.46620 -.03101 .18342 -.09895 .00648 -.00225 -I0.00900 I0.01700 m4.96750 2.34430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000" .00000
RUN NO. 1935/ 0 RN/L = 1,5! GRADIENT iNTERVAL = --5.00/ 5.00
Z X ,CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
'0,.430 200.4!0 - _!qSX -.02008 .20152 -.09275 .Oil60 -.00409 -9.946?0 lO.O0000 -5.02380 2,35260
tOl.150 i05.820 -.37_92 -_.uc-_5_ .tg3_ ..... 02_5'_04 -.OO#fa -_.9?650 9.9i650 -4.99570 2.44000
i00.540 .480 -,oo=,,...... ._.,nn=°u ...._nn_ ....... - n_17 .flP47_ -.00610 -9,99840 iO.04gO0 -4.97720 2.29240
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1936/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.760 .3B4 -.21678 ,02946 ,23080 -.03389 .01731 -.00682 -9.98930 _0.00300 -4.98350 2,34710
198.550 _00.380 -.24601 .02029 .23647 -.06392 .OIBIB _.00453 -I0.05400 10.04400 -4.9.590 2.3!!i0
199.870 200.530 -.29895 .01949 .23747 -.13170 .00702 -.00575 -]0.00400 JO._JBO0 -4.96430 2.33400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?7 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 363
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVT?I8) ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP ..= 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10,000 BETA I0.000
LREF ." |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAS = IB.OO0
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1937/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00I 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.318 _.652 -.39589 -.02940 .21137 -.I0823 .01409 -.00466 -10.06500 10.06400 -4,92210 2.26610
48.762 100.460 -.41952 -.04086 .19530 -.OgBB2 -,OOB09 -.00032 -10..03100 10.05600 -4.94820 2.27320
49.234 200.480 -.46125 -.02523 .18454 -.i2325 -.00259 -.O01B_ -10.01BOO I0.03600 -4.BB200 2.29300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. lg38/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA • DALFA OBETA
I00.900 200.460 -.4354B -.01615 .20154 -.10283 -.00099 -.00284 -9.97950 . 9.98990 -5.00100 2.33840
100.370 100.450 -.40220 -.03122 .20642 -.08264 .01340 -.00277 -9.99780 9.96590 -4.9B100 2.35530
101.340 .5f7 -.36590 -.01607 .22325 -.03981 .01350 -.00251 -9.93780 9.969!0 -5.03930 2.34700
GRADIENT .vuvvvnnnnn .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 . 00000 .00000 .00000 . 00000
RUN NO. i939/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.860 .4Bl -.28603 .00690 .24915 -.02q94 .00229 -.00309 -10.00500 10.01400 -4.961B0 2.30390
198.890 100.530 -.32496 .00964 .23933 -.08B09 .OOq2? -.00401 -10.04000 10.07700 -4.92q60 2.23510
198.650 200.450 -.36893 .01787 .24005 -.ISIGG .00390 -.00785 -10.04000 10.01000 -4.92950 2.30680
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. OtET H!SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVTTI91 ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT• XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. ×T ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -14.000 BETAB = 10,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. Zf Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. IS40/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM _ CA .... CY .... CYN^__ CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
48.501 I00,030 -.33544 -.05594 .lBq56 -.[I707 .034UI -.Uldbf -|U.U/_UU Iu.u_4uu -4._l/g .db40_
47.033 199.980 -.43975 -.03697 .18769 -.I1955 .03452 -.00899 -lO.OB400 10.02900 -4.901B0 .31805
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TAEULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 384
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT719) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 :N. XT ALPHA = -_0.000 BETA iO.O00
LREF I290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = -14.000 BETA8 i0.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = }225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 194I/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
99,086 cu_.__ _.{._._u_o_ - ......n_ .22628 -.f3883 .017_9 -.00299 -I0.05600 _0.08400 -_,91320 .coLco.....
96.267 9g.899 -.64490 .0_824 .28146 -.lOBBI .05054 -o01094 -i0.08300 9.90580 -4.88840 .#3782
98.859 -.242 -.24766 -.00;@} .19182 -.._4218 .06_37 -.01171 --}0.05100 i0.02_00 -9.92140 .31375
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 _00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1942/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.400 -.094 -.16}55 .07733 _19887 .01055 ,07362 -.01401 -I0.05500 10.03200 -4.91450 .31887
199.110 100.030 -.17081 .03592 .28174 -.08741 -.00694 .00004 -10.03500 10.09700 -4,94080 .24828
198,650 I99,850 -.21372 .OSBOB .25878 -.]5338 ,00544 -.0057t -10.04100 10.05900 -4.9SG90 .28493
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT720) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOOO IN. YT ALPHAB = -14.000 BETA8 10.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1943/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_n.520 -.20i -.38524 -.05103 _'_" n_o_ nmm,_ - nn#nn -o _R_n Q qqixn -4 9896A ._2_
k8.208 99.824 -.43505 -,06252 .i9314 .10690 .03350 -.00847 -|0.05500 i0,02;00 -4.92;50 .2S90_
50._83 I99.950 -.43379 -.0472_ ,I8194 - I3097 024;2 -.OOqi9 -9,96840 i0.07000 -# ..........
ORAD!E_NT oonnn .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1944/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
89.568 I99.710 --.35_6 -.0!8_9 ,_0074 -,08843 .03865 -.00968 -_0.0!300 10.00900 -4.95340 .3l!65
I02.230 99.68| -.29498 -.01200 .I9498 -,07683 .03967 -.0}062 -9,92770 9.98320 -5.04590 ,33585
I00.500 -.087 -.28406 -.00q30 .2!0!9 -.05!3! ,05949 -.0!!30 -9.98650 9.95080 -4.99120 .36628
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEDC Vq|A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA " PAGE 365
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT720} ( 02 FEB. 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690 0000 SO.FT. • XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -14.000 BETAB = 'I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1945/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
197.B50 -.26B -.21709 .070IS .22BOI -.03783 .OB96B -.01544 -10.07400 I0.03100 -4.B9750 .27697
200.310 100.110 -.19784 .05161 .24221 -.05577 .04383 -.00577 -10.03000 10.03000 -4.938B0 .2B197
198.780 199.780 -.22050 .0376i .2_052 -.07B05 .03555 -.OOSOS -10.05700 I0.05500 -4.91350 .25458
GRADIENT ,OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, OtET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT72!) t 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA -10,000 BETA I0,000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB= -14.000 BETAS = lO.O00
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIOO MACH = •4.500
RUN NO. I946/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.782 .065 -.35082 -.03983 .20915 -.09207 .O21ll -.00751 -9.94750 ]O.OOBOO -5.03310 .34473
50.291 99.789 -.42114 -.05489 .19892 -.13085 .01704 -.00737 -I0.02300 10.01600 -4.96630 .3439B
49.139 I99.800 -.76927 -.03468 .18853 -.10233 .01297 -.00433 -I0.02100 9.99110 -4,96510. .37089
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1947/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.270 199,770 -.42638 -.02256 .20799 -.09352 .00458 -.00466 -9.94930 10.02000 -5,02860 .33963
101.730 100.060 -.37883 -.02589 .20605 -.0720I .02140 -.00514 -9.94900 9.96660 -5.04380 .39022
• 101.2B0 -.144 -.54504 .0i026 c_ll_ .08i17 .O==oJ -. .....
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. I94B/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL =- -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.840 99.934 -.25766 .0££q_ .d4949 -.U_C_ .u3uo_ -.uu_= -_u,u_3uu lu.uw;uu -_.=c==u .cuc=_
200.290 200.050 -,28727 .01846 .24094 -.I6044 .01487 -.01068 -9.99620 10.02600 -4.980]0 .33298
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 356
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT722) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -lO,O00 BETA 10,000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 [N. YT ALPHA8 - -14,000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP - 450,0000 IN, ZT Y = .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1949/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL m -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
49.364 -_.wJ_ -.L_H__7 _.nToz_......... .lql_ -.07839 .04580 -_0|36_ -i0.05700 i0.04300 -_.9]3]0 -1.70_80
49.648 96.0_7 -.33495 -.04771 .20297 -,12130 .03115 -,01358 -lO,OlSO0 IO.OIIO0 -4.96250 -I-B6t60
49.010 196.050 -.37548 -.03934 ._9337 -.1399I .03159 -.01388 -10,03300 [O.OqIOO -4,9"I00 -1.68950
GRADIENT ,O000O .DO000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19501 0 RN/L = l.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.320 t96.020 -.42590 -.05012 .23350 -.14707 .01652 -.00414 -9.99920 10.02000 -4.97690 -1.67580
101.B70 95.955 -.37401 -.04179 .22232 -.07339 .01526 -.00095 -9.93070 9.93120 -5.04910 -l.57710
101.780 -4.182 -.23809 -.00085 .IBlO0 -.048ZI .06602 -.01442 -9.96790 10,01500 -5.00600 -1.67550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1951/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,DO/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA. CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA 0BETA
197.810 -4.143 -.14842 .09103 ,2056B -.00113 .07389 -.01449 -10.06400 10.04100 -4.90370 -1.69760
t89.530 95.969 -.I_5t9 .O_SB9 .27679 -.09650 -.00723 -.00077-I0.01900 _0.03300 -4.966f0 -1.69520
199.320 195.960 -.tB189 .04516 .2646B -.15250 -.01096 -.00511 -10.02300 I0.09900 -4.95360 -1.75960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
[A142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS ON (OVT723) ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690,0000 _o.FT. XHRP - ]097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -!0.000 8ETA = !N.OSn
LREr = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = I290,3000 INCHES ZMRP : 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225• _"
cP,,c _ ntnn MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 19531 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.520 _,_B, _.35!07 -•nw703 .22]i) -.09556 .03906 -,0_29I -I0.08200 .... -4.B1BOO -_ 75770
48.478 95.903 -.39600 -.06373 .18971 -.I04!7 .03897 -.01171 -I0.06400 10.02700 -4.91270 -I.70730
49.598 195.960 -.42362 -.04621 ,18642 -.I2688 .02972 -.00899 -10.00BOO ]0.06300 -4.96720 -1.73920
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt_ 77 [A142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 367
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT723I ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
8REF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT, XMRP = 1097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA • -10.000 BETA .= lO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAB • 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = °0|00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1954/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA• DALFA DBETA
100.340 196.250 -.32037 -.02281 .20246 -.13077 .03900 -.01225 -10.02300 I0.05600 -4.94800 -1.73130
10t.100 96.07i -.R8602 -.01987 .20817 -.08893 .03970 - 0.290 -9.95450 9.97780 -5.02090 -!=66360
[01.800 -4.178 -.22987 -.01353 .20897 -.05758 .06162 -.01313 -9.93930 9.93270 -5.03400 -1.61400
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1955/ 0 RN/L = t.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.360 -4.246 -.17137 .06266 .23637 -.04135 .07563 -.01348 -10.02600 10.01000 -4.94270 -1.69520
I97.850 95.952 -.I9217 .03290 .26732 .04363 -.01890 .01798 -10.06800 10.02400 -4.90350 -1.70490
!99.350 !96.040 -.22294 .03729 .25673 -.II969 .02964 -.00731 -10.03500 10.03500 -4.94010 -1..1810
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT724) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA iO.ooa
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O000 IN. YT ALPHA8 • -14.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
_A_ = .0!00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 1956/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.641 -3.930 -.3t059 -.050St .20783 -.12733 .0_294 -.0118/ -10.02000 I0.03200 -4.95780 -1.70920
49.154 95.96i -.42745 -.05888 .2u_ = i,_=n n n_7 - no_a -_n nmBnn Q a=e_n
49.628 t95.950 -.46093 -.03486 .19379 -.12926 .02084 -.00759 -I0.00600 IO.O1300 -4.97140 -1.68720
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I957/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
-. _, _, u _ rv rv_i r_l AIP_A AFTA NAI FA RRFTA
100.120 95.219 -.40611 -.02031 .21840 -.10401 :02646 -.O0_&7 -I0:00200 lO.OIBO0 -4;96920 -1.69640
99.890 -4.087 -.26559 -.02405 .22026 -.09510 .0327I -.00941 -10.00400 10.01700 -4.96760 -I.69230
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 369
[AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON [0VT724) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT.' XMRP = _09T. 0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -!0,000 BETA IO,O00
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = -_4.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC - 1225.900
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1958/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
202,460 -_.==__,,- _.......2_u,o n2_=.... 27!27 "- .nB54_, .01490 -.0i060 -9.95270 i9.97400 -5.0i430 -],75020
200,320 95.092 -.2035i .02292 .25270 -.08472 .04178 -.01005 -9.98510 9.94950 -4.98000 -I,62470
199.740 196.I!0 -.30043 .0236I .25175 -.i5087 .01334 -.OJOIS "-_0.00200 '_ _
• _._,_990 '4.98570 1.700g0
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .UO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARAIIN6. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT725_ { 92 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA : -lO.DO0 BETA - I0.000LREF • 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB -I8.000 8ETA8 = 14.OO0
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE • .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1986/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
99,3_2 =2.116 -.32554 -.01613 .21695 -.05068 .00916 -.00161 -10.04100 10.03200 -9,95300 4.29300
98.498 97.736 -.35530 -.03565 .20532 -.07049 -.00043 .00070 -10.08900 10.05400 -8.90550 4.26760
99.480 I97.800 -.39334 -.01727 .18878 -.05747 -.01601 .00300 -10.01300 10.04100 -8.97750 4.28040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 1997/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN___: CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA 8BETA
I_8 990 !97,_BO -.4bU/U ,ucI_4 .22172 _,_ - nno=, .00242 -10.0)700 I0.03500 ....,, . -.... .u_,,8 .v.... - -8,975!0 _ PTqPO
151 290 97.578 -.38926 .00055 .22582 -.09057 -.00484 -.00325 -9.97840 9.99930 -9.0ii80 4.3i290
15_.090 -2.134 -.35484 .01645 .23509 -.0_996 .00437 -.09335 -9.85500 9.98330 -9.03200 _.32810
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00090
RUN NO. 1988/ 0 BN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT [NTERVAL= -5,00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.420 -_.450 -.27822 .01889 .22932 -.04636 .01208 -.00356 -9.92480 9.98230 -9.05600 4.32510
201.010 97.839 -.32163 .01526 .22599 -.07761 .00475 -.00389 -9,96580 I0.00700 -9.01550 4.29750
200.560 197.950 -.32855 .03280 .20720 -.11513 -.00431 -.0043! -9.95410 IO.OB700 -9.02940 4.21820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .O000O .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 369
IA|42,'O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OvT?B61 OB FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA • -10.000 BETA • 10.000
LREP = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I8.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1989/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
97.976 .630 -.30539 -.00573 .21090 -.08752 .02462 -.O05BB -10.08200 10.01200 -B.90280 2.32700
I00_420 100.640 -.35634 -.02564 .20792 -.07139 .02685 -.00585 -9.99140 10.02400 -B.99270 2.31270
99.010 200.590 -.38800 -.0286B .20000 -.08837 .01157 -.0026I -10.P4500 10.07100 -B.93850 2.26g00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 " .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
.RUN NO. 1990/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151.580 200.540 -.35670 -.00089 .21923 -.11669 .00932 -.00496 -9.932B0 10.05900 -9.04930 2.27520
152.780 [00.380 -.26361 .00283 .22168 -.05606 .02198 -.00669 -9.91420 9.91230 -9.06460 2.41890
|51._80 .299 -.21025 .0067I .21341 -.07889 .02449 -,00408 -9.94650 I0.03500 -9.03460 2.29910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I991/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.640 ,272 -.24532 .04568 .23874 -.02BSl .01056 -.00452 -9.99030 9.99080 -8.98900 2.33620
|98.990 100.620 -.2700I .04353 .24903 -.08275 .02795 -.00806 -I0.02500 10.04700 -8.95060 2.28400
199.850 200.600 -.28430 .02574 .23468 -.13225 -.00534 -.00600 -I0.00300 10.05000 -B.97280 2.27550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA[42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT727) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MAOH = 4.500
RUN NO. I992/ 0 RN/L = l.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.I00 .433 _.30638 -.02018 .21472 -.02420 .02449 -.00208 -10.01100 9.98820 -B.98440 2.34620
97.BI7 200.650 -.44663 -.01460 .20375 -.OB130 .00374 -.00173 -I0.06700 I0.07300 -e.92IB0 2.26890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,_0000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 370
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT727) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB # -iB.O00 BETAB 12.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP • 450.0000 IN. ZT Y _ 150.000 JET PC _ 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1993/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 DRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
nn ni52.790 200.620 -.35905 -._51_ .2IB38 -._0692 ,00397 -.00379 -9.91390 10.04500 -9.07360 2.29160
I50.910 100.390 -.3164B -.01497 .2i934 -.06294 ,uu_o_ -.00273 -9.=,,_v 9.9_.4 ..... 4 ...... 7_
_50.G50 ._40 -.31057 ,OOe07 .23041 -.0215B .02731 -.00393 -9.97480 9.92230 -9.012]0 2.41460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1994/ 0 RN/L = 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.630 .121 -.26550 .023B5 .23905 -,01177 .02313 -.00335 -9.94100 9.99490 -9.04210 2.33100
lge. 120 I00.230 -.3[283 .01690 .2409B -.06334 .00715 -.00424 -10.06100 10..09500 -8.92070 2.83820
[99.400 200.390 -.33265 .OIBB3 .23803 -.12727 .00283 -.00616 -10.02400 10.09500 -8.95640 2.23650
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAIW2, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT72B} ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
fiREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -IB.O00 8ETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y ,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUNNO. 1995/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.290 -_090 -.24214 .00302 .19264 -.02587 .06173 -.01206 -ID.03400 I0.03600 -8.94_70 ,28985
IO0.B30 99,855 -.31714 -._,,58_"' ,20032 -,06697 .02355 -,00390 -9.98500 10.00300 -8.99550 .aac_o.....
[uu.350 s_.==u -._2., - n_ ;10_ - IXI_ ,01055 -.00346 -9.99530 10.02600 -8.97920 .30633
GRADIENT ,0000 O .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I996/ 0 RN/L = 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I49.300 |99.900 -.33439 -,01547 .23450 -.13752 -,00475 -.00333 -I0.03000 9.99590 -9.94590 .33230
152.640 99,955 -.25333 -,01507 .24579 -.04595 -.00362 .00137 -9.93_!0 9,90840 -9.05100 42643
150,060 ,12B -,18379 .03241 .19276 .00755 .06814 -.01103 -10.00300 |0.02900 -8,97960 .291BI
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 jUL 77 tAI_2, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 37t
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {OVT728) { 02 FEB _7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP .= I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 18991 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT. INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.490 -.132 -.18747 .08912 .20974 .01285 .06368 -.01085 -9.92030 10.03200 -9.05960 .29368
!99.240 gg.972 -.19485 .04573 .2792I -.08883 ,00248 -.00152 -10.03100 10.03000 -8.95580 .29365
200.070 199.970 -.t8743 .03995 .25015 -,I7422 -.01027 -.00502 -9.99730 10.02400 -8.98650 .29753
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ' .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS 5EPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT729) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 BQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 iN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB : -!8.000 BETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OtOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1998/ 0 RN/L = |.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.806 .047 -.26751 -.00299 .20988 -.03413 .05236 -.00956 -I0.05000 10.04900 -8.93320 .28701
98.626 99.894 -.29359 -.01666 .20278 =.07037 .05350 -.01434 -10.05100 10.05200 -8.93140 .28718
97.835 199.970 -.37224 -.00650 .20325 -.0891I .02769 -.01095 -10.04600 10.09200 -8.83180 .24608
GRADIENT .O000O ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1999/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL =- -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.788 J99.930 -.26459 -.01738 .21638 -.09883 -.01137 -.00166 -]O.OIBO0 10.04000 -8.96220 .29363
I49.600 99.996 -.I0257 -.01097 .1891t -.03327 .06374 -.01372 -9.99610 9.95190 -8.98380 .3787I
I48.290 -.264 -.18093 .01810 .20737 .00222 .06451 -.DO?U3 -iU.03700 9.97060 -8.94460 .36434
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O00OO .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2000/ 0 RN/L = 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
7 X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.060 100.010 -.19727 .06239 .24351 -.06372 .07083 -.01223 -I0.01800 IO.U_/UO -B._D_DU .c4_bo
203.290 I99.810 -.14911 .02095 .23444 -.II322 .01145 -.00399 -9.91560 9.94290 -9.06250 .38863
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 100000 .00000 .00000 .O00nO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE '372
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT7301 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - }097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA -!0.000 BETA - I0,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -18,000 BETAB - |0.000
BREW 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE _ .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20011 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.914 -.062 -,E27_? -.02N85 .20343 -.085!! .0!992 -.00789 -10.04000 10.03400 -B.B4160 .31023
98.909 99,928 -.38678 -,02377 .22223 -,OB911 .03077 -.00756 -I0,03200 9.99520 -8.94"180 .34697
98.883 I99.900 -.41855 -.02866 .20961 -.1072I .00228 -.0052[ -10.0_400 10.09500 -8.9Zh80 .25771
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 2002/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = ~5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DI.LFA DBETA
148,350 200.010 -.37521 .00308 .22918 -.II9Bl .01135 -.00709 -10.05300 10.02900 -8.£2410 .31212
152.640 t00.130 -.29551 .01263 .23157 -,08480 ,03090 -.00924 -9.90210 9.95]70 -9.07260 .38310
153.160 -.187 -.18817 -.00110 .22072 -.09249 .01759 -.00788 -9,92880 10.06100 -9.05650 .28468
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2003/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.690 .091 -.21644 .03980 .23556 -.11780 .03192 -.00768 -9.93320 I0.04100 -9.05040 .3078k
198.660 99.931 -.24875 .03985 .25463 -.06921 .02786 -.01027 -10,03800 9.96970 -8.94080 .36485
201.430 I99.970 -.25003 .01939 .23412 -.14346 .01080 -.00910 -9,98900 IO.OOBO0 -8.99140 .33601
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT731) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP - 109t 0000 iN. XT ALPHA -!O.O00 BETA = !0,000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -iB.O00 9ETAB 8.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC " '"_= _"
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 2004/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,420 -3.925 -.20855 -,00705 ,18436 -.03370 ,06506 -.01478 -10,03700 10.05300 -8.94020 -1.68630
100.240 96.106 -.36684 -.06585 .22316 -.08323 .02154 -.00585 -9.99830 10_03600 -8.98770 -1.66420
98.365 196.020 -.41935 -.05845 .22480 -.I4334 .01473 -.00604 -10.04300 10.09800 -8.93550 -I.72220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 373
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT731) ( 02 FEB 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREr = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA '- -10,000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -18.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF " I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC " ]225.000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH m 4.500
RUN NO. 2005/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
149,970 196.140 -.31300 -.01199 .23835 -.I4362 -.00558 -.00412 -10.01900 10.00500 -8.97390 -I.52540
t5!.350 96.036 -.25657 -.01436 .25433 -.06597 .00150 -.OOIB? -9.95560 9.91230 -9.02320 -I.53390
149.510 -4.118 -.12226 .02366 .18541 -.013|3 .07326 -.g;4F:x3. -10.03100 I0.0]500 -8.94910 -1.65350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 20061 0 RNIL 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.290 -4.026 -.14240 .08224 .20756 -.01643 .08372 -.01519 -I0.06500 t0.02400 -8.90940 -1.65700
200,210 96.055 -.12994 .04372 .27489 -.08664 .00116 -.00336 -9.99900 I0.04000 -8.98720 -1.672]0
199.830 196.130 -.18334 ,04904 .25826 -.18668 -.00303 -.00755 -I0.01300 t0.01700 -8.96970 -I.55120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (OVT732) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
-''-" - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN- Xf ALPHA = -IO,O00 BETA ]0.000
_"! = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20071 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,494 -3.910 -.2281] -.01222 .2052l -.04416 .06527 -.01464 -10.02400 10.03400 -8.95230 -l.72870
99.121 96.043 -.23959 -.02995 .20041 -.07394 .06006 -.01732 -10.04500 10.06100 -8.93510 -1.75670
99.046 196.030 -.38063 -.02662 .20948 -.12475 .01249 -.00905 -I0.03200 10.03000 -8.94630 -l.7_ogo
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2008/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA _BETA__ _DA_±CA_ .DBETA
146.220 96,009 -:_3437 -.00358 .20593 -.03320 .07463 -.01407 -10.08700 9.93030 -8.89160 -I.62600
147.900 -4.127 -.21942 .02151 .22895 -.02684 .07688 -.01494 -10.06800 10.00900 -8.9]070 -I.70260
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
.DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 374
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT732) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -i0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -]8.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC _ 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2009/ 0 RN/L = ].5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
_' _.. CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA? X CN H r^ .
I99.I90 -4.Oil -.13659 .05303 .2324i .00]91 _05655 -._,_._'_n _,n,_._,_,=nn ,In......no_nn -_............q_n_n -_,Tnlp_
,_7 . 7 22934 -.00187 -.00474 ,01523 -9.95500 9.93210 -9.02230 -I.62570
199.900 I95,990 -.22160 .02916 .25{40 -.t6896 .0II68 -.00643 -IO.OlgOO _O.O4IO0 -8.96130 -i.73940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAIA2, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (0VT733) ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF - I290.3000 INCHES YMRP '- .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y lO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20101 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
96.916 -3.953 -.28348 -.01415 .22909 -.ll3Bl .02476 -.01172 -10.07200 10.04300 -8:90090 -1.71620
98.812 96.057 -.29325 -.04226 .20787 -.09406 .04541 -.01002 -10.06100 9.95090 -8.90980 -].62870
100.680 196.I60 -.36779 -.03460 .20700 -.13364 .02301 -.00949 -9.99100 10.02400 -8.98230 -1.70040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ' .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20Ill 0 RNIL = 1.5I GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151.980 196.020 -.32954 -.00487 .22=n8.., -..._ .... _02376 -._i0_6 -9.94440 iO.OiGO0 -_.u=,_u -] _=_o_=u
_n_ = .23929 -_I!2B7 .05055 01348 -9.99390 9.93510 -8.98520 -1.61440I52.£5U 95.95] -.2575G .... 9_ -.
148.490 -4.080 -.23856 .01051 .23827 -.08713 .03518 -.0}044 -10.04900 I0.00500 -8.92780 -1.6BIIO
GRADIENT .BOO00 .00000 .00000 ._n_"_ .oonnn_........... nnnnn nnnOfl .o0000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20121 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
I98.540 -4.083 -.21295 .04i34 .25382 -.08778 .01743 -.00896 -!0.03900 10.03i00 -8.95750 -i.69710
201.5t0 96,209 -.14171 .02011 .24499 -.09653 .05870 -.01275 -9.97190 9.94410 -9.02290 -1.61330
201.680 196.040 -.22876 .01803 .24214 -.14388 .02537 -.01132 -9.95550 9.98400 -9.02630 -I.65070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KtA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 375
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLOII I 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590,0000 SO.F_, XMRP 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YMRP. = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= .000 BETAB = .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = ,000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 391/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.405 400.250 -.04167 -.02930 .14510 .04944 .03372 .00144 -.00850 .0465B -.94307 .25777
-_!65 300.270 -.03869 -,03013 .t4B5S ,03957 ,03933 . -.00198 -.00769 ,00250 -.94928 ,29578
-.435 250.I20 -.04716 -.02904 .1504! .02783 .0406I -.00386 -.01255 .01302 -.9480i .28310
-.54B 200.140 -.05444 -.02778 .15168 .01934 .04077 -.00579 -.01357 .01452 -.94868 .27941
-.20] 175.130 -.0503I -.0277I .15074 .01589 .04024 -.006II -.00780 .00892 -.95387 .28480
-.826 150.1lO -.06895 -.02280 .15SO! .01985 .03912 -.00605 -.00276 .00819 -.85850 .28349
-.085 125.060 -.05997 -.02470 .15267 .01632 .03889 -.00604 .00620 .01222 -.86675 .27945
-,332 100.130 -.06109 -.02480 .14927 .02030 .03799 -.00548 .00318 .00387 -.96301 .29042
.-2.04I 75.295 -.12264 -.01579 .15325 .03430 .04565 -.00571 -.02928 -.02694 -.82800 .3377l
-1.17I 50.I06 -.1439I -.02313 .14770 .04212 .04689 -.00459 -.05212 ,.00365 -.90429 .33486
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 394/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.707 400.I80 -.03980 -.02416 |5,381 .07963 .0536I -.00564 -.01254 .02898 -.93944 .26762
49.497 300.290 -.04360 -.02526 15901 .07061 .05261 -.00668 -.01369 .01828 -.93828 .27089
49.437 250.160 -.05780 -.02228 I6131 .05840 .05145 -.00806 -.02]03 .02182 -.93555 .26974
50.571 200.040 -.02096 -.02854 15154 .05239 .05135 -.00870 .02169 .01007 -.971]6 .27862
49.182 175.200 -.04646 -.02311 ]5630 .05589 .04995 -.00805 -.03323 .00116 -.92140 .28687
49.055 150.110 -.06699 -.02000 15790 .05354 .05075 -.00780 -.02805 .00192 -.92274 .29020
50.403 125.160 -,05493 -.02264 15399 .05632 .04986 -.0071I -.00025 .00361 -.96252 .29476
...... .wv_u,49.989 100,120 -.04951 -.02495 *ou/_ .06252 .04643 =,00616 nn=o_ ,00434 -,96160 .29811
49.953 75.197 -.04296 -.02621 14761 .06563 .04440 -.00411 -.00389 .00958 -.96434 .29444
48.664 50.064 -.07075 -.02247 1508_ .06946 .04671 -.OO410 -.03005 -.00]97 -.92735 .30577
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4tA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 37B
IAI42, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET QN (OVTL02} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.9000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0909 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF i290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = .000 BETA8 = .000
SREF 1290.3090 INCHES ZMRP = 450.D000 IN. ZT Y = .900 JET PC = 1225.990
SCALE = .0190 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 392/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 • GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.09/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-I.022 25.310 -.I1671 -.03509 ,13953 .0394B ,05959 -.90382 -.93513 .04066 -,93412 .29457
............. - _ _ _ n_, .9!065 -.95404 x_Gx.. _I_t n_Q - li_qq -.03809 ._3833 .04841 .u4ag_ --.00211 ..... 6 .....
-.343 -49.850 -.11321 -.04472 ._4191 .9696G ,93244 .9093B -.020_4 .0212i -,94678 .30954
-.447 -Bg.B_b -.i079_ -.04844 .15G£g .07013 .91254 .09344 -.02552 ,039}_ -,94324 .28527
-I.II3 -Igg.960 -.09824 -.19961 .]6564 .07043 -.9432_ .91877 -.92295 .02324 -,93522 .32148
.239 -99.925 -.09226 -.05352 .1523B .07271 .91997 ,0937l .00944 .0t205 -.986]0 .31660
-.S95 -49.952 -,11619 -.04488 .14140 .97032 .92961 .00106 -.90954 -.9324I -.9709! .36878
-.039 .199 -.I1513 -.03986 .13546 .05414 .04177 -.00154 .09307 -.90377 -.98458 .34446
-.433 25,093 -,12283 -.03495 .13888 ,04512 .94713 -.99349 -.91207 .90266 -,96854 ,34979
-.326 50.180 -,12745 -.02862 .14139 .94558 ,9590I -.00555 -.90746 -.09761 -.97227 .34584
GRADIENT .09090 .90009 ,09000 .00900 .00000 .00900 ,09009 .09000 .00009 .09000
RUN NO. 395! 0 RNfL : {,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
4g.531 25.154 -.94433 -.03123 .14292 .97894 .03993 -.09189 -.OIBB7 .03525 -.94214 .27772
48.859 -.182 -,96976 -.03157 .14895 ,09429 .94304 -.00092 -.03493 -.01924 -.92490 ,33859
49.456 -49.894 -.06698 -.04010 .15457 .10986 .93111 .00289 -.02227 .91063 -.93547 .39550
50.680 -99.898 -.02_92 -.0_B97 .}5599 .085_9 .DIS81 .00520 .0265_ .05850 -.98007 .24207
49.818 -]99,910 .08733 -.19581 .15815 .95054 -.0255l .91316 -,00239 -,99285 -.95242 .32145
49.563 -I00.930 -.92755 -.04933 .15665 .09131 .01998 .90612 -.01247 -.90056 -.94394 .31005
48,94] -49,99I -o96488 -.04177 .15264 ,]0674 ,03135 ,09252 -.02999 -.95889 -,9289) 37552
49.823 .087 -.07509 -.03022 .I5207 .09744 .93874 -.00032 .99238 -,00244 -.9630I .32207
50.023 25.:56 -.06828 -.92681 .]4788 .08575 .04154 -.00154 .OOBB4 .01442 -.96933 .29670
50.017 50.I]3 -.06]62 -.02477 .14893 ,07578 .04198 -,09376 ,00547 .01873 -,96633 .2870i
GRADIENT .00000 .09900 .00000 .99000 .00000 .90000 .00900 .90900 .00900 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42o AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 377
IAI42,'O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL031 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF= 2690,0000 $Q.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = .000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE © .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 393/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN. CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-3.065 75.293 -.13236 -.OIBO0 .15201 .03168 .04723 -.00733 -.07216 -.00207 -.88815 .31325
i.B3B IO0.2IO -.0562i -.02616 .14742 ,02061 .03509 -.00503 .06067 .04317 -I.02080 .25078
.223 |25.080 -.03850 -.03037 .14500 .01790 .03944 -.00633 -.00126 ,00055 -.96369 .29330
-.730 150.140 -.05518 -.02667 .15122 .01701 ,04019 -.00519 -.02209 .00712 -.94463 .28525
-.224 I75. I00 -.05171 -.02785 .15023 .01474 .04064 -.00614 -.01995 .00948 -.94890 .28403
-.305 200.090 -.05058 -.02857 .15057 .02069 .04048 -.0052i -.01730 -.00182 -.95223 ,3001I
-1,33I 250.230 -.04176 -.02983 .14713 .02888 .03722 -.003!9 .00988 ,0013! -.93807 .28068
-.018 300.330 -,03870 -.02957 .14684 .03464 .03743 -,00187 -.00126 .00091 -.g3414 .28638
-,324 400.240 -.04189 -.02888 .I4656 .04844 .03456 .00131 -.0[069 -.00364 -.92797 .29602
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 396/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA 0BETA
49.136 75.308 -.05422 -.02535 .14762 .07461 ,04141 -.00425 -,02715 .03242 -.93448 .27248
49.78| IO0.140 -.05389 -.02465 .15056 .06230 .04801 -.006!8 -,00406 .00664 -,95828 ,2B288
50.161 125.170 -.04022 -.02553 .15182 .05966 ,04795 -,00749 .00803 .OIOI3 -.97092 .28866
49,480 150.150 -.04836 -.02362 .15392 .05591 .05016 -.00787 -.01161 ,00639 -,95211 .29342
49.821 175,020 -.04390 -.02426 .15381 .05885 .05112 -,00839 -.00421 .00197 -.95996 .29373
49.718 200.000 -.04003 -.02564 .15291 .05388 ,05281 -.00870 -.00567 .00651 -.95892 .28881
49.670 250.250 -.0389I -.02704 .15649 ,060S1 .05192 -.00819 -.00872 .00062 -.95640 .29523
49.578 300,140 -.04451 -,026]9 .15855 .06853 .05238 L.00628 -,01357 -.00695 -.95163 130446
50.028 400.3!0 -.03420 -,02506 .]5526 .08351 .05066 -.00508 .00969 -,00875 -.97182 .30601
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt 77 |AT42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 378
IAI42, O/ET W/SRB5 SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL04) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - ,000 BETA .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN, YT ALPHA8 = -4.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 4191 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-._D_ WO0,2_O "..... 8 - nT,oQ I%A_R .06487 .0_055 ,00305 -.0_827 .04508 -4.92350 .259_5
-.442 300,)70 -,05005 -.03333 .15222 .04963 .03454 -.00137 -.01189 .01300 -4,93230 .28545
-.456 250.090 -.05723 -.03257 .15371 .04177 .0350_ -.00330 .01647 .Ol't'_O -4,85270 .28909
-.263 200,030 -.05859 -.03320 .14979 ,03379 ,03798 -.00451 -.01269 .00813 -4.93480 .29045
.023 175.|10 -,05611 -.03528 .I4926 .03299 .03615 -.00519 -.00728 .01202 -4,95060 .29361
-.604 150.220 -.06985 -.03451 .15358 .03192 .03874 -.00585 -.02191 .00012 -4.93950 .30357
-,252 125.060 -,06596 -,,03809 .15040 .02782 .03938 -.00726 -.03355 .01591 -4.82630 .28967
-1.764 100.180 -,11503 -.03522 .15309 ,03325 .04950 -,00953 -,04942 -,02689 -4.90930 .338_3
.455 75.091 -,07940 -.05408 .!3899 .03430 .05472 -.00950 .00029 -.00807 -4.96350 .33486
-.969 49.996 -,I0712 -.05499 .14082 .05173 .04435 -.00518 -.03331 .00433 -4.93570 .33133
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4211 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.750 400,080 -,04086 -.0265] .15853 .I0431 .04547 -.00402 -.01180 .03448 -4.95120 .27719
49.235 300.080 -,05848 -.02615 .16363 .08426 .04829 -.00571 -.02911 .02139 _4.93660 .28360
50.017 250.150 -,05302 -.02701 .1608l .07517 .04B17 -.00707 -.0196] .02083 -4.94700 .2863B
49.727 200.000 -.05329 -.02853 .15737 .07478 .04920 -.00737 -.03789 .00249 -4.92830 .30259
50,098 ]75, I)0 -,03939 -,0327I ,15136 .06977 .05142 -.00779 .04381 .00975 -5.0IOIO .29223
49.044 150.040 -.06486 -.02760 .15908 .09369 .04921 -.00774 -.01503 .00855 -4.95140 .29376
49.913 124,980 -,05632 -.03113 .15454 .07443 .05089 -.00775 -.00351 .00069 -4.96260 .30732
49.402 100.030 -,06833 -.03129 .I569I .07191 ,04979 -.00720 -.02384 .00595 -4.94240 .30060
50.232 75.041 -.05003 -.03689 .15062 .08373 .04417 -.00428 -.00136 .00664 -4.96440 .30282
49.586 50.032 -.05086 -.04077 .15010 .lOOB3 03451 .O0001 -.01206 .00989 -4.95480 ,30577
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED 50URCE DATA PAGE 37B
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL05) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP .- I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = 10000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = .00C
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 43I/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
9._97 _00.060 -.0495_ -.03066 ._5428 .073_2 .03678 .00_52 -.0_215 .0373I -_._490 .30537
9.752 300.050 -.05208 -.03229 .15618 .05467 .04062 -.00291 .01630 .02290 -4.98880 ,31992
10,216 249.930 -.03667 -.03665 .14883 .04610 .03955 :.00467 .00970 .02010 -4.98420 .3!785
9.392 199,910 -,05034 -,03475 .15062 ,03743 .04219 -.00598 -.02473 .01104 -4.95030 .32570
9,823 175.010 -.05075 -.03545 ,I4942 .03150 .04167 -.00679 .00078 .01351 -4.97580 .32277
9,278 148.980 -.06715 -.03485 .15085 .03219 .04455 -.00751 -.02111 .00014 -4.85400 .33798
9,79i I24.910 -.06622 -,03720 .15088 .03022 .04654 -.00804 -.0!457 .00039 -4.95050 .33711
9.801 99.907 -.06275 -.04423 .14552 .03977 .04684 -.00885 .00436 -.00618 -4.98030 .35192
9,226 34.894 -.07503 -.05135 .1415I .04452 .05203 -.00819 -.05715 -.00218 -4.92040 ,35766
8.914 49.879 -.09988 -.05296 .I4094 .05468 .04650 -.00595 -.0_441 ,00439 -4,943J0 ,354_5
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 o00000
RUN NO. 428/ 0 RN/L = .53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,739 400.020 -.04232 -.027|0 .15749 .09855 .04679 -,00400 -,0!587 .03959 -4.94770 ,30!45
50,154 300.120 -.03710 -.03038 .15845 .08515 .04850 -,00543 -.0]129 .01697 -4.96300 ,32045
49,597 249.860 -.04079 -.03023 .15706 .07158 .04915 -.00707 -.01258 .02069 -4.95770 .31513
49,852 199.970 -.04148 -.03151 .15372 .06856 .05025 -.00785 -.01356 .01052 -4.95850 .32907
49.502 _74.9_0 -.0501_ -.03038 _5527 .07025 .0_963 -.00769 -.0If62 .00503 -_.95710 .33170
49.666 149.970 -.05619 -.O&JzG 15589 .07046 .05098 -.00795 -.01359 .00384 -4.95810 .33131
49.639 124.980 -.05958 -.03118 1550_ .0695! .05058 -.00766 -.02009 .01053 -4.95280 ,32763
49,978 99.874 -.05108 -,03555 !5!73 .07119 .04772 -.00595 -.00695 .0086_ -4.96590 .'33130
49.828 74.880 -.04807 -.03786 14995 .07979 .04393 -.00438 -.00672 .00786 -4.96610 .33326
49.28! 49.933 -.06270 -.03845 .15289 .08807 .03962 -.00062 -.02259 .0063! -4.94820 .33843
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0O000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAi42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 380
_AJ42, DIET _ISR_S SEPARATING, LEFT SR_ JET OPt (OVTLO61 ( 02 FEB 73 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .DOe
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAS = ,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 422/ 0 RN/L = i,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_9.423 25.051 - n=_o, - n4qs7 }5065 .i!667 _ nA_
........... ,0_ .... 98 -.03548 ,02188 -4.g_00 .a9306
49.4]5 .009 -.07575 -,04621 151_'_ ,i2057 .02828 .00510 -.0i995 ,0032_ -%,9404& .31078
50.720 -50,820 -.05370 7,03527 I5435 ,t0380, .01557 _00610 .03388 .04877 -5.00100 .25596
50.595 -i00. I90 -.03135 -,02688 _5207 ,09517 -.00491 .00870 .03100 .05828 -4.99450 .24765
50.050 -150.190 -.00425 -,04021 15406 .0877I -,04102 .OlSl9 -.00918 ,09350 -4.95220 .22258
49,399 -99.914 -.0814I -,02859 15042 .09940 -.00734 .009_3 -.00926 -.0S051 -4.95450 .39882
48.740 -50.1[6 -.05525 -.04048 1513I .10322 .01652 .00590 -.04790 -.05289 -4,91900 .35561
49.046 -.OT_ -.D7249 -.04727 _5030 .12_84 .02£68 .00956 -.04[09 -.04738 -4.92800 .36352
49,994 24.987 -.06961 -,04372 15168 ,106ll .03258 ,00358 -.00648 .01484 -4.96280 .29839
50.081 50.005 -.06385 -.03909 15115 .09647 .03595 .00006 .00528 .00781 -4.97420 .30231
GRADICNT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT 5R8 JET ON (OVTL071 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF • £680.0000 SO.FT, XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -4.000 BETAS = .000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1285.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 425/ £ RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
9,840 24,951 -.I0001 -.05573 o13741 .07400 .03388 .00055 -.0274! .03765 -4.94670 .32552
O _GW -.03J -._0507 *#_,e Ju,mR h7_7_ .030E8 .00302 -.01640 .01259 -4.95750 .34632
9_720 -50,II7 -.10423 -.05127 15534 .08179 .02354 .00358 - 006.9 ,0!412 -4.N6300 ,33623
;0.301 -100.220 -.08752 -.044t7 i65i0 ,07£07 -.wwu_a'an'*m ._nnu°_.... nl_P .06315 -4,98090 .28348
_._5 ........ -.05489 -.06441 16580 .07769 ".02020 .01063 -.01735 .04923 -4.94700 .30308
g,506 -I00.2_0 -.08333 -.04946 15238 .08328 ,00_68 .00507 _._ = -.04682
_,9_ -4.95770 ,39625
8.952 -50.166 -.I1368 -.04870 15733 .08282 ,02078 .00382 -.03903 -,035;I -4.93030 .$89[3
10.066 -.I13 -.10236 -.05594 14170 .08522 .02780 .00281 -.00063 -.0_412 -4.97150 .37775
9.863 24.821 -.I0011 -.05514 13823 .07282 .03532 .00038 -.00251 .00314 -4.97000 .36452
B.875 49.B58 -.09550 -,05358 13758 .06686 .04228 -.0044} .02561 -.00613 -4,99850 .36513
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .O00Oe 03000
DATE 25 JUt..77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAO_ 381
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL07I { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA . PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 109710000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - ,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,OOO0 IN. YT ALPHAS - -4,000 BETAS = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .OLD0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 429/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
48.776 24.965 -.05979 -.04357 15061 .I0135 .02669 .00369 -.04768 .01472 -4.91430 .32503
kB.6!B -,024 -=08097 -,04595 15190 .II830 ,02966 ,00484 -.03890 -.02061 -4.94090 .37218
50.228 -50.270 -,06474 -.03573 15479 .I0175 .01704 .00620 .02261 ,05264 -4.98860 ._8538.
50.888 -I00.180 -.03576 -.02637 15375 .09470 -.00634 .00903 .03536 .06244 -5.00040 .27835
49.916 -I50.280 -.01170 -.04165 1558t .07955 -.03532 .01565 -.00878 .08826 -4.95490 .25953
49.373 -100.210 -.04148 -.02799 15327 .09503 -.00640 .00879 -.01358 -.07590 -4.95290 ,4178_
48,214 -50.244 -.08316 -.03832 15823 .10411 .01959 .00566 -.07313 -.04862 -4.89670 .39431
49.915 -.I09 -.07130 -.04839 14952 .It670 .02986 _00441 -,01327 -,03075 -4.95860 .37789
49.893 24.960 -.07322 -.04412 I5114 .11045 .02958 .00377 -.01051 .01033 -4.96190 .34053
50.280 48.840 -,05873 -.04045 15032 .09820 .03563 -.00013 .01415 .00365 -4.98600 .34193
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLOB} [ 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XM_.P 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT Y = ,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 420/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-1.008 75.288 -.09508 -.05278 .14313 .04386 .05147 -.00840 -.05629 -.00959 -4.91280 ,33607
.158 100.060 -.08915 -.04058 .15629 .03380 .04376 -.00776 .01089 .03337 -4.97750 ,28060
.527 124.920 -.06450 -,03882 15043 .02983 =0387! -,00697 -02042 .02!58 -k 98650 _28503 .
.I08 150.090 -.05200 -.03834 14893 .04024 .03490 -,00505 .01775 .00]28 -4.98380 .30903
-.302 175.060 -.05222 -,03552 15114 ,03379 ,03737 -.00487 -.00467 .00489 -4.96120 .29740
-.580 200.050 -.06011 -.03383 15113 ,03421 .03721 -,00439 -.00961 ,00335 -4.95650 .30436
-,124 250.000 -.05362 -.03337 15421 .043!8 .03557 -,00323 -.00348 -,00235 -4.96190 .30859
-.665 300.180 -.06607 -,02962 15825 .05008 .03462 -.00135 -.01407 .00;06 -4.94910 .30660
- n_n _nn iPn - N6RX6 -.N_IPA 150A1 .N6813 .O_IBI .00305 .00197 -.OlO40 -4.95q_N ._t7Aq
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 382
IA{42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SR8 JET ON (OVTLOBi [ 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XNRP -= 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = ,000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y "= .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 423/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRAOIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_9.385 75 ._=n - .nu999_...... - nx785 14936 .08186 .04340 _.uu,BBnnt'" _ ._,,n_lBn._ .0 pXqQ.... -49370fl .28698
49.209 I00.010 -.07204 -.03156 15586 .07146 .05237 -.00777 -.02021 -.002]9 -4.B_B70 .30992
50.138 125.1_0 -.06051 -_03i04 15507 .06984 .0519_ -.00828 ,00444 .00512 -4.97360 .29927
49.824 _50.140 -.06072 -.02924 15597 .07355 .05063 -.00762 -.00531 .00667 -4.96380 .29994
49.716 174o980 -.06115 -.02831 |5625 .07293 .04875 -.00750 -.00347 .0070! -4.96590 .29597
50.023 200.050 -.05214 -.02898 15653 .07190 .04816 -.00743 .01439 .00828 -4.98420 .29634
50.060 250.040 -.0405I -.03008 I5723 :07002 .04970 -.00750 -.00372 .00473 -4.96620 .30053
49.4_4 300.080 -.05203 -.02718 16241 .08219 .04857 -.00586 -.02053 -.00522 -4.94880 .3I!53
49.846 400.060 -.04904 -.02520 16028 .08779 ,04703 -.00339 -.00266 -.01108 -4.96430 .31902
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL09) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP !097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LRGF = I,z_-_90.3000fNCH[S YMRP . .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = -4.000 8E[AB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0_00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 427/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BEIA DALFA DBETA
8.288 75,015 -.10205 -.04326 14497 .04549 .05383 -.00859 -.06405 -.00092 -4.88930 .34652
|I.156 I00.040 -.05516 -.044|4 |4444 .04053 .04800 -.00743 .02757 .02336 -_.97870 .30957
9. 746_ I94.870 -.06086 -.u3o_,__" . 14955 .03676 .04050 -.00678 -.01650 .02752 -4.B3430 .29785
tO.X79 149.940 -.05098 -.03795 1498i .03B37 .0%018 -.00597 .01062 .00344 -4.97.70 .3_734
9.2;9 174.950 -.0720B -.03103 i5_47 .04390 .u=ou=n_n_ _.Onuo_,_ - ...........n197n DA_;! -4.94210 .32523
.0 .... !99.950 -.05098 -.03506 15084 .04401 .03837 -.00491 .01093 .0072| -4.977]0 .32587
9.204 249,910 -,07066 -.02972 158]9 ,04958 .0365] -,00324 -. u=_,...... ._nno° __.._..__ou.on ......_un_
!0.100 300.040 -.05482 -.03]86 15684 .06323 .03359 -.OOlll .00338 -.00346 -4.96620 .33779
9.862 399.960 -.04742 -.03|09 15286 .07_6| .Q3235 .00231 -.OIOS3 .00025 -4.94230 ,33555
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42_ AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 383
IAi42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL09) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690:0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES' YMRP = :0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -4.000 BETAS = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 430/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
49. I08 74.941 -.05393 -.03709 IBII7 ,07748 .04808 -,00458 -.03818 .01863 -4,93360 .32694
49.850 59.938 -.05184 -.03652 14935 °06872 .05193 -.00747 -.00523 " .00400 -4.96840 .33571
48.853 124.940 -.05362 -.03264 15488 .06706 .05329 -.00850 -.00232 .00370 -4.96960 .33740
49.655 150.080 -.0595| -.03017 15558 .07001 ,0504i -.0078| -.02947 .00732 -4.84250 .33481
48.752 174.940 -.06039 -,02828 15567 .06696 .04832 -.C0762 -.00312 ,01725 -4.96950 .31630
49.538 159.970 -.06980 -.02577 15895 .07005 .04787 -.00720 -.01336 .00285 -4.95920 .33357
50.201 248.930 -.05463 -.02780 15843 .07833 .04806 -.00711 .00385 .00080 -4.97810 ,33932
50.002 300.040 -.04297 -.08982 15977 .07540 .04958 -.00607 -.02043 -,00200 -4.95100 .34289
49.616 389.990 -.04631 -.02631 15882 .09461 .04'/15 -.00358 -,00249 -.01158 -4.86550 .35085
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
1A142_ w,E_ NIBRBS SEPARATING. ,rrT SR8 drT ON (OVTL!O} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = t097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS : .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 4611 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM _A _,_v CYN CBL ALPHA ....._CTA DALFA DBETA
98.997 400.130 -.07815 -.00076 .I9369 I6752 .05938 -.01171 -.03884 .02083 -8.92230 .28737
99.701 300.160 -.0.6825 -.01094 .18830 14718 .06508 -.01430 -.0i410 .01420 -8.94910 .29157
99.895 250.110 -.05805 -.0155I .18390 13890 .07323 -.01464 -.00351 -.00085 -8.95960 .30305
99.740 200.I50 -.05306 -.02096 .18063 I3125 .08143 -.01578 -.00934 -.00609 -8.95420 .31084
99:669 175.090 -.04665 -.02775 .17674 14382 .08245 -.01625 -.01387 -.01573 -8.94990 .31852
98.770 150.030 -.03800 -.03543 .17589 14075 .08522 -.01735 -.01324 -.00069 -8.95040 .30495
99.285 125.060 -.05106 -.03810 .17370 17716 .09118 -.01646 -.02460 -.05515 -8.93860 .35687
99.466 100.020 -.05655 -.04293 .16362 19683 .09898 -.01629 -.01625 -.02429 -8.94650 .32231
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 tAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 384
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLII} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = _290.3000 INCHES ¥MRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB m -B.O00 9ETA8 = .000
BREF 1990.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225=000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 497/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_9.547 400.i90 -.08931 .00078 .!9258 .I69_9 .05792 -.0!043 -.02565 .02950 -8.94590 .29793
..... - _' '= ....... 00384 ......89.917 299.990 -.07113 -.01039 .J_J ]60S0 .06_35 -._,24_ _ n,oo_ -8.94910 xIRg_
99.787 250.100 -.05403 -.0166_ _17984 .t4637 .07256 -.01354 -.00923 .00049 -8.96110 .32145
99.682 200.ORB -.05917 -.02240 .17506 1479B .07685 -.01406 -.0!432 -.OOB20 -B.95600 .3361_
99.522 175._00 -.06190 -,02756 ._7565 .I5088 ,07922 -.01508 -.02126 -.00780 -8.94970 .32906
99.764 149.990 -.05074 -.03632 .17478 .i4374 ,08677 -.01650 -,01_93 -.00846 -8.95650 .32599
99.338 [25.010 -.06093 -.04209 .15345 .19725 .09793 -.01597 -.02767 -.08100 -8.94470 .39848
99.410 t00.020 -.0592l ,-.04997 .16112 .20100 .09324 -.01523 -.OiBiO .00846 -8.95430 .30566
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
IAI42_ O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON {OVTLIB) ( 02 FEB 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP = i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = ]925.000
SCALE = .OIO0 ' MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 462/ 0 RN/L = ].50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.098 75.235 -.04423 -.05282 .I'7205 .20_63 ,08983 -.00906 -.0522_ .041_2 -8.92120 .26400
99.600 50.059 -,04578 -.05437 ,18081 .20402 ,07376 -,00284 -.01471 .03023 -8,95880 .26941
99.870 25.022 -.03979 -.05384 .I8999 .]9464 .06724 -.00214 -.00468 .02853 -8.96700 .27564
99.833 - 037 -.03156 -.05536 .I9784 .17027 ,06774 -.0030i -.00516 .02686 -8.96480 .27930
99.635 25. i24 -.03586 =._.._==_' .,1808__ .....187q .06939 -.00234 -.00793 -.01721 -o.=o_uO__'"_ ._2_u_''
99.644 _9. _==o_ -._""_° -._n_, ......... t_nn_ ._fll;9 .07274 -,00322 -_OilBI -.02049 -8.96160 .32325
99.928 75.056 -.04156 -.054ll .17165 .20139 .08627 -.00848 -.00291 -.02922 -8.97090 .33330
99.537 I00.040 -.05339 -.04889 ,_uo=_'c_n_ .,_'°=°7 .09802 - ......nl_An -.A_530 -.01799 -8.96740 .32172
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DAT E 25 JUL ?? IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 385
IA142= O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLI3) 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE BATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA • .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 463/ 0 RN/L - 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.975 125.140 -.05675 -.03814 .I72B0 .16463 .09734 _.OIBOB -.05037 .05579 -8.92260 .2525B
I00.560 i49.940 -.0315B -.03730 .17465 .13820 .10066 -.0]963 .02208 .02863 -8.99570 .28470
99.414 t75.050 -.04964 -.02867 .17BgB .l_B04 .08997 -.01778 -.01969 .0138] -8.95430 .29985
99.393 200.060 -.06868 -.01894 .18296 .I4325 .08401 -.01838 -.01941 .02499 -8.95430 .28933
lO0.itO 250.030 -.05822 -.0;704 .18254 .14740 .07465 -.01520 -.00145 .01828 -8.97250 .29506
99.518 300.080 -.07092 -.01070 .18849 .15024 .07007 -.01444 -.01608 .01069 -8.95790 .30476
99.465 400.t40 -.09068 .00067 .19582 .t6990 .05666 -,01134 -.0;246 .OIOSI -8.96_30 .30364
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING_ LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLI4} ( 02 FEB ?7 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I09q. O000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290._00D INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS = .000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y ;000 JET PC : 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 468/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.273 125.000 -.07439 -.03943 .i6682 .iB777 .09600 -.Oi682 -.0722B .03i4i -B.89870 .28346
100.620 149.940 -.04305 -.03706 .17310 .I3969 .09017 -.OIBl3 .02306 .07024 -8.99340 .25483
99.421 174.B90 -.06133 -.02746 .1q681 .14659 .08202 -.01599 -.OIIl8 .01713 -B.95920 .29850
99.698 200.020 -.06643 -.02029 .17762 .15387 .07688 -.O1395 -.00181 .00625 -8.96800 .31310
100.220 249.900 -.04853 -.02005 .17690 .15003 .07164 -.OI386 .01365 .02325 -8.98170 .29942
99.!79 300-090 -.07174 -.01168 .I8357 .15239 ,06625 -.01336 -.01855 .01508 -8.94990 ,31170
99.751 400.050 -.07914 -.00169 .[9014 ,1645B .0568B -,Oil20 -.00418 .01303 -8.96410 .3li37
GRADIENT .00000 .OQO00 .00000 .00600 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE _86
IA142, O/ET N/SRB9 SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLI5} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP . !097_0000 IN. XT ALPHA 10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAS 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = " 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1794/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.30_ -2 529 .i6035 -.07089 .15915 -.19894 .052!0 -_02903 9.98200 10.04200 -4.90470 4.33810
-.077 97.468 .15834 -.07340 ,17941 -.15344 .05553 ".0E621 =.=,62_ 9.971:0 -u mn,un _ un_n
.3_U i97.500 .1301£ .0'4303 .17348 -,11861 .04433 -.01985 10,01500 10.00100 -4.94090 4.37500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .O000O • .00000
RUN NO. 1795/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.290 197.490 .13347 -.0346S .17143 -.I0837 .05473 °.01515 10.01300 9.98410 -4.93330 4.38560
99.837 97.408 .12453 -.03186 .17937 -.12278 .05165 -.02078 9.98810 10.01400 -4.90690 4.35950
100.300 -2.591 .12723 -.03292 .17532 -.15442 .06388 -.02083 9.99210 10.04800 -4,91250 4.32680
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1796/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.620 -2.828 .I4370 -.03058 .17833 -.14435 .08356 -,02712 9.98170 10.03400 -4.90560 4.35740
200.370 97.409 .15380 -.03196 .17401 -.12512 .07847 -.02239 I0.00000 10.00600 -4.92280 4.38270
200.230 197.430 .16233 -.03628 .16582 -.09475 .05907 -.01662 9.99530 10.02500 -4.91700 4.36210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JEt ON (OVTLIB) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE pATA, PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690. "_uu_ SO.FT. ×Moo.............= ,0o7 ngnn IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = 6,000 BETAS i2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 ,,..'" ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = OJO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1820/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50_197 .389 .I2050 -.04590 .!73_5 -,19077 .0742! -.02336 9.98380 10.06200 -4.90810 2.30050
51.138 100.390 .14664 -.05421 .16094 -.21160 .06588 -.02169 _0,00|00 10.06100 -4.942"70 2.26840
49.471 200.460 .12526 -,04640 .16980 -.23319 .07449 -.02414 9.97760 t0.02900 -4.91370 2.26570
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V_IA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 387
IAI42. OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLI61 { 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA" PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF _ 26@'0.0000 SQ.FT. ×MAN=. -- tOg?.O00_ _. XT ALPHA - I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1821/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.200 200.370 .13023 -.04063 .I7870 -.21033 .08553 -.0281B 10_00400 9.96530 -4.93590 2.34970
!0!.360 !00.350 .17273 -.04964 .16734 -.19864 .0760B -_02347 J0,02400 JD,026DO -_.952_0 2.3_30
98.668 .407 .12595 -.03628 .|720B -.15354 .07774 -.02450 9.96470 9.96400 -4.88610 2.39340
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. IB22/ 0 RNIL = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
• Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.330 .333 .16979 -.03424 .1756B -.I1480 .08946 -,02673 10.03800 9.94730 -4.958]0 2141070
201.350 100.250 .21075 -.03758 .18561 -.15276 .I0820 -.03102 10.02100 10.02000 -4.94890 2.33490
199.280 200.390 .1831! -.03236 .IB710 -.16782 .I1775 -.03485 9.97240 I0.01400 -4.89670 2.32900
GRAOfENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SR8 JET ON (OVTLITI ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
£REF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = 12.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN, ZT Y = J5D.OOO JET PC = t225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 17991 0 RN/L = 1.51 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA' BETA DALFA DBETA
.205 .268 .14063 -.05899 .17099 -.18669 .06403 -.02729 9.98580 10.04700 -4.91700 2.32970
-.!09 !00_4!0 .14506 -.06913 .17722 -.17293 .0634B -.02418 9.97120 I0.00600 -4.90540 2.33310
1.423 200.430 .14860 -.05403 .[5687 -.13B15 .04881 -.01236 10.02900 10.01200 -4.98640 _.SUBSO
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -00000
RUN NO. 1800/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5,00
7 x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA BALPA DBETA
9912_4 _05:3_6 ii#_94 -.03412 .17556 -.12945 .07254 -.02Oil 9.98830 B.95540 -4.91610 2.41700
991951 .275 .11009 -.02756 .17975 -.16757 .07835 -.02426 9.98730 10,04700 -4.91420 2.33340
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 388
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLIT) ( 02 FEB 7q )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA"
SREF 2690.0000 SQ,FT, XMRP s I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = B.000 8ETA8 ]2,000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y - 150,000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I801/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.040 .284 .14371 -.02815 .iB405 -.i4579 .u=SB_ - _=no=._ In.,._n_fln........Q q_ozn -4.95050 2.43350
200.290 100,180 ,]5638 -.03405 .172!2 " -.1214B .09368 -.02452 9.99820 |0.00100 -4,92410 2.37290
200.760 200.490 .!B459 -.04277 .15684 -.llSO8 .07259 -.01793 10.01300 i0.05900 -4._4030 2._1£00
GRAOIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
, IAI42. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON {OVl'LI8) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF 1290,3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1802/ 0 RNIL = ].ST GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.645 -.249 . .12063 _.04676 .17BSB -.|8405 .07869 -.02546 9.96590 10.04300 -4.91040 ,25837
49.755 99.923 .|1292 -.04744 .18449 -.19255 .08623 -.02771 9.97610 I0.01200 -4,92000 .28003
50.247 200.030 .I1372 -.04478 .18702 -.19271 .08809 -.02828 9.99480 10.01600 -4.94200 .27637
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18031 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN" CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
9g.703 IS_.BBO .1350i -.u_v2 ]IIIB -.0340B 9.BB92G _u.u,uuu _._9,v
100.250 99.746 .14057 ._._7='° ..1°_am.........- t_AB_ .09380 -.02879 9.99470 10.03700 -4.932)0 ,27949
100o350 -.126 .14424 -.03287 .18393 -.14987 .08504 -.02B05 9._9580 10.02700 -4.933_i0 .300ii
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .uvvuu..... ._uu_"n"n" .....nnnnn_ .....nnn00 .00000 .00000 - .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18041 0 RN/L = !.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.190 -.137 .20BBl -,00280 .i9V37 -.05502 .10840 -.02859 9,996t0 i0.0/700 -4.£2380 .34t70
200.200 9B,695 .2064B .00055 .19155 -,04069 .10991 -.02945 9.99920 9.98900 -4.92670 .36000
200.070 |99.880 .21479 -.00372 .20032 -.0692B .I1987 -.03605 9.99010 10,02300 -4.9!530 .31423
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOO00 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA[42, AEDC V4IA-KIA_ TAeULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 389
IA142, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON IOVTLI'9] { 02 FEB 77 ')
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2698.0000 SQ.FT. • XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA = IO,OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES "YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6.000 8ETAB - I0.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC - I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH m 4.500
RUN NO. IB05/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CV . CYN CBL " ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.902 -.420 .13256 -.05154 .IBI74 -.19387 .0670B -.02384 9.9?820 " rO,O4600 -4.914§0 .27938
50.21B 99.787 .13922 -,05265 .|797B -.21085 .07421 -.02458 9.997?0 I0.01900 -4.93250 .2770I
49.967 199.950 .12507 -.04561 .17716 -.2t888 .0774I ~.02698 9.98870 |0.02300 -4.92590 .25906
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 " .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 ,00080 ,OOUO0 .00000
RUN NO. 1806/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.360 199.920 .i3612 -.03691 ,18897 -.18804 .09706 -.03000 I0.01200 9.93800 -4.94140 ,36502
2DO. J9D 99.522 .J45_3 -.03823 ._9239 -.19478 ,09209 -.02799 9.99750 t0.02200 -_.g£23_ .28680
I00.370 -.207 .143IB -,03499 .I8317 -.I5469 .07358 -.02157 9.99520 10.02400 -4,92360 .31290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OQO00 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. |807/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.340 -.297 .20246 -.01352 .19530 -.I0891 .09360 -.02707. I0.08500 9.92000 -5.00640 .42311
199.820 99.893 .20002 -.01509 .19876 -.10855 .11404 -.03229 9.98580 9;97930 -4.90490 .35604
19g.890 199.880 .20100 -.OIBG_ ._9776 -.I2016 .11593 -.03620 9.98470 10.02600 -4.90060 .29923
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00QO ,00000
iAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SR8 JET ON (OVTL20) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA. = I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = !290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = B,O00 BETAB IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JL/ HC = i225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1808/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
7 x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA D8ETA
6_i_6_ 991846 "i5474 -.05392 .15529 -.21430 .0?269 -.0244j I0,01700 JO.OB200 -4.94550 .£bObl
48.852 199.950 .I1847 -,04622 .16725 -.2288B .07521 -.02423 9.96330 IO,02BO0 -4.88350 .2687t
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 390
IAIAB,.O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL20) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPRAB = S.O00 BETAS 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y "= IO0.O00 JET PC = !225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. [8091 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
]00 670 i99,B40 .13237 -.04107 .l?BB4 -.22015 .09599 -.0295[ 10.00600 g.gB130 -4.92620 .35393
£O[.uou 99.864 l_q_ -.04981 .I6984 -.20556 .OB091 -.w_8,_ lO.O0?O0 In.00900 -4.84030 .34243
99.242 -,210 .1[473 -.03107 .17821 -._5578 .08775 -.02683 8.£7630 9.96740 -4._0E_0 .40462
GRADIENT .OOOOO .O0000 .O00GG .00000 .00000 .00000 O000O .00000 00000 ,OOOO0
RUN NO. I810/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.500 -.269 .16563 -.02974 .IB5t5 -.132t2 .11075 -.03424 I0.0440Q 9.94130 -4.96660 .42212
20|.370 99.682 .20667 -.03621 .18665 -.15745 .]1866 -.03416 10.01900 I0.02600 -4.95010 .34032
IS9.510 i99,900 ,18970 -.03353 .18789 -.I6316 .11747 -.03534 9.97810 10.02800 -4.90360 .32594
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
iAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLBI) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. %h_RP = _097.0000 JN. %T ALPHA = 20.000 £ETA = _O.OOO
LREF - |290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAS = B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE : .OIO0 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 18111 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.739 -4.038 ._2159 -.04790 .J8952 -,|8355 .07478 -.02443 9.97070 10.06500 -4.90630 -1,74630
50.205 95,?66 ,12256 -.u.oo,_' ,,_,_'°_ _.._._.,n_ ;08889 -.02750 9.98830 9.89060 -4.92510 -1.67610
50.048 195.730 .11174 -.04504 .|8392 -.i9i84 .08790 -.02908 9,98590 !0.02100 -4.92520 -_70860
.............. _ _nnnn nnnnn nn_n_ OA_O .O000OGRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .UUUUU ,uuuuv .uu_u . .................
RUN NO. IBIB/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT iNTERVAL : -o.uu_"x.. 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.780 195.870 .12668 -.02670 .19813 -.|4937 .]1099 -.03354 10.03000 9.92t40 -4.96200 -1.60630
[00.170 95.7£0 .t3399 -.03080 .19109 -.14808 .!0259 -.03077 9.99650 ]0.03400 -4.92590 -1.68250
_00.3t0 -4.184 .13862 -,02992 ,19_40 -.]3120 .07988 -.02224 _0.00100 i0.04700 -4,82860 -l.58790
GRADIENT .O00OO ,08000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 ,OOO00 .OOQO0
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 39I
!A]42, o/ET W/SRB$ SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON {OVTLBI] ( 02 FEB 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = 6.000 BETAS = 8.000
BREP 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 18_3/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL © -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
200,650 -4.263 ,21155 .0104I .20505 .00463 .I2601 -.03096 10.00900 9.98980 -4,92510 -I.60240
200.040 95.825 .21230 .00342 .19430 -.03945 .I1897 -.03372 9.98490 10.08500 -4,90300 -i.7]420
_' .,9_4, -200.060 |95.840 .21230 .uv2,4 ' = ' -.03744 .!X406 .0350t 9.99150 !0.02800 -4.90810 -).72080
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A142_ O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLBB) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRR [097.0000 _N, XT ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 6.000 BETA8 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. t814/ '0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT !NTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.965 -4.254 .I5030 -.05491 .I7760 -.]9676 .06533 -.02506 9.972]0 I0.06600 -4.90700 -I.74560
49.28t 95,854 .11894 -:04681 .18225 -.20B?l .07374 -.02539 9.97320 10.01400 -4,90780 -I.72890
50.654 195.920 .I2766 -.04408 .17378 -.22107 .08163 -.02760 I0.00600 I0.01000 -4.94360 -i.72310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 - .00000
RUN NO. 1815/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA . DBETA
I00.160 195.840 .t3539 -.03915 .18684 -.19316 10124 -.03159 10.00200 9.94500 -4.93240 -1.64830
100.020 95.857 .14097 -.03874 .19350 -.I8695 .09945 -.02996 9.99410 10.01500 -4.91880 -1.71340
I01.010 -4.i95 .i64BB -,04192 ,_n== . ? .... !O.O!BO0
._,o_ , .n .09888 -.02887 9.99970 -4.94630 -_,67460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1816/ 0 RN/L = [.5[ GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.930 95._6 .dUU4, -.u,=u/ .cu,_u - ....... 125_; .............................79 1 920 t9497 01822 20090 .12816 -.03e18 9.98]|0 I0,02200 -4.90080 -i.69640
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IAIW2, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 392
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL23I ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = _097,0000 IN- XT ALPHA = IO.OOO BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290_3000 INCHES YNRP = ,OOOO IN. YT ALPHAS = B.OOO BETAS = 8.000
BREP = |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y _ lOO.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0[00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i8i7/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.[2_ -4.!72 .0_6i3 -.03287 .i7508 -.10035 .0899_ -.02583 9.98370 !0.03600 -4.90450 -1.66790
51.722 95.832 .1499I -.D5080 .J6099 -.20235 .07800 -.OBiB_ _O.OBO00 i0.05300 -_.95930 I.$9770
48.973 I95.8u0 .;E£$_ -.0_720 .;5699 -.23222 .07755 -.025_3 9.96920 I0.05300 -4.89520 -1.75090
_RAOIENT .OO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OCO00 .O00OO ,OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18181 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT iN1ERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
I00.520 i95.850 .143[I -.04447 .17291 -.21831 .09759 -.03043 I0.01300 9.96050 -4.93140 -1.64530
I00.750 95,960 .I6326 -,05205 .t693! -,20255 ,09185 -.02913 9,99890 IO.OI5OO -4.92650 -I.66190
98.995 -4.I50 .11546 -.03103 .17815 -.|7539 .09551 -.02885 9.97830 9.98280 -4.89480 -1.62550
GRADIENT .00600 ,O00OO ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1819/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
201.200 -4.399 .15297 -.09593 .19270 -.14168 .11634 -.03652 10.03300 9.93080 -4.94670 -1.57280
201,47D 95.856 .I9577 -.03273 .|8867 -.15639 .[1455 -.03552 10.02800 I0,04000 -4,95)D0 -},67490
199.550 195.B10 .I8537 -.03412 .18741 -.15863 .12378 -.03583 9.97880 9.99380 -4.89570 -1.64010
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 ,O0000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JEl ON (OVTL24) ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 _._.. _.,,,._° .,Tn_........nnnn _N XT ALPHA = -lO.O00 BETA = lO.O00
LREF 1290.300D INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -]0.000 BE[AS = i4.000
BREF : ;290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = • 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
RCAtE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I262/ 0 RN/L : 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-,065 -2.235 -.35352 _02024 .91480 -.29884 ,12277 -.03102 -I0.00500 IO,02100 -.96077 4.32700
.563 97.634 -.34517 .03688 ,22554 -.31i33 ._2746 -.03575 -'9.97_I0 IO,02_O0 -.99223 4.33420
-,OB3 ]97.760 -.Z6]52 ,059_0 .25307 -,27)28 ,1}914 -,03526 -9.98990 9,99430 -,97797 4,i6390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
DATE 25 JUL 99 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 393
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL24) ( 02 FEB ?? )
REFEENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF= 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -|0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 12gO.30eO INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = -IO.O00 8ETAB = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1283/ D RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.174 197.690 -.39493 .07161 .25362 -.23793 .10999 -.03069 -10.01700 9.99650 -.95320 4.34410
50.170 97.608 -,36112 .04512 .22316 -.26649 .12124 -,03198 -I0.00100 10.02300 -,96837 4.31630
49.339 -2.368 -.35580 .02527 .21334 _.27589 .I!83. -,02832 -!0.02700 !0.03300 -.940.0 4.30490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000
RUN NO. I264/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRAOfENT INTERVAL = -5;00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t00.260 -2.184 -.34427 .028t6 .2[206 -.24908 .llIlI -.02560 -9.98820 I0.0]000 -.99889 4.32230
99.3_5 9q.550 -.38908 .05490 .23090 -.22565 .10910 -.02806 -10.00500 9.98370 -.96409 4.35180
IO0.030 I97.670 -.39537 .07[00 .24341 -.20[19 .I0143 -,02733 -9.98920 10.00400 -.98048 4.32110
GRADIENT .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .QOQO0 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1265/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.870 19V.580 -.36245 .07513 .24275 -.12343 .09305 -.02219 -9.95890 9.94850 -l.OOV30 4.37390
I99.550 97.639 -.34873 .0568I .23241 -.I6395 .li306 -•02548 -]0.02000 I0.01800 -.94479 4.29610
]99.550 -2.461 -.33512 .03702 .22286 -.17238 .II595 -.02239 -IO.Ol900 10.01500 -.94421 4.30550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL25) '( 02 FEB 77 J
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETA8 I2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP " 450.0000 IN. ZT y = tOO.nnn ,rT De _ I_R nnn
SCALE =- .OIOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 12741 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL. ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.24t 200.550 -.36871 .04540 .23737 -.30913 ,135t9 -.04089 -10.00100 tO. -.97228 5300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAIA2, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 394
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON {OVTL25) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.gT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 12g0.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB - -i0.000 BETAS = 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1275/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
• , _ ..... n 0 o h -: nonen 2.3509050,Bi i 200.650 -.32648 .030B7 .2!276 -.24735 Ii655 .ucw_ -9.97190 _._9_6 ......
48.5Y1 100,530 -.36514 .02614 .21582 -.31739 .14459 -.03840 -I0.05200 I0.03300 -.92104 2.3i530
49.813 .340 -.3SIRS .OiIIi ._084B -._0@2_ .140_g " .035£2 -10.01_OD _0_00700 - 95653 _.B4470
GRADIEN] .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1276/ O" RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA cY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALPA DBETA
99.764 .57_ -,35652 .Oi87B .21733 -.26624 .14747 -.03354 -9.ggB30 9.95400 -.97217 2.38900
100.440 I00.460 -.35024 .03071 .22t47 -.25844 .14233 -,03297 -9.97620 I0,02000 -.99461 2.32110
_00.560 200.460 -.32461 .02770 .21617 -.21567 .IIBBI -.02667 -9.98150 IO.OI900 -.98816 2.32240
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1277/ 0 RN/L = |.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.690 200,430 -.26503 .03833 .23048 -.i5394 .I3822 -,02794 -B,g2940 9.90150 -I.03500 2,43460
t98.600 _00.w70 -.30962 .0_723 .245:8 -,_3580 .14593 -.02752 -10.0_00 9.97830 -.92w_0 2.35Bw0
199.250 .382 -.31292 .03533 .2433l -.14010 .1382B -.02644 -10.02600 IO.03IO0 -.9398B 2.30770
GRADIENT _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON _OVTLBB) 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
_R.,= == 2590.0000 50.FI. XM_w-- = i0_7.0000 '_N.XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = !290 3_00 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -I0.000 BET_B !2.000
BREF _290.3000 iNCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN, ZT Y _ _50.000 JET PC = I225.000
_b_u&..... = .u,_n_nn MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 13lO/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.585 .G94 -.35687 .0i427 .21832 -,31558 .13103 _.0349B -!0.02200 10.01400 -.94644 2.33620
.560 100,430 -.35205 .03227 .22507 -.31445 .13Z77 -.03822 -9.£6540 i0.00300 -1.00420 2.3N580
-.275 200.520 -.37594 .05621 .24979 -.29916 .13302 -.03993 -9.997_0 9,99890 -.9740B 2.35200
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V4[A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 395
IA142. O/ET N/SRB9 £_PARATING, LEFT 5RB JET ON (OVTL26) ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
6REF " 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP "= I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -]0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF " 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB I2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH ' = 4.500
RUN NO. 1311/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAE - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.436 200.470 -.38907 .05945 .24368 -.26822 .12785 -.03515 -10.00700 9.99130 -.96510 2.33860
50,038 }00.400 -,36443 .03819 .22260 -.2943B .13384 -.03576 -]0.00700 I0,03200 -.96491 2.29750
49.510 .407 -.35632 .02064 ,22081 -.30B04 .13337 -,03272 -I0.02800 10.03000 -.94258 2.30540
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I3]2/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.483 .50I -.36910 .02764 .22465 -.2752] .13349 -,03115 -I0.00500 9.97740 -.96422 2.35070
I00,120 100.510 -.37251 .04115 .22608 -.28072 .13264 -.03407 -9,98340 IO.O0000 -.98596 2.3i880
100.560 200.550 -.36632 .05660 .24029 -,22879 .12649 -,0308B -9.96940 9.99670 -I.00270 2.33210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1313/ 0 RN/L = |.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.050 200.390 -.3]652 .05034 .23431 -.12286 .11926 -.023]9 -9.96050 9,90910 -I.00800 2.40300
198.730 100.490 -.35419 .05453 .24089 -.]5345 .I3465 -.028]7 -10.03500 10.01700 -.93394 2.29780
200.540 .376 -.30282 .02775 .22838 -.18625 .13630 -,02742 -9.99010 10.04800 -.97677 2.26880
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON {OVTL27) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
£REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - ]097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA IO.OOO
LREF = !290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 [N. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB ]0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I]!41 0 RN/L = 1;52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
7 X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
i[4_6 99Z_ -Z_6_9 16666_ 20236 -.29217 .12153 -.03520 -9.94310 ]0.00000 -l.ossso .s]BsB
lL302 199.960 -.28896 .00771 .18874 -.24992 .09086 -.02737 -9.94320 10.02600 -1.02510 .28873
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 JUt. 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED 50URCE DATA PAGE 396
IAI42, OIET NISRB5 SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL27) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP !097-0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -I0.000 BETAS - !0.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. i3151 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - o5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
q9.574 200 040 -.28608 .00447 ,20238 -_2497_ .!IB47 -.03185 -!0.01500 9.96250 -.95249 35.09
50.432 99.B12 -.25790 -.00903 .192_B -.2489B .I1214 -.03067 -9.98700 i0.0i700 -.98372 .29571
50.)56 -.045 -.4_01_ ,01600 .22092 -.276S4 .t3068 -.03_0 -9.967_0 10.00500 -!.00670 ,31132
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OuOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1316/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.557 -.090 -.$8856 .01025 ,2222I -.16969 .18029 -.03777 -I0.00800 10.00800 -.96769 ,29583
lO0.BlO 99-933 -,37338 .02935 " .24246 -.19723 .18063 -.04179 -9.965t0 I0.04300 -I.O0500 .26631
99.765 199,940 -.38264 .04137 .26423 -.20024 .17143 -.04275 -10.00500 !0.03600 -.9B137 .27875
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOO00 ,00000 ,00000 .OOuO0
RUN NO. 13171 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.B60 199.B90 -.28293 .08324 .27850 -.05740 .16792 -.03701 -10.00700 9.99950 -.95873 .31632
2DO,17D IDD.IIO -.26786 .07827 .27035 -.06700 .JB47B -.03759 -9.99090 9.98850 -.97_71 .32597
199.300 -.000 -.26016 .0644B .26214 -.04658 .19686 -.03592 -I0,01600 9.96420 -.95559 .35202
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OQO00 .00000
EAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL28) { 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRE_ _ _n _ _ _ VMO_ _na_ nnnn IN. XT ALPHA : -IO.O00 BETA IO,O00
LREF i290.3000 INCHES YMRF = ,0000 IN. YT _PHAB = -!0.000 BETAS _0.000
_REF 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMAR = 450.0000 _i_.... _ Y = 5fl.OnO JET PC = 1225.000&l . _ .
SCALE = .OlOG MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, !318/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRAOIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
-.071 .067 -.37653 .00527 .20965 -.33749 ,13282 -.03BB2 -10.00500 ]0.05100 -.97405 ,2B157
,723 99.985 -.35402 .01257 .20417 -,33295 .13267 _.03815 -9.96330 I0.00800 -I,01540 .31839
.140 199.SBD -. 35730 .03153 .20BB3 -.25522 ,_027J ~:03953 -9. 973_ 9 9, 99930 -_.00280 .3_18
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O000O
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4@, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 397
IAi42, OIET MISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL2B) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC'DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.300D INCHES YMRP .= .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETAB I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.560
RUN NO. 131g/ 6 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
56.783 199.996 -.3i3BI ,02437 .26323 -.22292 .20673 -.02633 -9.97270 g.97_60 -.9994B ._3732
49,461 99.981 -.32623 .02846 .20714 -.2886B .13681 -.03606 -I0.02300 I0.00600 -.95366 .30637
48. I62 -.048 -.37641 .02IBO .21236 -.30157 .14696 -.0390I -10.06300 10.00600 -.9155B .31216
_m_t_NIT n_nnn nnnnn .66066 .00660 .00006 nnnnn nnnnn ,00000 .00000 nnnnn._vv_v
RuN NO. 1320/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.007 5.00
Z × CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALVA DBETA
I01.950 -.096 -.2B80S ,00305 .20532 -.24922 .13456 -.03193 -9.93590 9.66030 -I.03870 .32990
98.628 96.977 -.33371 .02234 .22865 -.22698 .I3941 -.03160 -:6.03500 9.98170 -.93891 .32999
99.667 200.016 -.34484 .03010" .23840 -.21679 .14157 -,63239 -10.00500 6.99820 -.96692 .31414
GRADIENT .00060 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00006 .00000 .00060 .06000 .00600 .00000
RUN NO. 13211 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.470 199.940 -.30304 .06081 .264B0 -.I!B58 .!5392 -.03399 -26.6!000 ]0.00500 -.95817 .30440
200.790 99.986 -.26525 ,05384 .255_3 -.13077 .16481 -.03370 -9.97360 I6,00400 -.99638 .30665
199.470 .617 -.26853 .04923 .25159 -.14314 .17429 -,03228 -16.02600 I0.60700 -.95238 .29556
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .60060 .00600 .00000 .60066 ' .00000 .00000 .60000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL29) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I097.0006 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1260.3000 INCHES YMRP = .6000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = 10.060
BREF = 2260.3800 INCHES ZMRP = 450.6600 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0i66
RUN NO. I322/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.66/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.606 -.616 -,35262 .00776 .21574 -.32894 .!3530 -,03625 -10.00500 10.01600 -.97135 .3!I44
GRADIENT .00000 .00600 .00000 ,00000 .60000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00060
DATE 2_ JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC VqIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 398
IAI42, 'OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL29I ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA : -IO.OOD BETA 10,000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN, YT ALPHAS = _IO.O00 BETAS = IO.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .0700 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. |323/ 0 RN/L = 1.SB GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
51.254 I99.290 -.32250 .02865 .20752 -.22286 .i0684 -.02588 -9.96780 9.98190 -I.OlO00 .32848
48.271 99.90? -.3624E .023_i ._418 -.22799 .!4209 -.03850 -IO 05600 10.01700 -.91902 .29487
%9.609 - 096 -.35527 .01269 .21789 -.30184 .I3987 -.03573 -10.01500 10.02200 -.96041 .29054
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .O00OQ
RUN NO. 1324/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.976 .02t -.35013 .01874 .224ql -.25750 .I4194 -.03281 -9.991B0 9.965i0 -.9819i .34547
100.3t0 100.030 -.34938 .03183 .22596 -.24077 .]4047 -.03235 -9.98480 9.99980 -.99041 .30767
100.850 200.080 -.31457 .02743 .21819 _.20554 .IlB86 -.02688 -9.97260 I0.01900 -1.00300 .29169
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1325/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
200.930 200.050 -.28508 .04382 .24123 -.14271 .13454 -.02790 -9.95340 9.9]I20 -1.0]710 .3854l
200,010 I00,020 -.27801 .0428! .24533 -.13296 .14157 -.02807 -9.99830 9.98900 -.97277 ,31528
I99.330 .084 -.2q712 .02989 .24438 -.17502 .15158 -.03067 -10.02500 10.05200 -.94381 .24313
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL30) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARANETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 90.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 iN. YT A, mu,o = -,n nnn BETAS = _ nnn
BREF _ !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO, 1326/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
-2. t78 -3.930 -.38951 -.00383 .20193 -.28980 .I2666 -.03916 -10.06300 9.99360 -.91533 -1.66070
_._44 95.9q9 -.34805 .00976 .20758 -.28539 .i2596 -.03896 -9.£4120 !0.01000 -I.03430 -_.68280
.882 196.030 -.31567 .01618 .I9797 -.24205 .09144 -.02782 -9.95860 lO.04100 -I.00800 -|.71730
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? IA142. AEDC V4iA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 3gB
IAI4B. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL30) ( 02 FEB ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -I0.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1327/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.496 195.950 -.2B055 .00724 .204BI -.21221 .10773 -.03106 -9.98250 9.94840 -.9B41B -1.62440
49.663 96.015 -.27900 -.00249 .20000 -.22497 .I0320 -.03155 -I0.00400 I0.03700 -.96464 -I.71790
50.251 -4.135 -.19129 -.042i6 ,16196 -.23167 .13401 -.03585 -9.99250 9.99600 -.98016 -l.SSBIO
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0
RUN NO. 13281 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lO0.t50 -3.987 -.38066 .00904 .22698 -.I4765 .ITIIO -.03658 -9.99430 9.98870 -.97700 -t.67410
100.640 95.90l -,36418 .02756 .24969 -.17062 .17440 -.04082 -9.96270 10,02600 -I.00590 -1.70840
|00.050 t95.920 -.35792 ,03420 ,26414 -.18328 .16550 -.04190 -9.98960 10.04900 -.97674 -i.71930
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1329/ 0 RN/L = !.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.730 195.910 -.29265 .08628 .28406 -.04316 .16445 -.03700 -10.00200 I0.00200 -,96382 -1.67620
200.230 95.907 -.27286 .08028 .27946 -.05877 .18377 -.0375I -9.99270 9.98870 -.97434 -1.65550
199.600 -3.948 -.2732! .07317 .27142 -.03027 .19382 -.03573 -10.01800 9.96]20 -.94939 -1.63410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
!A!4B_ O/ET NISRBS SEP'ARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL3I) ( 02 FEB ?7 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF= 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -I0.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRH = 450.0000 iN. ZT Y 50._ _, ._._
SCALE = .0100 MACH " 4.500
RUN NO. 13301 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY cYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.322 95.92I -.35455 .UlU/5 .dUdU/ -.SCUS_ .=:cm_. -.u4uuo -=.=_o3u _u.v;_uu -,==_ {.uu=_v
.308 195.980 -.35659 .03044 .20500 -.23342 .09199 -.02716 -9.97360 10,00500 .99774 - ,68410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 400
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL31) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SQ.FT_ XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ -]O.OOO BETA = IO.OOO
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP "= .OOOO IN. YT ALPHA@ = -10.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES zMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50,OOO JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 133I/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.790 196.1i0 -.3iB27 .02552 .20':53 -.£I559 .!003. -.0263B -9.97490 9.98040 -.99615 -I.66070
48.01I 85.837 -.37909 .02932 .22319 -.25837 .i2452 -.03582 -lu.vo_vu. ....... =.99,9_ -.9'_°6_ _ -1.58350
49.958 -_,017 -.3593_ .0103_ .2]625 -,27809 .14435 -.03782 -IO.OIBOO 9,99040 -.9586B -1.67390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOOOO ,GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 1332/ 0 RN/L _ 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
98.526 -4.005 -.40377 .02616 .24013 -.24003 .12293 -.03172 -10.02100 10,02000 -.94816 -1.705B0
I03.100 95.964 -.28799 .01302 ,22065 -,20269 .13406 -.03310 -9.90480 9.95060 -1.05640 -1.63640
98.745 196.010 -.33328 .02740 .23266 -.2082B .12893 -.03209 -10.02800 10.03400 -.94310 -1.71740
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000
RUN NO, 1333/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.810 195.980 -.28492 .05847 .2631! -.11239 .15541 -.03491 -9.99930 10.00800 -.96772 -1.69820
199.590 96.041 -.28896 .05957 .26568 -.12167 .16697 -.03456 -10.00900 9.99810 -.95873 -1.68340
201.040 -_.04I -.23085 .0_367 .25279 -.i25ee .i7291 -.03185 , -g.,_58eo Io, otGGO -.99571 -l.TOIfo
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O ,OOO00 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL32) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2S90.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -]0.000 BETA = 10,000
LREF = 1290.3000 _NCHES YHRP _ .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = -I0,000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES Z_RP = _v,_hcnnnn ,,-,IM _.7T Y = IoD.O00 JETPC = }225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1334/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.198 -3.BIN -.35787 °00802 .21425 -.32796 .13898 -.03795 -IO.OOBO0 10.02800 -.96452 -1.68660
.436 95.942 -.35533 .02360 .20967 -.3IIiB ._327_ _.039_6 -9.97830 _0.00900 -,99549 -_,66930
_713 196,200 -.34217 .04042 .22576 -.30362 .13402 -.04135 -9.97250 I0.00900 -I.00030 -I.65520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .O000O .00000 .O000O .O000O .O00OO
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 401
[AI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING] LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL32) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB = 8.000
BREF I290.3008 INCHES ZMRP = 460.0000 IN. ZT Y i00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1335/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.443 I95.990 -.35189 ,03522 .21664 -.BO50B .I0122 -.02593 -10.02200 9.9?440 -.95240 -1.64190
49.047 95.846 -.36234 .02290 .21368 -.30958 .14195 -.04002 -10.04000 I0.03500 -.93050 -I.70BBO
49.4_ -4.024 ...... - ......... B_ - ...... 9.99800 _.94,_ .o6_u
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 1336/ 0 / RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.778 -3.983 -.36507 .01929 .2280i -.24381 .13792 -.03367 -9.99750 8.96500 -.97189 -I.63600
I00.040 95.867 -.37786 .03787 .23437 -.22214 .13051 -.03198 -9.98210 8.99650 -.98971 -1.66750
I01.770 196.060 -.31068 .02770 .21829 -.19450 .II721 -.02559 -9.8_330 IO.OltO0 -1.03010 -1.580!0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OODO0 .00000
RUN NO. 1337/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
]98.960 196.020 -.27648 .04412 .24207 -.13518 .t3316 -.02985 -]0.03000 10.02500 -.93865 -I.69910
199.030 96.082 -.30055 .05002 .25261 -.13429 .14659 -.02983 -10.02000 9.98670 -.94696 =1.65910
199.640 -3.981 -.2822I .03449 .25_98 -.17824 .I4318 -.03156 -10.02300 10.08100 -.94018 -1.75340
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL33} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = I5.00O BETAB = 19.000
Luu,uuu _1 r_ _E_,uuu
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1404/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IB9 197.710 .26324 -.07930 16072 -.3238_ 07181 -.01873 14.97500 15.02500 -1.17650 4.37240
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 402
IA142, O/ET 14/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL33) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XNRP i 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF [290,3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = [5.000 BETAB 19.000
BREP 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE : ,0100 MACI4 : 4.500
RUN NO, 1405/ 0 RN/L = 1.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_S,_GS _,.=_'__ .,_-_=7_n............. - nT_ T_nAq --_159_ ,07244 -.01879 iS.00;OO 15.00500 -I.IgS80 4.43830
50,!16 97.729 ,28822 -.08549 .15768 -.23342 .03979 -_01043 i5.00000 14.98900 -1.17420 4.49580
50.446 -2.078 ,29580 -.08823 .i5383 -.2600_ .Oq3G'7 -,$1077 14.99900 I5.0_40G -I+ZBl50 4.+42650
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1406/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
iOO.IBO _2.141 .28766 -.07950 .15782 -.24688 .04914 -.01675 I4.99600 14,98500 -1.18380 4.48570
99.U35 97.894 ,2_630 -.you,,..... .,_,_'='°= - ..................m_nn n_6A1 - ntxel 14.£SBO0 15.00700 -I .I6770 4.47770
99.790 197.950 .27740 -.08353 .16804 -.33]69 .08410 -.02883 14.97800 15.04300 -t.17280 4.44080
GRADIENT .DO000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000
RUN NO. 1407/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.140 197.690 .32931 -.09355 .16436 -.24054" .05950 -_02876 15.02500 14.93700 -1.21130 4.53410
200.270 87.859 ,32595 -.09545 .16107 -.24936 .07156 -.02809 _.98900 I5.02000 -t.tBe7G _.47530
200.210 •-2;202 .32856 -.09575 .15475 -.23668 .07087 -,02915 14.99300 14.99900 -I.19370 4.47950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL34) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
qPE _..... P69O.UUO0 SQ,FT, XHRP = ':u_.uuvu.... ...... L.,. ^," ALPHA_ = 15.nOO. BETA _5.000
I RFF 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = _5.000 BETAB ;_,.uug_
8REF |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : 450.0000 IN. ZI Y _uv.vv_ JET ,°C = ,_'=2_,_nnn
cr^,_ . nlnn HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 14081 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.593 .911 ,27297 -.07995 ,]6483 -.3654| .0770Z -.02973 14.99300 I5.04!00 -I.20620 P,32450
-.578 100.860 .25I|8 -.07632 .1726I -.39!59 .08912 -.03374 14.97300 15.01900 -1.i8400 2.32450
•-.937 200.790 ,22882 -.08218 .I8048 -.40448 .I0175 -.03661 14.96100 14.99500 -l.1711O 2.34410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 iAIN2, AEDC V4IA-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 403
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL34i { OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1087,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 15.000 BETAB 17.000
.8REF I290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - lO0.O00 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1409/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.325 200,860 .24514 -,07821 .IBOI2 -.36447 ,I0354 -.03BB| 15.01800 14.96400 -1.21460 2.38710
50.407 100.650 .25060 -.07069 ,1817q -.36427 .09944 -.03711 15.01100 15.01800 -1.20530 2.34690
5i.096 ,oo: .27833 -.u,vB4 .I?57B - 7 ,u_ .OB56B - n_> I_ np_nn l_ n_nn -_ 21650 2.37980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. t410/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.330 .70I .2921B -.OB96I .lBBIB -.3045B .09437 -.03702 15.00500 14.95300 -1.19780 2.49100
99.246 100.730 .27870 -.07445 .19007 -.31996 .10933 -.04t63 14.9"7000 15.00200 -1.15600 2.39840
99.630 200.800 .27295 -.08190 .!8654 -.31905 .ll]00 -.04345 14.97800 15.00700 -I.16350 2.37140
GBADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 141I/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.330 200.780 .3492B -.08999 .19517 -.25232 .1192I -.05661 15.04800 14.92]00 -1.24220 2.56150
200.910 100.760 .35470 -.08557 .19Bq9 -.23851 .11587 -.05519 15.00900 15.00300 -1.21980 " 8.51050
200.500 .q50 .3BI23 -.09148 .16986 -.21937 .09577 -.04085 15.02000 15.03100 -1.20910 2.43230
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRB£ SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL35) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I5.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = 17.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. I412/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
-.535 200.890 .24739 -.OBBOl 16098 -.39815 .09247 .0314B 14.98700 I5.05100 - 2.29810
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA Pt,GE 404
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL35) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA = i5.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = _.0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ ]5.000 BETAB = I?.O00
BREF 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 150.000 JET PC = !225.000
SCALE : ,0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1413/ 0 RN/L - I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBET_
49.681 200,750 .23709 -.05700 ,16571 -.38403 _09978 -.03390 I4.99900 :4.98000 -I.I9180 2.40550
_. ._uB,, -.3q329 .08622 -.02952 !4 99400 -1.21500 2.43490066 100.670 .274i4 -.07i39 '= "" 15 01.00
49.818 ,838 30897 -.09427 }5806 -.24770 .05584 -.02428 i4_88900 14.87200 ........... 7_
GRADIEi_K .OOOOO ,00000 .00000 _00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, i414! 0 RNIL = f.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CI_M CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.IO0.310 .712 .29218 -.07880 .16249 -,22488 .05648 -.01963 15.00000 14.98600 -I,18870 2.4?640
99.989 100.730 .26969 -,06689 .16586 -,33522 .08737 -.03306 14.99100 15.06700 -l.19310 2.40430
_n_._r,_ _nn............._n _AXAA -.06927 I7137 -.36323 10323 -.04161 14.97900 15.00300 -1.17340 2.42520
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .UUUUU .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1415/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.091 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
201.850 200.550 .31668 -.09578 .17135 -.30997 .IOIBB -.O4BI2 15,00400 14.95400 -1.23660 2.56240
200.260 100.780 ,35494 -.09264 .]6652 -.24203 .08968 -,03922 I5,03600 14,96400 -1,22380 2.50330
t99.850 .644 ,33820 -.Ogq51 .17266 -,23536 .08753 -,03581 I4.96600 15.00700 -I,16860 2.46060
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL3B) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15,000 BETA = 15.000
LRE_ _ :_Bv'__. _.... ,,._,'k'ruce,_v_m...... ;0000 IN- YT ALPHAB= 15.000 BETAB !5.000
BREF i290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = _000 JET PC = I£2_.OUU
SCALE = ,UIOU M_CN = 4,500
RUN NO. 14161 0 RN/L = i.5i GRADIENT ........._ c_v_c = =o.u_,_' mo._nn
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALP#_ 9ETA OALFA 0BETA
.704 .133 .22597 -.08089 .18680 -.35713 .10765 -.04028 14.98S00 15.04000 -I.21450 .30539
.805 100.280 .21804 -,07278 .18440 -,35936 .10293 -.04020 15.00600 15.02700 -1.23140 .31391
-o97I B00.180 .19608 -.07021 .lhI49 -.34785 .i0395 -.03880 14.97600 Z4.99700 -.].20180 33838
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA 42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 405
IAI42. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON {OVTL36) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF = 1290.30D0 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 15.000 BETAS -. 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1417! 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.0D
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.737 200.210 .23204 -.06936 .18550 -,29121 .10956 -.04296 I5.02900 14.93800 -1.23990 .41750
50.424 IO0.IBO .24602 -.07335 .18677 -.29227 .IIO02 -.04436 14.99900 15.01200 -I.20BBO .35064
49.886 .IS3 ,25920 -,08149 .]BOB8 -.30939 .Ill52 -,04555 14.99100 15.02600 -I.I8960 .34415
C__AOIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .OOOO0 .00000 .OOO00 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000
,RUN NO. 1418/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.050 .103 .32142 -.07456 .19377 -.21758 .11203 -.04802 14.99600 15.03600 -1.18520 .34999
99.408 IO0.I30 .29130 -.06766 .19503 -,21593 .II980 7.04879 14.97500 14.99500 -I.16900 .38722
99.796 200.I70 .27862 -.06366 .19236 -.22519 .If601 -.04788 t4.99100 15.03100 -I.lB6lO .34569
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000. .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i419/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.230 199.750 .43415 -.05536 .20173 -.I5597 .I3244 -.05552 I4.BBSO0 I5.00000 -l,IBlO0 ,41323
200.340 100.230 .43060 -.04574 .2075I ' -.14938 .13817 -.05598 15.00600 14.99600 -1.19280 .42533
200._40 .167 .42653 -.04311 .21703 -.16585 .13675 -.05466 14.98900 15.04000 -1.17930 .38511
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL37) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 15.000 BETAB 15.£00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I4201 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.73S .231 .26629 -.08582 .19047 -,38320 .09323 -.03920 i4.99800 15.05300 -i.21120 .2809I
..........................
-.178 200.210 .22532 -.07823 .18987 -.40002 .f1264 -.04144 14.98100 14.99600 -1.20060 .34490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 406
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL37) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT, XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = I5.000 BETAB IS.ODD
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 142I/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY GYN GeL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50-037 200.000 .23425 -,u,o92_ .,g_t_'n _ -._3635 .!0765 -.0_252 15.00200 14.94700 -1.20780 .41116 •
50.417 I00.130 124803 -.07747 119304 -.32520 .09949 -,04159 to.u_uuu.. ..... ,_._,,_u='_ I .21300 ._4_4_7
50.423 .173 .C5805 -.07442 .!955t - 32579 ,I0058 -,04084 15.00900 15.00800 -1.20870 .34985
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14221 0 RN/L = l.St GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I01.040 .134 .30316 -.0q488 ,20159 -.29724 .I1504 -.04934 25.03300 14.95000 -1.21930 .46291
99.247 100.050 .27727 -.07528 .19759 -.27545 ,11166 -.04527 14.97100 14.88700 -I.15810 .38467
92.83I I99.930 .27132 -.07970 .19413 -.28379 .10948 -.0463! 14.97900 15.01500 -1.15990 .36330
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1423/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5100
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.760 200.000 .38004 -,06919 .20q04 -.21177 .14120 -.05876 14.98500 25.01200 -1.16880 .4i654
200.770 100.100 .39662 -.06804 .21t36 -.20418 .141BB -.06006 15.01000 15.00000 _I.19920 .43970
200.170 .072 .39426 -.06662 .2166B -.22246 .1363B -.05793 14.99000 15.04200 -I.18350 .41284
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL381 ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = =v_._c°nn nn.......{n #f XMRP = t097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 25.000 BETA = _S.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .OOwu • ,, _LPHA@ = 15.000 BETAB = i5.000
BREF = i_90.3000 INCHES _i,nr..... = ,.=n._u.uuuwnnnnIkl:,.._,77 Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 14241 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
i.Ol3 .192 .30373 -,OBBOB ,16136 -.34619 .07872 -.02926 25.00500 15.01000 ~1.2|450 .39755
-I.157 100.160 .25290 -.07591 .i3096 -.40284 .0B326 -.u3=,3 =4.9_9_0'= n '=,_.046_0n ,¢.... t_?_n ......xppp_
-.943 200.0?0 .22655 -.07973 .17883 -.40288 .09823 -.03582 14.95400 14.99600 -1.I6070 ._7492
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4!A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 40?
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL381 (.02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097..0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAS = 15.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0108 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 142510. RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.1II 200.160 .23240 -.07192 .17997 -.37001 .lOSS4 -.03806 15.00700 14.95600 -1.20030. .43049
50.503 I00.140 .24327 -.06686 .18068 -.36522 .09882 -.03536 15.01000 15.02400 -1.20170 .37663
5!,384 .159 .2824B -.07Z21 .17826 -.34172 .09217 -.03466 15.01900 14.99900 -I,21620 .43849
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1426/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 3.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.400 .lOt .28675 -.06777 ,1841q -,30097 .09351 -.03622 15.00300 14.96400 -I.20220 .52718
99.016 I00.200 ,26844 -.06912 .19079 -.3202B .I0893 -.04078 14.97000 I5.00300 -I.15560 .43292
99.741 200.220 .26474 -.0768I .IBBO9 -.32742 .11283 -.04462 14.97700 15.01300 -I.I6170 .3967B
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14271 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.540 200.1t0 .34628 -.08723 .I9568 -.26635 .12440 -.05B04 15.04900 14.91900 -I.24690 .59185
200.680 I00.IO0 .34246 -.08275 .19973 -.25820 .II863 -.05556 I4.99400 I5.0]600 -1.2137@ .52402
199.660 .179 .35057 -.08431 .18060 -.22959 .10397 -.04250 15.00700 15.01]00 -1.19970 .48273
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL39} ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA .PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT• XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 15.000 BETAB 13.000
BREF = !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC : 1225.000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 14281 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.1_ -_.AO] .22923 -.08288 .20387 -.37363 .I0924 -.04266 I4.97900 I5.05400 -I.I9qZO -i.70780
-15&T 1961265 :Y96&6 -:66814 i8752 -Z36246 {0667 -io4665 {4167%6 i516t666 -ii#6_B6 -ils66@6
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 408
IAI4@, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL39} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP f 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = !290.3000 INCHES YNRP : .OOO0 IN. YT ALPHAB _ 15.000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1429/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.439 ]96.350 .221G8 _ =_=o .18718 -.30195 11_q -.04322 15 flPO00 }4.94000 -1.232)0 -t.57940
50.214 96,048 ,22702 -.O70I_ .19047 -.29403 ,11041 -,0_291 i_,_9_00 _5,00100 -i.20600 -1.63360
q9.£99 __ _o£ .... =0 -.0770t ,20683 -.]I637 .11172 -.04627 14.99500 I5.03200 -1.1B500 -_.666g0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000- .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .O000O .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 1430/ 0 RN/L = 1.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
102.340 -3.868 .3211q -.07246 .203]9 -.24952 ,]1929 -.05185 15.08]00 14.91600 -I.27_]0 -1.53400
98.742 . 96.099 .26709 -.06318 .19991 -.22929 .12382 -.04841 14.95400 I4.9q800 -I.14920 -l.59350
100.230 I96.280 ,26837 -.06203 019068 -.23300 .I]684 -.04737 ]_.99700 15.03800 -I.19530 -].65890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. I431/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.040 ]96.500 ._ISB! -.05468 ,20638 -,16713 .13q56 -.05616 14.99600 15.03500 -1.18380 -1.62630
200.380 96.097 .41800 -.04734 ' .21318 -.15669 .]4117 -.05635 15.00600 I4.99300 -1,19480 -].5q340
200.I70 -3,909 ,41588 -.04453 .22375 -.I8265 .I4320 -,05619 I4.99400 '5.03400 -1,18650 -1.61820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT 5RB JET ON (OVTL40) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sREF 2690-0000 SO.FT. XMRP = _097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ I5.000 BETA = ]5.000
LREF i290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 !N. YT ALPHAB m !5-000 BE_AB 13,BOO
BREF _ .... _n ,,.rucc vwmm _ u_n nnnn l_ 7T Y = 50.000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1432.' 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.285 -3.?41 ,26677 -.08964 .]9089 -.38150 .09345 -.03823 14.98600 15.05400 -1.19950 -1+73610
-.427 95._@V .24t06 -.08366 .]S530 -+.39928 .10500 -.u40_, 14.97600 }5,00'400 -I.19420 -]._9_0
-.096 195,940 .22374 -.07846 .]9014 -+38998 .10874 -.03967 1_.98800 ]4,9q900 -1.20940 -|.66330
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .ODO00
DATE 25 JUt. 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 409
IA_42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON IOVTL40} 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ' ALPHAB - 15,000 BETA8 = 13.000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT Y : 50,000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH _ 4,500
RUN NO. 1433/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.976 196.150 .23007 -.07616 .19200 -.33778 .I06fi2 -.04083 15.00300 14.95500 -1.21070 -I.61260
50.37I 98.067 .24495 -.07754 .19703 -.33482 .IOSO8 -.04085 25.00600 15,00BOO -1.20950 -t.66690
50.321 -3.798 .25992 -.07990 ,19936 -.33301 .10333 -.0423i i5.00700 i5.0i300 -i.20470 -i,66780
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .O000O .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 14341 0 RN/L : 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.200 -3.777 .3009_ --.07542 .20603 -.29342 .I1475 -,04613 15,04100 14.94500 -1.2_1G0 -1.56220
99.284 96.197 .27440 -.07475 .19951 -.29424 .11566 -.04455 14.97000 15.0}500 -J,J6220 -I.55250
99.717 196.130 .26721 -.07937 .i9784 -.28866 .II248 -.04619 14.99000 15.01000 -1.1?500 -I.65810
_ n ,O0000GRADIENT .Ou_O_ .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IC T = 5.00RUN NO. I435/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRAD oN. INTERVAL -5.00/
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA . DALFA DBETA
200.070 195.920 .37228 -.06850 .20762 -.20236 .13594 -.05812 14.99000 14.99900 -I.18010 -1.59670
200.890 96.108 .38862 -.06432 .21664 -.20633 .14584 -.05916 15.01000 14.99500 -1.20510 -1.58740
200.040 -3.965 .38339 -.06410 .22455 -.22385 .I3512 -.05670 I4.98500 15.05500 -I.I8310 -1.63660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA]42 vh/ETa, H/cRB¢_, _EmARATIM_,, . ,.-- ...._EET SR9 JET ON (OVTL4! ( n_.....or= 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = ]5.000 BETA = I5,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15.000 8ETA8 = 13,000
BREF = 290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = |00.000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1436/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.B22 96.04I .25810 -.07599 .16754 -.39393 .09415 -.03380 14.97200 ]5.04100 -I.IUE_O -I.bUdbO
-1.262 196.180 .22069 -.07765 .18074 -.40436 .10169 -.03539 14.94600 15.00500 -I.15440 -1,65260
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 410
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL41) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB 13.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 iN. ZT Y = !00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO, 1437/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.ili 19G.090 .22214 -.05753 .!9160 -.37086 .I03|3 -,03800 ]5.00800 14.96780 -1.20430 -I.60010
.......... ' 2_w I c?n_n• ibuv , .u_u_v50.586 96.156 .23252 -.06123 .i7953 -._oo_[ _uuou -,03577 15.01800 _5.0 ..... I ....
, = 20x2 _ .17314 -,33797 .09183 -.03473 I5.02800 _5.00000 -1.23450 -1.56680.8_5 -3.7_S .... -,07636
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 14381 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.900 -3.993 .2920B -.OB810 ,19010 -.3110B .09654 -.03729 15.00600 14.97000 -1.20090 -1.50450
96.645 96.083 .25498 -.06372 .19080 -.32915 .11022 -.04215 14.96000 15.00000 -I.I4540 -1.58530
99,719 19G.210 .25371 -.07282 .18670 -.32818 .10945 -.04321 14.97600 15.01200 -I.16080 -I.61670
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1439t 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
202.470 196.i60 .33209 -.08363 .19864 -.26758 ,12343 -.05740 15.04500 14.91500 -1.24470 -I.44110
200.880 96,023 .33370 -.07989 19726 -.26418 .11845 -.05598 15.00400 15,0t300 -1.22610 -I.51550
200,460 -4.053 .36698 -.08864 .17952 -.23768 .11075 -.04287 15.02500 14.99500 -1.22030 -I.52620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, OIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL42) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690 hood SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. xT ALPHA 15.000 BETA = ]5,000
LREF = i290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 !N. YT ALPHAB = |l.OOO BE[AB = _9.000
.... ........ ,,,_uce vMmo umn nnnn IN 7T Y = 200,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 15161 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
.424 -2_00! ,33322 -.12387 .15444 -.28331 .05172 -.02649 14.98500 15.02300 -4.88620 4.40850
-.020 9_.714 .35160 -.i4i49 .i5574 -.28304 .05958 _.OZlBl 14.97800 14.99200 -4.87300 4.44980
-.182 198.080 .27899 -.i0022 .15879 -.29550 .07214 -,01917 _4.99200 15.00100 -4.91570 4.39430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
LDATE 25 JUL 79 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 411
IAI4.2, O/ET N/SRB9 SEPARATING, LEFT SR8 JET ON (OVTL421 ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
9REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = I5,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.000 BETAB = 19.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 15171 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.212 197.420 .27014 -.08700 .15763 -.31250 .07524 -.02095 15.00800 15.01700 -4.92850 4.41150
50.224 97.667 .31091 -.10337 .15498 -.25324 .05311 -.02050 15.00700 14.98900 -4.90160 4.45530
50.154 -2.079 .30412 -.09865 .15669 -.26872 .05767 -.02407 14.99500 15.02200 -4.89250 4.40560
_ _ _ tT nnnnn ,00000 --,,A_I_N ........ 00000 nO000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1519/ 0 RNIL = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.942 -2.282 .28394 -,08539 .15031 -.22739 .04473 -.01644 15.00000 14.99000 -4.90100 4.44230
100,130 97.780 .28946 -.08820 .I5683 -.23676 .04879 -.01457 14,99100 I5.01300 -4.89050 4.43200
I00,080 I98.010 .26284 -,07825 .16u88 -.31285 .0B079 -.02106 I4.98400 15.03400 -4.90520 4.42470
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1519/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.530 197.730 .31324 -,02228 .16398 -.23268 ,06467 -.02559 I5.01400 14.95700 -4.91550 4.48900
201.380 97.739 .35311 -.10045 .15090 -.23833 .06949 -.02633 15.02900 15.00300 -4,93850 4.45260
199_710 -2.404 .32696 -.08981 .15879 -.2292I .07408 -.02754 14.98300 14,98600 -4.89320 4.46440
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL431 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA .
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 11.000 BETAB = 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE _ _'_ M^r_ = u mnn.ulv_ ............
RUN NO. 15201 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA C.Y CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.882 .842 .34759 -.13598 .17154 -.3573l .08520 -.04071 14.99400 15.01200 -4.92900 2.34620
-=' :............. ....... ....................................GRADIENT .00000 . • .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 99 [A142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 412
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (GVTL43} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETR]C DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = ll.QO0 BETAB = ]?.000t EBREF J290.3000 .NCH,,S ZNRP : 450,0000 IN, ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. I521/ 0 .RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN C_L ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
49.810 200.660 .23869 -.08255 .1858I -.37523 .10540 -.04028 15.01200 |4.9?200 -4.92910 2.36520
50,851 Luu.,w_'__ ...........3_u_9 -.08603 .19498 -.36906 .i0443 -._9_ 1_.0.6_=. _ t= nn_OO -_..9_00_ 2._3 _n
5!.395 .qBl .30970 -.10132 .17732 -.35382 .09326 -.03853 I5.01600 I5.02000 -4.94040 2.35230
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .0O0OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .000O0 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I522/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
|00.150 .781 .29559 -.08037 .I8266 -.31820 .09556 -.03737 15.01200 _4.96500 -4.93230 2,44320
99.106 100.780 .26506 -.07070 .19393 -.3343l .11017 -.03934 ]4.97400 15.00000 -4.88420 2.36200
99.997 200.810 .26556 -.07420 .18854 -.33584 .II525 -.04155 I4.98400 14.99900 -4.89500 2.35050
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]523/ 0 RN/L = ].53 GRAD]ENT _NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.230 200.820 .35030 -.08889 .;9286 -.26305 .!2445 -.05395 15.05300 14.90900 -4.96580 2.51890
200.260 100.860 .34083 -.08124 .19988 -.25087 .I1896 -.05133 14.99200 I5.0!300 -4.91260 2.43840
200.380 .696 .36244 -.08816 .160_B -.21348 .08895 -.03355 I5.01700 15.02900 -4.91600 2.393?0
GRAD[ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLN4) ( 02 'FEB 77 }
REFERENCE 0ATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = [097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA - ]5.000 8ETA = 15.000
LREF = 1280_3000 INCHES YHRP _ IN. v_
.u_v .. ALPHAB = ]1.000 BETAB = 17.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = I50.000 JET PC = !225.000
SCALE = .0100 M^ru _ _nn
RUN NO. 15241 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENi iNTERVAL _ -5,00i 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.528 .Bq8 .3|832 -.]183I .1672! -.26922 .04826 -.02462 14.98500 15.03000 -4.88890 2.40040
=_ ,nn B00
._,3 ..... 322!2 -.]2988 .15996 "-.33!74 .08824 -.03543 !4.94800 14.99600 -4.91130 2.39940
-.458 20].0_0 .2q220 -.09888 ._5102 -.39503 .09484 -.035_0 4.99200 i5.06900 -_.93080 2.28990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 99 IAI42, AEDu V4IA-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 413
[A142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL44) c 02 FEB 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.O000'SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA : 15.000 BETA 15,000LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP' = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB II,O00 BETAB 17.000
BREF = _290.3000 INCHES zHRP= 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1525/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.707 200,680 .2411I -.07087 .I8435 -,3735] .09434 -.03263 15.00800 I4.98000 -4.93250 2.40470
51.074 IO0.B50 .28601 -.08895 .15634 -,33079 ,08687 -.02904 15.01000 14;98000 -4.93310 2.46140
49.693 .694 ,30046 -.10152 .16658 -.25419 .05348 -.02505 14.98400 14.99900 -4.88910 2.43450
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1526/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lO0.l?O .992 .29230 -.08876 .16099 -.25168 .06347 -.02160 15.01200 14.99600 -4.91830 2.45480
I00.460 I00.790 .26870 -.07397 .16021 -.32465 .08766 -,02968 I4.99700 15.04000 -4.92470 2.41840
99.240 200.790 .23696 -.06251 .17468 -,36440 .lOS09 -.03748 14.99600 15.01600 -4.89910 2.40220
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 152?/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.520 200.700 .29992 -.0913I .I7436 -.29200 .0959I -.04525 15.00600 14.94900 -4.94550 2.55020
200.280 I00.580 .33426 -.08882 .i6184 -.23431 ,08496 -.03456 15.03800 14.96700 -4.93550 2.4?600
200.590 .716 .34037 -.09242 .17147 -.22085 .08295 -.03092 I4,98600 14.99900 -4.90220 2.448?0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. DIET WISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL45) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= II.O00 BETAB = 15.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = I225 000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 15281 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.282 200.310 .22546 -.07238 .18213 -.30981 .I1680 -.04214 14.95800 15.06800 -4.87780 .271S3
50.484 .227 .25567 -.08762 ,20144 -,34807 .12905 -.04898 14.99500 15.04i00 -419_0_6 130i89
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 414
IA142_ O/ET NIBRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL45) _ O@ FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. ×T ALPHA _ 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP :0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = It,DO0 BETAS = !5.000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 iN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 1529/ 0 RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
102.500 .273 .32001 -.07935 .19438 -.2645I .13268 -.04760 15.08tO0 t4.91200 -4.99840 .45520
99. i65 ]00,260 .25914 -.059Ig .20175 -.23255 .]2625 -.04560 ]4.96500 i4.98700 -4.896i0 .37722
I00.060 200.510 .26925 -,06316 .18941 -.24316 .]2243 -.04484 15,00500 15,05400 -4.92690 ,30166
GRAD_EI4T oOOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000
RUN NO. I530/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY . CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.750 200.230 .4]245 -,04976 .20444 -.15866 .12967 -.0524l 14,98300 15.01000 -4.BBB50 .37718
200,470 100.140 .41533 -.04130 .20814 -.I5674 .I3409 -.05188 15.01900 I5.00100 -4.92690 .39139
200.420 .273 .40733 -.04212 .20582 -.15251 .13407 -.04591 14.98400 15.00400 -4.907B0 .39977
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 ,OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 .goo00 .O000O
1A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SR8 JET ON (OVTL46} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I09?.O00O IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .GO00 IN. YT ALPHAB= 11.000 BETAS = 15.000
B}_EF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1535/ 0 RN/L = 1,5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
50.330 200.260 .2452t -.OBBq? .I8615 -.35457 .11423 -.04250 ]4.99000 15.04500 -4,91420 .3]574
49.5!2 !00,2!0 .23699 -.09247 .19047 -.35556 -I0706 -.n4290 Ik.96600 !5 02800 -4.86480 .33222
50.903 .062 .27344 -.i0305 ,i8933 -.33904 .0£837 -.04200 i5.0i000 i5.00500 -4,927]0 .353ii
U_UI_I_t .uuuuu .uuuuu . uuuuu ,_._ , uuuvu . uuuuu .uuuuu . uuuuu .UUUUU ,UUUUU
RUN NO. 15_6/ 0 RN/L i.St GRAOiENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.020 .045 .29920 -.OBBOI .19189 -.30861 .li026 -.04442 ]5.04100 14.94900 -4.94790 .44474
99.3!6 100.270 .257_4 -.07449 .!9530 -.3005B .!1503 -.04244 !4.97300 !4.99400 -4.88240 .3B0!6
99.938 200.220 .25224 -.0779] .18967 -.30125 .ll31I -.04296 i4.98200 15,01700 -4.89540 ,35009
GRADIENT .00000 ,OOOOO _O000O .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
I I
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA[42, AEDC V4!A-K!A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 415
IA142. o/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL4B} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP m i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA • 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = I1.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE =. .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1537/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.020 200.260 .35730 -.0685l .19242 -.20923 .12974 -.05312 14.99500 15.00200 -4.89580 .39?80
200.490 100.180 .36586 -.06528 .20610 -.21450 .13214 -.05315 15.00600 15.01500 -4.91010 .40434
200.310 ,090 ,37100 -.06664 .21085 -.2356q ,12578 -.04929 14,g9]00 15.04800 -4.89690 ,38064
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL471 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I5.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = [1.O00 BETAB 15.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 iN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. I538/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.[75 200.210 .23678 -.08293 .17607 -.37189 .I0709 -.03805 I4.99200 15.04300 -4.90620 .33718
50.680 100.190 .25727 -.08703 .17099 -.36940 .10182 -.03754 15.00600 15.02000 -4.92080 .37563
51.549 .333 .31533 -.IOq05 .16329 -.34459 .09423 -.03931 15,02200 15.00400 -4.94270 .44117
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1539/ 0 RN/L = 1.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.260 ,16I .30453 -.08845 .16215 -.30685 .08978 -.03385 I5.01700 1N.97700 -4.93520 .50845
98.421 100.280 .24744 -.07100 .18327 -.33290 .I0536 -.03652 14.95600 t5,01100 -4.85340 .40479
100.080 200.080 .24961 -.07645 ,17690 -.33959 .11230 -.040_7 I4_RTnn 1_ nn!nn -_ _Q_QN _0_
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1540/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.220 200.180 .32922 -.08605 .18538 -.26956 .12058 -.052]4 15.05100 14.91600 -4.qRqqn 6&_o
200.510 -.052 .34932 -.08369 .16295 -,21384 .09660 -.8350a {5:62268 {4:99000 -4192125 "4_&&5
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 418
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL48) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP- = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = I5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = ,0000 IN, YT ALPHAS = Ii.000 BETAB = 13.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 .jET PC = 1225.000SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1541/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
n nn i=49.415 t96.120 .20h72 -.07392 .18381 -.32360 .I1592 -.04395 14._58_ ,_.07200 -q.88190 -1.73590
49.741 96.282 .20888 -.08104 .I9051 -.35169 .12310 -.04695 14.98000 15.03500 -4.89940 -I.69580
5t.039 -_.815 .85563 -.09265 .19751 -.3497! ,11805 -.04604 !5.01900 .5 02300 -4.9364.0 -!.88400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1542/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.550 -3.998 .30145 -.08014 ,19865 -.28299 .11951 -,04855 15.05600 14.93000 -4.96230 -1,58010
99.320 95.997 .25425 -.06515 .19185 -.25600 .12503 -.04611 14.97000 ]4.96800 -4.88070 -1.61630
99.978 196.060 .24165 -.06211 ,18922 -.25918 .12490 -.04495 14.98400 I5.01100 -4.89980 -I.66270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1543/ 0 RN/L = 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.040 196.230 .37258 -.05007 .18770 -.16400 .12997 -.05]57 14.98900 15.01100 -4.89050 -I.63560
200.580 95.933 .37937 -.04582 .20271 -.17168 .I3886 -.05228 15.00500 14.99200 -4.90860 -1.60900
200.120 -3.978 .37907 -.04357 .21489 -.17924 .13441 -.04989 14.99400 15.02600 -4.89940 -1.63550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAIN2, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL49) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = tl.O00 BETAS = 13.000
m_cc _ _=an _nnn f_;r_r_ 7Mpp = u_n nnnn i_ 7T v _n nnn lET _r _ ,_= nnn
SCALE = .OIOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO 1544z 0 RN/L = i.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.132 196. I00 .23433 -.08212 .18960 -.36526 .11865 -.04345 14.98400 15.05400 -4.90810 -!.74090
50.822 96.09i .2724i -.09453 .i9085 -.35586 .10943 -.043i8 _5.01100 i5.02200 -4.92920 -1.71070
49.924 -4.080 .27429 -.09932 .19658 -.34802 .10076 -.04421 14.98600 15.01900 -4.90100 -1.70040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
'!
DATE 25 JL_, 79 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 4i?
IAI4a, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL491 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 109?.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 "BETA 15,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .= .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= II.O00 BETAS 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES .ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1545/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IOl.O00 -4.016 .30435 -.09339 .18914 -.30989 .I0908 -.04531 15.03400 14.95200 -4.93970 -I,59980
99.553 96.098 .27130 -.OBOB2 .19285 -.29403 .I1361 -.04111 14.97700 14,98500 -4.88540 -1.65430
99.855 196.070 .25325 -.07749 .19009 -,30326 _]!450 -.04268 lu.... OB_nnn 15.02000 _4.89350 -1.69220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1546/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.010 196.100 .35388 -.06792 .19933 -.21960 .13959 -.05460 I4.99400 15.00100 -4.89640 -1.64090
200.480 96.33I .36197 -,06381 .21129 -.21823 .13562 -.05301 15.00400 15.02400 -4.91010 -1.65It0
200.090 -3.936 .36163 -.06518 .21702 -.24420 .12598 -.0489t I4.98500 ]5.06600 -4.89220 -1.68640
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 _00000
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL50) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = II.O00 BETAS 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 15501 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA _ETA OALFA DBETA
-.654 -_.092 .EBB31 -.10509 .16423 -.30188 .08709 -.03180 14.9BIO0 14.96200 -4.B9370 -1.56170
.206 96.096 .30827 -.12868 .16384 -.40919 .I0202 -.04537 14.97200 15.09900 -4.B9670 -1.76830
-1.256 196.610 .23_57 -.097_5 .!716_ - qNWt7 input - n_A_a tu aconn ,= nT_ ,. _ .........
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NQ. 15471 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.558 196.220 .24451 -.08356 .]7649 -.37627 .InqxI - nxqlz }_ nnln3 1_ numnn _t, n,E_ ......
51.542 -3.B92 .30609 -ii0055 _i6460 -.33459 .09030 -.0_629 15.02]00 14.99500 -4.94260 "].60260
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .ObO00 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 4iB
IA142, DIET NISR_S SEPARATING, LEFT SRB.JET ON (OVTL501 ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. X_RP : ]097.0000 !N, XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290..3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.O00 BETAB 13.000
BREF = 1290:3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y i00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1548/ 0 RN/L : i.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
ln0....... n_n -3,928 .28790 -.08389 15935 -.30133 .08889 7._4_7.... '_._.0060_ 14.98200 -4.92660 -1.55800
99.109 96.014 .25066 -.06967 .19703 -.33833 .11082 -.03831 14.97600 14.99900 -4.686"70 -i.635i0
99.584 _96.120 .23654 -.072G9 .I0077 -.3hI?O .11231 -.03998 14.99500 t5.01400 -h 88390 -I.56460
GRAD ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1549/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
202.520 196.080 .32614 -.08405 .18478 -.26510 .12119 -.05229 15.06100 14.90400 -4.97600 -1.49300
200.320 96. II6 .31753 -.07580 .I9164 -.26810 .llB5B -.05022 14.99500 15.02200 -4.91870 -1.58690
200.540 -3.886 .35326 -.08916 .I6568 -.23039 .10974 --03831 15.01?00 14,99500 -4.92020 -1.57880
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL51) ( 02 FEB 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I5.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. IEBt/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CL_ CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
luu.ucu..... _L._u_=,,o ._._,77'°° - ............i_e,n tq_PX -,P4064 .05755 -.02245 14.96300 I5.00600 -8.84390 4.40250
I01.260 87.569 .38026 -.14790 .14182 -.22779 .06308 -,03092 15.01300 14.98800 -8.8g790 4.42110
99.441 19V.USU .28354 -.09642 .15035 -.30535 nom=_ - 0=600 I, oo_nn Im n_nn -_ _a_An 6 _qln
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000
RUN NO. 16621 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.600 IS9.080 .29228 -.08920 .I5584 -.2]618' _05855 -.013q9 15,01100 14,95600 -8.88230 4.44460
151.100 97.805 .31392 -.0899l .14q21 -.24470 .06834 -.02110 i5.0i600 i5,02800 -8.89920 4,38510
149.820 -2.257 .30371 -.09140 .15191 -.22215 .05342 -.01976 14.97500 15.02400 -8.85920 4.39200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 419
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON {OVTLS]I ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA : 15.000 BETA - 15.D00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB 7.000 BETAB = 19.000
BREF = 290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1663/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.550 -8.389 .30720 -.08173 .15439 -.20980 .05457 -,01896 15.01700 15,00000 -8.90440 4.42030
200.200 97.585 .32618 -,09289 .15422 -.22028 .06759 -.02375 14.98300 14.99900 -8.87970 4.42550
199.230 197.770 .30426 -.08359 .15910 -.22898 .06471 -.021BB 14.86700 15.03300 -8.85100 4.38080
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL52) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FTI XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = i5.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = 7.000 BETA8 = 17.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
• SCALE = .0100 MACH • = 4.500
RUN NO. 1664/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CI.M CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.040 ,266 ,36492 -.I4150 .17214 -.2739I .08290 -.03884 14.97000 i5.01700 -8.87930 2.37060
• 98.430 100.640 .31366 -.I3766 .19679 -.3516t .11606 -.05602 14.93100 15,03600 -8.84080 2.32040
100.120 200.640 .26824 -.09460 .I8662 -.35059 .12170 -.04648 15.02600 15.00000 -8.93360 2.34140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I6651 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
150.910 200:630 .28724 -.OBI2t .I9296 -,31236 ,12099 -.04603 15.03300 14.97400 -8.93440 2.38820
150.320 100.540 .29840 -.08779 .20030 -.31424 .12229 -.04806 14.98800 15.01300 -8.88280 2.36970
151.020 .755 .33242 -.09918 .16743 -.22271 .08090 -.03047 15.02100 I5.00800 -8.92260 2.38970
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. t666/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
199.780 100.520 .32449 -.07017 .20811 -.26869 .12805 -.04841 ]4.98000 14.98900 -8.88810 2.41480
199.540 200.840 .32503 -.08264 .20196 -.27870 .13060 -.05146 14.97700 15.03400 -8.88020 2.35380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 Jr,9..77 [A142. AEC)C V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 420
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL53) ( 02 FEB 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290;3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB 17.000
BREF = 1290.300U INCHES ZMRP _ 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0130 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1667/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -B.O0/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
_00.820 .445 ,3461_ -.12553 .15098 -.22408 .06576 -,02350 !4_99300 _5.0J300 -8.£6420 2.37550
100,320 100.260 ,35025 -,13525 .15104 -.22811 .07848 -,03060 15.00700 14.93500 -8,89540 2.45960
100.590 200.650 ,26138 -.09237 .16969 -.3_058 .10834 -.04143 15.00400 i5.02500 -8.92170 _.35970
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1668/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.430 200.650 .26397 -.08198 .17611 -.33604 .III87 -.04095 15.01100 14.97200 -8.92710 2.44520
_50,900 I00.430 .30423 -.08335 .15591 -.22353 .07770 -.02441 J5.04200 14.96200 -8.93130 2.43330
150.350 .47I ,31262 -.OBqE8 .16455 -.21237 .06414 -.02439 14.99500 15.03300 -8.88820 2.36590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. t669/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X EN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.370 .550 ,30568 -.07495 .17342 -.20441 .07542 -.02509 15.00600 14.98300 -8.90330 2.42520
200.340 100.520 ,32432 -.08518 .15952 -.23343 .08825 -.03156 15.00200 15.02100 -B.90020 2.38450
199.240 206.7_0 .29_6_ _.092_3 .17e31 -. 30_-_'5 ,Ill58 -.09583 14.94800 15.04500 -8.86940 2.40180
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL541 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP = i097.0000 iN, XT ALPHA _ !5.000 BETA = !5.000
LREF - t290 1OOfl INCHES YNRP - .0000 IN_ YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = i225.000
P_A*r _4nn
_ = ._._ MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 16941 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.771 ,13S .34455 -.I!BB_ ,20i90 -,32072 .13561 -.05662 14.9G000 15.06500 -8.88780 030040
98.911 100.050 .30482 -.11659 .20222 -.31618 ,13485 -.05917 14.95800 15.01300 -8.88390 .34776
99.662 200.i30 .25001 -.08190 .19771 -.32008 ,13211 -.05422 15.00100 15.02700 -8:93070 .3307t
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
JDATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA, PAGE 421
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL541 [ 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP "= 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA " 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREP = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 7.000 BETA8 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC - I225,000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 1695/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151.800 200.020 .28615 -.05604 .20975 -.23611 .13261 -.05160 15.06900 14.92100 -8.98990 .45525
150.730 99.946 .31792 -.06934 .21069 -.25821 .14073 -.05267 14.99800 15.02300 -8.91890 .35884
150.550 .195 .34220 -.08027 .21226 -.25506 .13252 -.05019 14.99400 15.03800 -8.81680 .35027
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I696/ 0 RN/L = 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.960 -.OBl ' .37617 -.05694 .21472 -.20398 .13017 -.05017 15.08700 14.96000 -8.98770 .44147
I99,880 I00.080 .35545 -.04224 .21417 -.20365 .13454 -.04988 14.99500 15,00600 -8.91480 .39423
I99.810 I99.960 .34987 -.04596 .21227 -.19536 .13396 -.05173 14.98100 15.00600 -8.89820 .38541
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 '.OOQO0
lAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL55) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA : 15.000 BETA - 15o000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB 7.000 BETA8 = 15.000
8REF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1697/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.370 .032 .33596 -.12045 .20648 -.31406 .12085 -.05292 14.95200 15.05500 -8.88170 .29627
_ ,.n_ ,nn _n _Q - I_ PnIR_ -._464 .12350 -.06044 14.96800 15.03800 -8.89350 .31095
99, I95 200.180 .24848 -.08q80 .20086 -.31747 .I2308 -.05168 14.99100 15.00100 -8.92010 .33657
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I698/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
? Y DN CiM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
150.570 99.877 :32443 -.08043 .2oaI8 -.27478 .I2272 -_06277 14.99500 i5162i66 -8.9i530 133833
150.650 .013 .34719 -.09002 .2]020 -.27314 .12111 -.0501I I4.99900 15.01800 -8.92320 .35391
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 422
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL55) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = |097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ )5.000 BETA = !5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = )S.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1699/ 0 RN/L = t,5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.340 ._uu ._oucc -.v59_ _n_n - 2u_1 I_n -_04899 15.05700 }4.97900 -D.97990 .40271
!99.7[0 100,050 ,34222 -.05246 .22040 -.24125 .13695 -.05345 14.98500 14.98600 -8.90660 .39191
199.890 200.050 .33938 -.05666 .2)407 -.22526 ,_3932 =.05422 i4.98300 _4.99700 -8.90230 .37550
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL56) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRR - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = 15,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.DO0 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .0)00 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1700/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN C6(,,. AL_-'fA ETA DALFA OBETA
100.500 -.460 .34946 -.126_7 .17404 -.23836 .08602 -,03560 14.98300 14.96600 -B.91510 .43947
99.036 I00.130 .30981 -.12305 .19399 -.34924 .I2582 -.05522 I4.95100 15.05400 -8.89220 .3)89!
99.447 200,030 ,25876 -,08727 .I9342 -.34683 ,12288 -.04585 I5.00600 }5.0]500 -8.93600 ,34062
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17011 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.770 200.t10 .28178 -.0'1885 i9904 -,3]079 ...... _"=_ ,= _7_nn _u o_unn -_ _n _nx_
I50.720 !00.020 .%003) -.08}64 .19952 -.31549 .12784 -.04952 I5.00BO0 15.01300 -8.93200 .37705
I50.410 -.076 .31662 -.08826 .I7519 -.22027 .08483 -.02998 15.00900 i5.00000 -8,92i70 .40306
u_u_,s,_'n'r_'t ._nnnnn ..........nnnnn nnnnn .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .oooo0 .00000 .00000
RUN NO_ |q02/ 0 RN/L = 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200,B10 -.Oil .32550 -.07489 ,]806i -.20909 .09110 -.0301S I5.02500 X4.98600 -8.93720 .42155
200.330 99.919 .32584 -.06975 .20840 -.25931 .12610 -.Ok684 14.99200 I4,99200 -8.91660 o41Bq9
199.720 199.980 .32557 -.08004 .20186 -.27473 .t2840 -.05)00 14.97700 I5.02500 -8.89960 .37220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 9? IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 423
IAt42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTLS?) ( 02 FEB 97 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YM_P .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 9ETAB 13.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZF,_P - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE " .OIOD MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1685/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.293 -3.900 .31728 -.I006t .20919 -.30116 .13980 -.05450 14.95900 15.09000 -8.88980 -I.75440
99.288 95.968 .29548 -.10695 .20012 -.28941 ,13728 -.05899 14.96300 15.00700 -8.89350 -1.67630
99.662 196.180 .2439t -.07209 .19368 -.26586 .13038 -.04815 |5.00800 15.00900 -8.93970 -t.67830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1686/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
151.930 196.020 .28990 -.05152 .19869 -.20480 .I3348 -.04997 I5.07100 I4.94100 -8.99580 -1.59860
150.420 95.948 .31527 -.06454 .20i83 -.21097 .14154 -.05149 14.99800 15.00600 -8.92050 -1.66140
150.330 -3.q89 .33069 -.0?162 .2i362 -.22494 .13746 -.05046 14.99100 [5.05000 -8.91460 -1.69760
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 1687/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.290 -4.369 .36958 -.04099 .21928 -.14404 .12815 -.04385 15.08600 |4.93400 -9.00570 -1.56810
200.220 95.907 .36533 -.03528 .20598 -.16179 .13618 -.04850 15.00300 15.01800 -8.92380 -I.66190
199.610 195.930 .35872 -.04110 .20697 -.19122 .13419 -.05220 14.97800 15.03100 -8.89900 -1.67800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
lAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SRB JET ON (OVIL58) ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = ?.000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y © 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1888/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
99.175 _3.988 _31119 10638 .21033 -.31447 .12334 -.05021 14.94800 15.04900 -B.B7BO0 -1.71720
99.390 95.781 .30627 -.12201 .20456 -.32249 .12127 -.05894 I4.96300 5.02500 -8.88850 -I.70290
100.080 195.900 .25827 -.08450 .19951 -.31158 .12515 -.04855 15.01200 14.98800 -8.94190 -1.66850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JOL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED.SOURCE DATA PAGE 424
IAI42, OIET WISRBS SEPARATING. LEFT SR8 JET ON (OVTLSB) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP "= I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - |5.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YI"I'RP= .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7,000 BETAB 13.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE _ .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1689/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151.080 95.854 .32535 -_07633 .20798 -.29639 ,!3836 -.0543I 15.02000 15.03500 -8.93920 -I.70380
150.580 -4.053 .34487 -.08411 .21391 -.28618 .13216 -.05245 14.99300 15.0t800 -8.91530 -1.67630
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 16901 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.270 -4.089 .35715 -.05855 .22385 -.24745 .J3347 -.05013 15.04200 14.96800 -8.96300 -1.61410
199.820 95.868 .34562 -.05648 .21764 -.23448 .13986 -.05152 14.98900 14.98700 -8.90930 -I.63600
199.610 196.250 ._3502 -.05774 .21446 -.23106 .13865 -.05342 14.98100 15.03600 -8.99980 -|.68690
GRADIENT ,00000 " .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, LEFT SRB JET ON (OVTL59) { 02 FEB 77 ) "
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 109_.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I5.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = ?.000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.30Q0 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y • 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1691/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
88.943 -3.540 .30194 -.09878 .18949 -.34253 .11415 -.04114 i4.98300 i5.05900 -B.9iSBO -i.6qBqO
n_ .._ 9 = =t, 0 _nnlq InQ_ IA9nP --_4_24 .12074 -.04954= .6_= .......... - .......... 14.97900 14.99700 -8.90660 -t.64980
99.184 t96+090 .24059 -.08002 .19434 -.34B56 .t2047 -.04366 14.£8400 I5.01000 -8.91120 -1.67340
GRADIENT .00060 +uuuuu_h nnnnn u_uuunnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn NNNNn nnnnn
RUN NO. 1692/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
15L ...........100 i95.930 .27296 -.07600 .igqg2 -.30430 ,12605 - gu_,_ _ n_oOO ]4.96200 -8.95280 -1.60890
150.640 95.772 .28041 -.07434 ,19814 -.29924 .I2251 -.04635 15.00200 15.01200 -8.92970 -i.54040
150.650 -4.142 .30821 -.083tl .16908 -.25284 .|0786 -.03445 15.01700 14,99400 -8.92980 -I.61270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-K|A. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 425
IA!42, O/ET N/SRB9 SEPARATING. LEFT 5RB JET ON (OVTL59) ( 02 FEB 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB : 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 16931 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5:001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.410 -4.124 .30823 -.07193 .IBOI9 -.23327 .I0997 -.03724 15.01000 14.98900 -8.92140 -1.60070
200.530 95.956 .31107 -.06494 L20717 -.26717" .12665 -.04733 15.00000 15.01800 -8.92510 -I.B2980
]99.£00 iS6.020 .3_5uv _.07G52 .19742 -.27 ..... 3_,4 ._5,11 98200 ..... 8u_ -8.9_0 .64_u
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET NISRBB SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTROI) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = !290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = I4.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 200.000 JET PC I225.000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2040/ 0 RN/L = 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5_00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DA_FA OBETA
-.682 -2.365 -.1547l -.04258 .14916 -.10797 -.01036 -.00203 -.03052 10.03400 -.93403 4.35430
-.056 87.431 -.17874 -.02291 .15126 -.07284 -.02340 .0009t .00295 IO.OOBO0 -.97106 4.37420
1.800 187.510 -.13380 -.00337 .16702 -.05874 -.02862 .00112 .05973 I0.01400 -1.03090 4.37050
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000' .00000
RUN NO. 2041/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.510 197.440 -.09298 -.00728 .I5841 -.05830 -.02571 .00030 .03409 10.00900 -.98609 4.33110
89.472 97.350 -.I9093 -.01051 .I6814 -.07649 -.01727 -.00217 -.0275I 10.00600 -.93245 4.35090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2042/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.160 197,460 -.10834 -.00265 .17863 -.10952 -.02881 -.00350 .03067 10.02200 -,96747 4.31730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 99 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 426
IAI42, O/IT N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SR8 JET ON (OVTR02) ( 02 FEB 99 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
8REF _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP _ I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF = IBgO.3000 INCHES YMRR - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- .000 BETAS - 12.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2043/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.89_ .506 -.I55)5 -.05559 .i5458 -.ii7i4 .01566 -.00653 .02189 10.00400 -.BBS$O 2.35]50
.066 100.300 -.t5800 -.05020 .14I?l -.|I972 .00643 -.00603 .00493 10.04100 -.97284 2.31850
.863 200.300 -.2i794 -.04651 .17005 -_.I5725 .008ii -.00779 .02443 9.S9340 -.97649 2.3t800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2044/ 0 RNIL = l.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.380 200.360 -.19344 -.04806 .18483 -.17103 .01006 -.00827 .00893 10,02900 -.98735 2.29850
100.820 100.510 -.t5090 -.05106 .I6970 -.14847 .0040I m.00502 .02472 10.01500 --.99106 2.31980
100.050 .275 -.15416 -.04656 .16984 -.10969 .01316 -.00611 -.00180 9.95450 -.96740 2.38140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2045/ 0 RN/L = _.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.230 .250 -.02402 -.0J731 .18897 -.09216 .01481 -.00624 -.02888 10.02500 -.90873 2.33000
199.750 J00.330 -.g49_B -.01360 .20290 -.I6493 .00264 -.00348 -.00912 _0.03200 -.93533 2.30570
I99.990 200.210 -.03959 -.02138 .20109 -.18788 .02617 -.01290 -.00177 9.96300 -.94027 2.36690
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
!AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR03) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. _AL,_r = Au_,,_vw_Inn_nn h ,,,I_'....VT A PHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = .000 BETAS 12.000
BREF = 1290-3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 iN. ZT y = .=_ _ cT o C = ,_o= nnn
SCALE = .0180 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2045/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - ~5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.108 .553 -.i580t -.04303 .I5_70 -.09583 .00124 -.00341 -.01254 !0.00500 -.94886 2.36270
.748 100.250 -.14222 -.03584 .14639 -.08719 -.00235 -.00382 .02358 _0.01500 -.98798 2.35450
5.961 200.490 -.82759 -.02021 .I8574 -.14486 .00715 -.00667 .15603 10.01700 -I.I2450 .2.33930
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 427
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR03) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2890.0000 SD.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3800 INCHES" YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = IB.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 150.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0_00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2047! 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.998 •200.040 -.1770B -.05409 .I6867 -.18779 .00076 -.00983 -.OOBSO lO.OBO00 -.94294 2.27530
- ^'_ _ . -.wu4_ ,,u,480 2.41580i0i.910 i00.270 .14708 -.u_u5, 18047 -._0203 o.00267 _'"_ .05829 9.93270 _' _''
99.540 .298 -.14040 -.04017 .16867 -.09293 .00366 -.0053B -.01452 9.99280 -.93782 2.35900
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 204B/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.220 .317 -.lOI3B -.02040 .19145 -.09871 .0023I -.00605 .05115 I0.02700 -.98930 2.330?0
201.160 lO0.tBO -.06B16 -.02199 .16941 -,13132 -.O09BB -.00565 ;03292 lO.Oq300 _.97B06 2.27620
I98.020 200.280 -.10394 -.03855 .18923 -.2062; .00066 -.01243 -.07568 10.07400 -.8?144 2.28590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_t
,A,42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR04) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2049/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.586 -.O?7 -.235t7 -.OBB14 .16656 -.17150 .0224B -.OOB60 -.0321B 10.02800 -.93882 .34107
,54i MM._I_ -.¢3_a -.UD4UU , l_Iu -. l_c_ .ulc_ -,00_15 ,u_*oo lu.uuouu -I ,uui_u ,_30
1.899 199.850 -.17182 -.06176 .15875 -.lqBBB .01999 -.OO9B6 .06325 lO.OOBO0 -1.02270 .30585
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20501 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
lOl.B90 99.747 -.0537t -.04360 .17176 -.0915B .02937 -.01013 .0395B 9.99860 -.99001 .32991
99.989 -.141 -.06623 -.02838 .t6909 -.09419 .05BTt -.01425 .00238 9.96190 -.95276 .37843
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .O000O
OATE 25 JUL 77 IAIW2, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 428
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR04) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP )097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA _0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 - .000 BETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20511 0 RNIL = }.ST GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.220 -.207 .06530 .u_g,_ .,_=u . n_n_ .05!54 -:00748 - 070CI_ i0.00_00 -.88170 .32818
!99 000 9_.668 ,06865 .01960 .21980 -.16413 .00378 -.00434 -.02651 10.03900 -.91203 .29834
198.190 199,890 .05925 .01453 .21812 -.15";Bb .01528 -.00724 -,02244 B.BBSIO -.Z77G_ ./2090
GRADIENt ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
IA142, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT 5RB JET ON (OVTRO5) i 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - IO97.0000 IN. xf ALPHA - ,000 BETA = 10.000
LREF - 1290._000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB _ .000 8ETAB - IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20521 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIEN" INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.397 -.028 -.21047 -.07391 .17008 -.15508 .01767 -.00804 .0050I 9.99900 -.97710 .37080
-.148 99.827 -.23549 -.05011 .15356 -.14662 .01595 -.0086t .01270 10.01400 -.97853 .37016
-,205 I99.910 -.21924 -.06104 .I6602 -.17489 .01939 -.00952 -.01562 10.04200 -.94697. .30414
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,OOOOO .00008
RUN NO. 20551 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
£9,724 199,830 -.!1555 -.045)2 I_uu_ -.l_a=u .u3#,_ n,,_ - _7_7 _n nnuno - e_nl _A_O
!00.750 ]00 n40 -.13754 -.05343 .17574 15455 .01438 -.00725 .02248 10.01000 -,97313 .340_5
108.080 -.213 -.07729 -.05i78 ,t7762 -.1441I .0195_ -.00885 .06034 9.99510 -i,0iBBO .36025
_,,_,,,_m_'_K'T ._nnnnn...........nnnnn nnOafl .00600 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00008
RUN NO. 2054/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
n_ 0 Oh_n pO0_O ,hi99.470 -.i35 .... O_ . _ , ..... -.n9il7 .04065 -.00919 -.05484 _.03400 -,89790 ._02n
199.070 99.485 .04250 .00255 .22135 -.10433 .00948 -.00615 -.03504 !0,08700 -,91586 .27450
198,690 199.580 .00694 .00212 .2149I -.13191 .01679 -.00950 -.04463 10.01600 -,90449 .33741
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 . IA|4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 429
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRO6) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF z 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP " 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA - 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP " .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " I00.000 JEI PC " 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20551 0 RN/L =" 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN _BL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.IT5 .002 -.15076 -.05732 .t6007 -.11799 .01844 -.00737 -.00745 i0.01600 -.960II .37234
- ._.9_n 99.835 -.!8757 -.04486 .!5086 -.!2962 ._.._.ntl_ -.00752 -.02248 ,n._._4_vn=nn -.94656 .34358
1.998 199.780 -.t9669 -.05493 .16597 -.16276 .01326 -.00940 .059t5 I0.00500 -I.03280 .35203
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000Q
RUN NO. 2056/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRAD{ENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.947 |99.680 -.17270 -.05245 .17973 -.I8120 .0156"1 -.01112 .01237 10.02100 -.95834 .31873
I00.720 99.780 -.15505 -.05180 .]7749 -.15856 .00779 -.00707 o01178 10.00600 -.96609 ,35233
I00.500 -.291 -.13619 -.05164 .17857 -.I1533 .01553 -.00577 .01133 9.94660 -.96605 .42322
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2057/ 0 RN/L = /.ST GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.510 -.14l -.03186 -.02069 .20146 -.09578 .01365 -.00761 -.01732 I0.03400 -.92198 .35058
199.390 99.839 -.04583 -.02355 .20389 -.14964 .00732 -.00806 -.02827 10.09200 -.9187I .28124
199.860 199.970 -.04258 -.02341 .20613 -.I8076 .02313 -.01460 -.00592 10.02100 -.93",35 .34451
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4R, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SR8 JET ON (OVTR07) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2058/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5.00
7 v _M rl M PA PV PVM PDI ^1 DUA octa _LI _* _.l
-, .... _............ ...... _............ _...... _.....
-.325 95.875 -.27540 -. .17129 18185 .01889 00938 .00376 10.02800 -.96506 -1.68370
2.985 195.730 -.18042 -.05685 .16388 -.15397 .02392 -.01156 ..08922 9.96840 -1.04920 -1.63220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4|A-K|A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 430
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR07) t 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF - 1890.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = .000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.5000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OLD0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2059/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
v CN CLM CA _v CYN CBL ALPHA _ETA DALFA DBETA
lOl.B2O I95.770 -,13172 -.03031 .t9876 -,12842 .03i66 -.01069 ,06922 8.97000 -'_,_'_ _l._=_=_ n
99.763 _5.362 -.I9ii2 -.02906 .20745 -.1219_ ,02659 -.00785 -.O!301 9.94520 -.94005 -1.60210
97,£88 -4,224 -.28609 _00208 .24059 -.09276 ,04824 -.0t132 -.09]96 9,93940 -.8679e -1.58030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OO000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2060/ G RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.710 -4,I65 .I1711 .04093 .16505 -,04557 .08056 -.OlOBO -.03421 9.98140 -.91314 -1.63510
I99,860 95,742 .12292 .02892 .22930 -.17415 .00530 -.00569 -.010I! I0.03200 -.94577 -I _7520
198.690 |95,500 .09284 .02709 .22505 -.14841 .01036 -.00592 -.04213 9.95520 -.90709 -I,_I000
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRO8) { 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAC'fETRIC OATA
SREF : 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .DO0 BETA = IO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - ,OOO0 IN. YT ALPHAB - .000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450,0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20611 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.084 -3.956 -.20983 -.0764I .17505 -.IBl5B .02131 -.00844 -.02994 10,00600 -.94185 -i.68510
.580 95.778 -.2U24i -.060i3 ,,_ou_ _.,=.=n n_ .00919
...... ,_4 ........ - ,03978 10.00700 -I.00330 -I.67900
-.506 195.810 -.20105 -.06533 .17336 _.18224 .02BOB -.01247 -,02694 10.03200 -.93619 -1.73020
GRADIENT ,00000 00000 .0000U .0OO00 .uuuuu .uO_ nnnnn nnnnm nnnnn nnnnn
RUN NO. 2062/ 0 RN/L _ |.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
102.8|0 195.780 -.113!9 -,04220 .19681 -.t|39i .03[75 -.OiIBI .09602 9,93130 -_.04490 -!.63740
100.870 95.898 -.13723 -.05386 .18463 -.16489 .02022 -.00898 .02830 _0.01700 -.97952 -_.71480
lOI,8_O -4.11| -.08750 -.04963 .I9305 -.15095 .02090 -.00965 .04767 lO.OOlO0 -I.00770 -I.6£530
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 43I
IAI42. DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTROB) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2B90.ODO0 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = Z290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = .000 BETAS = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC = IBB5.'O00
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20631 0 RN/L = 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
]9B.570 -4.168 .04442 .01143 .21042 -.09BOB .05381 -.Oll4g -.03946 I0.00600 -.91309 -1.69400
199.620 95.9|4 .0i047 .0080i .23617 -.i_325 .0D4_0 -.00734 -.03687 i0.06800 -.g1424 -|.747B0
199.560 195.620 .00373 .00567 .22520 -.I6298 .0250B -.OIlI4 -.06746 9.98340 -.88205 -1.67460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR09) ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097o0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = tO.GOD
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- .000 BETAS = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y !00.000 JET PC = !225.000
SCALE = .0]00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2064/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.331 -4.054 -.t5359 -.05573 .16420 -.I3984 .02790 -.01013 .04542 10.02200 -I.00590 -1.65680
-.403 95.615 -.18393 -.04457 .i5508 -.t3625 .01688 -.00907 -.04094 10.03500 -,9279i -1.67140
-2,111 195.890 -.24068 -.04336 .18407 -.I5730 .Oil90 -.00902 -.05843 10.05100 -.90738' -1.71730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 =00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2065/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.080 195.770 -.18342 -.05369 .188BI -.17883 .01592 -.01083 .03012 lO.03IO0 -.98596 -I.70120
101.070 95.827 -.15295 -.0542i .i8273 -.i6294 .0i633 -.00847 .Oi4gg 9.99970 -,97670 -1.66020
IOlrS60 -4.343 -.08740 -.06186 .17716 -.11883 .02470 -.00756 -.00161 9.94010 -.9574I -1.59240
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2066/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
IB9.660 -4.276 -.UU_b_ -.Ud43U ,_U_I -.lU_U3 .U_/U_ -.UU_Hb -.UU_bU IU.UUUUU -._3_b -|.b3U_U
t99.860 95.784 -.03454 -.022_4 .21559 -.I6126 .00975 -.00892 -,02759 ]0.02500 -.g21B6 -_.67190
199.960 195.850 -.02736 -.02551 .2II7! -.20172 .03027 -.01559 .00937 I0.01600 -.95520 -I.66700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 _00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142o AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA , PAGE 432
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRIO} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF ]290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 8ETA8 = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2103/ 0 RNtL = _.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.=_,_,_ _._ -.14748 -.05173 ................:_ -.09574 - nl_n - no02_ -.0357x !0,02!00 -_,92570 4,35560
-.492 97.281 -.18281 -.0366i .[60_7 -.088i9 -.02004 -,00070 -.02188 10.01500 -_.94550 _.363_0
2,545 I97.430 -.11646 -.02_77 .15532 -,075t9 -.02759 .001_l .08422 I0.01600 -5.05280 4.36430
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000
• RUN NO. 2104/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.155 197.330 -.12055 -.01146 ._6425 -.08047 -.02274 -.00100 -.00069 tO.OlO00 -4.94020 4.32860
98.57? 97.344 -.14487 -.03442 .I5453 -.10678 -.01928 -.00329 -.06515 10.03700 -4.87940 4.29830
99.788 -2.547 -.15241 -.03127 .1749l -.09837 -.00640 -.00357 -.01768 9.97720 -4.93020 4.36440
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2105/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00L 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.530 -2.654 -.14260 -.0t128 .18916 -.10651 .00489 -.00594 .03390 10.00200 -4.97240 4.34360
199.480 97.302 -.13185 -.02276 .17243 -.t2703 -.01755 -.00411 -.01017 I0.00400 -N.92760 4.33050
200.910 " 197.390 -.1106l -.01198 .17461 -:13018 -.02467 -.00374 .02714 10.03400 -4.96750 4.29550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRII) ] 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - ,000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN: YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB 12.000
_nrr iO_n 7nnn Ik_ruvc 7MD_ = _n _n_ IN 7T Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 21051 0 RN/L = I.Si GRADIENT INTERVAL = _5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-,$21 .484 -.19120 -.054!I .17446 -.13795 .01770 -.00981 -.02234 I0.02900 -4.93360 2.31560
.025 100.240 -,i8383 -.06222 .i5448 -.13028 ,00090 -.00619 -,0_,_, ,_._46_0 _4.94950 2,3_u
-.212 200.530 -.20610 -.04640 .16613 -.14992 .01471 -.00794 -.00742 10.023b0 -4.95410 2.31740
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 433
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRII) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DA_A PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT; XMRP = IO9?.OOOO IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRR = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = . 4.500
RUN NO. 2107/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
9B.9?I 200.230 -.18303 -.04972 .IB33B. -.14594 .OIOB7 -.00717 .00298 IO.OIBOO -4.94880 2.29740
I00_840 g9.997 °.16458 -.04831 ,16357 -.liB33 ,00325 -.00341 .OITII g.BBgOO -4.98830 2.34380
I00.460 .291 -.14451 -.04526 .17860 -.I1233 .02215 -.00781 .OIB52 9.97130 -4.98450 2.35820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 210B! 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.370 .641 -.05453 -.00867 .19778 -.i0277 .03432 -.OII2B -.020_2 I0.05000 -4.91650 2.29290
i99.BO0 100.260 -,0493B -,01085 ._I004 -.I4204 .00349 -.00554 -.00848 I0.00800 -4.93150 2.32340
199.740 200.480 -.0435! -.01877 .20726 -.IB[44 .01513 -,01195 -,01645 I0,04000 -4.92040 2.28160
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
IA142° O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRI2) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = IOB?.O000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2IOg/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
1.04g .340 -.13582 -.05761 .1635B -.11579 .00441 -.00531 .02663 10.01200 -4.9BI20 2.33630
-.043 I00_240 -,|3355 -.05746 .15074 -.t0_12 -,00494 -.00367 -.00764 10.02!00 -q,95IO0 2.33230
-.568 200.350 -.19530 -.01942 .13244 -.09032 -.00356 -.0026] -.01053 10.00100 -4.B5390 2.35840
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
: RUN NO. 21!0/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5.00
l X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.623 .339 -.14950 -.03961 .18220 -.I1480 .01073 -.00551 -.01283 9.98040 -4.93510 2,34630
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 434
IAt42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRI2) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 26g0,0000 SQ,FT. XMRP" = I097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA _ .000 BETA _ I0.000
LREF = ;290.3000 INCHES YMRP = =0000 IN, YT ALPHAR = -4.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I50,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2Ill/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CVN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
=n, _n _o: - n_Q_ - nl_ PO_I -:08475 ,00902 -.00439 -07_75 9 97980 -5-0n890 2_35APn
}99,840 100.220 -.I0300 -.02282 .18515 -.13600 .00141 -.00602 -.00543 10.08800 -4.93610 2.23990
199,290 200,380 -.lU02"? -,0346'_ .t9839 -.2018q .00453 -.OIIEO -.0265B ;0.08300 -4,909E0 2.E3560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHY SRB JET ON (OVTRI3) (02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 30.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN; XT ALPHA = .000 BETA 10,000
LREF = 1290.300_ INCHES YHRP= .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2112/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.43B -.I29 -.23564 -.09034 .1795l -.1648B .02545 -.01199 -.01492 9.99230 -4.95370 .36713
.254 99.756 -.23669 -.07959 .15373 -.14692 .01717 -,OOBB4 .02367 10.01400 -4.98620 .34791
-.528 I99.750 -.2B183 -,05257 .17763 -.14410 .02055 -.00983 .00811 10,00400 -4.95920 .33306
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2113/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
;00.320 i99,790 -. _,o -.u_,oo....... ._=_tu_'_ ._8,_B .... _8 ...... -._,_ o_._oo_nn ,._ ._,77=_'
98.937 99.809 -.22720 .02180 ,I8549 • -.1185B .03802 -.00899 .00547 10.03300 -4,95710 .3082I
;O0.IO0 -.307 -.OS2lB -.02189 .18135 -.05_6B .05986 -.01577 -.00558 IO.Ol_O0 -4.94690 .33535
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21141 0 RN/L = 1_51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
!99.600 -,t46 .0705I .03357 .16190 -.02960 .0645E -.01219 -.02344 I0.02700 -4.02310 .3|269
;99,950 99,754 .07122 ,02550 .22231 -.15553 .00BBB -.00420 -.00594 10,03400 - -4.94780 .31533
;99.130 I99.970 .05143 ,02007 .21730 -.16986 .01742 -,00689 -.03272 I0.02!00' -4.92150 .32235
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 435
[AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRI4) ( 02 FEB ?? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = .000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- -4.000 BETAB 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE © .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 21151 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -B,00/ S.O0
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.793 -.123 -.16668 -.08902 .17335 -.17121 .02414 -.01238 .00894 10.03000 -4.97700 .2943_
-I,064 99.724 -,21103 -.07867 .15185 -.I54IB .ooggl -.00912 -_02042 !0.03000 -4.94540 .30948
-.09! 199.760 -.22245 -.06019 .I6523 o,16843 .01958 -.01002 .01707 I0.00500 -4.97790 .31780
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO, 2116/ 0 RN/L = t,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA CALFA DBETA
99.028 199.830 -.13622 -.04005 .19278 -.IlOB1 .03809 -.0t225 -,03833 I0.00700 -4.31250 .30485
99.076 99.773 -.15865 -.04996 .1871! -.10835 .02105 -.00710 -.04993 I0.05200 -4.90290 .25689
I02,320 -.358 -,09282 -.03828 .20317 -.04954 ' .03351 -.00813 .06809 9.91540 -5.02260 .39970
GRADIENT .O0000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2117/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.080 -.216 .05796 .02418 .19598 -.04175 .05809 -.01147 .00337 lO.OOlO0 -4.95230 .32743
199,800 99,704 -.00481 . .01600 .22182 -.00867 -.08596 ,00882 -.02041 10.07300 -4,93150 .25706
200.290 199.640 .02852 .00544 .21459 -.IO000 .01505 -.00743 ,02845 10.02000 -4.97910 .29841
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
• 1A142. OIEf NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT 5RB JET ON (OVTR15} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCH[_ YMRP - .OOOO IN. YT AI PwA# . -& nnn DCT^m . ,a _n_
BREr = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y }00,000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2118/ 0 RN/L - t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00] 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CR[ ALPHA _rtA n^} _& m_CTA
-.890 99.689 -.iB35# -:06491 LiB?T9 14942 :6T}@i -166685 -.02789 I0.03200 -4.93070 .S246S
-.473 199.720 -.2]626 -.04766 .16832 -.14038 ,01489 -.00852 -,03184 9.89320 -4.93800 .35278
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 |AI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 436
IAI42, O/ET H/SBBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRI5) ( 02 FEB 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XHRP .= i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN= YT ALPHAB = -4.000 BETA8 = _0.000
BREF = I2BO.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " - lO0.OOO JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 21191 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.0487B .IB72B -.!6152 ,01728 --0!024 [_1292 I0.03600 -4.96910 .29425
[00.490 99.647 -.18307 -.04861 .17226 -.i4|4B ,01224 -.00711 .00382 .IO.O0100 -4.96550 .33783
I01.350 -.393 -.13315 -.0459i .19259 -._1598 .02583 -.00775 .03954 9._5780 -N.BSBSO .38278
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .GO000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2120/ O RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.390 -.356 -.07218 -.00839 .21347 -,10354 ,0230I -,00701 -,0286_ 10.02800 -4.91850 .33170
200.630 99.846 -,04295 -,01144 .21778 -.16040 .01574 -.00935 .OIBO8 IO.lO000 -4.96750 .24178
199.510 t99 840 -.04455 -,01616 .21653 -.I7292 .01567 -.01203 -.00576 10.03600 -4.94050 .29869
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .O00GO .00000 .OOO00 • .O000O .00000
IA142, O/ET H/BRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVIRIGI ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
:,, F 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA ,000 BETA = IO.OOO
_;=: 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000" IN. YT ALPHAB = -4,000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT .Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 21211 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-I,_51 -4.USl -.2J640 .09425 .18_i -.Lo",_= TM .u_u_""" .....
-.P05 95.774 -.24309 -.08202 ,15260 -._63BB .01254 -.OO90I .01049 iO,O050O -4.97560 -|.643B0
1.447 195.640 -.2067B -.06040 .17063 -.14250 .02079 -.oil02 .06146 9.96500 -5.0i970 -|,6i270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00_n .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOO00 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 2122/ 0 RN/L = ].51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA D_LFA DBETA
,_ , n ,o= _n -o!388_ n_?_l PO_20 - i2930 035B1 -.OiOB4 _08806 9.96700 -5.04380 _I.61730Lu2.4B_
100.640 95.743 -.18788 -.05255 .21146 -.1562| ,01558 -.00859 ,00649 I0.02700 -4.56480 -I,67670
98.890 -4.165 -.i8466 .00592 .21338 -.08415 ,05444 -.01355 -.044BB 10.02000 -4.91240 -1.66420
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 437
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRI6) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP " 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF , 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP " .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.D000 IN. ZT Y " .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH " 4.500
RUN NO. 2123/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
198.840 -4.253 .1015B .04533 .15948 -.03215 ,07229 -,OI14B -.0652B I0.01200 -4.BB390 -1.BSB20
199.770 _5.783 .I1233 .03848 .23618 -.15053 .00874 -.00627 -.0i792 10.03000 -4.94200 -I.67400
19g.550 195.710 .10910 .02845 .22296 -.16731 .01643 -.00687 -.02909 10.00900 -4.93020 -1.65870
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT $RB JET ON (OVTRI7) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP : 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 000 BETA = ,n _n_
LREF = [290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = !290.3000 !NCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2124/ 0 RN/L = l.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I._33 -4.083 -.1755g -.08968 .18350 -.16479 .0232B -,01227 .03429 10.02000 -5.00490 -I,70050
-.624 95.784 -.20525 -.08327 ,15231 -.16244 .01926 -.01114 -,03842 10.03200 -4.83050 -1.70330
-.088 195.720 -.22011 -.06212 .16929 -.17677 .02595 -.01140 .05127 10.00100 -5.01450 -t.68300
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ._Ovnnn .OuuOu__
RUN NO. 2125/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
102,880 195.750 -.13400 -.03940 ,19999 -.10603 .02689 -.01051 .05442 9.93830 -5.00800 "I.63070
99.975 95.547 -.i2340 -.05i30 .i9073 -.i0787 :02913 -.00907 -.ulb48 10.00600 -4.93800 -I.6BB90
100.110 -4.I55 -.13102 -.03108 .22537 -.08712 .05052 -.01006 °00623 8.95510 -4.96020 -I.64310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2126/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
I_.bsu -4.40_ .ul_Ib .ud/ud ,d_dUb -.USIU/ .0_ -.00719 -.06865 I0.01200 -4.88070 LI.69100
202.240 55.780 .11241 .00311 .22448 -,I1269 •04202 -.00498 .09622 10.08100 -5.04910 -1.76070
I96.940 195.860 .01256 .00998 ,22382 -.13656 .02390 -.01009 -.09981 10.09000 -4.85380 -I,77140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA]42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA. PAGE 438
IAI42, O/ET W/SRB5 SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRIB) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. ×MRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA .000 BETA IO.O00
LREF _ 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - -4.000 BETAS = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 2127/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.05926 .!8!!5 -,16799 -03253 -.O12Bi -,0_45B iO.OiB00 -4.95550 -i.68590
.,9_ -4.095 -.16005
-.B36 95.754 -:19139 -._6607 .15675 -.I5470 .01751 -.01060 -.02507 10.03600 -4.94580 -1.69740
-.t07 195.670 -,2046I -.05302 .i7i26 -.I50BI .02010 -.OIDIS -.00736 [0,00800 -W.96470 -[.57910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 212B/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
|00.340 195.780 -.I7907 -.05222 .18939 -.16533 .01669 -.OI091 .0049B 10.04100 -4.96480 -1,72790
99,971 85.943 -._9003 -.04685 .18631 -.15857 .01432 -.00873 -.01727 10.02600 -4.94780 -1.70360
101.310 -4.332 -.1361I -.04834 .20393 -.11786 .02666 -.00848 .03668 9.94500 -4.99640 -1.61730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
PUN NO. 2129/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALPA DBETA
IS9.330 -4.259 -.04312 -.01159 .22363 -.1062B .02853 -.00747 -.02B]6 I0.00400 -4.92580 -I.66240
199.700 95.682 -.04824 -f_084_ .23427 -.14857 .Ol50B -.00910 -.03932 10.09000 -4.91400 -I,76430
200.550 195.7B0 -.01322 -.02027 .21815 -.19152 .03137 -.01463 .02625 10.02800 -4.97680 -1.70640
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42o O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR19) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA !0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAS 14.000
BREF - t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y _ 200.000 jET PC = i225.000SCALE = .0!00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I823/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,930 -2.442 °!5704 -.04930 .i55_4 -.25054 -.03792 -.01020 9.98550 10.02300 _4.03280 4.I0820
50.717 87.326 .I6824 -.05128 .14205 -.2454B -.04912 -.00542 !0.00300 10.03500 -4.05650 4_I0980
50.432 I97.470 .16528 -.04728 .14567 -.2589I -,03844 -.00790 9.99740 t0.00600 -4.06500 4,13730
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 {A142, AEDC VW!A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE _39
IA142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB dET ON (OVTRIB} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP" : .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = 6,000 BETA8 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y BO0.O00 JET PQ = I225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH =. 4.500
RUN NO. 1824/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ "5.00
Z X . CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.767 197.580 .15350 -.04087 .14658 -.27235 -.04854 -.00449 9.99150 I0.05800 -4.05540 4.08720
I00.190 97.355 .16413 -.04528 .14297 -.26274 -.05587 -.00435 9.98560 10.02700 -4.04910 4.12890
99.785 -2.447 .16517 -.04502 .1520! u.25338 -.04829 -.00778 9,98980 9.98880 -4.03510 4.15510
GRADIENT .OOO00 .OOOO0 .00000 .O000Q .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1825/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.790 -2.475 .18659 -.04380 .15234 -.26440 -.05676 -.00473 I0.01700 10.04800 -4.06380 4.12610
200.380 97.329 .18828 -.04240 .14544 -.31226 -.06174 -.00439 i0.00000 }0.08300 -4.05300 4.08770
200.680 197.080 .19824 -.04477 .I4335 -.32276 -.05767 -.00431 9.99120 9.99250 -4.05220 4.18560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
]Ai42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR20} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = ]0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = 12.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 NACH = 4,500
RUN NO. i825/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.887 -2.506 .1454! -.05217 .t4717 -.26383 -.03692 -.0t164 9.98020 I0.02500 "4.03180 2.06110
51,028 97.418 .15581 -.05146 .13490 -.28081 -.04294 -.00853 I0.00800 ]0.05300 -4.07390 2.02030
49.975 197.730 .14408 -.04460 .I4113 -.29468 -.02577 - N_qg_ Q qqn_n tn nnTnn _u n=,nn _ .....
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1827/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.130 I97.310 .I5472 -.03995 .]3998 -.31766 -.03685 -_0074X In ninnn in n_znn -u n_=un = nn=7_
100.000 -2.689 .16213 -.04617 .I5064 -[27417 -_64345 -.Oil31 9,99080 9.96240 -4.03880 2.13910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 440
IAI42_ O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR20) ( 02 FEB 77 ;
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 8ETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 18281 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z × CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_02.390 -c.o_v .21974 -.03639 .14057 .25891 -.07090 -.0076! 10.0S700 !O.OOIO0 -4.] 'n_" = 9==
200.050 97.581 .22840 -.03i66 .14876 -.32200 -.07423 -.0022! 9.988?0 I0.03200 -4.03940 2.10020
I99.860 I27.3'_0 .21631 -.02533 .14657 -.35353 -.06018 -.0035? 9.99290 _0.01900 -4.04170 2_09710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRBI} ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = _290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB - 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRR - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0i00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 18291 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.424 -2.586 .16916 -.05400 .15530 -.21476 -.04635 -.00699 9.S9740 9.99050 -4.04770 2.12040
50.511 97.315 .16826 -.05284 .13997 -.25554 -.04632 -.00771 9.99730 10.06300 -4.05600 2.05920
60.350 197,580 .15913 -.04663 .14464 -.26116 -.03573 -.00763 9.98770 9.99920 -4.06100 2.15280
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18301 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X. CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.8!! !97.500 .15795 -.04090 .14493 -.28468 -.04461 -.00495 9.99890 t0.06200 -4.06080 2106160
99.815 97.519 " .I5897 _.04522 .14372 -.2743I -.05763 -.00403 9.98920 10.04000 -4.04440 2.08980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]83I/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.190 -2.674 .!9063 -.0387t ._5799 -.26228 -.05242 -.00475 10.03500 10.02300 -4.08210 2.15670
199.910 97.258 .19791 -.03661 .i5015 -.32i03 -.07052 -.0020i 9.98210 I0.02200 -4.03130 2.14520
200.080 197.3t0 .19133 -.03705 .14797 -.33879 -.05973 -.00411 9.98630 10.00900 -4.04310 2.15570
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAIq2, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 441
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR22) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 50.FT XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAS = 10.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1832/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.706 -.126 .14263 -,04470 14584 -,3403I -,02BgB -.01629 9.98650 10.01700 m4,05040 ,02891
.50,713 99.76I ,15987 --.04699 .14447 --,29828 --o03226 --.00792 10,00300 9.97_ _4,V'*SU ,03749
50,572 199.860 ,17235 --.04919 ,15116 ",30052 --,02855 --,00876 9.59720 10.01400 "4,07500 ---01050
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1833/ 0 RNXL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.200 I99.830 ,18933 -,03806 ,I4830 -,37370 -,03467 -.00742 9.99610 10,01000 -_.05770 ,01294
100.010 99,95I ,20730 -,04028 .15139 -.35008 -,05383 -.00845 9,99240 I0.04600 -4,04810 -,01424
99.792 -.556 .1973I -.03822 .I3504 -.24539 -.00266 -.0|649 9.98460 9.96140 -4.03920 ,07617
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18341 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201,910 -,146 .23562 -.02596 .12171 -.28282 -,01727 -,01321 10.05900 10.08600 -4,11920 -.04630
201.230 99,826 .31701 -.01319 ,16168 -.39289 -,07809 -,00668 I0,02600 10.09300 -4.09900 -,04588
199.030 199.810 .29397 -.01074 .15116 -.48052 -.06158 -.00594 9.97710 10.05500 -4.03080 .00836
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR23} ( 02 FEB 77 .)
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .ONnn........ IN_ YT _,^IDU_D,,_ m 6 uvv_' _''_ .....• *_0 IU.UUU
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. Zf Y 50,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I8_5/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN r_l AI P_^ ocT^ _A, _A
50.430 89.9i -:544i 999550...............,003500 -ooo ou'
51.096 199.930 .18514 -.05360 .15643 -.26515 -.02730 -.OlOll I0.01700 9.94590 -k.09010 .05467
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA~KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 442
IAi42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR23) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690,0000 SO.FT, XMRP - ]097,0000 IN, XT ALPHA - lO.O00 BETA IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS • 6.000 BETAB - I0.000
BREF t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN, ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 18361 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
i00.500 _99,940 .i9527 -.04165 .15460 -.32438 -.03223 -.00909 i0.02500 I0.09500 -4.09910 -.08566
99.511 99.781 .17899 -.04254 .13667 -.34508 -.04319 -.00842 9,98380 I0.06400 -4.03970 -.OIBBI
99.798 '-.250 ._7524 -.03584 .I50_2 -.31731 -.03768 -,01220 9.98630 _,97390 -4.03410 .08537
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18371 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.570 -.098 .23120 -.02642 .14394 -.27995 -.02869 -.00931 10.07100 9.96250 -4.13190 .07814
199.540 99.866 .24368 -.OIBlI .17170 -.30758 -.05450 -.00280 9.97770 9.99430 -4.04270 .03906
200.750 199.930 .26931 -.01742 .15237 -.38788 -.05608 " -.00388 10.02400 10.09500 -4.08100 -.05608
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
lA}42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR24) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - lOgT.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - I0,000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS - 6.000 BETAS = I0.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00,000 JET PC : I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1838/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.373 -.O!O .!4B!B -.0477! _I5890 -_26673 -_03760 -,009!5 9.99980 !O.O!!O0 -4.05300 .09871
50.577 99.763 .14B12 -.04901 .14190 -.28782 -.03985 -.00976 9.99680 ;0.04100 -4.06330 .06788
_u,auu i_._ou ,_u_ -.u_o_ ._.o_ -.30055 -.02395 -.01025 tu,uu_uu _u.uu_uu -4,ulouu .u!41_
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1839/ 0 RN/L = 1.5.1 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.963 199.740 .15400 -.04017 .14725 -.32576 -.03370 -.00749 I0.00300 10.06000 -N.06440 .03438
100.i70 99.836 .}627_ -.04600 .1437_ -.32011 -.04682 -.00691 9.99280 !0.03400 -4.04990 .07462
99.979 -.22B .16672 -.04404 .16256 -.27203 -.05270 -.00772 9.99240 9,97490 -4.04010 .15259
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
L
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A[42_ &EDC V4[A-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 443
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR241 { 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = IO.0OO
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAS = IO.O00
BREF - I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1840/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.060 -.050 .21427 -.03194 .16786 -.280S0 -.05249 -.O06tI I0.05900 I0.02900 -4.11100 .I2650
200.220 99_8t2 .23136 -.03470 .!5445 -.34379 -.06527 -.00395 B.99210 ,0._,2w =4.04390 .15187
I99.500 199.940 .20259 -.02410 .t536I -.38508 -.05583 -.00478 9.98420 I0.02500 -4.03410 .11559
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A142, OlET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR25} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA IO.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 8ETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 184110 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.969 -4.151 .I4016 -.04275 .16091 -.33409 -.02995 -.01183 9.98860 9.99540 -4.05480 -2.01780
51.087 95.851 .17006 -.04889 .15512 -.31839 -.02480 -.01071 10.01500 9.98420 -4.08940 -2.02420
50.155 I_5.890 .16287 -.04635 .I5089 -.34039 -.02159 -.01053 9.98980 10.03300 -4.07220 -2.08690
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1842/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
99.586 I95.810 .18431 -.03508 .15306 -.40669 -..03965 -.00766 9.97310 I0.00800 -4.03620 -1.96090
98.51I -3.g56 .17056 -.03715 .16981 -.35289 -.04BIB -.01199 9,94740 9.91440 -4.00070 -I.86200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !843/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN _I M _A rY _v_ _i ^_ muA _TA _*, _ ......
200.020 96_0_7 .31723 -.00782 17417 -.45309 00340 .00703 9.B9420 I0.03400 -4.07020 -1.97300
199. I60 195.790 .30996 -.00888 .I544g -.53296 -.05712 -.00872 9.99350 I0.04B00 -4.04050 -I.97660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .o0000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 444
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR2B) C OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF : 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP " 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - i0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YT ALPHA9 : 6.000 BETAB B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. |844/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z × CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.957 -_.122 .i3|86 -.04254 .15599 -._i|5| -.82902 -.01385 9.98020 10.01000 -_.03950 -I.$5220
50.556 95_789 _12957 -.04230 o14099 -.32039 -_03117 -.Oil5? 9.99620 10.03000 -4.07090 -I.98210
5t.164 _95.610 .t7899 -.05274 .15912 -.27923 -.02374 -.01130 10.01300 9.93360 -4.08610 -1.92140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00OO ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !845/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
100.730 195.860 .19805 -.043i9 .15997 -.31425 -.03394 -.00901 10.02700 10.07600 -4.09230 -2.05130
99.4II 95,788 .1757I -.04111 .14877 -.33803 -.04421 -.00796 9.98130 10.06100 -4.04190 -2.00840
99,673 -4,299 .17196 -.03448 .17396 -.32016 -.04062 -.01067 9.98990 9.99000 -4.03580 -I.93120
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. tB4B/ O RN/L = 1.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA BBETA
202.640 -4.222 .22722 -.02602 .15930 -.28442 -.02895 -.00874 10.06800 9.94900 -4.12940 -1.90410
200.060 95.988 .24726 -.01803 .17923 -.33110 -.06059 -.00383 9.99840 10.02600 -4.06400 -1.99340
200.6?0 195.q80 .26494 -.01337 .16043 -.40213 -.05955 -.00345 10.02600 10.09300 -4.08360 -2.04q20
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR27) ( 02 FEB 77 i
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = iO.ouo WEfA = lO.OOO
LREF _ !290.3000 INCHES YMRP - =0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREP = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y _00.000 JET PC = _225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 19471 0 RN/L = !.S! GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
'_ _ ....... 4_0_ -_.06220 -_.9584050.457 ,-4.265 .i5531 - -.0457I ._6029 -.2,,G_ -.03730 -.00982 ,n 00800 _n n _ n .
50.066 96.08| .14679 -.04777 .14434 -.29071 -.03668 -.00950 9.98640 i0.04500 -4.05130 -I.95360
50.504 195.830 .15118 -.04584 .14702 -.29133 -.02740 -.01007 9.99690 9.98720 -4.07110 -J.9ll8O
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 DO0000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC VNIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 445
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR27) ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP" = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF - I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1848/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.050 195.880 .t5605 -.04020 .I4927 -.33069 -.03261 -.00809 10.00700 I0.06900 -4.07090 -1.98140
99.980 95.757 16050 .04464 .I46!! -_3!672 -.04598 -.00637 9.99030 !0.02500 -4._4,_0 _.g2,,w
99.838 -4,277 .16584 -.04550 .16887 -,25776 -.04786 -.00777 9.98580 9.95520 -4.03450 -1.84630
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1849/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.990 -4,206 .21360 -.0330[ ,I8092 -.29770 -.04498 -,00680 10.05800 _0.05300 -4.10950 -1,91330
200.010 95.816 ,22399 -.02959 .t6739 -.35220 -.05885 -.00504 9.99530 IO,O0100 -4,0_790 -1.85480
199.910 195,840 .21306 -.02570 .15681 -.38033 -.05206 -.00578 9.99530 10.03300 -4.04760 -1.90310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A142, DIET N/fiRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SR8 JET ON (OVTR2BI ( 02 FEB 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -IO.O00 BETA - I0.000
LREF }290.3000 INCHES YMRP " .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 12661 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.036 -2.264 -.23379 -.02072 .17041 -.2093G -.02566 -.00889 -lO.O0000 10.01300 -.21607 4,14120
*Lwu_s _. IUU_U
-.120 197,570 -,26677 -,00519 •16633 -,25807 -.02395 -.00820 -9.98960 lO.OIBO0 -,23267 4.12030
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 12671 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 _ _N _1 M rA rY rY_ _1 Ai DWA D_T^ _AI _A _rT_
50.234 "97.673 -:26459 -,01414 {7600 -.26671 03565 -.00748 - 0.01100 IO.OIO00 -.20377 4.11080
50.934 -2.368 -.22156 -.02044 .17246 -.23410 -.02580 -.01032 -9.97530 9.95860 -.24038 4.18330
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 :00000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 JUL 37 IAI42, AEOC VAIA~KIA, TABULATEO SOURCE OATA I_AGE 446
[AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR28) ( Q2 FEB 73 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRR = !097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA = lO.OOO
LREF 129Q.3000 INCHES YMRP .O00O iN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB = lq. O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRB = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 200.000 JET PC = }225.000
SCALE = .OtOO UACH 4.500
RUN NO. ;268/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = _5.00/ 5.00
Z _ CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA 8ETA DALFA OBETA
100.390 -2.475 -._95B5 -.OBI2B .I7£'i£ -.25788 -,0B646 -.00££5 -B.£q630 IOrnNO00 -,_3Bq5 _,08BOO
9B.63I 97.772 -.c_._7_"_ - .....O] u_ !69R5 -.30394 -.0319B -.OIOI_ -I0.02700 [O.OBEO0 -.17505 4.03430
98.634 197.6£0 -.29136' .0096B .17720 -.33596 -.02152 -.012£6 -_U.Ol900 i0.02300 -..17_3S q 07_£0
GRADIENT .O00QO .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00QO
RUN NO. 126£1 0 RN/L = t.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.820 I97.760 -.2460B .01800 .1918B -.41755 -.02720 -.01655 -lO.OOlO0 10.01800 -.17403 4.11060
I99.BIO 97.691 -.24294 .00992 .}9145 -.39489 -.03405 -.01554 -lO.OITO0 IO.O0500 -.I65BB 4.I0670
200.360 -2.567 -.217£4 .00686 .20014 -.323B] -.02950 -.01262 -9.989B0 9.92490 -.19597 4.20940
GRADIENT ,OO00O .00000 .O0O0O ,00000 .00000 .O000O .0O000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAIAB, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR2B} ( 09 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = lOB7.O000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = lO.O00
LREF _2B0.3000 INCHES Y_RP = .ODD0 fN. YT ALPHAB = -tO.O00 BETAe = I2.0OO
BREF !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.O000 IN. ZT Y = lO0.OOO JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. I£701 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.464 .4W7 -.20356 -.02444 .!562! -.2O5BO -.0i567 -.00723 -=.=_nm,.on ,_.,_._'nnn_nn..... - la_ A 2.06090
-.970 100.370 -,243GG -.023[4 .!5626 -.23205 -.02399 -.00505 -lO.03BO0 JO.O55DO -.]5556 2.024S0
-.034 200.500 -.26255 -.01280 .15452 -.25259 -.OI9qO -.00533 -IO.OObO0 i0.02900 -.20267 _ _='_
_ .OOO00GRADIENT .OOoO0 .O0OOO ,u0vvu .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00O00
RUN NO. 12711 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
4g.933 200.290 -.247B1 -.0_22_ .153_[ -.2930S -.0_039 -.00707 -B.BB740 lO.051OO -.20957 2.00770
49.327 I00.440 -.25901 -.01302 .15968 -.26744 -.02740 -.00613 -lO.O21OO 10.00300 -.17392 2.06200
51.521 .403 -.19313 -.0II72 .I5375 -.24185 -.00874 -.00909 -9.93820 9.94450 -.24056 2.11610
GRADIENT .00000 .O00O0 .OO00O .00000 .0OOOO .0BOO0 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC VAIA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 447
IAi42: O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR29) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP" = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 8ETAB : 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1272/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.210 .235 -.18752 -.00208 .16184 -.26029 -,01535 -.00998 -9.98500 10.04600 -._9469 2.02160
99.310 100.690 -.23906 -.00773 .IBli6 -.31198 -.03188 -.00726 -I0.03100 10.02500 -.14790 2.03670
89.746 200.560 -.25059 -.00311 .15749 -.33903 -.02341 -.00750 -10.00500 10.03000 -.17420 2.01860
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12731 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN • CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.820 200,490 -,19B53 .01796 ,18601 -.42948 -.03B03 -.01027 -I0.00200 10.01300 -.12087 2.00620
200.470 100.460 -.lBOO] .0_665 .IBBB6 -.37246 -,05878 -.00595 -9.99790 9.99790 -.I4519 2.06600
199.400 .494 _,15295 .02170 .iB6B6 -,3225B -.02429 -.01221 -10.01300 I0.02600 -,I5115 2.09420
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .uuOu_ .wwwuu .uOuuu .00000 .uuuuu .uuuuu .00000 ,00000
IAI42, O/ET NIsRBs SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR30) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1338/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.152 .481 -,22313 -.02293 .17543 -.2t437 -.01947 -.01002 -9,B99BO 10,02900 -.20380 2,07610
-.489 100.390 -.24949 -.OI85B ,16649 -.23365 -.02435 -.00742 -10.02300 10.04400 -,]9321 2.06990
-.41! 200.630 -.26794 -.00605 .16885 -.26320 -,01822 -.00847 -I0.00600 10.03300 -.21084 2.06170
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I339/ 0 RN/L =' 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
.... X CN _ _ CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.232 I00.440 -.23896 -.01880 .16755 -.27074 -,02771 -.00857 -lO.OIO00 I0.00900 -.20072 2.07940
50.594 .410 -.20519 -.01957 ,17515 -.23065 -.01803 -.01049 -9.97720 9.94450 -.22652 2.15030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 fAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 448
IAt42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR30) I 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = i097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -iO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP : .0000 IN, YT ALPHAS = -]0.000 BETAS = 12,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN, ZT Y = !50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1340/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DAI_FA DBETA
100.150 .:_Oi -._,,= -.01387 .,_o3o -._oc_..... -._2_ -.u_=B_ .98550 _0.0_00 .81_58 2.04240
!00.020 100.520 -.22830 -.01611 .17165 -.30975 -.0263I -.00969 -9.99780 10.OI200 -.i9955 2.06690
99,321 200.340 -.25627 -.00049 .IBBB9 -.34017 -.01709 -.01139 -IO.OOBO0 10.02300 -.IB211 2.04720
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000
RUN NO, 1341/ 0 RNIL = _o52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.508 200.480 -.23186 .G1726 .I9208 -.42443 -.02515 -.01407 -I0.01200 10.00500 -.15105 2.07980
200.070 100.490 -.22583 .01206 .19705 -.37052 -.04685 -.01064 -I0.01300 9.99750 -.I8387 2.08750
201.120 .393 -.17917 .00742 .20it9 -.32468 -.03158 -.0]202 -9.96580 9.92920 -.21IS5 2.20170
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI_2, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR31} ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - ID97.G000 [N. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = lO.OOO
LREP i290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOOO IN. 'iT ALPHAS = -IO.0OO BETAS = I0.000
BREF i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 20.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1342/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
!,096 .070 -.22071 -.02973 ,15635 -.28820 -.00554 -.OIIO2 -9.94990 10.02000 -.2i578 ,01905
-!._N? 90,959 -.29170 -.02358 .14239 -.31034 -.01496 -.00748 -10.05700 10.06300 -.]3922 -nP_n!
.677 200.0"70 -.27558 -.01434 .15482 -.33272 -.00863 -.00652 -9.98i20 I0.02600 -.22111 .OilIB
RUN NO, t343/ 0 RN/L : i,52 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
n_ n nn=_ _=_ n -o 9'890 a oa350 _'" " n ....50.490 wuu.:nnOhO -.2_,5 -o_., .. 3, -.33457 .00060 -.01199 ..... -._ - ,.2.
49.943 99.898 -.203il -.00805 .15808 -.32707 -.01i73 -100952 -10.02200 _0.03100 -.11863 -.02891
49.867 -.092 -.i4057 .00644 .f4505 -.2659I .0047t -.01320 -9.99920 10.01000 -.i3779 -.00278
GRADIENT .OOOO0 ,OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 449
IAI_2. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR31) ( 02 FEB ?? ) . ,
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -I0,000 BETA IO.ODO
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .OOOD IN. YT ALPHAB - -IO.O00 BETAB 10.000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 20.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1344/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.770 -.050 -.13347 .03792 ;1411B -.28313 .0146B -.0145B -9.93610 IO.OIO00 -.18789 -.00400
lO0.10O 100.240 -.24102 -.00819 .17608 -.43970 -.05510 -.00071 -I0.00100 10.03400 -.12547 -.0475B
99.359 199.970 -.26026 .00195 .i8i94 -.4895B -.04020 .00054 -10.01000 10.01600 -.11147 -.05474
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO ,ODO00
RUN NO. 1365/' 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.870 200,470 -.I5524 ,03384 .21320 -,52853 -.03879 -.OOBBl -10,00100 I0.04100 -.10125 -.05359
199.740 100.180 -,14165 .02860 .21445 -.49943 -.07702 -.00314 -9.99890 i0.06700 -.09438 -.04757
199.780 -.I9I -,06665 .05249 .I457I -.30259 .00302 -,01557 rlO.OlIO0 i0.02000 -,lOSTt -.02453mf_ 17 nnn n n nn _ _nn nn_mn
_RA_,_N, .00000.00000 .... O_ .vOOuu ,uOuuu .uuuuu .O000O .00000 -00000 , 00000
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR321 ( 02 FEB 73 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. ×T ALPHA - -10.000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 13451 0 RNIL : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
.330 -.025 -.22664 -.01590 .16703 -,24698 .0053B -.01114 -i0.00000 10.00900 -.I6518 .02145
-.B37 100.150 -.2705B -.01997 .16068 -.2756I -.01346 -.00728 -10.05400 10.09800 -,1397t -.04939
.411 200.080 -.26647 -.01395 .15599 -.29804 -,00782 -,00807 -9.97880 t0.02700 -.22500 ,01654
C_AOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1346/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z .... X .... CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.800 f00.070 -.25280 -.0151B .15540 -.32241 -.02654 -.00691 -10.00600 tO.OI400 -.i754_ i0_5_8
50.645 -.018 -.21678 -.0133? .I6903 -.2790B -.02150 -.00882 -9.96790 9.95700 -.20_70 .07191
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA|42. AEDC VAIA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 450
IA|42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR32) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA !O.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= -IO.O00 BETA9 IO.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _50.0000 IN, ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OtCO HACH 4.500
RUN NO. I347/ O RN/L = /.52 GRAOtENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA 2ETA _c_ n_pT_
99,892 -,071 -.13906 .Oiq2B .15_09 .29144 -.00029 -,O]_IO -I0.00#00 10.00700 -_14492 .01996
I00.290 I00.ii0 -.20360 ,00[26 .16990 -.35322 -.OIB79 -.01084 -I0.00200 I0.02500 -.14968 -.01215
99.402 199.970 -.2!_g2 .ooheB .15915 -.37152 -.01129 -,01431 -10.00500 _0.01600 -.i3164 -.02905
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 134B/ 0 RN/L = i.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -S.O0/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
199.790 200.150 -.I6024 .02800 .19565 -.45831 -.02276 -.01270 -IO.OlO00 10.00600 -.09394 -.02317
201.810 I00,270 -.[O70N .02_08 .20238 -.42714 -.03126 -.01009 -9.B7880 I0.01300 -.i_564 .01784
199.390 -.217 -.OBl09 .04337 .16878 -.30270 .00313 -.01516 -I0.02100 10.00200 -.I1410 .01250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT 5RB JET ON (OVTR33} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP = |D97.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -IO.O00 BETAS = IO.O00
f ,_ t .-BREF i290.3000 ,N_HES ZMRP u_O,O000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 13491 0 RN/L - 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BEtA OALFA DBETA
........ _, _ nn_ - n111h -q.g7350 lO.OIBO0 -.20823 .06767
-_.994 99.986 ~.25390 -.01720 .{6779 -.25109 -.0156I -.008t6 -|0.0_700 |0.05200 -.I3829 .04IB4
.023 199.990 -.27072 -,00859 .16471 -.27832 -.0097_ -,uuo=J_= -In_.on=_n_ ........in n_Qnn _ ...._flTR_ .0_B52
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,O00OO .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1350/ 0 RN/L : [.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49._04 200.020 -.26571 -.OOB!8 ._6466 -.31472 -.00997 -.00902 -9.99850 10.05500 -.2004_ .0227_
50.008 99.98[ -.25228 -.01170 .16906 -.29616 -.01444 -.00947 -9.99930 10.00600 -.i9677 .06905
51.375 .03B -.19233 -,01233 .17000 -.26087 -.00637 -.01267 -9.95350 9.95020 -.2302B .I1859
GRADIENT .00000- .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA RAGE 45I
[AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR33} ( 02 FEB 7_ )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = _097.0000 IN* XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRR = .0000 IN.YT ALPHA8 = -10.000 BETA8 = t0.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0i00 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO, 135I/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.580 -.046 -.17690 -.00230 .17771 -.274Bi -.O05BB -.01238 -9.97020 10.02700 -.21242 .05130
100.II0 100.|20 =.22178 -.01064 .16661 -.33278 -.02530 -.01054 -B.Bg7IO I0.01700 -.18790 .OS315
99,264 200.090 -.25069 -.00204 .16202 -.36830 -.01307 -.OlOB5 -10.OleO0 I0.02800 -.I6432 .03792
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. !352! 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.830 200.120 -.20814 ,02248 .19817 -.45407 -.0_163 -.0147] -10.00100 I0.01000 -.12972 .03828
200.950 I00.020 -.!8437 .01944 • ,20048 -.40617 -,04355 -.0105I -9,98770 9,98940 -,;6397 .09909
199.280 -.079 -.14636 .02333 .20340 -.32127 -.01894 -.01346 -10.02]00 I0.00300 -.I4838 .13966
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
!AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR34) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRR = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHA8 = -I0.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF _ [290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1353/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.530 -3.79t -.23861 -.01226 .17]67 -.28002 -.00386 -.01054 -9.95590 9.98890 -.1904B -1.96710
1.493 195.230 -.24507 -.00619 .16193 -.3165] 00376 -.01399 -9.94150 9.98010 -.23200 -1.96660
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1354/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
50.057 96.134 -.22683 -.00677 .16185 .37424 01080 -.00867 -10,00800 10,05800 -.]3273 -2.07940
51.411 -3.923 -.19855 .02162 .17244 -.29475 .00294 -.01371 -9.92090 9.90090 -,21094 -I.904B0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 JUt, 77 [A142, AEDC V41A-K|A TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 452
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR34) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA • PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP : !097.0000 IN, XT ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA ]0.000
L DE _.
_,,_F |290.3000 rNCHES YMRF = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -IO.O00 BETAS B.OOO
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : 450.0000 IN. ZT Y : .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. I355/ G RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00z 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_=,._=_?m_ -u,.._n_o........- im6_n .03897 .14402 -.22173 .00775 _ _=,_,v_ _,n,_.O_mmnn..... in_._,,.nuun0 - ....nmB_ 2,04950
;00,250 96.30_ -.23514 -.00511 .t8502 -.45924 -,05581 -,O006B -9,99500 ;0.03}00 -._303i -E.04590
99.654 _95.9_ -,254_8 .GO546 .[£GL_3 • _h8751 -,04090 -.00007 "!O,OO?O0 IO_Ol_O0 -.I2678 -2.05070
GRAD|ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1356/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00l 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY , CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.930 I95.120 -.}3537 .04107 .22138 -.56750 o.0577g -.00756 -9.99560 t0.02300 -.Illi3 -2.05210
_Bg.2BO 96.I18 -,12988 .03795 .21749 -.54402 -.08283 -.00341 -10,00300 I0.04100 -.08157 -2.03560
198,680 -4,028 -,07059 .0578I .14650 -,34054 ,012t3 -.01485 -10.02900 10.02700 -.08567 -2.05030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAt42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR35) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 iN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YT ALPHAS _ -10,000 BETAS = 8,000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 50,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 2357/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.H_4 -3,Bgi -.21702 ._,_'"=_,_ ._'_t_:R,,........- _aR_ :OOI|Q -.01012 -I0.00200 I0.00300 -.16447 -2.00640
-},024 95.95? -.26672 -.O176g .I6349 -.28402 -.01017 -.00804 -10.05400 I0.07500 -o!3843 -2.06030
.570 196.1S0 -.BB2BI -,0_13] ._5795 -,30150 -._v_ - ._n°_n .a_._.a_In................_n nlenn - PlqTR -_._OTS_
GRAD!FNT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. _352/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_9.570 }96.080 -.26i74 -.00704 ,150q8 -.3_054 -,0!0!5 -,00"776 -9.99930 lO,OB900 -.IBBTS -2.10620
49.388 g6.|55 -_26917 -.00921 .15356 -.33|94 -.021_3 _.00698 --_0.02200 _0.01q00 -,IBO_I _'_.02350
50.032 -3.813 -.2540! -.OO!16 ._2878 -,28274 -.02139 -.00919 -9.98620 9.97200 -.;816_ -t.97750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOOOO ,OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 !At42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 453
[AI42L DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR35) ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ -IO.O00 BETA = TO.B00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -IO.OOQ. BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450,0000 IN. ZT Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1359/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.120 -3.961 -.14154 ,01817 .17764 -.29458 -.OOI_! -.01301 -9.99390 I0.00500 -.]5434 -2.01670
99.851 96,190 -.21063 .00312 .17760 -,35999 -,01634 -.01134 -I0.00400 IO.OI200 -.14700 -2.03620
99.347 19B.OBO -.22350 .OOB05 .17612 _.3795B -.00684 -.01361 -I0.01700 I0.01900 -,12193 -2.06470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. |360/ 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.540 195.970 -.16143 .03017 .20209 -.44098 -.03342 -.00893 -10.01000 IO.OI600 -.09355 -2.06370
IS7.900 95.983 -.25573 .06499 .23574 -.38677 -.06698 -.00538 -lO.OSTO0 |O.OIBO0 -.05747 -2.01960
198.970 -4.217 -.090Bl .04824 .IBOB5 -.31962 .00596 -.OI54B -10.03000 |0.00100 -.t0657 -2.01590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT £RB JET ON (OVTR36) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 26B0.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = -IO.O00 BETAS B.OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 1361/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.549 -3.913 -.22316 -.OlSOB .IBO50 -.23427 -.00669 -.OlII7 -10.02700 10.01400 -.15380 -1.97490
-.322 S6.112 -.2425I -.OIB30 .16547 -.26491 -.01153 -.00892 -10.01900 lO.05BO0 -.I7820 -2.01160
-.260 196.090 -.26615 -.00775 .I659B -.28009 -.00863 -.00853 -10.01700 10.02200 -.19184 -1.97540
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 1362/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.597 196.090 -.26927 -.00522 .16B30 -.32537 -.01084 -.00985 -I0.00500 IO.07100 -.19331 -2.04350
51.524 -3.942 -.18693 -.00964 .17337 -.25903 -.00806 -.01143 -9.93520 9.93730 -.24B43 -I.gOI70
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 iAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 454
[A142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON [OVTR3B) ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF = i290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 iN. YT ALPHAS = -!O,OOD BETAS 9,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRR = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. ]3631 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-. ....7 .00!75{00.370 -_._,0 .18738 -.27779 -.OliOS -,01288 -9.98170 10.04200 -.20286 -2.00550
............ 7 _o -.0254! .OIO_ -99.938 96.21I -.23597 -.uu4_4 ._,o_= -._4_,_ - lO.O050O 10.0i600 -.17994 1,98290
£_.4t5 195.990 -_25121 .00022 .I6739 -.30101 -.01530 -.01094 -10.01300 10.02100 -.16836 -I.99930
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOO00 .00000 .OOOOO .OOO00 .00000
RUN NO. I364/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.680 196.150 -.20939 .0256I .20175 -.45800 -.03331 -.01266 -9.99850 10.00500 -.12765 -2.00820
201.320 96.080 -.17101 .02046 .20484 -.41120 -.04989 -.0l!45 -9.97870 9.99380 -.17251 -l.95820
199.090 -3.909 -.15041 o03157 .21426 -.33422 -.01828 -.01402 -10.03000 10.00600 -.14156 -I.92240
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
[A142, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR371 ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15,000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRR = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = 15,000 BETAB "= 19,000
8REF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZNRP = 450.0000 IN. Zf Y 200,000 JET PC =. 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i4401 0 RNtL = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.!!B -I.888 .34246 -.10149 .14390 -.3364I -.02849 -.01229 14.99200 i5.01500 -.26267 4.11950
,612 97.883 .33826 -,09360 . 14486 -.354i7 -.uccmL..... .u,._n''°7 ,u....oo_nn_.......... _m n_nn - _941£_. 4,09200
,952 _=_._._'_°n,n ......._u_ - nqBsI .15296 -.38453 -.00654 -.01188 I4.99500 {5.0i100 -.31013 4.09520
GRADIENT ..00000 ....00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 uuuuw..... nnnnnu_
RUN NO. iq4¿/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT !NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.324 !97.860 .33285 -.08539 .14788 -.38406 -.01804 -.00997 14.99700 15.03500 -.29023 4.08_60
_o= .35!0949.581 97,694 .3365W -.0897] .,o_2 - -,03]0] -,O09eO 14.99000 I5.00000 -.26206 4_!35u0
49.583 -2.163 .32522 -.08839 .I4£60 -.33383 -.03583 -.0088_ _4.98600 15.00300 -.25106 _.15960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI42_ AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 455
[Ai42, DiET NtSRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR37} ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP'= 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA [5.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB : 15.000 BETAB = 19.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 14421 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.180 -2.326 .31997 -.07996 .14544 -.33460 -.03784 -.00603 15.00100 15.01300 -.26654 4.18020
[00.250 97.724 .32679 -.08166 .14033 -.35993 -.03977 -.00746 14.99800 I5.04100 -.26315 4.13320
100.240 197.960 .31840 -.07541 .14130 -.39103 -;02708 -.00831 14.99500 15.02200 -.26827 N.12320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. t443/ 0 RN/L = t.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.400 I97.860 .3035l -.05534 .14582 -.42372 -.04647 -.00762 [5.01300 15.08800 -.29290 4.14710
I99.750 97.923 .30175 -.06103 .15205 -._8683 -.05266 -.007_0 14.97900 _4.99000 -.25720 4.24710
199.490 -2.384 .27807 -.06048 .15794 -.33106 -.04163 -.01183 14.96700 14.92400 -.24772 4.30960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .uwuO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A142, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR38) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA [5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 14441 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001. 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.511 .764 .29153 -.07549 .13613 -.34979 -.01635 -.01710 14.98300 15.01500 -.28345 2.07220
.627 100.600 .29773 -.07840 .I3969 -.37506 -.00610 -.01803 I4.99200 15.01300 -.30951 2.05710
-.202 200.670 .28641 -.06950 .15433 -.40748 .00430 -.02052 14.95100 15.02000 -.30481 2.01510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOgO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I445/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
.Z .... X .... CN.... CLH_ _ CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.206 100,740 ,29012 -.07291 .13562 -.40335 -.01608 -.01900 15.00000 15,02300 -.29135 £.08660
49.715 .888 .29639 -.07575 .13629 -.35742 -.03309 -.01738 14.99600 15.00200 -.27201 2.11890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAi42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 45B
IAI42, OIET N/$RBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR3B) I 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. Xt_RP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 12gO.3000_INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = |5.000 BETAB = 17.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.DOOD IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 144B/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
ToO.J30 .816 .SITSg -.07934 .i4BSi -.39462 -.03014 -.022t7 15.n0 00 15.05100 -.26310 2.12020
99.872 100.840 .2B]I3 -.06]38 .14II3 -.42733 -.0_130 -.O_B02 14.S9000 =J.u_u " =_u_ 2.09_0
_OO.ZBG 200.920 .28339 -,0_8_4 ,1504_ "-.43825 -,0_396 -.02105 14.99200 14.99300 -.29618 2.15330
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .bOO00 .00000
RUN NO, 1447! 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
201.140 200.810 .3079B -.03972 .I5195 -.46294 -.03894 -.01344 15.04400 15.09100 -.320?9 2.12I_0
201.130 lOI.t60 .34136 -.04661 .16644 -.43640 -.03710 -.01674 15.00800 14.99700 -.30130 2.20070
199.570 .745 .31583 -.05278 .16421 -.36205 -.01351 -.02349 14.97600 15.02000 -.26673 2.17708
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR39) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB 17.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 14481 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CL_ CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
-.054 ._6 ,3322B -._9_ , _u_A_ -,_4220 -.01922 -.OI49B I4.99700 15.00500 -.27G62 2.087B0
! 05. 100.790 .34015 -.094t0 .1421_ -.35482 -.01_69 -.01340 15.00000 i5.0i300 -.304B] _ _,,n,
.427 200.860 .33298 -.08BOI .i5i98 -.303_ .00_! - 01_2. 14.99400 15.00500 -.31728 2.07030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. I449/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.091 20O.BTO .30823 -.07655 .t4BOI -.3943! -.010_9 -.0i219 14.98800 15.05000 -.29103 2.04350
49.824 |00.520 .32157 -.09342 .14141 -._6577 -.02370 -.01059 |4.99600 I5.00600 -.27BB5 2.0_830
49.494 .Tig .30973 -o07999 .I4467 -.33872 -.03081 -.00946 14.sBBOO 14.99600 -.25_48 2. i3500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA[42, AEDC V4!A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 45?
IA[42, O/ET N/SRB£ SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON [OVTR39) ( 02 FEB 3'7 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = ]097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = ]5.000 BETAB ]7.000
BREF = ]290.3000 INCHES " ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 150.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1450/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5'.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.130 .830 .31045 -.07640 .14954 -.34024 -:02eBO -.0fi48 ]4.99600 15.0]400 -.2B_90 2.15900
]00.320 I00.5q0 .30658 -.08889 .]4363 -.37052 .-.03723 -.00925 I5.00500 I5.05700 -.272]2 2.08340
100.340 200.810 .30065 -.06752 .I4534 -.39935 -.02152 -.01088 14.99000 ]5.00900 -.2727B 2.11890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .'00000
RUN NO. 145|/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t99._80 200.890 .30334 -.05038 .[5175 -.44787 -.04226 -.00991 ]4.97700 ]5.01700 -.25417 2.20590
200.640 ]O0.q60 .3296q -.06284 .!5859 -.41595 -.0442B -.01125 14.99500 ]4198400 -.2766B 2.24030
200.210 .595 .30652 -.06256 .16279 -.34806 -.028t] -.0[q58 ]4.99500 !5.0i800 -.2BOq3 2.I9950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR40) [ 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. Xf ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = ]5.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 20.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 14721 0 RN/L = 1,5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.080 .151 .25207 -.OB787 .I3q8I -.43029 .00205 -.02764 14.98700 I5.01000 -.32820 .0199i
.23! 99_779 .2654I -.06648 .1394t -.42730 .00629 -.02269 14.99800 !4.99600 -.33749 .00365
1.169 200.|40 .29997 -.O?OBe .14682 -.37199 .00711 -.01932 15.02100 14.94600 -.37167 .06937
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1473/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN ELM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
491545 _061676 .3i0]0 -.06694 .t5072 -.41921 -.01412 -.02460 t4.97700 15.03400 -.29397 .01]60
49.574 .170 .30532 -.06754 .]5092 ~.42306 -.02434 -.0280B 14.g8600 15.03500 -.28696 .03772
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC VVIA-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 458
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR40) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = I097,0000 [N_ ×T ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = !5.000
LREF : I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 15.000 BETA9 = 15.000
9REF !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 20,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 I_ACH : N,500
RUN NO. 14741 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
• - , ._9 ......... - _ n_on }q-93 ON ,_5;;? ,i797i101.790 13l .36127 .06452 _54B# _ =_,, _ nn:_u .030£_ ........ -
£00,540 100.210 _52_9 -.06170 ,)5844 -,44624 -.02729 -.02533' f5.00800 I4.99700 -.30405 .09074
t00.260 199.970 .33939 -.05360 .15626 -.45550 -.01829 -.O_;_U 14.99200 _4.99500 -.30085 .07758
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO, I4151 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.490 200.250 .40580 -.0248I .16952 -.52843 -.04097 -.01600 ]4.98100 15.00700 -.33257 .07819
199.970 100.270 •39631 -.03884 .1696I -,47325 -.00984 -.02279 14.99000 15.01200 -,33552 ,07241
200.380 .lOB °37430 -.04992 .14317 -.40873 .01214 -.02793 14.99800 15.00500 -.31312 ,I0958
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/sRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR41) { 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15,000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NG. 1452/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA OBETA
,151 .402 26301 -.06693 I_II_ -.3_28 -.00637 ...... 4 .......... _ • 7,_ n_nT_
-,ii_ '_.Iv _, ..-,.=_Q_....... - nAq;_ .;q_TB -.41302 .00238 -.02277 14.99500 15.01500 -,31576 -.025i0
.669 200.2q0 .27346 -.06546 ,[5448 -.43122 .0145B -.02334 15.00400 I5.00700 -.33u26 -.02B42
GRADIENT .00000 .wuwvv_.... ._nnnon_ .......nnnnn _O000A .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NG. 1453/ 0 RN/L = !.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_ u nnlGn -.02390 I_ 0i70C ....49.302 200.2_0 .2828_ -.060S9 .}4BBB -. 4 -._. ...... i5.07100 -._=c18 -.u_2,....
49.592 [00.160 .27422 -.06472 ,13694 -.42737 -.01605 -.02379 !4.98400 I5,01800 -,28076 .03593
50.216 ,154 I .28466 -,06870 .14706 -.40878 -.02077 -.02628 I4,99200 15,00100 -,28809 .06630
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ..00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? fAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 459
tA_42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SR8 JET ON (OVTR_I) ( 09 FEB 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690_0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 INo XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .OOO0 IN. YT ALPHAS = 15.000 BETAS 15.000
BREP = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y : 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,OLD0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. I454/ 0 RN/L = i.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.980 .243 ,34239 -,07027 .16794 -.40351 -.03403 -.02744 t5,03800 I5.03800 -,311[0 .08762
100.160 99.889 .31785 -.06133 .14478 :.44572 -.02815 -.02355 14.99200 15.03500 -.27509 .05558
99.797 200.410 ,29754 -,05485 .14132 -,45436 -.0188I - -.C_w77 14.98900 15.01500 -.27862 ,07890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1455/ 0 RN/L = [.5[ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.410 200.290 ,37840 -.03045 .16605 -.50454 -.03708 -.OI4q8 54.97700 15.01200 -.30451 .06756
199.990 99.377 .37988 -.04207 ,16912 -.44485 -,03287 -,01823 14.97200 14,90500 -.30400 .17}53
200,I20 -,029 ,34!37 -,05102 .I5595 -.38719 .00078 -,02555 14.98900 I5.0;200 -,30286 ,09058
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .DO000
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR42) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15,000
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAS = 15.000 BETAS 15,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 HACH : 4,500
RUN NO. I456/ 0 RN/L = 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z • X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.394 .403 .30575 -.08116 .14396 -.35049 -,01544 -.0149I I4.99300 I5.01300 -.28737 .I0_57
.826 99,974 .3II78 -.OB710 ,14329 -,36992 -.OOB7I -,01601 14.99000 15.00800 -,31152 .11571
.28Z 200.I10 .31222 -.08114 .15004 -.39415 .00770 -.01822 14,99900 14.99900 -.32046 .09267
GRAOIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1457/ 0 RN/L = 1.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
'* Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.946 I00.200 ,29330 -.07116 ,14163 -.39516 -.016_8 -.01405 I4.99100 15.02200 -:28766 .11190
49.592 ,i99 .2996? -.07586 .I4931 -.35993 -.025q8 -.01482 I4,98500 14,99i00 -.26136 .15415
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA]42_ AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA. PAGE 460
[Alq2, DIET _4/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR42} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQoFT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ 15.000 8ETA = 15.000
LREF = [290.3000 iNCHES YMRF' = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = !5.000 BETAB = 15.000
8REF i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP qSO.O000 !N. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OIO0 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 1458/ 0 RN/L : _.5[ GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -_.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CL_ CA CY CYN C_3t. ALPH_ ZETA O_L.F4 0BETA
!00.040 !r-_" .30549 -.07304 .15478 -.37530 -.02215 -.0!774 _5.00200 !5.02500 -.26724 .|6719
100.330 [O0.[:._L7 .c=,_,c_'_ _ nc_,_ .............I_-_ - _Ino9 -.07555 -.0i510 i4.39700 i5.05800 -.273_ .,u_IS'^
}0P.350 200.}70 .23286 -.05695 _4439 -.43297 -.01325 -,OI4IO I5.00100 15.01100 -.30052 ,l_?14
GRADIENT .00000 .00000.000uO .OOOOO ._GOOO .GOODS .u_'_ .00000 ,OOOOO _00000
RUN NO. [459/ 0 RN/L = [,51 GRADIENT _NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202,3_0 200.[40 :.34953 -.04714 .15372 -.46176 -.03605 -.01212 15.07300 15.09[00 -.35957 .13018
200.I00 _00.I50 .351t3 -.04327 .!6983 -.45229 -.03602 -.01698 14,93900 15.00100 -.2783! .23007
200.070 .IlO .31911 -.05322 ,17022 -.38039 -.00727 -.02450 14.99400 15.01500 -.23477 .21070
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4@, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR43} ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.¢T. ×_RP = tCgT.0OOe fN, ×T ALPHA - t5.00O BEtA = 15.000
t_REF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - _.500
RUN NO. _4601 0 RN/L = I.SI GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
.224 -3.747 ,26406 -.06719 .14519 -.43858 ,00080 -.02604 I4.99800 [5.00300 -.34690 -2.00490
1.098 96.553 30661 -.0724J 15398 -.384%6 --,,,_ - n=,,_ I_ n_nn _ Qqnno - _7Oq_ -} 96043
.!58 !96 !50 .30277 -.07175 ,I5137 -.39014 .01299 -.02242 [4.99000 I4.99500 -.34359 -I.98670
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 OCO00 .00000 00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ....... _, • . uc JLiU .uu_uu
RUN NO. _4611 0 RN/L = _,51 GRADIENT _NTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.369 i96.200 .30412 -.06061 ,15496 -.45097 -.00635 -,02340 t4.99100 15.01400 -.31735 -1.93720
_3+_,, _n_r,_ -.06105 .iG+J3! -._4263 -.01038 -.O2_lI 14,99400 02100
_9.S_7 _ ...... 15. -.3!260 -I,97860
4_.44[ -3.802 .29922 -o06314 .15945 -.439|5 -.02777 -.025!6 [4.97700 }5.04600 -.28360 -t.98690
GRAO_EN[ .OOOO0 .00000 0_00_ .OOOOO .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAt42, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 46]
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR4]) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15;000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .OOOO IN. YT ALPHA8 = I5.000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1462/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
102.350 -3.528 .38547 -.0685B .16552 -.43850 -.01922 -.03010 15.06500 15.00100 -.36887 / -1.90920
99.545 96.133 .34680 -.05793 .16834 -.45222 -.02339 -.02389 ]4.97300 14.95000 -.27272 -I.87070
Luu.,_O 196,120 .34872 -.05517 .155BI =.49993 =,02207 -.0c=0= :u.uu=Ou 15.06200 -.31514 -2,00070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1463/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I99.770 196.420 .43925 -.0215I .I6995 -.56563 -.03729 -.01570 14.98900 I5.01300 -.3468B -I.93900
198.670 96.034 ,41439 -.03305 .18029 -.49605 -.02527 -.02133 14.94600 14.90800 -.29714 -I.83550
200.370 -4.005 .38870 -.04730 ,14122 -.42573 ,01726 -.02861 14.99800 I5,02000 -.31013 -I.92080
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,90000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR44) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15,000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1464/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5;00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.47B -3.794 .27203 -.07322 .I4631 -,38584 -,00641 -.02145 14.97600 15.02000 -.30126 -1.98290
.196 95.855 .27369 -.07143 .14470 -,41452 .00796 -.02276 I4.99700 I5.00400 -.3195B -2.00910
.687 i96.050 .2794i -.06838 .15587 -._v_...... .01B72 -.0230B i4.99B00 iS.00iO0 -.33334 -2.03010
GRADIENT ,00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1465/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.055 -3.772 ,28056 -.07123 .15955 -.42280 -.02233 -,02521 14.99000 f5.02600 -.28887 -1.96540
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 1A142, AEDC V41A-KIA TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 462
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR44) l 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 't097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I5.000 BETA ]5.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0090 IN. YT ALPHAB = t5.000 BETAB - ]3,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I465/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
IO0.BBO -3.746 .33033 -_06773 :l_762 -.41262 -.03443 -.025B1 ]5.04300 i5.02800 -.3IB42 -].928B0
100.130 96.639 .30719 -.05953 .15182 -.45576 -.02907 -.02250 14.99200 15.05700 -,27890 -1.98320
101.200 196.050 .32869 -.05706 .15343 -.44143 -.01220 -.0|7]3 15.01700 14.95300 _.31038 -1.88840
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1469/ 0 RN/L = 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.790 t96.040 .39170 -.03125 .16377 -.51687 -.03309 -.01446 14.98700 15.00400 -.31362 -1.93170
|99.270 96.048 .36938 -.03783 .17780 -.45884 -.02717 :.01B7B 14.95600 I4_93]00 -.28787 -|.86970
200,040 -3.830 .33790 -.04984 .15990 -.40429 .00451 -.02569 14.98800 15.01900 -.30061 -I.93520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR45) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF" = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAS = 13,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. zT Y I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 " MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1468/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x - CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.cI_ -3.692 .31=29 .08391 ,,,_ 7 -.3588_ - nJBR_ -.0!487 I_ Qo_nn i_ n1_n0 -.29576 -i Qm_Rn
.923 96.143 .31652 -.08772 ,14412 -.37525 -.00419 -.01478 14.99600 15.01500 ~_31701 -I.94390
.196 19B.2BO .31269 -.08236 .i5304 -.40232 .0i236 -.01728 i4.99300 |5.00600 -.31845 -i.96100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1469/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL - ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49,393 i96.370 .29880 -.0V249 .14776 -L41959 .00372 -.01657 I4.99900 15.06200 -.30747 -I.99170
49.739 96.067 .29174 -.07093 .t4554 -.39818 -,01295 -.01368 1_,98700 15.02500 -.28563 -1.95000
49.676 -3.939 .29991 -.07556 .15499 -.36395 -.02059 -.01502 14.98900 14.98900 -.26702 -1.89890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 99 IAt42, AEDC V41A-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 463
IAI42, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT BRB JET ON (OVTR45) I 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP- = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB- 15.000 BETAS 13,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1470/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 " GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.988 -3.863 .3020B -.07051 .16201 -.38410 -.01921 -.01660 15.00000 15.03300 -.26804 -1.90300
100.460 95.952 ,29489 -.06515 .I4833 -.4t433 -.02020 -.01517 14.99900 15.03900 -.27984 -1.93470
[00.I60 196.0B0 .27911 -.05BBB .14680 -.43271 -.00940 -.01510 14.98700 15.00900 -.27932 -1.91290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1471/ 0 RN/L = " 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
Ig9.BO0 _96.180 .34783 -.04382 .1595t -.47!10 -.03225 -.01323 14.99300 15.00BO0 -.28504 -t.85890
200.[60 95.949 .35676 -.04865 .17275 -.44348 -,04190 -.01644 14.99400 14.99900 -.28529 -I,84510
'200.150 -3.960 .31354 -.05204 .I6862 -.39072 -.00926 -.02514 I4.99100 I5.01800 -.28279 -1.86250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR4B) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 11.000 BETAS = 19.000
BREP = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 825.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1551/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.OBl -2.137 .33406 -.10123 .14021 -.341B0 -.02354 -.01102 14.99400 15.01100 -3.99760 4.11010
' .481 97.727 .34436 -.lOB17 .13412 -.35260 -.02272 -.01319 14.99500 I5.01900 -4.00650 4.08840
.718 I97.830 .33230 -.09617 .13565 -.37139 -.01188 -.01333 15.00300 I5.0IO00 -4.03B00 4.09550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15521 0 RN/I. = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.804 97.777 .32684 -.09216 .13490' -.35656 -.03098 -.01042 14.98800 I5.01300 -3.99330 4.11640
49.481 -2.354 .30598 -.08488 .14299 -.33552 -.02328 -.01157 14.98300 14.96800 -3.97830 4.17370
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
BATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 464
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR46} ( OB FEB 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES. YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 11.000 BETA8 = 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1553/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA BALFA DBETA
99-907 -2. i56 .29820 -.0B273 .;4372 -.32740 _.03204 -.007B4 14.99000 15.02800 -3.98BB0 4.13910
100.450 97.736 .30083 -.07693 .13902 -.35933 -.04329 -.00543 15.00800 15.06800 -4.00eIo 4.08040
I00.690 }_7.7£0 .3_076 _.07883 .13208 -.38334 -.03382 -.00651 15-00200 15,01700 -4,01250 4.11230
GRABIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15541 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRABIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLN CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.220 197.790 .29845 -.05250 .13594 -.41811 -.05159 -.00595 15.00100 15.01200 " -4.00810 4.20240
200.000 97.739 ,31050 -.06580 .14293 -.37055 -.05654 -.00578 14.98200 14.97300 -3.98860 4.24070
I98.900 -2.294 .26268 -.05141 .I4039 -.31510 -.03482 -.00874 14.95400 14.90700 -3.98430 4.30200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR471 ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.000 BETAB = 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 100.000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1555/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
•059 .SO3 .30327 -.09!37 _!3394 -.37025 -.00427 -.OIBB5 14.98900 15.01700 -4.01BBO 2.04760
.364 I00.340 .29374 -.09429 .13336 "-.38684 ,00117 -.02057 14.98000 14.99700 -4.03170 2.06740
. I*1 =_ N| _ N_NNO 1_ NIINN |_ nn_nn _u n_a_n 2.00590
.253 200.780 ._1_ -.08275 ...... -._,2_
GRABIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15561 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.103 200.750 .27263 -.07002 .13B09 -.43189 -.00091 -.01941 14.99800 15.0B300 -4.01990 1.9eBBO
50.096 !00.730 .26380 -,07121 .13132 -.4001B -.01921 -.01640 14.98400 15.01200 -4.01440 2.06490
50.241 .668 .29278 -.0844B .14063 -.38467 -.01400 -.02135 14.99700 14.97800 -4.01380 2,10100
GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI42, AEDC V41AmKIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 465
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR47) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP • 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .OOOO IN. YT ALPHAB = I1.000 BETAB 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1557/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
XO0.130 .BBO .30648 -.08222 .14252 -.40542 -.01363 -.02237 15.01300 15.03400 -4.00980 2.08620
in,vO.47n inn _on .2925B -.07273 I_Q -.42590 -.03253 -.0!540 !5.00400 I5.07300 -4.0i440 _ n24o0
99.790 200.780 .26642 -.05902 .13360 -.43987 -.02175 -.91632 ]4.99600 15.00000 -4.01070 2.09160
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1558/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.390 200.740 .33918 -.0465l .13492 -.43727 -.04403 -.01112 14.96700 I4.98800 -3.98130 2.15800
t99.890 100.520 .33735 -.05350 .15084 -.4|027 -.04205 -.0149I 14.97100 14.97000 -3.99160 2=17600
200.240 .775 .30720 -.06149 .12838 -.35169 .00025 . -.02373 14,99500 15.00900 -4.01820 2.11940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
!A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR48) ( 02 FEB 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP : 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = ]I.O00 BETAB = IT,0DO
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y 150.000 JET PC = "1225.00D
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1559/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALPA DBETA
-.263 .913 .31276 -.OBB99 .14197 -.34782 -.OtOt3 -.01202 14.99100 I5.00800 -4.00200 2.08500
.656 200.840 .32205 -.09188 .I3405 -.36069 -.00691 -.01399 14.99800 15.01200 -4.05040 2.07710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15601 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
7 V r_ _l M _6 rY PVM _1 _1 P_ _ETA _AI _^ _ETA
49.276 I01.040 .29955 -.08249 .13619 .36001 -. 0 -. .98600 15.03700 -4.00230 2.06010
49.673 .606 .29935 -.08543 .14671 -,34009 -.01933 -.01340 14.98300 14.96500 -3.98640 2.15090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 466
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR481 ( 02 FEB 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETR'IC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP "= I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB = 11.000 BETAB = 17.000 .
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1561/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
_v_._,_"_ ,878 ........_n_ -.08521 14553 -,33373 -.02144 -.01157 |5.00|00 15.0]900 -3.99940 2.12750
I00.220 t00.840 .28782 -.07721 .14076 -.36827 -.03578 -.00971 15.00000 15.08400 -4.00300 2.03480
100.590 500.940 .29247 -.07120 .1333i -.40296 -.02437 -.00872 15.00400 15.03100 -4.02210 2.07740
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1562/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199.920 200.770 .... _31361 -.05273 .14042 -.44148 -.05028 -.00771 14.98700 15.01500 -3.99160 2.17570
200.160 100,700 .32402 -.06290 .15290 -.39480 -.05083 -.01022 14.98100 14.96100 -3.98980 2.23260
200,010 ,633 .2800! -.06179 .14746 -.32508 -.02088 -,01515 14.88500 15.00900 -3.99800 2.17920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVT_49 ( 02 FEB 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1590.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 11.000 BETAB 15.000
6REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 15871 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
133 .u_* .24342 -.06888 13105 _ ,7_n, .00457 .0_!90 lu 9a_on t_ nn_on -_ n_nn - ---_
1.06I 99,973 .29363 -.07667 .14311 -.37310 .00666 -.0|709 15.02700 14.94600. -4.09600 .02956
-.187 500.080 .27677 -.07125 .14437 -.37765 .0i239 -.0i763 i4.88500 i5.00700 -4.05600 -.04196
G_AD!E_T .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15881 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
50.121 200.1!0 .28243 -,06398 .14723 -.43246 -.01103 -.01770 I4.99600 15.0{600 -4,05180 -.03387
50.381 99,992 .29396 -.06371 .14625 -,41395 -.01833 -.01743 15.00700 15.00800 -4.05780 -.01057
48.957 .082 .25558 -.05514 .14388 -.41984 -.02776 -,01993 14.97200 15.04500 -4.01380 -,02274
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 iAi42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 457
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING_ RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR49) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - lOB7.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA = ]5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.000 BETAB = 15.000
"BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH - 4:500
RUN NO. 1589/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101,460 -.083 .31613 -,06140 .13598 -.39772 .003B0 -.02528 15.04600 14.91900 -4.07420 .II663
• 99.983 I00.030 .31812 -.05872 .15804 -.43501 -.04014 -.01930 14.98800 15.01100 "4.01100 .02182
,nn 77 200.0?0 _no_ n_x1_ .!4075 -.47169 !5.00300 !5.04900 -4.03380 03053
...... O ...... - ...... -•03857 -.0!42B -.
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
. RUN NO. 1590/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.030 200.230 .42797 -.02955 .15558 -.54963 -.04579 -.01536 15.00B00 15.07800 -4.06800 -.04000
I99.BO0 I00.020 .37879 -.04553 .16133 -.43750 -.01273 -.02333 14.97200 15.01100 -4.02730 .02366
200.260 .015 .35940 -•05845 .II083 -.35501 .00084 -.02716 14.99500 15.02000 -4.02720 .03552
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR50) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP |097,0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.000 8ETAB 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y :.'.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1593! 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.096 -.|25 .25712 -.07775 .I3915 -.39284 -.00533 -.01983 14.99000 14.99900 -4.04820 .04076
.298 100.390 .25852 -.07809 ,13494 -.41103 ,00546 -.02129 14.99400 15,02400 -4.06120 -.02915
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15941 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL AL:-'HA BETA DALFA OBETA
50.059 .045 .27225 -.07203 15250 .40518 -. -.02073 .98700 15.00500 -4.02130 .05117
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 468
I_142, DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON _OVTR50) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 11.000 BETAS = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450,0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1595/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.860 .022 .31_87 -.06263 ._5859 -,39398 -.02614 -.02268 15.04400 15.00800 -4.04990 .07567
99.960 lO0.OlO .28783 -.05684 .}4206 -.44562 -.G35i4 - _" _' ,4.984uu 15.09000 -4.v_v3u -.02319
lOt. I60 200,130 ,31535 -.05884 .15123 -.42363 -.01532 -.01863 15.00600 14.94200 -4.03460 .09854
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1596/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA BBETA
199.940 200.130 .37504 -.03353 .16011 -.47137 -.05635 -.01310 14.99200 15.01400 -4.04430 .04438
200.480 99.915 .34826 -.04829 .16458 -.40565 -.03143 -.01745 15.00300 15.01100 -4.05210 .04887
199.930 .040 .32096 -.05916 .13662 -.36947 -.00272 -.0_523 [4.98800 15.02800 -4.02430 .04856
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET OH (OVTR51) ( 02 FEB 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = I1.000 BETA8 I5.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1597/ 0 RN/L = |.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.167 .200 .28117 -.07475 .14436 -.35738 -.00958 -.01268 14.99100 15.02100 -4.01920 .03305
.621 99.963 .29762 -.08780 .13793 -.36407 -.00885 -.01566 14.99100 15.0|600 -4.03230 .04226
.823 200.050 .28993 -_07753 ,!380] -.38328 .00408 -.01556 15.00200 15.00400 -4.06520 .03701
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15981 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.242 200.120 .27622 -.07060 .13886 -.404B0 -.00777 -.0[499 14.99200 15.06700 -4.03360 -.01403
49.480 100.020 .26820 -.07439 .14394 -.38076 -.02691 -.01435 14.97700 15.02700 -4.0!080 .04533
49.933 .098 .28488 -.07743 .1565! -.37762 -,00953 -,01805 15.00100 14.98000 -4.01460 .09220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC VqlA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE _69
IA142o O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRSI} 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I5.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOO0 IN. YT ALPHAS = lI.O00 BETAB = 15.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP • 450.0000 IN. ZT Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. I599/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.140 .OB5 .29167 -.07340 .15840 -.36937 -.Ol?3e -.01743 15.00500 15.02500 -4.00650 .OBO12
!00.490 !O0.170 .28774 -.0714I .14902 -.43286 -.OlB7B -.01630 14.99600 15.09000 -4.01040 -.00753
I00.460 200.010 .27556 -.06342 .13901 -.42247 -.02264 -.01217 15.00200 15.00500 -4.02870 .07853
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. 1600/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X • CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
202.560 200.080 .33140 -.04042 .15187 -.46044 -.04209 -.0]187 15.07600 15;09800 -4.10020 .02312
]99.910 100.080 .33462 -.04853 .[6467 -.41855 -.04242 -.01503 14.97900 14.97600 -4.00610 .I4532
200.I50 .|09 .30786 -,0625B .15510 -.36049 -.00515 -.02182 14.99800 15.02200 -4.02340 .08904
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA]42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR52) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAS = II.O00 BETAB = I3.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1575/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.06B -3.797 .2299B -.06627 .14312 -.43984 .00164 -.02260 ]4.98800 I5.0]000 -4.06590 -2.02070
1.487 96.!00 .30735 -_08664 .|428! -.39522 ,0_419 -.02079 |5,03500 14.93900 -4.1015Q -I.94600
-.090 196.190 .29452 -.08234 .14181 -.39703 .01636 -.02132 14.89000 15.01200 -4;06180 -2.02600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I576/ 0 RN/L = 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
7 _ CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
49.495 -3.B95 .27228 -.06351 .152v9 -.43614 -.02559 -.02143 14.98100 ]5.03900 -4.02350 -2.006B0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 470
IA142, OIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON {OVTR52) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.000 BETAB _ 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y .000 JET PC 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1577/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.320 -3.924 .3267[ -.06497 .14792 -.41BSl -.0t056 -.02751 15.04600 14.96500 -4.07200 -1.91140
100.570 96, t10 .32562 -.06026 .15134 -.49078 -.03594 -.02239 15.00800 15.02800 -4.02880 -I.97650
100.880 196.260 .33733 -.06035 .13796 -.48135 -.04633 -,01657 15.00400 I5,02800 -4.03560 -1,98020
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15781 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
199,940 196.170 .46307 -.0310B .14512 -,58636 -.05745 -.01477 14.99800 15.07500 -4.05800 -2.01400
199.490 96.330 .37829 -.04298 .16546 -.46004 -.02238 -.02394 14.96900 15.00400 -4.02500 -1.95830
199.890 -4.19! .36416 -.05610 .11513 -.39438 .02035 -.03000 14,98400 15.00900 -4.01570 -1.94830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET N/SRB5 SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR53) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA _ 15.000 BETA 15.000LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB 1]-000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN: ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1579/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.573 -3._3! ,26220 -,07909 .1412! -.39748 .00239 -.01907 14.97400 15.02200 -4.02250 -I.99190
.493 96.373 .26022 -.07983 .|3041 -.41640 .01122 -.02129 !4.99400 ]5.02800 -4.06260 -2:02960
-.uou iBS.B60 .cSouo -.u,_3v .13815 -.42883 .01784 -.02134 !5.00200 !5.00300 -4.05590 -2.04950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1580/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN OLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
50.950 196.200 ,29233 -.07153 14014 -,40823 ,00210 -.01709 15.02900 15.02600 -4.07550 -2.02210
49.170 96.008 .27085 -.07623 .13575 -,4374I -.01702 -.02025 14.96500 15.09700 -4.00350 -2.06390
49.990 -3.908 .27998 -.08062 ,15522 -.42110 -.01855 -.02102 14.98600 14.99800 -4.01720 -I.95240
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 47]
IA142, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR53) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP"= I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = I5.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.000 BETA8 13.000
BREF = 290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1581/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
101.590 -3.972 .32426 -.06510 .15438 -.38720 .00033 -.02326 I5.06500 14,'93200 -4.03630 -1.87200
!00,350 96°050 .29562 -.06270 .14t91 -.45677 -.02829 -.02142 14.99800 15.01300 -4.01700 -l.95800
lOl.IlO 195.740 .31682 -.06332 .14681 -.43820 -.01429 -.OIBI4 15.01100 14.94100 -4.04230 -I.90890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOOO0" .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15821 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.020 196.130 .38787 -.03669 .15572 -.50|45 -.04465 -.01481 14.99300 15.0|500 -4.04520 -I.96250
200.230 85.719 .35277 -.04973 .I6450 -.42993 -.01928 -.02005 14.99100 I4.98500 -4.03880 -I.93960
198.880 -4,06! .32?48 -.05918 .13530 -.37295 -.00195 -,02466 14.96400 14.90900 -3.99820 -I.85320
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SR8 JET ON (OVTR54) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP logT.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = II.000 BETA8 13.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1583/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
-.279 -3.781 .27757 -.07077 .13991 -.35783 -.00814 -.OllIO 14.98800 15.00600 -4.01420 -1.96210
.BOl 96.005 .29683 -.08624 !34!4 -,36550 --00685 -.0!526 !4.98700 !5.0!400 -4 02440 -!.96890
.936 196. t80 .29635 -.08184 .13446 -.38451 .00388 -.01482 15.00000 15.00100 -4.06670 -1.95480
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1584/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 Y KN CIM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
49.644 -3.919 .28646 -.07866 .t5140 -.36848 -.01479 -.01463 14.99200 14.98600 -4.00560 -1.92510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 472
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR541 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = If.DO0 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y - I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1585/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.130 -3.820 .28927 -.07500 .15BB7 -.37962 -.0117i -.OIB28 14.98800 15.02200 -4.00040 -1.93040
I00.840 95.878 .29011 -.07403 .14415 -.41726 -.01977 -.01518 15.00000 15.06400 -4.01540 -1.99160
I00.440 196.120 .28245 -.06902 .13471 -.43430 -.01245 -.01291 14.99800 15.01300 -4.02550 -1.94580
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1586/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200,000 196.250 ,35135 -.04897 .14856 -.48147 -.03175 -.01288 14.99500 15.01300 -4.02260 -1.91410
199.850 95.970 .34596 -,05290 .I6424 -.43846 -.03575 -.01642 14.97400 14.96900 -4.00470 -1.87560
200.050 -3.984 ,30057 -,06097 .15261 -.38108 -.00174 -,02277 14.99200 15.01900 -4.01780 -I.92320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/$RBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SR8 JET ON (OVTR551 ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP • I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 8ETAB I9.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 200.000 JEI PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 17031 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
I00.000 -2.399 .27842 -.07429 .15545 -.36563 ,00988 -.02458 14.99000 15.01600 -8.01840 4.14180
100.050 97.512 .30729 -.08584 .14702 -.366!5 -,0_297 -.01023 14.99000 15.00400 -8.02660 4.13990
100.460 197.650 .28980 -.06981 .13765 -.38779 -.04314 -.00610 15.00600 15.03900 -8.05200 4.08550
......... ^^_^^ ^._ _n nn_nn nnnnn nnnnn nnhnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn
RUN NO. 1704/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.980 I97.630 .286_9 -.05906 .14172 -.40938 -.04919 -.00454 15.00700 15.05500 -8.04520 4.09600
150.170 97.570 .30704 -.07178 .14873 -.38438 -.05251 -.00607 14.99000 14.99600 -8.02170 4,17710
150.190 -2.594 .26870 -.06853 .15321 -.34613 -.00119 -.02198 14.99200 15.01600 -8.02340 4.16080
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000
LDATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KI A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 493
IAI42. O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR55) ( 02 FEB ?7 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETA8 = 19.000
8REF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. Z_ Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1705/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.360 -2.246 .25859 -.0587[ .14616 -.35774 -.00654 -.01733 15.00400 15.04400 -8.04360 4.14570
200.330 97.623 .28302 -.051!0 .!539! -.38272 -.05765 -.00549 !4.99900 !5.0!500 -8.03450 4.!85!0
200.650 I97.630 .29551 -.04771 .14169 -.42655 -.05641 -.00681 15.01300 15.06300 -8.05010 4. i3520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAE42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR5B) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.OudO SO.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETA8 = l?.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = ]225.000
.SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i?06/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA OBETA
100.090 .603 .25963 -.06018 .15164 -.39629 .01201 -.02977 14.99300 15.04500 -8.02830 2.06630
100.260 100.400 .2889t -.07157 .14248 -.42353 -.03454 -.01574 14.99500 t5.00700 -8.04010 2.09950
99.970 199.950 .25372 -.049t5 .13614 -.43983 -.02666 -.01349 15.00100 14.99000 -8.04440 2. I0400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1707/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.880 200.430 .28166 -.04513 .13820 -.44640 ,.03392 -.01437 15.02900 15.03700 -8.06550 2.08760
150.510 .50B .27231 -.04823 .14412 -,36840 .OOBT? -.02830 15.00300 15.03400 -8.04150 2.09120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17081 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
v Pkl PI M PA rV PY_ r_l &l P_A _TA _AI _A n_TA
200.280 100.360 .32252 -.04825 .1599I -.42190 -.0403G 01722 4.99800 15.01700 -8.05000 .I1670
200.400 200.580 .32572 -.04096 .14804 -.45938 -,04480 -.01409 15.01000 15.06600 -8.05910 2.06070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 " .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA° TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 474
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR57) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 _N, YT ALPHAB- 7.000 BETAS 17.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y © ISO.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1709/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.030 .273 .28916 -.06945 .1558B -.33B95 -.00586 -.01967 t4.99000 15.01300 -B.02630 2.11140
99.891 t00,400 .3044i -.08419 .i509} -.374i3 -.0403B -.0i307 t4.98700 i4.99400 -B.02550 2,11|50
99.914 200.890 .26607 -.06316 .14161 -.41730 -.03306 -.01092 14.99700 I5.05900 -8.04710 2.03440
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. lqlO/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5,00
Z x CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
151.150 200.560 .31114 -.06358 .I3859 -.42740 -.04343 -.00815 15.03700 15.05000 -8.07610 2.06820
149.370 100.330 .29906 -.08758 .15877 -.38881 -.04189 -.01084 14.96900 14.96400 -8.00220 2.17100
149.710 .077 .25304 -.06173 .15756 -.33419 -,00834 -.01949 14,97500 15.01200 -8,01250 2.12510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17}1/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN C_H CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.890 .432 .27002 -.06122 .14989 -.34073 -.01096 -.01817 15.01700 t5.02800 -8.06160 2.10980
200.650 100,430 .31536 -.05456 .15719 -.4041B -.04613 -.01044 15.00900 15.02300 -8.04900 2.13260
200.340 200.470 .31125 -.04447 .14045 -.44527 -.05375 -.00962 15.01200 15.07400 -8.04910 2,08430
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRSB) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 15.000 BETA - 15.000
,=on 7 nn INCHES YMRP .0000 I_i vT ALPHAB= _ nnn BETA8 _R nnnLREF = ..... 0 ............. _ ......
8REF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0|00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1712/ 0 RNIL = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99.742 -.139 .27135 -.04889 .12083 -.39053 .04847 -.03843 14.98100 14.95400 -B.031BO .I0664
I00.380 99.789 .29973 -.06492 .15512 -.41905 -.00732 -.02408 14.99700 15.01600 -B.04460 .04275
100.260 199.990 .29095 -.05205. .15224 -.47178 -.04009 -.01714 15.00200 15.02700 -8.054B0 .0287B
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
• H
DATE 25 JLF....77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 475
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRSB) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB - 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1713/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
150.230 200.510 .33851 -.02940 ,13338 -.56957 -.05484 -.01375 15.04000 15.04700 -8.07850 .05149
!5|.880 98.877 .33175 -,05406 .15224 -.43387 -.03557 -.02355 15.06800 15.01400 -8.12180 .06149
150.460 -.057 .30192 -.04638 .11447 -.40450 .04235 -.03413 15.00200 15.02000 -8.05210 .05274
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I714/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETf DALFA DBETA
200.270 .087 .3IBBl -.05673 ,11429 -.38142 .02681 -,03319 !4.99100 15.03000 -9.04350 .05720
200.110 lO0.1IO .33923 -.05267 .14812 _.40700 -.00399 -.02678 14.99000 15.01800 -8.05220 .05462
202.250 199.850 .43466 -,03754 .t5608 -.50136 -.06028 -.01709 15,05100 i5.05100 -8.12640 .02275
GRAD|ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRS9) ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETA8 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1715/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
tO0.160 .097 .26625 -.04430 .15779 -.40105 .00704 -.03141 15.00200 15.01800 -8.03990 .03480
99.97! 99_977 .29369 -.06406 .16172 -.42481 -.01070 -.02379 14.98900 14.96300 -8,03230 .07459
100.910 200.120 .30405 -.06066 .15041 -.44669 -.02316 -.01885 15.01400 15.06;00 -8.05730 -.04245
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1716/ 0 RNIL = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
t X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
i;9:936 "99_96e 130958 -.06035 °16175 -.41582 -.OIIl? -.02326 14.88300 15.03200 -B.03530 °0049B
149.820 -.03B .26203 -.03905 .14615 -,39190 .02534 -.03160 I4.90100 15.04100 -B.02960 .00982
•GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL77 [AI4@, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 47B
IAI42. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR591 ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB - 7.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y • 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1717/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
20|.0i0 .010 .'30265 -.05755 .134_2 -.37626 ,01255 -,03017 15.00800 15.02500 -B.06270 .02644
]99.760 99.555 .34623 -.05755 .15648 -.4202B -.OOgI7 -.02W5B 14.98100 15.00000 -8.04390 .03932
199.930 200.080 .38878 -.04138 .16660 -.476|5 -,05053 -.01896 I4.99000 i5.01900 -8.06300 .01466
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRBO) ( 02 FEB 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA - 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1718/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
100.030 -.025 ._6060 -.06299 .16262 -.37589 .00_89 -.02293 I4.98900 15.01600 -8.02810 .06846
99.752 I00.030 .27457 -.07407 .15600 -.42822 -.023_2 -.01808 14.98500 15.0]100 -8.02950 .07079
101.480 _00.070 .29440 -.06361 .13546 -.44950 -.02580 -,01417 15.04000 15.04300 -8,09570 .03361
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1719/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.940 199.760 .29109 -.05089 .i44i2 -.462_B -.v3_,9 =.n.=_.__,4 ._.0._0'_. n _5.04400 -_.......0 _n 05209
!50,!20 99 _50 .29648 -.05625 ,I6570 -.41497 -.02387 -.01737 14.98400 14.92000 -8.02250 .18048
150.750 -.070 .28646 -.05392 ,15417 -.34495 .00778 -.02366 iS.0iiO0 i5.00900 -8,05480 .0_224
_R ....... 0 nnnn nnnnn a0000 .00000 .00r_0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17201 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.i20 .039 .29591 1.05959 ,15314 -.36254 ,00341 -.02490 I4.98700 I5.04400 -8,03990 ,0445I
200.190 100.250 ._2273 -.04585 ,16536 -.43977 -.04787 -.01592 14.99900 15.03300 -B.05IBO .07715
202.010 200.160 .38765 -.05349 .14503 -.46477 -.05016 -.01324 15,05400 15.05500 -8,10910 .04270
GRAO#ENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 477
IA142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTRGI} ( 02 FEB 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP " I097_0000 IN. XT ALPHA " 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB " 7.000 BET_.B = 13.000
BREF " 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE _ .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1721/ 0 RN/L " 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL' ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
lO0.1BO -3.953 .28804 -.05194 .14942 -.41214 .00680 -.02802 15.00300 15.07200 -8,05490 -2.04970
...._nn 54_n 95.9!6 .32988 -.06763 .15215 -.49145 -.01576 -.02474 15.01000 15.05300 -8.06020 -2.02210
97.988 196.040 .21182 -.030GO .1563! -.56165 -.03566 -.01539 14.93800 15.04200 -7.99010 -2.03320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17221 0 RN/L = |.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
149.710 195.850 .34668 -.02743 ,13814 -.60529 -.05122 -.01312 14,93900 15.00800 -7.97900 -I.94960
I49.600 95.946 .34202 -,04436 .16976 -.51272 -.06330 -.Ol?B3 I4,95000 14.93700 -8.00630 -1.89630
149.830 -4.151 .29607 -.04517 .11753 -.39049 .03187 -.03133 14,98300 15.02400 -8.03350 -I.99300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1723/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.900 -4.259 .33244 -.05729 .11208 -.38564 .02515 -.03077 15.00700 15.01700 -8.05900 -1.87170
204.370 95.764 .52718 -.08116 .14304 -.45415 -.00275 -.02532 15.09500 15.03900 -8.16310 -2.00170
200.320 196.220 .45064 -.03122 . .15508 -.57881 -.05878 -.01684 15.00300 15.02700 -8.08350 -I.98530
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 -.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR62) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
• SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA 75.000 BETA 15.000
, oc_ = |290.3000 i_rwr_ YM_P hnh_ IN. YT ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB 13.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP " 450.0000 IN. ZT Y " 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE " .0100 MACH " 4.500
RUN NO. 17241 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
7 Y CN CIH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
99,943 95.892 .29985 -.07010 ii6779 -.43633 -.01478 02164 14.99100 15.02900 -8.03590 -2.01240
100.960 195.830 .30224 -.06039 .15500 -.45413 -.01733 -.0t925 15.02000 15.03700 -8.07710 -2.03540
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED souRcE DATA PAGE 478
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR62) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT; xMRP = 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = I5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 7.000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP • 450.0000 IN. ZT Y • 50.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1725/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT" INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
t=n n n 1o= Inn _u_ot -.05!02 .!B!33 -.4BBT? n_n_m -.0!B33 14 nn_nn I_ n_nn .= n_ 7n -2.00880
I4g.B70 95.791 .31273 -.06214 .IS502 -.4245B -.00493 -.02374 14.98200 14.99600 -8.03590 -1.98390
150.230 -4.027 .30378 -.05371 .139|2 -.37989 .0179I -.02690 15.01500 14.91600 -8.06660 -1.90190
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1726/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA D',LFA DBETA
200.020 -4.334 .30338 -.05767 .14276 -.37729 ,01424 -.027BI 14.98400 15.01800 -8.03860 -B.OOITO
200.110 95.666 .36596 -.06145 .16105 -.42489 -.OlllB -.02346 14.99200 15.00100 -B.05660 -1.98970
199.530 196.160 .38033 -.03993 .17051 -.49879 -.0445I -.01977 I4.98600 15.02900 -B.OBI2O -2.01510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR63) ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1097.0000 IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA • 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YT ALPHAB= 7.000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP • 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1727/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
|00.090 -4._i8 .2Bi84 -.05_35 .1653_ -.3661B -.OOBS_ -.GIGS| I_.££500 |5.01700 -8.03560 mi.96330
100.140 96.092 .2822B -.0713B .16036 -.42056 -.02734 -.01633 14.99600 15.02900 -B.04200 -I.97770
iO0.610 196.5B0 .27920 -.06476 .13995 -.45323 -.01636 -.01447 15.0]200 I5.05200 -8.07200 -2.00170
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1728/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLM CA CY CYN CBL ALPHA BETA OALFA DBETA
150.530 ]95.790 .29215 -.05092 .15152 -.46954 -.02436 -.01520 15.0IqO0 I5.04700 -8_06530 -l.9B200
I50.190 98.279 .31194 -.05945 .16999 -.43156 -.01621 -.01853 14.99100 14.97200 -B.03490 -I.BlI90
150.360 -4.320 .27010 -.05290 .15826 -.36527 .0062B -.02149 14.99700 15.02600 -B.04390 -I.970B0
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
7GATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V4LA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 479
IAI42o O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, RIGHT SRB JET ON (OVTR63} ( 02 FEB 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 8690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP" = I097.000Q IN. XT ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.009
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YT ALPHAB • 7.000 BETAB = 13.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 450.0000 IN. ZT Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE _ .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1729/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CLH CA CY • CYN CBL ALPHA BETA DALFA DBETA
200.699 -b,028 .29206 -,06084 ,15760 -.37BB2 .005_9 -,02418 I5.DO_DD 15.91200 -8.05390 -2.98270
200,770 95.888 .34172 -.05456 .15702 -.44779 -.03182 -.0|B5i |5.0iSO0 i5.0Z600 -8.07370 -I.87160
201.010 195,910 .35897 -.0470! .15827 -.4884B -.0387! -.01408 15.02800 15.07300 -8.08710 -2.01850
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOOI) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2680.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP =" i258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA ,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAS = ,OOD
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 if4.ZB Y ,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 371/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-1.904 400.060 -.01445 -.01549 -.00396 .00267 -.00464 -.11040 .00712 -.08433 -.00134
-._8_ 300.130 -._I230 -.01_50 -.00269 .0037D -.00_95 -._055:5 .00388 -.00397 .00732.
-.445 24g.970 -.20647 -.01439 -.00210 .0039I -.00514 -.10513 .00420 -.00499 -.00184
-.414 200.030 -.29943 -.0693 -,0015! .00476 -.00507 -.!0402 .00!74 -.00394 -.002I!
-.385 I75;I00 -.22388 -.01494 . -.00.]20 .00516 -.00539 -.]0324 .00390 -.00357 -.00263
-,398 t50.t60 -.10044 -.01514 -.00084 .00494 -.00552 -.10248 .00606 -.01220 -.00336
-.330 125.030 .07850 -.01539 _.00050 .00507 -.00563 -.lOlBl .00951 -.00276 -.00182
-.50B I00,090 -.I0285 -.01585 -.00012 .00485 -.00568 -.IOlI6 .00653 -.01122 -.0047I
-.323 74.994 -.06442 -.01609 .00023 .0042| -.00580 -.I0043 .00732 -.00599 -.00047
-.371 49.944 -.22721 -.01615 .00050 .00379 -.00606 -.0998u .00504 ,-.00370 -.OOiBi
-,418 25.056 ,08523 -,01600 .00059 ,00327 -.00630 -,09947 .01097 -.00606 7.00275
-.271 -,002 .24777 -.01655 .00090 .00208 -.00709 -.09903 .01559 -.00410 -.00289
-.349 -50.050 .31370 -.01708 .00122 -.00017 -,01000 -.09G51 .02171 -.00437 .00499
-.463 -IO0.140 .68659 -.OIB3B .00200 -.00550 -.01396 -.09732 .03616 -.OlO31 -,00316
- XI6 -200.050 1.71820 -,01849 .00471 -.02196 -,02206 -.09047 .07150 -,00424 -.00131
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 4BO
IA142° SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOOI) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = .000 BETAS .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y • .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 373/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
,. _n ,4_4_ ................. - .... 4_ - .......... 7, -.07458 -._,_
_8.u_u 400.140 _.t _ _ - n_ - nnTt_ mm_ B m_7 _ tn_ nn! _ nnTm=
49.663 300,180 -.64328 -.0108I -.00191 .00905 -,00442 -.I0245 -.00650 -.00488 -,00223
49.703 250.010 -.27042 -.01054 -.00145 .00924 -.00484 -.I0113 .0010I .0052B .00730
49.569 199.980 -.18327 -.01107 -.O00Sl .00935 -.00489 -.I0015 .00296 -.00892 .00002
49.661 175.100 -.07822 -,01132 -o00057 .00954 -.00523 -.09945 .00508 -.00963 -.00262
49.698 150,080 .20414 -.01213 -.00021 .00957 -.00543 -.09906 ,01049 -,00892 -.00353
49.695 125.080 .02561 -.01203 .00017 .00964 -.00542 -.0980B ,00713 -.01026 .00028
49.8B1 100.040 .14610 -.0121B .00033 .00974 -.00564 -.09776 ,00927 .00994 -,00204
49,482 75.003 -.I1417 -,01202 ,00051 .00978 -.00505 -,0972I .00542 -.01289 .00069
49.686 49.898 .07076 -.01210 .00070 .00992 -.00649 -.09679 .00973 -.01617 .00037
49.679 24.998 -,04460 -.01221 .00086 .00921 -.00693 -.09645 .00BI5 -.01005 -,00131
49.680 ,020 .00806 -.01261 .00098 .00856 -.00750 -.09640 .01014 -,01036 -.00238
49.794 -50.036 .16039 -.0|317 .00092 .0043B -.00970 -.09682 .01746 -.00754 -.00084
49.818 -|00.040 .74705 -,0144B .00066 -.00210 -.01332 -.09820 .035|7 -.00512 -.00087
49.945 -200.060 1.89760 -.01598 .00077 -.01738 -.02123 -.09854 .07241 -.00241 -.00374
6RAO]ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEBC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 4Bl
IAI42o SRBS SEPARATING FROM o/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTO02} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2630.0000 SO.FT_ XMRP - 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA - ,000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP. = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= .000 BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y =- .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 372/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-2.645 -100.090 .69792 -.01846 .00207 -.00592 -.01397 -,09720 .03649 -.08793 -.00251
.OOS -50.013 .32573 -.01742 .00120 -.00072 -,01020 -.09876 .02263 .00289 -.00026
-.378 .068 .38611 -.01686 .00091 .00074 -.00722 -.09920 .01859 -.00813 -.00255
-.379 25.031 .20729 -.0i617 .00063 .00230 -.00654 -.099_7 .01397 -.00576 -.00252
-.296 49.866 -,19414 -.01635 .00051 .00284 -.00619 -.09989 .00611 -,00494 -.00343
-.326 75.016 -.02489 -.01654 .00025 00320 -.00600 -.10066 .00863 -.00463 ,-.00340
-.336 tO0.050 .02735 -.01595 -.000]8 )0378 -.00580 -.10133 .00927 -.00473 -.00176
-.240 I25,000 .19_48 -.01562 -.00053 00439 -.00568 -.I0202 .01179 -.00252 -.00252
-.427 150.t20 -.10026 -.01524 -.00090 00458 -.00560 -.10259 .00654 -.00780 -.00210
-.321 175.110 -.11557 -.01494 -,00123 00470 -.00541 -,10332 .00594 -.00352 -.00325
-.310 200.180 .06277 -.01509 -.00153 00443 -.00510 -.I0416 .00863 -.0056B -.00103
-.182 249,960 -.19596 -.01448 -.00211 00365 -.00518 -.10520 °00451 -,00243 -.00217
-.293 300.220 .09075 -.01455 -.00275 00338 -,00495 -,!0697 ,00902 -.006!8 -.0016l
-.169 400.160 -.30239 -.0]526 -.00391 00267 -,00459 -.IlOl4 .00209 -.00570 -.00]80
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 3741 0 RN/L = 1.51 U_ADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
47.850 -100.130 .74793 -.01467 .00059 -.00246 -.01340 -.0984B .03569 -.06726 -.00030
49.724 -49.997 .17968 -.01348 .00086 .00376 -.00974 -.09718 .01805 -.00900 -.00413
49.559 -.035 .01526 -.01258 .00077 .00811 -.00765 -.09690 .01088 -,00882 .00004
49.699 24.986 -.11490 -.0122B .00063 .00859 -.00706 -.09706 .00733 -.01543 ,O0011
49.718 49.942 .02151 -.01229 .00051 .00916 -.00667 -,09737 ,00915 -,01050 -.00!26
49.816 75.004 -.00343 -.01228 .O003B .00965 -.00625 -.09769 00767 -.00672 -.00256
49.758 I00.130 -.0355! -.01218 .00018 .00929 -.00581 -.09813 00679 -.00924 -.00372
49.744 125.030 ,06253 -.01214 -.00000 .00928 -.00563 -.09855 00795 -,OI09I -.00216
49.767 150.010 -.04068 -,0]194 -.00034 .00931 -.00550 -,09926 00597 -.01173 -,00218
49.787 175.040 -.15473 -,01159 -.00064 .00948 -.00534 -.09977 00378 -.00988 -.00469A .........
49.835 200.010 -.16707 -.01137 -.00091 .00932 -.O05ui -.10032 00303 -.uu11_ -.uuu_
49.810 249.960 ,09407 -.0]079 -.00]50 .00933 -.00485 -.I0]42 00754 -.0107] -.00280
49.755 300.170 -.28762 -.01083 -.00204 .00898 -.0044I -.10278 00016 -.01068 -.00027
49.925 400.110 -.32348 -.01086 -.00320 .00796 -.00345 -.10566 -.00167 -.00853 -.00060
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 482
IA142o SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO03) ( 28 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : .0000 IN. ZB Y : .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 39?/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
-1.928 400.140 -I.10460 -.01308 -.00388 .00427 -.00460 -.lOB?0 -.01222 -.08445 .0018I
-,282 300-370 -1.22530 -.01250 -.00273 .00558 -.00474 -.10553 -.01447 -.00460 .00292
-.42l 250.130 -1.13610 -.01266 -.00208 .00575 -.00496 -.10402 -.01242 -.01032 .00023
-.352 200.160 -;.23420 -.0126t -.00155 .00645 -.00488 -,I0267 -.01454 -.01054 .00230
-.371 175.I30 -1.05230 -.01303 -.00121 .00649 -.00509 -.t0209 -.01100 -,00998 -.00143
-.263 150.I80 -1.0_010 -,01336 -,00083 .00666 -.00529 -.10136 -.01061 -.00680 -,00084
-.276 125.090 -1.21850 -.0136I -.00052 .00664 -,00531 -,!0074 -.01382 -.01263 .00268
-.142 100.270 -1.20450 -.0137l -.O002B .00624 -.00537 -.I0023 -.01337 -.00609 -.00021
-.26i 75.06? -I.09400 -,01407 .00014 .00606 -.00577 -.09938 -.01054 -.01113 -.00036
-.227 50.145 -I.13250 -.01434 .00040 .00526 -.00611 -.09890 -.01068 -.00678 -.00151
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 400/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
48.049 400.130 -1.37720 -.00906 -.00314 .00857 -,00358 -.10438 -.01982 -.07454 .00112
49.579 300.170 -1.35710 -.00827 -.00194 .00999 -.00450 -,10t56 -.01848 -.00884 -.01008
49.644 250.070 -1.33260 -.00929 -.00144 .OlOOl -.00490 -.10032 -.01744 -.01077 .00179
49.760 200.100 -1.23330 -.00958 -.00092 .01028 -.00508 -.09924 -.01553 -.00729 .00158
49.706 175.150 -1.15770 -.00981 -.00057 .0105l -.00510 -.09851 -.01403 -.00526 -.00041
49.725 150.170 -I.24330 -.01020 -.00026 .01042 -.00521 -.09798 -.01530 -.00592 -.00067
49.583 125.060 -1.31950 -.01044 -.00002 .01043 -.00529 -.09755 -.01675 -.01072 -.00160
49.928 t00.120 -1.21970 -.01028 .00019 .01063 -.00545 . -.09692 -.01484 -.00482 .00100
49.662 75.133 -1.29690 -.0104! ,00043 .01072 -,005?8 -.0964l -,01569 -.00981 -.00262
49.846 50.146 -1.26760 -.01048 .00066 .01057 -.00618 -.09589 -;01451 -.00580 -.00}58
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC VqIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 483
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO04) ( 26 APR 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. ×MRP z 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA , .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y _ .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 398/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-2.319 25.169 -I.I0440 -.01430 .00051 .00483 -.0063B -.09862 -.00964 -.07762 .O0127
-.328 .109 -.944tl -.01466 .00072 .0035I -.00711 -.OgB30 -.00512 -.01253 -.00115
-.237 -49.884 -.665i5 -.0i599 .00i32 -.00059 -.00955 -.0975B .0045I -.00456 .00062
-.177 -99.966 -.38287 -.01699 .00195 -,00537 -.0136_ -,09656 .01718 -.00556 -.00264
-,253 -199.920 .62489 -.01667 .00395 -.02064 -.02IBB -.09123 .05193 -.00552 .00146
-.219 -99.948 -.26495 -.016_5 .00174 -.00498 -.01417 -.09673 .01992 -.01136 -.00521
-.274 -48.822 -.73735 -.01533 .00099 .00016 -.01029 -.09799 .00418 -.00714 .00103
-.14I .162 -.90890 -.01464 ,00064 ,00282 -.00714 -,09849 -.00448 -.00487 -.00I]5
-.374 25.197 -.B921I -.0]421 .00044 .00389 -.00657 -.09873 -.00516 -.00823 -.00108
-.IB5 50.137 -I.II6IO _.01430 .00031 .00473 -.00615 -.09910 -.0[018 -.00486 .00018
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 401/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
47.692 25.209 ,1.13550 -.01093 .00086 .01019 -.00662 -.09565 -.01144 -.06992 .00168
49.812 .177 -.98094 -.0109B .00098 .00892 ,.00727 -.0953B -.00714 -.00409 ".00068
49.718 -49.9tl -.88555 -.OIIII .00069 .00477 -.00986 -.096]I -.00044 -.00822 -.00128
49.864 -99.970 -.48822 -.01246 .00034 -.00184 -.01344 -.09771 .01398 .00023 .00131
50.049 -199.820 .34538 -.01382 .00017 -.01630 -.02069 -.098B0 ,04404 .00385 -.00t23
49.407 -99.923 -.46920 -.01259 .00032 -.00236 -.01352 -.09784 .01460 -.01721 .00240
49.664 -49.926 -.72112 -.01157 .00057 .00477 -.00990 -.09668 .00296 -.01122 -.00021
49.594 .054 -!.I_SBO -.01!17 .0007! .00BBB -.00758 -.096!7 -.00954 -.00774 .00062
49.677 25.187 -1.20810 -.01074 .00055 .01005 -.00691 -.09630 -.01218 -.00677 .00364
49.811 50.118 -1.]6990 -.OlOB5 .00046 .01053 -.00643 -.09560 ,.01217 -.00595 .00056
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 484
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTO05} ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP .= I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRp .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 399/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-2.325 75.185 -I.16540 -.0]445 .O000I .00567 -.00574 -.09995 -.0II97 -.OqB61 -.00017
- ^ ........ _" .00556 _ 0_48 ,nn_ -.01254 -.00020 _n=_=
.uou zuu.c_u -I.iB2_O -.0i389 ,,._w_38 . _ - ...... - ......
-.289 125.190 -1.00580 -.O1369 -.00062 .0060i -.00541 -.I0105 -.OOBBl -.01013 .00053
-.2BO 150.I10 -1.20750 -.01350 -.00096 .00520 -.00530 -.10176 -.01351 -.00571 -.00097
-.19B 175,040 -1.21770 -,01340 -.00128 .00626 -.00515 -.I024B -.01392 -.00787 .00009
-.246 200.150 -1.22290 -.01298 -.00157 .00599 -.00496 -.10296 -.01423 -.00519 -.00008
-.138 250.150 -l.20BO0 -.01279 -.00212 .00537 -.00494 -.10417 -.01382 -.00423 -.00033
-.198 300.280 -1.12080 -.01254 -.00277 .00516 -.00472 -.10565 -.0]259 -.00484 -.00012
-.051 400.210 -1.20590 -.01299 -.00385 .00423 -.00448 -.]0858 -.01413 -.00480 -.00210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 402/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
47.591 75.145 -1.29390 -.OIOB6 .00034 .01075 -.00583 -.09691 -.01555 -.07260 .00085
49.765 100.300 -1.30490 -.01089 .00013 .01052 -.00556 -.09746 -.0_610 -.00293 .00229
49.736 125.170 -1.41380 -.01062 -.00007 .01054 -.00535 -.09778 -.01831 -.0|035 -.00177
49.880 I50.230 -1.32460 -.01059 -.00037 .01054 -.00525 -.09852 -.01692 -,00475 -.00415
49.762 175.160 -1.13680 -.01036 -.00065 .OI03I -.00512 -.09909 -.01382 -.00725 -.00043
49.761 200.230 -t.24650 -.01006 -.00099 .01040 -.00492 -.09972 -.01605 -.01221 -.00153
49.622 250.250 -1.24800 -.00977 -.00149 .01003 -.00474 -.10075 -.01623 -.01169 .00051
49.800 300.220 -1.36390 -.00957 -.00199 .00983 -.00432 -.10186 -.01882 -.00853 -.O016B
49.880 400.160 -l.38190 -.00945 -.00310 .00857 -.00350 -.I0455 -.02002 -.00993 .00132
GRADIENT .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000
7DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142o AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 485
[AI42o "SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF [LVTOO6) ( 26 APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP - |258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
- BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 407I 0 RN/L = !.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-1.I07 400.460 -.22480 -.03516 -.00950 -.01473 -.00469 -4 13510 .01233 -.08850 .00509
-.44! 300.180 -.17200 -.03602 -.00740 -.0|498 -.00391 -4 13150 ,01210 -.01162 .00719
-.349 250.200 -.10040 -.03677 -.00640 -.01493 -.00358 -4 12950 .01279 -.01043 .00827
-.335 200.150 -.43034 -.03672 -.00604 -.01453 -.00279 -4 12860 .00549 -.01075 .00750
-.328 175.190 -.33879 -.03633 -.00590 -.01485 -.00283 -4 I2800 .00748 -.01394 .00859
-.20I 150.110 -.34212 -.03696 -.00556 -.0t495 -.00274 -4 12750 .00731 -.00808 .00889
-.220 125.050 -.34589 -.03787 -.00489 -.01550 -,00246 -4 12640 .00696 -.01293 .00885
-.358 100.260 -.32970 -.03857 -.00439 -.01612 -.00246 -4.I2560 .00742 -.01583 .00583
-.18! 75.353 -.41905 -.03887 -.00418 -.01633 -,00246 -4.Z2530 .00594 _,00698 .00623
-.266 50.082 -.40657 -.03854 -.00421 -.01666 -.00252 -4.12520 .00635 -.00622 .00759
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 410/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
48.799 400.440 -.69057 -.03305 -.00807 -.00567 -.00256 -4.13130 -.00177 -.08777 .00578
49.672 300,230 -.66780 -.03265 -.00673 -.00650 -.00259 -4.12770 -.00109 -.00491 .0077I
49.580 249.960 -.75106 -.03274 -.0062i -.00613 -.00270 -4.12650 -.0027] -.00675 .00308
49.626 200.070 -.57520 -.03268 -.00578 -.00596 -.00278 -4.12540 .00064 -.01143 .00424
49.716 175.140 -.5571I -.03295 -.00556 -.00609 -.00302 -4.12500 .00135 -,00815 .00716
49.644 150.200 -.71039 -.03296 -.00533 -.00660 -.00316 -4.12450 -.00117 -.00718 .00710
49.582 125.070 -.4124] -.03343 -.00503 -.00754 -.00317 -4.!2400 .00455 -.00975 ,00429
49.789 I00.190 -.4874! -.03397 -,00405 -.00848 -.00314 -4.12340 .00345 -.00916 -.00957
49.434 75.137 -.3652I -.03464 -.00424 -.00696 -.00336 -4.12280 .00603 -.01308 .00740
49.725 50.065 -.32262 -,03495 -.00400 -.00951 -.00383 -4.12240 .00768 -.00792 .00943
GRAO|ENf .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 486
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO07} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = !258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB- -4.000 BETAB .000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 432/ 0 RN/L = 2.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
1.559 400.490 .51878 -.25576 .02740 -.01291 -.00484 -4 I8340 .0249I -.08773 .00516
-.427 300.110 ,47098 -.25513 .02930 -.01299 -.00402 -4 17830 .02283 -.00662 .00625
-.227 249.$70 .55273 -.25482 .030IT -.01316 ,,.0037k _4 17620 .02386 "_.00914 .OIO00
-.41[ 199.940 .29424 -.25502 .03047 -.012_6 -.00294 -4 175k0 .01793 -.01216 .00624
-.304 174.920 .39931 -.2551I .0306B -.01295 -.0029I -4 17490 .0Z983 -.00975 .OIOIO
-.195 149.860 .50267 -.25556 .03103 -.01350 -.00281 -4 17430 .02163 -.01022 .00912
-.238 124.970 .48788 -.25559 .03149 -.01354 -.00255 -4 ]7330 .02099 -.01575 .00842
-,225 99.926 .43328 -.25627 .03203 -.01399 -.00257 -4 17220 .01970 -.01125 .00417
-.242 74.900 .61089 -.25630 .03222 -.01429 -.00270 -4 17190 .02355 -.0105! .00843
-.277 49.777 .34955 -.25653 .03226 -.01519 -.00271 -4 17190 .01931 -.00876 .00420
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 437/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
48.874 400.450 -.40536 -.03288 -.00806 -.00537 -.00269 -4 13120 .00328 -.08094 .00464
49.558 300.070 -.39211 -.03248 -.00676 -.00598 -.00267 -4 12770 .00363 -.00899 .00824
49.698 249.910 -.28893 -.03226 -.00630 -.00597 -.00281 -4 12640 .00563 -.00658 .00783
49.734 199.950 -.19885 -.03252 -.00576 -.00590 -.00280 -4 I2520 .00717 -.00462 .00877
49,578 I74.960 -.48103 -.03289 -.00556 -.00566 -.00290 -4 12500 .00235 -.0087I .00727
49.705 149.970 -.43130 -.03277 -.00534 -.00637 -.00294 -4 12440 .00300 -.0061! .00784
49.707 124.970 -.44868 -.03308 -.00503 -.00693 -.00289 "-4 12380 .00327 -.00418 .00559
49.739 I00.060 -,22358 -,03369 -.00460 -.00803 -.00300 -4 123]0 .00765 -.00656 .00502
49.662 74.942 -,39572 -.03447 -.00415 -.00851 -.00308 -4 12250 .00495 -.00775 .00639
49,712 49.830 -.38205 -.03470 -.00389 -.0087I -.00322 -4 I2200 ,00546 -.00978 .00425
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAOE 487
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOO8} ( 25 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA - .000
LREF = [290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- -4.000 BETAB - .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 40Bl 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.192 25,300 -.26590 -.03773 -,00448 -.01802 -,00268 -4.12540 .00944 -.00485 .00464
-.412 .142 -.I1992 -.03739 -.00434 -.01867 -.00323 -4.12480 .Of301 -.00923 .00753
.342 -50.056 .19366 -.04282 -.0029B -.026hB -.0049B -4.12470 .02349 .01800 .02286
-.B42 -99.94? .43790 -.04036 -.00310 -.03101 -.00850 -4.12340 .03455 -.02328 .00689
-.396 -149.900 .71248 -.04012 -.00292 -.03454 -.01287 -4 12280 .04720 -.00922 .00676
-.I_O 199.789 .48957 -.04188 -.00308 -.03331 -.00837 -4 12430 .03592 -.01168 .00740
.645 -50,084 .I1923 -.04257 -.00306 -.02570 -.00522 -k 12480 .02263 -.00409 -.02393
-1.132 .177 -.04007 -.03835 -.00426 -.02052 -.00373 -4 12520 .01573 -.02322 .00941
-.276 25.211 -.10775 -.03804 -.00448 -.01927 -.O031B -4 12550 .01331 -.00405 .0068B
-,242 50.047 -.25554 -.03856 -.00437 -.01799 -.00286 "-4 ]2560 .00989 -.00857 .00817
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 4111 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
48.443 25.425 -.28952 -.0348B -.00398 -.01045 -.00396 -4.12230 .00874 -.08730 .00399
49.851 .186 -.39448 -,03493 -.00392 -.01!55 -.00463 -4.12220 .00B05 -.00915 .00673
49.737 -49.968 -.05990 -.03634 "-.00415 -.01514 -.00717 -4.12360 .01913 -.00800 .00844
49.858 -99.870 .51728 -.03808 -.00434 -.02076 -.01102 -4.]2500 .03677 -.00705 .00622
49.858 -150.GIG .76505 -.04159 -.00467 -.02710 -.01533 -4.12800 .04969 -.00757 .00570
49.637 -100.020 .0587I -.03842 -.00438 -.02127 -.01104 -4.12540 .02905 -.00925 .00740
49.519 -50.012 -.23169 -.03617 -.00420 -,01562 -.00728 -4.12360 .01645 -.00979 .00909
uo,_.70,, .107 -,26750 -.03486 -.00406 -,01243 -.00477 -4. 12250 ,01074 -.0084q_ ,00720
49.722 25.194 -.51939 -.03474 -.00400 -.01113 -.00409 -4.12230 .00469 -.00935 .00673
49.747 50.012 -.22BB2 -.03461 -.00397 -.00970 -.00373 -4.12220 .00920 -.00793 .00714
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 488
IAI42. SRBS'SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOO9) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .OiOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 438/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
48.467 25.249 -.13079 -.03463 -.00392 -.0097_ -.00377 -_.12200 .01097 -.08722 .00710
49.692 -.05B -.31B79 -.03482 -.O03BS -.01119 _.00447 -4.I2200 .00901 -.00821 .0052!
49.759 -50.070 .21328 -.03624 -.00_|2 -.01486 -.00712 -4.12340 .02367 -.00867 .00745
49.754 -IO0.130 .51526 -.03835 -.00430 -.02064 -.OllOk -4._2510 .03673 -.00709 .00818
49.867 -150.200 1.04340 -.04167 -.00472 -.02691 -.01534 -4.12B10 .05443 -.OOW60 .00753
49.422 -I00.200 .16222 -.03840 -.00439 -.02092 -.01111 -4.12540 .03058 -.01249 -.00675
49,655 -50.069 -.02517 -.03660 -.00410 -.01552 -.00735 -4.12360 .01987 -.00802 .01790
49,700 -.016 -.55428 -.03489 -.00403 -.01257 -.00485 -4.12240 .00939 -.00577 .00840
49.669 25.017 -.33399 -.03474 -.00395 -.01091 -.00413 -4.12220 .00787 -.00413 .00738
49.674 49.877 -.33008 -.03485 -.00397 -,00951 -,00371 -4,12230 .00736 -.00716 .00828
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .QO000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF {LVTOIO) ( 86 APR 77 )
HEFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB .OOO
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB " Y = .000 JETPC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 409/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.415 75.103 -.56152 -.03877 1.00434 -.01718 -.00263 -4.12570 .00375 -.027]6 .00654
.012 I00.II0 -.40842 -.03868 -.00457 -.01670 -.00247 -4.12620 .00626 .00075 .00629
,_= _ n 710n_ - n_39A -,00498 --01629 -.00258 -4.12660 .00786 -.00814 .00622
-.31G ,_J.vgv - ............ "
-.361 150.140 -.41758 -.03692 -.00553 -.01566 -.00275 -4.12770 .00624 -.00786 .00683
-.253 175.030 -,40869 -.03649 -.00593 -.01553 -.00295 -4.1BB20 .00666 -,0059! .0093_
-.225 200.060 -.63101 -.03578 -.00620 -.01457 -.00283 -4.12900 .00234 -.00650 .00446
-.228 250.160 -.37693 -.03660 -.00653 -.Ulb_ -.uu3D_ -4.12970 .uuo:l -.uu5,, .uu,o,
-.135 300.190 -.25777 -.03822 -.00747 -.01535 -.00391 -4.13180 .01072 -.00579 .00668
-.166 400,260 -.40451 -.03522 -.00949 -.01502 -.00472 -4.13610 .00937 -.00995 .00757
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77- [AI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 489
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM D/ET, SRB JETSOFF (LVTOIO) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP. = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC • ,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 412/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
48.368 75.401 -.54013 -.03474 -.00427 -.00946 -.00341 -4.t22g0 .00325 -.08582 .00303
49.920 100.150 -.44761 -.03435 -.00468 -.00917 -.0034g -4.12370 .00489 -.00460 .00780
49.735 I25,i00 -.88022 -,0334i -.00505 -.00796 -.00314 -4.!2_10 -.00348 -.00768 .00544
49.770 !50.160 -.52939 -.03291 -.00533 -.00684 -.00316 -4.12440 .00227 -.00709 .00435
4g.692 175.030 -.54299 -.03307 -.00559 -.00551 -,00307 -4.12520 .00180 -.00946 .00537
ug.780 200.120 -.56807 -.03270 -.00583 .-.00603 -.00287 -4.12550 .00092 -.00873 .00644
48.812 249.990 -.56307 -.03265 -.00527 -.00645 -.00277 -4.12650 .00098 -.00750 .00702
49.88! 300.140 -.58734 -.03288 -.00576 -.00640 -.00263 -4.I2800 .00058 -.00678 .OOBlI
49.769 400.I90 -.49303 -.0328g -.00805 -.00596 -.00256 -4.13120 ,00174 -.00682 .00679
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM D/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOII) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 436/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
-.264 75.030 -.23922 -.03853 -.00438 -.01620 -.00237 -4.12560 .00885 -.00379 -.00272
-.365 99.959 -.1577! -.03866 -.00457 -.0|578 -.00231 -4.12620 .01007 -.0]200 -.00573
-.179 124.960 -.25061 -.03827 -,00490 -.01544 -.00249 -4.12670 .00863 -.00394 .00972
-.105 149,950 -.05316 -.03691 -.00555 -.01501 -.00279 -4.12750 .01239 -.002C6 .00986
-.34B !75,0!0 -.22704 -.0365B -.00594 -.0!490 -.0028B -4.!BB20 ,00922 -.00937 .O08BB
-.198 199.910 -.25374 -.03687 -.00604 -.01444 -.00285 -4.12860 ,00885 -.00677 .00825
-.245 249.960 .16647 -.0S660 -.00644 -.O]4BB -.00363 -4.I2950 .01765 -.00806 .OtO09
-.112 300,050 -.15855 m.03616 --.00742 --.0149I --.00394 --4.13160 ,01210 --.00640 .01040
-.138 400.120 -.13346 -.03_92 -.00948 -.01449 -.00475 -4.13580 .01392 -.00935 .00897
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 490
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOII) ( 28 APR 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 - -4.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 439/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
48.510 75.172 ~.24281 -.03455 -.00423 -.00897 -,00336 -4 ]2280 .00757 -.08378 .00396
49.771 99.947 -.47849 -.03383 -.00464 -.00858 -.00324 -4 12340 .00380 -.00587 .00760
49.715 124.930 -.22334 -.03336 -.00505 -.00778 -.003]1 -4 12400 .00776 -.00505 .00526
49.744 150.050 -.25936 -.03295 -.00537 -.00690 -.00312 -4 I2460 .00715 -.00585 .00637
49.718 175.010 -.36075 -.03304 -.00560 -.00625 -.00305 -4 12520 .00486 -.01147 .00682
49.713 199.920 -.28860 -.03264 -.00581 -.00583 -.00287 -4 12550 .00569 -.00885 .00761
49.789 249.910 -.47624 -,03235 -,00633 -.00604 -.00282 -4 12650 ,00243 -,00782 .00594
49.787 300.020 -.58009 -.03257 -.00677 -.00604 -.00266 -4 12780 .0004! -.00881 .00865
50.020 399.970 -.49461 -.03279 -.00807 -.00574 -.00264 -4 13110 .00176 -.00659 .00728
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOI2) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 8ETAB = .OOO
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC - .DOD
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 450/ 0 RN/L - 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
74.641 400.780 -1.61010 -.05289 -.01427 -.01488 -.00366 -8.15740 -.01986 -.09090 .00175
74.643 300.130 -1.08920 -.05619 -.01235 -.01632 -.00326 -8.15480 -.01001 -.01418 .00734
74,783 250,t40 -1.40280 -.05741 -.01215 -.01731 -.00342 -8. I5500 " -.01543 -.00779 .00425
74.684 200.090 -1.04070 -.05912 -.01143 -.01863 -.00309 -8.15430 -.00876 -.00976 .00561
74.821 |75.130 -I.22020 -,05239 -.0!05S -.0!845 -,00307 -8.]5420 -.0!22! -.0!528 .00978
74.825 t50.070 -1.29420 -.06599 -,00912 -.02025 -.00265 -8. I5290 -.01362 -.01313 .00482
............... J26u .01552 -.OIGI3 .0058874.695 |25.090 -i.43440 -.uouu_ -.uu_c_ -.uc*o= -.00231 -8. "= ^ -
74.854 100.180 -1.42080 -.07215 -.00734 -.02298 -.00226 -8.15250 -.01586 -.00623 .00858
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAIk2. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 491
IAI4B. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF {LVTOIB} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .OOO BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -B.O00 BETAB = .000
BREF = |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 453/ 0 RN/L = 1,5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.463 400.830 -1.48510 -.05001 -.01418 -.OIlOI -.00318 -8.15550 -.01905 -.08755 -.00154
99.888 300.270 -1.63720 -.05300 -.01219 -.01245 -.00296 -8.t5240 -.02189 -.00137 .00673
99.629 250.130 -1.59900 -.05435 -.01187 -.01303 -.00332 -8.15250 -.02049 -.01017 .00563
69.624 200.110 -1.31650 -.05546 -.01!69 -.01366 -.00329 -8.15270 -.01520 -.0II47 .00557
99.800 I75.070 -I.40020 -.05646 -.01125 -.01423 -.00323 -9,15230 -.01659 -.00571 .00689
99.748 150.110 -1.59350 -.05905 -.01019 -.01428 -.00313 -8.I5130 -.02009 -.01318 .00494
99.771 125.120 -i.46110 -.06140 -.00937 -.015i4 -.00314 -8.15080 -.01776 -.01591 .00613
99.849 100.230 -1.38270 -.06311 -.00885 -.01599 -.00301 -8.t5050 -.01587 -.008]4 .00524
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS 5EPARATING FROM OtET, 5R8 JETS OFF (LVTOI3) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - " -8.000 BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE : .OiO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 4721 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.549 400.620 .17319 -.04652 -.01400 -.00730 -,00313 -8.15320 .0]267 -.08403 -.00212
99.702 300.080 .09319 -.04992 -.01228 -,01002 -.00328 -8.15170 .01181 -.01004 .00307
99.734 250.020 .36394 -.05080 -.01170 -.01150 -.00315 -8.15090 .01750 -.00862 .00425
99.66I 199.980 .38165 -,05155 -.01174 -.01149 -.00343 -8.15140 .01824 -.01165 .00348
99.896 174,970 .30700 -.05348 -.01120 -.01149 -.00352 -8.15130 .01683 -.00917 .00294
99.696 149.960 .15305 -.0559l -.01026 -.01211 -.00336 -8.15040 .01359 -.01323 .00331
99.813 124.960 .32174 -.05792 -.00950 -.01286 -.00340 -8.)4990 .01756 -.01214 .00272
99.845 99.993 .3326I -.05905 -.00896 -.01348 -.00332 -8.]4920 .01790 -.OI03B .00425
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 492
IA142. SRE_3 SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF {LVTOI4) ( 2R APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP .= 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB - -8.000 8ETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 dE] PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 4511 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY C_N ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BEIA
74,868 75,075 -I.31870 -.07215 -.00751 -.02445 -.00203 -8.15280 -.01377 -.OOW3q .00563
74.68S 50.105 -i.00310 -.07174 -.00800 -.02430 -.00261 -8.153S0 -.007_w -.00634 .0073i
74.777 25.061 -1.25500 -.07282 -.00813 -.02881 -.00228 -8.15480 -.OII4B -.00234 .00848
74.801 .068 -.97432 -.07605 -,00759 -.03342 -.00232 -8.15540 -,00471 -.00319 .00572
74.645 25.130 -1.09370 -.07336 -.00806 -.02886 -.00229 -8.15490 -.00816 -.00790 .01057
74.602 50.048 -1.34580 -.07213 -.00802 -.0243_ -.00269 -8.15400 -.01375 -.01287 .00948
74.766 75.027 -1.20850 -.07240 -.00753 -,02439 -.00207 -8.15310 -.01206 -.00871 ,00782
74.439 100.120 -.97357 -.07257 -.00730 . -.02323 -.00224 -8.15260 -.00756 -.01080 .00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4541 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETA6 ALPHA BETA
88.539 75.762 -1.60470 -.06365 -.00888 -.01701 -.00287 -8.15090 -.02038 -,09984 .00448
99.873 50.110 -1.19550 -.06408 -.00913 -.01955 -.00302 -8.15180 -.01t55 -.00530 .00833
99.736 25.175 -I.13620 -.06502 -.00941 -.02154 -.00338 -8.15300 -.00914 -.00634 .00528
99.660 .133 -I,11240 -.06666 -.00938 -.02487 -.00364 -8.I5400 -,00757 -.00683 .00901
99.746 25.I22 -1.21100 -.06502 -.009q2 -.02169 -.00339 -8.15310 -.01061 -.00290 .00717
99.614 50.081 -1.26840 -.06410 -.00918 -.01976 -.00305 -8.15190 -.01296 -.OllI6 .00592
89.573 75.065 -I.41080 -.06380 -.00887 -.01770 -.00290 -8.15100 -.01652 -.00863 .00579
99.69I I00,050 -1.29320 -.06328 -.00890 -.01628 -.00304 -8,15070 -.01394 -.00643 .00519
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 493
IAI42, SRB5 SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTOI5) ( 22 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAB .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y " .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO, 473/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.61! 75.648 .22670 -.05gBI -.00894 -.01485 -.00339 -8, I4960 .01572 -.09940 .00154
99.828 49.919 .45373 -.06069 -.00901 -.0174_ -.00338 -8. I5040 °02092 -,00474 .00033
99.820 244972 .51284 -.06175 -.00919 -.01957 -.00342 -8.15150 .02265 -.00240 .00382
99.888 -.II5 .68851 -.06330 -.00930 -.02221 -.00382 -8,15270 .0273B .00586 -.00482
99.704 24,901 .5169I -.06182 -.00919 -.0197! -.00343 -8.15150 ,0_278 -,00031 .00212
99.66I 49.915 .37868 -.02075 -.00904 -.01764 -.0033G -8,15050 .OI94t -.0]056 ,00401
99.759 74.941 .40566 -.06033 -,00889 -.01567 -.00335 -8.14980 .01951 -.01159 .00467
99.667 99.908 .28289 . -.05955 -.00893 -.01409 -.00334 -8.14940 .01663 -.00978 .00084
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOOO0 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS 5EPARATINO FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOI6) { 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP 1258,5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHE5 ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 452/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ .5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
74,747 125.I40 -.88770 -.06922 -.00812 -.02249 -.00235 -8.15250 -.00648 -.01300 .00970
74.64t I50.I10 -1.37410 -.06664 -.00902 -.02077 -.00266 -8.I5310 -.01484 -.00554 00784
74.524 175.160 -1.21910 -.06312 -.01042 -.01916 -.00301 -8.15440 -.01181 -.00226 .00816
74.555 200.130 -I.21670 -.05948 -.OII4g -,019]2 -.00308 -8.I5470 -.01169 -.00433 ,01069
74 A_ P_N I_N -I I_PNN - N_TA_ -,NI_P3 - NI_7_ - NNX_! -_ 1_n - Ntn_ - nn_o _nu=?
74.788 300.270 -1.52560 -.05646 -.0]232 -.01651 -.00328 -8.25490 -.01800 -.00160 .0058|
74.742 400.210 -1.52880 -.05296 -,01425 -.01527 -.00374 -8.15740 -.01770 -.00340 .00765
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 494
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOI8) { 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258_5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.300D INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8,000 BETAB = .000
BREF - 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y .000 JET PC - ,000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 455/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
99.584 125.790 -1.39250 -.06104 =.00953 -.01525 -.00315 -8.15090 -.01503 -.09287 .00167
99.699 150,090 -I.55540 -.05982 -.OIOIl -.01486 -.00317 -8,I5160 -.02119 -.00779 .00766
99.564 175.060 -!.S_410 -.05679 -.0I[27 -.01433 -,00335 -8.]5250 -.01455 -,004q9 .00542
99.744 200.020 -I.3t6kO -.05504 -,01]74 -.01416 -.00332 -B.15260 -.01477 -.00536 .00495
99.742 250.180 -1.59300 -.05424 -.01190 -.01346 -,00324 -9.I5250 -.02038 -.00738 .00781
99.652 300.220 -1.38760 -.05339 -.01218 -.01284 -.00294 -8.15270 -.01671 -.00956 .00826
99.890 400.250 -I.89750 -.05004 -.01414 -.Oil03 -.00322 -8.15530 -.02718 -.00522 .00569
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOIT) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA - * PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -8.000 BETA8 - .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 474/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETA8 ALPHA BETA
99.4?? 125.650 .33052 -.05749 -.00969 -.01291 -.00330 -B.150IO .01731 -.09535 -.00137
99.823 149.990 .41131 -.05624 -.01018 -.01279 -.00337 -8.15050 .01903 .00137 .00091
99.718 174.960 .40059 -.05412 -.01124 -.01206 -.00350 -8.15170 .01884 -.00525 00484
99.73t 199.890 .21958 -.05187 -.OII50 -.01281 -.00309 -8.15090 .01502 -.00956 00044
99.7]5 250.a00 .I0125 -.05075 -.01176 -.01!68 -.00318 -8.15090 .01277 -.00744 00506
99.783 300.030 .06825 -.05012 -.01225 -.01037 -.003]9 -8.]5170 .01184 -.00697 00291
_ _,._ ,,_ _ inc 9 - _v,_nc_3 ....nlunu hn_o_ hh_nO -_ 1_u_n NI I_ nn_n nn_h
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000
DATE 25 JUL ?7 IAIh2, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 495
IA142_ SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOI8) ( 26 APR ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .OOO0 IN. YB ALPHAS = .000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : .0O0O IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .OlOO NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 475/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
-2.379 -2.563 198.68000 -.O14S1 .00818 -.03771 -.01262 -.08451 4.00630 -.OBl5B -_00940
.05! 97.445 199.26000 -.0ii85 .00383 -.03765 -.01764 -.08848 4.02450 -.00116 .01079
-,i56 197,390 199.13000 -.01195 .00267 -.03517 -.01939 -.09140 4.02400 -.00016 .00620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .DO000 .O000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 476/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -S.O0/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.959 197.370 199.38000 -,01281 .00234 -,03244 -.01913 -.09278 4.02780 -.00024 ,00564
49.676 97.469 I99.17000 -.01284 .00322 -.03490 -.0t753 -.09064 4.02210 -.00939 .O05BB
49.654 -2.575 198.67000 -.OI531 .00561 -.03574 -.01228 -.08636 4.00550 -.00930 .01193
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 477/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.942 -2.651 I98.88000 -.0i345 .00373 -.03365 -.0[113 -.08986 4.00750 -.00812 .00893
89.762 97.487 199.02000 -.01352 .00268 -.0337t -.0159! -.09242 4.01690 -.01537 .01600
99.887 197.340 199.02000 -.01315 .00193 -.03]96 -.0]812 -.09402 4.01980 -.00265 .01717
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .ODD00 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 478/ 0 RN/L = t.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.870 197.540 198.80000 -.00929 -.00190 -.03077 -.01483 -.IOiIO 4.01030 -.00625 .01265
199.510 97.377 198.BlOOO -.00988 -.00058 -.03056 -,01114 -.09829 4.00520 -.01642 .00698
I99.670 -2.538 198.51000 -.01015 .00039 -.03105 -.00886 -.09611 3.99630 .00658 -.01441
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA "PAGE 4gB
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTOIB) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = .000 BETAS 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 479/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.I76 .306 99.91900 -.01350 .00366 -.02157 -.01786 -.09002 2.03080 -.00022 .005?2
-- - -- ntn q
.056 IO0.2BO 99.48500 .0!239 .00069 .0!452 -.0!385 -.09577 £.01490 -.0;179 .... 3,
-.019 208.300 98.85400 -.00962 -.00075 -.00976 -.00861 -.09870 1.99420 -.00976 .01218
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 480/ O RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.0U
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
49.849 200.360 98.77700 -.00983 -.00007 -.00644 -.00855 -.09702 1.99150 .00091 .01050
49.719 100.330 99.34000 -.01227 .0002l -.01140 -.01394 -.09787 2.01110 -.00799 -.00512
49.847 .251 99.94500 -.01408 .0029I -.01861 -.01779 -.09224 2.02990 -.00711 .02039
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. 481/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.080 .311 100.13000 -.01461 .00156 -.01918 -.Ol6BI -.09593 2.03280 -.00272 .01318
99.814 100.290 99.30900 -.01241 .00040 -.0120] -.01447 -.09749 2.01130 -.00052 .01874
99.592 200.310 98.79200 -.00817 -.00002 -.00578 -.00906 -.09598 1.99230 -.00720 -.01615
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 482/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00 ....
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA 8ETA
200.180 200.360 99.18700 -.00775 -.00231 -.01349 -.01086 -.10129 2.00450 -.00376 .00883
199.630 100.300 99.31200 -.00900 -.0020! -.01946 -.01314 -.I0129 2.01180 -.01t07 .01080
199.810 .263 99.57600 -.01228 -.00388 -.02158 -.01236 -.I0797 2.01630 -.00579 .00703
un_u_=,_, .uvvvv vOvuv .vvvuu .uuvvu .......... .00000.U_UUU .UUU_U .U_UUU .UUUUU
DATE 25 JUL 77 iAI42, AEDC V4]A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 497
[A]42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO20) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2680.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP .= 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - ,000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= .000 BETAS = 2.000
BREF = ]290,3000 INCHES ZHRP = ,0000 IN, Z8 Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 483/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
-2,331 .437 149.10000 -,01339 .00425 -.02795 -.01479 -.08852 2.0]260 -.O?B?2 -.01022
-.035 100.310 349.02000 -.0]255 .00274 -,02533 -.01622 -.09170 2.0]2B0 .O003B .01214
.069 200,340 ]48.G9000 -.0_068 ,00099 -,OIB5i -.0|383 -.09491 2.00140 -.00354 .01311
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 484z 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.8]5 200.380 148.73000 -.01228 .00115 -,01623 -.0]387 -.09553 2.00150 -.00897 .00711
49.666 100,350 148.93000 -.01454 .00270 -.02357 -.01550 -.09313 2.00920 -.00486 .01294
49.669 .284 ]48.91000 -.0]622 ,00400 -.02BIB -.01412 -,0B092 2.00800 -.00440 .00586
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO." 485/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BErAB ALPHA BETA
99,842 ,297 ]48,68000 -.0!70] .00296 -.02442 -.0]2?0 -.09404 2.00120 -.00949 .00991
99,96l 100.260 149.]4000 -.01543 .OOIB3 -,02226 -.01506 -.09580 2.0]240 -.00538 .O]2IB
99.528 200.330 148.66000 -.01332 .00178 -.01663 -.OI4ll -.09463 2.00080 -.01895 .01177
GRADIENT .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 486/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.020 200.320 ]48.45000 -.00951 -.00147 -.02050 -.012]2 -.]0029 1.99520 -.O091B .01036
199.770 100.260 148.53000 -.01267 -.00225 -.02150 -.01150 -.10419 1.99600 -.00987 -.0]47]
199.510 .363 148,29000 -.01149 -.00126 -.01954 -.00838 -,10108 1.98620 -,00821 .00909
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 498
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT021} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .D000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = .000 BETAS = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z9 Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACN = 4.500
RUN NO. 4871 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ _.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-2.344 -.2i7 -.16067 -.01611 .00069 .00149 -.00744 -.0992B .OOBBl -.08522 -.0076!
-.103 99.905 -.22795 -.01590 -.00033 .00452 -.00589 -.IOI?O .00407 -.0]i28 .00908
.011 199.910 '-.4043I -.0150_ -.00175 .00530 -,00514 -,10469 -,00012 -.00442 .00834
GRADIENT .D0000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4881 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN ELM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.753 199,820 -.50425 -.01126 -.00086 .00977 -.00520 -.10014 -.00336 .00488 .00790
49.758 99.854 -.27670 -.oil83 .00022 .00911 -.00576 -.09782 .00187 -.00182 .0091I
49.744 -.203 -.21373 -.01241 .00092 .00664 -.00747 -.09641 .00662 -.00281 .01192
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 489/ 0 RN/L = ].53 GRAOIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.010 -.25_ -.29856 -,00780 .00069 .00570 -.00767 -.09409 .00545 .00099 .00922
99.720 ;£O.DBO -.22867 -.00740 .00041 .Ot02S -.00572 -.09_58 .00253 -.01516 .00972
99.655 199.840 -.60279 -.00712 -.00028 .01057 -.00526 -.09611 -.00546 -.02057 .00974
ORADIENf .OOO00 .OOO00 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 490/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 - GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.970 199.840 -.65390 -.00120 ~.00053 .00673 -,00415 -.09300 -,00717 ,01563 .01017
]99,770 99.890 .00999 -.00226 -.00Z07 .00442 -.00582 -.09497 .00880 -.00521 .01123
• 200.190 -.25! .03842 -,00_02 -,00k63 -.00245 -.01048 -.10477 .01821 .00055 .00857
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAOE 499
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT022) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - .000 BETAB = .000
BREF 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 4911 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-2.443 -.202 47.77400 -.01515 .00213 -.00194 -.01033 -.09506 -.02522 -.07940 .02050
-.022 99.890 47.35800 -.01349 .00058 ,00251 -.00555 -.09795 -.04120 -.02031 .01099
-.035 199.830 47.55600 -.01173 -.00076 ,00321 -.00492 -.10017 -.03850 -.01289 .00911
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 492/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.900 I99.790 47.13300 -.01070 .00009 .00559 -.00455 -.09744 -.04782 -.00112 .00845
49.674 99.843 47.46900 -.01177 .OOIll .00477 -.00548 -.09557 -_03985 -.00710 .00934
49.874 -.222 47.85900 -.01370 .00162 -.00152 -,01035 -.09541 -.02388 -.00104 .00783
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 493/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
99.982 -.188 48.02500 -.01254 .00034 -.00385 -.01074 -.09782 -.01944 -.00470 .00882
99.693 98.871 47.57800 -.00978 .00117 .00448 -.00582 -.09417 -.03711 -.01257 .01054
99.554 199.930 47.49900 -.00841 .00055 .00651 -,00412 -.09487 -.04150 -.00176 .00764
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 494i 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.I30 t99.900 47.21400 -.004_8 -.00039 .00146 -.00412 -.09472 -.04587 -.00175 -.01568
199.980 99.919 47.86800 -.00658 -.00274 -.00414 -,00812 -.I0172 -.02613 -i01158 .01020
199.710 -.220 51.06700 -.00737 -.00342 -.01109 -.OIOOi -.10385 .04638 .00858 -.00472
A_AnIFNT AANnn .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI_2. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 500
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT023) ( 26 APR 79 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP "- 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA - .OOO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - .000 BETAB - .DO0
BREF 12B0.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE " .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 4951 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-2,379 -.|90 99,59400 -.0_4_9 .00309 -.0!6_7 -=OI27B -.09000 .0_49B -.0777B -.0207B
.150 99.832 98.97800 -.Ol2BB .00140 -.00885 -.01019 -.09527 -.00245 -.00078 .01312
-.288 199,870 9B.B4100 -.0II08 .O001I -.00393 -.00557 -.09756 -.OIBSB -.01103 .03315
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 496/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
49.794 199.820 98.47200 -.01169 .00119 -.00076 -.00572 -.09529 -.02030 -.00836 .0332B
49.812 99.92[ 9B.72100 -.01445 .00178 -.00718 -.00980 -.09546 -.00795 -.00563 .01283
49.639 -.166 99.14700 " -.01624 .00373 -.01540 -.01190 -.09170 .00538 -.00966 .01024
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 4971 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.060 -.192 99.09400 -.01594 .00213 -.01513 -.01113 -.09611 .0032I -.O051B .01329
99.761 99.963 99.22800 -.01392 .00156 -.00826 -.01032 -,09565 .00240 -.00500 .00543
99.637 199.750 98.66000 -.01142 .0015! -.00039 -.OOB30 -.09432 -.01579 . -;01111 .01154
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 498/ 0 RNtL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.210 199.890 98.68700 -.00873 -.00178 -.00670 -.00771 -.10069 -.O121B -.00612 .00987
199.730 99.852 98.90400 -.00979 -.00201 -.01235 -.00858 -.IO|9I -.00559 -.00417 .OOS09
[99.710 -.lOG 99.02200 -.ULLO_ -.00383 .u_2_ .... _.
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 [AI42, AEBC V4[A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 50I
IAI42, 'BRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (kVT024) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = ,000 BETAB -2.000
BREF © 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE - .0]00 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 499/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-2.434 -4.163 -.572qi -.01479 .o0163 .01166 -.00441 -.09624 -2.00690 -.08289 -.01027
.002 95.889 -.6387B -.01429 .00018 .01145 -.00326 -.09953 -2.00970 .00125 .00865
.058 195.770 -.B7332 -.01348 -.00130 .0]093 -.00337 -.10266 -2.01390 -.00488 .00713
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 5001 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.895 [95.760 -.9373I -.0]240 .O00]B .OI4I] -.00359 -.09834 -2.01550 .00076 .0]278
49.56I 95.898 -.70565 -.0121I .00107 .01359 -.00310 -.09596 -2.01180 -.00953 .01396
49.586 -4.202 -.78615 -,0!253 ' .00203 .01126 -.00342 -.09384 -2.01250 -,01227 .01290
.0...... 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000GRADIENT nnnn 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 50II 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00t 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
100,010 -4.177 -.76157 -.00999 ,uO_8u .u_v2w -.00337 -.09280 -2._,,8_ -.00152 .0]059
9g,687 95.799 -.96886 -,00986 .00152 .01256 -,00233 -.09344 -2.0;800 -.01727 .00782
99.806 195.670 -.B9735 -.00954 .00082 .01405 -.00304 -.09497 -2,01560 -.00886 .01048
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 502/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
I9g.920 195.810 -.81681 -.00389 .00035 .01064 -.00140 -.09260 -2.01570 -.00333 ,00924
199.890 95.856 -.96724 -.00434 -.O00II .00846 -.00217 -.09399 -2.01700 .00015 .0099I
200.0[0 -4.173 -.37342 -.00601 -.00356 .00172 -.00600 -.10344 -1.99840 .00093 .00874
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ._0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 502
IAI42o SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LyT025) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP . = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOOO IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET, PC = .000"
SCALE = ,OlO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 503/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.055 -4.]43 47.33600 -.01398 .00210 -.00036 -.00579 -.09448 -2.03680 -.00706 -.00451
-.207 95.905 47.00700 -.01210 .00091 .0064B -.00233 -,09634 -2.04940 -.00602 .00728
-,050 195.880 46.88300 -.0]052 -.00069 .006ii -.00i27 -.09930 -2.05350 .D0544 .03206
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 504/ 0 RNtL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.733 195.790 46.90700 -.01132 .00096 .00866 -.00143 -.09574 -2.05340 -.00455 .01223
49.767 95,846 46.88900 -.01250 ,00208 .00863 -.00242 -.0937l -2.05240 -.00456 .00859
49.715 -4,278 47.2]000 -.0]45! .00229 .00059 -.00593 -.09436 -2.03870 -.00504 .01154
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 505/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
99.904 -4.238 47.46100 -.01296 .00139 -.00137 -.00608 -.09559 -2.03360 -.00284 .00673
99.718 95.961 46.82200 -.01163 .00220 .00837 -.00277 -.09284 -2.05300 -.00926 ,01141
99.762 195.770 46.70300 -.01060 .00179 .Gills -.00203 -.09325 -2.05700 -.01078 .00938
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 5061 0 RNIL = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.920 195.770 45.77500 -.00555 . ,00024 .00671 -.00132 -.09389 -2.05550 .00319 .03115
200.000 95.830 47.10700 -.00789 -.00207 .00071 -.00408 -.10099 -2.04370 .00177 .01379
199,660 -4.204 47.31500 -.00869 -.00317 -.0047B -.00532 -.10418 -2.03620 -.00853 .00719
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,O00OO
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 503
!A142,' SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVf026) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258,5000 IN, XB ALPHA .O00 BETA .000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = .000 BETAB = -B.O00
BREF = IBS0.3OO0 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN, Z8 Y 100,000 JET PC " .0OO
SCALE = .0|00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 507/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-2.294 -4.153 95.49200 -.01320 .00446 -.01065 -.0_703 -.0BB10 -2.05010 -.09433 -.01074
.220 95.912 94,92800 -.01i67 .O01B5 -.00320 -.O041B -.09367 -e.07660 .01846 .Ol2bb
' -.282 195.780 94.78400 -.01091 .00082 ,00392 -.00179 -.09581 -2.08490 -.00977 .00759
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 508/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.892 I95.890 94.25000 -.01205 .0020l .00568 -.00159 -.09359 -_.09500 -,00344 .0086I
49.726 95.830 94.88900 -,01356 .00248 -.OOt50 -,00424 -.0933I -2.07760 -.00733 .01079
qg. TI6 -4._7_, 94.96200 -,01514 .00415 -.010$5 -,00625 -.09009 -2.07060 .00388 .00360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 509/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.936 -4.237 94.81400 -.01357 .00139 -.00937 -,00580 -.09594 -2.07410 -,00521 .02381
99.692 95.903 94.57300 -..01362 .00188 -.00232 -,00490 -.09481 -2.08180 -.01787 .01078
99.773 195.750 94.27200 -.0122B ,00268 .00584 -,00200 -.09208 -2,09400 "-.00922 .01399
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000D .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 510/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.070 I95.840 94.58900 -.00813 -.OOl21 .00150 -.00373 -.09902 -2.08450 -.OIOI9 .00889
199.B40 95.882 94.80900 -.00855 -.00200 -.00373 -.00504 -.10122 -2.07700 ,00283 .00721
199.740 -4.175 94.96400 -.00896 -.00447 -.00276 -.00488 -.10757 -2.07490 -.02022 .01289
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? IA]42, AEDC V4]A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 504
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET SRB JETS OFF {LVT02?) ( 26 APR 99 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XHRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = ,0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB 4.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OODO IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 6201 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL © -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-,201 -2.559 199.45000 -.03564 -.0020_ -.05345 -._977 -u ,, on 4.02230 -.OlBO8 .00573
-.243 97.536 199.96000 -.03027 -.00419 -.05201 -.01578 -4.11960 4.04040 -.00979 .03283
-.341 t97.430 199.80000 -.02779 -.00626 -.04894 -.01732 -4,12320 4,03890 -,00487 .00615
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 621/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.905 197.500 199.97000 -.03219 -.00598 -,04427 -.0]765 -4.12530 4,04120 -.00209 .02874
49.680 97.333 199.84000 -.03325 -.00405 -.04829 -.01548 -4.12120 4,03680 -.00366 -.00353
49.759 -2.688 199.63000 -.03507 -.00149 -.04901 -.00998 -4.11680 4.02440 -.00668 .02469
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 622/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.759 -2.581 199.38000 -.03982 -.00015 -.04598 -.00914 -4.]!580 4.01810 ".00658 -.00308
99.906 97.385 199.80000 -.03691 -.00326 -.04363 -.01530 -4.12150 4.03440 -.00340 .01023
99.866 197.490 199.4q000 -.03537 -.00537 -.03936 -.01772 -4.I2590 4.03110 .00066 .00824
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000
RUN NO. 623/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.850 197.440 199.59000 -.03737 -.00505 -.03376 -.01624 -4.12630 4.02950 .00614 .01294
199.600 97.410 I99.29000 -.03674 -.00358 -.03368 -.01273 -4.12230 4.01850 .01070 .00924
,oo n=n -_ _la Iaa nnnnn -,03568 -.00321 -.03587 -.00976 -4.12080 4.01070 -.00235 .01320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 505
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO281 _ 26 APR 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
6REF 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP .= 1256.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .Dog
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - -4,000 BETAS 2.000
BREF = 1280.30C0 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y - 100,000 JET PC = .000
5CALE = .8|00 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO, 624/ 0 RN/L = ].54 ORADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
-I.077 .545 99,47000 -.03609 -.00397 -,03588 _.015r4 -4.12260 2.02230 -.09242 -.0]249
-.343 I00.330 98,08400 -.03144 -.00568 -.03259 ~.01063 -4.12420 2.00700 -.01519 .01845
-.158 200.270 98.64600 -.02863 -.0068_ -.02457 -.00698 -4.12570 i.99140 -.0i707 .00571
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 665/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA6 ALPHA BETA
49.640 200.310 68.64100 -.02974 -.00580 -.01910 -.0066! -4,12380 1.98960 -.01671 .01182
49.893 100.420 89.10200 -.03133 -.00588 -.02605 -,01/06 -4.12460 2.00660 -.00123 .01164
49.716 ,280 99.30700 -.03420 -.00498 -.03017 -.01516 -4.|2410 2.01730 -,00519 .01239
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 6261 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAS ALPHA BETA
99,873 .358 69.14000 -.03702 -,0058| -.02368 _.0i672 -4,i2800 2.01490 .01225 .01137
99.727 100.280 99.04100 -.03186 -,00633 -.02129 -.01208 -4,12610 2.00570 -.00696 .00987
99.585 200,310 98.68400 -.02846 -.00572 -.01509 -.00768 -4.12320 1.99100 -.01006 .01214
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 627/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = ~5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.260 200,300 98.81700 -.02893 -.00775 -.0|318 -.01]90 -4,]2780 1.999]0 -.00219 ,00779
198.680 I00,320 98.78300 -_03368 -.00799 -.0|745 -,01513 -4,13I_0 2.00440 -.OlOlB .01060
198.790 .341 98.99200 -.03885 -.00781 -.02358 -.01440 -4,13410 2,00870 -.00536 .O08BB
GRADIENT ,0o000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 506
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT029) { 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETA8 2.000
BREV = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NG. 628/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.]0! .391 148.6fi000 -.03452 -,00334 -.04233 -.01256 -q.12030 ,2.00640 .00092 -.00660
-,35! 100.400 148,54000 -.03081 -.0054I -.03664 -.01447 -4.]2300 2.00550 -,00480 .01425
-.363 200.380 I48.06000 -.02827 -.00678 -.03063 -.OllI -4.12490 1.99090 -.04055 .04888
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 629/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA6 ALPHA BETA
50.378 200.410 147.90000 -,02968 -.00686 -.02784 -.01152 -4.12600 ].98620 -.00113 .04938
49.q43 ]00.280 148.52000 -.03356 -.0057I -.03146 -.0]466 -4.12560 2.00380 .01737 .01821
49.759 .328 148.40000 -.03426 -.00393 -.03683 -.01318 -4.12160 2.00060 .01213 .00594
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 630/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.9?6 .308 I48.25000 -.03932 -.00333 -.03274 -.01276 -4.12330 1.996_0 .00639 .00859
99.691 100.330 I48.37000 -.03670 -.00538 -.0282l -.01522 -4.]2670 2.00120 -.02159 ,00898
99.759 200.390 148.36000 -.03275 -.00579 -.02_98 -.01221 -4.12530 1.99570 .OI70l .00186
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NG, 631/ 0 _N/L = 1.54 GRADIENTINTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.980 200.320 148.19000 -.03754 -.00536 -.01896 -.01438 -4.12720 1.99360 -.00937 ,01364
199.780 100.390 148.15000 -.0397I -.00576 -.02486 -.01269 -4.12960 1.99200 -.03113 .00962
199.590 .410 I47.95000 -.03844 -.0044! -.02567 -,0092R -4.t2550 1.98340 -.00952 .00809
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
;i
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 509
1A142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT030) ( 26 APR 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1858.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF : 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .O00O IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. B32/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-1.34B .177 -1.39160 -.03731 -.00475 -.OlB67 -.00340 -4.12580 -.01434 -.099B0 -.01943
_n,,= .u,S:, -.0025] -4.12640 -.0]984 - nnuu7 .OOBIB
-.092 99.803 -i.58050 -.03897 :._8 _ n, m_ ......
-.223 199.790 -1.67540 -.03739 -.00621 -.01503 -.00296 -4.12950 -.02151 -.00105 .00773
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 633/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.797 t99.810 -I.98610 -.03334 -.00596 -.00647 -.00288 -4.12630 -.02984 -.00766 .00773
49.593 99.85q -1.83710 -.03411 -.00474 -.00950 -.00313 -4.12380 -.02603 -.03412 _01314
49.754 -.279 -1.61640 -.03496 -.00396 -.01081 -.00439 -4.12240 -.01930 -.00508 .0237I
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 634/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.974 -.23l -1.91880 -.03149 -.00405 -.00356 -.00518 -4.12050 -.02598 .01470 .00857
99.708 99.852 -2.03270 -.03072 -.00394 -.00009 -.00353 -4.11970 -.OZI3I -.00539 .00608 ,
99.728 199.870 -1.83880 -.02937 -,00515 .00165 -.00349 -4.]2190 -.02780 -.01039 .00734
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 635/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 9ETA8 ALPHA BETA
199.920 199.820 -2.25420 -.02101 -.00445 .00717 -.00434 -4.I1490 -.03633 .01235 .01166
I99.810 99.904 -1.81990 -,02390 -.00498 .0046I -.00610 -4.11800 -.02480 -.01148 .00742
200.300 -.202 -I.47830 -.02932 -.00805 -.00159 -.01044 -4.I2880 -.01023 -.01596 .01164
O_AO|hNI .UUUUU ,UUUUU .UUUUU .uuuuu ,uuuuL ,uuuuw -wuwwv .uwvuw .wuww_
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 508
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT031) ( 26 APR ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF =- 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y _ 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 536/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-1.333 .!47 48. I4500 -.03480 -.00501 -.0i886 -.00651 -4.I2480 -.01750 -.09583 -.0155D
-.234 99.84I 47.76000 -.03147 -.00559 -.01277 -.00267 -4.I2420 -.03220 -.00314 .G1053
-.029 199.760 47.33500 -.02978 -.00617 -.00930 -.00295 -4.I2450 -.04063 -.003]0 .01429
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 63?/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.771 199.740 47.27400 -.02993 -.00528 -.00467 -.00263 -4.12250 -.04333 -.02320 .0077l
49.741 99.884 47.28400 -.0_048 -.00480 -.00674 -.00322 -4.I2170 -.04189 .01102 .01150
49.708 -.16B 47.85600 -.03394 -.00437 -.01262 -.00730 -4.I2270 -.02337 -.01286 .01348
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .0Q000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 638/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.938 -.16I 47.97300 -.03424 -.00465 -.01027 -.00909 -4.12350 -.01876 .0071I .00556
99.389 99.825 47.59800 -.03003 -.00420 -.00272 -.00454 -4.t1990 -.03487 -.OI5t2 .Of31_
99.829 199.800 47.28000 -.02882 -.00414 -.00016 -.00310 -4.11900 -,04388 -.00086 .01259
GRADIENT .00000' .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 639/ 0 RN/L = ).53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
200.000 199.B80 43.42300 -.02541 -.00501 .00134 -.00496 -4.I1900 -.03847 -.00061 .00773
199.990 99.832 47.89500 -.03023 -.00689 -.00493 -.00855 -4.22660 -.02254 -.00057 .00853
- "-._68_ -.007!9 -.OOq_; -. lSn -4.13]40 -.01772 .00405 .00905200.010 .ull _,.mu_uu n7 = --- O!
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAIq2, AEDC V4!A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 509
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO32) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. .XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = "4.000 BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 6401 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
-I.073 ,142 99.74100 -.0332I -.00q52 -.026_9 -,01048 -4.12250 .01683 -.09238 -.01738
-.347 99.903 99.22100 -.02834 -.00632 -.02063 -.00642 -4.12390 -.00002 -.00784 .01368
-.129 199.770 98.54600 -;02906 -.00566 -,01513 -.00225 -4,12290 -.02009 -.00321 ,01577
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 641/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.784 199.880 98.59400 -.02820 -.00587 -.00971 -.00377 -4.12290 -.01852 -.00041 ,00761
49.898 99.826 98.81900 -.02988 -.00603 -,01798 -.00669 -4.12420 -.00783 .00213 .00856
e9.646 -.167 96.5_500 -.03305 -.00490 -.02235 -.OIOI6 -k. I234_ .OIfBO -.Oct-50 .00599
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
- RUN NO. 642/ 0 RN/L = [.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99,993 -.20_ 99.53700 -.0_822 -.00465 -.01941 -.01043 -4.12600 ,OIl3B -.0070i .01280
99.511 99.865 99.09900 -.03318 -.00499 -.01347 -.00950 -4.12370 -,00154 -.00564 .OllB2
99.587 199.900 98.49200 -.03018 -.00470 -.00702 -,00_77 -4.12120 -,01954 7.00948 .01045
GRAOIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000"
RUN NO. 6431 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.180 199.750 98.70700 -.03333 -.00510 -.0066l -.00814 -4.12410 -.01094 -.01642 .01329
199.880 99.860 99.40700 -.03787 -,00598 -.01192 -.00996 -4,12900 .00610 -.04194 .01[14
199.890 -.120 98.18600 -.04165 -.00613 -.01608 -,00897 -4.13]90 ,00178 -.00448 .01130
GRADIENT ,.00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 510
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF ILVTD33) ( 25 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP . = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .800 BETA - .000
LREF t290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB - -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y © .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 644/ 0 RN/L = t.54 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.I12 -4.2Z4 -1.64930 -.03485 -,00446 -.00600 ,00149 -4.12370 -2.03190 -.006II .OOB50
.054 95.625 -1.7_020 -.033_i -.0852I .u_6 .002_ -4 I24_0 __ n _In nnr_ ....nn_4_n
-.235 195.830 -1.63250 -.03267 -.00632 -.OlOlI .00272 -4.12690 -2.03200 -.01529 .00993
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6451 0 RNIL = ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLN CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.780 195.810 -I.69210 -.03134 -.00533 ,.00515 .00286 -4.12360 -2.03450 -.00364 .01092
49.683 95.885 -1.70960 -.03046 -.00486 -.OOII5 .00147 -4.I2200 -2.03380 -.00272 .00990
49,671 -4.I95 -I.60600 -.03264 -.00353 .00102 .OOOl9 -4.I2000 -2.03050 -.03785 .01862
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .O000O .00000 .OOQO0 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 646/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
99.773 -4.068 -1,66350 -.03416 -.OOIBB .00598 -.00226 -4.II680 -2.02940 .003I? .01127
99.312 95.879 -I.94430 -.03215 -.00222 ,00840 -.00136 -4.11650 -2.03690 -.00822 .00634
99.747 IgS.BBO -I.85250 -.O315B -.00324 .00923 -.00165 -4.11860 -2.03510 -.00630 .OOBTI
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 ,O000O .OOOO0
RUN NO. 647/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I99.960 I95.730 -I.93610 -.02603 -.00258 .01166 -.00159 -4.11350 -2.037]0 ,00028 .00950
199.940 95.840 -1.79760 -.02856 -.00348 .00784 -.00218 -4.I1730 -2.03260 -,00343 .00984
200.060 -4.226 -].4222D -.03464 -,00547 .OO192 -.00564 -4.12590 -2.OlBBO -,DO900 .00899
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 511
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO34) { 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = ,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.DO0 BETAS = -2,000
BREF - 1290.3008 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .DIOD MACN = 4.500
RUN NO, 6481 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-l.3BI -3.855 47.73000 -.03376 -.00480 -.00768 -.00397 -4.12370 -2.030g0 -.09553 -,01468
-.I03 95,887 47.20!00 -.02889 -,00560 -.00223 .00067 -4.12270 -2.04890 .00472 .OOBk2
-.080 195.790 47.39900 -.02802 -.00588 -.00175 " .OOI3B -4.12290 -2.04830 -.00546 .00826
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 649/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.?62 195.800 44,08800 -,02861 -.00473 .00263 .00044 -4.12050 -2.05200 -.00324 .00785
4S,097 95.@73 46.9@800 -.02903 -.00480 ,00t46 -.00_28 -4.t208_ -C.05_30 -.00566 .00764
49.832 -4,253 47.46800 -.03281 -,0Q428 -.00438 -,00420 -4.12]90 -2.03610 -.00368 ,01426
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 650/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00i 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.947 -4.128 47,53600 -.03754 -,00295 -.00342 -.00549 -4,12150 -2.03340 .00013 ,01257
99.513 95.820 47.68400 -.03262 -.00260 .00456 -.00196 -4.11770 -2.03430 -.00916 .OlOlq
99.729 195.900 44.19100 -.03075 -.00298 .00725 -.O00Bl -4.ti720 -2.04890 -,00324 .Oil19
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O00OO
'. RUN NO. 65]/ 0 RN/L = t.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = "-5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
I99.980 195.880 47.03000 -,031BI -.00230 .00718 -,00205 -4.11540 -2.05050 -.00914 .01317
199.990 95.920 44.26600 -.0353I -.00452 .00036 -.00444 -4.12400 -2.04060 -.00502 ,01056
200.010 -4.283 47.84400 -,0402] -,00546 -.00508 -.00577 -4.12940 -2.02640 -.01079 " .00912
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 _nooo0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 1A142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 512
IAI48, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT035) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHA9 = -4.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = ,0100 MAOH "= 4.500
RUN NO. 652/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-1.236 -3.8_8 99,26500 -,03038 -,00454 -,01526 -.00710 -4,12080 -],99400 -.08708 -,01903
-.039 95.878 99.28900 -.02854 -.00595 -.00837 -.00486 -4.12330 -2.00020 .00065 .01£81
-.177 195.870 98.72000 -.02891 -.0051I -.00211 -.00088 -4.12160 -2 01710 -,00341 .00914
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00008 .00000
RUN NO. 653/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.801 195.810 98.57600 -.02868 -.00506 .00190 -.00184 -4.12130 -2.01760 .00449 -.00925
49.700 95.981 99.07600 -.02959 -.00571 -.00688 -,00455 -4.12330 -2.00380 -.00559 .01089
49.652 -4.280 99.27400 -.03264 -.00469 -.01323 -.00657 -4.12270 -1.99530 -.00501 .00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 654/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.954 -4.128 99.21900 -.03955 -.00330 -,01201 -.00619 -4,12380 -1.99720 -.00443 .00911
99.616 95.892 99.26300 -,03483 -.00378 -.00636 -.00474 -4.12190 -2.00040 -.00641 .01108
99.662 195.880 98.87900 -.03112 -.00379 .00162 -.00196 -4.11960 -2.01380 -.00817 .01085
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 655/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETA8 ALPHA BETA
200.010 195,890 98.70300 -.03870 -.00251 -.00164 -.00381 -4.12120 -2.01300 -,01102 .01056
199.850 95.760 99.17000 -.04082 -.00415 -.0064I -.00472 -4.12650 -2.00210 ,00508 .00907
199.860 -4.124 99.28500 -.04162 -,00574 -.00816 -.00429 -4.13100 -2.00020 -.00465 ,00882
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00o00 .000O0 .00000 .00000 .00000
......... L.
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V4tA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 513
IAIW2, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SR8 JETS OFF (LVTO36} . ( 26 APR 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0008 SO,FT. XMRP .= I258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290,3000 |NCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -B.O00 8ETAB 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 753/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.010 -I.76I 198.82000 -.06621 -.00775 -.05676 -.00808 -8.15030 4.00900 -.09994 -.01067
I00.060 g7.520 199.20000 -.06343 -.0!125 -.05592 -.01323 -8.15710 4.02350 -.00046 .00895
99.816 197.490 199.43000 -.05710 -.01439 -.0512! -.01560 -8.16080 4.02960 -.00359 .01360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7541 0 RN/L : |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
i49..900 197.520 199.19000 -.06249 -.01280 -.04853 -.0!467 -8.16030 4.02350 -.01156 .01140
[49.510 97.564 199.10000 -.06402 -.01052 -.0523I -.0113I -8.15570 4.0t750 -.01232 .00940
I49.730 -2.55I I98.78000 -.06799 -.0063I -,05562 -.006_7 -8.14790 4.00550 -.00619 .01489
_ _ n_ _ n nn nnnnn nnnm nn nn
GRADIENT .00000 ,uuuuu..... ,OuwOu .OuwOw .OvOwu ,uwvuu .0 .... .uwvuunnnnn .wwOuu
RUN NO. 755/ 0 RN/L = [.53- GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.850 -2.437 ]98.70000 -.07365 -.00293 -.05125 -.00562 -8.14310 k.OO[60 -.01129 .01021
199.860 97.560 I98,99000 -.06978 -.0068I -.0486£ -.00958 -8.]5020 _.01170 -.01137 ,01150
200.140 197,340 199.04000 -.06615 -.01077 -.0449g -.01362 -8.15760 4.03810 -.00866 .01369
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_,S ,LV,_7, 26 77 1
...... S_P_RAL_,_ r _ _ r, ._T OFF , _Tn . APRi_C, SRBS r A _ .... Rvi, ul&_, SR8 ,'
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 |NCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 300.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 756/ 0 RNtL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.479 100.290 98.80700 -.06056 -.01237 -.03893 -.00964 -8._5820 2.00290 -.01065 .01605
99.673 200.280 98.24700 -.05488 -.01248 -.02946 -.00594 -8.15500 1.98430 .00346 .O0!B!
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 514
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT037} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 7571 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.890 200.350 98,!]200 -.055_3 - 01246 -.02624 -.00767 -B. J5560 1.98320 -.00676 .000i5
149.970 100.280 98.75300 -.05913 -.01331 -.03184 -.01175 -8.15960 2.00310 -.00794 .01453
149.960 .338 98.89000 -.06667 -,01251 -.0381_ -.01280 -8.16230 2.00900 -.01022 .00831
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 758/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.070 .t40 9_.80200 -.06927 -.01270 -.03467 -.01284 -8.16440 2.00650 -.00021 .00810
199.710 100.330 98.57900 -.06155 -.01325 -.03027 -.01218 -8.16100 1.99980 -.01226 .01478
199,720 200.190 98.15600 -,05656 -.01298 -.02383 -.0096.1 • -8.15720 1.98650 -,01438 " .01527
GRADIENT .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT038) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .ODO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -8,000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7591 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
i00.080 i.032 i51.84000 -.00502 - _._e_ _.n_4,._un -.01005 -B !_n _ nA2_n -non_ - nlvs_,uluuu ....... .... .........
99.928 100.370 151.68000 -.06245 -.01279 -.04166 -.01267 -8.16040 2.05210 -.00323 .01357
59.751 200.320 151.77000 -.05513 -.01363 -.03757 -.0i076 -8,i5760 2,06040 ,00150 ,01141
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7601 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
]49.900 200,280 t51.77000 -,05995 -,01277 -.03598 -.01085 -8,15880 2.05950 -.00221 .01173
149.860 100.350 151.73000 -.06328 -.01303 -.03950 -.01163 -8.16150 2.06080 -.00675 • .01203
149.720 .196 151.60000 -.06825 -.00934 -.04452 -.00836 -8.15550 2.05440 -.00919 .01065
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .0OQO0
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 515
IA142o SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETSOFF (LVT038} ( 28 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRE? = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8,000 8ETAB 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 150.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 761/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
m X Y CN CLM CY, CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.800 .160 151.51000 -.07287 -.00622 -.03941 -.00653 -8.15090 2.04900 -.01094 .00872
200.130 100.290 151.57000 -_07017 -.OlOII -.03784 -.01088 -8.15860 2.05600 -.00887 .01368
199.720 200.240 151.41000 -.06448 -.01182 -.03178 -.Oil02 -8.15930 2.05180 -.01263 .01728
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 " .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, 5RBS SEPARATING FROM OIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT039) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN.' XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 7621 0 RN/L = 1,55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.927 -.257 .04877 -.06479 -.00879 -.024BI -.00284 -8.15220 .01213 -.00722 .01285
99.654 99,892 -.38134 -.06088 -.00876 -.O1BIl -.00270 -8. I4980 ,00172 -,0]003 .00938
99.7t8 199.760 -.54291 -.05276 -.01127 -.01453 -.00253 -8.15080 -.00157 .00023 .OIQ6I
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 763/ 0 RN/L = t.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00I 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALHHA BETA
149.800 t99.720 -.43600 -.04864 -.oI13B -.00403 -.00283 -8.14860 -.002]3 .00266 .00953
!49:B_0 99.850 -.55970 -.05397 -.00991 -.00946 -.00265 -8.14830 -,00345 -.00988 .00977
150.]20 -.222 .I2247 -.05991 -.01112 -.02140 -.00402 -8.I5490 .OI410 -.00656 .01260
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7641 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.290 99.794 -,45440 -.05165 -.OIlO0 -.00389 -.00387 -8.I4950 -.00113 -.01869 .01453
199.710 199.790 -.62965 -.04794 -.00985 -.00137 -.00214 -8,14440 -.00762 -.00854 .00679
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 516
• IAI42,, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT040) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA - .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ _8.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE " .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 7651 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
|00.080 .515 51.40300 -.0643I -.01118 -.02912 -,00615 -8.15770 .04191 -.09743 -,OOB2I
99,723 99.855 50.93800 -.05967 -,00985 -.0183I -.00174 -0.15160 .02377 -.00444 .0092.
99.705 I99.800 50.56300 -.05398 -.01019 -.01329 -.00087 -8.14890 ,01441 -.00082 .0|573
GRADIENT .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7661 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.780 I99.770 50.41800 -.05309 -.01007 -.01042 -.00104 -8.14910 .01104 -.00609 .01893
149.980 99.952 50.79400 -.05788 -.01097 -.01523 -.00396 -8.15330 .02404 .00164 .0094I
I50.090 -.243 51.28900 -.06368 -.01134 -.02331 -.00800 -8.15780 .04083 -.00641 .00883
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 767/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.030 -.277 51.32800 -.06666 -.01214 -.01930 -,00904 -8.16150 ,04218 .00205 .0II97
199.790 99.781 50.81400 -.05912 -.01235 -.01188 -.00596 -8.15740 .02782 -.01244 .01438
!99._70 199.730 50.52600 -.05420 -,00998 -.00698 -.00292 -8._b850 .0_508 -.01632 .01165
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT04I) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA • .OOO BETA .000
LREF - i290.3000 ....... YMRP nO_ _ v_
_(_nco .......... ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS .OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - 100.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 768/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETA8 ALPHA BETA
100.150 .430 100,15000 -.06408 -.01243 -.03166 -.00855 -8.16060 .02560 -.09522 -,01]65
99.758 99.862 99,93000 -.05938 -.01204 -.02689 -.00658 -8.15680 .01680 -.00582 .01303
99.730 199.720 99.18000 -.05472 -.01158 -.01750 -.00304 -8.15280 -.00454 .00_26 .01233
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V4iA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 517
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF [LVT041) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = ,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -B.O00 BETAS = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : ,0000 IN. Z8 Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 769/ O RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
149.970 199.870 99.35600 -.05347 -.0II63 -.01849 -.00394 -8.15450 .0002] -.00062 .00994
I49.800 99.892 99.68400 -.05998 -.01273 -,02411 -,00705 -8,15880 .01267 -.00892 .01219
150.050 -.185 I00.03000 -.06705 _.01200 -,02822 -.00822 -8.16140 .02218 -.00537 .01334
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 770/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.000 -.232 IO0.I2000 -,07397 -.01011 -.02605 -.00966 -8. I6110 .02230 -.0049I .01255
I99.750 99.852 100.30000 -.06737 -.01099 -,02197 -.00769 -8. I5910 .02424 -.01279 .01266
I99.690 I99.710 99.43100 -.06078 -.0!126 -.0!489 -.00639 -8.15580 .00403 -.0]430 .0!029
GRADEENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, 9RB JETS OFF (LVT042) .( 26 APR ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -8.000 EETAB -2.000
BREF 129Q.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 iN. Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 NACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 771/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.763 -3.482 -.14237 -.06097 -.00948 -.01077 .OOiI6 -8. I5160 -2.00100 -.09893 -.00952
99.589 95.867 -.31662 -.05700 -.00856 -.00855 ,00299 -8.14690 -2.00750 -.00527 .00987
99.722 i_5.910 -.30334 -.0529_ ..... _ ...... _" =8. '''_ _ _"_" ............_uuv_ l_o/u -.uuu_o .-.uIu31
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 772/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
150.320 -4.174 -.1?078 -,06317 -.00845 -.00685 -.00]52 -8. I5040 -l.92950 -.00040 ,01368
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 518
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO42) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP .- 1258_5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8,000 BETAB = -2.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7731 0 RN/L _ 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.i70 -4.20; -.15780 -.0S523 _.01059 -.0038_ -.00422 -_.o 15700 -_,._a9_Tn_, ._nnuo°,_ .00587
189.400 95.820 -.38073 -.05752 -.00808 .0028"7 -.00075 -8.14610 -2.00620 -.0i532 .012i5
199._30 185.900 "-.52500 -.05348 -.00728 .00499 ,00065 -8, I4!60 -2,0l!50 -,01358 .01305
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA]42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT043I ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. ×B ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = |290°3000 {NCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, Y8 ALPHAB = -8.000 8ETA8 -2.000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 7741 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA .BETA
100.000 -3.437 48.76700 -.063|4 -.01101 -.01668 -.00347 -8.15870 -2.00890 -.09411 -.00790
99.651 95.875 48.33800 _.05845 -.00899 -.00623 .00048 -8.15130 -2.02550 -.00804 .00916
99.718 195.930 47,98900 -,05470 -.00899 -.00261 .00173 -8.14650 -2.03490 -.00073 .01161
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 775/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
!49 850 195.800 48,38200 -.05513 -,00802 -.00048 .00]17 -8.14690 -2.02EBO .OlOB7 .01028
I49.920 96.003 48.56700 -.05802 -.01048 -,00525 -.00104 -8.15230 -2.01900 -.00756 .01112
j_u.lG0 -_._8_ ........ - n=_=_ _ n_n_ - n1_=o nnuA_ -8. I_nn -P nnR_o .00332 nnq_l
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7761 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.210 -N.2!8 49,04000 -,07t09 -.01003 -.01]13 -.00458 -8.15920 -2.00350 .00089 -.01018
199.480 95.894 48.44q00 -.06430 -.00994 -.00360 -.00337 -8, I5470 -2.01800 -.01388 .01024
199.480 195.830 48.34900 -.05893 -.00806 .00006 .00020 -8.14690 -2.02630 -.0_173 .0_4_3
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 51g
IAI4B. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTO44} ( BB APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF = ]290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .. .GO00 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC " .000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 777/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.]I0 -3.372 99.91200 -.06408 -.01215 -.02017 -.00523 -8.16000 -1.98520 -.09337 -.00802
99.741 95.918 99.78000 -.06004 -.Of201 -.01568 -.003?4 -8.I5720 -I.99090 -.00326 .00934
99.555 195.900 99.32300 -.056i0 -.01084 -.00496 -.00096 -8.I5190 -2.00630 -.00432 .01358
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 778/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I49.990 195,910 99,35200 -.05838 -.0II14 -.OOBl9 -.O0lIO -e.t54IO -2.00510 -.00723 .01436
149.920 B5.96I 99,86300 -.06147 -.01209 -.01536 -.00347 -8.15830 -1.99020 -.00643 .01131
I49.990 -4.078 99.88600 -.06732 -.01207 -.01890 -.00406 -8. I6180 -1.98760 _.00810 .00911
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 779/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
, ,, n_ = -t.99470 -.00584 _'200.040 -4.LB_ 99.52500 -.07607 -.00883 -._,7 8 -.00295 -8.'5940, , .u_OBv
199.qBO 95.893 99.62000 -.06949 -.01034 -.01392 -.0031B -8.15890 -I.99530 -.01291 .01292
!99.840 195.980 99.64900 -.06382 -.00996 -.00856 -.00208 -8. I5460 -].99740 -.01363 .01126
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
!At42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT045) (26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF £690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRF = .OOuO IN. Z8 Y 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE 8 .0|00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20671 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
.017 97.222 200.16000 -.OOb_6 ,UUI35 -.USUU_ -.0_73_ -.0906] I4.06000 -.00754 IO.OIBO0
,033 199.230 199.4G000 -.00633 .0005l -.060q6 -.02181 -.09300 14.03600 -,00838 " I0.00300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 520
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT045) { 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = IO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAS = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = h.500
RUN NO. 2013/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB "ALPHA BETA
_" ,.... 0_ ,n 0170050,042 -2.50"7 202.}0000 -.00480 .00138 -,07749 -.0co_2 =.08976 "" TO000 - n _7_ ._.
49.896 97.362 201.69000 -.00320 .00026 -.06795 -.02721 -.09155 14.08800 -.01025 lO.OiBO0
50.055 _£7.360 200,85000 -.00152 -.0007i -.0582B -.02226 -.09299 !4_06300 -,00928 I0_01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 i00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20141 0 RNIL= 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.971 197.330 20I.lO000 .00152 -.00046. -.05115 -.02210 -.09051 14.06800 -.00943 10.02000
99.965 97.401 201.73000 -.00073 .00004 -.07280 -.0261I -.09057 14.08900 -.00623 10.01700
99.865 -2.526 202.07000 -.00194 .00051 -.08IBO -.02643 -.09013 14.09800 -.00663 [0.01900
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2015/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
i99.960 -2.685 201.81000 .00393 -.00206 -.08619 -.02462 -.09273 14.09200 -.00809 10.02000
199.870 97.303 202.09000 .00295 -.00212 -.0815I -.02670 -.09349 14.09900 -.00935 10.02000
199.860 197.390 201.55000 .00308 -.00150 -.07433 -.02435 -.09197 14.08400 -.00967 10.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. $RB JETS OFF (LVT046} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
.... _ nn nnnn 6n ct YMRD I_AB _non IN XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = .000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 iNCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y !00.000 .JET PC = _000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2068/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.154 .304 99.06800 -,00648 .00047 -.04390 -,02257 -.09327 12.02600 -.01007 I0.01800
-.062 100.330 98.21200 -,00491 -.00079 -.0332! -.01469 -.09553 il.99600 -.00614 10.01700
.133 200.290 98,04900 -.O05tB -.00116 -.02963 -.01176 -.09665 11.98700 -.00612 10.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 52i
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT046) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP "= I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .OOO BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP " ,0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS - .OOO BETAB = 12,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2016/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
50.01! .378 99.88600 -.00341 -.00034 -.04696 -.02227 -.09333 12.04000 -.00545 10.01500
49.879 100.250 i00.34000 -.00165 -.00071 -.03618 -,v_JL_n'=+_ +.09331 ,2._38_v +.01475 +v._220u
50.068 200.320 IO0.21000 -.00040 -.00109 -.02977 -.012B4 -.0935k 12.03000 -.00500 IO.O1800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000
RUN NO. 2017/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.779 200,410 00.15000 .00491 -.00172 -.03704 -.01144 -.09178 12.02900 -,OlOB6 10.01500
99.991 100.310 00.60000 .00071 -.O004B -.041!8 -.01560 -.09121 !2.04500 -.00312 I0.01400
99.965 .334 0!.04000 -,00374 -,00047 -.05202 -.02261 -.09380 I2.06600 -.0070I 10.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20]8/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.I30 .303 lOI.90000 -,00393 -.OOIl9 -.06B17 -.02451 -.09558 12.0BBOO -.00625 I0.01100
199.690 lOO.3lO I01.29000 .00360 -.00107 -.05422 -,01977 -.09077 12.05700 -.00444 10.02300
!99.810 200.240 IO0,BlO00 .00657 -.O000I -.04925 -.01213 -.08653 12.04000 -.01015 10.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SR8 JETS OFF (LVT047) { 25 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA IO.O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 iN. YB ALPHAS = .vuu_.......m_,_m _ _c.uuu.. ..
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2069/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
-.098 .379 150.ObUUU -.UUdbd ,UUI_O -,Ub31 t -.UdOCC -.U_UQC I_.UODUU -.UI _1 IU.UIbUU
.I19 I00.280 149.1BOO0 -.0057B -.00005 -.05113 -.01989 -.09410 12.02700 -.00797 10.02000
.008 200,370 14B.BIO00 -.00416 -.00130 -.04121 -.01384 -.09629 12,00900 -,00712 10.03200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00800 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 522
IAlk2, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT04?) ( 26 APR 99 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = ]2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y i50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20191 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM C" CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.885 .347 150,54000 -.00154 .O00G_ -.bo390 -.0247I -.08967 12.06400 -.00640 i0.01_00
50.169 IO0.3IO 149.75000 -.00291 -,00066 -.04980 -.02023 -.09380 I2.03900 -.00541 10.02600
4g.90B 200,qO0 I_8.95000 -.00115 -.001_5 -.04061 -.0143B -,09454 12.01300 -.O07BO I0.02200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20201 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.020 200.320 I49.22000 .00097 -.0006I -.04406 -.01393 -.09144 I2.01800 -.00755 10.01400
99.931 100.290 I49.B1000 .00159 -.00069 -.05568 -.01952 -.09109 12.04100 "" -.00754 10.01500
99.9II .194 150.16000 -.00033 -,00003 -,06847 -.02353 -.09054 12.05600 -,00762 10,01200
GRADIENT .O0000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 202I/ 0 RN/L = 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.I00 .t49 [50.00000 -.00242 -.00]53 -.07293 -.02353 -.09547 12.05500 -.00667 lO.OIBO0
199.750 100.270 149.93000 -.00319 -.00017 -.06621 -.02219 -.09268 12.04900 -.00937 10.01900
199.750 200.360 149.79000 .00438 -.00082 -.05564 -.oIq46 -.08973 12.03700 -.01093 10.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT0481 ( 26 APR ?7 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I258,SNO0 IN, X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA !0,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB IO.O00
SCALE + .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20701 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
• 001 -.!39 I8.18700" -.00389 -.00208 -.0!659 -.01022 -.09819 9.98970 -.00375 10.01300
.095 99.740 18.03800 -.00346 -.0029t -.01500 -.00714 -.10000 9.98220 -.OOBBI 10.01200
.042 199.690 17.85400 -,00473 -.00282 -.OilED -.00573 -.10060 9.9?580 .. -.00749 10.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .04)000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAl42, AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 523
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO4B) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF : [290.3000 INCHES YMRP ..: .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB : .000 BETAB = lO.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2022/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.995 -.056 20.66?00 .00080 -.00198 -.01636 -.01127 -.09455 ]0.03600 -.00603 10.01800
49.922 99.691 20.06300 .00205 -.00301 -.01452 -.00816 -.09682 10.02000 -.00837 ]O.QI300
50.090 199.780 20.33900 .00168 -.00322 -.0147] -.00639 -.09757 I0.02300 -.00436 t0.00900
• GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2023/ 0 RN/L : ].51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = =5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.887 ]99.740 20.20]00 .0080I -.00366 -.02255 -.00551 -.09474 I0.02100 -.00824 10.00900
99.929 99.812 20.35]00 .00563 -.00228 -.02120 -.00q2I -.0928I [0.02600 -.00100 tO.OrB00
99.888 -.226 20.79300 .00371 -.00070 -.0207] -.0115[ -.090II I0.04000 -.00300 I0.02200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20241 0 RN/L = [.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CV CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.II0 -.232 21.74000 .00223 -,00028 -.0397_ -.0iq84 -.08981 I0.07200 -.00416 I0.01300
]99.670 99.686 20.94000 .OOq04 .00i09 -.02955 -.Oll3B -.08367 I0.0k200 -.01345 i0.02000
!99.830 I99.q90 20.60200 .00632 .00107 -.03099 -.00699 -.08424 10.03300 -.0]866 I0.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
1A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT049) ( 26 APR ?7 i
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = .000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2071/ 0 RN/L = [.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.006 _.094 49.47600 -.005?0 -.00]43 -.02508 -.0t296 -.09965 tO.O1700 -.00928 10.01900
-.02[ I99.790 48.43600 -.00362 -.00236 -,0]726 -.00819 -.09872 9.98990 -.00593 10.01100
GRADIENT. .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-K1Ao TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 524
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. 5RB JETS OFF (LVT049) [ 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP ]258.5000 IN, X8 ALPHA .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB IO.O00
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2025/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLN CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.977 -.051 51.06400 -.00299 -.00095 -.02644 -.01331 -,09479 I0.04600 -.00624 IO.OIBO0
49.929 99 _nl _n_._,4_n nn - N_I_ ....nn1_Q n_f_ --.0!00! NQ_Q_ In n_inn nn_ in nn_nn
49.914 [99.810 50.40100 .00045 -.00233 -.01856 -.00891 -.09613 10,02500 -.00854 10.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2026/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.070 199.880 50.47q00 .00250 -.00221 -.02725 -.00785 -.09455 10.02700 -.00464 10.01400
99.844 99.811 50.67600 -.00052 -.O00B] -.02624 -.00998 -.09297 I0.03400 -.0077_ I0.02300
100.020 -.229 51.10100 -.00119 -.O00]I -.03041 -.01381 -,09162 ]0.04900 -.O013b 10.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20271 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB . ALPHA BETA
200.140 -.253 51.93000 -.00138 -.00034 -.04498 -.01989 -.09211 lO.Oq700 -.00462 10.01300
199.620 99.788 .51.02600 .0028I .O010B -.03309 -.01305 -.08625 10.04700 -.01367 10.02300
199.900 199.810 50.36500 .00339 .00093 -,03266 -.00843 -.08636 10.02800 -.00894 10.0]500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SR8 JETS OFF (LVT050) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA I0.000
LREF i290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB I0.000
BREF 1290.300@ INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.OOO .JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0108 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2072/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.089 -.lGB 102.76000 -.00347 -.00035 -.04260 -.0]845 -.09347 lO.OBBO0 -.01089 10.01600
.]66 99.753 102.!3000 -.00454 -,00100 -.03085 -.01123 -.09588 10.06200 -.00618 lO,02lO0
-.022 199.710 101.56000 -.00059 -.00280 -,02295 -,01030 -.OgqB6 I0.04900 -.01290 lO.OlIO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 525
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT050) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1890.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB - I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC : .000
SCALE = .0108 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20281 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETA8 ALPHA BETA
49.943 -.177 100.44000 -.00360 -.00055 -.04366 -.01840 -.09403 10.04700 -.00925 I0.01800
50.109 99.810 99.89300 -.00226 -.00099 -.03093 -.01182 -.09445 10.02400 -.00403 10.02600
49.994 200.000 }01.90000 .00029 -.00209 -.02640 -.00947 -.09559 10.05400 -.00669 10.03000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20291 0 RNIL = ].51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.911 199.770 100.35000 ,00113 -.00088 -.03038 -.00958 -.092!5 10.02700 -.00517 10.00800
99.998 99.694 100.68000 -.00107 -.00035 -.03679 -.01156 -.09212 10.03900 -,00548 10.01000
99.962 -.I14 101.28000 -.00476 .0004I -.04870 -.0t819 -.09239 I0.06200 -.00500 I0.01400
GRADIENT .OOuuu .uuuuO .uuOvO .00000 .OOuuu .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2030/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETA8 ALPHA BETA
200.170 -.229 I01.77000 -.00945 .00057 -.05737 -.02088 -.09482 i0.07900 -.00556 10.01700
I99.750 99.738 101.32000 -.00397 .00067 -.04711 -.01815 -.09138 ]0.06000 -,00659 I0,02500
I99.800 199,590 100.41000 .00168 .00082 -.03993 -.01028 -.0876I 10.03300 -,01074 I0.01100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
tAIh r_
_,I_2. SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET. SRB JETS Orr (LVT051} ( 25 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 8Q.FT. XMRP 1258.500D IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = .000 BETAB 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20731 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA 8ETA
.044 95.804 -.25573 -,00289 -.00318 -.00991 -.00431 -.10031 8.00550 -.00717 I0.00900
-.028 195.820 -.35480 -.00417 -,00312 -.00548 -.00347 -.10107 8.00170 -.0101I i0,01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 526
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT05I) ( 2B APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP .= I258.5000, IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - .000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20311 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.940 -4,238 1.52VO0 -.00251 -.OOlO0 -.01240 -,00639 -.09486 8.042!0 -.00985 !O.Ot600
49.967 95.760 1.48610 -.00]89 -.OOlV5 -.01140 -.00436 -.0962V 8.03780 -.0i356 i0.0i600
50.120 195.B40 1.32450 -.00123 -.00239 -.01094 -.O03kS -.09742 8.03350 -.00540 I0.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20321 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.911 195.840 1.37410 .00381 -.00238 -.0145l -.00433 -.0942B 8.03680 -.0202V 10.02100
100.020 95:745 1.44360 .00094 -.00096 -.01325 -.O05qB -.09258 8.03950 -.00483 I0,02000
99,878 -4.2]V 1.56060 -.00050 -.00003 -.01452 -.OOV3B -.09]]8 8.04460 -.00v85 10.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2033/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = ~5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200,140 -4.191 2.14660 -.00185 .00187 -.02645 -.01367 -.08723 8.06810 -.00405 10.01700
I99.680 95.7?0 1.65910 .00080 .00296 -.01926 -.00855 -.08308 8,04950 -.01316 10.01800
I99.900 I95.860 1,69010 .00185 .00173 -.0t920 -.00669 -.08546 6.04790 -.OOVlO 10.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, BRB JETS OFF (LVT052) ( 26 APR V? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
S_EF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = .000 BETAB = 8.000
. n _ r,,_uc¢ 7Moo nnnn IKt 7= Y = 5n,O00 .ICT Pe = .nnn
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2074/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.095 -4.174 49.34?00 -.00350 -.00186 -.01995 -.01109 -.09739 8.00930 -.00V13 10.02100
-.OIO 95.933 49.09400 -.00224 -.00228 -.01358 -:00836 -.09769 V,99910 -.0045V 10.01400
-.017 195.B30 49.05000 -.00129 -.00269 -.01117 -,00v34 -.09B12 7.99530 -.00995 10.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .ooo00 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 527
IA142, 'SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT052) ( 26 APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = .000 BETAB 8.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2034/ 0 RN/L = 1.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
50.047 -4.t55 48.95400 -.00384 -.00096 -.02420 -.00961 -.09541 8.00190 -.00522 I0.0]600
49,935 95.83! 50,66400 -,00246 -.00152 -,01892 -.00742 -.09597 8.03490 -.00618 10.02100
50.015 195.920 48.84900 -.00107 -.00203 -.01435 -.00709 -.09639 7.99S30 -.00579 10.02400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000. .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2035/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.974 195,930 48.98800 -.OOOB6 -,00103 -.OIBBB -.00667 -.09389 q.99920 -.00470 IO.OIBO0
99.806 95.696 48.96500 -.00306 -.00002 -.02207 -.00707 -.09269 8.00030 -.01591 I0,02000
99,904 -4.267 49.48400 -.00641 ,00109 -,02776 -.01049 -.09200 8,01670 -.OOBlB 10.01800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20361 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.170 -4.I85 49.94500 -.0090l .00162 -.03601 -.01712 -.09216 8.03680 -.00921 IO.O]O00
199.680 95.751 49.27900 -.00600 .00338 -.02630 -.01043 -.086]9 8.012]0 -.00823 I0.02200
]99.840 195.790 48.93500 -.00187 .00211 -.02453 -.00688 -.08679 8.00000 -.0]002 I0.02000
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRB5 SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT053) { 26 APR 77)
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, Y8 ALPHA8 = .000 BETA8 8-000
BREF |290.3000 INCHES ZHRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y = ]00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20751 0 RN/L = 1.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
1 w Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.03I 195.900 98.07500 -.00226 -.00221 -.02183 -.00551 -,09755 7.99q80 -,00922 IO.Ol?O0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 52B
IA142, SRB5 SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT053) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - .000 BETAB 8,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOOO IN. 28 Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 20371 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
--. ..... -- ..... - inm4B.954 -4.123 100.53000 -.00425 00010 -.03BB9 n:_ .nQ_QX 8.04340 .01253 I0.02,_
50.006 B5,780 100.21000 -.00259 -.00101 -.02687 -.00831 -.09483 B.02510 -.00646 I0.02600
50.008 i95.800 99.94100 -.O01B9 -.00174 -.0216l -.00636 -.0961'7 B.01620 -.00728 I0.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000 .00000 ;00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2038/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.963 I95,810 I00.06000 -.00014 -.O00BI -.02483 -.00546 -.09284 B.OlqBO -.OlO0? IO.OlBO0
99.933 95.784 I00.31000 -.00270 .00006 -.03156 -.00824 -.09222 8.02840 -.00703 10.01600
99.94B -4,277 100.B1000 -.00630 .00098 -.04265 -.01476 -.09205 8.05020 -,00895 10.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2039/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.150 -4.26B 101.06000 -.OIOOB .00022 -.04817 -.0179I -.0961! 8.06080 -.00777 I0.01300
19B.730 95.779 100.69000 -.00850 .00174 -.03965 -.0128I -.O9IB2 8.04460 -.00970 10.02400
199.690 195.800 100.01000 -.00283 .00203 -.03196 -.00758 -.08755 8.02200 -.01168 10.01800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT054} ( 26 APR 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF, Lu9 .... O_ c_,_.,_,,.._,,,,, _2_8._ _,,. ALPHA .uuu BETA lO.O00
LREP - .I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREf = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .UOOO IN. ZB Y 200,000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2076/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.052 -2.541 201.47000 -.03742 -,00205 -.07971 -.03]90 -4.11790 14,09B00 ,O060B 10.01700
-.051 B7.41l 201.34000 -.02974 -.00552 -.07476 -.02940 -4.12|70 14.09200 .O02BB 10.01300
-.131 197.440 200.40000 -.03100 -.00534 -.05787 -.0222B -4,12220 14.06100 -.00059 I0.02100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
i
"DATE 25 JUL ?7 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 529
IAI42, 5RBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT054) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA I0.000
LREF. = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS = 14.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB ' Y 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 20??/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5'.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.745 197.350 200.30000 -.02222 -,00573 -.05899 -.0246I -4.11770 ]4.06100 =.00835 10.01200
99.950 97.275 201,51000 -.02742 -.00500 -.05960 -.02866 -4.21900 14.09200 -.00737 I0.01700
99.875 -2.673 201.21000 -.02881 -.00418 -.07856 -.02952 -4.11780 14.09000 -.00760 I0.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20781 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.980 -2.659 201.17000 -.02550 -.00557 -.08414 -.02542 -4.I1920 14.08500 -.00607 10.02000
199.920 97.255 201.00000 -.02410 -.00654 -.07802 -.02781 -4.12070 14.08300 -.01158 10.0]400
199,880 197.550 200,?0000 -,01866 -.00633 -,06859 -.02566 -4.11690 14.07200 -,00851 10.02700
GRADIENT .00000. .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142," SRBS 5EPARATING FROM O/ET, SR8 JETS OFF (LVT055} ( 26 APR 77
REFERENCE DATA " PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA _0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAS 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2079/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -B.OO/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.063 .285 99.48100 -.03568 -.00494 -.05388 -.02226 -4.12410 I2.03800 -.OIOI6 I0.01900
-.034 100.180 98.85400 -.02778 -.00610 -.04329 -.01369 -4.12230 12.01100 -.00708 10.02000
-.135 200.330 98.39100 -.02537 -.00639 -.03509 -.01221 -4.12150 11.99800 -.00142 I0.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2080/ 0 RNIL = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.937 i00.250 98.46700 -.0215B -.00358 -.03860 -.0i531 -4.11230 12.00500 -.0t043 i0.62560
100.030 .223 99.57300 -.02615 -.00550 -.04886 -.02301 -4.11960 I2.03900 -.00966 I0.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 530t
IAI4B, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT0551 I 2B APR 77 3
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO..BOBI/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.310 .t96 99.73800 -.02684 -.00552 -.06020 -.02557 -4.11990 12.04900 -.00570 10.00900
I99.660 100.210 gg.lOqO0 -,oigo5 -.00524 -,05072 -.02056 -4.11470 12.02800 .00322 lO.OI800
199.730 200.150 98,g1400 -.01353 -.0042B -.04375 -.01450 -4.10910 12.01300 -.0]220 10.00400
GRADIENT .O0000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT056) ( 26 APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP : 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -4.000 8ETA8 12.000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : .0000 IN, ZB Y 150,000 JET PC - ,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 2082/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.028 .199 150.61000 -.03410 -.00336 -.0697B -.02537 -4.I1920 I2.06708 .00717 10.01200
-.255 100.160 I50.07000 -.03266 -.00483 -.06029 -,01914 -4.12200 12.04600 -.00709 10.02100
-.094 200.280 149.52000 -.03033 -.00544 -.0472B -.01424 -4,12220 12.02500 .00140 I0.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20831 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM cY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.735 200.330 149.73000 -.0202B -.00513 -.04101 -.0162B -4.11530 12.03100 -.00343 I0.01400
99.957 I00_!30 )50.00000 -.02421 -.00546 -.05224 -.02155 -k.11830 12.04600 -.00722 I0.01200
99.900 .233 150.50000 -.02686 -.00477 -.06491 -.02563 -4.11820 12,OB400 -.00705 10.01800
RUN NO, 2084i 0 RNiL = i.Si GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 ,5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.020 .22F. 150.32000 -.02728 -.00589 -.07096 -.02464 -4.12110 12.06100 -.00926 I0.01600
199.790 100,220 150.51000 -.02224 -,00611 -.06205 -,02304 -4,1]860 12.06000 -,00904 lO,02IO0
199.790 200.080 149.9B000 -.01644 -.00569 -.05i95 -.0186q -4.i1420 I2.04200 -.OlOOl 10.01000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 9? IAI42, AEOC V41A_KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 531
IA142o SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT05?) ( 28 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP : .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB I0.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2085/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.096 -.12I 19,99900 -.02851 -.00656 -o03198 -.00836 -4.12400 I0.02100 -.00697 I0.02200
.If5 99.585 19.52280 -.O2BI5 -,00682 -,02617 -.00813 -4.12450 10,00800 -.00277 IO.OI#O0
.067 199.740 19.41600 -.02460 -.00269 -.02178 -.00528 -4.i2440 i0.00400 .01278 iO.Oi200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 100000
RUN NO. 20861 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
99.436 199.690 18.34200 -.01517 -.00354 -.01820 -.00659 -4.10950 I0.00300 -.00240 I0.01300
99.848 99.622 19.35200 -.01443 -.0037I -.01977 -.00763 -4.10840 10.00500 -.00722 IO.DJOOO
99.90I -.241 19.87200 -.OIB03 -.00354 -.02222 -.01045 -4.10890 I0.0!900 -.00733 10.01800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20871 0 RNIL = 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y ON CLM CY CYN ALP;tAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.290 -.244 20.30000 -.01503 -.00455 -.03275 -.01782 -4.110_0 10._42 .... 00077 I0.00600
199.630 99.694 19.82500 -.00919 -.00369 -.02864 -,01008 -4.10510 10,02000 -.01367 IO.Ol800
!99.890 199.610 19.65700 -.00743 -.00445 -.02869 -.00758 -4.10590 IO.OI400 -.02153 10.00500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
, .... SEO^R^TIN _ _ nM nJ_T SRB JETS nrC _1wTnSB t 26 _P_ 77 I_2, SRBS ........ R.....................
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = IO.ODO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ?MAP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = t0.000
BREF © 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20881 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETA8 ALPHA BETA
-.008 99.736 49.90300 -°02852 -.O05BB -°03037 -.00798 -4.12240 10.0]600 -.010£I 10.01800
-.134 198.620 49.75100 -.02305 -.00735 -.02470 -.00766 -4.12260 IO.OIlO0 -.01002 10.00100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 532
IA142, sRBs SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO5B} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA lO.O00
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB I0.000
SREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2089/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
99.553 199.790 49.62800 _.01591 -.00371 -.02125 -,00868 -4.11000 I0.00900 -.00230 10.01800
99.911 99.561 49.69800 -.0]q72 -.00344 -,024i3 -.00994 -4._09B0 i0.0i300 -.00689 JO.OOBO0
100.000 -,173 50.2!600 -.02075 -.00408 -,02904 -,01367 -4,11310 I0.03000 -.00679 I0.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20901 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.310 -.297 50.46900 -.02150 -.00510 -.04045 -.01979 -4.11590 10.04600 -.00095 10.00700
199,630 99.559 50,11000 -.oIq30 -.00304 -.03217 -.01328 -4.10840 10,02800 -.01290 10.01900
199,920 199,950 49.76900 -.01384 -.00335 -.03036 -.01002 -4.10710 10.01600 -.01068 ]0.01800
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT059) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .OOO BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAS 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20911 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA . BETA
I2_ -.060 100.48000 -.02968 -.00593 -.05250 -.01620 -4.12300 I0.04600 -.0088I 10.02000
-.217 99,735 99.73700 -.02853 -.00517 -.03735 -.01054 -4.12060 10.02000 -.00504 10.02200
_.050 ,_ mmn g_ L._nOn - n_o_ - nn_un - n_ - nn_Ql -_ I_AXA In OlnAA AA_7_ Ih AI_AA
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20921 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.434 199.800 99.51500 -.01963 -.00347 -.02900 -,00890 -4.11100 lO.OIIO0 -.00505 10.01300
99.939 99.699 gB,B2600 -.02136 -.00365 -.034q4 -,01i54 -4.11240 i0.02200 -.00821 IO.OilO0
99.942 -.171 100.54000 -.02467 -.00484 -.04480 -.01889 -4.11720 10.04800 -.01140 10.01200
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAi42, AEDC V4iA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA ' PAGE 533
IAI42, SRB9 SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT059) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258..5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB: -4.000 BETAB = 10.000
• BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. Z8 Y : I00.000 JET PC : .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 2093/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.230 -.]52 100.81000 -.02796 -.00523 -.05431 -.02095 -4.12010 ]0.05900 -.00758 lO.OIIO0
199.660 99.703 I00.41000 -.02040 -.00523 -.04481 -.01681 -4.11550 I0.04300 -.01C73 IO.OIBO0
..... _ _ _'_ ,_v3,, -.03570 _'195 _4 _v92v _.v22vu -.00948_=9 ,9u _99.,9_ 99.78000 -._,_S - _ -._, ,'" _ '" " ........ Iu•ucIuu
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRB5 SEPARATING FROM O/ET, 5RB JETS OFF (LVTO60} ( 26 APR ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA ]0.000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAS = 8,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2094/ 0 RN/L = I.Si GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.030 -4.058 -1.36660 -.02410 -.00715 -.02407 -.00408 -4.12280 7.98480 -.01832 I0.01700
-.04I 95.662 -1.58260 _.02353 -.00745 -.01991 -.00254 -4.]2320 7.97780 -,0087I ]0.01000
.i25 I95.780 -I.81580 -.02380 -,00797 -.01401 -,00229 -4.i2470 7.97110 .00564 I0.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2095/ 0 RN/L = 1.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA • BETA
99.717 195.640 -1.62590 -.01319 -.00352 -.01258 -.00368 -4.10730 7.97680 .01428 10.00400
99.752 95.757 -1,45480 -.01375 -.00336 -.01294 -,00454 -4.10730 7.98t00 -.00763 10.02000
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2096/ 0 RN/L = t.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETA8 ALPHA BETA
199.970 395.550 -1.37390 -.01156 .00261 01934 .00628 -4.I0400 7.98690 -.01360 10.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 534
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOBI) ( 26 APR 71 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ -4.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0|00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20971 0 RNIL = I,BI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.010 -4,219 50.89300 -.02576 -.0064I -.03462 -.00775 -4.12190 8.03580 -.00594 IO.OIBO0
-.220 95.799 50.08000 -.02478 -.00587 -.02213 -.00677 -4.12010 8.01660 .OlO5B 10.01800
-.i76 I_5.870 _9.G9700 -.02237 -.00657 -.02055 -.00535 -4.12030 8.00680 -.00850 IO.OllO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2098/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.623 195.630 49.76500 -.01470 -.00443 -.01565 -.00727 -4.11040 8.00970 -.0064I IO.O0000
99.893 95.714 50.18700 -.Ol?ll -.00382 -.01891 -.OO81B -4.11040 8,01930 -.0067B 10,01900
99.951 -4.151 50.45900 -.02000 -.00456 -.02637 -.Oil21 -4.11380 8.03110 -.OOBB1 I0.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2099/ 0 RN/L = 1.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.310 -4.263 51.34400 -.02506 -.00455 -.03800 -.01608 -4.11680 8.05730 -.00417 10.01000
199.580 95.721 50.53300 -.01855 -.00285 -.02741 -.01069 -4.10880 8,03220 -.00836 10.02000
199.790 195.790 50.29400 -.01490 -.00266 -.02350 -.00824 -4.10620 8.02290 -.00837 10.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT062) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRCr = LvB_nnnn_=n .... cn...... rT XMRP = !258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = I£90.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN: YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1£90.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .uuuu_........ I_. L_ Y -- ,_.vv_'nnn v_,'cT,_D# = .vv_nnn
SCALE = .0100 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 21001 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.OB7 -4.175 100.11000 -.02583 -.00552 -.04407 -.01422 -4.I1960 8,03570 -.01545 !0,01400
.OBl 95.632 99.67200 -.02416 -.00575 -.03494 -.00646 -4.11940 8.01380 .00300 i0.01900
-.014 195.820 99.31100 7.02262 -.00584 -.02984 =.00428 -4.11870 8.00270 -.00309 10.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
xDATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 535
IA142o SRBB SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOS2) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 8ETAB = 8,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2101/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
99.633 195.690 99.18300 -.01899 -.00314 -.02602 -.00515 -4.10990 8.00040 -,00754 ;0.00800
99.948 95.713 99.66600 -.02064 -.00382 -,03024 -.00837 -4.;!250 8.0!520 -.0083I 10.0!300
100.050 -4.111 100.26000 -,02419 -.00463 -.03968 -.01595 -4.ii650 8.04030 -.00843 10,00900
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 21021 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200,140 -4.188 100.55000 -.02908 -.00489 -,04684 -,01757 "4.12010 8.04960 -.01028 10.01600
I99.730 95.692 99.89000 -.02;27 -.00485 -.03796 -.01341 -4.11520 8.02900 -.00959 10.0;800
199.810 I95.830 99.20200 -.0t615 -.G0349 -.02883 -.00886 -4.10890 8.00730 -.00936 I0.02200
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAIq2, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET_ SRB JETS OFF (LVT063) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA .000 BETA I0.000
LREF _ [290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 21301 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.OOl 5.00
Z X Y "CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.230 -2,513 201.34000 -.05624 -,OIOB7 -.08497 -.0310B -8.15020 14.09600 -.00228 I0.01700
99.798 197.520 200.44000 -,0_687 -.01293 -.0627l -.02537 -8.14970 14.06500 .00318 10.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21311 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00I 5.00
7 V V PM PI M PV _VM &l _WA_ _TA_ AI _WA _T^
150.180 97,479 201.11000 -.0469I -,01342 .07383 -.03041 -8. I50_0 14.08q00 -.00706 I0,01900
149.990 -2.424 201.20000 -.05126 -.01210 -.08003 -,03106 -8.15020 14.09200 -.00526 10,02300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 538
IAI_2, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO63) { 26 APR ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2132/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
200.050 -2.530 200.56000 -.05337 -,01094 -.08025 -.02947 -8.14870 14.08500 -.00842 10.01800
199.890 97.494 201.04000 -.04776 -.01232 -.07372 -.03102 -8.14860 14.08700 -.01773 I0.01600
199,940 197.500 200.60000 -.04192 -.01263 -,06420 -.02795 -8,14590 14.07200 -.01342 IO,OI?O0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAl42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT064} { 26 APR 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.2000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -B.O00 BETAB - 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2133/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
!00.260 .405 99.10100 -.0558I -.01130 -.05649 -,02104 -8.15140 12.02900 -.00587 10.01800
99.628 ' 100.300 98.30700 -.04759 -.00910 -.04270 -.01415 -B. lhllO 12.00100 .00623 I0.02300
99.721 200.360 97.73500 -.03815 -.01011 -.03456 -.01262 -8.13790 11.98600 -.Q0337 10.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 •
RUN NO. 2134/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
!49.950 200,300 97.98800 -.03355 -.00942 -.03472 -.0136I -8.13330 I1.99200 -.00713 10.01200
|50.I00 I00.270 98.25400 -.03875 -.Of041 -.04289 -.01731 -8.13880 12.00400 -.01037 I0.01200
|50.230 ,352 _=_._88__ -.04748 -.0_080 -.05474 -.02408 -B. lk500 !2.03200 -.0}529 !0.0!700
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2135/ 0 RNIL = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200,110 .335 99.22300 -,04430 -.0II83 -.06198 -.02509 -8. I_540 12.03900 -.00497 10.01400
199,910 I00.300 98.59500 -.03889 -.01103 -.05029 -.0i981 -8.14030 12.0[600 -.0099I IO.OI800
199.720 200,250 98.04000 -.03119 -.00934 -.04059 -.01488 -8.13150 I1.99600 -.01366 10.02100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEDC VWIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAG E 537
'IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOB5) ( 26 APB 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -B.O00 BETAB = 12.000
8REF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIDO MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 213G/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
i00.140 .384 152.87000 -.05733 -.01058 -.07178 -.02636 -8.15040 12.11000 -.00899 10.01500
99.841 100.230 152.42000 -.05190 -.0It26 -.06009' -.02158 -8.14880 I2,09200 .OI3BO 10.02100
99.762 200.340 151.67000 -.04320 -.0II16 -.04607 -,01633 -8,_4340 12,06600 -.0040l 10.02100
GRADIENT .00000. .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2137! 0 RNIL : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.910 200.380 151.81000 -.03894 -,01139 -.04584 -.0176B -8.14130 I2.07100 -.01011 10.01700
150.230 100.320 152.48000 -.04525 -.01244 -.05842 -,02337 -8.14760 12_09500 -.01473 I0.01400
150.120 .497 152.90000 -,05022 -.01202 -.08904 -.02690 -8.14950 I2.11100 -.01466 10.02400
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21381 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199,930 .3ll 152.84000 -.05066 -.01155 -.04009 -.02678 -8.14860 i2. lIO00 -.00440 I0.02100
199.880 100.300 I52.43000 -.04412 -.01189 -.05944 -,02487 -8.1_5q0 12.09700 -.0123B i0.01400
199.970 200.410 I52.06000 -,0383I -.01156 -.04966 -.01992 -8.14130 12,08000 -.00953 10.02100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00QO .00000 .00000
IA142. BRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT066) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -8.000 BETA8 = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2139/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
IO0. I60 -.037 18.18900 -.03991 -.00875 -,03166 -.00860 -8.13570 lO.00GO0 -.00683 10.01600
991810 189.790 18.78400 -.03266 -,00802 -.01968 -.00584 -8.12960 9.99150 -.00542 10,01000
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? [AI42, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 538
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOB61 ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT• XMRP = 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.30D0 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -8.000 BETAB 10.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y ,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2140/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.990 199.030 t8.7BBO0 -.02800 -.00724 -.02214 -.00765 -8.12470 9.99470 -.00327 lO.OI60O
_9.=_ 99.?IB ,9._4_ . - ...... - ...... -o ........ I.... Buy
150.290 -.068 19.36000 -.03463 -.00778 -.0268S -.01212 -8. I3010 I0.01300 -.01419 I0.02100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .0OOOO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21411 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.170 -.I16 19.85100 -,03473 -.00906 -.03342 -.01590 -8.13310 I0.02900 -.OOlI3 ]0.01300
• 199.770 99.721 19.31400 -.03042 -.00691 -.02888 -.01060 -8.12530 lO.OllOO -.01057 10.01800
199.960 199.780 19.35300 -.02802 -.00597 -.02670 -.00935 -8.12400 10.00900 -.01768 IO.OIO00
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .,00000 . ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT067) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA lO.OOO
LREF 1290.300D INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETA8 IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2142/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.200 -.153 49.20500 -.04648 -.00975 -.03752 -.01164 -B.14210 I0.01200 .01862 I0.01100
99.763 99.492 48.70700 -.04248 -.00782 -.02839 -,00870 -8. i3500 8.99550 -.00299 iO.oiqo0
99.881 _99.830 48.49400 -.03618 -.00873 -.02144 -.00816 -8.13340 9.98900 ,00761 IO.OI600
6RADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2143/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.880 199.770 48.64900 -.02991 -.00813 -.02394 -.00983 -8.12800 9.99460 .00286 IO.O]70O
150.050 99.770 48.91600 -.03362 -.0080? -.02800 -.0!076 -8.13010 10.00200 -.00122 !0.01900
150.300 -.I17 49.44300 -.04194 -.00954 -.03590 -.01490 -8.13870 10.02000 .OllIl I0.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 539
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTO6?I ( BB APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = t258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMR# = .O000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -B.O00 BETAB I0.000
BREF = I@90.30_8 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN."ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 214_/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.190 -,192 49.75100 -.04042 -.01090 -.04211 -.01834 -8.14100 10.03200 .00162 I0.01300
199.690 99.697 48.99700 -.03476 -.00809 -,03w02 -,0}256 -8.13090 10.00800 -.01233 10.02000
199,740 199.840 49.87800 -.03056 -.00768 -.02961 -.01098 -8. I2730 I0.00200 -.02110 10.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTOB8) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAS I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN, ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2145/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
I00.110 -.057 100.75000 -.05482 -.01041 -.05461 -.01760 -B.14870 10.05500 -.01053 10.01900
99.583 99.750 99.80100 -.04611 -.00987 -.039[4 -,01152 -8.14160 I0.02400 -.01869 I0,02100
99.90! 199.750 9u.50500 -.03898 -.00957 -.03141 -.00997 -8,13710 10.01400 .00069 IO.Oi500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2146/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
149.890 199.850 99.59700 -.03557 -.00886 -.02998 -,01077 -8. I3320 I0.01700 -.01705 10.01100
• =_ ,_ _ mo_ ,nn n_nnn - nun_ - NInI_ - NXRn_ - NIqN_ -R l_q_N IN.N_NN .NI_I6 IO.NIgNO
150.130 -,tBI 100.66000 -.04607 -.01137 -.05151 -.02025 -8.14560 I0.05600 -,02947 10.00900
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2147/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 _ v CM rl M _Y CYN AIPHAR BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.760 99.793 100,14000 -,04108 -[0;057 -.0_401 -.0168_ -8.14060 10.03800 -:0_882 i618#306
I99.?00 199.780 99.78800 -.03366 -.00903 -.03387 -,01192 -8.13240 10,08300 -,OIB02 IO.OBl00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 540
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO69) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA 10.000
LREP 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y " .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.600
RUN NO. 21481 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.100 -3.957 .045!5 -.041!8 -,00753 -.02364 -.00441 -8.13360 8.01040 -.01334 !0.0!500
99.826 95.822 -.3424i -.03852 -.007ii -.0i788 -.00230 -8.i3i00 q.99900 .002i0 i0.01300
99.861 195.880 -.I6183 -.03300 -.00825 -.01435 -.00213 -8.13040 8.00090 .00484 10.01300
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2|49/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
149.820 I95.960 -.41935 -.02741 -.00670 -.01524 -.00504 -8.12310 B.O00BO -.00383 .I0.01300
I49.930 95.883 .06977 -.02954 -.00615 -.01615 -.00566 -8.12310 8.01130 .00997 I0.01600
150.300 -3.882 .21054 -.03490 -.00654 -.02]28 -.00706 -8.12q30 8.01710 -.01824 10.03100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2150/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.230 -4.067 .61732 -.03373 -.00784 -.02246 -.01163 -8.12960 8.03150 .00143 10.01300
I99.660 95.888 .29741 -.03172 -.00549 -.02014 -.00746 -8.12280 8.01890 -.00985 10.01900
199.970 195.880 .15139 -,02735 -.00668 -,01960 -.00708 -8.12290 8.01590 -.01435 I0.01100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET. SR8 JETS OFF (LVT070) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -B.O00 BETAS = 8,000
8RE_ - ]290.3000 !NCNES ZMRP -0000 IN. 78 Y 50-000 .lET _C = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 21511 0 RNIL = I.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.030 -3.942 49.93900 -.04816 -.00909 -.03573 -.00785 -8.14160 8.01850 .00054 10.01500
99.639 95.926 49.48600 -.04226 -.00816 _,02548 -.00638 -8.13580 8.00540 -.00498 iO.OiBO0
99.907 195.980 49.48300 -.03600 -.00893 -.01940 -.00581 -8.13380 8.00270 -.00007 10.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 541
IA_42, £R6S SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SR6 JETS OFF (LVT0701 ( 26 APR 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS 8.000
BREP - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 60.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2152/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA .BETA
149.9t0 195.860 49.13900 -.03127 -.00794 -.01983 -.00882 -8.128N0 ?,99740 -.00523 10.01400
150.030 95.982 49.57100 -.03508 -.00795 -.02330 -.00799 -8.13080 6.00600 -.0085t 10.02200
150,220 -4.053 50.04200 -.04|95 -.00974 -.03184 -.01224 -8.13930 8.02540 -.01118 10.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21531 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.210 -4,007 50.29000 -,04334 -.0!020 -.03680 -.0}571 -8.14120 8.03650 -.00391 10.01300
199.690 95.885 49.33700 -.03421 -.00816 -,02810 -.00950 -8,_3070 8.00750 -.01384 10.0t700
199,860 195.940 49.52900 -.03067 -.00745 -.02378 -.00769 -8.12690 8.00920 -.01660 I0.01500
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OlET, SR8 JETS OFF (LVTOql) ( 26 APR 7? )
REFERENCE DAIA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF £690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = .000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2154/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.050 -4.029 103.34000 -.05269 -.01005 -.04930 -.01503 -8.14650 8.09860 -.00676 I0.01900
99.853 95.858 102.80000 -.04909 -.00826 -,03914 -.00700 -8.14020 8.07120 -.00803 10.02200
99.651 195.790 102.16000 -.04496 -.00731 -.02992 -.00525 -8.13540 6.05820 -.01478 10.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2155/ 0 RNIL : ].51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CU CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
i501040 95.895 |02.83000 -.04244 -.009£3 -.03512 -.OlllB -B.I4010 8.08070 -.01100 10.0i200
150.310 -4.016 103.40000 -.0505B -,01007 -.04?91 -.01633 -8.14530 8.10200 -.01682 10.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA]42, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 542
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFt (LVT071) ( 26 APR ?7 1
REFERENCE DATA PARA4ETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -B.O00 BETAS - B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = ' I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2156/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN . CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
,_? ? nnn n_l _ nln_n n_ nl_Q_ -_ l_n _ !0420 -.g!3BB IO._I_RN
199,780 95.952 102.87000 -.0424l -.01029 -.03707 -.01395 -8.14080 B.OB600 -.00099 10.01900
199.780 196.000 102.56000 -.03514 -.00B68 -.02845 -.00960 -8.13320 8.07170 -.00866 I0.02200
GRAD[ENT .00000 ,00000 .OOdO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF {LVT0721 ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA "
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH ; 4.500
RUN NO. 21841 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
1.343 -2.091 199.34000 .04980 .01734 -.05626 -.01303 9.98370 4.02600 10.04300 .02020
.149 97.168 199.58000 .04979 .01643 -.05221 -.01866 9.98170 4,03770 9.98940 .01918
.253 197.180 199.44000 .05068 .01586 -.04519 -.01946 9.98080 4.03450 9.99520 .02264
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21851 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
t00.520 197.180 199.54000 .04898 .0i343 -.05647 -.0i6i3 S.B7390 4.03B50 9.99S60 .02005
!00.280 97.148 199.49000 .05231 .01155 -.06194 -.01419 9.97130 4.03170 9.99500 .01924
100.190 -2.914 199.05000 .05539 .01195 -,05709 -.00949 9.97410 4.01590 9.99380 .01782
GR^,.OqIENT .00000 .00000 ,O000N .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2186/ 0 RN/L = t.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.480 -2,885 198.79000 .05232 .OOBB3 -,05594 -,00538 9,96450 4,00540 9,99070 .02536
200.110 99.130 lgB.BBO00 .05336 .00923 -.05459 -.00766 9.96620 4.00940 9.99110 .01540
200.410 197.060 199.24000 .04952 .00775 -.06148 -.00942 9.96020 4.02070 9.99300 .01852
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V_IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 543
IA]42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO73) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = ,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC _ ,000
SCALE : .OIO0 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 21871 0 RNIL : 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
1.3tB .752 |00.82000 .04725 .OISIO -.03488 -.01797 9.98940 2.04900 10.04900 .02224
.259 99.982 I00.46000 .04532 .016!9 -.02427 -.01377 B.97810 2.03360 9.98460 .01866
.391 200.030 99.64200 ..04616 .01354 -.01447 -.00905 9.97210 2.00920 9.99460 .02069
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2188/ 0 RN/L = f.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
t00,520 200.030 100.44000 ,04834 .01339 -.03106 -,0i20I 9.97310 2.03240 10.00300 .02.450
100.340 99.792 I00.55000 .04765 .01319 -.04076 -.01545 9.97230 2.04200 IO.O0100 .01707
100.210 -.08l I0|.04000 .05020 .01295 -.050BI -.01683 9.97340 2.05590 9.99960 .01233
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2199/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.640 -.089 100.63000 .04601 .00617 -.05154 -.00949 9.95420 2.03790 9.99830 .01679
200.140 99.898 100.83000 .04422 .00674 -.05328 -.01206 9.95450 2.04590 9.99090 .02357
200.130 199.990 100.64000 .04479 .00645 -.05096 -.01122 9.95420 2.04030 9.9BBBO .02368
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ST, SR9 JETS OFF {LVT074) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
£REF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290._ _,,_,r_ vu_o - nnnn T_ v_ AI PHAB = 10.000 BETAB 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y "= 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2190/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
v v r_ rl M KY CYN ALPHAB BETA9 ALPHA BETA
.151 99.887 149.87000 .05175 .01635 -i03666 -i0i'579 9.98260 2.02840 9.98910 _62}]5
.360 200.070 149.12000 .04929 .01377 -.02743 -.01359 9.97460 2.00930 9.99400 .02053
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 - IAI42, AEDC V#IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 544
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OlET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT074) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
8REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA .000
LREF = !290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB= I0.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 150.000 . JET PC = .000
SCALE = .O|OO HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2;911 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.500 I99.990 I49.91000 .04714 .01346 -.03994 -.01508 9.97270 2.02900 9.99800 .02084
100.270 99.903 149.60000 .04855 .01354 -.04680 -.0!484 9.97380 2.02530 9,99590 .02088
100.180 ,000 I49.72000 .05175 .01138 -.05010 -.01253 9.97050 2.02500 9.98950 ,01756
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2192/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.350 -.117 149.30000 .05216 ,00870 -.03882 -.00706 9.96410 2.00570 9.99120 .02212
200.410 99.939 149.60000 .04669 .00459 -.04624 -.OOBB3 9.95810 2.01590 9.99330 .01392
200.110 t99.950 149.51000 .04612 .00745 -.04832 -.OtIOl 9.95740 2.01820 9.99100 .02030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO?5) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB= 10.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2]831 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BEXAB ALPHA 8ETA
1.906 .226 18.88500 .04261 .01571 -.00924 -.00887 9.97510 -.00341 !O,OSBO0 ,02056
.080 99.449 !8.25600 ,0#295 .013t2 -.00265 -.00680 9.96890 -,02017' 9,98400 .02040
227 i99.550 18.72200 .03988 ,01300 -.00356 -.00529 9.96680 -.0I$56 9,98870 .01947
.............. nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nNNAN nnnnn _noNon .000o0
_MAUIL_ .uuuuu .uu_uu .v_ ........................
....... nn • _ _n
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS . BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.440 199.490 18.99000 .05124 .01063 -,01450 -.00683 9.96810 -.00309 9.99910 ,02149
I00,240 99,389 18.85400 .05!92 ,01095 -.01852 -.00732 9,96920 -,00383 I0,00200 ,01855
100.380 -,511 i9.64500 .04929 .OIiIO -.02944 -,01075 9.96810 ,01814 10,00500 ,01789
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE w_,_'*" PAGE 545
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT075) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA " .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP"" .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB = .000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE " .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 21951 0 RN/L = I.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.840 -.600 19.77700 .04336 ,00443 -.04035 -.01238 9.94830 .02569 9.99730 .02315
199.940 99.470 19.30100 .04599 .00480 -.03525 -.00833 9.95080 .00972 9.98710 .01982
199.730 199.500 19.33000 .05084 .00541 -.02849 -.00474 9.95?60 .00350 9.$8150 .02193
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, 5RBB SEPARATING FROM O/ET, 5RB JETS OFF (LVT076) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP a .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = I0_000 BETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 2196/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
1.603 .290 47.58700 .04438 .01702 -.0165w -.OlOlO 9.97940 -.02433 I0.04700 .02356
.175 99.388 46.95600 .04350 .01449 -.00432 -.00523 9.9?260 -.04501 9.99120 .01827
.137 199.570 47.07400 .04410 .01195 .00256 -.00645 9.96670 -.04460 9.99250 .01700
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2197/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.450 199.530 47.26300 .05083 .01149 -.01438 ' -.00573 9.96990 -.0372] 10.00300 .02170
100.250 99.414 49.64500 .05080 .01191 -.02399 -.00704 9.97100 .00939 9.99940 .01817
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21981 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.950 199.420 49.42300 ,04721 .00622 -,03198 -.00571 9.95490 • .00537 9.98720 .0222!
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEDC V4IA-K1Ao TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 546
[A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM D/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT077) ( 26 APR 99 )
REFERENCE DATA "PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - 10.000 BETA • .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - IO.00O BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .OOO0 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0t00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2199/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLN DY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
1.233 .239 99.53500 .04961 .01880 -,02895 -.01189 9,98840 .01570 10.04600 ,02193
.503 99.5i7 99.36200 .04725 .01484 -,01674 -.00851 9.97590 .00_51 9.99290 .92209
,302 199.480 98.89400 .04657 .0t283 -.00597 -.00542 9.97040 -.OII4B 9.99380 .01343
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O000O .00900 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2200/ 0 RNIL - 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
|00.380 |99.490 99.41400 .0475? .01353 -.02188 -.00722 9.97280 .00495 I0,00200 .02133
100.330 99,335 100.03000 .04744 .01290 -.03225 -.01030 9.97130 .02391 9.99720 .02064
]00,]50 -.539 99.94100 .04984 .01301 -.03704 -.01245 9.97320 .02656 9,99990 .01672
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22011 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.540 -.584 99.53300 .04681 .00617 -.02797 -.00936 9.95460 .01190 9.99120 .Oi92I
200.160 99.419 99.92400 .04340 .0073| -.03476 -.01006 9.95530 .02200 9.99160 .02125
200,170 Igg.Sq_ _J.66900 .04386 .00698 -.03655 -.00843 9.95480 .O15BB 9.98790 .02172
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS DFF (LVTO?8) { 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA • I0.000 BETA - .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YB ALPMAB = |0.000 BETA8 -2.000
8REr - .!2903000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC • .OOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 22021 0 RN/L = I.SO GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z. X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
1,885 -3,705 -1.29350 .04442 ,01480 -.00]13 -.00348 9.97380 -B.02OlO 10.05800 .01977
.216 95.42? -l,50000 .04404 ,01295 .00483 -.00383 9.96910 -2.02500 9;98770 .02120
,154 195.590 -1.58330 .04211 .01203 .00697 -.00498 9.96570 -2.02540 9,98840 .02352
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [Ai42, AEDC V41'A-K|A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 547
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT07B) ( 2B APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. xB ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB = -2.000
BRER = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y - .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2203/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.490 195.470 -1.70980 .05330 .OlOlO -.00383 -.00405 9.96790 -2.02640 10.00200 .02253
100.200 95.364 -1.14650 .05439 .01008 -.00671 -.00356 9.96860 -2.01570 9.99510 .01895
i00.400 -4.567 -=.OcGTu .05214 .u==== =,01534 =.00428 9.95980 _2.01 _uvu =v. Ou800 .u_B=,
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22041 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.840 -4.632 -.72710 .04447 .00420 -.02475 -.00846 9.94830 -1.99600 9.99850 .01679
199.790 95.428 -.9132t .05002 .00470 -.01841 -.00375 9.95290 -2.00800 9.98300 .01795
199.800 195.470 -1.4!220 .05336 .00506 -.01!29 -.00145 9.95820 -2.02260 9.985_0 .02045
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT079) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = lO.DO0 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB" Y = 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2205/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADTENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
1.440 -3.667 47.44900 .04B14 .OI6B8 -.01103 -.00474 9.9Bl30 -B.03730 t0.05200 .0230B
.254 95.384 46.95700 .04593 .01417 ,004t0 -.00157 9.97320 -2.05510 9.98900 .02054
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2206/ 0 RNIL = Ii.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
I00.400 -4.533 47.93000 ,04994 .01153 -.02267 -.00770 9.96950 -B.02090 10,00300 .01590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 548
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, 5R8 JETS OFF (LVT079) { 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP .= 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - lO.OOO BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - ;0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ 10.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. B207/ 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.730 -4.572 47,86600 ,04443 .O04BB -.02173 -,00907 9.94940 -2.01960 9,99360 .02014
.vvGc_ .02473 _ _' 9.95240 -2.02820 9.99380 ,02195
199.930 195.480 47.57700 .04747 .00655 -.01798 -.002B7 9.95580 -2.03570 9.98400 .02173
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTO80) I 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - IO.O00 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.50.0
RUN NO. 2208/ 0 RN/L : 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
|.196 -3.652 99.69800 .05143 .01908 -,02045 -.00785 9.98880 -1.98470 I0.04500 .02169
.376 95.448 99.57600 .04900 .OIB2B -.01117 -.00519 9.98030 -|.99350 9.98850 .01"879
.454 195.620 99.11800 .04675 .01349 .00104 -.00137 9.97200 -2.01080 9.99260 .01631
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2209/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
m X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.310 195.550 99.60800 .04782 .01414 -.01433 -.00312 9.97440 -1.99490 9.99750 .02135
I00.420 95.487 99.88300 .04929 .01268 -.02207 -.007|5 9.97i90 -i.98190 i0.00300 .02252
!00.!40 -4.644 100.06000 .05184 .01231 -.02229 -.00977 9.97260 -I.97500 9.99330 .OI4II
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2210/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.630 -4.620 99.51100 .04756 _0608 -.01017 -.00717 9.95480 -1.99220 9.98950 .01998
200.220 95.385 99.97500 .04593 .00613 -.01644 -,00890 9.95390 -I.97810 9.98890 .OlBSO
200.150 195.460 100.03000 .04390 .00745 -.02093 -.00726 9.95590 -1.97910 9.98650 .02222
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 549
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTO811 ( 26 APR ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- 6.000 BETAB - 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2238/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
2.699 -1.974 200.49000 .02053 .01069 -.06694 -.00640 5.94850 4.04130 i0.03600 .02485
.159 97.!37 200.76000 °0182I ,00971 -.06491 -.01244 5.94480 4,05390 9.98220 .02065
-.099 197.130 200.66000 ,02163 .00859 -.05807 -.01539 5.94420 4.05490 I0,00500 .02013
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22391 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB _ETAB ALPHA BETA
100.480 197.080 200.96000 .01724 .00835 -.0k444 -.0203| 5.94t00 4.06410 9.99350 .01823
100.090 97.13I 200.52000 ,0|679 .01022 -.04750 -.01727 5.94520 4.05200 9.99110 .02149
lO0.100 -2.966 200.30000 .01804 ,01171 -,OqBNO -.0;I70 5.94950 4.04050 9.99490 .01755
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 22401 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00! 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.330 -2.877 200.20000 .02698 .00536 -.04912 -.00883 5.93960 4.03460 9.98660 .02019
200.130 97.106 200.38000 .02693 .00577 -.04360 -.01271 5.94060 4.04220 9.99150 .02014
200.260 197.120 200.38000 .01917 .00577 -.04515 -.01596 5.93580 4.04690 9.99030 .01754
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTO82) { 26 APR 99 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - I0.000 BETA - .000
_nrr i_h ?nh_ I_IPW_ YMDD nNnn IN Y_ ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAS - 2.000
BREF - I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO, 224I/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
? Y Y _N CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
• 030 199.940 98.49500 .0t622 .00801 -.01659 -.00752 5.93920 1.98570 10.00200 .01827
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUI:.77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 550
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, $RB JETS OFF (LVTOB2) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10,000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = B.O00 BETA8 2.000
BREF - |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH " 4.500
RUN NO. 2242/ 0 RN/L - 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.500 200.010 98.63700 ,01864 .00862 -.02122 -.O]IB4 5.94220 1.99540 10.00800 .01753
uv.Duv|_ _ ,nn nan 99.19600 nlon_ nnonl - n_a_ - ninon _ o_on P nT_Bn 9.99B_0 n_
I00.140 -.OBO 99.74900 .01895 ,00974 -.03491 -.02052 5.94530 2.03290 9.99810 .01415
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00QO .00000
RUN NO. 22431 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.720 -.047 99.52800 .0177l .00390 -.04034 -.0145B 5.93030 2.02170 9.59610 .01894
200.210 99.976 99.87800 .01569 .00444 -.04004 -.01623 5.93040 2.03070 9.99390 .01891
200.080 200.080 99.17100 .01518 .00505 -°03501 -.01449 5.93150 2.01330 9.98910 .01903
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, 8RBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOBD) ( 26 APR 77 ) "
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPH_ 10,000 BETA - .ODD
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000' IN. YB ALPHA8 _ 6.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150,000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2244/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
2.339 .945 149.60000 .01931 .01167 -.04420 -.01264 5.95010 2.02090 10.03000 .02452
.066 i00.010 i49.59000 .0i665 .ull4J -.03832 -.ul_:o^'_ u.g_=u 2.021G0 .....: =Boou .01966
.392 200.040 149.56000 .01520 .0084B -.0334B -.01125 5.93980 2.01610 10.00200 .01895
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22451 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.310 199.910 149.68000 .01750 .00826 -.02BI9 -.01672 5.94080 2.02470 9.99490 .01947
100.150 99.978 149.B8000 .0178B _00952 -.03572 -.01684 5.94410 2.03050 10.00000 .02018
100.080 -.041 149.87000 .01626 .01109 -.03834 -.01430 5.94690 2.02q50 9.99270 .0]944
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 7? IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 551
IAI42,. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOB3) ( 26 APR 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 8.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 150.000 " JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2246/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA • BETA
200.340 -.003 149.38000 .0260B .00475 -.03745 -.00799 5.93?40 2.00890 9.99020 .02093
200.390 99.968 149.57000 .02052 .00444 -.03441 -.01356 5.93330 2.01950 9.99410 .01747
200.160 200.160 149.47000 .OIB?l .00489 -.03320 -.01654 5.93210 2.02140 9.99180 .02318
_RA_,_Nn,_ ,T......... nhnnn nonnn .00000 '.00000 nnnnn .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO84} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB - .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2247/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
2.696 .468 19.29900 .01532 .00991 -.01130 -.00606 5.94270 .O00B8 ]0.04100 .02508
.045 99.501 I9.31300 .01409 .00912 -.00640 -.00352 5.94040 -.00442 9.98910 .01907
.O?l 199.710 18.87400 .OIB08 .00759 -.00663 -.00221 5.93790 -,01419 9.99880 .01909
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2248/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.440 199,560 19.49700 .OIB29 .00943 -.01419 -.00481 5.94440 .00304 I0.01200 .01192
100.210 99.495 19.66500 .01897 .00944 -.01109 -.00953 5.94430 .00944 9.99490 .01205
100.400 -.597 20.06100 .01574 .00944 -.01614 -.OllB3 5.94240 .02438 9.99930 .02094
RUN NO. 2249/ 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
201.000 -.482 20.33!00 .0!67! .00247 -.02686 -.01583 5.92620 .03791 i0.00900 .02244
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4tA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 552
[A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTD85) ( 25 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP • 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA • 10.000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = B,O00 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 2250/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
2.426 .463 49.85100 .01591 .01056 -.0_829 -.0074] 5.94510 -.00522 I0.03900 .OIIB9
.204 99.6]5 49.24800 _0]370 .00918 -,00746 -.O03BB 5.9_030 -.02457 9,98720 .00959
-.040 199.550 48,03000 .01599 .00689 -.00299 -.00329 5.93680 -.03044 9.99990 .02446
GRAOIEN_ ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 22511 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
100,370 199.540 48.33500 .01997 .00925 -.01112 -.00511 5,94440 -.01978 10.00800 .01729
100.330 99.559 48.57000 .01940 .00928 -.01384 -.00754 5.94420 -.01143 9.99840 .01852
100.330 -,512 49,13700 .01645 .00912 -.01785 -.01400 5.94210 .00994 9.99720 .01376
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22521 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.730 -.473 49,40000 .01735 .00219 -.02867 -.01499 5.92590 .01902 9.99430 .01873
200,090 99.447 49.05400 .01711 .00325 -.02275 -.01316 5.92830 ,00823 9.99270 .01983
!99.840 199.650 48,67900 .02078 .00348 -.01582 -.00999 5.93100 -.00516 9.98710 .02154
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. 5RBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO861 ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP • 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10,000 BETA .000
_MRrLREF = i280,3000 INCHES _ _ ,vvvunnnnIN. vm,_ ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB • .000
BREF • 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = ]00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 ""_ ......
RUN NO. 22531 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIEN_ iNTERvAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
2.254 .551 100,73000 ,02031 .0t195 -,02720 -.01039 5.95130 .03365 I0.03300 .02555
.293 99.473 I00.21000 .01655 .00958 -.02098 -.00605 5.94340 .01619 9,99440 .02088
.059 199.600 99.89900 .01683 .00755 -.01013 -.00403 5.93830 .00450 9.99510 ,02043
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
.......... Ti i * AT
UAIL _0 @UL 77 i_42, AEDC vq'*,_=_.,"'A ,.BU_.,Ev S_vR_E _.,._T_ PAGE 553
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOBB) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - B.O00 BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00,000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 2254/ 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM 'CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100,530 199.580 I00.34000 ,01684 .00983 -.OIIBl -.00904 5.94150 .02034 10.00200 .02028
100.240 99.589 I00.56000 .01708 .00950 -.02022 -.01210 5.94340 .03141 10.00200 .01903
'"_ _'_ -.50B 100,99000 .0!775 n_nzn - n_ - nl_1_ _ au_fl nu_ o QQ_O hn_O
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000G .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2255/ 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.570 -._69 100.62000 .02132 ,00270 -.02744 -.01005 5.92950 .03142 9.99110 .01903
200.190 99,526 100.56000 .01782 .00323 -.02786 -.Of201 5.92870 .03361 9.99050 .01970
200,070 !99.5]0 !00.42000 .01744 ;00373 -.02219 -.OI20I 5,92950 .02938 9.98720 .02127
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT087} ( 26 APR 77 "l
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = B.O00 BETAB -2.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN, ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0i00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2257/ 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
2.525 -3.559 .38987 .01703 .00977 .00006 -.00204 5.94370 -I.98850 I0.04700 .02075
-.001 95.511 .24153 .01536 .00862 .00249 -.00194 5.93990 -1.99210 9.98530 .01576
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2258/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
,oo oo ...................... _...... ..................... ......
100,280 -4.605 .57494 ,02018 .00894 -.00582 .00566 5.94370 -I,97800 9 99820. .01892
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 554
1A142," SRES SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTO87) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = 6.000 BETA8 = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y " .000 JET PC " .000
SCALE • .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 22591 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = ~5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
201.030 -4.550 t.21020 .01950 .00151 -.0148I -.01090 5,92550 -1.95500 I0.00700 .02165
J99.,2_ 9_,4., ,78387 n_TBT .00338 -.OOBO_ -.00660 5.93120 -1.97220 9,98370 02038
199.780 195.550 .44940 .02435 .00469 -.00315 -.00473 5.93600 -1.98230 9.98380 .02510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, GR8 JETS OFF {LVT088) ( 25 APR ?7
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP n .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETA8 -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE - .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2260/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
2.333 -3.5_6 49._2300 .02085 .00978 -.8IDI3 -.00349 5.94620 -2.00500 J0.04200 .01787
.220 95.583 48.75800 .01577 .OOBBl -.00017 -.00034 5.94060 -2.01890 9.99070 .01865
.063 195.490 48.59500 .0|558 .00715 .00265 -.00024 5,93650 -2.02280 9.99440 .02005
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22611 0 RN/L = t,49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.310 195.490 48.78700 .02032 .00883 .00457 -.00417 5,94350 -2,01410 I0.00400 .01991
[00.i90 95.46i 48.92400 .v_'_,_o .Of n_=_,_ - ..........On_o - nn__ _. ....q_80 -P.OOBBO 10.00000 01873
100.380 -4.536 49.63400 :01713 .00942 -.01356 -.00881 5,94310 -l.98700 . 10.00400 .01592
5RAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .uuuuu....... .uvwvu_ ._n_n_ ._nnnn_
RUN NO. 22621 0 RNIL = 1.4g GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
200.840 -4.509 49.80000 .0}864 .00135 -.01991 -.00932 5.92450 -1.98090 lO.OOIO0 .01660
200.010 95 _.5 49.54200 .01900 .00240 -.01617 -.00777 5.92720 -I.98930 9.99300 .0t858
199.800 195.580 49.17800 .02t32 .00361 -.00942 -.00463 5,93150 -2.00250 9.98260 .02089
• GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000 .00000
42, Aeon _, ,^ ,A T^BUL^Vr D DATADATE 25 JUL 77 ''' .=_ ,4,.-K,., ..... SOURCE PAGE _...
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTOBg} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA - I0,000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 6,000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .OOO0 IN. Z8 Y - I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2263/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY C%'N ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
2.080 -3.633 IOl.B4000 .02501 ,01151 -,01962 -.00583 5.95300 -I.95270 I0.03900 ,02139
.209 95.46I 101.24000 .02013 .00941 -.01402 -,00264 5,94480 -1.96570 9.98910 °02139
.228 195.540 101,09000 ,02002 .007!7 -,00433 -°00050 5.93930 -1.97450 9.99750 .02204
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22641 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.360 195.530 101.22000 .01601 .00991 -.00715 -_00385 5,94350 -1.95700 I0.00100 .0234g
100.070 95.457 101.79000 .01400 .0115| -.Ol41B -.00748 5.94620 -|.94910 9.99420 .01[55
(O0.£_G -_.6_0 _01,69000 ,0t606 .0_7_ -.0_8_2 -.00966 6.9_;0 -1.94710 I0.00200 .01967
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O000t .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2265/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.540 -4.620 I01.56000 .02177 .00231 -.01312 -.00678 5,92870 -1.95480 9.99]30 .01827
200.270 95,411 101.81000 .01793 .00334 -.01537 _.00855 5.92890 -1.94690 9.99040 .01998
199.910 I95.520 101.62000 .01533 .00481 -.01397 -.00772 5.93080 -1.95180 9.98440 .02167
GRAD[ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO90) 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF • 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. vB ALPHA I0.000 BETA • IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOOD IN. YB ALPHAS = IO,O00 BETAB 14.000
BREF i290. 3000 ....._n_-o_ L.'z_°m,_,t= •_nnnn ,.,.'"J_,Tm Y 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .01_'0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 89II 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
..... -_ ,¢n on, a,nnn n_a_.o nlu_e - nAn,a'7 -.fl_gsB 9.98460 14.10100 9.98920 IO.OI700
.IS8 I9Z.7so 200.65000 .05655 .01150 05726 -[5_4_4 9.s7500 i4166_66 B.Bssso Io.oo6oo
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 556
IAI_B, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT090I ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = a690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP -= 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA - IO.OO0
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 10.000 BETA8 • 14,000
8REF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = ,0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 892/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00t 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.83! t97.690 201,00000 .06632 .01042 -.07035 -.02099 9.97820 14,07100 9.99560 !0.00200
49.707 97.698 201.65000 .06575 .01166 -.08288 -.02766 9.98150 i4.09600 9.98960 i0.00900
49.954 -2.477 20i.95000 .06875 ,0!090 -.0894I -,03!3! 9,98130 !4.t0900 9.99750 10.0!I00
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 893/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -S.O0/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
IgO.llO -2.£I6 202.38000 .07187 .00775 -.10621 -.02954 9.97570 I4.1]800 9.99630 10,01t00
99.766 97.709 202.10000 .07021 .00958 -.0994I -.02920 9.97930 14.11100 9.98960 10.00400
99.892 197.760 201.51000 .07026 .00975 -.08775 -.02337 9.97940 14.08800 9.993 Q 10.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8941 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETA8 ALPHA BETA
200.t70 197.640 202.54000 .0683] ,00539 -.I2986 -.02516 9.95780 14.12300 9.99530 10.00900
200.030 97.693 202.73000 .D6755 .09412 -.13453 -.02_50 9.964_0 14.12500 9.99010 to.0teoe
199.960 -2.414 202.78000 .06822 .00423 -.13445 -.02225 9.96490 14.12300 9.99060 10,01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .ODO00 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/IT, SRB JETS OFF (LVIOgI) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF ; _ ._n !258.5000 rN XR
_u_u ..... SO.FT. XMRP = _ ALPHA - I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - I0.000 BETAB = }2.000
BREF 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN. Z8 Y !00.000 -JET PC _ _000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 895/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X . Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETA8 ALPHA BETA
-.105 .419 101.60000 .05207 .01!62 -.04900 -.016!9 9,97250 12.07000 9.99150 10.00700
.137 100.550 101.05000 .05174 .00700 -.03915 -.00885 9.96060 I2.04600 9.99170 i0.02100
.Dl 209.510 100.55000 .95536 .DD41D _ -.03178 -.00572 9.95550 12.03100 9.98970 10,00300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00008
................................. c .....................
DATE 25 JUt. 77 iA|42. AEDC V41A-KiA° TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 557
IM42_'SRB£ SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT091I ( 26 APR 77
REF"E_ENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF= 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 _N. YB ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB = 12.000
BRE_ = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. Bg61 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.968 200.530 100.94000 .05917 .00671 -.04487 -.00649 9.96h50 12.04200 9.99910 I0.00300
49.753 I00.510 101.22000 .05767 .00905 -.05048 -.01016 9.96940 12.05500 9.99370 I0.00400
49.784 .280 102.04000 .05802 .01199 -.05950 -.0!958 9,97?50 !2,08600 9.99580 I0.00100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 897/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLN CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.010 .500 102.64000 .06239 .01127 -.07927 -.02359 9,97830 12.10900 9.99650 10L00400
99.862 100.340 101.84000 .0638| .00972 -.06227 -.01508 9.97600 12.07600 9.99010 10.01800
99.851 200.520 I01._6000 .06401 ,00778 -.05603 -.00981 9.97040 12.05900 9.99050 I0.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 898/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.770 200.420 102.71000 .06629 .00906 -.09479 -.01699 9.9q520 12.10400 9.99]B0 9.99930
200.190 100.360 103.23000 .06202 .006q9 -.10949 -.02283 9.95710 12.12600 9.99400 9.99970
200.130 .566 103.59000 .05061 .00625 -,11680 -.02555 9.96500 12.13900 9.99200 I0.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, 6RB JETS OFF (LVT092) ( 26 APR 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 _,_.'"Z8 v. = .........l_n onQ AFT PC = .000
SCALE = .OIOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8991 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPNAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.OB8 200.560 149.96000 ,0533B 0082? -.04199 -.01050 9.96_80 12.02800 9.99200 ' i0.01800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 jUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE O!.'A PAGE 558
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTD92) ( 26 APR ?T )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 10.000 BETAB = 12.000
9REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP' = .0000 IN. ZB Y 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 900/ 0 RN/L = 1.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.821 200.350 150.38000 .06285 .00807 -,05045 -.01246 9.97030 12.04100 9.997?0 9.99480
49.776 100.420 151.07000 .06235 .01071 -.06144 -.01892 9.97670 12.06600 9.99060 10.00400
49.846 .4_5 ,=, _nn_ nm,7_ nl>O_ -- n_ - n_lT 9.96!80 12 08600 9.99070 Ifl. O0600
GRADIENT .O00QO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 901! 0 RN/L = 1.53 ORADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
• Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.050 .451 152.10000 .06472 .01051 _.09287 -.02466 9.97800 12.10200 9.99040 I0.00500
99.641 I00.490 151.65000 .06575 .01073 -.07695 -.02166 9.97900 12.08500 9.98990 10,01800
100.020 800.580 150.84000 .06600 .00916 -,06520 -,01485 9.97520 12.05700 9.99180 10.01100
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 902/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.090 200.490 152.26000 .06443 .00745 -.I0544 -,02098 9.97020 12.10500 9.99270 10.00300
199.930 100.560 152.62000 .06350 .00596 -,11573 -.02333 9.96600 12,11600 9.99000 10.01200
200,010 .498 152.47000 .06307 .00423 -.lI751 -.02298 9.96150 12.11300 9.99070 10.01000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, $RBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT093) ( 26 APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= IO.O00 BETAS IO.O00
......... nn. JET °C n ,
.UUUU _. &_ .vvv ,BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = Y = = ._0_
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 90_/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-,112 .006 -.78897 .03458 • .00141 -.01266 -.00691 9,95060 9.99960 9.99910 10.00400
.193 99,974 -.93068 .03725 .00558 -,01155 -.00257 9.94770 9.99060 9.99180 10.00000
-.08I 199.970 -t.15680 .03774 ,00417 -.01147 -.00003 9.94450 9.98220 9.99040 IO.OlO00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
mAT
_,E 25 Jb_ 77 !AI42_ AEOC V41A-KIA¢ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 559
IA142'. SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTO93) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB= IO.O00 BETAB lO.O0.O
BREr = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .o00o IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 904/ O RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.98? 200.000 -.27043 .04830 .00640 -,02652 -.00364 9.95680 10.00800 10.00200 9,99?20
49.854 99.949 -,47087 .04694 .00854 -,02654 -.00644 9.96130 10.00900 9.99510 10.00900
49.?06 -.105 -.42843 ,04581 .01033 -.02904 -.00862 9.96490 10.01300 9.99580 10.02500
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .O000O .00000 .O00OO .O000O .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 9051 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.220 -,054 .60852 .05192 .OllOl -.04q02 -.0136I 9.9?070 10.04500 I0.00400 9.99180
99.BiI 100.200 .46843 .05143 .00982 -.04631 -.01060 9,96?50 I0.03800 9.98280 lO.OI800
99.823 200.I60 .44477 .05033 .00923 -.04551 -.00761 9,96520 I0.03300 9.98770 I0.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 906/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.860 199,910 ].22910 ,05876 .OOBOI -.07056 -.01363 9.95q80 [0.06300 9,99190 I0.00400
199.980 99.923 1.62380 .05748 .0089t -.07678 -.01585 9.96920 io.oqso0 9.99830 i0.00300
200.330 -.073 2.24100 .05135 ,00834 -.08944 -.02201 9.96420 10.09900 10.00500 10,00100
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, 5RB JETS OFF (LVTO94) ( 26 APR ?? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREE 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. x8 ALPHA _ IO.O00 BETA _ I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= IO.O00 BETAS IO.O00
BREF = !290.3800 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 9071 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
-_1_2 -.091 50.08500 .04852 .00794 -.02225 -.00850 9.96030 10.02400 9.99290 10.00600
1032 I691666 4617i_66 164833 .00246 -.0221S -.00260 9.94700 I0.00800 9.98930 I0.00200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 560
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTO94) ( 26 APR ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREr • 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB I0.000
BREF • 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN, ZB Y _ 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 9081 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z × Y C_ CLM CY CYN ALF_AB BEFAB ALPHA BETA
49.740 199.940 50.!L200 ,05w80 ,00556 -.03193 -.00363 9.95880 I0.02000 9.99640 10.00200
49.839 99.973 50.00900 .0552i .00G82 -.03038 -.0064_ 9.96230 !0.02!00 9.99270 !0_0!300
49.790 ,028 50.57000 ,05651 ,00921 -.03559 -.01069 9.96910 I0.04000 9.99730 [0.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 909/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99,952 -,}33 51,22600 .05923 .01106 -.05500 -,01430 9,97560 30-06200 JO,OOJOO _O.OOJO0
99.973 99,856 50.82300 .05800 .00849 -.04474 -.00960 9,96830 10.04600 9.98800 ]0.00900
99.830 199.980 50.52900 .05825 .00730 -.04079 -.00784 9.96550 I0.03600 9,98740 10.00500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 9101 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA'
199.950 200.030 51.50200 .06217 .00960 -.07387 -.01228 9.97L40 10.07000 9.99390 10.00500
199.930 99,952 52.34900 .05954 .00918 -.085i2 -.01708 9,97120 10.09600 9.99180 10.00400
200.320 ,0f7 55.04709 .05309 .007"83 -.0'9553 -.0_257 9.96400 IO.1200O 9.99590 9.99980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT095) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5R_F - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - lo.ooQ BETA = lO.OOO
LRE£ • J290,3000 JNCHEB Y_RP = •0000 IN, YB _P_ _ _u.'"uOu ,_,_.ETAB= _0. _
_r_ _mon 7nnn Iktrwc_ 7M_P = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 000
SCALE - .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 911! 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA£ BETAB ALPHA BETA
-,046 -.077 100.71000 .05383 .01094 -.04330 -.01305 9,97170 10.04700 9.99430 I0.01000
.OB_ i00.I00 99.97400 .05301 .00584 -.0257! -,00848 9,96090 10.02200 9.98870 10,01400
• 019 199.930 99.53700 .05388 .00456 -.02497 -.00495 9.95570 10.00900 9,99000 10.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .gO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 7? IA142. AEDC ......."'_ T_ ,,,^ T_.._ _, ,_B ...... SOURCE DATA PAGE 56!
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT095) ( 26 APR 77 i
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = I0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP" _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- I0,000 BETAS 10.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOO0 IN, ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 912/ O RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.880 200.000 99.77100 .05992 .00556 -,03383 -.00633 9.96210 10.01700 9.99380 I0.00100
49.792 100.020 100.20000 ,05792 .00830 -.03970 -.00923 9.96770 I0.03100 9.99240 lO.OllO0
nn_ -- -
49.855 - -.145 i_'.23vvuuJ .05875 ._,,nT'>_.......... n_lA ,ni556 9,97580 10.06300 9.99500 9.99680
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 913/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BE/AS ALPHA BETA
100.080 -.078 I01.80000 .05853 ,01204 -.oqlBI -.01859 9.97770 I0.08300 9.99170 I0,00400
99.858 99.975 I01.08000 .06t79 .00945 -.05325 -.01207 9.973i0 i0.05500 9.98890 10.01800
99.945 200.I20 !00.49000 .0628E_ .00892 -.04504 -.00897 9.95740 10.03700 9.99170 IO.Ot400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 914/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
3mn n n I0[.73000 ,06263 .00935 -.08I[2 -.01387 9.97350 I0,07800 9.99210 |0.00200199.860 ..... 8_
200.I40 99.973 102.49000 .0595] .00747 -.09314 -.01947 9.96540 10,I0300 9.99]50 10.00800
200.180 -.012 102.68000 .05845 .00666 -.i0017 -.02227 9.96480 10.11300 9.99630 I0.00600
. GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, BRB JETS OFF (LVT096) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA lO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 10.000 BETAS = 8.000
BREF = |290.3000 INCHES LnRr...... .uvuv_ _,_.'_'_m Y _000_. JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. ,915/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
......... nn_n nTnc7 nnR=_ -- nn_ - ARXI_ _ qRlqn 7.q£ARO I0.00100 I0.01300
-.013 196.080-B19910 .04429 .002 6 -.OOBBB .00122 6: 44i 998S40 IO.00BO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 562
[A142,' SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT0961 ( 26 APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
i
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 iN. YB ALPHA8 = 10.000 BETAB = 8,000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 iN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 9i61 0 RN/L = ;.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
'_9,929 !95.820 -2.23350 ,04839 .00572 -.01588 -.00350 9,95510 7.970i0 9.99800 9.99650
........ _ uuo[_4 _,o_, _=nm o o=onn 7 c_=on o oo£tn _n _t#nn49.870 _.U_b -2.0_90 ,u_o_l ,_ _.v_ -. ...................................
49,787 -_ 097 -f.65200 ,04779 .0089_ -.02313 -.00571 9.95270 7.98620 9.99740 I0.01300
GRADIEN_ .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _UO00_
RUN NO, 917/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 9ETAB ALPHA BETA
99.970 -4.179 -.921_7 .05260 .0t054 -.04095 -.00839 9.96990 8.00840 9.99830 9.99240
99,962 95.957 -|.15760 .05[77 .00894 -.03416 -.00747 9.96540 8,00080 9.99090 10.0!300
99.83t 196.020 -1.17370 ,05188 .00777 -,03079 -.00735 9,96250 7.99970 9.98880 10.01100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 918/ 0 RN/L : 1,54 GRADIENT |NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN OLM CY CYN ALPHAB 6ETAB ALPHA BETA
199,820 I95.990 -.39031 .05815 .0086f -.05798 -.00972 9.96880 8.02480 9.99380 10.00300
200.000 95,849 .18577 .05660 .00977 -.06431 -.01165 9.97060 8.03290 9.99830 10.00700
200.430 -4,098 ,55329 .05098 .00870 -.07497 -.01767 9.96460 8.05860 10.00600 10.00100
GRAD!ENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF {LVT0971 ' ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = |0.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF " 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = i0,000 BETAB B.0OO
BREF * 1290.3000 !NCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE " .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 919/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
-,105 -3.968 50.10100 .04974 .00720 -.01888 -.00630 9.95960 8.02220 9.98730 10.00400
._04,_ -,01333 -.00430 9.95!60 8.01!20 9.99540 !0,00500
.I46 95.906 49.73700 .04675 n
.043 195.950 49.76100 ,04718 .00318 -.0151I -,00267 9.94800 8.00990 9,99190 10.00700
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000G .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 563
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT09?} ( 2B APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA I0,000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = I0,000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUb NO, 9201 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.756 I9B.O_O 49.91000 ,0537? .00521 -.02049 -.00429 9.95720 8.01650 9.99650 I0.00700
49.897 g6.062 50.12700 .05417 .00564 -°02255 -_00538 B.96100 8,02260 9.99410 _0.01200
49.774 -3.898 50.32200 .05486 .00941 -.0315B -.00773 9.96840 8.03220 9.99250 I0.01300
• GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 921/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.908 -4.109 51.16BO0 .056!! .0!233 -.05023 -.OI041 9.97650 8.05660 9.99650 9.99730
89.924 95.938 50.42400 .05586 .00893 -.03814 -.00656 9.95790 8.03420 9.98770 I0.01700
99.875 196.090 50.19500 .05739 .00683 -.0_002 -.00636 9.96350 8.02750 9,98860 I0.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .uuuuu....... .uvuuw_ .0_0uu .uv0uw .uvuv0 .w0wwu .u0v0v
RUN NO. 922/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.770 I96.030 51.12300 .05932 .00958 -.06i26 -.009_6 B.97180 8.05720 9.99520 |0.00400
199.960 95.962 5t.79200 .05750 .00902 -.07248 -.01387 9.96940 8.07920 9.99]70 I0.00200
200.290 -4.063 52.35400 .05218 .00838 -.08196 -.01884 9.96460 8.09960 9.99530 -10.00400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI_2. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF [LVTOg8) ( 2G APR 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA lO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB B.O00
• BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 100.000 JET PC = .DO0
SCALE : .OLD0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 923/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
_175 96.0ti 100.41000 .05185 .00705 -.02383 -.00638 9.96060 8.02950 9.99340 10.01100
.154 195.910 99.91200 .05138 .00526 -.02044 -.00419 9.95580 8.01650 9.99290 I0.00600
ORAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 584
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, BRB JETS OFF (LVTO98) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - lO.O00 BETA lO.0OO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = iO.O00 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 924/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.773 196.OtO 88.q7700 .05574 .00607 -.02535 -.00530 9.96120 7.98850 9.99360 10.00900
49.774 95.941 99.15500 .05721 .OOBSB -.03_N4 -.00684 _=.oS,_u_ _?n 8 nnc°O o_.9_3N_on .n nm_nn
4_.750 -4.I84 [00,22000 .055_5 ,01231 -,04905 -.01202 9.97670 8.05870 9,99520 10.00000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9252 0 RNtL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
_00.100 -4.068 _O0.BBO00 .055_ .0_239 -.06344 -.0_502 9.97700 8.05920 9.99200 I0.00300
99.853 95.888 99.68200 .05877 .01070 -.04595 -.00830 9.97480 8.02240 9.99050 IO,Ol800
I00.070 196.050 99,47100 .05988 .00723 -.03764 -.00609 9.96520 8.0]290 9.£937_ 10.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OCJO0 ,00000
RUN NO. 926/ 0 RN/L : ].53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
|99.740 195.940 100.08000 .05970 .00969 -.06825 -.OIIO0 9.97240 8.05900 9,98830 9.99970
200.]80 95.845 100.77000 .05835 .00714 -,07748 -.01692 9.95540 8.06340 9.99540 )0,00100
199,940 -4.044 101.05000 .05907 ,00641 -.08274 -.01947 9.96%00 8.07390 9.99080 10.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT099} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YRRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPFYAB- 6,000 BETA_ = i4.0GO
........ _n ,K,CU=C _M_ nnnn IN 7R Y 200.000 JET PC : .000
SCALE " .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 10351 0 RNIL - 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z - X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-,275 -2,550 202.73000 .01579 .01359 -,09003. -.02720 5.95400 14,11600 9.99180 lO.O090O
.037 97.462 202.68000 .01540 .01266 -.07803 -.02755 5.95180 14.11300 9.98900 I0.00500
-.250 197.570 801.75000 ;01836 ,OIOBB -.06214 -.02335 5.94790 14,08500 10.00000 JD.DOBOD
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 " IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 585
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT099] ( 26 ARR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA - 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB 14.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0{00 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. ]036/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.768 197.530 201.98000 .03001 .00879 -,06457 -.02471 5.95070 14.09200 9.99370 10.00200
49.873 97.414 202.67000 .02510 .01054 -.08157 -.02714 5.95200 14.I1300 9.99340 i0.0]500
49.777 -2.534 202.86000 .02446 .OIIl7 -.08967 -.02800 5.95330 14.12000 9.98940 iO.O]IOO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1037/ 0 RN/L = ].52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.9?0 -2.552 202.94000 .03195 .00817 -.09022 -.03057 5.95060 14.12600 9.99550 10.00300
99.960 97.480 202.95000 .03247 .0083! -.08413 -.02923 5.95120 i4.i2IO0 9.99500 i0.00700
99.875 197.380 202.14000 .03746 .00672 -.07207 -.02723 5.95030 14.10100 9.99290 9.99930
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I03B/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN ELM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.020 I97.380 203.12000 .03973 .00223 -.10329 -.03092 5.94090 i4.13300 9.99510 I0.00300
...... 70 ,u !3500 10.01]00199.980 97.417 203.21000 .03882 .00114 - 10737 -.03080 _ o_n ,,. 9.98980
199.880 -2.577 203.14000 .03919 .00172 -.I0905 -.02757 5.93930 14.13000 9.99480 10.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ETo SRB JETS OFF (LVTIO0} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP ]258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = I0.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I039/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.oo9 .2_6 _._ 9!_! ._!_° -._7_ -._!_ _._ !_._ _._9 !_._BZ_
-.iIo 200.250 99.0B900 .OIBIB .0046_ -.03013 -.00899 5.93260 12.0UTO0I0.00200 I0.00200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 99 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 566
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF . (LVTIOO) ( 26 APR 97 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- S.O00 BETAS = 12.000
BREF= 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC - . .000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 1040/ O RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
! 49.634 200.470 99.41700 .03237 .00303 -.03287 -.01044 5.93750 12.01300 9.99920 10.00200
nn_n nu_ -.0!338 5.9q350 t2,02300 I0-00000 IO.OIC3049.84[ i00.360 99.60200 .02999 ..... 2 -. ......
49.844 .411 ]00.58000 .02921 .00860 o.05451 -.01999 5.94830 12.05400 9.98400 ]0.00400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i041/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.929 ,400 I00.38000 ,02761 .00895 -.OBBI4 -.02334 5.94950 12.05900 IO.O000O . 10.00600
99.833 I00.420 100.09000 .03307 .00658 -.05444 -.01484 5.94690 12.03900 9.99380 10.01500
99.q81 200.310 99.53300 .03898 .00395 -.04312 -.01060 5.94400 12.01800 9.99060 10.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10421 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.790 200.490 100.68000 .03445 .00693 -.07195 -.01911 5.94880 12.08000 9.99140 IO.O0700 '
200.230 100.420 101.45000 .03009 .0058_ -.08433 -.02570 5.94350 12.08700 9.99330 10.00200
199.990 .270 101.97000 .02792 .00561 -.09346 -.02894 5.94]90 12.10400 9.99270 IO.OOBO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTIOI) (.26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA i0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 iN. YB ALPHAS = = nnn oct o _ 12.000
BREF = !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP s .0000 IN. ZB Y 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MA_H = 4.500
RUN NO. I045/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.049 .454 151.32000 -.01329 .01342 -.09313 -.02136 5.95150 12.07700 9.99180 9.99910
-.026 100.530 150.68000 .01767 .00922 -.0586! -.0|722 5.94380 12.05500 9.99440 I0.01900
-.020 200.560 150,11000 .01860 .00945 -.04598 -.01347 5.93990 12,03600 9.99620 lO.OI]O0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
OATE 25 JUL 77 IAi42, AEOC V4iA-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 567
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTIOI} { 28 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA _ IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 6.UDO BETAB = 12.00O
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1046/ 0 RNIL= 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.754 200.540 150.21000 .02802 .00628 -.04809 -.01424 5,94300 |2.03900 9,99880 I0.00600
49.861 100.470 150.89000 .02617 .00799 -.05749 -.01984 5.94610 12.06300 9.99370 IO.OOSO0
49.857 .480 i5i.34000 .02546 .01086 -.07142 -.02398 5.95290 12.OBiO0 9.98820 i0.0i400
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
RUN NO. I0471 0 RNIL= 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.904 .460. 15t.67000 .03145 .00812 -.08102 -.02526 5.95000 I2.09100 9.99390 t0.01100
99.927 100.420 151.19000 .03372 .00683 -.05980 -.02356 5.94810 12.07400 9.99600 10.00700
99.870 200.490 !50.74000 .03445 .O05IB -.05225 -.01623 5.94650 t2.05200 9.98590 10.01000
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. !048! 0 RN/L = !.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5_001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.980 200.820 152.05000 .03565 .00429 -.07940 -.02802 5.94320 12,09900 9.99280 10.00700
200.130 I00.460 I52.11000 .03437 .00316 -.09304 -.02741 5.93970 12.10600 9.98960 10.00400
]99.900 .395 152.32000 .03307 .00207 -.09767 -.02554 5.93620 12.10800 9.99120 10.01100
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
!A!42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI02) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP ]258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA = lO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 6,000 BETAS - |0.000
BREF - i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 10491 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN _,_'_, _,rv CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.04l 199.920 -2.15300 .01473 .00318 -.01189 -.00290 5.92670 9.96?40 9.99750 9.99760
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAI42, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 568
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTIOB) ( 26 APR 99 )"
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O00O IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB I0.000
8REV - 1290.3009 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 10501 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.896 199,950 -2,07040 .02612 .00319 -.01619 -.00540 5.93390 9.97410 9.99970 10.00700
49.863 99.950 -i.,i._u .02447 .00_38 _.v,_93 -.v_6,8 5.93580 9.98080 9,98940 I
49.977 -.I05 -I.77870 ,01972 .00705 -.01813 -.00800 5.93940 9.98390 9.99190 lO.OIO00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1051/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
IO0.OBO -.t74 -I.12510 .02432 .00789 -.03011 -.01221 5.94450 10.00600 9.99760 9.99520
99.969 99,93I -1.40960 .02842 .00589 -.02964 -.00889 5.94210 9.99490 9.99200 I0.00700
99.966 199.990 -1.36800 .03018 .00462 -.02913 -.00720 5.94000 9.99330 9.99210 IO.OIO00
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00O00
RUN NO. 10521 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
200.070 199,930 -.61945 .02703 .00849 -.05329 -.01474 5.94780 10.02500 9.99590 10.00700
200.110 100.000 -.29267 .02604 .00870 -.05516 -.01788 5,94780 10.03600 9.99860 10.00900
200.180 -.066 .34273 .02266 .00708 -,06365 -.02570 5.94190 10.06200 10.00900 10.00600
• GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/FT, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI03) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = )290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 iN, Y8 ALPHAB - 6.OOO 8ETAB = iO.O00
BREF - I290,300n !NCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1053/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.039 -.156 48.56000 .01367 .00652 -.03113 -.00817 5.93440 9.99420 9.99230 10.00800
.039 99.903 48.55300 .01324 .00509 -.02819 -.00670 5.93060 9.99140 9.99210 lO.OOtO0
-.070 199.990 48.40200 .01630 .0033B -.0275B -.00582 5.92820 9.98700 9.99990 I0.00000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 7? IAI42, AEOC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 569
IAI42, SRBB SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF {LVTIO3I ( 28 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP. = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 6,000 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1054/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.777 200.0?0 48.32200 .02589 .00328 -,03013 -.00501 5.93400 9.99510 I0.00300 IO.O0?O0
49.793 99.829 48.33200 .02445 .00490 -.02890 -,00570 5.93710 9.98600 9.99240 IO.OtIO0
49.845 -.046 49.7|700 .02336 .00723 -.03i15 -.00943 5.94220 9,99910 9.98850 i0.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10551 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.938 -.136 50.80800 .02832 .00830 -.04222 -,0|424 5.94810 I0,04600 9.99970 I0,00600
9g.954 9g,942 50.03000 .03106 .0050_ -.03385 -.00917 5.94400 10.02200 9.98790 10.01400
99.854 199,980 50.19S00 ,033!9 .00430 m,O_451 --.O0611 5.94It0 I0.02100 9.98540 IO.OOBOO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I05B/ 0 RN/L = !.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
.... 1_0200.000 199.910 51.q0300 .03158 .00720 --.05271 --.01500 5.94q50 10.OBBO0 9.98960 |0 nh n
200.190 99.963 52. I2900 .02845 ,00710 -.06260 -.01916 5.94540 I0.08400 9.99480 10.00500
200.170 -.105 52.94100 .02267 .00675 -.07549 -.02480 5.94110 IO.llIO0 5.99420 I0.00100
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
!A!42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT!04) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRICDATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP • 1259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- 6.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.5000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 iN. ZB Y iO0.O00 JET PC = .OOO
SCALE = .0_00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 10571 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
.........................................................
--,007 99.920 100.93000 .01975 .00541 --.03725 -.OOUB9 5.93550 I0.04400 9.98760 10.01200
-.000 200.030 100.87000 ,02036 .00444 -.03336 -.00704 5.93340 I0.03900 9.99830 10.00800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 570
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SR8 JETS OFF (LVTI04) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.00'DQ 50.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA • 10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = B.O00 BETAB I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y • I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 10581 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.84! 200.050 !00.6!000 .03088 .00291 -.03292 -,00730 5.93630 10.03400 9.99800 9.99850
49.838 99.880 101.34000 .02820 .00546 -.03555 -.OIOB9 5.94090 10.05300 9.99040 10.00900
49.809 -.054 101.73000 .02310 .00761 -.04933 -.01715 5.94?00 10.07400 9.98520 I0.00800
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OUO00
RUN NO. 1059/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAS ALPHA BETA
I00.150 -.193 102.50000 .02658 .00862 -.06378 -.01920 5.94800 I0,09500 9.99600 9.99300
99.826 99.964 101.73000 .03171 .00655 -.04627 -.01291 5.84590 10.06700 9.99090 I0.01300
99.803 200.030 100.80000 ,03420 ,00398 -,03613 -,00815 5.94100 10,04100 9.99610 I0.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1080/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.800 199.880 I01.79000 .03350 .00587 -.063_7 -.01637 5.94550 10.07800 9.99260 I0,00200
200.120 IOD.OOO 102.69909 .028_ .005_3 -;07331 -.02237 5,9_89 I0. I0600 9.99100 10.00300
200.020 -.097 103.22000 .02851 .00442 -.08532 -.02312 5.93900 I0.12000 9.99090 10.00400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00QO .00000
IAI42, 5RBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF {LVTI05) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF - 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = ,3=o,_._nnn I_,....XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = S.ODO BETAS = 8.000
BREF • 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 iN. Z8 y _ nnn mrT me = nnn
SCALE - .O|OD MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. TO61/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRAD{ENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
.005 -4.122 -.05101 .01481 .00385 -.01581 -.00338 5,92940 8,01350 9,99180 I0.00200
.013 95.854 -.39942 .01521 .00234 -.01307 -.00193 5.92480 8.00350 9.98670 10.00800
-.156 t95.950 -.43571 .01826 .00062 -.01270 -.00126 5.92250 8.00160 10.00000 10.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 iAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 571
fAT42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET_ SRB JETS OFF (LVTI05) ( £B APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.. XMRP = 1258..5000 IN. x8 ALPHA - 10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF - I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB 8,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000. IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I062/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.873 195.g30 -.II896 .0244I .00259 -.01722 -.00213 5.93130 8.01050 IO.O0100 tO.OOSO0
49.791 95.913 -.1959I .02165 .00463 -.01507 -.00308 5.93460 8.00970 9.99170 IO.OI200
nn n, _ n,, o n =n 8.0]390 o 9o,9 n ,n n, nn49.785 -W.045 -.10388 .01994 .v_B_, .... 4_ -.v04_ 5.93590 .......... 2_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10631 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.060 -4.202 .42890 .02264 .00913 -.02661 -.00781 5.94640 8.03070 10.00400 10.00100
99.782 95.923 .30007 .02374 .00733 -.02405 -.00575 5.94260 8.02510 9.98860 |O.OOIO0
I00.040 196.030 .23396 .02692 .00558 -.02435 -.00434 5.9k030 8.02160 9.99090 iOoOI400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 1064/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.930 !95.930 .93477 .02887 .00756 -.03914 -.0]242 5.94660 8.05060 9.98920 I0o00600
200.180 96.055 "1.t6740 .02844 .00747 -.04422 -.01358 5.94510 8.05750 9.99370 10.00900
200.210 -4.287 1.90350 .02238 .00711 -.05686 -.01901 5.94|60 8.08290 10.00500 9.99170
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00t}O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA]42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET. SR8 JETS OFF (LVTi06) ( 26 APR 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = ]258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - I0.000 BETA !O.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB 8.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1065/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA9 BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.I31 196.060 51.45100 .01998 .00235 -.02209 -.00433 5.92800 8.04450 9.99960 10.00800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 5?2
IAI42_ SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SR8 JETS OFF (LVTI06) ( BB APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0909 SO.FT. XNRP = 125B,5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.381)0 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .DIDO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 10681 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.771 ]96.000 51.39000 .02778 .00185 -.01_:5 -.00462 5,93180 8.04300 9.99460 10.00500
49,925 95.959 5t,48600 .02616 .00349 -.021?3 -.00484 5.93450 8.04550 9.99569 10.9!I90
49,839 -4.043 51.74200 .02591 .00566 -.02730 -.90685 5,93990 8.05490 9.988i0 i0.0|300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 _00009 .00009 .90000 .00000
RUN NO. 10671 0 RNIL = 1.5B GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5,00
Z X y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99,984 -4,114 52.24400 .02622 .00857 -.03853 -.01021 5.94730 8.07210 I0.90100 9.99780
99.980 95.966 51.65700 .02864 .00589 -.02?21 -.0068t 5.94220 8.05310 9,98650 18,01600
99.843 195.990 51.61800 .03185 .00365 -.01985 -,09647 5.93860 8.05000 9.98700 10.00300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .09000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10681 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.920 195,980 52.41600 .93152 .00649 -.04020 -.01227 5.94560 8,07880 9.998?0 10.00200
200.050 96.093 52.74000 .02723 .00728 -.95304 -.91486 5.94490 8.09200 9.99140 10.00500
200.210 -4.079 53.37100 .02257 .00646 -.06686 -.01897 5.94020 8.11320 9.99350 10.00600
GRAOIENT .00000 .00009 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00090 .00000
IA142, SABS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTI07) ( 26 APR 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = _29u.3_0_ I*'PH _ YMRP .0009 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000MAPU = _ _n
SCALE = .0}#0 ............
RUN NO. 10691 0 RNIL = i.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
-.056 -4.217 I02,03090 .0184] .00863 -.04491 -.01017 5,94260 8.06870 9.99380 10.00309
.070 95.917 I01.34090 .01876 .00566 -.93274 -.00548 5.93540 8,04570 9.99290 10.01700
-.039 196.070 101,14000 .01962 .00494 -.02668 -.005i3 5.93410 8.04020 9.99420 I9.00800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 ' [Ai_B, AEDC V4IA-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 573
IAI42_ SRBS SEPARATING FROH O/ET_ SRB JETS OFF (LVTI07) { 28 APR ?7 }
EFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA" I0.000
LREF I290.3Q00 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 5.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .OIDO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. [070/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.OO! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49,842 I95.960 101.12000 .02577 .00456 -.02804 -.00550 5,937]0 8.04050 9.99270 10.00600
49,874 95.853 101.41000 .02449 .00598 -.03318 -.00677 5.93980 8.04930 9.98950 I0.00500
...... _uc.,BOuO .02825 .vv,90 _.04542 - _' '' 5.94580 _. n 9.99070 '_ u_2uu4_ ou_ -4.063 ..... _ .v,2,4 8._,42_ ,u. ....
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 • .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. |071/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLN CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.050 -4.087 102.59000 .02598 ,00882 -.05412 -,01536 5,94800 8.08920 9.99340 9.99420
99.816 95.893 I01.70000 .02?40 .0069I -.03715 -.00976 5.94400 8.06020 9.99060 IO.OlqO0
99.954 196.090 IOI.q3000 .02952 .00443 -.03037 -.00705 5.939[0 8.05450 9.99Iq0 lO.OI300
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. lOq2/ 0 RN/[ = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA9 8ETAB ALPHA _ETA
I99.990 I95.940 !02.44000 .02995 .00621 -o05]88 -.0!389 5.94400 8.083q0 9.99160 9.99460
200.030 95.95? 102.76000 .02644 .00636 -.06115 -.01795 5.94230 8.09810 9.99090 I0.00200
199.940 -3.958 103.21000 .02697 .00492 -.07016 -.01989 5.93910 8.11160 9.98920 IO.OI400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI08) ( 26 APR 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHA9 = 2.000 8ETAB 14.000
BREF = i290.3008 INCHES ZHRP .uuuu.........=t_._# Y = cuu.uuu... .. JET PC ; .000
SCALE = .0}80 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1850/ O RK/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA9 9ETAB ALPHA BETA
[UU,U[U _I,_UI _Ul . _CUUU -.UU_4_ .UUO_O -.U_IC_ -.U_UO0 I ._U 14.U_UUU _._]4U IU.U|NUU
IO0. ITO 197.470 200.61000 .00274 .00477 -.06760 -.02800 1.92320 14.07300 I0.01100 lO.OllO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 574
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI08I ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP. = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 2.000 BETAB 14.000
BREF - !290.30D0 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y _ 200.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 18511 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.930 197.450 200.95000 .O0?OZ .00260 -.07564 -.030Z2 1.92060 I4.08500 9.98500 !0.01700
150.II0 97.378 201.20000 .00525 .003_2 -.08305 -.03248 i.92090 i4.09500 9.99170 i0.02000
150.230 -2.745 201.15000 .00150 .00365 -.08944 -.03013 ].91990 14.09200 9.99460 10.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000
RUN NO. 18521 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.040 -2.548 201.18000 .00682 .00240 -.09259 -.02927 1.92010 14.09200 9.99260 10.02100
200.160 97.396 201.54000 .00694 .00025 -.09033 -.03222 1.9149_ 14.10300 9.98710 I0.01300
200,070 197.400 201.14000 .00987 .00059 -.08789 -.03079 1.91720 14.09200 9.99350 I0.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI09) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA .I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB 12.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZtIRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 19531 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
!00,230 .330 100,38000 -.00250 .00619 -.06375 -.02211 1.92330 12.05500 9.99050 10.01400
99.768 100.460 100,11000 .00334 .00531 -.04951 -.01607 1.92460 f2.03800 9.99370 10.02500
,_ _ _,, u_n oo _n_ nn_u nn_ - n_Inl - 011XR t=92020 12.02000 10.00300 IO.02BO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1854/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z K Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
!49.940 200.440 99,89900 .01447 .00242 -.04507 -.01578 1.92440 12.03300 9.99160 I0.01000
150.250 100.310 100.73000 .00889 .00336 -.05810 -.02199 1.92340 12.06000 9,98800 10.01200
150.310 .208 101.46000 .00206 .00495 -.07014 -.02765 1.92320 12,08600 9.99060 10.01100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 iAi42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 575
IAI_2." SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI09) ( 2B APR _? 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.8000 SQ.PT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 2.000 BETAB I2.000
BREF [290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1855! 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.420 .IS3 IOl.8go00 -.00077 .00290 -.OBl4B -.02992 1.91650 12.10000 9.98930 10.00700
199.880 100.220 I01.32000 .00526 .00236 -.07112 -.02650 1.91890 12.08200 9.99270 I0.01900
i99.770 200.250 i00.42000 .0154B .uv_oc..... "-.06325 -.u:_o..... 1.92330 12.05200 9.98970 i0.01800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, 5RBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTIIO) { 28 APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF !290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- 2.000 BETAS !2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. IBSB/ 0 RNIL = l.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
lO0.100 .358 151.11000 .00135 .00593 -.07505 -.02594 I.B25IO 12.08000 9.98880 10.01900
100.130 100.360 t50.61000 .00054 .00511 -.05997 -.0239B 1.92250 12.06300 9.99160 IO.OIBO0
100.040 200.330 149.91000 .00480 .00335 -.05190 -.01775 1.92080 •12.04000 10.00200 10.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I857/ 0 RN/L = I.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.060 200.390 150.66000 .00736 .00248 -.0575B -.02175 1.92030 12.06100 9.994B0 10.01500
150.050 100.300 152.12000 .00394 .00363 -.06603 -.02728 1.92110 12.09B00 9.99180 10.01300
i50.i40 .357 .iSi.SiO00 .O005B .00313 -.0789B -.026BB 1.9i790 i2.09700 9.99230 i0.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1858/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN _L_,_ _,v CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.100 100.2dU ibd.4uuuu .UUWlb .UUU4b -.UI4UC -.UdWbU I.WI /lU I_.IUWUO 9.9U990 IO.OIlO0
I99.BlO 200.410 t51.75000 .01073 .00123 -.06581 -.025B1 1.91950 12.08900 9.99120 I0.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142° AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 576
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTIII) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - 2.000 BETAB - 10.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y • .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 18591 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 9ETAB ALPHA BETA
Bg.9BI -,057 18.95200 .00125 ,00552 -.03145 -.3!050 1,92360 10.00700 9,98840 !0,01800
99.974 99.888 18.59200 .00256 .0049G -.02420 -.00899 i.92300 9,99610 9.98410 |0.01600
100.140 199.850 18.40600 _00544 ,00379 -.02484 -.00879 1.92190 9.99280 10,00300 10.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1860/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.170 lB9.BSO I9.09600 .01169 .00362 -.03329 -,01075 1.92550 lO.OllO0 9,99340 lO.Ol900
150.180 99.885 19.21900 .00769 ,00497 -.03512 -.OilS7 1.92630 10.01500 9.99780 10.01700
150.290 -.054 19.54900 .00321 ,00650 -.04028 -.01647 1.92740 10.02900 9.99040 10.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1861/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X _ CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
200,500 -.I10 20.06400 .00523 .00284 -.05077 -.02477 1.91990 10.05400 10.00600 I0.00100
199.930 99,770 19.53700 ,00652 .00455 -,04904 -.01568 1.92470 10,03000 9.98510 10,02500
199.940 199.890 19.08600 .01071 .003|7 -.04601 -.01250 1.92380 10.01700 9.98810 10.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTII2) ( 26 APR 79 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF I290.30Q0 INCHES YNRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB : I0.000
BREF i2BO.30OO .......t,w_m_r Z_RO,,,, ._vv_nnnnThl,.....72 Y = 50.000 JET PC .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1862/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL. = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.120 -.165 48,42000 .00463 .00440 -.0W326 -.01204 1.92310 9.99860 9.98820 10.02000
99.726 99.934 48.39700 .00295 .00432 -,03083 -.00878 I.B2170 9.99070 9.98280 I0.02300
100.020 199.990 47.97600 .0078I .00236 -.03020 -,00751 1.91990 9.98030 9.99890 10.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAO£ 577
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET° SR8 JETS OFF (LVTII2) { 26 APR 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP "_ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA I0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - 2.000 BETAS - I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1863/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
150.200 199.880 48.54700 .01331 ".00259 -,03281 -.01042 1.92400 9.99640 9.99560 10.00500
[50,090 99,806 48.70200 .00793 .00447 -.04085 -.01192 1.92530 I0.00300 9.99300 I0.02200
I50.340 -.I06 49.42000 .00220 .00499 -.04875 -.01939 1,92320 I0.03000 9.98840 I0.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. IBB41 0 RNIL = I.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.510 -.i92 49,93200 -.00086 .00388 -.08119 -.02504 1.9]870 |0.05100 9.99760 |0.0i200
199.880 99.674 49.43700 .00375 .00513 -.05192 -,01790 1.92440 I0.02800 9.99260 10.02200
199.840 199.840 49.01700 .00987 .00419 -.04510 _,01287 1.92580 I0.01200 9,98270 I0.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SR8 JETS OFF (LVTII3) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAS lO.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 18651 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
100.070 -.194 I02.73000 .00017 .00499 -.05750 -.01870 1.92190 10.09200 9.99240 I0.0|500
!00.060 99.906 !0!.86000 .00120 .0044! -_04!73 -.01372 !.92100 .!0.06400 9.99090 !0.02200
I00.070 199.820 101.84000 .00640 .0018! -.03538 -.01026 1.91780 10.05700 9.99830 10.01700
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18661 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
7 X Y CN CIM CY CYN A{PHAR BETAS ALPHA RFTA
150.230 -.151 101.21000 .00444 .00373 -.06277 -.02285 1.92150 10.07400 9.99030 10.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 578
[AI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTII3) ( 26 APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - lO.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - 2.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - I00.000 JET PC - =OOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1857/ O RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
_00.370" - 084 101.32000 .00240 .00168 -.07038 -.0256_ 1.91540 10.08200 9.99180 !O.OIBO0
199.870 99.829 100.92000 .00693 .00148 -.05845 -.02287 1.91760 10.06800 9.99290 i0.0i700
199._70 I99.938 I00.38000 .01280 .OOIB9 -.04778 -.0IB09 1.92210 !0.04700 9.99210 I0.0]700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
• " IAIN2, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF ILVTII4) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I01000 BETA = I0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 2.000 BETAS = 8,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZS Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1668/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5,001 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
!00.060 -4.160 -.56912 .00053 .00555 -.02051 -.00715 1.92310 8.00500 9.98710 10.01400
100.040 95.922 -.62641 .00366 .00419 -.01779 -.00605 1.92180 8.eOlBO 9.98530 10.01300
99.906 195.850 -.44814 .00839 .00282 -.01886 -.00565 1.92130 8.00480 9.99850 10.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i869/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPF;A 6ETA
....... _= 7n -.41430 0]0_7 .0037713u.ueu ,o_.9_ -.02494 -.00782 1.92490 8.01000 9.99310 10.01700
150.000 95.810 -.29135 .00520 .005_4 -.02569 -.00839 1.92710 8.01380 9.99380 10.01700
-.v3 .......... 9.99!40 ....150.330 -4.i49 .21257 .002_7 .00580 _ _¢_ _ n_,To '.925!0 8.92860 tn n!200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1870/ 0 RNiL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X " Y CN CLN CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.520 -3.873 1.00120 -.00083 ,00470 -.04186 -,01840 1,92050 8.05680 I0.00000 ]0,03300
199.840 95.872 .21870 .00447 .00589 -.03710 -.0I|64 1.92660 8.03070 9.98_00 10.02200
200.100 195.900 .03598 .00794 .00480 -.03400 -.01022 1.92600 8.02470 9.98760 10.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 579
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTII5) { 28 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRE = ,0000 IN, YB. ALPHAB = 2,000 BETAB 8,000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .O00O IN, Z8 ' Y = 50,000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH 4.,500
RUN NO, 18711 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.190 -4.053 50,02500 .00014 .00515 -.03302 -.00910 1.92200 8.02270 9.98660 I0.01300
I00.000 95.896 49.28600 .00435 .00293 -.02418 -.00654 1.91910 8.00290 9.98620 I0.02000
99.986 196.000 49.36100 .00943 .00086 -.02097 -.00602 1,91720 8.00250 9.99790 10.01400
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18721 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.020 195.960 49.43400 .01192 .00205 -.02355 -.00787 1.92170 8.00760 9.994q0 10.01200
150.060 95.858 49.86500 .00731 .00412 -.02829 -.0]025 1,92400 8.02060 9.99030 10.01700
150.220 -3,828 50.54100 .00264 .00447 -.04180 -,01530 1.92210 8.04380 9.990]0 I0.04100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000
RUN NO_ 1873/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.450 -4.133 50.81700 .00062 .00310 -.05350 -.02028 1.91760 8.05900 9_99490 10.00300
t99.830 95.822 50.5?000 .00568 .00384 -.04253 -.01415 1.92240 8.04300 9.99020 i0,02200
!99.880 195.950 49.81200 .01121 .00300 -.03058 -.01102 1.92370 8.02110 9.98940 10.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTII6) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0,000 BETA = I0,000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB - 2.000 BETAB = 8,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y = I00,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4,500
RUN NO, 18741 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL © -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
i00.1i0 -4.046 99.57100 -.00074 .00484 -.04803 -.0i520 1.92090 8.03020 9.99480 10.01600
100.020 195.950 98.88300 .00144 .0037I -.02858 -.00787 1.91930 8.00150 9.99?90 I0.01800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA_42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA . PAGE 580
IA142', SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET. 5RB JETS OFF (LVTIIS) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRE_ - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 2.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 18751 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALF'HAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
150-000 195.930 99.55500 ,00576 .00295 -.03374 -.00964 1.92020 8.01910 9.99400 I0.00700
150.160 95.745 99.72400 ,00214 .00359 -.0_036 -.01396 1.91960 8.02940 9.98990 I0.01000
I50. I90 -4.398 100,36000 .00265 ,00388 -.05243 -.OIBBB i.92070 8.05120 9,89250 10.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00CD .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1876/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.3i0 -4.642 100.19000 .00115 .00208 -.05994 -.02047 J.91550 8.05290 9.88950 9.983v0
200.050 95.854 I00.10000 .00364 .00234 -.04822 -.OIB06 1.91760 8.04430 9.98680 I0.01800
199.990 195.900 99.33200 .00785 ,00234 -.03829 -.01390 1.92000 8.02120 9.99[70 lO,OIBO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET. SRB JETS OFF [LVTIIT) ( 28 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.GGG0 SO.FT. XHRP = t_-'_SB.SGOQ_N. X8 ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = |0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -]0.000 BETAS = I4,000
BREP 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I1501 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.012 -2,344 201.99000 -.06922 -.0t457 -.08991 -.03586 -lO.16BO0 14.I1600 -10.00200 ;O.OIO00
-.146 97,6i3 20i,50000 -.06423 -,01701 ,07851 -.0340_ -10.J7100 24._0190 -!0.00200 !0.01300
-.215 197,640 201.50000 -,06923 -.Ol6B] -.07410 -.02904 -10,17400 14.09200 -I0.00600 10.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .oooog ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 11511 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.771 197.B20 200.59000 -.05659 -,OlB31 -.05697 -.0256B -IO.lB900 14.06500 -9,99740 lO,O1BO0
49.860 97,670 201.37000 -.06253 -.0i736 -,06997 -.03168 -10.17100 14.09300 _lO,OOSO0 IO,OI300
49,955 -2.350 201,61000 -.06862 -.01509 -.07948 -.03439 -10.16900 I4.10400 -lO.OOlO0 10,01500
GRAO(ENT .OOOOG .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 - .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI_2, AEDC VqIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 5el
IAlq2, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTII7) ( 2B APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -I0.000 BETAB - -14,000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : .0000 IN. ZB Y - 200.000 JET PC = _000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = q,500
RUN NO. I152/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99,830 -2,491 201.52000 -,06620 -.01521 -.0V204 -.03312 -I0.16800 14.09800 "9.99120 I0.01000
99.6!I 97.569 201.25000 -.05959 -.01V32 -.06510 -.03028 -I0.16900 I_,08V00 -10.00600 iO,OI300
99.787 IBV.V40 200.22000 -.05454 -.OIV65 -,05419 -.02432 -I0.16700 14,05700 -I0.00200 IO.OI600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1153/ 0 RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.500 197.650 200.23000 -.05166 -.OI5?B -.05191 -.02374 -I0.16000 14.05500 -10.00200 IO,OIBO0
199,860 97.55B 201.03000 -.05679 -.01584 -.06316 -.02870 -I0.16300 14.08000 -I0.00300 lO.OIIO0
I99.930 -2.40B 201.1?O00 -.05869 -.01630 -.0690I -,03010 -tO,IS600 14.0_BO0 -10.00400 IO.OI400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTII8} ( 28 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -I0.000 BETAB © I2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y lO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. IISq/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.160 .479 99.88200 -.06537 -.OIv3e -.06020 -.02451 -IO.IV300 I2.04900 -10.00300 10.01400
-.194 100.470 98.98400 -.OBO5B -,0]674 -.0463v -,01698 -I0.16800 12.01700 -10.00000 !O,O!BO0
-,307 200.400 98.69400 -.05535 -.Ol?V7 -.04503 -.01443 -lO.16BO0 12.00700 -I0.00500 I0.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. II55/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = ~5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
4B.TBS lO0.SlO 9B.54_00 -.o_s4e -.oI_o2 -.os_Te -.ol4si -i0.i6oo0 ieiS_6 -1_i_66 iBZ_
50.138 .q81 99.65300 -.06060 -.01659 -.0503I -.0207_ -lO.16BOO 12.03600 -10.00200 i0.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 582
[A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTIIB) ( BB APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB : -I0.000 BETAB = 12,000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1156/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL ® -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.050 .3B1 99.23200 -.05729 -.01489 -.04007 -.01999 -]0.I6200 12.02500 -9.99260 10.00900
99.370 100.510 98.38800 -.05099 -.0130_ -.0287i -.0137_ -i0,15300 II.99BO0 -I0.01300 IO.v,,vv.....
99.648 200_490 97.94200 -.04657 -.01285 -.02403 -.01116 -I0.15000 11.98300 -10.00800 10.01500
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1157/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 "GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.330 200.380 9B.18600 -.03701 -.00993 -.02491 -.01213 -10.13700 11.98900 -9.99900 10.01400
200.200 100.490 98.98400 -.04123 -.01245 -.03254 -.01717 -lO.14BO0 12.01300 -9.99920 10.01300
200.110 .364 99,35500 -;04710 -.01458 -.04396 -.02257 -I0.15500 12,03100 -I0.00200 I0.01000
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTII9) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = m|O.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 150,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. llSB/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.251 .557 154.09000 -.06529 -.01582 -.07259 -.03031 -10.16900 12.14000 -9.99500 10.01100
-.284 100.440 153.29000 -.06118 -.OlTel -.05910 -.02496 -10.17100 1_.11400 -10.01100 10.01700
-.223 200.520 !52.64000 -.06589 - 0!582 -,05674 -.01836 -10.16900 12.09200 -10.00300 10.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1159/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.644 200.520 151.88000 -.05574 -.01590 -.04467 -.01634 -10.16300 12.07100 -I0.00000 I0.01600
50.0t3 i00.580 i52.54000 -.06188 -.01670 _,05329 -.02191 -I0.15900 12.09400 -I0.00600 10.01300
49.959 .43B 153.39000 -.06513 -.01531 -.06506 -.02776 -10.16B00 I2.12100 -10.00100 10.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
/DATE 25 JUL 77 IAIWB, AEOC V4IA-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 583
IAIk2,' SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SR8 JETS OFF (LVT]I9) { 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -IO.ODO BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB 12.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1160/ 0 RN/L = [.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
99.874 .342 153.14000 -.06439 -.01484 -.05969 -.0262B -I0.16600 12.11300 -I0.00300 I0.01500
99.589 ]00.520 !52,59000 -,05853 -_Ot5B7 -.049_2 -.02050 -!0,I6500 !2.09200 -!0.00500 I0.01700
99.741 200.380 151.78000 -.05118 -.01478 -.0371_ -.01554 -IO.15eo0 12.06600 -I0.00600 IO.OI300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. IlGI/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.4q0 200.390 152.18000 -,04619 -.01262 -.0345I -,01595 -10.14900 12.07400 -9.99590 lO.OIlO0
200.080 tOO.bOO 152.42000 -.05167 -.01545 -.04565 -.02193 -10.16000 12.0BOO0 -10.00100 i0.01200
200.120 .48g t53.36000 -.05591 -.01598 -.05581 -.02599 -10.16300 12.11600 -9.999B0 lO.OI500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI20) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB = 10.000
BREF - |290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. I1621 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.040 -.002 -.91098 -.05596 -.0]639 -.0426I -.Otll9 -10.I6500 10.01000 -10.00300 10.02400
-.III 199.880 -I.19040 -.0_925 -.01835 -.03945 -.00928 -I0.t6500 lO.OOlO0 -9.99590 10.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. t163/ 0 RN/L = ].53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 _ Y CN CI M _Y rY_ AI _WA_ _TA_ AI DUA OETA
49.669 99.9?7 - .82980 -.04243 -.01484 -.02365 00420 -I0.15300 9.97710 -10.00700 I0.02000
49.726 -.0St -1.68760 -.04690 -.01396 -.02363 -.006?0 -10.15300 9.98370 -10.00300 IO.OI900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 584
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI20} ( 26 APR 7V )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10,000 BETA = 10,000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1164/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.959 -,056 -2.!2900 • -.0363! -.0!150 -.0]!34 -.00485 -!O.!4!O0 9.96940 -9.996!0 !0.0!400
99.722 99.999 _2.286i0 -.032V0 -.01156 -.OOBBO -.O031V -10.13900 9.96310 -g.998V0 10.00800
99.655 200.010 -2.3vqv t] -.6292V -.0)222 -.0_210 .00093 -)0.13800 9.95630 -9.99980 lO.O)O00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1165! 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.820 199.970 -2.16150 -.02200 -.00726 -.00767 -.00617 -lO.I2lO0 9.96990 -9.98290 10.00900
199.830 100.090 -1.84650 -.02429 -.00860 -.014V3 -.00904 -10.12600 9.98130 -10.00600 10.01500
200.190 -.OBB -1.31040 -.02669 -.OIOV2 -.01922 -.OllBV -10.13300 9.99V10 -9.99830 IO.O1VO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT121} ( 26 APR VV J
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB I0.000
BREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1166/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
iiB -.06i 50.66800 -.05491 -.01512 -.03BIG -.01318 -I0.' ............ -9.99960 10.01500• _Q_uu iu.u_uu
.048 99.994 50.50200 -.05581 -.01607 -.04108 -.0093l -i0.16400 10.03200 -9.99950 10.01400
-.222 199.990 50.32800 -.05191 -.01716 -.03485 -.00912 -10.16400 10.02600 -10.00600 10.01000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 " .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. llBV/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.607 200.070 49.84500 -.04589 -.01431 -.02085 -.00V29 -i0.15300 iO.OilO0 -9.99230 IO.OIVO0
49.815 99.944 49.98900 -.04994 -.01348 -.0235V -.00845 -I0.15400 10.01600 -10.00600 10.02000
49.879 -.I15 50.32200 -.0561V -.01387 -.02979 -.01114 -10.15900 I0.02800 -10.00600 10.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
i
DATE 25 JUL 97 lAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA ' PAGE 585
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM OlET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTI21) ( 26 APR ?? ) "
RE_ERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP ._ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 129D.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -I0.000 BETAS = IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH =" 4.500
RUN NO. I168/ 0 RN/L =' 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM C" CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
99.716 -.017 49.94400 -.05001 -.01168 -.u1992 -.01078 -I0.14900 10.01800 -9.99790 TO.Of500
99.534 I00.160 49.71800 -.04436 -.01135 -.01570 -.00743 -10.14500 I0.00700 -TO.OTTO0 !0,02000
99.901 199.880 49.49200 -.03796 -.OIBB6 -.01448 -.00583 -10.14500 lO.OOIO0 -9,99920 10.00900
GRADIENT .UO000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I169/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY" CYN ALPHAS _ETAB ALPHA BETA
199.560 I99.980 49.86000 -.0335I -.00794 -.0!533 -.00842 .-10.I3000 10.0!I00 -9.99200 10.01400
199.930 99.996 50.03000 -.03652 -.00954 -.02131 -.01160 -I0.13600 TO.02100 -9.99910 TO.Of800
200.340 -.05I 50.61000 -.04175 -.01256 -.02841 -.01639 -I0.14600 I0.04100 -I0.00200 10.01300
GRADIENT .00000 ._0_ ._0_ ._0_0 ._0_ .00000 .uuuuu .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTI22) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -10.000 BETAB 10.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 11701 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.158 -.071 101.60000 -.06084 -.01638 -.05092 -.01975 -10.I6800 I0.07000 -9.99990 10.01500
-.050 IOO.OIO I00.97000 -.06388 -.01542 -.04720 -.01221 -IO.16?O0 I0.04500 -9,99840 I0.01900
-.334 199.840 100.78000 -.OBITS -.01518 -.04312 -.00979 -10.15500 I0.03800 -10.00800 10.00900
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I171/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
"49.999 ]00.050 100.55000 -.05811 -.01441 -_03344 -.Oil?3 -I0.16100 I0.03400 -10.00400 10.0i300
50.081 -.179 101.24000 -.06621 -.01436 -,04854 -.01638 -I0.16600 10.05700 -10.00200 10.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 586
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF {LVTI2B) ( 88 APR 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOO0 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1172/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
99.652" -.OB1 101.07000 -.05999 -.01379 -.03806 -.01610 -I0.18100 10.05000 -9.99720 10.01400
99.466 100.050 i00.28000 -.05187 -.01279 _.02836 -.010_? -i0.15300 10.02500 -!0.00800 10.0!500
99.748 199.920 100.05000 -.04921 -.01206 -.02248 -.00840 -i0.15000 iO,OJTO0 .-|0.00200 iO.OiiO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1t73/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.350 199.880 I00.41000 -.03899 -.01004 -.01872 -.00974 -10.13900 10.02400 -9.99940 10.01400
199.980 99.941 100.66000 -.04586 -.01108 -.02662 -,01343 -10.14500 10.03600 -10.00100 10.01200
200.360 .053 100.92000 -.05160 -.01366 -.03644 -.01891 -10.15500 10.05200 -9.99830 10,00800
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTI23) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -I0.000 BETA .= 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB : -10.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .: .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1174/ 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.048 -3,874 .50507 -.05474 -.01453 -.03022 -.00856 -10.15900 8.02960 -I0.00200 10.01300
.ItO 95.928 .32699 -,0535fl -.01569 -.03435 -.00697 -10.16200 8.02520 -10.00300 10.01500
-.023 196.030 .20722 -.04847 -.01730 -.03223 -.00742 -10.16200 8.02320 -I0.00200 10.01300
_ ............... a_a nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn .00000 NNNNN ,RNN00
L_'(AU|LNI .UUUUU .uuuuu .uuuu_ .v_w .v ...................
RUN NO. 1175/ 0 RNIL = i._c: UHaUILN: IN=LRV_L = -u,uu, _.uv
Z x Y' CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
49.719 196.070 -.12326 -.04186 -.01487 -.01611 -,00321 -10.15£00 8.00640 -9,99560 10.01500
49.764 96.025 -.21290 -.04614 -.01309 -.01441 -,00375 -10.15100 8.00500 -10.00700 i0.02200
49.843 -3.997 -.02349 -.05064 -.01239 -.01818 -.00519 -I0.15200 8.01160 -10.00400 O.OlqO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC VN1A-K1A. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 587
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI23) 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA m -10,000 BETA * I0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP" = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -lO.O00 BETAB 8,000
BREF = |290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. IlTB/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99,731 -4.129 -.62709 -.04227 -,00995 -.00830 -.00403 -TO.t4100 7,996t0 -9.99570 I0.01700
99,767 96,004 -.60467 -,03903 -,01061 -,00659 -.00234 -I0.14000 ?.99380 -I0.00500 I0.00900
99.828 195.940 -.71900 -.03577 -.01153 -.00525 -.00108 -10.14000 7.98930 -lO.OOIO0 10.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
'RUN NO. I177/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200,060 !95.950 -,48476 -.02800 -.00?05 -,00449 -_00526 -I0.I2400 ?,99960 -9.99940 I0.01100
I99.860 95.953 -.I7B91 -.03141 -.00821 -.01147 -,00743 -t0.I2900 8.01050 -10.005q0 10.00BOO
200.200 • -4.113 .04508 -,0348B -.00998 -.0t872 -.0_003 -t0.i3600 8,01990 -9.998Z0 10.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FR0M O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI24_ (26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0,000 8ETA iO.OOO
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB = 81000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN..ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I1781 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.003 -4.I65 48.88600 -,05562 -.01449 -.03423 -.00998 -I0.16000 8.00360 -10.00300 10.00400
.115 95.963 48.68000 -,06006 -.01434 -.03756 -.00552 -10.16200 7.99440 -I0.00600 I0.01000
-.086 I95.930 48,75300 -.05803 -.01466 -.03363 -.00536 -10.I6200 7.99420 -9.99980 10.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1179/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA B BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.934 95.998 48.02900 -.05413 ' -,01230 -.02268 -.00520 -10.15400 7.97740 -10.00200 10.01900
49.745 -3.956 48.39600 -.05938 -.01217 -.02801 -.00755 -I0.15700 7.98920 -10.00500 I0.01400
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 588
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI24) { 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -lO.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB= -10.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I1801 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00i 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ' ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
98.924 -4,0!5 _8 33200 -.05499 -.00982 -.0i953 -.00782 -i0.I4600 7_BB6BO -9.99360 t0.01700
99.232 95.989 48.21700 -.04896 -.01001 -.01273 -.00587 -10.14500 7.97980 -10.02200 10.00900
99.965 196.010 47.83200 -.04Ii0 -.01164 -.Oi4_O -.00442 -I0.14400 7.97050 -10.00200 10.00900
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1181/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y / CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.410 195.930 47.92200 -.03608 -.00774 -.01111 -.00595 -IO.13100 7.97380 -9.99580 10.01200
200.120 96.084 48,48200 -.04|89 -.00758 -.01648 -.00838 -I0.13400 7,98910 -9.99840 lO.OIBO0
200.170 -4.198 48.86400 -.04632 -.01076 -.0238t -.01283 -10.14500 8.00490 -IO.OIlO0 10.00800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SR8 JETS OFF (LVTI25) ( 25 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP • = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -10.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y lO0,O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1{82/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.... .vv_ nu n_ n,R_ -!0.16_nn 8.07970 -!0.00200 I0 n_nn
.020 96.016 I01.59000 -.06624 -.01_28 -.046]1 -.00894 -I0.16600 8.05560 -10.00800 IO.OI400
-.290 I95.960 lOl.b60UO -.05225 -.0i447 -.03968 -.0072i -i0,i6400 8.05280 -i0.00500 10,00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1183/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49,811 196.110 I00.87000 -.05740 -.01322 -.02966 -.00585 -I0.15800 8.03350 -9.99970 I0.01500
49.865 95.959 |01.31000 -.06157 -.01297 -.03493 -.00799 -10.16000 8.04630 -10.00400 10.01400
50.075 -4.023 I01.95000 -.07038 -.01245 -.04789 -.01300 -10,16400 8.06930 -10.00200 10.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA - PAGE 589
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ETo SRB JETS OFF (LVT125) ( 28 APR 7? )
REFERENCE DATA _ PARAMETRIC DATA
/
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5880 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -10.000 BETAS 8.000
BREF 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN, ZB Y _ 100.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1184/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.907 -4.105 IOl.BIO00 -.06438 -.01232 -.037q3 -.01327 -I0.16000 8.06540 -9.99060 10.00800
99.093 95.920 101.25000 -.05#77 -,0}225 -,02474 -.00852 -I0.15400 8.04330 -I0.02000 lO.OIBO0
99.783 196.010 i00.73000 -.04908 -.01286 -.01995 -.00647 -}0.]5200 8.02940 -10.00200 I0.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I185/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.420 195.930 lO0.BO000 -.04316 -.00992 -,OIEBB -.007#5 -!0.!4100 9.03120 -9.99730 _O.OlO00
200.030 96.072 lOt. IS000 -.04994 -.01089 -.02284 -.01109 -I0,14700 8.04530 -9.99830 IO.OI300
200.270 -4.043 101.66000 -.05521 -.01367 -.03361 -.01546 -i0.15700 8.063#0 -9.99490 10.01300
,_,T .00000 .00000 ._ _
_RAD,_N .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 OvvO .00000 .00000
[A142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI26} ( 26 APR 77 !
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -I#.000 BETAB 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = #.500
RUN NO. 1904/ O RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.970 -2.304 202.00000 -.I0355 -.02I?? -.09823 -.03493 -14.20400 t4.11700 -I0.00700 IO.Ol?O0
49.740 97.838 201.82000 -.09657 -.02315 -.08385 -.03237 -14.20300 14.10300 -9.99920 10.01900
#9.792 197.630 200.84000 -.09070 -.02363 -.07269 -.02684 -14.20100 I#.O??O0 -I0.00400 I0.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19051 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS 8ETA8 ALPHA BETA
......................
100.090 97.662 200.96000 -.08541 -.02604 -.07432 -.0312I -t4.20300 14.08700 -I0.00500 10.01800
99.948 -2.418 200.98000 -.09223 -.02426 -.0840t -.03455 -t4.20300 " 14.09400 -lO.OOBO0 10.01700
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .oono0 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 590
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTI26) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SG.FT. XMRP - 1259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -ID.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -14.000 BETAS 14.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 19061 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
!99.540 -2.376 20_.21000 -.OB54B -.0234B -.07O6B -.OZ2B7 -14.19700 14.09300 -9.99870 I0.02300
199.730 97.653 200.B1000 -.07753 -.02447 -.06312 -.03010 -14.19500 14.07600 -i0.00800 I0.01800
199.590 t97.7i0 199.84000 -.07102 -.02349 -.05257 -.02454 -t4.IB800 14.05000 -10.00700 I0:02200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT127} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = ~IO.O00 BETA I0_000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y9 ALPHAB= -14.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z£ Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1907/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
50.109 .305 100.09000 -.08619 -.02185 -.05763 ".02013 -14.19400 12.04000 -10.00500 9.99910
49.439 100.590 99.73900 -.07795 -.019!3 -:04554 -.01412 -14.tB200 12.02200 -9.99770 10.02800
49.913 200.630 99.28600 -.0741B -.01951 -.040BI -.01302 -14.1BlO0 12.01100 -10.00600 IO.OI700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19081 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.G98 2nn =_0 o_.............o_nnn - n_4_ -_0!906 -.03286 -.01170 -14.17400 ll.99BO0 -9.99560 10.01700
100.090 100.560 I00.13000 -.07007 -.0199B -.03914 -.01360 -14.17900 12.02800 -!0.00500 10.01800
100.310 ,520 i00.77000 -.uocv_ -.02337 -.u_v .......................................
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1909/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = m5.OO/ 5 .00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA.
I99.B70 .430 101.25000 -.07155 -.02223 -.03B04 -.02186 -14.18600 12.06300 -9.98890 10.02t00
199.310 100.510 101.00000 -.06123 -.01912 -.02939 -.Ol5B6 -14.17200 I2.04800 -i0.00900 iO.OlgO0
199.450 200.580 100.48000 -.05607 -.01717 -.022BI -.OlIBB -14.16400 12.03100 -IO.OlO00 IO.OIBO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? [A142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 591
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI28) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -I01000 BETA = I0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -14.000 BETAB _2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOO0 IN. ZB Y = 150,000 JET PC = .OOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1910/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
50. I75 .538 151.02000 -.09461 -.02218 -.07524 -.02797 -14.19900 12.08000 -I0.00600 I0.01100
49.640 ...... _ , _ _ n - -14.19600 ,2._5 .... 0._4_0 '_.0,3_luu._u 15v.3,00_ -.08926 -.02215 ._,_,n_'n_ -.02143 _ n _nn _, _ _ ,_ , _
49.736 200.430 149.54000 -.08513 -.02069 -.05267 -.01727 -I4.19000 I2.03100 -I0.00800 I0.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 191!/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.??2 200.480 149.45000 -.07559 -.020?4 -,04484 -.01529 -I4,18500 12.0250D -9,99950 i0.01500
I00.090 I00.620 149.73000 -.0q869 -.02282 -.05062 -,01999 -14,19200 12.03800 -10.00500 lO.OITO0
99.9q8 .532 150.55000 ~.08363 -.02227 -.06032 -.02614 -14.I9300 12.06500 -10.00600 lO.Ot300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I912/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN C[M CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.050 .492 150.33000 -,08403 -.02293 --,056qB -.02692 -14.19500 12.06100 -9.99240 10.02100
]99.580 100.520 I49.67000 -.07492 -.02302 -.04459 -.02153 -14,I9000 12.03900 -lO.OllOO IO.Ol500
!99.400 200.520 149.02000 -.06569 -.01939 -.03622 -.01565 -I4.I7500 12.01400 -I0.00800 I0.02200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROH O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI29) 26 APR ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA 10.000
LREF _ , .................. _ _ ,_, _ , .... _ ,,. _ _,_LC_W OUUU II_bR&3 IIlnr = _PIIM@ = = _0.000.UUUU :L_, T_ I_,UUU D_I_D
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I913/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
v P_l rt _ Pv Pvu At _UAO _TA_ AI _u_ _A
3U. I l_ -. [_ _U,O_CUU -,UIO_3 -,ul_ -.u_o_ -,UU_lU -_, l_luu IU.UffIUU -IU.UU_UU IU,UUIUU
49.868 95.988 18.80100 -.07155 .01858 -.03670 -.00859 -I4.1??00 9.99980 -9.998_0 10.01400
50.118 199.700 18,38800 -.066_2 -.01940 -.03328 -.00805 -14.17600 9.99100 -10.01300 I0.00800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 1A142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 592
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT129) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.PT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -lO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB • -14.000 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP • .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1914/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00 "
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB B_TAB ALPHA BETA
99.674 199.870 t9._4900 -.05824 .0,71_ -.01488 _.00425 --14.16600 _ _lu. OO3vu -9.£9120 i0.01600
99.930 99.905 19.21600 -.06069 -.01636 -.01779 -.00587 -14.16500 10.00200 -I0.00500 10.02200
99.857 -.068 ]9.91600 -.06502 -.01678 -.02464 -.0075I -14.I6900 I0.01900 -10.00800 10.02200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1915/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y . CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 6ETAB ALPHA BETA
200.I80 -.363 19.91800 -.05204 -.01576 -.01862 -.01057 -14.I5800 10.02300 -9.98330 I0.00000
199.480 99.953 19.53300 -.04600 -.01333 -.01179 -.00699 -14.14900 I0.00800 -10.00800 10.01500
199.540 I99.990 18.99600 -.04073 -.01324 -.00749 -.00413 -14.14500 9.99260 -10.00700 10.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAl42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI30) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10,000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 50,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, I916/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
50.142 -.137 48.70500 -.07627 -.01739 -.03912 -._0994 -14.17700 9.99850 -10.00400 10.01200
50.062 99.950 48.59000 -.07455 -.01891 -.03794 -.00853 -14.18000 9.99400 -9.99350 10.01400
60 el= 199 620 Me Qo=nn - n_oTn - nloTR - n_?_a -.0090_ -lu i_nn in nn_n_ -I .... 8uv I
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1917/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.706 I99,950 48.67100 -.05957 -.01977 -.02119 -.00682 -14.16800 9.99190 -9.99190 I0.01600
99.909 99.95I 48.59700 -.06363 -.01955 -.02301 -.00740 -14.17000 9.99140 -10.00800 10.02400
I00.140 -.216 49.02300 -.07085 -.01905 -.02943 -.01055 -14.17800 10.00600 -10.00900 10.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000
,A,4_, AEDCDATE 25 JUL 77 ' ' = V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 593
IAI_2, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI30} ( 2B APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA IO.OOO
LREF 1290.3080 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -14.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ..0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. IBIS/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.100 -.080 46,73000 -.06121 -.01812 -.02131 -.01376 -14.16900 10.00300 -9.98410 I0.01200
199.400 99.864 48,68300 -.05510 -.01496 -.0t612 "-.00893 -14.15800 9.99350 -I0.00600 10.01600
!99.590 I99,880 48.33000 -.05030 -.0142l -.0117_ -.00657 -_4.t5400 9.98240 -!0.00400 !0.0!300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OlET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI3I) ( 26 APR 7q )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = i258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = -tO.DO0 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YB ALPHAB= -14.000 BETAS = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 19191 0 RN/L = 1,5! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
50.095 -.161 I00.82000 -.08845 -.02132 -.05472 -.01681 -14.t9400 10.05400 -10.00900 I0.01400
49.500 99.908 100.38000 -.07884 -.01780 -.04285 -.01102 -14.18000 10.03400 -I0.00300 IO.02IO0
50.042 199.910 102.62000 -.08271 -.01848 -.04165 -.01066 -14.I8400 I0.0730C, -10.00600 lO.OIBO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1920/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.579 199.800 100.40000 -.06842 -.OIBl3 -.03087 -.00943 -14.17400 10.02900 -10.00000 10.01500
lO0.llO 99.890 100.30000 -,07361 -.01931 -.03595 -.OIlO0 -14.18000 10.03000 -10.00300 tO.02100
!00.250 -.096 !00.82000 -.08766 -.02257 -.04828 -.0!630 -!4,!9400 !0.05100 -!0.00500 !O.O!SO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1921/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
IQQ Q_N - 1_ INN RIRNN - N77qq -R_I_N - N_qlq - ntRt7 -i_ 1RqAR IA R_IAR -Q Q_Q_n tn nt_nn
199.540 199.920 99.63900 -.05782 -.01629 -,02258 -,00943 -14.16300 10.01300 -10.00600 10,01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 594
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT132) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -]0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE _ .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 19221 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
5u.,,c_ '_ -4. 095 -.,_'={an -.07708 -.01685 - .........n_n_ -.00565 -14_17600 8,01320 -Io,nn500 !0.00800
49.810 95.763 -I.17020 -.0Vi91 -.0i737 -.03032 -.00587 -ih.17400 7.$9570 -8.98830 iO.O0_O0
50.I24 195.890 -l.07820 -.06BIO -.01896 -.02623 -.00598 -14,17500 7.99510 -9.99840 IO.OIBO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 - .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I923/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTEEVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.828 195.980 -1.69690 -.05486 -.01671 -.01030 -.00166 -14.16200 7.97370 -9.99840 10.02800
99.883 96.056 -1.75670' -.05834 -.01567 -.01208 -.00249 -14.16200 7.97390 -lO.OOBO0 I0.02800
99,885 -4.123 -1.37380 -.06220 -.01550 -.01637 -.00435 -14.16400 7.98520 -lO.OllO0 10.02500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000- .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1924/ 0 RN/L - 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.170 -4.I74 -!.40200 -.05302 -.01353 -.OlOBO -.00737 -I4.15400 7.98720 -9.97480 IO.DIOOD
199.570 95.819 -1.62460 -.04770 -.01195 -.00556 -.00451 -I4.14600 7.97750 -I0.00600 I0.01508
!99.650 195.990 -1.80880 -.04322 -.01184 -.00145 -.00221 -14.14400 7.97010 -10.01000 I0.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, 5RB JETS OFF (LVTI33.) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA = 10,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -14.000 BEfAB 8.000
8REF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = _0000 XN. 7R Y = 50,000 JET PC - .OOO
SCALE - .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. I925/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
50.169 -4.110 50.29000 -.07805 -.01675 -.03637 -.00751 -14.I7700 8.02290 -10.00100 10.01500
n _t
50.147 96.207 49.80300 -.08291 -.0167I -.03716 -.00477 -14.18000 8.00990 -1_.0_,00 10.04500
49.846 196.000 49.65200 -.07603 -.01805 -.03235 -.00607 -14.I7900 8.00810 -|0.00400 lO.OIBOO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 595
IA]42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI33) ( 26 APR 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAS = 8.000
8REF = t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOO0 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH : 4.500 .
RUN NO. 1925/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
98.6|8 195.780 49.34700 -.08496 -.01691 -.01997 -.0051I -14,16900 7.99800 -9.99320 I0.01300
99_9!0 95.780 49_41800 .06886 -o0!654 -.02280 -.00506 -!4.!7000 B.O0000 -!0.00800 I_.0_0
IO0.160 -4.078 49.92700 -.07775 -.01783 -.02866 -,00779 -14.17900 8.01480 -I0.00600 I0,02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19271 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
200.220 -3.978 49.73400 -.07097 -.01652 -.01990 -.01140 -14.17200 8,01430 -9.98820 I0.02000
199.510 95.977 49.06200 -.06196 -.01392 -.01303 -.00748 -14.16000 7.99410 -I0.00200 10.02400
!99.540 I95,580 49,I7000 =,05568 -.0138Z -.01136 -.00549 -14.15600 7.99250 -I0.00200 9.99520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI34I 26 APR 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP ]258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA -]0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAS = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y ]00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 19281 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
50.102 -4.029 I01.93000 -.09125 -.020BB -.05054 -.01428 -14.I9500 8,06750 -10.00800 I0.01500
_Q _n Q_ Q_n 1N_ p_nnn - AR_I - AI_O_ - n_Q_ - _Q_ -tb t_N_ _ nu_n -In nm_nm in n_nnn
49.730 195,990 100.93000 -.07926 -.01719 -.03242 -.00738 -14,17800 8.03450 -I0.00900 I0.01800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I929/ 0 RN/L = I.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00I 5.00
7 M Y _N CI M CY _YN AI P_ _CTA_ kl P_A DCTA
89.942 95.602iol loooo oB SB -.OIB3B -03382 -.OOOl9  :03930 -1000 00 999G00
99.955 -4.248 I0].60000 -.08775 -.01908 -.04108 -.01323 -'4.18800 8.05770 -I0.00400' I0.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000" .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42o AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 596
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI34) ( 26 APR 77 ) -
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = ~]0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREE 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -14.000 BETAS = 8.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - I00.000 JET PC " .000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1930/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.i00 -4.2II i0].44000 -.088B5 -.01841 -.03G28 ".Ol51B -!4.18700 8.05590 -9.99490 ]0.02000
199.350 85.894 I00.82000 -.07469 -.01714 -.02353 -.01045 -14.i7600 8.03430 -i0.00500 JO.OIBO0
_99.490 195.940 !00.50000 -.06445 -.01562 -.0t922 -,00724 "14.I5600 8.02260 -10.00800 10.02200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT]35) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -]8.000 BETAB 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1959/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA _ETA
!00.160 -2.090 202.36000 -.14918 -.02586 -.10583 -.03398 -18.24000 14.12600 -10.00700 I0.01900
99.464 97.830 201.83000 -.13665 -.02760 -.08930 -.03211 -18.23700 I4.10900 -10.00100 10.01900
99.343 197.760 200.85000 -.12485 -.02?82 -.07482 -.02534 -18.23000 14.07900 -9.99560 I0.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19601 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
!49_540 197 930 200.57000 -.lIll5 -.02885 -.06456 -.02486 -18.22500 14.06900 -9.97840 I0.02100
150.360 98.024 201.61000 -.]1856 -.03066 -.07q78 -.03059 -18.23300 14.10000 -I0.00900 10.02]00
..... _" 2.345 ....on, 99_u_nnn - _=o_ - n_nun - n_n - n_x_x -!8.23800 I_ ll_nn -in nl_nn !0 nl_no
GI:_ADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19611 0 RNIL = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.580 -2.409 201.81000 -.11649 -.03149 -.07893 -.03314 -18.23400 14.10400 -9.99440 10.01300
199.640 97.777 201.05000 -.10903 -.03225 -.07067 -.03031 -18.23100 14.08800 -IO.O0500 I0.01500
199.620 197.800 200.70000 -.10478 -.03025 -.08167 -.02425 -18.22400 14.07000 -10.00600 10.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
• L .....
DATE'25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 597
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI36) ( 26 APR 77 )
REERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT.. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREP = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y _ I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1962! 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = _-5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.460 .609 99.90100 -.12709 -.02696 -.06818 -.01907 -18.23000 12.04300 -I0.00800 I0.01800
,nn n _9._84_ - I1800 - n_=_ nm_ -.01394 -18.2!300 !2.02000 -!0.00900 , n ,nn99.229 .... 45_ o _ nn ........ . ...... O._2,uu
99.334 200.370 99.08000 -.0973q -.02036 -.04t57 -.01275 -18.19600 12.01200 -9.99490 10.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I963/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.710 200.560 98.66300 -.OB63q -.02341 -.03263 -.01251 -IB.19BO0 12.00100 -9.98980 10.01900
I50.330 I00.550 98.95500 -.09625 -.02524 -.03885 -.01444 -18.20700 12,0IlO0 -10.00900 !0.01500
150.700 .540 99,74000 -.llI91 -.02940 -.05413 -.01983 -I8.22700 12.03800 -lO.Ol600 10.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1964/ 0 RN/L = t,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.660 .161 99.88600 -.09957 -.03080 -.04445 -,02100 -I8.22200 12.04000 -9.98600 10.00500
I99.130 |00.340 99. t6800 -.0849I -.02585 -.03315 -.01526 -18.20100 12.01500 -I0.00900 IO.OISO0
I99.470 200.440 98.40100 -.07861 -.02322 -.02623 -.01235 -I8.1gIo0 11,99400 -10.00700 lO.OI600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT137) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC'- .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1965/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL _" _5.00f 5.00
? V V PM rl M rY PYM &l DWA_ _ET^_ ^l DUA _ETX
............................ ............................ ...........99.325 t00.450 150.49000 - 13203 -.0 -.06749 - 02122 -18.23000 12.05800 -9.99480 10.01900
99.404 200.420 I50.10000 -.11863 -.02340 -,05591 -.01706 -18.21600 I2.04200 -9,99060 10.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 598
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI37} ( 26 APR 99 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.000_ SQ.FT. XMRP "= I25B.5000 !N. XB ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA !O.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP " .OOOD IN. YB ALPHAB - .-IB.O00 BETAB 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .DO00 IN. ZB Y ]50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1966/ 0 RN/L = |.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
!49.370 200,350 !49,70000 - 10247 -.02476 -.0465i -.0i582 -|B.2iO00 i2.03000 -i0.02900 )0.0ii00
150.540 100.560 150.45000 -.11183 -.02901 -.05655 -.02109 -1B.22500 12.05400 -10.02700 10.01900
150.1]O .489 i50.99000 -.ilBOi -.02q£B -.06525 -.02622 -1B.22700 I£.07400 -I0.03400 lO.OIBO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000
RUN NO. 1969/ 0 RN/L = t.S1 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
!99.720 .63B 150.70000 -.10590 -.0292! -.05738 -.02620 -1B.22200 12.06700 -9.997q0 I0.03300
199.790 100.630 150.21000 -.lOIBO -.02982 -.05039 ~.02124 -18.22100 I2.04900 -10.00500 10.02200
199.440 200.540 149.74000 -.09460 -.02559 -.042t9 -.01561 -IB.20700 12.02900 -IO.OO700 10.02200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ;00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI381 ( 26 APR ?9 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - BBBO.DO00 SG.FT. XMRP - 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -lO.OOO BETA - lO.OOO
LREF = 1290_3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -IB.O00 BETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = .OOO JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I9BBl 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
on h cnn _ ,n_=7 -- n_aa_ -.04699 - nnA_a -I_ la_nn in O_inn -!O.OO300 in ni_nn
99.654 |00,040 20.33300 -.t0095 -.01989 -.03796 -.o05gB -1B.19200 10.02400 -I0.02000 I0.02300
99.778 19_._0 20.16400 -.09032 -.02040 -.03i29 -.0062B -iB. i9200 i0.02000 -10.00200 iO.OiiO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1969/ 0 RNCL = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.490 t99.980 19.70600 -.07369 -.01921 -.01488 -.00281 -18.I7900 lO.O020O -9.99300 10.02200
150.120 100.060 20.03000 -.08196 -.01869 -.OEi)OG -.00360 -18.18200 lO.OllO0 -9.99t20 ]0.02400
150.390 -.231 20.26800 -.08957 -.02043 -.0286! -;00613 -1B.19100 10.02100 -9,96370 IO.OlOOO
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .O000O .O00OO .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .O00OO .O000O
7DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 599
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI38) ( BS APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB _ -18,000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOO0 IN. ZP Y = .000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .OLD0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1970/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 8ETA9 ALPHA BETA
199.860 -.166 20.13200 -.07974 -.02065 -.01692 -.OOBB4 -18.18600 I0.01900 -9.94400 10.01500
195,470 98.?58 !9o74300 -_OB60l -.0186| -.00985 -,00552 -18.17200 10.00500 -I0.00800 10,01300
199.500 199.900 19.69800 -.06034 -.01815 -.00644 -.00352 -18.16800 I0.00100 -]O,OOBO0 10.01300
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM U/ETo SRB JETS OFF (LVTI39) { 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP =. 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -IB.O00 BETAB I0.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1971/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
100.090 -.100 51.49100 -.11563 -.01981 -.04835 -.00884 -18.20600 tO.05IO0 -10.01100 10.01400
99.704 59.875 51.34100 -.I0931 -.01901 -.04023 -.00810 -18.20000 10.04400 -9.977?0 10.01400
59.468 199.860 51.30800 -.08507 -.02118 -.03323 -.00903 -18.19600 I0.04300 -10.03600 10.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 700000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19721 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.590 199.760 50.76300 -.08026 -.02144 -.02059 -.00699 -18.18800 10.02700 -9.98900 IO.OOBO0
150.150 !00.090 50.99700 -.089!7 -,02!49 -.0248l -.00752 -18.19400 I0,03300 -9.99560 10.02500
150.390 -.498" 51.I1800 -.09998 -.02412 -.03241 -.01071 -18.20600 10.04200 -10.02000 9.99560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .o000D .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19731 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 Y Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA"
199.5G0 199.920 50.49500 -,oee69 -.O20Be -.01403 -.00713 -Ie,17900 10.02100 -10._0300 IO,Ol500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 600
IAIq£, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI40} ( 26 APR 77 )
_-._ERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -10,000 BETA = 10,000
LREF t290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -IB.O00 BETAS = I0.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1974/ 0 RNtL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ .5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100,230 -,131 102.03000 -.13548 -.02511 ' -.06300 -.01657 -18.23100 10.07500 -10.00700 IO.OIBOO
99-051 89.889 i00.78000 -.I1607 -.018S9 -.04652 -.01053 -18,20300 10.03900 -10.00200 10.02000
99.767 199.980 I00.81000 -.I1381 -.02028 -.04230 -.01072 -18.20600 _u.u38_u'__ _ -9.992E0 ,n........n,onn
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000
RUN NO. 19751 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.510 199,910 100.63000 -.093?1 -.02t67 -.03172 -.01020 -tB.19?O0 10.03200 -9.98780 10.02100
150.(£0 g_.7_t tGO.SOGO0 -.t0065 -.02328 -,0367t -.OttSG -1e,20500 tO,G_000 -tO.QO70G tO.GO?00
|50.710 -.145 101.36000 -.11936 -.02747 -.04844 -.01741 -t8.22700 I0.06000 -I001000 10.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 1976/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.740 -.339 101.16000 -.10568 -.02938 -.04067 -.01871 _18.22300 10.05600 -9.98870 10.00600
199.220 99.687 100.79000 -.09178 -.02544 -.03204 -.01268 -18.20500 10.03900 -10.00300 10.01100
199,450 199,860 100.48000 -.08556 -.02228 -.02664 -.00996 -18.19300 10.02800 -10.00900 10.0t900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ST, SR8 JETS OVF (LVTI41) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 so.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = -I0,000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = ,o=_Su._n=h h ,I_CW¢¢........... YM_p = -0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAB B.OOO
BREF 1290.$000 INCES _ = .0000 IN. Z8 r = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OiO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i977/ 0 RN/L i.SI _,_,- ,_ ,w, c_,,A_ = .........
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
|00.300 -3.648 .38597 -.I0508 -.01757 -,03417 -.00375 -IB.19400 B.OIBBO -9.999?0 10.03400
99.746 95.938 .08473 -,09921 -,0t678 -,02618 -.00351 -18,I8800 8.01060 -10,00300 10.01000
99.813 196.140 .01385 -.09114 -.01856 -.0207I -.0037I -18.18800 8.008?0 -9.99250 10.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GOOOD .00000 .DOOOD
DATE 25 JUL 99 IA1424 AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 601
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTI41) ( 26 APR 99 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690,0000 SO,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -18.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES Zt4R'P = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1998/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
149.470 196,020 -.93627 -,09227 -.01823 -,00890 -.00053 -18.17500 7.98670 -9.96040 I0.00600
150.100 95.878 -.52341 -.07909 -.01972 -.01194 -,00120 -19.19800 9.99230 -I0.00300 10.02000
150.360 -3.937 -.23159 -.08909 .-.01823 -,01952 -,00352 -IB.lB400 8.00250 -9.95080 10.02800
• GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1999/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA • BETA
199.840 -4.[04 -.28834 -.07499 -.01920 -,OlIBl -.00504 -I8.17900 B.00220 -]0,01300 10,01800
199.520 95.971 -.392_ -.0_525 -.0_925 -,00_65 -.D025_ -_9. J5900 7.99_?.0 -_O.O0_O0 tO._OOO
I99.690 I95.950 -.26950 -.05922 -.01745 -.00242 -.001;! -IB.16500 7,98490 -lO.OlOOO 10.00900
_ n nmn nGRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .uuOOw .... O_ .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF {LVTI42) ( 26 APR 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAME'R_C DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -19.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF= 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC _ .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1980/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETA9 ALPHA BETA
100.230 -3,971 48.55800 -.11959 -.01993 -.04108 -.00659 -18.20600 9.99050 -10.00800 10.02100
99.539 95.823 48_49900 -.11299 -,01699 -.03406 -.00553 -I8.19900 7.99590 -10.00800 10.00500
99.75} 195.010 _8.35400 -._0_04 -.0_9_3 -.02991 -.OOSBO -18.19700 7.98390 -9.99t70 IO.O_O0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000. .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1981/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
7 _ y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
150.I60 95.941 48.01900 -_09303 -.02047 -.02190 -.00579 -18. I9_00 • 7.97410 -10.00600 10.01900
150.490 -4.103 48.51500 -.10988 -.02170 -.02970 -.00791 -18.20900 7.98880 -I0.03100 10.02900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IDATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 602
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI42) ( 26 APR 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -18.000 8ETAB = 8.000
BREF 129D.3000 INCHES ZMRP .O000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1982/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALRHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
_99.940 -4,_i5 48,55900 -.09517 -.02519 -.02t42 _.01063 -18,20600 7,99_30 -g.ggo60 10.00900
199.300 95.740 48.I0100 -.08430 -.02148 -.0i649 -.00_89 -i8.19100 7.$7570 -i0.00800 ......Iv.u_Lwv
199.5_0 I88.030 47.95800 -.07723 -°01963 -.01355 -.00572 -18.18200 7.97090 -]0.00800 I0.01500
GRADIENT' .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI43) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH • _.500
RUN NO. 19831 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BET_
100.200 -3.905 I02.03000 -.14101 -.02345 -.05676 -.01362 -18.23000 8.06790 -10.00600 10.01700
99.151 96.139 101.26000 -.12102 -.01885 -.04125 -,00807 -18.20700 8.04190 -9,97730 10,03300
99.763 I96.020 101.05000 -.11773 -.01898 -.03729 -.00760 -18.20500 8.0361D -I0.00700 lO.OI3OO
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19841 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I49.600 !95 970 100.62DOO -.]0D]2 -.02093 -.02919 -.00702 -18.19900 8.02530 -tO.00IO0 10.02200
150.300 96.019 100.82000 -.10783 -.02234 -.03377 -.00834 -18.20700 8.03220 -i0.0i400 i0.0i400
150.560 -4 '_.c_ :v,._uuvu'A'onnnn _.._._.,=_OU -.02534 -.=n_xx.... -.01392 -18.22700 8.05050 -10.00000 lO.OllDO
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1985/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN cLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.990 -3.949 101.2300D -.11815 -.02702 -.03928 -.01543 -18.22500 8.05160 -10.01500 10.04000
199.370 95.936 i00.86000 -._0138 -.0_421 -.02828 -.00987 -/8.20800 8.03370 -10.00300 I0.02400
198.430 196.000 100.61000 -.08i92 -.02173 -.02367 -.00773 -18. I9600 8.02460 -10.01700 lO.OIBO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
7DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4]A-KtA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 603
IA]42, 5RBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT]44} ( 28 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = ]9.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 800.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1366/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
.I46 -2.093 20].42000 .]0962 .0]725 -.09773 -.03478 14.72300 ]9.10200 14.99600 15.01100
=224 97.754 200,41000 .I0713 .01587 -.08505 -.02B13 14.71B00 ]9.06700 14.98600 _5_00300
.548 187.550 199.90000 .]0457 .O]I8t -.0B075 -.01794 14.70800 ]9°04400 14.B9400 14.99300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]357/ 0 RN/L = t.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.666 197.750 200.56000 .]I797 .0]IB7 -.]1710 -.0]643 |4.71500 19.06400 14.99800 15.00900
49.721 97.890 201.49000 .]2048 .01531 -.I2298 -.02674 I4.72500 19.09800 14.99300 I5.01IO0
49.958 -2.]09 202,39000 .t2146 .01588 -.1304| -.03556 14.72700 19,13000 14.99]00 15.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1368/ 0 RN/L = i.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
100.090 -2.087 203.11000 .|2603 .0i288 -.t6448 -.03545 I4.72300 i9. i5200 i4.99400 15.0]000
TOO.t30 97.800 202.54000 .]2657 .01448 -.15704 -.02952 14.72700 IB.]3Io0 ]4.99200 15.00700
100.200 I97.850 20].56000 .]234] .01387 -.14647 -.01938 14.72300 I9.09500 14.98800 I5.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I369/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
200.3]0 197.800 203.90000 .12536 .0092! -.21715 -.02895 14.71300 19.17100 14.98700 15.00200
800.250 97.733 204.14000 .12317 .00806 -.22247 -.03024 14.70900 ]9.17800 14.98800 15.01700
200.170 -2.285 204.04000 .12i79 .00738 -.22392 -.02812 I4.70700 19. I7400 14.99500 15.01300
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA]42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 604
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF {LVT145) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. ×8 ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15,000 BETAB 17.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHE5 ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y " I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE : .0100 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. I370/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00) 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETA8 ALPHA 8ETA
-.119 .821 99.6!I00 .09073 .0i2i9 -.05397 -.0129I t4.69800 17.02400 14.99100 15.01200
.388 100.690 99.28900 .08898 .00905 -.0484I -.00983 14.68900 17.01200 I4.99600 15.0II00
.199 200.850 99.36500 .OBi[_ ..00725 -.0490_ -,00778 14.68600 17.01100 !4.99600 15.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
; RUN NO. 13711 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLN CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.785 200.730 99.77300 .10275 .OOBBO -.07942 -.00643 14.69700 17.02500 14.99400 15.00900
49.789 I00.520 100.05000 .10335 .01046 -.07583 -.00970 14.70200 17.03400 14.99300 15.00700
49.850 .743 100.61000 .10876 .01305 -.08195 -.01495 14.71200 17.05300 14.99400 15.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1372/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.691 .622 101.87000 .11946 .01488 -.11563 -,02138 14.72300 17.09500 14.99300 14.996C0
100.62# I0e.750 let.oeoeo .I_463 .ette£ -.10_£7 -.GI337 t4.7i£00 I7.08500 (4.99600 15.02500
100.370 200.830 100.52000 .I1058 .00992 -.09955 -.00989 14.70500 17.04900 14.99200 15.01100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1373/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.580 200.690 102.89000 .12267 .01238 -.18723 -.01907 14.71900 17.12400 14.98500 15.00300
200.260 I00.780 I04.02000 .12042 .01154 -.18256 -.02689 14.71600 17.16100 14.99700 15.01300
200.i70. .630 104.27000 .11391 .0090] -.!9!09 -_03068 l_.70600 17.17200 14.99600 15.00000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 605
IA[42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI46) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCEDATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SG.FT_ XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15,000
LREF = [290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = t5,000 BETAB 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlOO HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1374/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
=003 .762 [50.98000 .[025W .01654 -.07429 -.02398 14,71600 17.07000 f4.99100 I5.00300
.526 100.570 150.23000 .10007 .01193 -.06709 -.01458 14.70300 17.04000 i4.99300 i5.00900
.322 200.900 [50.03000 .09852 .00907 -.06529 -.00947 14.69500 17.02900 [4.99600 15.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. [3?5/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.699 200.670 J50.63000 .]}00B .0104B -.0941B -.O09?B I4.70500 J?.04700 _.99_00 _5.00300
49.844 100.560 150.85000 .11215 .01282 -.09485 • -.01511 14.71300 I7.06100 14.99100 I5.01000
49.817 .729 151.75000 .ii465 .01590 -.10336 -.02594 14.72200 I7.09500 14.98700 !5.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 13761 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.9?5 .83l 152.93000 .1_328 .01365 -.13658 -.02947 14.72300 17.13000 15.00400 15.OOBO0
100,260 100.710 151.92000 .[2079 .01430 -.12224 -.02034 14.72200 17.09400 14.99500 15.01100
I00,370 200,570 151,53000 .It634 .01218 -.I1881 -.01302 14.71400 1?.07600 14.99000 15.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
vR_u_NT A,,T_RVA_ _ " ......RUN NO. i399/ 0 RN/L = 1.5| _ ,_,r, ,,, c ~ -5 no' _ nO
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BE[AB ALPHA BETA
199.930 200.?00 I53.91000 .12431 .01218 -.18587 -.02362 14.72000 17. I5300 14.98700 [5.00900
200.340 100.790 154.42000 .1J775 .00855 • -.19517 -.02778 14.70700 l?,l?IO0 I4.99300 15.01700
200.050 .680 !54.50000 .11647 .00803 -.19992 -.02848 14,70500 17,17400 14.99000 15.00800
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .UUUUU
DATE 25 JUL 77 1A142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 606
IAI4B, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF {LVTI47) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 269G.GG80 5Q.FT. XMRP" = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ 15.000 BETA = I5.000LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS 15.000 BETAB = 15,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC • .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH • 4,500
RUN NO. 137BI 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
.... _nm
-.308 .264 -I P6860 .0594t 00878 -.0i33B -,00458 14,67000 14.98,_ 14.98700 15.00900
.I70 100.070 -t.59750 .06084 .00747 -.01130 -.00289 |4.66800 14.97800 J4.99600 ]5.02200
.08B 200.140 -I.4i570 .06577 .00475 -.01745 .00181 [4.56400 _4.97700 14.99000 15,00400
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1379/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.790 200.090 -.7556B .09166 .00689 -.04713 -.00213 14.B8600 15.00300 14.99700 14.98800
50.157 100.140 -.80440 .08878 .00800 .-.04319 -.00549 14.68700 15.00500 14.99400 15.0|600
50.295 .139 -.24159 .0BIB0 .01143 -.03706 -.01015 14.59100 15.02100 14.99900 15.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1380/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
99.832 .109 .92393 .09738 .01268 -.07583 -.01586 t4.70400 I5.06100 14.99500 14.99300
99.98_ 100.230 .5_142 .09_73 .01136 -.07838 -.00968 }_.70000 25.0_500 1_.99000 I5,U2200
!00.010 200.320 .6432B ,09545 .01056 -.0843B -.00505 14.69800 15.04400 14.98800 15.01900
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13Bll 0 RN/L • 1.50 GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS •ALPHA. BETA
199.680 200.060 2.59240 .10551 .01232 -.13240 -.01932 14.70800 15.11206 14.98100 15.00300
200.010 100.200 3.01290 .10540 .01342 -.13918 -.02056 14.71100 15.12300 14,99400 15.00800
^'_ _.2=9_ ..... - -,02658 14.71300 15.14100 15.00000 15,00000200.370 .ucv _ =" '"79_ .0!477 .!5319
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 60?
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF iLVTI48) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRE_ - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 125B,5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= . = 15.000 BETAS = I5.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC =- .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. |382/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB .ALPHA BETA
-.075 ..145 49.51700 .08407 .0057_ -.03613 -.00440 I4.88500 15.01000 14.99300 15.01200
.207 100.110 49. I7700 .08555 .00841 -.03155 -.00334 14.68100 15.00100 14.99400 15.00700
.280 200.030 49.35700 .08379 ,00509 -.03584 -,0019I 14.67600 I5.00400 14.99600 14.99700
.......... _ _ .00000 .00000 .00000GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .uuuuu .Ouuuu .uvOOv
RUN NO. 1383/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.750 200.i20 49,94500 .09760 .0077B -.05966 -.00285 14.69200 15.02200 15.00000 15.00000
49.970 100.060 49.96600 .09923 .00823 -.06202 -.00343 14.69400 15.02400 14.99200 I5.01400
50.062 ,199 50.19800 .100[5 .01032 -.058B0 -.00737 14.69900 I5.03300 14.99400 15.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000
RUN NO. 13841 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.874 .063 51.20200 .10947 .01317 -.08824 -.01260 I4,71200 15.06700 15.00000 14.99400
100.190 i00.150 50.65700 .I0587 .0!092 -.08424 -.00835 I4.70500 I5.05000 I4.99100 15.02200
!00.£70 200,I_0 50.70400 .10530 .00959 -.08077 -.00763 I4,70100 I5.04800 14.99300 15.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1385/ 0 RNIL = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y rK, CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.660 200.1DO 52.87700 _'{]45I .0]I99 -.I3943 -.01577 I4.71300 15. I1600 14.98500 I4.99800
199.990 I00.320 53.33700 .11647 .01367 -.14923 -.01927 14,71800 15.13200 14:99700 15.01600
200.440 .050 53.95900 .10793 .0105B -.16440 -.02719 14.70600 15.15900 14.99700 14.99200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 4UL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 608
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTIA91 { 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA {5.000
LREF 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB 15,000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = }00.000 4ET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1388/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.087 .283 I01.85000 .09395 .01281 -,04982 -.01309 14.70200. 15.06700 14.g9000 I5.00500
un, tnn n_n !O!.60000 .09i62 .00950 -.0#671 _._08_ ,4.69_0 15.05500 ]4.99200 !5.00700
.162 200.190 I01.48000 .09427 .00704 -,05020 -.00555 _4.68800 |5.05000 i4.99000 |5.01100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1387/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.855 200.120 102,02000 .IOIBg .00892 -.07439 -.00551 14.69700 15.08600 15.00000 15.01000
49,772 I00.020 102.13000 .I0271 .01066 -°07188 -,00857 14.70200 15.07200 14.99000 15.00900
• 49,85I .I08 102.83000 .I0704 .01352 -,07635 -.01383 14.71200 |5.09400 14.ggIo0 15.00400
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. |3BBl 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.588 .176 103.52000 . .11777 .01412 -.10618 -.d1923 14.72000 15.12200 I4.99600 15.00_00
100.600 100.180 102.93000 .ll316 .01160 -.09507 -.01156 14.?I100 15.09700 14.99400 15.02200
IOO._lO 200.350 102.78000 .10756 .01027 -.09208 -.DOBD4 14.70400 _5.09900 14.99100 15.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1389/ 0 RNIL - ].St GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
Igg.550 200.080 I04.53000 .IIBBO .01284 -.14969 -.01832 14.71800 15. I4800 14.98700 I5.00900
200.200 lO0-1go I05,54000 .I154I .OIl2I .-,16468 -.02378 ]4.71200 15.18200 .-.14.99400 15.00400
200.120 -.063 105.BUO00 .11032 .00g57 -.I7164 -.02793 14.70500 15.19100 14.99500 15.00400
GRADIENT ._v_v_"n_nn ..........oonnn nnpon .OOOOO .GO000 .00000 .OOOO0 .OOOOO .O000O
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 609
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI501 t e6 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. X9 ALPHA = [5.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 15.000 BETAS 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .O]0O MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1390/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA9 BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.079 -3.986 -.75569 .07461 .00618 -.OtgBg .00015 14.67300 12.99500 14.99300 15.00800
.158 96.064 -1.32720 .07702 .00459 -.01967 .00226 14.97100 12.98100 14.99500 15.00600
n _ o !5.00700
.001 t96.210 -I.13620 ._7_7_ .00354 -.02006 .0023! !4.66800 !2.98400 !4.99400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000" .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 139I/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.794 196.180 -.32034 .09149 .00716 -.04407 -.00094 14.68600 13.01000 I4.99900 15.00000
50.087 96.120 -.25084 .09190 .00762 -.04379 -.00236 14.68800 13.01400 14.99600 15.01000
.50o216 -3.656 -.29527 .09036 .00906 -.03956 -.00459 14.69000 13.01500 14,99800 15.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1392/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.85! -4.009 ,84350 .09929 .01171 -.06858 -.00989 I4.70200 13.05200 14.99200 I4.99700
100.050 96.309 .68191 .09891 .01035 -.06764 -.00720 14.69900 13.04q00 14.98500 15.0]800
I00.170 196.090 .66858 .097II .00955 -.06559 -.00679 I4.69600 13.04300 14.99500 15.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1393/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.760 196,080 2.41680 .I0603 .01197 -.11656 -.01433 14.70700 13,10000 14.98600 I5.00100
199.980 96.209 2.58910 ,107Bl .01273 -.12242 -.01545 14.71000 13.10600 14,99400 I5.00800
200.370 -3.999 3.29790 .10472 .01390 -.13483 -.02190 14.71200 13.13200 14.99900 15.00300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEOC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 610
IA142, 5RB5 SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI51) ( 26 APR 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA ]5.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = 13,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 13941 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.024 -3.727 48.69100 .08686 .00909 -.03089 -.00550 14.68800 12.99800 ]4.99800 15.00800
.066 95.130 48.70800 .08520 _00570 -,03t40 -.00292 14.68100 |2.99500 i4.99400 I5.00500
.432 195.970 48.46000 .08527 .00577 -.03379 -.00193 14.67900 12.98900 14.99800 14.99700
.. GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0OOOO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13951 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.859 ]96.150 49.63900 .09590 .00788 -.05372 -.0029! 14.69100 13.01800 14.99900 14.99900
49.986 96.117 49.35500 .09680 .00872 -.05359 -.00386 14.69300 13.01400 14.99300 15.01400
49.939 -3.699 49.46600 .09859 .01074 -,05420 -.00688 14.69900 13.02000 14.99300 15.01]00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. ]3961 0 RN/L = 1.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.805 -3.887 50.41400 ,I0914 .01242 -.07929 -,01050 14.71000 ]3.05000 14.99400 14.99500
100.300 96.044 49.73100 .10421 .00980 -.07317 -.00604 14.70100 13.02900 14.99000 15.01900
100.230 196.160 49.65300 .10224 .00934 -.07242 -.00554 14.69800 ]3.02700 14.99500 15.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1397/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
]99.790 195.930 51.40400 .11226 .0]196 -.12299 -.01234 14.71100 13.08200 ]4.98900 |4.99500
199.900 96.138 51.98000 .11366 .01375 -.I3167 -.01654 14.71700 13.10100 14.99200 15.00000
200.250 -3.031 52.94100 .10625 .0102! -.14428 -.02456 14.70400 13.I3400 14.99200 15.00100
GRADIENT 00000 ..... nnhnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn .00000 .00000 noonn
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE BIl
IA|42_ SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET_ SRB JETS OFF (LVTI52) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 15.000 BETAB - 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOOD IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I398/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
-.112 -3.637 100.27000 .09802 .0116I -.05088 -.00900 14.70100 13.03800 14.98800 15.01000
• 513 96.076 99.86300 .09381 .00892 -.04767 -.00502 14.69200 13.02400 14.99200 15.00800
• 195 196.180 99.8]000 .09261 .00758' -.04879 -.00368 14.68800 13.02100 14.99400 15.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ".00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13991 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA9 ALPHA BETA
49,899 196.170 100.20000 .I0019 ,00878 -.06639 -.00390 14.69600 I3.03300 14.99700 15.00500
49._27 96.162 100.56000 .10256 .01005 -.066q4 -,00579 14.70000 13.04300 14.99000 15.00900
49.923 -3.866 100.92000 ,lOq37 .01308 -.07154 -,01053 14.?I!00 13.05700 14.99300 15.0II00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14001 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN Cl_M CY CYN ALPHAB BETA9 ALPHA BETA
99.628 -3,894 !01.77000 o1!713 .0137l -.09897 -.01555 14,71800 13,08700 !4.99200 14.99800
100.450 96.212 101.01000 .11285 .01083 -.08645 -.00870 14.70900 13.06000 I4.99200 15.01800
100.490 196.010 100.68000 .I0805 .00941 -.08212 -.00637 .14.70200 13.04900 14.99400 15.01000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14011 0 RNIL = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.680 196.010 102.5t000 .11623 .01285 -.13390 -.01311 14.71600 13.10700 14.98600 15.00500
200.290 96.020 103.38000 .11129 .01107 -.14652 -.02056 14.70900 13.13700 14.99300 15.00200
200.110 -3.890 103.86000 .10770 .00994 -.t523I -.02476 14.70400 13.15400 14.99100 15.01200
GRAOIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 "
DATE 25 JUt. 77 |At42, AEDC V41A-K|A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 6|2
IAI42", SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT]53) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XHRP - I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF - 1690.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - II.000 BETAB = 18.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I4761 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
n_ ,o .02123 -.03706 i5.01000
.072 -2.210 201.33000 ._6,_ -.08825 10.99900 !9,10500 !4_99200
.043 93.827 200.82000 .05447 .019i2 -.07322 -.030BB i0.99300 19.08200 i4.98400 15.00900
.366 I_7.540 200.04000 ,05040 .01727 -.06106 -.02343 10.98500 19.05300 14.99800 I5,01100
GRADIENT ,GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 1477/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.851 197.710 200.39000 .06969 .01422 -.07408 -.02757 I0.99000 19.06900 14.99400 15.01200
49.870 97.687 201.29000 .07016 .ORB03 -.08844 -.03325 I0.99500 19.09800 14.992C0 15.00400
49.957 -2.178 202.08000 .0709! .01713 -.09945 -.04013 10.99800 19.12600 14.98900 I5.01300
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1478! 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIE:_T INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.999 -2.268 202.65000 .OB04B .01300 -.I1932 -.04372 I0.99400 19.14700 14.99400 15.01000
100.210 97.859 201.83000 .08363 .012]4 -.I1393 -.03732 10.99400 19.12100 I4,99300 15.0]000
tO0.310 197.910 20t.26000 .08567 .01095 -,10486 -.02799 10.89200 19.09500 14.99200 15.00300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RuN NO. 1479/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BEIAB ALPHA BETA
200.340 197.880 203.37000 .08782 .00612 -.17094 -.03658 I0.98200 19.15400 14.98600 15.00500
200.110 97.718 203.43000 .08659 .00489 -.17360 -.03931 10.97800 19,17000 14.99300 15,01400
200_!20 -2.!77 203.28000 .08640 ,00440 -.17247 -.03893 10.97700 19.16600 14.99700 15.00800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 !AI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE BI'_
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT154) ( 2B APR 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15,000 BETA = IB.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 _ lI.O00 BETAB = 17,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC'= .000
SCALE - ' .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1480/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.OB2 .9SB 99.07700 .0413B .01717 -.04749 -.01514 10.87900 17.02000 14.99200 15.01500
.425 100.750 9B.59500 .04024 .01470 -.03841 -.01245 I0.97200 17.00400 14.99600 15,00600
I nn n i _ n t_ n
..............no, 200.900 98.58700 n_'t5 n_ -.032BB -.01!85 10.85800 ,7._20_ ,4.9B_0_ ,_.O040v
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1481/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.687 200.920 99.21000 .05904 .01160 -.04347 -.01493 10.97700 ]7.02100 14.99500 15.0i700
49.942 lOl. ISO 99.16400 .0579B .01285 -.05066 -.01506 10.97900 17.02200 14.89700 15.03100
49.729 .895 99.68900 .0595B .01527 -.05565 -.02013 10.98600 17.04000 I4.98600 15.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I482/ 0 RN/L = i.5B GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00) 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA 8ETA
99.815 .783 t00.70000 .07582 .01283 -.OqBIG -.02708 I0.99000 17.07500 14.99600 14.99600
100.250 100.880 I00.05000 .07184 .OIlI5 -.07083 -.01832 10.98400 17.04900 14.99000 15.02100
100.640 200.680 98.75000 .07350 ,00893 -.06689 -.01510 10.97900 17.03700 14.99500 14.99700
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1483/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ B.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.B60 200.750 I01.87000 .08443 .00940 -.1247I -.02506 10.98900 I7. I0700 14.98300 14.99800
200.130 "I00.860 102.53000 .08363 .OOB17 -.13573 -.03240 10.98400 17.13300 14.99200 15.00700
200.260 .TBO 103.09000 .07971 .00544 -.14520 -.03711 10.97500 17.15200 14.99800 15.00500
GRADIENT .00000 .O00nC .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 614
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI55} ( 26 APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SG.FT. XMRP I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- II.000 BETAS = 17,000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1484/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.017 ,839 150.80000 .05367 .01897 -.06458 -.02623 10.99200 17.07300 14.99100 15.00700
.383 !00,950 !49,g6000 .05049 .01589 -.05144 -.01925 I0.98200 17.04200 14.98400 15.01500
.t_c 200,6B0 I_9.5B000 ._.,_O ._,44' - n o= -.0!535 !0.97600 ................
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 148510 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.906 200,830 150.05000 .06870 .01084 -.06073 -.01700 10.98100 17.04300 14.99600 15.01200
49.832 100,870 150,23000 .06774 .OI35g -,06655 -.02126 10.98700 17.05300 14.98800 I5,01500
49,92B .907 151.18000 .06733 .01601 -.07BBB -.03020 IO.g9300 !7.08800 !4.98400 !5.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 " .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14BGl 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.260 ,686 152.08000 .07568 .Of401 -.09974 -.03457 lO.Bg400 17.11600 I4.99800 15.00200
100.030 I00,830 151.27000 .07890 .01289 .-.08597 -.02739 10.99300 17.08700 14.99100 15.00700
100.670 200,480 150.79000 .07BBB .00992 -.08373 -.01942 10.98500 17.06600 14.99300 14.99800
GRAOfENT .00000 .00000 .00_00 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 1487/ 0 RN>L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200,120 200,870 153. I3000 .08526 ,OOBB4 -.14286 -.03064 10.98800 17.14200 14.98700 15.00200
BOO.liB 100.930 153.48000 .08192 .00563 -.15042 -.03619 I0.97700 17.15800 14,99100 15.01500
200.090 .?12 153,78000 .08193 .00462 -.15316 -.03695 10.97500 17. I6600 14.99100 15.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 ]A142o AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 615
IA_4B° SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET° SRB JETS OFF (LVTI5S} ( 26 APR 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. xB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA = 15.800
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - I1.000 BETAB - I5.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - " .000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1531/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.347 .295 ,91496 .02287 ,01176 -.01491 -.00462 10.95400 15.03100 14.99000 15.01000
.203 I00.120 .64794 .02359 .01068 -.01424 -.00188 I0.95200 15.02200 14.98200 15.01000
.29_ 200.250 .32826 .02277 .00998 -.01499 -.0022! 10.84900 15.01700 15.00500 15.0i400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1532/ 0 RN/L = 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.92I 200.0£0 1.09680 .04727 .01001 -,01747 -.00758 10.96500 15.03900 15.00300 14.99800
50.113 99.979 1.09850 .04659 .01098 -.01876 -.00884 10.96700 15.04200 14.99000 14.99800
49.96t .185 1.38490 .04269 .01325 -,02395 -.00977 10.97000 15.05000 14,99300 i5.01000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !533/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
In ,06! .01282 -.01643 !0.98000 !5.07600 !5.00200 14.99800,_0.280 .252 !.95730 !8 -.044!8
100.160 100.160 1.64090 .06569 .00948 -.04524 -.01261 10.97500 15.06500 14.98600 15.01900
99.982 200.290 1.66t90 .06862 .00842 -.05081 -.00887 10.97400 15.06100 14.98800 15.01100
GRADIENT .00000 ".00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1574/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.310 200.080 3.90840 .07076 .01047 .-.I0840 -.01833 10.98100 15.13200 14.88800 14.99500
200.040 100.140 4.30590 .07071 .01093 -.II068 -.02243 10.98200 15.14600 14.99300 15.00900
200.590 .228 5,14650 .06988 .01155 . -.11257 -.03307 10.98300 15.17800 15.00500 15.00400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC Y41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE BIB
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI57) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF =" 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA " 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES yMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - II.000 BETAB = 15,000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y - 50.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE - .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. I492/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRAOIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
-o197 .305 49.44400 .03652 .01338 -.02625 -.00829 10.96700 15.01200 14.99100 15.00700
•_C........ Iuv,2av_ 49 .2g =nnJvv ._n:_==......... nll_l --.0245_ --=R0659 10.96200 15.00600 14.98700 15,00000
,053 200.210 49.27800 .03692 .01004 -.02231 -.00724 10.95900 15.00600 14.99500 14.99900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .0000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1493/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN ELM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.635 200.500 49.52000 .05811 .00836 -.03037 -.O09tO 10.96800 ]5.01500 14.99400 15.02700
50.036 100.370 49,52500 .05881 .00958 -.03364 -.00908 10.97100 15.01600 14.99700 15.01500
49.808 .240 49.88200 .05778 .01206 -.03809 -.01169 10.97700 15.02800 14.98400 15.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14941 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.200 .164 50.72600 ,05937 .OIIBI -.06072 -.01580 t0.98400 15.05600 15.00800 14.99800
100.180 100.220 50.32500 .07192 .00846 -.05416 -.01209 10.9q700 15.04100 14.98900 15.01200
100.230 199.610 50.18200 .0?336 .00747 -.05403 -.00984 10.97500 15.03500 14.99200 14.97400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1495/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.130 200:250 _1.91300 ,07735 .00961 -.I0369 -.01967 10.98300 15.09500 14.99100 14.99400
199.980 100.130 52.45200 .07935 .01003 -.10807 -.02514 10.98600 15.1t400 14.99100 15,00900
200.420 ,166 53.41900 .07382 .00738 -.12275 -.03294 10.97600 15.14800 14.99600 14.99300
• .uuOuu nnnnn nnnnn, nnnnn .00000GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 .uuuuu...... n n_ ._v_ . ...........
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDc V41A-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE BIT
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI58} ( 28 APR 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = II.O00 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB . Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I496/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.298 .224 100.61000 .05100 .01452 -.04167 -.01434 10,97900 15.04600 14.98700 I5.00400
.486 t00.210 I00.05000 .04857 .01248 -.03452 -.01124 10.97200 15.02900 14.99500 15,00200
.007 200.440 I00.10000 .04868 .01086 -.03229 -.00998 10.96800 15.02700 14.99400 15.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 1497/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.887 200.210 100.40000 ,06487 .00958 -,04427 -.01223 I0.97500 I5.03900 14.99500 15.01000
49.968 100,300 100.64000 .06188 .01166 -.04572 -.01319 I0.97800 15.04600 14.99500 15.01400
49.779 .157 I01.0[000 .06383 .01459 -.05228 -.01909 [0.98700 t5.08300 14.98600 I5.00500
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. t498/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.OtO .091 101.94000 .0"7334 .01337 -,07454 -.02500 I0.99000 15.09500 14.99400 !4,99600
100.340 100.280 101.29000 .07239 .01104 -.06462 -.01703 I0.98400 15.06900 14,98600 15.01100
I00.I60 I99.690 i0|.04000 .0734I .00892 -.06472 -.0|295 10.97900 15.05800 14.99500 14.98100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 14991 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL '- -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.160 200.230 I02.73000 .OBOl? .00958 -.II448 -.02219 I0.98500 15.11600 14.98900 15,00100
200.010 lO0.1?O 103.85000 .07849 .00834 -.12290 -,02941 lO.SBIO0 15.I5000 I4.98800 15.00700
200.140 .312 104.I0000 .07679 .00562 -.13279 -,03346 10.97400 15.16300 14.99400 15.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [At42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 61B
1A142, SRBS sEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTIBB) ( 26 APR 77 )
EFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 25.000 BETA = I5.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 11.000 _ETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1500/ 0 RN/L = 1.53" GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA _ETA
-.u_o...... -_.=Ou -1.3t370 .....nT,u7 .0097B -.01394 -.0027B !0.95500 !2,98300 I_,98700 I5,0O80n
,i66 BB. t89 -_._0990 .03_48 .00_28 -.OiO_O -.OOB?3 _0.95300 i2,98100 ;_.95000 15.01000
.3[q f96,150 -I.22060 ,0358? ,00632 -_01850 -.00239 10.94900 12.98600 15.00100 15.00500
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15Ol/ 0 RN/L = 1.5B GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.765 I9B.100 -.89476 .D5580 .00644 -.021|4 -.00501 I0.96200 12.99600 14.99700 15.00400
49.650 96.165 -.90412 .05188 .00878 -.022B0 -.00574 i0.96500 |2.99800 14.99300 I5.00700
50.153 -3.970 -.77411 .05184 .00946 ".02610 -.00635 10.96700 13.00200 14.98800 15.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00C70 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]502/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100,220 -3.959 .03292 .062II .OlOB5 -.04905 -.0096B 10.97700 13.02800 15.00100 14.99800
100.190 96.234 .-.06894 .06437 .00869 -.04601 -.00809 10.97300 I3.02300 14.98900 15.00600
tOO.BTO I95.570 -.41355 .0698I .00716 -.04254 -.00656 10.97200 13.01300 14.99500 I4.9q800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1503/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.160 196.150 1.47510 .07123 .00977 -.08719 -.01686 10.98000 13.07500 14.99200 15.00000
199:940 95.991 1.77090 .07154 .00984 -.08817 -.02125 10.98000 13.08700 14.99300 15.00500
200,270 -3.609 2.40980 .06789 .0t030 -.10005 -.02776 10.97900 13,11200 14.99500 15.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42o AEDC VWIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 619
IAI48. 5RBS SEPARATING FROM DIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTI60) ( 26 APR 7? I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRR = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - II.000 BETAB - 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,OlO0 MACH = 4.500 •
RUN NO. 1504/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.145 -3.913 48.73400 .04450 .01151 -.02346 -.00781 10.96700 12.99700 14.98800 14.99800
,lO0 96.196 48.66100 .04175 .01091 -.01967 • -.00873 10.96400 t2.99300 14,98700 15.00700
.128 198.290 48,47600 .04212 .00978 -.0t925 -.00671 10.95100 I2.99000 I5.00400 15.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15051 0 RN/L = 1.58 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
50.214 196.080 48.97000 .05895 .00851 -.03071 -.00710 I0.96900 13.00200 14,99600 15,00400
49.820 96.228 48.85900 .05736 .01019 -.03018 -.00828 I0.97200 13.00200 I4.98700 15.01800
50.025 -3.9BI 49.32700 .05892 .01213 -.03340 ".01063 I0.97800 13.01500 I4.99200 I5.00800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i506/ 0 RN/L 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
100.060 -3.979 50.08100 .05808 .0124i -.05346 -.01538 10.98_00 t3.04100 14.99500 14.99100
100.240 SB.19B 48.76800 .06869 ,00928 -.04917 -.01067 10.97700 13.02700 14.89600 15.02000
100.280 196.050 49.40700 .07009 .00833 -.04955 -.00902 10.97500 13.01800 14.99300 15,00800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1507/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.030 196.110 51.15700 .07437 .00941 -.09023 -.01748 10.98100 13.07400 14.98200 14.98400
19S.900 96.040 51.55300 .07649 " .0099I -.09776 -.02203 I0.98400 13.09000 14.99200 15.00600
200.240 -3.827 52.33400 .07053 .00724 -.I1089 -.02882 I0.97400 13.11800 14.99700 15.00300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?7 IAIW2, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 620
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTIBI) [ 26 APR 77 )
R'EFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 269D.OOOO SQ.FT. XMRP - 1259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.300D INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = I!.000 BETAB 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y 300.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE - .D100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1508/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.074 -3.870 100.37000 .05627 .012h7 -.03856 -.01224 10.97700 13.03E00 14.98800 15.00600
.373 96.078 !00.!!000 .05_59 ,0!090 -,03!11 -,00972 10,97200 I3-02600 f_,99500 !5,00700
.256 196.200 99.90900 .05453 .00935 -.0303I -.00808 10.96800 13.01900 14.99700 15.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15091 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
50.019 '196.030 100.21000 .06593 .00819 -.04359 -.00853 10.97200 13.02900 14,98900 15.00000
49.942 96,158 100.54000 .06544 .00951 -.04439 -.01087 10.9q500 33.03900 14.99000 15.01400
49.733 -3.943 300.64000 .06864 .01190 -.05071 -.01555 10.98300 13.04900 I4.99200 15.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1510/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.912 -3.957 101.90000 .07292 ,01259 -.07297 -.02073 10.98800 13.08600 14.99400 15.00000
100,410 96.088 301.03000 .07210 ,01036 -.06125 -.01420 10.98200 13.05700 14.99300 15.00600
!00,520 196.180 100.90000 .07079 .00907 -.05918 -.01043 10.97800 13.04900 14.99300 15.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 151if 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X- Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
199,930 196.220 302.46000 .07786 .00924 -.10030 -.01957 10.98300 13.10200 14.98700 15.00400
200.000 96.158 102.94000 .07521 .00805 -.11150 -,02533 10.97800 13.12200 14.99200 15.01200
200.200 -3.717 103.59000 .03382 .00636 -.12262 -.02BIO 10,97300 13.14100 14.99600 15.00500
%_M_UI_I_I .uuu U ,uuuu °uuuuu ,u_uu_ ,uuuv_ ,_w_vu ,vuu_u ,uuuuu .u_uuu
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 6_|
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTIB2} ( @6 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB= 7.000 BETAB = 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE _ .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 16251 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.160 -2.321 203.07000 .03581 .OI285 -.I0914 -.04029 6.96450 19.14g00 14.99300 15.01200
I00.020 97.590 202.44000 .03495 .01352 -.09524 -.0361B 6,96530 IS.12900 14.B8600 15.00900
I00.220 199.590 201.3B000 .03901 .01234 -.07396 -.03083 6.96490 19.0S400 15.00200 I5.00600
' _._ , . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
.uO .... 00000 00000 .00000uRADLE,_, n nnn
RUN NO. 16261 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.210 19?,610 202.44000 .04858 .00886 -.lOll2 -.03549 6.96250 19.12800 14,99100 15.00800
I50.240 97.923 203.03000 .04434 .0090S -.I1429 -.04042 6.96050 IS.15000 14.99500 15.01800
|49.810 -2.364 203,35000 .04298 .00928 -.t|829 -.04288 , 6.96030 |9.16100 14.99700 15.02500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1629! 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.590 -2,341 204.00000 ,04662 ,OO50B -,13430 -,04395 6.95240 !9.19800 14.99200 15,00900
200.!80 97.600 203.93000 ,04830 .00495 -.13275 -.04456 6,95310 19.17400 14.98400 15.01500
199.940 197.780 203.06000 .05086 .0052! -.12854 -.03980 6.95520 19.I5300 14,98900 I5,01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT163) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290,_000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAS 17,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
RUN NO. IB281 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.030 .629 lOl.80000 .02819 .01384 -.06822 -.02554 6,96160 I7o08900 I4,98800 15.02000
,o .o o .................. _....... _................ ................GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 . .00000 .O0000
DATE 25 JUL 97 lAI42, AEOC V4IALKIA, TABULATED SOURCE" DATA PAGE 622
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI63) { BB APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP • .GO00 IN. YB ALPHAB= 7.000 BETAS = 17.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = .DO0
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I629/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.I50 200.900 101.62000 .04078 .0090B -.06876 -.02107 6.95780 17.08000 14.99400 15.02500
!49,970 I00.510 I02.02000 ,04i59 .00964 -,0q702 -.02428 6.95970 17.09400 I4.99000 15.01500
149.860 .550 102.56000 .03954 .00943 -,08919 -.03058 6.95820 19.11700 14.98500 i5.0lOOO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I630/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.400 .484 103.6q000 .04131 .00597 -.II233 -.03602 6.95100 19.15100 I5.00300 15.01300
200.220 100.590 103.03000 .04429 .00q25 -.10457 -.03090 6.95570 19. I3000 14.98500 15.01900
200.130 200.480 102.34000 .04646 .00743 -,09593 -.02479 6.95740 19.10600 14.98900 15.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTIG4) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 so.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 7.000 BETAB = I.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = ]50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1631/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
IO0.10O .696 150.73000 .03466 .O123B -.08692 -.03103 6.96220 17.08300 14.98700 ]5.01600 "
,nn ,on ,an _on _n nQonn n3596 -0)284 -.09192 -.02543 6.96390 19.05900 14.98800 15.00400
100.320 200.760 150.65000 .03582 .01124 -.05042 -.02136 6.95990 17.05900 15.00300 15.01800
.............. ^._^. nnnnn nnmnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn .00000 nnnnn
_AUIL_I ,UUUUU .Uuuuu .uuuuu .vuvu_ ,_vvv_ ._v_ ..............
RUN NO. 1532/ 0 RN/L = t.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
149.900 201.290 151.52000 .04702 .OOB07 -.oe34B -.02397 6.95930 17.08500 14.98900 15,04700
150.100 100.580 152.40000 .0441! .00939 -.09093 -.03237 6.96090 )9,11600 4,98600 15.01800
150.020 .669 152.33000 .04185 .00982 -.10264 -.03623 6.96070 i3.I2300 4.98700 |5.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 7_ IAI42, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 623
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI6_} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP • 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA • 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ ?.000 BETAB = 17.000
BREF • t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y =- 150,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 16331 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.400 .643 153.53000 .04143 .00573 -.11947 -.04012 6.95060 17.15500 14.99500 15.00800
200.I40 100.480 153.15000 .04480 .00616 -.I)452 -.03727 6.95370 ]7, t4300 I4,99300 t5.02000
200.020 200.460 15_'.66000 .04906 .00645 -.10866 -.03110 6.95690 17.t2400 14.99600 15.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI65) ( 26 APR ?7 )
EFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA t5.000 BETA = I5.000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ;0000 IN. YB ALPHAS nn= 7._0 8ETAB = 15.000
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = ,000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. |652/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAD BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.770 .138 10.87500 .02352 .01282 -.04207 -.01241" 6.95590 15.05300 14.98900 15.01000
100.270 99.954 10.73300 .02849 .01078 -.03622 -.OIlOI 6.95390 15.04700 14.98900 15.02700
100.150 200.120 10.48900 .02916 .00943 -.03480 -.01048 6.95100 15,04100 15.00800 15.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1653/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.180 200.020 11.15700 .04141 .00766 -.04804 -.01682 6.95450 15.06600 14,99800 15,01300
150.100 I00.090 11.37900 .03900 .00877 -.05272 -.0t743 6.95570 15.07300 14.99400 15,01600
150.350 .039 11.75800 .03642 .01051 -.05680 -.02091 5.95850 15.08700 14,99600 15.00400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1654/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHhB 6ETA8 ALPHA BETA
199.780 99.824 12.22500 04374 .0069t -.07709 -.02225 6.95430 I5.10200 14.99000 15.02700
200.100 199.930 12.21500 04587 .00603 -.07370 -.02068 6.95350 15.09800 I4.99500 15.00500
GRADIENT .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 624
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF {LVTIBB} ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP - 1958.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = IS.G00 BETA = 15.00O
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB : 7.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREW = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 1655/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.933 .351 50.82600 .02959 .01198 -.04780 -.01465 6.95760 15.04900 14.99400 15.01700
!00,080 99_98! 50.54]00 .02958 -01058 -.04_34 -,0!!66 5,95hI0 !5.03800 !4.98900 !5,02400
I00.170 200.130 50.33600 .03103 .00959 -.0371B -.01114 6.95260 15.03200 15.00800 15.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .OO000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 16561 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.040 200.130 50.83900 .04236 .00690 -.05296 -.01552 6.95320 15.05200 14.99300 15.01200
_50.100 IOO.IiO 51.21700 .04066 .00829 -.05926 -.016_2 6.95560 I5.06200 14,99400 15.01800
150.330 .043 51.57900 .03988 .00987 -.06870 -.02228 6.95910 15.07900 14.99900 15.00800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 16571 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.050 .122 53.01800 .03967 ,00681 -.09763 -.02950 6.95]80 15.12500 14.99_00 15.01200
200.000 I00.220 52.28800 .04587 .00679 -.08148 -.02295 6.95540 I5.09700 I4.99800 15.03200
200.120 200.I60 51.36500 .04680 .00615 -.07714 -.01835 6.95430 15.07200 14.98900 15.02800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00OOO .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
[AI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI67} ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF = 'm_" _"_ '*'_ YMRP nnn_ ,_, v B • .... .
_L u._uuu _,._HES = . ...... ,.,. _Pn_ = ?.000 BETAS - i5.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN] ZB Y = I00;000 JET PC = .000
5CALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1959/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.020 .129 102.15000 .03324 .01209 -.06547 -.02289 6.96040 15.08900 14.99100 15.01300
100.370 99.940 101._8000 .03184 .01146 -.05286 -.01594 6.95780 I5.06400 14.99300 15.01800
100.290 200.220 |01.48000 .03712 .00829 -.04747 -.01382 9.95330 15.05900 15.00700 15.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .O00OO .00000 .OOOOO .00000
DATE 26 JUL 77 IAt42. AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA •PAGE 625
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT167) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1659/ 0 RN/L 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.160 200.190 102.17000 .04305 .00740 -.06897 -.01596 6.95500 15.08100 14.98900 I5.01500
149.840 99.912 102.14000 .04195 .00943 -.07027 -.02198 6.95930 15.08900 1_,99400 15.01000
L_9.93u "_
.=i, =u3.22uOu 03875 .01007 -.OB50B -.02766 6.85910 15.|2200 14.99600 15.02100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00DO .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1660/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.580 -.082 103.91000 .03794 .00726 -,t0404 -.03386 6.95190 15. I4900 14,99200 I5.0t300
200.120 100.040 I03.21000 .04298 .00743 -.09479 -.02915 6.95530 15.12600 14.97900 I5.02100
200.360 199.9_0 102.78000 .04419 .00772 -,09034 -.02109 6.95660 15. t0500 I4.99400 I5.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ..00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVT168) { 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
T'? r = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
• ,Fr = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHA9 = 7.000 BETAB = 13.000
_ _F 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. 19 Y .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1543/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.260 -4.014 -.61671 .02860 .ooggl -.03600 -.00903 6.95190 13.01100 14.99200 15.01600
99.825 95.938 -.99449 .03020 .00942 -.02928 -.00854 6.95170 13.00100 14.99000 15.02300
_00.260 |96.230 -.87639 .03203 .00788 -.02798 -.00797 6.949UU 13.00200 15.01300 15.02100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1644/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
i_u.u_u =m.uom -._uuu5 .u4uu_ .UU/Ud -,U4_b7 -.OIISO 6.95220 I3.02200 14.99000 15.02000
150.120 -4.023 -.10327 .03701 .oogIB -.05386 -.01425 6.95550 13.03300 14.99100 15.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AZDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 626
IAl42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTIBB_ ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I5.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF = 1290.3D00 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 7.000 BETAS = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. IS45/ 0 - RN/L - 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
27 ...... -.07610 -.02390 t3.07800 '_ 00000 ,_ nn n200.490 -4._24 I._4_0 .03329 nlnn_ E.95550 ........ 0_0
199.870 95.916 .4195B .04106 .007i2 -.06927 -.0|626 6.95310 i3.04900 14.99000 15.02700
200.t30 195,960 .26293 ,04321 .00586 -.06558 -.O152B 6,95]30 ]3.04400 14,99200 t5.0]900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI69) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - 7.000 BETAS = 13,000
BREF !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1645/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.827 -4.005 50.69000 .03229 .01024 -.04445 -.OI2BO 6.95510 13.04800 14.98500 15.01400
100.340 95.694 50.31900. .03044 .01002 -.03670 -.01003 6.95320 13.03500 14.99000 15.01400
100.190 196.110 50.20800 .03609 .00752 -.03584 -.00838 6.95070 13.03000 15.00800 I5.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1647/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
150.220 195.710 50.69000 .0419I .00690 -.05215 -.OiOBl 6.95290 13.04700 I4.99100 I5.00000
150.I40 96.015 50.77000 .03846 .00866 -.05251 -.01381 6.95510 13.05300 14.98700 15.00800
!49.B70 -4.!!0 5!.37300 .03735 .0]02I -_0E056 -_02020 6.95830 ]3.07600 !4.99500 !5.0!800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 16481 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.380 -4.070 52.82500 .03746 .0068B -.08445 -.02787 8.95050 13.12000 14.99500 14.99800
200.220 95.772 51.B5700 .04069 .0082B -.0737I -.01951 6.95570 [3.08700 14.98900 |5.02000
200.200 196.010 51.15300 .03971 .00775 -.07444 -.01343 6.95370 13.06500 14.99800 15.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 7? 1Ai42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 627
IA142_ SRB5 SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF' (LVTI?O) ( 26 APR .77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP" = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB - 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .GO00 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1649/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.210 -3.987 100.96000 .03669 .00983 -.06185 -.01918 6.95700 13.06300 14.99000 15.01100
100.400 95.995 100.30000 .03506 .00918 -.05096 -.01300 6.95420 13,04000 14.98500 15.01600
100.070 196.210 99.92900 .03759 .00767 -.04668 -.01047 6.95210 13.02900 15100800 15.02800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1650/ 0 RNtL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.230 195.890 100.48000 .04155 .00784 -.06284 -.01278. 6.85500 13.04700 i4.99100 15.0IIO0
149.970 95.897 I00.81000 .04075 .00899 -.06528 -.01828 6.95740 13.06100 14.99300 I5.01400
150,050 -4.126 10!.62000 .03936 .00979 -.08044 -.02372 6.95630 13.08900 14.#9500 15.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 165!/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 - GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETA8 ALPHA BETA
200.470 -4.065 I02.46000 .03888 .00560 -.09042 -,02806 6,94830 !3.!I500 !4.99400 !5,0!000
200.000 96.201 I01.88000 .04045 .00738 -.08563 -.02558 6.95350 13.09700 14.98800 -15.03300
200.170 195.240 101.27000 .04326 .00755 -.08065 -.01798 6.95550 13,0?400 14.99100 14.98700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI?I) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -15.000 BETAB = 19.000
_r = I_U._UU !I_bML_ LI'¢Mr _ ,UUUU ll_. _0 Y _ cuu,guu _t PC = .UUO
SCALE = .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I730/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL'= -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ,=ALPHA_ BETA
-.471 197.800 200.45000 -.07969 -.02496 -.07832 -.02965 -I5.19700 19.07500 -15.01200 15.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 628
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTITI) ( 2B APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000. IN. XB ALPHA = -15,000 BETA _ 15.000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -15,000 BETA8 - 19.000
BREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 200,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE _ .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 17311 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVA_ = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.619 197.740 199.80000 -,07646 -.02465 -.05509 -.02554 -15.19400 19.05300 -15.00B00 15.01200
50.100 97.556 200.55000 -.08479 -,02741 -.07827 -.03310 -15.20600 19.08400 _15.01200 15.00900
49.950 -2.221 20!.38000 -.09005 -.02563 -,09!36 -.04040 -15.20500 19._1200 -15,01000 15.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1732/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.511 -2.215 200.97000 -.07851 -.02512 -.074"/3 -.03626 -15.19700 i9.09300 -15.00900 15.0i700
99.558 97.713 I99.75000 -.07173 -.02413 -.06049 -.02805 -15.19000 19,05500 -15.00800 15.01200
99.323 197.840 199.17000 -.05453 -.02140 -.04849 -.02133 -15.17900 19.03100 -15.00900 15.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1733/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199,B00 197.920 199,25000 -.05715 -.0209| -.0450B -.02_91 -15.17400 19.03200 -15.00400 15.01BOO
200.230 97.790 200.24000 -.06476 -.02394 -.05600 -.02847 -15.IB600 19.06400 -15.00400 15.01400
200.220 -2.225 200.59000 -.0734B -.02649 -.05849 -.03616 -t5.19700 19.08500 -15.00500 15.0t500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, 5RB JETS OFF ILVTI721 ( 26 APR 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -15.000 BETA = 15,000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ -15,000 BETAB = 17,000
BREF " i290,3000 INCHES ZMRP - .uuuu^^^ I^N. ZB v....... - .Ov._O0 ,rT Dm . ...nnn
BCALE - .0100 MACH - 4.500
'RUN NO. 1734/ 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
•216 .771 100.55000 -.08242 -.02401 -.06424 -.02417 -15.19700 17.05900 -15.00500 15.01500
-.289 100.820 100.22000 -.07362 -.02155 -.05472 -.OlglB -15.18500 17.04300 -15.00200 15.01700
-.64B 200.7!0 99.77700 -.0669] -.02140 -.04955 -.0 743 -15.1B100 I7.03200 -15.01500 15.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 629
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ETo SRB JETS OFF (LVTI72I ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -15,000 BETA 15.000
LREF = I290,3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = -15.000 BETAB = 17.000
BREF • 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .O00O IN, ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1735/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.703 200.660 99.42200 -.05927 -.01962 -.03272 -.01442 -15,17100 17,01600 -14.99700 15.01400
49.854 100.660 99.51300 -.05335 -,02030 -,03738 -.01626 -15,17600 17.02100 -15,01000 15.0_'?00
50.133 .755 I00.35000 -.07287 -.02355 -.04BI3 -.02155 -15.19000 17.04800 -15.00700 15.02000
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1736/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETA8 ALPHA BETA
99.615 .B22 99.57900 -,06283 -.02111 -.0378I -.OIB66 -15.17B00 17.02600 -15.00000 15.01900
99.379 ]O0.BBO 99,31900 -.0549I -.01815 -.02993 -.0136B -15.!B600 I7.01200 -15.00900 15,01700
99.725 200.640 98.99600 -.05153 -.01793 -.02588 -.01163 -I5. I5300 17.00200 -15.00900 15.00700
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000
RUN NO, 17371 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CyN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.590 200.640 99.08700 -.03971 -.01628 -.02155 -.01190 -|5,I5200 |7.00300 -I4,99500 |5.01000
199.990 100.700 99.21800 -.04364 -.01779 -.02584 -.01499 -IS. iSBO0 i7.0IiO0 -t5.00200 15.0i900
200.100 .BT1 |O0.OIO00 -.05288 -.02053 -.03692 -.02074 -15.17000 17.03700 -15.00400 I5.01400
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI73) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -15,000 BETA 15.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = -15.000 BETAB = 17.000
BREF • !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 173B/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
,176 .902 I51,69000 -.09398 -.02596 -.09187 -.03420 -15.20800 17.10400 -15,00300 15,01000
-_q56 500.620 150.12000 -.07146 ".02IBS -.0612B -.02101 -15.18500 17.04500 ~15.00500 15.01000
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA,. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 630
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SR8 JETS OFF ILVTI?3) _ 28 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ -15.000 8ETA • 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -15.000 8ETAB • = 17.000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y _ |50,000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .O[O0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1739/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.586 200,650 149,88000 -.06787 -.02116 -.04850 -.01737 -15.]8100 t7,03400 -15.00400 15.01600
49.875 !00.680 !50,05000 -.07469 -.02245 -.05574 -.02ii4 -15.]8800 17.04400 -15.01300 15.01500
50.550 .874 151,20000 -.09014 -.02705 -.07460 -.03215 -15.20900 17.08700 -15.00500 15.02700
GRADIENI ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17401 0 RN/L = t.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.387 .610 ]50,55000 -.07703 -.02484 -.05893 -.02791 -15.19500 17.06400 -15,00600 I5.01300
99.152 I00.850 ]49,47000 -.0654] -.02039 -.04302 -.01858 -15. I7700 17.02700 -15,01000 15.02400
99.513 200.740 149.08000 -.05955 -.01911 -.03574 -.01503 -15.17100 17.01200 -15,01000 I5.01700
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .O000G .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1741/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN ELM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
199.810 200,760 ]49.28000 -.05216 -.01823 -.03303 -.01565 -15.16400 ]7.01600 -14,99800 ]5.01500
199.970 100.950 149.48000 -.05807 -.02054 -.03982 -,01988 -|5.I7300 ]7.02700 -15.00800 15.02400
200.V40 .725 250.33000 -.06742 -.02455 -.05t50 -.02748 -tS. t8900 I7.85800 -15,00200 /5.OlgO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000
IA142, 5R85 SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI74] i 26 APR 77 I
REFERENCE DATA _ PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -15.000 BETA "= 15.000
LREF = IEOG.3000 INCHES YHRP : .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -]5.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP • ,0000 IN. Z9 Y = .000 JET PC = .OOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1742/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADI[N_ INTERVAL - -5.001 5,00
Z X Y CN ELM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
•258 .271 21.29000 -.07774 -.02366 -.04745 -.01622 -15.19300 15.06100 -15.00400 15.02000
-,234 99.958 21.06700 -.07275 -.02291 -.04203 -.01485 -15.18800 I5.05400 -14.99600 15.00700
-.454 200,140 20.79900 -.06696 -.02268 -.03821 -.01319 -15.18400 15.04500 -15.01200 15.01200
GRADIENT ,00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOOO0 .O0000
AtDATE 25 JU_ 77 I_,42° AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 631
IAt42, sRBs SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS 0£_ _LVTt74) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -15.000 BETAB = 15,000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y - .000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 1743/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.610 200.060 20.18800 -.05373 -.01985 -.02053 -.00696 -15.16900 15.02000 -14.99500 15.01000
49.942 100.140 20.21400 -,05696 -.02076 -.0214! -.00826 -15.I7300 15.02300 -I5.00500 15.02600
49.804 ,063 20,23900 -.0615I -.02067 -.02446 -.OtO14 -15.17600 15.02700 -15.01000 15.02900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I744/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN " ALPHA6 BETAB ALPHA BETA
99,687 .142 19.82000 -.04796 -,01743 -,01346 -.00676 -15.16000 15,01]00 -I4.99100 15.01600
99.396 99.7t8 t9.62500 -.0434B -.01724 -.01010 -.00479 -I5.I5700 15.00400 -15,01100 14.98300
99,731 200.060 19.44600 -.0390B -.0t737 -,01300 -.00368 -15.15400 I5.00000 -15.00900 15,00400
'GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1745/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.800 200.200 19.11000 -.02856 -.01081 -.0079B -,00319 -15.13200 14.99100 -14.98400 ]5.01400
I99.960 I00,070 19.33200 -.03035 -.01122 -.01096 -.0070| -I5.13400 I5.00200 -i5.00400 15.01800
200.I70 -.Oil 20.22900 -.03500 -.01325 -.01937 -.01224 -15.14200 I5,02800 -15.00300 15.02300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SR8 JETS OFF (LVTI75) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP z 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA '= -15.000 BETA 15,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -15,000 BETA9 15,000
n_#_ _n _nN_ IktPWV_ 7MPP = AANO IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0)00 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1746/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN cLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
_& _Rn 4AAX4NN -.07655 -.02154 ".04923 -.01539 -I5.18700 15.01000 -I5,00000 I5.02000
11_9_ 2001050 48165366 -1567T6 16#234 -103993 -.01395 -t5.1e300 15.00200 -15.00700 I5.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAt42o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 632
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT|75) ( 26 APR 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -15.000 BETA =" 15.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 [N, YB ALPHAB = -I5.000 BETAB 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50_000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 1747/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.526 200.170 48.20400 -.05620 -.02083 -.02403 -.01027 -15.I7300 14.98400 -15.00000 15.01600
• ,,_Ou 14.98200 _._05_ I5.0310049,836 I00.140 47.95i00 -.05953 -.02023 -.02842 -,01118 -15.'"' _ _,_ n nn
49,819 .023 49.90700 -.06402 -.0196B -.03098 -.01292 -15.17500 15.02100 -15.01200 15.01600
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 17481 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.739 -.159 49.38100 -.05170 -.01793 -.02275 -.01105 -15.16300 15.00BOO -14.99200 I5.00900
99.644 TO0.110 49.57300 -.05206 -.OlB04 -.01638 -.00919 -15.16400 15.00500 -15.00800 I5,01100
99.755 200.II0 50.73100 -.04875 -.01929 -.01703 -.00787 -15.16500 15.02800 -15.00900 15.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ".00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17491 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.620 200.010 50.67000 -.03490 -.01405 -.01250 -.00760 -15.14300 15.02500 -14.99000 I5.01300
199.980 100.120 50.83400 -.03750 -.0145! -.01773 -.01059 -15.14600 15.03400 -]5.00300 15.02200
200.160 .010 51.34500 -.04343 -.01640 -.02695 -.01518 -15.15400 15.05300 -14.99900 15.02300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SR5 JETS OFF lLVT136) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 So.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = =29u._v'_ _"n_ INCHES vMop.... ..... .0000 IN YB ALPHAB = -15 000 BETAB = 15.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = .000MAPU _ _ _NN
SCALE = .0108 ...........
RUN NO. 1750/ 0 RN/L • |.50 _RAU|tN[ [NILRVAL = -D.UU# _.UU
Z -X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
,132 .296 102.12000 -.OBB7B -.02353 -.05842 -.02169 -15.19900 15.09000 -15.00700 15.01500
-.754 100.090 I01.30000 -,07624 -.02135 -,05687 -.01720 -15.18600 15.06400 -15,01400 15.01700
-.272 200.160 I01.08000 -.07099 -.02090 -.05131 -.01605 -t5.I82D0 I5.05700 -15.00BOO I5.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 633
[AI42_ SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI?B) [ 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.OBBD SO.FT. XMRP = I_5B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3008 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -15.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y • 100.000 JET PC - .000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 17511 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.OO/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.566 200.I80 100.36000 -.06199 -.01905 -.03551 -.01231 -15.17200 15.03400 -15.00500 15.02200
49.997 100.120 I00.68000 -.06898 -.01964 -.04067 -.01401 -15.17800 15.04400 -15.00600 15.01700
49.999 .i78 i01.24000 -.07801 -.02,,_ -.04827 -.0!853 -!5.!8700 I5_06300 -!5=0!500 I5.02400
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1752/ 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.787 .041 100.82000 -.05824 -.Olgll -.03791 -,01BI3 -15.17500 15.04900 -15.00200 15.01500
99,600 100.160 100.19000 -.06365 -,0179l -.03168 -.01236 -15.17100 15.03000 -15.0|300 15.0t600
99.748 200.100 100.25000 -.06153 -,01904 -,02849 -.01099-15.17200 15.02900 -15.01300 15,01400
GRADIENT =00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !753/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.370 200.050 99.92200 -.045!4 -.01605 -.02101 -.01107 -15.15500 15,02000 -14.99700 I5.01500
200.100 100.070 100.34000 -.05107 -.01730 -.02551 -.01359 -15. I6100 15.03300 -15.00500 15.01900
200.280 .081 100.75000 -.05863 -.02061 -.03489 -.01879 -t5. I7400 15.05000 -15.00400 15.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI771 ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -15.000 BETAB I3.000
.............. _ t=; _ v _NN I_T Dr = nRR
BREF = 1290.BggU |NEHL5 L_ff = .UUUU ll_. _o ' .............
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.580
RUN NO. 17541 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.214 ]96.000 .43197 "'06565 "02306 1'03451 0_49 m_5"18400 " 30 --15'00600 15'01500
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOGO ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 634
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI77I ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -}5,000 BETAB 13.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : .0000 IN. ZB Y " -000 JET PC : .000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1755/ 0 RN/L = |.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN ' CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.574 196.130 -.5212! -.05107 -.0198B -.01521 -.00602 -15.16800 12.99900 -14.99800 15.01300
49.822 96.208 -,q5659 --05539 -.01982 -.01621 -,00639 -_5.i7000 i3.0OiO0 -IS.00BO0 15.03300
49.BBI. -3.989 -.17493 -.06245 -.01943 -.01998 -.OOBOB -15.17400 13.01000 -15.01100 15.02800
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1756/ 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.557 -3.973 _.48857 -.04918 -.01607 -.00880 -.00485 -15.15700 12.99600 -14.99600 15.01600
99,617 96.051 -.55885 -.04512 -.01503 "-.00797 -.00305 -15.I5500 12.99300 -15.0IIO0 ]5.0100O
99.759 196,270 _.4B592 -,04052 -,01640 -.00805 -,00273 -J5.15300 12.99300 -15.00800 15.0IO00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I757/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X , Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.660 196.150 -.79665 -.02734 -.01062 -.00314 -.OOI4B -15.13100 12.98500 -14.98400 15.01200
200.060 96.051 -.52797 -.02997 -.01102 -.0081½ -.00474 -15.13300 12.99500 -14.99700 15.02600
200.240 -3.926 -.03767 -.03526 -.01254 -.01579 -,00964 -15.14000 13.01400 -15.00000 15.02500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .06000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET. SRB JETS OFF (LVTI78) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP • 1258.5000 IN. X@ ALPHA S -15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF - IGBO.3OGO ...... _ YMRP = nnna f_, YB
_H_n_ ALPNAB - -!5,000 RETAR - t_ Nflfl
BREF • 1250.3000 INCHES ZMRP • .0000 IN. ZB Y " 50.000 JET PC " .000
SCALE • •.0100 ,-._n.. .. = q.500
RUN NO, 1758/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -_.oo/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.079 -3.803 50,32500 -_07990 -.02045 -.04879 -.01350 LIS.IB?00 13,03700 -I5.00300 15.01800
-.398 96.237 50.22000 -.07N16 -.02064 -.04465 -.01232 -15.18_00 13.03300 -15.01100 |5.01800
.130 196.150 49.91800 -.06887 -.02063 -.04000 -.01238 -15.18000 13.02600 -15.00100 15.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
....................... .... i....... .1 .......
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 835
]A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVT178) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA" PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP .GO00 IN. YB ALPHAB:=. -15.000 BETAS = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1759/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.638 196.160 49.17500 -.06067 -.01965 -.02725 -.00979 -15,17300 13.00500 -14.99900 15.01500
49.648 96.008 49.48400 -.06332 -.01842 -.0284B -.01000 -15.17200 13.01100 -I5.01300 15.02500
49.716 -3.868 49.89300 -.06710 -.01773 -.03243 -.01087 -15.17200 13.02200 -15.01500 15.02800
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1750/ 0 RN/L = t.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
89.916 -3.94I 49.37700 -.08404 -.01676 -.02466 -.00992 -15.16800 13.00800 -14.99700 15.01600
99.543 98.075 48.89500 -.05562 -.01570 -,02085 -.00827 -I5.16000 12.99600 -I5.00800 15.00500
99.943 I95.990 49. I0500 -.05445 -.01725 -.0t984 -.00757 -15.16300 12.99900 -[5.00800 15.00200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 17611 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA 8ETA
I99,490 I95.980 48.67400 -.03926 -.01481 -.01157 -.00724 -15.I4800 12.98800 -I4.99400 15.01300
199,990 96.129 49.09300 -.04245 -.01482 -.01544 -.00938 -15. I5000 I3.00000 -15.00200 I5.01900
200,020 -3.968 49.43700 -.05017 -.01632 -.02385 -.01283 -15. I5800 13.01400 -15.01300 15.02300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI79) ( 26 APR 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -!5.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -I5.000 BETAS = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = .000
or^it = nlnn NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I762/ 0 RN/L = ],50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS SETAB ALPHA BETA
.lOl -3.q60 101.57000 -.08901 -.02282 -.06440 -.01892 -15.19800 ]3.07300 -15.01200 15,01900
- _PQ _6.AS1 I00.90000 -.07902 -.02|0| m.05543 --.01478 -15.18700 13.05200 -15.01200 15.01400
DATE _ JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V_IA-K1A. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B36
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET, SRB JETS OFF (LVTI791 { 26 APR 77 )
EFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2BBO.OOOO SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -15.00D BETAB 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = .000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1763/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
50.114 [96.250 100.55000 -.07153 -.02093 -.04081 -.01103 -15.18300 13.03600 -|4.99900 15.02500
49,835 96.134 100.72000 -.07729 -.02119 -.04514 -.01195 -15.18700 13.04200 -15,01100 15.02300
..... ,_ ,-._n_ -.085E_ n_, n==_, -.0!53B -,_ Io_nn T3.05500 -!5.00400 i_ n_Bnn
GRAD!ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 :00000 .00000
RUN NO. |764/ 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.576 -4.041 100.71000 -.07468 -.01920 -.04007 -.O141B -15.18000 13.044,00 -15.00500 15,01400
99.430 96.320 I00.19000 -.06632 -.01733 -.03286 -.00979 -15.17100 13.02500 -15.02700 15.02900
99.804 196.150 99.98100 -,06105 -.01703 -.02826 -,00842 -]5.]6700 }3.01800 -15.01200 15.01600
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. 1765/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY OYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA _
199.600 196.030 99.90900 -.05035 -.01523 -.OBO7B -.0094B -15.15600 13.01700 -15.00000 I5.01300
200.010 95.996 99.98000 -.05613 -.01592 -.02470 -.01146 -I5.16100 13.02200 -15.00600 15.01100
200.260 -3.875 100.51000 -.06574 -.01869 -.03307 -.01642 -I5.17400 13.04100 -I5.00400 15.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 637
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT50I} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- .000 BETAS = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP' = .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 375/ O. RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.21B 400,|50 .01570 -.8390I -.00100 -.12879 .00548 -.28748 -.00108 -.04015 -.93472 .32000
-1.419 300.080 .01588 -.83966 .00161 -.12530 .00761 -.28563 -.00107 -.04018 -,92898 .32682
1.381 250.I00 .01682 -.839!0 °00!54 .,i2642 .00722 -.28615 -.00043 -.03955 -.92916 .32728
-.407 200.070 .01412 -.83973 .00239 -.12527 ,00614 .-.28652 .00041 -.03862 -.92692 .32515
-I.084 I75.060 .01360 -.83987 .00207 -,t2553 .00502 -.28752 -.00039 -.0394I -.92786 .32153
-.627 150.050 .01099 -.84042 .00185 -.12544 .00377 -.28807 -.00093 -.03986 -.92776 .32140
-I.008 124.950 .00853 -.84124 .00158 -.12547 .00159 -.28971 -.00t49 -.04035 -.92792 .33033
-2.613 100.070 .00413 -.84362 .00154 -.12521 -.00171 -.29232 -.00435 -.043II -.92849 .33463
1.301 75.004 -,00223 -.84673 .00082 -.12545 -.00371 -.29322 -,00713 -.04575 -.9314t .34249
-2.335 49.97! -.01139 -.85300 .000|4 -.12571 -.00818 -.29672 -.01033 -.04883 -.93613 35340
.262 24.949 -.01473 -.85358 .00087 -.12456 -.oog[2 -.29672 -,00956 -.04793 -.83409 34954
-.360 -.038 -.01766 -.85508 .00128 -.12394 -.00893 -.29605 -.00885 -.04716 -.93246 34983
1.822 -50.065 -.00988 -.84302 .00191 -.12268 -.00492 -.29059 -.00442 -.04254 -.92291 337}0
!.106 -100.150 -.00598 -.83786 .00313 -.12127 -.00407 -.28932 -,0022! -.04028 -.91562 32492
2.523 -200.I60 -.01180 -.84044 .00217 -.12174 -,01624 -.29939 -,00264 -.04056 -.9]89B 33846
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000
RUN NO. 377/ 0 • RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.919 400.090 -.02q45 -.84027 .00119 -.t2082 -.00438 -.28420 -.00005 -.03741 -.91735 .31888
50.856 300.020 -.02384 -.84152 .00239 -.I]990 -.00387 -.28432 -.00005 -.03750 -.91438 .3]863
50.458 249.960 -.02454 -.84168 .00226 -.11996 -.00429 -.28456 -.00064 -.03806 -.91524 .31890
48.827 200.000 -.02491 -.84285 .00206 -.12027 -.00565 -.28619 -.O0lOi -.03846 -.9i653 .3_949
49.256 174.980 -.02451 -.84287 .00189 -.I205I -.00612 -.28680 -.O010O -.03848 -.91733 .31845
50.660 I49.950 -.02361 -.84313 .00179 . -.12078 -.0064! -.28749" -.00098 -.0385I -.91816 .31576
50.100 124.920 -.02335 -.84351 .00174 -.12092 -.0070I -.28831 -.00134 -.03880 -.91853 ,31897
49.983 99,970 -.02292 -.84332 .00t84 -.12085 -.00772 -.28909 -,00191 -.03947 -.91886 .32953
........ _ n=7_o - ouun_ nnl_t - l_nq_ - NNANR -.PBg56 -.00264 -.04022 -.91975 .32868
49.943 49.86I -.02297 -.84608 -.00|92 -.12118 -.00822 -.2905] -.00319 -.04087 -.92032 .3339I
49.335 25.033 -.02524 -.84923 .00159 -.12!64 -.00966 -.29224 -,00524 -.04297 -.9236I .33432
48.868 -.036 -.02701 -.85163 .00169 -.12184 -.01019 -.29299 -.00572 -.04347 -.92573 .33976
50.881 -50.095 -.02068 -.84475 .00263 -.12061 -.00626 -.28886 -.00230 -.04002 -.92060 .32812
49.098 -I00.]20 -.0t074 -,83963 .00444 -.I1952 -.00519 -.28943 -.00169 -.03963 • -.91323 .33016
.... _ _ ,_ - nin_a - nun_ nnn_n - I_xqR -.0_974 -.29444 -.00175 -.03975 _.92639 .33286
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 638
IA142. DIET _ISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT502} { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0D00 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3DOD INCHES YMRP - .ODOD IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB - ,000
BREF = t290.3DOO INCHES ZMRP = .OOOO IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC _ 1225.000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 370/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-I.448 -100.050 -.01567 -,83816 .00293 -.12008 -.00770 -.28984 -.00288 -.04054 -.91325 .32944
.OG6 -50.03g _.02412 -.84347 .00221 12033 -.OZ!O0 -.29202 -.00520 -.04278 -.917!B .34359
.449 .OBg -.03773 -.85492 .00079 12143 -.01694 -.29723 -.00980 -.04723 -.92558 .35266
-.882 25.087 -.03591 -.85252 .00057 12156 -,01775 -.29785 -.01006 -.04746 -.92538 .3488]
" .5t7 49.951 -.03222 -.84983 .O00SB 12152 -.016|0 -.29655 -.00892 -.04637 -.92282 .35431
2.177 74.943 -.0270G -.84262 .00103 12095 -.01223 -.29197 -.00500 -.04235 -.91818 .33425
.323 100.060 -.02504 -.84070 .00119 12080 -.01143 -.29121 -.00355 -.04101 -.91543 .33002
-1.849 124.980 -.02443 -.83835 .00121 12052 -.00938 -.28855 -.00163 -.03991 -.91533 .32284
-.704 149.950 -.02330 -.83807 .00143 12043 -,00817 -.28764 -.00092 -.03823 -.91453 .33003
1.143 174.980 -.02283 -.83905 .00176 12032 -.00722 -.2_719 -.00070 -.03809 -.91385 .32397
-.780 199.880 -.02352 -.83877 .00175 -.12018 -.00696 -.28660 -.00054 -.03788 -.91354 .31979
.720 250.020 -.02295 -.83823 .00205 -.I1989 -.00587 -.28551 -.00055 -.03789 -.91270 .31907
-1,912 300.130 -.02298 -.83870 " .00226 -.11974 -.00493 -.28473 -.00083 -.03819 -.91261 .31764
.541 400.050 -.02183 -.83753 .00054 -.12147 -.00685 -.28667 -.00082 -.03818 -.91823 .32074
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 378/ 0 RN/L = |,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
48,091 -100.110 -.00648 -.8413I .00460 -. 12024 -.00279 -.28904 -.00080 -.03900 -.91566 .32477
48.596 -50.071 -.01327 -.84701 .00317 -.12150 -.00241 - .28828 -.00086 -.03901 -.92301 .32452
49.874 -. 126 -. 01925 -.85271 .00210 -. 12253 -. 00542 - .29220 -.00430 -. 04244 -. 92949 ;33352
50.155 24.863 -.01702 -.85139 .00137 -. 12339 -.00557 -.29166 -.00426 -.04244 -,92995 .33770
50.841 49.896 -. O1352 - .84797 .00177 -. 12301 -. 00364 -. 28975 -. 00259 o. 04077 -.92709 .33190
49.273 74,920 -.01319 -.84664 .00124 -. 12339 -.00356 -.28933 -.00178 =.03990 -.92763 .32779
49. 052 99.928 -. 01248 - .84726 .00163 -. 12319 -. 00295 -.28917 -.00113 -.03932 - .92651 .32738
51,646 124.970 -.01235 - .84544 .0014I -. 12317 -.00182 -.28747 -. 00043 -. 03955 - .92701 .32470
48. 166 149.970 -.01263 - .84551 .00135 -. 12333 -.00077 -. 28669 -.00061 -. 03877 ".92704 .32592
48.858 174.980 -.01390 7.84715 .00175 -. 12285 -.00014 -.28585 -.00013 -.03826 -.92625 .31736
50. ,9, 199.870 -.0!_82 -.84094 .00!82 I_7 _OL_C,!4 _28552 rmn I_, .03799 92592 .32! 32
50.135 250.0t0 -.01342 -.84613 .00212 -. 12240 .00138 -.28415 .00031 -.0Z780 -.92493 ,31829
........... _.v3,vl -._=3-,_48.458 _uu 4lu - .u_c,, -.84504 .uuco=...... .|2;99 .uvcc_"_=", = .28345 .uu;An'12 " _ "" ,_n ..... .=_'=='*uu *
49.511 400.090 -.01387 -.84702 .00076 -. 12383 .00122 -.28446 .00128 -.03684 -.92819 .3|571
GRAD IENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 639
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING_ BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTS03) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- .000 BETAB - .000
BREr = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 385/ 0 RN/L = 1,5| GRADIENT, INTERVAL - rS.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB"
.170 400.230 -.02720 -.88257 ,00041 -.12749 -.00822 -.30143 -.00021 -.03931 -.96087 .30467
.464 300.150 -.02752 -.88499 .00224 -.12595 -,00707 -.30095 -,00079 -.03998 -.95699 .30712
-I.095 250.040 -.02740 -.88544 .00200 -.12628 -.00804 -.30212 -.00072 _.03994 -.95807 .30462
-,9]5 200.100 -.02715 -.8848I .00[74 -.]2648 -.00842 -.30237 -.00056 -.03976 -.95928 .30477
.238 I75.090 -.02793 -.88563 .00149 -.12674 -.00954 -.30350 -,00085 -.04005 -.96043 ,30802
.278 150.140 -.02864 -.88694 .00135 -,12697 -.01020 -.30437 -.OOI2S -.04048 -.96136 .30640
-[.I03 125.130 -.02965 -.B8852 .00127 -.[2713 -.0!169 -.30605 -.00230 -.04155 -.96207 .30860
-1.753 100.180 -.03093 _.88990 .00127 -.12715 -.01345 -.30784 -,00374 -,04300 -.96316 .31880
-.090 75.073 -.03289 -.89230 .00126 -.12722 -.01525 -.30979 -.00542 -.04469 -.96504 .32486
.800 50.041 -.03479 -.89396 .00124 -.12721 -:01664 -.31110 -.00648 -.04575 -.96625 .32710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 388/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
49.896 400.220 -.C2978 -,B9070 .C0195 -,12676 -,00584 -.30089 .00035 -.03899 -.95282 .30131
49,062 300,260 -.0287! -.89025 .00277 -,12603 -_00553 -.30079 ,00005 -.03932 -.96050 .30200
51.377 250.I90 -.02972 -.89056 .00264 -,12606 -.00646 -.30149 -.00047 -.03981 -.96098 .30553
50.853 200.050 -.0299! -.89137 .00264 -.12615 -.00772 . -.30296 -.00065 -,0400! -.96148 .3071I
49.903 175.050 -.03082 -.89078 .00240 -.12616 -.00070 -.30342 -.00086 -.04016 -.96223 .30663
48.934 150.050 -.03065 -.89183 .00233 -.12642 -.00964 -.30478 -.00096 -.04031 -.96242 .30764
50.516 125.110 -.03044 -,89078 .00267 -.12596 -.01028 -.30514 -.00t15 -.04047 -.96171 .31039
49.765 IO0.ISO -.03029 -.89334 .00291 -.1261I -.0]094 -.30672 -.00177 -.04121 -.9G!94 ,31285
49.662 75,149 -.03f14 -.89314 .00292 -.12595 -.0II22 -,30664 -.00225 -.04164 -.95206 .3142I
49.671 49.979 -.03266 -.89374 .00295 _.I2578 -.01256 -.30766 -.00331 -.04265 -.96332 .31818
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 640
IA142. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT504) ( 20 JUL ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRI= = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - .000 BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 386/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-2,494 25.202 -.04000 -.90108 .00138 -.12736 -.01859 -.31369 -.00842 -.04777 -.97061 .33755
nn _ 126 =_ -.01702 7;Io7 nn=nt .04533 .3£B25.65| .064 -.03532 -.89583 .u_2_8 -. _, - ...... - ...... - -.95584
1.371 -50.032 -.03023 -.89116 .00243 -.12628 -.01262 -.30768 -.00317 -.04251 -.96226 .31754
.147 -lOG.lOG -.02585 -.B8691 .00384 -.12489 -.01063 -.30573 -.00144 -.04079 -.95684 .3100B
1.504 -200.010 -.02803 -.B901I .00t66 -.I2722 -.01£9_ -.3153£ -.00184 -.04t23 -.96348 .3198I
-2.227 -100.020 -.02664 -.88868 .00352 -.12535 -.01089 -.30632 -.00150 -.04089 -.9577B .31194
-2.350 -49.999 -.02995 -.89239 .00241 -.12652 -.01232 -.30788 -.O03IB -.04259 -.96342 .31785
.38! .167 -.03559 -.89802 .00219 -.126?4 -.01712 -.31268 -.00617 -.04558 -.96765 .33278
-.558 25.225 -.03955 -.90190 .0013I -.12761 -.01827 -.31380 -.00812 -.04753 -.97220 .33555
-.194 50.I53 -.03503 -.89787 .00128 -.12772 -.01650 -.31230 -.00543 -.04585 -.95996 .32833
6RADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 380/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-I.433 25.287 -.03730 -.86793 .C0441 -.11981 -.0]406 -.29889 -.01027 -.04829 -.92966 .34154
-.376 .I78' -.03749 -.86293 .00456 -.11888 -.01363 -.59671 -.01022 -.04800 -.92487 .33775
-.639 -50.057 -.03601 -.85602 .00458 -.1|B06 -.01286 -.29411 -.0093I -.04686 -.91874 .33445
-.388 -100.010 -.03231 -.84944 ,00424 -.11797 -.OI20B -.29236 -.00805 -.04547 .-..91318 .32724
-.755 -199.990 -.02386 -.83204 .00582 -.11506 -.02315 -.30041 -.01182 -.04896 -.89558 .34236
-.186 -99.B91 -.03209 -.83133 .00467 -.ll4BB -.01257 -.28680 -.00872 -.04536 -.89523 .32305
-.426 -50.065 -.036t3 -.83145 .00482 -.11415 -.01319 -.286t0 -.00966 -.04612 -.89348 .33108
-.202 .085 -.03745 -.82982 .00444 -.11409 -.01415 -.28607 -,01073 -.04707 --89210 .33345
-.838 25.112 -.03500 -.82385 .00428 -.11372 -.01405 -.28478 -.00968 -.04506 -.88745 .32434
1.426 50.095 -,03085 -.8t537 .00305 -.11432 -.00905 -.27832 -.00478 -.04077 -.88474 .30473
GRADIENT .00000 .b0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
'DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 641
IAI4_o O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT505) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= .000 BETAB = .DO0
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .DO00 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 397/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT. CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-1.052 75,199 -.03169 -.B8983 .00139 -.I2691 -.01410 -.30821 -.00h45 -.04367 -.96318 .32440
-.466 I00.220 -.03058 -.88976 .00185 -,12717 -.01345 -.30792 -.00379 -i04305 -.96293 .31892
-.gI5 124,970 -.02923 -.8879B .00!33 -.I2706 -.Or!76 -;30608 -,00239 -,04!64 -,96220 .3!403
2.420 150.060 -.02832 -.BBBOB .00|46 -.1270B -.01039 -.30505 -,00122 -.04052 -.gB167 .31002
-I.443 175.100 -.02802 -.88724 .00159 -.12687 -.00958 -.30406 -.00078 -.04004 -.96109 .30819
1,686 200.080 -.02784 -.88711 .00170 -.t2677 -.00880 -.30330 -.00052 -.03979 -.96099 ,30703
-2.268 250.010 -.02785 -.8871B .00199 -.12648 -.0080I -.30253 -.00065 -.03992 -.96010 .30670
-.601 300,220 -.02726 -.88632 .00234 -.12609 -.00706 -.30148 -.00075 -.04001 -.95926 .30638
-.299 400.090 -.02794 -.88747 .00031 -.12B19 -.00823 -.30281 -.00017 -.03945 -.96453 .30569
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 390/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
50.227 75.125 -.03135 -.88499 .00279 -.I2484 -.OIl6g -.3042B -.00250 -.04152 -.95571 .31265
50.908 [00,I00 -,03080 -.887!3 ,60270 -.I2533 -.01088 -.30438 -.00189 -.04103 -.95720 ,3110!
48.683 I25.090 -.03041 -.88783 .00245 -.12574 -.01001 -.3038B -.00132 -.04051 -.95844 .30919
50.424 150.150 -.03016 -.88828 .00238 -.12591 -.00917 -.30328 -.00099 -.04021 -.95895 .30785
4B.416 175.100 -.030tl -.88831 .0024! -.12590 -.00847 -.30260 -.00088 -.04011 -.95893 .30706
49.884 200.050 -.03029 -.88716 .00245 -.12566 -.00770 -.30138 -.00070 -.03986 -.95872 .30592
50.326 250.040 -.03009 -.88785 .00256 -.12568 -.00662 -.30061 -.00061 -.03981 -.95833 .30487
48.791 300.110 -.02879 -.88671 .00269 -.12557 -.00594 -.29998 .00003 -.03919 -.95779 .30289
48,482 400,230 -.02961 -.88765 .00172 -.12656 -.00605 -,30012 .00042 -.03880 -.96084 .30200
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 642
IAI42,-O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTSO61 I 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YMRP = _0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0900 IN. Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE =- .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 413/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z' X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.26B 400.I80 -.0272I -.B6530 .00152 -.123B0 -.00775 -.29510 -.00077 -.03911 -4.93860 .32134
-1.380 300.I30 -.03180 -.86793 .O0]BI -.I2322 -.00786 -.29454 -,00199 -.04024 -4.93920 .32409
-.013 250.160 -,03170 -.06750 .0018I -.123I? -.00783 -.29440 -.00!98 -.04022 -4.93920 .32409
-.26B 200.070 -.03355 -.8696l .O015B -.12346 -.00842 -.29509 -.00229 -.04054 -4.94020 .32505
.270 I75.200 -.03603 -.86390 .001i8 -.t2262 -.00933 -.29323 -.00262 -.04052 -4.93460 ,32354
.108 150.050 -.03524 -.85450 .00137 -.12II6 -.00896 -.28995 -.00279 -.0403I -4.92570 .32069
-.620 125.070 -.03695 -.86019 .00095 -.122t7 -.00915 -.29148 -.00353 -.04122 -4.93150 .32424
-2.630 100.130 -.03907 -,86242 .00043 -._2270 -.00976 -.29212 -.00410 -.041B0 -4.93530 .32833
-.264 75,207 -.04095 -.86608 .00033 -.]2307 -.01075 -.29372 -.00527 -.04304 -4.93720 ,33235
-|.07I 50.006 -.04545 -.86822 -.00042 -.12347 -.01228 -.29446 -.00656 -.04423 -4.93970 .33615
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 416/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.041 400.260 -.02969 -.89194 60201 '-.12689 -.00502 -.30152 -.0003! -.03971 -4.96400 .30874
50.604 300.110 -.03211 -.8866! 00196 -.12580 -.00664 -.29953 -.00084 -.03991 -4.95730 .31400
49.859 250.120 -.03273 -.88573 00156 -.12597 -.00694 -.29931 -.00133 -.04033 -4.95760 .31185
50.269 200.040 -.03430 -.88720 00152 -.12600 -.00731 -.29966 -.00148 -.04047 -4.95880 .31422
49.732 175.080 -,03406 -.88852 00173 -,12602 -.00754 -.30041 -.00154 -.04060 -4.95880 .31479
50.094 150.070 -.03490 -.88909 00176 -.12595 -.00792 -.30070 -.00179 -.04084 -4.95970 .32081
50.783 125.010 -.03606 -.89084 00188 -.12592 -.00839 -.30136 -,00225 -.04133 -4.96090 .31779
48.495 100o110 -.03681 -.89123 .00189 -.12585 -.00850 -.30135 -.00263 -.04169 -4.96180 .31908
46.126 75.169 -.04072 -.89639 .00172 -.12621 -.00915 -.30243 -.00365 -.04276 -4.96490 .31906
52.327 50.090 -.04562 -.90330 .00140 -.12683 -.00915 -.30311 -.00357 -.04277 -4.97010 .32103
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 643
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTSO?) ( 20 JUL 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA • .000 BETA • .000
LREF = .1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = .000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 HACN = 4,500
RUN NO. 440/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
.B30 400.120 -.02737 -.88464 .00165 -.12652 -.00736 -.30]19 -.00067 -.03985 -4.95740 .32640
.i18 300.060 -.03090 -.B8895 .00207 -,12621 -.00683 -.30092 -.00198 -.04120 -4.95910 .32969
.035 249.990 -.03231 -.88943 .0017t -.12644 -.00727 -,30104 -.002t7 -.04135 -4.95090 .33055
-1.449 199.950 -,03320 -.89151 .00168 -.|2664 -.008i0 -.30227 -.00226 -,04149 -4.96200 .33325
-.610 175.060 -.03492 -.89244 .00146 -,12675 -,00850 -.30241 -,00262 -.04181 -4.96330 .33438
,675 150.070 -.03602 -.89424 .0013l -.I2700 -.00897 -.30311 -.00291 -.04214 -4.96460 " .33233
-1.340 124.930 -.03757 -.8950! ,00107 -.12712 -.00921 -.30309 -.00345 -.04264 -4.96580 .33547
-.804 i00.020 -.03897 -.B_766 .00086 -.12752 -.00946 -.30377 -.00388 -.04313 -4.96780 .33865
-1.747 74.934 -.04079 -.89873 .00088 -.12739 -.00942 '-.30346 -.00508 -.04429 -4.969'_0 .34041
-.608 49.919 -.04405 -.90266 .00051 -.12786 -.00993 -.3042l -.00507 -.04532 -4.97220 .34500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
, ,To , , _.vO, 5.00RUN NO. 443/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT ,N._R_A_ = _= n ,
Z X CN CNT m
_H CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
48.663 400.250 -.02864 -.89004 .C0231 • -.I2647 -.00458 -.29980 -.00025 -.0396I -4.96180 .33t74
49.474 300.110 -.03173 -.89017 .00190 -.12644 -.00629 -.30051 -.00073 -.03997 -4.96li0 .33132
50.822 249.960 -.03341 -.88708 .00150 -.12613 -.00667 -.29927 -.OOii4 -.040i7 -4.958_0 .32925
5].456 199.980 -.033[7 -.88304 .00159 -.I2548 -.00652 -.29784 -.00133 -.04019 -4.95430 .33t47
48.084 174.920 -.0336B -.8;928 .00172 -.12479 -.00654 -.29669 -.00142 -.04011 -4.94990 .32849
51.865 149.900 -.0346I -.876]6 .00180 -.12403 -.00683 -.29534 -.00155 -.04006 -4.94600 .33065
46.942 125.010 -.03587 -.87328 ,00189 -.12333 -.00724 -.29435 -,00204 -.04035 -4.94260 .33237
51.743 99.975 -.03723 -.86989 .00188 -.12263 -.00738 -.29289. -,00248 -.04058 -4.93940 .32390
"_,,.,_'°6 75.042 - ._,.n_°_' - ._._=o,_ ._._nn._ -.!2235 -.00803 -.29244 - ._nnTnn -.04097 -4.93780 .32933
48.325 50.044 -.04224 -.86795 .0019t -.12157 -.00802 -.29118 -.00330 -.04110 -4,93560 .32888
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 644
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT508I ( 20 JUL 77 |
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF !290.3000 INCHES YHRP - _0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -4.000 BETAB = _000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = I225.000
5CALE = ,OlO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 4I_I 0 RN/L = t.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALRHA8 8ETAB
-1.412 25.223 -.04563 -,86196 .00005 .12204 -,01064 -,29064 -.00655 -.04394 -4.93250 .33416
.812 .073 -.04150 -.85510 ,00i49 -_[201B -.00699 -,28807 -.00503 -.0_230 -4.92320 ,3212_
1.925 -50.035 -,03509 -,86325 .002"25 -.i2095 -.00263 -.28630 -.06290 -.04036 -e.930_0 .31755
_.788 -[60.[10 -.63201 -.8S454 .0027_ -,12177 -,00556 -,29_17 -.00296 -,04108 -q.93400 .32549
-.067 -I50.!50 -,03335 -,85017 .00254 -.]I962 -,00631 ".28648 -.00366 -.04106 -4,9!940 .32175
-I.!74 -100,020 -.03089 -.85122 .00300 -.11969 -,00479 -.28614 -.00308 -.04064 -4.91960 .32177
!.203 -49.799 -.03505 -,87898 .00274 -.I2345 -.00259 -.29191 -.00264 -.04]24 -4.94630 .32464
-1.626 .091 -.04686 -.89611 .00172 -.12644 '-.00653 -,30034 -.00420 o..04338 -4.966[0 .33207
-I.223 25.137 -,04280 -.90I]0 .00;29 -,12703 -.00840 -.30257 -.005[0 -,04433 -4.96890 .33777
-1.656 50.082 -.64524 -.89B88 -.00008 -.12771 -..01175 -.30435 -.00625 -.04527 -4.96940 .33677
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 417/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
48.73N 25.042 -.04844 -.93095 .00075 -.13If? -,00748 -.30982 -,00225 -.04254 -4.99840 .32744
45.12! -.016 -.04411 -.92648 .00114 -.13075 -.00777 -.3_006 -.00131 -.04160 -4,99500 .32690
50.784 -49.904 -.03272 -.BIG04 .004ii -.12792 -.00755 -.31016 -.00074 -.04106 -4.98170 .32226
51.197 -IOB.II6 -.03218 -.91640 .00489 -.12728 -.00791 -.31083 -.00210 -.04246 -4.98010 .32638
52.409 -150.050 -.03260 -.91739 .00496 -.1272g -,00884 -.31195 -.00331 -.04370 -4.98020 .33524
46.214 -100.030 -.03272 -.91898 z00477 -.12769 -.00797 -.31158 -,00220 -.04265 -4.98270 .32910
50.350 -49,890 -.03270 -.91877 .00410 -,I2834 -.00757 -.3Illl -.00071 -.04]16 -4.98490 .32998
52.947 .065 -.04536 -.93317 .00685 -.13185 -.00778 -.31191 -.00099 -.04152 -5.00150 .32633
50.008 25.027 -.04779 -.91420 .00085 -.*2868 -.00759 -.30449 -.00226 -.04184 -4.98.280 .32351
48.372 50.058 -.04710 -.92183 .00105 -.12971 -.0096! -.30932 -.00341 -.04336 -4.98950 %33425
GRADIENT ,.00000 .00000 .00600 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
DATE 25 Jv_ ?7 1A142, AEDC v , _ , • T^ , ,T'" ,4,A K,A, ,,BU_,EO SOURCE DATA PAGE 645
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 8RB JETS oN (LVT508) ( 20 JUL ?7 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = _258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - -4.000 BETAS .000
BREF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y " .000 JET PC = 12_5,000
•SCALE • .0100 MACH .- 4,500
RUN N'O. 441/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-1.370 25.028 -.04144 -.90t57 .00157 -.12702 -.00714 -.30183 -.00464 -.04395 -4.96900 .34110
.253 -.013 -.04075 -.90003 .00164 -,12683 -.00555 -.30005 -.0039I -.04318 -4.96820 .33626
1.442 -50.062 -.03542 -.89505 .00242 -.126tO -.00305 -.28768 , -,00243 -.04172 -4.96290 :3353!
1,623 -100.160 -,03042 -.89016 .00280 -.12573 -.00515 -°2998! -.00263 -.04192 -4,95910 .33423
.595 -150.230 -.03184 -.89157 .00264 -.12590 -.00599 -.30068 -.00315 -.04244 -4.96050 .33628
-,986 -IO0.100 -.03089 -.89110 .00270 -.12590 -.00539 -.3002l -.00272 -.04203 -4.95990 .33474
.426 -50.I10 -.03560 -,89568 .00251 -.I2608 -.00318 -.29795 -.00241 -.0417| -4.963?0 .33240
-.149 -.077 -.04133 -.90133 ' .00157 -.12700 -.00550 -.30025 -.00394 -.04324 -4,96950 .33823
-.948 25.022 -.04157 -.90197 .00149 -.12714 -,00712 -.30199 -.00472 -.04404 -4.97020 .34493
-_.55] 49.897 -.04472 -,90423 .00031 -.12819 -.01025 -.30483 -.00602 -.04530 -4,97460 .34899
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RuN NO, 444/ 0 • RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETA8
52.277 25.162 -.04859 -.90045 CO09l -.12645 -.00780 -,29979 -.00224 -.04118 -4.96720 .33553
51.723 -.133 -.04523 -.89439 00109 -.12587 -,00653 -.29761 -,00148 -.04031 -4.96220 .32834
45.686 -50.171 -.03231 -.87896 00423 -.12236 -.00607 -.29631 -.00074 -.03945 -4.94340 .33132
48.430 -I00.230 -,03086 -.87185 005]6 -.12059 -.00645 -.29478 -.00219 -.04066 -4.83480 .33338
49.743 -150.IO0 -.03157 -.86938 00581 -.11947 -,00726 -,2945l -.00336 -.04169 -4.93080 ,32456
48.525 -100.140 -.03061 -.86616 00522 -.11972 -.00646 -.29295 -.00205 -,04028 -4.92900 .32930
46.382 -49.977 -,03245 -.89000 00419 -,12402 -.00643 -.30034 -.00062 -.0398! -4.95440 .33213
54.264 .009 -.04474 -.91068 .00090 -.12855 -.00685 -.30360 -,00125 -.04081 -4.97970 .33706
51.929 25.105 -.04947 -.91181 .00044 -.12848 -,00790 -.30343 -.00185 -,04126 -4.97950 ,34028
47.728 49,876 -.04593 -.903q5 .00120 -,12705 -,00864 -.30265 -.00350 -.04270 -4.97110 ,34026
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 646
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTSIO) ( BO JUL 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4,000. BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y " .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 415/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT. INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-2.008 75.290 -.03839 -.89130 .00103 -.12649 -.00939 -.30194 -.00469 -.043BB -4.96190 .32409
1.0t9 i00.220 -.03867 -.90110. .00104 -.12789 -.00S96 -.30552 -.00366 -.04307 -4,£7220 .32400
-.467 125.000 -.03787 -.899i5 .00112 -.I2764 -.01005 -.30522 -.00337 -.04273 -4.96920 .33062
-.361 |50.110 -.03614 -.8g542 .00140 -.12705 -.00950 -.30400 -.O02BB -.04215 -4.26590 .32658
1.425 I75.050 -,03450 -.89240 .00152 -.12574 -.00928 -.30332 -.00252 -.04174 -4.96320 .32503
-1.955 199,940 -.03331 -.89005 .00171 -.I2637 -.00854 -.30218 -.00235 -.04151 -4.96090 .31863
.295 250.030 -.0325! -.88738 .00184 -.12597 -.00789 -.30090 -.00228 -.04]36 -4.95840 .3157I
-.453 300.150 -.03036 -.89319 .00222 -.|2677 -.00914 -.30283 -.00207 -.04150 -4.96450 .32266
.539 400,130 -.0268t -.88636 .00165 -.12685 -.00745 -.30203 -.0007! -.04000 -4.96000 .31295
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 418/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5..00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
49.073 95.258 -.04 94 -.90686 ,00158 -.12772 -.00956 -.30596 -.00365 -.04317 -4.97540 .32298
50.094 100.040 -.03854 -.90606 .00179 -.12790 -.00936 -.30664 -.00304 -.04267 -4.97490 .33347
50.306 125.010 -.03682 -.90494 .00189 -.12789 -.00876 -,30624 -.00235 -.04201 -4.97460 .32666
50.408 150.I40 -.03601 -.90596 .00179 -.12826 -.00830 -.30640 -.00184 -.04158 -4.97510 .32687
49.204 175.040 -.03470 -.90430 .00173 -.12827 -.00803 -.30601 -.00170 -.04142 -4,97470 ,32969
48.684 200.210 -.03439 -.89875 .00168 -.12954 -.00742 -.30363 -.00164 -.04114 -4.96900 .32692
49.47I 250.080 -.03435 -.89989 .00131 -.12809 -.00730 -.3039l -.00_39 -.04094 -4.97150 .32188
48.563 300.120 -.03175 -.89769 .00207 -.12738 -.00671 -.30346 -.00093 -.04049 -4.96880 .31887
49.867 400.210 -,02933 -.89631 .00233 -.12728 -.00503 -.30212 °.00040 -.04001 -4.96730 .31804
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 647
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT5II) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.6000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB ,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 442/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYN T ALPHAB BETAB
.322 75.045 -.04005 -.90129 .00099 -.12777 -.00940 -.30456 -,00473 -.0440B -4.97160 .34380
.OlO 99.96I -.03865 -.89998 .00085 -.12792 -.00946 -.30466 -.00372 -.04308 -4.97070 .3394!
.036 |25.050 -.03740 -.89850 .00104 -.12769 -.00932 -.30443 -.00336 -.04271 -4.96920 .34316
-.706 149.950 -.03573 -.B9757 .00144 -.12741 -.00905 -.30441 -.00278 -.04217 -4.96770 .34161
.424 175,070 -.03446 -.89651 .00156 -.12733 -.00862 -.30409 -,00247 -.04187 -4,96690 .34057
-i.559 199.870 -.0336I -.89460 .00156 -.12715 -.00841 -,30348 -.00224 -.04i59 -4.96630 .33487
2.28Z 249.900 -.03238 -.89503 .00185 -.[27]I -.00756 -.Z0321 -,00213 -.04155 -4.96490 .34050
-1.244 300.090 -.03141 -.BgktB .00204 -.12695 -.00696 -.30264 -.00207 -.04150 -4.96420 .33839
-.23! 400.040 -,02748 -.88900 .00170 -,12710 -.00720 -.30246 -,00066 -.04003 -4.96220 .33141
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
f_ IT _ _nRUN NO, 445/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRAD,_N, INTERVAL = -5,00/ ....
^ _H m _T CYZ v CN CNT ' ..... CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA6 BETAB
48.462 75.031 -.04059 -.89109 .00166 -.12550 -.00865 -.30019 -.0035B -.04245 -4.95910 .33591
47.116 I00.080 -.03764 -.B8700 .GOlB7 -.I2512 -.00806 -.29922 -,00278 -.04162 -4.95500 .33269
49.150 124.860 -.03609 -.88232 .OOI9l -.12462 -.00751 -.29760 -.00212 -.04081 -4.95230 .32991
50.740 150,050 -.03488 -.88035 .00174 -.12457 -.00728 -.29712 -.00176 -.04042 -4.95130 .32850
49.415 174.850 -.03393 -.88056 .00173 -.12486 -.00686 -.29708 -.00150 -.04022 -4.95120 .32932
49.874 200.090 -,03319 -.89534 .00168 -.12721 -.00639 -.30186 -,00138 -.04078 -4.96580 .33108
49.400 250.170 -.03338 -.90605 .00142 -.12903 -.00678 -.30580 -.00114 -.04100 -4.97770 .33335
49.553 300.080 -.03277 -.90382 .00190 ".12832 -.00667 -.30515 -.00067 -.04066 -4.9739'0 .33823
48.965 400.180 -.02945 -.BBB59 .00224 -. ,_'=n_°,_ -.00495 -.30278 - .vvv24nnn• = .v33a_nnn,, --4.96970 .33]49
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 648
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTBI2) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = ]258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -B,O00 BETAB = .000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = " .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 459/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLM1 CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
75.337 400.2[0 -.03974 -.91788 .00112 -.1L _6 -,00870 -,30763 -.00055 -.04068 -8.97460 .30445
73.44G 300.110 -.04288 -.91492 .00034 -.13003 -.00947 -.30833 -.00060 -.04045 -B.97350 .30544
74.733 250.060 -.04222 -,90923 ,00039 -.12923 -.0098B -.30705 -.00057 -.0402_ -8.96670 .30428
73.305 200.070 -.04228 -.90713 .00030 -,I2900 -,01!2[ -,30765 -,00030 -,03983 -B.96550 .30563
76.408 175.050 -.04237 -.90285 .00035 -.12831 -.01076 -.30573 -.00072 -.03947 -8.96080 .30304
74.261 150.040 -.04315 -.90336 .00026 -.12836 -.01129 -,30515 _.00025 -.03958 -8.96160 ,30547
74.556 125.060 -.05255 -.91113 -.00115 -.12952 -.00874 -.30306 -.00001 -.03927 -8.97020 .29949
74,792 100.060 -.05502 -.91926 -.00031 -.12952 -.0067] -.30294 .00180 -.03770 -8.97600 .29559
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 456/ 0 RN/L = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 BETAB
97.741 400.150 -.04056 -.94660 .00059 -.13483 -.00617 -.31651 .0001! -.04124 -9.00490 .31483
99.854 300.140 -.04504 -.94500 -.00020 -.13471 -.00984 -.31813 -.00012 -.04120 " -9.00290 .31731
99.595 249.950 -.04210 -.93130 -.C0017 -.13309 -.00875 -.31341 -.00012 -.04072 -8.99070 .30926
98.839 199.940 -.04052 -.92713 -.000[6 -.13270 -.00844 -,31223 .00030 -.04019 -8.98670 .30843
99.775 ]75.080 -.03968 -.9[668 -.00011 -.13722 -.00850 -.30904 .00068 -.03939 -8.97710 .30406
99._63 149.980 -.04098 -.92084 -.00022 -.13175 -.00818 -.30969 .00034 -.03986 -8.97990 .30699
98.641 125.100 -.04463 -.91415 -.00108 -.13107 -.00700 -.30501 .00044 -.03930 -8.97540 .30089
99.907 [00.050 -.04148 -.92240 .00040 -.[3129 -.00292 -.30478 .00142 -.03882 -8.98040 .29925
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JEL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA° TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 649
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTSI3} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB" -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .oleo HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 469/ 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ' CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
100.470 400.030 -.04568 -.9009S .00067 -.12720 -.00640 -.29953 -.00048 -.03957 -8.97130 .33206
99.646 300.050 -.04705 -.80303 .00010 -.12788 -.00935 -.30273 -.00044 -.03956 -8.97330 33412
100.220 250,050 -.04652 -.90276 .00001 -.12801 -.00977 -.30324 -.00033 -.03947 -8.97310 33573
99. I9! !99.900 -.04480 -.90021 -.00007 -.12795 -.00942 -.3026t -_00005 -.03915 -8.97!80 33S2!
99.8t0 174.920 -.04442 -.89982 -.00003 -.12792 -.00890 -.30208 .00011 -.03899 -8.97170 33547
99.296 149.900 -.04396 -.899II .00009 -.12776 -.00840 -.30150 -.00010 -.03919 .-8.97060 33545
99.149 124.970 -.04629 -.901BS -.00061 -.I2852 -.00636 -.29960 -.00005 -.03916 -8.97350 33701
99.778 99.911 -.0430l -.89681 .00068 -.12697 -.00551 -.29815 -.00003 -.03905 -8.96810 33452
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000
[A142, O/ET N/SRBfi SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT514) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB'- -B.O00 BETA8 : .000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES' ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 457/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.716 74.990 -.05181 -.92774 .00041 13054 -.00338 -.30356 .00135 -.03867 -8.98230 .29978
99.591 50.036 -.05464 -.92163 00056 12906 -.00542 -.30259 .00086 -.03877 -8.97430 .29900
99.821 25.103 -.05262 -.92259 00059 12947 -.00679 -.30495 .00136 -.03840 -8.97680 .300t6
100.160 -.078 -,05045 -.91765 00109 12856 -.00613 -.30336 .00195 -.03769 -8.97100 .29690
99.176 24.970 -.05168 -.92064 00049 12943 -.00682 -.30465 .00132 -.03840 -8.97570 .29572
99.648 50.017 -.05590 -.92789 00034 13002 -.00626 -.30510 .00075 -.03909 -8.98230 .30245
100.600 108,050 -.04376 -.90827 00004 - 12921 -.00280 -.29912 .00132 -.03820 -8.98700 .29349
GR_fENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 650
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT515) ( 20 JUL 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = ,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC : t225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 470/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.070 74.919 -.05544 -.91075 .00023 12764 -.00353 -.29659 .00063 -.03846 -8.97700 .32808
99.!24 49.979 -.05912 -.91310 .00066 12702 -.00685 -.29955 .00036 -.03868 -8.97780 .32951
99.92i 24.902 -.05559 -.909Bg .00079 12894 -.00756 -,30047 .00065 -,03840 -8.97590 . .32944
100.380 -.I66 -.05412 -.90775 .00089 12673 -.00742 -.30000 .00129 -.03773 -8.97420 .32909
99.216 24.880 -.05513 -.91051 .00080 12709 -,0078! -.30099 .00082 -.03848 -8.97570 .33143
99.870 49.926 -.05906 -.9i463 .00058 I2736 -.00674 -.30005 ,00029 -.03882 -8.97950 .33348
I00.000 74.875 -.05544 -.91089 .00026 12764 -.00365 -.29685 .00066 -.03844 -8.97780 .32677
99.812 99,878 -.04349 -.89788 .00052 12722 -.00501 -.29785 .00016 -.03889 -8,96890 .33370
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00008 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTSIG) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -8.000 BETA8 = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 460/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT cY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
73.308 125.240 ,-.05762 -.92597 .00040 -.12942 -.01|04 -.30866 -.00009 -.03978 -8.97800 .30299
75.895 150.060 -.04625 -.91999 .00004 -.13059 -.01162 -.31107 -.00054 -.04047 -8.97620 .30949
75.400 175.000 -.04498 -.91750 .00060 -.12984 -.01178 -.31082 -.00058 -.04045 -8.97310 .30605
74.790 200.120 -.04385 -.91747 .00059 -.13002 -.01163 -.31103 -.00063 -.04055 -8.97330 .31130
75.191 250.120 -.04451 -.91900 .00048 -.I3026 -.01027 -.30997 -.00076 -.04072 -8.97550 .30959
75.235 300.150 -.044?! -.91940 .00050 -.i3027 -.00978 -.30954 -.00087 -.04084 -8.97580 .30794
72.453 400.170 -.04183 -.91265 .00116 -.12904 -.00672 -.30518 -.0008! -.04061 -8,96880 .30086
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O OOOOg .00000 .00000
tatDATE 25 JUL 77 ,.,42, AEDC V41AIKIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 65i
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT516) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .DO00 IN. YB ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = .000 dET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 458/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
99.712 I25.100 -.04517 -.g_40B -.OOlI8 -.13109 -.00674 -.30454 .0004I -.03930 -8.97560 .30227
t00.830 149.930 -.04233 -.91299 -.00010 -.13027 -.00878 -.30718 .00029 -.03950 -8.97140 .30413
99,350 175.020 -_04t93 -,9115P...............00003 -,I_Qq7 -.00920 . _n_ .00040 -.03934 -8.9,=_u_''_ .30590
100.390 199.960 -.04191 -.91136 -.O0001 -.13000 -.00954 -.30753 .00025 -.03949 -8.97100 .30814
99.860 250.070 -.04417 -.91226 -.00027 -.13006 -.00969 -.30723 .00005 -.03963 -8.97130 .30484
99.347 300.070 -.04455 -.90766 -.000t6 -.12921 -,00917 -.30503 -,000!4 -,03960 -8.96680 .30326
99.735 %00.080 -.04232 -.90115 .00049 -.12792 -.00583 -,30024 -.00003 -.03830 -8.959B0 .29858
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT517) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA . PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = I225,000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 4711 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.838 [24.960 -.04725 -.90205 -.00093 -.12873 -.00653 -.29951 -.OOOl5 -.03923 -8.97470 .33074
100.730 149.930 -.04458 -.89852 -.00001 -.12768 -.00862 -.30131 -.00004 -.03908 -8.97000 .33666
99.204 174.930 -.04442 -.89872 -.00010 -.12782 -.00922 -.30204 .OOOI_ -.03894 -8.96900 .33626
100.200 199.860 -,04457 -,89769 -.00008 -.12763 -,00943 -.30185 .00005 -,03895 -8.96890 .33327
100.300 249.940 -.04570 -.90442 .00002 -.12836 -.00971 -.3040I -.00018 -.03942 -8,97520 .33793
99.940 300.100 -.04671 -.90508 .00010 -.12823 -.00944 -.30363 -.00034 -.03957 -8.97570 .33493
GRADJENT .00000 .00£00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAl42. AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 652
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT51B) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REYERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0800 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE : .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 511/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT ' CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.195 -2.504 -.OiB09 -.47044 .00982 -.05826 -.03005 -.1871B -.00833 -.02976 -.52950 4.I4360
140 o_ _n .01995 -.47132 -.05893 -.03245 -.18925 - ntnnu -.03142 - _1]-. _..4_ - .0090! ........... 4.!5150
-.474 |97.530 -.02203 -.47383 .00760 -.06040 -.03395 _.19089 -.0i030 -.03i70 -.53688 4.i5J60
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 512/ 0 RN/L = 1.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT Cf CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.009 I97.4B0 -.01996 -.47143 .00747 -.0604B -.02920 -.18602 -.OOBB7 -.03025 -.53594 4.14260
49.512 97,393 -.01840 -.46927 .00789 -.05997 -.02837 -.18500 -.00847 -.02983 -.53344 4.13760
49.735 -2.505 -.01614 -.46736 .00879 -.05912 m. O2898 -.18372 -.00764 -.02901 -.52994 4.13420
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 513/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.825 -2.694 -.01483 -.46567 .00825 -,059BI -.02615 -.18277 -.00654 -.02790 -.53010 4.13220
99.472 97.428 -,01763 -.46861 ,00823 -,05964 -.02584 -.18350 -.00655 -.0279I -.53216 4.13940
100.090 197.440 -.01923 -.47059 .00835 -.05958 -.02778 -.I8457 -.00744 -.02882 -.53290 4.14410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 514/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
201.030 197.380 -.01912 -.46917 .01046 -.0572B -.02995 -.18629 -.00621 -.02653 -.52699 4.13140
I98.350 97.435 -.01663 -.46715 .00974 -.05806 -.02837 -.18488 -.00439 -.02573 -.52725 4.|2640
200.530 -2.685 -.01404 -.46385 .00852 -.05918 -.02BB9 -.18295 -.00541 -.02672 -.52859 4.]2790
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI
DATE 25 JUL ?? ,,,42, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 653
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTSI9) ( 20 JUL 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = |258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = I290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF = 1290,3000'INCHES ZMRP' = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 200.000 . JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 547/ 0 RNtL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.456 -2.499 -.03469 -.88679 .00696 -.12044 -.04079 -.33286 -.00992 -.04BB8 -.94515 4.36340
-.342 97.397 -.03547 -.88694 .00527 -.12204 -.0399! -,33177 -.01088 -.049B1 -.94918 4.36510
,673 197.340. -,03850 -,88927 ,00389 -,1233|_ -,043!7 -.33479 -.0!3!0 -,05_99 - ........Q_Q _ _7_,_z =in
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 548/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.023 Igq.380 -.03642 -.88692 .00369 -.12347 -.03BOI -.32954 -.00940 -.04828 -.95340 4.36290
48.998 97.428 -.03568 -.88697 .00493 -.I2235 -.03707 -.32887 -.00800 -.04692 -.94940 4.35330
49.908 -2,625 -.03620 -.88638 .00685 -.|2026 -.03884 -.33026 -.00764 -.04651 -.94515 4,35700
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 549/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.150 -2.664 -.03474 -.B8523 .O07LI -.12005 -.036g0 -.32842 -.00642 -.0453L -.94349 4.34900'
99.459 97.432 -.03570 -.88481 .00587 -.12109 -.03602 -.32708 -.00597 -.04479 -.94710 4.34890
I00.240 I97.430 -.03783 -.88783 ,00499 -.12210 -.03610 -.32746 -.00643 -.04530 -.95042 4.35330
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 550/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT OYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
200.850 t97.420 -.03469 -.BB469 .00812 -.ttB96 -.03957 -.33093 -.00347 -.04233 -.94136 4.34820
199,850 97.410 -,03381 -.B840I .00826 -,11885 -.03905 -.33047 -,00356 -.04243 -.94065 4.34980
200.090 -2.681 -.03343 -.88268 .00890 -.11808 -.04If2 -.33222 -.00389 -.04272 -.93810 4.35360
GRADIENT .00000 100000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 654
IA142', O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT520) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF I290.3G00 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y © 200.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .OIDO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 583/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
-.I49 -2.491 -.048_4 -t.lOiIO .00674 -.15042 -,047_8 -.40705 -.01154 -.05929 -t.155IO 4.43620
-.9!4 97.408 -.0_79t -!,!02P n ,00529 -.!5208 -.0466! -.q0687 -,O!!OB -.05BBB -!.!5870 4.43480
-.087 t97.460 -,04888 -1.10270 .00423 -.15295 -.04758 -.40740 -.01]81 -.05956 -1.16260 4.43250
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 5841 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT " CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.742 197.420 -.04822 -I,103IO .00465 -.15284 -.04213 -.40266 -.00829 -.05614 -l. IBt40 4.41440
49,757 97.356 -.04723 -I.10300 .00591 -.15172 -.04246 -.40329 -.00795 -.05584 -!,!5860 4.4!890
49.959 -2.646 -.04598 -1.09280 .00713 -.14902 -.04304 -.40051 -.00878 -.05622 -1.14540 4.41940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 '.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 585/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.750 -2.613 -.04466 -1.09230 .00755 -.14886 -.04174 -.39980 -.00662 -.05415 -I.14660 4.41580
98.805 97.455 -.04545 -1.092"70 .00626 -.15010 -.03949 -.39742 -.00599 -.05350 -1.15050 4.41090
100,700 197.320 -.04736 -I.09700 .00548 -.15!23 -.03892 -.39767 -.00596 -.05358 -I.15390 4.41690
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 586/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
201.830 i97.410 -.04464 -I.09330 .00765 -.14892 -.04362 -.40203 -.00336 -.05094 -I.14590 4.40540
198.930 97.386 -.04363 -I.09280 .00790 -.14874 -.04413 -.40271 -.00347 -.05107 -I.14590 4.40780
201.650 -2.675 -.04271 -1.09210 .00957 -.14711 7.04728 -.40595 -.00375 -.05136 -1.14190 4.41450
GRADIENT Ovuvu .wwOwu
._uuuv .u_vuu .uuuvu ,uuuuu .uuuuu .UUUUU• .uuuuu.uvvu_
DATE 25 JUL 7_ IAI42, AEDC V4IA-K!A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 655
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT521) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - .000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 542.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 515/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.134 .388 -.02005 -.47075 .00389 -.06395 -.01711 -.17369 -.01293 -.03429 -.54329 2.22680
.225 100.280 -.0t983 -.47037 .OOG51 -,06730 -.01974 -,17526 -,01347 - -.03482 -.55166 2.23370
.339 200.340 -,02492 -.4749[ -.00328 -.07IOI -.02304 -.17938 -.0]362 -.03494 -.56390 2.23!70
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ;00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 516/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.652 200.400 -.01423 -.47103 -.00402 -.07275 -,01722 -.17584 -.00675 -.02836 -,55641 2.19380
48.833 _00.380 -.01220 -.45985 ..00178 -.06709 -.01447 -.17339 -.0[024 -.03190 -.55123 2.20590
49.300 .327 -.01068 -.45814 .00363 -.08520 -.0[148 -.17032 -.00942 -.03[07 -.54585 2.19830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 517/ 0 RN/L = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETA8
100.130 .303 -.00998 -.46726 ,00620 -.06261 -.01391 -.[7270 -.00751 -.02915 -.53857 2.[9800
99.705 [00.360 -.01015 -.46804 .00589 -.06301 -.01589 -.17488 -.00882 -.03048 -.53989 2.20480
100.810 200.370 -.00991 -.46823 -.00304 -.0"1201 -.01622 -.17536 -.00516 -.02684 -.56246 2. I9090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. fil8/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CY[ CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
201.480 200.210 -.01442 -.47240 -.00244 -.07135 -.01917 -.17820 -.0097[ -.0313B -.56336 2.20670
199.140 100.420 -.00686 -.46576 .00923 -.05982 -.01797 -.17731 -.00483 -.02654 -.53062 2.[9450
199.830 .168 -.00648 -.46495 .00895 -.06003 -.01862 -.17781 -.00495 -.02664 -.53087 2.19360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KtA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 656
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTSB2) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= .OOO BETAB = 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 55i/ 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
-.459 .295 -.04110 -.89942 .00451 -.12381 -.02804 -.32221 -,01054 -.04977 -.9BIA? 2.38880
-.005 I00.310 -.0396B -.90324 .00291 -.t2BI9 -.02831 -.32425 -.01007 -.04953 -.96931 2.38960
_512 200.290 -.0q032 ,90388 .00!25 .!2784 -.02863 -.3245B -.0!022 -.04967 -.9,4,v _.3o5,0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 552/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50,135 200.)50 -.02943 -.89864 .00163 -.}2692 -,02353 -.31800 ,00019 -.03B07 -.96257 2.35410
49.000 I00.400 -.03898 -.B9644 .00444 -,12375 -.02556 -.31944 -.00736 -.04655 -.96017 2.37680
50.005 .323 -.03969 -.89670 ,00587 -.]2226 -.02597 -.31969 -.00747 -.04664 -.95685 2,37900
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 553/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
IOO.l?O .2B? -.03702 -.89483 .OOB37 -.12187 -.02623 -.32022 -.00548 -.04469 -.95432 2.36910
100.480 I00,260 -.03791 -.B9627 .00519 -.12313 -.02490 -.31909 -.00547 -.04470 -.B5770 2.37290
I00,830 200.350 -.02885 -.eB689 .00413 -.12415 -.02174 -.31581 .00062 -.03859 -.95509 2.35290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 554/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
199.400 200,270 -.03224 -.BBOBl .00760 -.12076 -.02403 -.3182B -.00256 -.04180 .-.94974 2.36570
200.260 100,400 -.03549 -.89410 .00831 -.12005 _.02885 .32311 -.00439 -.04353 -.95001 2.37190
197,430 .197 -.03526 -.89444 .00990 -.11855 -.03218 -.32564 -.00474 -.04400 -.94582 2.38180
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DAtA PAGE 657
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT523) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .OOOO IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 587/ O RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.187 .472 -.04872 -1.09830 .00319 -.15350 -.02979 -.38850 -.00848 -.05609 -1.16160 2.44660
-,BIB I00,350 -.04828 -1.09940 .00282 -.15411 -.02948 , -.38873 -.00884 -.05G52 -1.16280 2.44910
.035 200.310 -.04758 -1.09910 .00254 -.15445 -.03028 -.38967 -.00966 -.05738 -1.J6340 2.45200
GRADIENT .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 588/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
53.189 200.050 -.04805 -1.09820 .00402 -.15277 -.02994 -.38887 -.00654 -.05418 -I.15950 2,441q0
50.255 100.330 -.04741 -1.09950 ,00397 -.153_I -.0278l -.3874l -.00623 -,05396 -1.15990 2.44110
50.50l ,254 -.04672 -1.09900 .0045l -.15280 -.02954 -,38919 -,00603 -.05377 -1.15940 2.440?0 '
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 588/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT " ALPHAB BETAB
98.655 .288 -.0434G -I.09770 .00476 -.15263 -,03040 -.39070 -.00422 -,05204 -I.15780 2.44020
98.Z85 I00.380 -.04589 -I.09890 .00402 -.15320 -.02842 -,38831 -.0043i -.05207 -1.16080 2.43390
102.250 200.290 -.D4271 -1.09740 .00447 -.15299 -.03015 -,39080 -.00506 -.05290 -I.15830 2.44390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 590/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH C.HT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.400 200.340 -.04000 -1.09470 .00742 -.15005 -.02872 -.38919 -.002S5 -.05079 -1.15010 2.43260
199.320 100.450 -.042IB -1.09560 .00828 -.t4899 -.03400 -._9401 -.00491 -.05269 -t.14930 2.44670
202.420 .232 -.04095 -l.09560 .00852 -._4894 -.03504 -.39550 -.00577 -.05361 -1.14760 2.44470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4]A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 658
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT5241 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB 2.000
OREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = i50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 ffACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 5191 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.045 .370 -.01302 -.47296 .00765 -.06156 -.01946 -.17915 -.00974 -.03150 -.53925 2.22540
.045 100.290 -.01730 -.47666 ,00505 -,06407 -.02208 -.18157 -.01045 -.03218 -.54787 2.22B)0
-.OB7 200.420 -.0|869 -.47804 .00435 -.06_76 -.02390 -.18339 -.0|048 -.03221 -.55057 2.23230
GRADIFNT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 520/ 0 RN/L = |.52 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.361 200.340 -.02242 -.48329 ,00445 -.06489 -.02659 7.18659 -.00965 -.03144 -.5543] 2.23440
49.453 100.420 -.01989 -.48029 .00388 -,06539 -.02214 -.18199 -.00839 -.03016 -.55359 2.21930
49.487 .268 -.01743 -.47837 .0065G -.06280 -.02284 -.18287 -.00849 -.03029 -.54584 2.22350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 52I/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.829 .356 -.0]514 -.47660 .00682 -,06261 -,02149 -.IBI68 -.00713 -.02895 -.54451 2.22240
99.547 100.420 -.01784 -.47867 .00584 -.06350 -.02266 -.18265 -.00570 -.02749 -.54B03 2.21270
I00.400 200.260 -,01934 -.4812B .00649 -.06301 -.02534 -.18570 -.00825 -.03010 -.54817 2.22510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 522/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
201.160 200.250 -.01516 -.47666 .00871 -.06073 -.02663 -.IBGB5 -.00628 -.02810 -.53944 2.22050
188.570 I00.320 -.01413 -.47510 .00848 -.06088 -.02593 -.18596 -.00509 -.02689 -.53931 2.21690
200.500 .236 -.013]0 -.47383 .0083B -.06098 -.02503 -.1850l -.00600 -.02779 -.53880 2.21850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 659
i,IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, "BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT525) ( 20 JUL "/7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 555/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.25t .353 -.04155 -,91773 .00716 -.123B1 -.03426 -.33446 -.01134 -,05135 -.97336 2.39930
-.662 100.390 -.04211 -.91466 .00523 -.12520 -,03411 -.33308 -.01067 -.05052 -.9751I 2.39620
-.079 200.270 -.04206 -.90397 ,00330 -.12556 -.03332 -.32870 -.01014 -.04952 -.95885 2.39000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOGO0 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 556/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.756 200.320 -.03892 -.B9760 .00442 -.12395 -.02718 -.32147 -.00548 -.04573 -.96032 2.37570
49.943 I00.380 -.03864 -.901]6 .00615 -,I22B0 -.02866 -.32425 -_O070B -.04649 -.959g0 2.37670
48.955 .I72 -.03891 -.89596 .00733 -.12080 -.02988 -.32362 -.00842 -.04759 -.B5317 2.37970
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5571 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I00.740 ,IBO -.03577 -.89615 .O07BO -.12083 -.02861 -.32347 -.00639 -.04570 -.95296 2.37770
99.659 i00.240 -.03649 -.89786 .00642 -.12235 .-.02742 -.32262 -.00562 -.04498 -.95695 2.37150
99.818 200.350 -.03716 -.89755 .00559 -.12304 -.02661 -.321.47 -.00543 -.04475 -.95978 2.37220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5581 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
A, =_AZ X CN r_.'r r. _ r, _T rv CYT nv,., .-.v_.,_- ,_LPn,_B BETAB
202.420 200.200 -_.03403 -.89606 .00855 -. |2023 -.03172 -.32714 -.00322 -.04262 -.9508[ 2.37030
199.650 100.250, -.03394 -.89413 .00882 -.11977 -.03178 -.32658 -.00346 -,04276 -.B4977 2.37410
200.170 .211 -.03330 -.B9485 .00978 -. 11B02 -.03355 -.32881 -.00341 -.04278 -.94705 2.37200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 660
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT526} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X9 ALPHA .DOD BETA = .000
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O00D IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = i290.3000 XNCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y I50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .DIDO HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 591/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
-.052 ,398 -.05033 -I.10260 .00597 -.15113 -.03559 -.39521 -.01051 -.05824 -1.15810 2.45230
-I. 100 100.350 -.04955 -I.10220 ,00508 -.I5208 -.03556 -.39544 -.00912 -.05697 -',.,598_' n 2.443?0
-._=c =Ou._uO -.0_8_8 -I.10090 .uu3=_ -.15318 -,03_87 -.39455 -.00859 -.05633 -1.16220 2.44350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 592/ 0 RN/L = !.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.965 200.300 -.04684 -1.09930 ,00478 -,15235 -.03078 -.39048 -.00606 -.05380 -1.15950 2.43380
49.794 100.290 -.04726 -I.IOO80 .00562 -.15167 -.03163 -.39170 -.00652 -.0543I -1.15760 2.43560
50,803 .262 -.04766 -1.10130 .00660 -.15070 -.03164 -.39174 -.00758 -.05537 -I.t5550 2.43850
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 593/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.481 .204 -.04455 -1.09780 .00688 -.15037 -.03278 -.39276 -.00568 -.05346 -1.15260 2.43250
99.569 100.320 -.04381 -I,09720 .00592 -.I5135 -.08034 -.39035 -,00519 ".05297 -I.t5510 2.42800
99.984 200.240 -.04446 -1.09720 .00552 -.I5164 -.02982 -.38961 -.00503 -.05278 -I.15610 2.42700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 594/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200,320 200.230 -.04286 -t.09650 .00762 -.14969 -.03549 -.39559 -.00362 -.05141 -1.15010 2.43240
198.290 100.380 -.04183 -1.09540 .00843 -.I4885 -.03594 -.39600 -.00348 -,05t27 -I.14750 2.42920
200.990 .237 -.04198 -1.09510 .00980 -.14743 -.03930 -.39922 -.00427 -,05204 -1.i4410 2.43870
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42o AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 661
• IA]42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LMT5B?I ( 20 JUL 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAS - .000 BETAS = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500 -
RUN NO. 523/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.145 -.142 -,0174t -.48153 .00034 -,06849 -.00708 -.16819 .00075 -.02119 -.56449 .18514
-.924 99.7[8 -.01748 -.48178 -.00085 -.07070 -.00449 7.I6566 .00271 -.01824 -.56789 .17645
-.902 199.820 -.01708 -.48140 -.00098 -.07083 -.00508 -.16825 .001_7 -.02048 -.56788 ,i8352
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 524/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
50.375. 199.780 -.01776 -.48185 .00069 -.06913 -.00449 -.16557 .00179 -.02015 -.56408 .18542
50.453 99.832 -,01784 -,48203 ,00157 -,06825 -,00496 -.16605 .00t84 -,02010 -.56200 .I8563
50,246 -,344 -,0t815 -,48202 °00218 -.0676! -.009!! -.17013 -.00114 -.02307 -.56047 .I9333
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO, 525/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS 8ETA8
[01.580 -.195 -,01568 -.48029 ,00387 -.06603 -,00952 -.17078 -.0015! -.02347 -.55545 .19649
98.633 99.71I -.0168I -.48116 .00297 -.06689 -.00',$8 -.16586 .00124 -.02071 -.55809 .18379
99.921 199.940 -.01586 -.48067 .00229 -.06764 -.00436 -.16570 .00R25 -.01972 -.55952 .17774
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00800 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 526/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
199.370 199.850 -,01104 -.47273 _00602 -.06345 -.00467 -.I6495 .00216 -.01967 -.54428 .i8189
200.410 99.809 -.01090 -,47319 .00670 -.06285 -,00787 -.16845 -.00052 -.02237 -.54304 .19331
199.650 -.132 -.01058 -.47188 .00757 -,06184 -,0129I -,17308 -.00341 -.02522 -.5385I .19935
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 862
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT528} { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHA8 = .000 BETA8 .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OiO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 559/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-1.868 -.124 -.04117 -.90359 .00186 -.12707 -.02470 -.32025 -.00794 -.04734 -.97287 .37474
' _ _ _=.893 ._5, -.89809 .00128 -.127_7 _ 7,=_u nnu_= .... _ _n==
_. 3= .- _= " -.02064 ...... - ...... - OUUl _ .9,_ .36801
-.132 199.840 -.03263 -.89452 .00162 -.12723 -.01669 -.31205 -.00209 -.04147 _.96815 .35475
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,DO000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 560/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
51.572 199.780 -.03723 -.89701 .00251 -.12647 -.01489 -.31056 -.00189 -.04131 -.98764 .35147
49.565 99.84| -.03552 -.89859 .00268 -.12635 -.01833 -.31411 -.00307 -.04251 -.96741 .35697
49.445 -,250 -.04074 -.90379 .00267 -.12635 -.02159 -.31736 -.00518 -.04462 -o97108 .36688
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 561/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
97.085 -.Ill -.03429 -.89738 .00547 -.12356 -.01937 -.31515 -.00556 -.04500 -.96013 .36776
97.758 99.837 -.03374 -.89838 .00416 -.12510 -.01660 -.31291 -.00379 -,04330 -.96372 .36288
102.480 199.690 -.03590 -.89862 .00312 -.12585 -.01432 -.30997 -.00142 -.04084 -.96718 .35305
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 562/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
198.150 199.720 -.03481 -.89871 .00687 -.12228 -.01458 -.31064 -.00147 -.04095 -.95724 .35005
200.540 99,764 -.03473 -.89833 .00818 -.12093 -.01717 -.31312 -.00400 -.04346 T.95467 .36065
199.070 -.323 -.03518 -.89828 .00835 -.12067 -.00981 -.30558 -.00109 -.04052 -.95430 .34724
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O • .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 !A142o AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 663
IA142, O/ET N/sRBs SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT529) ( 20 JUL 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1258,5000 IN, X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .ooO0 IN. YB ALPHAS = .009 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB " - Y .OOO JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 595/ 0 RN/L = 1._4 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
1.440 99,77! -.04349 -I.09670 .00098 -.I5626 -.02695 -.38691 -.00592 -.05369 -I._6730 .43569
.2Z6 199.800 -.04042 -I,09380 .00]40 -.15587 -.02290 -.38291 -.00416 -.05194 -I.16400 .42777
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5971 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
48, I90 -200,260 -.04479 -1.09700 .00110 -,15599 -.02832 -.38793 -.00401 -.05174 -1 16520 .42896
47.898 -.109 -.04562 -I.09650 .00207 -.15482 -.02030 -,37947 -.00257 -,05024 -I 163t0 .41737
51.782 49,843 -,04855 -1.09910 .00020 -.15665 -.02659 -.38566 -.00472 -.05238 -I 16960 .4295!
#B.462 99.920 -.04587 -1.08710 .00199 -,15495 -.02567 -.38495 -.00557 -.05326 -I 16350 .42942
51.411 199,730 -.04215 -I.09350 .00198 -.15499 -.02log -.38035 -.00304 -.05074 -1 16140 .41923
47.954 399.960 -.04226 -1.09470 .00150 -.1555Z -.01804 -.37775 -.00207 -.0h981 -I 15270 .4144I
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 o00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 598/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRAOIENI INTERVAL = -5.05/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
102.130 399.970 -.046|1 -1.09790 .00261 -.15442 -.01678 -.37626 -.00132 -.04903 -1.16250 .41152
99,034 t99,820 -.04557 -1.09680 .00261 -.15433 -.01905 -.37833 -.00299 -.05068 -1,16210 ,41766
97.471 99.956 -,04933 -I.IO040 .00115 -.15577 -.02410 -.Z8332 -.00445 -.05212 -I,16840 .42554
99.723 49.919 -.04884 -I.10[20 .00192 -.15520 -.02123 -.3809] -.00395 -.0516B -1.16620 .42363
I00.750 -.157 -.04909 -I.09950 .00345 -.t5337 -.02019 -.37919 -.00287 -.05052 -I.16220 .41822
99,664 -200.230 -.04U49 -1 n9700 .00200 -.15514 -.02896 -.38869 -.00439 -.05214 -i.16340 .42577
GRADIENT .0000_ .O_OnO .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 599/ 0 RN/L = t.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
198.150 -200,210 -.0407l -1.09490 00298 -.15440 -.02488 -.38515 -.00113 -.04894 -!.!6270 _nuo
197.750 -.I78 -.04822 -I.t0350 .00584 ",15171 -.01302 -.37368 -,00212 -.04999 -1.15990 ,41231
198.910 49.804 -.05246 -I.10670 .00484 -.15255 -.00985 -.37014 -.00214 -,04996 -1.16500 .41002
200.730 99.951 -.04383 -1.09930 .00515 -.15242 -.02315 -.38387 -.00662 -.05449 -I.15910 .43205
197.970 199,930 -.04567 -1.10070 .00602 -.I5149 -.01779 -,37835 -.00243 -.05028 -I.15830 ._1692
198,550 399.920 -.04848 -l.lOZ20 .00503 -.15244 -.01679 -,37727 -.00157 -.0494I -1.16230 .41219
GRAOI_NT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn
DATE 25 JUL 7"1 f" I_2, AEDS "7 1A-K_.A, TAEULATED E'C'URCE D.LT'. ;'AGE GSq
iAi_+2_ OiEf [WSR!35 SEPARATING, 20T',4 SRB J,LTS Ci,: (LV'i530) C 20 JUL '_"/ i
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. >1B ,:,LP'HA = .'DO0 BETA = .COO
LREF = [290.3000 iNCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = .000
_qREF = 1290_3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 !!,L ZB Y _ 50.000 JET ,_C = _k2.000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 52"// 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.130 -.i75 -.02249 -.47226 .00i85 -.0£584 -.0!502 -.t7128 -.01059 03190 -.54989 19791
-.512 99.750 -.01542 -.46619 .O001I -.06774 -.00530 -.I6189 .00427 -t
-.01709 -.55072 .14488
.i65 i99.740 -.0}794 -.46894 -.0024i -.07029 -.00469 -.i6!37 .00604 -.0;532 -,55858 .]3983
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 528/ 0 RN/L = ].52 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.I07 199.830 -.01479 -.N6553 -.00018 -.05802 -.00463 -.i6122 .00634 -.01501 -.55128 .]4223
50.533 99.884 -.0|274 -.46390 .00156 -.06634 -.00539 -.I6212 .00526 -,01511 -.54587 .I4143
49.62I -.166 -.01907 -,47007 .00307 -.06481 -.01485 -.17152 -.01001 -.03137 -,54607 ,!9i79
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 529/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
|02.090 -.303 -.01743 -.46810 .00387 -,06396 -.01753 -.17409 -.00852 -.02987 -.54264 ,18638
97.987 99.824 -.01258 -.46441 .004[4 -.06386 -.00557 -.I6252 .00478 -.01662 -.54002 .I4240
99.684 199.800 -.01456 -,46367 ,00331 -.06428 -.00410 -.16010 .00515 -.015}3 -.54074 .i3338
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 530/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.460 199.740 ' -.0|390 -.46233 .00656 -.06094 -.00760 -.!6340 ,0000! -.02124 -.53151 .15529
200.660 99.805 -.01556 -.46312 .00566 -.06171 -.01172 -.16722 -.00302 -.02423 -.53418 .16460
I99.230 -.240 -.01207 .-.46060 ,00745 -.06006 -.01479 -.17063 -.00446 -.02572 -,52769 .17236
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000. .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142o A_bC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 685
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT531) ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP , = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB= .000 BETAB = .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0008 IN. Z8 Y = 50.0_0 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 553/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.241 -.044 -.04206 -.90708 .00427 -.12505 -.01663 -.31308 -.00684 -.04838 -.97012 .34866
-.285 98.7t8 -.04250 -.90827 .00285 -.I2658 -.01942 -.31611 -.00838 -.04794 -.9737_ .3548I
2.854 I99.680 -.03526 -.90038 .0000! -.I2932 -.01720 -.31356 .O021B -.03735 -.W7665 .32362
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 564/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT • CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
50.552 i99.650 -.03370 -.BggoB .00198 -.12739 -.01544 -.3II99 .00289 -.03665 -.97]06 .32210
47.906 99.887 -.04258 -.90770 .00235 -.t2898 -.0180_ -.31447 -.00662 -.04814 -.27552 .34929
48.872 -.166 -.04125 -.90730 .00380 -.12587 -.0;900 -.31577 -.0048_ -.04421 -.97t38 .34812
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5651 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
99.439 -.31_ -.03713 -.9035e .00459 -.12495 -.02111 -.31802 -.00286 -.04244 -.98728 .34182
iOi.ilO 99.816 -.03329 -.90004 .00480 -.i2478 -.0i940 -.3164I -.00208 -.04]68 -.88465 .33528
I00.400 199.790 -.03237 -.89926 .00468 -.12490 -.01474 -.31180 .00270 -.03690 -.96479 .32250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 568/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
199.420 199.800 -.03343 -.89732 .00813 -.12102 -.01797 -.31402 -.00115 -.04062 -.95344 .33212
199.450 99.825 -.03272 -.89602 .00880 -.12026 -.02208 -.31792 -.00449 -.04393 -.95175 .34593
200.900 -,205 -.02889 -.89215 .0;026 -.11883 -.02349 -.31940 -.00306 -.0425l -.9#555 .34313
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 6@6
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVT532) [ 20 JUL 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 5690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 8ETA _ ' .000
LREF _290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = .000 8ETAB =BREF = (290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z6 v .000
5CAL_ = .O!O0 . 50.000 JET PC = _nO OnOMACH = 4.500 .....
RUN NO. 600/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYt CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAS
-.259 400.020 -.04368 -l.lOl90 .00037 -.1576[ -.02059 -.38194 -.00148 -.0_947 -i. I7320 .417[8
-1.369 [99.900 -.05[20 -1.10650 .00185 -.15600 -.02581 -.38715 -.00894 -.05689 -I.]7430 .43306
/ 1.020 9£.£79 -.05t7_ -!.!0930 .00!!7 -.1567] -.02D98 -._823_ -.0064Z -.05443 -t.;7660 .42294
-.407 49.804 -.05057 -1.I0900 .00157 -.15645 -.02163 ~.38336 -.00590 -.05391 -1.17470 .42347
_.107 -.20'7 -.049t/ -1.10860 00[98 -._5618 -.0937_ ~.3857$ -.00516 -.053[7 -i.I7270 .42126
-}.186 -200.270 -.03889 -I.09720 .00406 -.15393 -.03I£4 -.Z9350 -.0ll55 -.05954 -!.]6]]D .44608
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ' ,00000 -0gOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -00000
RUN NO. 60|/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADXEN] INTERVAL _= -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
5|.732 -200_250 -.04088 -I.09980 .00235 -.]5577 -.02779 ~.38967 -.00762 -.05565 -I.16710 .4.3506
50.523 -.264 -.04579 -[.[0500 .00235 -.15579 -.02488 -.38685 -.00284 -.05088 -I.17030 .4]630
50.646 49.840 -.04992 -1.I0970 .00129 -.I5692 -.02497 -.387[4 -.00435 -.05241 -l.[7600 .4206[
49.217 99.885 -.05126 -I.ll030 .00122 -.15689 -.02342 -.38535 -.00501 -.05304 -f.17690 .42117
48.767 199.860 -.04295 -I.I0220 .LOIS2 -.15632 -.02373 -.38544 -.00207 -.05011 -].16960 .41494
48.489 399.930 -.04234 -1.10080 .OOE2S -.15574 -.01807 -.37981 -.00119 -.04919 -1.16850 .40844
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 602I 0 RN/L = [.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
|Ol. ISO 399.950 -.04197 -].10230 .00335 --15495 -.0[740 -.37977 .0003I -.04778 -1.16580 .39910lOl.O?O [99.800 -.04105 -l.09980 .00430 -.15375 -.02[16 -.38298 .00042i00.220 99.896 _ 7=, _l -.04759 -1.I6290 .40162
.04_ .10220 .00376 -.[54_0 -.02534 -.387!6 -.00302 -.05103 -!.16570 .4!394
102.900 49.771 -.03603 -I.09570 .00666 -.15154 -.02366 -.38579 -.00050 -.04356 -I.I5420 .40768
97.869 -._35 -.03540 -I.OB4SO .00768 -.15049 -.02245 -.38483 -.00101 -.04906 -I.[5090 .40835
10[.890 -200.190 -.04134 -I.I0060 .00550 -.15564 _.02423 -.38922 -.00643 - 05447 -I I6790GRAO[ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _n_ _nnnn _nnnn " " ,42792
nnn_n _nmn nn_nn
.uuuuu ,uuuu_ ,uu_vu .uuu_u ,uuuuu _uuvuv
RUN NO. 603/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 ORADIENI INTERVAL = -b. OO/ 5.UU
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
199.800 -200-230 -.03967 -l.09950 .O04SI -.15341 -.03II7 -.39337 -.00672 -.05478 -1.16120 .42997
196.990 -.135 -.0340[ -1.09340 .00863 -.14952 -.02646 -.38848 -.00132 -.04936 -I.14830 .41037
199.530 49.895 -.03457 -I.09370 .00797 -.15014 -.02664 -.38858 -.00287 -.05090 -1.15020 .41957
!98.280 99.85! -.04024 -_.10080 .00787 -.15047 -.02918 -.39063 -.00412 -.05222 -I.15420 .42410
200.280 |99.870 -.04324 -I.I04[0 .00700 -.15]37 -.05476 -,3873l -.00323 -.05134 -I.;5830 .41919
_97.380 399.940 -.04069 -l.10140 .00676 -.15]59 -.02054 -.38_04 .00062 -.04748 -1.15770 .40102
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 85 JUL 77 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 667
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT5331 ( BO JUL ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .DO00 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = _.500
RUN NO, 531/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
-.140 -.178 -.02224 -.47066 .00354 -.06396 -.0!397 -.I6977 -.01010 -.03135 -.54413 .IB04B
.116 99.759 -.02217 -.47048 .00052 -.06696 -.0163I -.1V20? -.01088 -.03213 -.55153 .18928
.783. IBS.840 -.02554 -.47_24 -.00368 -.07122 -.Olg5B -.17545 -.01093 -.03219 -.56395 .18697
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 532/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00I 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT AI_'HA8 BETAS
50.073 199,760 -.02015 -.46912 -.00324 -.07081 -.01637 -.t7236 -.00629 -.02757 -,55995 .16750
48.301 99.811 -.01902 -.46705 .0018I -.06553 -.0148I -._7047 -.00837 '-.02960 -.54625 .18138
_9.544 -.240 -.01830 -.46637 .00401 -.06344 -.0i197 -.I5765 -.0067I . -.02794 -.54066 .16673
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 53Z/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
99.881 -.I77 -.01274 -.46199 ,00602 -,06160 -.01222 -.16830 -.0063? -,02766 -.53268 .l?IOl
99.854 99.756 -.01419 -.46380 .00597 -.06170 -.01426 -.17045 -.00804 -.02934 -,53403 .17874
100.300 199.810 -.01664 -.46565 -.00250 -.07009 -.01627 -.17227 -.00361 -.02489 -.55613 .16034
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 534/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
202.460 199.780 -.02076 -.47048 -.00103 -.06872 -.01804 -.17428 -.00835 -.02966 -.55534 .17270
I98.720 99.907 -.01088 -.45959 .00898 -;05856 -.01460 -.Iq349 -.00411 -.02537 -.52412 .16900
199.680 -.310 -.00904 -.45816 .00846 -.05914 -.01766 -,17369 -.00444 -.02572 -.52431 .16829
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAl42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 668
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT534) ( BO JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA P,RAHETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA : .000 BETA = .000LREF = 5L::_3D.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 [N_ YB ALPHA9 ,000 BETA9 _ .OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC © i225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 567/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
,448 -.067 -.04130 -,90680 .00628 -.12355 -.02503 -.35963 -.00833 -.04788 -.95400 ,33925
-.604 99.?_ -.04071 -.90447 .004_2 -,[2430 -,02222 -.31822 -.00751 -.04698 -.96726 .33607
.716 569.790 -.03935 -.90393 .00262 -.]2663 -.02318 -.35946 -.60830 -,04780 -.97245 .34513
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00006 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00060 .00000
RUN NO. 568/ 0 RNIL : 5.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X . CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
55.56_ 169.720 -,03504 -.69653 .00299 -.52651 -,05860 -.31519 .00349 -.03605 -.96685 .30635
47,955 99.830 -.03728 -,90357 .00604 -.52340 -.01959 -.35632 -.00555 -.64507 -.96272 .33089
49.794 -.274 -.03646 -.90567 .00720 -.12215 -.05995 -.31642 -.00576 -.04536 -.95932 .33582
GRADIENT .06066 .00000 .06006 ..60000 .00006 .00600 .00000 .00000 .06600 ,06000
RUN NO; 569/ 0 RN/L : 1.64 GRADIENT INTERVAL= -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
105.370 ' -.596 -.03276 -.89835 .00733 -.12209 -,02555 -.35977 -.00402 -.04356 -.9570? .32658
98.888 39,853 -.03483 -.90025 .00658 -.12279 -.01956 -.355q2 -.00380 -.04334 -,95982 .32273
101.250 199.810 -.03365 -.88854 .66512 -.12263 -.0)829 -.35115 .00266 -,03646 -.95260 .30452
GRADIENT .00600 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00006 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 570/ 0 RN/L = 5.5N GRADIENT 5NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
198.900 599,790 -.63553 -.89289 .00923 -.5t954 -.05866 -.35385 -.00032 -.03968 -,9_9N3 .31324
598.630 99.723 -.03591 -.89485 .00953 -.55947 -.02453 -.31984 -.00279 -.04222 -:94905 .32479
200.560 -.277 -.03001 -.8947I .01534 -.51793 -.02770 -.32403 -.06299 -.04250 -.94385 .32812
no*nlcLIT nnnnn nnANn A_Nn_ NAAAA - nAAAA AAAAA .0000Q AAAAA AADAA _NANN
DATE 25 JIIL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA 'PAGE 669
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT535) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA "" PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAS = .000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8041 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.930 400,020 -.04588 -I 10630 -.00073 -.15904 -.02089 -,38328 .00179 -.04630 -1 18040 .39374
-,982 I99.690 -.05024 -1 11040 ,00356 -.|5472 -.02659 -.38890 -.00889 -.05497 -I I7150 .41908
-!.002 99.932 -.05022 -1 lll30. .00395 -.!5446 -.02391 -.38853 -.00538 -.05448 -1 I7150 .41437
-.285 49.926 -.04947 -I 10930 .00413 -.I5408 -.02261 -,38478 -.00663 -,05469 -I 17060 .41578
.414 -.148 -.04938 -I 10980 ,0046I -.15370 -.02303 -.38542 -.00703 -.05512 -I i6920 .41707
.391 -200,390 -.04581 -I 10710 .01039 -.14805 -.03316 -.39584 -.01376 -,06189 -I 15280 ,43926
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 605/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CtM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
49.618 -200.350 -,04101 -I.10310 .00955 -.14901 -.03152 -.39447 -.01072 -.05888 -I,i5240 .43013
48.562 .007 -.04574 -I.I0800 .00482 -,15376 -.02510 -.38810 -.00481 -.05298 -i.16680 .41285
49. I73 49.853 -.04624 -I.10700 .00469 -.15366 -.02379 -.38628 -+00484 -.05295 -1.16730 +4II92
49.804 99.694 -.04664 -i.10800 .00466 -.15380 -.02282 -.38554 -.00482 -.05295 -1.I6810 .41454
51.026 199.890 -.04668 -I.I0830 .C0448 -.15400 -.02500 -.38778 -.00452 -.05266 -I.]6840 ,41372
50.552 399.970 -.04434 -t.]0550 ,00073 -.15769 -.0195! -.38216 ,002_2 -.04580 -1,]7630 .39145
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 606/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
101.430 399.950 -.04128 -1.10340 .00389 -.15466 -.01773 -.38070 .00241 -,04576 -I.16720 .38842
i03.040 i99.930 -.03975 -i.10240 .00519 -.15345 -.02462 -.38776 -.00290 -.05i08 -i.i63i0 .40774
99.478 99.866 -.04348 -].]0520 .00488 -.]5363 -.02432 -.38715 -.00237 -.05052 -1,]6590 .40437
100.760 49.783 -.04327 -1.10620 .0049] -.15378 -.02555 -.38980 -.00262 -.05083 -1.16550 .40426
100.400 -.167 -.04282 -I.I0480 .00512 -.15342 -.02667 - 38957 -.00277 -,05093 -t.16480 .40717
98.583 -_00.330 -.03673 -I,09920 .00879 -.I4982 -,03070 -.39379 -.00898 -.05716 -I.15250 ;43182
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 607/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
201.810 -200.3]0 -.03578 -1.09860 .00976 -.I4890 -.03509 -.39828 -.00865 -.05685 -l.]4990 .43273
198.800 -.186 -.03855 -1.10190 .OlOIO -.14863 -.02968 -.39304 -.00303 -.05124 -I.15090 .41697
200.140 99.909 -.03997 -l.10320 .00904 -.14969 -.02927 -,39260 -.00304 -.05125 -I.[5460 141516
200.780 199.870 -.04091 -I.I0400 .00827 -.15044 -.02488 -.38819 -.00126 -.04947 -t.15700 .40548
198.410 399.850 -.0_861 -l. IOIBO .00835 -.]5038 -.02156 , -.38491 .00133 -.04688 -I.15530 .39602
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
{DATE 25 JUL ?? [A142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 670
IAI42, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVT536I ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREr = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= .000 BETAS - -2.000
6REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 |N. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 535/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT 'INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
-.741 -4.179 -.01956 -.46995 .00050 -.06729 -.00303 -.15950 .00232 -.01902 -.55243 -I.85490
-.163 95.802 -,02t61 -,47279 -,00094 -,06885 -.00046 -.05720 .00497 -,0!640 -,55720 -!,85890
-1.206 i95.840 -.02317 -,47356 -.00089 -,06868 -.00196 -.I584N .00329 -.01605 -.5579_ -i.65500
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 536/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
50.543 195.800 -.02119 -.47268 .00078 -.06717 -.00196 -.]5880 .00442 -.01697 -,55344 -1.85610
50.564 95.756 -.01961 -.47138 .00127 -.06673 -.00139 -.15833 .00380 -.01760 -.55103 71.85660
50.426 -4.299 -.01835 -.46957 .0024I -.06550 -.0060_ -.16279 ,00026 -.02111 -.54735 -|.84540
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 537/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
|01.690 -4.273 -.01586 -.46736 .00427 -,06368 -.00622 -.I6306 .0006l -,02077 -.54147 -l.84280
98.410 95.763 -.0173] -.46929 .00382 -.06420 -.00138 -,15838 .00312 -.01829 -.54403 -1.85460
99.628 195.730 -.01735 -.46892 .00306 -.06490 -.00147 -.15833 .00500 -.0;638 -.54570 -1.86120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 538/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
199.280 I95.880 -.0t|54 -.46376 .00646 -,06160 -.00135 -.I5843 .00375 -.0i767 -.53380 -1.84980
200.330 95.810 -.01159 -.46356 .00736 -.06066 -.00499 -.16199 .00077 -.02063 -.53140 -1.84250
200.070 -4.I23 -.0103I -.46241 .00809 -.05996 -.00995 -.16699 -.00179 -.02320 -.52886 -1.83850
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
7DATE 85 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 671
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT537} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA - .800
LREF = 1290.30D0 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - .000 8ETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3080 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 571/ 0 RN/L - 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-I.137 -4.133 -.03983 -.89668 .00226 -.12584 -.02044 -.3141I -.00789 -.04705 -.96509 -1.63910
.763 95.846 -.03748 -.89416 .00182 -.12626 -,01559 -.30921 -.00389 -.04304 -.96442 -1.66000
.505 195.700 -.03638 -.893t? .00208 -o!260_ -,0!167 -=30533 -,00086 -.04002 -.96346 -!.66800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN N_. 572/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
5I.'948 195.790 -.03778 -.89487 .00292 -.12522 -.01183 -.30539 -.00018 -.03935 -.98259 -1.66450
50.722 95.867 -.03603 -.89370 .00338 -,12484 -.01_30 -.30825 -,00089 -,04009 -.96044 -1.66380
481106 -4.198 -.03628 -.89334 .00372 -.12442 -.01866 -.31240 -.00318 -.04236 -.95978 -I.65280
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 573/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
BB.7Bl -4.253 -.03470 -.89196 .00626 -.12t90 -.01697 -.31078 -.00307 -.04225 -.95267 -I.65270
100.740 95.830 -.03613 -.89307 .00501 -.123II -.01335 -,30q05 -.0005I -.03967 -.95664 -1.56220
lOt.W70 |95.650 -.03892 -.89607 .00376 -.12438 -.OlI3I -.30509 .00065 z.03862 -.96129 -I.66030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 574/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
lgB,610 !95.800 -.03364 -.89f17 .00769 -.I2051 -.01220 -,30610 .O001t -.03908 -.94860 -1,65660
200.700 95.866 -,0323I -.89034 .00868 -.11959 -.01495 -.30903 -.00]82 -,04104 -.945q5 -l.65410
199. I50 -4.269 -.02490 -.88238 .00777 -.I2042 -.01307 -.30695 .00253 -.03665 -.94330 -1.66390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? IAI42, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 672
IAI4B. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT538) ( BO JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .GO0 BETA .000
LREF [290.3000 INCHES YHRP _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 _ .OO0 BETA9 -2.000
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .O00O IN, ZB Y = .000 JET PC = i500.000
SCALE = .0_00 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 608/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-2.125 -4,098 -.04222 -1,10830 -.00006 -.15920 -.01736 -.38165 -.00169 -.05003 -1.18060 -1.57840
1,414 95.834 -.04591 -_._!020 .00!72 -.!57!6 -.02260 -._8629 -.0051_ -.05_42 -I,!7830 -I.56_70
1.751 195.820 -,04417 -I.10920 .00207 -.15693 -.01895 -.38290 -.00293 -.05122 -1.17640 -1.57240
GRAD[ENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 609/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.760 I95.820 -.04547 -I.11090 .00262 -.15643 -.01772 -.38180 -.00142 -.04973 -1.17590 -1.57730
51.920 95.878 -,04606 -!.!1090 .00268 -.15629 -.02222 -.38609 -.00366 -.05194 -I,17550 -1.56820
51.103 -4.100 -.04099 -1.10670 ,00250 -.15660, -.01662 -,38079 -.00055 -.04887 -I.]7370 -1.58200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .O0000
RUN NO. 610/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.700 -4.255 -.04641 -I.llIlO .00431 -.15464 -.01683 -.38067 ,00036 -.04792 -I.17280 -1.58580
98.464 95.864 -.04677 -1.11300 .00388 -.15529 -.01389 -.37823 .00024 -.04811 -1.17420 -1.58440
101._40 195.860 -.04744 -1.11300 .00315 -.15592 -.01666 -.38077 -.00059 -.04890 -I.17680 -1.58160
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 611/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
197.190 195.760 -.04487 -l.IlOlO .00640 -.15262 -.01586 -.37985 -.00082 -.04912 -I.16710 -1.58000
201.390 95.935 -.04083 -1.10750 .00638 -,15286 -.02485 -.38935 -.00401 -.05238 -1.16460 -1.56640
198.290 -4.213 -.03955 -I.I0530 .00616 -.15294 -.01648 -.38066 ,OOll] -.04721 -I.16460 -1.58790
GRADIENT .00000 ...............................vuuuu uuuuu .uuuuu .00000 .O00OO .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .00000
DATE 25 jUL 77 IAI48. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 673
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING_ BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT539] { 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y " 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 539/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.lie -4.104 -.02118 -.47394 .00261 -.06553 -.00753 -.16479 -.00800 -.02944 -.55003 -I.82670
-.965 95.816 -.01501 -.46810 .00085 -.06734 .00278 -,15460 .00625 -.01520 -.55101 -1.87050
.900 195.740 -.0!957 -.47286 -.OO!!9 -.0594! .OO!2B -.156!7 .00745 -.01402 -.55902 -1.87570
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 540/ 0 RN/L = ].52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.950 195,740 -,0[713 ".47032 .00085 -.06755 -.00058 -.15800 .00773 -.01373 -.55282 -I.87670
49.874 95.869 -.0|472 -.46776 .00171 -.06547 -.00057 -.15793 .00768 -,01377 -.54878 -1.87340
50,030 -4.200 -.0i528 -.46885 .00441 -.06385 -.007]7 -.16471 -.00773 -.02920 -,54256 -1.82910
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 541/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00i 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
100.570 -4.314 -.01247 -.46564 .00767 -.06053 -.01011 -.16751 -.00734 -,02880 -°53254 -!,82480
99.953 95.661 -,01528 -,46846 ,00457 -.06364 -.00278 -.16019 .00645 ".0150I -.54215 -1.87330
99.8[7 |95.770 -.0i699 -.47058 ,0035I -.06475 -.00027 -.I5782 .00740 -.01408 -,54618 -I.87920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 542/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199. I70 195.710 -.01298 -.46674 .00844 -.05985 -.00292 -.16052 .00308 -.01840 -.53165 -1.85930
£01.120 95.780 -.01382 -.46687 .00682 -.06136 -.00717 -.16453 -.00131 -.02276 -.53584 -1.84780
199.450 -4.151 -.0II05 - 45502 ,00734 -.06098 -.00993 -.16760 -.00310 -.02460 -.53312 -I.83920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 674
IA142, OIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT540) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. ,XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3080 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = .000 8ETA8 -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : .0000 IN. ZB Y " 50.000 JET PC : 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 575/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
-.389 -4.078 -.03756 -.89860 .00509 -.12364 -.01258 -.30767 -.00554 -.04489 -.96047 -I,62040
-.07Z 95.779 -.04067 -.80!28 .00388 -.!2%77 -.0)_6! -.30955 -.006!2 -.0%544 -.86560 -!.8!B£O
-.879 185.750 -,03977 -.80183 .OOII2 -.I2776 -.01002 -.30545 .00358 -.03570 -.97243 -I.85140
GRADIENi .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 576/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
51.I04 195.770 -.03748 -.89903 .00320 -.12560 -.00892 -.30418 .00456 -,03480 -.96646 -1.65770
50.927 95,884 -,03743 -,89885 ,00415 -.12463 -.01265 -.30787 -.00469 -.04405 -,96397 -I.62700
50.126 -4.294 -.03564 -.89785 .00521 -.I2369 -.01448 -.30996 -.00354 -.04293 -.96059 -1.62700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 :00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 5771 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.734 -4.326 -.03273 -.89550 .00563 -.12335 -.01686 -.31253 -.00155 -,04097 -.95852 -I.62690
100.950 95.669 -.03223 -.89498 .00577 -.12320 -.01457 -.31024 -.00030 -.03972 -.95785 -1.63360
99.460 I95.590 -,03498 -.89876 .00547 -.12366 -.01007 -.30609 .00400 -,03547 -.96102 -I.54810
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 578/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
198.510 195.810 -.03180 -.89607 ,00925 -.11995 -.01359 -.30977 .00034 -.03915 -.95006 -1.63570
199.260 95.820 -.02959 -.89429 .00976 -.1195I -.OlBO0 -.31432 -.00271 -.04222 -.94754 -1.52910
201.640 -4.158 -.02613 -.88968 .01160 -.11750 -.01858 -.31452 -.00127 -.04073 -.94055 -1.63430
UR_O|LI_I .UUUU_ . .UOUUO.UUUUU.UU_UV.UUUWU LUUUUU
OATE 25 JUL 77 [A_42, AEDC V4_A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 675
IA_42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTS_I) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - .000 BETAB _ -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = W.500
RUN NO. 812/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-,250 -4,153 -.O_6BO -I.IIl50 .00280 -,I56IB -.01089 -.38279 -.00392 -.0522l -1,I?6_0 -1.57950
-1.867 95.905 -.04957 -_,I1580 .00210 -.t5707 o.OITZG -.38i7_ -.00515 -,05349 -_.IB050 -io57720
2.584 195,760 -,04995 -I,11440 .002_2 -.15668 -.02|30 -,38503 -.00563 -.05k89 -1.18080 -I.57170
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000.
RUN NO. 693/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRAO_ENT INTERVAL = -5.007 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_8.972 !95.580 _.O_qSq -I.I_I80 .0030[ -.I552£ -.01758 -.38233 -.00050 -.04889 -I.i7590 -1.59070
k9,878 95.974 -.04889 -I.i!480 .00230 -.t5583 -.01915 -.383_i -.00375 -.05209 -1.I8020 -1.57770
52.?_5 -4.280 -.04f53 -I.I0800 .00433 -..I5_88 -,01975 -,_8_[9 -.00;I9 -.0_954 -I.Iq080 -I.59220
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 614/ 0 RN/L = f,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.503 -4,285 -.03630 -1.10300 .0094I -.14983 -.01720 -.38[7I .00060 -.04776 -1.15490 -1.59250
I02.040 95.787 -.040?9 -!.tO800 .00593 -.15339 -,02035 -.38505 -.0007_ -.04912 -i.16550 -1.58630
96.922 195,7[0 -.0_3_6 -_.10950 .00519 -.15395 -.01666 -.38093 .00173 -.04660 -I.17030 -1.59990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O00OO ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 615/ 0 RN/L = [.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199,570 I95.790 -.04109 -1.I0880 .00809 -.15t30 -.0210q -._859I -.00157 -.05008 -l.IGI80 -t,58650
198.750 95,q84 -.03248 -I.I0350 .00911 -,15005 -.02474 -.38907 -.00340 -.05174 -I,15530 -1.58270
I96.890 -4.t80 -.03276 -I.09960 .0096_ -.14961 -.02187 -.38542 .00076 -.04761 -1.I5240 -1.59250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O0000 .OOOO0 -00000 -00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAiW2o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PACE 676
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT542) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN.. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LRCF = _290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 !N. YB ALPHAS _ .000 BETAS -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP _ .0000 IN. Z8 Y 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE - .OLD0 HACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 5431 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x . CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
-.094 -4.269 -.02164 -.47609 .00430 -.06409 -.00680 -.15763 -.00783 -,02934 -.54793 -i.80570
--02q q= -t= _ _ ..........,.69,, .O21U6 -.47642 .00170 -.06683 .008£0 -.16"705 -.00"797 -.R2_x - 95_79 -_.B0340
Io096 195,7_0 -.02230 -,47753 -,00335 -.07185 -.OI410 -.17220 -.01078 -.03233 -.56772 -1.79210
GRAOIENI .OOOOO .O00OO .O000O .OOOO0 .OOO00 .OOOOO .OOOO0 .OOOOO .OOO00 .00000
RUN NO, 54L_/ 0 RN/L = |,53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLFi CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.610 195.710 -.01766 -.47282 -.00281 -.07130 -.01322 -,17129 -.00621 -.02776 -.5634B -I.B0490
4B._92 95.73'7 -.OlSl5 -.47124 .00279 -.06570 -.00655 -.16450 -.00665 -.02819 -.5_887 -I.8}2!0
49.530 -4.144 -.01888 -.47387 .00520 -.06327 -.00532 -.16333 -,00549 -.02703 -.54466 -l.B0960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 545/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENI INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.842 -4.269 -,Oil09 -.46644 .00671 -,06]82 -.00621 -.I6435 -.00511 -.02666 -.53606 -I.B1490
tO0.120 95.742 -.Oil02 -.46709 .00636 -.06227 -.00675 -.16513 -.00639 -.02797 -.5374_ -1.80760
99.936 195,840 -.01644 -._7182 -,00155 -.07008 -.01003 -.1BBI8 -.00304 -.02460 -.56001 -1.81230
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 546/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
202.590 195.790 -.OIBlO -.47385 .00039 -.06820 -.01297 -.17125 -,00773 -,02930 -.55655 -1.79750
198.830 95.904 -,00660 -.46207 .00932 -.05922 -.01040 -.16858 -.00361 -.025i7 -.52722 -1.81390
199.530 -4.177 -.00553 -.46147 ,00876 -.05985 -.01027 -.iBB61 -.00397 -.02555 -.52B18 -I.81140
_A_TCkqT nnnnn nm_m _nnnn n_nnm nmnnn nnnmn nnnmn n_mm _m_ _
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 677
[AI42,.O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT543) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP |258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB - -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRR = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 579/ 0 RN/L = |.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.056 -4.I03 -.03797 -.90375 .00714 -.12229 -.01524 -.31193 -.00698 -.04654 -.96163 -l.63030
-I.187 85.873 -.03755 -.89388 .00606 -.12194 -.01602 -.30948 -.00832 -.04545 -.95523 -I.83480
,486 195.810 -.03748 -.89844 ,00380 -,12491 -.01719 -.31224 -.00648 -_0qfi82 -,86413 -1.63550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 580/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
_M C_H_ CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETABZ X CN _N, _' '
5t.67_ I95.760 -.03329 -.89588 .00423 -,t2472 -.01115 -.30674 ,00368 -.03573 -.96200 -I.66320
W8,366 85.89I -.03_29 -.89582 .00742 -.I2152 -.01k29 -.30988 _,00453 -.04394 -,95413 -I,6_070
49.602 -4.304 -.03196 -,88455 ,00798 -.12098 -.01475 -.31036 -,00466 -.04407 -.95199 -I.63510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 58I/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
|01,750 -4.309 -.08857 -.89589 .0080i -.tel80 -.01655 -.3i408 -.00307 -.04274 -.95636 -i,64360
98.877 85.940 -.03033 -.89364 .00800 -.12107 -.01460 -,31046 _.00282 -.0h227 -.95144 -i,63990
I01.!30 I95.700 -.03293 -.89065 .00657 -.12]66 -.01089 -.30486 .00298 -.03822 -.85160 -'1.66820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 582/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5,00
7 X CN PNT rl M rIMT CY PVT CYN CYNT *'_ "_ .....
200.210 195.780 -.03027 -.92018 .01030 -.12271 -.01369 -.31853 .00067 -.03995 -.97247 ,1.64300
I98,250 95.826 -.03069 -.89820 .0]026 -.}]943 -.01970 -.31687 -.00]40 -,04103 -.95155 -1.64260
198.230 -4.276 -.02754 -.88932 .01166 -.llTtB -.08154 -.31688 -.00229 -.04167 -.93844 -1.64520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
GATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 678
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON (LVT544) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP - 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ .000 BETA .000
LREF = _290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN- YB ALPHAB- _000 BETAS -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .OOOO IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. BIB/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAl = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
-.874 -4.029 -.04522 -1.11220 .00560 -.15358 -.01890 -.38351 -.00549 -.05387 -1.IT100 -1.56300
-.263 95.925 -.0_709 -i.ii450 .00518 -,15_iS -.01878 -.38352 -.004_6 -,05_85 -i.i7300 -i.56750
.240 195.680 -.04714 -I.ii460 .00515 -.15420 -.02155 -.3863I -.00432 -.05271 -i.17350 -1.57060
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. S17/ 0 RN/L = |.54 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
48.603 195.740 -.03925 -1.10760 .00618 -.15331 -.01894 -.38399 -.00229 -.05072" -1.16610 -1.57310
48.736 95.836 -.04251 -1.10930 .00560 -.15365 -.01931 -.38383 -.00322 -.05159 -1.16900 -1.57210
50.665 -4.295 -.04133 -1.i0990 .00536 -.15417 -.02136 -.38652 -.00369 -.05214 -1.16910 -1.58600
GRADIENT • .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 618/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
98.717 -4.353 -.03974 -I.10860 .00626 -.15330 -.02189 -.38714 -.00152 -.04998 -1.16650 -1.57[I0
97.814 95.913 -.03971 -I.10800 .00586 -.15362 -.01992 -.38498 -.OOtIt -.04954 -1.16740 -1.57860
100.500 195.840 -.03759 -1,10550 .00644 -.15299 -.01866 -.38359 -.00042 -.04884 -1.16480 -1.57810
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 619/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
198.900 195.840 -.04045 -1,10890 .00930 -.15020 -.01972 -.38481 -.O0011 -.04856 -1.15980 -1,57800
198.660 95.905 -,03792 -I,I0690 ,01013 -,14945 -,02411 -,38939 -,00188 -.05034 -I.15580 -1,57180
201.430 -4,192 -.03634 -1.10500 .01142 -.1481I -.02314 -.38831 -.00132 -.04977 -1.15210 -I.57220
GRADIENT nnnnn .0000n .0o000 .o0000 .ooo00 .a00oo .0GOSh .0n000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 679
£A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT545} ( 20 JUL 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 842.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 655/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
,132 -2.431 -.02467 -.47607 .00559 -.06235 -.02907 -.18588 -.00708 -,02847 -4.54310 4.13940
-.360 97.448 -.02634 -,47738 .00588 -.06201 -.03012 -.IBBBI -.00727 -.02864 -4.54290 4.14210
.335 i97.480 -.0282_ -.47893 .00417 -.06367 -.03665 -.1932@ -.00859 -,02994 -4.54840 4.15230
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
I IT_ t tRUN NO. 657/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT ,N,_R%A_ = -5o00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM cENT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
48,402 IS7.420 -,02823 -.47853 .00415 -.06363 -.03093 -.I8737 -.00742 -.02875 -4.54750 4.14110
49.828 97.484 -.02542 -.4747! .00543 -,06219 -,02686 -.18895 -.00578 -.02708 -4.54240 4.13210
49.831 -2.580 -.02655 -.47599 .00698 -.05067 -.02637 -.1825! -,00513 -.02643 -4.53890 4.12970
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO, 658/ 0 RN/L = !,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETA8
99.971 -2.579 -,02550 -.47470 ,0070! -,06060 -.022!4 -,!782! -,00461 -,02589 -4.53780 4.12500
100.000 97.342 -,02542 -.47368 .00566 -.06181 -.02309 -.]7884 -.00501 -,02625 -4.54010 4.I2650
99.553 197.540 -.02782 -.47584 .00507 -.06236 -.02575 -.1814l -.0058I -.02704 -4.54310 4.13060
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6591 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
201.050 I97.470 -.0248C -.47189 .00743 -.05886 -,02013 -,I7546 -.00380 -,02499 -4.53470 4.11910
199.520 97.479 -.02350 -.4699I ,00747 -.05973 -.01987 -.17499 -.00339 -.02455 -4.53330 4.11770
200.410 -2.620 -.02213 -.46897 .00750 -.05976 -.01945 -,17472 -.00353 -.02472 -4,53230 4.12090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-I<IA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 680
IAI4B. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT546) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF !290.3000 !NCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETA_ 4.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN, ZB Y " 200,000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE - .0100 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 692/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
-.425 -2.447 -.02391 -.B7975 .00430 -.12365 -.02506 -.31840 -.00739 -.04651 -4.94870 4.30390
.b_ -.02704 -.8780i .00456 -.t2257 -.02736 -.3)905 -,00868 -.04558 -4.94530 4,29880
.284 197.470 -.0284_ -.89282 .00417 -._2506 -.02803 -.32428 -.00722 -.0467I -4.96050 4.31060
GRADIENt .00000 .O000O .O000G ,OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 693I 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BEI'AB
49.459 I97.520 -.02724 -.87907 .0035] -.12385 -.02137 -.31334 -.00501 -.04395 -4.94970 4.29360
49.879 97.396 -.02732 -,87600 .00453 -.12236 -.02120 -.312]0 -.00455 -.04335 -4.94510 4.28660
49.856 -2.595 -.03072 -.87470 .00513 -.12106 -.0228l -.31212 -.00550 -.04409 -4.94230 4.2£400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 694/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I00.460 -2.660 -.02873 -.86987 .00560 -.12017 -.0:777 -.306_2 -.00422 -.04269 -4.93650 4.28700
99,08I 97.513 -.02849 -.86712 .00396 -.12144 -.01790 -.30541 -,00333 -.04169 -4.93790 4.28060
100.340 197.420 -.02928 -.86606 .00301 -.12211 -.01819 -.30508 -.00280 -.04108 -4.93870 4.28030
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 695z 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
201.390 197.400 -.028]2 -.86215 .00535 -.I1937 -.01865 -.30462 -.00174 -.03990 -4.92930 4.28150
199.960 97.422 -.02777 -.86070 .00548 -.11907 -.01850 -.30410 -.00210 -.04021 -4.92700 4.28170
200.550 -2_653 -.02856 -.87404 .00832 -.I2009 -.02100 -.31083 -.00269 -.04135 -4.93770 4.28490
_O_tC_T _nn_ _Nnn_ Nn_n_ _n_ NnN_A _N_ _nnn nnnnn nnnnn _
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 681
IAI42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON {LVTS#7) ( EO JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT_ XMRP - 1258;5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 7281 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.585 -2.482 -.04591 -I.10850 .00333 -.15545 -.03240 -.39585 -.00931 -.05754 -5,17210 4.40010
-[.927 97.517 -.04595 -I.10710 .00314 -.15529 -.0333i -.39585 -.00760 -.05572 -5.17080 4.39400
-.9|2 197.440 -.04833 -i.08200 .00268 -.i5i65 -.03440 -.38776 -.00838 -.05529 -5.14650 4.38830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 728/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
50.1_ _97.480 -.04118 -t.09960 .00297 -.15504 -.02493 -.38663 -.004£8 -.05298 -5.16490 4.37940
50.309 97.480 -.04356 -I.10480 .00363 -ol5478 -.02536 -.38798 -.00509 -.05321 -5.16780 4.38770
52.239 -2.674 -.04525 -I.[0830 .00443 -.15427 -.02529 :.38857 -.00552 -.05472 -5.16820 4.39030
vR_,_N.n^m_c ,T .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ._0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
,._4 GRADIENT INTERVAL -_ nnz _ nRUN NO. 7301 0 RN/L = ' = . ....... 0
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.598 -2.645 -. ....... ! '=' -.38095 nn='I _.05279 -5.15250 4.37790u_Lc_ .09230 .O051G _76 -.02173
98.216 97.592 -.04051 -1.10160 .00402 -.15439 -.02049 -.38312 -.00394 -.05206 -5.16410 4,37740
99.810 197.490 -.04017 -I.10050 .00325 -.15505 -.02125 -.38363 -.00325 -.05134 -5.16670 4.37480
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7311 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
202.I00 197.380 -.03800 -1.10030 .00486 -.15373 -.02282 -.38585 -.00256 -.05073 -5._5250 4.37790
200.800 97.539 -.03750 -1.09960 .00532 -.15324 -.02308 -.38604 -.0029i -.05107 -5.16130 4.38070
200.I20 -2.576 -.04038 -1.09580 .00617 -.15139 -.02652 -.38721 -.00418 -.05205 -5.15300 4.38360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAt42. AEDC V4tA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 682
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT548) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - .000 BETA - .000
LREF • 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = 2.000
6REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = |00.000 "JET PC = 642.000
SCALE " .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO, 660/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
,0 .... - -.0 -4 2.!7ei0.202 .=,c_"_ .-.O:_,_°n' _ .'47570 nn_m - .06670 - ._.n='_7,, .....,_mo8 1092 -.03210 ._4_'mm7n
-.OBO 100.390 -.03123 -.47734 -,00167 -.06883 -.02643 -.iB145 -.01155 -.03270 -4.56030 2,18150
.61_ 200.300 -.03557 -.48225 -,00405 -.07127 -.02790 -,I8308 -.0!429 -,03546 -4.56870 2.18830
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 6611 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.470 200.310 -.03006 -.47591 -.00445 •-.07156 -.01675 -.17168 -,00903 -.03017 -4.56590 2.16910
48.643 100.320 -.02713 -.47311 .00085 -.06628 -.01527 -.I7025 -.00684 -.02799 -4.55120 2.16220
49.762 .3BI -.03075 -.47501 .00277 -.0542B -.01468 -.I6942 -.00796 -.02907 -4.54780 B.'_590
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 652/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
IO0.3BO .203 -.02508 -.46970 .00447 -.06246 -,00890 -.16342 -.00655 -.02763 -4,53970 2.I5920
99.791 I00.250 -.02458 -.46847 .00330 -.06352 -.00917 -.16344 -.00506 -.0261I -4.54160 2.15200
99.065 200,320 -,02328 -.46736 -.00216 -.0690I -,01293 -.16726 -.00456 -.02562 -4.55440 2.15040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 663/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 .GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.430 200.350 -.02161 -.46733 .00044 -.06665 -.01160 -.16648 -;00393 -.02506 -4.54860 2.14830
199.210 100.400 -.01936 -.46428 .00615 -.06082 -.00853 -.16315 -.00439 -.02549 -4.53220 2.15170
!99.950 _332 -.0!786 -.46289 .00677 -.06022 -.00876 -.t6342 -.00478 -.02589 -4,52950 2.14790
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 jUL 77 IRIS2, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 883
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT549) { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = [290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- -4,000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 696/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z . X CN CNT CLM "CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
.043 .4i0 -.04250 " -.89554 .00131 -.12622 -.01385 -.30623 -,00695 -.04594 -4.96_50 2.31200
.IlO 100.250 -.04014 -.8913I .00076 -.|2649 -.0155? -.30732 -.00555 -.04457 -4.96420 2.31360
.052 200,390 -.03878 -.89352 ,00008 -,!277! -.01790 -.3!085 -.00515 -,04422 -4_96940 2.3!4!0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 697/ 0 RN/L = 1.5k GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
48.957 200.230 -.0358'; -.88042 ,00189 -.I2424 -.01275 -.30194 -.00293 -.04151 -4.95200 2.29480
_8.522 100.420 -.03860 -.89434 .0026I -.I2533 -.01027 -.30356 -.00353 -.04264 -4.96320 2.30230
49.515 .298 -.04036 -.89128 .00393 -.|2339 -.00812 -.28978 -,00492 -.04372 " -4.95530 2,30050
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 698/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00; 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAS
I01.630 .351 -.03708 -.88447 .00441 -,12229 -.00946 -.29994 -,00393 -.04257 -4.94950 2.29790
98.894 100.360 -.03543 -.88257 .00301 -.12365 -.00812 -.29852 -.002?9 -.04152 -4.95080 2.29680
i02.580 200.280 -.03431 -.87942 ,00322 -.I2314 -.00253 -.29923 -.00247 -.04Ili -4.94820 2.29320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 699/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
198.880 200.290 -.03059 -.87648 .00513 -._2134 -.010_0 -.30026 -,00064 -.03932 -4.94200 2.295?0
198.470 100.390 -.03311 -,87445 .00577 -.12003 -.01093 -.29937 -.003|9 -,04167 -4.93630 2.28930
200.540 .326 -.03213 -.87062 .00770 -.11767 -.01201 -.29948 -.00381 -.04217 -4.92910 2.29930
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 684
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT550) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .= .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP =. ,0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.O00 JET PC = ]500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO, 7321 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.363 .460 -,04523 -1.10620 .OOII7 -.15708 -,01262 -.37487 -,00573 -.05380 -5.17400 2.38720
-2.175 I00.360 -.04798 -I.I0760 .O00Bl -.I5739 -.0]253 -.37465 -.00533 -.05339 -5. i7610 2.38450
.... _,=_= _ _o, 00515 n_o, = 17590 = 7_'70
.bb4 £00.4[0 .OqB[7 -1.10480 -.000[_ -.L_o3u ._,u,O -.
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .OUOO0 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 733/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.658 200.330 -.04298 -I.10530 .00075 -.]5984 -,Ol_SB -.37463 -.00342 -.05160 -5.17450 2.38060
49.683 100.390 -.04436 -1.10530 .OOlB5 -.i5660 -.01039 -.37348 -.00388 -.0520[ -5.I7220 2.38290
52.042 .386 -.04340 -1.10720 .00243 -.15594 -.01304 -.37556 -.00442 -.05253 -5.I7l£0 2.38480
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7_4/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.221 .259 -.03903 -l. IOIBO .00334 -.15533 -.01445 -.37766 -.00328 -.05148 -5.16690 2.38140
100.450 100.360 -.04104 -I.]0350 .00250 -.I5611 -.01282 -.37589 -.00304 -.05122 -5.17040 2.37800
102.650 200.3?0 -.039_I -I.10300 .00248 -,I5628 -.012B4 -.37635 -.00292 -.0511b -5.17000 2.38120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 735/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
!99.310 200.390 -.03788 -I.lOI80 .00494 -.15389 -.Ol4IO -.37768 -.OO301 -.05125 -5.I6330 2.38240
201,220 100,290 -.03670 -1.10080 .00664 -.15222 -.01452 -.37826 -,00424 -.05249 -5.15880 2.38130
201 300 .300 -.03828 -1.10260 00642 -.15247 -.01585 -.37956 -.00394 -.05220 -5.16050 2.37990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 !AT42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 685
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT551) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4,000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - 150.000 JET PC = 642,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. B64/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5'.00
Z x LN CNT CLM . CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
m.034 .307 --.02353 -.47117 .00387 -.05351 -.02063 -.17616 -.00671 -,02793 -4.54300 2,17290
.491 I00.470 -.02727 -.47431 .00276 -.06453 -.02550 -.18083 -.00926 -.03045 -4..54740 2.18470
-.256 200.370 -.02836 -.47541 .00099 -.06631 -.02883 -.18417 ,.00910 -.03029 -4.55250 2.18360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 665/ 0 RN/L = ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.759 200.300 -.02889 -.47539 .00213 -.06508 -.02102 -.17618 -,00671 -.02788 -4.54930 2.17430
49.595 I00,340 -,02646 -,47308 .00262 -,06461 -.01879 -,17399 -.00837 -.02754 -4,54650 2.17330
50.077 .271 -.02704 -.47232 .00568 -.OBI35 -.01793 -.17267 -,005]9 -.02630 -4.53870 2.16440
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 666/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
2 X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.779 .214 -.02518 -.47070 .00593 -.06114 -.01374 -.16856 -.00474 -.0258G -4.53680 2.16490
99.721 100.360 -.02468 -.46935 .00402 -,06292 -.0i327 -.i67BI -.00467 -.02575 -4.54030 2,16240
• I00.520 200.380 -.02670 -.47197 .00390 -,06312 -.0]42I -.16895 -.00458 -.02569 -4.54200 2. I5800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 667/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
_vT _v_l Pv fT
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY _,, _,N, ALPHAB 8ETAB
201.210 200.270 -.01951 -.46410 ,00652 -.06041 -.00991 -.16442 -.00373 -.02481 -4.53060 2.I5720
199.I00 100.280 -.01784 -.4658I .00677 -.060E, B -.01025 -.16590 -.00343 -.02466 -4.53260 2.15950
199.820 .254 -.01780 -°46262 .00678 -.060IB -.00974 -.16433 -.00428 -.02538 -4.52890 2.15520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 686
IAI42, O/ET N/SRB$ SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT552) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT., XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - 150.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 700/ 0 RN/L = 1.5W GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT" CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.224 .473 -.04154 -.89861 .00319 -.12494 -.02045 -.31420 -.00753 -.04670 -4.96400 2.31920
-.335 I00.420 -.04097 -.99349 _00280 -,12467 -.02235 -.31459 -.00593 -.04491 -4.96030 2.31640
-.219 200.440 -.0404",' -.89219 .00245 -.I2489 -.02219 -.31412 -.00576 -.04469 -4.95940 2.31680
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO
RUN NO. ?OIl 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM t CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.870 200.300 -.03627 -.88555 .00303 -.]2395 -,01450 -.30562 -,00275 -.04158 -4.95340 2.29900
49.745 !00.350 -.0379l -,89455 .00397 -.12410 -.01481 -.30841 -.00324 -.04239 -4.95970 2.30670
50.180 .318 -.03967 -.89754 .00491 -.12335 -.01330 -.30732 -.00518 -.04439 -4.95940 2.30780
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 702/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
|01.590 .350 -.03590 -.89132 .00600 -.12189 -101036 -,30355 -.00408 -.04318 -4.95220 2.30830
$8.093 100.260 -.03393 -.88871 .00494 -.12286 -,01055 -.30352 -.00273 -.041BI -4.95270 2.29970
99.886 200.430 -.03307 -.88517 .00398 -.12342 -.01045 -.30251 -.00202 -.04097 -4.95300 2.29870
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7031 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
t98.730 200.200 -.03286 -,88564 ,00582 -.12168 -.01310 -.30539 -.00242 ".04140 -4.94850 2.30350
200.530 100.290 -.03108 -.88075 .00625 -.12078 -.0126l -.30385 -.00228 -.04ll3 -4.94210 2.30280
199.690 .289 -.03071 -.87792 .00702 -.11965 -.01342 -.30383 -.00313 -.04187 -4.93820 2,29350
..... _^^ nnmnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn
GRADIENT .uuuuu .Uuuuu .uuuuu .vuvuu ._vv_u ._vv_ .......................
GATE 25 JUt. 97 IA142, AEDC V41A-K!A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 887
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT553) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE" DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - " .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRp "" .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB 2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y " 150.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO, 736/ 0 RN/L _ 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
-.452 .433 -.04803 -1.]0880 .00259 -.15578 -.01876 -.38128 -.00761 -.05572 -5.17200 2,39700
-].I73 t00.350 -.04583 -I._0560 .00158 -.I5649 -.02014 -.38197 -.00588 -.05390 -5.17340 2.39660
-.214 200.420 -.0_54. -!.|0470 .00165 -.1564g -.02149 -.38350 -,005_9 -.05343 -5.17260 2.38310
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .OO00O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 737/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETA8
49.918 200.350 -.04201 -1.10400 .00280 -.I5575 -.01526 -.37818 -.00317 -.05133 -5.16870 2,38610
50.130 100.250 -.04450 -1.10450 . .00338 -.15487 -.01351 -.37577 -,00392 -.05199 -5._6800 2,57990
51.183 ,556 -.0_529 -I,I073a .004S4 -.[5420 -.01324 -.37816 -.O05Bl -.05377 -5.16800 2.38990
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 738/ 0 ' RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CN[ CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETA8
IOl.llO .368 -.04265 -I,10430 .00518 -.15331 -.01437 -.37717 -.00491 -.05305 -5.16450 2.58730
I00.020 100.350 -,04144 -l. I0530 ,00416 -.15465 -.01281 -.37635 -.00357 -.05181 -5.16790 2.38320
100.550 200.300 -.04277 -I.I0320 .00313 -.15518 -.0t437 -,37878 -.00280 -.05089 -5.16850 2.58480
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 739/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
• Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYt CYN CYNT ALPFiAB BETAB
198.080 200.360 -.03863 -I.I0730 .00475 -.15462 -,01729 -.38212 -.00275 -.05117 -5.16830 2.39040
200.440 I00.340 -.03801 -I.I0320 .00595 -.]5307 -.01733 -.38132 -.00309 -.05139 -5.16210 2,39050
200.480 .I3t -.03665 -I.07760 .00894 -.14848 -.01705 -._7288 -.00450 -.05173 -5.13490 2.38000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI_2, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 688
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT5541 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .GO00 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF - 1290.300_ INCHES ZMRP = .OOOO IN. Z8 Y .000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 668/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.078 -.078 -.02953 -.47089 -.00086 -.06731 -.00661 -.16002 -.00166 -.02260 . -4.55250 .}4668
-I.l_l 99,84_ -.02593 -.46728 -.00086 -.06730 .00!!6 -.!5225 .00256 -.0!838 -4.55090 .I_815
-.994 199.840 -.02324 -.46258 -.00071 -.06686 -.00084 -.15357 .00205 -.01881 -4.54600 .]349I
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 669/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN , CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.911 199.840 -.02409 -.46978 -.00008 -.06717 .00063 -.15425 .00178 -.01935 -4.55140 ,1353!
50.904 99,80Z -.02613 -.47!17 .00022 -.06677 .000!7 -.!5449 .00!56 -.01954 -4.55!40 .12622
51.050 -.267 -.02827 -.47657 .00078 -.06670 -.00368 -.15944 -.00157 -.02282 -4.55380 .14821
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 670/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
100.770 -.154 -.02598 -.46644 .00283 -.06348 -.00184 -.15495 -.00127 -.02217 -4.54000 .13498
;00.640 99.867 -.02341 -.47174 .00169 -,06580 .00084 -.I5494 .00145 -.01980 -4.54920 .127]8
375 199.860 -.02247 -.47419 .00064 -.06735 ,00130 -.15561 .00192 -,01948 -4.55460 .13343
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 " .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 671/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.990 I99.840 -.OIBI3 -.47139 .00398 -.06423 .00440 -.15303 .00074 -.02072 -4.54560 .13324
200.180 99.8[3 -.01892 -.47282 ,00466 -.06365 ,00275 -,15490 -.OOlO0 -.02249 -4.54420 .13083
199.980 -.141 -,02135 -.47456 ,00649 -,06172 ,00003 -,15739 -.00266 -,02412 -4.54060 .14032
GRADIZNI .00000 .00000 .uuuuu.......... .uuuuu .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 689
IAI42. O/ET HISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT555) ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258;5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA • .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB - .000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOOO IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0]00 NACH 4.500
RUN NO. 704/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.718 .017 -.04006 -.91369 .00177 -.12882 -.00494 -.30427 -.00372 -.04362 -4.98320 .33147
-.016 99.922 -.03821 -.91408 .00093 -.12999 -.00897 -.30908 -.00383 -.04383 -4.98610 .33393
.420 199.840 -.03303 -.90787 .00161 -.t2916 -.00803 -.30778 -.00231 -.04226 -4.98020 .32875
GRADIENT '.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 705/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.362 199.780 -.03248 -.89215 .00146 -.12706 -.00628 -.30091 -.00107 -.04036 -4.96510 .31840
51.269 99.845 -.03623 -.89326 .00194 -.12619 -.00701 -.30074 -.00231 -.04148 -4.96390 .32132
51.q29 -.I24 -.04154 -.89615 .00192 -.12585 -.00579 -.29870 -.ooIII -.04018 -4.96490 .31633
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7061 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
--_ nn , 1 i n99.227 -.c_ -.04563 -.89825 .00380 -.12368 -._45_ -.29675 -.00079 -.03977 -4.96.Ov .31547
100.960 99.801 -.03458 -.BBGq7 .00196 -.I2545 -.00361 -.29572 -.00109 -,04005 -4.95760 .31681
I00.060 I99.890 m,03328 --.88329 .00II6 --.I2593 --.00391 --.29527 --.00046 --.03932 --4.95740 .31486
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7071 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
198.220 I99.900 -.03410 -.88049 .00457 -.I2198 -.00034 -.29049 -.O010B -.03978 °4.94590 .31073
201.300 99.823 -.03513 -.8805I .0059I -.12049 -.00153 -.29133 -.00363 m.04229 --4.94170 .31782
197.180 --.235 --.04000 --.8847I .00632 --.11998 .00538 --.28420 ---00028 --.03891 --4.94280 .30335
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 690
IA142. O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT556} ( 20 JUL 77 )
EFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP .- 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA - .000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE " .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 740/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
1.732 .013 -.03615 -I.OB580 .00060 -.15?BO -.00751 -.36956 -.00178 -.04984 -5.16960 .38769
-.0!3 99,887 -.04637 -t.09990 .00096 -.15632 -.008t7 -.36822 -.0044B -.05225 -5.1GBBO .39136
.984 199.780 -.03793 -I.08910 .00154 -.15540 -.01066 -.36992 -.00335 -.05104 -5.15990 .38771
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7qt/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.232 400.040 -,03975 -t.09360 .00156 -.15577 -.00621 -.36639 -.ODORS -.04875 -5.16320 .38372
48.383 199.960 -.03859 -1.09140 .OOOS4 -.I5653 -.00965 -.36945 -.00209 -.04984 -5.16380 .38576
48.230 99.918 -.04709 -1.102]0 .00123 -.I5627 -.00543 -.36599 -.00170 -.04955 -5. I6940 .38385
51.063 49.958 -.05209 -I.10280 .OOIBI -.15506 -.00676 -.36587 - -.00]37 -.04903 -5. I6830 .38290
51.456 -.224 -.05270 -1.I0700 .OOlB3 -.15557 -.01053 -.37084 -.00079 -.04861 -5.17100 .38021
50.055 -150.300 -.03400 -I.09040 .00296 -.15476 -.01295 -.37399 -.00252 -.05043 -5.15830 .39049
49.446 -200.090 -.03907 -I.09040 .00108 -.15588 -.01957 -.37891 -.00197 -.04966 -5.16140 .39065
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .CO000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7421 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
101.050 -200.2_0 -.03422 -I.08320 .00003 -.1565B -.01819 -.37671 -.00013 -.04772 -5.15880 .39048
99.380 -150.270 -.03500 -1.08270 .00179 -.15463 -.01247 -.37055 -.00105 -.0485B -5. I5370 .38152
101.060 -.226 -.05686 -I.I0250 .00335 -.15276 -.00479 -.36219 .00015 -.04729 -5.16110 .37658
99.268 49.81I -.06134 -I.10450 .00198 -.I5377 -.00504 -.36161 -.00071 -.04804 -5. I6590 .37365
100.400 99.821 -.05540 -1.09870 .00139 -.I5438 -.00229 -.35889 -,00170 -.04904 -5.16240 .38191
99.758 199.720 -.04108 -I.08310 .00175 -.15384 -.00577 -.36196 -.00185 -.04914 -5.15250 .37571
99.359 399.880 -.04370 -}.08748 .00183 -.15400 -.00518 -.36184 -.00116 -.04852 -5.15460 .37458
G_.n,rL,T nnnnn 00000 nnnnn nnnon nnonn 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 OSOnN
RUN NG. 743i 0 RNiL = i.54 GRADIENT I,,,_RV_U.......... = --5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
lgB.BO0 399.910 -.04246 -1.08630 .00453 -._5132 -.00357 -.3603B -.00207 -.04943 -5.14810 .3794I
199.480 199.840 -.03999 -1.09110 .00523 -.15169 -.00225 -.36149 -.00352 -.05120 -5.15140 .37988
201.840 99.875 -.04886 -1.I0860' .00395 -.15427 .00406 -.35812 -.00395 -.05202 -5.168B0 .38456
200.350 49.790 -.04793 -1.I0670 .00570 -.15237 .00297 -.35887 -.00312 -i05114 -5.16240 .38419
201.210 -.347 -.04256 -1.09930 .00544 -.15233 -.00561 -.36777 -.00253 -.05046 -5.15770 .3874t
199.940 -150.370 -.03485. -1.08790 .00058 -.15664 -.01486 -.37477 .OOIIe -.04659 -5.16230 .38123
199.690 -200.320 -.03420 -I.OB490 -.00010 -.15697 -.01440 -.3735I .00017 -.04749 -5.16090 .38092
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 27 JUL 99 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 691
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT559) I 20 JUL 99 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4,000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0_00 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 672/ 0 RN/L = t.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.401 -.129 -.03132 -.46993 -.00123 -.06727 -.01149 -.I6398 -.00898 -.02980 -4.55130 .I6204
-.972 99.855 -.02348 -,46024 .00017 -.06559 .0023I -.14955 .00393 -.01681 -4.54]20 .11664
-.258 199.840 -.02456 -.46029 -.00189 -.06749 .00161 -.14990 .00427 -.01642 -4.54610 .I1950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 673/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.515 199.810 -.02255 -,45794 -.00_11 -.06664 .O00BO -.15053 .00409 -.01659 -4.54260 .11367
501245 99.865 -.02143 -.45504 .00061 -.06484 .00090 -.t5023 .00391 -.01694 -4.53730 .II550
49.754 -.199 -.02882 -.47557 .00306 -,06418 -.00473 -,15997 -.00657 -.02775 -4.54760 .I5206
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 674/ 0 RNIL : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
I01.130 -,164 • -,02603 -.47716 .00491 -.06299 ,00054 -.15618 -.00479 -.02616 -4.54550 .14489
100.270 99.904 -.01983 -.47199 .00164 -.06641 .O00lO -.15699 ,00330 -:01811 -4.551t0 .12429
99.326 199.740 -.02156 -.47273 .00097 -.06594 .00153 -.15519 .00398 -.01739 -4.55280 .12433
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 695/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.SlO 199.820 -.01800 -.46966 ,00496 -,06302 .00238 -.15452 .00083 -.02057 -4.54070 .13033
200.830 99.872 -.01835 -.46933 .00497 -.06290 -.00065 -.I5731 -.00045 -.02182 -4.54050 .13260
199.550 -.189 -,01801 -.46829 .00611 -.06165 -.00061 -.15704 -.00256 -.02390 -4.53690 .14284
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 692
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT558) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0]00 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 708/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.013 .010 -.04168 -.89418 .00163 -.12583 -.00232 -.29452 -.00450 -.04347 -4.96290 .29051
-- . - o_n-.599 99.824 .04326 -.89470 0005I -.!2679 -.00489 -.29574 -.00445 -.04S_8 -4._5 5_ .29033
i.878 t99.8i0 -,03708 -.88665 .00018 -.i2684 -,00907 -.30029 -.0026i -.04145 -4.96110 .29293
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 709/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
51.275 199.770 -,03546 -.88093 .00123 -.12518 -.00726 -,29709 -.0002l -.03887 -4.95320 .27862
47.947 99.831 -.04080 -.88445 .00117 -.12497 -.00344 -.29265 -.00353 -.0421] -4.95550 .29069
49.855 -.240 -.03984 -.89084 .00293 -.1243i -.00i43 -.29312 -.00380 -.04271 -4.95770 .28274
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 710/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
99.509 -.I93 -.02858 -.88969 .00706 -.12167 -.00400 -.29911 -.00155 -.04090 -4.95020 .28558
100.290 99.959 -.0334_ -.89621 .00593 -.12506 -.00534 -,30102 -.00218 -.0416I -4.96220 .28555
99.952 199.870 -.03437 -.89386 .00268 -.12581 -.00664 -.30120 .00018 -..03910 -4.96290 .27913
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 711/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.470 I99.880 -.03294 -.89675 .00566 -.12348 -.00481 -,30083 -.00180 -.04127 -4.95930 .28310
199.770 99,846 -.03325 -.89280 .00682 -.12168 -.00409 -,29867 -.00309 -.04238 -4.95220 .29246
198.560 -.173 -.02910 -.88863 .00817 -.12034 -.00643 -.30101 -.00160 -.04088 -4.94620 .28366
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? [A!42, AEDC V4!A-K!A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 893
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT559) ( 20 JUL ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARANETR|C DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1259.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB - -4,000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50,000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7441 0 RN/L.= 5.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.970 399,970 -.03?BI -I.09510 .00139 -.15646 -.0t036 -.37170 -.00112 -.04908 -5.16690 .37920
-.877 199,8b0 -.04249 -1.09910 .00063 -.15712 -.01022 -.37133 -.00383 -.05176 -5.16830 ,39199
.925 99.877 -.04586 -[.I0190 .00063 -.15?0I -.005_ -.3662_ -.00_56 -.05246 -5,!7080 .38350
.831 49.?15 -.04415 -5.09690 .OOI41 -.!5576 -.00615 -.36595 -.00447 -,05222 -5.16600 .38474
.628 -.310 -,03778 -1.09820 .00343 -.15488 -.00744 -o35983 -.00268 -.05077 -5.16380 ,38677
-1.515 -550.270 -.03886 -1.10560 .00437 -,15q88 -.00892 -.37344 -.00533 -.05370 -5.16780 .39708
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 745/ 0 RN/L = !,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
_B.550 399.970 -,037_5 -I.08530 .00219 -.[5425 -.00846 -.36660 -,00046 -.ONBO0 -5.153[0 .37649
49.936 I99,850 -.03778 -i.06180 ,00269 -.i5_i9 -.00938 -.36623 -,00Ii9 -.04856 -5o]5010 ,37837
51,362 99.687 -.040tO -1.08380 .00339 -.15243 -.00885 -,36360 -,00202 -.04938 -5.14840 .37815
48.803 49.790 -.03286 -I.07440 .00608 -.I_9_8 -,00323 -.95923 -.O00IO -,04796 -5. I3600 .36805
_7._15 -.2_i -,03230 -I.07940 .00649 -,14985 -.00742 -,36533 -.00222 -.04972 -_.13980 ,38050
49.20[ -150.280 -,03806 -1,08860 .00584 -.I5102 -.00927 -.36834 -.00476 -.0524] -5.14760 .38966
51.298 -200.200 -.03749 -1,09050 ,00286 -.;5438 -.0I[78 -.37;69 -.00576 -.05352 -5.15700 .39356
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. q46! 0 RN/L = t.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
]02.020 -200.340 -,03524 -[.08660 .00230 -,15467 -.01259 -.37193 -.00544 -.05313 -5. I5560 39281
98.800 -150.290 -.03669 -1.08780 .00613 -.]5080 -.01217 -,37142 -.00495 -.05264 -5,14680 39q3[
97.62b -.37I -,03233 -i.08540 .00645 -,15078 -.00798 -.36790 -.00124 ~.0490I -5. I4620 38070
100.960 _9.622 -.03588 -1.08650 .00592 -.1509_ -.00451 -.3636l -,00[I4 -.04880 -5.I4650 37988
100.650 99.?95 -.04183 -i,09t20 .00483 -.15185 -.00303 -,36I?0 -,00087 -.04848 -5.15170 37764
99.909 Ig9.750 -.n_gR7 -!.0R790 .nn333 - !53l_ -,OOBOI -.36622 -.00!70 -.0_925 -5.!5410 38197
!01.340 399.909 -.03942 -1,08660 .00333 -.!5301 -.00743 -.36535 -.00007 -.04758 -5.15250 37668
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 _00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O000d
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 694
IA142, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT559) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = !290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS .000
8REF - I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB . Y 50.000 JET PC = 1500,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH _ 4,500
RUN NO. 7N7t 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
199.210 399.830 -.03783 -I.08430 .00522 -.15102 -_00825 -,36593 -.00121 -.04858 -5.1kS00 ,37835
pn; pqn 199 7,' 039!3 -i,OB460 .OOA_2 -,14S26 -.00802 ....... _r,,,=n,,,,,_, _._nm_nn -5,1q250 ._°nn'........ . ,{ -, _..
199.970 99.83'3 -.03742 -i.OBI40 .00596 -.1489_ -.00802 -.3B_BB -.OOq3q -.05171 -5.13820 .3BO2B
_99.960 49.750 -.03_3_3 -!.0_630 .00728 -.1_812 -.00927 -._550_ -.0028! -,0500'4 -5,!3qB0 ,38323
199.200 -.IOB -.0_6_ -I.07780 .00658 -.I4891 -.O09]B -._65]5 -.00130 -.04855 -5.]3B00 .37539
I99.670 -I50,4BO -.03353 -1.07500 .0020I -.IS34B -.0_33_ _.36934 -.0OIqq -,0q870 -5. I4550 .30005
200.450 -200.300 -.0346l -l.Oq360 .00t26 -.15387 -.01411 -.36927 -.00379 -.05095 -5.14580 .38502
GRAOIENI .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
lAIN2, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON [LVT560) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 125B.500D IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAS = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC - GW2.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 676/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
.303 -.146 -.02624 -.47395 .00075 -.06654 -.0124! -.1679B -.00779 -.02901 -4.55270 .16479
.092 99.93] -,02943 -.47721 -.00_00 -.06840 -.0155B -.17114 -,00797 -,02919 -4.55870 .17080
.710 I99.8B0 -.03444 -.48132 -,00506 -.07233 -.OI76N -.|7293 -.01137 -.03256 -4.57090 .18278
GRADIENT .O00OO ,00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 677/ 0 RN/L : !_Sq GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT rye, CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
50.424 199.770 -.02525 -.47189 -.00321 -.07045 -.01171 -.16691 -_00603 -.02720 -4.560B0 .16249
48.344 99._2I -.02705 -.47305 .00t07 -.06607 -.O07BO -.i627B -.00474 -.02SBB -_.55040 .1524i
4B.BN7 -._O6 -.0282B -.N7434 .00325 -.06390 -.00736 -.16237 -.00531 -.026N6 -H.54580 .15848
GRAD|ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ..00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 JUL 7? IAI42, AEDC V4!A-K!A, TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 695
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT560) ( 20 JUL ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .ODO
LREF = [290.30G0 INCHES YHRP = .OOO0 IN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS = ,GO0
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC _ 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 6?8/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
100.230 -.278 -.02119 -.46678 .00487 -.06220 -.00212 -.I5696 -.00477 -.02589 -4.53680 .I5II6
I00.370 99.87S -.02095 -.47623 .00368 -.06482 -.00129 -.I594t -.00377 -.02532 74.54920 .14831
99.048 'QQ..... ......_8 n - n_r,6_ -o4qi12 -.00026 -.06806 -.00612 -.I6262 -.00t32 -.02268 -4.554 '_v .14050
GRAD}ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 679/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
199.750 199.790 -.01953 -.47239 .00225 -.06590 -.0054q -.16277 -.OOiO? -.02251 -4.54980 .14683
I98.850 99.890 -.01547 -.46TT9 .00852 -.06155 -.0020_ -.1591S -.0035q -.02497 -4.53590 .15204
_99.880 -.238 -.013_ "._5587 .007_0 -.05088 -.00288 -._58_6 -.00S72 -.025_ -_.53290 .I_750
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT56I) ( 20 JUL ?q )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP _ _258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = '.000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = ]00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 712/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT |NTERVAL = -5.00i 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
.423 .005 -.0408I -.89546 ..0024_ -.12535 -.00533 -.29826 -.00512 -.04419 -4.862?0 .29859
-.600 99.853 -.04049 -.89518 .00160 -.I2619 -.OOB30 -.30124 -.00363 -.04869 -4.96460 ._0182
-.,,L , .......... O_ - Aq73_ nn_ -!2635 -.0]!91 -._047! -.00294 -.04199 -4.96340 .30075
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. _I3/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CyNT ALPHAS BETAS
=_ ,=, ,QQ _n - _ - Aqlnx .nn4ne -._2_84 -.00445 -.29769 -.00206 -.04117 -4.85690 .28544
......... ........................49.809 -. -i0_03 -.89089 .00513 -ii2253 00197 -.29463 -i00428 -.04_32 -4.95290 .#Giaq
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 696
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTSBI) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
'LREF © 1290.3000 iNCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS ,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y _ IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 714/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CL_T CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
!O!.9_O --209 -.03315 -.88977 .00598 -,12209 -.00352 -.29712 -.00325 -.04240 -4.95060 .2943898.538 99.SN5 ...... -.88B86 _'4 _ _um= nn_o
-.0_170 -4.9Sqi0 .29347
I01,730 _99,930 -.0_45S -.89365 .00380 -.12453 -.00584 -.30027 -.O004B _.03972 -4.96050 .28522
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ._O00o .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7151 0 RNIL : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CI_MT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS 8ETAB
199.220 199.900 -.03298 -,88965 .00612 -.121BO -,00720 -.30047 .00006 -.03905 -4.94970 .28655
i99,040 99.9_6 -.03180 -.88541 .00705 -.12072 -.007_7 -.30009 -.00227 -.04!33 -4.94800 .289]7
200.730 -.177 -.03100 -.88445 ,00848 -,II912 -.00729 -.29982 -.00273 -.84174 -4.94080 .29320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
IA|42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT552) t 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF --=690.00_0 SO.FT. XMRP . IESB,SO00 _N. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS = .000
BREF ]290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.O00 JET FC = 1500,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 8771 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
-.983 -.169 -.04288 -!.10430 .00270 -.15577 -,00647 -.36922 -.00525 -.05339 -5,15790 .40729
-1,822 99,745 . -,04371 -1.10480 .00_73 -,i5668 -.0070i -.36964 -.00380 -.05i92 -5. i7ii0 .40396
- #57 !qq.78n -.04213 -I.I0370 .00097 -,15751 -.01115 -.37394 -.00301 -,05]15 -5.17190 .40661
GRADIEN[ .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOGOO .00800 .00000 .00000 .00008 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 878/ 0 RNIL = 1.5N GRAOIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
49.650 199.800 -.04071 -I.I0200 .00228 -.15617 -.00777 -.37046 -.00212 -.05026 -5.16780 .4033I
50.707 99,783 -.03995 -!.I0!70 .00333 -.!5518 -.00636 -._692! -.00332 -.05147 -5,165!0 .40065
52.563 -.434 -.04004 -I.I0180 .00414 -.15438 -.00798 -.37084 -,00438 -.05253 -5.16320 .40467
GRAOfENT .00000 .OOOO0 .O0000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 100000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A!J2, AEDC V4!A-K!A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 597
IA142, DIET WISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT562) ( BO JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 IKCHES YMRP .O00O IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAS = .OOO
BREF 1290.3Q00 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 879/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL z -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
99.031 -.258 -.03804 -1.09890 .00547 -.15291 -.01008 -.37253 -.00298 -.05109 -5.]5830 .4056B
99.543 98.802 -.03932 -1.10060 .00408 -.15435 -.00896 -.37164 -.00264 -°05077 -5.16270 .40071
I00.020 I99.750 -.0Z767 -i.09930 .0038_ -.154GI -.00820 -.3720I -,00216 -.05030 -5.16250 .40!39
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .DO000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 880/ 0 RN/L = t.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
199.3_0 199.740 -.0364B -t.09870 .00622 -.15235 -.OllGB -.37467 -.00172 -.04989 -5.15620 .40705
200.650 99-670 -.03q27 -I.09720 .00820 -.15042 -.0[089 -.37415 -.OOZ02 -.05122 -5.15040 ._0350
202.100 -.29[ -.03558 -I.09780 .00775 -.15082 -.01205 -.37504 -.00277 -.05094 -5.|5210 .40365
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT563) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = !258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .OOOO IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 680/ 0 RN/L = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT" CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
-.126 -4,074 -.02713 -.47682 -.00128 -.06896 .00165 -,15458 -.00088 -.02219 -4.56010 -1.84380
.592 95.793 -.02860 -.47797 -.00104 -.06867 .00658 -.14954 .00360 -.Ol?BB -4.56030 -1.86110
--992 !95_770 -.0_677 -.476!4 -.O012B -.06_92 .00362 -.15250 .00_24 -.OlBn6 -#.55970 -!.B5790
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 681/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.957 195.810 -.02757 -.47598 -.O0001 -.0675i .O06II -.I4969 .00295 -.01830 -4.55610 -I.866nn
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 700000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .DO000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE S98
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT563} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA o .000 BETA .000
LREF = I290.3090 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.30_0 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 642,000
SCALE = .OIGO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 682/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
I01.7[0 -4.179 -.02418 -.47132 .00341 -.08390 .ooqIB -.15II9 -.00048 -.02168 -4.54k40 -1.84770
98.637 85.£07 -.02505 -.47226 .00195 -.06537 .00535 -.15004 .00248 -.01872 -4.54840 -1.86300
- .u_oLu98.994 I95.930 .0249i -.47156 .uuu=o -.06627 .00569 ,7== -1.86530
GRADIENT .00000 .[,0000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO= 6831 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5_001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT . ALPHAB BETAB
199.650 195.760 -,OiBBS -.465_5 .00463 -.06247 .00743 -.I4747 .00284 -.0]830 -4.53700 -I.85800
200.030 95.916 -.01892 _,46470 ,00555 -.0B155 .00585 -.I4906 .00040 -.02074 -4,53420 -I,8BO[O
199.890 -4.194 -.01735 -.45328 .00693 -.06019 .00414 -.ISOB2 -.00131 -.02245 -4.52970 -1.84620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
lA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT564) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1259,5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y ,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 NACH 4.500
RUN NO. 716/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
-I.597 -4.055 -.03565 -.8BIB4 .00195 -.12454 .00039 -.28961 -.00457 -.04336 -4.95290 -1.67870
.t93 95,828 -.03920 -.89555 .00057 -.I2746 ,-.00339 -.29690 -.00416 -.04330 -4.96820 -1.67510
.359 _95.850 -.03500 -,90358 nn!59 -.12RIO -.00419 -.30149 -.00157 -.0412] -4.97490 -I.68210
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 717/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
52,953 195.750 -.0378B -.B9306 .00180 -.1260B -.0025B -.29569 -.00044 -.03953 -4.96370 -1.68920
49,697 95,827 -.04119 -,BB606 .00192 -.12441 -.00346 -.29308 -.00212 -,0407B -4.95500 -1.58310
50.074 -4.150 -.0328I -.88917 .00430 -.12373 .00482 -.28869 -.00195 -.04109 -4.95520 -I.68880
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 699
IAI42, o/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTB64 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF |290.3000 INCHES YMRP 10000 IN. YB ALPHAB z -4,000 BETAB -2.000
BREF = |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7|8/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.070 -4.108 -,04139 -.89013 .00494 -.t2196 .00512 -.28582 -.00032 -.03913 -4.95060 -1.69160
102.230 95.869 -.03758 -.B9?OB .00330 -.125_9 -.00062 -.29519 .00019 -.03909 -4.96340 -1.68610
98.708 [95.890 -.0_894 -.99435 .00184 -.I2605 -.00[3_ -.29452 .000?4 -.03835 -4.95410 -I.69580
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 7[9/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
[98,550 ]95.900 -.03673 -.90253 .00524 -.I2421 .00144 -.29530 .00031 -.03925 -4,96450 -].69210
199,440 95,895 -,036[0 -.89696 .00652 -.]2217 ,00038 -.29464 -,00201 -,04t35 -4.95550 -i,68!90
198.5[0 -4.052 -.03567 -.89679 ,00697 -,12177 ,0055I -,2896l .00126 -.03809 -4.95460 -I.59140
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
,A,42, O/ET N/SRBS S_, ARA,,NGo BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT5G5) ( cu JUL 77 )
REFERENCE, DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
OII_I NO. O_I n DM_, = , _ _m^ntm_iT INTERVAL _ -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-2.591 -4.166 -.03738 -1.08670 .00181 -.15484 -.00405 -.36269 -.00187 -.04947 -5. I5490 -I.56220
.132 95.840 -.04287 -I.08810 ,00199 -,I5407 -.004t! -,36139 -.00516 -.05259 -5,15410 -1.55150
t.899 195.700 -.03919 -1.08350 .00182 -.t5409 -.00756 -.36450 -.00280 -.050]8 -5.15120 -1.55560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .FOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 866/ 0 RN,'L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.418 I95.680 -.04056 -I.OB3BO .00i98 -.i5379 -,00633 -,36293 -.00i92 -.04916 -5.15160 -1,56080
47,456 -4.223 -.03768 -].08130 .O04lB -.1516l -.00293 -.35960 -.00102 -,04837 -5.14430 -1.56720
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 700
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTSBS) ( 20 JUL 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF © 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = t25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP '= .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .O000 IN. Z8 Y .OOO JET PC = I500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 867/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
I00o090 -4.}17 -.05011 -1.10570 .00375 -.15385 .00328 -.35750 .OOIOh -.04684 -5.16660 -1.57210
97.£92 95.8t8 -.04073 -1.10300 .00305 -.t5_S] .00095 -.3GOOq -.0011_ -.04£05 -5.i66£0 -;.56£50
102.+50 195.020 -.Q_23_ -I.09870 .00233 -.15538 -.00540 -.366?4 -.000;6 -.04BOB -5.15520 -I.56550
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .O00CO ,O0000 .00000 ,OOO00
RUN NO1 8681 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
!97.500 |95.780 -.04105 -I.09870 .00505 -.15286 -.00203 -.36350 -.00108 -.0_905 -5.15810 -t.56900
201.970 95.824 -.04344 -1.10070 .00488 -.15296 -.00027 -.36159 -.00203 -.Oq9S9 -5.]6010 -I.56280
200.650 -4.307 -.03£50 -1.09590 .00684 -.15107 -.00278 -.36380 -.00073 -.04864 -5.15320 -I.56280
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT566) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP t25B.SO00 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .OOO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAS -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 684/ 0 RN/L = ].54 GRADIENT |NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.049 -4.109 -.0289B -.47217 _.00044 -.05717 -.00260 -.15664 -.00634 -.0273B -4.55290 -1.85790
-:893 95.858 -.02313 -.46664 -.O002O -.06696 .OOB27 -.14587 .00472 -.01632 -_=5_870 -!.89390
.60_. I95.850 -.02566 -.4690I -.00[70 -.08844 .00813 -.14596 .00532 -.0157I -4.55410 -1.89590
. . .uu_uu .u_uu_ .uvuuu
RUN NO. 685i 0 RN/L = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.894 195.840 -.02692 -.46952 -.O000I -.06665 .00696 -.I468B .00523 -.01576 -4.54970 -l.89620
50.035 95.B54 -.02362 -.46654 .00091 -.06577 .00639 -.14755 .00504 -.01597 -4.54560 -I.89360
49,577 -4.103 -.02509 -.46730 .00349 -.06308 .00324 -.15047 -.00567 -.02665 -4.53940 -I.86630
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 !At42_ AEOC V4IA-Kt_A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 901
IAI42, "O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT566) ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .OOD
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB -2,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .O00O IN. ZB Y 50,000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 686/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
IOI.O60 -q.26I -.02082 -.452t! .00598 -.06046 .00767 -.14573 -.00382 -.02476 -4.52990 -1.87550
99.994 85.778 -.02353 -.46499 .00243 -.06403 .00452 -.14894 .00407 -.01688 -4.54060 -I.89170
99.I93 [95.800 -.02510 -.4690_ .00175 -.06464 .00685 -.t46_2 .0050_ -.0159t -4.54270 -!.89780
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOO00
RUN NO. 68?/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
I99.860 195.710 -.02073 -.47t24 .OOBO2 -.06179 .OOB4B -.15003 .00287 -.018h7 -4.53880 -l.BBB30
200.860 95.790 -.01982 -.46946 .00628 -.06t55 .00428 -.15227 .O00B5 -.020_9 -_.53730 -i.88280
I99.090 -4.235 -.0[598 -.45710 .OOq07 -.0B082 .00332 -.15S39 -.00095 -.0223I -4.53380 -I.87570
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000
IA|42o O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTB671 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 720/ 0 RN/L = i.54 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
-.299 -3.975 -.03556 -.89965 .00209 -.[2708 .O02BB -.29323 -.00385 -.04333 -4.97120 -1.68710
-.220 95.903 -,03969 -.90483 .00098 -.I2835 .00123 -,29524 -.00303 -.04255 -4.97650 -I.GB80O
1.525 I95.840 -.03869 -.90484 .00049 -.I2900 -.00452 -.30!3] --OO!BB -.04144 -4.97790 -!.59550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 721/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
52.167 195.900 -.03734 -.9053N .00196 -,I2?BO -.00294 -.30038 ,00062 -.0_90_ -4__74Rn -I _qPTn
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000O .00000 .00O00 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 902'
IA142. O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT557) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .OOO
,,_PHA_ _ -4.000 mCTAB:N.LREF = !290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 ' ' Y8 4, o _, -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC _ 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 7E2/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA_ BETAS
99.I4[ -4.192 -.0307'7 -,90075 .007S0 -.122_6 -,O001O -,29821 -.00055 ,--.04030 -4.95840 -I.59040
100.410 I95,840 -.036}0 -,90673 .00368 -.t2547 -.002i3 -.30075 .O00B9 -.03BB7 -4.S7330 -i.5B220
GRAOtEN_ .00000 ,O00UO .00000 .QQOOQ .OOOOO .OGOOG ,OOOOO .OOOOO .OOOOO .OOOOO
RUN NO. 7231 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CY'[ CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
lSB.510 195.790 -.03322 -.895I_ .00640. -,1226I -.00148 -.2_720 -,0008I -.040£4 -4.95680 -I.B9280
_n n 95.857 ~.032!1 -.88577 .00763 -.12t49 -.00118 -.2971G -1.688100.40_ -.00204. -.04150 -4.95340
201.840 -4.204 -.02769 --.89146 .00907 -.I2005 -.00204 -.28804 -.00076 -.04022 -4.94760 -1.69070
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOOO0 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT568) [ 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 iN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS -2.000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZNRP .0000 IN, ZB Y = 50,000 JET PC = I500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO_ B59/ 0 RN/L = !,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-2.075 -4.210 -.03929 -1.09720 .00225 -.1555B -,00095 -.35252 -.00373 -.05172 -5.16440 -1.61810
-I.185 95.773 -.04467 -I.10220 .00052 -.15726 .00001 -.35141 -.00335 -.05133 -5.17170 -I.52150
.522 195,750 -.04482 -1.10260 -.00054 -.15846 -.00541 -.36693 -.00318 -.05116 -5,17470 -1,61950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OUUUU .UUUOU ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8701 0 RN/L : 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50,454 195.630 -.03B9I -1.09680 .00304 -,15490 -.00664 -.36818 -.00150 -,04848 -5,16270 -1.62450
50.076 95.929 -.04050 -1.09970 .00235 -.I5578 -.00446 -.36646 -.00394 -,0519B -5.16560 -I.61470
50.137 -4.222 -,03536 -1.09400 ,00609 -.I5196 -.00332 -,35511 -.00226 -.0502B -5.15310 -!.62_40
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 703
IAI42_ O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETs ON (LVT56B} ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF © 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIOD MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 8711 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
98.169 -4.231 -,03288 -I.09100 ,00830 -,1496B -,00285 -.36446 -.00098 -,04897 -5.14610 -I.62550
97.672 95.785 -.03745 -I.09690 .00503 -,_53)3 -.00307 -.36513 -.OOII2 -.04916 -5.157B0 -I.62470
99.289 195.790 -.03368 -I.09950 .00386 -.i5436 -.00665 -.36883 -.00095 -.04901 -5.16170 -1.62410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000Q .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 872/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.580 _95.690 -.0379B -1.09670 .00639 -.I5167 -.00437 -.36518 -.OOIB5 -.049BB -5.15440 -I.62350
I99,B80 95.788 -.03435 -[.09250 _00876 -.I4922 -.0004£ -.36212 -.00210 -.05009 -5.I4680 -i.62560
IgS.950 -4.212 -.03qtB -I.09440 .00818 -.ISOtO -.00542 -.36775 -.00012 -.04820 -5. I4800 -1.62720
_RA_I_N,nn c IT .00000 ,uu_u_nnhnn .00000 .wuwvvmnnnn ,uuOuunnan .uuuuun.... ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[AI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTS69) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = ,000 BETA - .000
LREF 12B0.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -q.O00 BETA8 = -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .O00O IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 6BB/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.08I -4.133 -.02504 -.47475 .00190 -.05564 -.00396 -.]5986 -.00569 -.02695 -4.55080 -1.84510
.139 95.924 -.02884 -.4772l -.00055 ,.06804 -.00665 -.16244 -.00568 -.02693 -4.558t0 -1.838_0
.404 I95.780 -.03019 -.47863 -.00351 -.07|00 -.00970 -.;6550 -.01163 ~.03288 -4.56630 -1.82670
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 689/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
___ X _ CN __ CNT___ CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.881 95.924 -.02362 -.47398 .00121 -.06557 .00080 -.1556B -.00381 -.02515 -4.55220 -i185320
49.483 -4.241 -.02549 -.47295 .00329 -.06407 -.00054 -.I5601 -.00417 -.02538 74.54600 -I.84720
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt_ 77 IAI#2, AEDC'V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 704'
IAI42, b/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT569) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN_ YB ALPHAS = -4,000 BETAS -2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN, ZB Y 100,000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 690/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIEN1 INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN ChIT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
100.490 -4.284 -.OlSqq -.4654B .00553 -.0620l .0043@ -.15)54 -.003BI -.0250B -4.53560 -].B5830
99.847 95_90_ - 01745 - 45558 .004.00 -.06346 .00486 -.i5087 -.00S_9 -.02473 -4.53950 -1.85630
98.944 IB5.890 -.0204@ -.46784 .00065 -.06670 .00077 -.15469 .00084 -.020S7 -4.54890 -!.86490
GRADIEN] .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00_00 .00000
RUN NO. $9]/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
199.060 195.840 -.01993 -.46676 .00305 -.0642| .00025 -.15501 -.00054 -.02172 -4,54180 -1.85620
199.580 95.90l -.01301 -.45896 .00730 -.05982 .00427 -.I5069 -.00312 -.02426 -4.52630 -I.85620
199.800 -4.22# -.01193 -.45640 .00826 -.05865 .0042B -.]50t8 -.00282 -.02389 -4.52200 -1.86080
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT570) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS = -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7241 0 RNIL = l,SN GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.432 -4.031 -.03682 -.90205 .00295 -.12639 -.00024 -.296?4 -.0034I -.04294 -4.97060 -1.68240
-.45B 95.819 -.03834 -.90472 .00271 -.126B] -.00201 -.29891 -.00257 -.04215 -4.97220 -I.6B160
-.062 195.760 -.03?38 -.90363 .00270 -.I2679 -.00607 -.30292 -.00150 -.04107 -4.97190 -1.68130
GRADIEN[ .UUUUU .UUUUU .UUUUU .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu
RUN NO, 725/ 0 RNIL = t,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
51.871 195.800 -.03168 -.89778 .00513 -.12434 .00088 -.2959I -.00109 -.04065 -4.96330 -1.68410
48.230 95.B44 -.03365 -.90126 .00490 -.12480 .00020 -.297II -.00156 -.04119 -4.96500 -1.68230
51.35B -4.217 -.03197 -.90020 .OO5_B -.12401 .00144 -.29608 -.00309 -.04276 -4.96240 -1.68390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 705
IAi42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT570) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 £Q,FT. XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 12g0.3000 INCHES YMRP..= .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB = -2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 726/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
100.750 -4.183 -.03166 -.90052 .00625 -.12363 -.00148 -.29921 -.0024! -.04210 -q.96120 -I.67850
97.783 95.865 -.03217 -.90079 .00563 -.12422 -.O001B -.2978I -.00132 -.04100 -4.96330 -I.68390
I03.320 195.820 -.03479 -.90358 .00446 -.1254_ -.00t78 -.29948 .00034 -.03935 -4.96830 -1.68690
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 727/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
t99.070 195.860 -.03377 -.90268 .00680 -.12309 -.00317 -.3009_ .00036 -.03933 -4.96260 -L.68730
]99.600 95.800 -,03042 -.88770 .00779 -.12038 -,00334 -.29715 -.OOIq6 -.04063 -4.9_730 -I.68550
200.620 -4.I59 -.03002 -.Bg603 .00894 -.I2053 -.0033I _.30007 -.00123 -.04080 -4.95180 -I.68100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT571) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 12g0.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB • ALPHAS = -4,000 BETAS = -2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = I500.000
SCALE = .0]00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 873/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
1.080 -4.132 -.03867 -I.Og840 .00337 -.15kB_ -.00283 -.3649_ -.00435 -.05241 -5.16270 -1.60800
-2.688 95.805 -.04018 -l.10100 .00243 -.I5595 -.00242 -.36496 -.00285 -.05096 -5.16630 -t.60550
.t93 t95.750 -.03964 -l. IO070 .00238 -.I5603 -.00513 -.36774 -.00157 -.04970 -5.15630 -I.60690
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 874/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAS
52.611 195.790 -.03781 -I.09740 .00377 -.15442 -.00326 -.36538 -.00129 -.04934 -5.16]40 -I.62070
50.155 95.818 -.036U8 -I.09740 .00429 -.I5405 -.00270 -.36515 -.00259 -.05069 -5.15990 -].G0930
...... GRADIENT 156060 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00006 166666 66566 166660 -:66566 "156066
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 706
IAI42,'O/ET N/SRB5 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT571) { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - |258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF |290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = |500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 875/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.225 -4.377 -.03618 -1.09320 .00645 -.15195 -.00654 -.36915 -.002i2 -.05023 -5.15430 -1.61090
]0_ .... 95 879 - nT_n -I.09820 ,An499 -.15348 00531 -.36806 00]92 -.05006 -5,15870 -I.61540
i00,920 _95.?I0 -.u_t_ -i.09780 .uu_,v -,_5351 ,._2_ _.3_,_ -.O0!!Z -.Oh£!8 -5.]5970 -}.5I]00
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8?6/ 0 RN/L = ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
i99.350 195.680 -.03676 -I,09870 .007]9 -.15134 -.00689 -.35979 -.0013! -.04947 -5.15370 -].61570
I99.700 95.736 -.03418 -1.09600 .00918 -,I4935 -.00589 -.36878 -.00233 -.05049 -5.146B0 -I.61730
]98.730 -4_246 -.03474 -1.09600 ,00859 _-.14985 -,00709 -.3597B -.OOlB6 -.04999 -5.]4890 -I.60760
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRB£ SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT572) { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT• XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 7801 0 RNIL'= i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.948 -2.550 -.03496 -.48907 .00399 -.06435 -.02810 -.18583 -.00876 -.02426 -8.55450 4.14580
99.506 97.652 -.03442 -,48879 .0046_ -.06374 -.02718 -.]8500 -,00216 • -.02367 -8.55300 4.14530
99.684 197,430 -.03308 -,48795 .00396 -,06449 -,02828 -.18627 -,00153 -,02307 -8.55420 4,14]30
GRAD!ENT .00000 _nn000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
150.580 I97.410 -.03216 -.48719 .00460 -.06388 -.02260 -.18064 -.00051 -.02205 -8.55200 4.13260
I49.740 97.493 -.03166 -.48661 ,00476 -.0637I -.02236 -, 8038 -.00081 -.02235 -8.55120 4.13320
_ nn _ -,022q9 -.}8090 28 -.02283 -8.55080 _ !3650I48.890 -2.583 -.03361 .48885 ._5_6 -.05295 -,00! •
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4!A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ?07
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT572) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES" YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -8.000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7821 0 RNIL = '1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.810 -2.588 -.03136 -.48670 .00639 -.06214 -.01812 -.17627 -.00134 -.02290 -8.54750 4.13970
199,570 97.553 -.03082 -.48546 .00592 -.06&49 -.01857 -.17647 -.00050 -,02202 -8.54790 4.]3440
200.4!0 !97.520 -°03060 -.48615 .00586 -.06269 -.0186I -.17583 -.00004 -.02160 -8.54860 4.I3020
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT573) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
8REF 2690.0000 SO.FT, XHRP I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 8ETAB = 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 810/ 0 RN/L = I.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
99.925 -2,477 -.04123 -.89881 .00332 -.I2489 -.01973 -.31365 -.00248 -.04167 -8.96240 4.28240
98.136 97.497 -.04]98 -.89968 .00325 -.12498 -.02120 -.31517 -.00081 -.04001 -8.86210 4.28200
99.|73 197.500 -.04124 -.89776 .00346 -,12460 -.02139 -.31495 -.00044 -.03B59 ~8.96130 4.27790
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ' .00000
RUN NO. Bill 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETAB
151.550 197.490 -.03853 -.89681 .00373 -.I2459 -.01744 -.31160 -.00021 -.03944 -8.95980 4.27950
I49.620 97.554 -.03924 -.89729 .00375 -.t2753 -.01706 -.311|4 -.00079 -.04000 -8,96000 4.28230
!50,370 -2.557 -.03907 -.B9qqO .RO4R5 -.!2167 -.0]668 -.31086 -.00235 -.04158 -8.95830 4-28!50
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 :00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 812/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
pnp p_n -_ _nq -.03791 -.89745 .0058! -.12270 -.01752 -.3121I -.00239 -.04|68 -8.85550 4.27760
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 708
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT574) ( 20 JUL 77 )
_FERE/.NCE DATA PARAffETR_D DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. Xf'_P • 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = ,0000 IN. Y8 ALPHA_ = -8.000 BETAB = 4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 I_. ZB Y - 200,000 JET PC - 1500,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO, 837/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA9
98.981 -2.433 -.04567 -I,lO090 .00275 -.15480 -.02075 -.38140 -.00297 -.05094 -9.16340 4.35300
98.400 97.488 -.04569 -i.}OilO .00213 _._5544 -,02007 -,38078 -.00155 -.0_942 -9,!65}0 4,35530
98.599 197.500 -.04533 -i.10090 .00232 -.;5528 -.02076 -.38i52 -.00087 -.0_875 -9.;6410 4.35220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 838/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT • CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
152.t60 197.520 -.04332 -1.09930 .00280 -.15485 -.01849 -.37938 -.00089 -.04879 -9.16220 4,35080
150.fgO 97.603 -.04_5 -f.09990 .00325 -._5432 -.0f_78 -.37950 -.0017I -,04959 -9.16160 4.35310
151.760 -2.560 -.04377 -1.10010 .00403 -.15368 -.01963 -.38064 -.00316 -.05107 -9.15980 4.35940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 839/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
200.240 -8.549 -.04258 -1.09880 .005i3 -.15257 -.02025 -.38184 -.00344 -.05135 -9.15680 4.35750
200.080 97.448 -.04344 -1.09950 .00427 -.15339 -.01930 -.38023 -.00206 -.04996 -9.15900 4.35300
198.900 197.520 -.04306 -1.09950 ,00352 -.t5421 -.0J918 -.38024 -.00J23 _.049J5 -9.16080 _.35_00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTS?51 ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREr = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 2,000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACN - 4.500
RUN NO. 786i 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT '"'_"" = _= mn_ = an
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.403 .351 -.03436 -.49438 .00208 -.06714 -.01221 -.17193 -.00160 -.02336 -8.56580 2.16100
100.650 100.460 -.03632 -.49749 .00843 -.06696 -.01253 -.17264 -.00089 -.02210 -8.56640 2.15450
98.914 800.210 -.03098 -.4920! .00127 -.06809 -.01257 -,iq263 .00088 -.02094 -8.56580 2.15_40
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DOOOD .OgOOD .00080 .000_0 .00000
DATE _ JUL 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KiA¢ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 709
IAI42,'O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT575) 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS . = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 642,000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. ?B?/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.0D
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB .BETAS
151.080 200.290 -.03078 -.49t92 .00160 -.0S779 -.OIOI9 -,17029 .00049 -.02132 -8.56480 2.15560
I49.830 100.360 -.03032 -.49164 .00357 -.08584 -.00574 -o16590 -.00033 -.02215 -8.56020 2.15460
I49.500 .275 -,03!05 -.49253 .00455 -.06488 -.00574 -.16596 -.OOt07 -,02289 -8.55830 2,15490
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 788/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
201.590 .305 -.02756 -.48931 ,00616 -.06332 -.00463 -.18494 -,00174 -.02357 -8.55250 2,15590
199.620 |00.380 -.02750 -.48890 .00490 -.05452 -.00446 -.I6465 -.OOII4 -.02296 -8.55560 2.15420
200.640 200.270 -.02889 -.49033 .00250 -.06693 -.01033 -.17053 -.00018 -.02200 -8.56220 2.|5770
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT576) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MAC_ 4.500
RUN NO. ST3/ 0 RN/L = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00i 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
99.019 .293 -.04155 -.90356 .00312 -.12575 -.OOB?I -.30413 -.OOI91 -.04130 -8.96740 2.32960
99.277 I00.380 -.04322 -.90614 .00238 -.I2663 -.00826 -.30399 -.00087 -.04011 -8.97120 2.32140
101.450 200.280 -.04145 -=90462 .00179 -.12725 -.00901 -.30482 -.00105 -.04049 -8.97180 2.32460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 814/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_ _n _nn xBn -_n3987 -.90183 .00228 -.I2573 -.01007 -.30581 -.00051 -.03994 -8.96B40 2.32260
|50.070 .301 -.03801 -.90242 i004i9 -.12503 -.00992 -.30614 -.00195 -.04145 -8.96530 2.32510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEOC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 710
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT578} ( 20"JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258;5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETA8 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 815/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT . CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
201.OGO ,149 -,03899 -.90375 .00500 -.12428 -.01042 -.30678 -.00241 -.04193 -8.96360 2.32650
200.520 100.420 -.03740 -.90157 .O0_G7 -.12452 -.007_8 -.30_!3 -.00!69 -.O_!IB -8.96_20 2.32)k0
200,[00 200._30 -.03782 -.90363 .00306 -.12638 -,00942 -,30613 -.00090 -,04046 -B.B6B30 2.32040
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .CO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O)ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT577) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = i000 BETA = .000
LREF = {290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHA8 = -8.000 BETA8 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8401 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
98.289 .380 -.0424_ -1.10380 .00247 -.15598 -.01294 -.37567 -,00276 -,05089 : -9.16760 2.41050
99.230 100.440 -.04246 -{.I0350 .00325 -.15516 -.01245 -.37505 -,00162 -,04974 -9.16600 2.40720
101.230 200.340 -.04385 -I.105OO .00159 -.15683 -.01176 -.37439 -.00150 -.04962 -9.17070 2.40300
C.,RADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8411 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
151.420 200.210 -.04225 . -I.10290 .00245 -.15590 -.01227 -.37474 -.00154 -.04964 -9.16770 2.40360
148.980 100.330 -.03996 -1.09690 .00428 -.15352 -.01224 -.37346 -,00203 -.04997 -9.15830 2.40180
IS{.140 ._4 -.04096 -I.89940 .00289 -.155]3 -.01358 -.3753I -.00324 -.05124 -9.16330 2.4_J40
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOUOO .00000
RUN NO. 842t 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.840 .198 -.04253 -I.10110 .00319 -.15485 -.01391 -.37569 -,00317 -,05119 -9.16370 2.40990
n _ - nI2)_201.020 100.)60 -.O_i4q -I,)0010 .0_,_ -.15330 .... -,37392 -.00266 -.05068 -9.15820 2.40550
200.350 200.420 -.04197 -|.10010 .00337 -.15461 -.01126 -.37288 -.00251 -.05050 -9.16320 2.40460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 711
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT578) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA : .000 BETA - .000LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .O000 IN. YB ALPHAB -8.000 BETAS = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150o008 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 789/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.050 .308 -.03159 -.49482 .00310 -.0666, -.01680 -.17761 -.00103 -.02293 -8.56380 2.19160
99.372 I00.410 -.03352 -.49596 .00356 -.06602 -.01641 -,17595 -.00049 -.02236 -8.56340 2.18800
99.91.2 200.410 -.03235 -.49565 .00278 -.06692 -.01575 -.17658 ,00024 -.02167 -8.58550 2.18920
GRADIENT .O000C .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 790/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
150.590 200.290 -.02939 -.49238 .00431 -.06535 -.01046 -.17119 .00085 -.02t04 -8.55970 2.I8020
149.540 100.330 -.02955 -.49247 .00445 -.06519 -.0ii09 -.17180 .00024 -.02164 -8.55900 2.18380
149.850 .281 -.03047 -.49362 .00539 -.06429 -.01087 -°17165 -.0005! -.02240 -8.55780 2.I8420
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 791/ 0 • RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETA8
201.040 .274 -.0977I -.48i34 .00666 -.06309 -.00780 -.I6874. -.00084 -.02276 -8.55330 2.18450
I99.800 100.400 -.027i4 -.49071 .00594 -.06381 -.00832 -.1692_ -.00021 -.02213 -8.55480 2.18490
199.920 200.270 -.02692 -.49010 .00559 -.06410 -.00826 -.16904 " .00052 -.02138 -8.55570 2.18130
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[AI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT579} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - -8.000 BETAS = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH =. 4.500
RUN NO. 816/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
"Z X CN CNT . CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
99.032 .322 -.04188 -.90934 .00362 -.12606 -.00983 -.30709 -.0020I -.04164 -8.97150 , 2.36040
99.746 200.200 -.04110 -.90866 .00274 -.t2696 -.01278 -.31008 .00060 -.03904 -8.97400 2.35280
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 712
IA148, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT579) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -8.000 BETAB = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 817/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
151.560 200.270 -.03997 -.90791 .00299 -.12575 -.01104 -.ZOB46 -.00029 -.03994 -8.97280 2.35390
149.350 100.370 -.04241 -.90750 .00295 -.I2637 -.01203 -.30849 -.00083 -.04DE6 -8.97030 2.35290
I52.3!0 227 - 03883 - 906"73 .00470 -.12504 -.00990 -.30740 -.00233 -.04190 -8.96690 2.35i40
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OQO00 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 918/ 0 RN/L = !.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
200.550 .245 -.03841 -.90115 .0053_ -.12364 -,0114q -.3071l -.0026_ -.04206 -8.96080 2.35840
198.440 100._90 -.03787 -.90028 .00441 -.]2452 -.01128 -.30683 -.00099 -:04039 -8.96210 2.35550
20!.080 200.380 -.03872 -.90074 .00379 -.12508 -.01172 -.30714 -.00'086 -.04025 -8.96420 2.35360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT580) { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA - PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = ]25_.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 12g0.3000 INCHES YMRP = 0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETA8 = 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = 0000 IN. Z8 Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 843/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I01.050 .297 -.04494 -I.I0450 .00289 -.15530 -.01367 -.37579 -.00300 -.05106 -9.16720 2.42280
99.804 100.230 -.04650 -i. I0610 .00237 -.15582 -.0139i -.37603 -.00146 -.04952 -9.16920 2.42540
99.184 200.260 -.04518 -I.I0400 .00178 -.I5629 -.01432 -.37616 -.00055 -.04857 -9.17010 2.42500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 • .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8441 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT • ALPHAB BETAB
151.570 200.360 -.04373 -I.10480 .00259 -.15582 -.01408 -.37671 -.0009_ -.04910 -9.16760 2.42120
151.430 100.320 -.04350 -1.10290 .00356 -.15461 -.01397 -.37603 -.00134 -.04939 -9.16510 2.42040
!5!.540 .086 -.04390 -I.10450 .00367 -.15467 -.01435 -.37681 -.00320 -.05138 -9.16510 2.43090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 713
IAI42, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT580) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = ,1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP "= .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAB = 2,008
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150,000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 845/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB" BETAS
201.560 ,234 -.04386 -1.10500 .00469 -.15373 -.01441 -.37706 -.00396 -.05208 -9.16330 2.42640
199.680 100.390 -.04240 -1.10370 .00442 -.15402 -.01439 ".37708 -.00152 -.04965 -9.I8300 2.42970
199.480 200.320 -.04325 -I.10430 .00326 -.i5515 -,01412 -.37674 -.00155 -.04967 -9.16620 2.42290
GRADIENT nnnnn .00000 .00000 nhnnn nn hn nnn_
............ ._vvvu .uuuuu .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, OIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT5BI) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BLTA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 642,000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 792/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
99.993 -.075 -.03853 -.50176 .00154 -.06815 -.OlOII -.I7092 -.00096 -.02266 -8.57250 .18771
99.058 99.822 -.03700 -.50038 .00182 -.06790 -.00608 -.16693 .00202 -.01988 -8.57120 .1741I
100.280 199.9[0 -.03467 -.49797 .00041 -.06930 -.00490 -.16573 .00267 -.01923 -8,57350 .t7164
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 7931 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
149.170 199.800 -.03396 -.49062 .00030 -,06842 -.0Oils -.15976 .00259 -.0}g02 -8.56640 ,16312
149.700 99.832 -.03453 -.48794 .00132 -.06691 -.00320 -.16069 .00194 -.01953 -8.56090 .16692
I49.610 -.248 -.03965 -.49357 .00147 -.06684 -.00905 -.I6671 -.00284 -.02433 -8.56430 .18243
_,,_,_,,, ._ ._ .wu_w .uuuuu .vuwuu ,uuuuu .UUUUU .UUUUU .UUUUU .UUOO0
RUN NO. 794/ 0 RN/L = t.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
-- !99,210 -.226 -,03744 -.49213 ,00539 -.06304 -.00163 - _=_ =
.... 5_ .00044 -.02109 -8.55380 .!73!7
-_ GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IA142, AEDC V41A-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 7|4
IAI42,'O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVT582) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = -8-000 9ETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 819/ 0 RN/L = ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
97.943 -.205 -.05137 -.91736 .00]]9 -.12827 -.00723 -.30kO0 .00]93 -.03764 -B.9B150 .32115
99.27_ 99.973 -.04!73 - 90596 .00077 -.]2843 -.00524 -.3014i .00083 -.O_B6S -8.97600 .32071
I01.940 ]9S.870 --,04103 -,90697 .00034 -.12900 -.00934 -.3058] .00048 -.03905 -8.97760 , .32656
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 820/ 0 RN/L = ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I49.920 199.760 -.04159 -.90745 .00109 -.12835 -.00515 -.30187 .00087 -.03869 -8,97650 .32106
!50.040 99.907 -,05075 -.91703 .00085 -.12866 .00095 -.2959] .00001 -.03957 -8.98270 .3i87]
148.090 -.237 -.05968 -.92?_4 .00181 -.12792 -.00530 -.30266 .00255 -.03q09 -8.98810 .31589
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 821/ 0 RN/L = |.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
200.480 -.341 -.05q69 -.9298! .00474 -.12563 -.02215 -.32099 .00353 -.03631 -8.98360 .32915
199.370 99.8E9 -.05100 -.92289 .00264 -.12770 .00072 -.29803 -.00145 -.04127 -8,98510 ,33017
199.220 199.770 -.04206 -.91440 .00217 -.12823 -.00142 -.30032 .00005 -.03979 -8.98060 .32449
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT583) ( 20 JOL q7 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN, X8 ALPHA = ,000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES' YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB .000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = ]500.000u,_l,
SCALE = .OIOO ,-,_ _ _.500
RUN NO. 847/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT . CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
97.123 -.259 -.05521 -1.10_90 .00000 -.15655 -.00959 -.36798 .00]t4 -.04643 -9.16910 .38308
98.217 99.820 -.05162 -1.10170 .00097 -.15582 -.00477 -.36368 -.00005 -.04770 -9.16520 .37795
]02.010 199.840 -.04730 -1.09690 -.00069 -.]5740 -.01079 -.36955 -.00002 -.04764 -9,16630 .38233
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
\DATE 25 JUL 77 IAi42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 715
{AI42, DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVT583) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .OOO BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = _0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 8481 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
47.810 199.820 -.04751 -I.09900 .00048 -.15636 .-.00612 -.36517 -.00037 -.04803 -9.16420 .37503
50.880 100.020 -.06846 -1.11820 .00073 -.15600 -.00068 -.35947 .00026 -.04736 -9.17710 .37439
48.310 -.318 -.06335 -I.tt400 .00035 -.15651 -.0095t -.36861 .00167 . -.04600 -9.17490 .37735
_ ,OuuuvGRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .OuOuv _
RUN NO. 849/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY P T CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
196.150 -.231 -.05443 -I.I0580 .00383 -.I5314 -.00940 -.368?5 -.00099 -.04868 -9.16140 .38608
199.[70 99.840 -.06653 -1.ii750 .00097 -.15594 .00299 -.35622 -.00002 -.04770 -9.I7630 .3760I
_98.710 |99.7t0 -.04764 -1.09930 .00184 -.I5517 -.00368 -.36313 -.00158 -.04929 -9.16230 .38346
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI_2, O/ET NISRSS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT584) ( 20 JUL 7q )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB= -8.000 BETAB = .000
8REF = t290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN .,_.*'nwe_,,_,n_ ..........#MJq = I _& GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.723 -.I07 -.03416 -.49026 .00159 -.0670_ -.00063 -.15903 -.00061 -.02220 -B.56290 .18575
100.740 99.785 -.03565 -.49150 .00103 -.06757 -.00409 -.I6240 .00267 -.0189I -8.56460 .17617
99.105 199.760 -.03192 -.48817 .00016 -.06849 -.O00qO -.15885 .0031h -.01845 -8.56530 .17575
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .UUUUU .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu
RUN NO. 7961 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
151.570 I99.860 -.03026 -.48693 .OOiB5 -.06683 .00065 -.15794 .0029I _.0]870 -8.56000 .17387
149.140 -.230 -.03175 -.48869 .0034I -.06535 .OO|3B -.lblSU -.UUUU5 -.UClb_ -_._/_U .[/_D_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000" .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 716
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT584) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2BSO.ODO0 SO.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA m .000 BETA - .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRp '- .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ -8.000 BETAB .000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y " 50.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 7971 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
202.330 -.224 -.029_3 -.48543 .00546 -.06318 ,00058 -.|5781 -.00059 -.02218 -8.55060 .18480
200.290 99._4 -.0E998 -.48645 .00378 -.OG49I .00125 - _o_o no1n_ ......
= .I ......... . n:n_1 -B.55540 .17859
199.080 199.'730 -.02CO? -.48514 .00352 -.06526 .00106 -.15766 .002J9 -.0i944 -8.55530 .i7E43
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OO000 .00000 ,00000" ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT585) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = ,000 BETA .000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP * .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 - -8.000 BETAB : .000
BREF : I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y 50,000 JET PC = |225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 822/ 0 RN/L : 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
99,090 -.096 -.03389 -.89452 .00533 -.I2334 -.OODSD -.295B5 ' -.00255 -.040_8 -8.95530 .33665
100.020 99.860 -.04273 -,90310 .00273 -.12589 -.00283 -.29770 -.O011I -.04043 -8.96770 .34376
100.520 199.760 -.03978 -.89967 .00145 -,12q10 -,00625 -.30095 -.00057 -.03987 -8.96900 .34326
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 823/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYI CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
148,480 199.850 -.04018 -.90216 .00232 -.12554 -.00384 -.29925 -.00029 -.03968 -8.96780 .33G07
150,490 99.919 -.04389 -.90532 ,00356 -.I2522 -.OOll3 -.29635 -.00009 -.039q5 -8.96700 .33507
151.090 -,266 -.03650 -.89835 .00627 -.12258 -.00008 -.29545 -.00203 -.04142 -8.95560 .33934
GRADIENT .00000 ......... m nAnAn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnn_n .00000 ONNNA
RUN NO. 824/ 0 RN/L = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.0O; 5.00
Z X CN cN[ CLM CLMT C¥ CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
197.410 -.183 -.03578 -.89892 .0063B -.12256 -.0023I -.29777 -.00158 -.04097 -8.95640 .33845
199,630 99.750 -,04369 -,90696 .00542 -,12364 ,00032 -.29553 -.00062 -.04007 -8,96370 .33427
200_1t0 199.920 -.03933 -.90286 .00372 -.12538 -.00i83 -.29777 -.0007I -.04016 -8.965_0 .33785
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE _'_i=a
IA142. 'O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTGB6) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 8ETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE : ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 850/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.440 -,258 -.03747 -1.08850 .00456 -.15235 -.00493 -.36416 -.00255 -.05023 -9.15070 .42677
98.760 99.916 -.05051 -1.t0350 .00215 -.15507 -.00490 -.36479 -.00037 -.04813 -9.16500 .41947
99.510 199.8!0 -.04612 -I.09770 .00050 -,15540 -.00801 -.35741 -.00093 -.04864 -9.]6590 ,42_65
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 851/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
148.880 199.850 -.04736 -1.10010 .00209 -.]5508 -.00550 -.36530 -.00100 -.04875 -9.16370 .42998
147.500 99.934 -.05250 -I.10480 ,00367 -.15345 " -.00010 -.35977 _.00046 --04820 -9.I6320 .41634
143.220 -.310 -.03933 -I.09120 .00422 -.I5282 -.00634 -.36585 -.00246 -i05017 -9.15380 .43295
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 852/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.290 -.121 -.04038 -I.09360 .00338 -.15386 -.0084I -.36838 -.00186 -.04964 -9.15740 • .42835
200.020 99.882 -.05157 -I.I0460 .00535 -.15187 .00027 -.35964 -.00139 -.04916 -9. I5910 ,42532
200.520 199.740 -.04686 -l.10060 .00340 -.15392 -.00369 -.36384 -.00132 -.04912 -9.I6090 .42644
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OtET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT587} , ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA : .000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES _MRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB . .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y |00_000 .JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 798/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.080 -.157 -.03091 -.48879 ,00256 -.06634 -.00454 -.16355 -.00017 -.02183 -R.GRqsn iA_gn
99.747 199.830 -.02949 -.48774 .00063 -.06832 -.00689 i6602 156i4_ -i0202_ -8156_00 ";59_3
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ' .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 718
IAI42, O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT587I ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290o3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -9.000 BETAS = .000 -
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH, = 4.500
RUN NO. 799/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
151,020 I99.720 -.03006 -.48844 ,00152 -.06745 -.00604 -.16521 .00137 -.02032 -8.56250 .15910
I49.530 99.853 -.02799 -._ouo .00q23 -.uS4,,, .._Ov_ . ._v_ .1557_
I49.500 -.279 -,02763 -,48545 .00540 -.06349 .0OOII -.15888 -,00007 -.02174 -8.55;40 .t5493
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ;00000 _00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8001 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS 8ETAB
201.520 -.285 -.02470 -.48372 .0065I -.06258 .00040 -.15898 -.00087 -.02258 -8.54730 .16188
200.200 99.867 -.02546 -.48394 .00532 _.06367 .O00q2 -.15848 -.00015 -.02184 -8.55030 .15796
200.420 I99.q90 -.029_6 -.48859 ,002q5 -,06534 -,00634 -.I6576 ,00098 -.02075 -8.55960 .15889
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
tAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT588) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SPEF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = "1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,OIOO NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 825/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
98.265 -.112 -.0392q -.90415 .00352 -.12578 -.00489 -.30128 -.00166 -.04118 -8.98630 .31990
100.660 99.886 -.03972 -.90306 .O021B -.12689 -.00369 -.29956 -.00060 -.04005 -8;97040 .31967
101.780 t99.880 -,03955 -,90361 .00191 -,12726 -,00545 -.30157 -.00058 -.04006 -8.97120 .32270
_L_I_L,T _n_n _n_n _n nnnn_ _nnn N_n n_n nn_ _N_nn Nnnnn
RUN NO. 826i 0 RN/L = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
I52.140 199.740 -.03930 -.90353 .00263 -.12656 -.00667 -.30283 -,00023 -.0397l -8.96980 .31962
148.520 99.843 -.0390I -.90358 .00354 -.12571 -.00486 -.30115 -.OOllO -.04060 -8.96670 .32026
149,600 -.32] -.03882 -.90244 .004"76 -.12435 -.00689 -.30285 -.Ool5B -.04104 -8.96390 .32646
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ?I9
IAI42,01ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON" {LVTBB8} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -9.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .O00O IN. Z8 Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OIOD MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8271 0 RNIL =. i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM cLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
201.550 -.273 -.03BBO -.90384 .00589 -,12343 -.00619 -.30254 -.OOI?B -.04130 -8.96180 .32673
198.700 99.894 -.03802 -.90280 .00564 -.I2364 -.00416 -.30051 -.00138 -.04089 -9.99210 .32093
200.550 t99.740 -.03930 -.90418 ..00390 -.12540 -.00842 -.30280 -.00057 -.04009 -8.96690 .32531
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOIH SRB JETS ON (LVT5B9) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .OOO BETA .000
LREF : 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS : -8.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.O00 JET PC '= 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 . MACH 4._0_="
RUN NO. 8531 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
98.569 -.210 -,04078 -I.09530 .00380 -.15383 -.00823 -.36862 -.00308 -.05091 -9.15730 .41202
103.090 99.943 -.04135 -1.09540 .00342 -.|5394 -.00977 -.37000 -.00167 ~.04948 -9.15870 .4095I
101.150 199.840 -.04330 -I.09730 .00179 -.I5556 -.00910 -.3693I -.00154 -.04935 -9.]6410 .40714
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .JO00 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 854/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY .','T CYN CYNT ALRHAB BETAB
152.480 I99.770 -.04250 -1.09690 .00297 -.15445 -.00884 -,36920 -.00154 -.04936 -9. tBIlO .40708
149.340 99,849 -.0395I -1.09470 .00465 -.15289 -.00830 -.36893 -.00204 -.04991 -9.15480 .4062t
151.150 -.249 -.04096 -1.09650 .00444 -.15315 -,00785 -.36860 -.00365 • -.05153 -9.15690 .41039
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 855/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.720. -.|85 -.04299 -1.09q90 .00510 -.15239 -.00877 -.3693! -.OCz50 -.05]35 -9.15610 .412IB
200.140 99.906 -.04182 -I.09780 .00568 -.15197 -.0079i -.35991 -.00292 -.05078 -9,15450 .41155
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ;00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 720
[AI42, O/ET N/sRBs SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT590) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA ,000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB -2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 " JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 801/ 0 RN/L = 1,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.579 -4.065 -.03198 -.48682 .00189 -.06656 .00263 -.15534 -.00040 -.02193 -8.55970 -1.81930
99.655 ..... B -,0372! -.49536 .OOIO_ -,06788 ,00203 ,!5702 ,00262 0!906 -8 568!0 -!.83060
99._0; 195.£60 -.036;i -._9568 .00019 -,06896 .LqOi53 -.[57_5 .00348 -,0_S26 -6.57060 -i.83050
GRADIENT ,O0000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 602/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRAO_EN] iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CI_M CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
152.360 195.920 -,03567 -.49553 .00110 -.06810 .00448 -.I5519 .00349 -.01827 -8.56860 -I.83410
I50.500 95.926 -.03610 -.49484 .00192 -.06711 .00293 -.15635 ,00260 -.oIglo -8.56670 -I,82q50
149.330 -4.126 -,03927 -.498?4 .00295 -.06618 .00095 -.I5858 -.0018S -.02362 -8.56650 -].8i880
GRADIENT .DO000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 803/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.050 -4.232 -.03352 -.49348 .00642 -.06279 ,00658 -.15312 .00065 -.02110 -8.55450 -].82650
199.810 95.99t -.033_6 -.49347 .00382 -,06539 .00514 -.15458 .00228 ~.01948 -8.56070 -1.82650
199.660 196.040 -.03252 ' -.49191 .00303 -.06608 ,00650 -.15297 .00372 -.01801 -8.56220 -1.83130
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT59]) ( 20 J UL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA .000 BETA .DO0
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB -2,000
8REF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP .DO00 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
MACH 4.500SCALE - .0!00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
98.074 -4.078 -.04727 -.91337 .00200 -.12748 ,00225 -.29455 .OOlO0 -.03857 -8,97790 -1.66190
99.422 95.978 -.04108 -.90789 .00185 -.12773 -.00707 -.304!2 -.0010I -.04061 -8.97460 -].65II0
|01.610 I95.860 -.04437 -.91073 .00048 -.I2904 _.00495 _.30184 .00062 -.03896 -8.98030 =1.65530
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOD .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 721
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTSBI) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF = [290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = ,OiO0 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 829/ 0 RN/L = i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 6ETAB
149.690 [95.880 -.04531 -.91267 .00[94 -.I2772 -.00037 -.28750 .0013[ -.03831 -8.97760 -[.66040
[49.820 85.974 -.05432 -.92070 .00226 -.[2726 .00594 -.29096 .00027 -.03932 -8.98220 -1.65410
147,760 -4,24[ -.05970 -.90965 ,00374 -,12334 ,00715 " -°28420 ,00[42 -_03744 -8=96470 -1.67_70
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 830/ 0 RN/L = [.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z _v CN CNT _,_'_, CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
200.660 -4.2_4 -.0498_ -.91309 .00591 -_i2315 .00456 -.29128 -.00047 -.03992 -8.96680. -I.66260
[99.240 96.063 -.05206 -.8;695 .00390 -.I2539 .00388 -.2925_ -.00093 -.04045 -8.97390 -_.66210
t99. I50 I95.880 -.04562 -.90973 .00332 -.[2585 .00167 -.29446 .00118 -.0383I -8.97120 -t.65290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOQO0 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A!42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT592) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = [258.5000 IN. XB ' ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETA8 = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCI4ES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0|00 NACH 4.500
RUN NO. 856/ 0 RN!L = !.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
[00.300 -4.12[ -.04984 -[.10230 .0025[ -.I5462 -.OOlq9 -.36[51 .00019 -.04756 -9.[6290 -l.60270
97.682 95.955 -.04964 -/.10240 .00182. -.15536 -.00339 -.36322 -.00084 -.04860 -9.15420 -1.59880
101.840 I96.020 -.04897 -[.IOlBO -.00013 -.15732 -.OIO[O -.36995 -.00037 -.04814 -9.16870 -1.59660
• GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .UO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 857/ 0 RN/L = [.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -q. OOl 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CENT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETA8
148.400 195.820 -._ .... I.I0360 .00_79 -.15530 -.00379 -.36340 -.00004 -.04777 -9. I6540 -I.60390
14UoUHU -4.U_4 -.UbUW5 -I.IIU/U .UUGb! -.;b54b .00148 -.35799 .00078 -.04693 -8.16610 -l.61150
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000Q .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE _5 JUL 7"7 I/,IqP, A{q_C ....
_,,,,,-< ,,, TABULATED SOURCE DATA :',_,GE7/'2_'B
[(I'.Y'_ OIET i'Z/SRBSSEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON [LVT5£2) { BO JUL 'q ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5RE_ = 2890.0000 SQ.FT, YMRR : J25_.5000 IN. XB ALFI-!A .OOO BETA .000
_ra = '..2£0.3000 I ,r _ ,I P_•':.N._. YKRP _N00R _I_.7'B = -_,C00 CT._ _:':,n n_
BREF = i290,3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN ZB ': .000 JET PC = ]500.000
SCALE = .0 l DO _"#.C_:' ',-:.500
....I,. CIqT C_, ,. CL FI": CY CY'F & ',qq CYNY ,_LPH#,B BET,qF4
'" •[ _._z...... ,.. -. 0025P _,.-':.--n _ 88177 . OL!BL[E -S. 15"730 1 _ _:_
_'",r'. _tt c;q G'Ts: --,u,2_,._u -{ . _ , ,_,T ._,,.,...... , ........... - ........ r/Rn'q!-_ "- 0 q?', ! -C_ !'7;,:_r: -t RYR.PC_
IHS._2U i_5 S.;:O -,US :n. -[, IF.:,3 Li .,_J,-.. ...... .;'" ..... ,_. "-.:},"iSg ",._L, _'::: ' .r:',,.....: "-,::_-_ -{,'._7, i:: _i,c':C'-?7;F:
,-_:,r :-:_ ";r,r,'-r ":rmrr, _.-_n'_ , r'oor"_F! .,qR,7_9 nrr_,, _r, rmn _A@OR r nC'rl r,r _ I_
fA;qB_ O/ET N/ERBS SEPARATING,, BOTH SI4:_ JE•iS Oi4 (L\,I593] l 20 JUL q'; )
[REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP [258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA ,OOO BETA .000
LREF = )280._000 INCHES YHRR ,0000 IN, YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS = -2,000
BREF = I_.90.3000 li'4CHE8 ZMRR .0000 _N. ZB Y 50,000 JET PC = 842.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH ',= 4.500
RUN NO. 804/ E' RN/L = _.5'4 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CK CNT CLM , CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNI" ALPHAS BETAS
99.878 -4, I 1"7 -. 02BE'? -._9052 . 00£k.9 .-,0688I .0076S -. J522J . ODOV.5 -.021_2; -_.5t_3_ -_'.8."J_,3,.q
IOl .200 95.984 -.03588 -.q964 [ .00056 -. 06886 .00290 -. _.5'1'06 .00295 -,01884 -8.5"/090 -I .83600
98.945 195.850 -.03463 -,4892[ .000i3 -.06828 .00556 -. 15832 ,004|2 -.0174.0 -8.56560 -1 .94830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000
RUN NO. 80'5/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS [_'ETAB
iSi .590 I95.9"/0 -. 03258 - .4890,_ .0020"_J -,06665 .00550 -.!530! .003"78 -.01782 -8.56120 -I.84180
150.DO0 96.03l -. 0_273 -.48898 ,00838 -.06827 .0035l -. _5493 .00838 -.0198"7 -8,56050 -[.83490
148.900 -_.112 -.OEB90 -._8630 .00468 -.06415 .00q86 -. 15098 .00054 -,02;00 -8,553f 0 -t .82850
GRAD _ENT _ _ _nnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnNN N,qFICIN .NflNNN .00000 .OOOOO
RUN NO. 806,' 0 RN/L = i.5:..i w_u..............__ ,__ _,_,_.r.._,_.,..".... = 5. ''_"ww, 5 ._nn
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETA8
198.880 -4. IS2 -.026"2l - .q,8362 ,006_2 -,06264 .00587 -. 15280 -.00006 -.02168 -8,54840 -I ,83000
201.090 96.062 -.029_7 -.48660 ,00439 -,0644l .00389 -. [5488 .00174 -.0]990 -8.55470 -1 .B_6qO
|98.750 195.780 -. 0_0[6 -.48804 ,00_07 -. 06_,8_ .005q5 .-. i5355 ,00322 -.018_5 -8..55580 _l ,8_500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,0000O .00000 .O00O0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42_ AEDC VNIA-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 723
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING° BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTS94) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, . XMRP = 1258!5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .GO00 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -8.000 BETAB = -2.OOO
BREF : 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y : 50.000 JET PC : 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = . 4.500
RUN NO. 8311 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z . X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
IO0.OtO -_.252 -.03310 -.89853 .0052I -.I24I? .00324 -.29334 -.OOlO0 -.04055 -B.SB970 -I.66450
100.990 95.875 -.03961 -.9054I .00257 -.12887 .O0!IB -.2955! -.00112 -.040BB -8.97130 -I.56710
99.494 _95.930 -.04052 -.90BB_ .OOlBI -.12787 -.00284 -.29954 _.O002G -.03983 -8.974t0 -!,65980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 832/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X Cb! CNI CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I49.420 I95.830 -.OqIB4 -.90728 .00293 -.I2645 -.00025 -.29683 .00009 -.039_5 -8.97200 -I.56100
t48.380 95.950 -,0_470 -,BIO_B .D0394 -.I2549 .002I£ --.29450 .00012 -.03944 -8.9?090 -£.66630
I51.260 -4,[79 -,034[8 -.90042 ,OOS£1 .t2259 .00509 -.29176 -.OOIB3 -.04140 -8.95440 -[.66160
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 853/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
lSR.930 -q.049 -.03766 -.90473 .00699 -.I2264 .00252 -.2945I -.OOIqB -.04110 -8._5960 -I.66050
i98.670 95.030 -,04296 -.90986 .006_1 -,i23iB .00437 -,29270 -.00022 -.03983 -8.96510 -I.65660
200,070 I96,020 -.04069 -.90784 .00467 -.I2_96 .00130 -.29585 -.00034 -.03995 -8.95800 -IIGB890
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAINB, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT5951 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XHRP : IB5B,5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = -B.O00
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZHRP = .OOO0 IN, ZB Y = 50-000 ,JET PC = !500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 859/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN" CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
102. IiO -4.173 -.03928 -I.09040 ,00530 -.15163 -.00138 -.35064 -.00232 -.05000 -_.T_l_n -t _n_xn
t03.OO0 I95.830 -.0467_ -I.I0050 .00093 -,I5539 -.00599 -1366i2 00090 -_048_0 -91i6690 -i160070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O °OOOO0 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 724
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT595) ( 20 JUL 77 )
EFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = [258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA .000 BETA ,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB -2.000
8REF = !290.3000 _NCHES ZMRP ,OOOO iN. Z8 Y = 50.000 JET PC = I500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 860t 0 RN/L = _.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLI_T CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
iNS,230 gS.g_8 .OqBqO --_.iUEiU .OQHG_ -.15254' .00353 • .3'5'32'_ -,0004_ --,04_i_ -_.i5_30 -i._itbU
-,,_4=,_ -_ 09550 .OO_q.P !_}gO - -,0023_ ]k -9,]SPgO _I._n_BO!52._50 ..L!.300 n,_-= .- ,00_59 --.3e_}?! --,050
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 8611 0 RN/L = |.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
198.090 -_,123 -.0_419 -_.09"190 .00505 -.15226 -,00306 -.36318 -.0018k, -.04963 -9.15560 -l.60530
20].880 95,957 -.05084 " -i,i0500 ,00643 -.i5095 .00276 -.3575i -,00092 -.048q3 -9, I5650 -1.61040
199.400 195.880 -.04834 -I.I0300 ,0045I -.15296 -.OOlIl -.35157 -.00115 -.04899 -9.15950 -1,61180
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOO00 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
IAI4B, OIET _ISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTS96) ( 20 JUL.?? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = BBBO.O000 SO,FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = -2.080
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 807t 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT • CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.918 -4.123 -,02829 -.486?6 .00374 -.06515 .00237 -,15658 .00077 -.02089 -8.55650 -1.81450
99.8t? 95,939 -.03183 -.48962 .00318 -.0657I .00225 -.1567I .00130 -,02036 -8_55930 -I.824t0
100.180 !95.950 -.0297! -.4888! .000!7 -.0689! -_0007_ -_!60!_ .00!89 -.01983 -8.56620 -!_8!820
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .O000O .O000O
RUN NO. BOB/ O RN/L = .54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
151.230 195.948 -.03044 -,48869 .00142 -.06q53 -.00098 -.16010 .00185 -.01983 -8.56360 -1.82450
149,200 95,886 -.0248i -.483i8 .0047_ -.06420 .00615 -'.1530G .00133 -.02036 -8.55190 -i.8i380
149.400 -4.164 -,02457 -.48420 .00602 -.06314 .00539 -.15420 .00072 -.02103 -8.54900 -1.82290
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? IA[42, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA P PAGE 725
IAI_2, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT59S) BO _uL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.000D SO.FT. XHRP © 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = ,000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 842.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 8091 O RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
201.950 -4.262 _.02227 -,48217 ,00663 , -.06257 .00503 -.15466 --.00022 -.02197 -8.54590 -I.81700
199.700 95.960 -.0228f -.48160 .00572 -.06332 .OOBO2 -.15328 .00012 -,02159 -8.54850 -t.8tBBO
200.800 186,060 -.02911 -.4888I .00274 -.p6543 -.0007_ -.150_5 .OOlt! -.02054 -8,55010 -1.81590
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .0000O .O0000 .00000 '.O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT59?} [ 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO._T. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
. LREF = IEBO.30oo INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS -2.000
BREF = i290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y '= iO0.O00 jET PC = i228.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 834/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5,00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
98.875 -4.0_7 -o03573 -,90202 .00307 -.I2B_q -,00147 -,29833 -,00!43 -,04IOI -8.96900 -I.86050
99.1II 96.042 -,03787 -.90539 .00269 -.I2700 .00077 -.2965I -,00065 -,ON02B -8.97210 -I,66560
102.490 195,920 -.04063 -.90787 .00197 -.12768 -.00271 -.29989 .00004 -.03958 -8.97540 -1,56160
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000.
RUN NO. 83510 RNIL = 1.5_ v_wl_t_................... H_tL_V_U = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
15t.840 195.830 -.04094 -.90904 .00298 -.12679 -.00333 -o30081 .00004 -.0398! -8.9?350 -1.65100
I48.790 95.936 -.03813 -.90675 .00427 -.12558 -.00190 -,29955 -.00085 -.04053 -8.96900 -1.66280
I49.690 -4.153 -.03666 -,90560 .00450 -.12540 -.00356 -.30132 -.00095 -.04085 -8,98q60 -].66130
GRADIEN_ .00000 .O00OO .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8361 0 RN/L = Io54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
200.610 -4.t86 -.03868 -.90582 .00612 -.I235! -.00243 -.28959 -.0012| -.04083 -8,96260 -1.65580
201.090 I95.850 -.04043 -.90854 .00457 -,t2520 -.00265 -.30013 -.00017 -.039_3 -8.96850 -i.66280
GRAOIENT .OOOOO ,00000 .00000 .00000' .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .OOOO0 .OOO00 ,00000
DATE B5 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 726
IA142,. OIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT598) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .OOD
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -B.O00 BETAB = -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP" = ,0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .DIDO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 862/ 0 RNIL - 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 BETAB
98.287 -4.228 -.0387_ -I.09380 ,00394 -.15358 -.00594 -.36653 -.00265 -.05051 -9.15570 -I.60390
I01.270 96.039 -.04073 -[,09640 .00319 -.15442 -.00719 -.36801 -.0016_ -,04949 -9.15820 -1.60720
.........oO _q_ lq_ 990 -.04320 -i.09690 .002|; -.:Jucu'=_ , _n=_.o -._GSSO -._,nn1_........- n_Q _ -8.!_350 -!.60670
GRADIENT _O000O ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00UO .00000 .O00OO .00000 .O000O
RUN NO, 8631 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CY_ CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
152.470 t95.810 -.04308 -I.09820 .00363 -,1539I -.00622 -.36685 -.00143 -.04930 -9,]6010 -I.60820
148,850 95,979 -.03880 -I.09520 ,00501 -.1525S -.00479 -.36550 -.00166 -.04853 -9.15490 -1.60700
!50.040 -4.259 -.04050 -I.09630 .O051B -.15245 -.00489 -.36574 -.00296 -.05085 -9.15500 -I.60010
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO ,00000
RUN NO. 864/ 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
197.970 -4.224 -.04278 -1.0_920 .00595 -,I5176 -.00458 -.35562 -.00290 -.05082 -9. I5460 -1.602!0
. 200.1lO 95.934 -.04146 -1.09730 .00634 -.15129 -.00422 -.36508 -.00232 -.05022 -9.15280 -1.60230
198.180 I95.910 -.04400 -I.09950 .00528 --.15230 -.00519 -.36591 -.00197 -.04985 -9.I5680 -1.60250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .D0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OODOO .00000 .DOOOO .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT599} { 20 JUL 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP = I258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = lO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -8.000 _ETAB = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 21571 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPNAB BETAB
I00.900 -2.330 -.04657 -.91939 .00305 " -.12744 -.05206 -.35121 -.00751 -.04740 -8.95650 14.31800
98.181 97.445 -.04604 -.91896 .002]0 -.12840 -.05185 -.35103 -.00644 -.04634 -8.96860 14.31200
!00.410 197,410 -.04365 -.91712 .00073 -.12985 -.05088 -,35024 -.00633 -.04625 -8.97050 14.31300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA|42. AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 727
IA142_ O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT599) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB = }4.000
BREF : 1290,300D INCHES ZMRP .OOOO IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2]5810 RN/L = [o51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
150,420 197.710 -.03591 -.91779 ,00200 -.12984 -.04196 -.34415 -.00473 -.04502 -8.97190 14.30500
150.OBO 97.287 -.03672 -.BilBO .00334 -.12736 -.04243 -.34206 -.00452 -.04458 -8.96190 14.30000
I50,550 -2.489 -.03500 -.9125_ .00527 -,12592 -.046k4 -.34717 -.00607 -.04616 -8.95990 14.31000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,OOO00 .O000O .00000 .00000 nnnnn nnnnn ,00000 _n_n_
....... _w .vuvuv
RUN NO. 2159> 0 RN/L = I.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL-= -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
200.280 -2.486 -.03097 -.90508 .00588 -.12395 -.04629 -.34621 -.00743 -.04742 -8.9_960 14.31500
t99.000 9?,512 -.02884 -.90238 .00510 -.12550 -.04054 -.33993 -.00469 -.04462 -8.95250 14.30000
199.980 197.390 -.02940 -,90167 ,00386 -.12655 -.04064 -.33950 -.O04BS -.04483 -8,953?0 14.28700
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. OlET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT600) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = -8,000 BETAS 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y ]00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2160/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
99.573 .472 -.02847 -.BOO31 .00085 -.12948 -.02350 -.32231 -.00327 -.04312 -8.96030 12.32200
99.0|I I00.250 -.02859 -.90047 .00022 -.13013 -.02461 -.32344 -.00323 -.04308 -8.96160 12.32100
99.797 200,470 -.02391 -.89437 -.00006 -.13020 -.02t43 -.31978 -.00255 -.04234 -8.95860 12.31600
RUN NO. 2161/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
152,770 200.450 -.B2173 -.89089 .00093 -,t290) -,02034 -.3!825 -_OOl90 -,04!63 -8.95320 12.31300
GRAD .00000 .00000 .00000 . O0 . 0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 728
[A142, o/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT600) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP " 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA " .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF : !290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2162/ 0 RN/L - 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
202.310 _327 -.03024 -.89920 .00320 -.12672 • -.03004 -.32787 -.0063! -.04603 -8.95300 12.33300
200.ii0 J00.040 -.u_l_ -.884S7 .vu_v_ -.,cGo_ --.uB_ "'.Jc-,_7_"'= .0_, _ n,,.n _._ _2._2_
198.260 200.230 -.02028 --.88808 .00226 --.127_8 -.02052 -.31797 -.00224 -.0419l -8.94810 12.31400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT60I) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8,000 BETAB = 12.000
8REF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .OIOO MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 2163/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT . CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
99.854 .352 -.03462 -.9027S .00227 -.12753 -.03182 -.32939 -.00362 -.04331 -8.95680 12.32700
98.202 I00.330 -.03475 -.89870 .00130 -.12787 -.03255 -.32869 -.00307 -.04257 -8.95540 12.32500
100.390 200.430 -.03479 -.90657 -.000!9 -.13052 -.02974 -.32853 -.00363 -.04348 -8.95650 12.32200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000" .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2164/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
lSl.09O 200.480 -,02235 -.90;21 .00137 -.12897 -.02522 -.32404 -.00279 -.04263 -8.95990 I2.32200
150.040 tOO'.200 -.03088 -.90302 .00244 -.12794 -.02846 -.32737 -.00291 -.04277 -8.9582G 12.32900
150.470 .360 -.03206 -.80269 .00433 -.12583 -.03266 -.3_I05 -.00387 -.04377 -8.85290 12.33100
GRADIENT "^_*" "_ _n nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn
RUN NO. 2i65/ 0 RN/L = i.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.0G
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
202.060 .I57 -.03304 -.90249 .00576 -.12422 -.03608 -.Z3408 -.00675 -.04650 -8.84920 12,33300
198.650 100.330 -,03038 -.90011 .00373 -.!2630 -.03254 -.33065 -.00432 -.04408 -8.95150 12.32500
200.840 200.280 -.02718 -.89566 .00273 -.]2707 -.02444 -.322i2 -.0030i -.04271 -B.951IO _2.3t700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA[42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 729
IAI42, O/ET NISRB$ SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT602) ( 20 JUL 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP. = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 8ETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP '= .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OlOO MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 2156/ 0 RNIL = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETA8
99.597 .021 -.03182 -.89819 .00043 -.12910 -.01765 -.31461 -.00136 -.04097 -8.95900 I0.32700
99.976 99.907 -.03231 -.90602 -,00150 -.13212 -.08204 -.32148 -.00077 -.04070 -8.98960 I0,33300
BB. IBS 200.020 -.02916 -.90430 -.00056 -,13139 -.01885 -.31877 -.00059 -.04058 -8.96730 10.32600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21671 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
_,N, 8ETABZ X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN _v,T ALPHAB
149.050 199.880 -.03322 -.90718 -.00118 -.13184 -.01872 -.3t824 .00058 -.0393G -8.97040 10.32500
150.780 99.770 -.0_661 -.910_8 -.00025 -.13088 -.02068 -.32014 -.00049 -.04042 -8.96980 10.32600
I49.650 -.256 -.0335! -.90620 .00107 -.12940 -.01933 -.31843 -.00068 -.04057 -8.96380 10.33000
GRADIENT .O00QO .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2168/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.q50 99.819 -.04033 -.9II02 .00012 -.I3008 -.01957 -.31799 -,00092 _.04072 -8.95850 I0,32600
199.670 i99.760 -.03556 -.90549 -.0006[ -.}3068 -.01888 -.31703 .00122 -.03854 -8.96680 10.38400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT603) ( 20 JUL ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
8REF © 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = 10,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = _8.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 21691 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
10].580 -.027 -.038?6 -.91223 .00157 -.12902 -.01765 -.3170t -.00152 -.04143 -8.98680 10.31200
99.635 99.767 -,03701 -.90917 .OOII7 -.12#22 -,92964 -.{!956 -.00158 -.04144 -8.96590 I0.31200
-- - GRADIENT .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .UUUUU ,UUUUU .uuuuu
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4I'A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 730
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON .(LVT6031 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = IO.ODO
LREF = !290.3000 INCHES YHRP _ ,0000 IN, YB ALPHAS = -8,000 BETAS = 10,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .O00D IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2170/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
I53.720 199.830 -.03375 -.90559 .00049 -.12985 -,02029 -.31910 -.00096 -.04071 -8.96500 10.31300
152,090 99.609 -.03793 -.9084i .00i19 -,t28S6 -.02079 -.3iSi_ -.00158 -.04135 -3.96450 i0.31300
148.870 -.294 -.03657 -.90721 .00192 -.12824 -,02052 -.31892 -,00269 -.04248 -8.96160 I0.31800
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .OOOQO .00000 ,00000 .OOOO0 ,00000
RUN NO. 217I/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT . A,LEMAB BETAS
199.760 -.176 -.03719 -.90688 .00283 -,12720 -.02073 -.31881 -.00192 -.04167 -8.95840 10,31400
200.430 99.752 -.03840 -.90639 .00145 -.12832 -.02082 -.31833 -.00188 -.04156 -8.96240 10.31400
199,070 199.870 -.03703 -.90660 .00085 -.12916 -.02057 -.31852 -.00085 -.04060 -8.96260 10.31200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT6041 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAS I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2172/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
100,020 .026 -.04i38 -.90973 .00068 -.12914 -.0236l -.32124 -.00269 -.04239 -8.96580 10.34500
97.833 99.780 -.04105 -.91153 -.00026 -.I3040 -.02491 -.32326 -.00168 -.04146 -8.96880 10.34600
99.652 199.740 -.03646 -.90668 -.00067 -.13077 -.02374 -.32201 -.00117 -.04095 -8.96650 10.34300
_AU|t_I .UUUUU ,UUUUU ,UUUUU .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu ,vuv_ .uuuvu ,uuuuu .uuuuu
RUN NO. 2173/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ b.uu
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
149.390 199.680 -.03509 -.90428 .00064 -,12931 -.02189 -.3198] -.00118 -.04091 -8,96200 10.34200
i49.820 99.655 -.03971 -.91029 .00164 -,12852 -.02442 -.32281 . -.00193 -.04172 -8.96390 10.34500
48.930 -.lq3 -.042P0 -.91162 .00233 -,12765 -.02689 -.32488 -.00452 -.04426 -8.96220 10.35300
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
\DATE 25 JUL 77 IAi42, AEDC V4iA-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 731
IA!42° DIET W/SRBS SEPARATING° BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT604} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y 100.000 JET PC = lB25.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. B17_/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
202.560 -.197 -.04519 -.91464 .00330 -.12689 -.02850 -.32650 -.00603 -.04577 -8.96210 I0_36000
199.120 9£.777 -.04142 -.9[053 .00306 -.12688 -.02654 -.32453 -.00394 -.04357 -8.95980 10.35100
' _ .0_,_8 -200,630 i99.570 -.03528 -.80588 .uu_9_ =°|2842 - _'= -.32033 -.001 °u_, .04178 _o_._o=2,n,_ ,_.'h34300
GRAD ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
[Ai48, O/ET N/SRSS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT6051, ; 20 JUL 77 :i
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = [0,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 8ETAB = 8.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y ,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0t00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2175/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT !NTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I01.470 -4.069 -.03975 -.91442 .00129 -.12947 -.01619 -.31596 -.00007 -.04005 -8.96840 8.33340
I02.410 85.952 -.04131 -.81508 -.00094 -._3_57 -.02158 -.32104 -,00041 -.04035 -8,97440 8,33490
101.600 195.900 -.04085 -.9}229 -.00191 -.13219 -.01813 -.31680 ,00036 -.03846 -8,97460 8.32960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2176/ 0 RN/L = |.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
149.010 I95.890 -.04380 -.91365 -.00175 -.13180 -.01816 -.31430 .00]38 -.03838 -8.97_I0 B.32310
150.780 95.927 -.04718 -,91609 .00027 -.12864 -.02027 -.31809 .000]0 -.03952 -8.96960 8.32890
i49.680 -4.i90 -.04i45 -._lul.....................vu¢o_ -._=,o, -.w_u,_. -._o_'"_ ._u_,_'_ .v_o_,_7_=_ _._,ou__='_ o.o=uov__
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2177/ 0 RN/L = _,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
198.670 195.770 -,04481 -.91829 -.00099 -.13158 01475 -.3;412 00157 03835 -8.97650 8.32460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI#20 AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 932
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBB SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT606) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. x8 ALPHA = .000 BETA - 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES ,_,R, _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHA_ = -B,O00 8ETAB = B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2178/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.510 -3.961 -.04213 -,B13[g .00256 -.12767 -.01525 -.3!3B1 -.00154 -.04135 ~8.98280 8.31540
,_ =_ o= o_o - n_nnz -.90972 .00129 -.i287_ -.O[BBB -.31706 -.00[09 -.0_084 -o.=G_ 8.31690
98.969 I96.0t0 -.03895 -.909B1 .00072 -.I2948 -.01969 -.31818 -.O006B -.0_048 -8.96600 8.31830
GRADIENt .00000 .OO000 ,OOOOO .OgO00 .00000 .OOOOO .00_00 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. BlTBl 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
I48,7T0 [96.030 -.04180 -.81220 ,.00020 -.12983 -.02007 -.31840 -.00059 -.04038 -8.96880 8.31830
149.220 95.97! -.04576 -.9165_ .00139 -.I288I -.02001 -.31850 -.00095 -.04075 -8.96840 8.31760
148.830 -4.217 -.0_238 -.91220 .00273 -._2732 -.01851 -.31665 -.00232 -.04207 ~8.96220 8.31970
GRADIENT .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00DO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2180/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT' ALPHA8 BETA8
[99.810 -4.008 -.04249 -.91516 .00364 -.12683 -.OlBSO -.3)760 -.00159 -.04148 -8.86290 8.32050
200.340 86.020 -.04658 -.9t423 .0022] -.1275[ -.01939 -.31678 -.00171 -.04137 -8.96440 8.31810
}949.600 195.92D -.0_475 -.9292_ .D81}5 -._2973 -.0_919 -.3JB23 -.0_099 -.0_099 -8,97290 8.318e0
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
]A[42, DIET N/SRB8 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS 8N (LVT607) [ 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
8REF = 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = lO.O00
LREF = 1298.3000 INCHES YMRP = ..0000 iN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.O00 JET PC = t225.000
SCALE = .0100 ,_'_'_,_,, q ...._nn
RUN NO, 21_ll 0 RN/L = |.51 GRADIENI INIERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.092 -4.029 .-.046]8 -.91769 .00148 -.12882 -.02050 -.3192I -.00192 -.04176 -8.96970 8.35540
97.06I 95.868 -.04654 -.91702 .00006 -.13006 -.02232 -.32064 -.0004] -.04019 -8.97210 8.35230
I00.990 |95.220 -.04267 -.91193 -.00027 -.I3023 -.02304 - 32098 .00016 -.03957 -8.96980 8.35110
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 iA|42. AEDC V4IA-KiA, TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 733
[A142, O/ET NtSRBS SEPARATINO_ BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT607) ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = [258.5000 IN. XB . ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YB ' ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP. = .0OO0 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 21821 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
148.800 196.000 -.U4244 -.91237 .00139 -.12867 -.02079 -.31896 -.00015 -.0399t -8.96560 8.35510
151.300 95.857 -.04534 -.91749 .0024! -.12798 -.02207 -.32098 -.00095 -.04081 -8.96710 8.35560
150.820 -4,082 -,04892 -.91952 .00301 -.127t6 -.02415 -.32258 -.00409 -.04388 -8.96710 8.36510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 =00000 =00000 °00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 8183I 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
20[.720 -4.21I -.05|26 -.92113 .00375 -.12630 -.02549 -.32362 -.00522 -,04498 -8.966i0 8.36720
199.840 85.998 -.04574 -.91840 .00400 -.12638 -.02412 -.32287 -.00292 -.04276 -8.96290 8.36350
[99.820 _95.990 -.04155 -.91060 .00269 -.I2724 -.01984 -.31770 -.00098 -.04070 -8.95220 8.35500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000
[A142o O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT608} C 20 JUL qq )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = 6.000 BETAB 4.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 22931 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.l[9 -2.976 -.01890 -.8883_ .01218 -.11780 -.0665i -.3645I -.007[9 -.04693 5.07510 4,35580
.598 9?.004 -.02267 -.89516 .01021 -.I2024 -.06497 -.36400 -.00970 -.04958 5.06650 4.36170
.625 197.I90 -.08167 -.89995 .0082| -.I2309 -.06132 -:36231 -.00966 -.04979 5.05570 4.35630
_&nT_T _ACIA _NA_ N_N_N _N_ _nNNn n_N_ _AtlAn Nnn_n nn_m_ _m_m
RUN NO. 8294/ 0 RN/L = !.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM _LN,r_ _,_ _,,_vT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.680 t96,980 -,0t486 --.88739 .01009 -.12039 -,06226 -,36138 -_00367 -.04356 5.07040 4.34090
GRADIENT 0 0 .0000_ .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AE[X_ V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 734
IA142, G/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTBOB) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 _h_HE_ ,,, ,_ .0000 !N. YB ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAS = 4.000
BREF = [290.3000 _NCNE5 ZHRP = .O00O IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = |225,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2295/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADTENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
201.820 -2.946 -.01320 -.87691 .01758 -.I!156 -.067!3 -.36320 -.00262 -.04211 5.09790 4.34010
200.880 o7...... n_p_ -..nT_ - 8963_ .0_6i0 -._i529 -,06£06 -.3702_ -._0_ _ ._.,2_'_' _._7n ....._o_ u 3_950
200.050 197.090 -.01253 -.88746 .01391 -,i1689 -,05799 -.36783 -.00233 -,0423I 5.07930 4.3'_380
GRADIEN_ .00000 ,QO00O .OOO00 .00000 .... 00 .O000O .00000 .wOO00 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT6O9) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA .000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOOO IN. YB ALPHAB= S.OOO BETAS = 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .OOOO IN. Z8 Y IO0.O00 JET PC = t225.000
SCALE _ .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2289/ O RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00I 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
.290 .0_0 -.OIVD_ -.,B_E)405 .005.2_ -.J2,362 -.04469 -.3V291 -.00904 -.0V88_ 5.0r_._30 2.36030
.BOg 100.060 -.02090 -.89089 .0038I -.12626 -.04482 -.34301 -.01140 -.05113 5.05420 2.37150
t.318 199.930 -.00595 -.87595 .00742 -.12235 -.01712 -.31532 .00248 -.03729 5.07260 2.31310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .GO000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2270/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENt INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
lOt.lO0 200.100 -.00676 -.8812_ .00862 -.122il -.03427 -.33397 -.00589 -.04586 5.06950 2.3_300
98.895 9B.986 -.01482 -.88766 .008!5 -.12234 -.04694 -.34609 -.00561 -.04550 5.06540 2.35740
99.584 .023 -.01421 -.BBBq2 .01059 -.I1985 -.046BS -.345BB -,00520 -.0450B 5,07250 2,35250
.......... _nnn nnnnn nnnnn nflnnn nnnnn nnnmnGRADIENT O00OO .UOOUO .uuuuu ouuuuu .uuuwu .uuuu_ ._
RUN NO. 22711 0 RN/L = |.49 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
I9g.590 -.OBl -.0i142 -.BB232 .0148B -.11532 -.05208 -.35058 -.0036B -.0434g 5.08580 2.34880
£0!.500 Bg,973 -.0i_12 -.88284 .01298 -.11735 -.04745 -.34623 -,00417 -.04#0! 5.08140 2,35640
200.730 199.940 -.01076 -.BBBSO .00907 -.12215 -.0440B -.34490 -,00648 -.04659 5.06550 2.36050
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .OOOO0 .O00OO .OOOOO .O00OO .00000 .OOOOO
I II f !
DATE 25 Jv_ 7? ,A,4_, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 735
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT610} ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO;FT. XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 {NCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 5.000 BETAB 2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 |NCHES ZHRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y 150.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 22721 0 RN/L : 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.421 .037 -.01796 -.B9053 .01162 -.liB84 -.05203 -,35II0 -.00897 -.04895 5.07290 2.36?90
.222 t00.616 -.62093 -.B9313 .00757 -.12283 -,04865 -.34759 -.00BIB -.04805 5.06_56 2.36330
.702 206.050 -.61766 -.88827 =00627 -.!2398 -.04979 - ........_n -.60906 -.04888 = 06,,_''_ 2.35B30
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .06000 ,00000 .00000 .06000 ,60600 .60000 .00000
RUN NO. 2273/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
I01.750 199.960 -.61116 -.88082 .00917 -.12685 -.05105 -.34913 -.00281 -.04237 5.07370 2.35130
99.336 99.990 -.01546 -.88363 .0]081 -.liB99 -.05204 -.34963 -.00289 -.64258 5.07650 2.34720
99.870 -.I]3 -.01458 -.88487 .6141; -._1800 -.05132 -.34961 -.6635% m.04332 5.08156 2-35310
GRADIENT .00606 .00000 .60000 .00000 .00000 ,06060 .00060 ,00000 .06000 .00600
RUN NO. 22?4/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
200.370 -.124 -.01025 -.8B074 .01736 -.11279 -.05391 -.35228 -.00244 -.04223 5.09350 2.34970
200.950 99.889 -.60988 -.B8218 ,61605 -.I1437 -.65297 -.35194 -.00139 --.64126 5.08880 2.35030
200.040 I99.930 -.00839 -.88663 .01350 -.It?80 -.05355 -.35453 -.00175 -.64tB9 5.07770 2.35390
GRADIENT .00006 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .60000 .00000 .00000
[A142, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT611) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA i6,600 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .6000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.006 BETAB = _.000
RREF I290._NDg |NCHF_ 7MRP = nNNN IN 7R v nnn _CT oP = ,_o= _
....................... vvv v_. L _ _,wuu
SCALE = .O[OO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2275/ 6 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.522 -.4_ -.0151I -.887t6 .00448 -_lPSgN -_NX21R -.xxtnA - nn_e_ - nu_, = n_=n _o.,.
.078 199.570 -:0i295 -:88426 .00370 -.12657 -.00312 -.30176 00489 ,03493 5,05660 .32504
GRADIENT .00000 .60606 .00000 .00000 .00000 .60000 .06000 .00000 .00600 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 £A14.2, AEDC VL_[A-[<IE_ TA_ULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 936
IA,',_, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVT611_ ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = _258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10,000 BETA = .DO0
LREF : i290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = _.000 BETAB = .000
8REF = _290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOO0 IN. ZB Y = ,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 22761 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99,693 |99,550 -.0099! -.BB044 ,00898 -.12117 -.01210 -.31047 .00177 -.03802 5.07220 .34269
_08,510 99.394. -.OLD02 -,BBO!9 ,00957 -,]20_3 -,0_8q5 -.3_57_ -,00094 -,04072 5.07_70 .3525_
99.989 --387 -.01043 -.87993 .01062 -.[1938 -.02B07 -.32609 -.00435 -.04409 5.07730 .36657
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .GOOOO .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 22771 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLM]_ CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.470 -.507 -.00572 -.B7479 .01244 -.[1749 -.02753 -.32542 -.00222 -.04195 5.08560 ,36190
200.270 99.426 -.01232 -.88748 .0119_ -.11893 -.03015 -.33008 -.00458 -.0445B 5.07310 .37447
I99.770 I99.560 -.oI]3B -.88353 .01085 -.I1954 -.02142 -.32034 -.00081 -.04067 5.07460 .35189
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON [LVT612} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - _258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA tO.O00 _TA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAS = .000
BqEF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2278/ 0 RN/L = 1,49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
.317 -.472 -.01363 -.88246 .00454 -.12536 -.0347B -.33255 -.00700 -.04672 5.06130 .34073
2.7t4 99.444 -.00824 -.87776 .00667 -.12333 -.01035 -.30839 .00385 -.03589 5.06920 .29769
-.86B I99,570 -.OOB30 -.B7929 .00443 -.12579 -.00347 -.30200 .00729 -.03252 5.06200 .28433
_RADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .oooo0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2279/ 0 RN/L = .49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
99.971 199.560 -.00684 -.BB104 .01072 -.11997 -.01535 -.31496 .00324 -.03672 5.07480 .30327
, , =n 99.455 -
,0,°0_ -.00819 _B7885 .01142 -.11875 -.02192 -.32034 -.00096 .04076 5.07940 _3t602
100,880 -.478 -.01235 -.89616 .00920 -.12292 -.03395 -.33681 -.00044 -.04082 5.05880 ,32846
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,O00DO
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42o AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 739
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT612) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF 2B90.OOO0 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1258.5800 IN. X8 ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB .000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2280/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.460 -.652 -.00706 -.88227 .01332 -.11753 -.03845 -.33840 -.00271 :.04271 5.08080 .33428
200.900 99.4_ "_ -.00959 -.88336 .01259 -,tlB04 -.03060 -.33007 -.00192 -.04176 5.U7820 .32757
200.290 199.550 -.00897 -.88360 .01160 !1916 -.02559 -.32535 -.00003 -.0400! 5.076!0 _,7_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OQO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
!AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARAT!NG_ BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVTBI3_ ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETR|C DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XHRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA o000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6,000 BETAB = .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 ffACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 22B!! 0 RN/L = !.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.345 -.502 -.01203 -.BBI96 .00860 -.|2146 -.03718 -.33535 -.0057I -.04548 5.07060 .37082
.918 99,417 -.01864 -.88818 .00590 -.I2410 -.03790 -.33593 -.00769 -.04744 5.06020 ,38146
1.748 I99.510 -.00284 -.87567 .00809 -.12240 -.01309 -.31224 .00603 -,03387 5.07300 ,32465
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2282/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
10t.400 |99.550 -.00653 -.88563 .OOB2B -.12214 -.03217 -.33344 -.00319 -.04335 5.06750 .3619|
99,252 99.473 -.01343 -.88974 .01026 -.12075 -.04243 -.34276 -.00264 -.04269 5.06860 .37188
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2283/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
20].300 199.550 .00978 -.88266 .01052 II998 -. 33892 .00359 -.04349 .0_420 ,36972
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAiq_ I.EOC.' ' " "'_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE '730
IAIk_, O/ET 14/5R88 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB ,JETS ON (LVTGIq) ( 20 JUL 77 )
_r _",_ PARAM_TR!C DATA
__FE_N,._ DATA • -
SREF := ,_9_._000_n r, E_.F'r. XHRP = £258.5000 IN. )(_ ALPHA _0.000 BETA .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 iN. Y8 ALPHAG = 6.000 BETA8 = -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 HAC_4 4.500
_ v , uwRUN NO. £2_4/ 0 RN/L = I.L_9 _AD_ENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5. _
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPWAB BETAB
2.744. 95.525 -.01237 -.885i8 .00389 -._2560 -.OOSBB -.305_t .0039S -.03593 5.05580 -I.86490
.w=7_ -,Z0179 nn'=_ -.0353k _ 05210 _,67060
.[315 i85._50 I0188_ --.8887[ .00312 'I2781 -- nn_ _ ._;4_= ., "°.
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. 22851 0 R_/L = _o49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
99.854 |95.550 -.OIB02 -.92239 .00633 -.12869 -.00812 -.31759 .00365 -.03759 5.02940 -1.65330
100.040 95.494 -.01495 -.91719 .00887 -.12598 -.01243 -.32151 ,00276 -.03842 5.03810 -1.65120
99.246 -4.575 -.012_9 -.91463 .01013 -.124ql -.01984 -.32889 .00092 -.04026 5.04300 -1.63940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2286/ 0 RNIL = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = 15iO01 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.530 -4.609 -.00981 -.87953 .011_9 -.11934 -.022ZI -.32041 .00026 -.03950 5.08000 -1.64460
. 19B.150 95.410 -.01251 -.87048 .01224 -.11604 -.02370 -.31783 -.00149 -.04074 5.09110 -I.64990
201.060 195.620 -.OI61B -.BgI70 .01085 -.12005 -.01862 -.3186B .O01k7 -.03854 5.06780 -1.65470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .OOOO0 .00000
IA142_ DIET WISRBS SEPARATING BOTH SRB JETS ON ILVTGIS) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 125B,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA .000
LREF = |_90.3000 _NCHES YMRP = .O00O IN. YB ALPHAB = 5.000 BETAB = -2.000
3000 _NCHE5 ZHRP ......... V _ _n nnn '_T _e _ '}}_ annBREF _ I_gO, = ,uuuu H_, _ ....................
SCALE - ,OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO, 2287/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
--.OlB -4.52B -.01402 -.BB777 .00761 -.12302 -.02657 -.32603 -.00617 -.04610 5.06300 -1,65050
3.218 95,495 -.00954 -.88277 .00623 -.i2432 -.00855 -.38_B3 .00637 -.03354 5.06260 -i.69520
-1.4!8 195.520 -.01030 -.88403 .00387 -.12675 -.00055 -.30001 .81024 -.02969 5.05640 -1.71130
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAt42, AEDC V41A-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 739
IA142, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING° BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT615) ( BO JLIL ?? )
REFERENCE DATA , PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP =. 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA ,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAS -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 2288/ 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.950 IgS.5IO -.00823 -.BBt21 .01094 -;11957 -.01091 -.3101I .00654 -.03336 5.07580 -1.69440
99.552 95.375 -.00705 -.87952 .01238 -.]1806 -.01623 -.31526 .00248 -.03740 5.08040 -_.67840
98.590 -4.59B -.01198 -.88382 .vL_v9 -._1925 -._25_ -.32388 _ n ,_ -._40,._ 5.07510 -I._,34_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2289/ 0 RN/L = !.49 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5_00! 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
19g,900 -_.630 -.00583 -.87741 .OI489 -.I15_I -.03115 -.3298B -.00017 -,0400! 5.08840 -1.66420
260.950 95.408 -.00930 -.BB05I ,01426 -.11599 -.02425 -.32285 .00044 -.03938 5.08460 -I.6qOBO
!99.930 I95.520 -,00948 -,88024 .0[334 -.[1684 -.01975 -,3t820 ,00233 -,03747 5.08270 -1.67920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000_ .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT616) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - I0.000 BETA = .000
LREF= 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAS _ -B.000BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = [00.000 JET PC 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2290/ 0 RN/L = 1.4B GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
.196 -4.498 -,01360 -.88215 .01159 -.11826 -.02700 -.32470 -.00475 -.04446 5.07800 -I.64460
1.256 95.525 -.01493 -.89353 .00838 -.12253 -.02667 -.32676 -.00644 -.04645 5.06130 -1.63640
t,405 |95.490 -.00463 -.88287 .vv_o..... -.12372 -.uu_,_ , -.ou_,_'" ._,_ _._,_ =_.vu_o_"_ -: .u=o,v_ ....
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22911 0 RN/L = 1.49 GRADIENT INTERVAl = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
99.326 -4.619 -.00940 -.88313 .014_ -.11585 -.OEB92 -.32827 00234 -.04226 5.08390 -I.64960
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAIR, E, AEDC V41A-KiA, TABULATED SGURCE C,!,.TA IT,I_GE 7qO
IA]k2, O/ET N/SRGS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT_J6; ( B(] JUL "77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP IB58.5000 iN. XB ALPi4A _ i0.000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 !NCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF i290,3000 iNCHES ZMRP .0000 IN, ZB Y = [00,000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = "4.500
RUN NO. 22921 0 RN/L = i.49 GRADIEN_ INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.800 -4.534 -.006q6 -.87825 .01769 -.11260 -.0323I -.33100 -.00193 -.04177 5.09440 -|.65040
200.000 95.4q9 -.00910 -.88081 .01678 -.1i355 -.02873 -.32750 -.0019I -.04175 5.09070 -|.65310
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/E_ N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON [LVT6i?) ( 20 JUL _7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 BQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = !O.O00 BETA = .000
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - iO.O00 BETAB = 4.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NG. 2Bti/ 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.278 -2.735 .01352 --.86207 .0i703 -.I1387 -.07887 -.37895 -.OOI?O -.04171 9.10150 4.35280
.716 97.|15 .00860 -.86350 .01300 -.11798 -.07507 -.37532 -.00455 -.04459 9.0BBIO 4.34790
.043 197.280 .00975 -.86698 .01039 -.12067 -.06526 -.36572 -.00904 -.04910 9.08170 4.35270
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22121 0 RN/L = .50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 8ETAB
100.940 197.210 .02122 -.B5099 .01147 -.!1893 -.06673 -.36567 -.00616 -,04603 9.09620 4.34430
99.815 92.I]3 .01182 -.85913 .01422 -.11600 -.06933 -.36784 -.00167 -.04148 9.09830 4.33410
100.330 -B.BB4 .OI401 -.86261 .01547 -.11558 -.06687 -.36729 -.00447 -.04452 9.09650 4.34360
GRADIENT .00000 .ODO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RDN NO, 22!3/ o RN/L = .50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
201.880 -2.917 .OlgBO -.85429 .OISlO -.11558 -.0603I -.35988 -.00652 -.04647 9.10210 4.33960
200.010 97.094 .01880 -.84933 .01427 -.11552 -.06228 -.35984 -.00468 -.04437 9.10530 4.34060
_ _=_ .0!919 95758 !330 !!778 - -.004!1 -.04418 42 .,_ t97,230 -. .0 ,06760 -,36807 _ 9,09470 ,34630
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000
A_ V41A-KIA, ,ABv_TcD SOURCE DATA PAGE 741DATE 25 JUL 17 ....z_l_co_ ......
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT618) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = [258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA .DO0
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .ODD0 IN. YB ALPHAS = lO,O00 BETAB 2.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.OO0 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0]00 NACH 4.500
RUN NO. 22141 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00I 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT • CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
-.215 .083 .00481 -,86492 .00952 -.12051 -.05254 -.35074 -.00420 -.04395 9.08320 2,38720
1.269 99,976 .00457 -.864I? ,00687 -,1230I -.05360 -.35136 -.01391 -.05362 9.07740 2.40130
!.[08 200.!!0 .0!500 -,85370 .Ott20 -.!_888 -_02!86 -o3t960 -.00[66 . -,04_37 9.09360 2,34420
GRADIENT .ODD00 ,O0000 .O0000 .O0000 ,ODD00 ,O0000 .DO000 .O0000 .O0000 .O0000
RUN NO. 2215/ 0 RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
t00.920 200.040 .Ol4IB -.85466 .Ol02B -.1t964 -.04468 -.34247 -.00899 -.0487l 9.09130 2.37530
100.490 99.928 .00925 -.85941 .OLD08 -,II979 -,05374 -.35147 -.00774 -.04744 9.088Z0 2.37860
98.782 -.034 .90558 -.86879 .0t853 -.t_730 -.05678 -,35440 -.00145 -.04115 8.08280 2.36730
GRADIENT ,00000 .OO000 .O0000 .O0000 .00000 ,O0000 .O0000 .OOO00 .DO000 .00000
RUN NO. 22[6/ O RN/L = 1,50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.860 -.I52 .00550 -.86553 ,01790 -.11233 -,05626 -.35479 -.00338 -.04319 9.10260 2.36980
200.920 99.856 .0096I -.86262 .0]632 -.It408 -.05518 -.35412 -.00504 -.0449l 9.10080 2.3q680
201.020 200.030 .00?21 -.86522 .01[21 -.II922 -.05935 -.35836 -.00948 -.04835 9.08690 2.39320
GRADIENT .O0000 .00000 .O0000 .DO000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000
IAl42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT619) ( 20 JUL ?q )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.OO0 BETA .DO0
LREF z 1290..3000 INCHES YMRP = .DOG0 IN. YB ALPHAB= IO.OO0 BETAB 2.000
D_ _ 1_ 7AN_ IMrl_ 7N_D NN_ I_ 7_ Y I_ NNN lET D_ = I_ N_N
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2217/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.08
Z X CN CNT • ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
_1 nq_ AAI_ - A_ AI_R - I144q - AFR4_ - _q_ - AAI_ - A_AQ_ q AQTAA _ _n
.640 .00088 -.05 18 -.355 8 -.01 18 -.05300 8.0 890  .38640
GRADIENT .OO000 .00000 .O0000 .O0000 .00000 .BOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 742
IAI42o O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTBI9) ( 20 JUL 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - I0.000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN, Y8 ALPHAB - I0,000 BETAB 2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.$00
RUN NO. 2218/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -S.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYI CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
101.4!0 200.05A ,Ol_f_ -,85751 .01723 -.I1808 -.06064 -.35938 -.00542 -,045P5 9,09360 2.37050
89.560 99._:-_ ,00680 -.B6246 .01128 -.i1865 -.056B_ -,35_57 -,00;2B -.0_098 _.OBB_O 8.36430
99,596 -.042 00836 -.86037 .0]385 -.I!593 -.05327 -.35]02 -.00248 -,04219 9,09660 2.35650
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOO00 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2219/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
199,700 -.IB2 .01258 -.66571 .01522 -.11608 -.048|5 -.34914 -.00562 -.04574 9.09290 2.37260
200.650 99.916 .0Ii78 -.86230 .0i449 -.IIBl9 -.05026 -.34981 -.O04BI -.04455 9.09460 2.36500
200.270 200.060 .01470 -.BBOl4 .01351 -.I1728 -.05883 -.35865 -.00501 -.04499 9.09460 2.37390
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT620) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .O00O.INo YB ALPHAB = IO.000 BETAB .000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 22201 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00i 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.969 -.384 .00559 -.86507 .0093I -.12086 -.02119 -.31960 -.00134 -.O_lI4 8.08270 .33322
.414 99.582 .00380 -.85645 .00768 -.I2243 -,0050I -.30328 .00523 -.03455 9.07790 .30397
.P46 199.578 -.00444 -.87412 .00442 -.12560 -.00260 -.30068 .00459 -.03517 9.06540 .3054_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00600 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 22211 0 RNIL = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
99.849 199.580 .00528 -.86307 ,0101! -.II972 -.01617 -.31380 .00326 -.03644 9.08620 .31352
I01,260 99.381 .00709 -.86£23 .0!103 -.I1983 -.02434 -.32432 .00106 -.03894 9.08330 ,33100
100,470 -.523 .00702 -.86617 .01342 -.11712 -.03576 -.33502 -.00340 -.04331 6.09040 .34899
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
/DATE 25 JUL 99 |A142, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 943
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT620) ( 20 JUL ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP "- .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .O|OO MACB 4.500
RUN NO. 2222/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.070 -.568 .00540 -.86632 .01670 -.11363 -.03517 -.3339_ -.OOIl? -.04102 9.09920 .34032
201_!30 99.405 .00233 -.87003 .01473 -.11559 -.03198 -.33097 -.00129 -.04116 9.09230 .34163
199.250 199,530 .00237 -.85925 .0i_90 -°LLO_[ -.02GI3 -.32487 ,00125 -.03857 9.v9 ..... 32202
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
S_, AR_,!NG, BOTH _n JUL _
_x_, v/c, N/SRBS co AT SRB ICTC ON I[ VTA_t) __
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP °0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = t225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2223/ 0 RN/L _.50 wR_D_EN, I -5.00/ ....
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.w51 -.485 .00469 -.86357 .00908 -.12073 -.04350 -.34110 -.OOE40 -.04609 9.08350 .34924
.875 99.507 .00984 -.85904 .01175 -.lIBI6 -.01108 -.30889 00562 -.03410 9.09290 .29046
-l.709 199.540 .00158 -.86706 .00710 -.12277 -.00116 -.29889 .6,;_76 -.03195 9.07640 .27929
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2224/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN cYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.223 I99.580 .01096 -.85873 .01300 -.II?02 -.01749 -.31557 .00412 -.03564 9.09530 .30129
10t.530 99.408 .01180 -.857q6 .01342 -.11658 -.02575 -.323q9 .00081 -.03894 9.09720 .31426
I01.410 -.624 .00402 -.86557 .0i3i6 -.II6B5 -.03876 -.3366| -.00299 -.0q274 9.09230 .33862
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2225/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
PvZ X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY _,T CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.780 99.3B9 .00407 -.B6_B_ .bibbU -,lt_u -.u_4_z -._d/l -.uu14_ -.u,_ _.u_uu ._u_t
199.720 I99.430 .00609 -.86884 .01496 -.I1584 -.02939 -.32923 .00050 -.03949 9.09180 .32160
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .O000Q .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 744
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT622) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT XMRP z 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BET% .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETAB .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 22251 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -B.O0/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.228 -.k57 -.00046 -.87549 .0_2|4 -.II868 -.04907 -.34895 .00269 -.03829 9.08020 .3597t
.838 89.42_ .00;32 ._423 ,007_ -.123;7 -.0L!944 -.3485! --.00799 -.OqBO0 9.07130 .38432
1,808 _99 440 .01172 -.B6303 .0]067 --.[20l] -,02165 --.32144 .00026 -.0397; 9.08520 .33766
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00UO .OOOOU .00000 .00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. 22£7/ 0 RN/L = [.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.570 199.480 .01;32 -.86310 .0103t -.1204I -.04015 -.33983 -.00708 -.04704 9.08460 .37208
99.838 99.363 .00566 -.86890 .05268 -.1!807 -.04438 -.3441t -.00398 -.04395 9.08730 .36525
98.909 -.523 .00474 -.B6883 .01453 -.]}607 -.03773 -,33712 -.00298 -.04290 9.09180 .36076
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .GO000
RUN NO. 2228/ 0 RN/L = t.SO 6RAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
200.000 -.684 .009]2 -.86399 .0[753 -.1;285 -.04039 -.33929 -.00436 -.04422 9.10240 .364]0
200.460 99.443 .01060 -.86179 .01677 -.I1366 -.03998 -.33898 -.00438 -.04425 9.10220 .36364
200.710 199.440 .00637 -.86513 .01203 -.]1825 -.05049 -.34918 -.00657 -.04641 9.08840 .37743
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT623} ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = ]258.5000 !N. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA °000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHA9 = I0.000 BETA9 = -2.000
RRFF = ;290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE = .0!00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 22291 0 RN/L = _.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5_00I 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.360 -q.403 .00409 -.86479 .01023 -.11967 -.00902 -.30683 .00390 -.03582 9.08540 -t.68510
.496 95.395 -.00025 -.B6805 .00639 -.!B337 -,00!2B -.,2987_ ,00678 -.03289 9.07370 -1.69350
Er
-.385 195.430 -.00536 -.87145 .00381 -.]2__9 .00189 -.29497 .00654 -.03305 9.05490 -l_70350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000Q .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIA° TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 745
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTB23I ( 20 JUL 97 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 12.000 BETA = .OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 10.000 BETAS - -2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2230/ 0 RN/L = [.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
lO0.OBO 195.490 -.00364 -.87274 .00950 -.12044 -.00817 -.30606 .00480 -.03493 2.07880 -I.68970
22.782 95.359 -.00054 -.87316 .01150 -.11896 -.01447 -.31354 .00347 -.03641 9.08120 -I,68150
101.290 -4.525 .00388 -.86604 .0i379 -.ii628 -.02532 -.3234B .00049 -.03929 _.09240 -I.66350
GRAO[ENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 223],' 0 RNIL = 1.50 _R_O_LN, H_,ER_A_ : -5.w_t 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
200.410 -4.542 .00157 -.B6731 .0IV35 .!1255 -,02qB1 -.32562 -.GOt!4 -.04085 9.I0160 -1.65990
200.520 95.441 -.00062 -.86845 .01628 -,I1347 -.02557 -.32302 -.00194 -.04160 9.09q80 -1.65950
200.090 195.420 -.00317 -.8q78q .Oiq83 -.I!594 -.01q04 -.31682 .00240 -.03757 9.08530 -_.6"'!40
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT624) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMetRiC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5G00 IN. XB ALPHA _ I0.000 BETA = .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 10.000 BETAB = -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y 50,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2232/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 .GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.012 -4.416 .00]92 -.B6746 .0129I -.11707 -.02827 -.32625 -.00527 -.04501 9.09080 -].67640
1.635 95,386 .00945 -.85902 ,01268 -.11716 -o00200 -.29968 .00855 -.03105 2.09483 -I.73390
-.639 195.460 .uod/o -.86529 .00843 -.x2i34 .00543 -.29208 .UIUU! -.02881 9.08090 -1.74700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2233/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAs BETAS
....................................................
IOI.4BO 95.347 .0123i -.86051 .01570 -.li4/6 -.01738 -.3165E .00227 -.03782 9.09880 -I.q0560
101.420 -4.502 .00660 -.86618 .01247 -.11801 -.02696 -.32609 -.00473 -.04462 9.08820 -I.68200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAi42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ?46
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT624) { 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA .000
LREF )290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN, ZB Y 50,000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2234/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I99_990 -4,57q .00769 -.86444 .01836 -.11203 -.03167 -,33057 -.00269 -.04255 9.10390 -I.680B0
200.070 ]95.460 .00726 -+B6467 +01673 -.I1362 -,01878 -.31752 .0OISZ -,03832 9.10010 -l.70830
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON tLVTB25) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ_FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.OOO BETA = .000
LREF z |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAS = 10.000 BETAB -2.000
BREF 12B0.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 22351 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.147 -4.537 ,00124 -.B6737 .01525 -.lt4Bl -.0247B -.32251 -.00_17 -,042BB 9.09640 -1.65520
1.230 95.393 .00175 -.B6587 ,01121 -.11851 -.03301 -.33039 -.00688 -.04654 9.08730 -l.64270
1.366 195.450 .014I'_ -.B5409 .01213 -.11758 -.01073 -.30832 .00186 -.03783 9.09720 -1.57570
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2236/ 0 RN/L = _.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ m_._nn
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.880 195.480 .01465 -.B5216 .OilB5 -,I1794 -.02753 -.32454 -.O061B -.04579 9.09710 -I.64wI0
99,882 95.375 .009B3 -,85679 .01504 -.I1453 -.02654 -.32359 -.00524 -.04486 9.10270 -I.64910
qg.loI -4.615 .00845 -.8585| .01657 -.]1307 -,02330 -.32050 -,00319 -.04283 9,10570 -1.65690
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 223?/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00¢ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.180 -4.6_0 .01309 -.B5790 ,01864 -.lll5B -.02Blk -.32666 -,00506 -.04487 9.10910 -I.64510
200.520 95.405 .0!435 -.B5264 .OITB5 -,!!198 -.02579 -,32297 -,00515 -.0_47B 9,1il90 -I,65330
200.790 I95.380 .OIl3I -,B526B .01250 -.II66B -.0343B -.33054 -.00719 -.04570 9.09950 -I.B4040
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 747
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (LVT626) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 258,5000 IN, X8 ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ 2.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. |877/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.467 -2.532 -.03327 -.90092 .01043 -.I1929 -.08540 -.38279 -.01292 -.05258 1.06090 14.37500
I01.450 97.501 -.03475 -.90221 .OlOOt -.lt968 -.08200 -.37932 -.01234 -.05199 1.05890 I4.37200
100.840 197.480 -.02921 -.89584 .00787 -.12lqO -.07232 -.36935 ~.0]374 -.05335 1.05750 14.36400
GRADIENT .............. nn nnn n _n.uuuuu .uOuuu .uuOuu .uOOuu ._uuO0 ._v_u ._u_u ,uuuuu _, .uu_uu
RUN NO. 1878/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
149.250 197.460 -.02285 -.B9239 .00953 -.12044 -.06498 -.36600 -.01029 -.05003 1.06320 14.35400
t50.510 97.489 -.02865 -.89770 .Oil71 .t1822 -.0B133 -.37918 -.01096 -.0506B 1.06500 I4.37000
149.210 -2.664 -.02528 -.89509 .0II87 .I1817 -.08831 -.38642 -.01067 -.05043 1.06720 14.37000
GRADIENT .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I879/ 0 RN/L = t.52 "GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
• - ,,_B_ - ............ I._.4,0 14.3?900cuu.oBv -2.,0, _.02314 -.89235 0[413 _ _ no_c -.39490 - nlT_ - 05086 n_
200.620 97.4!7 -.0208_ -.889!5 .0!232 -,!1749 -.OB561 -.38321 -.00990 -.Oq95B 1.07!50 14.36B00
I99.910 197.420 -.01455 -.88437 .00997 -.12007 -.07559 -.3737I -.01018 -.04994 1.06900 14.36400
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAlq2, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT627) ( 20 JUL ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .O;OO .....,',aun : #._uu'...
RUN NO. IBB0/ 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
92.916 .329 -.03133 -.90027 .00773 -.12218 -.05350 -.3513I -.00837 -.04BOB 1.05290 12.37700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 99 IAI42, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 748
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTB27} ( 20 JUL 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA I0.000nn
'LREF _290.3000 iNCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHA_ = 2.000 BETA8 12,_0
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y IO0.OOB JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE " .OIO0 NACH 4.500
RUN NO, 1881/ 0 RN/L = _,52 GRADIENT IN]ERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
!52 930 200.250 -.01276 -.88224 .00739 -.I2260 -.03970 -.33770 -.00657 -.04631 [.06350 I2.34900
151.420 .237 -.02313 -.8923[ .OlO30 -.11965 -.05878 -.35667 -.00£33 -.04905 ;.05390 I2.36900
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOOOO .OOOOO .O00OO .OOOOG
RUN NO. [882/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
202.050 .342 -.02026 -.BB122 .00916 -.12105 -.06292 -.36141 -.01169 -.05149 t.06190 12.37900
- ,7_ -.88626 - - -i£9.BBg 100.350 .0' '= .00704 -.!2289 - 05164 -.34951 -.00998 -.04970 1.05950 12.36200
199.900 200.320 -.01335 -.88397 .00733 -.12282 -.05004 -.34242 -.00831 -.04809 1.06210 12.36300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00BO .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT628) ( 20 JUL 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP = i258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = IO.OOO
LREF : I290.3000 iNCHES YMRP .OOOO IN. YB ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .BOO0 IN. Z8 Y 150.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .SlOg MACH 4.500
RUN NO. _oo_,'.... 0 RNIL= !.52 _RAD .... T INTERVAL = -m.........nn, m nn
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAe
99.752 .435 -.03207 -.90273 .00933 -.120B3 -.06436 -.36275 -.00866 -.04845 1.05_80 12.37700
t01,270 I00,330 -.03446 r.90540 .0079I -.12229 -.OBII2 -.35961 -.00904 -.04894 1,04970 12.37400
!no.Nlo 200.470 -.01650 -.BBB56 .00394 -.12544 -.04115 -.34002 -.00983 -.04968 1.05090 12.36100
CARADIENT .00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000 .00O00 .ooooo ,00000 .00000 .OOOuO .O000O
RUN NO. 18841 0 RNIL= _52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I51.670 200.370 -.01319 -.88409 .00490 -.12550 -.05434 -.35281 -.OIlAB . -.05128 1.05490 12.39400
"_"_c.3#u_" tOO. 320 _ .........n_G_ -.29795 Nn99% - 12028 -.06088 -.35938 -.00757 -.04737 1.05910 i2.37300
149.020 .246 -.02647 -.89786 .OI|4B -.llBTg -.05905 -.36669 -.00890 -.04872 1.06320 12.37900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .80000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAl42, AEDC V4IA-K1Ao TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 749
IA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT828) _ 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 8.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1885/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.880 .405 -.02287 -.89412 .01279 -.II746 -.07738 -.37598 -.01158 -.05139 1.06800 12.39600
t99.860 100.340 -.0204_ -.89292 .01116 -,11927 -,08707 -.36608 -.00896 -.0_883 1.06510 I2.38400
198.960 200.5_0 -.0178i -.B8945 .00501 -.i2530 -.0668i -.35554 -.0i388 -.0537i i.05240 i2.39500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
A • v i_ i .
...... DIET WISRBS SEP,R_T,Nv, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT829) ' 20 _UL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA _0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 INo Y8 ALPHAB = 2,000 BETA8 !0.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 188610 RN/L = 1.52 uRA_IcN_ INTERVAL = -5,wu/ 5. _wu
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
98.322 -.04I -.01645 -,88265 .00460 -.12490 -,03507 -.33195 -.00702 -.04661 1.05650 10.35300
98.285 100.110 -.01647 -.88237 .00545 -.1240! -.02616 -.32295 -.00315 -.04273 1.06050 10.33000
lO0,IO0 199.690 -.01498 -.88053 ".00575 -.12366 -.02150 -.31817 -.00074 -.04030 1.06200 10.32400
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18871 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
149.940 199.990 -.0]867 -.88448 .00605 -.12339 -.02958 -.32633 -.00375 -.04332 1.0596G 10.33800
f49.250 99.975 -.02374 -.88966 .00655 -.12291 -.03253 -.32933 -.00576 -.04534 1.05800 10.34900
150.060 -.166 -.0i209 -.87757 .00539 -.i2_00 -.03370 -.33035 -.00473 -.04429 i.06240 i0.34200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1888/ 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
__Z ___ X .-- CN .... CN___ C_M cLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.050 99.894 -,O_b3I -,GWE_b ,UU4bf -,Id4_I -.USUSb -,Sdlbl -,UUbdb -.U_4WU [,UblWU _0.544U0
200,t40 199.730 -.02085 -.88712 .00638 -.12313 -.03270 -.32961 -.00635 -.0459q 1.05890 10.35100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 750
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH BRB JETS ON (LVT6301 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB o 2.000 BETAB 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRR .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. IBB91 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.B50 -.071 -.01975 -.88724 .005!0 -.12459 -.04289 -.34021 -.00617 -.04582 1.05570 10.35500
100.720 99.922 -.0i944 -.88648 .00635 -.12327 -.u2=_= ..32538 _ n_,== nu =o
t00.290 199.820 -.01346 -.88116 .00727 -.12246 -.02306 -.32046 -.00210 -.04177 1.06430 10.32600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1890/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
149.550 199.970 -.01615 -.88215 .00698 -.12249 -.03087 -.32768 -.00376 -.04334 1.06260 10.34400
15I.IBO 99.999 -.01490 -.88590 .00664 -.12313 -.03378 -.33128 -.00485 -.04453 1.05980 10.34300
15t.060 -.245 -.01579 -.88517 .00588 -.12409 -.04027 -.33824 -.00805 °.04479 1.059i0 I0.36600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. }891/ 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
202.070 -.IBl -.01821 -.88586 .0070] -.12271 -.03990 -.33727 -.00594 -.04560 1.06050 10.35100
200.310 99.475 -.01878 -.88679 .0059! -.12386 -.03476 -.33226 -.00416 -.04384 1.05680 10.34200
200._70 200.020 -.01927 -.88752 .00707 -.12274 -.03421 -.33178 -.00557 -.04525 1.05940 10.35100
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT6311 { 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF - 12BO.ZO00 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 2.000 BETAB = 10.000
BRCF - !290._000 !NCNE5 ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB . Y - I00.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 1892/ 0 RN/L - 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
99.018 -.090 -.03007 -.89790 .00753 -.12222 -.04895 -.34638 -.O05BB -.04552 1.05160 10.35600
I00.230 99.879 -.02267 -.89093 .0054_ -.12438 -.034!0 -.33167 -.00539 -o0450_ 1.05280 10.34200
99.169 199.960 -.01610 -.88528 .00664 -.12330 -.02488 -.32278 -.00263 -.04236 1.05950 10.33000
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT63!) ( BO JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = _258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA I0.000
LREF : I290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAS - 2.000 BETAS 10.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NOD |893! 0 RN/L = °52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
152.350 200.050 -,01434 -.08430 .00820 -.12186 -.03BOB -.33623 -.00543 -.04519 1.08440 I0,34500
_50.[30 99.876 -.0206_ -.89056 .00715 -._229_ -.04103 -.33912 -.00667 -.04642 |.05730 10.34900
t_l _0 - _X_ -.02405 -.894!2 .0!060 1_948 n_uo_ - 7_ nn_,, - n,_oo _ .........
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I894/ 0 RN/L = ,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
202.500 -.i33 -.02303 -.89238 .00992 -,I_005 -,05799 _.35590 -.00983 -.04956 t.06250 I0.37000
199.590 99.79I -.01980 -.89052 .00806 --.t22_2 -.04762 -.34607 -.00858 -,0_847 1.05970 10.36100
200.560 _99.890 -.01633 -.88564 .00823 -.i2IBB -.04739 -.34557 -,00708 -_04685 _.05250 10_35500
GRAO[ENI' .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
[AI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (LVTB32) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
S_[, 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - |0.000 BETA = I0.000
I':.' 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = £.000 BETAS 8.000
BRL,- = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. I895/ 0 RNIL = |.52 GRADIENT |NTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
}00.140 -4.217 -.01520 -.88590 .00502 -.125i5 -.02890 -.32730 -.00435 -.04414 1.05440 8,34760
99.557 95.845 -.02220 -.89391 .00520 -,12512 -,02084 -.31959 -.00178 -,04162 1.05030 8.31820
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1898/ 0 RNIL = _._ GRADIENT INTERVAL = 75,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPH&9 BETAB
i50,740 -4.28 -.01445 -.88590 .00576 -.12452 -.02639 ,32505 -,00242 -.04224 1.05540 8,34080
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL q7 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 752
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVTB32) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA lO.O00
LREF 1280.3000 INCHES YHRH - .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB - 2.000 8EIAB 8,000
8REF I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. [89?/ 0 RN/L = !,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETAB
_,_n i_n __ _o_ - _}_Q - _Q_ .00718 _XAN -.0298_ 3_R#4 - O0_A - Nq_qq _ 05880 A.34_80
200,1a0 9_,_2 -.0_00i -.90i78 .00477 -.i2558 -.02505 -.$2362 -.00428 -.044;2 1.04330 8,345i0
200 :_00 195 9_0 -,RPSSP - 8£660 .00595 -,_2433 -.02524 -._2488 -.0049_ -.04478 I_05020 8._5060
GRADIENY .08000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000
IAi42, O/El N/SRBS SEPARATING_ BOTH 5RB JETS ON (I. VT633) ( 20 JUL "7? )
REFERENCE [DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA 10,000
Lf_EF = 1290.3000 INCHES YI'IRP _ .0000 }N. Y8 ALPHAB = 2.000 BETAB 8,000
8REF _ 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 1898/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALFHA8 bETA8
98.311 -3,985 -.02118 -.89273 .00463 -.12567 -,03?95 -.33655 -.00365 -.04348 1.04880 8.31490
1C2.090 85.'178 -.OiBBI -.BB_I? .00708 --._2304 -.0272I -.32550 _.00229 -.04206 1.05690 8,_0510
99.868 195.880 -.01433 -.88531 .00766 -.t2255 -.01924 -._1774 -.00094 -.04074 1.06110 8.2_550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. |899/ O RN/L = [,52 GRAO[£NT iNTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
I52.860 195.970 -.01819 -.88778 .00718 -.12283 -.02757 -.3256! -.00295 -.04269 1.05930 8.30470
I50._80 95.986 -.02075 -.890G0 .007_5 -.12289 -.02994 -_32806 -.00316 -.04291 1.05680 8.30910
_: 3An -_ lql - nlB_ - RRRq# An£q_ -.IBZTR I.Q]_49 I.]3391 -.00610 -.04589 1.05570 R._lRin
GRAO1ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1_00/ 0 Ri4tL = t.52 GRADIENT _N_ER'dAL .... S.OO/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
c,_24 -.03558 -.33420 0048] _.04N43 1.0_.9.,0 8,DIP_SOR0!.910 -4,239 -.01867 -,88001 .00803 -.133 -. _ _ .....
"-.u_8_ 1.05650 8.30£20
200.4|0 195,830 -.02242 -.881q2 .00792 -.12205 -.03187 -.3298l -.00495 -.04468 1.05840 8.31320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OATE 25 _UL T? _ _' m _EDC _m-_A, TABULATEO SOURCE OATA
[A142° O'/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTB34) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF : I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 2.000 BETA8 = 8.000
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y I00.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. _9Ol/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
99.314 -4.084 -.02735 -.8933_ .00726 -.12220 -.04485 -.34145 -.0039l -.04349 1.05840 8.32730
9B.849 95.907 -.02390 -.89016 .006t5 -.t2336 -.02991 -.3268! -.Q0273 -.04233 1.05590 8.33770
99.568 195.820 -,01763 -.8847! . ,00688 -.12275 -.02368 -.32107 -.00030 -.0399Z 1.08090 8.30730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,OO00G .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. |902/ O RN/L = [.52 GRADZENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ _.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
[52.070 lBG.O00 -_0154I -.BBqBB .00931 -.12053 -.03672 -_3_4_7 -.00352 -.04322 1.06750 8_32530
150,3_0 95.762 -.02359 -.89103 .OOB21 -.12147 -.03821 -.33552 -.00482 -,04447 [.05030 8.33330
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 _00000 .00000 .QO000 .QO000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,OOOO0
RUN NO, }803/ 0 RN/L = _.52 GRADIENT _NTERVA_ = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA_ 8ETA8
202-7N0 -4.184 -.02517 -.89352 .00993 -.i1989 -.0543t -.35193 -.00775 -.04744 1.06340 8.34640
200.400 95,755 -.02308 -,8912_ ,00882 -.I2098 -.04536 -.34290 -.00701 -.04668 1.06;70 8.34120
_99.560 195.740 -.0i949 -.88816 .00918 -.12070 -.0k545 -.34319 -.00533 -.04503 !.06490 8.53680
GRADIENT _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT635) ( 20 JUL 77)
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _. 2690.0000 SQ,FT, XMRP = I258,5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = lO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 fN. Y9 ALPHAB = IO.O00 8ETAB t4.000
_==w.a ............................ Y = 200.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 9271 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5_00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNr CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 _ETAB
nh_ __ 3_n nl_q_ - _x_? _]I1P_ -_05_19 -,0986B -.25429 -.08587 -.04880 9.50070 i4,27200
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000Q .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 754
[A142, OIET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (I._V7S35) [ 20 dUI. 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 26_0.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = :258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ ]0.000 BETA [0.000
LREF = [290.3000 [NCHES YMRP _ .0090 IN. YB ALPHAB = ]0.000 BETAB 14.000
BREF _ [290,3000 iNCHES Z[ARP = .0000 _N. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE _ .0[00 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 928/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ _5_00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
'{8.060 [97.720 .02918 -.41816 .0053B -.06195 -.07434 -.229_7 _.02499 -.04D19 9.49550 [4,25400
5!,4_8 97._57 , .02520 -',42269 .0[030 -.05712 -.09698 -.25251 -.03032 -.05155 9,50520 14.28500
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 929/ 0 RNIL = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
99.5_i -2.389 .03547 -.4!404 .00497 -.06268 -.t0474 -.26090 -.02295 -.04425 9,49560 I4.26"100
i00.l_0 97.745 _05504 ",4_qQ3 ,00703 -_OBOBB -.[0030 -.25654 -,02913 -.049'44 9.50[B0 !4.20200
99,228 197.900 .0353i -,4_309 .00473 -.06288 -.09247 -,24853 -,02722 --0_850 " 9,49620 14.27500
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 _00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 _00000
RUN NO. 930/ 0 RN/L = [,54 GRAO_EN7 INTERVAL = -5.00f 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.q50 [97,060 .04077 -,4096_ .00017 -.00147 -.liB35 -.27449 -.02566 -,04695 9,50320 14.22700
200,730 97.787 .03528 -,4)397 .00327 -.06435 -.1239B -.28005 -.02076 -.04205 9.49300 i4.27B00
[99.750 -2.402 .93495 -.4t358 .00N23 -.06328 -.12505 -.28088 -.01788 --.939r3 9,49480 I4.27200
G_AO_ENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .09009 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[AI42, O/ET !4/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB ,JETS ON (LWB36) { 29 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PAR#METR!C DATA
SREF = 26S0,0000 50.FT. XHRR [258,5000 iN. X8 ALPHA = !9009 BETA IO,O00
LREF = !BBO.3000 ;NCHES YMRP ,0000 iN. Y8 ALPHAB = [0.000 BETAB _4,000
BREF = [290.3000 fNCHE£ ZHRP ,9000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .0InO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. £63/ 0 RNzL : !.M_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 X CN CNT CLIf CLNT CY CYT CY,N CYNT A,_P_,_B gETA8
,809 -2.480 ,90305 -.85132 .0_340 -.I1434 -.11085 -.40370 -,0173] -.05637 9.09490 1'4.40700
.920 97.Gl[ .00!75 -,85874 .00100 -.11765 -.t0278 -,39769 -,02322 -,05255 9.08]50 14.41600
-I.803 _97.330 .000_? ".8592_7 .007!9 -._2)3? _,092'_3 ....5'7740 -.03;47 -.070?7 9.07170 iti._2200
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .0000_ .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 _A|42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 755
IA[_2. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR£ JETS ON (LVT636_ ( 29 JUL 97 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - _25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = 19.000
LREF - I290.3900 INCHES YMRP - .9000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 19o000 BETAB - 14.000
BREF - I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC _ 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 964/ 0 RN/L = _.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN • CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.488 197.600 .0t910 -.84_57 .00667 -.12200 -.08186 -.37683 -.02745 -.06679 9,08180 I4.AIAOD
51.427 £7.625 .00457 -.85489 ,01135 -._t?14 -.lOOll -.39467 -.02298 -.06226 9.08480 1'_.41300
_9.5_4 -2.28[ .00565 -.85398 .01342 -.!!522 -,19544. -,40032 -.01709 -.05641 9.09080 14.40300
GRADIENT .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 965/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRAD|ENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
99.597 -2.562 .019_3 -.83927 ,01903 -.[1933 -._0349 -.39766 -.01896 -.05730 9.09980 14.40200
99.802 9q.579 .0i862 -.84222 ,00921 -.[1949 -.[0986 -.39589 -.02004 -.05938 9.08790 ;4.q0509
99.539 I97.700 .0279I -.86304 ,01208 -.I]663 -.08630 -.38139 -.92{80 -.061[4 9. I0060 [4.39909
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .09000 .,00900 .00900 _ n
._0_ .09000 -00900
RUN NB. 956/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
2 X CN ,CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
20[.180 t97.689 .02587 -.83433 .01345 -.tiBia{ -.}I550 -.4103i -.01927 -.05858 9._0290 ;4.41600
200.}20 97.593 .02146 -.839_5 ,01147 -.ii724 -.12553 -.42058 -.OIBl9 -._57_ _7 9.0B490 I4.48100
199.590 -2.292 .0t705 -.844i3 .01402 -.II472 -.I2511 -.42025 -.017[2 -.05648 9.09820 14.41600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00009 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 • .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. DIET _ISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 6RB JETS ON (LVT637) ( 20 JUL 37 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA 10,000
LREF = I£90.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB = I4.000
BREF = !290 3_80 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.099 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 999/ 0 RN/L - |.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLI4 CLltT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 9ETAB
._7 -2,5t0 _.007_4 -i.06540 .01194 -.I_SOI -.I|700 -._47857 -.0[331 -.06_29 8.88!60 l_.'_9100
-.070 197.590 -i00764 -} 06620 .0123_ -.;4572 -.08909 -.kSOB6 -.0_467 -.07£68 8.6_£U !4,_WdUO
GRADIENT .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .90000 .00990 .00000 .09009
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 756
IAI42, O/ET N/SRB5 SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON (LVT533) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. X9 ALPHA lO.OOO BETA I0.000
LREF = !290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YB _L.PHAB - ]0,000 BETAB _.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN, Z9 Y 200,000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. IO00/ 0 RN/L = 1,5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CUIT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
48.430 197.710 .00859 -I,05060 .O0£BO -,1483_ -.08071 -.44268 -.0224! -.070qS 8,88520 14,48000
5n.913 9"7.563 -.08253 -1.06320 ,0i354 -.I4480 -.09956 -.46234 -.0]437 -,05247 8.88750 ]4.46800
49.505 -2.428 -,00100 -I.06120 ,0138[ -.|4445 -_10948 -.47179 -.01143 -.05951 8.88880 14.47300
GRAD_ENi .0000O .00000 .O000O ._uO _00000 .00000 ._u_r'_'_ .00000 .O000Q .O000G
RUN NO, ]OOi/ 0 RN/L = t.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
!00,5_0 -2,514 ,00963 -!.04980 .01327 -.14490 -.10780 -.40986 -,012i5 -,06020 8.884]0 [4.47400
100.710 97.750 .0]0][ -[.04940 .01290 -.I4528 -.09755 -.45965 -.01323 ".06128 8,89310 I4.46600
_9.1+51 [97.040 .0[525 ~1,04430 .Oll6B -.[4649 -.08532 -.44742 -.OlB05 -.06610 8.89370 ]4.47100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]0021 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNf CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN £YNT ALPHA9 BETAB
201,170 I97.680 .01705 -I.04k30 .01394 -.14452 -.I1552 -.47924 -.0]645 -,06459 8.89940 I'_.49300
200,0'70 97.569 .0i459 --].04580 .015_8 -.14315 -.I2404 -.48648 -.0!_87 -.06]97 8.£0170 l_.48900
199.960 -2.39] .01038 -l.05080 .01568 -.14275 -.12344 -.486ll -.01615 -.06428 8.89990 14.49600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, OIET NISR8S SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVT638) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP i258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA iO,O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = t0.000 BETAB 12_000
BREF ]290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y I00,000 JET PC = 642.000
_AL_ = .0i00 ...... _ 4.uuu
RUN NO, 9311 0 RNIL = 1.54 GRADIENT INtERVAl_ - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.327 .437 ,0[615 -°'43310 .01253 -.05499 -.08333 -,23941 -.02976 -,05105 9.50360 12.33100
-,008 [O0.qNO .01235 --_N37_5 .00939 --.05330 --,02134 -.I7758 .CO70I -,02932 9._;_020 I2.22500
-.802 200.600 ,01869 -.43049 .00537 -.06223 -,01508 -.17114 ,00086 -.02042 9.48660 iB.BO00O
GRADIENT ,00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 757
[Al42, O/ET N/SRBS S_PARATINO, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTB38] { 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -' 2690.0000 5G.FT, XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP ' .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= ]0,000 BETAB = ]2,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 642,000
SCALE = .OIO0 NACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 9321 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
49.811 200,610 ,02954 -.41954 .00755 -.06004 -.04142 -.I9745 -,00225 -.02353 9.49960 12.22300
51.046 _00.560 .02709 -,42155 ,00788 -.05965 -.04520 -.20107 -.00889 -.03015 9.49880 ]2.24500
50.08_ .324 .02155 -.42749 ,00938 -.0582I -.07506 -.23]07 -.026]0 -.04738 9.49930 ]2.3[300
, .uuuuu , ,_uuv_GRADIENT .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .uuuuu vuuOu .00000
RUN NO. 9331 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
..... A .... A-
_, _T CY CYT CYN CYNT T_u _ BETASZ X CN CNT _Ln ,-L,,_
99.383 .394 ,03295 -.4156_ .0]034 -.057]9 -.08142 -.23729 -.02622 -_04748 9,509_0 ]2,3]600
99.852 100.420 .03037 -,41808 .OiO]l -.05739 -.0732] -.22902 -.01228 -.03354 9.50700 12.27600
99.24_ 200.480 ,03204 -._1642 _0_003 -.05747 -.06805 -.22386 -.00510 -,02635 9.50740 t2.25400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 934/ 0 RN/L = ].53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM C[_MT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
201.450 200,470 .03326 -.4|533 .00650 _.06102 .... ._ ...................
200.620 I00.420 .01894 -.42938 .00019 -.06729 -,10046 -,25622 -.03025 -,05!49 9.47570 ]2.34500
200.400 ,382 ,02766 -.42052 ,00896 -.05850 -.}0735 -.26307 -.02445 -.04569 9,50320 ]2.33400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOOOO
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT639) { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENC'E DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - ]258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10,000 BETA 10.000
LREF & 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YB ALPHAB= ]0.000 BETAS 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0]00 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 967/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN C[4F CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNf ALI>HAU UEIAU
.546 .437 ,00464 -.85800 .00802 -.!{9_4 -.07796...................-.37359 -,0_50I -.054_3. _9'0'°20^.,.^ ,_]2"44600._.^^
-1.069 200.450 -.00012 -,85482 ,00685 -.12093 -.02790 -.32015 -.guo_o -,U3U_[ _,U;4UU _d.&b_UU
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC VAIA-K!A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 75B
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT639) ( 20 JUL 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT, XMRP - 1258.5000 {N. XB ALPHA - I0.000 BETA lO.OOO
_r,_, 1290.3000 1NCHE_ YMRP = AnNo IN. YA ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB = I2.000
BREF t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .OQO0 iN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OtO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 968/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMr CY CYT CYN CYNT ALP.NAB BETA9
L_9.311 200,400 .01950 -.84272 .00916 -.1197_ -.04508 -.34057 -.00067 -,04007 9.08520 12._8200
49.838 .342 .OttA1 -.B4981 ,00949 -.11927 -.07390 -,36905 -.0[_,3_' -.05bk9 9.08£90 12.44900
GRADIENT .OOO0_ .OOOO0 ,OOOO0 _OOO00 .000_0 .O000O QOOOO PO000 90000 OOCO0
RUN NO. £69/ 0 RN/C = t,,5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
!0!.660 ,143 ,0139_ -.8_26'7 _00924 -.11884 -.07097 -.3E_t5B -.01_53 -.05558 9.08820 i2,q_O0
99.93l [00.490 .02320 -.8345l .00965 -.I1858 -.0?062 -.36458 -.00707 -.04627 9.08360 I2.42300
99,387 £00.510 .02587 --.83213 .01065 -.11763 -.06863 -.36270 -,00204 -.04125 9.09780 i2.40400
6RAD[ENT ,00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 970/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CN_ CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT AI..PHAB 8ET,_8
IBB.6BO 200._30 .0!565 -.84352 .01296 -.l|549 -.08747 -.38193 -.0i]50 -.05076 9.09660 I2.4q_00
ZOO.SOO tOO.330 ,OIlO7 --.84575 ,0_.37 -. 1705 --,.095B0 -.38948 -,0]783 --.05707 9.09020 ]2,46500
200.960 ,600 ,0J957 -,840J5 ,01573 -+JJ}80 -,09JJI -,38576 -,0]585 -.D55]_ 9.10820 _2.45000
ORADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .0OO00 -O0000
_AIW,_ OIET N/SR8S SEPARATINGI BOTH SRE_ JETS ON (LVTGHO,' ( 20 ,JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF EB90.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP - 125B,5000 [N. ×B ALPHA lO.OnO BETA '= !O.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,' .0000 IN. YB ALPHA9 ,_ ]O.QO0 BETAB I2.QO0
8REF " 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 100_000 ,JET PC _" 1500.000
SCALE = _0100 _*Pu _ u _nn
RUN NO, _OO3/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 _RAOiENT INTERVAL - -5.00i 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM ,...Ln _ CY CYT ",,','N CYNT _L .... B E_E.;AS
-P..073 .622 --.00013 -1.05530 .00794 -.15IOB -.0751.I -.'<3913 --.01050 _.05890 8.Bq0qo 12..t)0.:,.0-_R
1.925 i00,470 -,00405 --I ,07250 .OO5q5 . iSL:OB -,Or{Of4 - ._i, C152_ -.00570 -.05_] .3 8,8_57E_0 ]2 .'ff7500
-!,977 200.380 .O0_'B -1.04120 .0064B -.149IB -,03086 -,38"_[9 -.00078 -'.04808 8.$89q0 12.b. AECO
GR._D_ENT .OOOOO .00{300 .OOOOO .OOOOO .OOOOO . OOOOO .OL_OOO .O000O ,OOEJO0 .OOOO0
DATE 25 JUL 77 L_2, _,_D_ V_L_-_I_o TABU_TE_ SOURCE 0_,_ PAGE 759
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT640) ( 20 JUL 77 ) .
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - [258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - 10.000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - IO.O00 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = I280,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - I00.000 JET PC - !500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1004/ 0 RN/L = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT .CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
50.579 200.540 .01505 -I,04400 .00954 -.|4857 -.04878 -.4_071 -.00054 -.04858 8.88900 12,46000
50.877 |00,300 .00765 -1.05300 .00854 -.14980 -.05136 -.41383 -.00562 -.05372 8,88090 |2,48100
..... _= n -,05998 - •.... -.O_O?i 05877 8.88200 !_.50B0048.445 °864 .uuo_3 -I,u_32_ .00835 -.14885 _1_ _.
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. !005/ 0 RN/L : 1.5_ GRADIENT _NTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
[01,500 .280 .OiOI6 -I.04950 .01125 -.14697 -,07549 -,4386S -.0_072 -.05878 8.88900 |2,51300
99.875 I00.610 .0_264 -I.02970 .01083 -.14481 -.06438 -.42070 -.00572 -.05303 8.907]0 I2.47700
9_,[gG 200_00 _G(695 -_,03610 _0l_64 -,_q558 -.07022 -.43013 -,00217 -.04995 8,90090 12.48000
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 1006/ 0 RN/L = t,54 ORADEENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
I99.800 200.430 .00613 -I,04850 .01489 -.14257 -.08248 -.44293 -.00902 -.05687 8.90050 I2,50500
200.320 I00.450 .00560 -1,05000 .01388 -.14372 -.08706 -.44784 -.01313 -,06_0I. 8.89730 |2.52400
199,600 ,370 .00488 -1.05090 .01327 -.14434 -.08898 -.44979 -.01361 -.06150 8.89470 12.52700
GRADtENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/Er N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT64|} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF : 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA = f0.000
LREF - I290,3000 INCHES YMRP : .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAS = 12.000
BRhF : i290,3000 INCHES LI'tRr..... _ ,uuuu.......... H_. _o v, _ ._._1_nnn _ET, _r,_ . _,_u2 ._nnn
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
I_UN NO. 9351 0 R;4/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5o00/ 5.00
Z X CN ENT CLN CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
-I,248 " 200.490 .02257 -,42683 .00509 -,05255 -,03235 -.18849 -.00880 -.03010 9.48870 12,22200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _ .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 780
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT641) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETR|C DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP =, i259_5000 IN, XB _,_l _HA........ m _0,000 _ET_ = tr_ 000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YB ALPHA8 = t0.000 BETAB = 12.OO0
eREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y = I5G.000 JET PC = 842.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACN = 4.500
RUN NO. 936/ 0 RN/L = - _,54 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z × CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
49.730 _O0.3?O ,03i_3 -,'_cc ._, _._,_n_n_ - ......n_ - ........_nqRx _ nI!Aq - f)3319 9.49?70 i2.23800
50,R.09 [O0,q20 02731 -,k2222 .OOqI2 -.06054 -.0685[ -.22469 -.02534 -,04664 9.49680 12.29300
50.498 .406 ,02359 -.42538 .01013 -.05q44 -,0q995 -.23592 -.0258T -,Oq-i15 £.5022G i2.30OOO
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .O00OO ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 93q/ 0 RN/L = _.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
99,765 ,372 .03467 -.414N0 ._74a -._5_,8 -.nB_6n -,24!62 _.02225 -.04353 9.50270 [2.28900
99.[63 100.430 .035_7 -.412S8 .00943 -.05813 -.08480 -,2N074 _.0275! -.04878 9.50860 I2.30800
99,902 200.480 .03142 -.41BSI .0065_ _.06121 -,07429 -.23060 -.0|845 -.03927 9.49750 I2.27300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 938/ 0 RN/L = [.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
200.080 200.500 .03053 -.41885 .00068 -.06696 -,I0!67 -.25779 -.02553 -.04682 9.48300 }2,3JJ00
200.820 ]00.390 .035[4 -,41500 .00548 -,06227 -.10564 -.26203 -.02351 -.04483 9.49760 |2.30600
200,380 .402 .03490 -,414q8 .00575 -.06193 -.10435 -.26058 -.01997 -.04028 9.49930 12.28800
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAi42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT642. ( 20 .JUL 7_ )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2_90.0000 SQ.FTo XMRP - 1258.5000 IN, XS ALPHA |0.000 BETA I0.000
_,,_,r_cc _ ,_-.._en_nnn...........fNPw_ YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = 10,000 BETAS [2.000
BREF - 1290,3000 INCHES ZHRP ,0000 IN, ZB Y [SU.UUU JE_ PC _ _225,000
SCALE : .0[00 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 97!/ 0 RN/L : ].54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
-,_56 .4!G -.00023 -.85962 .0_004 -.|]944 -.08547 -_38000 -.0157a -.0550_ 9.07820 t2.kEBO0
1.55! [00.330 -.00130 -.86[73 .01063 -.1}800 -.08245 -.31734 -.02704 -,05536 9.07900 [2,45200
.|04 200.530 .0056i -,85503 .00620 -.12246 -,03353 -.32848 '.00950 -.04883 9,0q|60 12.37600
GRASIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA_N2, AEDC V4IA-K!A. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 761
[A!'_2, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON (LVT649) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5080 IN. XB ALPHA = 10,000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3808 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 10.000 BETA8 = 12.000
8REF = 1290.3800 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.080 JET PC = 1225.000
BCA_E = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 972/ 8 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.510 200.390 .02016 -.84136 .00870 -.12910 -.0594I -.35467 -.01478 -.054J5 9.08200 12.41480
48.854 I80.490 .01066 -.84960 .00987 -.|1874 -.07432 -.36914 -.02265 -.06197 9.08420 12.44800
50.832 .388 .00809 -.85225 .00984 -.I!879 -.07799 -_37285 -.01522 -.05454 9.88240 12.42900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00080
RUN NO. 973t 0 RN/L = t.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 _E_AB
99.365 ._t5 .81675 -.BN40B .01037 -.I1833 -_08588 -.38088 -.01881 -.05225 9.08880 I2.42800
lOI.IBO I80,330 ,01867 -.B446B .0i225 -.I[852 • -.07581 -.37100 -.01449 -.05384 9,09350 12.42200
|08.370 200.500 .01714 _.84408 .00770 -.12105 -.09334 -.388_9 -.01825 -.05?60 9.08220 12.44600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 _00000 .00000
RUN NO. 974/ 0 RN/L = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
208.380 200.550 .007q4 -.85529 _00403 -.18t_9'_ -.II08t -.406_7 -.03003 -.06845 9.08650 12.k8900
200.570 100.½00 .02105 -.8q095 .01407 -.I|480 -.10254 -.39795 -.0i791 -..05730 9.09990 12.45500
200.090 .410 .01603 -.84662 .01473 -.It424 -.I0553 -.40117 -.01692 -.0583½ 9.09?90 12.45500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00880 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON [LVT643) ( 90 JUL ?7 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = i25G.5800 .N XB ALPHA |0.000 8ETA _0.000
LREF = 1298.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETAB t2.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y I50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
MACH = N.500SCALE = =8!00
RUN NO. I0071 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CI.HT CY CYT CYN CYNT A{ PHAR RFT_R
.594 .398 -.00294 -l.05970 .00998 -.14779 -.08408 -.44524 -.01195 -.05989 8.88140 12.50100
674 _n0_250 -.00520 -I.06i50 .00980 -.g{791 -.08061 -.44166 -.01894 -.05485 8.879_0 I2.51200
.... G_Bi_ :6_6_6 -_6oo5 :o0o0o .00000 .ooooo .ooooo .ooooo .ooooo .oooo0 .ooo8o
B?'.TE 25 JUt. 77 JA142, AEDC Y'kIA-M[A, TABULATED SOUF_CE DATA PACE 362
IAi42, O/ET ,.-,/c,RBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB .JETS ON _.._'T_,_ [ ;'0 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALFi4A = iO.O00 L_Ei'A iO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = i0 l000 BETAB [2.000
BREF = [290.3000 [NCI{ES ZMRP _ ,0000 IN. ZB Y _ ".50.000 dEr PC = D500.O00
SCALE = .OlO0 HACH _, ..Suu
RUN NO, !008/ 0 RN/L = t,Sk- GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_9.955 200.410 .01376 -I. 04240 ,00724 -. [ 50u,4 -,05942 -.N2038 ,-.O121N -.OGO05 8.88_80 [ 2.'-_B300
N-9. Oq,_- .3NE .OO'4U9 -I .Ub2t 0 -_i [_-3 ,u t_ou '- .:4_S7"7 ~ '.2,4SS00
,o,_r,r-_,- nm_n 00000 qOO00 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 00000 00000 00000
RUN NO. 1009/ 0 RN/L = !.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ B.O0
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
_nO_.1[0 .398 .01258 -;.04330 ._.c,_n;='5 -.14550 -.08200 -.4q'28 £ -,01075 -,05864 8.89580 t2,,49700
i00.360 100. SRO . O0-qB5 --[, 0",660 .012i7 -. I4555 - .0756J -.43672 iBg --. 05_,I 8.89360 DP.4SSO0
£9,B7t 200.5/0 .01299 -- i . 0'-_530 .00859 -. 1494i -.09040 -.45207 -.0;393 -.06!_3 8.88680 _2.51100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 . DO000 .00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. 10[0/ 0 RN/L = _,.SN GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
1_9.$40 200.610 .00379 -[.05430 .O090B -.INBBB -.t0'75½ -.N691½ -,0235I -.07!50 F-J.BBIBO 12.55000
201.070 !00.330 ,OI_f56 -'_.04230 .01623 -.1415B -,i0049 -.461"/3 -.01323 -.06117 9.90650 I2.52200
200.I40 .2"75 , OOBg5 -_ ,04870 .01572 -. 1421_ -. I035_ -.46500 . -.01606 -.06403 8.90130 i2.53500
GRADI ENr . O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
!AI_2_ DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON [LVT_N_) ( 20 JUL 7"7 )
REFERENCE OATA PArAMETRiC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA IO,O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHA£= _0.000 BETA{_ 10,000
,N_.HE_ ZMRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 542,000fr3REF [290,3000 _ r -c HACH _, 4.500SCALE -" .0100
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALFH.ttB 13!-TAB
-.3k_ -.026 ,0i54'4 -.43526 .00'704 -. 060-/9 -.01024 -. 16682 .00129 -,02006 9348770 t0.17?O0
.?£B Bg.B?_ ,00945 -_4u, IO_' ,00425 -,06B55 . -.005BB -, [623B .00;0"7 -,0._'027 B,47690 lO,l'/_O0
,_93 i99.930 ,00q37 -.44515 .00446 -.06335 -.00952 -. 16GON ,001_0 -.0202q "=,-,'"_,oJu [O.ITqOO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE _'_ _'" ?? IA_2_..... AEDC VkIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 763
[A[_2_ O/ET NtSRBS SEPARATENG, BOTH SRB JETS ON ILVT64W) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = I25B.5000 IN, XB ALPHA - t0.000 BETA [0.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = t0.000 BETAB 10.000
BREF : 1290,3000 FNCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = ,000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE : .OiO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 940/ 0 RN/L = [.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.343 200.000 ,01455 -.43682 ,00469 -.06325 -.01735 -,ITkI4 .00178 -.01961 9,4B090 I0.18200
49,78_ I00,090 .0_710 -.43375 .00516 -.06269 -.01544 ~.i7207 .00lit -,02019 9.48380 IO.IB200
49.52i -.207 .02507 -.42545 .OOS5B -.051B5 -.0!929 _.I75B0 .00073 -.0206! 9.49260 10_18200
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOOOg .g0oo0 .00000
RUN NO. 941/ 0 RN/L = },53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5o00t 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYi4 CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I0t.510 -.165 .0316I -.qi96t .O_OB9 -.05702 -.03272 -._B£_7 -.00040 -.02177 9.506B0 i0.19500
99.30I 99.B24 .0269B -.42367 .OOBq4 -.05939 -.03177 -._B832 .00050 -.02085 9.49820 I0.19600
!00.050 i9B.960 .02307 -.q2BI7 .OOBDO -.06tit -.03129 -.18B04 .00;OB -.0_029 9.49;20 IO.IBtO0
GRAOIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .uuuO0 .00000 .u_uuO .00000 .uOu_v
_,L_ RN/L GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00I 5.00,,_N NO. 942/ 0 = _,53
Z X CN CNT CLH CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNIF ALPHAB 8ETAB
199.400 I99.990 _02823 -.4228_ .01i73 -.05616 -.Oq08B -.I9V57 -.00483 -.02520 9.50090 i0.2_500
200.740 99,94B .02818 -.k2363 ,0i352 -.0544B -.04693 -.20388 -,00651 -,02791 B.51120 i0.22700
19_.910 -.IIS .02665 -.42492 .0150I -.05295 -.05640 -.21327 -.00880 -.03019 9.51360 1C.23700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000
IAi42, O/ET N/SRB£ SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT645) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
GREF : 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP _ i258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - I0.000 BETA = _0.000
LREF 1290.3000 iNCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ IO.O00 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF !290_3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE : .OiO0 NACH w 4.500
RUN NO. 975/ 0 RN/I_ = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -_.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM _LFIT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
- xil .065 .00533 -.B521B .OOBT6 -.i2I_q -.02520 -.31911 .00022 -.03898 9.0?630 10.35100
':402 199.990 -i00326 -:86i38 .0043i i239B -.Oi3i| -,30722 .001li -.u3B,, 9.06420 '" "_ ^
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 00000 00000 .00000 .00000
_fl'E 25 ,JUL ,7"? [Aiq.2, AEOC VWif,,-K[A, TAEUL.ATED SOURCff O;,T/< !__:_E ?Sk
iAI42, D/ET WJ,SK_S SEF'ARATiNG, _Ol-H SR8 JETS ON (LV'i_.Sk!5) t P_C ,JUL ,7"7 )
REFERENCE DATA ,%_,FLr_!,tETRICDATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.F'T, XMRP : _f58.5000 Ih!, X8 ALP!'_A IO.O00 _'BETA IOoOOQ
ISREF :" i290.3000 _['4CHES ZPiRP = ,OOO0 [['4. ZB Y .GO0 ,,ET PC = !225,000
SCALE = .OiOQ I'tACH _" 4.500
RUN NO. 9"75/ 0 RN/L = : ,53 GRAO_FNT INTERVAL = 5,'20/ 5.00
,_:_= X CN ,_.,,_'T "'_.M CI.MI CY CYT CYN CYNT. #,LFHA8 BE T f,.g
49 -522 !c_9..............o_'! .O0 '4¢_L_ _. ,9,5.,36,Z' .0055_ - _ _2"_25E_ -. 02_ !2 " ,_'_I8_=._ . O000G -. 03B} 8 S. O"_'_'r'O._ _,.,_n. SSQO0
!5 [ , GBE _B, 90 } , ,30:_8'} -, _h'7_ L'itq'TR:_ -, 1BO";_ --, 0BTS,2 -. ,:Be_i 5__5 .000 i 6 - C,__902 _. 0_050 _i:[. :b,_ Go
q,8,407 -,i!'7 ,oiiP_; ....,_u5.si .008_3 -._i99i -.[l:!_B_5 -.3_[!03 -,00157 -.0_.0"75 L_,08310 i0.:'_SBO0
"r,'I ., ..... _- _, []rjRUN _'40. £'77i O R_\.... =,' : ........._%-z @RA!?[ENT N_r=,',AL = -_ ;n. =
Z X CN C;<T :LI'I CLMT C'i" ;'_q CYN C'i'[4T ALPHA£ BE_A8
'_:,::4._,;:'g ,US_ I]_q:_ .,., _000_$5 -.ilBq_£ --,04318 - 33739 - 00ZLS_ - 0_05 _-_,0B_0 .:_5900
_O0,,_,_, SR,Sq5 ,01193 -..8t463"7 .00873 -._i959 • .0366? .33084- .00002 -.0392i 9,08460 i0.36260
$9. ;32 199,9,70 .00991 -.8q8_ _00891 -. I_,39 -.03718 - ,331B9 .000_3 -.03879 9.0.7860 ]0.35_00
O,RADIEN'F .80000 .OOOO0 .OOO00 . O00OO .00000 .O000O . O_;OOO . O000O .OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. £,78/ 0 RN/L = _.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL. = -5.00f 5.00
Z X CN C_'_T CLM CLMT CY 0 YT CYN CYNT ;',LP_-'.AES BE TA8
198.680 _!O0,_-L',O _00790 -,85141 ,OliS,._, -,il,TIb -.04384 -,33835 -.C0432 -.0N359 9.088B0 iO.3TZO0
SOl.37,',:! ',_9.9E_ OI;E;;8 -,,:_.8_=:, ._][ ,,:-,n_' -,.!i708 -.O_<:,_f. -,S_90q -,0055_ --.Oqq.?_. _S.08700 [0-3?,_00
[99.9L_0 -.069 .Ot_'TG -.84823 ,0_E56 -._1600 -.OU,8i.7 -.34889 -.008B5 -.0N]57 9.09280 _0.37500
GRAD}ENT .00000 . O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4.@. O/ET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVTB4_:_ ( BO JUL "77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMEtRiC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP _258_5000 ,_N. XB AL_HA iO.O00 BETA ;0.000
[.REF = IERO.3000 _NCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALl=HAD = [0.000 BETA8 I0.000
Br-:,'.EF = IB_.SO.SQQG INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN, ZB Y .000 ,_,'cT PC _ i50OoOOO
S_"ALE - ,0 ]O0 HACH 1ff.500
RUN NO. _O!I/ r_ RN/L = !,94. rB.RAE]_ENT !NTERVZ_L = -5.00! 5._r3.0
Z X CN CNT CLH CLI"iT CY CYT C 'iN CYN I ALP'HAD BE IAIS
- .'789 .0_3 .00025 -1.0RBBO .0055,7 -. _50,76 -.033iB -. 39; 0.7 -.00310 -.05060 '3.8_04'3 IO.kS;O0
.500 99.980 -,COiBO -_,Oq'SSO .80,'99 - _r;857 -.027[5 '-,=J8558 .00052 " .OqSOS ,S.884q0 ;6.qBOCG
_3_B i99,930 -.0086b -!.05660 .00506 -.,,t } .02£'4-5 -.38065 -,00003 -_04-_5E_ B,B?230 ','_oQ
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 . OOOO0 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 . O000O
DAlE 25 JUL 27 [At4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULAIEO SOURCE DATA PAGE 765
IA[42, o/ET N/SRBS SEPARAT[NGo BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTG4B) { 20 JUL ??
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREE _i= 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 iN. XB ALPHA - iO,O00 BETA = lO.OOO
LREP: = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHA8 = i0.000 BETAB _ 10.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 _ MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. [012/ 0 RN/L = _.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ _5.00t 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
k9.595 200.020 .OOlll -l.04730 .00650 -.t5003 -.03045 -.38879 .00031 "-.04725 8.88110 i0.42300
5[.016 99.919 .0033! -1.04570 .00785 -oi4876 -.03405 -.39259 -.00056 -.049_5 8.88580 I0.42900
49.517 -.093 .00275 -[.0_590 .00743 -.i49i4 -.Oqii5 -.39958 -.00525 =.05283 8.8_ ._. 4_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .OOOOQ .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i013[ O RN/L 1.54 _ ...... N, -5.007 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
fO0.TO0 -.IO0 .OOq4_ -_.OqBEO .00_5 -.t_BWl - OkGI_ --.k0526 -.00q06 -.05253 8.88720 IO.k_90O
99.9_0 99.q37 .00377 -t.045BO .00936 -.IkBJB -.0407I -.39939 -.OO02t -.04?82 8.88640 10.43200
98.426 [99.980 .OO215 _t.04860 .00?25 _.iq9B_ -.03925 -.39338 ,00059 --.04708 8.88210 !0.43000
.O_w_ ...... 00000 .00000 O000Q .QOOOO .00000 OOOQO .O000OGRADIENT nn Of_Onn .00000 . .
RUN NO. tOtNl 0 RNIL = f.Bq GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CN/ CLH CLMT CY CYf C'fN CYNT ALPHAB BE]AB
200.680 199.990 -.O0iEO -I.050iO .00992 _.14668 -.044i3 -.40262 -.0072! -.05479 8.887!0 _0.k5200
199.710 99.832 --.0052q -i.05670 .00913 -.14705 -.03775 -.397_0 -,00349 -.05ii9 8.88170 I0,43900
I99.930 -.157 .00096 -1.05{30 .Oii9_ -,[4516 -.05337 -.u1300 -.00065 -.04838 8.89210 IO.k4000
ORADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O00OO .O00OO
A,_=,_, _n/CT_.........L,Z_ SEPARATING, BOTH S#B .jETS ON (LVTB4?_ ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETR[C OATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF I290.3000 iNCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = ]0.000 BETA9 = lO.O00
BREF _290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = 0000 IN. Z8 y .......... = _i,_ _
SCALE = .0100 HACH q.500
=rJI'_ NO. 9_3/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GR#,D[ENT [MTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5 00
Z X CN CNT CL_ CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB _ETAB
-l.i52 99.99B ._2003 .43258 ,_n_" -.05255 -.O06U5 _b_Lb
-.0_ 200,020 .02044 -.43t50 .00628 -.06174 -,00760 -.16q59 .00305 -.01836 9.48700 I0.17!00
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
r 4`_ Pi<GEDAlE 25 dUL 77 .._, , AEDC Vh_/',-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA 766
IAI_2, OtE'T WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVTB4`?] { 80 JUL 27 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
_ r, L:'_,,-,,_F = ,9690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP [,258.5000 IN. XB ALPIdA _, I0.000 BETA I0.000
A_, HA_
.... ",P I0,000._.uU_ IN, '_' = _ 10.000 BEIABLREF = |_90. 3000 _NCHES _,_.r, = nr,,-r, YB
BRLF _ 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = G_,_2,000
SCALE = •OIO0 HACH 4`.500
RUN NO, 944t 0 RN,"L = !.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CL I"i CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
• n-:-: --- ,00_,97 -50. Z7_ 99. _b_ . OBBL'6 -._,BZ_b5 .UO_UU -. 059U9 -, UB98_- -. _Ub_b .U_Sb _._S'BI U ){3. 19006
'f!O._GZ -,!tB'2 .-,,_p_,R -" '-_Pq_3 rm_q_ -05936 - n_._!7 - !Bq_.*:' nOn_-_ - O_P!_Q o u.9_O0 !0 ,m_np
GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9'_5/ 0 RNIL = J.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL ,_ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_00,310 -.0Z5 ,08-197 --. _ 8_,_[-.:0 .013L_2 -. 054`69 -, 0536"7 -,51087 -,00560 -. 05"10_ 9,509L{0 i0,83100
o59._59 99.9B9 ,08768 -.R,8_BB .0!278 -.05532 -. 0'e868 -.20586 -.00209 -. 0235£' 9.50"_50 ]0.81800
99,085 _00,090 .0Z57[ -.qITtl .0t055 -.05759 -.04.348 -.20076 .00070 -.02075 9.50560 [0.[9800
c_':_, " [-
.....- _:,DI LN I 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 . Ot300O .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 94'6/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CY[ CYN CYNT ALFHAB BETAB
_39. 990 ;99.900 .03Z;i 9 - .h20:'_9 ,0 L_P--5 -.05601 -. 05_?86' -.B!037 -.0083'{ -. 0898_' 9.50960 } 0. ,:23E,00
£00.50u 100,080 ,03l[<-0 --, q82'£3 .01008 -.05820 -, 0,5732 --. 28'_90 -.01538 -.03686 9.50250 10.25600
800,590 .040 . OBq2l - ,q2900 ,00849 -. 059"72 -, 08352 --,24094 -,02[ I5 -. 04261 9,49480 _O, 28600
r;T_O;ENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 , OOOO0
r
,A,_2_ O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTBD43} ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP ;258.5000 iN. XB ALPHA ]0,000 BETA : iO,OOO
LRE_" I2£0.3000 INCHES Y_IRP ,0000 IN, YB ALF;<AB : ;0,000 BETAB _0,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH _..500
_:'_L_;_I,;0. 9?9/ 0 R'NIL = _,'._,3 OR,&[.,'IEN_ hq_EF:VAL _ -5,00; ':_.00
Z - X CN CNT CLM CL?tT BY CYT CYN CYNT ALP!'_AB BE1 ,:s,B
-,_5! - )58 OCI7_'3 -- 857F,,?. t]O",'SR -, fB:f..q5 -.0B'_757 _<-_ . - r)W,'79•-... ,' !9 -, ']02_5_ 9 06630 !O,_Y?CtO
-, 7_J£ 9'_, 9_,'z .00 _G,[5 - .855!9 ,005-_ -. ]22]'3 -.02006 -.,S, iNS4 00257 -,03620 9,01702'0 ;O,4bSUO
,539 199.960 .00650 -.85320 .00757 --. 12096 -.0 J53'7 -.31001 00093 - ,0_836 9. 07650 10.35400
GRADIENT .o00no .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 iAi42. AEDC V4iA-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 767
IA_42, O/ET N!SRBS SEPARATING: BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTB_B) ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF = 2590.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA lO.O00
LREF = I290.3000 [NCHEB YMRP _ .0000 IN. YB At.PHAB _ I0,000 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC - _225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 9801 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ _5.001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50,803 199.860 .01052 -.84933 .00779 -.I2076 _.0219B -,31667 .00230 -.03700 9,07910 10.35500
50.17! 99.998 ,01710 -.84325 .00856 -.1200B -.03637 -.33]23 .00184 -.03748 9.08540 lO.35500
50.193 -.Ibm .OliBO -.BqB06 .0087B -.I1976 _,03536 -°32999 -.nn,m_ -._40_ _.OB2lO |_._7_w
GRADIENT .OOOO0 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
,_"_',,,,,NO. 9Bl/ _n RN/L = ...._ _ GRADIENT !NTERVAL = -5_00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
i02.240 -.OB9 ,01568 -.845[B .OIIi9 -.II751 -.04987 -.34491 -.00_54 -.0_389 g.09110 I0.3g400
98.706 100.030 .0174B -.84177 .0|135 -.117[1 -.0544l -.34890 -,00090 -,0401B _:09230 |0.39000
i0t.090 . |99.BGO .0t290 -.B_B35 ,00944 -.I]93! -,03528 --,3304B .00041 -.05895 9.084!0 10.37200
GRADEENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
'- PUN NO. 9B2t 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
_N, CYNZ X CN _ '" CLH CLHT CY CYT CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
I'99.760 200.040 .01284 -.84'7B0 .0!359 -.i!504 -:05243 -.3_732 _,00505 -.04437 9,09470 IO.39BO0
200,310 99,840 ,01237 -.84939 .01337 -.11546 -.05514 -.35148 -.00724 -.04662 9.09340 10.40BOO
200.400 -.229 .01172 -.84971 .01283 -.11585 -.0611B -.3564I -.00878 -.048|4 9.09140 10.41100
GRADIENT .OOO00 .O0000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
!At42_ O/ET N/SRBB SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (LVT64B) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - IO.OQO BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = 10.000 BETA8 = IO.O00
BREF = i290,3000 INCHES ZMRP .OOOO IN. ZB y = _n_u._nnn JET PC = ,_._'=_n_nn
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH -= _;500
RUN NO. I0151 O RN/L = _,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.700 [99.770 .00004 -1.05350 .00711 -.1501B -.02219 -.38229 .00001 -.04778 B,87800 10.43000
GRADIENT .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000
DATE 25 JUL 77 lA142, AEDC VqiA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 768
[AI42, DIET N/SRBS 5EPARAT!NG, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT6491 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAP;ETRIC DATA
SREF - 2590.0000 SQ.FT, XHRP _ i258,5000 [N, X8 ALPHA = [0.000 BETA _ lO.OOO
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = ]0.000 BETAS = I0.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN, Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC = i500,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. i016/ 0 RN/L _ i.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
51.872 189.880 .00977 -1.04250 .00843 -.14867 -.03885 -.39849 -.00035 -.04808 8.88750 10,44200
48.706 99.894 ,00779 -1.04440 .00873 -.14836 -.04075 -,40037 ,00035 -,04738 8.88710 10.44500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. I017/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN _N,r_ CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
lO0.OIO -.251 .00536 -1.04630 .01038 -.14679 -.05953 -.41932 -.00849 -.05624 8.89030 10.47900
[00.090 99_898 .0]237 -I,04120 .01209 -.14520 -.05687 -.4169_ -.00197 -.04976 8.89760 [0.t{_800
!0!.000 !99.870 .00666 -!.04'750 .00994 -.14743 -.04223 -.40250 -.00015 -.04797 8.88850 I0.44500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. lOi8/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INIERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
199.5_0 !89.800 .00467 -I.04950 ,01332 -.14406 -,05441 -.41469 -.00503 -,05285 8.89580 I0.46300
200.3i0 B9.880 .0025l --i.05240 ,Oil08 -.14642 -,04970 -.41024 -.00433 -.05218 8.88880 10.45800
200.260 -.li6 .00435 -I.05020 ,01119 -.14625 -.05809 -.41849 -.00487 -.05271 8.88990 I0.46400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
lA142, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON {LVT6501 ( 20 JUL ?7 I
O_CF_ mATA
,._ ......... _ .... PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2_90.0000 5Q,FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN_ X8 ALPHA IO.O00 BETA _0.000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ 10.000 BETAB - 10.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y [00.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 947! 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.N0
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT AI PNA8 E_ET_8
-.180 -.067 .01968 -.43569 .01414 -.05439 -.07002 -._2818 -.02762 -.04917 9.50400 10.30000
-.Ii3 99.957 .0IS78 -.43793 ,00462 -.06395 -.02028 -.17852 -.00434 -.02591 9.47?90 10,20000
,7Fi3 _o, cl-r O_3RZ Nn_,o0 . .
.,9.:I_I ..q:5_AO 08_7 -.OlqSt_ ,!75_ r;n:,_ -.U!7_8 9.q5190 _0.I _Suu
GRAOtENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 ,JUL 77 [AI_2, AEDC VNIA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 769
[AH_2, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT650) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = |290°3000 INCHES • YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = ]0.000 BETAB = IO.O00
8REF = 1290.3000 INCNE5 ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = B42.000
SCALE = .OIOO MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 948/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT .CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.820 200.020 .02944 -,42653 .00808 -.06054 .-.04027 -.19882 -.00004 -.02162 9.49370 I0.20200
50.8?3 99,B23 ,02724 -.4284B .00885 -.05973 -.04351 -_20177 -.00649 -.0280_ 9.49420 10,22200
50.078 -.09[ .02224 --.43328 .0.05 _ -.05804 -_06276 -.22095 -.02573 -.0_729 9_9590 !0.28700
GRADIENT ,OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 949/ O RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.826 -.05I .03124 -.42547 .01035 -.0583B -.05852 -.22713 -.02443 --.04604 9.50050 10.29000
99.991 99.992 .02579 -.43033 .OIY_5 --.05689 -.06579 -.22419 -.0f;45 -.03304 9.50080 I0.25200
£9.076 I99.970 .02803 -.q295B .O!IIO -.057BI -.050_9 -.21726 -.00487 -_02Bq8' B.q£990 [0.23100
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 _ _ n_._ ........
RUN NO. 950/ 0 RN/L = _.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
201.180 200.1?0 .03102 -.42438 .00_92 -.06i61 -.0?81B -.23633 -.02316 -.044q2 9._{B240 i0.29500
200.640 99.980 .01955 -.43qib .00i79 -.06694 -.08522 -.2_482 -.026q3 -.0N83_ £.h7200 10.30600
200.I30 -.II6 .03348 -.42326 .00842 .-.05030 -.09578 -.24439 -.02180 -.04342 9.49580 10.29100
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .OOO00 .00000 .00000
iA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT65t) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = lO.OOO
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 10.000 BETAB = lO.O00
BREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y _ 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 983/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CL;'IT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPI_A8 _ETAB
.245 -.056 .00273 -. SSB_8 .OOB8l . I ISSN _.0_432 "". 353_47 --. 0152N -. 05N59 B. 0"/530 I0.4_I00
. . vo,,O .35700
-.394 199.890 .00624 -.B5682 O06BB - 12204 -.02585 _.32_64 .00 '_' -._ B.03220 _
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 lAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 7"70
IAlk2, OIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT551) ( 20 _JL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F_. ×HRP _258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = I0.000 BETA lO.O00
LBEF 1290.3000 INCHES YE_RP _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = IO.O00 BETAB = )0.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = tOQ.OOQ JET PC - 1@25.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 98N/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
._,_0 ....... - -.04762 - _4332 ,00432 -.u_i £.08810 10.3550049.e_0 i99.896 ,02055 '_"_ n_nn_ .!!895 . ^--"
50 £09 99.938 .0189_ -.B_342 .00844 -.I204B -.04B14 -.3436B -.00483 -.04423 9.08350 10.39200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 9_5/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100,800 -.198 .01279 -.B49_5 .00982 -.!19}2 -.06639 -.36199 r.01395 -.05337 9.08]40 I0.42500
100.270 100.070 .0190l -.84366 .01087 -.11810 -.06516 -.360B0 -.00772 -.04714 9.08990 10.41000
99.059 199.860 .02117 -.8423B .01209 -.II7OI -.06282 -.35886 -.00115 -.0406I 9.09370 10.3930'0
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00800 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 986/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.420 200.100 .0}603 -.B4811 .01306 -.11613 -.07194 -.3680B -.OlIB6 -.05135 9.09270 )0.42700
200.770 99.79i .01253 -.85105 .01055 -.11856 -.08176 -.37770 -.01872 -.0581B 9.08420 10.45100
199.250 -.15B .01747 -.B4573 .01590 -.11315 -.OB296 -.3787B -.01430 -.05375 9.10060 IO.NNIOO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
..... _ _,_T t,,¢ c ewe ^ r_ BOTH ,JETS
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = _BBO.O000 SO.FT. XMRP = !25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = !290.3000 !NCNFS YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB !0.000
BREF = _290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y !00.000 JET PC _ .......' L :_uu. uv_
..... _nn
_L_L_ = .u_uu HACH N.500
RUN NO. )0)9/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPNAB BETAB
_o -.247 _ '_' -).05550 .0079£
.-_ -. 0 -.]_944 -.06477 -.42516 - 01i)7 -,05900 8.87_30 I0.49)00
.I08 99.929 -.00209 -I.05710 .00522 -.t5230 -.0351B -.395'77 .-.00697 -,05483 B.83020 IO.45BOO
-.569 200.010 .00270 -1.05250 .00562 -,1519) -.0290I z.38963 .00)69 -,046!7 8.87390 I0.43300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000D .00000
DATE 25 Jb_ 77 [A142o AEDC V4!A-K!A, TAiLgATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 77!
iA142. O/ET N/SRSS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT6521 ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0009 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ IO_O00 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = t290.3090 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB "ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB = lO.OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP = =0090 IN. Z8 Y - 100.000 JET PC = 1500,090
SCALE = .0190 MACH " 4.500
RUN NO, I020/ 0 RN/L = t_53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
49.297 199.960 .01228 -I.04170 .09919 -o14816 -.04904 -.40924 .00338 -.04442 8.88910 10.44000
50.948 99.804 .00850 -1,04680 .0092I -°14834 -.04?63 -.40830 -.00406 -.05i93 8 88630 I0.45800
48,609 -.224 ,09575 -4,04800 .00804 -.148WN -.06088 -.42i38 -.00985 -.05770 8.88400 10.48500
GRADIENT .09000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 102i/ 0 RN/L = 4°53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CyT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
I00.580 -.088 ,01028 -i.04529 ,01187 -.14571 -.07087 -.43_80 -.0081I -.05588 8,89400 40.48800
100,850 99,942 .90994 -I.04480 .0112I -.14625 -.05877 -'.41923 -.00567 -.0535i 8.89230 40.47800
98.287 4SS.940 °0139l -i.04000 .01279 -.14485 -.08367 -.42385 -.00!25 -,04505 8,89840 40.48400
GRADIENT .00000 .90000 ,00000 .00099 ,09000 ,00000 .00000 ,00090 .09000 .00000
RUN NO. i022/ 0 RN/L = _.54 GRAO4ENT ,N._R_A_ = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
t99.720 199.970 .00640 -I,04950 ,01515 -.]4249 -,07984 -.43171 -..90932 -.95722 8,89950 I0,48809
199.240 99.808 ,00589 -1.04930 .01409 -,t4343 -.07735 -.43794 -.91392 -.06087 8.89580 10.50400
I88.420 -.207 .00368 -I 05140 .01288 -.14462 -,98050 -.44108 -.0,1362 -.05148 8.89220 I0.51000
GRADIENT .00990 00900 .90000 .00900 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42o O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT653) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA i0.000 BETA 19,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0090 IN. Y8 ALPHAB= iO.O00 BETAS 8,000
_w_ = ,oQn 7nnn l_irwr_ 7MPP = nnnfl IN 7A Y .090 JET PC= 642.000
SCALE - .9100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 9511 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT [NTERVAL= -5.091 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS _ETA8
- _h -Z Qq7 hlqq6 -.q:_TXn .(]0583 -.06298 -.00643 -.I852I ,00494 -.01640 9.48040 B. ITOBO
.383 195.8_0 :00&75 -14493& .0044? -.06447 -.90873 -.16782 oo_49 -.OlSl8 _.45990 e.i78i6
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42_ AEOC V4]A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 772
IA142, O/ET N/5RBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT653) ( 20 JUL 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP - I058,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 8ETA 10.000
LREF = 1690.3000 INCHES YMRP m .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = IO.O00 BETAB 8.000
BREF = |290,3000 iNCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y =. .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 952/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN C'YNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.I96 I96.070 .01436 -.4_090 .00507 -.05344 -.01451 -.I7263 .00438 -.Ol?17 9._7750 8.17420
49.609 95._44 .0[76a -.43886 .605£6 -.053_3 -.0135q -.[7200 .00_56 .01705 9.47@00 8.17G70
_9.723 -4.150 .02588 -.43t10 .00686 -.06190 -.01508 -.t7377 _00506 -.01656 9.qB700 8. I7680
GRADIENT .00000 _O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. $53/ 0 RN/L = _.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETAB
10_.230 -4.i52 .03235 -.42588 .01184 -.057[I -.02508 -.18520 .O02ll -.01958 9.50250 8.19'{80
99.249 95.9I! .02B37 -.42966 .00976 -.059i6 -.02605 -.]8509 .00169 -.01998 9.49510 8.19750
i@0.220 |95.980 .02352 -.43410 .008[1 --.06075 -.02487 -.18397 .00189 -.01976 9.48770 8.19300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 954/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 BETAB
199.420 1960030 .03093 -.41|57 .01132 -.05529 -.03305 -.18685 -.00436 -.02536 9.51620 8.20960
200.640 96.035 .03089 -.41127 .01313 -.05344 -.03837 -.19206 -.00567 -.02664 9.52080 8.21700
200.220 -4.049 .02907 -.4[252 .01528 -.05120 -.04681 -.20029 -.00737 -.02832 9.52490 8.22630
GRADIENT .00000 .O000G .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 " .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/5RB5 SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT654) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA lO,O00
LREF Ic_O.JOOv INCHES Yt_RP _ .0000 iN. YB _Lr!_o !U.L_UU _L_ 8.000
BREF = |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. Z8 Y .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE _ .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 987/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRAOIENY INTERVAL = "-5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNr CLH CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 _ETAB
-.WGO -4.05I .00652 -.85934 .005'72 -.!2374 -.01774 -.3i450 .00260 -.03697 9.06690 8.33990
2.83_ $5.906 -.00050 -.86596 .00_{4! .!2497 -.00982 -,30B4I .00284 -.036-70 9.05910 8.33]80
-.248 195.950 -.00348 -.86830 .00421 -.12507 -.OlOtO -.30647 .00227 -.03725 9.056?0 8.33520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OASE 25 JUL 77 [A[42, AEOC V4ZA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 773
[AiAE, O/ET NtSRBB SEPARATING, 80TH SRB JETS ON (LVT854} ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP _ I258.5000 IN. x8 ALPHA = 10.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = lO.O00 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .DO0 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 988/ 0 RN/L = t.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA9
48.808 195.950 .00443 -,8GI22 .00604 -,12337 -.02099 -,31755 .00822 -.03733 9.08590 8.33870
51.084 95.719 .0111[ -.84900 .00808 -.12052 -,02410 -,3;887 .00234 -.0Z696 9,08030 8.24190
48.497 -4.114 .01221 -.84880 .OOB6B -.;2005 -.03044 "-.32553 .00ii9 -.038i5 9.0Bi50 B.350i0
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 989I 0 RN/L = _.54 _uL_._........ ............. _t_,_v_u = -_u_;_" =_._
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB OETA8
n_ r_99,717 -4.150 ,01498 -,8Z875 ,u,_89 -,1"1575 -_03650 -,32912 -.00083 -,03_85 9,09540 8,35?50
99.467 95.84[ .01857 -,84247 .OiOI$ -.11771 -,03257 -.32564 ,0014[ -.03768 9.09210 8.34690
89.082 198.090 .0095Z -.84428 .00795 -.1i970 -,033@8 -.38630 .001G0 -.03743 9.08460 8.24740
. ..... .u_uO0 nnn_n nn n ,00000 .00000 .00000GRADIENT ,00000 uuuuu _ _ .......... 00_ .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 890/ 0 RN/L = Io53 GF_AD[ENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT C[_M CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
198.750 |95.990 .00814 -.84615 .01232 -.I1556 -.03982 -,33298 -.00472 -.04382 9.08480 8.26880
201.160 95.94,2 .00662 -,84824 .01319 -.II462 -.03542 -.32844 -.00506 -.04474 9.09540 8.36960
199.900 -4.159 .01288 -.84250 .01278 -.II511 -,04252 -.33570 -.00197 -.04107 9.09820 8.37010
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
REFERENCE DATA 'PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _0,000 BETA = _0.000
LRFF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = ]0.000 BETAB = 8,000
BREF 1290.2000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN, ZB Y - .000 JET PC - i500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1023/ 0 RN/L = _,54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY _ CYT CYN CYNT ,_LPHAB 8ETAB
-198_ 96.t30 -,00080 -1.03050 ._0865 " ,15085 -.02083 -.38147 .00043 -.04/48 8.UiaUU _,_U_U
1.288 [98.870 -_00863 -1.06480 .00495 -.|5274 -,0_855 -,Z7753 ,00115 -.04576 P.86200 8.'_0490nnn_
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ..... 0 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 37 IAlb2, AEDC V4IA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 774
lAIN2, O/ET N/SRS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTGBS) ( 20 JUL "l? )
REFERENCE GA;A PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2680.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - !258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA !0.000 BETA lO.O00 "
LREF t280.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = I0.000 8ETA8 = 8.000
8£EF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = I500.000
SCALE = .0!00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 102½1 0 RN/L = 54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 8ETAB
5{_.079 i96.O'._O ,O020t -i.0535Q .OO?i_ -.i50_ _.0282_ _._9895 .00i86 -.04b02 8.675_0 U.4i340
50.b79 85.9!_ N0319 -f.05_?O .008_6 -._k9t8 -.0_93_ -._90P_ .0009_ -.OqSq7 8.87950 8 N][7O
49.685 -4.252 .0026I -i.05350 .00787 -.14980 -.03532 -.39628 -.00285 -.05055 8.87760 8.43380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. }025/ 0 RN/L = 55 ORADZENT )NTERVAf. = -5.00f 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETA8
98 849 -4.005 .00N49 -_.05180 .00968 -.i_q93 -.oqieo -.40198 -.00374 -.05162 8.88320 8.43960
99.95I 95.915 .00420 -I.05180 .00951 -.IkB]4 -.03596 -.39685 .00092 -.04698 8.88280 8.42020
_9.517 195.800 .00228 -1.05430 .00815 -.14859 -.03500 -.38610 .00155 -.04637 8.8"1730 8.42120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10261 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETA8
198.290 196.050 -.00002 -I.05"720 .0[0,_6 -.I4736 -.04385 -._0_53 --.00581 -.05_75 8.88i40 8._hqo
199.8q0 95.904 -.00393 -1.06180 .00955 -.t4839 -.03187 -_39342 -.00396 -.05194 8.87610 8.432t0
199.320 -4.073 .00303 -I.05340 .01264 -.14507 -.04513 -.40616 -.00139 -.04930 8.88840 8.43180
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
iAi42. O/El N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT656) ( 80 JUL .Tq )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA lO.O00 BETA lO.O00
LREF !290_3000 iNCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. Y8 ALPW_8 = !0.000 BETAB = B.O00
8REF |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC = 6b2.000
RUN NO. 955! O RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BE FA8
.[52 -q.i_2 .0!_5_ -.42813 .UOq_l --.0622_ -.0_332 -.;_T_S .00220 -_0iS80 9.48840 8.i'5960
--i.553 95.808 .02223 -.42555 .00502 -.0613B 00545 -.1620b .00'7i8 -.0]405 9.q92i0 8.13980
.414 195.960 .OI980 -.4283| .00327 -.06418 -.00747 -.15317 .00678 -.01446 9.48330 8.14350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
,_, Amf_e _J _^-w_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA m_r _mDAIE 25 jUL 77 _L42_ _ .... 4 ...... , ........
IAI4,2,'OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT656) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. ×MRP = [258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = I0,000 BETAB 8,000
BREF = 7290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ _0000 [N. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642,000
SCALE = .0!00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 956/ 0 RN/L = 1_54 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CEMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.174 196.060 .02266 -.4251B .00718 -.06023 -.02|94 -.17754 .00787 -.01336 9.49480 8.15310
49.938 95.890 .0247I -._2338 .01034 -.057t0 -.02589 -.18158 .00361 -.01763 9.50410 8.16890
50.980 -4.053 .02617 -.42256 .0t090 -.0566q -.03140 -°18730 .00033 -.02093 9.50590 B.18680
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 957/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLM] CY CYT CYN CYNT AL_A_ _l_
[00.070 -4.160 :02539 -.42304 .01453 -.05297 -.048t9 -.20400 -.00573 -.0269B B.5i460 8.20400
99.465 95.814 .0259I -.422q.5 .0_424 -.05325 -.04043 -.19621 -.00232 -.02356 9.5U_00 8. i9250
98.?I9 195.920 .03388 -.41563 .01065 -.05701 -.03015 -.18633 .00338 --.0[792 9.50950 8._5B_0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 9581 0 RN/L = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.5_0 !95.930 ,03765 -.4fi46 _0i_4t -,05619 -.04080 -.i9684 -.00745 -,0287_ 9,51420 8.20!40
200.0B0 95,501 ,03083 -.qt836 .01012 -.05749 -.05579 -.21185 -.01534 -.03663 9.50590 8.23850
200.570 -4.[95 .02446 -.q2486 .00688 -.05074 -.07058 -.22669 -.02199 -.0432B 9.49440 8.25950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVr657) ( 20 JUL T7 )
REFERENCE DA_A r_m_,',_z_ u_
SREF = 2090.0000 9Q.FT. XMRP _ I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA = _0.000
LREF = [290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = I0.000 BETA£ = B.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 99[/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
.ZB2 -3.969 .00196 -.85429 .00501 -.1230t ..02524 -.3!87B -.00351 -.04265 9.07!q0 8.35180
- Q_ q_ qqq RA_4 -.84993 .00512 -o[227B -.01792 -.31II4 .00523 -.03387 9.07350 8.31670
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 :00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
r, - 7
.IDAiE 25 JUL "77 !A_2, _E[.C V4.!A-K!A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA I',._,"E ";}G
.,',_', O/E7 !#/5,RBS, SEPAR!,7_NG. 201"H SRB JET50,N' {LV?'25"?_ ( ,_(7 ,J'UL 77 ;
REFERL,'4C__ OA'iA Pf_,RA!qETP.C O,¢t'A
5fi.EF _= L'690,0000 cf:_,.._'-r., )<I'!P_H _" },75_.5000 [_,t. ,,,m,"'m ,_l..¢qqA '.0.000 BEI'A I 0 _r',n
LREF = b_90,3OOO [qC_-E£ '!'biRP = .0000 }N. YB ALPHAB = i0.000 BETA8 8.000
£REF _. I290,30G0 [NCHEtS Z."MRP ',. ,0000 IN. Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC '= J_SS.QQQ
SC,"LE = .01 O0 t'MAEH _4.500
RUN NO. 992/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.09/ 5.00
Z ......v PM CNT CLiff CLMT ,.,,"v CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 BETA8
50.25cJ IUb,.ULQ Oi 1._.7, --.r_*",t.L:8!{ t_n";:mU - l_fl'7R -.0_[_44 -,_]_j .OL"IL,.S_ - 0_t433 9 r,o"_n o "z_u._O
:£ .8'5S 96, qo7 .0! 334 -. 84330 .00952 ,-. [ 1875 -.03t91 -. 32552 , OOh'_3 -. 9Z_-72 9.00_5f3 _. 33260 .
90.773 -_.2[! .OIBOI -.84470 .00998 -, i i829 -.O£_lO_ --._=,,.=,.,"_c'_ .000, I8 - .......n_QOL, _3 08O[0 £ SuGar!
GRADIENT .00800 .O00OO .OOOOO ,00000 . O00DO .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00008 .00000
RUN NO. 99_/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.QO
Z X C,_ CA'T CI.?4 CLRT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPNAB 8ETA8
I02.4.50 -4. }59 .01707 - .840_9 ,0_ 16. -. ! 1656 -. 04407 -.33789 -,00319 -. 0423'7 9.09610 8.3_2! 0
98. _6'7 95,89_ .01580 - .8[,_094 .Ot2q4 ~. _ I565 -. 04535 -. 33900 -.00044 -.0.3960 9,09940 8. 3574Q
!0! U_O _96.060 .01345 -.843;8 .00990 -.11817 -.03155 -.32516 .00183 -.03732 £".08930 8.3Z950
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 . O00OO .O000O ,OOOO0 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 . O000O
RUN NO. 094/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL -- -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CL ['I, CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
1 3:3 -'. 04442 -. 3382£ - , ,J_ ,__3 "" . OR3q2 9.0S880 9. "Z'_,'SDO
200.2t 0 95,920 .01276 - .84482 .01341 -. 11480 -. 04686 -. 34079 -.00578 -. 04_98 9.09-/50 8.3q120
200.540 -4.039 .012i9 -.8qGO_ .01238 -.11593 --, 0519-/ -.34612 -.00501 -. 0452't, 9.09430 8.32250
GRADIENT .00O00 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA _'--;-2, ,,,,_, ',.._,_ic__.:,_._ _cEPAR'z_r_NG, _Rr_TH_.SR_ J_-TS ON (LVT858') ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
_RE,_- = _._90.0000 q.S_2.FT X_RP ._ i_SLd,.50t),2 A%'. X,_ AL_:_A _d. O00 _ETA = ;_.OOO
LREF - |290.3000 !NCHES YMRP • .0000 iN. Y8 ALRHAB ,_ I0.000 BETAB _ B.000
Z_D £ _.(_rl R_tn
• ._u. uuu , _ ........
SCALE = _ ....
..J_uu MACH 4,500
RUN NO, 10271 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM C;!..MT CY CYT C'r'N CYNT ALPHA8 b]ET,_,_
.2_B -S.2r_.O _n_,_,-., -t 06!'40 nn,q_p -._4_3B .-.ORS2 _, .q0967 - n O_
.................. _ ..... _- -.05869 8.873,90 8.45920
- .8"/1 95.854 .00009 -_ ,05870 .O05tO -, _5297 -. 02222 '-. 38_407 .00359 -, O_q_5 _, SG,6_,,O S.59970
I . I59 195.880 -.00151 -I . 05980 .00593 -. :5206 -.OtGB8 -. 37855 .00288 - .04512 8.86"/30 8. 3933t_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 . ODO00 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAf42, AEOC V4[A-K[A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 777
[A142, O/ET N/SR_S SEPARATIN8_ BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT658) ( 20 JUL 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
6REF 2699,0000 SQ.FT. XNRP = I258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA 10.000 8ETA = IO,O00
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 10,000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500,000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH 4.600
RUN NO. 1028/ O RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL'= -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLN CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
51,000 195.930 .00287 -I.05480 .00849 -,14942 -,02505 -.38652 .00296 -.04501 8.87700 8,40060
48.802 95.937 .00581 -t.05200 .OOgiS -.14870 -,03699 -,39843 ,00258 -.04539 8.88070 8.41550
5G_l£i -N,OB2 .00221 -|,05590 .01008 -,14780 -°04940 -.4!102 -,00918 -.05717 8.88070 8,45130
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 o00000 .00000 .OOOO0 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 10291 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
!00.050 -4,299 .00722 -l.05170 .01060 -.14749 -,05427 -,41617 -°00730 -.05533 8.88460 8.45340
97.284 95.916 .01093 -i.04770 ,0t25"7 _.14548 --.04865 -.41044 -,00115 -,04916 8.99170 8.42780
10].330 195.900 ,00550 -I.05210 ,01050 -,I4730 --,03725 -.3987I ,OOIIS ' -.04@8I 8.88330 £.qIB20
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !030/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS 8ETAB
198.960 195.860 ,00454' -1.05350 .01367 -,I4430 -.048i8 .-.409'78 -.00497 -.05295 8,_9050 8.44260
199.550 95.942 .00407 -1,05550 .01124 -.i4596 -.04365 -,40580 -.00290 -.05096 8,88360 8.43230
200,470 -4.136 .00524 -1.05370 .01147 -,14662 -.05233 -.41420 -.00426 -.05228 8.88520 8.43900
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (LVT6591 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DAfA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF = 2690.0000 8Q.FT. XMRP © 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10,000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 |N. YB ALPHAS = 10.000 BETAB = 8.000
8REF = !290.Z000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y _ lO0,O00 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 NACH 4,500
RUN NO. 959/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
-.Pq| -3.952 .02186 -,42806 ,01540 -,05229 -.06178 ".2|803 -.02360 -,0449I 9.51350 8,27350
-17&O 1_51_80 02287 -.42684 .00554 -.06215 -.01606 -.I_229 .0050I -._65_ 9,48920 8, _GRADIENT 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 ,00009 00000 00000 .00000
(_ATE #-5 JUL "7"/ iAlk2, AEDC VklA--KI&. TABULATED SOURCE DATA F"ACE 779
IAH+2, 0/'7i N/SR3S SEPARATING. BO'fH $5,'3 JETS ON (L',, osB, ( JUI.. ?'7 )
REFERENCE bATA _:'A';tAF,ETR ;C DATA
,%REF 2690. UOUU SQ.FT, XP,i4P i258.7,000 ZN, "_^,= ,'_._,'>-'_,=,,........= qr_ nnn __,:_-_"A. = ,_o.onn
LREF = 1290._000 INCHES "fb*.RP = .0000 iN, YB ALPHAB = ;0.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP " .0000 IN. ZB Y i00.000 JEI PC = 6t+B,O00
SCAt E _ .0100 HACH q.500
RUN NO. 9601 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.57i 196,000 , u_-_,-:.c:-_ _, F_=_._G, ,,, _ . n o.g,_,..... ..... -- n_R_l - n_'zF' -. 19020 ,00006 -. 02i29 9.50050 B. i 6820
50,926 95.911 ,02q01 -. 4,T::B05 .OlOOI --. 05"773 -. 03_:2Z _ -. I9059 -.00832 -, 0[_'969 9.50t00 B.rB1090
q,9. 935 -4. 186 . 0251,_ -,495_9 .01 iP,' -.05605 -, 05_ i-'; - .,-2; 269 - .084 ?G _ .OqGIZ '2. _0_ 8,,_5920
GRAO[ENT .OOOOO . OOOOO . 00000 , 00000 . 00000 , 00000 , 00000 . 00000 . 00000 . 00000
RUN NO. 961/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 6R/_'DIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
i00.020 -b.O?B ._31_, - u!922 .0!062 -.05.722 -. 05843 -.21501 -. 02256 -. 04391 9.50690 8.26"700
_00.050 95.946 ,022;03 -.4.d _82 .Olr267 -.05519 -.05520 -.B1292 -.0t135 -. 03_'`7 i 9.50630 9.235"70
99.338 195.990 .02501 - .'+2535 .Or l'70 -.05609 -.0N762 -.20408 -.00505 -.02639 9.50540 8.212q0
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 962/ 0 RN/L = 1,.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
_7' X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
2OO.BNO ).96.000 H_059 -.419T_*, .00699 -.06080 -.06GNI --.ZLT-qB9 - 0C-080 -.OqBt_z 9.c4_750 B.670)0
80_. 530 96. Ge2 ,02278 -. '_27£6 .0,9381 -. 06402 -. 07q' t e -. ,23_?72 -. 0,2 153 -. O_ E_'8 9.48e4 O 8. £7640
200.$60 -_e. BO? ,036q3 - .U,l'+61 .00"798 - .05996 -.0-/195 -. 2BBG_+ -.OIBIO -.039q6 9.50300 8.26550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_A;_+2, ,.,,___"':'_e,,_,,_"'c°_c_-=_z,_,ARA,T_,NG,t #nT_4..... SRB JE!S ON (LVTGGO) ( 20 JUt `77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
£REF £690.0000 9O.FT, ×HRP = !258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA '.' iO,O00 BETA = lO.O00
LREF !._qn.:'afflC_O INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = IO.QQQ BETAB = 8.000
_REF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOOO 04. ZB Y i00_000 JET PC = __2E5 000
_*,,_,,,..•, - -._= ._._n_nn MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 995/ 0 RN/L = 1,5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLItT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB _ET,_,B
-,OGB --.-u_,-_"_ ,,,,,,,"'r"_':"°_ ",05059 .OO-_q,q.... -IPIlq -.f.]5200 -._q805 -.Ot[_.TB -.054_7 9,07q60 8.40h70
"Y"'- .00.491 t2q26 -. 02_*q4 . no_{90
-t .2ii 95.986 .0 _,_L_:O - .86068 . -. 32056 - --. O.q-q36 9.06"*60 8,35',"#0
-I .880 t96. IO0 .0L76i u, - .G5776 . G0677 -. f22,_8 -. 0,292G -. Z2OZ$ . OOqg-z -.O3k55 9. 070u, O 8, 33'_90
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DA_E 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEOC V4!A-K!A, TABULATEO SOURCE OATA PAGE 779
IAI42o O/ET NtSRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTGBO) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA lO.O00 .BETA = IO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .O00O IN. Y8 ALPHAB = 10.000 BETA8 = B.O00
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 100.000 JEI PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 996/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50,172 195.910 .01459 -.85743 .01183 -.11852 -.04331 -.34211 ,00689 -.03294 9.08090 8,345t0
50.571 95.867 ,01537 -.84732 .01033 -.I1865 -.04489 -.34054 -.00476 -.04418 9.08670 8,37050
50.829 -4.080 .o!!iO -°85003 .0Q87I -.12003 _.0502_ -.3454l -.01466 -.05401 9.08090 8.40390
GRADIENT .O00OO .O00OO .OBO00 .O00OO .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .O00OO .O000B .00000
RUN NO. 997/ 0 RN/L = _.5_ GRADIENT [NTERVAL= -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYMT ALPHAB BETAB
_00.020 -4.097 .0]434 -.8q736 .00872 -.120IO -.05623 -.35155 -.01420 -.05358 9.08330 8.40370
99.913 95.887 .01615 -.84489 .01234 -.fi639 -.05806 -.35316 -.00800 -.04735 9.09370 8.38840
99.036 _95.810 .0_757 -.8V533 .0_358 -._1558 -.053_ -.34970 -,00_09 -.OqeSG _.09_00 8.37_G
GRADIENT .00000 .0000D ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,0000B .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 998/ 0 RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA9
!99,3]0 195.900 ,OITIl -.84680 .01325 -.I]587 -.05973 -.35572 -,,01127 -.05074 9.09380 8.39450
200.940 95.893 .01140 -.85338 .01043 -,I1885 -.07175 -.3681i -.01773 -,05725 9.08320 8.42570
200.!70 -q.lOO .01417 -,8q918 .01430 -.IIN77 -.07351 -.36938 -.0]q67 -.05412 9,09480 8.41220
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT561) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA lO.O00 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 4290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. Y9 ALPHAB = I0,000 BETAB 8.000
Qncr = _Lv ..... ,,,_,lK_rurc,._... ...........7MDP = ,ORNN IN 78 Y I00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OtO0 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO, I031/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BErAB
_,,. _u nnp - nnnnx -_nGnnn .(iu826 -.f_9£8 -.05859 -.4}882 -.01000 -.05807 8.87330 9.N5_30
-I.065 195.880 .00141 -{.06010 :0o5_8 {5@99 -:52665 -.38943 .00477 -.0_337 8.86660 8,_0110
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .O000O ,00000
OATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 780
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBB SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT66I) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690,0000 SQ,FT, XMRP - 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = I0,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = I0.000 BETAB : 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES Z['IRP _ .0000 IN, ZB Y " |00.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO, 1032/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
50.025 I95.940 ,00?26 --1.05420 .01039 -.14807 -.04163 -.40435 .00546 -.04267 8.88190 8,40910
50.664 95.872 .00'_22 -1.05220 .01022 -.1#795 -.0420_ -,40415 -.00397 -,05202 8.98250 8.43580
48.1[2 -4.133 .00694 -1.05450 .00838 -,15008 -.05120 -.41395 -.01000 -.05814 8.87700 8.45580
GRAOIENT ,OQOOQ .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 _00000 ,00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 1033/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
|0].180 -4.lOB .00977 -1.04250 .00993 -.I4717 -.05930 -.41894 -.00913 -.05686 8.89280 8.46410
100,120 95.90I .013[t -I.03810 .01236 -.14369 -.04993 -.40780 -.00595 -.05337 8.90660 8.43790
}O0,110 196,000 .0;]51 -I.06630 .01362 -.14579 -.05270 -.41?60 -.00085 -.04927 8.88610 8.43500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1034/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_97.880 195.990 .00582 ,-_.03510 .0_52_ -.leO20 -.06113 -._1602 -.06853 -._6677 8.g_2'90 8,_5830
201.240 95,8_6 ,00596 -I.05390 .01374 -.14449 -,06777 -.42997 -.01246 -.06052 8,89010 8,47300
200.940 -4.165 .00313 -1.06870 .01248 -.14752 -.07255 -.43879 -.01219 -.06079 8.87450 8.48160
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0OOO0 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/BRBB SEPARATING_ BOTH 5R8 JETS ON (LV(662) ( 20 JUL ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP _ 1258,5000 IN, XB ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA _ 10,000
LREF i290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 iN. YB ALPHAB 5.000 8ETAB ]4.000
£REF = !29_._000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 [N. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1073/ 0 RN/L = i.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X _N CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALISHAB BETAB
-.006 -2._84 -.OIOB4 -.459N8 .00863 -.05890 -.095q3 -.25162 -.02211 -.0_33_ 5._q830 [4.2_i00
,322 97.656 -.00908 -.46502 .00976 -.05885 -,08759 -,24594 -.02789 -.04947 5.47540 14,29600
-,087 197.6t0 -.00642 -.46863 .01126 -.05828 -,09345 .-,25392 -.03233 -.05419 5,47420 14.31500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DAIE 25 JUL _-_, !A!42_ AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 781
IAI42, OIET N/5RBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT662) ( 20 JUL ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SQ+FT, XHRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _" .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB 14,000
8REF = 1290o3000 INCHES ZMRP ' = .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = B4B.O00
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. |074/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL.= -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.977 197.710 -.O019B -,49580 .00965 -.0545B -.0Bt84 -.2629B -.03294 , -.05B19 5.44230 [4.32700
49.283 97.379 -.00105 -._5357 .OOB31 -.05980 -.0889B -.24619 -.02827 -.0497I 5.48020 14.29000
q9,440 -2.49! ,00033 -.44560 .OOBO9 -.05904 -.09810 -.2B30e -,01927 -,04042 5.48680 14.27900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOOO0 .OOOOO .00000
RUN NO. t075/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
99,_70 -2.39B .00384 -,4459t ,009q2 -,05797 -.09672 -.25299 -.01990 -.09122 5,48930 T4.BB300
|00.290 9q.624 .00529 -,4645B ,009i9 -.05868 -.08929 -,B4595 -.02683 -,04Bi9 5.48890 14.28B00
£9,549 iBq.6?O ,0149B -._+3628 .00973 -.05818 -.08427 -,24!05 -,028bt -,049q9 5,N£q9O 14.29200
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,O000O
RUN NO_ IOqB/ O RN/L = !.52 GRADIENT !NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.190 197.B30 ,01761 -.43_22 .00538 -.0BIB3 -.I05_8 -.25245 -,02533 -.04873 5.487B0 i4_29900
198,750 97.548 .O173B -.43393 .00576 -.06217 -.i0389 -.2606B -.0198g -.0_38 5.48640 14.28400
200.000 . -2.416 .0[557 -.43607 .OOB04 -.u6194 -.]0702 -.25393 -.01740 -.03880 5,48600 14.2BOO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT663) ( 20 JUL q7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = lO,O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB 14.000
..... _h 7nnn I_tPWFC 7NPP = NNAA IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = ISO0.O00
_ncr = _=_.4u ...................... HACH = 4.500SCALE = .0100
RUN NO. lI|Ot 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT _:LPHAB BEIAB
=_= _3 _ - n_A -10RAgA .012_4 -._4499 -.09qI6 -.45385 -.01020 --,06395 4,885B0 iq,99£00
.9_a 197520 . _277 -ii_ ;_051 i46;8 -.07eBo -.4ssas -olSs2 -06S_3 4Se4BO I',._00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .QO000 .OO000 .O00OO ,00000
DATE 25 J_ 77 IA[_2, AEDC V4IAI-KIA, TABJLATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 782
[AI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS-ON (LVTB63) ( 20 JUL 73 )
REFERENCE DATA I)ARAHETRIC DATA
_ in nnSREF 2890.0000 SO,FT. XMRP I_5B.5000 iN. X8 ALPHA [O.uuO 8ETA ,_.0_
LREF t290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YB AL.PH.._ = 6.000 _ETAB Ib. O00
8REF [290._000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y 200.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH q.500
RUN NO. ill_' O RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CL_. Ct.MT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPNAB _ETA8
50.530 t97630 -.00509 -[.ubbsu .ul_'_f -._-_= .uouuu ..... ,_ - ._. .... .........
qP.i[q 97._{6[ -.008_] -! 05910 .OTBOI -.I4489 -.08800 -.4_q]9 -.00990 -.05358 _*.89160 IN.47900
40.572 -2.509 -.00538 -1.05590 .01185 -.14500 -.09384 -.45293 -.00908 -.ODe?5 4.89_I0 (_.q7800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
BUN NO. 1l!21 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.300 -2.640 .00072 -I.OqBlO .0i404 -.i4255 -.09748 -.q .... -.00597 - n5_ 4.90250 14.47400
99.978 97.502 -.00236 -I.05250 .OIq32 -.1q248 -.08918 -.4q814 -.00668 -.05W33 4.90030 14.qqlO0
99.990 I97.590 .001_8 -I.04980 .0i310 -.]4382 -.06716 -.q2639 -.Ollq7 -.05946 4.89920 I4.46500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .gO000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
RUN NO. II13! 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.OO/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CY/ CYN CYNT " ALPHAB BETAB
200.290 197.500 .01482 -1.03520 .01215 -.I4462 -.08526 -.44417 -.0ti93 -.05957 4.90650 14.48000
200.520 97._6t .01164 -I:03970 .01524 -,14173 -,09539 -.45474 -.00993 -.05763 N.912)0 14.48300
199.690 -2.502 .00723 -1.04320 .OlSBO -.14103 -.10493 -.46396 -.01196 -.05962. 4.9II20 14.49700
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOCO0 .00000 .00000 .ODD00
IAI_2, O/E_ N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB jETS uz_" 'LV_6 _'_ f 20 "" _
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1558.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA tO.O00
LREF .c_u._uuu _....................... ALPBA8 : 6.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 _N. ZB Y = _00.000 JET PC = _42.000
SCALE = .Oio0 MACN 4.500
RUN NO. 1077/ 0 RN/L = !.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-].065 100.570 -.01657 -.46701 .00044 -.05736 -.03029 -.18579 -.0_305 -.03439 5.W52kO i2.I9100
-t.228 200.450 -.00415 -.45447 .00796 -.06482 -.010i7 -.16663 -.00167 -,02301 5.NGGZO _2.15200
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO ,00000 ,OOO00 .00000 ,00000 .00000
OAiE 25 JOL 77 [#,_R2, AEDC VNIA-K[A, TABULA]ED SOURCE DATA PAGE 783
lAIN2, O/ET _MSR_S SEPARATING, BOTH ORB JETS ON (LVTOBq) ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = _258.5000 _N. X8 ALPHA _ lO,O00 BETA IO,O00
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 [N. YB ALPHA8 = 6.000 BETAB [2.000
BREF =. [290.3000 INCHES ZNRP. =, .0000 IN, ZB Y _ I00.000 JET PC = 648.000
SCALE = .0[00 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. [078/ 0 RN/L = [,5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00; 5.00
Z X DN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
k9,445 200.630 .00787 -.44249 ,00656 -.06182 -.01878 -.[7526 -.00445 -.08579 5.48280 I2.[6700
5[,294 [O0.ZSO -.00067 --,_5103 ,00364 -.06_15 -',0293_ -o1858[ -.0[[52 -.03287 5.47050 t2,[9_00
50.629 ,5_6 -,00_55 -,45W66 .00877 -,05898 -,07298 -.22877 -.026W0 -,04772 5.78[I0 [2._6[00
GRADIENT .OOOO0 ,00000 ,uvuuv_n .00000 ,nnnnn_...... nIwlOO .OCOOC .00000 .O000O ,00000
RUN NO, [072/ 0 RN/L = [,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5]00
Z X CN CN] CLH CL!_T CY CY_" CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
99,455 .469 .005[0 -.4_5[5 .0099 _ -.05783 -.06882 -.22526 -.02[7£ -.07313 5.49000 I2.24900
99.272 [00.760 _OtO'?[ --.k.392S .00356 -,OS_OG -.0_.1738 -.20_ ..... - .01357 -.03490 5.'q7800 [2.20Z00
$9,997 200._00 ,OIq2Z -,_35_49 ,00630 -.06132 -,03919 -.185_q -.00852 "-.02993 5,_8690 12,18900
GRAU[ENi .u_uO0 .00000 .00000 ,_000_ ,00000 .00000 .GO000 ,00000 .00000 .03000
RUN ND, [080t 0 RN/L = [;52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5.00
Z X CN CNT CL#_ CLI_T CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
202.050 B00.530 006"72 .... _ _ ,_, ,OBZG_4 n_qq - _!;?P5 -.OZB_6 _2.2_300
£00.500 [00.590 -.00369 - u_ _ -,00020
. ,_ -,05808 -.0S252 -.279_0 -,02568 -.0_705 5._5220 [2.27_00
200,200 .28_ .0i_5_ -._339_ .00802 -,05979 -.08875 -.2k567 -.021_2 -.0_217 5._9250 12.25100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 o00000
IAI½_, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING_ BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT665) ( _0 JUL 77 ;
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = I_58.5000 _i_, X_ ALPHA [0.000 BETA = 10_000
LREF t290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = 8,000 BETAB = [2,000
_REF }290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y [00.000 JET PC = [500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH q.500
RUN NO. ii[8l 0 RN/L = [.55 GRADIENT _NTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNf CLF_ CLHT CY CYT _" _'_,_ *_ ou_m _c r *_
- _" -, IkgI7
-215 .375 .0_09E -_.0_._20 .00690 -.06765 -._[96 -.01197 -,059_0 _.87_[0 1_._7900
- AR_Rq 4 RRq_ i2.%Rtfl(]
OR D[EN ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .0000O ,00000 .00000 .00000
DA_E 25 JUt. "/7 IAi4_, AEOC V41A--KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE "78_
!AI"_2_ OlET HI!_RBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS Of,' (LVTGE,5} { 20 dUL q'7
REFERENCE DATA :. -, _F,,, _- :_.'.T_,
5_EF 26_0.0000 :,Q._'I. Ac_RP ,= i,z58.hOOO iN. XB P,L;_IP_ = !0.080 !_ET.", !D 000
LREF 1280.3000 !NCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPH&B = 6.000 BETA8 = 12,000
F_RF:F = :'
,.90._000 HtCHES ZMRR _ .0000 IN, ZB Y _" iO0.OOO ,JET PC = iSO0.OOO
c:C
_.A,.E = .0i00 [IACI-', N,SQO
RUN NO. iilB/ 0 RN/L = 1,55 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN RNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALF_ :AB BE TAB
E! B_7 lr!fi.'_Gfi -.0070"7 -!,LIb,_O .00593 -.t5089 -,OqBOZ ,-.L_0503 -.00771 -.05537 k'.O'/','IO 12._5[00
50.359 .35q -.01441 -1 .05k90 .00633 -. tx'BO_ - .0663_ -.'*,2 i u2 -. OOSO_ -. 0557-5 '-,. 68', 53 ; 2.<,G-_OG
ORADIENT .00000 Or*O00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOgO
RUN NO. )lBCi/ 0 RN/L = 1,55 GRADIENI' INTERVAL = -5,001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETA8
_!3_-060 .258 -.0052'0 -i _,_ nno, -.lqBB3 -.067!6 -.48W.6
.u{:_uu ..... -,00604 -.08Zhq' 4 8gI3o 18.4"5900
89,l_Z8 100.$50 -.00798 -I .05620 .00692 -. lk'959 -.05418 -.41250 "-.OOSIB -.05573 _{.001 lO 12.4GlO0
tit!;. )_9 2I]0, _,260 .00382 _I .02220 .00927 "-. 14459 -,0N538 -. 39"166 -,00425 -.05t03 4,90970 I2.q'3800
GRAO!ENT .DO000 ,O00OO .O00OO ,00000 .OOOOO .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUhl NO, 1121/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
,_;-,:;;0 2-OO.2"zG . ".OCO_2 '-_,O_SSO .O_Ud] "-.iq4"_8 "'•05500 -.42020 " # ",G'Jt::i9 q,,,_-'""rc,-o iB,9_50!3
201.080 i 00.2_'0 -. 004.$4 -I •05390 _00947 -. i4"123 -.06524, -.4239? -,01087 -. 05Bq9 ½.88?50 1£.'#7600
i99._80 .408 --.. 00490 -I .054B0 .00906 -. l_{'7"72 -. 0"7268 -.43159 -.Oilil -.05075 4.88560 12.4'7900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
iAibB, OiET _,,_ISL£S "'_'_ *_ ,,.," oP,*u SR8 JETS n_,_
RECERENCE DATA RARAME'#R!C DATA
5"mI-_- '_ 2890.0000 _O FT XMRP 1258.,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 8ETA fO.UOO
!RE.,F !290.]000 ,NC_4ES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB :_ 6,000 BEFAB ]2,000
8REF _- 12.90.:'_000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y ; IbO.UOO OLi PC =" ',_,_',0_)0SCALE ._ ,',_,-,n
• u_ uu MACH 4'.500
RUN NO: !08.I 0 RN/L _ i.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = '_5,001 5,00
Z X CN C_tT CLM CL_'tT CY CYT C:'['1 CYNT "d._:'_-'J'B i-;E ,[3
.2":-t3 .%_,6 -,QO:,G? ._:'_.__, _,,,r,_:n . rt_ _ -.074.78 .-.__-I,Ir'_ _q " n;;-_S ....3'99-M7 ,5....."7m2 n !2 _-_"_
-.0"73 i00,590 -. 005:48 - .45N()3 .Oi02B -.05732 -. 02688 -,23278 .. [32951' ,-,{]b09, 5.'40580 1£, 2,_290.
-i.355 800,520 -,OIOB3 - .45868 ,00289 - .06456 -.0_07_ -. 190_'42 -.0_433 -. 03557 5.464_0 12,Bl4OO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
UA!"E 2'5 JUL "7.7 [A[4`2, AEOC YR_IA-K!Ao TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE "795
_,,._42,OIE'T N/SR@'S SEP#RAT[NG_ 8DlH SR_ ,,_.'-'-_',_ON (LVT6_S_ ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAP_ETR[C DATA
SREF = 2680.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP [259,5000 iN. X9 ALPHA _ !0,000 BETA = _0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 iN. YB ALPHAB = 5.000 BETAB = iS.OOO
BREF '_ t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _: .0000 IN, ZB Y '_ 150.000 JET PC = 84-2,000
SCALE '_ .OEO0 MACH = 4-.500
RUN NO, Z088t 0 RNIL= [.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.05
Z X CN CNT C[-_ CLNT CY CYT CYN CYN/ ALPHA8 BETA[_
49.721 200.540 .003"73 -.45153 .00100 -.0675I T,04335 -o20149 -.01532 -.03898 5.4'6200 i2.21500
5[ .332 _09.4,00 ,00152 - ._45204 .009 _ -.059[5 -, 07737 -. 23_-_92 -, 02949 -. 05097 5.'{8250 12;27700
49.72_T ,ZSG -,00052 -.45307 .0077k" -,05036 -.07845 -.235_7 -.0202[ -.04165 5.47900 [2.25500
nm nr_ ....... OrOO3,_GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 *00000 ,wvOuu nnnnn orjc*LC _OOO00
RUN NO, _0831 0 RN/L = [.52 GRADiEN! INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X r,.:i,_ CAT CLPI CLMT CY CYT CYN CYI4T AI PHAIS BEi # fS
99,368 °202 -.00034 -. 4,5200 * -_ -. 05-/L:_
.0 _0oc, -.074G_ -.23}5k. -.02056 -.04"[85 5.48_40 I2.25200
99.'77[ [00 J_SO .00;'32 _ "_=" .01054
--._ l_,:_ -,05"_43 " .0715[ -.22_,4 -.02001 --.0474-3 5,49120 t2.25900
09.837 200.450 .0139"_......... -.4383] - r7 B -. 09987 -, 06275 -. 2_ 9.83 -,_,r!t "_'_5, -'. _q,._908 5. _S_L_ . _D r_3_,GL_ 3_
GRADIENT .00000 .......00000 .uuOu_,'_'m .u_nnnnn .00000 . qF_O!ln 0"_r1'_"_07 ,00000 .OOOOO .f_0000
F 1"RUN N0_ [LOBN/ O RNtL= .52 ORADt_N, !NTERVAI. = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.450 200,500 .0046L_ -.44/0_r .002Y,6 _L;655, _ - "_'-_'_ ,2Y55;<
200.970 I00.400 .0V493 -.43682 .u_,,.,," --._99_"_:= -. ,a_-_ -.2xS[5
,0_2, -.02004 -.0414_ 5.48960 12,25000
199. L350 .b3_ .0[_27 -,4374'5 .0091'7 -, 05_382 -,09059 - .2k752 -,01599 -, 03"739 5.48970 12.25P.00
GR_D IENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
lAIN2, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 ,JETS ON (LVT667) t 20 JuL 7"7 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRiC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F?, XHRR = t258,5000 _N. X_ ALP_4A _ _0.000 _ETA = _0.000
LREF 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YE_ ALPHAB = 6,000 BETAB I2.000
BREF IPBo._O00 _NCHES 2'_RR = .0000 IN. ZB Y = |50.000 JET PC = 1500,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = " _'_
RUN NO. I_22/ 0 RN/L = ],5,.% GRADIENI" iNTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z × CN CNT ELl4 CL,"i f C_' (;Y [ C'_N CYNT ,'.,LSHA9 [_::I ._,3
- ":_q*7 .'_;2" -.0_-![4`0 -I ,0'7[_:_0 .O0°i t ~. ii#'.;25 _,07t*;£] ,L_2E_S -.0i400 ",0615. 4`.$7550 !2,U'?300
GRADIENT ,O00OO .00009 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,O000O .00000 00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL "7"7 [AI4E. AEDC VWIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 795
]AiW2, DtET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BoTH SRB JETS ON (LVT66q) ( 20 JUL '77 ]
REFEF,ENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.F1. XMRR = :__bB.SUUU _N XB AL.PH._ _ i0.000 BETA iO.OOU
LREF i290.300rj INCHES YI'-IRP : .0000 [N_ Y9 ALP',4A_ = 5.000 BETAS i2.000
BREF !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y " 150.000 JEF PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .01o0 MACH = _.500
RUN NO. [I23/ 0 RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CN] C! K C[ MT CY CYT CYN CYNT . ALPHAS RFTAR
.... _ _ nn -.,=-- __ o t 0 ,0'7 i9£ -m_ OfiR I0'].760 n!_'!B -_ 073_0 8 ..... -._32'79 .00995 --05"785 w.86900 lR.4"7200
48.4'72 .3"?0 -.01519 -1. 05950 .008'78 . lqB53 -. 075'42 - .43676 -. 00894` -. 0567q 4.8-t350 12.47200
GRAD[£Nq OuO00 00000 . P@OOf} .00000 .00000 . OQOOQ . OOOOQ .00000 .OOQO0 .00000
RUN NO. I]_/ 0 RN/L = ,55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ S.OO
Z x CN CNT CUff CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
i01 ,790 .._u: -. 00953 - _ . uu2C,u II'7-7 ._ ,, =L,=-
99.-783 I00.350 -.01408 -l . 06580 .01102 -, INGO0 -. 06-79i -.42737 -.00789 -. 05560 W.BB270 12.46300
99.9'70 200.530 .000B8 -I .05000 .00595 -. 15096 -. 06125 - .42045 -.0113I -. 05899 4.87990 12.46800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ![25/ 0 RN/L = .55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNI CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
;92-'.720 200.360 -.00783 _.05060 .O(]qB8 - [4.920 -.088[1 -.44-79_ ..OlS;l -.06287 4.B"TBlO 12.49800
200.74.0 _00.320 -.O02NB -1.04690 .01355 -. i4239 -.0854.4 -.4424.6 -.0I 154. -. 05893 4.90330 12.qB300
f99.5"70 .250 -.004'71 -I .0_{590 .014 t6 -. 14129 -.09128 -.44719 -.01314 -. 06038 4.90580 12.49100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 . O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
iAi42, O/ET NfBRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT668i C 20 JUL 'Tq
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 12_9._000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA ]0.000
LREF _ _290.3000 INcNEq YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAB ]0.000
BREF _290._000 |NCHES ZMRP ,O000 IN. ZB Y ,000 JET PC - 6N2,000
RUN NO. I08_! 0 RN/L = -].52 GRAO_ENT !NTERVAt = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
•309 99,962 0001_ -.452;7 .00257 _.06551 -.00899 -.,B_;I .00252 ._,Bg, 5,46570 10.i6600
.362 200.1_0 -.OOOZ! -._521S .00267 -.06534 -.004.57 -.i6153 .00203 --.Oi93q 5.4.6610 iO.iGBO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
A142_ OIET W/SRBS SEPARATING_ 80TH SRB JETS ON (LVT6_B! _ RR JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRR _ 125B,5000 iN. X8 ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = _290._000 INCHES YMRP _ ,0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB = IO,O00
BREF = [290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN, Z8 Y ,000 JET PC = 6q2.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4Z500
RUN NO, [00_/ 0 RN/L = t,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETA8
b9.508 199.950 .0034_ -,44779 .0053t -.06_6[ -.0t056 -.16734 .00057 -,02081 5.47510 _O.!BlO0
50_159 99.906 .00620 -.44592 .00589 -.06216 -.00887 -.t6594 .00097 -.02045 5.N7820 10.I7400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 10S7/ 0 RN/L = $,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAS
lO0._BO -.Ii2 .OIBL_q -._3726 .0;007 -,05607 -.02256 -.!7985 ~.00200 -,02344 5.49390 _O,i_IO0
_Zo541 99.996 .0[Z44 -,b3929 ,00812 -.06008 -.OI95Z -,17680 -.00185 -.02330 5._8800 I0,18800
I00,3_0 200,060 .0_t93 -.44046 .00630 -.06179 -,0_852 -'.[7568 -.00156 -.02299 5.48280 [0_18500
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOO00 00000
RUN NO, i088/ 0 RNfL = i.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL .... 5,001 5,00
_9,6!0 !B_.B70 .O!6BB -.43667 ,00857 -,0595k -,02993 -,!87!5 -.00_64. -.02508 5,W9!30 [0,I9700
200.840 99.880 .01418 -,43860 .OlOi8 -.05797 -,03668 -,19397 -,00677 "-,02822 5,49380 10.21000
200.t10 .00! ,01227 -.43996 .0t208 -.05599 -.03866 -.19576 -.00947 -.03090 5.497i0 10.22400
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JErS ON (LVT860) _ 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = 10.000 8ETA 10.000
LREF |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = 5,000 BETAS = 10.000
BREF i290.3000 INCHES ZNRP - .0000 hN, ZB Y - ,000 JET PC = i500,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 1126t 0 RN/L = 1,55 OR#DIENT INTERVAL. - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNiT CY UYT CYN CYNT AL PHA8 L_R_,A9
2.180 I99.930 -,01632 -1.06500 .00331 -,t5326 -.02189 -._8034 -,00146 -,04905 4.864k0 10.39900
GRADIENT " .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 17 IAIWB, AEDC VhIA-K_A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 78B
[At42, O/ET N)SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (LVTB69) ( 20 JUL ?? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0.000 BETA = 10.000
,oc '2°0.3000 '_tCU_C YMR_ ....
....F _ .0000 ' ' YB ALPHAS m. UUU =,N. BETAB [0.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN, ZB Y .000 JET PC = i500,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 11277 O RN/L = 1.55 GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLI5 CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
49.830 200.000 -.00984 -1.05910 .00S50 '-.IBOIG -.02473 -.38337 -.00097 -.04857 4.87580 In.40100
.............................................. ". ....... - ........ _..,._v 10,_0800
51,250 -.I5_ -.00820 -1.05680 .0037_ .-.I5283 -.04039 -.39882 00685 -.05443 4.87000 ;0,45500
GRADIENT .O00OO ,000OO .UO000 ,OO0UU ,0buOU ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i[BB/ 0 RN/L = [.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNi CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
98.B80 -.t85 -,0040_ -_,05_70 .00660 -.ISOBB -.04003 -.39916 -.O05gk -.05461 4.87950 10.43000
103.850 t00,070 -,00869 -i,05840 .00786 -.1488'7 -.03562 -.39442 -.00294 -.05057 4.87980 I0,41200|00.140 199.920 -.00936 -I.06350 .00685 -.t5053 -.03194 -.39223 -.0014_ -,04929 4.87220 10.41500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. Ii29/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
198,330 IBg.930 -.O164q -1.06790 ,00774 -.14925 -,03666 -.39605 -.00508 -.05278 4.87290 IO,42go0
200,530 99._1_ --.01607 -1.07020 ,00535 --.15103 -.0358£ -.39611 -.00352 -,05135 4.86550 I0.42200
200._90 -.220 -,00345 -t.06060 .00773 -o15010 -.04759 -.40899 -.00109 -.04904 4.87590 I0.42300
GR&OIENT .00000 .00000 • .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 ,00000
'*',_ O/ET
.... R_, NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT670} _ 20 JUL 7q )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT, XMRP I258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA I0,000 BETA I0,000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YHRR .0000 IN. Y8 AL.PHAB = 6.000 BET"AS IO.O00
BREF - 12B0,3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN, ZB Y = 50,000 JET PC = SAP.noR
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, !OB£/ 0 RN/t. = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
.074 .OIO -.OlI_O -.46410 .00103 -,06710 -,0_938 -,17665 -.004i6 -,02561 5.45440. I0.;7200
-,9_B _9.24_ ,OOiBq -.45I_) .00_0_ -,065ll .00096 - !56_5 nnri_ - n_non 5.q57]0 '_ .........
-,660 _00.0 ,, -,0003_ -,h5308 ,00196 -.06617 -.00185 -.lSgl2 .00229 -.Oigl5 5.46360 IO.Iq500
_RA_,_N, .00000 .O0000 .00000 ,O00OO .00000 .OO00O .00000 .00005 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JbL _,. [A!42_ AEDC VAIA-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 799
[AI42o O/ET N/SRB5 SEPARAT[NG, BOTH SR8 JETS ON {LVT670) ( 20 JUL 97 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA : 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 6.000 BETA9 I0.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I090/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 'BETAS
49.327 199.940 .00472 -.44809 .00478 -.06337 -.00676 -.15406 .00170 -.01975 5.47370 I0.14600
49.906 99.955 .01027 -.4_327 .00781 -.08045 -.00667 -._6422 .00094 -.02055 5.48410 I0.14500
50_775 -.042 .00472 -.44848 .00578 -.06243 -,01744 -,17487 -.00407 -,02553 5.47580 I0.16800
GRADIENT :00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I09t/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
100.240 -.110 .01376 -.43967 .0072_ -.OfiiOi -.02904 -.18655 -.00633 -.02781 5.48510 i0.18300
99.238 99.793 .01696 -.43592 .00915 -.05901 -.02787 -.18519 -.00275 -.02421 5.49210 10.17600
98.957 200.020 .01418 -.43933 .00820 -.06005 --.02084 -.17838 -.00027 -.02175 5.48760 10.15700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
, c_ 5.00RUN NO. 10921 0 RN/L = 1.52 _R.BI_NT INTERVAL = -5.00/
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
199.720 200.080 .01447 -.4Z465 .00945 -.05873 -.04291 -.2003_ -.00454 -.02610 5.49150 IO.t8000
200.430 99.815 .01082 -.44185 .00995 -.058i8 -.05300 -.2i025 -.00923 -.03067 5.49040 I0.20300
200.530 -.026 .00262 -.45075 .00607 -.062t6 -.06596 -.22345 -.01594 -.03741 5.47540 _0.23100
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT571) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. xB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAS = I0.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, I130/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
-.!81 -.051 -.02289 -I.0"7980 .00492 -.15290 -.05243 -.41372 -.01024 -.058i9 4.85690 10.4.7100
,061 99.917 -.OlB61 -1.07770 .00254 -.15558 -.03008 -.39202 -.O0'lB5 -.05288 4.85090 I0.43900
" GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA!42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 990
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT67_) ( EO JUL 77 }
REFEREt:CE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2_90.0000 SO.FT. XMRR _ !258,5000 IN. xB ALPHA - I0.000 BETA tO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB = I0.000
8REF = 1290.3000 !NCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. if31/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPItAB BETA8
5[.663 _9g.920 -.00917 -[.03890 ,00697 -.10_0 -.02N20 -.37627 -.00157 -.04832 4,89700 10.42000
'47.953 99.938 -.00730 -I.03270 .00678 -.14634 -.09893 -.37952 -.00223 -.04S79 N.90230 10.41800
51.%53 -.065 -.0i36_ -I.05680 .00533 -.15041 -.04904 -,40560 -.00734 -.05468 4,87740 I0.46000
GRADIENT .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 11321 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
98.9!7 -_132 -,00522 -I.05710 .00609 -.1508I -.05291 -,41212 -.00603 -.05371 4.87620 I0.48300
99.429 99.6£5 -,00184 -.99975 .00904 -,14000 -.03968 -.38099 -.00439 -,04_75 4.93970 10.42900
100.820 199.880 -.002II -.99674 .00848 -.14007 -.02921 -.36941 -.00194 -.04716 4.94050 10.41400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1133/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
199.550 199.780 -.0|089 -!.098S0 .00919 -.15322 -.04309 -.41480 -.00585 -.05616 4.BqqGO 10.47600
200.370 99.849 -.00696 -I.09250 °00789 -.J59}7 -,D_372 -._1467 -.00366 -.05297 _.84770 _0._5700
198.650 -.103 -.00568 -1.08080 .00902 -.15147 -.05243 -.41980 -.00473 -.05347 4.85970 10.46500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
iA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVTS72_ ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2_90.0000 SO.FT. _MRP _ 1250.5000 IN, X8 ALP_LA = I0,000 BETA = IO.O00
LREE = I290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 8ETA8 _ 10.000
OREF _WO.3000 INCHES ZI'IAP - .vuuu^...... ,,,. _° Y = 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .GlOO NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. t093/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPIHAB _ETA8
-.040 -.053 -.00367 -.45752 .00875 -.05956 -.05979 -.2I_48 -.02304 -.04454 5.47760 10._6700
-_.017 IO0.IO0 -,01471 -,46961 .00198 -.06633 -.02743 .-.i0509 -.01184 -.0333_ _._3=_"=_ l_.n:_,'=_,n_
-1.023 199.940 .002!1 -.45177 .00311 -.06520 -.00911 -.i6678 .00096 -.02054 5.45680 10.16700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 tAI_2o AEDC V4|A-KtA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 79|
[A142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT672_ ( BO JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = _0,000
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YMRP -= .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 642,000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1094/ 0 RN/L = |.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.80
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
49.521 [99.980 .01218 -.44178 .0060i -.0623! -.01775 -.17543 -.00250 -.02400 5.48030 10.17400
51.213 99.842 °00168 -.45177 .00303 -.0652| -.02793 -.18545 -.01015 -.03162 5°46680 ]0.20600
50.733 ,00_ -.00062 -,45462" ,00849 -.05983 -.08189 -,2t959 -,02179 -,04329 5.47870 I0.26200
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 10851 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z fX CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
89.620 -.212 -.00007 -.45433 .0[[t5 -.05721 -.05765 -.21544 -.02029 -.04180 5.48550 }0.25300
99.866 98.958 .01032 -.44420 .00329 -.06512 -.04590 -.20479 -.01173 o.03326 5.47220 }0.22300
99. I78 I99,930 ,01361 -.44083 ,00603 -.062_? -.03870 -.I9855 " -.00_44 -.02?96 5.49II0 }0,20200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
RUN NO. I095/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
201,690 199.990 .00299 -,45094 .00458 -.05364 -.07096 -.22864 -.01747 ,-.03897 5.47160 i0,25100
200.430 100,050 -.00237 -.45418 .00140 -_06660 -.07638 .-.23335 -.02255 -.04396 5.46260 i0.27200
200.7}0 -.t32 .01262 -.44084 .00996 -.05828 -.07519 -.2327t -.01627 -.03775 5.49160 10,25300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 , ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SR8S SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTS?3) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARANEIRIC DATA
6REF : 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XNRP = 1258,5000 IN, XB ALPHA = 10.000 8ETA I0.000
LREF t290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAS = IO.OOO
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0,O00 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I|34/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNr CLM CLMT CY CY_ CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
.955 .035 -_.022tl ~_.0'7220 .00701 -.14978 -.05547 -.41439 -,01203 -.05957 4.86940 10.46900
-I.899 I99.870 -.01509 -1.05490 ,0030I -.15210 -.02220 -°3773I -.00181 -.04905 4.8?440 10.41300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ?92
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT573) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OAFA
q_- _,_,F,, XHRP !259.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA
....F _ 8590.0000 cn -T IO.O00 BETA IO.O00
I.REF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 6ETAB = ]0.000
6REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = i500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1135/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA6 6ETAB
50.538 !99,880 -.OnGO0 _I.0_330 .00660 -.i4629 -,02712 -.39i74 -.OOiO0 -.0q609 4.69130 i0._1300
50.614 99.8|5 --.Bill5 -I.04580 .00657 -.14790 -.03805 -.39_7i -.00597 -.05293 4.89050 10.43200
50.794 -.050 -.Oil56 -i.05780 .00757 -.i4857 -.05520 -.41287 ....00?75 -.05523 _.88200 I0._5700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1136/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYN[ ALPHAB 6ETAB
102.060 -.078 -.00813 -1.05340 .01047 -.14561 -.06244 -:41975 -.00483 -.05227 4.69160 10.45i00
[00.8£0 I80.050 -.00636 -1.05160 .00857 -. 4750 -.04762 -.40492 -.00850 -.05393 4.88750 10.44300
96.578 199.990 -.00010 -1.06050 .00974 -.14857 -.04373 -.40612 -.00242 -.05051 4.87950 I0.,44000
GRAD[ENT .OOOO0 .00000 .O00OO .O000O ,00000 .00000 .OOO00 " ,O000O .OOO00 .00000
RUN NO. 1137/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
:Z X CN CAT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA6
199.510 ig9.ulO ..,.0036t -l.06330 ,0t120 -.14700 -.06110 -.42325 -.007_,2 -.05548 4.88060 [0,46000
201.380 99.924 -.00547 -1.067?0 .01013 -.14845 -.06053 -.42354 -.00989 -.05807 4.87550 10.47000
i98.820 -.140 -.0044! -1.05270 .00978 -.14675 -.06696 -.42527 -.OlOll -.05767 4.88910 10.41100
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O ,00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 ,00000
!A!42_ O/ET N/SRBS SEPARAT!NGo BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT67'..I) ( 80 JUL ?"7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1_58.5000 IN. XB ALi'_HA - 10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP ,_ .0000 IN. Y6 ALPHA8 = 6.000 BETA8 8.000
8REF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,_ .0000 iN, Z8 Y = .uuu ,J_ _'L = 6W2.000
SCALE = .0i00 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1097/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLi", CLHT CY C'(1' CYN C','N I ALPi 4A8 _k T_.F.i
.572 -q. ;59 .00247 - .447q.9 .00365 -.. OGq08 ,OOI [5 -. 15518 .00_54 -.0 [778 5._,9220 6. ISqCO
-.005 98.00'7 -.OOOB6 -.45390 .00214 -. 26604 .0006I -. 155-/q .00307 -.0 i639 5.48360 8. 19340
- 8..7._
.k,7 196.020 -.00044 -.45417 .00£53 .06576 -.00136 -.15697 .00212 -.01937 5.46360 , "_on
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 vU_~ ?7 _A_42, AEDC V4tA-K!A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE ?93
[Ai_2, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTB?4) ( 20 JUL ?? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = ,2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X6 ALPHA - 10.000 BETA I0.000
L REF 1290.3000 INCHES' YMRP z .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = _290,3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH _ 4.500
RUN NO, I098/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.648 I96.020 .00542 -.44814 .00446 -.06380 -.00654 -.16409 .00195 -.01954 5.47250 8.]7880
49.938 95.867 .00773 -.44G29 .00463 -.06370 -.00601 -.16372 .00£86 -.01864 5.47400 8.17770
50.860 -4.005 .0i030 ?.4_406 .00528 _.06310 -°00362 -.I6144 .00427 -.01725 5.'47680 8. i7070
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. [099/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL , -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
t00.450 .-4.lib .01717 -.43706 .00942 -.05894 -.01834 -.17612 .00086 -.02065 5.49140 8.19230
99.326 95.920 .0[564 -.43797 .00774 -.06052 -.01770 -.I7527 .00067 -.02092 5.48690 8. IBBBO
£9.805 195.010 .01297 -.4355I .0053t -.06120 -.01736 -.17320 .00008 -.02I[8 5.49660 8. I8500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
.n , GRADEENT !NTERVAL = -_.00/ 5.00RUN NO. 1_0, 0 RNtL = [.53
Z X CN CNT CLH CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I99.620 195.970 °Ol5Bt -.44527 .00913 -.06026 -.02676 -.18585 -'.00210 -'.02391 5.46300 8.20740
200.470 95.955 .01219 -.43981 .01091 -.05712 -.03311 -.19014 -.00452 -.02604 5.49420 _.22190
[99.450 -4.0G} .01136 -.43865 .0|312 -.05452 -,03405 -.i9040 -.00692 -.02824 5.50140 8.22620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB ,JETS ON (LVT675) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XNRP = {258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = lO.O00 BETA _ I0.000
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP _0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ 6.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = !290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - ,0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I1381 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLtIT CY CYT CfN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
-_ a_ -_ n£7 -.niGeR -t_0"7540 .00185 -.I5636 -.03_70 -.39689 --.00713 -.05520 4.65000 8.45680
• IB5.B_o -:oi7z3 -i:o5e4o .00627 {6i66 -.01711 -:_2_5 -.00092 -.04e09 4.6_420 e.4i616
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OdO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC VhIA--!<IA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 7S9
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT675} t 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP .._ _58.5000 IN. XB ALPHA lO.OOg BETA = )0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .OOOO IN, YB ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAS = 9.000
£REF = i290.3000 INCHES ZPiR_ _ .OOOO IN. ZB Y .OOO JET PC _ lSOOoOOO
SCALE = .0[00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. iI_9/ O RNIL = 1.53 ORAD|ENT iNTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5,00
> .,v CN_ CNT CLH CLMT CY _,.rvT CYN CYNT AI_PRAB BFTAB
50.588 95.bJi -.OO76B -i.OU_Ob .OOG_O -.!L{36£ -.0£279 -.._B9_ -,0[!_3 -.04705 4.92070 8,40570
51,384 -4.i2q --.0093E -I.04030 ,00404 -.I4991 -.03343 -.385g[ -.00715 -.05395 4.BB910 8.44010
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 ,OOOOO .O000O .O0000 .OOOO0 .OOOO0 .O00OO
RUN NO. [140/ O RN/L = |.53 CRAD[ENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
B9._¢_8 -W.077 .-.OOB_G -[.86110 .0065_{ '-.!5091 -.0367I -.39716 -.0047B -.05262 _.B7330 8._5020
IOl.!80 95.q£B -.00703 -I.06500 .00775 -.150DO -.0295£ -.39118 -.00165 -.04964 4,87100 8.43380
£6.755 195.590 -.OQBS6 -l.05930 .00651 --151DO -.02653 -.38893 -.O0083 -.04873 4.B6570 e.qS050
ORADIENT .OOO00 .00000 ,O00OO ,OOO00 .00000 ,OOOO0 .O000O .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN _:O. l|qIl 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLT'1 CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALP::AB _ETAB
197.070 195.930 -.01797 -I.0?£60 .00777 -.14969 -.03511 -.39558 -.00639 -.054£3 4,86910 B.HSI'_O
Ig8.BlO 95.885 -.0165} -I.05660 .00703 -.lqBB6 -.02920 -.3847'_ -.00q96 -.05217 4,88220 8.q3440
199.660 -q. OT! -.00323 -i.05850 .uuo_ _.,,,_n_,_. _ . o_nnl,_. - .........._nnR_ -.nn PR -.04915 4.87960 8.44520
GRADIENT .BOO00 .OOOO0 .OOO00 .OOO00 .00000 .O000O .00000 .O00OO ,00000 .00000
[AI_2, O/ET N/BRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LV16761 ( BO JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP _ 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = IO.OOO BETA _0.000
LREF = 12B0.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 6.000 RETAR B.QOO
_REP = !290 3000 [NCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 6_2.000
SCALE .OIO0 MACH '4.jO_
RUN NO. I|011 0 RN/L = i.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = ,5.001 5.00
x CN CNT CLM C NT CY CY? CYN CYNT ALPHAS 8,: _8
-.023 - _. E8_ --. OQRSL_ -._6!3B .00056 -.05_38 -.01836 -. i75_8 --. OCb@7 - . C2_25 5 ._5550 _. I_S}._O
-.$48 S5.S31 .004_ -.44464 .GOBS2 -.0652B .0039_ -.I5208 .00229 -.0i899 5.4"2080 o._uobO'......
-.220 t95.9B0 .00062 -.45197 .OOlSg -.06653 .00018 -.I5705 .00369 -.01775 5,463_0 8.15730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
/DATE 25 JUL 77 tA142_ AEDC V4!A-KIA, TAm..._LATrn._SOURCE _.,A_T PAGE 795
IAI42,'O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT676) ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = |25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA _0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOO0 IN. YB ALPHAB= 5.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 _N. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OIOO HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1102/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADfENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
49.375 I96.090 .00893 -.44485 .00474 -.06355 -.00555 -.1631B .00377 -.01772 5.47490 8.16350
49.988 95.950 .01105 -.442B4 .00738 -.0509G -.00403 -.1616| .00179 -.01970 5.48230 8.16450
50.648 -4.06I .0061[ -.43315 .00474 -.06140 -.016t3 -_!6985 -.00330 -.02415 5.48770 8.I8300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1103/ O RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
|00.190 -4.040 .01266 -.43383 .00790 -.0593l -.02995 -.I851! -.00514 -.0253I 5.49280 8.20240
99.i35 95.972 .01772 -.43579 .00939 -.05886 -.02343 -.18096 -.O00Bl -.02229 5.49240 8.18550
99.436 lBB.OlO .01509 -.43965 .00830 -.06013 -.02000 -.17795 .00204 -.01949 5.48650 8. I6940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 noomn
RUN NO. liON/ 0 RN/L = [.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
199.580 L95.910 .01452 -.43785 .01035 -.05773 -.03690 -.t9405 -.00357 -.02500 5.49420 8.20400
200.9|0 95.884 .0[088 -.t_4570 .0[052 -.058t9 -.043ti -.20168 -.00694 -.02855 5.48GI0 8.21500
200.590 -4.132 -.00049 -.45853 .00633 -.05259 -.0591B -.21825 -.0t462 -.03630 5.46910 8.25410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .go000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON LVT6?7J ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP I258.5000 IN. xB ALPHA I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .GOOD IN. YB ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = Ib00.000
SCALE = .OlOO MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I1421 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS " BETAS
.465 -4.132 -.02208 -I.08300 .00488 -.15352 ..04XIX - _n_ _ ,,,nno - _............
I.OB3 [95.85G -.0t329 1.07400 .00395 |5440 -.01762 -.380_3 .uu_,= -.UOdb; 4.85130 8.45360
- 00059 .04752 ,85550 4 550
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 1A[42, AEOC VkIA-NIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 796
IAI_2, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON [I.VT677] .( 20 JUL 77 !
REFEREHCE DATA PARAHETRlC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - _258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ I0.000 BETA = !O.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRR ,0000 iN, YB ALPHA9 = 6.000 BETAB = 8.000
_REF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP " = .0000 IN, ZB Y 50,000 JET PC _ 1500,000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I143/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
5!.478 !95.490 - 00675 -I.06260 .00710 -.I5054 -.02313 -.38399 -.00016 -.04806 4.87370 8.43620
47.897 _._4u .... .uu_u -i.06570 ..... -.;5_uq -._8_ --.38948 4.87030 8._3=_
50.385 -4.140 -.0!513 -I.07220 .00483 -.15298 -.04520 -.40647 -.00530 -.05325 4.86160 8.46700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1144/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
99.999 -4.215 -.00622 -i.06370 .00667 -.15120 -.04805 -340946 -.00497 -.05293 4.87160 8.46020
97.752 95.866 -.00432 -I.06100 .00925 -.lqB51 -.03645 -.39759 -.00276 -.05069 4.87880 03;5540
I00.020 195.870 -.00490 -1.06190 .00891 -.14890 -.02793 -.38920 -.00089 -.04884 4.87770 8.44240
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I145/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
108_790 !95.880 -.01057 _.1.08800 .00997 °.14'790 -.04133 --.40272 -.00589 --.05396 4.87580 8._7050
199.690 95.'_03 -.00601 -t.06380 .00827 -.14965 -.03826 -.39979 -.00283 -.06082 _.87450 8.45730
199.310 -4.100 -.00364 -1.06150 .00937 -.14856 -.04701 -.40854 -.00423 -.0522| 4.87870 8.46590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ..00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT678) E 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAtIETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1250.5000 IN. X9 ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB = 8,000
_REF !290.3000 INCHES 7HRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC - 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. ||05/ 0 RN/L = t.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
-.033 -4.076 .00176 -.45297 ,00765 -.06078 _.05283 -,21077 -.01921. -,04074 5.47750 8,2qB50
--.782 ,,_ ,_ _n_,,= . _7, m nn_ _ "-.05_05 -.02556 ,o_,'_ 6 -.o_nuo n_,aa 5.45670 ....... c : ....
.368 i96.030 .00ESl -o.4L_909 .00_80 -. 06522 -.0i092 -. I879I .00077 -.02063 5.46800 8. iG350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? IA142, AEDC V4!A-K!A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 797
IAI42,' O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT6?8) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - lO.O00 BETA = lO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 [N. Y9 ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = lO0.O00 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. [106/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.381 195.930 .01417 -.43949 .00504 -.06323 -.0172I -.17479 -.00060 -.02208 5.47920 8.16740
51.199 96.000 .00117 -.q5297 .00339 -.06496 -.02541 -.18316 -.01040 -.03191 5.46670 8.19810
50.802 -4.]32 -.00086 -.4549I .00924 -.05909 -.05327 -.2t099 --0!789 -.03939 5.48040 9.240i0
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RUN NO. IlOq/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
99.5?? -4.206 -.00125 -.45166 .0119? -.05592 -.05317 -.20966 -.01635 -.03770 5.49050 8.23130
99.176 95.945 .00695 -.44044 .00306 -.06428 -.04136 -.I9683 -.0]038 -.03159 5.4?650 8.2]220
99.401 I96.020 .01338 -.43930 .00544 -.06269 -.03435 -.19160 -.00455 -.02599 5.48090 8.19350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000
RUN NO. llOB/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
20i.290 i96.000 .0042i -.44833 .00547 -.06263 -.05894 -.21615 -.01576 -.03720 5.47580 8.24150
200.650 95.924 -.0004i -.45456 .003?2 -.06463 -.06682 -.22457 -.01860 -.040]1 5.46690 8.25250
201.020 -4.256 .00934 -.44473 .01230 -.05604 -.06436 -.22208 -.01226 -.03376 5.49390 8.238?0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET NISRB5 SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT6?9) ( 20 JUL 73 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETR!C DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA .I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAS 8.0006REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP : .0000 IN. ZB v . ,_ _ ......
• ,_v._v _ r_ = i500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 11461 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.BIO -4.063 -.01906 -I.07730 .00665 -.I5135 -.05135 -._lxn_ - nnQuo _ _,._ .............
....... _L_L --.UOU_C 4._blDU _.48330
-I.320 195.980 -.01513 -i.07440 .00338 -.i_4+_ -,022_0 -:_ .00004 -.04600 4.e5620 6.43x50
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC VhIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PACE 798
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JET5 ON (LVT679} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA FARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. Xi'!RP " IE_@.SOO0 IN, X8 ALPHA - i0.000 BETA = lO.DO0
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .O000 IN. YB AIPHAB - 6.000 BETAB = B.OOO
8REF 1290o3000 INCHES ZHRP m ,0000 [N. ZB Y _ iO0.O00 JET PC = 1500,000
SCALE = ,OlOO MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1147/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.OOl 5°00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.465 195.900 -.00650 -i.06450 00556 15_2 _
5_.@_5 95.734 -.01397 -[,07270 _00699 -.I5108 -,03867 -.40051 -.00647 -,05449 4,86820 8.45590
51.225 -4.200 -.01519 -1.07270 .00706 -.15082 -.05488 -.41631 -.00495 -.05298 4.86560 8,45890
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O00QO .OOO00 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, II481 0 RNIL ,, 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.290 -4.146 -,OIOiO -I,05990 .01073 _.I4602 -,05913 -.41798 -.00220 -,04984 4,88700 8.45540
99.756 95.857 -.00875 -1.05"760 .00885 -.14774 -.04415 -.40266 -.00446 -.05204 4.88340 8.45440
99,687 I95.860 -.00289 -I.05130 .01040 -.14613 -.04036 -.39871 .00003 -:04754 4,89100 8.43530
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .GO000 ,O000O .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I1491 0 RNIL = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 _ETA8
199.820 I85.800 -.00535 -1.05450 .01170 -.14_84 -,08600 ,',,415_0 -,OOGlO -.053V0 4.BS2BO 8._6_80
200.220 05.857 -.00674 -I.05620 .OIOIO -.I4659 -.05777 -.41647 -.00862 -.05623 4,88780 8.47880
!99.340 -4_!28 -,O_TB] -I.O5BBO ,01015 -.14646 -,064t4 -.42269 -,00824 -.05583 4.88670 8.47970
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
1Ai42, OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT580} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO,ET, XMRP • 1258.5000 IN. x8 ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA lO,O00
tREF = !290-3000 INCHES YMRP - .noon IN. Y8 ALPHA8 - -IO.O00 8ETAB = I4.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 642.000
.u,uu MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. I!8B/ 0 RN/L = _,53 GRADIENT |NTERVAL = -5,001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CL;'I CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETA8
.OO5 -_.0_5 -.653_ ,°,_e_ -._;8057 _=,_n -, " _3 _ - n_o'_ I0.57_00
2,029 97.631 -,05451 -.50505 -,00088 _.06868 _,08275 _ .2_924 ', 02047 ".04181 -lO.Sqq00 lq.2S_O0
.371 I97.630 -.05521 -.50588 -.00040 -.06823 -.08355 -.24013 -.01656 -,03792 -I0,57300 I4.22800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 -00000
_4 ....... _OvRC_ BATAOATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC , _^_v_A TAbUlATED ¢ iJ _ PAGE 799
IAI42, O/ET N/SR_S SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT680I ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,5000 SO.FT, XHRP = I958,5000 IN, XB ALPHA : -I0,000 BETA - IO,O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - - ,0000 IN, YB ALPHAB -I0,000 BETAB - 14,000
BREF = 1290,3000"INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN, ZB Y - 200.000 JET PC = 642,000
SCALE - ,0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO, IieT/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT cYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.430 197.690 -.05189 -.50202 -.00123 -.06898 -.07126 -.22765 -.01360 -.03493 -I0.57300 14.21100
49.605 97.609 -.05303 -.50318 -.00022 -.06797 -.07079 -.22718 -.01492 -.03625 -I0.57200 14.21000
48.570 -2.422 -.05052 -.50!20 -.00038 -.06822 -°06638 -o22295 -o0!535 -o03670 -I0,57100 I4=21300
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO, I1881 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT . ALPHAB BETAB
100.020 -2.435 -.04863 -.49575 .00023 -,06737 -.05473 -.21077 -.01161 -.03290 -I0.56600 14.19100
100.840 97.693 -.04843 -,49883 ~.00036 -.06815 -.05774 -.21422 -.01191 -.03326 -10.56900 I4.19600
I00.250 197.740 -.04810 -.49765 -,00061 , -.06827 -.06!83 -.21801 -o0115I -,03282 -10.56900 14.20300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i|891 0 RNIL = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT , ALPHAB BETA8
200_0!0 197,860 -.04112 -.49091 .00231 -.0653g -,04288 -.19915 -.0105? -.03188 -I0.55800 I4.19400
199.900 97.812 -.03887 -.48818 .00204 -.06559 -.04192 -.19803 -.00864 -.02994 -10.55600 14.17500
198.140 -2.327 -.03879 -.48785 .00290 -.06469 -.04179 -,19781 • "-.00811 -.02940 -10.55400 14.I7800
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,O000O .00000 ,00000
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT6811 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, XHRP = 1258,5000 IN, XB ALPHA = -I0,000 BETA I0,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN, YB ALPHAB - -IO.O00 BETA8 14,DO0
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 12221 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETAB
1.144 197.700 -.0245I -I 07150 .00105 15526 -.05B15 -.41600 -.00994 -.05744 - 1.14700 14.40900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 800
IA142," O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT681) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - ]258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - -10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = |4.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 200.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I223/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENI INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT At_PHA8 OETAB
47.675 197.840 -.02615 -_.OB9gO -.O00IO -.15593 -.04732 -.40407 -.00537 -.05273 -II.14700 P_.38900
5[.078 _7.5q5 -'.02940 -_.07230 -,00002 -.15573 -.04552 -.40199 -.O06BI -.05q!3 -I:,!4800 14.30700
50.991 -2.349 -.02944 -1.07060 .00093 -.15462 -.04239 -.39826 -.00583 -.05408 -I1.14600 14.39000
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1224/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
|00.130 -2.487 -.03038 -I.07090 .O00BB -.15448 -.03707 -.39275 -.00366 -.05099 -II.14500 _4.37500
97.880 97,384 -.03243 -I.07350 -.00068 -.15612 -.03845 -.39430 -.00292 -.05016 -II.15100 14.37600
09.678 I97.530 -,03_98 -I.07740 -.00117 -.15695 -,04158 -.39823 -.00237 -,04971 -IT.15500 14.38000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1225/ 0 RN/L = 1.54 GRADIENT INTERVAl. = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.450 |97.820 -.03198 -I.07790 .00066 -.15550 -.03443 -.39193 -.00152 -.04908 -II.15200 14.37000
201.340 97.5|7 -.02783 -I.07500 .00187 -.15448 -,03218 -.39011 -.00068 -.048_9 -II.14700 14.36400
......... _ n_-9,,, IV nn_on nnmTo - i_79n - n_uQt . _QP_P - nnP_u . n_n_9 -II,14SO0 14,37500
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT6B2) ( 20 ,JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SO.FT, XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -I0.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF 1290 3000 INCHES ............ Y8 A, OL_AO _ -,n nnn OCTAm = ,_ n,'_n
BREP = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB y z tO0.O00 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. il90i 0 RN/L - ].53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLH CLMr CY CYT CYN CYNT A!.PHA8 BETA8
.899 .655 -.Oq2BI -._9179 -..00N53 -.07211 -.05575 -.2_;7_ -.O)bB? -.03525 -i0.5_500 _?.2_000
--.2GN IO0.qlO "'.O_:_l_ -.49320 --.00564 -.03323 -.06050 -.21652 -.01774 -,03902 -10.57900 12.21800
.529 200.320 -.04119 -.49222 -.00465 -.07254 -.03507 .-.I9176 -.00619 -.02755 -10.57600 12.16700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
DATE 25 _ 77 |A142, AEDC V4|A-KtA, TABULATED _RCE OATA PAGE 80I
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT6B2) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SD,FT. XMRP - I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF = 290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = i2g0.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = lO0.OOO JET PC " 642.000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. Ii91/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
49.172 200.430 -.04310 -.49325 ~.OOBOI -.0737B -.02136 -.17775 °.00528 -.02BBI -i0.58000 12.15900
45.626 100.5[0 -.03972 -.48949 -.00522 -.07292 -.03012 -.18638 -.00573 -.02705 -|0.57500 I2,!6300
4_.945 .467 -.0_77 -.486EI -.00482 -.07252 -.04333 -.19961 -.OlOIO -.03142 -I0.57300 ]2,IB300
GRADIENT .O000D .O00OD .OOQO0 .O000O .00000 ,90000 .00000 • .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. liB2/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5o001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I00.020 .272 -.0333B -.483lB -.00395 -.07165 -.03B19 -.19447 -.00513 -.02645 -IO.56BO0 12.17100
97.279 100.640 -.03276 -.48278 -.00438 -.07211 -.01678 -.17312 -.00230 -.02362 -10.57000 12,14900
99.929 200.570 -.03370 -.4037_ -,004|0 -.07184 -.01488 -.}7126 -.0030} -.02434 -10,56900 12.14500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. liB3/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENt INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.dO
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
20i.i70 200.500 -.0|740 -.46664 .00i38 -.06624 -.00742 -.16350 .00017 -.02112 -10.54600 12.13200
200.]20 I00.500 -.02062 -,47004 ,00049 -.05715 -.01124 -.16739 -.00160 -.02289 -I0.54900 $2.14500
200.810 .383 -.02744 -.47719 .00034 -.06735 -.02500 -.IBI25 -.00355 -.02486 -I0.55400 12.15900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH 5RB JETS ON {LVTGB3) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -10.000 8ETAB _ !2.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. |2261 0 RNIL = ].5_ GRADIENT !NTE_VAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT AI_NAR _VTAm
-i.410 100.360 -.05193 -I.06520 -.00268 -.15904 -.02376 -J38170 -i00223 -.04974 -If.IS700 12.40500
-I.502 200.400 -.03475 -I,08290 -.00280 -.15929 -.029B0 -.3BB03 -.00410 -.05165 -II.I6400 t2.41100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 802
IAI42. OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTBB3) ( 20 JUt 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. X2 ALPHA - -|Q.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP "- .0000 IN. Y2 ALPHAB - -10.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .O00O IN. ZB Y - 100.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 12271 0 RN/L = 1.5_ GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.818 200.820 -.04151 -|.09220 -.uu1_} - 15880 -.03207 -.39_cu _.vv2g,. ._5_ "-II ;62_v
50.475 100.340 -.04286 -I.09370 _.00230 -.15919 -.02298 -.38814 -.00045 -.04212 -II,17000 12,40300
49.458 .459 -.04302 -1.09390 -.00184 -.15873 -.02625 -.38540 -.OOlO0 -.04867 -II.16900 12.40500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1228/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.GO/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLNT CY CYT CYN. CYNT ALPHAB BETA2
lOt.J50 .358 -.0_891 -I.09030 -.00003 -.i570i -.02592 -.38532 _.00090 -.0485_ -II.I2200 12.40400
100.020 100.570 -.04119 -l.09iIO -.00100 -.15776 -.02713 -.38592 -.00056 -.04819 -II,16600 12.40400
97.027 200.700 -.01966 -1.02970 -.00039 -.15715 -.03001 -.38888 -.00190 -,04953 -II.16300 12.41000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 , .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12291 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB" 2ETA8
_01.842 200.420 -.03666 -I.08960 .00086 -.i5604 -.02215 -.3273$ -.00302 -.05070 -II.16000 12.41100
200.400 100.350 -.04102 - -I.09150 .00130 -.15552 -.02931 -.38832 -.00383 -.05148 -11.16000 12.41100
_n, ,,n _n - n4n_ -t nqIxn .nnn77 -.15615 -.22886 -.38807 -.00385 -.05153 -II 16100 12.41200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAi42. OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT584) { 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. X2 ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = ' _ _^_ IN_u_c vMo_ . 0000 TN vn
,2"_:J_._ .................... ALPHAB - -I0.000 2ETAB = 12.000
8REF " 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. 78 Y " 150.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE - .OiO0 HACH " 4.500
RUN NO. I194/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA2
-.48i .75! -.04720 -.48735 ~.0020@ -.05957 -.08787 -.224_3 _.01759 -.0788°_ _ -I0.57200 I_...?TGnO__
1.468 ;00.470 -.04235 -.49726 -.00281 -.07047 -.07229 -.22845 -.01525 -.03755 -J0.5?500 I2..23108
-..012 200.570 -.04824 -.49826 -.00265 -.27039 °.07300 -.22936 -.01666 -.03792 -i0,57400 12,23400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00020 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 803
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTB94} ( BO JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -" -I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETAB - 12.000
BREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .GO00 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RON NO. fiBS/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
48.428 200.420 -.04730 -.49675 -.00413 -.07178 -.OBIlg -.21735 -.01195 -.03324 -10.57700 I2.21100
50.459 100.540 -.04517 -.49439 -.00347 -.07108 -.06012 -.21620 -.01097 -.03226 -10.57400 12.20900
49.200 .402 -.04448 -.49309 -.00210 -.06963 -.05580 -.21167 -.01131 -.03257 -I0.57000 _2.20500
.. GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1196/ 0 RN/L = 1o53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT _=,_'_, _M, CY _Y,"T CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA9
100.520 .3B2 -.04023 -.48944 -.00135 -.06896 -.04496 -.20103 -.00703 -.02832 -I0.56600 12.18400
99.963 I00.430 -.0412i -.49031 -.00289 -.07049 -.04967 -.20570 -.00765 -.02894 -I0.57000 12.19300
97.348 200.440 -.04015 -.48928 -.00147 -.06907 -.03093 -,IBB9B -.00471 -.02599 -10,56600 12.I6800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I197/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BET AR
201.I90 200._50 -.03397 -.hGq05 -.00053 -.06827 -.01730 -.i7_57 -,00295 -.024|9 -i0.56i00 12.15400
200.7B0 !00.460 -.03314 -.48222 .O00T? ,-.08693 -.03109 -.18712 -.00568 -.02696 -10.55600 i2. i7200
199.430 .420 -.03099 -.48102 .00194 -.06580 -.02981 -.18616 -.00427 -.02559 -I0.55300 |2,16900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVTGBS) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XO ALPHA ,= -I0.000 BETA = t0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETA8 = 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN, ZB Y = tSO.O00 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE • .0J00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1230/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CL.H CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 _ETA8
.716 .58Z -,05218 -I,I0330 -.00155 -.I5848 -.04i23 -.40049 -.00492 -.0_3250 -_|.1'_400 I2.42500
-.Z_4 £00._0 _ '-_ --_ .097£0 -.00£73 ,- 15 c_°
-._';= ..... -.04_Z6 --.:;OTEO -.00506 -.05369 -II.I /4OU I£._3300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 804
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JEYS ON (LVTG85) { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
GREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. Xi:_qP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ -I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP. _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -IO.O00 BETAB = ]2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y i50.000 .JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE - .OiO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1231/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
48,032 200.5_0 -.04722 -_.09780 -.00269 -.!5954 -.042!5 -.40!20 - 00339 -,05!05 -!!,17400 !2.#2300
51.350 400.530 -.04929 -i.09950 -.00225 -.I5905 -.03748 -.39643 -.00257 -.0503I -II.47400 ]2.41300
51.105 .331 -.05102 -I.10090 -.00146 -.15820 -.03455 -.39337 -.00241 -.05004 -it.t7300 i2.40800
GRADIENT .00800 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .DODO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1232/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
i01.7|0 .229 -.04777 -l.09830 -.00045 -.!5729 -.03217 -.39120 -.00174 -.04940 -ll.IGBO0 12._0800
99.792 100.390 -.04663 -1.09800 -.00i62 -.15859 -,03383 -.39318 *.00118 -,04887 -II.47100 12.41100
99._32 200.320 -.04669 ,I.09780 -.00207 -.15900 -.03751 -.39676 -.00308 -.05076 -II.17200 12.41700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1233/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
199.310 200.520 -.0_0N2 -1.09130 .00117 --.15572 -.030t4 -.389ZO -.00316 ~.05093 -14,'i6000 12.41200
200.770 I00.450 -.04169 -4.09230 .00166 -.45519 -.03256 -.39163 -.00297 -.05063 -11.16000 12.41100
202.300 .375 -.04250 -I.09240 .00174 -.45502 -.03249 -.39133, -.00380 -.05142 -11.16000 12.41200
GRADIENT ,00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .O000o .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
" " IA4_2. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (tVT6861 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258;5000 IN. XB •ALPHA - lO.OOD BETA IO.O00
LRFF t290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB • 6.000 8ETAB 44.000
BREF = 1290.3000 I_CHES ZHRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
crA_ = nlnn HACH 4,500
RUN NO, I767/ 0 RN/L = 4.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLHT CY CYT • CYN CYNT ALPHA8 6ETAB
_ _ n,o_ _o,_ 0_0_5 - Iq_ nqqRn -,3390! n2003 -,05993 _.06540 _4._0113()
1.054 97.582 _.016!5 -,99t2i .0[017 -.I2064 -.09197 -.39185 -.02!03 -.06!Ot 5,0_290 _4.q0200
4.324 }97.520 -.00922 -.88514 .01154 -.IIBNO -.O?BIB -.37834 -,02154 -.06155 5.06940 14.39000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 ¢At42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 805
IA142_ O/ET N/SRB5 SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVTS86) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = L-_go.o000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP • .O00O IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB 14.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, Z8 Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO, 1768/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
98.265 197.300 .01065 -.96761 ;01297 -.11832 -.06533 -,36828 -,01609 -.0562! 5,08280 14.36600
100.170 97.595 ,00775 -,87441 ,01467 -.It720 -.08559 -.38787 -.01137 -.05166 5.08180 14.37100
98.479 -2.533 .00918 -.87334 .01589 -.11603 -.09493 -.39733 -.00889 -.04920 5.08510 14.37000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1769/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.790 -2.524 .01990 -.86384 ,0i532 -.II679 -,I0Z70 -.40451 -.01266 -.05302 5.00950 14.38200
200.050 97.464 .02461 -,86099 .01328 -.I1909 -.09349 -.39693 -.01283 -.05327 5.08560 14.38400
I99.550 197.480 .03008 -.85889 , .0|235 -.}2023 -.08850 -,39239 -.01512 -.05563 5.08450 I4,38500
GRADIENT. .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT687} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHA8 - 6.000 BETAB = 12.000
8REF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB ' Y - I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0}00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 1770/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CVT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
-.775 .300 .OIIIO -.88083 .01039 -.12293 -.04894 -.35451 -.01404 -.05476 5.06280 12.38100
.081 I00.370 ,00895 -.88216 .00180 -.13130 -,02156 -.32686 -.OIli6 -.05185 5.04200 12.35800
-.716 200..470 .01708 -.87321 .00549 -.12758 -.00427 -.30928 -,00211 -.04276 5.05550 12,31800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 177t/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMI CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
i00.800 i00.240 .03062 -.85810 .00888 -.12397 -.03447 -.33898 -.00742 -,04800 5,07440 i2.35500
I01.890 .218 .02157 -:85521 .01299 -.I1956 -.04882 -.35244 -.O071G -.04768 5.08000 12.36100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [A142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 806
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTGB?) I 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRICDATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- S.O00 BETAS 12.000
BREF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZHRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 100.000 JET PC - 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 17721 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
199,070 .512 .02858 -.85830 .0155i -.11706 -.0650E -.36895 -.01356 -.05406 5.09150 12,38100
199.£60 100,290 .02418 -,86187 :01085 -.|2lBO -,05996 -,36345 -,0!159 -,05215 5,07830 12,38200
_99.550 200.260 .03195 -.84245 .01302 -.11770 -.05665 -.35630 -.00738 -.04733 5.10000 12.36400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT688} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA .
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA lO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= 6.000 BETAB - 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - t50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE,= .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1773/ 0 RN/L = t.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = "5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
_=¢ 7o_ AnlnQ -- Q_g Rin_ . 1121! - n_K_ - _x_ - ntk_n - n_q_ _ N_lnN t_ _3RNN
-.045 I00.320 -.00193 -.86829 .01086 -.I1866 -.06132 -.35826 -.01750 -.05710 5,08090 12.37800
•255 200.500 .O0|Gl -.86324 .00419 -.12511 -.02587 -.32229 -.00906 -.04859 5.06750 . 12.33100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1774/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BE TAB
99.272 200.320 ,02236 -.84278 .00490 -.12444 -.05529 -.35182 -.01351 -.05305 5.08320 12.35100
100.970 .315 .00839 -.86299 ._1415 -.1161] -,06776 -,36640 -.00728 -.04710 5.09130 12,35600
GRADiEN_ .UUUUU ,uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu
RUN NO. I775/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_00.620 .4tl .01730 -.85028 .0|7|4 -.|1257 -,08258 -.38003 -,0:054 -,050i9 5. i0760 |2.37300
201.270 100.330 .01858 -.85081 ,01423 -.|1575 -.0746B -.3_265 -.01129 -.05103 5,09970 12.36600
198.780 200,370 .0079B -.86194 .00649 -.12356 -.08690 -.38504 -,OlgBl -.05957 5.07390 12.40100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 807
1A1½2, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT68g) ( 20 JUL 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB - 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.600
RUN NO. 1776/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5o00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAD BETAB
-,265 .307 ,00467 -.86439 °00516 -.12477 -.021t3 . -.31898 -.00203 -.04175 5.06860 10.33000
.778 99.892 .00511 -,86424 .00411 -.12586 -.00808 -.30602 .00036 -,03937 5.06590 10.31100
.898 200.010 .00291 -.86597 .00355 -.12635 -.00644 -.30423 .OOIOl -.03870 5.06360 10.31100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ;
, RUN NO. i777/ 0 RN/L = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.663 199.850 .01150 -.B5700 .00746 -.1223B -.OIB2B -.31592 .00042 -.03927 5.07870 I0.32400
I00.930 99.706 .01255 -.85559 .00871 -.1210B -,02174 -.31927 -.00052 -.04019 5,08240 10.32500
i00.230 -,204 .01340 -.B5485 .00823 -,|215B -.02795 -.32553 -.00417 -.04385 5.08240 10.34000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1778/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
200,750 -.221 .OlSgB -.85182 .00922 -.i2052 -.03735 -.33477 -.00272 -.0423B, 5.08670 10.34300
199.810 99.833 .00367 -.86428 .00899 -.1207B -.02462 -.32210 -.00530 -,04497 5.07870 I0.34400
199.040 199.890 .00956 -.85689 .00752 -.12202 -.02825 -.32521 -.00313 -.04273 5.07920 10.33700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON = (LVT6901 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.50D0 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA = J0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB • 10.000
BREF = 1230.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 1779/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAl. - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CN_ CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.3Bl 99.844 -.00295 -.8686B .00241 -.12703 -.00760 -.304_3 -.00071 -.04028 5.05990 io.312o6
.026 199.780 .00021 -.86558 .00239 -.12705 -.00554 -.30229 ,00170 -.03787 5,06170 10.30300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JLY- 77 IAi42, AEDC V41A-K] A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 808
IAI42,' O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVT6901 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF m 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - iO.O00 BETA - 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB - I0.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y • 50.000 JET PC _ 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 17801 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CN! CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA9
99.788 199.970 .01125 -.85495 .00848 -.12102 -.02133 -.31822 -.00086 -.04045 5.08340 10.32400
100.690 88.857 .01|93 -.85290 .00913 -.12016 -.03269 -.3293i -.003i2 -.04265 5.08690 I0.33700
101.590 -.I78 .00734 -.85747 .00778 -.12151 -.03964 -.33605 ".00732 -.04685 5.08020 10o35300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1781/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.150 -.275 .00720 -.85685 .00807 -.12112 -.04575 -.34191 -.00605 -.04555 5.08200 I0,35500
199.770 99.968 .00527 -.86029 .00875 -.12066 -.03828 -.33495 -.00617 -,04574 5.08180 10.34700
I99.880 200.020 .00878 -.85642 .00964 -.I197! -.04003 -.33658 -.00477 -.04432 5.08620 IO 34600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .uO000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT691) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. xMRP - 1258.5000 iN. X8 ALPHA - iO.OhO BETA - 10.000 I
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = 6.OOO 9ETA8 = 10.000
BREF _ I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y - I00.000 JET PC - 1285.000
SCALE = .0100 MAcH - 4.500
RUN NO. 17821 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - mS.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT AL;HAB BETAB
.885 -.Ill -.OIlI6 -.87891 .00724 -.12249 -,05027 -.34767 -.01392 -.05358 5.06480 ]0.38800
.92I 99.941 .-,OIKB8 -.B8156 .0013! -.I_851 -.027b! -.3252_ -.00985 -.04956 5.04860 10.35500
-.715 199.940 -.00618 -.87440 .00292 -.12688 -.01084 -.30840 -.00125 -.04093 5.05650 10.32800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17831 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLN CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA_
i00.300 199.780 ,01249 -.85676 .00918 -.12080 -.04000 -.33792 -.00206 -.04178 5.08360 10,34200
I01.090 88.832 .0053I -.86247 .00559 -.12314 -.04149 -.33890 -.00658 -.04522 5,07350 10.36300
100.200 -.192 -.00362 -.87049 .00970 " -.11990 -.05288 -,34999 -.00728 -.U4690 5.07670 10.36500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 |A142, AEDC V4tA-KtA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 808
IAI42, o/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT691) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB." ALPHA = I0.000 BETA • I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 8ETA8 I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP • .O00O IN. ZB Y = lO0.OOO JET PC = t225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1784/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
199.610 -.243 .00328 -.85733 .01309 -.11558 -.0701B -,36518 -.01118 -.05052 5.09620 10.38200
200.430 9g.780 -.00083 -.85692 .00823 -.11978 -.06434 -.35781 -.01114 -.05029 5.08560 10.38100
199.960 199.880 .00348 -.85558 .OI013 -.t1832 -.06338 -.35786 -.00696 -.0_62_ 5.0gOi0 i0.37100
GRADIENT .00000 .0O008 ,00000 .000O0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON {LVTB92) { 20 JL_. 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA IO.O00
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YHRP = °0000 IN, YB ALPHAB • 8,000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1785/ 0 RN/L = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
-.686 -4.028 -.00961 -.88017 .00387 -.12627 -.02810 -.32646 -.00690 -.0468B 5.05480 8.36520
2.088 95.891 -.00936 -.87815 .00197 -.12791 -,00947 -.30722 .GOD06 -.03964 5.05180 8.33400
.249 195.860 -.00862 -.87784 .00170 -.12822 -.00752 -.30536 .00093 -.03878 5.05110 8.32880
GRADIENT .GO000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000" .00000
RUN NO. 1786/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
99.542 195.930 .00i38 -.87191 .00528 -.12527 -.02160 -.32088 .00072 -.03918 5.06220 8.34290
101.010 95.697 .00290 -.87154 .00685 -.12387 -.02360 -.32326 -.00006 -.04001 5.06610 8.34670
99.922 -4.i84 .UU_ -._b_| .UU_OU -.1C30_ -.UC_I4 -.SO/tO -,UU30_ -.U_O _.U_U _.5_5/U
GRADIENT .GO000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO. 1787/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYf CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETAB
_.n o 95.924 - 009!7 - - -cO_._O0 . .B/_31 .UU_I/ .l_II/ -.UCb/U -.3d4b_ .OObb_ -.O4b_ _.06720 8.35920
199.280 195.970 -.00453 -.87394 .00756 -.12241 -.03149 -.32946 -.00386 -.04359 5.06810 8.36240
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 ,OOOOO .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 810
IA142 O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON {LVTB93} ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAS 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1768/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
1.926 -4.156 -.01825 -.90487 .00649 -.12604 -.04294 -=34672 -.01211 -.05260 5.03990 B,35350
18[ 96.049 -.0i279 -.88533 .00i36 -.i2908 -.02212 -.3|i|4 ..... -.03880 5.04H50 8.29220• .UUIUI
-,359 I96.050 -.00957 -.B7575 .002II -.12739 -.00897 -.30595 .00259 -.03700 5.05480 8,28010
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1789/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
102.340 196.060 .00025 -.86432 .00815 -.1211.1 -.02362 -.31994 .00006 -.03946 5.07630 8.30060
100.340 95.678 .00006 -.8653i .00927 -.t2011 -.03524 -.33184 -.OOiO) -.04057 5.07920 8.31030
101.310 -4.013 -.00419 -.B6954 ' .00769 -.12168 -.04242 -.33902 -.00555 -.04510 5.07270 8.33100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1790/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
_99.800 -4.068 -.00210 -.86726 .00835 -.12100 -.04469 -.34122 -.00392 -.04347 5.07570 8.32340
200.630 95.700 -.00656 -.87249 .00898 -.12049 -.03903 -.33583 -.00477 -.04435 5.07410 8.32480
198.750 !95.880 -.00317 -.86875 .00989 -.I1952 -.04120 -.33787 -.00359 -.04315 5.07820 8.32340
C_AD!ENT -00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
iA142, O/El _ISRSS SEPARATING, BOTH 5RB JETS ON (LVT694) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA6 - 6.000 BETAB = 6.000
BREF !290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - .0000 IN_ (B Y - 100.000 ,JET PC = 1225_000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i791/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
-.243 -4.150 -.01557 -.88123 .00647 -.12295 -.05078 -.34749 -.009BI -.04938 5.06280 8.37130
-.00i 86.055 -.02145 -.88633 .00157 -.12774 -.03059 -.32703 -.01025 -,04879 5.04780 8.-34900
-;113 195.910 -.0|330 -.87887 .00235 -.12705 -.01296 -.30963 ,00133 -.03823 5.05370 8.30580
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00G00 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JbL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-K|A, TABb_ATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 61I
IA142, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT694) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP • 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = I0.000 BETA • IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0008 IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB = 8.000
8REF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN• Z8 Y - I00.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = •0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1792/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5•001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.390 195.880 .00013 -.86500 .00966 -.11968 -.04023 -.33675 .00087 -•03867 5.07980 8•33380
100.740 95.886 -.00453 -.87084 , •00754 -.12198 -.04300 -.33992 -.00475 -.04435 5.07150 8.34910
101•200 m4'|35 --'01195 --'87609 "0!0!7 "'!!902 "'05305 "'34924 "'00465 --.04415 5.07470 8.3_7_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 •00000 .00000 •O000O
RUN NO. 1793/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5•00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
199.510 -4.143 -.00542 -.97127 .01323 -.11607 -.06778 -•36420 ,-•00822 -.04775 5.08550 8.38110
200,300 95.827 -.00990 -.87559 ,00991 -•11952 -.06184 -•35856 -.00841 -.04798 5.07470 8.36920
199,580 |95.980 -.00284 -•86843 .01f61 -.11.78I -.05783 -.35450 -.00498 -.04454 5.08250 8.36570
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA]42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT685| ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690•0000 SO.FT. XMRP • 1258.5000 IN• XB ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290•3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN• YB ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN• ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.0D0
SCALE = .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 1258/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5•00/ 5•00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 'BETA8
.277 -2.254 -.05710 -.92585 .00077 -.1291l -•07159 -•36930 -.01366 -.05335 -I0.98600 14.38300
-.302 97.527 -.05379 -.92304 -,00090 -.13084 -,07424 -•37212 -.01334 -.05306 -10,98800 14.38600
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1259/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT . CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.556 -2.378 -.05231 .91228 -,00104 12961 05948 35423 -,01035 -.04966 -I0.97800 14•35600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABUEATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 812
IA142, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTB95) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP. - 1258,5000 IN, xB ALPHA -I0.000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF 1290.3008 INCHES YMRP " .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -TO.000 BETAB = 14.000
BREF - I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 200.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 12601 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
99.303 -2.44i -.048i[ -._u_,4_^_' -.00088 -.12955 -.0_771 -._._co_..... _ -.OOG£O -.u-_c_'_' -;0.$7800 14.3_300
99.255 97.6S0 -.04887 -.91233 -.O015t -.I3059 -_05241 -.34833 -.00486 -.04432 -10.98100 14.33700
t00.740 197.700 -.04857 -.91236 -.00237 -.13151 -.05209 -.34812 -.00539 -.04486 -10.98400 14.34000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 126I/ 0 RN/L = t.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = ~5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
198.B00 |97.470 -.04460 -.90BBt -.0004| -.|2961 -.04110 -.33728 -.00332 -.04281 -I0.97700 14.'32700
200.010 97.641 -.03968 -.90349 .00091 -.12823 -.03894 .-.33498 -.00251 -.04199 _10.97000 t4.3[BO0
200.820 -2.42I -.03699 -.90176 .00212 -.12717 -.04044 -.33681 -.00434 -.04386 -I0.96600 I4.33200
. GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTBgBI { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. Xe ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETAB 12.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - lO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1278/ 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-I.074 .600 -.04497 -.91065 -.002|I -.13153 -.03073 -.32741 ,-.00385 -.04341 -IO.£B200 12.35300
.!49 !O0 420 -_fl4N)_ -.gNG!6 -.00259 -.13206 -.03239 -.32919 -.00568 -.04525 -10.98000 12._56NN
-.847 200.510 -.03924 -.90510 -.00295 -.I3239 -.0384I -.33516 -.00805 -.04762 -10.98000 12.37100
RUN NO. 1279"/ 0 RN/L = _.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_8.600 cuu._'_u -.03B_5 -.£0408 -.uu2_, _._3_98 _.03188 _.32854 :-_00428 _.04383 _I0.97900 _2._3uu
50.322 I00.420 -.03798 -.90413 -.00238 --.|3187 "--.03029 -.32712 . -.00246 -o04204 -|0.97800 12.34700
49.308 .465 -.04263 -.90849 -.00172 -.13117 -.02397 -.32071 -.00119 -.04076 -10;97900 12.34100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00GO .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-K|Ao TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 813
IA142; O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT69B) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0800 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP m .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -lO.O00 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .DO00 IN. ZB Y : 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 1280/ 0 RN/L = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN ' CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
100.710 .469 -.03697 -.90278 -.00104 -.13047 -.02267 -.31937 .00007 -.03949 -10.97500 12.33800
99.397 t00.570 -.03592 -.90150 -.00149 -.13089 -.02798 -.32462 -.00186 -.04144 -|0.97500 12.34600
I00.640 200.620 -.03327 -.900i0 -.00085 -.13044 -.0255! -.32257 -.00241 _.u.2_, _,v.9,2_v .2.3.2uu
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_..A_._N, !NTERVAL = -5.00/ _ nnRUN NO. |28_/ 0 RN/L = !.53 n_ nt_ _T ....
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
200._50 200.420 -.03046 -.89585 .00107 -.12830 -.02223 -.31881 -.00239 -.04193 -|0.86600 12.34300
200.770 100.380 -,03299 -.89783 .00115 -.12814 -.02443 -.32082 -.00270 -.04221 -10.96700 12.34200
200.540 .229 -.03342 -.90045 .00142 -.12820 -.025£5 -,32309 -.00365 -.04327 -I0.98700 12.35100
uR_|E,,T_ _n _, ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 =00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAi42, O/ET NtSRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 5R8 JETS ON (LVT687) ( 20 JUL 77 )
..... _ ...... PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA • 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -lO.O00 8ETA8 = 12.000
BREF 1280.3000 [NCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y 150,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 12821 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETA8
-.417 .593 -.04967 -.91144 -.00087 -.12970 -,04773 -.34308 -.00848 -.04786 -I0.97900 12.37100
-1.702 100.420 -.04661 -.91078 -.00238 -.13157 -.05223 -.34839 -.00829 -.04778 -10.98300 12.36900
.888 200.490 -.04642 -.8i172 -,OO2Bi -.i32i7 -.05472 -.35i26 -,00810 -.0_864 -10.88_00 12.37200
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1283/ 0 RN/L = |.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
50.819 _00,320 -..OqSO2 "-._!053 "._U_Jb .-.15_!_ -'.U_;CU _.5_U_d .UUBbd • .U451; ;U.UU3UU ;C.5_UU
50.766 ,46g -.04676 -.91225 -.00}89 -.13128 -.03719 -.33380 -.00459 -.04414 -10.98300 12.35000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 814
IAIW2. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT697; ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ -iO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB = ]2,000
BREF = i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y = 150,000 JET PC - 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 12841 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVA,L - -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99. IB7 .435 -.04312 -.90928 -.00120 -,]306_ -.03063 _ ....7o_4, _ _ ...........nn_Tn -.04!88 -!0.97900 !2._4!q0
_3.gSi 100.500 -.04!8_ -°90796 -.00196 -,I3145 -.03709 -.33392 -.OOII2 -.04069 -10.98000 12.33600
99_502 200.400 -.04303 -.90900 -.O02Bl -.13207 -.03720 -.33397 -,00303 -.04060 -10,98300 12.34600
GRADIENT .0GO00 .OR000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12851 0 RN./L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CN[ CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
202,270 200.420 .,-.03S37 -.89597 .00092 -,12760 -.0255_ -.32015 -,00222 -.04]5! -!0.96400 !2.33000
200.780 100.300 -,03754 -.Bg80B ,00081 -.1_784 -.03052 -.3254B -,00106 -.04040 -10.96500 |2.33700
190.670 .285 -,033_9 -.89607 .00184 -.I2710 -.03025 -.32584 -,00212 -.04154 -10.96200 I2.33900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000. .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000
IAI42, OIET NISRB$ SEPARATING. BOTH 5RB JETS ON (LVI69B} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
cn T ...........=eou._O .... F.. Y_-tQ_ . I_a RnNn IN. XB ALPHA - -10.000 BETA = 10.000
_:,L_ - |290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - --tO.OOO BETAB - !O.O00
_,'_. = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - ,0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0|00 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. ]2861 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM . CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT kLFHA8 BETA8
-.443 .192 -.03886 -.89891 -.00159 -,130l? -.01827 -.31304 -,OOOBO -,04021 -10.97200 10._1800
,32_ _00.100 ._,_ToF7 - ...._Qnn_....... - nnn_p -. IPeg8 -.02152 -.3t623 -,00128 _..0q058 -10.95900 lO.31eO0
-i.70B 200.030 -.03478 -.B9426 -.00046 -._2895 -.020N6 -.31503 -,00195 -.0_123 -10.95700 10.32000
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .uuvOu .00000 nnnnn .00000 ,NNO00 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. |287/ 0 RN/L = !.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CY[ CYN CYN_ ALPHAB 8ETA8
51.599 _99.050 -.0_9_6 -.890£5 .001q9 - .:c,_o'_'_ _,u_n_= _ ._,,,_,_°_ .................nnn_l - _z_ql -10 _9_0 t0,_!800
49,900 99,980 -.03117 -.69203 .OOt_5 -.12675 -.02121 _.31626 -,00015 -.0_50 -I0.95800 _0,3_600
51.B32 .DO0 -.03B41 -.896BB -.00075 -.12910 -.01_69 -.3119_ ,000|7 -,03907 -10.96900 !0.31200
GRADIENT .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 fAT42, AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATEO SOURCE OATA PAGE 815
IAI42, DIET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT698) t 20 JUL 77 '}
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP. = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -IO.O00 BETA - 10.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPIIAB = -IO.OOO BETAS = 10.000
BREF # 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y " .000 JET PC - 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 128Bl O RNIL = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
102.BBO -.IOg -.04040 -.90014 -.00078 _,I293I -.OIBB9 -,3IISB .00030 -.03900 -I0.97000 I0.31000
103.B?O !00.200 -,02BOB -.B8638 .00087 -._2765 -.02099 -.3151B -.00068 -.0399I -I0,95800 I0,31800
I01.170 I99._20 -.03010 -.B8B90 .0OOBB -.12774 -.OI84B -.31285 .00152 -.03773 -i0.96000 I0.30800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1289/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00i 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
199.260 200.000 -.03391 -.89250 -.00062 -,I2898 -.01700 -.31t28 .00t_2 -.03812 -10.95500 _0.31200
20_,5_0 _OO,2tO -,03_8_ -.894_8 -.00056 -.129#Z -.0t_92 -._tt_ ,OQO_t -.036_._ --t0.9_600 10._0700
20I.t20 .008 -.03582 -.89497 .000L9 -oI_B14 -,02049 -.3i46B -.003i0 _'.042_4 -i0,96500 10.32300
n nmGRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0O000 .00000 .uOuv0 ._On...._n 00000 .00000
IAt42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT699} ( 20 ,JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF t 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -|0.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN_ YB ALPRAB - -lO,O00 BETAS - I0.000
GREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50,000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE • .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 12901 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CL?4T CY CYT CYN CKNT ALPI-CA8 8ETA8
.270 .254 -.04453 -.90296 -.00130 -.12964 -.01864 -.3tBB? -,00182 -.04105 -I0.97400 10.29700
3.382 IO0.O', i-.RgTO. -.00213 -.13063 -.02051 -.31508 -.00328 -.0425B -10.97t00 10.29700
.12| 199,990 -.03641 • -,89545 -.00I_4 -.15017 -.02303 -.31746 -.00547 -.04473 -]0.97000 I0.31000
GRADIENT .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_Im, _=_ _011 n _rJ]l = I 6X GRANIENT INTERVt,L = -5,001 5.00
v (TN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.295 99.968 -.03312 -189253 0017_ -.1302| -,02295 -,3;75_ -.0033_ =.04262 -_0.9_800 i0.50600
52.217 -.16B -.03871 -,B9834 -.00133 -.12985 -.01845 -.3130B -.00047 -.03977 -I0.97100 10.29400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 _ 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 816
1Al42,' O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT899) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA _ PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 |N. XB ALPHA = _10.000 BETA _ I0.000
LREF |290,3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB : -IO.O00 BETAB - _0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - BO.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE " .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1292/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_9o740 -.092 -,03_68 -.89906 .00013 _.12850 -.OZ30_ -._07_7 -.O00B! -.03994 -_0 96R00 .0.29300
97.6!5 99.9}_ -.033!8 -.89347 .00004 -.12B5B -.01943 -.31428 -.00224 -.04156 -10.96400 t0.30200
99.725 200.020 -.02953 -.88790 .00114 -.12719 -.01743 -.31163 -.00094 -,040_8 -|0.95900 10.29400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,GO000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1273/ 0 RN/L _ 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
IS9,500 199.900 -,03339 -.89_i7 .00046 -.12823 -.01938 -.3!440 -.00096 -.04030 -!0.96400 !0,29700
199.010 99,902 -.03478 -,89517 .00057 -.12806 -.01951 -.31440 -.00116 ,-.04048 _i0.96400 10.29800
I97.780 -.2_2 -.035_2 -.89627 .00160 -.12713 -.01906 -.31417 -.00227 -.04|62 -10,96200 10.29400
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .OOO00 .00000 .O000O .OOOO0 ,00000 .00000 .DO000 ,OOOO0 .00000
IA142, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTTOO) (20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAt_ETRIC DATA
SREF - 2_90,0000 SO.FT XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -lO.O00 BETA - . IO,O00
I_REF" = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -lO.O00 BETAB = |0.000
BREF |290,3000 INCHES Z_RP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.OOO JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1294/ O RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT AL.PHA8 BETA8
],So2 .I00 -.04733 -.90954 -.00137 -.13027 -.02564 -,32115 -.00367 -.04307 -I0.97800 10.35200
-2.074 99.872 - 04093 -.90278 -.00237 -.13122 -.02746 -.32284 -.00500 -.04439 -|0.97600 10.35400
-1.028 199,960 -.03927 -.90010 -.00278 -.13|48 -.03369 -.32873 -.00669 -.04603 -I0.97500 I0.Z5300
u_u..... _N,__ .wu_mAnnA ._O_nn n .........nnnnn ,00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 12951 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
n 7 -.00235 13 !2 02758 -.32287 .00389 -.04325 -10.97500 |0.35_0050.236 i99.970 -.036S5 -._0_2_ -. , -, -
48.783 99.955 -.04059 -.S0054 _,.002_6 -.13093 -.02673 -.321qG --.00215 --,04_4G '-I0.97500 _0.3{_0
53.240 -.216 -.0444I -.90588 -.00i05 -.I2985 -.0204| -.31566 -.00145 '-.04083 -I0'.97500 10.34200
GRADIENT .00000 .OQO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O- .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .00000
DATE 25 J_ 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 817
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT700) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP • 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA • 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB • -10,000 BETAB = 10.000BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .DIDO MACH = 4,500
RUN NO_ I296/ O RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.30] -.268 -,03938 -.90017 -.00034 -.12_J03 -.01935 -.31437 -.00048 -.03983 -lO.BTOOD I0.33500
97.079 100.130 -.03952 -.90002 -.00106 -.12986 -.02487 -.32013 m.00164 -.04102 -I0.97200 10.35300
99.93@ I@9.900 -.03522 -.89552 -.0007| -.12948 -,02358 -.31877 -.00259 -.04195 -10.96900 I0.34300
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1297/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z . X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
197.600 200.010 -.03278 -.89437 .00137 -.12744 -.02040 -.31570 -.00229 -.04157 -I0.96200 "I0.34100
202.260 99.943 -.03483 -.89630 .00179 -.1270I -.02215 -.31740 -.00255 -.0q192 -I0.96200 I0.34800
_gB,7_D -,336 -,03600 -,896.52 ,0023½ -,I263I -.02239 -.3J731 -.00359 -.04292 -I0.96200 _0.35000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA|42, O/ET NISRSS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT701) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA m _AM_T r DATA,A ........ RI_
SREF = 5690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,OOOO IN. YB ALPHAB - -IO.O00 BETAB =. 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,ODD0 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
' _ " RN/L ... GRAOfENT {NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00RUN NO. =208, 0 " I _ ....
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.9S8 -3.853 -.03879 -.90047 -.00009 -.12592 -.0153I - 31064 -.00133 -.0407I -10.97100 8-34860
-2.363 95.0i9 -.03848 -.90017 -.00045 -.12929 -.01723 ".31258 -.00333 -.04272 -10.97100 8.35370
-_062 196.000 -.03628 -.8B890 -.00065 -.12951 -.01836 -.31400 -.00383 -.04325 -10.97000 8.35090
_nm
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00OO .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .OuvuO ,uuvvvnnnnn .v_u_nnnnn .onnno_
RUN NO. 1299/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CY_ CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
52_72l 195,B50 -,03106 -.89358 .00i85 -.i2710 -.017II -.31272 -,00I'71 -.04113 -tO,£GlO0 B.34920
49;G;a :4.i'_2 -,03665 -,sg_s5 -.00005 -,i_07 --.ul_4t -.s_u_4 -.uuu_, -. ..... - ........
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 81B
IAI4_, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTTQII ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = t258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA lO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB 8.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = _225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1300/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CV CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
'_ ¢ _ -4 }4_ -.04064 -_903!2luc._Bu , _ .00094 -.12BOO -.0i203 -.30762 -.00051 -.03992 -t0.97000 8.34240
108.350 95.923 -.03018 -,89332 .0010"1 -.I2797 -,01697 -.31279 -,00143 "-.04068 -i0,56300 8.54546
95.695 195,420 -.03095 -.89445 .06662 -.I2827 -.01559 " -.31153 .00009 -,03937 -10.96400 8.34030
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,06000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I301/ O RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
260.310 !95.850 -.03572 -.89959 _.60051 -.12965 -.01451 -.31057 ,00079 -.03868 -I0,97100 8.33470
199.540 96.02I -.03q88 -.90063 _.00041 -.12939 -.01502 -.31070 .000?9 -.03864 -lO.Bq200 8.34140
20}.820 -3.965 -.03820 -.9020_ .00182 -.t2332 -.01726 -.31328 -,00217 -.04164 -I0.96600 8.35080
GRADIENT .00606 .00000 .60000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00060 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVI'?08) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = I0.006
LREE = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .6666 iN. YB ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = B.AAO
8REF = 1290.3600 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .6106 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I_02/ 0 RNIL= 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNI CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.463 -3.868 -.04607 -.91025 -,00025 -.12944 -.61468 -,_10_'5 - -.00242 -.04191 -10.9"/706 8.32616
1.OI! 95,951 -.04096 -.90542 -.00|49 -.13073 -.01606 -.31234 -.00377 -.04328 -I0.9q700 8,32180
•292 i95._70 -.03819 -.90216 -.00ii0 -,I30B7 ...... _'_" - nn_o n_7 -in q3_nR R.Xx_In
GRADIENT .00000 ,06006 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .60000 .00060
RUN NO. 13031 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETA8
48.827 195,850 -_03q08 -,898|7 .00075 -.12843 -.01587 -,3120I -.00253 -.04202 -10.96?00 8.32320
49.857 98.055 -.03765 -.90088 -.06139 -.I3044 -.01913 -.31_98 -.OOR|6 -.04361 -i0.97460 8.33320
48.408 -4.082 -.04257 -.90658 -.000t5 -,12932 -.01328 -.30938 -.00148 -.04096 -10.97500 8,32180
GRADIENT .60006 .00006 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEOC V4iA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 819
IAI42, olET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LvT702I ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 125e.sDO0 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -IO.OOO 8ETAB = B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH '_ 4.500
RUN NO. 13041 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.O0/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.483 -4.059 -.04234 -.90633 .00150 -.12766 • -.01023 -.30633 -.00147 -.04095 -10.97000 8.30960
99.001 96, I14 -.03539 -.90000 .00032 -.128_ -.01774 -,31405 -.00252 -.04203 -]0.96900 8.3£]40
IO0.1IO 195.910 -.03364 -.89680 .00113 =.I279! -.01815 -.31396 -.00!53 -.04098 -!0,96600 8.32560
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
t_ sRUN NO. ,_05, 0 RN/L = 1,53 C_ADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.390 195.930 -.03645 -.90132 .00086 -,12844 -.01741 -,31381 -.0009! -.04043 -10.96900 8.32040
202.320 95.832 -.03824 -.90393 .00109 -,12833 -.01697 -.31364 -.00172 -.04128 -10.97000 8.32220
(99.i40 -3.901 =.03796 -,WO2G3 ,00258 -,(2669 -.0(674 -,_t508 -.00224 -.04175 -IO.9GGO0 8,32500
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT?03_ ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRfC DATA
SREF = E890.OOOO SO.FT. xRF_ - 1258.5800 IN. XB ALPHA = -;0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1890.3000 INCHES YMRP - .000Q IN. YB ALPHA8 = -10.000 BETA8 B.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - ,0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 ,JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1306/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INIERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
.038 -3.865 -.05174 -.91507 -.00060 -.12967 -.02105 -.31693 -.00262 -.04207 -10.98200 8.34720
-1.398 95.971 -.04517 . -.90948 -.00195 -,|3117 -.02383 -.32004 -.00345 -.04294 -10.98100 8.35000
.163 195.9i0 -.U41bu -.90644 -.uvcu_ -.,3,o_ _ n=o,.n - _ou_a - nnu3_ - n_p_ -in on nn 8,36340
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1307/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z. X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
52.713 -3.993 -.04843 -.91357 ,00042. -.12892 ".01691 31339 -.00121 -i040q_ -i0.97800 8.34230
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B20
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTT03} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.SOOO IN. XB ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP" : .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETA8 = B.O00
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - ,0000 IN. ZB Y - I00,000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1308/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
,_ n,. _ -.90873 nn1_: . :_TR - nl_7 -_3!327 -_00056 040!I -I0.9_300 8.34030i00.200 -_,L_c -.v_3_ ................... --
96.996 96.018 -.042t? -.90723 -.00030 -.12963 -.02233 -.31879 -.00064 -.04017 "-10.97800 8.34980
I00.370 196.010 -.03839 -.90444 -.00047 -.i2995 -.02263 -.31947 -.00160 -.04I;7 -i0.97400 8.34620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1309/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
i99.830 185.920 -.03596 -.90241 .00177 -.12776 -.01885 ,.31579 -.00185 -.04144 -10.96700 8.34230
200/740 95.908 -.03725 -.90275 .00242 -.12697 -.01956 -.31617 -.00219 -.04173 -10.96700 8.34860
201.690 -4.064 -.03848 -.90420 .00328 -.12614 -.0]95I -.31619 -.00379 -.04335 -10.96500 8.35600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTT04) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
8REF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF - 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB - -iO.O00 BETAB i0.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = G42.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO, I198/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5.00
: Z x CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.762 .325 -.02801 -.47924 -.00534 -.07326 -.03183 -.18859 -.OllB7 -.03305 -18.57000 10.20100
.]n6 99.978 -.02187 -.47277 -.00201 -.06987 -.01546 -.17210 -.00103 -.02239 -10.55800 ]O. IB20O
-.029 i99.850 -.02055 -.47227 -.00085 -.06884 -.0|112 -.IBBo4 .00018 -.02i22 -|0.55500 i0.i5400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. II99/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT C( CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB _ETAB
50.52_ _99._0 .... 2_ .46709 .00025 -o06790 -.0I]54 - 16882 -.00088 -.02233 -I0.54900 10.iq600
49.732 £9.763 -.01362 -.4667I -.00163 -.06982 -.0t443 -.lqtB] -.00090 -o02236 -10.55400 _0.I5600
49.719 -.042 -.0]752 -.47i94 -.00335 -.07174 -.01420 -.I7203 -.0015l -.02302 -10.56200 10.16200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4|A-K|A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 821
1A|42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT?04} { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = ,OOO0 IN. YB ALPHAS - -I0.000 BETAS = lO.QO0
BREF = IBgO._O00 INCHES ZMRP - .O00O IN. Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. |20010 , RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
98._e7 -._46 -.01153 -.467_ -.00175 -.07008 -.00979 -._19 -.OO09B -.02258 -t0.55500 10._56_0
g9.855 99.913 -,00685 -.46373 -.00035 -.06910 -.00805 -.16671 -.OOlI8 -.022B0 -I0.55100 I0.15700
100.300 200.020 -.0051i -.4630B -.00045 -.06937 _o0085B -.!67B. -.00!03 -.02270 -!0.55100 10.t5600
C..,RADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1201/ 0 ,L:_4/_= !.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL =" -5.00/ 5,00
Z x , CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
200.050 t99.830 -.00500 -.45097 -,OOIBO -.06874 -.00109 4.15508 .O010e -.02007 '-I0.54_00 t0.14300
200.620 99.975 -.00714 -.45530 -.00179 -.05925 -.00679 -.I625I -.00124 -.02248 -I0.54500 10._5300
i99.500 -.075 -.0083[ -.456E5 -..00!15 -.06864 -.00877 -.15455 -.00204 -.02329 -I0.54500 |0.15800
G _ T ....RA EN, .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 00000 00000
tAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT705) ( 20 JUL 77 )
uA,A PARAMETRIC DATAREFERENCE _ _
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XM_ = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = I_90.3000 I_HES Yl'ffqP = .0000 IN. Y_ ALPHA8 = -I0.000 _ETAB = tO.OOO
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = ISOO.QOO
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 12341 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - ~5.001 5.80
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
.BIB -.042 -.04215 -1.09320 -.00183 -.15875 -.02455 -.3838B -.OOlSB -.fl4926 -ll.lBBOO 10.40000
.978 100.030 -.04533 -1.09720 -.00214 -.15919 -.0255I -.38502 .00039 -.04733 -11.|7200 10,59900
-.906 199.B50 -.04205 -i.09300 -.00077 -.15767 -.0253G _ _m,._u - nnt_Q - nuQ_ -11 _nn _n 4nRnn
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12351 0 RN/L = _.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
.............. ,==_ no_nn - _a_2_ - AAIU_ - A_ql_ -it i%qnN IA %A_AA
50.952 £9.'768 -.O_B3B -1.0_0 ,UUUUb - ,i_c --.u=_= -._==_ ._ ..............
50.440 -.23B -.0438B -I.09350 -.00166 -.I5836 -.02052 37925 -.00070 -.0483| -{ii{7000 I0.39900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI48o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED 30URCE DATA PAGE 822
IAI48_ O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH 8RB JETS ON (LVT705) ( 80 OUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 26@0.0000 5O.FT, XMRP = 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - ,0000 IN, YB ALPHAS - "]0.000 BETAS I0,000
BREF = I_90.3000 INCHES 2_RP _ .0000 iN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = _500,000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1238/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
v -..
Z ,_ CN r_T...... FIN CLM_ _ CYT CYN CYNT ._"mHA_ 8_,_'°
101._90 -,OB5 -,04618 -I.oB7go -,00075 -.)5776 -.02_94 -.38}40 -.00010 -.04781 -II.16900 I0.39900
gB.B02 89.882 -.03856 -1.08010 -.00133 -.15B32 -.GBGEG -.38567 -.000'_7 -.04817 -I!.18800 I0,40700
100.I50 199.990 -.04142 -1.09350 .00052 -.15645 -.02391 -.38347 .00048 -.04725 -_I.IB300 I0.40200
GRADIENY .00000 .00000 .O000O .O00OO .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1237/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
£00,800 199.850 -.04416 -}.09600 -,00212 -,15815 -,02108 -,38055 .00145 -.04625 -11.18900 10.39400
200,170 99,950 -.04484 -I.09650 -.00137 -.15839 -.02105 -.38050 -.00064 -.04835 -11,17100 20.40200
199.450 -.272 -.04020 -1.09230 .00089 -.I5618 -,02200 -.3B157 -,00163 -.04935 -11,I6200 10.40200
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. O/ET N/SRB5 SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVTTOS) ( 80 JUt_ 77 )
EF/RD_E OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
8REF - 2890.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 iN. X8 ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA !0.000
LREF = 1290._000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - -I0.000 BETAS - 10.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN, ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE - .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 12021 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNf ALPHAS BETAS
.285 ,071 -.02058 -.47182 -.00610 -.07404 -.03220 -.IBgO0 -.01256 -.03404 -I0.58700 t0.28700
-1.6_I 99,943 ,-.02610 -,_7783 -.00685 -.UtR_ -.uE_f -,_ucu ,n _nnn
-I.700 200,!30 -,02450 -,47622 -.00481 -.07280 -.01354 -.17047 -°00468 -.0260B -10.58750 10.15400
GRADJENT .00000 .OODO0 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000C .GO000
RUN NO. 1203/ 0 RN/L = Io53 6_ADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETA8
49.55W 199.920 -,00578 -.45903 -.00143 -.069N8 -.01161 -.I6872 -.002£0 -.0£362 -i0.54800 iO.iqqOO
51.391 99.797 -.01746 -.46995 -,00497 -.07307 -.0!262 -,t6979 -.00317 -.02480 -10.56400 IO.14BO0
50.616 -,188 -.01538 -.46827 -.00580 -.07396 -.02223 -.17954 -.00933 -.03078 -10.56500 10.I7000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KiA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA. PAGE 823
• IAi42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT706) ( 20 JUL 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF Q 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -IO.OOO BETA - I0.000
LREF = ]290.3000 INCHES YHRP" - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = .-I0.000 BETAS = IO.O00
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC - 642.000
5CALE - .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. |204# 0 RN/L = 1.53 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
8g.817 -.I15 -,01177 -.46553 -,00482 -.07311 -.01448 -.17207 -,00288 -.02437 -I0.56100 IO.INBO0
_8,299 sg.g72 -.00557 -.45937 -.00354 -,07184 -.ODD30 -.16392 -.00235 -.02384 -10.55400 10.14300
100.630 199.950 -,00092 -.45547 -.00148 -.05988 -.00746 -.18534 -.00178 -.02330 -!0.54700 10..4.00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000D .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i205t 0 _" = 1.53 _.,A_,_NT -5,00/ 5,00IL o ni_ INTERVAL =
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
|99.720 200.050 .00321 -.45107 -.00[56 -,06993 -.00398 -.1B177 -.00073 -.02224 -i0.54400 IO.13BO0
190.840 99.93[ .00260 -,45002 -,00106 -.069|8 -.003BB -.15|2| -.00197 -.0234I" -IO.5_IOO IO.15SO0
200._50 -.|6i .00030 -.45389 -.BOOTS -.0688! -.00709 -.!5484 -.00285 -.02436 -I0.5_400 I0.|4300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000.
IAt42, DIET N/SRBS 5EPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTT07| { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA iO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS =" " -IO.O00 BETAB 70.000
BREF = |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 dEE PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 12_Bl 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENF INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.824 .153 -.04867 -1.10100 -.OOIBB -.15899 -.02279 -.38247 -.00|91 -.04965 -tl.I7400 10.40600
-1.447 99.965 -.04574 -1.09850 -.00224 -.15942 -.02490 -.38474 -.00286 -.05062 -II.t7300 10.4|I00
-.072 ]99.860 -.04389 -}.09620 -.DOJB5 -<i5899 -.02698 -.38676 -.0_:_ _._..._,_' -,,,,.,.,_.,nn ,_.,._'nu,oOn
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1239/ 0 RNIL = t.SN GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_i]}83 99.B3I -.04_70 -i.00580 -.OOiiB -.15B25 --.U_uI_ .,sJ_;_ -.uuuo= -.u_=c= -,,., ............
52.039 -.2gl -.04329 -I.09560 -.0004B -.|5759 -.OIBgB -,37964 -,00|86 -.04959 -il.]BBO0 10.40300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 :OQO00 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt 77 IA142, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 824
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT707) ! 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. X_RP I259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -TO.g00 BETA8 _ 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES" ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 50.000 JET PC = I500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. ]240! 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
[O0.OEO -.c,_ -.0_3_ -I .... B_ .00t!8 -._5605 -.02009 -.38003 -.00193 -.04970 -11.16400 0.40500
..... _ _ h - _Sn_ - nqlAl98.747 99.952 -.04268 -1.09530 -.uuu3_ -.157%7 -.u2uB_ . ._ ... .............. - n_q_ -It 1670n 0.40500
_8._73 [_£.270 -.04039 -!.09200 -.00036 -.t5738 -.02601 -.38542 -.00152 -.04922 -11.I6600 0.40300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .O00GO .O000O
RUN hiD. 1241/ 0 RN/L = _.53 GRADIENT "INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
199.120 199,520 -.04263 -I.09570 -,00023 -.15745 -.02363 -,38360 -.00099 -,04876 -|I,16700 0.40500
198.330 99.958 -.04230 -|.09470 .00029 -.15683 _.02406 -.38375 -.002.4 -.04988 -!1._6600 0.41000
200.'410 -.164 -.04264 -1.09550 ,00127 -.15592 -.02210 -.38195 -.00249 -.05025 -II.16400 10.40900
GRADIENT _00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 -00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (_vTTo8) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 _N. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = Lc_u.Juvu'_m__n_n I_truE_,_.,=_YMRD...... = .nAO0 IN, YB ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB = lO.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 12061 0 RNZL = _.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = _5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.3_4 .020 -".02_4 -.47508 --.00336 -.07]25 -.04556 '-.20225 -.0_258 -'.03395 -10.56200 _0.20500
,243 99.B87 -.02459 -.47507 -.0044Z -,07223 -.05087 _.20737 -.01442 -.03577 -10.56500 10.21900
-2. i59 199.200 .02359 -.47423 -.0038n -.07162 -.02682 -.18338 -.00444 -.02579 -10.56300 10.I7400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OODUD _00000
RUN NO. 12071 0 RNIL : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00t 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPIAAB BETAB
49.876 ;99.9t0 -.02566 -.47630 -.00505 -.04288 -.01874 -.1'7529 -.00489 -.02624 -I0.56800 lO.iV300
48. I32 Q9.Z58 -_CI2t82 -.47343 '-.OOzd_N ,072_4_ -._4_nTn _ -.!£73. -.00592 -.0.9732 -I0.55400 Ig.l 7600
52.742 ;.082 -.01793 -.46956 -.00403 -.07200 -.03253 -.I8942 .._.00743 -.02£02 -|0.55100 |0.18500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .O00DO .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC VqIA_KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 825
IA142. O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT708) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF " 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = -]0.000 BETA _ ]0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP" = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -lO.O00 BETAS lO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP " .0000 IN. ZB Y _ 100.000 JET PC " 642.000
SCALE : .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN t!O. I208/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
I00.220 -.275 -.01604 -.46745 -.00283 -.07077 -.02683 -.18364" -.00320 -.02459 -I0.55700 10.17300
97.701 100.040 -.0194.2 -.47|03 -.00374 -.07171 -.01250 -.16938 .-.00168 -.02307 -10.56200 I0.16300
i00.i20 cvO.u=v _'"" -.47004 -.00376 -.07183 -.01006 -.16718 -.00278 .02420 ,I0.5S100 I0.15800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000'0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !20gl 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYh!T ALPHAB BETAB
201.500 I99.870 -.00218 -.45595 .00140 -.05689 -.00074 -.I5836 -.00063 -.02212 -10,54000 10.14500
200.270 99.910 -.00509 -.45908 .00041 -.06791 -.004t8 -.16186 -.00170 -.02319 -IO.SqSO0 10.14900
199.620 -.269 -.00827 -.46310 ,00086 -,06758 -•01268 -.f7065 -.00257 -.02420 -I0.54600. 10.16000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT709| [ 20 JVL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = i258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -IO.O00 BETAS = I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 12421 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00i 5.00 "
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT "CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
-1.648 .130 -.05199 -1.I0460 -.00166 -.15881 .-.02474 -.38450 -.0024! -.05016 -11.17700 I0.42400
-2.219 89.98! -.04991 -I.10180 -.00237 -,15942 -.02434 -.38386 -.00322 -.05093 -Ii.17700 10.42400
......... _'_=_" -1.09750 - nnpAn - IRqRQ -.nxnTP -._90_4 -.00424 -.05197 -11.17500 10.43200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1243/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
............. n,._o= -i no_un - nn_ - l_q_P -.02840 -.Z_Bl4 -.00294 -.050G9 -11.17400 "10.q3000
50.686 -.Ill -.04698 -1.09830 00117 15812 -.02340 _82_0 -.00145 -:049Iq -ii•I7300 i0.42100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEOC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 826
IA142, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT?09) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP I258.5000 IN. XB AL_HA = -10.000 8ETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB : -I0.000 8ETAB - 10.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y " IO0.DO0 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 12441 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I02.060 '-.27I -.04255 -|.09540 .00042 -.i5577 -.0237) -.38355 -.00_5 -.0490! -!!.!5C00 !0.42000
99.388 IO0.OtO -.04286 -I.09660 -.03085 -.|5817 -.02339 -.38354 -.00144 -.04924 -11.16900 10.41900
97.622 199.890 -.04256 -1.09620 -.00052 -.15782 -.025_1 -.38579 -.00242 -.05021 -11.16800 10.42400
GRADIENT .OODO0 .00000 .00000 .OQO00 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1245/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.570 199.790 -.04116 -i.09370 .00126 -.15587 -.02521 -.38492 -.00345 -.05II9 -!].)6300 I0.42700
202.600 lO0.IO0 -.04366 -I.09550 .00196 -.15507 -.02630 -.38578 -.00400 -.05171 -11.I6200 10.43100
199.510 .030 -.04455 -I.08600 .00165 -.15385 -.02557 -.38157 -.00450 -.05176 -II.15300 I0.42800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, DIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTTIO) ( 20 JUL 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -10.000 BETA8 = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1210! 0 RN/L = 1o53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CL_T CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPIIAB BETAB
.1_3 -3.882 -.01002 -.46088 -.00620 -.07406 -.01761 -.17424 -.01187 -.03323 -10.56100 8.19360
,._ o_ o=o . nn_ - 4_XX _.O02qI -.OVOV5 -.90586 -.16290 -.00152 -.02£94 -10.55000 8. I5450
-.ll2 195.890 -.00372 -.458q6 -.00042 -.06890 -.00122 -.I5926 -.00130 -.02285 -10.54700 8. I5480
GRADIENT _ nnnn .00000
.vuuuu ._.0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN HO. 12I!1 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.99i i_5.860 .OO_iO3 - .(_o_'n_ . uwv,_nnn'_ -._,_n_om _ ._nn20m........ - 159!6 - on_IP -.02355 -I0,53800 B.15310
50.091 95,882 .00282 -.45167 -.00223 -,07053 -.00550 -,16335 ,,00165 -,023J7 -J0.54700 8._59_0
49.251 -4.259 -.00512 -.45882 -,00398 -.07255 -.006I£ -.16445 -.00158 -..02315 -I0.55600 8.15630
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
rDATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 827
IAI42° OIET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH BRB JETS ON (LVTTIOI 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB . ALPHAB = -lO.O00 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE = .OIO0 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 12121 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
99.692 -4.202 .00271 -.4493| -.00085 -.06988 , -.00232 -.I5934 -.00049 -,02190 -10.54100 8.14900
99.159 96,007 .00741 -.44491 ;00018 -.05789 -.00143 -.15855 -.00142 -.02285 -10.53B00 8.15080
.I00,600 195.940 .00922 " -.44354 .00023 -.06791 -.00147 -.|5874 -.00138 -.02282 -10.53500 8.15410
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00OO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
is¢ ! i _ tA
RUN NO. 1213/ 0 RN,_ : 1.53 GRAOIENT ,NT_R_L = =5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA9
199.750 195,840 .00770 -.44520 -.00I[0 -.00920 .00544 -.[5187 .00145 -.02000 -10.54000 B.[9000
200.500 96.816 .00364 -.44986 -.00}19 -.06941 .00036 -,15709 -,00066 -.022|3 -10.54300 8.14800
199.$60 -4.137 .00236 7.45150 -,00024 -.0605S -.00143 -,15909 -,ooi3B -102285 -10,54200 8,15%60
ORADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 o00000 ,00000 °00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42° O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT711; ( 20 JUL 77 )
,crcRE,_C_ DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -10.000 8ETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.509
RUN NO. 12461 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-1.416 -3.921 -.04377 -I,09320 -.00094 -.15762 -.02174 -.38042 -.00180 -.04941 -11.16600 8.40930
-2.082 95.959 -.04581 -1.09500 -.00204 -.15888 -.02053 -.37912 -.00041 -.04801 -11.17000 8.40140
-I.933 195.930 -.04208 -1.090i0 -.00034 -.i568i -.02237 -.38055 -.00240 -,04994 -ii.i6400 8.41460
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO1 12471 0 RN/L : 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB OETA9
51.643 95.957 -.03920 -I.08650 .O000l _.!555! -.o_uu_ -.3/WIU -.uuuwd _,uwu#_ -l_,_bUUU W,4u/uu
48.482 -4.134 -.04#42 -I.09440 -.00045 -.15721 -.01802 -.37689 -.00067 -.04£30 -11.16500 8.40510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00009 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 828
IA142, O/ET W/BESS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVT711) ( 20 JUL 77 )
RE_ERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -IO,O00 BETAS 8,000
BREF - 290,3000 INCHES ZHRP - .O00O IN, Z8 Y " .000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 12481 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
99.893 -4.223 -.04532 -1.09430 .00035 -.15620 -.01769 -.37607 -.00102 -.04859 -11.t6400 8.40580
98.230 95.820 -.03846 -I.08330 -.09|73 -.15772 -.01985 -.37697 -.00169 -.04909 -I|.16000 8.40240
I00.300 195.880 -,04053 -1.09520 ,00054 -.15696 -.01669 -.37747 -.00095 -.04883 -It.IS700 8.40580
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1249/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
197.230 195.810 -.04537 -I.I0210 -,00140 -.I5917 -.01778 -.37893 .00094 -.04599 -II.17600 8.40380
200.970 95.929 -.04849 -I.10570 -.DO101 -.15885 -.01905 -.38039 -.00076 -.04871 -11.17700 8.40900
200.410 -4.007 -.04358 -1.08490 .00167 -.15381 -.02042 -.37636 -.00211 -.04936 -11.15100 8.40100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .0OOOO .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, DIET WISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVTTI2) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
_ AI'IRr _ IU.UUU D_¢_ IU.UUU_r 2690.0000 SO.FT. , .... ; icJo.uvuu........ IN. va M&rn_".,,a = - ,n nX .......... .
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB= -I0.000 BETAB 8,000
BEEF |290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE - ,OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. I214/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
.133 -3.905 -.01300 -.46241 -.00309 -.07074 -.0cm_94 -.1SLOB -.00973 -.03103 -10.55300 8.16830
-.cut 95.94i -.uclu_ -.WGB7B -.vv_ii -.v,cl_..... -.vzJo= -._oro=.... -.vvcol -.uc4u= -]0.56i00 8. i38i0
-.602 195.940 -.01736 -.46558 -.00278 -.0q024 -.01012 -.16586 -.00382 -.02506 -t0.55400 8.t3950
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12|5/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
48.735 195.890 -,000_B -.44958 -,00i_4 -.06874 -.00596 -.16300 -.00218 -,02346 -10.54100 8.13460
51.587 95,833 -.01306 -.46221 -.00363 ,.07123 -.OlOt3 -.]66}8 -.00227 -.02356 -10.55500 8,13900
50.184 -4.148 -.01053 -.45960 -.00406 -.07165 -.01647 -.17250 -.00654 -.02782 -10.55400 8.t4520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 ;00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA,. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 829
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT?I2) { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- -10.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH" = 4.500
RUN NO. 1216/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ .5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
108.230 -4.134 ,.01060 -.45934 -.0023! -.06985 -.00995 -.165B7 -.00080 -.02206 -10.54900 8.13140
99.026 96.035 -.00288 -=45!93 -.00246 -.07005 -.00323 -.15925 -.00158 -.02296 -10.54500 8.13350
99.885 195.920 .00342 -.44588 -.00057 -.06820 -.00466 -.16076 -.00161 -.02290 -10.53700 8.13320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 • .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1217/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT lNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.600 195.870 .00830 -.44244 -.00001 -.06785 .00010 -.|5649 -.00053 -.02188 -I0.53400 8.12060
200,420 95,950 .00436 -.44596 .00026 -.0675i -.00045 -.15689 -,00136 -.02270 -10.53600 8.12640
t99.600 -4.062 .00249 -.44840 .00122 -.06664 -.00292 -,15957 -.00197 -.02333 -10,53500 8.12990
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTTI3) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP • 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -10.000 8ETAB = 8.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y • 50.000 JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 12501 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNI CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
2.290 -3.836 -.05127 -I.I0350 -.00126 -.15835 -.01881 -.37843 -.00260 -.05033 -11.17400 8.38230
,=n n_ o_ _ nuQ_Q -i tnn_n - RR_A_ I_qAI -_02044 -.37977 -.00372 -.0514I -I|.I7500 8.383]0
-1.016 I96. I30 -.04551 -1,09660 -,00222 -.15914 -.02368 -.38291 -.00504 -.05272 -It.IV300 8.39580
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
? v DN CNT CIH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_c._ =_,_uv ........................................
50.590 95.741 -104479 -1109650 -:00053 -.15754 -16;429 -.37374 -.00252 -.05023 -IT.16800 8.38370
51.645 -4.1V6 -.04414 -l.09700 .00058 -.15660 -.01609 -.37591 -.00287 -.05063 -I1.16600 8.38110
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 830
IA142, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT713) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT.. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA • -10.000 BETA • 10.000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -IO.O00 BETAB = 8.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP • .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC - 1500.000
SCALE • ,OIO0 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 1252/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.484 -4.227 -.04397 -1.09730 .0024i -.15484 -.0|603 -.37602 -._3_u -._J_.8 -II.,_,_ 8.37990
97.999 96.028 -.04452 -I.097t0 .00019 _.15696 -.01715 -.37690 -.00248 -.05022 -11.16700 8.38090
99.715 195.960 -.04258 -1.09520 -.00020 -.15735 -.02300 ,.38274 -.0029! -.05066 -lI.lB700 8.38980
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOOOO .00000
RUN NO. 12531 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.GO/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT . ALPHAB BETAB
198.630 195.840 -.04383 -i.09690 -.00036 -.15758 -.01980 -.37970 -.00127 - 04904 -11.16800 8.37490
201.880 95.960 -.04510 -1.09730 .00084 -.t5625 -.02184 -.38146 -.00235 -.05008 -11.16500 8.38400
200.290 -4.116 -.04575 -I.09780 .00246 -.15462 -.01894 -.37851 -.00310 -.05082 -11.16200 8.39380
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000'
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT714) ( _0 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = !258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0,000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 • -10.000 BETAB • 8.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .OOO0 IN.ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE : ,0100 HACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 1218/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.552 -3.864 -.02111 -.46721 -.00098 -.06813 -.03809 -.19311 -.00896 -.03011 -10.55000 8.21430
.I3S 95.805 -.02054 -.h6557 -.NOIAB -.06887 -.04292 -.19758 -.01027 -.03137 -10.55100 8.21930
-1.055 195.900 -.02033 -.46837 -.00142 -.06BBB -.02016 -.17584 -.00165 -.02288 -10.55300 8.17560
......... _n_n_ nnnnn nnnnn .00000 nnnnn _nNNn NNNNN .NNNNN .NNNNn .NNNNN
RUN NO. 1219/ O RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
49._39 i95.890 -.02227 -.%7306 -.00305 =.07090 -.01783 -.1744_ -.00314 -.09450 -!0.56100 8.18540
50.366 95.865 -.01895 -.47i01 -.001i4 -.06918 -.0905_ -.17757 -.00179 -.02320 -|0.55500 8.18430
51.483 -4.137 -.01802 "-.46957 -.00072 -.06868 -.02664 -.i8350 -.00368 -.02508 -i0.55300 8.18900
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 83i
i [AI4B O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVTTI4) ( 20 JUL ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETR1C DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -_0.000 BETA • IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3008 INCHES YHRP = .O00O IN. YB ALPHAB = -10.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = ]290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 642.000
SCALE =t .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i220/ 0 RN/L = |.53 GRAOIENT iNTERVAL E -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.371 -4.I29 -.01773 -.46925 .00069 -.06727 -.02_BO -.17766 -.00038 -.02176 -]0.54900 g.lB540
97.856 96.233 -.OIBB4 -.47064 -.00174 -.06977 -.0,_5 -,16856 -.00035 -.02176 -10.55700 8.17220
I00,160 196.000 -.0172t -.46_4 -.00194 -.07000 -.00'-_,8 -.I6656 -.00177 -.02319 -:0.55700 8.|7460
GRAD[ENT .00000 ,OOO00 .00000 .00000 .O000O .vvuOv .vvuvv .OOOOO .Ov_vO .vvvuu
RUN NO. ]2211 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
_N, CYNZ X CN " '_ CLH CLHT CY CYT CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
201.270 195.950 -.00107 -.45514 .00317 -.0651B .OOIOB -.15663 -.00059 -.02B09 -10.53600 8.16720
199.970 95.943 -.00564 -,46136 .00f97 -.0666I -.00352 -.16179 -,00125 -.02282 -I0.54300 B,16790
199.590 -4.018 .00784 -.46322 .00325 -.0652B -.00869 -.16684 -.00130 -.02286 -10.54100 8.17360
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 _00000 .00000 ,O000O ,00000 .DO000 .OOOO0 .O00OO .OO000
[A]42. O!ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT?I5) ( 20 JUL 77 )
,AR ..... R,_ DATAREFERENCE DATA _ _cT rr
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 125B.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .gO00 IN. ZB Y = lO0,OOO JET PC = 1500.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. t254/ 0 RN/L = !.53 GRAOIENT !NT'ERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
-.097 -3.865 -.05563 -1.]0690 -%000£9 -.15394 -.02154 -.3e085 -,00_51 -.05020 -ll,]?GO0 B.qO?O0
-1.5BB 96.I91 -.0532B -1.tO570 -.OOIB4 -.15897 -.02100 -.3BO?O -.00294 -.0506B -11.17700 B.4]280
.294 195.850 -.04976 -l. IOl?O -,00249 -.15954 -,0271B -,38871 -,0033B -.OSI08 -11.17600 8.42020
GRADIENT ,UUUUU .UUUUU .UUUUU .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuv .vuvvu .uvuuu .vvvuv
RUN NO. 12551 O RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.0Q
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMI CY CYT CYN CYNT AL_i4AB _ETAB
48.524 |95.980. -,05028 -I,]0_80 -.00194 -.15893 -.02620 -.3B558 -,00222 -.0499B -[_.lqSO0 B.416_O
q9.316 -4.004 -.05075 -i._0£30 -.UUUb4 -,!b_ --.uduI! -._u -.uu[u_ -.u_ -;=._zcuu _.4_u_u
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B, AEDC V4IA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 832
IAi42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT7IS) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XY(RP = 1258.5000 IN..XB ALPHA = -i0.000 BETA i0.000
LREF = I_0.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -10.000 BETAB 8.000
8REF = 1296.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC " 1506.000
SCALE = .0100 _ MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1256/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
]0!,940 -4.083 -.04528 -I.09650 .001!4 -.|558! -.02t57 -,38085 -_00!55 -.04923 -!!.]6400 8.40?70
10t. I20 95,758 -.04520 -1.09560 -.00014 -.I5695 -.02026 -.37825 -.00189 -.04954 -11.16900 8.40920
96,923 i56.090 -.04513 -I.09530 -.00030 -.I5708 -.62432 -.38324 -.0020I -.04965 -||.16800 8.41930
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1257/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200,850 195.720 -.04276 -I.095|0 .00i41 -.1557l -.02287 -.38255 -.00346 -:05120 -!I.15200 8.41720
201.530 96.082 -.04533 -1.09700 .00237 -.15464 -102235 -,38178 -.00415 -.05186 -ll.16IO0 8.41850
200.3i0 -4.204 -.0'46t3 -I.09640 .00263 -.15417 -.02234 -.38129 -.00466 _.0523t -lI.i61OO 8.42310
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR8 JETS ON (LVT716) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA • -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = i290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0006 iN. YB ALPHAB • -i4.006 BETAB - 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP • .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0t00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1931/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYI CYN CYNT ALPHAB _ETA8
49,018 -2.242 -.05442 -._4188 -.00099 -.13217 -.05749 -.35820 -.00876 -.04885 -14.98900 14.36106
49.560 97.366 -.06479 -.93118 -.00151 -,13164 -.05906 -.35604 -.00845 -.04807 -14.98006. 14,35300
4_.474 ts/._£u -.06460 -.9322! -.002u0 -.i3i72 -.06054 -,35?_3 -.UOB3B -.04805 -14.98200 14.36200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00006 .00000
RUN NO. 1932/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
_8.827 I97.400 -.06022 -.93097 --.00190 -,13209 -.05039 -.34885 -.00486 -,04467 -!4,98100 14_33900
I00.570 97.487 -.OBOlO -.93049 -.00t85 -.13|98 -.04832 -.34655 -.00494 -.04492 -14.98|00 I4.34500
lOl. I20 -2.302 -.05939 -.93080 -.00094 -.13122 -.04718 -.34585 -.00508 -.0449! -14.97900 I4.34600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00006 .00006 .00000 .00006 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA|42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE OATA PAGE 833
IAi42° O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT?I8! ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP" '= ,O00O IN. YB ALPHAB= -14,000 BETAB • 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 19331 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = °5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
202.240 -2.483 -.04840 -.92t3| .00174 -.12877 -.03855 -.33774 -.00314 -.04304 -_4.96600 14.32600
I98,210 97.662 -.04976 -.92224 .00027 -.13017 -.03885 -.33790 -.00170 -.04159 -14.97000 14.32600
201.540 197.650 -.05316 -.93262 -.00_15 -.t3263 -.04158 -.34297 -.vu3u8 =.v=32, -L=,9830u L_.33=uu
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O00OO
c A Av, J. BOTH JETS ON ,fVT_ _n _JL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = -I0.000 8ETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAS .... _4.000 BETAS ]2.000
8REF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
Ku=_ NO. i934/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRAOIENT =N,ER,_= = --5.00/
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
48.131 .315 -.04699 -.92066 -.00275 -.13337 -.02673 -.32617 -.00074 ~.04067 -14.97800 12.35300
49.379 100.510 -.04549 -.91830 -.00306 -.t3355 -.02690 -.32605 -.00170 -.04159 -14.97700 12.35900
49.317 200.510 -.04642 -.91905 -.00290 -,t3336 -.03088 -.32997 -,00363 -.04352 -I4.97600 12.36100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I935/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
I01.430 200,410 -.04320 -.91410 -.00150 -.13170 -.02744 -.32594 -.00206 -.04187 -t4.97100 t2.36300
101.150 100.220 -.04417 -.91676 -.00190 -.13236 -.02588 -.32496 -.00008 -.03997 -14.97200 12.35700
100.640 ,480 -.04_b_ -.9i947 -.QOi53 -.i326i -.02408 -.32458 .00025 -.03982 -i4.97600 i2.34700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1936/ 0 . RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT .ALPHAS BETAB
198.550 IO0,3BO -.04137 -._I/_7 .UUU!_ -,!BUU! -,UdB_d o-._C_ --,uuu_; -.u4u_l -_4._uuu I_._ouu
t99.870 200.530 -.04039 -.91388 -.00032 -.13091 -.02417 -.32354 -.00108 -.04100 -|4.96900 12.35200
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 834
IA142; O/ET NtSRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT718) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = B6BO.O000 SO.FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA 10.000
LREF " 1290.3000 iNCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB AI.PHAB = -14.000 BETAB I2.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1937/ 0 RN/L = 1,5! GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
_N CNT _.M CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETASZ X , m
4B,3tB ,B52 -.05882 -.B3406 -,00228 -.|33|3 -.04023 -.340iB -.00253 -,04252 -]4°98700 i2.33000
48.752 100.450 --.05785 -.92639 -_00242 -,13228 -.04192 -,33963 -.00310 -.042B! -14.97900 12.32900
49.234 200.480 -,05661 -.92627 -.00277 -._3279 -.04480 -.34288 -,00390 -,04366 -I4.98000 ]2.32900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1938/ 0 RN/L _ I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
100.900 200.460 -.0553! -.92591 -.0025l -.|3267 -.03947 -.33786 -.0029i -.0427i -14.98i00 12.32800
100.370 100.450 -.05396 -.92589 -.0022B -.13264 -.03820 " -.3370B -.00127 -.04112 -14.97900 12.32100
I01.340 .517 -,05508 -.92686 -.00129 -.13148 -.03573 -.33419 -.00071 -,04051 -14.97700 12.31600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 . .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1939/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
|99.860 .481 -.04969 -.91864 .00100 -.I2892 -.03052 -.32836 -.00163 -.04136 -14.96700 12.3IqO0
198.B90 t00.530 -.04833 -.91633 -.00014 -.12992 -.030?7 -.32829 -.O00B2 -.04050 -14.96800 |2.31200
JmO C_n _nn u_n I n_Q I Qt3P_ - NNNN6 -.1_022 -.02816 -.32679 -.00244 -.04224 -I4.96900 12.31700
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JEYS ON (LVTBIB) { 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
£REF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT° XMRP = I25B.SOOO iN. XB ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = IOiOOO
LREF = ,_,_ _a_n l_t_ucc v_o _ _nhh I_ V_ AI PHAR = -14.NNN RFTAR = IN ANN
£REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = J225.000MACH - _. =nnSCALE = .OLD0
RUN NO. 1940/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
49.091 -.£0l -.04039 -.90985 -.OOi?_ -.i3iqO -.0i£52 -.3|75_ .00102 -+03873 -I4.£5B00 10.3_300
4B.501 100.030 -.03886 . -.91866 -.00210 " -.13363 -.02020 -.32I?I .00044 -.03576 -th.97700 10.34B00
47.033 199.980 -.03975 -.90937 -.O009B -.13100 -.02024 -.31831 -.00091 -.040BB -I4.96600 I0.34700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JL,¢. 77 IA|42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 835
IAi42. D/ET H/SRBS'SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVT719) { 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA - i0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -14.000 BETAB - 10,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .OOOO IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC " i225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1941/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.086 200.000 -.03876 - -.90727 -.00237 -.13222 -.02230 -.31999 .00181 -,03790 -14.96900 10.34500
96.267 99.899 -.04225 -.91225 -100253 -ol3260 -.02235 -.32055 .00062 -.03915 -14.97200 10.34400
98.859 -,242 -.04573 -,91456 -.00194 -.i3184 -.01855 -.31635 .00i06 -.03865 -|4.97200 i0.34300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1942/ 0 RN/L = |.Si GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X 'CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I98.400 -.094 -.04194 -.91363 -.00087 -.13_Ig -.01935 -.31812 -.00012 -.03998 -14.96900 10.35100
199.I10 I00.030 -.04622 -.91785 -.00235 -,13264 -.02162 -.32030 .00203 -.03?81 -]4.97600 10.34500
I98.650 t99.850 -.04552 -.92009 -.00200 -.|3275 -.02136 -.32109 .00270 -.03727 -14.97700 !0._4400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT720) -( 20 JUt. 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF z 2890.0000 SO'FT. XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES " YHRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -14.000 BETA8 = 10.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 19431 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPNAB BETA8
50.520 -.20! -.04763 -.91917 -,00246 -.13276 -.01909 -.31780 .00077 -,03906 -14.97600 I0.31500
48.208 99.824 -.04455 -.91838 -.00253 -.13_7 -.01951 -.31901 -.00030 -.04024 -14.9q600 10.32000
50,383 199.950 -.04349 -.91335 -.00127 -.13132 -.01925 -.3i740 -,00146 -.04i23 -i4.96800 10.3teUU
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I944/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00; 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLOT _ CY .... C!T__ - CYN_ cYN !.... ALPHA _ _ BE!AB -
i02.230 99.691 -.04174 -.9|484 -.00238 -.|3291 -.01952 -.31876 .00018 -.03973 -!4.97400 10.31900
100.500 -.087 -.04_G7 -.82293 -.00171 -.13258 -.01937 -.s19_5 .00055 -.09946 -14.97800 I0.91700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 836
IA142. OIET W/SRI_ SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT?20) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP. = _258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAB • I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC • 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 19451 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
197.B50 -.26B -.04397 -.9t2t3 -.00107 -.I3087 -.01916 -.31673 -.00012 -.039B0 -14.gGBO0 lO.30BO0
200.3t0 iO0.IIO . -.ONSI2 -.9|490 -.OO;_B -.13120 -.02036 -.31849 .00001 ,.03976 -I4.96900 I0.31200
198.780 199.7B0 -.04423 -.9t601 ' -.00130 -.13164 --.02175 -.32055 .0004B -.039Z6 -I4.97100 tO.3IlO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON {LVT721) ( 20 JUL 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAB = IO.O00
BREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB . Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000SCALE .OIO0 ffACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1946/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.291 99.789 -.0538B -.9345"-5 -.00311 -.13482 -.0264B -.32840 -.00069 -.04094 -14.99000 10.3B000
49.139 199.BOO -.05383 -.93086 -.00274 -.13385 -.03131 -.33t8B -.00230 -.0423B -14.98B00 10.36200
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. t947/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
101.270 I99.770 -.04981 -.B2405 -.00142 -.13213 -.02788 -.32751 -.00155 -.04150 -t4.B?BO0 10.36000
101.260 -.144 -.05178 -.93690 -.00110 -.13342 -.02590 -.32920 .00003 -.04040 -14.98900 10.35800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OUOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000C
RUN NO. 194Bl 0 RN/L : i.Si GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
189.070 -.2t6 -.05015 -.92845 -.00000 -.L313I -.02255 -.32355 -.00178 -.04191 -t4.97700 t0.35600
19B.B40 99.934' -.0k850 -.92512 .00020 -.13085 -.02247 -.32291 -.00135 -.04141 -14.87500 10.35400
200.270 200.050 -.04863 -.92427 -.00077 -.I316B -.02397 -.32408 -.00157 -.04159 -14.97600 10.35900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 79 IAI42, AEDC V41A,KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 837
IAI42,' O/ET NISRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON ILVT?22I ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -IO.O00 BETA = lO.OOO
LREF = 1890.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -14.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOOO IN. ZB Y = ,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1949/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00t 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
49.364 -4.033 -.04714 -.91948 -.00025 -.130,. -.OlBI2 -.31718 .00028 -.03960 -14.9;000 9,33850
49.B48 98.0t7 -.0473I -_92518 -.00130 -.13254 -.OIB9B -,31984 -.00048 -.04060 -14.97800 9.34950
49.010 1961050 -.04782 m.92372 --.00029 --.i3|22 --.0i909 --.$1924 --.O0147 --.04150 --14.97400 8.35170
GRADIENT .000C0 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1950/ 0 RN/L = |.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -'5.00/ _ n
Z X CN- CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT . CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
|00.320 196.020 -.04801 -.92163 -.00210 -.I3271 -.02288 -.32231 ,00075 -,03918 -|4.9q600 8.34440
101.870 95.955 -.05060 -.92294 -.00302 -.13344 -.02177 -.32076 -.00203 -.04190 -14.98000 8.35400
i01.780 -4.162 -.05183 -.92465 -.00035 -._3084 -.01690 -.3150S .00068 -.03922 -14.97400 8.34000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1951/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
|9"?.8i0 -4.i43 -.04869 -.92085 00115 7,12924 -.01830 -.31q24 .00025 _ n r _ ,4.9_70_ 8.34310
]99.530 95.969 -.05406 -.92534 -.00221 -.13247 -.01816 -.31680 .00149 -.03834 -14.97800 8.33820
199.320 195.960 -.05131 -.92182 -.00220 -.13235 -.01766 -.31603 .00213 -.03767 -14.97600 8.33940
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .000,30 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
,^,u_ n,rT ulc_mc SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LvT?23) r Pn ,H _7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = ";__90.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = -14,000 BETAB 9.000
BREF 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1953/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
48.478 85.£03 -,04927 -.92497 -.00124 -.t32i6 -.0i635 -.31548 -.000£2 -.U_U_4 -14.W;ZOO 8.SEOOO
49.598 195.960 -.04839 -.92488 .00038 -.13068 -.01805 -.31848 -.00106 -.04112 -I4.97300 8.32350
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 839
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT723) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF " 2690.0000 5Q.FT, XMRP "- 1258,5000 IN, XB ALPHA " -I0.000 BETA I0.000 ,
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .GO00 IN. YB ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP" u .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE= .OlO0 HACH • 4.500
F_ NO. 19541 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X cN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
i00.340 i96.250 -,04790 -.92180 .00029 _.13037 -.olgOB -.3t059 -.0008I -,04075 -I4.97100 8.32470
IOI.lO0 96.07I -.04854 -.92349 -.00132 -.1_213 -.01711 -.31699 -.00049 -.04048 -14.97500 8.31420
I0[.800 -4.178 -.05369 -.92722 .00027 -.t3033 -.01717 -.31656 .00013 -.03980 -14.97S00 8.31880
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 19551 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
199.360 -4.246 -.05083 -.92309 .00123 -.12918. -.01729 -.3}626 -.00038 -.04025 -14.96800 8.31480
197.830 95.962 -.05204 -.92459 .O001S -.13030 -.01765 -.31672 -.00000 -.03989 -14.97200 8.31910
199.350 196.040 -.05168 -.92551 -.00053 -.13118 -.01907 -.31857 .00033 -.03961 -14.97500 8.31650
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 ,00000 . .00000 .00000 .OOO00
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT724) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP I258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA • -tO.OOO BETA I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1956/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB " BETAB
49.641 -3.930 -.06011 -.93229 -.00072 -.t3112 -.02318 *.32212 .00059 -.03928 -14.97800 8.32300
49. I54 95.96I -.06025 -.93099 -.00114 -.13132 -.02414 -.32260 .00084 -.03896 -14.97900 8.32610
08790 '_'"3 _=_ _'_ ^_"^ .....................
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 19571 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
I01.720 195,900 -_05426 " -.92497 -.00011 -.13029 -.02634 -.3247B -.00030 -.04011 -14.97200 8.32220
I00.120 96.2i9 -.05630 -.92546 .00015 -.12980 -.02397 -.32189 .00158 -.03816 -14.97200 8.32180
99.890 -4.087 -.05601 -.92733 .00095 " -.12933 -.02332 -.32197 .00063 -.03920 -14.97100 8.32440
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00080 .O00OO .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 |A142, AEOC V41A-KIAo TABULATED" SOURCE DATA PAGE 839
IAI42; O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT724) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XHRP • 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA • -10.000 BETA 10,000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -14.000 BETAB 8=000
8REF = 1290,30G0 INCHES ZMRP = .GO00 IN. Z8 Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OLD0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. ]958/ 0 RN/L = 1..51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
202.460 ~3.942 -.05620 -.92820 .00277 -.12760 -.01960 -.31849 -.00128 -.04]14 -14.96700 8.32340
200.320 96.092 -.05328 -.92422 .00251 -o12771 -.01963 -.31815 -.00068 -.04049 -14.96500 8.32480
i88.740 19B.IIO -.05358 -.92359 .00092 -.!29!5 -,02!80 -°3200i -.O0084 -.04061 -i4.96800 8.32820
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 oO000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
!A!_2_ O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT7251 ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF • 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -lO.OOO CETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -18.000 8ETAB = 14.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 19861 0 RN/L = lo51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.332 -2.116 -.08409 -.95568 -.00086 -,13117 -.05788 -,35562 -.00658 -.04636 -18.99400 14.32500
98.498 97.736 -.08451 -.95446 -.00113 -;13119 -.05918 -.35636 -.00612 -.04588 -I8.99400 14.32200
99,480 197,800 -.08221 -.95023 -.00097 -.13075 -.05985 -.35738 -.0058! -.04549 -.1B.99000 14.32200
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ..O0000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1987/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8, BETA8
14B.990 197,980 -,.07968 -,95146 -.00078 -.13112 -.05560 -.35439 -.00408 -,04393 -18.99200 14.31400
151.290 97.578 -.07695 -.94695 -.00126 -.13133 -.05138 -.34957 -.00421 -.04398 -18.99000 14.31200
...... _ ,_,, n_c_s - au_lt nnnln . l_n_ - N_ll_ - X_QX_ - NN46_ - N44_q -I£ _AANN I4._IINN
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 - .00000
RUN NO. I988/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT , ALPHAB BETAB
200.560 I97.950 -.07611 -.94304 .00025 - 12936 -.04923 -134638 -.00301 -.04264 -{8198300 i4:30500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA|42, AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 840
IAI42, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SR@ JETS ON (LVT726) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT_ XMRP = I258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = -lO.O00 BETA - 10,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -18,000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100,000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1989! 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
97,g76 .G30 -.05925 -.g3193 -,002|6 -.13263 -.03045 -.32954 -.00126 -,04I]5 -18.98500 12,33900
100.420 t00,640 -,0627I -,9345i -.00145 -.1318! -.03085 -.32968 -,00047 -,04032 -]8.98400 12.33700
gg.olO 200.590 -.06493 -.9361q -.00119 -.13145 -.03397 -.33258 -.00266 -.04248 -I8.98400 12.34000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1990/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
151.580 200.540 -.06141 -.93163 -.00099 -.13i09 -.02995 -.32eli -.00192 -.04170 -18.98100 12.33400
152.780 I00.380 -.05990 -,93140 -,00061 -.13090 -.02700 -.32570 -.00029 -.04013 -18.97900 12.33190
I51.780 .299 -.06086 -.93144 -.00142 -.13158 -.02849 -.32687 -.00112 -.04091 -18.98100 12.33400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1991/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
i99.840 .272 -.05907 -.92937 -.00175 -.13172 -.02644 -.32439 -.00109 -'.04082 -|8.97900 12.32900
198.990 100.620 -.05901 -,92795 -,00041 -.13032 -.02570 -,32353 -.00088 -.04060-18.97600 I2.33100
!99.850 200.600 -.059!7 -.92717 -.0008! -,!3058 -.02750 -,3250! -.00!55 -.04!23 -!8.97600 12.32600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA|42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT727] ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0060 SO.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0_060 BETA = I0.000
I _C_ _ I_QN _NNn i_r_ VM_P _ nRNN 1_ YR A# PWB_ = .10 _N_ D_TAQ _ t _ nn_
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .6060 IN. ZB Y = I50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ..........uluu ,-,_n = 4.500
RUN NO. Ig92/ 0 RN/L _ 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
XO0.tO0 .433 -.07932 -.95797 .60047 -.i3089 -,04219 -.34330 -.00i75 -.04igO -|6.99500 12.33400
97,891 iO0.SBO -.07787 -.g'_36G .60044 -.i290I -,64418 -.34095 -.00|78 -.04136 -|8.98200 12.33660
97.817 200.650 -.67723 -.94791 -.60052 -.13079 -.04877 -,34719 -.60272 -.64251 -18.98900 12.34200
GRADIENT .66000 .60000 .00060 .06000 .60060 .00000 .00600 .60000 .06000 .06000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4iA-KIA° TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 841
IAI42° O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATINGo BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT727) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XNRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP"= .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- -IB.O00 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3009 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y " 150.000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1993/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
152.790 200.620 -.07308 -.94520 -.00019 -.13057 -.04130 -.34021 -.00252 -.0423B -18,98700 t2.33700
150.9i0 100.390 -,07284 -,94400 -.00009 -.13033 -.04035 -.33893 -.00105 -.04086 -18.98600 I2.33400
n _t n i150.650 14G -.0738B =.94500 _.vO_,6 -.13055 .03943 -.33835 nn'33 19 ,8.987_ 12.33700
"- GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 •ooo00 .00000
RUN NO. !994/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5_001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
201.630 .12I -.07248 -.9435i .00090 -.12932 -.03723 -.33577 -.00093 -.0q074 -_8.98300 12,32600
199.120 I00.230 -.06866 -,93800 ,00054 -.12943 -.03507 -,33403 -,00105 -.04079 -18,98200 12.33400
199.400 200,390 -,05830 . -.93974 ,00060 -,12954 -_03560 -.33394 -.00247 -.04225 -18.98000 !2.33200
ORAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, O/ET N/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT728) ( 20 JUL 77 ;
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETR!C DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. x8 ALPHA = -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -18.000 BETAS I0.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = }225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1995/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
99.280 -.090 -.05657 -.92291 -.00214 -.13167 -.02445 -.32141 .00096 -.03865 -1B.97600 10.32600
100,830 99,855 -.0599! -.92403 -.00359 -.13279 -.02846 -.32466 -.00054 -.04005 -18,98000 10.32600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1996/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 BETAB_=_
150.060 .12B -,06060 -.93072 -.00188 13t97 -.02412 32234 .O0089 -.03888 -18.98200 10.32100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77. IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 842
IA142,' O/ET W/S_ SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT728) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10,000 BETA I0,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -18,000 8ETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y - ,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1997/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
201,490 -.|32 -.05665 -.92760 -.O008B -.i3120 -.02369 -._cccu..... .00035 -.03946 -lo._,_uu....... 10.32600
I99.240 99.972 -.06376 -.93463 -.00285 -.]3305 -.02476 -.323_'_ .00057 -.03923 -18.98700 10.32400
200.070 199.970 -.06278 -.93248 -.O019B -.13201 -.02304 -.32112 .00057 -.03919 -18.98400 10.32100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, DIET NISRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT?29] ( 20 JUL 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ -lO.DO0 BEIA _ 10,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -18,000 BETAB IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO, I998/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
98_806 .n47 -.05BB7 -.93169 -.00204 -.I3L_q -.02347 -.32261 .00029 -.03860 -1B.98400 10.33600
98.626 99.894 -.05497 -.92697 -.00250 -.t3286 -.02141 -.32027 -.000_7 -.04023 -18.98200 10.33900
97.835 199.970 -.05272 -.92564 -.00138 -.13189 -.02176 -.32093 -.00098 -.04087 -18.97800 10.33800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1999/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLH CLHT .CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
|49.780 I99.930 -.060Bl -.9311_ -.00127 -.13139 -.02503 -.32333 -.00064 -.04042 -18.98]00 _0.33400
!49.600 99.376 - n548! -.9250l -.00239 -.13249 -.02175 -.32001 -.00032 -.040t0 -18.98000 10.33100
14B.290 -.2B_ -,06021 -.92903 -.00204 -.13193 -.02312 -.32091 .00080 -.03992 -IB.gBlO0 I0.33500
uR__ ,_lc_T;_,_, nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn NNnnn nnnnA NNNnN nnNNN NnNNN _Annn
RUN NO. 2000/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL= -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
-._,4 ..... 96 !0.32q00200.390 -.269 -.05GTB _,92630 . _ _ .... ._.3 _.02338 .O007B _ n_o -18.B7700
200.060 |O0.OIO -.05655 -.82553 -.001|0 -.13102 -.02|47 -.31931 -.00011 -.03983 -I8.97600 10.33300
203.290 I99.810 -.06136 -.92964 -.001|6 -.13098 -.02280 -.3204I -.00015 -.03984 -|8.97800 10.33200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77, IA|42, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 6'43
lAI42, O/ET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT730) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA • -IO.O00 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB• -]8.000 BETAS = ]0,000
BREF = ]290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = ]225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2001/ 0 RN/L = ].St GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
98.914 -,082 -.06942 -.93690 -'.00038 -.!3052 _.02939 -.32775 -.00092 -,0407] -18.98]00 10,34400
98_909 99.928 -.06872 -.93903 .00074 -.]2938 -.02822 -.32G51 .00005 -.03973 -18.98000 ]0.34200
98.883 I99.900 -.06960 -.93858 .00090 -.12908 -.03387 -,3317! -.00079 -.0405] -18.97900 10.35300
GRAD ENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2002/ 0 RN/L = ]o52 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5,00z 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
148.350 200.0]0 -.06599 -.93387 .0005i -.I2924 -,02995 -.32742 -.00060 -.04028 -]8.97700 I0.34100
152.640 100.130 -.06426 -.93285 .OOlOI --.12886 -.02488 -,32257 .00045 -,03_2S -18.97500 10.33500
153.160 -.187 -.06721 -.94_51 -,00022 -,13093 -.02801 -.32755 -.00066 -,040G2 -]8,98500 I0.34G00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2003/ 0 RN/L = _.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNf ALPHAS BETAS
200,690 .091 -.06541 -.93878 -.00033 -.i3090 -.02525 -.32458 -.00090 -.0408i -i8,98400 10.34900
198.650 99.93! -.0635] -.93547 ,00085 -,]295! -.02387 -.32272 -.00034 -.040_9 -]8.97900 10.33500
20].430 ]99.970 -.06324 -.93543 .00024 -.13016 -.02596 -.32489 -.0009l -.04078 --18.98000 ]0.34400
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAi42, OiET W/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB "jETS ON . (LVT73]) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 6Q.FT. XMRP - |258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA -lO.O00 BETA = 10,000
LREF - !290.3000 !NCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -lB.O00 BETAB = B.O00
BREF = t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB MHYAc- = .000 JET PC = 1225.000SCALE .OIO0 • 4.5
RUN NO. 200_! 0 RN/L = !.52 GR_D!ENT INT_RVA| 8 -5-00t 5.nO
7 x CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS 8ETAB
98.365 196.020 -,05835 -.92654 -.00209 -.]3190 -.02723 -,32481 -.00089 -,04058 -]8,97900 8,37520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 844
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT731) { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA . PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. Xf'IRP : i258.5000 iN. XB ALPHA - -lO.O00 BETA 10.000LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP " .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -18.000 BETAB B.O00
BREF • 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20051 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT A[PHAB BETAB
t49.77Q _9_.i40 -.uo4t4 -._o -.uu_= -.132£3 -.02358 -.DoSeD .uuuc, -.u_uuc............ -so._=_uu 8=38000
_51.350 96.036 -.06705 -.94249 -.0013! -.t3218 -.028t2 -.32814 -.00050 -.04051 -IB.BBBO0 8.37830
149.5t0 -4.!IB -.06255 -.93291 -.00065 -.I3077 -.02123 -.31954 .00095 -.03883 -18.98000 8.36130
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .0()000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2006/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I98.290 -4.026 -.05934 -.92872 .00064 -.12934 -_02210 _.32008 .00088 -.03886 -|8.97'{00 8.36660
200.210 96.055 -.06766 -.93666 -.00250 -.I3242 -.02107 -.31892 .00058 -.03914 -18.98800 8.36810
199.830 19_.130 -.OBq9I -.93533 -.00162 -.13131 -.02084 -.31816 .00113 -.03853 -I8.98300 8.366t0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING. BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT732I ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREr - 269n.0000 £Q.FT. XMRP = t258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA |0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -18.000 8ETAB = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB % = 50.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20071 0 RN/L = i.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
99.494 -3.910 -.06131 -.92761 -.00075 -.13027 -.02096 -.31790 .00061 -.03899 -18.97600 8.30490
99.!2! 96.043 -=05A9_ -.g_g74 -.00149 -.13157 -.01816 -.31662 -.00020 -.04000 -18.98000 8.30460
99.046 |96.030 -.06011 -,93234 .00007 -.13033 -.02208 -.32102 -.00050 -.04037 -18.97800 8.30890
RUN NO. 2008! 0 RN/L = _.52 GRADENT INTERVAL : -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
i52.650 IS5.940 -.06500 -._3490 _.0004£ =.I3054 _.024_I -.3227_ .00055 -.03921 =[8.98100 8.30580
146.220 96.009 -.06026 -.92999 -.00083 --.13086 -.02043 -.3]853 -.00006 -.03981 -18.97900 8.30430
147.900 -4.127 -.06128 -.932t8 -.00060 :.130BI -.01966 -.31816 .00095 -.03886 -18.97900 8.30590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4B. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED 5OURCE DATA PAGE 845
IAI42, O/ET H/SRBS SEPARATING, BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT732) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1858.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA - I0.000
LREF 129G.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA@ = -18.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. ZB " Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 - MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2009/ 0 RN/L = 1.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA@ BETAB
199.190 -4.Oil -.OBIOI -.93030 .00040 -.12956 -.02065 -,31860 .00094 -.03879 -18.97500 8.30140
201.740 96.[47 -.06352 -.93131 -.00007 -.12981 -.02005 -.31749 -.00000 -.03967 -18.97700 8.30640
199.900 195.890 -.06526 -.93242 -.00097 -.13062 -.02150 -,31872 ,00046 -.03918 -18.98000 8.30120
GRADIENT .00000 ..... nnnnn n_ n_ norton
.uuuuu vuuuu .uuOu_ nnn_n .00000 hAnnA AAO_ NA_An
!A!42, O/ET _/SRBS SEPARATING_ BOTH SRB JETS ON (LVT733} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRER = 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = I290.3000 fNCF.ES YHRP _ .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB= --}8.000 BETAS = 8.000
BREF = !290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2010/ 0 RN/L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
96.916 -3.953 -.07149 -.9356I .00231 -.12688 -.02665 -.32285 -.00036 -.03987 -t8.97300 8.32720
98.812 98.057 -.07245 -.93805 .00378 -.1258@ -.02602 -.32273 .00155 : -.03802 -18.97100 8.32220
100.680 196.160 -,07189 -.93633 .00240 -.12685 -.03187 -.32818 .00088 -.03864 -I8.97300 8.32320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO= 20111 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
i51.980 196.020 -.06553 -.93_68 .00219 -.12745 -.02791 -.32513 .00101 -.03883 -I8.97200 8.33030
152.260 95.951 -.06581 -.93172 .00271 -.12676 -.02286 -.31987 .00129 -.03830 -18.97000 8.32080
148.490 -4.080 -.07062 -.93914 .00205 -.12780 -.02573 -.32342 -.00019 -.03989 -18.97700 8.32430
ORAO|EN[ ,00000 .00000 .UUUUU............. _" nnmmn _mmnn _mnmn nmnnn nmnnn
.uuuuu .uvuuu ,vuuuu ,u_uuu ,u_uvu ._uu_ ._u_
RUN NO. 2012/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CN[ ELM CLI_T CY CYT CYN CYNT ALFHA8 SETAB
[98.540 -4,083 -,05828 -.85590 .00176 -,13107 -.02300 -132747 -.Cu026 -.04084 -18.99500 8,33350
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 846
IA142, 8RBS SEPARAT(NG FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET oN (LVTLO]) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP• _ .0000 1N, Y8 ALPHAS = .000 8ETAB ,000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB y m .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,Or00 MACH k.500
RUN NO. 39I/ 0 RN/L - 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-,_5 300.270 -.026}9 -.88170 .00097 -.IL-----------------_594-.00492 -.22815 .00099 -.03812 -.95687 .29827
-.435 250.120 -.02874 -.88530 .00033 -.12774 -.00378 -,29_38 .00|55 -.03"_6i -.96056 .2961_
-,548 200,140 -.03112 -.88601 -.00024 -.L2805 -.00389 -.2969| ,00223 -.03684 -.96224 .29393
-.20I 175.130 -.03004 -,88582 -,.00009 -.12804 ,-.00308 -.29642 .00277 -.03635 -.96166 .2937i
-.826 150.110 -.03095 -.88600 -.00008 -.12791 -.00344 -.29652 .00289 -.03620 -.96126 ,29168
-.085 125.060 -.03086 -.88533 .00021 -.I2754 -.00338 -.29626 .00288 -.03618 -.96056 .28166
-.332 ]00.130 -.03075 -.88562 ,00063 -.12718 -.00375 -.29677 .00205 -.03703 -.95983 .29428
-2,04! 75.295 -.03251 -,88790 ,00219 -,]2570 -.00797 -.30!16 -,00284 -.04205 -.95729 .3]077
-I.17! 50.106 -.03654 -.89222 .00355 -.I2438 -.0|343 -.30673 -.00849 -,04760 -.95641 .33120
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 394/ 0 RN/L = I.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
49.707 400.180 -.02576 -.87860 .G0154 -,12597 -.00483 -.28716 00111 -,03788 -.95198 .28660
49.497 300,290 -.02861 -.87862 .00082 -.126}2 -,00508 -.28612 00216 -.03667 -.95197 .2_$17
49,437 250.160 -.0318I -.88379 .00088 -.12650 -.00500 -.29704 00235 -,03651 -.95659 .29155
50.57I 200,040 -.03132 -.87722 .00128 -.12520 -.00441 -.29439 0024! -.03627 -.94947 ,28870
49.182 175.200 -.03137 -.88367 .00143 -.12600 -.00449 -.29664 00224 .-.03673 -.Bb462 ._BSO3
49.056 150.110 -.0312i -.87930 .00169 -.125]2 -.00443 -.29516 00209 -.03669 -.95079 .2921i
50.403 I25.I60 -.03098 -.88266 .00206 -.I2676 -.00487 -.30018 00173 -.03765 -.96277 .29837
_S,989 i00.120 -.03160 -.88828 .0023[ -,I2725 -.0057_ -,3027_ 00114 -.038_5 -.86747 .30245
49.853 75, i97 -.03201 -.89976 .00253 -.127|9 -.00644 -.3038i 00028 -.03936 -,86823 .30403
48.664 50.064 -.03156 -,88962 .00290 -.|2538 -.00709 -.30118 -.00084 -.04006 -.9574] .30380
6RADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 847
IA|42_ SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL02) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB .000
8REF = 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP = .0OOO. IN. ZB V = .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH © 4.500
RUN NO. 392/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
-I.022 25.310 -.03996 -.90635 .00360 -.12592 -.01467 -.31158 -.00998 -.04957 -.96924 .33533
-.47I .039 -.03982 -.90454 .00358 -.1256! -.01417 -.31055 -.00975 -.04927 -.95720 .33529
-.343 -49.850 -.0373l -.90421 .00349 -.I2611 -.01245 -.30953 -.00833 -.04794 -.96752 .33076
-.447 -99.835 -.03335 -.90076 .00247 -.|2720 -.00998 -.30723 -.00583 -.04546 -.96876 .32437
-I.lI3 -i99.960 -.02684 -.89194 .00458 -.I2475 -.02378 -.32026 -.00992 -.04945 -.95727 .34472
.239 -99.925 -.03307 -.90880 .00273 -.i28i8 -.0i043 -.31048 -.00607 -.04605 -.97665 .328_6
-.605 -49.952 -.03825 -.91562 .003t5 -.t2800 -.0i225 -.3]286 -.00822 -.0_829 -.98045 .33837
-.030 .lOg -,03996 -.91716 ,00334 -,12779 -.01449 _.31504 -.00975 -.04981 -.98151 .34020
-.433 25.093 -.039q8 -.9_694 .00350 -.12786 -,01524 -.31588 -.OlO00 -.05007 -,9806! .34345
-.326 50.J90 -.03794 -.9J538 .00328 -.}2798 -.OJ_] -.3J50_ -,D0995 -.0_902 -.97974 .33822
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000 .OOOOO
RUN NO. 395/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
49.531 25,184 -,03283 -.89333 .60336 -.12529 -.00922 -.30414 -,00280 -.Oq2t3 -,9590t .31298
48.859 -,182 -.03535 -,8960J .0037i -.}2496 -.0}138 _.30536 -.00519 -.04452 -.95993 .3_935
49.45_ -49.894 -.03217 -.89303 .00393 -.12477 -.00979 -.30483 -.00375 -.0_309 -.9577½ .31613
50.680 -99,898 -.02921 -.88984 .00390 -.12477 -.00811 -.30307 -,00219 -.04153 -.95556 .31057
49.8i9 -i99,910 -,02655 -.88730 .00384 -_12484 -.0t570 -.31070 -,00358 -.04292 -.954q2 .31860
49,563 -I00,030 -.02890 -.88857 .00384 -.12483 -.00822 -.30319 _ -,00224 -.04158 -,95042 .30950
48.94I -49,901 -,03310 -.89408 .00383 -.t2488 -.00997 -.30505 -.00384 -:04318 -.95890 .3t663
49.923 ,087 -.03507 -.89587 .00355 =.12514 -.01093 -.30595 -.00472 -.04q06 -.96063 .3!963
50.023 25,158 -.03326 -.89418 .00331 -.18540 -.00982 -.30388 -.00257 -,Oq20/ -.95049 .3[[12
50.017 50.II3 -.03253 -.89290 .00276 -.12587 -,00754 -.3024! -.00108 -.04040 -.96086 .3057_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAIN2, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 848
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL03) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP i25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA - .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 [N. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB - .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y " .000 JET PC * 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 393/ 0 RN/L = _.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
1.838 100.210 -.03054 -.88556 .00069 -.12714 -.00310 -.29617 .00207 -.0370I -.96016 .29395
.223 125.080 -.03043 -.89059 .00035 -.I2825 -.00285 -.29766 .00262 -.03669 -.96494 .29386
-.730 150.140 -.02996 -.BS141 .00012 -.12867 -.00277 -.2980i ,00276 -.0366t -.96572 .29237
-.224 175.I00 -.03055 -.B9312 -.00006 -.12901 -.00291 -.29852 ,00256 -.03686 -.96885 .29351
-.305 200.090 -.0302B -.89530 -.00005 -.12937 -,00322 -.29966 .00221 -,0373] -.96953 ,29829
-I.331 250.230 -.02959 -.86298 .00015 -.12299 -,00344 -.28583 .00137 -.03633 -,92819 .28199
-.018 300.330 -.02451 -.B5992 .00102 -.12390 -.00326 -.28971 .00IIl -.03712 -.93540 .28728
-.324 400.240 -.02285 -.85709 .00238 -,12385 -,00579 -.29522 -.00024 -.03886 -.93666 .29238
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 3961 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.136 75.308 -.03153 -.89264 .00250 -.12623 -,00630 -.30142 .00023 -.03912 -.96163 .30490
49.78I 100.140 -.03133 -.B9288 .00226 -.12654 -.00575 -,30102 00090 -.03847 -.9fi234 ,29952
50.16I 125.170 -.03122 -,89250 .00200 -.12676 -.00505 -.30024 00160 -.03776 -.96289 .29878
49.480 150.150 -.03121 -.89286 .00172 -.12710 -.00485 -.30015 00179 -.03758 -.96372 .29981
49.821 175.020 -.03120 -.B9305 .00162 -.12723 -.00453 -.29990 00205 -.03734 -.964t7 .29569
49.718 200.000 -.03125 -.89275 .00132 -.12747 -.00461 -.29987 00217 -.03720 -.96459 .29532
49.670 250.250 -.03t19 -.89281 .00105 -.12776 -.00517 -.30047 00211 -.03726 -.96511 .29586
49.578 300.140 -.02949 -.89074 .00079 -.12797 -.00530 -.30047 00221 -.03714 -.96520. .29750
50.028 400.310 -.02683 -.8881_ .00140 -.12740 -.00553 -.30078 00i16 -.0382I -.962i3 .29726
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL ?? IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 849
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT 9RB JET ON (LVTL04) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP. - 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .- .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - '-4.000 BETAB .000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 419/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT . CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.855 400.240 -.02689 -.86828 .00146 -.12435 -.00706 -,29553 -,00094 -.03943 -4.94180 ,30450
-.442 300.170 -.03117 -.86996 .00056 -.12487 -.O0?II -.29469 -.00024 -.03861 -4.94420 ,29846
-.456 250.090 -.03384 -.87212 .00011 -.12524 -.00726 -.29468 .00029 -.03806 -4.94620 .30349
-.263 200.030 -.03532 -.87320 -,00001 -.12530 -,00690 -.29418 .00081 -.03752 -4.94750 .29858
.023 t75.110 -,03585 -.88418 ,00020 -,12864 -,00701 -.2978I .00094 -,03785 -4.95790 .30563
-.604 150.220 -,0367] -.88842 ,00044 -.12690 -.00712 -.29906 .00098 -.03796 -4,96140 .30368
-.252 125.060 -.03829 -.88919 .00058 -.12649 -.00774 -.29908 .00075 -.038]1 -4,95980 .30558
-1.764 lO0.1BO -,04098 -,89019 .00098 -.12600 -.00984 -.30095 -.00175 -.04058 -4.95870 .31145
.455 75.091 -:04454 -.89603 .00148 -.I2583 -.01333 -.30520 -.00541 -,04434 -4.96320 ,32678
-,969 49.996 -.04703 -.£0409 .00144 -.12669 -.01550 -.30925 -.00693 -.04610 -4.96900 .33566
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 42!/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5_00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.750 400.080 -.03062 -,88982 .00073 -.12-/72 -,00691 -.30139 -,00060 -.03987 -4.96300 .31167
49.235 300.080 -.03320 -.89297 .00035 -,12819 -.00645 -.30113 -.00004 -.03934 -4.96570 .30499
50.0]7 250,150 -.03529 -.89456 .00031 --.t2815 -.00610 -,3006l ,00022 -.03906 -4.96660 .30?15
49.727 200.000 -.03713 -.89545 .00063 -,12769 -.00569 -.29987' .00016 -.03907 -4.96620 .30507
50.096 175.|I0 -.03795 -.89643 .00079 -.t2755 -.00568 -.2999! ,00008 -.03916 -4.96630 .3QI98
49.044 150.040 -.03794 -.89696 .001t5 -,12728 -.00521 -,29963 -.00004 -.03930 -4.96640 .3023I
49.913 124,980 -.03843 -.89762 .00145 -.12700 -.00537 -,29985 -.00027 -.03954 -4.96610 .30800
49.402 I00.030 -.03913 -,89858 .00177 -.i2672 -,00595 -.3005i -.00072 -.04000 -4,96620 .30655
50.232 75.04! -.04012 -.89940 .00204 -.12642 -.00653 -.30103 -.OOIlO -.04037 -4.96580 .30946
49.686 50.032 -.04222 -.90261 .00248 -.12615 -.00q28 -.30217 -.00186 -.04118 -4.96690 .31566
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 850
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL05) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB - .bOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .OOO0 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 4311 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNY CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETAB
9.497 400.060 -.02766 -.89488 .00120 -.12845 -.00695 -.30414 -.00078 -.04040 -4.96710 .34268
9.752 300.050 -.03276 -.90052 .00024 -.1294_ -.00740 -.30477 -.00008 -.03973 -4.97250 .3428_
10.216 249.930 -,03467 -.90227 -.00006 -,12976 -.00692 -.30424 .00040 -.03924 -4.97450 .33796
9.392 ' 199.910 -,03574 -.90318 .00014 -.I2954 -.00647 -.30373 .00077 -.03886 -4.97500 .33674
9.823 175.0|0 -.03627 -.90373 .00026 -,12942 -.00633 -.30360 .00091 -.03872 -4.97500 .33628
9.278 149.980 -.03766 -.90572 .00044 -.12933 -.00656 -.30403 .00086 -.03881 -4.97520 .33813
9.791 124.910 -.03814 -.90550 .00075 -.t289! -.00640 -.30364 .00048 " -.03815 -4.97510 .3375I
9.80] 99.907 -.04140 -.90894 .00123 -.12847 -.00873 -.30603 -.00197 -.04161 -4.97590 ._4574
9.226 74.894 -.04517 -.91175 .00147 -.12808 -.01187 -.30884 -.00477 -.04436 -4.97750 .35549
8.914 49.879 -.04695 -.91475 .00168 -.12805 -.01359 -.31098 -.00626 -.04591 -4.97750 .35884
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 - .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 428/ 0 RN/L = 1.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.739 400.020 -.02844 -.89031 .C0102 -.I2783 -.dO631 -.30!69 -.00035 -.03974 -4.86360 .34103
50.154 300,I20 -.03374 -.90319 .00027 -.12971 -.00675 -,30470 .00010 -.03963 -4.97430 .3374I
49.597 249.860 -.03397 -_89890 .00039 -.t2892 -.00554 -.30196 .00043 -.03910 -4.97030 .33582
.uuu_49.852 199.970 -.03588 -._u_d4 ,uuu/_ -.12879 = _.o,_,_ _
49.502 i74.910 ,.03654 -.89975 .00101 -.12804 -.00484 -.30067 .00026 -.03919 -4.96870 33673
49.666 149.970 -.03723 -.90329 .00119 -.12828 -.00523 -.30203 .00017 -,03940 -4.97170 33515
49.639 124.980 -.03815 -.90591 .00t55 -_)2818 -.00537 -.30275 -.00010 -.03975 -4.97290 33816
49.9"78 99.874 -.03885 -.90642 .00180 -.12788 -.00580 -.30307 -.00053 -.04026 -4.97290 33993
49.828 74.880 -.03968 -.90848 .00210 -.12778 -.00634 -.30407 -.00089 -.04059 -4.97280 34111
49.281 49.833 -.04176 -.90706 .00256 -.]2680 -.00692 -.30346 -.00179 -.04133 -4.97080 34474
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 . .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77. IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 851
IAI42, sRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL05) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES • YMRP ,0000 IN; YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 4221 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRAD{ENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5°00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
49,423 25.051 -.04582 -.90640 .00280 -.12586 " -.00903 -.30397 -.00292 -.04225 -4.96850 .31493
49.415 .009 -.04619 -.90635 .00287 -.t2572 -,oogI9 -.30399 -.00255 -,04187 -4,96840 .31403
50.720 -50.020 -.04i88 .-.90i27 .00232 -.i26i6 -.00564 -.30018 -.00i30 -.0405B -4.96700 .30473
50.595 -I00.190 -.03490 -.89585 .0020B -.t2666 " -.00578 -.3018S -.00079 -.04014 -4.96350 .30593
50.050 -150_1B0 -.03432 -.89549 .00295 -.12580 -.00987 -.30502 -.00122 -.04058 --4.96130 .31609
49.399 -££.SI_ -.03476 -.89B22 .00230 -.12549 _ nn_ _ ._._=n_'° _ nnn n -.m n _ _,, _ _n _n _,
4.8,740 -50.116 -.04_06 -.=u_uu..... .00258 --._2u_'on= --.uuo,G_nc_ o.30123 • .u_t_g_n'_ _.04095 "-4.G6090 ,o,2,m"'_
49.046 -.074 -.04649 -.80727 .00284 -.12585 -.00948 -.30449 -,00259 -,04193 -4.96900 ,31614
49.994 24,987 -.04610 -.90588 .00268 -,12603 -,00345 -,30446 -,00274 -,04208 -4,96930 _3_323
50.08l 50,005 -,043_2 -.90455 .00231 -,12640 -.00784 -.30290 -.00197 -.04t32 -4.96890 .31012
.0_u0 .00000 .0_0_ .00000 .00000 ._0 ....... 0 .00000GRADIENT .00000 .00000 nn_" r,,_n nn nn nnnn
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL07) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA ...............
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = .000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .Q000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETA8 .000
BREF 1290._000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN, ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 425/ 0 RN/L = !.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
9.240 24.951 -.04652 -.91072 .00160 -.127_0 -.01375 -.30992 _..00647 -.04597 -4.874-10 .38317
9.554 -.033 -.04615 -.90974 .00151 -._2759 -.01331 -.30928 -.00625 -.04571 -4.97390 .35891
9,720 -50.117 -.04280 -.90428 .00159 -.1272I -.01059 -.30584 -.00416 -.04353 -4,S6920 .35036
i0.301 -100.220 -.03593 -.89643 .0u105 -.i2760 -.00942 -.30434 -.00i99 -.04i32 -4.96530 ,54bb5
I0.055 -150.270 -.03555 -.89482 .00117 -.12730 -.01252 -.30702 -.0026B -.04196 -4.96440 .35232
9.506 -I00.210 -.03687 -.89713 .00095 -._2766 -.00£93 -.30478 -.00235 -.04167 -4.96560 .34943
8.952 -50.166 -.04324 -.90408 .00144 -.1272B -,01105 -.30609 -.00423 -.04358 -4.96940 .35402
10.066 -.I13 -.04687 -.90669 .00138 -.I2719 -.01407 -.30875 -.00632 - 04582 -4.97210 .36363
9.863 24,821 -,04688 -.B0908 .00155 -.12736 -,01413 -.30963 -.00649 -,04590 -4.97250 .36966
GRADIENT .00000 .000O0 .O00OO .0UUUU .UOOUU .UUUUU .UUUUU .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 852
IA142 SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL07) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = P690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 iN. Y8 ALPHAS : -4.000 BETAS .000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 429/ 0 RN/L - 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
48,776 24.965 -.04429 -.89956 .00285 -.12502 -.00828 -.3014! -.00278 -.04188 -4.96200 .Z3975
_,olo -,,_ .u_z,o .91830 ._v_,_nT=_ ...,_,_,,_=, -.00730 .J_,S_ - .v_S_ ._4_6_ 4.97980 .35157
50,228 -50.270 -.04202 -.80325 .00267 -.i2608 -.00621 -.30138 .-.00137 -.04073 -4.96600 .33802
50.888 -t00,180 -.03449 -.89924 .00230 -.|2688 -.00654 -.30290 -.00068 -.04020 -4.96510 .34079
49,916 -150,280 -,03381 -.89904 .00296 -.12539 -.0097i -.30623 -.001|0 -.04064 -4.95370 .34779
49.373 -100.210 -.03403 -.89925 .00243 '-.12692 -.00679 -.30331 -.00076 -.0L_030 -4.96650 .Z4195
48.214 -50.244 -.04124 -.90732 .00298 -.12650 -.00622 -.30302 -.00]69 -.04126 -4.969B0 ,34570
49.915 -.109 -.04581 -.9It17 .00293 -.12644 -.00932 -.30589 -.00272 -.04226 -4.97180 ,34714
49.893 £4,960 -.04509 -.91055 .00280 -.12658 -.00919 -.30549 -.00281 -.04236 -4.9"7250 .35087
50.280 49.840 -.04273 -.90772 .00235 -.12696 -.00780 -.30423 -.00186 -.04139 -4.97190 .34558
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00008 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAt42, SRB5 SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL08) ( 20 .JUL 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, X_RP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB .000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 420/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-I,008 75.288 -.04527 -.90233 .00116 -.]2697 -.01389 -.30765 -.00570 -.04488 -4.96910 .32648
.I58 100.060 -.04198 -.89893 .00085 -.I2727 -.01018 -.30390 -.00218 -.04!35 -4.96590 .31395
.527 124.920 -.03872 -,89530 .00048 -,12759 -,00780 -.30140 ,00058 -.03857 -4.96610 .30661
.I08 150.090 -.03710 -.89412 .00037 -.12776 -.00687 -.30061 .00087 -.03830 -4.98600 .3103]
-.302 I95.060 -.03608 -.89315 .00018 -.I2795 -.00676 -.30052 .00078 -.03839 -4.98590 .30229
-.580 £00.050 -.03527 -.8932! .00006 -.!282I -.00678 -.30083 .00066 -_03856 -4.966!0 .3077I
-.124 250.000 -.03427 -.89208 .00007 -.12818 -.00724 -.30125 .00009 -.03912 -4.96530 .30824
-.665 300,I90 -,03179 -.89000 .00040 -.]2790 -,00743 -.30158 -.00038 -.03961 -4.963!0 _30766
-.040 400.I20 -.02706 -.88454 .0014I -.12679 -.00713 -.30102 -.00108 -.04026 -4,95740 .30744
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .080Q0 .QO000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4iA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 853
IA142, 5RBs SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLO8; ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 6Q.FT. XMRP = |250.5000 iN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAB = .000
BREF = |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 423/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49,305 75.050 -.0411| -.90173 .00192 -.12675 • -.00009 -.30185 -.00120 -.04061 -4.95070 .31098
49.207 I00,010 -.03974 -,90203 •.00_72 -,12700 -.00638 -.30191 -.00073 -.04014 -4.96890 .30773
......... nn .00|42 - ,_u= -.00575 -.30112 -,00027 -,03966 -4.95920 .3043950.138 _o. zcu -.u39uL -.9vv82 ......
49.024 150.140 -,03820 -.90097 .00I]6 -.I2782 -.00533 -.30]01 -.00002 -,03944 -4.96910 .3066I
49.715 174.900 -.03756 -.89809 .00000 -.12790 -.00537 -.3005Z .O0010 -.03926 -4.96940 .30290
n_n n_ -.89882 ,00073 -.1202I -.00526 -,30084 .00021 -.03920 -4.96990 .3045250,023 zOO .... - ......
50.080 250.040 -.03_93 -.89699 _00029 -,_2059 -.00517 -.30152 .0002I -,03_t9 -4.06990 ,30525
49.414 300.OBO -.03360 -,09553 ,00019 -.I2082 -.00656 -.3023l -.O900B -.03952 -4.96930 .3063_
49.875 400,060 -.03135 -,89422 .00053 .!2847 -.00733 -.30305 -.00050 -,03993 -4,05590 .3079N
GRADIENT .00000 .OQO00 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SR_ JET ON (LVTL09) ( 20 JUL 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = !258.5000 [N. X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA _000
LREF |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETA8 = .000
BREF = 1290.3000. INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 427/ 0 RN/L = ; 53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
8.280 75.0|5 -,04226 -,80737 ,00147 . -.12490 -,01007 -.20979 -,00354 -.04220 -4.95340 .34561
1t.155 100.040 -,03854 -_BB242 .00105 -,I25[3 -.00570 -.29601 -.00047 -.03907 -4.95110 ,33293-
9.745 124.870 -.03650 -.88100 .00073 -.12553 -.00557 -,29507 ,0000I -.03782 -4.95080 ,32547
10.379 140.940 -.03649 -.89041 .00055 -.]27|2 -,00578 -,29848 .00090 "-,03814 -4.96100 .33078
9.2i9 i74.950 -.uau_o -.oooo_ ..........................................
i0.528 109.950 -.03502 -.89408 .00018 -.12825 -.00591 -.30034 .00000 -.03847 -4.96610 ,33300
9,204 249.910 -.03_22 -.88886 .00009 -.12769 -.00650 -.29955 ,00030 -,03877 -4,95170 .33497
10.100 300.040 -.03248 -.80660 .00025 -.12745 -.00707 -.29985 -,O001S -,03920 -4.95880 .33433
9.862 399,960 -.UdZdu -.GGih6 ,uu_c_ --.IZG_S -._u_u_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 JUL.?7 IA142, AEDc V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 854
1A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLOB) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .DO0 BETA .000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -4.000 BETAS -000
BREF = 1290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y " .OOU JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 4301 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X _,,_' CNT CLH CIMT_ CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
W9.10B 79.94l -.03987 -.90665 .uucuc .;=;u_ ._uBL, - _n73_ _ -.04056 -% 97!80 .34557
qg._5O ££.£38 -.03945 - 90491 .00172 1276_ -.00617 -.30277 -,00069 -.04024 -4.97170 .33970
49.853 124.940 -.03828 -,90516 ,00154 -.12806 -.0054B -.30250 -.00012 -.03973 -4.97190 .34ii0
qg.655 150.080 -.03740 -,gO398 .00124 -.t283I -.00529 -.30227 ,O00O7 -.03953 -q,g7200 .3_;212
49.752 174.940 -.03726 -.90352 .00092 -.12858 -.00546 -.30233 .00025 -.03933 -4.972G0 .33355
49.535 I99.g70 -.03630 -,90214 .0006_ -.1288D -.00556 -.30229 .00041 -.03916 -4.97250 .$3641
50.20t 249.930 -.0_480 -,90029 ,00026 -.12913 -.00605 -.30265 .00039 -.03916 -4.97280 .34022
50.002 300.040 -.03336 -.89923 .00016 -.12929 -.00566 -.3033g .00020 -.03936 -4.97140 .34089
49.616 399.990 -.03044 -.89398 .00068 -.12841 -.00715 -.30309 -.00034 -,O3980 -4,96800 .33927
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .O000O .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON {LVTLIO) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -8.000 BETAB = .OOO
nmrr 13On _n INCE_ ZMRPo_ = ,....... 0 ...... - .O00O IN. ZB Y " .OOO JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 461/ 0 RNtL = i.SO GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
98.9£7 400.130 -.04219 -.90562 .00057 -.12853 -.00845 -.30442 -.00062 -.04010 -8.96210 .30829
99.701 300.iG0 --.0_465 -.90035 00084 -.12830 -.00875 -.30481 -.00015 -.03964 -8.96320 .30575
_9.895 250.!I0 -.04q62 -.90880 00107 -.I2813 -.00901 -.30524 .00014 -.03937 -8.96310 .30210
_=.,_u.... . _.._ ,=n - ............nu_ - qtA_ 00123 -.12804 -.00902 "-.30538 .0004J -,039)2 -8.96360 .30475
99.669 175.090 -.04669, -.91116 00142 -.i2783 -.OO96I -.30593 .00072 -.U3UU! -8.96390 .30279
99.770 i50.030 -.04701 -.=,n'15_ _,.nn'_..........- t_77_ - AIOO5 -.30640 ,00089 -.03864 -8.96360 .30427
99.285 125.068 -.04755 -.91t55 0021g -.12699 -.DOBBS -.38484 .00095 -.03855 -8.g6320 .30172
99.466 100.020 --.05!03 -.9!526 00307 -.12614 -.00451 -.30075 .00109 -.03842 =8.96250 .29802
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
: DATE 25 JUL 77 IA1421AEDC V41A-KiA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 855
IAiA_, SRBS SEPARAT!NO FROM OIET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLII) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA .000
LREF - 1290.30D0 INCHES YMRP - .O00O IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB - .000
BREF • 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP - .O00O IN. Z8 Y " .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .OiO0 HACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 467/ 0 RNIL £ 1.53 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN ' CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.54? 400.190 -,04039 -.90309 .00120 -.12777 -.00861 ~.30426 -.00060 -.04002 -8.97160 .32442
99.8t7 299,990 -,041BO -,90169 ,00|48 -.12711 -,0081_ -,30390 -,00009 -,03939 -8.96900 .32247
99.787 250.I00 -.04242 -.90_5i .00i49 -.1272_ _ 7_ -.30444 nno_Q -. .....
-.uu9_ ..... n_Qn_ -8.97030 32.94
99.682 200.010 -.04320 -.90431 .00]62 -.1271| -.00965 -.30477 .00054 -.03891 -8.97030 .32798
99.522 I75.100 -.04425 -.90424 .OO[TI -.12686 -.00984 -.30457 .00086 -.0394_ -8.97090 ,31915
99.76_ _49.990 -.045(i -.90573 .00182 -..12685 '-.0!049 -_30544 .00108 -.03825 -8.97140 .31752
99.338 ILmS.0iO -.0478[ .=_uO, .v_26o -.,2_ n_ - 30_64
- -.0 ..... 00{29 -,03911 -8.97240 .3]749
99.410 I00.020 -.04845 -.90885 .00269 '-.i2580 -.00480 .-.29934 .00174 -.03754 -8.97040 .3t414
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
IA!42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT 5RB JET ON iLVTLi2} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. .XHRP 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPr_A = .000 9ETA .000
LREF i290.3000 INCHES YNRP °vv_O IN. YB ALPHA8 = ,_8.000 8ETAB .000
BREF t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH _ 4.500
RUN 140. 4621 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
99.098 75.235 -.05520 -.92831 .00205 -.12758 -.00581 -.30505 .00166 -.03824 -8.97340 .30542
99.600 50.059 -.05536 -.92748 .00302 -.12736 -.00897 -.305&7 .00175 -.038tl -8.97350 .29953
59.870 25.022 -.05182 -.92506 .00£95 --.12760 -.00938 -.30764 .00232 -.03_59 -8.97!70 ._O_}S
99.833 -.037 -.05070 -.92270 .00322 -,12715 -.01071 -.30857 ,00279 -.03706 -8.97000 ,30517
99.635 25.124 -.05202 -.92471 .00304 .-.32743 -.00827 . -.30736 .00244 -.037MR -8.97200 .30389
99.644 49.985 -.05499 -.92748 .003i2 -.i273i -.00709 -._ue_i .u_,_'_= _ _7°_J __._,,_o_3n 7n2_
99.928 75.056 -.05473 -.92766 .00286 -.12,54 -.00606 -.30524 .00172 -.03817 -8.97390 .30408
99.537 100.040 -.05282 -.92693 .00_95 -.I2772 .-.00469 -.30426 .00150 -.03845 -8.97270 .30373
_RADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 856
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLI3) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN, X8 ALPHA - .000 BETA = .000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -8.000 BETAB .000
BREF t290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y , .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 483/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 _ETA8
98,975 125.140 -.04844 -.92305 .00220 -.12856 -.00e42 -.308i8 .00095 -.03902 -8.97300 ,30837
L00.560 _49.940 -.0_7_2 .-.92142 .00_54 -.[2807 -.OIO?_ -.31072 .00088 -.03904 -8.97370 ,31333
99,41_ I75.050 -.04653 -.92167 .00141 -.12941 -.01034 -.31023 .00075 -.03924 -8.97400 .31366
99.393 200,060 --,04603 -,92073 ,00123 -.12954 -.01000 -.30977 .00035 -.03962 -8,9_370 .31431
I00.110 250,030 -.04515 -,91847 .00099 -.12957 -.00986 -.309_5 ,00009 -.03982 -8_97390 ,31334
99.5t8 300.080 -.04417 -.91876 .00092 -.t2998 -.00938 -.30946 -,00016 -.04018 -8.9_390 .31545
99,465 400.140 -.04262 -,91699 .00049 -.13023 -.00886 -,30862 ~.0006! -.04057 -8.97370 .31456
GRADIENT .00000 .OQO00 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLI4) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA ,000
LREF I290.3000 [NCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -8.000 BETAB = ,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = ' .000 JET PC = _223.000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 468/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
98,273 125.000 -.04953 -.90838 .00252 -.12588 -.00577 -.30012 .00114 -.038|2 -8.97090 ,31487
100.620 ]49,940 -.0_525 -.90410 ,00]77 -.I2663 -.0]045 -.30480 ,00ii2 -.03813 -0.97010 .32507
99.42I 174,890 -.04486 -_90414 .00154 -._2692 -.01014 -.30464 ,00085 -.03842 -8.97040 ,31563
99.698 200.020 -.04374 -.90259 .00i41 -.12699 -,00973 -.30408 .00053 -.03872 z8 98980 ,31935
100.220 249.900 -.04249 -.90022 ,00136 -,12688 -,00949 -.30346 ,00029 -.03892 -8.96800 ,32267
_.I'19 300.090 -,0_217 -.=uu_=_..... ._,_nn'_= _.,_,_n_ - ............nnQIn - _NX_ _ NNNNR__ -.N_9_I -8.96840 ,32678
99.751 400.050 -.04068 -.89849 .00091 -.12734 -.00854 -.30254 -,00059 -.03980 -8.96830 ,32440
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .wwuOu .00000 nnnno .00000 nnnnn
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 857
IA142, SRB5 SEPARATING FROM O/ET°LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLI5) ( 20 JUL _7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP." = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA = JO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ¥MRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB - 14.000
BREF 129813000 INCHES ZMRP =. ,0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1794¢ 0 RNIL = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.307 -2.529 -,01576 -.88245 ,0t237 -,11720 -.09593 -.39299 -.01174 -.0513B 5,07720 14.38100
-.077 97.488 -.01754 -.88350 .0_205 -._1741 -.08106 -.3778_ -.01486 -.05444 5.07480 14.37600
.370 197.500 -.01418 -.B8152 ,01053 -.I1875 -.07789 -.37516 -.01565 -.05530 5.07420 14.37600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 1795/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPH&8 BETAB
100.290 197.490 -.00434 -.B7245 .01118 -.I1861 -.07669 -.37422 -.01279 -.05247 5.07950 14.37000
99.837 97.408 -.00377 -.87165 .01160 -.I1815 -.08176 -.37921 -.01232 -.05198 5.08110 14.37400
I00.300 "-2.591 -.00444 -.87351 .01129 -.I1854 -.09197 -.38983 -.01161 -.05133 5.07970 14.37500
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1756/ 0 RN/L = 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00z 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
195.620 -2.626 -.00102 -.86971 ,00891 -.12096 -.09580 -.39353 -.glOlO -.04980 5.07510 i4.39i00
200.370 57.409 .00233 -.B6568 .00636 -.12141 -.08867 -.38617 -.01100 -.05067 5.07750 14.38800
200.230 197.430 .00557 -.86239 .OOB20 -.12158 -.08416 -.38167 -.01238 -.05205 5.07830 14.38700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAi42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIE_,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLi6) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA IO.O00 BETA IO.O00
LREF = _...... _ ,_,ecJ_c v_o harm r_ v_ ALPHAB = 6,000 BETAB = 12,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y = I00,000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
r_ r_T Cl M C[MT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA_ _ETAB
51.138 100.390 .01384 -.B8484 i00586 -.I2435 -.03196 -13_647 -.00732 -.04713 5.05eeO I2.32900
49.471 200.460 -.00764 -.BBO81 .00754 -.12300 -.OIB40 -,31554 .0009! -.03899 5.06390 12.29500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOCO0 .00000
"DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 858
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLI61 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRICDATA
SRE_ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LRE_ = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOO0 IN. YB ALPHAO = 6.000 BETAS 12.000
BREF - I2g0.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - I00.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1821/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS .
I00.200 200.370 -.00027 -.8"/647 _00873 -.12225 -.02986 -.33DI3 --,0024) -.04245 5.06_60 i2.3i500
101.360 t00.350 -.00593 -.881£| .00698 -,t2397 -.04019 -,34039 -.00803 -.04805 5.0Silo 12.34100
98.668 .407 -.0057_ -,87320 .01068 -.1190! -.05745 -.35477 -.01195 -.05160 5,07860 12,35700
GRAOIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000
RUN NO. 1822/ 0 RN/L = [.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
20|.330 .333 .00277 -.B_64B .00921 -._2075 -.07139 -.36931 -.00814 -.04787 5.07940 . 12.35800
201.350 100.250 .00017 -.86740 .00637 -.12334 -,06600 -.36335 -,01002 -.04967 5.07200 12.3550G
199.280 200,390 .00373 -.86378 .00572 -.12298 -,05984 -.35718 -.00655 -,04620 5,07570 12.34300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, 5RB5 SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLI71 ( 20 JUL 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SREF = 2590.0000 £O.FT, XMRP 1258.5000 _,." xo ALPHA __10-000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 6.000 BETA8 12.000
BREF [290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 150,000 JET PC = t225.000
SCALE = ,OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. |799/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNI CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS 6ETA_
.205 ,268 -.01780 -.88872 .01100 -.11921 -.07613 -.37452 -.01345 -.05325 5.05880 12.37600
-.FOg 100,4t0 -.U2056 -.69069 ,OiO_i -._'_,=_ -.0 _n'_,_,_ -._ ......... - nl_nA _.05382 5 0658n .I_-_q_
1.423 200,430 -.02542 -.89602 .00237 -.12778 -,04783 -.34620 -,01260 -.05239 5.04320 |2.32000
GRADIENT .00000 00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .uOuuu nnnnn nonnn n nnn
RUN NO. 1800! 0 RN/L = 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X cN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS gETA8
99.884 200,380 -.00664 -.87913 ,00397 -,12617 -,05353 _.35i87 -.0i272 --,05250 5.05720 ' _
99.274 100.310 -.00916 -,8791! .01007 ~.11999 -.06609 -.36425 -.0i231 -,05207 5.07210 i2.37600
99.95] .275 -,00765 -.87822 .0]0|5 -.12000 -,07489 -.37325 -.01086 -.05065 5.07310 - |2.38000
GRADIENT .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OuO00 .00000
OATE 25 JL_. 77 IAI421 AEDC V4|A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 859
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLI?) ( 20 JUL 77 i
REFERENCEDATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0,000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6,000 BETAB 12.000
BREF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y I50.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OIOO MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. IBOI/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
201.040 .284 -,00239 -.B7259 .0085B -.12150 -.07920 -.37752 -.00837 -.04814 5.07230 12.37400
200.290 lO0.1BO .00065 -.B6920 .00835 -.12170 -.07444 -.37256 -.00936 -.04911 5.07410 12.37400
200,760 200,490 .00125 -.8689B .00755 -.12255 -,06918 -.36743 -.OO87B -.04855 5.07280 12.37800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
!A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLI8} ( 20 JUt_ 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = J0.000 BETA ID.DDO
LREF = i290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB o 6.000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF = [290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = J225.000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. IB02/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.645 -.249 -.Oi489 -.88777" .00560 -.|2489 -.01974 -.31889 ' -.00137 -.04126 5.05550 }0.30200
49.755 99.923 -.01413 " -.B8?I? .00583 -.12469 -.01502 -.SI422 .00041 -.03949 5.05610 I0.29200
50.24? 200.030 -.01559 -.BBBBI .00474 -.I2580 -.01325 -.31251 ~.O001? -.04007 5.05280 I0.29200
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
nLN NO, IB03/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.?03 199.850 -.0072! -.8812B .00563 -.12504 -.01695 -.31651 .00007 -.03987 5.05950 I0.3!900
100.250 99.746 -.00650 -.B8043 .00682 -.12383 -.020|B -.31968 -.00044 -.0403B 5.06260 10.31600
100.360 -.126 -.00896 -.88219 .00703 -.12352 -.02641 -.32567 -.00417 -.04407 5.06220 10.32700GRADIENY .00000 .uuuuu _,_ nn_nn nnnnn nnnnn
..... .Ouvuu ..... NN_NN -OO00B ,DODO0 .00000
RUN NO. IB041 0 RNIL = I.SI GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNI CLM CLHT CY CYT CYH CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
200.190 -,137........ -.00272 -.87457 .00082 -._2.52 -.05026 -.34906 -.00610 -.04594 5.07230 I0.35900
......... _ - ,_,:7 - n_q - _P -._n_ -.04371 5,07250 i0.34900
200.070 190.eeo -,0oo75 -._/u_u .uu==: -._:_u, ,_,_,_ , _....
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 OG&66 100660 :66665 .00000 " .06000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOUF_CE DATA PAGE 860
1At42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLIg] ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = lO.O00 BETA = lO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - ;0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS - B.O00 BETAB - lO.O00
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 NACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1805/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
49.902 -.420 -.0146G -.8924! .00667 -.12307 -.02625 -.32368 -.00440 -.04406 5.06330 0.32600
50.216 99.787 -.01113 -.87808 .0063i -,i233i -.01309 -.31023 .00249 -.037i4 5.06520 0.29600
49.967 199.950 -.0_128 -.87768 .00502 -.12452 -.01117 -.30813 .00170 -.03790 5.05190 0.29200
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1806/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
t00.360 199.920 -.00492 -.86983 .00628 -.12303 -.02120 -.31765 .00127 -.03825 5.07040 0.30300
I00.190 99.622 -.00327 • -.96792 .00780 -.12146 -.02306 -.31939 .00096 -.03856 5.07530 i0.30800
[00.370 -.207 -.00851 -.87293 .00721 -.I2202 -.03298 -.32927 -.00588 -.04540 5.07160 10.33700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1807/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
202.340 -.297 -.00230 -.86571 .00820 -.[2089 -.05160 -.34755 -.00632 -.04579 5.07870 10.34300
199.820 99.893 -.00021 -.86275 .00841 -.12055 -.04721 -.34287 -.00339 -.04282 5.08090 I0.33500
199.890 199.880 .00215 -.86044 .00892 -.12005 -.04579 -.34145 -.00}46 -.04089 5.08410 10.32600
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00nN0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
|A[42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL20) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP |258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = IO.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 6.000 BETAB = 10.000
O_EE _ I_ON 2Nnn l_lr_ 7MPP NNNN IN 7_ Y = l_N.nnn ,JFT PC = I_ nNn
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. i8081 0 RNIL = [.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
49.912 -.058 -.01155 -.B6963 .01029 -.liB0! -.05707 -.35123 -.01182 -,0510B 5.08360 I0.36100
5i.464 99.B45 -.01249 -.87023 .00554 -.|227I -.03i23 -.32526 -.00701 -.04623 5.07160 10.33300
48.852 199.950 -.00623 -.B6359 .00734 -.12085 -.01329 -.30720 .00229 -.03691 5.07980 I0.29500
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
ATA
DATE 25 JUL 79 [A142, AEDC V4IA-K|A, TABULATEO SOURCE O_._ PAGE 861
IA!42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SAB JET ON (LVTL20) { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA - PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = lO.OOO BETA = IO.OO0
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP "= .GO00 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = B.OOO BETAS = IO.OOO
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .GO00 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1809/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN . CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
100.570 199.840 .00173 -.864i2 .00844 -.12101 -.02626 -.32303 .GO117 -.03841 5.07960 10.31500
!01,030 99.864 -.00548 -.87593 .00657 -.12357 -.03941 -.33774 -.00712 _,04690 5.06690 10.35100
99.242 -.2!0 -.00772 -.0_6_'= .u_w_8_n _,,_9_n_..... -,055_ -.35350 -.0096@ -,04938 5.07420 I0.37200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
il_dR_,. NO. [8!0! 0 RN!L = _,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETA8
201.500 -.289 -.00089 -.BS@I6 .00_27 --.[2054 -.0S422 -.36!@I -.00604 -.04572 5.07750 I0,36300
201_370 99.682 -,00328 -.87181 ,00_61 -.1232N -.06099 -.35867 -,0084B -.04815 _.06930 I0.36600"
IgS.5[O _g9.900 ,0006_ -,86697 .00750 ~ol222E -.053£2 -,35_30 -oooqgo -.0_<456 5.07450 _O.35_OO
GRADIENT ,00000 .oooo0 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,O000O .O00OO oO00OO .OOOOO .O000O
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROH O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL2tl ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. Xe . ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS = _.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - .OOOO IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 181ii 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
49.739 -4.038 -,0i484 -.87989 .00623 -.123II -.01557 -.31207 ,00067 -.03BB8 5.06440 8.31840
50,206 95.766 -,01307 -.87789 .00523 -.12407 -.01269 -.309_2 .00257 -,03697 _.06330 8.31450
50.048 i95.730 -.oi285 -.87755 .uw_= =. ,_,===_ _ ._,_,_n'mu= _ .-..._nmnz....................nnpm - AxTX2 5,ARn6_ 8,3!19Q
GRADIENT .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .O00OO .O00OO .O00OO .O000O .O00OO .OOOOO
RUN NO. 1812/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
I00.t70 95.q£0 -.OUU35 -,_/dlU .uuo3_ -.:cc_o -._=Lv ,_ ......................
I00.310 -4,I84 -.00992 -.87316 .00122 -,12184 -.02291 -.31880 -.00109 -.04055 5.0q200 8:35870
GRADIENT .O00OO .OOOO0 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 lAI42, AEDC V4}A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 862
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL21) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - }O.O00 BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 8.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0080 IN. ZB / Y " .000 JET PC = }225.000
SCALE " .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 1813/ 0 RNIL _ 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB @ETA8
200.6_0 -_._63 -._v,,_'_n -.86345 ........nnq_n - f1944 -.04894 -.34433 -,0054t -.04481 5.08340 8,38740
200.040 95,825 -.0037I -.8656l .00913 -.Ii974 -.03971 -.33516 -.00183 -.04124 5.08i90 B.37i00
200.060 195,840 -.00339 -.86377 .00948 -.iiBi6 -.05735 -'.33_28 -.00024 -.03g58 5.08330 8,30750
6RAO{ENT .O000O .OOO00 .00000 .O000O .O00OO .0000 O .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
IA}42, SRBS SEPARA]JNG FROM OIET,LEFT 5R8 JET ON tLVTL22) ( 20 JUL 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 10.000 BETA = |0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB - " B.O00
8REF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y " 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .OtO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. [BI41 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
49.965 -4.254 -.01353 -.BBOI7 .00708 -.12248 -.02285 -.31988 -.00388 -.04359 5.06500 8.32050
49,281 95.854 -.01025 -.87730 .0065l -.i23[2 -.00985 -.30572 .00408 -.03557 5.06550 8.28460
50.654 195,920 -.01240 -.87841 .005i8 -,12430 -.00938 -,30520 .00293 -,03666 5.05190 8.28710
GRADIENT .GOOQO .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
_UN NO. }815/ 0 RN}L : 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
2 X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
I00.160 195.840 -.00520 -.87040 .00643 -.12292 -,02005 -.31660 .00346 -.03609 5.07010 8.29670
!00.020 95.867 -.00437 -,86909 ,00798 -.1213} -.02140 -.31779 .00_92 -.03661 5.07530 8.30200
I01,0|0 -4.}95 -,00854 -.87409 00755 -.i2i64 -.u_aI_ ,oc_o_ -._L_ ............ Q _nn
_RADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 1816/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CN_ CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
20}.830 -N,2_3 -.00_32 -.87180 ,00885 -,12084 -.04645 -,34377 -.00481 -.04446 5.07570 8.33500
I99._30 95.8£5 ,.-.00228 -.B6gOg .00927 -.12032 --.04137 -.33847 -.00239 -.Oq201 5.07390 8.32820
199.790 195,920 -.00068 -.86714 .'00946 -.!2009 -,0405! -,33749 -.00035 -,03996 5.08030 8.32510
GRADIENT ,OOO00 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 _A|42o AEDC V4iA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 863
!A142, 5RBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL23) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
•5REF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - IO.O00 BETA - 10.000
LREF = L290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .'0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF _ _290o3000 INCHES ZMRP = .O00G IN. ZB Y _ I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .OiO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. IBI7/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 C4_AOIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
50.129 -4.I72 -.OOBgB -o87212 .OOgB5 -.liB20 -.05587 -.35173 -°00864 -.04810 5.07910 8.36860
51,922 95.832 -,01363 -.B7575 .00443 -._2447 -.03251 -.32802 -.00887 -.0482g 5.06310 8.35530
........... _n _ - _ _n - n_ _no1_ .00486 n_ 5.09400 8.30!7048.973 z_._uu -.uu_D_ -.BBBO_ ._BB_ .,2_9 ...... - ...... - ......
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. _BIB/ 0 RN!L = _.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
100.520 [$_.850 ,O000B -.BBl2_ .OOB21 -,I2057 -,02505 -,320_[ ,00347 -.0359_ 5.0BIBO 8.Z_BIO
!00.750 95.850 -.00703 -.86744 .00559 -,12298 -.03905 -,3339_ -.00795 -.04730 5.07280 8.35350
98.$95 -4.150 --.00755 -.86679 .0!028 --.I_8['7 -_05444 -°34895 -.00692 -_Oq@20 5.083_0 8.35730
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. IS!B/ 0 RNIL = _o52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
=u_.cOu... .. 4.359 -.00_9_ -._0 .0_03! -.!!B!7 -.05070 -.35125 -.OOq_,i -.04414 5.0_70 8.35800
201.470 95.855 -.00625 -.86637 .00678 -.12182 -.05689 -.Z5173 -.00759 -.04692 5.07670 8.36540
[99.550 195.810 -.00123 -.86052 .00797 -.1205[ -.04889 -.34345 -.00422 -.04351 5.08300 8.S5370
ORADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
|A|420 SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL24) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -iO.O00 BETA _0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETAB - 14.000
BREF I290.SUUO iNCHES ZNRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 200.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE • .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 12521 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.083 197.760 -.04593 -.90546 .00138 -.]2714 -.05785 -.35245 .00932 -,04861 -I0.96800 14.35800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 864
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET.LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL24) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XI_ _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -iO.OOO BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP. = .O000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -10.000 BETAS = 14.000
BREF = 290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .DO00 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1263/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -_.O0/ 5.00
Z X r N r T
_, _N: CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
49.174 197._90 -.04_'_? -,90i59 -,000_6 ..... -.0!_29 .-.3_0?4 nn_ nu_um -#n o_nnn !4 _u_nn
50._70 97.60_ -.OqO£9 -.902_0 -.000[4 -.)289I -.04455 -.33976 -.00732 -.04669 -10.96900 14.34000
k9.339 -2.368 -.04138 -.90258 .00127 -.1274B -.04360 -.33877 -.0067B -.04B14 -I0.96_00 14.33800
GRAOfENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 .OOOO0 .OOOO0 .OO00O .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 1264/ 0 RN/L = t.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
100.260 -2.184 -.04031 -.90i6i .00087 -.12769 -.03971 --.33491 - .uui_Jnnt=_ -.v43_.n o, -'0.96700. 14 .__=0 n
99.315 97.550 -.03851 -.90045 -.00030 -.12915 -.03834 -.33373 -.00494 -.04433 -10.96900 14.33500
lOG.030 _97.570 -.03895 -.90Iig -.OOO59 -.12950 -.03680 -.33232 -.00442 -.04383 -10.B7000 14.32500
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,OOO00 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .O000O .O00OO
RUN NO. I2BSI 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.Q0
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS • BETAS
200.670 197.580 -.0373S -.89955 .00067 -.12822 -.03590 -.33140 -.0012_ -.04063 -I0.96600 I4.32200
I99.550 97.639 -.03643 -.89814 .00112 -.12771 -.03446 -.32979 -.00090 -.04028 -10.96500 14.31400
.==._"_m==n -2.451 -.03893 -.90072 .00231 -.12653 -.03485 -.33021 -.00097 -.04036 -10.96300 14.32100
GRADIENT .DO000 ,O0000 ,O00OO .OOO00 .00000 .OOOOO .OOOO0 .OOOO0 .OOOOO .O00OO
iAI42o SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT 5RB JET ON (LVTL25_ ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA " PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA • -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = ._ 7nnn 7_;rurc vt4Dm nnna I_ YR ALPHA8 = "-lO.OOO BETAS • 12.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y IO0.O00 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0i00 MACH q.500
RUN NO. 1274/ 0 RN/L _ !.52 GRADIENT _NTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN cNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
.025 .5_7 "-'.0430i_ -._0555 -.OgOSO -. ......... .OZg30 -.771 _ - n_o_n
._ nnQ_o In 9720n i 2 _qOn
.546 lO0.B30 -.042B0 -.90586 -.0009_ -.12SSB -.03641 _.332_0 -.00860 -.04805 -i0.9740Q I2.37200
-.241 200.550 -.04255 -.90509 -.00059 -.12954 -.0323i -.32793 -.00786 -.0472B -I0.97300 I£.36000
GRADIENT .O0000 .000O0 .0O0OO .O000O ,0OO0O .00O00 .O000O .00000 .000O0 .0000O
DATE 25 JUL 77 iAi42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 865
IA142: SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL25) ( 20 JUL 73 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ -10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YM{::;__ = .0000 |N. YB ALPHAB = -tO.O00 BETAB = t2.OOG
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, Z8 Y IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I275/ 0 RN/L = |.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.Bl| 200,650 -,03B?2 -.90148 -.00|49 -.1304B -.02306 -.31B76 -.00420 -,04363 -10.97300 12.34300
48,5ll 100,530 -.03932 -.90lB3 -.00154 -.I3049 -.0212B -.3168g -.00490 -.04432 -10.g7300 |2.34g00
......... ._v,2, -.13033 .02495 .32095 -.006!3 -.04560 -!0.97300 !2.3520049.8|3 ._4u -.u_uu3 -.90369 _ n_, , - .
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, |276! 0 RN/L = !,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.764 .571 -,03572 -,BBB|7 -,00137 -.1303| _.01967 -.31526 -.00378 -.04320 -_0.97100 12.34300
100.440 |00.460 -.0345_ -.88773 -.00|76 -.|3082 -.01923 -.3|508 -.00358 -.04303 -|0.87|00 12.34100
,u_.56_ 200.460 -.0327| -.89557 -.00163 -.|3053 -.02144 -,317|7 -.00268 -.042!2 -I0.97000 12.34200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00DO .00000
RUN NO, |2"171 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CL_ . CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
20|.690 200.430 -.02918 -.89246 -.00035 --.I2942 -.02089 -.3|676 -.00200 -.04145 -t0.96400 12.33600
19B.600 |00.470 -.03065 -.B94q2 -.00063 -.!2982 . -.02272 -.31887 -.00|75 -.04124 -|0.96600 !2.33700
I99.250 .382 -.03[|6 -.8£527 -.00032 -.12951 -.02f?0 -.31q86 -.00132 -.0408I -i0.96600 |2.33800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL26! ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA - IO.O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. ¥B ALPHAB - -IO.O00 BETAB - 12.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACN - 4.500
RUN NO: 13|0/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.275 200.520 -.04332 -.90640 .00050 12854 -.04239 -.33820 -.00823 -.04_?| -lO,9?IO0 |2.35100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 IA142. AEDC V4IA~KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 866
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT'SRB JET ON (LVTL26) ( 20 JUL 73 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -IO.O00 BETA8 - !2.000
BREF " = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP "= ,0000 IN, ZB Y - 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 1311/ 0 RN/L = 1.=_. GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00t 5.00
Z K CN Ct,4r CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNr ALPHAe 8ETA8
49.435 200,4?0 -,0_0,0 -,90333 -.00037 -.12942 -.03005 -.32591 -.00564 -.04509 -I0.97200 12.33000
._3_ - -.0309650.03B i00.400 -.04045 -.$0354 nn ,12937 -.3267B -.00628 -.04572 -I0.g7200 12.32900
q9,510 ,407 -.04219 -.90540 .00061 -.12845 -.03286 -.32871 -.00650 -.04595 -I0.97000 12.3360B
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,O000O .O00OO ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
RuN NO. 1312/ 0 RN/L = _.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
99.482 .50t -,03920 -.90283 .00061 -.12851 -.02565 -.32163 -.00428 -,04375 -I0.96900 12.32800
[00._20 I00.510 -.03748 -.£OOBl .00010 -.12894 -.02332 -,319!3 -,00405 -.04349 -10.96900 12.21900
I00.560 200.550 -.04023 -,90458 -.0003I -,1295) -.02847 -.32467 ",00376 -.04326 -I0.97200 12.32900
GRADIENT .00000 ,O00OO ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 13L3! 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.00! 5.00
Z Y CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
201.050 200.390 -.03698 -.90143 .00049 -.12875 -.02B08 -.32434 -.00058 -.04008 -10.96900 12.31200
ISB.730 100.490 -.037BB -.B0254 ,00056 -.12869 -.02875 -.32506 -.00079 .-.04030 -I0.96£00 12,31500
200.540 .376 --.03896 -.90303 .OOI51 -.I2775 -.0_93 -.32323 -.00072 -.04023 -10.96700 le.3160O
ORAD!ENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O , ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, SRB5 SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT 5RB JEt ON (LVTL27) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA -tO.O00 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -I0.000 BETAS = IO.O00
BREF = !290.3000 INCHES ?MRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 13141 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-I.751 .189 -.04097 -.90050 -.00293 -;13232 -.01925 -.31588 -,00467 -.04'_22 -lO,SSO00 10.33100
1.466 99_903 -.03_B6 =.90477 -,00!7! -._3,02 -,O!BTO -,315!2 -.00317 -,04269 -I0,£7700 I0.31900
1.302 199.960 -.03413 --,B9949 .00016 -.1292i -.01554 -.31221 _.00208 -.04163 '-lO.9_BOg !0.31500
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 !A!42. AEDC V4IA-K'!A_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 867
IAI42,'SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL27) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = IO.OOO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -J0.000 BETAS - IO.0OO
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y " .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 13t5/ 0 RN/L = 1.5_. GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
49.574 200.040 -.03021 -.89564 -.00051 -.12990 -.01700 -.31360 -.00173 -.04128 -I0.96800 I0.31400
50.432 99,812 -.03209 -.89740 -.OOI3B -.13075 -.01585 -.3124I -.00100 -.04055 -I0.97100 I0.3t200
50.756 -.045 -.03369 -.89965 -.00215 -.1316| -'.01626 -.31304 -.00145 -.04102 -I0.97400 IO.3IBO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .DO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1316/ 0 RN/L = _.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
99.557 -.090 -.03661 -,90166 -.00183 -.13116 -.01061 -.30709 -,00093 -.04046 -10.97500 I0.30400
[00.6|0 99.933 -.02750 -.89302 -.00184 -,I3123 -.0159| -.31253 -,00072 -,04028 -10.97000 I0.30900
99,7_5 _99.940 -.02_20 -.8935_ -.0095S -._2995 -.0_3 -,31_82 -.00221 -.04_76 -_0._5700 tO.31_OG
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I317/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRAO!ENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X _ CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
199.650 I@9.B@O -_0275@ -.@9294 -.00030 -,12967 -.01861 -.31518 -.00201 -.04155 -10.95600 10.3|600
200.170 100,110 -.02943 -.89568 -.00052 -. 3003 -.01850 -.31538 -.00216 -.04i74 -I0.96200 i0.3|400
I99.700 -.000 _.03293 -.80893 -.00119 -.13065 -.01999 -.31678 -.00299 -,04256 -10.97200 10.31600 "
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[AI4@, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL2B) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -IO.O00 -BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. fB ALPHAS - -I0.000 BETAS = IO.O00
oo_r _ I_on 7Ann l_r_q 7M_P = N_O0 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 13181 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
_ n_, n_ - n_4 -.gl_o -.00107 -.1304g -.02@95 -.32B62 -,006@1 -.04547 -|0.@7@00 I0.33300
140 19g.880 _.04189 -1969_9 .O000t -.12965 -.0|943 -.3|667 -.00335 -.04298 -I0.97500 I0.31000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 " .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 [AI42. AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 868
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET.LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL28) ( 20 JUL 79 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAtIETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XHRP - i258.5000 iN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP • .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB - -IO.O00 BETA8 • lO.O00
BREF = [290.3000 INCHES ZPflRP - ,0000 IN, Z8 Y 50,000 JET PC = I225,000
SCALE - ,0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 1319/ 0 RN/L = 1.52. GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
"_ ' -.1303E . n1_ -.3!62!50,783 199.990 -.03474 -.90130 .vu_8= ...... -.00240 -.04200 -10.97200 10.31100
49.401 99.981 -.03973 - 90884 -.00129 -.13092 -.016B0 -.31406 -.00300 -.04263 -I0.97700 I0.31300
48.162 -.040 -.04219 -.90867 -.00137 ".13091 -.01_4l -.31436 -.00302 -,04E62 -i0.97800 lO.31BOO
GRADIENT .00000 ' .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, [3201 0 RN/L _ 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
10_.850 -.096 -,03749 -.90356 -,00108 -,13058 -,01483 -,31164 -.00274 -,04231 -I0.97500 I0.31000
98.828 99.977 -.03382 -.90047 -.00i58 -.13114 -.01816 -.31517 -.00170 -,04130 -10.97400 10.31200
99.607 200.010 -.03260 -.89862 -.00129 -.13076 -.01882 -.31561 -.00235 -.04192 -10.97200 10.31000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO, 1321/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRAOIENT INTERVAE = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
199.470 199.940 -.03139 -.89756 -,00021 -.12970 -.01992 -,31G76 -.00228 -,04186 -|0.96900 10,30900
200.790 99.986 -.03264 -.89924 -.00042 -.12998 -.02140 -.31840 -.00181 -.04141 -10.97000 10,31100
199.470 .0!7 -,03226 -.89926 ,00009 -,12953 -.01847 -.31560 -.00138 -,04100 -10.96900 I0.30300
GRADIENT .0O000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .goooO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00OGO
IAi42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL29) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA 10.000
,_cc__,,L,_ I090.3000 ........INC'141c',_YMRR = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.15000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN, ZB Y " _00,000 JET PC = i225.000SCALE = _' _
.vivu MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1322! 0 RN_'L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BEIAB
-'.GO6 -.0i0 -.04597 _,91193 :00053 -, !2893 -_0337! -_33048 -.00804 -,04761 -10.97600 I0,3_700
.194 99.902 -.04528 -.911B6 -.00018 -, I2954 -,03_.80 -, 32858 - .00720 -.04677 -10.97700 I0.32500
-.324 199.980 -.04412 -.9i069 .00016 -.12939 -,02895 -.32592 -.00621 -.04580 -I0.97600 10.32C00
GRAD IENT ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 •000 O0 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 iA142_ AEDC V41AmKIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 869
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL29) 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP "- .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB • -I0.000 BETAS = IO.O00
BREF = 12g0.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y " IO0.O00 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1323/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
51.254 199,960 -,04195 -.90850 -.O010O -.13055 -.02291 -.3Ig8B -.00353 -.04313 -10.97800 10.31000
48.271 98.907 -.04300 -.90876 -.00009 -.12952 -.OIBI2 -_31482 -.00430 -.04386 -I0.97500 I0.31200
48.609 -.096 -.04407 -.91028 .00035 -.12gI5 -.02125 _.31810 -.00499 -.04457 -I0.97500 10.31300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. t324/ 0 RN/L = i,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
99.976 .021 -.04166 -.90398 .00039 -.12912 -.01716 -,31406 -.00344 -.04303 -I0.93400 IO.31100
I00.310 I00.030 -.04039 -.90664 -.00053 -,13003 -.01762 -.31450 -:00336 -.04295 -I0.97500 i0.30700
100.850 200.080 -.03771 -,90489 -.OOII9 -.13083 -,02294 -,32013 -.00229 -.04192 -10,97600 IO.3IO00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. I325/ 0 RN/L = I,'52 GRAD[ENT iNTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS 8ETAB
200.930 200.050 -.03390 -.9012l -.00012 -.12938 -.02193 -.31916 -.00111 -.04074 -10.97000 I0.29700
200.010 I00.020 -.03604 -.90244 .00018 -.12935 -.02240 -.31932 -.00075 -.04034 -I0.93100 I0.30400
199.330 .084 -.03587 -.90349 .00103 -.12868 -.01985 -.31719 • -,00094 -.04058 -10.96900 10.29500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL30) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -tO.O00 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = !290.3000 !NCNES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 13261 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CUlT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPNAB BETAS
-_ _TA -__g_O -.04678 -.90811 -.00232 -.I3109 -.01898 -.3IRIS -,00400 -.04337 -lO,STBO0 8.33290
"1882 I961030 -i03756 -169693 .O000B -.i2870 -.0i542 -.31064 -.00220 -.04157 -IO.96qO0 8.3#370
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 870
IAI42o 'SRBS SEPARATING FROH O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL30) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -IO.OOO BETA I0.006
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH " 4.500
RUN NO. 1327/ 0 RN/L= 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CI_MT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50,496 Ig5.950 -.03376 -.89444 -.uuuuu -.u=,48
N9.663 96.015 . -.03755 -,99897 -.00095 -,12974 -.01461 -.30986 -.00121 -.04058 -I0.95900 9.31880
50,25! -4.135 -.04239 -.90418 -,00096 -.12BBO -.01170 -.30706 -.00154 -.04103 -10.97300 8.31800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I328/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I00.150 -3.987 -.04351 -.90482 -.00022 -.12899 -.00757 -.30277 -.00095 -.04032 -!0.97100 9.31460
100.640 95.901 -.03344 -,89458 -,00157 -.13032 -.0164I -.31156 -.00069 -.04005 -I0.96900 8.31730
100.050 195,920 -.03228 -,89386 -.00099 -.12980 -.01885 -.31414 -.00236 -,04174 -10.96500 8,33010
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1329/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMI CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
199.730 195.910 -.03297 -.89455 -.00056 -,12937 -.01859 -.31389 -.00134 -.04072 ,-10.96600 8.32570
200.@30 95.907 -.03561 -.89734 -.00044 -,12828 -.01907 -,31441 -.00097 -.04035 -10.98700 8.32330
199._00 -3.948 -.0397! -.89966 .00048 -,12809 -.01459 -.30g33 -.00309 -.04239 -10.96700 8.32710
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROH OIET,LEFT SR8 JET ON {LVTL31I ( 20 JUL 77
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -I0,000 BETA - I0.000
.... ,_nn 7nnn ._,rur¢ VMgD nnnn IN. YR ALPHAB - -10.000 BETAB - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = |225.000
SCALE = .0i00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 13301 0 RN/L " 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLMT CY. CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
...... ._202, -.00545 -.04483 -_n Q_nn _ _Q_n
.105 -3.940 -.05066 -._¢_ .00022 -._2860 -.02488 - _ ' ................
.322 95.921 -.04881 -.90993 -.00008 -.12880 -.02284 -.3|805 -.00376 -.04311 -I0.97500 8,32070
.308 I95.880 -.04488 -.90563 .00023 -.12845 -.01969 -.31470 -.00294 -.04228 -10.97100 8.32090
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC VWIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 87I
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL31) ( 20 JUL 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0090 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258..5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA _ IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ -I0,000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OLD0 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1331! 0 RN/L = L,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
50.790 Igs. IIO -.03995 -.99979 -.OC!I2 -.12g82 -.02831 ' -o31535 -.00231 -.04155 -I0.97100 9.31970
48.0!i 95.SZ7 -.04472 -.90544 -.00046 -.12929 -.01489 -.3!020 -.00304 -.04243 -!0.97300 8.31440
4S.959 -4.017 -.04759 -.90954 .O0010 -o12976 -.01468 -.31OIO -.00274 -.04214 -I0.97300 8.31660
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i332/ 0 RN/L = [.SE GRAOIEN7 INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
98.526 -4.005 -.04234 -.90396 .00050 -._2830 -.01205 -.30733 ,-.00237 -.04t75 -[0.96900 8.31370
IOZ,[O0 95.964 -,03_15 -.90193 -.0009I -.I2990 -.01708 7,31278 -,00[69 -o0410_ -_0._7[00 @,Z[420
98.745 [96.010 -.OZGGO -.89888 -.00[28 -.[3019 -.01948 -.3[50[ -,00200 -.0414[ -i0.97100 8.7_690
.0_0_ ._Ov_ .0_0_ ._u_uO .OvuuO .OOO00 .uuuuu .uuO00
RUN NO. [333/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMf CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
[99.8]0 i95.990 -,03602 -.89843 -.00003 -.i2997 -.020i7 -.3i574 -.OOi3i -.04073 -I0.86700 8.31050
199.590 99.04| -.03747 -.89999 .00017 -.I2978 -.02032 -.31594 -.00097 -.04039 -_0.98900 8.31470
201.040 -4.041 -.03714 -.89957 .00129 -.12766 -.01596 -.31145 -.OOtI2 -.04054 -I0.96500 8.30940
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O. .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP = 1259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -]0.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- -IO.O00 BETA8 = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 13341 0 RNIL = 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 9ETA8
.N38 95.$42 -.04611 -.Sill8 .000_2 -.12871 -.02'745 -.32326 -.00526 -.04470 -_0.97400 8.33960
.713 196.200 -.04629 -.9082g .00031 -.12957 -.02632 -.32175 -.00417 -.04357 -I0.97300 8.34250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 872
1A142, SRBS SEPARATING FRDM O,'ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL32} ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
....... IcS8.Sv0u IN. XB ALPHA -!0.000 BETA = !0,0005REF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, ^rmr = _ _ _
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YS ALPHAB= -10.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 13351 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
_9.4_3 _=J.==_'__.n _ 045_, _._na_ -.0003! - t293_.. _ --.0226_ -._tB4_ -.00268 -.04213 -i0.97400 8.33250
49.047 95.846 -.04556 -.90790 .00103 -.12790 -.OIGOB -.31163 -.00304 -.04245 -10.93i00 8.32860
49.452 -4.024 -.0483B -.91042 .001'_4 -.I27t4 -.0t622 -.3i367 -.00357 -.042S7 --10.S7000 0.33470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 _00000
RUN NO. 1336/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
99.778 =3,993 -.04633 -.90925 .00!91 -.t2710 -.01539 -.31114 -,00249 -.04193 -lO.96900 8.33000
!00,040 95.867 -.04516 -.90734 ".00043 -.12847 -.01758 -.31308 -.00217 -.04157 -I0.97200 8.32900
101.770 I96.060 -.04274 -.90604 -.0005B -.12965 -.02238 -.31825 -.00162 -.04107 -10.97300 8.33140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN ND. 1337/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
I9B.960 19E.020 -.03885 -.80090 _00018 -.!2870 -.0214I -.31@86 -,00053 -.03983 -10.96900 8.32600
199.030 96.082 -,04087 -.90298 .00t30 -,12758 -.02023 -.31570 -.00021 -.0396t -]0.96700 8.32760
199.640 -3,981 -.04013 -.90276 .00274................ -.12622 -.01548 -.31112_^^ -.00143^^^_^ -.04086_, -10.96400_ 8.32730_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .0OUUU .UUUUU .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuvw .vvvvv
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET LEFT SRB .JET ON (LVTL33) { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XNRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
iREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOO0 IN. YB ALPHAB= 15.000 BETAB = 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZO Y 200,000 JET PC = !225,000
MACH = 4.500SCALE = .0!00
RUN NO. I404/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
,12_ -2,158 .054!5 -.B!693 .OI2BO -.I17_3 -.I1334 -,41189 -.02948 -.06929 13.B2200 19.45000
.307 97.825 .05453 -.Blq59 ,01258 -.tlqBO -.tlB00 -.41690 -,03378 -.07354 13.82100 _9.47000
-.IS9 197.710 .05353 -.81874 .00338 -.12705 -.09553 -,3944B -,O15!Z -,05499 !3,79800 19.39800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77. IA142o AEDC V41A-KtA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 873
IAI42, 5RBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL33) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. xMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = |5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 - iS.000 BETA8 = t_.GGO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200,000 JET PC = i225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 14051 0 RN/L = i,St GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BEIA8
49.969 197.990 .05770 -.80504 .00275 -.12773 -.13033 -,42944 -.02125 -.06113 13,80600 tg.44300
50.t16 97.729 .07004 -.80146 .01003 -.12026 .-.14562 -,4443I -.03228 -.0721I I3.82500 t9.48500
50.446 -2.078 .06737 -.80442 .00768 -.12265 -.I4109 -.43988 -.0254I -.05525 13.8[800 _9.46000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .u_uuw_nnn ,0 nnn_.... . 0nnnn_ .An_An..... ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1406/ 0 RNIL = i.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BEI'AB
I00.|80 -2.I4_ .07206 -,79908 .00392 -.12632 -.16659 -,465}6 -.02354 -.06336 I3.81200 I9.47_00
99.835 97,894 ,07345 -.79805 .00618 -,I24I_ -.15930 -.45799 -.02797 -,05780 _3.81800 19.48400
99.790 197,950 .07138 -.80013 .OOI4I -.12888 -.16884 -.46554 -.02760 -.06743 I3.80500 19.48300
• GRADIENT ,O00OO .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1407/ 0 RN/L = 1.5[ GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
20i.i40 i97,590 .O_ab_ -._0013 .00498 -,i25i£ -,19995 -.4_7GG -,0,_,'_7 -,uJZS_=_ '_,8 _ ..........
290.270 97.859 .OGI85 -,80749 .0OIGB -,!2829 -,_1708 -.51501 -.01837 "'.0581I 13.BOtO0 19.49500
200.210 -2.202 ,05q5q -.8t346 .00201 -.1282I -.21375 -.51229 -.0;308 -.05289 13.q9900 19.47800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL34) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA • 15,000 BETA = t5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 15.000 BETA8 = }7.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y _ I00.000 JET PC = 225,000
SCALE = .OiO0 M*ru _ u _nn
RUN NO. J_DB/ O RN/L = _.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 £ETA9
,59_ ,9|I ,03208 -.8Z879 ,004J2 -.I2608 -.0N_20 -.3_458 -,00_42 -,OYS22 13.79700 t7,_6600
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000 .O00CO .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 874
]A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL34} { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
_o n n SQ.FT.SREF _ a_O._O0_ XM_P _ 1258,5000 IN. ×8 ALPHA I5.000 8ETA = 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .= ,0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB - 15.000 BETA8 = 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y iO0.O00 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. i4091 0 RN/L = .51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
......_n X2_ 200.86_ .05_b -.8i274 .004]4 -, _26_7 -.0_08 -.3 .... O_ _ . ...... ,7 8nTnn I?._5200
50.407 100.650 .06108 -.81003 .00469 -,12566 -.070G4 -.36947 ...00033 -.040]U 13.B060U I1.36500
5L.096 .SBi .05_0i -.81200 ,,00uL'_,,.. -.12556 -.07S_3 -.37__. --,009_5 -.04911 13_80h00_ _?.....3_qOn
GRADIENT .O00QO ,00000 .00000 .OOOO0 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 14101 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
!00._30 .70{ ,06726 -,80N12 ,00324 -.12703 -._I858 -.41723 -.01624 -,05607 13,80700 17,44400
89.246 t00.730 .06890 -.80167 .00580 -.12436 -.10277 -.40115 -.0046i -.04440 13.81400 17.40000
99._30 200.800 .06677 -.80461 .00659 -.12358 -.09629 -.39494 °00170 -,038_2 13.81400 17.37900
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I4_|/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL. = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
202.330 200.720 .063i3 -.£0855 .00_57 -._2678 -._6957 -.46936 -.01796 -.05780 !3.80600 17.48300
200.9J0 I00.760 .054J4 -.81694 -.00092 -.I3JJ5 -.}8572 -.48426 .-.02553 -.06545 t3.78900 I7.51300
200.500 .750 .05412 -.8_732 .00802 -.12227 -.16044 -.4591! -.01199 -.05182 13.81100 17.45400
GRADIENT .00000 _"_"_ _,,_na nnnnn hOhnn annRh .0Nnnn NNNNN O0000 NRNnfl
IAi42_ SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET.LEFT SRB JET oN (LVTL35) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2890.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPNA8 = 15,000 8ETAB - 17,000
8REF L290.3UUO iNCHES ZNRP = 0000 _N, Z8 v _ I_n nnn cT _r _ i==_ nnn
SCALE - .OIO0 MACN - 4.500
RUN NO. 1412/ 0 RNIL = 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALFHAB BETA8
,!00 .GTN .04754 ,-.82Z88 .0]599 -,I1429 --.09623 -.39490 -,02750 -,06732 _3,82600 ]7,43800
.669 I00.720 .04138 -.82990 .00403 -.t2623 -.07719 -.375S_ -.01i06 -,05088 i3.79300 i7.38i00
-,535 200.990 .0493J -,92260 .DD2_O -.127Sq5 -.070}9 -.36£02 -.80013 -.G3££8 _3.79300 17,3W900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ..00000 ,00008 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC ¢41A-KiA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B75
IAI42,'SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL35) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA ' PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = [5.000 BETA = 15,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15,000 BETAB = 17,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y • [50°000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1413/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.68[ 200.750 .06385 -.B0595 .00418 -.12595 -.08751 -.39562 -.00871 -.04846 [3.80700 17.39500
51.066 100.570 .0553B -.8154½ .0015£ -.12875 -.I0890 -.40771 -.02161 -.06146 13.79500 17.42900
49.919 .838 .05587 -.81336 .O!tO! -.!!909 -.!IBOB -o4!735 -o026t0 -o06587 i3=82000 i7o45!00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO0 1414s 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I00.310 .712 .05012 -.81087 .00544 -,12378 -.13951 -.43813 -.02450 -.06431 13.8]I00 17.45200
99.989 t00.730 .06327 -.80732 .00028 -.]2988 -.I4608 -,44447 -.02691 -.05670 t3.79800 17,47100
99,503 200.B70 ,06594 -.B0475 .00292 -.i2726 -.13265 -_43[07 -.01448 -.05428 !3.80600 _7.42800
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 1415/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT _ _v_ rw_ _v_ _,ou_ OCTA R
20!.850 200.550 .04677 -._2243 -.00848 -.I3843 -.tBBGI -.q9G5t -.02852 -.058B5 t3.76700 17.51600
200.260 100.780 .06371 -.80736 .00610 -.12413 -.t7355 -.47210 -.01661 -.05542 13.B1200 17.46700
199.850 .644 .052BB -.8f775 .0028] -.[2735 -.18723 -.48562 -.01540 -.05520 t3.79800 17.46800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,LEFT '.'.'_BJET ON (LVTL36) [ 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 50.FT, XMRP = 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA • 15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = [5,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 14161 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLtl CL_ffT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.471 200.1B0 .02899 -.84135 -.00054 -.13066 -.0343B -.33268 .00361 -.03617 13.77400 . 3
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 Jill_ 77 IA142o AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 876
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL36) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA _ 15.000 BETA - t5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB 15.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OiO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1417/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
50,737 200.2!0 .0_34_ -.B2603 .00189 -.12B_i -,06277 -,_607B ,00462 -.035i2 i3.78900 i5.35600
50,424 100.120 .04294 -.82736 .00198 -.12813 -.059t4 -.35743 .00238 -.03740 I3.78900 15.36200
49.886 .t93 .04558 -,82488 ,00642 -.I2372 -.G55G_ -,35398 -.00172 -.0_i50 13.S0200 I5.37000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1418/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.050 .!03 ,05212 -.81824 .00833 -.I2180 -.07767 -.37598 -.00226 -.04205 13.81100 15.38600
99.408 iO0.I30 .04833 -.82266 .00751 -.1227! -.08023 -.37875 .00061 -,0_820 I3.80600 15.38200
99.756 200.170 .04568 -.82550 .00796 -.12228 -.08306 -.38164 .00357 -.03625 13.80500 15.37700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00300 .00000
RUN NO. 14191 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.230 199.750 .0_386 -.82653 .01218 -.11795 .li279 -.41111 -.003t6 -.04294 13.81500 15.4i300
200.340 100.230 .04343 " -.82795 .01199 -.11828 -.11251 -.41116 -.00521 -.04504 13.81300 15.42200
200.!40 .t67 .03980 -.B3051 ,01109 -,I1902 -.11164 -.40993 -.00604 -.04582 f3.81000 |5.42500
GRADIENT .00000 .UUUUU .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu
!A[42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET_LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL37) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I25B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA =. 15.000 BETA 15,000
LREE = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP ,0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = |5.000 BEIAB i5.000
BREF _ t290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .oooo iN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC - i£25.000
SCALE = .0|00 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 14201 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BE]A5
.739 .23_ ,03574 -_.83519 .00326 -.12S95 -.03157 -.33007 .OOZ45 -,03635 13.78700 15.33_0d
-.437 I00.220 ,03774 -,83331 ,00122 -.12SO! -.0336I -,332t5 ,00420 -.03561 13.78400 15,34_00
-.I78 200.210 .03894 -.83135 -.00021 -.!3032 -.03646 -.3347W ,00489 -,03k88 13,78100 I5.34100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DAlE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 877
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL37) ( _0 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - |258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA • 15.000
LREF • |280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = IS.000 BETAB • 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1421/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
50.037 200.080 .04954 -.82053 .00243 -.12765 -.06274 -.36094 .00550 -.03427 13.79400 15.35900
50.417 I00.130 .05|74 -.81859 .00317 -.i2694 -.05965 -.35794 .00358 -.03620 13.79700 15.36300
- ,_.8_0 ,_.358_v50.423 _ n='99 -.81902 nn4_u -.12568 -.05472 -.35325 nn=_, 03710 _ nnn o= _
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOgO0
RuN NO, [422/ 0 RN/L = !,5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
IOI.040 .134 .06088 -.80978 .00755 -.12263 -.08881 -.38736 -.00687 -.04667 I3.81400 I5.4Z300
99.247 |00.050 .06103 -.80868 .00713 -.I2304 -.082[0 -,38053 .00097 -.03882 I3.81200 15.38100
88.831 I99.930 .05740 -.8!190 .00658 -.!2339 -.08_89 -.37983 .00256 -.03718 13.80800 15.37900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14231 0 RN/L = I,SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLPIT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
!99.760 200.000 .05545 -.8!502 ,00968 -.12046 -.12297 -.4213l "-.00q86 -.04465 I3.81600 15.42800
200.770 IO0._O0 .05063 -.82063 .00883 -.12133 -.12888 -.42748 -.00757 -.04739 13.81000 15.44000
Pe P 170 .072 .04805 -.82264 .00833 -.12184 -.13781 -.43623 -.01108 -.05088 13.80700 15.45500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OGO00 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTE38) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = I L:_:30.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = 15.000
u_r = 1220,3000 INCHES _J-,_r.... = ,uvuu.... IN. _o"_ Y - _vv. _uuv...... vc_ r_ = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. |424! 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETAB
-.943 200.070 .04814 -.82335 .00298 -;1273I -.05048 -.34917 .00616 -.03367 13.79300 15.37100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 878
IA142, 5RBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL3B) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP " .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 15.000 BETAB I5.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y - 100.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I425/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
50.III 200.160 .05839 -.81370 .00608 -.12430 -.06768 -.36657 .00452 -.0S524 13.80700 15.3B600
50.503 100.140 .05977 -.BII3_ .00623 --.12400 -.07118 -._973 -.0005! -.04042 13.80900 15.40100
51.38_ .15g ,05356 -.81771 ,00504 --.t2521 -.08420 -.38281 -,01302 -.05284 13.80200 15.43800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. |4261 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
IO0.40b .IOI ,05758 -.81479 .00340 -.12703 -.I1905 -.41804 -.02228 -,06215 13.80100 15.49100
99.016 100.200 .06538 -.80703 .00709 -.12334 -.10005 -.39905 -.00586 -.04573 13.81400 I5.43600
99.741 200,220 .06447 -.80748 .00?94 -.12242 -.09129 -.39013 ,00031 -.03954 13.81600 15.41000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1427/ 0 RNIL = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 8ETA8
2021540 200.II0 .05748 -.81421 .00406 -.12626 -.I5485 -.45360 -.01877 -.05861 13.80200 |5.51100
200.680 100.100 .04449 _.82681 -.00189 -.13215 -.16801 -.46664 -.02565 -.06547 13.78000 15.54000
199.660 .179 .04845 -.82374 .uue_= -_=_'
GRADIENT .00000 . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI_2, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SRB JET ON tLVTL391 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000I m_ _ i_ n_N D_TA_ _ tlNN
LREF _ 12g0.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 iN. YB ....... _ ..................
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = ,0i00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 14281 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
.i35 -3.80t .03355 -.84021 .00249 -._2814 -.03004 -.32950 .0026i -.03732 i3.'78200 i3,34600
.719 95.613 .03137 -.8422"! -.00021 -,13082 -.03045 -.32986 .00451 -.03541 13.77400 13.34500
-.581 196.280 .033t3 -.84077 -.00097 -.13162 -.03305 -.33255 .00467 -.03527 13.77300 13.34300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77' iAI42, AEDC V41A-KiAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA ,PAGE 879
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL391 ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES " YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 15.000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP" = 10000 IN. ZB Y - .OOO JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 142910 RN/L = |.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
50.439 196,350 ,0434I -.B299B .0026B -.12792 -.05465 -.3539B .00514 -.0347B 13.78800 13.36100
50.214 96.048 .04379 -.82901 .00253 -.12796 -.0516{ -.35074 .00298 -.03691 13.78800 13.36B00
49.999 ,3.792 .04775 -.B2585 .00667 -.12394 -.04910 -.34850 .OOI3O -.03863 13.80000 13.36500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ,4_/'7n _n RN/L = !.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! _.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
102.340 -3.868 .05393 -.81922 .00807 -.12246 -.06725 -.36650 -.00048 -.04038 13.80800 13.38200
98.742 96.099 .05377 -.82046 .00692 -.12377 -.06778 -.36740 .00039 -.03956 13_B0400 13.38500
I00.230 I96.280 ,05057 -oB2378 ,00650 -.12421 -.068!! -.36777 ,00140 -.03856 13,80100 !3.37900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 GO0000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, _431/ 0 RN/L = |,5l CqRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETA8
200.040 196.500 .04703 -.B2768 .0!;9! -.I!886 -.09777 -.39754 -.00£G7 -.04264 !3.8!200 13.40900
200.380 96.097 .04446 :.B3039 .01202 -.I1877 -.09886 -.39869 -.00387 -.04385 13.81100 13.41900
200.!70 -3.909 .04052 -.83454 .01166 -.11916 -.09743 -.39733 -.00490 -.04488 13.80700 13.41600
GRADIENT .OOOOO .O0000 .OOOO0 .O00OO .O00OO .00000 .O0000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OzET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL40) ( 20 Jt_ 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 90.FT. XMRP = 1258.5006 IN. XB ALPHA = 15,OOO BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .OOOO IN. YB ALPHAB= 15.000 BETAS = 13.000
BREF = i290 3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE : .OIO0 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 1432/ O " RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
-.427 9D._I .U5_/5 -._5Db_ .UUdUD "-._C_U -.USDUU -.3_ .UU/Dd ".U_C5[ [_./_dUU }J.514_0
-.096 195.940 .0400! -.B356B .00035 -.13056 -.03927 -.33937 .00772 -.03230 13.77800 13.31600
GRADIENT .08000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .O00OO .OOOO0 .00000 .OOOO0 .OOOOO .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B80
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL40) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
"SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - ]5.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = 15,000 BETAB = !3.000
BREF : I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE _ .0100 MACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 14331 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.976 196.150 .04810 -.B2?B8 .00433 -.12663 -.05591 -.35611 .00491 -.03512 13.79200 13.54200
50.37i 96,007 .05050 -.825|9 .00523 -.!2583 -,05407 -.35452 .0041! -.03595 13.79600 13.34100
50.321 -3.798 .05302 -.82405 .00737 -.12375 -.05474 -.35532 .00093 -.03915 t_.80300 13.34500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOG .00000 .00008 .00000
RUN NO. 14341 0 RNIL = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
101.200 -3.777 .05764 -.81803 .00876 -.12215 ".OBI3B -,38145 -.00639 -.0464t 13.80900 13,38200
99.284 96.197 .05830 -.8183! ,008!5 -,12290 -,07367 -.37409 .00]97 -.03808 13.80800 13.36300
99.717 196.130 .05662 -.82056 .00737 -.12377 -.07227 -.37288 .00256 -.03753 13.80500 13.35200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO
RUN NO. 1435/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.070 t95.920 .05294 -.82265 .01025 -.I2065 -.10788 -.40795 -.00462 -.04463 13.eIO00 I3.40300
200.890 96.108 .04721 -,82913 .00961 -,12140 -.11259 -.4i282 -.00700 -,04705 13.80500 13.40700
200.040 -3.965 .04358 -.B3403 .0093B -.12182 -.12096 -.42171 -.01091 -.0510I 13.80200 13.41900
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 .ooeoo .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .OOOOO
IA142, 5RB5 SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL_I ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
fiREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I5,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP s .OOO0 IN. YB ALPHAB : 15.000 BETA8 = 13.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - IO0.OOO JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .GIG0 mACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 14361 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
.835 -3.780 .03910 -,83844 .00528 -,12591 -.05268 -.35341 -,00680 -.04700 |3.78800 13.38900
o-.822 96.041 .04609 -.83258 ,00443 o,12693 _.04197 -.34309 .00198 -,03817 13,79000 13,35800
-1.262 196.180 .04819 -.83027 ,00452 -.12681 -.044t5 -.34520 .00549 -.03465 " 13.79]00 13.35q00
GRADIENT .00000 .GO000 .OOOOO .OOOOO .00000 ,OOOO0 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 !A!42_ AEOC V4IA-KIA_ TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 881
IAI42o SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIEToLEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL41) ( 20 JUL 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2890.0000 SO.FT. xMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = . 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES. YMRP = -.0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB =" 13.000
BREF = _290o3000 INCHES ZMRP • .0000 IN. Z8 Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 14371 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPBAB BETAB
50.11I 196.090 .05824 -.B2046 .00703 -.12433 -.0629! -,35403 .00387 -.03628 13.80300 13.36700
50.585 9B,[56 .0593I -.8195B .00678 -._2461 "-.05859 -.36978 -.00073 -.04089 13.B0400 _3.38500
5!.855 -3.736 .04590 -,B2764 .00377 -._2682 -.08535 -.38473 -.OtB30 -.05622 13.79500 _3.43300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1438/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLM] CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.900 -3.993 .05293 -,81147 .00315 -.I2609 -.II399 -.41029 -.02259 -.062II I3.B0500 13.45600
98.645 95.083 ,06247 -.80804 .00741 -,12274 -.09428 -.39264 -.00672 -.04650 13.81500 13.41500
99.7[9 [96.210 .05235 -.8097B .008_6 -.12223 -.08306 -,39_97 -.00105 -.04092 13.81800 _3.39500
_JRAD[ENT .O000Q .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,O00QO .00000 _00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1439/ 0 RNIL = !.51 GRAD!ENT INTERVAL = -5o001 5.00
7 v CN CNT _lH CiHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETABL _ ---
202.470 196.160 .05199 -.81945 .00430 ,_,t2598 -,13826 -.43693 -.OI7BO -.057_2 i3.B0000 i3.47400
200.880 96.023 .04007 -.83212 -.00182 -.13222 -.14863 -.44756 -.02393 -.063B0 i3.77800 |3.49B00
200.460 -_.053 .04462 -.82707 .00795 -o12237 -.13795 -.43670 -,01394 -,05378 I3.80400 13.46900
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI4B, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT fiRB JET ON (LVTL421 " ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = II.000 BETAB = 19.000
8REF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1516/ 0 RNIL = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
_ -_ nnt .nfl494 -.86123 .01748 -.|1200 -.10609 -.40290 -.02283 -.0624I 10.09900 _9.43100
-i_82 t9810_6 i0_084 -:85514 :60708 -:{2238 -.07609 -.37287 -.0}950 -.05907 10.07700 19.39600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .000QO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI4E, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 882
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL42) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. X_RP = i258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA 15.000 BETA • 15.go0
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP '_ .O000 IN. YB ALPHAB = II.O00 BETAB 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP , .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO, 1517/ 0 RN/L = 1,53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA9"
_0.2_2 '_=,.,_"_ ._L_n_= _._4_._ .......nn_Rv - !2454 -.09385 -,390"?5 -.02437 -.06396 tO.O8000 t9.42e00
50.224 97.667 .02601 -.84062 .Oi50l " -.li456 -.I08_4 -.40525 -.02881 -.06842 I0.10600 19.44400
50.154 -2.079 .02370 -.84260 .01430 -.;t521 -.i0600 -.40289 -.0236_ -.06323 IO.lO200 I9.42700
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1518/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.942 -2.282 .03579 -.83006 ,00974 -.11970 -.12366 -.42040 -.02130 -.06086 10.09900 t9.43300
100.130 97.780 .03671 -.83015 .01036 -.|1923 -.12144 -.41852 -.0271l -.06672 t0.10100 19.44500
100.080 198.010 .03495 -.83159 .00189 -.12765 -.12204 -.41901 -.02954 -.06913 0.07900 19L45800
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .O00OO .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I519/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200.530 t9'7.730 .0453_ "-.82207 .00735 -.12233 -.14733 -.44461 -.01705 -.05569 IO.OgBO0 19.44600
201.380 97.739 .04320 -.82488 .00502 -.I2476 -.15557 -.45307 -.02029 -.05996 lO.09100 19.45600
[99.n10 -2.404 .04114 -.8258I .00487 -.i2474 -.I5476 -.45187 . -.01737 -.05699 10.09000 19.45100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00OO .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
_,N2, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL43) f 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XNRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.00O BETA = 15.000
LREF - 1290.30D0 INCHES YMRP = .O00O IN. YB ALPHA8 = II.O00 BETAB [7.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y = iO0.O00 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 15201 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLNT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_802 .B42 -.00797 -.8"7375 _00699 -_2245 -.04589 -.3426i -.00918 -.04875 _0.06500 t7.35900
-t.215 100.830 -.000_4 -.86676 .00874 -.12073 -.02936 -.32615 -.OOIB4 -.04122 !O.07300 17.32500
-.621 200.9t0 .003"13 -.86270 .00747 ' -.I2206 -.02595 -.32259 -.00013 -.03973 tO.07]O0 17.32300
GRADIENT .60000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .O00OO .O0000 .00000 .O000O .O000O .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 =_L_¢, ,¢D_ ,4,A _,A, ,,BU=,,ED S_CE DATA PAGE 883
IAI42,'SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL43) { BO JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1256.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = t5,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = ii.000 BETAB - I?.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = '.0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 152i/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
49.B10 200.660 .02196 -.B4465 .00717 -.22238 -,03443 -.33142 -.00313 -.04273 10,08300 17.33700
50.85I 100.700 .019|5 -.8457£ .00790 -._2141 -.03739 -.33361 -,00406 -.04360 I0.08300 I7.33900
" 51.395 _' ,0_!9Z -.85287 .00685 -.t2244 -,05040 -_Z4677 -,0!25_ -.05209 _0o07600 !7.37300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I522/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_O0.I5O .78! .02579 -.84055 .00_67 -,12485 -,07978 -.37669 -.01095 -.05854 I0.07900 17.40800
99. I06 I00,780 .03369 -.83299 . .00721 -,_2236 -.05641 -,35543 -°00853 -.048_3 I0.09000 |7.36200
99.997 200.8_0 ,03449 -.8Z283 .00653 -.1231_ -.0523_ -.3q955 -.00427 -.04390 I0.08900 _7.34900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1523/ 0 RN/L = i.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
202.£30 200_820 .03914 -.B2?q9 .00442 -.I2514 -°11995 -.41695 -.01554 -.05514 I0.08500 I7.42800
200,260 100.B60 .03727 -.B2935 .0019t -.I2765 -.I3013 -.42713 -,02255 -.06215 10.08000 17.45100
200,380 .696 .03410 -.83308 .0li54 -.I_8i0 -.llBI8 -.4_537 -.01400 -.05363 I0.I0100 I7.42200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL44) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = "I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB _ II.000 BETAB = 17.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 15241 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.458 201.010 .01,274 -.86354 .00652 -.12448 -. .345t9 -.0069_ -.04675 I .06600 19.35900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 °00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 97 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE e84
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL44) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = ]258_5000 IN. XB ALPHA - |5.000 BEtA 1.5.000
LREF : I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = II.O00 BETAB 17,000
BREF ,= 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN, ZB Y - I50.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I5251 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CtM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
.u,_Bu }7,385004U, tUI dUU._Uu .uc:31_ -,8_057 .vuo2o -,,_6_ -.388_g .0,Io_ ....... -.uJ_ _0.07800
5_r074 IO0._O _01630 --,BSl5l .00664 --.]2309 --,08652 --.38392 --.02554 --.06519 i0.07700 ]7.44]00
49.693 .694 ,01833 --.85166 .0]416 ".11589 --.09262 --.39075 --.02350 --.06325 10.09500 I7.43100
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 '00000
RUN NO, ]526/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = --5,00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT cY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_00.[70 . .792 .031£2 ".83751 .oIotB --.I]981 --.10489 _.40283 _.02185 --.06158 I0.09300 17.44100
I00.460 100.790 .02884 --.84267 .00253 --.12766 --.I061B --.4048] --.02833 --.06815 10.07200 19.45800
99.240 200.790 .03B02 -.B3303 .00227 -.12795 -.OBB84 -.38733 -.0]B17 -.05597 I0.07700 17.41800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ..00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]527/ 0 RNIL : !.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5_00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
201.520 200.700 .0291I -.84S56 -,00200 -.13240 -.15171 -.45076 -.02983 -.06970 10.06000 17.50000
200.280 100.580 .03909 -.82383 .00898 -.12003 -.1251.2 -.42087 -.01803 -.05747 I0.10200 ]7.44300
200_590 .716 .03469 -.83503 .00543 -.I2458 -.I3545 -.43350 -.01682 -.05656 I0.08400 I7.44700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
:,,_ ON ( 77iAi42. SRBS SEPARATING FROH O/ET.LEFT c_ jET (LVTL_Si 20 JUL }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP a 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15,000 BETA I5.000
LREF !290.3000 !NCNES YHRP .OOO0 IN. Y8 ALPHAB - ]|.000 BETAB 15.000
6REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JEt PC - I225.000
RUN NO, !5BB/ 0 RNIL - 1.53 GRAO!ENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
_.2_2 _uu._u .00£72 --.o4ocB .u_o_ _, _,-, .... 3,_ -.31_q4 -,_ -,04 '_=_,_ tO,_80_ _.3_0
49,797 100.220 .Oi09I -.84835 .00642 -.12204 -.02823 -.32275 -.00237 -.04155 10.08200 15.33900
50.484 .227 .01190 -.B4797 .0075_ -.I2i03 -.02974 -.32447 -.00217 -.04147 10.08500 15.34300
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 885
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET.LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL45) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRP "= 1258.5000 IN. X9 ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF =" 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP , .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = II.000 BETAB • I5.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH k.500
RUN NO. 1529/ 0 RN/L = 1.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLN CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
l'02.500 .273 .02300 -.84873 .00870 -.|216I -.04207 -.34080 -.00614 -.04596 10.08300 15.35700
99.!85 !00o260 ,02790 -.85668 .00703 -.I2520 -.04446 -.34753 -,00308 -.04_47 10.05900 15.36400
100.060 200,510 .0251t o.84440 .00542 -,12457 -.04555 -.34352 -.00198 -.04171 10.07800 i5.35500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .O000u .00000
RUN NO. 1530/ 0 RN/L = to53 GRADIENT INTERVAL= -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I99.750 200.230 .03367 -.83278 .00932 -.I2022 -,08497 -.38191 -.00307 -,04266 10.09500 15.38700
200.470 100.I40 ' .03219 -.83588 .00876 -.12102 -.08483 -.38232 -.00442 -,04408 t0.09200 15.39200
200.420 .273 .02650 -.85490 .00900 -,!2275 -.0838g -.38588 -.0073t -.04q56 I0.0"7600 15.40400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO ,00000 ,00000
IA!42. £RBS SEPARATING FROM OzET_LEFT SRR ,JET ON (LVTL46) ( 20 JU L 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690,0000 £D.FT, XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15,000 BETA = IS,0DO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = II,000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 15351 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = °5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
50.330 200.260 .01883 -.85235 .00470 -.12554 -.02675 -.32532 -.00050 °.04031 10,07500 15.36000
49.5!2 IO0.2!O .0!936 - 85!86 .00680 -.!2344 -.02853 -.32711 -.00077 -.04058 10.08100 15.36100
50.903 .062 ,01620 -.85428 .00805 -.12209 -.03020 ' -.32854 -.00135 -.04113 I0.08300 15.35800
GRADIENT .00000 ' ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !536/ 0 RN/L = !.5! GR_D!ENT INTERVAL = -5.An/ _.00
7 y CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
LVt,VLV -_ ........
99.316 IOO.2qO .03386 -183558 L00653 -.i2345 -.04330 -.34128 -.00243 -.042i6 10.09000 15.37400
99.S38 200.220 .03365 -,83613 ,00498 -.12505 -,04536 -.34345 -,00123 -,04098 10,08700 15.36700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142_ AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 886
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL461 { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.O000 SO'FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - ]5.000 BETA = I5.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - II.000 BETAB - IS.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1537/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -S.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
200.020 200.260 .04122 -.82800 ,00795 -.i2200 -.0877_ -.38564 -,00291 -.04263 t0.09900 !5.40500
200.490 I00.180 ,039_2 -.83022 ,00702 -.t2302 -.OBB?l -,38683 -.00677 -,04652 10,09600 15.41900
200.310 ,090 .0358! -_83303 ,00712 -,12277 -.09296 -.39073 -.00927 -.04898 t0.09400 t5.42900
GRADIENT .00000 ,O0000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O00OO
IAI42. SRB5 SEPARATING FROM OlET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL471 { 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .ODO0 IN. YB ALPHAB= 11.000 BETAS = I5.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.OOQ JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. |538t 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
50.i75 200,210 .02733 -.84209 .00608 -.12390 -.03447 -.33244 -,00106 -.04080 10,08600 15.38000
50.680 100.190 .02233 -.B4606 .00692 -.122cJI -,03846 ~.3360B -.0036! -.04330 10,08500 15.39600
5!,549 .333 .01345 -,85499 .00632 -.12351 -.OBlll -.35875 . -.01599 -.05568 10.07900 _5.44500
GRADfENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. 15391 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
I00.260 .]61 .023|I -.84658 .00512 -.12490 -.08797 -.38604 -.024]3 -.06388 10.08200 15.48500
98.42) iO0,2SO .un_Qu_'_ - oTuTo ..nn_Aa........ - IPX_h -.05771 ~.35580 -,00644 -.04619 ]0,09200 I5.41600
100.080 200.080 .03627 -183_50 .00605 -,12383 -.05496 -.3527I -.00it3 -.04084 IO.O£tO0 (5.39900
GRAOIEN_ .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. ISNOI 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
202.220 ' 200._80 .03550 -.83385 .OOq35 -.12562 _.!08_9 -.405_4 -,0!4q3 -.05_46 ]_,08q00 I5.4q]00
200.4!0 I00,]00 .03162 -.83713 .00096 -.I2892 -,]1999 -,41774 -.02352 -.06322 I0.07700 15.50800
200.510 -.052 ,03399 -,83436 .01029 -.11953 -,1064I -,4040I -.01385 -.05353 IO.tOlO0 !5.46900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 -00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IA142, AEDC V4IA_K|A. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PA_E 887
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL48) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - 15.000 8ETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - II.000 BETAB - 13.000
BREF = 129D.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,= .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1541/ 0 RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
49.415 196. I20 .01446 -.85141 .00383 -.12563 -.02264 -.31941 -.00059 -.04017 I0.07600 13.33600
49.741 96.282 .0|590 -.85082 .00564 -.12394 -.02476 -.32182 -.00040 -.04001 I0.08000 13.33900
51,039 -3.815 .01513 -.B5145 .00675 -.12281 -.02719 -.32420 .80018 -.03943 10.08300 13.33900
GRADIENT .uvuuO ._vO .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15421 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRAQIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
[01.550 -3.988 .02583 -.84091 .00857 -.12101 -.04020 -.33727 -.00199 -.04161 10.09400 13.35000
99.320 95.997 .02705 -.83919 .00640 -.t231) -.03909 -.33599 -.00127 -.04086 IO.OBBO0 13.35200
99.978 _96.060 .02769 -183883 .00450 -.12505 -.04151 -.33850 .00035 -.03925 I0.08400 13.34800
GRADIENT ,O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000o .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO..i543! O RN/L : 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAS
200.040 I99.230 .03386 -,93541 ,00_37 -,1205g -,07428 -.37220 -.00099 -.04072 !0,09900 !_,37500
200.580 95.933 .03225 -.83661 .00887 -.I2102 -.07299 -,37078 -.00323 -.04294 10.09700 13.38300
200.120 -3.978 .03016 -.83922 .00912 -.12085 -.07257 -.37053 - -.00531 -.04505 I0.09500 13.39000
GRADIENT .OO000 .00000 .0000O .00000 .00000 .000O0 . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET.LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTL49) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA : 15.000 BETA i5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPNAB = II.O00 BETAS : 13.000
BREF = I290.S000 (NCHES ZHRP : .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .0i00 MACN = 4.500
RUN NO. i544/ 0 RN/L = I.Sl GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLM LTLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
50. i32 I96.I00 .02076 -.84828 .00398 -.12594 -.02910 -.32694 .00176 -.03796 10.07600 13.31300
.................. n_:_: - _>zun - n_?_7 - RPSnA .00(57 -.0382i I0.08200 13.31100
49.924 -4.080 ,UI /b5 -._3dU{ ,uuo_ -,:_:JJ ..................................._
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO 00000 .OOO00 .O000O
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 888
IAI42,,SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL49) ( 20 JUL 9? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
..... ,_=m ALPHA _ 15.000 : 15.000
_Kmr -: 2690.0000 SO.FT. XM,'_P : ..... 5000 _N. X8 BETA
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHA9 - ]I.O00 BETAB : I3.000
8REF 290.3000 INCHES ZNRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1545/ 0 RN/L = I.Si C_AOIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I0!.000 -4.0!5 .02q49 - 8w20! _00_44 -.t2055 -.05084 -.34894 -.0057_ -.04545 I0.09400 _3.35200
99.553 96.098 .03035 -.83820 .00780 -.12205 -.04492 -.34259 -.00094 -.04064 ]0.09200 13,33000
99.855 1_6.0'70 .03000 -.83926 .OO59E -.t2405 -.0472E -.3_513 .00118 --.03855 10.08600 I3.32800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. [546/ 0 RNIL = 1.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
200,010 !96.!00 .03416 -.83552 .00929 -.I2073 -.07721 -.37527 -.00360 -.04335 10.09800 ]3.36000
200.480 96.331 .03210 -.83818 .00834 -.12177 -.07918 -.37744 -.00701 -.04578 I0.09400 13.37300
200.090 -3.936 .02882 -.83994 .00823 -.12165 -.08443 -.38218 -.00976 -.04946 10.09200 ]3.37900
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 • .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 100000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SR8 JET ON (LVTLSO) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 iN. YB ALPHAB = ii.000 BETAB i3.000
8REF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZJ'IRP .OOOO IN. ZB Y lOO.O00 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE : .OIO0 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I550/ 0 RN/L - i,Si GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -B.DO/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
-.654 -4.092 ,00409 -.86642 ,01282 -.il732 -.06548 -.36382 -.0t744 -.05"123 lO.OB'lO0 t3.4010O
.206 96.096 .0ti06 -.86302 .00767 -.12300 -,02838 -.32792 .O0089 -.03905 10.07500 i3.33100
-_.256 196.GlO .01409 -.U521_ .0052! -.i2587 -.02389 -.32436 .00300 -.03706 i0.06900 i3.32i00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1547/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x CN CNT CLN CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA6
50_550 !96,220 .02822 -.84116 .00597 -.12400 -.0352! -.33317 .OO1B2 -.0379] I0.08500 t3.33400
50,476 96,053 .02461 -.84473 .0064£ -,12348 -.03982 -.33776 -.00178 -.04151 !0.08500 13.34700
51.542 -3.892 .01512 -.85502 .00606 -.t2403 -.06145 -.35967 -.0!555 -.05532 10.07800 13.39200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .'00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 iAi42, AEDC V4iA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 889
IA142_ SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET_LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL50) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA • PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA • 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES' YMRP - _0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - II.000 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1548/ 0 RN/L = 'l.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
I00.040 -3.928 .02205 -.84790 .00479 -.12527 --.08519 -.38334 -.02215 -.06190 I0.07900 13.42400
99.109 96.014 .03290 -.83650 .00528 -.12370 -.05543 -.35340 -.00574 -.04547 t0.09000 13.36200
99.584 ,96.,2v .03421 -.83551 .00883 -.12321 -.vJ,_2 -.34923 -.00086 -.u_uo: i0.09200 i3.34900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, I549/ 0 RN/L = 1,5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
202.520 f96.080 .03139 -.83727 .00417 -.12570 -.09507 -.39279 -.01456 -.05427 10.08500 13.41100
200.320 96. I16 .02696 -.84096 .00143 -.12832 -.I0838 -.40585 -.02114 -.06080 10.07600 13.43500
200.540 -3.886 .02890 -.B3gSB .00928 -.I2055 . -.10399 -.40161 -,0i208 -.05177 10,09700 13.41600
• GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET.LEFT SR8 JET ON' (LVTL51) ( 20 JUL ?? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETR!C DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SQ.FT• XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - I5,000 BETA = _5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH N.500
RUN NO. 16611 0 RN/L - 1.51 6RADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00.
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETA8
100.020 -2.542 .02934 -.84467 .02005 -.11061 -.09585 -.39539 -.01564 -.05558 6.11900 t9.40800
101.260 97.567 ,03253 -.84609 .01969 -.11166 -,08332 . -,38441 -.OIBOB -.05822 6.11470 19.40900
99._41 197.650 ................. -.' ...................... -.uc_ -.06572
-._cc_ 6.08660 i9.42500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1662/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNr ALPHAB BETAB
149.820 -2.257 ,04153 -,B3725 .01755 -.11382 -.09890 -.40004 -.01586 -,0560t 6, tl540 19.41600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
DE;_ 25 JUL 77 iA_q2, ,'_EBC ,,L,;;-C_A, _t_ULA_ED SOURCE _ATA" !:'/,GE 8!_0
iA142_ SRBS ...._EPARA. _ FROM O/ET.LEFT SR_ JET g;_' (LVTLSI! ( 20 JUL "_7_,
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 5,G,FT. XNRP i258.5000 iN. X8 _LPHA !5,000 BETA t5,000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YHRP ._ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 7.000 BETAS ;9.000
8REF = 1290,3000 INCHES .ZRRP = .O00O IN. Z8 Y 200.000 JET PC = !225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. iBB3/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRABIENI INTERVAL = -5o001 5.00
Z X CN . CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT , CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETA8
...... _,=7 _01468 - 1!668 !0987200.550 -2.389 .u_,_ _.8; .... -: -.4!098 -.0;568 -.05583 6.;;290 ;9,42600
200,200 97.595 ,05173 -.82789 .01407 -._1743 -.I0439 -'.40584 -.01708 -.05727 5.|i320 ;9.42500
199,230 197,770 .05597 -.82229 .0t37_ -._|;58 -.09,5_62 -.40052 -.01540 _.05553 5.1t610 [9.4_Z00
C-RADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,O00QO o00000 .00000
IA142, SRB5 SEPARATING FROM O/EY,LEF_ SRB JET ON (LVTL52} ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = c_90.0000 50.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .O00O IN. Y8 ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB 17.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP _ .0000 IN. ZB ¥ = IOO.OOO JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OtO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, 1664/ 0 RNIL - 1.51 GRADIENI INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
!00.040 .266 .01977 -.85703 .01201 -.11907 -.05585 -.35633 -.01328 -.05335 6.09110 17.38800
98,430 I00,646 ,02548 -.8517I ,01032 -.12081 -.03330 :.3379i -.00732 -.04740 6.09020 '" "_I s. ,_ suu
100.120 200.640 .03243 -.84369 .00974 -.12122 -.02635 -.32656 -.0026l -.04264 6.09240 17.34200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO, 1665/ 0 RN/L = I.Sl GRAOIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X, CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
150.910 200.630 .03959 -.83?22 ,01042 -.I2066 -.04155 -.34203 -.00695 -.04702 6.098?0 17.36200
!50.320 !00.540 .N_625 -.80935 ,00916 -.12174 -.05123 -.35130 -.0115I -.05152 " 6.09530 17.38300
|5;.020 ,755 .03305 -.85210 .01528 -.1|704 -,07016 -.515't_ -.0i303 -.05346 5,09860 i?,39600
_R_ _N, ,00000 nnnnn ,nnnoo .00000 ,00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO, 16661 0 RNIL - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
200._90 .645 .w_"_ -._,_u_°8 •........n;_4_ - _t759 -,07982 -.38250 -.01253 -,05288 6.!03_0 17.40800
199,780 t00.520 .04275 -,83701 ,00765 -.12387 -,07244 -.37392 -.01363 -.05382 6,09170 l?.40400
199.540 200.840 .04569 -.83348 ,OOBSO -.12253 ".06449 -,35577 -.01152 -.05i79 6.09640 17,38800
GRADIENT .O00OO ,OOO00 ,00000 .00000 .00008 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUt. 77 iA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 89!
[A_42, 'SRBS SEPARAT{NG FROM O/ET,LEFT 5RB JET ON (LVTL53) ( 20 JUL 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF = 12BO.3OO0 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB - 7.000 BETAB I7.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y - 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. |BB?/ G RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
100.820 .445 .0i606 -.85422 .01822 -.IIIBB -.08248 -.38075 -.01147 . -.05124 B.10B80 17.39000
I00._20 I00.280 .01886 -,85284 .01885 -.II|47 -.07270 -.37148 -,01476 -.05450 5.|II70 17.39400
._0_8 - _&aO _ -.0!566 -.05542 i7 38400i00.590 200.850 .02425 -.84574 .00508 .12498 - n_ _ ..... 6.08250 _ _
GRADIENT °00000 .00000 • .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ',6_I=°_n RN!L : ! ......_i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00t 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT AUPHAB 8ETAB
I50.430 200.650 .03326 -.83738 .00365 -.12650 -.00458 -.3_2_ -.02123 -.06102 6.08_20 17.41700
i50.900 100.430 .02782 -.84289 .01572 -.I1445 -.07802 -.37545 -.01449 -.05429 6. I1080 17.39500
_50.350 .47_ .02469 -,84780 00_504 -,[_480 -,08689 -,3859_ -.01382 -,05389 B.10690 17.39900
n n_r ir 00000
_RA_,_N, . .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. |6691 0 RN/L : I._l GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CN_ CLM CLHT CY CYT .... CYNT _,_o ocT^_
200.370 .550 ._3,6_ - ....8_ - I!796 ,.09576 -.39513 -.0!556 -.05548 6.10240 17.40800
200.340 [00.520 .03611 -.83815 .01149 -.I1922 -.09010 -.38972 -.01548 -.05543 6.10180 17.40500
199.240 200.740 .03408 -.B395I .00212 -.]2848 -._0758 -.40707 -.02599 -.0659! 6.078G0 17.44700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
lA_42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET.LEFT 5RB JET ON (LvTL54) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 50.FT. XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. xB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = !225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 16941 0 RNIL = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT " CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
98.9ti I00.050 .00!!9 -.S/¢59 ,uu_b_ -._c_=_ -.u=_,= -,=,_,_ ........
9g.662 200.130 .00215 -.B7!BI .00726 -.12339 -,031BB -.33141 -.001Be 04i82 6:07050 15:35800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 lAI42, AEDC V½!A-KIA, TABULATEO SOURCE DATA PAGE B92
IA|42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON {LVTL54) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE: DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XF'IRP i258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA i5,000 8ETA = i5,000
-,_ _ = 000 8ETAO = i5,000LREF 1280.S000 £NCKE8 'fHR_ ,0000 IN, '78 _,o_,_ 7.
8REF !290.Z000 "zNCI_L_-'_c Z{'tRP ,0000 IN. Z_ V. ,_ ,000 JET PC " 12_5.A00_
SCALE :' .0100 [IACH 4.500
rai:_LJNNO. _.8951 0 RN/L = _.G; GRAD[EHT _NTERVAL ,..... _,,OOl 5.00
Z X _,_ _,,_I....... rt M CLOT RY I_YT CYN CYNF A[ PHAR RFCAR
•. , Lt _Go_,
- q_ -- i;N731 n_St -,I;_tSZ;@ 0%57! ......
?50.550 .I95 .00769 --.86752 .00869 -'.;_2_5 -.0q538 -.3N53_ -.00650 --.04650 5.OW?IO 15.38800
wRAtzz_N_ .00000 .00000 .00000 OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00";00 00000 .00000 *>_.,_Lh_
RUN NO. [_£6/ 0 RN/L = _.5[ GRAO_ENT !NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
201.950 -.08! .01180 . -.86226 .00855 -.i22i2 -.05605 -.35560 -.00933 -.0492_ .6.07910 15.40200
199.880 I00.080 .01456 -.86082 .00858 -.12229 -.04966 -.3496_ -.00880 -.04881 6.08060 I5:40100
t£9,810 I99.960 °01729 -.85882 .00923 -,12175 -.04624 -.34649 -.00842 -.048h5 8.08220 i5.39100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL55) ( 20 JUL _? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
.mr_ ocmn nnnn Cn CT YM#_ . I_ _nnn IN XR ALPHA = ]5.000 BETA 15,000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRR .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- _.000 BETA@ 15.000
BREF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. Z@ Y = 50.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. |6971 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMI CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA@ _ETAB
99.370 .032 =.0053_ -.BqBOg .00922 -._2138 -.039t5 -.33856 -.00417 -.04410 6.07050 ]5.35100
....... nn ,_n nnt_ - m#_o nnqx3 - t_l_ - AXX_# -._$48 -.00298 -.04295 6.07480 15.34800
9£.195 200.180 .00218 -.87251 .00751 -.12326 -.03192 -.33168 -.002q6 -.04243 6.07060 15.33800
............. _ mm_m m_n_ nm_n _nn_ nnnnn nnnnA AAAA_ AAAAA AAAAA
_AU|_I .UUUUU .UUUUU .uuuuu ,uu_u .uu_ ._v_ ._ ......................
RUN NO. 1698¢ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT C'LM CLHT CY CYT cYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
)52.100 i99.£00 .0_380 _.8619_ .00855 -.i2227 -
150 570 99.977 .01195 -.86454 .00939 -.12164 -.0415| -.34189 -..00503 _-.04508 6.07950 15.35900
150.550 .OI_ .00637 -.86797 .0087B -.12193 -.04782 -.34746 -.00769 -.04764 6.07550 15.37200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE E"5 _U= 77 IAI42= AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 093
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTLS_I ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA -
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .= 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = |290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .O00O IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOOO IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 1699/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00I 5.00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
201.340 .|00 .01250 -.B642I .00799 -.12307 -.06214 -,3_59 -.00804 -.04BiO 6.07700 15.38200
199.710 100.050 .01552 -.8595I .00733 -.12364 -.05801 -.35823 -.00783 -.04786 6.07810 15.37800
]99,890 200.050 .01855 -,85524 .00798 -.12280 -.05515 -.354_ -.00746 -.04743 6.08090 15.37400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00_00 .00000
IA142_ SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET_LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL5B) 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = IS5B.5000 IN. ×B ALPHA = 15,000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = t290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 7.000 BETAB = ]5.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 17001 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAS
I00.500 -._60 --.00423 -.BB70B ,01133 -.12065 -.OB5B5 -.36837 -.01234 -,05267 B.OB800 15.q0500
99.03B ]00.130 ,00097 -.88570 .00792 -.12462 -.04472 -.34853 -,00604 -.04653 6.05900 15.37300
99.447 200.030 .0052l -.87343 .OOBlO -.12325 -.03390 -,33500 -.0029B -.04313 6.06960 I5.35600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 170]/ 0 RN/L = i.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5".001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
|50.770 200.rio ,01412 -.BGOB] .00754 -.1232B -.05099 -.35084 -.0059B -.04596 6.07800 I5.37800
150,720 I00.020 .0]080 -,86358 .00690 -,I2382 -.06121 -.36088 -.01024 -.05020 6.07520 I5.3B000
!50.4!0 -.076 .00737 -.B6626 .0t262 -.1]799 -.07222 -.37163 -.01175 -.051BB 6.08720 t5.40300
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. |702/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001- 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAS BETAB
_nn _n -.All .01473 -.8G055 .01184 -.I|902 -,082|7 -.38213 -.0[059 -.05059 6.08870 ]5.40800
199.720 199.980 i0{9_9 -.8557_ .00591 -.|2493 -.07479 -.37473 -.OOB5t -.04850 6.07740 15.39700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42o AEDC VAIA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 894
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROH O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL57) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = i258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF ,= I290.3000 [NCHES YM_P .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETA8 ]3.000
8REF |290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = ]225.000
SCALE = .OfO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1685/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5,001 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99,293 -3.900 -.00192 - 87677 .00835 -.12244 -.02992 -.32974 -.0019! -.04189 6.06970 ]3.33500
99,288 35,$G8 .00[07 -.87352 .00736 -.!2339 -.0268i -.32654 -.0009£ -.0N0£5 G.OGgNO 3.aa,uu
99.662 196.160 .00223 -,87199 .00672 -.12398 -.02397 -.32356 -.00197 -.04i92 6.06840 13.33100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .GOGGO .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. I686/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT iNTERVAL # -5-00/ 5.00
Z X ON CNT CLH CLMT C_ CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
15i,930 I95.020 .01120 -.86359 .00757 -.1232I -.03222 -.33202 -.00393 -.04390 6.07560 13.34200
]50.q20 95.948 .01054 -.86464 .00833 -.12251 -.03491 -.33484 -.00386 -.04385 6.07q10 13.34400
150.330 -3.789 .00889 -.86665 :OOB4l -.1224B -.04055 -.3406! -.00488 -.04489 6.07640 13.35300
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 ,OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]687/ 0 RN/L = 1.5| GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X CN CNI ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA8 BETAB
202.290 -4,369 .013]3 -.B619B .00860 -.12223 -.05534 -.35526 -,00647 -.04646 6.08000 13.36600
200.220 95.907 .01472 -.6E024 .00810 -.t227I -.04795 -.3476I -.00607 -.04606 6.07940 13.35G00
(99.6t0 t{_5.9_8 .01625 -.858t7 .008a2 -.12271 -.04198 -.3_155 -.00600 -.04598 6.08070 I3.35300
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL58) ( 20 JUL q7 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2680.0000 SO,FT. XMRP - _258.5000 IN. X@ ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y@ ALPHAB - 7,000 BETA8 13.000
8REr = I290._000 INCHES ZNRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = I225,000
SCALE = .0|00 ...... = ,. =nn
RUN NO. ISBB/ 0 RNIL = 1.5; GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X CN CNT ELM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
99.]75 -3,988 -.00172 -.87639 .0082I -.12255 -.03q37 '-.337]3 -.00S42 -.04339 6.06990 13.33200
Sg.390 = _o .00678g .... -.86903 ,00_)5 -.12278 .03261 ",,3_276 -.00]75 -.04]77 6.07410 I3_32200
]00.080 195,900 .00488 -.87088 .00699 -.12394 -.02999 -,330i3 -.00]52 -.04154 6.07030 13,32000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE 25 OUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 895
!A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET,LEFT SRB JET ON [LVTL58; ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRICDATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP. = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP .= .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = 7.000 DETAB = 13,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = ;0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0[00 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1689/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
151.180 |95.860 ,01466 -.86003 .00956 -.12220 -.04023 -.34000 -.00359 -.04356 6.08050 13.33400
151.080 95.854 .01283 -.86145 .00902 -.12169 -.04084 -.34046 -.00343 -.04338 6.08070 13.33100
[50.580 -4.053 .00839 -.86532 .00838 -.I2224 -.04677 -.3N621 -.00596 -.04589 6.07760 13.34100
GRAOtENT .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1690/ 0 RN/L = .I.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLH CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB 8ETAB
201.270 -4.089 .OI21_ -.96254 .00846 -.12230 -.05893 -._5869 -.00649 -.04645 6.07930 i3,35400
199.820 95.868 .0}532 -.85963 .00804 -.12277 -.05632 -.35618 -.00502 -.0450I 6.07990 [3.35100
199.6|0 [96.250- .01928 -.85554 .00774 -.12304 -.05618 -.35599 -.00332 -.04330 6.08130 I3.34900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000
...... 20 ....|A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,LEFT SR8 JET ON ,iv L59, ( =" )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC GATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA = I5.000
LREF = 1290 3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETA8 i3.000
•BREF |290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. I691/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN ..... _,,_N, _LrH_o 8ETAB
99.943 -3,540 -.00107 -.87645 .0071! -.12376 -.05952 -.35952 -,01053 -.05053 6.06700 13.38000
99.649 95.640 .00339 -.87146 .00?91 -.12288 -.04365 -,34347 -.OOZBI -.04379 6,07260 13.34700
99.184 I96.090 ,00854 -.86658 .00681 -.12402 -.03649 -.33640 -.00050 -.04048 6,07240 13.33600
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1692/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5_00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLHT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHA9 BETAB
151.100 _=J,=_u'__ ,_,_'=_"_,, -,_o_n_ .............0 n_ -.t_ - n_nso -.35070 -.00324 -.04326 6.046|0 13,35300
150.640 95.772 .01006 -.86558 .0065i -.12439 -.05841 -.35850 -.00899 -,04900 6.07230 13-37200
,mn _n -_ _u_ nnT_4 -.AGTI_ ,O127Z -.llBO0 -.06928 -.36897 -.00919 -.049_4 6,08740 I3.30100
DATE 25 JUL 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-K|A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 896
IA|42,'SRBS SEPARATING FROH O/ET,LEFT SRB JET ON (LVTL59) ( 20 JUL 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA ]5.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB 13.000
BREF = I290.3000 iNCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = lO0.OOO JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 16931 0 RN/L = 1.5[ GRADIENT iNTERVAL t -5.00/ 5.00
Z X CN CNT CLM CLMT CY CYT CYN CYNT ALPHAB BETAB
ROO.4iO -r{.129 ._._L_'"°= -._4_=° _ .......nlnQ_ - 1195] -.076i4 -._/3c4-.... -.00935 - .09929 6.08830 13.38B00
200.530 £.5.956 .OI380 -.B6005 .00590 -.12471 -.0'7271 -.37212 -.OII3B -.05130 6.07510 13.38800
199.900 195.020 .01620 -.85675 .00606 -._2945 -.05779 -.30091 -..O_7_n_7 --.04773 =_.07550 13.37700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS SEPARAI|NG FROM OIET,ROT SRB JET ON (LV[ROII ( 28 JAN 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA tO.O00
LREF = ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP .OOOO IN. Y8 ALPHAB = .000 8ETAB t4.000
BREP - 4290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2040/ 0 RN/L = 4.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X r CN CL_ CY CYN AL'RHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.BB2 -2.355 240.96000 -.03B05 .00397 -.OBI55 -.OLD69 -.96955 14.38800 -.03052 40.03400
-.056 97.434 210.69000 -.04123 .00336 -.OBii4 -.0|568 -.9681| ,.. _a_ nngo_ In noonn
1.800 197.510 210.90000 -.09193 .00215 -.07988 -.0154| -.97118 14.38900 .05973 40.04900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000' .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2041/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
lO0.SIO 497.490 209.30000 -.03323 .00903 -.05847 -.01020 -.95200 I4.34t00 .03409 10.00900
99.472 97.350 210.13000 -.03535 .00577 -.063_B -.00927 -.95996 14.35700 -,02751 10.00600
|00.730 -2.529 209.88000 -.03258 .00658 -.0640i -.0i049 -.95028 19. _........... _ _,7_
GRADIENT .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20421 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
_ _ __ _o_ _,O.B1non - 0_0 _01036 -.07384 -.00758 -.94357 }4.35900 .02699 I0.02200
200.050 97.384 209.67000 -.0255B .00862 -.06592 -.00705 -.94639 14.34600 .01205 10.07800
200.IBO 197.460 209.50000 -.027_4 .00817 -.05782 -.00682 -.936B0 19.33900 .03067 10.02200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 897
IAI4B, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON {LVTR02) ( 28 JAN 77 i
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = B690.0000 SQ.FT. xr_P = |258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .GO0 BETA = tO.OOO
LREF • 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .GO00 IN. YB ALPHAB • .OOO 8ETAB = 12.000
BREF • 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOO0 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE • .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 204310 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.BB3 .506 110.28000 -.03149 .00055 -.04778 -.00893 -.95471 12.35600 .02189 10.00400
.066 100.300 ll0.25000 -.02865 -.OOO4B -.05102 -.01089 ".95792 12.35900 .00493 10.04100
.863 200.300 I08.74000 -.02739 -.OO24B -,02777 -.00324 =,95208 12.3_iOv .02443 9.99340
GRADIENT .0000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 20441 0 RNIL _ 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLI: CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
IOI.380 200.360 109.46000 -.OiSB9 .00405 -.02565 -.00036 -.97842 12.32700 .00893 I0.02900
100.820 I00.510 109.67000 -.02143 .00300 -.03622 -.0028I -.96634 12.33500 .02472 I0.0i500
i00.050 .275 i09.72000 -.02684 .00385 =.04227 -.00190 -,96920 !2,33600 -.O0[BO 9.95450
GRADIENT .OOO00 ,00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20451 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X y _,_" CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA 8ETA
l .... 9_ -.02547 -.05329 -.00684 -.937BI I2.35500 -.02BBB I0.02500199.230 .250 _n _ nnn .00916
199.750 100.330 109.62000 -.OIBB? .00497 -.04071 -.00624 -.94445 12.33800 -.00912 10.03200
199.990 200.210 109.50000 -.01727 .00548 -.03984 -.00283 -.94204 I2.33000 -.00177 9,96300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA!42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET,ROT SRB JET ON (LVTR03) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB 12.000
BREF = 1290.sUUO INCHES ZHRP " .O00O IN. ZB v, . t_n._._nnn _.,Ict ,_mr = ..-_._1_ nnn
SCALE = .0t00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. BO4B/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
5.961 200.490 IBO.29000 -.03557 -.00052 -.04415 -.00896 -.9B045 1B.35600
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 898
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR03) { 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - ,000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP " .0000 IN. ZB Y - 150.000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 2047/ 0 NN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
_9.998 200.040 159.57000 -.020_9 .00275 -.03269 =.00557 -.95144 12.33500 -.00850 !O.OSO00
I01.910 100.270 160.08000 -.03522 .00453 -.04845 -.00543 -.95650 12.34800 .05829 9.93270
99.540 .290 ISO.20000 -.03188 .00548 -.0462! -,00657 -,95235 12,35200 -,01452 9.99280
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 20481 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
20t.220 .317 160.37000 -.02845 .01029 -.06339 -.00545 -.93814 12.35800 _05115 10.02700
201.160 I00.190 160.11000 -.02970 .00787 -.05242 -.00443 -.94514 12.34900 .03292 10.07300
198.020 200.290 150.30000 -.01507 .0034B -.04BB3 -.01020 -.94711 12.35000 -.0756B 10.07400
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR04) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP = 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA = .000 BETA - IO.OOO
,_r_ _nn =ann f_,eucc vMpp nnnn IN YR ALPHAB - .000 BETAB = I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20491 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.586 -.077 31.33700 -.03233 -.00146 -.03377 -.00527 -.9710I 10.36900 -.03218 I0.02800
.541 99.916 31.08500 -.02625 -.00017 -.0312! -.00616 -.96366 10.36600 .03788 I0.00600
, _ ,nn o=_ _o a_nnn - n_t_ nhA_ - NPflR_ ._NIS5 -.9594B 10.31300 .06325 |0.00B00
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .000QO ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO.. 20501 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
101.920 199.B00 29.06500 -.01968 .O041B -.02037 .00122 -.94975 I0.31600 .08347 9.94610
..... ,_ 7 onn .03952 9.99£60t0_.890 99.747 29.50600 -.01953 .00384 -.uc,O_ -,_v_ -.95048 .... 2_
99.989 -.141 29.93300 -.OiB?9 .00367 -.03820 -.00122 -.95037 10.34000 .00238 9.96190
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IA142. ""_ ' _^ _ A .. ^ n e ,, _ DATA
_¢_ _4,.-_1., _BU_T_ _O_RC_ PAGE 89g
IAI4B. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRO4; ( B8 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA = 10,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= .000 BETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290.]000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2051/ 0 RN/L = l.SI GRAD[{NT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
188.220 -.207 B9.6i_00 -.02250 .00609 -.03425 ,0006_ -.95175 I0.33100 -.07005 10.00300
199.000 99.668 29.71500 -.02925 .00501 -.03149 -.00492 -.B3853 10.33800 -.O2B5I 10.03900
198.190 199.890 2B.12700 -.02307 .00498 -.02692 -.00098 -.BOO06 10.31400 -.02244 9.985]0
GRADIENT °00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR05) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = I0.000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = ,000 BETAS = J0,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y " 50,000 JET PC = t225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2052/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT [NTERVAL- -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.387 -,028 61.I1900 -.03296 -.00086 -.03677 -,00632 -.97209 10.37000 .00501 9.99900
-.140 99.827 61.55100 -.02821 .00063 -.04095 -.00998 -.96583 10.38400 .01270 I0.01400
-.205 199.9_0 60.45600 -.02504 -.00056 -.02353 -.00167 -,96259 J0.34600 -.01562 I0.04200
BRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2053/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99,324 199.830 60,30800 -.01891 .00472 -.0J889 .00009 -.94524 10.34000 -.02S23 10.00400
100.750 100.040 60.63900 -.02181 .00386 -.02840 -.00117 _.95064 10.35100 .02248 IO.OlO00
102.080 -.213 60.78100 -.02866 .00206 -.038q3 -.00119 ".95957 10.35500 .06034 9.99510
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2054/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.470 -.135 61.UBBOO -.02844 .00476 -.04083 -.00353 -.95273 .......u =o_uu -.05484 '_ _= ....iw.v_uu
199.070 99._65 50.85100 -.02781 .00566 .,-.0_481 -.00449 -.95089 IO.S6IO0 -.03504 lO.OBqO0
GRADIENT ,UUUUU .uuuuu .uuuuu .wwuuu .uuuuu .wwuuu .vvuvv ._vv_ ......
DATE OI AUG 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 900
IA14Bo SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON {LVTR06) ( 28 JAN 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA - 10,000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - .000 BETAB - 10.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2055/ 0 RN/L = J.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z × Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.I15 .002 112.02000 -.04077 .00189 -.04367 -,00804 -.85756 i0,38800 -.00745 i0.0i600
-_720 99.835 111.98000 -.03502 .00038 -.04704 -.00870 -,96903 _0.39000 -.02248 10.04600
1.998 I99.780 110.99000 -.03149 -.00198 -.025?5 -.00273 -.97344 10.35700 .05915 10.00500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2056/ 0 RN/L = _.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.947 " 199.680 1t0,43000 -.02167 .00411 -.02225 .00080 -.94586 i0.33900 .01237 10.02100
{00.720 99.780 111.06000 -.02772 .00322 -.03363 -.00154 -.9543I 10.35800 .01178 I0.00600
100.500 -.291 111.57000 -.03581 .005]4 -.03951 -,00245 -.95472 10.37000 .01133 9.94660
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 205?/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN ELM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.510 -.14I I11.89000 -.03047 .01013 -.05573 -.00532 -.93930 10.38400 -.01732 10.03400
199.390 99.839 111.49000 -.02504 .00585 -,03842 -.00508 -.94698 10.37300 -.02827 10.09200
i99.860 199.970 111,28000 -.02!50 .0065! -,n3705 -.00248 -.94327 10.36500 -.00592 10.02100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42° SRBS SFPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT BRB JET ON (LVTR07} { co_ JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = ,000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 12S0.3000 ........ YMRP nnnn IM vn
_,_nco = ........... ALPHA8 = .000 BETAB 8.000
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = I225.00G
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2058/ 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-|.423 -3.872 _I.17600 -.03272 -.00136 -.03378 -.00435 -.9B952 9.36110 -.05800 !0.02!00
-.325 95.875 10.77800 -.02444 .0002I -.02044 -.00055 -.96130 8.34480 .00376 I0.02800
2.885 195.730 10.46800 -.02426 .00054 -.01870 .0009l -.95000 8.33680 .08922 B.95840
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI42o AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 90|
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON ILVTRO?) ( 28 JAN 77 |
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
• SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XHRP = 1858,5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = i825.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2059/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = =5o00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
101.820 I95.770 10.46500 -.02289 ,00453 -.01694 .00167 -.94988 8.33460 .06922 9.97000
98.763 95.362 I0.65900 -.02560 .00429 -.02327 -.00028 -.95308 8.34320 -.01301 9.94520
97.998 -4.224 II.25200 -.02698 .00352 -.03509 -.00115 -.95994 8.35910 -.09198 9.93940
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2060/ 0 RN/L = t.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
199.710 -4.t65 I0.87700 -.02477 ,0069I -,02926 ,00164 -.94735 8.34830 -.03421 9.98140
199.860 95.742 it.1050O -,03107 ,00574 -.02476 -.00330 -.95588 8.35660 -.01011 10.03200
198.690 195.500 10,80500 -.02980 .00535 -.02378 -.00022 -.9492I 8,34520 -,04213 9.95520
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA;42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTROB) ( 28 JAN 77 ;
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN, XB ALPHA .000 BE]A i0.000
LREF |290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = .000 BETAB = B.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 20611 0 RN/L = l.S1 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.084 -3.956 58.82_00 -,04082 -.0000! -.03340 -.00527 -.97179 8.32090 -.02994 10.00600
.580 95.778 58.91200 -o03t61 .00118 -.03783 -.00810 -.96356 8.32840 .03978 I0,00700
-.506 195.810 58.38100 -.02646 .0000| -.01803 -.00039 -.96312 8,30170 -,02694 |0.03200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2062/ 0 RN/L = l.fil GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN _IH CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
102.810 195.780 58.06500 -.02412 .00536 -.01900 .00099 -.94892 8.29390 .09602 9.$3130
100.870 95.898 58.34600 -,02631 .00512 -.02670 .00060 -.95122 8,30250 .02830 10.01700
....... GRADIENT --i00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI42, AEOC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 902
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRO8} ( 28 JAN ?7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF • 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMF_ = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA : .000 BETA iO.O00
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YhRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB .000 BETAB B.O00
BREF I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2063/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5100
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
..... _o== 8,_I_0 n_o _ in. _nRnh
_98.570 -4, i68 58.Sb_UO -.u_uJ/ .00565 -.0_5]_ -.u_9_ -._ .............
I£B.520 95,8X4 58_81700 -.03I[7 _00678 -.03204 -.00438 -.9511! 8.31980 -,0368? 10.06800
199.560 195,620 58.48300 -,02837 .00698 -.02797 -.00180 -.94950 8.30880 -.06746 9.98340
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 ,O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRO9) ( 28 JAN 7"7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2B90.0000 SQ,FT, XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA I0.000
LREP = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - .000 BETAB 8.000
BREF - I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE " .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 20641 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
1,33_ -4.054 111.08000 -,04626 .00437 -.03618 -.00693 -.96044 8.36500 .04542 10.02200
-.403 95.615 110,92000 -.04045 .00238 -.04124 -.00558 -.BBBB4 8.36350 -.04094 i0.03500
-2.|1I 195.890 IlO.O6000 -,03231 -.00147 -.02I?6 -.00089 -.95581 8.33350 -.05843 10,05100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2065/ 0 RN/L = 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
101.080 195.770 lIO.OBO00 -.02438 .00420 -.0191I .00235 -.95584 8.32960 .03012 10.03100
!0!_070 85.RP7 110.29000 -,03242 .00409 -.02889 .00019 -.95|71 8.33950 .0|499 B.S9B70
I01.650 -4.343 ii0.51000 -.03580 ,00628 -.03322 -.00173 -.95_01 8.34i70 -,OOiGi 9,940i0
_o*nfrklT nnnnn nnnnn _OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 2066/ 0 RN/L = |.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.......... _ _1_ o_nnn - n_ nln_ -.05225 -,00413 -.94255 8.36960 -.00960 10.00000
199.860 95/184 I10.66000 -.02972 .00692 -.03568 -,00366 -.94956 8,35320 -.02759 t0.02500
199.960 195.850 110,58000 -.0267I .00787 -.03479 -.00143 -.94583 8.34850 .00937 !0,01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .OOO00
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI42, AEOC V4IAmKIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 903
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRIO) ( 28 JAN g7
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. xB ALPHA .000 BETA - 10.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC • 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 21031 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-,g47 -2.600 210.25000 -.03767 .00373 -.07295 -.01559 -4.96140 I4.37600 -.03573 I0.02100
-.492 g?.2Bl 210.3g000 -.04013 .00283 -.07653 -.01437 -4.96740 14.37800 -.0218B I0.01500
2.545 197.430 210.47000 -.03553 .00135 -.07597 -.01473 -4.96860 14.38000 .08422 I0.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 2104/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.I65 I97.330 209.23000 -.03014 .00202 -.05279 -.00857 -4.94090 14.33900 -.00069 I0.0[000
98,677 97.344 208.99000 -.02910 .00336 -.05444 -.00818 -4.94550 14.33600 -.06515 I0,03700
99.788 -2.547 209.18000 -.0271I .00520 -.05035 -,00SB5 -4.94790 14.34200 -,01768 9.97720
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21051 0 RN/L = i.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00i 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.530 -2,654 209.44000 -,O!B4B .00832 -,05564 -.00812 -4.93850 !4,34500 ,03390 !0.00200
199,480 97.302 209.12000 -.01842 .00640 -.05025 -,00619 -4.93780 14.33400 -.01017 10.00400
200.910 197.390 208.90000 -.OIBqO .00537 -.045?5 -.00614 -4.94030 i4.32900 ,02qi4 I0.03400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET.RGT SRB JET ON {LVTRII) ( 2B JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAFIETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0|00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 21061 0 RNIL - 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
l X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA AETA
-.B21 .484 109.81000 -.02287 .00122 -.03301 -.00759 -4.95600 12.34400 -.02234 10,02900
.025 I00.240 110.03000 -.02199 .00033 -.0379I -.00922 -4.95660 I2.35200 -.O0?il I0.04600
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
OATE Ol AUG 97 IAI42, AEDC V4IAoKIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 904
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/EToRGT SRB JET ON (LVTRI]) { 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF = ,c_90.0000 SQ,FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA = IO.O00
LREF 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - -4.000 BETAS 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - 100.000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE " .0100 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 2107/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z v Y CN CLM CY _,_ AL.PHA8 _ETAe A...... BETA
99,97I 200.230 I09,09000 -.01029 .00154 -.0183| °00030 -4.94580 12.31500 ,00298 I0.0i800
100.840 99.99_ i09.55000 -.01722 .00121 -.0_082 -.00333 -4.95120 }2.33300 .0171! 9.98900
I00.4G0 .281 I09.L_7000 -.02032 .00339 -.02719 -.00313 -4.94790 ]2.32900 ,01652 £.97130
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2108/ 0 RNIL = t.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.370 .G41 105.71000 -.01888 .00750 -.04028 -.00639 -4.93710 12.3h300 -,02062 _v-v_vO_'__ _
19£.900 400.260 109.52000 -.0]230 .00462 -.02763 -.00369 -4.94000 12.33100 -.00848 10.00800
199.740 200.480 109.IS000 -.00894 .00482 -.02221 -_00304 -4.93690 ]2.32200 -.01645 10.04000
GRADIENT .OOQO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA[42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR]21 ( 28 JAN 99 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
_o _ nn v_ ALPHA = 000 BETA = 10.000SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1 .... 0_ IN .....
LREF = 1290;3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAB = 42.000
BREF = !290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y : I50.000 JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 2109/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAS ALPHA BETA
1.049 .340 I59.6_000 -.02981 ,00295 -.05064 -'.00993 -4.95460 }2.34800 .02683 10.01200
ON'3 i00.240 159.8_000 _'_ nnn_ - n_pom - RInPR -4.RSRGO 12.35400 -.00764 I0.02100
-.568 200.350 160.04000 -.03079 -.00133 -.05384 -,0i138 -4.96440 12.35900 -.01053 IO.O0100
. .uw_O ..... 0 .00000GRADIENT tO000 .00000 .00000 _n nnnn .00000 _00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21|0t 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL " -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
98.250 200.340 I58.59000 -.0164_ .00i_2 -.0222_ .....uu_ _q,gq_80 ,_._=..,_71nnn _,_n_n_.......... In oqnrl 0
102.2!0 I00.220 159.05000 -.02463 .00237 -.03784 -.00427 -4.85240 12.32500 .05829 9.98190
99.623 .339 159.02000 -.02580 .00433 -.03421 -.00589 -4.94490 i2.32700 -,01283 9.88040
GRADIENT .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
OATE O} AUG 79 IAI4E, AEDC V4IA-KIA. TA_dLATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 905
IA1¢12, 5RB9 SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRI2) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - .000 BETA - 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 - -4.000 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO; Bill/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
201.520 .191 159.44000 -.02043 .00830 -.04429 -.00570 -4.93510 12.33800 .07375 9.97980
199.840 100.220 159.13000 -.02011 .00557 -.03803 -.00458 -4.94160 12.32800 -.00543 10.08800
199.290 200.380 158.74000 -,00930 .00518 -.02788 -.00533 -4.93580 12.31900 -.02658 10,08300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRI3) ( 28 JAN 77 1
r_nA,,_,R_C DATAREFERENCE DATA _'_ _"
SR_F = "2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. 18 ALPHA = .000 BETA IO.O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAB 10.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = }225.000
S_A_ = .0100 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 2112/ 0 RN/L = l.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS 8ETA8 ALPHA BETA
n _ _ -4.95860 -. 9.99230
-,438 =.129 31,18700 -.02778 -.00258 -._2_4, -.00q37 IC.35900 01492
• .254 99.758 31.07000 -.0230I -.00117 -.02613 -.00665 -4.96250 I0.36200 .02367 10.01400
-,528 199.750 30.37300 -,01292 .00108 -,01756 -.00029 -4.95100 10.33700 ,OOBll 10.00400
GRADIENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21131 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
I00.320 199.790 30.30400 -.01443 .00257 -.01758 .00087 -4.94850 10.33400 -.OIB2B 9,99900
98.937 99,809 30.56400 -.01576 .00168 -.02084 -,00041 -4.95160 10.34100 .00547 10.03300
100.100 -.307 30,70600 -.01932 .0026I -.02146 -.00226 -4,95240 10.34700 -.00558 10.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21141 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
189.800 -.146 30.45600 -.0i961 .00485 -.02169 -.00087 -4.94660 |0.3_000 -.02344 ]0.02200
I99.950 99.754 30.81700 -.02222 ,00228 ,-.0191G -.00242 -4.95380 10.34900 -.00594 !0.03400
GRADIENI .UUUUU ,UUUUU .UUUUU ,UUUUU ,UUUUU .UUUUU .UUUUU .UUUUU .UUUUU
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 906
IA148, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON fLVTRI4) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = I225.000
SCALE= .OIO0 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 21151 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -S.O0/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.793 -.I23 59.2i600 -.02953 -,O0163 -.02303 -.0045_ -4.9G810 i0.32400 .00894 i0.03000
-I.OB4 B9.72_ 5g.72000 -.027£6 -.00130 -,02976 -;O07]B -4.B65BO _0.33900 -.02042 10.03000
-.091 199,7B0 59.28700 -.02136 -.00089 -.02173 -.00326 -4.96080 10.32300 .01707 I0.00500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2liB/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.028 199.830 58,B7800 -.01846 .00246 -.01878 -.00100 -4.95080 10.31200 -.03833 10.00700
99.075 99.773 58.16400 -.01983 .00196 -.02274 -.00136 -4.95280 I0.31900 -.04993 10.05200
I02.320 -.35B 59.02600 -.02472 .00246 -.02197 -.00076 -4,95450 10.31500 .06805 9.91540
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21171 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.080 -,216 59.49700 -.02355 .00442 -.02731 -.00312 -4.94890 I0,32B00 .00337 |0.00100
199.800 99.704 59.54900 -.02480 .00339 -.02473 -.00399 -4.95190 10.33000 -.02041 10,0q300
._nn =on ,Do _un _Q nqnnn -.nPtRfl .00315 -.02030 -.00257 -4.95070 I0.31800 .02845 10.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA]42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRIS) ( 28 JAN 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = ,000 BETA I0.000
, _._ = ,=mn 7nnn t_r_ YNPP = nnAN IN. YR ALPHA8 = -4.000 BETAB 10.000
BREF = 1290._000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 21181 0 RN/L = !,5i GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHM BETA
--- n = _ -.OOB_B -4.968B0 :n _Inn ,00643 !0.0!000.uuu_ ........
-.890 99.588 I[0.59000 -,03213 -.00100 -.03737 -,00737 -4.96650 I0,35700 -.02789 10,03200
-.473 198.720 110.25000 -.03050 -.00264 -,03130 -,00_55 -4.B6990 lO.SqBO0 -.0318_ 9.99320
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Oi AUG 77 IAIWB, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B07
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM 0/EToRGT SRB JET ON (LVTRIS) I 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = .000 BETA = lO.OOO
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .O000 IN. YB ALPHAS - -4.000 BETAS iO.OOO
BREF= 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIOO HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2t191 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.280 199.B50 llO.03OO0 -.02104 .00070 -.OIBO0 -.00029 -4.95620 I0.33100 .01282 I0.03600
I00.490 89.847 IIO.BO000 -.03144 .00092 -.02990 -.00220 -4.96170 10.33900 .00382 lO.OOIO0
101.350 -.393 II0.20000 -.0330! .00322 -.02624 -.00366 -4.95740 10.$4100 .03954 9.95?80
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. BlSO/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
198.390 -.356 lIO,SO000 -.03178 ,0070I -.03892 -.00674 -4,94710 |0.35900 -.02863 10.02800
200.630 89.846 I10.23000 -,02631 .00444 -.02780 -.00372 -4.94950 10.34100 .OlBOB I0110000
199.510 199,B40 I09.94000 -.02088 ,00463 -,02246 -.O02BO -4.94620 I0.33400 -.00576 10.03500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OlET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRI6) ( 28 JAN ?7 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA" = .000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = I280,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, Y8 ALPHAS = -4.000 BETAS = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 2!2!! 0 RNIL = !.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETA8 ALPHA BETA
-I.451 -4.031 I1.57000 -.03385 -.00054 -.02133 -.00400 -4.96700 8.36080 -L06870 10.03700
-.205 85.774 11.67000 -.02985 -.00106 -.02039 -.00334 -4.96510 8.36130 .01049 I0.00500
1.447 195.640 11.43500 -.02242 .00017 -.01766 -.O00Bl -4.95820 8.35240 .06146 9.96500
GRADIENI .OOuO0 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000U ,Ouoou ,00000
RUN NO. 21221 0 RN/L = ;.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAe BETAS ALPHA BETA
102.480 I95.6?0 11.44400 -.0242I .00155 -.014?5 .00081 -4.95580 8.34970 .08806 9.96700
98.890 -4.165 11.54_UU -.U_U_ .UU_UU -.U_U_b -,UU]_5 -_{,_blSU W.3bU3D -.04488 IO,O_OOO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00
DATE 01 AUG 77 IAI42. AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 908
IAI48, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRISI ( BB JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA .000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB - -4.000 BETAS 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, Z8 Y .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 2123t 0 RN/L - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
199.840 -4.£53 I_.5_OOO -.02793 .00522 -.Ol_19 -.00003 -4.94920 8.35350 -.06528 10.01200
I99.770 95.793 11.56400 -.03346 .00234 -.01682 -.00169 -4.95990 8.35630 -.01792 10.03000
199.550 155.710 1_.42_00 -.02989 .00168 -.01498 -.00002 -4.95920 8.35040 -.02909 10.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR17) ( 28 JAN 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA = IO,O00
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB= -4.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 HACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 2124/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
1.433 -4.083 59.17200 -.03804 -.00119 -.02124 -.00318 -4.97060 8.31910 .03429 10.02000
-.624 95.784 59.42600 -.03508 -.00135 -.02679 -.00525 -4.96890 8.32850 -.03842 10.03200
-.089 195.720 59.24200 -.02713 -.00085 -.02176 -.00128 -4.96320 8.31780 .05127 lO.0OlO0
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .OOO00 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 2125/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
I02.880 !95.750 58,02000 -.02528 .00281 -.OlB3I -.00024 -4.95350 8.30770 .05442 9.93830
99.975 95.547 59.26000 -.0278I .00301 -.02124 -.00049 -4.95_50 8.31700 -.OIB_9 i0.00600
,_ ,_n _4.,_ _o c_nn - n_nu_ nn_A - nPllP -.nANR? -4._%_R0 R.3]200 .00_2_ 9.95510
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOOg .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 2125/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
198.530 -4.403 59.28400 -.03043 .00492 -.02555 -.00233 -4.94930 8.32090 -.06865 10.01200
202.240 95.780 59.23600 -.03222 .00443 -.02300 -.00343 -4.95290 8.32070 .09622 I0.08100
195.940 195.860 59.28400 -.02912 .00397 -.01876 -.OOlBI -4.95360 8.31880 -.09981 10.09000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
gATE Ol AUG 77 IAI48, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 909
[A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SR@ JET ON (LVTRI8) ( 28 JAN 7? I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = .000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290o3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -4,000 BETAB 8,000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 100,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 2127/ 0 RN/L = 1o51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
,795 -4.096 109.69000 -.04365 ,00041 -.02763 -.00447 -4.97010 8.33210 -.01458 10.01800
-.836 95,754 109.95000 -.03899 -.00093 -,03444 -,00445 -4.97090 8.33890 -.08507 10.03800
-._07 195.B70 Z09.53000 -.03610 -,00217 -.02925 -.0025S -4.97200 8.32680 -.00735 IO.G0600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000O .00000 .0O000 .00000 .0OOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 21281 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN _,_ _v CYN BETA, , ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA
100.340 195.780 109.28000 -.02B09 .00089 -.OIBOS .00122 -4.95980 8.31350 .00496 I0.04100
99.971 95.943 109.53000 -.03968 ,00158 -.02643 -.00046 -4.96510 8.32240 -.01327 iO.02EO0
IOI.3IO -4.332 109,68000 -.03902 .00380 -.02434 -,00240 -4.95970 8.32770 .03668 9.94500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 21291 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 8ETA8 ALPHA BETA
199.330 -4.259 IIO,OlO00 -.03787 .00650 -.03583 -.00574 -4._5200 9.34150 .025i6 _n nn'nn
199.?00 95.892 I09,52000 -:03256 .00479 -.02539 -.00245 -4.95330 8,32530 -,03932 !0,09000
200.550 195.390 109.46000 -.02820 .00432 -.02142 -.00148 -4.95060 8.32130 .02625 10.02800
. GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRI9} ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT, "XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 ..... = " _rl_n _. _uu
RUN NO. I823/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.930 -2.442 202.82000 .02B?B .01090 -.Oe?2B -.03419 5.95270 I_.13100 9.98550 I0.02300
50.432 197.470 205,_UUU .U_I/4 .Uu4_4 -.u[_[[ -.ua_ul _._cou l_,l_uu =._=t_u :u.uuuuw
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 910
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB .JET ON (LVTR19) { 28 JAN 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - lO.OOO BETA - I0.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= B.O00 BETAS = 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 200,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1824/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
98,767 I97.580 203.23000 .02936 ,00395 -.08905 -.03719 5.93610 I4.14300 9.99150 10.05600
IO0.190 97.355 203.79000 .02758 .00864 -.09362 -.03814 5.94650 14.15600 9.99560 10.02700
99.785 -2.447 203.32000 .03235 .01082 -.09i93 -.03595 5.95480 14.t4400 9.98980 9.98880
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1825/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y 0N CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.790 -2.475 204.13000 .03468 . .00936 -.11525 -.04214 5.95280 14.17400 I0.01700 I0.04800
200.380 97.329 204.0q000 .03464 .00720 -.11332 -.04078 5.94750 14.17100 I0.00000 10.08300
200.680 197.080 204.43000 .02848 .00527 -.11488 -.04117 5.93900 14.1"7800 9.99120 9.99250
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR20) { 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I0.000 BETA 10,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = B.O00 BETAS = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00,000 JET PC = I225,000
SCALE = .0100 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. I826/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.867 -2.506 101.49000 .02528 .01013 -.04895 -.02794 5.94830 12.08600 9.89020 10.02500
51.028 97.418 iOI.12000 .01614 .00657 =.04481 -.02501 5.93390 12,07300 10.00800 10.05300
49,975 !97,q30 !00.I8000 .01937 .00395 -.02?89 -.01672 5.92930 12.04000 9.99030 10.00300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 1827/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
i00.130 I97.310 I01.15000 .03683 .00559 -.04583 -.02097 5.94430 12.08900 10.01000 10.06300
100.i70 97.354 I01.20000 .03083 .00576 -.05570 -.02468 5.94350 I2.07800 9.98780 10.04000
100.000 -2.689 102.03000 .02849 .01075 -.06265 -.02934 5.95200 12.10200 9.99080 9.96240
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE OI AUG 77 iAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TASVLATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 911
IAI42_ SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRBO) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.OOOO SO,FT. XMRP 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = ]0.000 BETA = 10,000
LREF = IB9O.3OO0 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= B.O00 BETAS 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.OOO JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 192810 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
202,390 -2.590 102.57000 .02030 .01078 -.08682 -.03508 5.94700 12.12600 I0.05700 10.00100
200.050 97,581 102.70000 .02176 .01129 -.09012 -°03712 5.94930 ]2. I3200 9.98870 I0.03200
!98o850 I97.340 t02.47000 .02884 .01068 -.07773 -.0312I • 5.95210 t2,!1600 9,99380 10.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR2I) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, XNRP J258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _O.OOO 8ETA IO.OOO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 ¢ 5.000 BETAS = 12.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN. Z9 Y 150.000 JET PC = !225.000
SCALE = .0]00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 18291 0 RN/L = t.Bi GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
50.434 -2.585 151.95000 .02142 .01163 -.06756 -.03034 5.94970 IB.llIOO 9.99?40 8.99050
50.512 97.315 152.62000 .02486 .00730 -.06444 -.03103 5.94130 12.12200 9.99730 I0.06300
50.350 197,580 154.51000 .01802 .00312 -.05650 -,03037 5.92680 12.15200 9.987?0 9.99920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1830/ 0 RNIL = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
99.81I 197,500. 153.12000 .03320 .00399 -.06476 -.02897 5.93810 12.12300 9.99890 10.06200
99.915 97.519 i53.21000 .02691 .00825 -.07121 -.03164 5.94490 12.13000 9.98930 10.04000
99.928 -2,493 153,2[000 ,02529 .01249 -.07334 -.03358 5.95430 12,13400 9,98700 9.98140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,o00oo ,uO000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1831! 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA _EiA
201.190 -2.674 15q.60000 .02492 'OI!Z_ -'!_2_ -'_!_ _'_ ]2.1BOO0 10.03500 I0.02300
200.080 197.310 154.16000 .02349 .0083I -.09535 -.0385t 5._43_0 !_.Ib4uu _._b_u ;u,uu_uu
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000
DATE OI AUG 77 IAI42. AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 91B
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET°ROT SRB JET ON (LVTR22) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
• SREF 2890.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.30B0 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- S.O00 BETAB I0.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE " ,0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1832/ 0 RN/L - !.52 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5_00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.'70_ -.126 20.57200 .01215 ,0086I -.0226B -,01452 5,B3610 10.04600 9.98650 IO.Ol?O0
50.V_3 $S.TGI 19.52300 _ '"'_ .00594 -.00_89 - 0_I 5.$30£0 B °7_0...._..... I0.01300 !0.00300 .....
50+572 !99,980 19+37400 .0!002 .00355 -.00870 -.00360 5.92220 I0.00400 9+99720 IO.Ot400
GRADIENT .00000 _00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 18331 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5-001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.200 199,830 20.06000 .02116 ,00733 -.01800 -.00649 5.93840 10.02300 9.99BI0 I0.01000
IO0.OlO 99,951 1B.99800 .02403 .00896 -.02453 -.01147 5.94430 IO.03IO0 9.99240 10.04600
99.792 -.55B 20.28200 .01987 ,01050 -.02723 -.OilS9 5.94550 10.03800 9.98460 9.96140
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I8341 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
201.910 . -.I46 20.50800 .ol7IB ,00901 -.04271 -.00775 5.94020 10.04000 10.05900 10.08600
201.230 99.826 20.55800 .00766 .00582 -.03746 -.012_8 5.92650 10.04700 10.02600 10.09300
,nn _m Ioo Oln 3_ _DU_A A177_ NII_ - n_n_ nl_7 sq_n in.n_nn q qTqln in n_nn
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
!A142I SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR23) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2680,0000 SQ,FT, XMRP 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = IO.O00 BETA = IO.O00
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE " _uluu ,,_,, =_n
RUN NO. 18351 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00t 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
50.005 -o068 50.87300 .0i797 .00800 -.03278 -,02115 5.93820 i0._5900 B.BBi40 i0.01500
50.430 99.913 50.14600 .01200 .00388 -.02312 -,01490 5.92440 10.03400 9.99550 10.03500
51.096 199.930 49.25200 .01322 .00452 -.0i125 -.00540 5.92650 10.00100 lO.Ol?O0 9.94590
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IA142, AEDC V4ZA-K[A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 913
£A[42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/EToRGT SRB JET ON (LVTRB3_ ( 28 JAN 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQJFT. XK_P = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YNRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= S.O00 BETAB = lO.O00
8REF = [290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1836/ 0 RN/L = l.BI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.500 199.940 49.42400 .02150 .00553 -.02102 -.00722 5.93650 [0,00900 10.02500 10.09500
99.5[1 99.78[ 50.43700 .02953 .00747 -.03373 -.01879 5.94410 10.04500 9.98380 10.06400
89.798 -.250 50.85000 ,02889 .0[095 ".04039 -.07962 5.95220 !0o05900 9.98830 9.97360
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O0000
RUN NO. |837/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT |NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLFI CY _,N_V' ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
202.570 -.098 50.39200 .01624 .00885 -,04807 -.01160 5.93910 10.04100 10.07100 9.B5250
199.540 99.866 50.20300 .01263 .OOBOB -.03933 -.01066 5.93500 [0.03300 9.97770 9.99430
200.750 199.930 50.37400 .01855 .00976 -.04038 -.01168 5.94280 10.03800 I0.02400 10.09500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
IAI42, SRB9 SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON ILVTR241 ( 28 JAN ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQIFT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = lO.O00 BETA = lO.O00
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .OOO0 IN. YB ALPHAB= S.O00 BETAS = IO.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = I00.000 JET PC = [225.000
SCALE _ .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1938! 0 RN!L = [o5I GRAD|ENT INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CI H CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
50.3?3 -.010 103.29000 .02562 .00953 -.04292 -.02407 5.94680 I0.II000 9.99990 10.01100
50.5?7 99.763 103.31000 .02081 .00533 -.04053 -.02368 5.93350 IO.IO900 9.99090 I0.04100"
50.300 199.960 102.28000 .02154 .00280 -.02526 -.01646 5.92770 I0,07500 10.00300 10.00200
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 .uuwuw..... _n_ _ n_
RUN NO. 18391 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5;001 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99,963 199.740 102.75000 ,03238 .00462 -.04268 -.01995 5.93900 I0 09400 10.00300 !0.06000
99.9?9 -.229 I03.94000 ,_b_ ,UIt(b -.U_CI_ -.u_4_ _._u Lu._couu =.=o_=u =.=,==v
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE BI AUG 97 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATEB SOURCE DATA PAGE 914
IAI4B. SRB$ SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RBT SRB _T ON (LVTRBq) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP i258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - 10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF ;290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 [N. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 BETAB }0.000
BREF [290.3000 INCHES ZNRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100,000 JET PC - _225.000
SCALE = .OiO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. IB_O/ O !_N/L = _,5_ (_RAO_ENT iNTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z _< Y CN CLiff CY CYN ,gi__._U.8 DZ]A_ ,_,LPHA _E CA
800.2£0 09.812 [ti.BtO00 .0205t .0t)28 -.07937 -.03490 5.94B2Q I0.16400 B.BB2lO I0.01800
}£9.500 [99.Bq-0 I0_ CBOOO .0255I .O;O?B .-.06530 -.03109 5.85000 IO.l_]O0 9.98420 _0.02500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOO00 .O000O
IA142, SRBS SEPARATfNG FROM O/ET,RGT 9RB JET BN CLVTR25) [ 28 JAN 70 ;
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = BBqO.O000 SO.FT. XMRP _ 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA lO._no BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - G.OuO 8ETAB 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCH,_S ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y .000 JET PC 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
BUN NO. 1841! 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.969 -4.15l -2.01190 .01326 .00747 -.01186 -.00958 5.93380 7.97760 9.95960 9.99540
51.087 95.85I -2.51020 o01152 .00466 -.00700 -.00484 5.92570 7.96010 10.01500 B.BB420
50.I55 i95.890 -2.87480 oOOBBl .00183 -.00289 -.00065 5.91760 7.94620 9.98980 i0.03300
GRADIENT .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00500 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. [842/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = --5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
99.586 !95.8!0 !.68!00 .nP_TS .flN_5 -.01385 -.00429 5.93690 B.04710 9.973]0 10.00900
lOI.150 95,879 2,53310 .02510 .00628 -.01757 -.OOBB9 5.93820 8,07260 I0.01900 _0.00700
99.51] _ n_e I _n_n _3n_l _IAOA -- A_n_ - AIN_ _ Q_A _ A_P_Q q q_uA q _t_un-o._u
_RADIENT .BOO00 .OOO00 .GO000 .O00GO .O000O .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000
RUN NO. IB4_/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.001 5.00
199.9i0 -4.I66 1.40110 .01745 .00950 -.03381 -.005II 5.94130 8.04590 9.98580 i0.02400
200.020 95.01q 1.81080 .00269 .00609 -.03211 -.01088 5.92400 8.06150 9.99420 I0.03_00
199.150 195.790 2.13780 .01917 .Ol3BO -.03410 -.01359 5.95300 8.07150 9.99350 i0.04800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE OI AUG 77 IA]4B. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 915
_A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SR8 JET ON {LVTRBB) I 28 JAN 7? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 8690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF " 1890.3000 INCHES YHRP - .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = 6.000 BETA8 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = 1285.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH " 4.500
RUN NO. 1844/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT ZNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETA8 ALPHA BETA
49.867 -4.122 50.93100 .01986 .00855 -.08841 -.01758 5.94070 8.05790 9.98020 10.01000
50.556 95.789 50.58300 .01384 ,00377 -.08080 -.01635 5.92530 8.04770 9.99820 10.03000
51,164 I95.6i0 49.66700 .v:=...... .............." .00449 -.00682 - nn=n= _ _:_0 8.0!220 !0.01300 9.93360
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !845/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.730 195.8B0 50.04500 .01928 .00620 -.01646 -.OOGl8 5.93440 8.02480 I0.02700 10.07600
99.411 95.786 50.76900 .02550 .00660 -.02953 -_01597 5.93940 8.05310 9.98t30 10.08100
99.673 -_.u-_3_ 50._5500 .0259_ .0i=-'_53 -.02065 -.GITeO 5._5_t0 8.05880 9.86"990 9.99000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I846/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
.- _ u _,N ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETAZ X "f CN L,, CY rv,
202.540 -4.282 50.69400 .01568 .00893 -.03747 -.0099! 5.93890 8.04400 I0,06800 9.94900
200.060 95.988 50.27100 .01188 .00805 -.02680 -.00881 5.93440 8.03240 9,99840 10.02600
200.570 195.780 50.65000 .01691 .00990 -.03t46 -,01187 5.94200 8.04540 10.02600 10.09300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI48. SRBS SEPARATING FROM OlET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR271 ( 28 JAN 7"/ I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X3 ALPHA = 10.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1890.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 6.000 8ETA8 8.000
BREF -- ....... ,_,,.-L_-_ ZMOD nnon IM Z8Lc=u...:,uOu _.r,_,,L..., ..... _ .-_ ..... ¥ = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 184'7/ 0 RN/L = I.BI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
,=_ u==_ -,-, _= _n_ _'znnn np4c_ .nN_Pg -.03481 -.01998 5.945-/0 8.08700 10.00800 10.04500
50.504 195,830 102.04000 .01928 .00262 -.02359 -.01613 5.92580 8.07540 9.99690 9.88720
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 . 00000 .00000 .00000
DATE OI AUG 77 [A142, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 910
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET,ROT SRB JET ON (LVTR271 ( 28 JAN 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XM:RP - 1258,5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - 10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES Yi'IBP = .O00O IN. YB ALPHAB - 6.000 BETAB 8.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y lO0.OOO JET PC = 1225,000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. lB4B/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA _L[A
100.050 195.860 102,21000 ,02310 .00570 -.0349! -.OIBB? 5,93580 8.08630 10.00700 10.06800
99.980 95.757 I02.57000 .02298 " .00857 -.04155 -.02135 5.942qD 8.08720 9.99030 10.02500
99.838 -4.277 103.06000 .U2BO0 .01127 -.0q057 -.02399 5.95130 8.10990 9.98580 9.95620
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1849/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
201.990 -4.206 I03.75000 .O1Bll .01194 -.06095 -.03220 5.94830 8.13980 10.05800 10.05300
.200.010 95.816 104.01OO0 .01998 .0li12 -.06217 -.03310 5.94q40 8.1k630 9.99530 10.00100
199.910 195.840 I03,53000 .02239 .01065 -.05263 -.02943 5.94?70 8.12970 9.99530 I0.03300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOO .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR28) ( 28 JAN q? }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA "IO.DDO BETA = I0.008
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -10.000 8ETAB 14.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = _.500
RUN NO. 1266/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
_m_ _ oml. _n_ o,nnn - n_n_A - nxnqn -.N9570 -.04602 -10.21700 14.15500 -I0.00000 10.0t300
-.690 97.567 203. I3000 -.08580 -.03188 -.09682 -.0447_ -I0.22300 I4.}5800 -I0.02200 10.05800
- [20 i97.570 202.62000 ,_ _ n_n_o -.OBBB! -h_qq_ -ln p#lnn Iu l_Bnn -q-qARBO lO.nlROn. --.UOl_O .u_u J_ ...............................
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12S7/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB eETAB __PHA BETA
48.952 I97.630 201.54000 -.08030 -.02626 -.0?294 -.0347q -10.20600 14.I0800 -10.01500 I0.05000
50.234 97.673 201.84000 _.09403 -.02888 -.08192 -.03858 -I0.21500 I4.I2100 -I0.01100 10.01000
50.934 -2.368 202.58000 -.08259 -.02977 -.08747 -.04243 -10.21600 I4.I4200 -9.B7530 9.95860
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI4_, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B17
IAI42, sRBs SEPARATING PROM O/ET,RGT 9RB JET ON (LVTR28) ( £B JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.PT. XHRP = I258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10.000 BETA = I0.000
LREP = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -t0.000 BETAB = I4.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. |_68/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.390 -2.475 202.06000 -.080BB -,02745 -.07BB4 -.03943 -10.20900 i4.12600 -9.97630 I0.04000
98.63] 97.772 201.98000 -.07853 -.02529 -.07308 -.03509 -10.20200 14.11700 -10.02700 10.08200
98.534 i97.690 201.59000 -.07300 -.02316 -.06297 -.03289 -I0_19400 14.10300 -_0.0|900 10.02300
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !269/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.820 197.760 202.19000 -.05944 -.01904 -.07239 -.041]4 -I0,17500 14.12900 -I0.00100 iO.Oi800
199.810 97.69I 201.64000 -.06658 -.02030 -.07210 -,03652 -I0.18300 14.11100 -I0.01700 I0.00500
200.360 -2.567 _02.26000 -.06746 -.02_42 -.08694 -,04154 -t0,_8600 t4.t3400 -8._g_O 9.92#90
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .O00OO .00000
[AI4_, BRSS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RDT SR8 JET ON (LVTR29) ( 28 JAN 37 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -I0.000 BETA I0.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -IO.O00 BETAB = 12.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP ,0000 IN. ms Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1270/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
.404 .447 101.29000 -.05604 -.02129 -.04329 -.01905 -I0.17900 12.06800 -9.98480 I0.00700
-.970 100.370 IOI.5BO00 -.06216 -.02602 _.04928 -.02169 -10.18400 12.08000 -I0.03800 10.05500
-.034 200.500 lOT.TO000 -.05B34 -_03047 -.05098 -.02097 -10.20900 12.08100 -10.00600 10,02900
GRADIENT .0G000 .00000 .O00OO .00_00 .00000 .0GOOD .GGOOG .GO00O .00000
RUN NO. 12711 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
,,_ _7 mnn o_n Inn eunnn -.nBx#n -.02683 -.03530 -.01765 -i0. I9700 12.05900 -9.88740 10.05100
51.521 .403 I01.05000 - -.02071 -.03333 -.01841 -IO.I'lSO0 i2.06|00 -9.93820 9.Sq;:tO
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE OI AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 918
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SR8 JET ON (LVTRBg} ( 28 JAN 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2680.0000 SO.FT. XMRP " 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA -I0.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB " -I0.000 BETAB - 12.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .OODO IN. Z8 Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE " .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 12721 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLN CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.210 .235 101.33000 -.0577S -.02117 -,03322 -,01994 -IO.18000 12.06800 -9.98500 10.04600
99.310 I00.690 I01,17000 -.05591 -.02113 -,032B0 -.01854 -I0.17800 12.06200 -10.03100 10.02500
99.746 200.5B0 I00.83000 -.05519 -.021q3 -.02236 -.01499 -I0.17900 12.04800 -10.00500 10.03000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 12731 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.820 200.490 99.79100 -.02494 -.00643 -.01521 -.00978 -10.12300 I2.01900 -10.00200 10.01300
200.470 I00.460 I01.07000 -.03668 -,01164 -.03643 -.02011 -10.14300 12.06400 -9.99790 8.99790
199.400 .494 102.72000 -.04846 -.OlqBO -.06094 -.03335 -10.16400 12.12100 -10.01300 10.02600
GRADIENT .OOUO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET,ROT SRB JET ON {LVTR30) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XHRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF 8 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHA8 = -10.000 BETA8 12.000
BREF " 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .O00O IN. ZB Y 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. 133BI 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.0279! -.068_0 -.fl._PPI -10.20400 12.10500 -9;99990 10.02900
-.489 100.390 152.33000 -.Oq?2I -.03107 -.0q199 -.03262 -lO.2tBO0 12.11400 -10.02300 i0.04400
GRADIENT .00000 00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,OOO00 .00000 .OOO00 .00000
RUN NO. 13391 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,001 5,00
.... _,, _,ou 8ETAB _LPHA BETAZ X Y CN _LI7 CY ...... A8
49.757 200.420 151.16000 -.07424 -.02697 -.05285 -.02605 -10.20400 12.07000 -9.99780 10.04t00
50.232 100.440 151.59000 -.07802 -.02869 -.05594 -.02755 -|0.21100 I2.08900 -IO.OIO00 i0,00900
50.594 .410 151.68000 -.07416 -.02691 -.05875 -.03032 -10,20400 I2,09500 -9.97720 9.94450
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 01 AUG 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 91g
ZAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROH D/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR301 ( 28 JAN "/7 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -10.000 BETA - 10,000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES yI'tRP - .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB- -10.000 BETAS 12.00O
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - 150.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1340/ 0 RN/L = Z.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
100,]50 .4Ol I51.4000D -.[;744B -.0253I -,05L:_.9 -.02877 -IO.20000 12.08600 -9.99560 I0.04400
I00,020 100.520 151.36000 -.07334 -.0244B -.04946 -.02498 -10.19700 12.07900 -9.99780 10.01200
99,32i 200.340 151.uGOvu .... -.02269 -.n4325 -.024|9 -I0.19000 12.07000 -IO.OOB00 10.02300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !3411 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM cY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPN _. BETA
1_9.500 200.460 151.38000 -.05271 -.01569 -.04664 -.02S48 -10.16300 12.08500 -!0.01" J I0.00500
200.070 100.490 151.23000 -.05995 -.0194I -.051BI -.03047 -10.17700 12.08500 -IO.O;:;L;O 9.99750
201.I20 .393 I52,69000 -.06163 -.01996 _.07371 -.03915 -I0.17900 12. I3100 -9 _0_90 9.92920
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 O000O ,O000O
IAI42, SRBS sEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON {LVTR3I) t 28 JAN ?7 }
REFERENCE DATA i:ARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2890.0000 SQ.FT, XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALF+_ -10.000 BETA = IO.OOq
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALF'HA9 = -'I0.000 BETAS = 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 20.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 _ACH 4.500
RUN NO, 13421 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL :, -5.00/ = _
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
1.096 .070 10.57500 -.04479 -,01870 -.03060 -.009_0 -10,16600 I0.03900 -9.9h990 10,02000
-1.302 99.959 10.50000 -.0598I -.02738 -.03541 -.01054 -10.19600 10.04000 -I0.05700 10.06300
.077 _._,_ _n ,n,_........._qnnn -.06P_7 -.02912 -.03560 -.01123 -I0.20£00 10.03700 -9.98120 10.02600
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOOU .uo000
RUN NO. I343/ 0 RN/L = 1,52 GRADIENT INTEP',AL = -5.001 5.00
Z X "f CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
_ ,._n =nn n_n _ _AlO -.02605 -.O]OIO -.004B0 .OC :34 -10.13300 9.99380 -9.91890 9.99350
.................. ^^
49.867 -.092 9.56430 -.02785 -i0i127 -.00693 -.0_,393 -10.13700 t0.007_3 -9.99920 [u.uluuu
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .GOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE OI AL_ 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 920
IAI4B, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR31) t 28 JAN 77 ]
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10.000 BETA = 10.000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -IO.O00 BETAB = I0.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 20.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1344/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
!00.770 -.050 9.62330 -.02226 -.0073g -.00579 -.00380 -I0.|2400 10.00600 -9.93810 10.01000
.......... ._8_ nn,o_ nn,,_ -10.!2500 9.98660 -10.00!00 !0.0_400
_uu.iO0 Juu.c_u 8.90880 -.02082 _ nn =o ...... - ......
99.359 I99.970 8.28490 -.02073 -.0065I .01034 .00680 -10.]2100 9.96090 -lO.OlO00 I0.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1365z 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.870 200.470 19.16700 -.01454 -.00034 .00465 .00139 -I0.i0200 9.98750 -lO.OOIO0 I0.04100
I99,740 I00.180 19.99900 -.00979 .00!87 -.00911 -,00749 -I0.09300 IO.OI900 -9,99890 I0.06700
199,780 -.19! 19.26000 -.0248I -,00525 -,00197 -.00155 -I0.12000 9.99540 -IO.OllO0 I0.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OCO00 .00000
IAI42, SRBS 5EPARATIN6 FROM OlET,RGT 5RB JET ON (LVTR32) ( 28 JAN 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA - lO.O00
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -I0.000 BETA8 = I0.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .gO00 iN. Z8 Y = 50.000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH _ 4.500
RUN NO. ,7,_4_/_ 0 RNtL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.330 -,025 50.45500 -.04650 -.01812 -.02520 -.01002 -10,16500 10.03100 -10.00000 I0,00900
-.837 100,I50 51.06500 -.05778 -.02665 -.03466 -.01274 -10,19300 10.04800 -I0.05400 10.09800
.41I 200,080 50.85000 -.06139 -.03000 -.03682 -,01161 -10.20400 10.04400 -9.97880 10,02700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13461 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.756 200.070 50.48700 -,05589 -.02495 -.02023 -.00825 -10.18800 I0.02700 -9.99730 10.08200
49.800 !00.070 50.46800 -.05332 -.02296 -.01868 -.OIOI2 -10.18200 10.02900 -10.00600 10.01400
50,645 -.0t8 50.34300 -.0503I -.01968 -.01834 -.0}13I -10.17200 10.02900 -9.95790 9.95700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI4@, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 921
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR321 ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - i258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -I0.000 BETA - 10.000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - -lO.O00 BETAB = lO.OOO
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1347/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.892 -.071 50.42200 -.03863 -,01373 -.01221 -.01048 -I0.14800 I0.02700 -I0.00400 I0.00700
!00.290 !00.!!0 50.01300 -,03682 -.01456 -.0[007 -.00657 -I0.15100 i0.01300 -I0.00200 10.02500
99.402 I99.970 49.36900 -.03042 -.01061 -.00044 .OOil8 -10.I3700 9.98720 -10.00500 I0.01600
GRADIENT .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1348/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.790 BOO.150 49.21200 -.0_755 -.00041 .0019! .00131 -lO.IO_O0 9.98320 -IO.OiO00 10.00600
201.8tO 100,270 50.48300 -.02606 -.00667 -.01784 -.0109_ -10.12400 IO.O_O00 -9.97880 IO.Ot300
199.390 -.217 49.98000 -.03258 -.00934 -,01063 -,00735 -I0.13500 10,OIkO0 -I0.02100 I0.00200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA[4£, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET_RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR33) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARANETR[C DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XHRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -IO,O00 BETA = IO.OOO
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = -I0.000 BETAB = 10.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1349/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
1.169 .206 102.59000 -.05572 -.02250 -.04042 -.01773 -IO.IB200 I0.08700 -9.97350 IO.OI900
-!,497 99.986 102.77000 -.082_8 -.02639 -.04678 -.01916 -I0.19500 10.09400 -10.05700 10.05200
.023 199.990 102.94000 -.06954 -.03053 -,04891 -.01852-IO.2IO00 10.09700 -10.00200 10.02900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
PUN NO. !350/ 0 RN/L = 1_52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
65:656 -6_:_ i5_:_6000 -.06534 -.oasa7 -.03253 -.oless -io.19soo 10.07500 -s.99930 i0.00600
51.376 .038 102.27000 -.06061 -.02207 -.03121 -.01786 -10.18400 10.07900 -9.95350 9.960£0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE OI AUG 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 922
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING PROM OIET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR331 ( 2B JAN 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SQ.FT. XMRR 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA _ -10.000 BETA !0.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - -10.000 BETAB 10.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP _ .0000 IN. ZB Y - 100.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = N.500
RUN NO. 135I/ 0 RN/L - 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
_00.580 -.046 !02.28000 -.06100 -.02_50 -.02714 -,0i833 -i0.18300 i0.07900 -9.97020 i0.02700
iO0.itO I00.120 102,43000 -.06073 -.02251 -,03045 -.01677 -10.18500 I0.08000 -9.99?10 10.01700
99,26_ 200.090 IOl.88000 -.O5BGS -.02IBG -.02844 -,.Olqg5 -10._200 tO,OBBO0 --10.01S00 10.02900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,O00DO .00000 .00000 ,O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1352! 0 RN/L = !,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
_99,830 200.120 101.49000 -.033?9 -.OOV20 -.01382 -.01010 -I0.13100 10_04800 -|O,OOIO0 lO.OIO00
200.950 100.020 102.81000 -.04333 -.01345 -.03325 -.01980 -10.15200 10.08900 -9.98770 9.98940
199.280 -.079 104.13000 -.0fi261 -.01848 -.05639 -.03321 -10.I7000 10.14300 -10.02100 10.00300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAi42, SRBB SEPARATING FROM OlET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR341 ( 28 JAN q7 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = -10.000 BETA = 10.000
........... _,,_ _n nnnn IN, vo At P_A_ = -18 RAn RFTAR R fll]ALREF = I_dU, _UUU 11Nym__ ll_r = .uu_ ,_ .........................
8REF = 1290,3000 INCHES ZHRP = ,0000 IN. Z8 Y ,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0i00 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 13E3/ 0 RN!L : !,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.530 -3.79I .53349 -.03401 -.01_52 -.01848 -.00428 -10.14600 8.02180 -9.95590 9,98890
_.927 96.066 -.05985 -.04938 -.02258 -.02131 -.00466 -10.17800 8.01210 -10.05800 10.08200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13541 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
_9.331 196.080 -,£42]5 -.02612 -.00983 -,00187 ,00248 -I0.13300 7.98000 -9,9?840 I0.06300
50.057 96.I34 -1.07770 -.02923 -,0123i .00235 .O00Ni -I0,i4100 9.97900 -i0.00800 iO.059go
51.411 -3,923 -.40588 -.02630 -.00951 -.00226 -.00169 -I0.13200 ?.99610 -9.92090 9.90090
GRAD[ENT ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAIW2, AEDC V_IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 923
IA142. SRBS _EPARATING FROM OIET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR34) ( BB JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -lO.OOO BETAB - 8.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOO0 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = ½.500
RUN NO. 1355/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
97.291 -4.039 -.44w76 -.02342 -.00640 -.00248 -.00104 -10.12200 ?.99450 -10.05500 I0.04400
I00.250 96.30! -.74499 -,023w0 -.OOBO0 .0009_ .00110 -I0.12600 7.98470 -9.99600 10.03100
99.654 195.g90 -1.32060 -.02917 -.00778 .00927 .00790 -i0.13000 7.96220 -10.00300 10.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO, 13561 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199,930 196.I20 -1.20880 -,01943 -.OOIIO .01115 ,00284 -I0.I0700 7,97070 -9.99580 I0.02300
199.260 96.115 -.22989 -.00764 ,00497 -,00343 -.00564 -I0,08q00 8,00540 -10,00300 10.04100
19B.680 -_,028 -I,I5140 -.02576 -.00286 .0023g .00ii5 -I0.i1500 7.97680 -i0.02900 t0.02700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000
!A!_2, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET_RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR35) ( 2B JAN 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10.000 BETA I0.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = -I0.000 BETAB = 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I3571 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
.254 -3.891 48.73200 -,04563 -.01879 -.02248 -.0078_ -I0,16600 7.99670 -]0.00200 10.00300
-!.024 95,957 49.Z9000 -.05710 -.02649 -.03050 -.00969 -I0.19300 8.01440 -I0.05400 10.07500
.570 196.190 49.21900 -.06428 -.03008 -.03311 -.00960 -10.20600 8.01120 -9.98610 10.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. !358! 0 _N/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
7 X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.388 96.155 48.56000 -.05330 -.02323 -.01616 -.00735 -I0.18300 7.99090 -I0.02200 IO.Oi400
50.032 -3.813 48.73500 -.04743 -.01885 -.01268 -.00793 -10.16800 7.99450 -9.98620 9.97200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 924
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR35) ( Be JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 9690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - -IO,O00 BETA )0,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAS - -IO.O00 BETAS 8.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1359/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
i00.i20 -3.96i W8.50100 -.03080 _'_ _ _"_ -.00785 -' , onn-.ulo_ ._,c, ,0.,4_, ?.98950 -9.9B390 10.00500
89.85[ 96.190 48.15400 -.03820 -.01445 -.00778 -.00358 -i0.15i00 ?.97590 -I0.00400 10.0|200
89.3_7 I_5.OBO 47.58790 -.03133 -.0[054 -,00006 .00240 -!0.13900 7.q54_0 -I0.0]700 fO.01gO0
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1360/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.540 195.9'70 4"7.54300 -.02095 .00080 .00384 .00246 -10.10300 7,95260 -lO.OlO00 IO.OI600
197.900 95.983 48.8i600 -.02794 -.0061| -.OlIB7 -.00839 -10.i2400 7.99640 -i0.06700 i0.0i600
198.970 -4.217 48.48500 -,03492 -,00912 -.00697 -.00529 -10.I3600 7.98460 -10.03000 10.00100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RBT SRB JET ON {LVTR36) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 9690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -IO.O00 BETA IO.O00
, _c_ _ ,men _nnn i_ruc_ YMRP . .nnnn IN. YR ALPHAS = -IO.O00 BETAB 8.000
BREF " 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP " .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1361/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT iNTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.549 -3.913 I00.38000 -.0544S -.02252 -.03329 -.01454 -10.18100 8,03890 -10.02700 IO.OI400
-.322 96.112 I00.61000 -.08218 -.02726 -.04038 -.01536 -10.19700 8.04650 -10.01900 10.05800
_,280 196.090 lO0.?!O00 -.06920 -.02990 -.04?n5 -.01445 -lO.20BO0 8.04710 -I0.01700 I0.02200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. i362/ 0 RNtL = i.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00I 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.597 196.090 100.04000 -.06421 -.02716 -.02981 -.01250 -10.19900 9.02780 -10.00500 10.07100
_= _ ' ,0' =' -TO. '°_nn o n7 nn -10.00100 10.0080050.102 95.995 i00.21000 -.06313 --,02650 -.vc_3_ _3_, ........ _2_
51,524 -3.942 100.31000 -.05874 -.02248 -,02316 -.01490 -10.i8400 8.03560 -9.93520 9.93730
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUO ?? [A142, AEDC Y41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 925
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR3S) 28 JAN 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF= 2580.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP =' 1858.5000 IN. XB ALPHA -10.000 BETA 10.000
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= -10.000 BETAB 8.000
8REF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - 100.000 JET PC = |225.000
SCALE - ,0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1363/ 0 RN/L - 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.370 -4.0[0 100.31000 -.OBISO -.02214 -.01988 -.01598 -10.18500 B.03SO0 -9.98170 10.04200
99.938 96.21i I00.24000 -.05981 -.v22,[ =.02296 _ n,.,7 -,v.,B_O 8.03340 _,n nn=n_ ,0._,6_
99.415 195.990 99.89?00 -.0578[ -.02161 -.02150 -.01150 -10.t8100 8.02210 -10.01300 10.02100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 13641 0 RN/L = !.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.680 i96.150 99.20600 -.03522 -.00498 -.00798 -.00526 -10.12600 7.996?0 -9.99850 [0.00500
20!.320 88.080 [00.25000 -.04322 -.01325 -,02447 -_01589 -10.15i00 8.03550 -9_97870 9.99380
199.090 -30909 !0[o51000 -.05350 °.01898 -.0460[ -.02870 -I0.17100 8.08400 -[0.03000 10.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,QQOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAi42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM v,_,_....... Sno v_ u_ _L_3,, ( 28 v_ ,_ )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB At.PHAB = 15.000 BETAS 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZNRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0[00 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1'_40t 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.lib -1,898 202.41000 .I0941 ,02085 -.09C66 -.04176 14.?2900 19. I3400 14.99200 15.0t500
.952 198.010 201.75000 .09633 .00608 -.09352 -.03127 14.68500 19. I0600 14.99500 15.01100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. i44ii O RN/L _ l.Sl _u_. _,_r_,_ = -_.uw,. .. =_.uu_
v v PM r[ M PV PYM At _&_ _T&_ AI P_& _TA
48.581 97.694 202.67000 .11924 .01791 -.13045 -.03273 4 0 19.
49.583 -2.163 203.45000 .11778 .02095 -.13309 -.04127 14.73500 19.16300 14.98600 I5.00300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 01 AUG 77 IRIS2, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 926
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING _ROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR3?) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I5.000 BETA I5.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 15.000 BETAB 19,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 14421 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.180 -2.326 204,32000 .11321 .02178 -.15560 -.04650 14.73400 19.19300 15.00100 15.01300
I00.250 97.724 203.8300B .I166R .02fO0 -,I_70R - h_n_l lu _unn to l_unn ,._BB_w_uo nn ,= _.....
i00.240 197.9B0 203.03000 .I1464 .OIB41 -.14ST7 -.03203 14.72700 19.14500 14,99500 15.02200
GRADIENT .00000 .O000O .OOOOG .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. I_N31 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.400 197.860 205.51000 .I0303 .01845 -.ie394 -,05504 14.72000 19.23500 15.01300 15.08s00
I99,750 B?.923 205.51000 .10221 .OIB1B -.18265 -_05667 I4,72200 I9,23700 !4.97£00 !4.99000
[99.4-90 -2.384 205.47000 .I0093 ,01833 -.IB2B9 -.05438 14.71900 19.23300 14.96300 14,92400
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR381 ( 28 JAN 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. ,cB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = 17.000
_nr_ i _n_ _n_n r L,_I trr _n_ .......
Dr_Lr = 0000 IN. ZB Y IUU.UUU JET PC : 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1444/ 0 RN/L - _,5) GRADIENT INTERVA._ - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.BII .764 I02.26000 .08962 .Ot40I -.04BIE -.020Bg I4.70000 17.08800 14.98300 t5,01500
.627 100.600 102. I3000 .08537 .O0?9X -.04933 -.O1683 14.68200 17.08000 I4.99200 15.01300
-.202 200.670 I00.88000 .08727 .00903 -.03635 ~.0048I 14.68500 17.03500 14.99100 15.02000
GRAOIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .Uuooo .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14451 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.410 200.970 102.q5000 .09936 .01394 -.07796 -.01568 14,70600 17.09100 14.97300 15.01500
50.20_ I00.qqO I03.0IO00 ,09918 .0Iq$8 --.0S028 -.02086 14.q0S00 I7,_IO00 i5.00000 I5,02300
49.q15 .BBe t03.2q000 ,10238 .020_2 -.07929 -.02467 I4.72400 I?.i2000 14,99600 I5.00200
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 01 AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 927
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR38) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 15.000 BETAB I?oO00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP m .0000 IN. ZB Y " I00.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 14461 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.130 .BIB 104.67000 .I0072 °02665 -.I0843 -.03643 14.73800 17°17100 15.00100 15.05100
99.872 100.840 103.97000 .I0091 .02144 -.09888 -.03065 14.72500 17.14700 14.99000 15.05300
100.360 200.920 104.02000 .09849 .01827 -.10475 -.02866 14.71600 17.14700 14.99200 14.99300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO° I447/ 0 RNIL = i.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
201.140 200.810 105.86000 ,09472 ,02198 -.13449 -.04469 14.72300 17.21200 15.0_400 15.09100
201.130 10|.160 105.40000 .08652 .01729 -.13068 -.04148 14.70700 17.19800 15.00800 14.99700
159.570 .745 105.38000 .09018 .01730 -.13752 -.0398_ 14.70900 17, i9700 14.97600 15.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM OlEToRGT SRB JET ON {LVTR39) ( 28 JAN 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1448/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL © -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.054 .956 151.71000 .I0649 ,01812 -.07527 -.0278a 14.72100 17.09300 14.99700 15.00500
1.061 100,790 151.80000 .09660 .01002 -.07941 -.02361 14.69500 17.09000 15.00000 15.01300
•427 200.860 151.38000 .09071 .0043! -.U/Ub'/ -.02025 |4.67?00 17.07500 14.99400 15.00500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14491 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
...................................................
49.824 I00.520 i52.31000 .I0955 .01593 -.I0137 -.02289 14.71700 17.10400 i4.99600 15.00500
49.494 .719 152.97000 .11185 .02139 -.10647 -.03179 14.73200 17.13100 14.98600 14.99600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 7? IA142, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE g2B
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR39) { 28 JAN 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
_n X8 ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 12_8._00 IN.
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 15.000 BETAB 17.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y 150,000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1450/ 0 RN/L : 1.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
iOO.i30 .830 154.15000 .10850 .022B3 -.13034 -.04082 14.73400 17. I7300 14.99600 15.01400
100.320 I00.570 153.32000 .11037 .02217 -.12093 -.03115 14.73300 17.14000 15.00500 15.05700
_ n -.0262gI00,3R0 200.BIO I._.0700_ .10550 .01681 -.II63B [4.71700 I?.12800 14.99000 15.00£00
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1451/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.4B0 200.890 155.6B000 .09964 .02062 -.15717 -.05129 14.72300 17.22300 I4.97700 15.0t700
200.640 I00.760 i55.54000 ,09594 .01958 -.15905 -.05379 14.71900 17.22500 14.99500 I4.98400
200,210 .595 155.39000 .09498 .OlB21 -.I6012 -.05080 14.71500 17.21800 14.B9500 15.01800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR40) ( 28 JAN ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA I5.000 BETA 15.000
I_FF l?qN _Rnn IN_HF_ YM_P AAAn IN YR A]PWA_ = i_ nnn BETAB = '= _
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 20,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1472/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETA8 ALPHA BETA
-.080 .151 20.40400 .05740 .00544 -.01109 -.00599 14.65900 15.03000 14.98700 15.01000
.23I 99.?78 t9.75000 .06191 .O0511 -.00081 .00453 14.66000 I5.00000 14,99800 14.99600
.................................................................... 14.gvGO0
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
RUN NO. 1473/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ fi. O0
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
50.090 200.130 20,79500 .07273 .00957 -.03848 -.00098 I4.67800 15.03700 15,02500 IS.08BO0
_9.545 i00.070 2i.i4000 .0750B .0]098 -.03710 -.00267 i4.68300 i5.04500 14,97700 15.03400
49.574 .170 21.74300 .07698 .01711 -.04315 -.01266 14.69900 I5.07200 I4.98600 |5.03500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000 -00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI4B, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 929
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR40) { 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15,000 BETA - 15_000
LREF = 1290.3900 INCHES YMRP - .OB00 IN. YB ALPHAS - 15.000 BETAB • 15.00B
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y 20,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1474/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
lOI.Tgo .131 22.8S400 .07733 .0177B -.07820 -.01692 14.70100 15.10900 15.05300 14.93100
100.540 100.210 22.12200 .07498 .01937 -.06203 -.Of51? 14.70400 15.08800 15.00800 14.gB?00
IO0.2BB 199.970 21,86800 .07408 .01451 -.95843 -.00853 14.69100 15.07300 14.99200 14.99500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .09000 .00000 .00000 _00000 .00000
RUN NB. 1475/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
I99.490 200.260 22.29500 .05665 .00141 -.07234 -.00926 I4.64900 15.08500 14.98100 15.00700
199.970 100.270 22.26000 .06352 .00223 -.B8266 -.00720 14.65500 15.09400 14.99000 I5.01200
200.380 .108 23, I4400 .04974 .01043 -.09673 -.01367 14.68500 15.I1500 14.99800 15.00500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42. SRBB SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRhl) ( 28 JAN 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
&REF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15,000 BETA - 15,000
LREF = I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15,000 BETAS = 15,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE • .0100 MACH • 4.500
RUN NO. 14521 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.151 .402 49.99700 .07298 .00682 -.02616 -.01099 14.57100 15.02900 14.99100 15,00900
-.111 100.110 48.84600 .08157 .00779 -.01746 -.00010 14.679Q0 14.99000 14.99500 15.01500
.669 200.270 48.80900 .07370 .00411 -.01727 .00725 14.66500 14.97900 15.00400 15.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1453/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.592 100.t60 50.92800 .09189 .01482 -.05395 -.01133 14.?0300 15.05400 I4.98400 15.01800
50.216 .154 51.12000 .08495 .01693 -.05436 -.01744 14.70400 15.06700 14.99200 15.00100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 930
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT 5RB JET ON (LVTRNi) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15,000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN, YB ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB 15,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO, !454/ 0 RN/L = 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I00.980 .247 52,I2300 ,08658 .02580 -.07629 -.02739 14.72700 15,10600 15,03800 !5,03800
100.160 £B.BBB 51.66100 .uo,_,,......... .v_,_ -.07250 -.02398 ,_.,,ouu... .... 15.09100 14.3S200 _5.03500
99,767 200,½t0 52.03300 .08737 .01869 -.0772| -.02079 14.71000 15.09400 ]4,88900 15.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1455/ 0 RN/L = ;.51 GRAOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y ON CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.410 200.280 51.48400 .06987 .00780 -,08356 -.01637 14.67300 15.07900 14.97700 15.01200
199.990 99.377 51.58100 .06908 .0061I -.08708 -.01315 14,66800 15.07700 14.97200 14.90500
200.120 -.029 52.49000 .08072 .0106| -.10020 -.01618 14.68600 15.10300 14.BB900 15.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR42] ( 28 JAN 7? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XMRP = |258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15,000 BETA = I5.000
LREF = 1290,3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 15.000 BETAB = 15.000
3REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1458/ 0 RN/L = t._,_' GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5._/_ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-,394 .403 104.07000 .09634 .01445 -.05382 -.01611 14.70500 15.11700 14.99300 I5.01300
.826 99.974 i04.28000 .08581 .00640 --06086 -.01655 14.67900 15.12400 I4.99000 15.00800
.283 200.110 103.28000 .08607 .00610 -.05028 -.00927 14.67800 15.09200 14,99900 I4.99900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I457/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADZENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM OY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.374 200.330 104.35000 .09421 .0i069 -.07150 -.01479 14.69500 15,12500 15.00500 15.06200
49.£45 !00.200 !04.58000 .09799 .01320 -.07367 -,0176! !4=70300 !5.!3400 !4_99]00 !5.02200
49.562 .199 104.87000 .1043I .02023 -.07672 -.02}I7 [4.72400 15.14500 14.98600 I4,99100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI4B, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 831
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON tLVTR42) { 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690,0000 SO.FT. XHRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 15.000 BETAB - 15.000
BREF " 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = IO0.O00 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 14581 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
IO0.OWO .166 lOG.13000 .I03BI .0245S -.I0098 -.03284 14.73500 15.19200 15.00200 15.02500
!00.330 i00.140 105.59000 .10257 .01896 -.0903! -.02449 I4.72300 15. I6800 14.99700 15.05800
t00.350 200.170 I05.27000 .09975 .01565 -.08912 -.02240 i4,71000 i5,15800 15.00100 i5.0II00
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1459! 0 RNIL - 1.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5. _"uv
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETAB ALPHA BETA
202.330 200.140 I07.06000 .09117 .01900 -.II875 -.03746 I4.71400 15.22100 15,07300 !5.09100
200.I00 I00.I50 107.32000 ,08835 .01858 -.12130 -.04070 I4.71t00 15.23100 14.98900 15.00100
200.070 .|IO |07,I8000 .09077 ,01742 -.I2600 -.03778 14,7!000 |5.28600 !4.89400 !5.01500
._0_0 .OOOO0 00000GRADIENT .00000 .00000 nn n .00000 .00000 .00000 . .00000
IAI48, SRBS SEPARATZNG FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR43) { 28 JAN 77 )
_cT r DATAREFERENCE DATA , ARA.... RI_
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB= 15.000 BETAS = 13.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 14601 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 6ETAB ALPHA BETA
.22_ -3.747 -.09715 .05841 .00225 -.00774 .00337 I4.65100 13.00300 14.99800 15.00800
1.098 96.553 .08897 .06037 .00189 -.01886 .00355 14.65200 13.00800 15.02300 14.97000
.168 196.150 .13810 ,05918 -.00005 -.u1706 .00470 i4.64600 i3.00800 i4.89000 i4.99500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 14611 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN _ CLH___ CY .... CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
49.947 96.337 1.09050 .07075 .01154 -.03200 -.004li 14._USUU Is,u4_uu 14,u_4uu l_.UdIUU
49.441 -3.802 1.50840 .07347 .01551 -.03385 -.01004 14.68400 13.05900 14.97700 15.04800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE OI AUG 77 IAI42, A£DC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 932
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,RGT SRB JET ON [LVTR_3) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
dO nSREF 2..0._00. SQ.FT. XMRP !258.5000 IN_ XB ALPHA - _5,000 BETA !5.000
LREF I290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB w IS.O00 BETAB 13.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE E .0100 MACH a I+.500
RUN NO. 14621 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
...... _nnn -.02'_92 I_.89700 ,_ no 15.n=_n
_uc._u -3.528 2.512g0 .07288 ._,,_'_21 -.0 ......... BOO _ 15.00100
99.545 96.133 2.|2780 .07209 .0[862 -.OL_6£D -.014|3 14.70000 13.07900 14.9730U I4.95000
[00,730 IS_._20 !.65250 .0592[ ,0t377 -,Oqq64 -,00792 14.$8500 13,06100 15,00!00 !5,06200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OQO00 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000
RUN NO. 146310 RNIL = 1.5t GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
I99._70 196,420 2.07320 .05062 . ,00023 -,06010 -.008t3 _4.6_£00 13.07_00 l_.98900 15.01300
198.670 95,034 2.11020 .0565i .00139 -.0664i -_006i0 i4.64800 i3,07300 I4.94600 i4.90800
200.370 -4.005 2,87780 .08008 .01167 -,08305 -.01168 14.BBBO0 13.t0000 14.99800 15.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
IAI_2. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR44) ( 28 JAN 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REP 2890.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA • I5.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES yMRP .Anno IN. YB ALPHAB= I5.000 BETAS 13,000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y - 50,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 146_10 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT iNTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.476 -3.79% 50.04900 .07607 .00712 -.03667 -,0116# _,67400 t3.03700 14.97600 15,02000
o196 95.855 48.92000 .08019 .00730 -.02280 .00082 14.67700 12.99400 14.99700 15.00_00
.597 !96.050 48.24200 .07326 nn_Rq -.01772 .00766 14.66400 i2.97100 14.99800 15.00100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. H{65/ 0 RNtL = 1.5] GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
"49.617 196.250 50.00600 .OBI71 ,01106 -.04655 -.00426 14.68700 13,02800 15.00100 15.06500
q9.5i9 96.0_0 50.30600 ._,,u .013_3 =._5_8 _._k_ Iq._9,_ I .... 5_ ,4.9_,00 ._25_,_
50,055 -3.772 50.73700 .08391 .01587 -.05167 -.01643 14,70100 I3.0BIO0 14.99000 15.02600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V4IA-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 933
[AI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM C/EToRGT SRB JET ON {LVTR44_ ( 28 JAN 99 ;
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF " 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - 15,000 BETAS • 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP " .0000 IN. Z8 Y - 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1466/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100,860 -3.746 51.91200 .0887[ .02532 -.06743 -.02496 14.72700 13.09900 15.04300 15.02800
100.130 36.639 51.36100 .08506 .02057 -.06445 -.02240 I4.71300 13.08400 14.99200 15.06700
.v_4w =°06079 -.0!459 , =o_ n 13.05500 15.01700 !4.95300i01.200 196.050 50.94400 .08184 _'='_ ,4 ....O_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. I487/ 0 RN/L = !°5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
199.790 198.040 51.17400 .06824 .00864 -.07148 -.01531 14.67400 13.07300 I4.98700 15.00400
199,270 96.048 50.88900 .06712 .00680 -.07328 -.OlI21 14.65800 I3.05200 14,95600 I4.93100
200.040 -3.830 51.56800 .08030 ,01!13 -.0867l -.01531 14.68700 13.08400 14.98800 I5.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR45} ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1259.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15,000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS • 15.000 BETAB - 13.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. Z8 Y 100,000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 HACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1468/ 0 RN/L : l.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.219 -3.692 101.01000 .09637 .01569 -.05195 -.01244 14.70800 13.06000 14.99400 15.01600
.923 96.143 101.27000 .08177 .00736 -.05981 -.01492 I4.E7900 t3.07100 14.99600 15.01500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1469/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 7? IAI4B, AEOC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 934
tAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR45) ( 2B JAN ?? )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - I5.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = ,0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - 15.000 BETAS t3.000
BREF i290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN, ZB Y - !00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1470/ 0 RNIL = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z x Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.988 -3,863 i02.92000 .I0449 .02346 -.OBI35 -.02BSl I4.73200 13.12900 15.00000 15.03300
I00.160 196.080 I01.9S000 .0976I .OlSOB -.07296 -.02008 I4.70B00 13.09600 14.98700 15.00900
GRAOZENi .OOOOO .OOOOO .00000 .UOOO0 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1471/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
]99.800 196.180 I03.59000 .08840 .01760 -.1025B -.031?I l_.70BO0 13.15000 Iq.99300 15.00800
200.160 95,949 !03,44000 ,0874? ,0!817 -,!0675 -,03583 !4.70900 !3.!5400 !4.99400 !4.99900
200,150 -3.960 103.7S000 ,OB090 .01683 -.10989 -.03351 14.VOBO0 13.15qO0 14.99100 15.01800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR461 28 JAN 77 1
• REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 |N. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = II.000 8ETAB 19.000
BREF i2BO.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 iN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC " 1225.000
SCALE = ,OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I551/ 0 RN/L = !.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00f 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.081 -2,137 201.81000 .05248 .0220B -.OB298 -.03977 10.99600 19.12100 14.99400 15.0IIOO
_481 97.727 201.43000 .04937 .01970 -.07460 -.03717 lO,BBBO0 19.10800 I4.99500 15.0t900
.718 197.830 201.35000 .04388 ,01169 -.07272 -.03655 I0.S6500 19.10600 15,00300 15.01000
GRAOiENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000 ,Uuuoo .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1552/ 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.682 127.710 201.75000 .06735 .00976 -.08410 -.03579 10.97500 19.I1500 14.99400 15.0350G
49.604 B7,777 202.12000 .06894 .01707 --.087S4 -.0_015 lO.£g_O0 19,]2900 14.98B00 15.01300
4S.4Bl -2.354 202.32000 .07020 ,02079 -.0926I -.0453B 11.00400 19,14200 14.98300 I4,96800
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 935
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR4B) ( 20 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15,000 BETA - 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = i1.000 BETAS = 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH - #.500
RUN NO. 1553/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.907 -2.156 203.12000 .07905 .Ol7BB -.t1530 -.04859 11.00300 19.16700 14.99000 15.02800
100.450 97.730 202.80000 ,08235 .01579 -.11273 -.04293 II.O0000 19,14800 I5.00800 I5.06800
IO0.BBO 197.790 202.17000 .08022 .01244 -.10748 -.03552 IO.BBO00 19.13000 15.00200 15.01700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1554/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.220 197.790 204.63000 .07159 .0i566 -.15139 -.05522 10.99300 19.21500 15.00100 15.01200
200.000 97.739 204.53000 .07144 .01595 -,15159 -.05607 10.99400 19.St400 14.98200 14.97300
I98.900 -2.294 204.37000 .07202 .0|404 -.15230 -.05430 !0.98900 19.20000 14.95400 14.90700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR47) ( 28 JAN 77 )
RErER=N_= DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP " 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 11.000 BETAB = 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 15551 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
.059 .803 100.93000 .03412 .01623 -.03979 -.02185 10,97000 17.06500 14.98900 15.01700
.364 100.340 101.05000 .02BBO .00919 -.03404 -.0213G 10.94800 17.06500 14.98000 14.99700
.253 200.780 US.SU700 .032i9 .00942 -.0i374 -.00943 i0.95200 i7.0i300 i5.0ii00 |5.00700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15561 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
50.095 100.730 101.25000 .O_BO3 ,OlObu -.O_4bb -.U_4W! IU.UIUUU I[.UI/UU I4._U400 I_.01200
50.241 .B68 101.2t000 .05927 .01510 -.05008 -.02622 10.g8300 17.07900 14.99700 14.97800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE OI AUG 79 IA]42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 936
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR4?) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2B90.0000 5Q.FT. XMRP - ]258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP _ .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB= II.O00 BETAB I?.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE ° .OIO0 MACH 4,500
RUN NO. 15571 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
........ n,_ _ .7,!2000 !5.01300 15.03_00
_uu.130 .6BO Ivc.SG_uv .07194 .... 8_ -.0787! -.03IB9 !!.00300
100.470 [00.790 ;01.B9000 .0713_ .0t453 -.0684_ -.02689 iO.BBBO0 i?.OgBO0 15.00400 i5.07300
99.790 200.780 !01.71000 .0?2?5 .012?7 -.06554 -.02525 I0.98600 I?.OBIO0 I4.99600 15.00000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000
RUN NO. 15581 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
19S.390 200.740 I03.35000 .05798 .01653 -.OgBq6 -.03563 lO.BBGO0 I?.14600 4.S6q00 14.£BBO0
199.890 100.520 I03.49000 .05513 .OI_3B -.lOiS1 -.u33,1 I0.9q900 l?._45uu 14.97100 14.9?000
200.240 .775 i03.03000 .058q3 .01249 -.09916 -.02777 10.97700 17.12800 14.99500 I5.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR48) ( 28 JAN 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = B690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = !290.3000 [NCHF£ YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = II.O00 BETAS ]q.O00
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1559/ 0 RN/L = i.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.263 .913 I51.56000 .0487S .0£001 -.05705 -.02939 10.98900 17.0_300 14.99100 15.00800
.800 100.590 I51.36000 .04380 .0163B -.05314 -.02?62 10.97700 17.08500 14.99800 I5.01600
.B5S 200.840 !Sl_Bnnn .0375B .0061I -.05242 -.02945 10.94?00 17.09000 14.99B00 15.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .00000
RUN NO. I560/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
49.425 200.860 I51.58000 .06125 .00635 -.06235 -.02727 I0.96300 lq.09100 14.99000 15.05100
.,Buww .08615 n,7_ - n_u_ -.02827 10.98400 !7.09700 I_ 98600 :_ n_Tnn49.276 i0!.040 15[ .... , ......................
49.673 .606 152.26000 .07089 .01755 -.06970 -.03427 I0.99600 i7.11600 I4.BB300 I4.95500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 01 AUG 77 IAI42. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 937
IAI42o SRBS SEPARATING FROM OlET,RGT SRB JET ON {LVTR48) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FTo XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB - II,000 BETAB - 17.000
BREF - I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - ,0000 IN. ZB Y - I50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 15611 0 RN/L - 1.58 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB 8ETA8 ALPHA BETA
100.170 .976 153.15000 .07642 .01799 -.09382 -.03965 11.00100 I?.14700 15.00100 15.01900
100.220 100.840 152.41000 .07729 .01612 -.08426 -.03171 10.99700 17.11900 15.00000 15.08400
i00.550 200.940 I52. I5000 ,07438 .01084 -.08233 -.02833 i0.98200 i7, i0900 i5.00400 15.03100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1562! 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
I99.920 200.770 154.31000 .06567 .01811 -.12217 -.04948 I0.99500 17.19100 14.98700 15.01500
200.160 100.?00 154.51000 .06462 .01681 -.I2341 -.04912 10.99100 17.19400 14.98100 I4.96100
200,010 .633 154,40000 .06615 .01479 -,12536 -,04641 10.98700 17.18800 14.98500 15,00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SR8 JET ON (LVTR49) ( 28 JAN 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ,FT. XMRP = 1258,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 11.000 BETAB 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y ,000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1587/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
.133 .081 7.89760 ,00755 .00376 .00146 -.00083 10.92200 14.97100 14.99q00 15.00q00
1.06I 99.9?3 8.25710 .01451 .00554 -.00943 ,00242 10.93100 14.97600 I5.02700 14.94600
i87 200.080 7.81323 ........... -." .... .30452 i0.22_30 14,2653G 14.98500 i5.30730. UII[_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .03000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1588/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
_U._I _.5_ _. /lb_u .u_t .uu_u -.u_ul --.UUb_ IU._4_UU _4._UU I_.UU/UU I_.UU_UU
48.957 .082 9.47773 .03274 .31216 -.01956 -.01208 10.95900 15.02300 14.97200 15.04500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IA142. AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 93B
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OlET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR4S) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - Z5.000 BETA - 15,000
LREF _ 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN, YB ALPHAS - II,000 BETAB - 15.000
BREF - 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y " .OOO JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .OIO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1589/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
lOI.4BO -.083 9.7!3B0 .04781 .0!379 -,03967 -,0!464 !0.97200 15.03600 !5.04600 14.91900
99.983 _00.030 9.67550 .04036 .01584 -.03495 -.01427 I0.$7700 15.03300 i4.90800 i5.0ii00
100.330 200.0?0 9.38070 ,04590 .01300 -.03036 -,00960 10.96900 IB.OIBO0 _5.00300 15.04900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1590/ 0 RN/L = 1.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.030 200.230 9.94610 .02565 .00529 -.05743 -.01059 10.93800 15.03900 15,00BOO 15.07900
i99.800 100.020 9.923?0 .03751 .00525 -.OB?SS -.00631 I0.94500 15.03500 14.972Q0 15.01100
200.260 .015 10.58700 .05235 .01102 -.07205 -.01218 10.96800 15.05700 14.99600 15.02000
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRSO) ( 28 JAN 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 269010000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - II.000 BETAB 15.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 15931 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT _N cRVA_ = _5.00f 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.096 -.I25 50.32600 .01865 .OOBBg -.02227 -.01465 10.94200 15.04000 14.99000 14.99900
.298 100.390 49.II900 .02228 .00438 .00028 -.00332 I0o93300 14,99500 14.99400 15.02400
-.275 199.930 48.18IO0 .03139 .00773 .00836 .00557 10.94q00 14.96200 15.00200 15.00600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .GO000 .00000
RUN NO. I594/ 0 RN/L _ I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
51.314 I99.940 49.52800 .04471 .00537 -.01640 -.00432 10.94900 15.00800 15,03400 15:02400
48.997 IO0.150 50.05300 ,04924 .0095! -.0!B23 -.01206 t0.96200 15.03000 !4,97400 !5.0B!O0
50.059 .040 50.81200 .04526 .OilS9 -.03417 -.01763 10.96600 I5.05600 I4.98700 15.00500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE OI AUG 77 IAI4B, AEOC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 939
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR50) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 11,000 BETAB - I5.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN, ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO, 1595/ 0 RN/L " 1,52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.860 .022 51.71500 .06161 .01902 -.05664 -.02141 10.99400 15.08400 15.04400 15.00800
98=960 IO0.OlO 51.1620G .06108 .01528 -.04218 -.01873 10.98400 15,06600 14.98400 15.09000
I01.160 200.130 50.48000 .05602 .01143 -.03750 -.Of091 10.97100 15,04100 15.00600 14.94200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1596/ 0 RN/L - 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00i 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
198.940 200.130 50.85500 .03540 .0067I -.05776 -.01304 I0.94700 15.05900 14.99200 15.01400
200.480 99.815 51.13500 .04517 .00585 -.06384 -.01044 10,95100 15.05800 15.00300 15.01100
199.830 .040 51.53600 05233 .00930 -.07106 -.01546 I0.86400 15.07600 _4.98800 15.02800
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42_ SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT 5RB JET ON {LVTRSI) ( 28 JAN 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 sQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1280.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = II.000 BETAB 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : .0100 HACH : 4.500
RUN NO. 15971 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.167 .200 I00._2000 .04299 .01478 -.03133 -.01894 10.97200 15.05400 14.99100 15.02100
.621 99.983 100.71000 .03501 .01142 -.02960 -.02085 10.95800 15.05800 14.99100 15.01600
.823 200.050 100.38000 .03038 .00367 -.01955 -.01544 10.93700 15.04100 15.00200 I5.00400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1598/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA_ _BETA -
49_480 i00.020 I01.31000 .05767 .00874 -.04638 -.02055 10.96600 15.07300 14.97700 15.02700
49.933 .098 101.22000 ,06575 .01484 -.04345 -.02202 10.98600 15.07300 15.00100 14.98000
GRADIENT .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 01 AUG ?? IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 9'4.0
I,'142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRSI) ( 28 JAN 77 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1288.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - II.000 BETAS = 15.000
BREF - 1280.3000 INCHES ZMRP - ,0000 IN. Z8 Y IO0.O00 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO, 1599/ 0 RN/L - 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.140 ,085 102.14000 .07283 .OIBI? -.06618 -.02873 10.99800 15.10500 15.00500 15.02500
IO0.WSO I00.170 101,46000 .06800 .01389 -.058ii -.02272 10.98600 15.08200 14.89800 15,09000
IO0.4BO 200.010 IOI.61000 .06674 .00926 -.05832 -.02198 10.97300 15.08400 15.00200 15.00500
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 16001 0 RNIL = 1.52 GRADIENT INTEPVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
202.550 200.080 102.63000 .05312 .01362 -.OBIq5 -.03020 10.97800 15.12100 15.07600 15.09800
198.810 IO0,O80 I02.64000 .05186 .01269 -.OBiBI -.03014 10.97200 15.12100 14.97800 14.97600
200.150 ,lOS i02.41000 .05525 .01260 -.08367 -,02576 10.97400 15.11100 14.99800 15.02200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR521 ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15,000 BETA = !5,000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = II.O00 BETAS 13.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 157510 RNIL - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
-.068 -3.797 -.72408 ,01460 .00203 .00396 .00032 10.92200 12.98900 14.98800 15.01000
1.487 86.100 -.52031 .02620 ,00353 -.00508 .00209 10.93300 12.99300 15.03500 14.93800
-.OSO 196.190 -.69439 .02603 .00142 -.00615 .00428 10.92800 12,98600 14.99000 15.01200
......... _ nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn _ff nnnnn nnnnn nnnnn nn_nn
RUN NO. i578i 0 RN/L = i.5i UffAUI_NI |RIEffVAL " --O.UUI 3.UU
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHAS BETA8 ALPHA BETA
50.29? 196.180 -,60124 .03818 .00512 -.00361 .00001 I0.9_500 12.89400 14.99400 15.01400
50.052 86.223 .07948 .03819 .00663 -,01241 -.00425 10.94800 I3.01500 14.99200 I5.01100
49.495 -3.895 .49071 .03995 .00965 -.02090 -.00903 10.95700 13,03200 i4.98100 i5.03900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000
DATE O! AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA', TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 941
[AI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR521 ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS • 11.000 BETAS = 13.000
BREF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. ZB Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I5771 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
lOI.3BO -3.924 1.22020 .05119 .01373 -.03801 -.01189 10.97400 13.05400 15.04500 14.96500
100.570 96. I10 1.12580 .05448 .01511 -.03175 -.01296 10.98000 13.05200 15.00800 15.02800
!00.880 !96.260 !=43600 =05062 .01162 -.02800 -.00751 |0.B6900 13.04800 I5.00400 15.02600
. GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15781 0 RN/L = 1.5£ GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
199.940 I96.170 !.12240 .02874 ,00609 -.05157 -.01496 I0.94000 13.06100 ]4.99800 ]5.07500
199.490 96.330 .78774 .03645 .00532 -.05584 -.00797 I0.94400 13.04600 14.96900 15.00400
199.890 -4.19I l. I6930 .05883 .00919 -.0593I -.01272 10.96800 |3.06000 14.98400 15.00900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.ROT SR8 JET ON (LVTR53) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = II.000 BETAS = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y = 50.000 JET PC = t225.000
SCALE " .0100 " NACH = 4.500
RUN NO. i579/ 0 RN/L = 1.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00i 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.573 -3.831 49.76700 .03194 .00941 -.02183 -.01488 10.95200 13.03000 14.97400 15.02200
.493 96.3?3 '._8.89900 .02885 .00192 -.00363 -.00728 10.93100 12.99800 I4.99400 15.02800
-.068 !95.860 q7_66500 .03912 .00518 .01157 .00496 10.94500 I2.95300 I5.00200 I5.00300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 15801 0 RN/L = 1.5l GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
_n.A_n 19_.200 49.18500 .05361 ,00467 -.02|56 -.00417 I0,95300 I3.00300 I5.02900 ]5.02500
4_i_ z_i_ 561_6 .05126 .01133 -.03340 -.01760 i0.9s900 13.04600 i4.98600 14.BBsoo
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG 77 IA142, AEDC V41A-K1A, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 942
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR53) { 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = II.O00 BETAB - 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN, ZB Y 50,000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE " .0[00 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1581/ 0 RNIL - 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
101.590 -3.972 50.74900 .06179 .01703 -,04771 -.01834 IO.BBSO0 13.06000 15.06500 14.93200
IO[.[[O 195.740 49,91900 .05595 ,01045 -.03559 -.0[[60 10.96900 13.03200 15.01100 14,.94100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O ,O000O .00000 .OOUO0 .00000 .OOO00 .00000
RUN NO. 1582/ 0 RN/L " 1,5! GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5,001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.020 196.[30 50.58500 .03680 .00660 -.05[55 -.01416 I0.94B00 13.05200 [4.99300 15.01500
200.230 B5,719 50.45500 ,04474 00631 -.05448 -.OlOB4 [0.95200 13.04B00 [4.99100 14 98500
198.880 -4.061 50.62000 .05349 .00959 -.06346 -.0]426 10.96600 13.05600 14.$S400 14.90900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR54) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = I258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF = [290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = II.000 BETAB = [3.000
BREF = I290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOOO iN. ZB Y = i00.000 JET PC = i225.000
SCALE = .OlO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. ]585/ 0 RN/L = [.5! GRADZENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
-.279 -3.781 IOO.3tO00 .05291 .01310 -.02980 -.01599 10,97400 I3.04400 14.98800 15.00600
.6Ot 96.005 IO0.10000 .0_806 .00978 -.03399 -,0;82! [0.96300 13.04500 [4.98700 [5.01400
.976 196.180 I00.44000 .03626 .00084 -.02985 -.0]630 10.93300 13.04700 15.00000 I5.0OlO0
GRADIENT .00000 .OUOOU ,uuuuu ,uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu .uuuuu ,uuuuu .uuuuu
RUN NO, 1584/ 0 RNIL _ 1.5i GRADIENT INTERVAL _ -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETA8 ALPHA BETA
49.329 196.170 I00.29000 .05408 .00477 -.04261 -.01514 10.95400 13.0h600 14,99100 15.06100
49,599 95.879 }00.71000 .06075 .0098I -.04650 -.01700 IO.BTlO0 i3.05700 I4.99000 15.01300
4£.644 -3.919 I00.82000 .0691I .01421 -.04254 ~.01884 I0.98700 !3,06_00 14.99200 14.98600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE Ol AUG ?? IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAOE 943
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON {LVTR54) I 28 JAN 77 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.DO0 BETA I5.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS - 11.000 BETAS - 13.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y " 100.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = .DIDO MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1585/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.130 -3.820 101.59000 .06984 .018_7 -.05939 -.02711 10.99800 13.09100 14.99800 15.02200
I00.640 95.878 IOZ.I8000 .06817 .01358 -.05523 -.01985 10.98500 13.07300 15.00000 15.06400
100.440 196.120 100.92000 .06365 .00994 -.05477 -.01959 10.97300 13.06700 14.99800 15.01300
GRADIENT .00000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1586/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.000 196.250 IOI.91OO0 .05133 .01299 -.07176 -.02565 10.97300 13.09900 I4.99500 15.01300
199.850 95.970 101.84000 .05009 .01169 -.07111 -.02321 I0.95900 13.09300 14.97400 14.96900
200.050 -3.964 igi.BO000 .05507 .01256 -.07685 -.02305 10.97400 I3.09600 14.99200 15.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SR8 JET ON (LVTR55} ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAS = 19.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZHRP = .DO00 IN. ZB Y = 200.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 1703/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.000 -2.399 203.08000 .03700 .01595 -.09751 -.04662 6.97050 19.15700 14.99000 15.01600
100.050 97.512 202.69000 .03642 .01335 -.09494 -.04298 6.96370 19.14400 14.99000 15.00400
100.460 197.650 202.21000 .03699 .00924 -.080i5 -.03832 6.96380 19.12400 15,00600 15.03900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 :00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1704/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
............................................
150.170 97.570 203.54000 .04656 .01278 -.11012 -.0493I 6.96870 19.17400 I4.99000 t4.99600
150.190 -2.594 203.58000 .04544 .01299 -.10955 -.05144 6.96860 I9.17700 1_.99200 15.01600
GRADIENT .00000 ,00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 ,00000
DATE OI AUG 79 IA142, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE B44
IA142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIET,RGT 5RB JET ON (LVTR551 ( 28 JAN 77
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SO,FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15,000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB - 7.000 BETAB 19.000
BREF 12B0.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN, ZB Y - 200,000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE = ,0100 MACH = 4,500
RUN NO. 1705/ 0 RNIL = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.360 -2.245 203.97000 .0_327 ,01002 -.12415 -.05272 6.96020 19.19000 15.00400 15.04400
200.330 97.623 204.31000 .0_527 .Oli2B -.13024 -.054Z0 6.96440 19.20000 14.99900 15,01500
200.650 193,B30 204.4]000 ,04550 .0]055 -.13239 -.05090 6.96280 19.19800 15.01300 15.06300
GRADIENT .OOOO0 .00000 .OOOO0 .GO000 .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA142o SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR56) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5REF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 125B.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. Y8 ALPHAB = 7.000 8ETA8 17.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y I00.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. 17061 0 RN/L = _.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.090 .603 102.76000 .03646 .01397 -.05365 -.02914 6.96470 17.11200 14.B9300 15.04500
lO0.2BO 100.400 I02.73000 .03273 .OIOB4 -.05193 -.02638 6.95480 17.10700 14.99500 15.00700
99.970 199.950 102.45000 .03735 .01045 -.04361 -.02269 6.95560 17.09400 15.00100 14.99000
GRADIENT .O000D .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O000O .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17071 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
t50.BBO 200.430 103.23000 .04417 .01164 -.07t90 -.02884 6.96400 17.12400 I5.02900 15.03700
150.350 100.490 i03,55000 .04480 .01393 -.07554 -.03297 6.96990 17.13800 14.9B900 14.99600
150.510 .508 103.28000 .04243 .OIlO0 -.06601 -,02957 6.BBI3O ]7.12500 15.00300 15.03400
GRADIENT ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1708/ 0 RN/L = 1,5t 6RADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETA8 ALPHA BETA
200.380 ,470 103,20000 .03394 .OOB60 -.07380 -.02511 6.95020 17.I2000 14.98600 14.98400
200,280 _00._60 !03.55000 .032}3 .0083} -,08!09 -.02906 6.94840 t7,I3400 i_,99800 I5,0!700
200,400 200.580 I03.29000 .03412 .00896 -.07902 -.02836 5.95120 I7.12700 I5.01000 15,05600
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE O! AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 945
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM DIET,ROT SRB JET ON (LVTR57) ( e8 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP = 2690.0000 SQ:FT. XMRP = 125B.5000 IN. XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP - .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB : 7.000 BETAB I?.O00
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP • .0000 IN. ZB Y = 150.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1709/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
100.030 .273 152.45000 .03622 .01329 -.07335 -.03699 6.96320 17.12400 14.99000 15.01300
99.891 100.400 151.88000 .03723 .01227 -.06940 -.03248 6.96120 17.10500 14.98700 14.99400
99.914 200.890 151.57000 .03690 .00769 -.06050 -.02968 6.94980 17.09400 14.99700 15.05900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1710/ 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
151.150 200.560 152.23000 .04770 .00936 -.08228 -.03426 6.96080 17.11900 15.03700 15.05000
149.370 100.330 152,64000 .04565 .01214 -.08646 -.03936 6.95640 17.13500 14.96900 14.96400
149.710 .077 [52.73000 .04343 .0|I14 -.08406 -.04038 6.95250 17.13700 14.97500 15.01200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17If/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.890 .432 I52.72000 .03767 .00S77 -.09348 -.03881 6.95570 17.13700 15.01700 15.02800
200.650 100.430 153.25000 .03686 .01160 -.I0503 -.04258 6.95970 17.15600 15.00900 15.02300
200.340 200.470 153.41000 .03832 .01243 -.10607 -.04192 6.96260 17.15800 15.01200 15.07400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
.,_42, SRBS c=o^o^T,_,e conM _/n....._T onT_.....COP JET ON (LVTR58) ( 28 JAN ,, [
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
BREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 7.000 BETAS = 15.000
BREF = ]290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .0000 IN. Z8 Y = .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE - .OlOD MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I712/ 0 RN/L = l.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
................................. ............
100.380 99.789 21.68100 .02618 .01160 -.02756 -.00822 6.95220 15.05900 14.99700 t5.01500
100.260 199.990 21.61100 .02447 .01014 -,02781 -.00698 6.94750 15.05600 15.00200 15.02700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE O] AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 946
IAI4B. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT _RB JET ON (LVTR5S) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2890,0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB- 7.000 BETAB 15.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .O00O IN. Z8 Y - .000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - ,0100 MACH - 4,500
RUN NO. 1713/ 0 RN/L - !.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
n , .01438 -.04229 -.02149 6.96170 15.09800 15.04700150.230 _0_.5,0 22.49900 .03033 15.04000
151.890 99.877 22.05000 .02609 .00905 -.03938 -.0i253 6.94600 i5.07600 i5.06800 15.01400
150.460 -,057 21.96200 .02802 .0102! -.03760 -.0li86 6.95000 15.07300 15.00200 15.02000
GRADIENT .O000O .00000 .00000 ,O00OO .00000 ,GO000 .00000 .O000O .00000
RUN NO, 13141 0 RNIL- 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.270 .087 22.47100 .02843 .00920 -.05052 -.01315 6.94990 15.08700 14.99100 15.03000
20O.iiO ]00.liO B2.0110O .02832 .00520 -.04535 -.00938 6.93900 15.07200 14.99000 15.01800
202.250 199.850 22.13400 .01731 .00241 -.04090 -.01011 6.92430 15.07400 15.05100 15.05100
GRADIENT .OOO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .O00OO .00000 .O000O .00000
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SR9 JET ON (LVTR59) ( 28 JAN 77 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = a690.OOOO SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA 15.000 8ETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 7.000 BETA8 15.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. Z8 Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH 4.500
RUN NO. I715/ O RNIL= 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -8.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAS ALPHA BETA
100.180 .097 50.50000 .03844 .01298 -.03875 -,01884 6.96210 15.05300 I5,00200 15.01800
99.971 99.977 50.15900 .0352l .01097 -.03098 -.0t424 6.95630 15.03900 I4,98900 14.96300
lflfl.glo 200.120 49.87800 .02775 .00902 -.02438 -.00960 8.94680 15.02400 15.01400 15.06700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .C0000 .00000 ,00000 .OOOO0 ,00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1715/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
151.540 199.870 50.42700 .02838 .00818 -.04365 -.01476 8.94540 15.04700 15.04600 15,08100
149.930 9g.968 _n.......,u_nO ........n_noQ 00834 -.03880 - 0!230 6.9_730 15.03700 !4.98300 I5.03200
149.820 -.038 50.59000 .03287 .00965 -.04182 -.01536 8.95i70 15.05100 14.98100 I5.04100
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .GO000
DATE OI AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 947
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RBT SRB JET ON (LVTR59] { 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SREF = 8690°0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1259,5000 IN. XB ALPHA = I5.000 BETA - 15.000
LREF = I290.]000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB • 15.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = ,0000 IN. ZB Y = 50.000 JET PC • IBB5.000
SCALE = .OlOO HACH - 4.500
RUN NO. 1717/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETA8 ALPHA BETA
201.010 .010 50.63000 .02888 .OOBll -.05570 -.01301 6.94550 15.05200 I5.00800 15.02500
199.760 99.555 50.19100 .02742 .00507 -.04994 -.00960 6.93710 ]5.03700 I4.98100 15.00000
199.930 200.080 50.10400 .02023 .00264 -.04467 -.00907 6.92670 15.03300 14.99000 15.01900
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000
IAI48. SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR60) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2880.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YHRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB = 15.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES Z,HRP = .0000 IN. 28 Y = tOO.GOB JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .OIO0 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. I?19/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN r, _,
, _M mv CYN ALPHAB BETA8 ALPHA BETA
100.030 -.025 101.56000 ,03876 .OtlB6 -.04718 -.02511 6.96040 15.08500 14.98900 15.01600
99.752 ]00.030 ]01.51000 .03411 .01079 -.04883 -.02359 6.95540 15.08200 14.98500 15.01100
101.480 200.070 101.38000 .03322 .00658 -.04297 -.02235 6.94460 15.07600 15.04000 ]5.04300
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 17191 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.940 199.760 lOI.B6000 ,04312 .01030 -.06183 -.02638 6.96000 15.09600 15.01500 15.04400
150.12Q 99.450 102.04000 .04296 .01077 -.08227 -.02663 6.95100 15.10000 14.98400 14.92000
150.750 -.070 101.71000 .04196 .00933 -.0_472 -.02592 6.95680 15.09100 ]5.01IO0 15.00900
GRADfENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .O00OO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1720/ 0 RN/L = 1.5! GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLH CY CYN ALPHA8 8ETA8 ALPHA 8ETA
£00.120 .uo9 ,m .Oc_ ....... -.06207 - 02!7. _ ou_n !5.n_onn !4.98700 !5.04400
200.180 100.260 102.37000 .03018 .00853 -.07450 -.02679 6.94770 15.11000 14.99900 15.03300
=no ntn _nn ,_n tnp tnnnn .o2gg| .o0766 -.06882 -.02304 6.94530 15.09700 16.05400 15.05500
DATE 01 AUG 77 ]A142, AEDC V4IA-KIAo TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 948
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET.ROT SR8 JET ON {LVTR61) { 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA - 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF ]290.3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 ]N, YB ALPHAB - 7.000 BETAB 13.000
8REF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP m .0000 IN, ZB Y - .000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE " .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1721/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
IO0.lBO -3,953 ,]]746 .02423 .01035 -.02223 -.00813 6.94780 ]3.02200 15.00300 15.07200
100,540 95.Sl6 .38230 .02602 .01086 -.02532 _.01005 6.95030 ]3.03100 15.01000 15.05300
97.988 196.040 -.38288 .02542 .01024 -,01591 -.00638 6.94830 13.00900 14.93800 15.04200
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. ]722/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL w -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHA8 BETAB ALPHA BETA
149.710 195.850 1.01820 .02776 .Olb51 -.03787 -.01873 6.96050 13.05800 I4.93900 15.00800
149.600 95.946 .64202 .02359 .00865 -.03495 -.01174 6.94340 13.04100 14.95000 14.93700
149.830 -4.]5l .41795 .02957 .00965 -.03700 -.OOBll 6.94950 13.03100 14.98300 15.02400
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1723/ 0 RN/L = 1,51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETA9 ALPHA BETA
200.900 -4.259 .95012 .03091 .00856 -.04756 -.00860 6.94790 13.04600 15.00700 15.01700
204.370 95.764 .60907 .02342 ,00398 -.04133 -.00831 6.93190 13.03700 15.09500 15.03900
200.320 196.220 .60761 .01342 .00138 -.03799 -.01226 6.91940 13.04200 15.00300 15.02700
GRAOIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
[A142, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SR9 JET ON (LVTR62) { 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2590.0000 SO.FT. XMRP 1258.5000 IN_ XB ALPHA 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF - 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB = 7.000 BETAB 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP .0000 IN. ZB Y 50.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE : _0!00 MACH = _.500
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
99.791 -4.086 49.19400 .03526 .01090 -.02742 -.01546 6.95620 13.02100 14.g9000 ]4.95300
99.943 95.892 49.18700 .03703 .OOgBB -.02569 -.01328 6.95500 13.01700 14.9B100 I5.02900
i00.960 i95.830 48,G9000 .02B85 .00700 -.02037 -.01028 6.94260 13,00200 ;5.02000 15.03700
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE OI AUG ?7 ZAi4_, AEDC V41A-KIA. TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 949
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTRSB) ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. XB ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15.000
LREF = 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB• ?.GO0 BETAB = 13.000
BREF = 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP = .OOOO IN. ZB Y • 50.000 JET PC = |225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1725/ 0 RN/L = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.040 I96.100 49.05700 .03254 .00807 "-.03914 -.01295 6.94760 13.01800 15.00200 15.02700
I49.870 95.791 49.00600 .03114 .00?88 -.03517 -.01070 6.94630 13.01BOO I4.98200 14.98600
150,230 -4.027 48.95400 .03102 .00880 -.03845 -.01239 6.94840 13.01400 I5.01500 14.91600
GRADIENT .00000 .0GOB0 .OOGOG .00000 .0GO00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
RUN NO. 1726/ 0 RN/L = 1.5I GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
200.020 -4.334 48.99500. .02599 ,00848 -.04758 -.0t123 6.94520 i3.0i600 14,98400 15.01800
200.II0 95.666 49.03900 .02512 .0050! -.04543 -.00719 6.93550 13.01100 14.99200 15.00100
199,530 196.160 49.27500 .02023 .00206 -.04188 -.00688 6.92520 13.01400 14.98600 15.02B00
C-RAOZENT .00000 ._OOO0 .00000 .O0000 .00000 .00000 .OOOGQ ,00000 .OOOqO
IA[42, SRBS SEPARATENG FROM O/ET,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR63) ( 28 JAN 77 1
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP = 1258.5000 IN. X8 ALPHA = 15.000 BETA = 15,000
LREF = I290,3000 INCHES YMRP .0000 IN. YB ALPHAS = 7.000 BETAS = 13.000
BREF = 1280.3000 INCHES ZHRP ,0000 IN. ZB Y 100.000 JET PC = 1225.000
SCALE = .0100 MACH = 4.500
RUN NO. 1727/ 0 RN/L = I.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAS ALPHA BETA
lOG.090 -4.11B I00.26000 .03933 .01095 -.04489 -.02185 6.95910 13.05400 14.99500 15.01?O0
100.140 96.092 100.31000 .03584 .00967 ".04548 -.0]957 6.95370 13.05100 14.99600 15.02900
100.610 196.520 100.37000 .03177 .00492 -.04327 -.0]862 6.93960 13.05100 15.01200 15.05200
GRADIENT .00000 .000GO ,O000O .00000 .00000 .00000 ,00000 .GO000 .00000
RUN NO. 17281 0 RNIL = 1.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAS BETAB ALPHA BETA
150.530 195.790 I00.79000 .03865 .00831 -.04873 -.02267 6.95220 13.06500 15.01700 15.04"700
,_n.l_n 96.279 I00.55000 .03886 .00980 -.04973 -.02165 §.95600 !3.06000 !_'_!_ !_'_
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .ooouo ,uuuuu .uuuuu
DATE OI AUG 77 IAI42, AEDC V41A-KIA, TABULATED SOURCE DATA PAGE 950
IAI42, SRBS SEPARATING FROM OIEC,RGT SRB JET ON (LVTR63} ( 28 JAN 77 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF _ 2690.0000 SO.FT, XMRP - I25B.5000 IN, X8 ALPHA _ 15.000 BETA 15.000
LREF 1290.3000 INCHES YMRP = .0000 IN. YB ALPHAB - 7.000 BETAB 13.000
8REF 1290.3000 INCHES ZMRP - .0000 IN. ZB Y _ I00.000 JET PC - 1225.000
SCALE - ,0100 MACH - 4.500
RUN NO. I729! 0 RN/L - !.SI GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5,001 5,00
Z X Y CN CLM CY CYN ALPHAB BETAB ALPHA BETA
200.680 -4.028 I00.15000 .02B9! ,00860 -,0546! -,01886 6,94680 !3o05000 !5.00100 !5_03800
200.770 95.888 i00.66000 .02745 ,GOB20 -.05753 -.02157 5.S_5OO 13.06_00 iS,Oi3OO _5.03600
201.010 X95.910 I00.29000 ,02743 ,00696 -.055]5 -.01955 6.94190 13,05400 15,02900 _5.07300
GRADIENT .00000 .OOOO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
